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GABFEST GIRCUirS PEAK YEAR
lespite Good U. S. Bally, Europeans

; Again Run Away With Int'l Festival
' Brussels, July 1. 4-

'Be^'spite a sensationally fast get-

•{fay at the start of the Brussels
*• Wofld FUin Festival, Hollywood end-
J: ^ up among the also-rans in the

iijternational jury's selection of the

best feature film. Grand festival

jj pi'iise was copped by "Silence Is

Cfelden," Rene Clair's production for

;. Ifench Pathe, which was awarded
'

' -the Saint Michael statuette, the Bel-

^ian- equivalent to the U, S. "Oscar."
• This is the Maurice Chevalieif starrer

w'hieh RKO will release in America
as "Man About Town."

, /Among the secondary awards,
• 'Jll'amuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of

Our Lives" was palmed for having

; Wjfr best Story, ' and Myrna Loy
•' -Walkea .off with the best actress'
' jiij'tee for- her performance in the

tiame picture. 3. Arthur Bank's "Odd
:': Maa Out" held up British honors by
•:

' winning the- best production awards.
. "Other 'winners were Mexico's
"JSmamorada" for best photography;

"'.(Continued on page 4W

Niteries Undergo

ince

nning of War
Saratoga Springs, July 1,

•
,

, For the. first tinie in some years
< patrons of Saratoga's plush lakehouses
•:: , wiU ftnd a number of changes in the

interiors! this summer. During the
:

,
prewar and war periods the clubs re-

, niained about as usual except for in-
cidental refurbishing and painting
eacli year to doll up for the August
racing season.
This year, however, many changes

Will be in evidence, the most radical
,: taking place at the former Meadow-

brook, to be known as Outhwaite's,
.y which is being turned into a private

'. membership club with admittance
bi' card only.

V indicated that the club will
V^-.bftrone Of the most -beautiful in up-
' »tate. New York. Main dining room

remains the same, except for the

iaT^
"decorating and new draperies
bi^ flreplace has been painted

White to be set off by copper lamps
.

«ndMvy), Bar, however, has been

. (Continued on page 22)

KAP B~WAY REVUE AS

; TOLERANCE WEAPON
At the suggestion of the National

t-onffirence of Christiaes and Jews,
a representative group of managers
IS considering staging a revue With
racial tolerance the basic theme. It

,
IS slated for Broadway in the fall
and then goes to the road. Show-
men huddled last week for prelimi-
nary discussions; writers will soon
oa selected to .supply sketches and
Bumbeijs.
A group pf shoyifmen will beme executive heads of the proj-

ect and it's expected that financing
will partly come from show busi-

1 oess. indications being that support
,

mil also be offered by leaders in
. other fields

Helpful Occupation
Tokyo, Juiy 1.

Tales of lush Hollywood moola
have Anally reached Japanese
ears.

'

Among General MacArthur's
mail last week was a film

scenario, "Play of Marriage," by
a Nip writer who asked the
General "to • give the order to
his skillful secretary to trans-

late it iiito American" so tije au-
thor might submit it to Holly-
wood.

'47-48 Longhair

Prospects Big
The longhair concert business,

which just completed a very good
year,, looks in good shape for next
season despite the bearish tenor of

the times. Concert managements are
Cautious in making predictions, but
signs are bullish. At the close of the
spring booking, seasonj advance
bookings by Columbia Concerts,
leader in the field, are running
parallel to last year. In the Case Of

National Concert & Artists Corp.,

Columbia's chief rival, bookings are
even heavier for next year.

Bookings indicate, according -to

^oncert execs, that next year's biz

can't be bad. Whether the new sea-
son will be as good as the one just

finished, can't be predicted yet,

they say, due to inability to know
what the percentage contracts will

yield. Most major artists are now
booked on percentage. Their re-

ceipts, of course, aren't reflected in

advance bookings — only straight

fees are. But advance bookings show
(Continued on page 22)

Eddie Cantor Will Get

33^ of Profits From

His Warner Bros. Biopic

Eddie Cantor's film biog deal,

which Abe Lastfogel (William Mor-
ris ofticei set last week with War-
ner Bros., gives the star one-third

of all profits. The down-payment is

merely $50,000, as compensation for

Cantor working with the writers. An
extra- deal has yet to be worked out
for his recording the musical num-
bers.

Tentatively titled "All My Life,"

the idea of the comedian appear-
ing as him.selt was ruled Out al-

though who will be Cantor's "Larry
Parks" is as yet undecided, as is the

selection o£ aiitho;-s, tunesmiths, di-

rector, et al. Only item certain is

that ij; will he in Technicolor and
that Cantor, like JoLson, will be his

own oflE-screen musical voice.

Cantor's autobiography, written in

1927, will not be used as the basis

of the film because of incomplete
data,

SILVER TONGUES'

By ARTHUR BRONSON
In contrast to a postwar recession

in adjoining entertainment . or cul-

tural fields, the lecture busines.s,

which has been good right along,

bids fair next season to eclipse its

hitherto best year. Established
gabber bureaus, just finished with a

fine season, are signing up contracts

that . indicate a better season next,

year. New companies have stepped
recently into the field, drawn by the
lush prospects or the peculiar ad-
vantages their setups ottered. The
gabber • circuit, estimated to have
grossed over $3,000,000 this season,

looks to better the figure consider-
ably next year.

Interesting development is the in-

creasing segue of show biz person-
alities into the field, occasioned by
the need of variety on the yapper
loop. In the case of the two new-
est companies^ a third ot their ros-

ters is given over to gabbers in

literature and the arts, with enter-

tainment a strong factor. Names
familiar in radio and legit appear

(Continued on page 83)

Justice Dept.

To Crack Down

On AFM, Films
Anti-trust division of the U. S.

Dept. of Justice is preparing to
crack a restraint of trade suit against
the American Federation of Musi-
cians and the major film companies
for their alleged action in prohib-
iting the use of any film with a
musical soundtrack to be used for

television, it was learned this week.
An official of the Senate sub-com-r

mittee, currently investigating the
AFM in connection with the Lea
Bill, declared that an.y such action

would have to be instituted by the
Justice Dept. but said there was a

possibility the committee would per^
suade the dept. to investigate. Any
authoritative statement, he said,

would have to come from Rep. Hart*

(Continued on page 55)

Swanson's Pic Comeback
^ Hollywood; July 1.

Gloria Swanson wants to do a

starring picture again; She and
director E. H. Griffilh have formed
an alliance with the aim of making
"The Besieged Heart,'! play by
Robert Hill. Story ol a woman with
a cancer affliction who dies in the

end, Hill wants it done as a play
first.

Meantime, Miss Swanson ha,s got-

ten Irving Trust Co. ot N. Y. to

finance the picture, with the Rosen-
wald Foundation willing to guaran-

tee completion money. Film, should

it be made, will probably be re-

leased through United Artists.

Show Btisiness Still Auditionhig

That New Act: Taft & Hartley

Shows Pix, Too
Washington, July 1.

Treasury Department dis-

closed last week it has turned up
a southern theatre chain which
evaded $650,000 in Federal in-

come taxes by' omitting from its

tax returns its profits from ice-

creaffi, popcorn and other con-
cessions in the theatres.

Treasury did not disclose the

identity or location of the chain.

Case was m,erely listed as one
of several large income evasion
matters in various parts of the

country, on which the depart-
ment is now working.

Rose Nixes lOG

Coke Emcee Bid
Billy Rose has nixed a $10,000 a

week offer from Coca-Cola to de-
liver his own package show io the
soft drink , outfit for fall network
programming. Coke outfit hfis al-

ready bought two new shows' on
CBS—one starring Morton Downey
and the other Percy Faith—and it's

reported that the Rose show had
been intended lor a third half-hour,
network slot.

. Rose ihact previously rejected the
emcee role in the new Milton Blow
NBC show for Adam> Hats, "The
Big Break." Claims; his multiple ac-
tivities, including columning, his
Diamond Horseshoe nitery, Ziegfeld
theatre, etc., take up too much of
his time and energies.

f : Washington, July 1. .

A. 20-year old U. S. Supreme
Court decision is to be dusted oil

by entertainmevt unions in its battle
against the Taft-Hartley law. The
entertainment unions will claim thpt
regulatcyy provisions of the labor-
management control act do not ap-
ply to the eotertainment field be«i
cause of the Max Hart vs. Keith-
Albee decision of 1926, which fiilecl

the Keith circuit was not engaged
in interstate commerce despite the
fact that performers were routed by
that wheel throughout the country.

'

* Sole possible ejcception to the die- .

tum of the Hart-Albee decision is

seen to be the American Federation
'

of Radio Artists, which may be heldl
_

to be engaged in interstate com*
merce because of Government con- .

trol of radio' channels through the
FCC. .

Other unions will claim that the
entertainment industry is engagec^

; exclusively in intra-state commerce
and thus not subject to Federal reg- .

(Continued on page 55)

AFRA Reprieves Disk

Jocks on Cuffo Guest

Shots Till Convention
Disk jockeys who line up cuffo in-

terviews with entertainment stars to

hypo their stanzas got a brief re-
prieve last week from the threat of
an

. American Federation, of Radio
Artists ban on such guestshots,
AFRA board, meeting in New York
Thursday night (28), decided, in

view of the nearness of the union's
national convention, to table the
proposal for the time being and
place .4t on the convention agenda
for mulling by the membership.
AFRA conclave is scheduled to

open, fir a four-day round of ses-

sions, in New York, August 14.

Tabling of the suggestion that
cuffo interviews of AFRA artists be
forbidden on platter shows—or that

"customary fees" be charged, which
would be prohibitive—was seen in

.some quarters as an indication that
the matter will go by the boards.
Feeling, it's said, is that too many
AFRA members wouldn't want to be
cut 'out of this forin of free air

plugs and would question thatlKjch
interviews seriousl^'deprive them of

employment

Jim Thurber 'Unfair' To

H wood; Refunds 28G,

Unsolicited, to Goldwyn
Hollywood, July' 1.

JamS Thurber, it- seems, has
broken a long-observed rule. :-

He took on the job of doing a
treatment of "The Catsbirdseat" for
Goldwyn. He turned in a full 80
pages.

^ Then Goldwjn ordered
changes^ and Thurber wouldn't go
for them. He called the deal off.

Now there is nothing especially
notable about this. Other writers
have resented script changes and
quit before now. But, so far as
producers around here remember, :

few it any fiave ever kicked about
acceptin.g coin for the time they
have worked.
Thurber paid- back every cent

of the $28,000 given him. Even his
agent had to kick back his % to
Goldwyn.
Among the writers there seems to

be general applause for Thurber'*
feeling of what constitutes integrity,

but there's some uneasiness about
the possibility he's setting a prece-
dent. After all, the laborer is .wor-
thy of his hire, they maintain, and
a lot of work .on the spript is still

a lot of work, even if the producer
doesn't like it as it stands,

Midwest Theatre Toll

Big Due to Floods
Omaha, July I.

Rampaging Nebraska and Iowa
rix'ers took toll of theatres and
amiisenients in general in this area.
At Hamburg, la,, the Colonial

theatre continued with six feet of
water in the basement.
At Cambridge, Neb., however,

the flood shuttered the theatres in
town. George Baughman, operator
ot tlie Ritz, lost his daughter-in-iaw
and grandson in the flood.
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Senator Aiken s Film Plan To

!%ow U. S. Democracy at Work
Washington, July 1.

Broad, general project for the

production of educational shorts on

the worlfings of U. S. democracy

find the Federal Grovernment will

be proposed to Congress in the im-

mediate future by Sen. George
Allien of Vermont. Plan, which will

seek sponsorship from the film in-

dustry and the talent unions, wUl be
broached to Congress as; soon as

Aiken huddles with representatives

of the Motion Picture Assn. of
America. •

Disclosure of Aiken's project fol-

lowed by a day the proposal of Rep.
Carl Mundt that Congress allocate

$2,225,000 to the U. S. X>ept, of Edu-
cation to produce and distribute

uch' educational picturesa Aiken's

plan- is considered mucto ' moire ex-

pansive, however, since by obtain-

ing sponsorship of the film industry,

the shorts would be insured of

theatrical distribution and top qual-

ity, as well as top talent.

Basic motive underlying Aiken's

plan is a fight against Cibmmunism
by depicting how the U. S. Govern-
ment works, aa opposed to the

Communist type tf rule: Aiken will

propose a joint advisory committee
of both Senate and House 'members
to work with the industry on pro-
duction. He'll also seek full theatri-

cal distribution under the assump-
tion that "adults need such educa-
tion as much as do the children."

lo further his plan, Aiken will ask
.that the film projection room which
opens on Capitol Hill next fall aLso

show the educational shorts for the
benefit of both adults and juves
visiting Washington.

Elsa Lanchester's N. Y.

Nitery Date at Cafe Soc.
Klsa Iitinchester, film comedienne

and wife of actor Charles Laughton,
has been signed for her first N, Y.
nitery date at Cafe Society Uptown
for four weeks starting Jan. .7.

Spot, which closed Saturday (28)

for the summer, will reopen Sept.. 8
with Luclenne Boyer.

MARCHES TESTIFY FOR

HERMAN SHUMLIN
Washington, July 1.

Fredric March and his wife, Flor-
ence Eldridge, were character wit-

nesses last Wednesday (25) for

Broadway producer Herman, Shum-
lin, a defendant in the trial of 16
officials of the Joint Anti-Pascist

Refugee -Committee. AH 16 were
convicted on Friday of contempt of

Congress for the organization's re-

lu!:al to disclose information to the
House ITn'-American Activities Com-

; mittee. .

' ,

.•March described Shumlih as "com-
pletely law abiding, truthful and full

of veracity."

"tiumlin, along with author
H 'ward Fast, is among those subject

' to a fine of $1,000 and a year in jail.

SUumlin's last success was "Watch
On the Rhine," .a prize-winning
drama, which after a JBroadway run
was made into a WB picture which
he directed. Fast has writfen two
scenarios to be filmed in the east by
Mike Todd, one being "The Child-
ren,''- adapted from his book of that

title, and an original called "Bus-
man's Holiday."
Among others convicted were

Levcrett S. Gleason, publisher of

Reader's Scope, a magazine; Dr. Ed-
ward R, Barsky, prominent N. Y.
surgeon, and Marjorie Chodorov.
Latter was formerly married to Ed-
ward Chodorov, dramatist.

Georgre Carson Putnam
Felled by the N. Y. Heat
George Car.son Putnam. WOR

<N. Y.) newscaster and announcer,
collapsed from tlie beat yesterday
CTues.) noon on the street at Parle

avenue and 125th street, New York.
He wds taken to the Harlem hos-
pital, where an examination showed
he suffered a brain concussion as he
struck- his head in falling. His con-
dition was not believed serious, but
doctors said he would be kept under
observation at least 24 hours.

Putnam was on his way to the
125th street commuter train station
to meet his wife, former INS re-
porter Lee Carson, and their childi
who were returning from a visit to
the country.
Henry Gladstone is pinchhitting

lor Putnam at WOR.

Korda Planes Back

For British Picture;

Other Air Flights

With a settlement of his breach-
of-contract suit with Lsudy X»w-
renoe, l^ir Alexander Korda, British

picture producer and director has
planed back to London after a two-
and-a-half-week stay in Gotham*
He left via La Guardia Airport. In

London he will direct Oncar Wilde's

"An Ideal Husband," With Ifaulette

Ooddard in the lead.

Korda said that with the comple-
tion of "An Ideal JIusband" in Sep-
tember he will start work on "Anna
Karenina," with Vivien Lelfh play-

ing the title role. Thesp-producer-
writer-director Orson Welles signed

a one-picture contract With Korda
as director, and player, with story

and title undecided as yet. Welles
will leave for London in about two
months.

Since his arrival in N. Y. on June
•11, Korda has been defendant in

a damage suit of $302,400 instituted

by Lawrence, former Metro and
United Artists' foreign distribution

executive, who charged that a
three-year contract with Korda had
been broken by the producer with
16 months of the contract to run. In

his defense before the N. Y;. su-

preme court,- Korda stated that,

contrary to his understanding of the

agreement with Lawrence,' the
plaintiff had held ownership in

other film companies. A Korda ex-

ecutive reported that the ca.se was
settled in the amount of $17,000.

Buddy Rogers flew in last Thurs-
day (26) to celebrate his 10th wed-
ding anniversary, being met by his

wife, Mary Fickford, who is in N. Y.

On United Artists business, She's a
part owner of U. A.
On Monday (30) thfe Pan-Ameri-

can Clipper America landed after

the first commercial flight
_
around

the world. Among newspaper exec-
utives who made the 22,000-mile

trip Vvfere Roy Foward, president of

Scripps-Howard; Mrs. Ogden Keld,

president of the New York Herald-;

Tribune, Frank Gannett> publisher

of The Gannett Newspapers; Barry
Farit, editor-in-chief of Interna-

tional News Service.

Simon Schifrin, French film pro-
ducer now living in New York, left

via Air France for Paris. He said he
will meet in Paris the president of

the French motion picture chamber,
a governmental bureau representing
the industry,, to try to arrange for

an organization in France which
would more or less parallel United
Artists in the U. S. Such an organi-

zation would deal only with the

export of French pictures and would
provide for a single agent in the
U; S, representing all the major
French independent producers.
Ethel Merman visited New York's

La Guardia to welcome home her
husband, Rpbert Levitt, Air France
passenger returning from a six-

week vacation in Europe.

263rd WEEK!
KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"iBeet evening's entertainment In

America. Ken Murray is great."

FRED ALLEN

PARDSiNN.¥.CAFE,

RIVALS AT SARATOGA
Jimmy Vernon and Dario, co-bon-

ifaces of La Martinique, New York,

will fee rival ' impresarios at Sara-

toga Springs, N. Y., this season dur-

ing the racing meet. Dario has been

signed, to manage Outhwaite's, spot

formerly known as the Meadow-
brook. Vernon- previously was
signed to manage Riley^a Lake
House.
Both clubs will be on a name

policy, Outhwaite's having signed
Emil : Coleman's, brch- and Phil
Regan. ^ DeUnonioo's wUL start the
season with; Harry Richman.
Dario returned last week from a

talent hunt 'in France and England
and, in conjunction with Vernon,
will reopen La Martinique in the
falL '

'Born on The Fourth of July'
-By RALPH T. KETTERING-

Chicafiio.

"I'm a . Yankee Doodle Dandy—a
Yankee Doodle -Do or Die i .

."
.

And he was, from, the top of his

flat-topped felt to the toe of his nim-
ble boot. He waved the flag and
why shouldn't he? He was Ameri-
can first, last and always. I remem-
ber the first time I met him. The
Four Cohans were playing a wfeek at

Ferris Wheel l^ck, Chicago, in the
open air vaudeville theatre on the
south end of the lot, and George
liked to ride the big wheel, a left-

over from Chicago's first World's
Fair, and' so did 1.

There being no child labor laws
in those days I packed a basket of

peanuts and popcorQ around the
park from noon until very late at
night. Peanuts being, the weakness
of most kids; I imagine that is how
George- and I struck up an ac-
quaintance which was to ripen into

a friendship over the years. By^ a
bit of deft "exchange of courtesy"
we managed to ride the big wheel
at no cost to us except the pilfer-

ing of enough peanuts from each
bag- to fill enough bags to give
a few to the ticket taker. Now, if

you don't exactly understand that

James Stewart Groomed

For 'Harvey' Filmization
James Stewart, due July 14 on

Broadway as summer replacement

in the legit version of - the. Mary
Chase comedy, "Harvey,'? is being

groomed for the film version of that

play. Comedy, which was purchased

last week by Universal-International

for a sum reported to lie near $1,-

000,000, to be paid in 10 annual pay-

ments, will be produced by John
Beck, former general studio man-
ager, now assi-sting Leo Spitz. Miss
Chase will assist in the adaptation.

Negotiations for sale of the prop-
erty were agented by Harold Freed-
mf>n on behalf of Miss Cha.se and
Brock Pemberton, show's producer.

Stewart Will appear in the play
during Frank Fay's vacation. Le-
giter is in its 138th week on Broad-
way. Chicago company, with Joe E.

Brown in the lead', recently com-
pleted a 42-week run.

Yve» Must Berlitz U. S.
Warner Bros.' "Sinatra of French

Hadio," Yves Montand, is due to ar-
rive in the U. S. July 20 or 24, will

apend one day in New York, then
head for Hollywood. His first task
will be learning English.
Montand is called a "young Che-

valier" type, highly popular with
French radio audiences.

Revive Revelers Quartet
The Revelers, male quartet of the

'20s, is being revived by Columbia
Concerts, largely for its Community
Concerts series. Group is being built

around Wilfred Glenn, original bass
with the Revelers, who not only has
the rights to the name, but access

to Old group's large library. Old
name will be retained for the new
cjuartet. Other metnbers will be Nino
Ventura and Glenn Burris, tenors,

and Rand Smith, baritone. Paul Vel-
lucci will be pianist-arranger.

Group has been organized by Wal-
ter Preston, head of Columbia's
Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, and has
nearly 3Q dates sold already for next
season.

.""

Group, when originally organized
over 30 years ago, was known first

as the Shannon Quartet. A.s the
Revelers, it numbered at different

timeift Binong its group James Mel-
ton, Frank Parker, Franklin Baur
and Frank Luther.

Mrs. Raft Asks $18,000

In Settlement of Arrears
Hollywood, July 1.

Suit in which Grayce Raft, es-

tranged wife of George Raft, asks

$18,260 which she claims Raft owes
her under a property settlement en-
tered into in 1932, is on file in su-
perior court here. The suit also
asks that the actor be restrained
from dissipating community assets.

The complaint charges that, al-
though Raft agreed to pay her 10%
of his earnings, since March 1, 194.'),

she has received only $19,223^ while
the actor's income was in excess of
$332,000.

Eh, Doc?
We have always liked talking

dog and/or horse stories. One
of them concerns a college track

meet being held near a pasture

in which ' were • several thor-
ou<;hbred horses. One of the
spectators of the track events,
seeking a bit of- shade, sat down
in the •shadow of the fence sepa-
rating the field from the pas-
ture.

Suddenly he felt his shoulder
being nuzzlcj, He looked up
into the face of a handsome
youn!,' stallion. Tlie horse looked
around cautiously and then .said,

out of the side of his mouth,
"Who do. you like in the third,
Doc?"

—Fibber McGee & MoHtr,

ANDYRUSSELL LAUNCHES

AGENCY COUNTERSUIT
Hollywood, July 1.-

Suit fey Andy Russell askings an
accounting of $75,000 he says he has
paid Personalities, Ltd., since going
under that agency's management, is

on file in superior court here.

Crooner's - complaint, filed by attor-

ney Charles Katz, charges that the
company was never licensed as an
agency and that it breached manage-
ment pact by going through the Wil-
liam Morris office in setting Russell

deals.

The agency, in which Sam Stiefel

and George ("Bullets") Durgom are

50-SO partners, sued Russell last

week for $376,000 for alleged breach
of contract.

Mae West's 'Diamond Lil'

Gets British Censor OK
London, July 1.

Mae West's script of "Diamond
Lil" was okayed last week by the
Lord Chamberlain after suggesting a

tew minor changes. This official ac-
tion indicates that the play wiU have
smooth sailing throughout England
when show- opens some tima in

August in the provinces.
Miss West is slated to go to Eng-

land some time this month to re-

hearse and ultimately open at the
Prince of Wales theatre, London, at

the end of September. Tom Arnold
will produce. -

Olben & Johnson's Canada
Fair Date on Percentage

' Toronto, July 1.

Deal for Olsen & Johnson to play
their first fair date is being set for
the annual Canadian National Ex-
hibition to be held here Aug. 22 to

Sept. 6. Deal being worked out be-
tween William Morris agency and
George Hamid, fair's booker, will
call for a guarantee and percentage
arrangement. Final percentage
terms not yet set.

Fair, one of the largest in Canada,
will use supplementary stage shows
during the O&J engagement. CNE
toppers also plan to use other high-
budgeted, names and are angling for
Jack Benny and Edgar Bergen.
O'sen & John.son show will be

staged in the Coliseum seating 12,-

000, capacity of which may be di'
minished because of contemplated
masking off of the side sections.

procedure ask any carnival grilter.
It was Wednesday, I believe, that

the wheel started acting up and it

was Thursday, about twilight, and
George and I found ourselves at the
top but stationary. The machinery
had gone .feezunk. Any moment
now, with a little more • darknesis,
and the show would begin. We could
see the spotlightman testing hi.s car-

"

bons. The lighte below looked like
small diamonds from our dizzy
height. Soon there would be three
Cohans looking for a fourth.. But,
we remained bezunk and the world
moved on without us. Two kids and
a basket of peanuts in a glass en-
closed car several hundred feet up
in the air hanging out over a great
City. The only reason I tell the
story Is because that was the first

and only time The Three Cohans
played next-to-closing and the la.st

'

time the fourth Cohan rode the Fer-'
ris Wheel.

As; the Cohans toured the Kohl &
Castle circuit, I would follow them
around to the Haymarket, Chicago
Opera House and the Olympic, once
finding myself beating my young
hands for them . at Murdock't
Masonic Temple Roof Garden where
"The Girl with the Auburn Hair"—
in private life Mrs. J. J. Murdock—
always closed the show by singing
"The Holy City" against an illumi-
nated church drop.
We were standing beside the rail-

ing that surrounded that airswept
garden when George introduced hig

sister, Josephine, who hastened, off

to tell Jerry that "that awful boy is

with George again." Whereupon I

ducked for the first elevator to the
street.

Antl-'HlKh Hat' Complex

Through the years of "Running for
Office" and "Little Johnny Jones" I

followed the Cohans. . By this time
I had begun a theatrical career my-
self, as an usher at the old Powers'
Theatre. But George was growing
in stature. His name had gone up
in lights for the first time as an in-

dividual .star in "lattle Johnny.
Jones." It was about that time I

learned two things about George—
his fear of going "high hat" and his

superstitutioH about sticking his

shoes under the bed with the right

•to the right and the left to the left,
:

Years later, when his health was
fading and he was hiding away in

a hotel at Atlantic City I dropped
past, was told he could not be dis-

turbed, left my card, and was on .

my way. But, before I had gotten a

quarter mile down the boardwalk I

was overtaken by the perspiiing

Negro pushing a chair in which
George sat waving his hands and
imploring me to believe that, hon* .

estly, he didn't know it was me who
was calling and that he wouldn't
have me believe he «.ad gone "high

hat" for anything in the world.

But, it was when the lU-fated

Iroquois had struggled through a

recovery, first as Hyde & Behman's
Music Hall, and then as the Co-

lonial, that George and I were to

have our happiest daj^. William

Harris and Abe Erlanger had sent

George Lederer to Chicago in an

attempt to "put the house over" and

the first show booked was "45 Min-

utes From Broadway," which
George wrote, both book and lyrics,

composed all the music as usual,

staged, directed and co-produced,

but which he did not act in, con-

trary to several adverse opinions.

By this time I had progres.-ed in

show business to the place where I

was treasurer of the Colonial. I'll

never forget that opening night

George was the most nervous man
I'd ever seen. Constantly rubbing

his chin and tightening his tie. It.

wasn't until count-up time that I

noticed he had written on the box-

.oft'ice wall "God, help us toni,t;ht.'

And -I believe God was listening.

Mrs. T. luce, Jr., Divorce
. , Hollywood, July 1.

Mrs. Dorothy Ince has obtained a
divorce from Thomas H. Ince, Jr.,

son_£!Uh.e_J.ate_film^pr.Qducer._^
Settlement calls for $200 monthly

alimony, $100 for support for two
daughters and a home in San
Marino, Calif.

COL'S EOYAL FLACK
A touch of royalty wasl added to

Columbia Pictures home-office pub-
licity staff with the addition Monday
Related to England's ruling family,
she will work at the New York of-
fices as Miss Iris Mountbatten.

Recently arrived in the U. S., she
has decided to make her home in
this country.

Finkerton in the iRed

It was at the Colonial, during that

famous engagement, that we. formed
The Schmoos Club. Its members
were Billy Pinkerton, the great .de-

tectivc^ LoiLHouiieman, sports edi-

tor of the Inter-Oce.in; Jules Alt;

man, the liquor baion; Geoige

Lederer, the manager; George Wood,,
the press agent, and my.self. We
played cards and told stories and

one night George and I hatched up

a plan to steal Pinkerton's watch. I

got the watch, gave it to George,

who took it to New Yorlc, had it en-

graved, "To -the world's .i?reate.sl de-

tective from his pals of the Schmoos
Club," and we presented it to fum

at a high-jinks si.'np v in the ol<|

i College . Inn. Pinl-t n wciit a"

f ('Continued on page 44>
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BRTT.THREATENSU S. PIXIMPORTS
Expect Rank To Tell Off British^

It's flgured that when J. Arthur Rank gets back to England the

agitatioO' against U, S. film imports may take on a different com-

plexion.
America takes about a billion dollars out of Britain, m dollar ex-

change, for all sorts of commodities, but because Hollywood has an

element of glamour, the accent is automatically, on' the .Yank film

capital with the relatively small $75,000,000 it takes out of Britain

annually.,' •,• .

But when the British womenfolk b.esiege Parliament, as, they have,

with "if it's a choice between us having food or movies," the answer

Is obvious.
Fundamentally, both sides agree it's good economy for the American

majors to "cartelize" playdates on an Anglo-American accord-^if

cartel it is—because it's also good! for the British film industry^ in

every facet.

It's good for the British theatre-owner, it's held, because without

Hollywood product he'd close up shop. It's good for America because

without that foreign revenue the U. S. film industry would have to

retrogress on production lavishness and standards, ,

Rank's closeup on America, particularly his current leisurely so-

journ in Hollywood, has given him an even deeper insight, and all

this will be accented by the British industrialist-fllm producer when
he hits British shores.

s

British Prefer Opportunity to Play

U. S. Market Revenue Incidental

Rank Stresses to Yank Distribs

As J. Arthur Rank winds up his-f

Hollywood stay this weefc prepar^.-

'

tory to heading easfand sailing for

London July 17 on the Queen Eliza-

beth, the playing-time. deal that the

British tycoon worked out with the

major American theatre circuits

Started to take shape. The $10,000,-

000 to $12,000,000 "guarantee," ac-

tually, is chiefly a theoretical

: formula because Rank reiterates,

What he wants for British pictures

is not to be ]^ut on a monetary basis.

More so, he prefers the opportunity
- to exhibit his and/or the other Brit-

ish film wares in important Ameri-
> can theatres. ,

It's held that if it were a ques-
tion of, money, as a means to buy
ofE any theoretical threat from the
British government on dollar ex-
change, then perhaps. It might be
that the U. S. film interests could
just as well pay off Rank and not
even play his product, It's some-
thing comparable to what occurred
when the American distributors in

England made and/or bought
, "quota" pictures, and exhibited

^Continued on page 16) ,

May's $31,266,930 Amus.

Taxes a Million Under '46

Washington, July 1.

The nation's admissions tax col-

lections dipped to $31,266,930 in

May, more than $1,000,000 under the
comparable figures for May,- 1946,

according' to the latest Bureau of

Internal Revenue statistics. Gener-
ally the collections .Reflect business
done at the boxffice. in April.

Bulk of the bite comes from film

houses, '

Jimmy Walker Biopic

May Be Filmed in Eng.

Under Noel Gurney Plans
Aiming to bring a cross-section of

America to Britain, and vice versa,
by means of a program of iilms and
plays, British American Continental
Productions, Inc., is earmarking a
biopic on the life of JFimmy Walker
from a story by Gene Powler as its

first screen venture. Company prexy
Noel Gurney reportedly acquired the
rights to the Walker yarn from exec-
utors of the late New York mayor's
estate.,

,
. British American is now negotiat-
ing for studio space in England and,
according to plans, the Walker pic-
toe will be filmed there. Dormant
durmg the war, the firni was
launched in 1940. Number of British
notables are backing 'the company,
including the Countess Effingham, a
nrm director.
As its^inltjal excursion into legit*

(Continued on page 16)
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Welles' lacbeth' Now

Costing. Rep $900,000—=- Hollywood,-- July 1.

.

Budget on "Macbeth" was upped
by Republic from $750,000 to $900,000
over the weekend, with possibility
that It'll hit $1,000,000 before it
•winds. Studio chief Herb Yates an-
nounced several weeks ago that it
wouldn't go over 750G but today
(Tuesday) is producer-director-star
Orson Welles' eighth day of a 21-
"ay shooting schedule. Overtime is

wr*'^
boosting the costs.

Welles' company had weeks o( re-
hearsal on the road before the pic-
ture stai-ted, and moi;e intensive
work before picture JcoUed,

Films'

April Melon, Twice

That of Last Year
Washington, July 1.

Film industry dividends continue
to ride high, according to Dept. of

Commerce figures issued yesterday
(30). For the month of April,, the
industry melon was a cozy $4,461,000,

which was almost twice the $2,353,-

000 for April, 1946.

For the three-month period end-
ing April 30, the dividends were up
47% over corresponding period
last year. During February, March
and April, 1947, dividends reported
were a sock $12,616,000, contrasted
with $8,549,000 for last year.

Dept. of Commerce points out
that only publicly reported figures

can be included in its monthly div-
ident reports!* and that many div-
idends are never so reported. De-
partment estimates that the reported
dividends are about, 60% o£ the
total. 'Thus, if motion pictures, fol-

low the normal trend, the $4,461,000
lOr April would be about $8,00b,(jod

and -the total for . the three months
is probably about $21,000,000.

F

COIN AT STAKE
London, July 1.

American film industry faces its

greatest foreign crisis since the war

with the threatened drastic limita-

tion on the import of films. At stake

is a substantial part of- the average

$68,000,000, and better, annually re-

mitted to U. S. majors as, their net

earnings on pix played in Britain.

Restriction, on the import of all

films and, if necessary, an import

duty based on estimated earnings of

a film was indicated in Parliament

Monday (30) by Chancellor of the

Exchequer Hugh Dalton. [His $68,-

000,000 average is for the last three
years and differs from the film

trades accepted $75,000,000 measur-
ing rod.]

Development of a severe shortage
of dollars in almost all parts of the
world .was dictating moves which
will definitely hit tobacco, gasoline
and newsprint and very likely, films,

Dalton told Parliament. "Our own
line of credit under the Anglo-
American loan agreement is being
drawn upon much more rapidly, than
we expected," Dalton said.,- "It is

our clear duty to take further steps
to close the gap between our neces-
sary imports and our exports."
With Great Britain's revenues rep-

resenting approximately 60% of the
entire foreign revenues for Yank
pix, it's expected that: any drastic
cut will hit the AmeWcan companies

(Continued on page 48)

TODD WINDS FINANCIAL

DETAILS IN U SCHISM
Michael Todd gets $132,900 fro'm

Universal plus $200,000 which he
laid out for the screen rights to
Edna Ferber's novel, "Great Son,"
under settlement terms reached with
U following the production break-
off. Of the $132,900 Todd will re-

ceive $70,000 while $62,900 is grooved
to the Bank of Manhattan to retire

the balance on a $250,000 loan which
the bank made as a production ad-
vance.'."

Todd already received some of the

$200,000 on the Ferber screen rights

in advances. Todd's original deal
with U was for him to produce on
sharing, terms. U now owns all

these properties 100%. Arnold,
Fortas & Porter and Samuel Becker
were the attorneys repping for

Todd.

20tli-Fox's 4-Year Deal to Distribute

Kordas Product Is Another Step

Forward for Anglo-U. S. Film Accord

Vidor's New CoL Deal

Settles Tiff With Cobn
Hollywood, July 1.

Wrangle between Harry Cohn and
Charles Vidor, raging nearly a year
and which gave rise to a lawsuit last

winter, was settled amicably over
the weekend, with director getting

new contract at Columbia Pictures.

New contract, gives Vidor the right

New contract gives Vidor the • right

:

to produce eight pix independently
at Col. during the next four years,

with films to be released through
Cohn's, company.

Show Biz Names

For Conscription
Washington, July 1.

Many show business names are
bracketed among the members of

the Citizens Emergency committee
for Universal Military Training, or-
ganized , last week to spearhead a
movement for prompt enactment of

a conscription bill. Owen J. Rob-
erts, retired U. S. Supreme Court
Justice, is chairman of the organiza-
tion which comprises 120 leading
citizens from all walks of life.

Among the committee members
are included A. P. Giannini, San
Francisco banker associated with
film financing; Samuel Goldwyn,
Helen Hayes, MacKinley Kantor,
Charles MacArthur; John P. Mar-
quand, Robert Montgomery, Donald
M. Nelson, David Sarnoff and
Harry Mi Warner.

Argentina Also

Mulls Limiting

Pic Importations
Washington, July 1.

New Argentine legislation is in the

works to limit the imports of foreign

pictures. Department of Commerce
reports in a survey of production and

distribution of motion pictures in

Argentina in 1946. The miove would

be one more step to foster the do-

mestic industry by curbing foreign

competition inside the nation.

"A new law," says the report,

"which is still in the preparation
stage, proposes to limit imports of

foreign picture.'? either to a fixed

percentage of former imports or to

a fixed number. The latest report is

300 pictures a year, 200 from the

United States.

"A new tax law of the govern-
ment is in preparation which pro-

poses an increase of about 50% over
.(Continued on page 22)

Seymour Nebenzal Sets

Montez for 3 in 3 Years
Hollywood, July 1.

Seymour Nebenzal signed Maria
Montez to star in one picture a year
for the next three years. She re-

cently did "Atlantis" for Nebenzal.
Star's contract with Universal-In-

ternational permits her to mctke one
picture a year off the home lot.

National Boxoffice Survey
Nationwide Heat Wilts Film Grosses; 'Unfaithful/

'Ghost,' 'Fiesta' 'Egg,' 'Living' Set Pace

Worst heat wave; of the year
caught, the nation's film boxofflees
in "its sweltering, grip this week,
leaving grosses pantingly low. .New
York, .and iios Angeles, among the

key^cities- covered by
;

Variety, were
the only two to maintain a steady

pace. Most of the others saw the

niajority of attention paid to out-

door attractions, with Chicago's

grosses poor, Detroit subnormal,
Boston, the worst of the year and
others with varying degrees of off-

ish business.

Despite the heat,! several of the

newcomers showed fair amounts of

strength, paced by "Unfaithful"

(WB). Pic pulled near-peak $66,000

in N,_ Y., okay $33;000 in . offish

Philly, good $14,000, in Minneapolis
but terrible $18^000 in gloomy Bos-
ton. ''Ghost and Mrs. Muir" also

entered strongly, teeing off with

sock $144,000 in N. Y., fair $14,000

in Kansas City, but only so-so $12,-

000' in heat-ridden Cincinnati. "Egg
and r* (U) paced St. Louis with
swell $19,000, did good $21,000 in

two Providence houses in its second
frame and big $16,000 in its opening
Minneapolis ses.sion.

"Fiesta" (M-G) teed off only in

N. Y, and L. A. but did big in both

spots, with Lena Home on stage

aiding it to robust $72,000 in N. Y.
and

,

pulling fancy $70,000 in three
L. A. spots on its own. "Living in

a Big Way" (iVI-G) opened to mixed
results,: pacing Chi with potent $25,-

000, pulling fair $18,000 in Louisville',

fairish $^000 in two Cincy houses,

big $18,000 in St. Louis but poor
$17,000 . in Philly, bad $12,000 in

Pittsburgh and Offish $30,000 in two
Boston houses.

"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th),

abetted by, consistently strong word-
of-mouth, continued to roll heavily,

Pic , drew nice $30,500 in its third

L. A. week, smash $20,000 in Cincy,
and fairish, $22,000 in Philly. "Great
Expectations" (U) paced' the^"it=-
ishers currently making the' rounds,
chalking up pleasing $8,000 in , Cincy,
okay $23,000 in Boston but slow
$I2,S00 in' Providence. "Perils d£

I

Pauline"; (Par) " opened with slick
' $27,000 in .subnorrtial Detroit but fell

to only fair $10,|0,p in its second
K. C. week. '

' "Duel in, Sun" (SRO), playing
everywhere at upped admission
prices, raked in boff $10,000 in its

second Minneapolis week, fair $9,0QO
in its second Philly week and oke
$15,000 in third N, Y. frame.

Anglo-American film, trade re-
ciprocity was given a major boost
with announcement yesterday (1),
that 20tli-Fox has consummated a
releasing deal in the U. S. for all
productions turned out by Sir Alex-
ander Korda in Britain over the
next four years. Number of pic-
tures involved in th deal will total
14 with Britain's dollar exchange
profit calculated to reach between
$20,000,000 and $25,000,000.

In breaking news of the deal,
20th-Fox pre* Spyros Skouras de-
clared that his company was now*
suspending its own plans for British
production and would not recon-
struct its own studios at Wembley.
'This is the most important releas-
ing contract 20th Century-Fox has'
ever made," he said,

Skouras declared that restrictive
laws being threatened against the
importation of U. S. films into Briti
ain by the Labor government did
hot and would not affect in any way
operation of his agreement with
Korda. Touching upon 20th-FoJc's
relation with the J. Arthur Rank
organization, in light of the Korda
deal, he said that Rank had given

. (Continued on' iSage 16) I

Pickford-Chaplin-Kelly

May Run UA Until Some

Other Decision's Made
Another week has passed and

United Artists' two owners, Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin, still

seek a company president while
simultaneously Si- J"abian, circuit

head, and his banking group are,
still in the picture on the subject of'

an outright sale. Chief development"
sees^ Tom Connors, former 20th-Fox
sales head,, out as a possibility for
UA's top spot.

Connors, who the week before
was to the fore in the presidential
sweepstakes, found Chaplin-Pickford
observing that his terms for the job
were too steep. Decision to drop him
was weighted by the Grad Searg
factor. Both Sears and Connors are
primarily sales execs and, their work
would overlap rather than dovetail.

While the Fabian proposition- to

(Continued on page 48)
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Ikalt's New UA, E-L Deals Gve Him

4 Distrib Oudets; Col PRC tiie Others

With completion of the United -f

i^i-tists and Esgle-Lion deals, now
.Jsoth in the malting, Edward Small

will become probably the first pro-

ducer in industry history to have

distribution contracts with four dif-

ferent companies simultaneously. In

Bddition to E-L and UA, he has

pacts with Columbia and PRC;
E-L deal now being negotiated is

similar to Small's arrangement with
Columbia, under which he made
''Return of Monte" Cristo" last year
and is now preparing to make
.'•Lorna Doon«." Setup calls for Small
to provide a pacltage which includes

partial financing by Motion Picture
Investors, in which he is a partner.

He does not actually, produce the

picture, but supervises production.

Shooting is on the lot of the com?
pfiny which distribs the film.

Small naturally holds a percen-
tage interest in pix so produced.

Xlecision has not yet been made on
the story for the E-L film, but is

expected to come out of current

Coast conferences. Harry Kosiner,

Bmall's distribution chief, is now in

Jlollywood for huddles on this sub-
ject, as well as a number of others.

35% vs. 27»4% Plus
' Small holds a tentative deal with
UA for two fllms^ but after months
ef off-and^on negotiation, papers
haven't been inked yet. Holding it

up is a dispute over terms, with UA
attempting to up Small's 25% disr

tribution fee to 27%%, in line with'

the company's new policy. Equally,

if not more so, a stumbling block is

tjA's effort to have the producer pay
. for all of the- pictures' advertising,
^ven to pressbooks.

If and when the deal is concluded,
the producer is slated to release via
UA "Cagliostero," which he is mak-
ing in Mexico, and "Valentino," on
which he is almost ready to start

shooting. IMPI, incidentally, also

holds an interest in Howard Hawks'
production, "Red River," which -will

be released by UA,]
PRC is currently releasing Small

reissues on a percentage deal. Out'

lit has about a dozen of the oldies,

•which it is releasing in pairs as

double-bills. Initial duo, now in dis.

tribuiaion, is"Kit Carson" and "Last
«f "the Mohicans."

Small's First Set
Edward Small's first via E-L will

. 'be "T-Men," based on a story for

merly owned by E-L.

Aubrey Schenck will be associate

producer on "T-Men," with -Dennis
O'Keefe starring.

Named for 'Lady'
Hollywood, July 1,

Yvonno DeCarlo, Dan Duryea,
Rod Cameron and Helena Carter

draw top spots in "River Lady,"

screen version of Houston Branch's
novel at Universal-Internationali

Technicolor film goes into work in

three weeks, with Leonard ' Goldr
stein producing and George Sher-.

man directing.

0avid Loew Sees Need

For More Important Pix

To Nip Other Challenges
Hollywood, July 1.

Film industry has to turn out
faoje. important -product to meet
i^hallenge of other forms of enter'
tainment bidding for favor from a
i-^bre chosey public, David L.,Loew,
Enterprise board chairman, declared
at company's annual planning meet.
U. S. workers are enjoying a shorter
average work week and are shop-
ping about to gain maximum enter-

tainment for these extra hours, he
pointed out.

Biggest competition to the film

industry'now comes from bigger and
more expensive radio programs,
television, increased road tom-s of

Icgit ' shows and expanded auto
travel. .

Loew warned, however, against
' lioing in for the suggestive and sen-

sational in films to lure customers
as it did' during the early '30's. Such
« policy, he said, would be tempt-
ing government control.

"Past experience of the industry
has proved," lie said, "that it has

, brought on itself every restriction

under , which- it labors."

CanadianExhibs

Appeal for Repeal

Of Wfo B.O. Tax
Winnipeg, July 1.

The Manitoba Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors Association^ representing all

theatres in the city, all large the-
atres outside of Winnipeg and many
of the smaller provincial houses, has
written to D. C. Abbott, Dominion
Minister of Finance, urging repeal
of the 20% federal excise tax. on the
ground that retention of the tax, in-

troduced as a war measure, was un-
fair in view of rising operation costs

and falling theatre attendances.
The Association's letter pointed

out that .so long as the war brought
a ready flow of money, neither the-
atre owners hor the public thought
much about it.

One of the main reasons for the
drbp in attendance is the 20%- in-

crease in admissions, according to

the Association. It urges the Min-
ister of Finance to keep in mind
that the tax particularly affects peo-
ple in lower income brackets, a
point borne out by the tact that the
drop in attendance has been espe-
cially noticeable at the neighbor-
hood houses.
Through a change in the Manitoba

Amusement Act, theatres in the
province are now able to bring their
prices up to the even 5c or dime
without incurring any added pro^
vincial tax. The amendment to the
act which has made this possible is

as follows:—"The purpose of this

amendment is to enable proprietors
of places of amusement to adjust
their gross price of admission to a
multiple- of 5e by increasing the;
same by an amount not exceeding
Ic without thereby incurring addi-
tional, tax through the fact that the
resulting net price of admission is

thereby increased by a fraction of
Ic over the maximum price in any
price range set forth in the sched-
ule."

GEORGE GIVOT
About George Givot in "Riff-

raff," K.K:0.-Kadio Piciures' latest

release, Brog In Variety said : "Sup-
port is strong . . . George Givot is

good aa police , chief." -

Thanki to t»«t O'Brien, Nat Holt,

Marty Rackrn and Teddy Tetzlaff

PRC May Distrib SO U Reissues;

aOOO,(l(IOEamuukedforUWFsl(im

Defore Gets Taid'
* Hollywood, July 1.

Don Defore has been set for the

male lead in "Paid in Full" at Para-
mount. Picture is adapted from
three-page Reader's Digest story

by Dr. Frederick Loomis, and script

la , by Robert Sherwood Blees.

Hall. Wallis will produce the pic-

ture at Paramount in thfe fall, fol-

lowing his return : from England. -

ACAD BOARD VOTES IN

56 NEW MEMBERS
Hollywood, July 1.

Board of governors of the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences voted in 56 new names!,

bringing the total member.<!hip to

l,756i Largqst group was 17 pro-
posed by art directors' branch.

Others include jight publicists.

WB's First General Sales

Meets Since '41 in N.Y, Chi
In the first assemblage of Warner

Bros, salesmen since 1941, Ben Kal-
menson, WB vice-prexy and general
sales manager, has set two divisional
general conventions in Ne-w York
and Chicago which the full field

staff of 250 men will-attetid. N, Y.
conclave is scheduled for July 31-
Aug. 2 for the eastern, central, mid-
Atlantic and Canadian sales forces,

while the Chi meet will be held Aug.
4-6 for the midwest, southeast, south-
west and west coast salesmen,
Chief points on the agenda will

include discussion of sales policies in

light of the new anti-trust decree
and distribution of the new Wsc-
ner newsreel which is scheduled for
November release. Warner's roster
of productions for the 1947-48 season
will also be outlined for the sales-

men, together with general promo-
tional plans.

Home office execs attending both
sessions .will include; Samuel
Schneider, v.p.; Mort Blumenstock,
ad-publicity v.p.; Norman H. Moray,
stiort subjects sales manager; Ber-
nard R. Goodman, exchange super-
visor; Howard Levinson of the legal

.staff, and Bill Brumber, manager of

the field public relations staS: ^

'

SAG-Producers

Agree to Extend

Confract to 31st

Hollywood, July 1.

Screen Actors Guild has agreed to

extend the existing contract with
producers to midnight July 31. Ex-
tension comes as- a result of prog-

ress made on negotiations during
the past two weeks, although com-
plete agreement on all specified

basic issues has -not yet been
reached.

Last extension granted by SAG
was for two weeks, expiring Mon-
day (30). The extension carries an
agreement that new minimum Wage
scales be retroactive to May 15 of

this year.

Producers are still holding firm
against what they term "portal-to-

portal" pay asked for all classifica-

tions of screen players, the 15-hour
rest period between work calls. The

(dontihued on page 22)

'Hucksters' Tees Off New

Selling for M-G July 17;

See 22 During 1947-48
Twenty-two picture.s slated for re-

lease by Metro during the 1947-48
season represent" ;^ibout the same
number of pictures turned out by
the company during the current
year. New features, along with
four or five reissues, will come out
to about two or three releases a
month. Figure bears out the fact

that, despite Metro's studios mw
operating at nearipeak capacity,

there's to be no stepup in the re-
lease schedule. . '

New season's program tees off

July 17 with "The Huclcsters," for

which Metro is currently seeking at

least 350 key runs of one week each
during the opening week and about
1,000 engagements for the entire last

two weeks of July. Following
through on its day-and-date open-
ing plan, the company will not ac-
cept bookings of less than .seven days
for the opening week, with the 1,000

bookings representing the greatest
(Continued on page 16)

^Wk.LiInitationOn

B&KandRKO,Clii,

May Cut B.0. 40%
Chicago, July 1.

Major company distribs, studying
the effect of the drastic Jackson
Park decision handed down by the
U. S. circuit court last week, now
fi.?ure pix revenues in the important
Chi area are due for a 40% drop if

the decree stands as written.. Greatest
blow to b.o, chances, they say, is

the restriction against playing films

longer than two weeks in first-run

Balaban & Katz and RKO situations.

Limit of one week- on B-& K sub-
sequent runs is going 1o hurt plenty
too. •

.

'

Standard good pix have been play-
ing first-runs three week."! and longer
in some cases. Smash hits such as

"Best Years'' have been good for

runs many times longer. Problem
is made really difficult because dis-

tribs have practically nowhere else

to turn for extended runs. Besides
B &! K and RKO, there are only two
other houses which play first-runs.

That duo are the Wood.s, a 1,500-

seater, and the Oriental, double that

size. Decision is a real break for

these indie-operated theatres and
It's expected they'll be able to call

the tune on terms. "Best Years" has
been playing the Woods for 36 weeks
and any other top pic would
monopolize it for a long Stretch.

The decision, which seeks to break
a monopoly practically hands these
two houses the same power.

Consequently, appeal is certain if

the lawyers can see the way clear

to the U. S. Supreme Court. Mean-
while, a 30-day stay operates to

hold up the decree,

LAZABUS' HilGIRAS
Paul Lazarus, Jr. leaves this week-

end for a two-week stopoff on the
Coast; United ArtistSi' ad-pub head
then goes to Banff, Lake Louise, for

j(e\-on musieums, six film editors, five I
a two-week vacation, reaching the

sound engineers, lour studio execs resort July 21,

and producers and directors, writers, He retiu'ns to the homeoffice in

lind"members at large" three each. I
August*

GENE AUTRY, REPUBLIC

HNALLY BREAK CLEAN
• Hollywood, July 1.

Gene Autry and Republic have
made a clean break, with Autry giv-

ing up percentage rights in "Robin
Hood of Texas,'' recently completed.
Autry is also released from obliga-

tion to do one more film for Repub-
lic.

Original deal was a two-picture
•pact made while Autry was in a
court fight to free himself from a
long-term Republic contract. It was
to stand whether Or not the singing
cowpokc won his freedom through
the court. It was also agreed that

Autry was to get percentage of the
profits on the two films if the suit

decision went to him.
Autry is understand -to have been

dissatisfied over la.st two films he
made for the valley studio and wants
to devote his full time to his cight-

pictur.e contract with Columbia.

N. Y. to L. A.
Paul W. Benson
Harry '^Li- Ettinger
Ava Gardner
Sid Garfield
Maxwell M. Geffen :

Henry Ginsberg
" Arnold Grant
Patricia Harris
Radie Harris
Jack Linder
Mary Pickford
Don Medford
Justine Ranson
Nancy Ranson
Marvin Schenck
Samuel Vorzimer
Earl Wilson #

L. A. to N. Y.
Carloton Alsop
Ali Apar
Greg Bauster
Edgar Bergen
Irving Briskin
Virginia Bruce
Vera Budnik
Judy Canova
Gladys Cooper
Ricardo Cortez
Edward Dmytryk
Louis EUiman
Harry M. Goetz -

'

Walter Hampden
Mark Hellinger
Col, Nathan Levinson
Stephen Longstreet
Moyna MacGill

"

Sam Marx
Lauritz Melchior
Jim Moran
Ed Morey
David Niven
N. Peter Rathvon
William Saal
George J. Schaefer- -

Guy Sohroeder
Silvia Sidney
Herbert Ti Silverberg
Michael Sloane
Patricia White
Herbert J. Yates

PRC may distribute 50 Univer.sal
reissues 4inder negotiations now in
the works between PRC and Harris.
Brodep Pictures Corp. Deal, if

pushed through, would give prc
the best of U's oldies from sales arid
exploitation angles. PiS would be-
released over a 10-year period on a
straight percentage basis. Harris-
Broder last week closed with IJ for
almost all of U's product relea.sed

between the 1933-3^ and -1942-43

seasons at a price declared m excess
of . $3,000,000, plus a percentage.
According to reports, U will

groove its take from the rels.sues to
United World PlctureSi company's
16m subsid. That cash is to be used
in financing UWP's expansion in the •

narrow-gauge field where the com-
pany has an ambitious program to

meet; Serge Semenenko, veepee of
the First National Bank of Boston,
figured in the H-B deal *ith U, it's

reported, with his bank putting up
part of the cash- which H-B paid to

U. He's been active in a number of

film deals within the past few years.

PRC has been approached by H*B
because of its strong, showing in

handling Edward Small oldies. Com-
pany snared clicko returns on its

first package of Small Teissues,' "Kit
Carson" and "Last of Mohicans,"
and is now setting release of the

next dualer from the nine or 10 that

it will handle.
Discussion between- PRC and H-B

hinges, in part, on what pix would
be made available. ' It's understood
that Universal withheld a number of

its top pix including the Deanna
Durbins • and some films wnich
starred Marlene Dietrich. PRC
wants those tossed into the invenlory
before taking over.

Understood that H-B is contem-
plating an approach to Film Classics

to handle the pix if the PRC pro-

posal falls through. No move' In that

direction has yet been made, an FC
spokesman said.

Par's Mitchell, Washer

HittheRoadtoPre-Test

Number of New Films
Paramount has pushed into high

in its new policy of pre-testing and
special exploitation of top pix now
crowding the lineup. Company this

week added William E. Danziger as

the third of a trio of explojteers

who'll concentrate on one pic each

and follow through until milking is

complete. Danziger will handle

special work on "Unconquered,"
Cecil B. DeMille production starring

Gary (Jooper and Paulette Goddard.,

Mort Nathanson takes on "Golden
Earrings," Ray Milland - Marlene
Dietrich opus, while .Bill Johnston
has drawn "Desert Fury.''

Curtis Mitchell, Par's pub-ad chief,

and Ben Washer, publicity director,

took some rough going la-st week
when thdy were stranded in the

midwest by record floods. The duo
were held up for two 12-hour

stretches, once somewhere in the

Iowa sticks and the second time in

Dcs Moines.
At one point, they walked (lie

tracks toting their baggaue with

them. Climax was capped when the

two were attacked by chiggers, spe-

cies of midwest insect that digs into

the skin and has to foe pried ofTr

.

Mitchell and Washer made their

swing to build up exploitation on

"Welcome Stranger," latest Bing

Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald pic. Idea

is to take advantage of the "Going
My Way" team's popularity in pre-

testing runs which will fix rentals-

on the pic.

TurfibuU for U.S. Huddles
Sydney, June 24.

Ernest Turnbull, chief of the Hoyts,

cinema loop, operating 150 houses

Down Under, is due to visit U. S,

soon to huddle with the Skouras;

brothers on major points covering

the postwar setup.

National Theatres holds a key in-

terest in: .goyts via ..stock deal.

N. Y. to Europe
John Abbott
Jack Durant
Sir Ernest Pisk
Jack Kapp
William J. Kupper
Laudy Lawrence
William B. Levy
George Raft
Tony'Reddin
J. J. Shubert
Murray Silverstone
Mrs. Hal WaUis
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1,530 THEAITIES UP FOR DIVORCE
Yates' Good Earmngs at Republic

TonesDown Any Gpetz 'Opposition'

iTa^lfy Goetz-Herb Yates battle -f

over operation, of Republic has

•witched from a slugfest to a Icid

aloves affair. One of the priipe

reasons is uncertainty by Goetz on

how much support he can" count on

from the BruJatour Interests in Rep

if a real knock-down-drag-out fight

• Mhbuld develop. «

Evidence was seen at the direc-

tors meeting last Thursday (26) of

Goetz' toned-down approach since

he entered^he arena against the Rep

prexy last February. Board con-
•

' clave was gentle and polite through-

, out with Goetz and his attorney,

Samuel Becker, offering no resolu-

tions that would embarrass or force

replies certain questions they

. want answered.
Goetz and Brulatour interests each

have three directors on Rep's

14-man board, the others being Yates

appointees. Between them, Goetz

{irid Brulatour. have more stock than

Yates, but the three group.? all told

have fewer than 500,000 of the
' 1,800,000 shares outstanding. In dis-

put among insiders is whether Goetz

|ind Brulatour could muster enough
proxies from other stockholders to

beat down those, that' Yates could

gather in his naturally more advan-

tageous position of presently being

to control of the company. .

'In any case, the possible disaffec-

tion of William J. German, admin-

istrator of the Brulatour stock, has

slowed up Goetz. Goetz and Becker
were "certain" that German was on
their sfde when they went in last

February and demanded^and got—
six. board seats froqi Yates. Since

: that time> however, German has been

(Continued on page 18)

450 RKOers TO AHEND
IGTHANN'L SALES MEET
Some 450 homeoffice and visiting

RKOers will diow up at the com-
pany's 16th an?iual. sales meet^which
curtain - raises at the Waldorf - As-
toria, N. Y;, Monday (7) . Three-day
session will be presided over by
Robert Mochrle, sales chief, while
Ned E. Depinet, exec veepee, and
Dore Schary, veepee in. -charge of
the

' studio, will deliver talks.

Besides regular RKOers, meet will
also be attended by reps of Walt
Disney Productions, Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions, Argosy Pictures,
Robert Riskin Productions, Sol Les-
ser, Hakim Bros., and RKO Pathe.
Winners of the Ned E. Depinet Drive
will be announced during the con-
vention.

Reismsin and RKD British

Aides Land for N.Y. Meet
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign chief,

returned from an eight-Week junket
abroad Monday (30) aboard the
Queen Elizabeth. Accompanying
him were George Dawson, RKO's
United Kingdom secretary and direc-
tor,_ and David Jones,* publicity di-
ffficfor for the same area. Both are
primarily here to attend the com'^
P»ny's 16th annual sales conclave at
the Waldorf-Astoria Motel, N. Y.,
July 7-9.

_Dawson, who plans to remain in
the U; S. for three or four weeks
Molared he would attend hom«-
§Hice Qonferenoes on the company's
^ritish picture program as well as
nnancial conditions in England,
i^irra recently produMd "So Well
Remembered" In association withA Arthur Bank. Due to the wairm
weather, Dawson . said, there's been
* Might decline in the b.o.
- With a greater allotment of news-
print now going to British dailies,
paper allowance tor film companies
posters has been curtailed, accord-wg to Jones. •Ho said RKO's ad
Mmpaign in Britain's national maga-
anes IS now in its seventh month

• Wa after breaking the ice in that
jneaium last winter, Paramount and
wetro later used the mags also but
,
';, ? lesser scale, Jones iSiid. Fol-

,
the convention he will train

mrrl^ ^'^^^^ °" ^"^y ^1 alonff with
production head Dore Schary,

""?"',,P"blicity head Perry Lieber

a>.K, ? ****** returns to Britain
«wut Aug. 1.

Stan Kramer-Geo. Glass

Get Their Bankrolling
Stanley Kramer and George

Glass, who recently formed a new
indie production unit, completed
financing plans and talked releasing

deals with several distribs while in

New York l.ast week. They were ac-

companied by writer Carl Foreman,
who will script their initial pic and
have a participating interest. Trio

returned' to the Coast over the

weekend.
Unit owns rights to a; group of

Ring Lardner stories. Initialer will

be his "Big Town." which is tenta-

tively being relabeled "A Great
Place to Visit."

Pathe's Large Loan

For E-L Looks Set

Revolving bank loan whi'Ch Pathe
Industries is setting up to finance
production by its wholly-owned
subsid, Eagle-Lion, during the next
year, has been trimmed from the
$9,000,000 originally contemplated to

$8,500,000. Reduction is said to be
due to banking technicalities and.

have no significance.

Serge Semenenko, v.p. of First

National of Boston, who is arranging
the loan and will manage it for the
participating banks, has it virtually

set. Institutions in it are Semenen-
ko'i^ own bank, the Bank of Man-
hatta'n Co., N. Y., Marine - Midland
Trust, N. Y., Continental Bank, N. Y.,

and Empire Trust, N Y.

Donald Nelson Hits

Rack at Rep. Rankin's

Attack on 'Dnel ln Sun'
Washington, July 1.

Rep. Donald L. Jackson (D>,.Cal.)

tijis afternoon (Tues.) inserted into-

the appendix of the Congressional
Record a letter received by him from
Donald Nelson, prexy of the Society

of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducrs, denouncing Rep. John E.-

Rankin (D., Miss.) for his recent

attack on "Duel In the Sun" and its

producer, David O. Selzniek.

Rankin lashed out at the picture

and Selzniek as the film closed a
four-week run in the capital, term-
ing it a vile story and proposing that

it be banned from DiC,. screens.

"I feel Mr. Rankin has done this

motion. picture and Mr. Selzniek a

grave injustice," Nelson declared,

adding that as prez of SIMPP, "each

of whose members feel- as I do, I

wish strongly to protest this injus-

tice. Mr. Selzniek is conceded to be
one of the most outstanding and dis-

tinguished producers in the motion
picture business. He has a world-
wide reputation. . . . If Congress-

man Rankin had taken {the time to

ascertain the facts' before making so

unfair a charge on 'Duel In the

Sun' and consequently on the char-

acter and reputation of Mr. Selzniek,

he would have found that Mr. Selz-

niek approached the subject of this

production in good faith ... he has
comported himself with propriety."

Nelson pointed out that the film

carried t>e seal of approval of the
Motion Picture Assni of America and
of various local and state review
boards. .

-Zweig^s -'Letters^- Set

As Rampart Initialer
Hollywood, July I.

Rampart Productions, new indie

company organized by William
Dozier and Joan Fontaine, will start

producing Aug. 18 with "Letters

from an Unknown Woman," based
on a yarn by Stefan Zweig.
John Houseman will produce and

Max Ophuls will direct, with Miss
Fontaine starring. Picture will be
released through Universal-Interna-

tional.

BUT BIG 5 IN'I

SELL TILL FORGEB
Up-to-the-minute reports, ' filed

yesterday (Tues.) in the N. Y. fed-

eral court by the Big Five, showeyl

1,530 domestic theatres subject to

divestiture and operational breakup

under the present anti-trust decree.

Detailing the activities of the past
half-year to clean , up partially-

owned situations, the quintet de-
clared that there was no intention

of carrying out. these provisions of
the decree^except in, scattered in-

stances—until the U. S. Supreme
Gouft has ruled oh the question. '

:

. Returns were made under a decree
proviso which requires half-year re-

ports by the Big Five during the
two-year period in which dissolu-

tions must be completed. Top
casualty under partial - divorcement
proviso is Paramount which item-
ized 1,034 situations subject to the
axe. RKO came second with 275

theatres. Of these, however, 136

were bunched in the Metropolitan
Playhouses (N.Y.) circuit in. which
the company owns 20% of the Glass
A stock, and 112 in the Butterfleld

(Mich.) chain, 10% held T?y RKO.
National Theatres, 20th-Fox sub'

sid, followed with 167 houses either^

(Continued on page 22)

Sample of What

Majors Face In

Buyout Attempts
Payoff on the sort of difficulties

which the majors must face in dick-
ering to buy or sell partly-held
theatre interests is outlined by RKO
in its attempt to clean up the Tren-
ton-New Brunswick Theatres situ-

ation. RKQ. has a 30% interest in

the circuit which owns four houses
and leases eight more, all located
in New Jersey.

RKO offered to sell its stock or,

in the alternative, to buy out its co-

owners, Trenton Theatre Building
Co., and Long Park, Inc., for $1,600,-

000. It was promptly informed that

the offer was not in accordance with
the stockholders' agreement which
required a sale or purchase at the
"hook value." Negotiations conse-
quently, fell through.
The book value, ^KQ declares, is

(Continued on page 16)

Paramount's Theatre Pards Disclose

Inclination to Sell Out to Parent Co.

Nine Units Work on 7 WB
Fix, New. High for Year

Hollywood, July 1.

Nine production units are working
on seven pictures at Warners this

week, a new high for the year on
the Burbank lot. --A x :

'
- -

;

- Three units are busy on "Romance
in High C," and pne each on "Ever
the Beginning," "Silver River,"

"Mary Hagen," "Treasm-e of the

Sierra Madre" and "Need For Each
Other." . Meanwhile, test's are in

progress on "To the 'Vietoi"," slated

to start in three weeks, with part of

the picture filmed in Paris.

U-Lloyd Discuss

Suit Settlement
. Hollywood, July 1.

An* out-of-^court settlement is be-

ing made with Harold Lloyd in his

three piracy suits against Universal,

4t was learned. U will not appeal to

the U. S. Supreme Court the $55,000

award made to Lloyd for raids al-

legedly made on his "Movie Crazy"
comedy material. Film company will

also pay up on two other pictures on
which suits are pending.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals recently affirmed the judgment
of the U. S. district court giving
Lloyd $40,000 damages, $10,000 at-

torney fees, and $5,0D0 accumulated
interest fees not yet paid off on
"Movie Craisy" because of discus-

sions now under way to settle for

"The Freshman," for which "he asked
$1,000,000, and "Welcom? Danger,"
for which $300,000 was asked. Deal
embracing the trio of films is ex-

pectied to be cleaned up this week.

Hersholt Heads Pix

Fund for 11th Year
Hollywood, July 1.

Jean Hersholt was reelected prexy
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund
for the nth consecutive year.

Other officersi Ralph Morgan,
first veepee; Mary McCall, Jr., sec-

and veepee; Sol Lesser^ third vee-
pee; Mitchell Lewis, fourth veepee;
George Bagnall, treasurer, and Wil-
ma Bashor, executive secretary.

-f Paramount's partners Want to sell
out their interests in the 1,034 co-
owned theatres to the parent com-
pan.-v', preliminary- discussions -have-
disclosed. What's more, Par's report
in the Ni Y. federal court declares,
the company is thoroughly in accord
with this sentiment Since it "Would
not be in the best corporate inter-'
ests" for Par to sell its holdings to
its partners.

"In the discussions which Para-
mount executives have had with
numerous of the co-owners of such
joint interests," Par states, "there
have been no indications from them-
of a desire to buy Paramount's in-
terests and there has been no offer-,
o£ any kind towards that end. On
the contrary, the discussions have
indicated a desire on the part of ;

such co-owners to sell their joint in-
terest to Paramount subject, ot
course, to obtaining the prior ap-
proval of this court.'*

In the present development of th» •

anti-trust litigation with, an appeal
pending. Par continues, it's "utterly
impractical" for the company to
make any commitments—conditional
or otherwise-^to buy out its part-
ners. It's equally impractical, com-
pany adds, to attempt to sell its

jointly held intergsts, "necessarHy
involving prices and terms which
would be barons for the pur-
chasers but would represent a sub-
stantial sacrifice of value for Para-
mount."
Company also referred to the com-

plexity of the various corporate
structures as a further reason why
it cannot outline how it proposes to
comply With the provisions Of the
decree until an appeal is decided.

ALLIED'S NATl CONFAB

NOV. 10 IN MILWAUKEE
Washington, July 1.

The 1947 national convention of
the Allied States Association of Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors will be held
at Milwaukee, Nov. 10-12. Allied
exec committee has accepted the in-
vitation of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan who will host.

In charge of arrangements will be
William L. Alnsworth, of Fond du
Lac, Wis,, treasurer of National Al-
lied.

CSU Willing to Abidb by Any Labor

Arbitration Pat Casey May Decide
Hollywood, July ir

An offer to accept Pat Casey as

sole arbitrator for . settlement ot the

10-month studio labor fight was
made over the weekend by the Con-
ference of Studio Unions. The offer

carries agreement to abide by any
decision Casey might make, and
guaranteeing no interference with

the decision from the Internationals

of the locals involved. : Gasey, who
has not yet received copy: of the

letter, stated that, although his de-

sire is to get away for a rest at

this time, he stands ready to do any-

thing possible to aid a settlement

and get all the' men back to work,

l^itter was addressed to Y. Frank
Freeman, the producers' association

chairnian, and to Richard Walsh,

president of the lATSB.
Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy,

pointed out the CSU has always fa-

vored arbitration and believes it

should be in the hands of someone
thoroughly acquainted with the in-

dustry. Letter stated that if Casey
"could be prevailed upon to" act as

an arbitrator in the. present con-

troversy, which producers claim is a
jurisdictional fight, which we claim
is a lockout, we stand ready to ac-

cept him as sole arbitrator in this

matter. We will positively abide by
any and all decisions he might make.

Pat's Picket-less Gift
Hollj^wood, July 1.

A watch that"" "strikes every
hour but- never pickets" was
presented to Pat Casey by Jo-

seph I. Breen on behalf of his

staff over the weekend, prior to

the vet labor negotiator's takeoff

•for New Yoil:k and retirement.
'

Casey will close his Broad-
way office before beginning his

•rest." •

We believe that this will remove the
sole obstacle which the producers
have stated stands in the way of

settlement of the present lockout.
We stand -ready to return to work
immediately upon its acceptance. In-
sofar as our locals are concerned,
we guarantee that none of our In-
ternationals will interfere in any
manner whatsover with any deci-

sions reached."

News of the offer was revealed to

CSU membership by Sorrell at a
mass meeting Sunday (29) night. He
also told members a suit is being
prepared for filing this week against
the -major studios In which back
wages totaling millions of dollars

will be asked. ,

255 Plasterers Threaten

H000,000 Worth of Pix
London, July 1.

Dissatisfied with a . new wage
agreement, some 255 plasterers, con-
sidered 'keymen in the film industry,
threatened a strike next weekend
which will halt production on 27
pictures In soAie 14 studios. As a*
precautionary measure, the Rank-
controlled Denham and Pinewood
studios have given a week's ' notice
to all workers engaged in set con-
struction.

Pictures that would be affected in
the event that a work stoppage de-
veloped are "Oliver Twist," Oscar
Wilde's "Ideal Husband" starring
Paulette Goddard, "Anna Karenina"'
starring Vivien Leigh, as well as
Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet." These
four pix alone involve an invest-
ment of more than $4,000,000.

Schaefer Back in N. Y.
After Ent Coast Huddles
George J. Schaefer, Fnterprise

veepee over sales, is huddling with
United Artists homeoffice executives
this week, following the windup of
Ent's planning meet last week on
the Coast. Schaefer returned to New
York Monday (30V night and con-
ferred yesterday (Tuesday) and to-
day with J. J. Unger, UA general
sales jnanager, and Paul Lazarus,
Jr., ad-pub chief.

Schaefer brought back with him
release dates on forthcoming £!nt
pictures, as set up at iitm Ctfast
meet. "Other Love" is scheduled for
nationwide distribution July 15, with
"Body and Soul" slated to follo-yr

one month later. "Arch of Triumgh"
will be roadshown, probably in Os-
tober.
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Twas Sweetness V Light Fubtacity.

At NJ Allied Conv. But Privately

Inies Ovmvorked theCrying Towel
Exhibs' chief concern is still the+-

«ame-—ways and means of lowering

rentals. They're adding a new note

to their dirge, however, and that's

the ?illeged refusal of the majors to

recognize that the current b.o. dip

has-hit the indies hardest.. Result is

a concerted cry for slashed distrib

jpercentages, particularly ,s(t the . cel-

lar end at the sliding scale, to give

the small fry a breather."

Most -of the lesser operators at

last weelt's New Jersey Allied con-

vention in Atlantic City pounded
away on that point. They've been

suffering a cutback in biz ranging

Irom 15%-30%, the gripe runs, and

there's been no effort by the majors
to soften the Wow, tbey avef . While
lirst-nins and chains are feeling the

Baiwe retrefit from the war's boom
dsys, the indies <;laim they're not

nearly as well prepared to meet the

decline.

Complaints stress that present

rental scales are based on better

times. The main flaw to these terms,

exhibs assert, is that they were
cooked up during the war and make
little aHowance to diminished
grosses. What, exhibs are now plug-

ging for is a paring of percentages
to the point where the theatre man
will get some coin even when a pic

does badly. They don't mind shelving

out when the film does well—or so

they say—because fhere's still gravy
left for the operator;

Those opinUms were privately

«ired. The gripe-meter at AllieiTs

Wilde Tamed
Hollywood, July 1.

Cornel Wilde has had star

billings for. a couple ot years but
neverthetess he just wound up
at 20th-Fox"a5 a'Mc'e on t'Ke cut-

ting room floor,

He was visitirfg his wife,

Patricia Wilde, on the set of

'Roses Are Red" and decided
he wanted to be in the picturej

loo. James Tinling, director,

lilced the idea and put him in

for,a walk-on in which he leered

at Mrs. Wilde, tipped his hat and
walked away. The shot got

raves, in the rushes, but was
quickly cut out when the studio

le^l eagles pointed out that

Wilde was currently on loan to

Columbia and that complications

might ensue if the . scene was
left in.

Optimism Note
Minneapolis, July, 1.

Hopeful sign for this state's

exhibitors are figures just is-

sued by the Division Of Employ-
ment and Security.

They show unemployment in

Minnesota is at the year's low-

est point and that the job in-

surance checks issued to both
civilians and former service-

'

men is lower than at any time
in 1947.

M's Swn$ to More Flat Raitals

May Pave die Way for OAer Distribs

centage they desir?, with ' Gov.
Thomas J. Herbert signing the meas-
ure into law.

.

' Other legislation, enacted by the

recent General Assembly, of interest

to show business was a measure
relaxing the curbs of employment
of women and minors, allowing
women to work until 10 p.m. in cer-

tain occupations, •including selling

candy, and working in boxoffice

ticket windows.

i^^Uylax

Columbus, July 1.
'

f Effective Sept. 30, the state- of
open forums reghstt^d a surprising jOhio will vacate the admissions; tax
low ' as a lively boardwalk and hot

|
field, which yielded approximately

weather, reduced attendance ' to a l $3,000,QOO a year, and permit cities

fraction of the conventioneers. The
, to levy such a tax in whatever per-

: few .that'put in an appearance sat'

on 3ieir grievances despite exhortar
' tiens of moderators Irving Dollinger,

Allied oi&cial, and Jack J^irsch, na-
tional grdi;^'s -prez, to smoke them
out. Result was that Allied's leaders

- plus Harry Brandt, visiting head of

Independent Theatre Owners v Assn.,

did ail fbc talking and the rank-
and-file chipped in with the listen-

ing. . ...

Dollinger, in desperation, invited

the press to shoot some questions,

but there were few takers. Time
and again he told exhibs they had
nothing to fear in the way of re-

' prisals. from majors if they voiced
their complaints. Kirsch also chimed
in with the assertion that Allied was

.strong enough to take care of its

members should backfiring result.

^ Brandt' I^as H'wood Efforts
Brandt sailed into current crop of i

Hollywood productions and declared
he wasrft surprised by the headway
being registered by British imports.
Hollywood's high salaried employees
weren't earning their keep, Brandt

. declared, and if the product con-
tinued on its present low-key, "pro-
duction executives are going toi be
«sksd embarrassing questions.''

What happens at all exihib Conven-
tions did a repeat, in Atlantic City.

Theatre men fumed against the
majors and called them everything
from highbinders to octopuses. But
distrib reps present, such as H. M.
Hichey, Metro; Sam Shain, 20th-
Fox; and I<eon Bamberger,: RKO,
were treated with downright friend-
liness il not affection. They got re-

spectful attention on the floor,

^aclcslapping later, and no embar-
rassing questions at any time.
From the' angle of goodwill pro-

motion, 20th-Fox stole the show.
Company loaned Shain, director of
exhib relations, to the convention
and he garnered /plenty of bfficial

kudos for his wprk. Moreover, Andy
Smith, Jr,, sales chief; William C.
Gehring, chief ass't sales head; and
Ray Moon, Yankee division topper,
were in attendance when it counted.

loled» Won't
Toledo, July 1.

Gity of Toledo will probably- be
one of the few municipalities in

Ohio not to take advantage of the

chance to levy an admissions tax.

The state is vacating, that field of

taxation on Sept 30 < so that cities

may levy and keep such revenues
for their own needs. However,
Toledo has a 1% payroll income tax,

and Councilmen feel that they are

obligated to refrain;, from - any new
forms of taxation because they
promised no new taxes if voters en-
acted the payroll tax; It was esti-

mated that a 3^ tax in Toledo wQuld
yield approximately $141,000 a year.

Bemhard A^ig

Anotiiermm
To FC Fmancii^

Announcement is anticipated with-

in the next few days of the floating

of a stock issue to give Film Classics

another ; $500,000 to carry .out prex^^

Joe Bernhard's plans tot expansion.

Reissue outfit recently got a $750, -

400 loan from the Continental Bank,

N. Y., for capital needed in Bern-

hard's drive to put the company up
among the big league distribs^

Issue coming 'up will be. of pre-

ferred stock. It Is being underwritten

by a large Wall street firm, which
will offer it for public sale. Ar-
rangements, as with the bank loan,

wefe made by Dr. Wilem Zwillinger,

refugee finstncier, who acts as finan-

cial consultant for Bernhard. Zwil-
linger sails today (Wed^) aboard the
Queen £li3iabeth for six weeks.

' Coin will be partially used, for
purchase' of FC exchanges remaining
i'n the hands of franchise-holders.

And partially for general expansion
of activities. It will not go for pro-
duction, bernhard is planning to get

FC into, production activities to give

the company a supply of new prod-,
uct, but is understood not ready to

go ahead with this for siX' or eight
months. In the meantime he hopes to

consolidate his general distribution

setup.

Deal which has been cooking, for
several months between FC and Re-
public fell through last week. It

called for FC to buy a bloc^ of 24
westerns from Rep. for reissue.

Checkup, including a field' survey at
the pictures' marketability, is said
to have disclosed that they had al-

ready been reissued by Rep itself

and were not overly-acceptable, to

the trade, FC, as a result, dropped
the negotiations. jif

Stuart Palmer Now Heads
Army Pictorial's Press

Washington, July 1. .

Stuart iPalmer, former Hollywood
writer, has taken over as head of

the, public relations unit of the Army
Pictorial Branch. He replaces Col.

David R. Kerr, regular Army, who
goes out after 11 months in a spot

for which he had no background.
Wartime- head of: the service, which
covers 'motion picture stills, etc.,

was Gordon Swarthout, who also

had,a mofton picture background.
He was 'aide to Col. Curtis MitcheU,
now chief of advertising and pub-
licity, where Swarthout has also

shifted.

Budget trouble is whittling the

unit way down. At its height it had
40' people. It is now reduced^ to

tl/ree, officers and eight "civilians.

Anothet budgetary casualty is the
Signal Corps Motion Picture Ser-

vice, which had both produced and
had been custodians of films. Its

production is now 'down : to nothing.

SKIRBAU-MANNIG

LEAVE U-I THIS WK.
Hollywood^ July 1.

Producing team of Jack H. Skir-
fcall and Bruce Manning will check
off the Universal-Intemational lot
this week to negotiate a new tieup.

Combo made two pictures for U-I,
"The Magnificent Doll" and , "So
Goes My Lovj."
Producers are leaving behind

them one script,""Portrait in Black,"
but are retaining six story proper-
ties, "For Services Rendered,"
"Sunny River," "The Barren Heart,"
"The Wind Is BUnd," "Appointment
In Samarra" and "The Desert
Padre."

Toungstown's 10% Idea
Youngstown, July 1.

Youngitown City Council heard
a proposal that they enact a

,
10%

adinissions tax, which wouldfrbring
between $200^000 and $360,000 a year
into city coffers^ Councilman John
W. .Barber said most cities were
planning on at least a 10% admissions
tax, and proposed granting a pay
raise to city employees with the

additional revenue^

English Co. Sets Release

Of 24 Angb Pix in Ul
Hollywood, July 1,

Lineup of 24 British .pictur^es will;

be handled in this country this year
by English Films, Inc., distributing

fevitish Information Service product
in the U. S. and Canada. Company
has just opened branch office in

Hollywood and appointed Ben
DeDici as head of Pacific Coast
sales. Six films are skedded for re-

lease between now and Sept. 1.

Previous deal for Trans-Interna-
tional and Sidney Pink to handle
English product has been cancelled.

All future commitments for bookings

will be serviced directly by English

Films. ,

ISO BOSE JBETWEEN 2 COS.

Hollywood, July 1.

Leo Rose cheeked in .with Mara-
thon Pictures Corp, as business man-
ager (Or the indie producing unit.

He also retains his post as gen-
eral manager for Frank Satenstein's

interests in New York.

IIPVERALL BOOST

TO CAL. THEATRE AIDES
San Francisco, July 1.

A new wage scale for front»of-

house employees in Northern Cali-

fornia goes into effect today (1)

with an overall increase ' of 11%.

Contract was negotiated by the The-
atre .Employees Union of San Fran
Cisco, Oakland and Sacramento and
a committee set up by the Northern
California Theatres Assn. Repre-
senting the tlveatres were executives
from the Blumenfeld, Fox-West
Coast, Nasser IMos.,. Golden State
and Paramount theatres, with the
independent houses represented by
Ben Levin. .*

New wage arrangement takes the
effect of a two-year extension ot the
present contract.

In the flrstrun houses cashiers,
doormen and candy attendants re-
ceive a 10c. per hour increase, with
matrons, ushers and porters garner,
ing a 7^4c. boost. Glass A, B, and C
house workers will receive increases
ranging from Sc. to 10c. per hour;

MANNY WOLFE JOINS D-I

AS BILL DOZIER'S AIDE
'Hollywoodi July .1.

Manny Wolfe, who resigned in

May as head of the story and writer

departments at RKO, joins Univer

.sal-International July 7 as assistant

to William Dozier, associate head of
production at studio.

He will aid Dozier in supervision
of all product turned out by staff

producers Robert Buckner, Jerry
Bresler, Leonard Goldstein, Joan
Harrison, Joseph Sistrom, Karl Tun
berg and S. P. Eagle, all originally
placed ' under Dozier's executive
wing by productioiy chief William
Goetz.

Rats as Giving

Edge to IHstrflbs

Recent practice of several of the

majors, to convert what formerly
would have sold as percentage pic-

tures to fop flat rental product has
elicited a raft .of complaints from in-

dependent exhibitors. With the flat

rental .prices based on previous top

grosses in each- situation, exlubs
charge that they get the wrong end
at the deal since,' with grosses dip-

ping, the distributors guarantee
themselves a continuation of peak
profit revenue.
Majors, according to. th indie ex-

hibs, inaugurated ihe system on the

claim that exhibs would be' getting a
better break. On percentage terms,

it was pointed out, the more a pic-

ture grossed, the more the. distrib got

as his share. Under the "flat rental

system,, however, the exhibitor

would have as clear profit whatever
he grossed .above the rental. With
grosses dropping, however, most
indie exhibs still favor percentage
terms,' since the Sliding scale ar-

rangement gives the. distribs top
money only, if a picture is a top
grosser.

Exhibs have also demanded that,

if. they do buy on flat rental terms,,

they be allowed to deduct the money
that the distributor saves in check-
ing costs. How exhibitors figure

they can cut in on this, distributors

are at a loss to explain. Elimina-
tion of checking expenses, they point
out, is one of the few ways available

to them of lower distribution costs,

and exhibs, it',s claimed, have no
right to a cut on what they can^save
for themselves.

20tli's Andy Smith Wants

To Liquidate All Fibns

Released First 6 Months
Concerted effort to liquidate as

rapidly as possible, the features re-

leased by 20th during; the first six

months this year to pave the way for

the remainder of the seasdn's product

has been instituted by 20th's,general

salesmanager Andy Smith, Jr. That's
one of the reasons why 20th has de-
centralized control over bookings
from the homeoflice to the field
division managers, giving' salesmen
a chance to have all contracts ap-
proved without delay.

New plan has lifted 20th's sales
figures for the last several weeks
above those of any previous two
weeks this year. Despite that, how-
ever, total bookings on features
realeased since Jan. 1 are behind
those for the same number of pic-
tures released by 20th during the
first six months of 1946. Before mak-
ing an allout effort to get bookings
of the company's forthcoming
product, cpnsequently, Smith has in

structed his field .sales force to con
centrate on the backlog, which in

dudes such pictures as "Carnival in

Costa Rica." "Homestretch." "Razor's
Edge," "Boomerang," 'Shocking Miss
Pilgrim," etc.

New sales policy . announced by
20th-Fox is actually a limited re-
treat from percentage pix which
may be joined by other majors.
Trumpeted by 20th as a break for
family-operated nabes, smallowners
and "problem houses," fait is the
company has decided that in such
situations the . distrib can't operate
profitably on percentagers. The new
plan, consequently, is a swing back
to the days of flat rentals. -

Difficulty has always ' been that

the exhib knows his flat rentals aie
fixed on the performance of percent-
age films, a 20th spokesman ex-
plained. Since he's plenty scared
that solid returns on big pix will v

drive his flats skyward, the exhib
has been calling on tricks of the
trade (short of outright chistling)

to keep down the theatre'^ returns

'

on percentages. He's been willing to

take a licking on those pix to save;,

on the flats.

When ^ the big percehtage comes
along," it's said, an exhib will fre-

quently- book it as a single feature

although traditionally his house has
been. "Operating on dualers. That's

figured to weight down the grosses. -

Anotheir stunt being pulled ' is to

drop trailers on the big fihns so that :

the customers have less of an inkling

what's on the slate. Then, of course,

the ciLstomary exploitation, di.spla.'v

cards and posters aren't used, or only;

skimply, to cripple the film's take,

fqiulixers ^

With ,the company 'exacting 2$% /

straight rental f^om. these houses,
estimated by Andy Smith, Jr., 20th 's ;

sales chief,, to be some 6,000, theatres,

.

returns, have'n't warranted continua-'

tion of those terms on the six or

seven films customarily sold'by 20th

to these houses on percentage. More-
over, the checking nut will be sub-

stantially reduced, by. the innova-
tion.. Cost for 20th last year rose to

a $p60,000 high, paid to Confidential
Reports, Inc., which isn't peanuts
•even for a major.
The new plan -ijrovides for ped-

dling of two to five films yearly on
percentage with the balance flat-s.

Company intends stilling the mini-

mum or even less on percentage to

.many, theatres, . 20th official said,

having set the top five figures only
to preserve future flexibility. Ac-
tually, it's felt that the lower the
number ot„ percentagers, the better

results wiU be.

To illustrate what 20th considers

are' "problem houses," two theatres

in the New York area were unof-
ficially named. They're the Rialto,

Times Sq. thriller-house, which has

a real product problem, and Century
eircuitts Patio in Brooklyn. Patio

cost $1,500,000, but has struggled for

years because of the clearance sys-

tem which gives Loew's and RKO
houses first call on pix in its sector.

Reaction among indie exhibs at

the New Jersey Allied convention
where the plan was announced was
mainly of the wait-and-see kind..

Many exhibits expressed fear that

while percejitagers -would come
down, 20th would attempt to balance

that off by raising flats. Allied lead-

ers in the New Haven territory have
been asked to report on results of

the plan as ^arly as possible. That
Connecticut sector is marked by 20th

as the immediate trial ground for the

new policy with an extension nation.'

ally once it proves okay.

Frank Fishen to G.M.

Eagle-Lien of Canada
Toronto, July 1.

Frank H. Fisher has been named
general manager of Eagle-Lion of

Canada taking over 'that spot July

14. Figher, formerly general sales

manager, succeeds A. J. Laurie. Ap-
pointment was made by J, Earl Law-
son, head of Ji Arthur Rank inter-

ests in Canada.
Fisher has served as we.stern Ah

vision manager of Odeon Theatres:

of Canada and prior to that •was

Odeon's chief buyer and booker.

He's been sales chief of E-L since

January.

Somerset, Fortune Sign

New Screen Guil^ Pacts
Hollywood, July 1.

Two releasing deals were closed

by Screen 'Guild Productions calling

for two features each from Somersjet

Pictures and Fortune Films. > ,.

Somerset is currently winding up
production on "The Burning Cross."

and Fortune recently completed
,

"The Dragnet."
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LA Steady; Tidbi' Paces New ffiUs,

F^icymOOOataSpets.'UnfaiAfur

Cimd 51CI 'Gimyrters 35G, OK
Los Angeles, July 1. H

t,6s Angeles firstruns are main-
taining a steady pace, with "Fiesta

outstanding among the new bills.

Pic is sighting a very fancy $70,000

on the initial frame at three houses.

"Unfaithful-'^iS- good-though. not^.big

at $51,000, also at" three situations.

''Gunflghters" is heading, towards
'« meat $33,000 at two houses and is

holding Over for a second frame.
Heissues of "Go Into Your Dance"
and "Sing Love Sorsg" are moving
to a slow $20,500 in four spots. "Ivy"

is ishooting for an okay second
frame, $33,500i at Ave theatres, while
the six-day third weeli for "Miracle
on 34th Street" is eyeing a nice

$30;600, or close to it. Third and
iftnal week for "Calcutta" is looking
towards an okay $21,500 in two
houses. "Ding Dong Williams" is

being pushed to a fancy $25,000 at
the Million Dollar theatre due to

power generated by Cab Calloway's
orch on stage.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$!)-^

"Go Into Dance" (WB) and "Sing
I/)ve Song" (WB) (reissues). Light
$3,000. Last week, "Road to Holly-
wood" (Astor) and "Second Chorus"
(Astor) (reissues), okay $4,000.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l) — "Nevr
•Orleans" (UA) (2d wk)."Slow $2,500.

Last week, light $3,700.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50-

Ifl,)—"Great Expectations" (U) (4th

wk). Pleasing $5,000. Last week,
$6i90O, good.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

B0-$1)—"Miracle 34th Street" (20th)

(3d wk-6 days). Finals with $9,000.
Last week, sturdy $14,000.
.Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)^

"Unfaithful" (WB). Good $20;000.
Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB) (3d
wk-5 dayis), oke $7,900.
nowntown. Music Hall (Blumen-

leld) (872; 55-$l)—"New Orleans"
(UA) (2d wk). Okay $7,500. Last
vre^, surprising $13,000.

£Kyntian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
"Fiesta" (M-G). Fancy $17,000.
Last week, "Living Big Way" (M-G)
?2d wk), fair $7,600.
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$!)—"Go

Into Dance" (WB) and "Sing Love
tong" (WB) (reissues). Fair $4,000.
ast week,' "Road to Hollywood"

(Astor) and "Second Chorus" (As-
ton) (reissues), nice $4,600.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"This Happy Breed" (U) (5th wk)
Near $4,000, Last week, steady $4,400.

Foitr'Stiir (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (5th
wk) . Closing with good $4,500. Last
week, smooth $5,100.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50.$1)—"Ivy"

(UI) and "Philo Vance's Gamble"
(PRC) ' (2d wk). Nice $5,000. Last
•week, goM .$7,200.

Hawaii (G&S-Biumenfeld) (956;
B0-$1)—"New Orleans" (UA) -(26
wk). Only $3,000. Last week, light
$4,200. , . ,

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$l)—
"Unfaithful" (WB). Good $16,000.
Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB) (3d

.
lVk-5 days), $6,100. •

Hollywood Mus'c HaJI (Blumen-
ield) - (475; 50-85)—"New Orleans"
(UA) (2d wk). Slow $2,500. Last
•week, light $3,600.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Ivy"
(UI) (2d wk), $4,000. Last week,
okay $6,800.

liaurel (Rosener) (890; 85)-^"Toi'-
Went" (Indie) (2d wk) . Nice $45,500.
Last week, smart $5,400.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404;

6,a=$l)—"Miracle 34th Street" (20th)
»nd "Sister's Secret" (PRC) (3d wk-
6 days). Finals with $4,000 or slight-
ly more. Last, week, good $17,800.

%,os Angelea (D'town-WC) (2,097:
50-$l) — "Fiesta" (M^G). Socko
$36,000. La.?t -Week. "Living Big
Way" (M-G) (2d wk), light $9,900.

toyola, (FWC) (1,248;
' 50-$l)—

.
."Miractt 34th street" (20th) (3d
wk-.6. days). BlowoiT $5,000. Last
week, nice $7,000.

Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-1.80)—
"Hfenry V" (UA) (4th wk). Steady
IS.O0O. Last week, good $6,700.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2:210; 50-

.$1)—"Go Into Dance". (WB) and
"Sing Love Song" (WB) (reissues).
lieht $10,000. Last week, "Road to

.
Hollywood*'

.
(Astor) and "Second

:
Chorus" (Astor) (reissues), oke
$12,800.

Palace (D'town) (1,237; 50-$l)—
Back to newsreel policy after finish-
ing 6-day m.o. of "CJreat Expecta-
tions" (U) with '$5,400.

Fantasres (Pah) (2.812; 50-$l)—
"Gunlighters" (Col) and "Love of

,
Rusty" (Col). Pleasant $15,000. Last
week, "Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Dick Tracv's Dilemma" (RKO) (2d
wk)i nice $10,800.
•Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—

"Calcutta" (Par) and "Fear in Night''
(Par) (3d wk). Bettering $13,000 on
final frame. Last week, bright $24,000.
Psramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1.451; 50-$l)—"Calcutta" (Par) and
"Fear in Nijrtit" (Par) (3d wk).
Closing with $8,S00, Last week, good
$13,700.
BKO HUIstre«t (RKO) (2,890: 50-

«0)—"Gunflghtcrs" (Col) and "Love

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $663,000
' "(Basea—oTTlfl-tfieotres)
Last Tear $710,000

(Based on 18 theatres)

moon" (E-L). Not much action for

this pair and it'll be lucky to grab
•$3,000, Last week, "Alexander's Rag-
time Band" (20th) (reissue) and
"Back Lash" (20th), in the dumps at

little more than $2,750.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Hap-
pened on 5th Ave." (Mono), Notices
fine and lot of good word-of-mouth,
but it's suffering along with the rest

of them. Maybe about $13,500. Last
week, "Cheyenne" (WB), climbed to

$15,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—

"Blaze of Noon" (Par). Little better

than house has been doing lately, but
$8,000 isn't exactly out of ordinary.
Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par),

little above WQOi

Pitt Hot, But It s

Only the Weather;

'5th Ave.'$M
Pittsburgh, July 1.

Heat's knocking the bottom out of
everything around here this week,
together with terrific competition
from outdoor opera company. Hot-
test Sunday (29) of the year cut into
grosses on the day when they expect
to go to town, and that'll hold every-
thing down. Best will be "It Hap-
pened on 5th Ave." at Stanley, and
that's nothing to write home about.
"Living in a Big Way" disappointing
at Penn, Warner doing fair with
"Blaze of Noon," with "Duel in Sun"
drooping In m.o, to Ritz at advanced
prices after fortnight at Penn.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-70)—

"Homestretch" (20th) (2d wk). Hold-
ing over for 5 extra days and'^n ab-
breviated session won't get more
than $3,000. "Great Expectations"
(U-I) opens tomorrow (Wed.). Last
week, "Homestretch', did about
$7,500.
Hanis (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)-

"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) (3d wk)
StUl holding: up pretty well and in 4
days ought to get close to $6,000,
good, and may move to Senator^
Second week of "Miracle" was
$11,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—

"Living in Big Way" (M-G). .Not
nearly up to expectations. Figured to
do well since Gene Kelly's a local boy
and this is his first picture in some
time. But about $12,000 will be it,

and that's bad. Last week, second of
"Duel in Sun" (SRO), above $26,500.
Biiz (Loew's) (800; 90-$1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.). At-
tendance figures at small-seater are
pretty constant, and this one will
play to just about as many people as
house usually gets, with the upped
scale accounting for close to $6,500.
Last week, 4th downtown and second
here of "The Yearling" (M-G), all

right at $3,500. >

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)--
"Bedella" (E-L) and "Lost Honey-

'Gh< 'Living' Both 14Ci

Kansas Cityj July 1.

Biz' is about holding its own, no

better, no worse. Best money likely

is at the Fox Midwest, _with "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," and at the

Midland, with "Living in a Big

•Way." Only holdover is "Perils of

Pauline" following a hangup pre-

miere with a so.-so second stanza.

Rainfall has let up somewhat oiily

to have weather turn suddenly hot,

a quick' change which is no help to

biz.

Estimates: for This Week

mg iDbmim ler iiipis. egg naicn,

'UnfaithfiiT Untrue to B.O. at $12,

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross :

This Week . . . . . . .... $2,737,000

{Based on 21 cities, 207 thea-

tres, chiefly Jtrst runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year. .. .-;-rTT-rr-.-$2;900,000

iBased on 22 cities,. 187 theotrcs)

'Espctations'

OK 2%, Rest

EsQuire (Fox Midwest) (820; -45-
65)—"Bells of San Angelo" (Rep) and
Twilight on Rio Grande" <Rep1.
Singing cowpokes getting moderate
$5,000. Last.,week "Meet John Doe"
(WB) (reissue), sad $3,500.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"The
Overlanderi!" (U). In with little ex-
ploitation behind it and couldn't
whip up much trade. Slow $2,000.
Last week. "The Raider" (Indie) not
much better, mild $2,500.:

Midlarid (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Living in a Big Way" (M-G) And
"Dark Delusion" (M-G). Pretty good
$14,000. Last week "Duel in the Sun"
(SRO) (2d wk) feU Off last few days;
so-so $14,000, ,at , prices of ;90c. for
mats and $1.20 evenings.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)"—
"Love and Learn" (WB) and "Beast
With Five Fingers" (WB). Average
$9,500. Last week "Great Expecta-
tions" (U) and "Daneer Street"
(Par) no bargains, $9,000.

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)-^^
"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (2d wk).
Fairish $10^000. Last week film did
well-rounded $16,000 with Mvorld
premiere and Alan Ladd, William
Demarest and Veronica Lake doing
p.a'.'s.

'Souihtown (Elmer) (950; 65)—
"Carnival' in Flanders" (Indie) and
"Thunder Rock" (Indie) (opeiied
Sunday). Week may see $2,500. Last
week "Great Mr. Handel" (Indie)
and "Jeannie" (Indie) i^n 9 days for
$3,000, inaugurating new policy of
English and foreign •fllms.

Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Mid-
west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir" (20th). Doing
fairly well at $14,000. Last week
"Buck Privates Gome. Honie" (U ),

mild $12,000.

Tradt Strike s Eiid No Aid to Frisco;

'Ghost' Sad llYii^ 'Expectations' 15G
San Francisco, July 1.

Despite settlement of bay bridge
transit strike, biz has not brightened
locally.

Estimate for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)— 'Dick Tracy's Dilemma" plus

vaude headed by Donald O'Connor
and Gloria DeHaven. Fair $25,000.

of Rusty" (Col). Good $20,000. Xa.st
week, "Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (^KO) (2d
wk), neat $13,400.
Kitz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Ivy"

(UI) (2d wk). Good $8,500. Last
week, sturdy $12,100.

.

Studio City {FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Ivy" (UI) (2d wk). Fair $4,000. Last
week, $6,200.
.United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)

—"Ivy" (UI). and "Philo Vance's
Gamble" (PRC) (2d %vk). Neat
$12,000. Last week, $17,200.

Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—
"Miracle 34th Street" C20th) : (3d
wk-6 days). $5,500. Last week, fine

$9,000.
Vogue (FWC;) (885; 50-$l)—"Go

Into Dance" (WB) and "Sing Love
Song" (WB) (reissues). Fair $3,500.

Last week; "Road to Hollywood"
(Astor) and "Second Chorus" (WB)
(reissues), good $5,000.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—

"Fiesta" (M-G). Fancy $17,000. La.st

week, "Living Big Way" (M-G) (2d
wk), $6,400.
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; 50-$l)—

"Unfaithful" (WB), Good $15,000.

Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB) (3d
wk-5 days), fair $5,000.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122;

55-98) — "Ding Dong William-s"
(RKO) with Cab Calloway orch on
stage. Sighting smart $25,000. Last
•week, subsequent run fllraa.

Last week, "Desperate" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Dick I-Iaymes and
Helen Forrest, powerful, $40,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Ghost
and Mrs. Muir" (20th). Sad $17,500.
Last week, "Miracle On 34th Street"
(20th). colorles.? $15,000.
Warficid (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—

"The Unfaithful" (WB) (5 days).
Okay $5,500. Last week, "Moss Rose"
(20th) weak $13,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (2d wk):
Fine $18,500. Last week, husky
$23,000.

Guild (Lippert) (400; 35-85)—
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (4th wk) (re-
issue). Nice $5,300. Last week; same.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Trouble With Women" (Par).
Strong $13,500. Last week, "Dear
Ruth" (Par) (3d wk) oke S9,000. .

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)- (2,448; 55-
85)—"Gunfighters" (Col). Good $18,-
700. Last week, "Copacabana" (UA)
(2d wk), tepid $8,500.
- United ArtiEts

: (Blumenfeld)
(1.207; 65-85)—"Great Expectations"
(U). Pleasing $15,200. Last week,
"New Orleans" (UA) (5d wk) (5
days) weak.: $4,500.

Stafrcdoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-
85)—"Storm in a Teacup'' (Indie)
(2d wk). Lively $2,500. Last week,
nice $2,300.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-

85)—"Miracle On 34th Street ' (20th)
(2d wk) (m.o.). Colorless $4,000.
Last week, "It Happened On 5th
Avenue" (Mono) (2d wk) fair $2,700.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Stormy Waters" (Indie). Strong
$2,100. Last week, "This Happy
Breed" (U) (9th wk) nice $1,700.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"I Live As I Please" (Indie). Husky
$2,600. Last' week, "Appassionaia"
(Indie), pleasing $2,200.

Boston, July 1.

J' Only bright spot on an otherwise
gloomy picture is "Great Expecta-
tions'' at the Memorial. Outdoor sea-
son under way in earnest now, with
the Esplanade concerts draining Off

a good 25,000 people nightly and the
night ballgames snagging 30,000 per
frame. Add to this a really sad prod
uct situation, and the result' is worst
week in years.

Estimates for This Week .

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"The Web" (U^I) plus "Under Ton-
to Rim" (RKO). Awful $18,000. Last
week ''Odd . Man Out" (U-I) and
"Tracy Dilemma" (RKO), $23,000,
Center (E. M. Loew) (1,500; 30-74)—"This week subsequent runs. Last

week "Discovery" (Indie) and "Va'
cation Days" (Mono), $7i000, second
week.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)—
"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Second''week
way off $8,000 after $12,000, first.

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Mr. District Attorney" (Col) and
"Northern- Outpost'' (Rep). Fair-tO
middling $8,000. Last week "Trouble
With Women''- (Par) and -"Little
Miss Broadway" (Col). $9,000.

Majest'c (Indie) (1,500; 30-74)--
"Dolly Sisters (20th) and "Laura"
(20th) (reissue). Fairly good $7,000.
Last week "Guilt Janet Ames" (Col)
and "Swing Western Way" (Indie),

$6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)

^'Great Expectations" (U-I) and
"King Wild Horses" (Rep). Only
one getting a play; okay $23,000.
Last week "Ghoist Mrs. Muir" (20th)
and "Child of Divorce" (RKO). Nine
days, excellent $26,000.
MetropoUtan (M-F) (4,367; 40-80)

—"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Black,
mail" (Col). Should do better; $18,-
000, terrible. Last week, "Cheyenne''
(WB) and "Cover Big Town" (Par),
$22,000.
Old South (Siritzky) (700; 30-74)

"3 Hour.s for Love" (Indie) and
"Harvest" (Indie) (reissue). $3,000,
okay. Last week subsequent runs.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Living Big Way" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G). Few- takers; off,

$20,000. La.st week "Yearling" (M-G),
Second week, $22,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1.700; 40-80)--

"Mr. District Attorney" (Col) and
"Northern Outpost" (Rep). Slim
$14,000. Last week "Trouble With
Women" (Par) and "Little Miss
Broadway" (Col), $16,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)^
"Living Big Way" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M^G). Trim $10,000. Last
week "Yearling" (M-G). $11,000
(2d week).
TraitKlux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—

"Frankenstein" (U) (reissue) and
"Dracula" (U) (reissue). Standard
horror hou^e back in saddle for tall
$6,500. Last -week . "Guilt Janet
Ames" (Col) and "Swing Western
Way" (Indie), $4,000.

'Farmer's Daughter'

, Neat $14,000, Seattle
Seattle, July 1.

Summer weather, alternating-with
coolish nights, is producing mixed
b.o. returns, but ace pix are in the
groove.
"Egg" holds at Orpheum but bows

out at Palomar after nice 11-day
run there. "Ghost and Mrs. Muir" is
at Blue Mouse for second .stanza.
"Diiel in Sun" wound up swell sev-
en-week run here, at roadshow
prices. "Yearling" is through after
six big weeks. "Calcutta" goes Into
second big week at Liberty. "Farm-
er's Daughter" is top newcomer, curv
rently at Fifth.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mousip; (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Mrs. Muir" (20th). Released from
Fifth. Expect mild $3,7.00. Last
week, 3d Of "Cheyenne" (WB>, slow
$3,600.

Fifth Avenue (HiE) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO). Hit-
ting for .swell $14,000. Last week,
"Mrs. Muir" (20tb). moderate $7,900.
Liberty (J f- VH) (1.650; 45-80)—

"Calcutta" .(F r) and "Miss Broad-
(Continued on page 18)

Minneapolis, July 1,

Bottom dropped out of business
this and last week.

There's an assortment of new-
comers again currently, but only
one, "The Egg and I," of any con-
siderable boxoffice importance.
"Duel in the Sun" is holding over
at only one of the two theatres, the
Lyric, where it opened. The first
Week was over-e.«timated, but it

•

still chalk-ed up smashing grosses,
grabbing off a terrific $35,000 in the
pair of spots. The lone other hold-
over is VStairway to Heaven," also
in its second week.

Eiftlmates for This Week
Astor (Par) (900; 30-44) "Foi Love

of Rusty" (Col) and "Philo Vance
Returns" (PRC), dual first-runs.
Okay $2,200 in five days. "Code of
West" (RKO), fiirst-run, and VDevil
Bat" (Indie) ^ reissue, duals, opened
yesterday (1). Last week, "Danger-
ous Venture" (UA), first-run; and
"Chump .at Oxford" (Indie)j reissue,
neat $2,400 in five days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Dark Delusion" (M-G). Latest "Dr.
Kildare" release^ pretty much light-
weight as far as this house is con-
cerned^ Bad $4,500 indicated. Last
week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (90-

$1.23), terrific $21,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"That

Brennan Girl" (Rep). Well-liked
picture, but bOx»office cast names
lacking. Mild $3,000 in prospect.
Last week, "Kit Carson'' (PRC) (re-
issue), good $3,600.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 90-$l.2S)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk).
Helped by terrific exploitation and
advertising campaign and boxoffice
cast names, this one has been going
like house afire. Zooming to big $10,-
000 after boff $14,000 initial canto.
Fix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"The

Westerner" (FC) (2d run). Good
enough $1,800 indicated. Last week,
"Outlaw" (UA) (9th wk), finally
finished to -good $1,500,. giving it

huge $60,000, including $43,000 for
three weeks at .Lyceum, legit road-
show house, and $17,000 here. •

Radio' City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"The Unfaithful" (WB). Star names
plus sex angle and title attracting
interest' But, oply $12,000 antici-
pated. Last week, "Homestretch"
(20th), mild $12,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—"Egg and I" (U). Has advan-
tage of fine exploitation, advertising ;

campaign and book's prestige, as
well as cast draw names. Rolling to
big $16,000. Last week, "Framed?
(Col),- mild $8,000.
BKO-Fan (RKO) (1,600: 50-70)—

"Guilt of Janet Adams" (Col). Mixed
opinions on this one. with Russell-
Doi^las combo snaring n^. $4r
000. Last week, "Two' Mrs. Car-
rolls" (WB) (2d wk), light $7,000
after strong $13>O0O initial stanza at

Orpheum.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Car-

nival in Costa Rica" (20th) . Musical
doesn't carry much boxoffice weight,
$8,000. Last week,. "Stairway to
Heaven" (U), disappointing $8,500.
Uptown g>aT)' (1,000; 50-55)—

"Late George Apley" (20th). First

neighborhood showins;. Fair $3,500

in prospect. Last week. "Farmer's
•

Daughter" (RKO) very big $5,000,

World (Mann) (350; 50 -99)—
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (m.o.).

Should be built to order for this

house, although It failed to deliver
in- satisfactory way first week ?t
State. Doing only fair $2,000. Last-

week. "Dead Of Night" (U), good
$2,500.

TIESTA' TOPS 13G

IN BUFF OPENING
Buffalo, July 1.

Takings are not too bad this week.

"Fiesta" at Great Lakes is topping

the . newcomers, ' though "Duel in

Sun," in third week, is leading the

town.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500: 40-VO)—

"Living in; Big Way" (M-G) and
"Brasher Doubloon" (20th). Over
$10,000. Last week, "Dishonored
Lady" (UA) and "Fun on a Week-
end" (UA), $11,700.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500: 40-70)

—"Fiesta" (M-G). Over $13,00(^.

Last week, "Trouble With Women
(Par) and "Seven Were Saved"
(Par), $11,000. ,

Hipp (Shea) (2,100r 40-70)— "Duel

in the Sun" (3d wk). $15,000. Last

week, over $20,00Q.
Teck (Shea) (1,400: 40-70)—-'Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band" (20th) and
"Western Union" (20th) (reissues).

$3,500. Last week, "Homestretch.
(20th) and "Violence" (IVlono)

(m.o.), ditto,

Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)—
"Buck Privates Come Home" lU)
and "Boston Blackie and the Law
(Col). $13,000. Last week, "Mr. Dis-

trict Attorney" (Col) and "King of

Wild Horses" (Col), $5,000.
20th Centnry (20th Cent. Inc.) (3,-

000; 40-70)—"Angel and Bad Man
(Rep) and "Calendar Girl" (Rep)-

Over $10;000. Last week. "Born to

Kill" (RKO) and "Likely Story

(RKO), .18,500.
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^sorway' Ksappimiting

ljviiig'25G,'Outlaw'RetiiniHot29G
Chicago, July 1.

•Pi'rst heat wave of summer hit

Mtv late last week, almost every

Cop house taking a beating.

^Stairway to Heaven at Apollo,

which at first indicated excellent

teles with major promotional cam-

nait-n conducted, for entire weak
Sreieediiig opening,-npw looks like

*hflfUt $22,000, which, though strong

ftir- house, still is disappointing. Of

other newcomers, "Living in Big

Wav" at United Artists seems least

affected,, indicating a potent $25,000.

"Bells of San Angelo". at Oriental,

with Lionel Hampton heading stage

show appears set to do just passing

440 000, and new twin hill at Palace,

'web" and "Millie's Daughter," will

do a so-so $20,000.

"Outlaw," at Rialto in first return

showing here after leaving Oriental

over a year ago, where it played

eight weeks, is skedded for very hot

$29000 "Great Waltz," oldie at

World Playhouse, in third week, is

-maintaining fancy pace, with this

frame figured at $5,500.

Estimates for TWs Week
Apollo fB3cK) (1,200; 95)—"Stair-

way to Heaven" (U). After fat ad
campaign, disappointing $22,000. Last

week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (26th

wk), longest run of any pic here this

jear, closed at small $10,000.

ChlcBgO (B&K) (3,900; 95)—"Blaze
Of Noon" (Par) (2d wk), with Desi
,^rnaz on stage. Offish at $45,000.;

Last week, top take in town, $60,000.

Garrlck (B&K) (900; 95)—"Odd
Man Out" (U) (2d wk). Down to

$13,000. Last week, $20,000.

'Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"I5gg
«nd I" (XS) (5th wk) fading to $15,-

000. Last week, $17,000.
Oriental (ESsaness) (3,400; 95)—

"Bells of San Angelo" (Rep) with
Lionel HamptoHi heading stage show
for firm $45,000. Last week, "Copa-
cabana" (UA) (2d wk) with Jayne
Walton heading stage show, $30,000.

P»Ia«e (RKO) (2.500; 95)—"Web"
(U) and "Millie's Daughter" (Col).

So-so $20,000. Last week, "Time Out
of Mind" (U) and "Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U) (1 wk), $22,000.
WlaUo (Indie) U,700; 65-95)—

"Outlaw" (UA). First sihowing after
exsdus over year ago, after single
S-week engagement at Oriental, in-
dicates very hot business of about
$29,000. Last week, "DilUnger"
(Mono) and "Violence"' (Mono) (4th
wk), $12,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—

"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk). Con-
tinuing neat business with $lGiOO0.
Last week. $20,000.

- State-LaJie (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
"Possessed" (WB) (2d wk). Level-
ling off to $25,000. Last week, hefty
$35,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)
—"Living in Big Way" (M^), Looks
very potent for $25,000. Last week,
"George Apley" j(20th) (2d wk),
$15,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95)-^
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) (3d
wk). Fading with $16,000. Irfisf

week, $22,000
World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;

75)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (3d wk)
(reissue). EUitire run is fancy so far,
this week, $5,500. Last week, ^6,000.

m' ROIUNG TO

NEAT 19G, ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, July 1.

End of 14-day transit strike, cessa-
™n-ot rainy speU plus new screen

• loader have comboed to hypo
grosses at the big cinemas. "Egg and
1, running solo, was nicked by two

- Fy\o£ rain after opening but will
o? th^ No. 1 grosser. "Living in a
Big Way," dualed with "Dark Delu-
sion, will be the runnerup.

Estimates tor This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)— The Egg and I" (U). Swell $19.-

»l|0. Last week, "The Trouble With
*«<i "Born to Speed"

(PJIC), $10,000.
-*oK (P&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Mir-
acle on 34th Street" (20th). $18,000.

iwL*®^'?' "Ghost and Mrs. Muir"

$15000'*
Vacation Days" (Mono),

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

"niT® Way" (M-G). and

t«S.^ J?elusion" (M-G). $18,000.wst week, "Copacahana" (UA) and

$13 800

mi"T' F-^^ <3,500; 50-75)-
T}^?f^„Rose" (20th) and "Western
Union- (20th) (reissue). $17,000.

an? "Homestretch" (20th)

WO., $fo,000:^
^''^

"Th»'*'SI''"u'",
^^°^w) (2,000; .50-75)—

"kin» A^J?,"^ Dorseys" (UA) and
La'fS °I Wild Horses" (UA). $8,000.

"lor
*.!ek, "The Chase" (UA) and

$4,000. °* ^"^y" ^'^'>^^'

"IWr'*^!u.(^*'M) <4.'>'>0; 50-75)-

FliEht" m ,
and' "Jungle

.JsoOfl f;^!.^^'''
wk). $7,000 after

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income. .

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S, amusement tax.

Wash, on Lowgrade

Though 'Miracle' 21G,

'Beach' Cozy $14,000
Washington, July 1.

Film biz continues in the dol-

drums throughout the midtown.
"That's My Man" curled up its toes

so badly at the showcase Earle that
it was yanked after four days. War-
ners threw its own "Unfaithful"
into the breach to fill out the week
and run over a second week.
"Woman on the Beach'' and "Mir-
acle on 34th Street" are the best
looking bets in town this week^

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3.434; 44-80)—

"Moss Rose" (20th) plus vaude.
Moderate $22,000. Last week, "Af-
fairs of Bel Ami" (UA), With vaude,
thin $19,000.

. Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
—"Homestretch" (20th). Fading on
homestretch for $6,500. Last week,
"Last of the Mohicans" (PRC) (re-

issue), fine $9;500 for an oldie.

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85 )—"That's
My Man" (Rep), Worst week house
has had in long timei $12,000, with
"Man" withdrawn after four days
and "Unfaithful" (WB) thrown into
breach. Last week, "Dear Ruth"
relatively good $18,000.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—

"Ivan the Terrible:' (Indie) (2d wk).
Average $2,500. Last week, good
$3,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—

"Woiiian on the Beath" (RKO).
Cozy $14,000 for these days. Last
week, "TM Web" (U), $14,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1.153; 44-70)

—"Cheyenne" (WB). $7,500 for first

week of this theatre's return to for-
mer moveover policy after session

of 1st runs and revivals. Last week,
"Smashup" (U) (2d wk), good $7,000
for the final stanza.

Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th).

Moneymaker at $21,000. Last- week,
"Sea of Grass" (M-G), $23,000 for
eight days.

'Calcutta' Just Fair

At $11,500 in Omaha
Omaha, July 1.

Among the local draws this week
are "Honeymoon"' and "Bulldog
Drummond at Bay" at the Brandeis,
aided by customers seeking to cool
off via air-conditioning. "It Hap-
pened on Fifth Avenue" and "King
of Wild Horses" got away to a slow
start. "Calcutta," despite Alan Ladd's
popularity, was a weather victim at
the outset.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

''Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Bulldog
Drummond at Bay" (RKO). Good
$8,000 and may go $500 more. Last
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Little
Miss Broadway" (Col), satisfactory
$8,500.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65) — "Calcutta" (Par).Okay fair:

$11,500. Last week, "My Favorite
Brunette" (Par), ejttra fine $14,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)— "It Happened on 5th Avenue"

(Mono) and "King of Wild Horses"
(Col). Light $10,500. Last week,
"Fabulous Dorseys'' -(UA) and "Lit-
tle Mr. Jim" (M-G), not bad $11,000,
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Stanley and Livingstone" (20th) and
"Meet John Doe" (Indie), Very bad
$5,500. Last week, "Carnival in Costa
Rica" (20lh) and "The Big Fix"
(PRC), only fair .$8,000.

'Buck Privates,' Dualed,

Neat 19iG in Denver
Denver, July .1.

"Buck Privates Come Home," with
"Time Out of Mind," showinj; day-
date at the Denver and Webber, are

having no trouble leading the town.
' Estimates for Tliis W«ek
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"The Egg and I" (U-I). after four
weeks at each the Paramount and
Esquire. Big $6,500. Last week,
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) and
"Bacldash" (20th-Fox), after week
at each Denver ;and Webber, fine

$5,500.
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)

—"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
"Terror House" (PRC). Poor $4,000,

Last week, "Little Mister Jim"
(M-G) "Boom Town" (M-G) (2d

wk), good $6,500.
Denbam (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d Wk). Fair

$8,500. Last week $13,500, much bet-

ter than first.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Buck Privates Come Home" (U-1),

and "Time Out of Mind" (U-I), day-
date with Webbpr, Good $16,500.

Last week, "The Homestretch"
(20th) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(Col), same as Webber, good $16,000.

Esqnire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"It
Happened on Fifth Avenue" (Mono)
and "Bulldog Drummond at Bay"
(Col), day-date with Paramount.
Fine $4,000. Last week. "The Egg
and I" (U-I), 4th week, same as

Paramount, good $3,000.

Orplieum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Undercover, Maisie" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G). Poor $9,000.

Last week, "Living in a Big Way"
(M-G) and "Desperate" (RKO),
good $15,000.
Paramount (Fox) .(2.200: 35-74)—

"It Happened on Fifth Avenue"
(Mono), and "Bulldog Drummond at

Bay" (Col), day-date with E.squire.

Fine $11,000, Last week, "The Egg
and I" (U-I), 4th week, same as

Esijuire, good $8,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74 )—"The
Homestretch" (20th) and "Little

Miss Broadway" (Col), after week
(Continued on page 18)

:

Tauline Big 27G

In Droopy Detroit

Detroit, ' July 1;

As business continues on the skids,
all downtown houses list subnormal
boxoftice. "Perils of Pauline" at the
Michigan is doing best, with ''Buck
Privates Come Home" a close run-
nerup at the Fox, Surprise of the
week is the occasional, lineups at
the United Artists to see "Dear
Ruth." .

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"The Yearling"' (M-G) (6th wk).
Tepid $7,000. Last Week, dwindling
$9,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Artists)
(3,309; 70-95)—"The Outlaw" (UA)
and "Johnny in the Clouds" (Col).
Weak $9,000. Last week, "Calcutta"
(Par) and "Big Town" (Par) (3d
wk), slick $14,000.
Cinema (Marten) (2$0; 60-90)—

"100 Men and a Girl" (U) (reissue)
and "The Vigilantes Return" (U)
(rei.<isue). Fair $1,200. Last week,
"Fantasia" (Indie) (4th wk), accept-
able $1,200.

. Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; $1-
$1.50)—"Best Years" (RKO) (13th
wk). Down to $6,000. Last week,
weiak $8,000.
Jf-ox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-4)5)
—"Buck Privates Come Home" (U)
and "The Vigilantes Return" (U).
Okay $21,000. Last week, "Moss
Rose" (20th) and "Brasher Doub-
loon" (20th),. soUd $22,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;

50-60)—"The Locket" (RKO) and
"That Way With Women" (WB).
Fair $2,100 in 3 days. Last week,
"Blaze of Noon" (Par) and "It Hap-
pened on 5th Ave." (Mono), weak
$2,000 in 3 days.
Midiisan (United Detroit) (4,039;

70-95)—"Perils of Pauline" (Par)
and "Danger Street" (Par). Slick
$27,000. Last wedk, "Cheyenne"
(WB) and "That's Mjr Gal" (Rep)
(2d wk), swift $19.,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,-

976; 70-95)—"Kit Carson"^ (PRC)
(reissue) and "Last of Mohicans"
(PRC) (reissue) (2d wk). Slow $10,-
000. Last week, surprising $17,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(1,941; 70-95)—"Eteat' Euth" (Bar)
and "Undercover Maisie" (M-G).
Stout $22,000. Last week, "Great Ex-
pectations" (U) and "Sarge Goes to
College" (Mono) <3d wk), lOfty
$16,000.

Heat Melts B'way H.O.S But Can t

Scare *Ghost', 144C; Tiesta'-Hwne

72G, 'UnfaithfuMMonroe Orcb, 66G
Broadway sweltered under the

most humid heat of the year last
week, which cut heavily into the
groiise.s of the holdover films in the
street's 18 first run houses. Nine
new entries, however, showed good
strength, some of them ^tciualling the
top grosses rung up during last
.year's peak boxoffice period. As a
result, the street rose more than
$41,000, hitting a nifty $663,000 for
all the first runs.
"Ghost sind Mrs. Muir" (20th)

paced the newcomers, witli hefty
$144,000 in sight for the opening
frame at Radio City Music Hall.
Strand: also saw a steady_ stream of
patrons. ; iiito its airconditioned in-
terior, where "Unfaithful" (WB)
should roll in near-peak $66,000 for
its. rteeofi frame. "Fiesta''; (M-G)
ranked among the top cqin-puUers
with stalwart $72,000 in prospect for
its opening stanza at the Capitol.
Lena Home on stage, an asset.

"Ivy" (U). at the Criterion opened
strongly, with good $31,000 in sight
and "Ramrod" ' (Ent) showed fair
strength for its opening round at
the Globe, Sighting about $20,000.
"Rift-RafI" (RKO) teed oif only
miiaiy to about $22,000 at the Palace.
"Dear Ruth" at the Paramount

continued to set the pace for the
holdovers, gunning for hefty $82,000
for its third week. Also rolling
steadily in the holdover ranks was
"Duel in the Sun" (SRO), aiming
for nice $15,000 at the Victoria for
third frame of its first Broadway
run at popular prices, a dip of $7,000
from previous week. "New Orleans"
(UA) also dipped, with about $31,000
in sight for its second round at the
Winter Garden. ''Dark Delusion"
(M-G) stumbled to meek $4,000 in

four-and-a-half days at the Rialto
and was , pulled in favor of "Vigil-
antes Return" (U).
Ensuing week should continue the

rise, with "Repeat Performance"
(E-L) replacing "Happened on Fifth
Avenue" (Mono) at the Rivoli and
"Moss Rose" (20th) succeeding "Mir-
acle on 34th Street" (20th) at the
Roxy.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best Years" (RKO) (32d wk).
Heat hasn't hurt this marathoner.
Continuing well at $21,500, only
slight drop from previous frame's
$22,300, Holds.
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$l.S0)

"Jlenry V" (UA) (4th wk). Showing
good staying power in pop price run
with about $15,000. Last week, okay
$19,000. Holds one more session,

with "Copacabana" (UA) coming in

July 11.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)—"Fiesta" (M-G), plus Lena Horne,
George Paxton orch on stage (1st

wk). Opened well and should do
stalwart $72,000 for frame ending
tonight (Wednesday). Last week,
4th and final session of "High Bar-
baree" (M-G),. plus Guy Lombardo
orch headlining stagebill, disap-
pointiag $42,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

—"Ivy" (U) (2d -wk). Teed Off

strongly and should do good $31,000
for opening frame ending last

(Tuesday) night. Last week, third
and final session of "Web" (U), thin
$15,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-.$1.2O)—

"Ramrod" (Ent) (1st wk). Another
fairish newcomer, should do oke
$20,000 for opening frame ending
Friday (4) night. Last week, sec-
ond and final stanza of "Bel Ami"
(UA) slipped to very thin $10,000.
Gotbam (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—

"Corsican Bros." (PRC) and "South
of Pango-Pango" (PRC) (reissues)

PhiHy DoUwns Thoi^ 'Perils' 3^
llnfcWd,' Ditto, Plenty Muscular

Philadelphia, July 1.

Biz is off all over town this week
with only a couple exceptions. Only
exceptions are "Perils of Pauline"
and "Unfaithful."

Opening of "Miracle of 34th Street,"

"Living in Big Way" and "New Or-
leans" getting only scant attention.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,803; 50-94)—"Odd

Man Out" (2d wk). Off at $8,500.

Fir.st week bright $15,000 plus nice
$3,500 for Sabbath showing at Earle.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$1.80)

—'Best Years" (RKO) (13th wk).
Winding up long run with fair $7,500.

La.st week. $8,000.

Boyd ( WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Great
Expectations" (U) (3d wk). Skid-

dinn to so-so $14,500. La.st week, fair

$18,000,
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"New

Orleans"' (UA). Mild $18,000. Last
week, "Hit Parade of 1947" (Rep)
and Loui.s Jordan Orch, fine $30,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Miracle
oh 34th Street" C20th). Not up to ex-
pectations with fairish $22,000. Last

week. "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk)
at hyped prices (90-$1.25) finished
four-week stand with $18,000-
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—"Perils of Pauline" (Par). Fine

$30,000. Last week, "High Barbatee"
(M-G) finished with fair $14,000 lor
third sesh. ,

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
"Yearling" (M-G) (6th wk). Olcay
$10,000. Last week, good $15,000.

Keltii's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) (2d run),
Nice $7,500, Last week, "Calcutta"
(Parj, .slow $6,500 for second runi
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—

"Unfaithful" (WB). Oke $30,000, Last
week. "Cheyenne" (WB), pallid $16,-
000 for second week.
Fix (Cummins.) (500; 90-$l.'2S)^

"Duel in Sun" fSRO) (moveover
from Fox). Look.s like fair $9,000.

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-94)—"Liv-
ing id Big Way" (M-G). Poor $17,-
000. La.st weelc. "Copacabana" (UA)
(2d wk). scant $14,000.
Stanton (WB) 0,475; 50-94)—

"Blaze of Noon" (Par) (2d wk). Blah
$7,000. La.st week, neat $14,000,

(1st wk). Fairish $12,000 in sight
for opening frame ending tomorrow
(Thursday) night and holds. Last
week, second and final stanza ot
"Drums Alolig Mohawk" (20th) and
"Swanee River" (20th) (reissues):
mild $7,400.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)

—"Possessed" (WB) (5th wk). Fiftd
round dipped .slig.htly but .still goo4
$18,500 and holds. Last week, mild"
$22,500.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)-^

"Riff-Raff" (RKO) (1st Wk). Open-
ing mildly, with about $22,000 in
sight for session ending Friday C4)
night. Last week, third and. final
frame of "Woman on Beach'' (BKQ),
disappointing $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)

—"Dear Ruth". (Par). With fei-ry
Como Lloyd " Shaefer orch. Larry
Storch, others on stage (4lh wk).
Rolling along at fast clip with .ro-
bu.st $82,000 for Week ending: last
(Tuesday) ijight. Previous week' sSw.^
hefty $92,000. Continues.
Park Aveu.ue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Lady Surrenders" (U) (3d wk).
Third frame starts torhorrow (Thur^.
day) after thin $8,000 sighted for
current round; . Last week, disap-
pointing opener at. $6,000- Gontinues.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Ghost and
Mrs, Muir" (20th) with stage show
(1st wk). Looks like best of tha
new entries with very strong $144,~
000 expected for opening frame end-
ing tonight (Wednesday). Last week,
fifth and final stanza o( "Great
Expectations" (U) with stageshow,
surprisingly good $123,000.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"Vigilantes Return" (U) (1st wk).
Shoved in Sunday (29) night after
four-and-a-half days of "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G) Sand should do mildish
$6,500. "Delusion" altered to meek
$4,000, necessitating the pull.

»iv«li (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—"Repeat Performance" (E-L) (1st
wk). Opened yesterday (Tueiiday)
after six days of third round of
"Happened on Fifth Avenue" (Mono)
drifted to disappointing $6,000. Last
week, second round of "Avenue," of-
fish $17,000.
Roxy (20th) (5,886;. 80-$1.50)

"Moss Rose" (20th), with Olsen Se

Johnson revue on stage opens today-
(Wednesday). Last week, fourth and
final frame of "Miracle on 34th
Street" (20th) with Salici Puppets,
Jerry Lester, Art Lund, others on
stage, looks like potent $71,000. Pre*
vious' week, hefty $94,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Calcutta" (Par) (2d run), with Fred
& Elaine Barry heading stageshow.
Fair $22,000' in prospect. Last week,
mild $19,000 for "Lost Honeymoon'*
(E-L), plus Bert Wheeler headlining
stageshow. "Egg and I" (U), with
Luba Malina topping stage layout,
opens tomorrow (Thur.sday).

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Unfaithful" (WB), plus Vaughn
Monroe orch, Frank Fontaine, Beryl
Davis on stage. Opened Friday (27)
to big response, should do near-peak
$66,000. Last week, third and final

frame of "Cheyenne" (WB), plus Ted
Lewis orch heading stageshow, oke
$35,000.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (.3d wk).
Dipping slightly to $15,000 for third
frame of first pop run on Broadway,
after previous week's 'nice $22,000;
Still good and hold.s.

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60-
$1.20)—"New Orlean.s" (UA) {3d
wk). Lost ground in the heat wave,
with about $31,000 in sight. Last
week, fair $39,000. Continues.

Heat Coois Prov. B.O.;

'Expectations' Slow UYzG
Providence, July 1

.

Hot weekend hit town and as
temp rose b.o. dropped. Couldn't
all leave town so conditioned houses
caught enough to . keep rolling,
though below par:

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 44-65)-^

"Great Expectations" (UI) and
"Thunder Mountain" (RKO). Slow
$12,500. Last week, "Odd Man Out"
(U) and "That Brennan Girl" (Rep),
nice $14,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-85)

—"Egg and ,
I" (UI) (2d wk). Good

$6,000... HaadSOme $8,000 in first
sesh. '

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Ad-
venturess" (EL) and "My Dog Shep"
(SG). Mild $5,000. Last week, "Twi-
light on the Rio Grande" (Rep) and
vaude, fair $6,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Egg and I" (UI), day-date with
Carlton (2d wk). Interesting $15,-
000 after very nice $18,000 in opener.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Liv-
ing in Big Way" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" . (M-G). Fair $18,000, Last
week, "Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk),
nice $15,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—"TrouWe With Women" (Par) and

"Jungle Flight" (Par). Opened
Monday. Last week, "Calcutta**
(Par) (2d wk>,.so-sQ $12,500.
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'tetVokeStillEhMbPeron'sMen

But Radio Belgrano Remains Shut

Montevideo, June 27.

A fortnight after a "Ghost Voice"

sppeared on Argentine Radio Bel-

grano's wavelength to shout "Muera

Peron" ("Death to Peron") during an

otticial government broadcast bid-

ding farewell to the Senora de

Peron, on the eve of her departure

for Europe, an investigating com-

mission is still probing into the inci-

dent. Radio Belgrano wavelength is

still silent, while its studios and

transmitting station are shuttered

Und under police suveillance.

The investigating committee has

made only a few guarded statements
'

and, as other broadcasters immedi-

ately surmised, it was discovered

that the "interference" had been

managed entirely by tapping Bel-

grano's telephone cables from trans-

mitter to studio. The spot where the

tap was made has been identified^

and according to insiders the com-
mission has every proof that none of

the station, operators or personnel is

in any way implicated. .

,

Notwithstanding this, all efforts by
station operator Jaime Yarikelevich

or by the Assn. of Argentine Broad-

casters to get the station . reopened

have met with a complete stymie.

Maintenance of the shuttering is be-

lieved to stem direct from General
• Peron himself, and Yankelevich's ef-

forts to interview him have been
blocked eacii time,

Situation is mystifying those in

the industry who believed that the

Yankelevich outlet counted on spe-

cial protection in Presidential cir-

cles; especially from Senora de
Peron. The latter was contacted the

day after the incident, as she was
ebout to board the special plane sent

by Franco to waft h^ to his do-

main; but she is understood to haye
shrugged her shoulders and refused

id help out the outlet on which she

broadcast all the propaganda pro-

grams which sold the Peron regime
to the masses.

. Blame Fascists

A fact which is understood to be
• held . against Yankeleviph is that

about 12 months ago the Telephone

Thurston Pix Ban May
Go Up to Parliament

London, June 24.

James Carreras of Exclusive Films

is making official protest to the Cine-

matograph Exhibitors Assn. on tlie

ban of the film, "There Is No Es-

cape," starring Stanley Thurston, ex-

convict and jail-breaker.

Carreras states film is based on

Thurston's life and has police ap-

proval and points a "crime doesn't

pay" moral. He claims Thurston is

so good that he's booked for a new
nonrcrime production.

'

If exhibitors enforce ban, the fight

will be taken before Parliament as

unfair persecution of reformed con-

VXCti''

Three Stages' For

'Dud' in Britain

London, June 24.

Pathe Pictures Ltd. has created a

new "Three Stage" release plan

to exploit "Duel in the Sun" in

Britain. First stage, already accom-
plished, is getting over title of filnv

through pre-release advertising and
press and -radio publicity. Second
stage is recruitment of 5,000,000

salesmen for the film by showing it

to this number of persons as quickly

as possible and, preferably, in as

many different places ^ possible

away from their homes and picture

houses where they habitually see

films. :

,

Holiday resort day-and-daters, ex-

tended runs playing to transit au-

diences, and return engagements
throughout the summer not only suit

the requirements of Stage :Two ex-

actly, but, are also more e'asily

booked than in the key . inland'

cities serving respective secondary
areas, etc. A series of holiday dates

Next Fall toDetermme

Whether So. Africa Will

Get Commercial Rjidio

Johannesburg, June 24,

Position in regard to commercial

radio in South Africa (where radio,

government-controlled, isn't spon-

sored) should be clarified around
September or October. It's expected

that the report of the Commission
of Enquiry on broadcasting services

will be out then. There's conjec-

ture, of course, whether the recom-
mendations made will be adopted,

and it's possible that the matter may
have to be debated lii Parliament
before a final decision is taken.

Final evidence in Johannesburg
will be taken in July 1, when one of

the- principal witnesses before the.

committee will be Major Caprara,
director general of South Africa

Broadcasting Corp. There's been a

great deal of criticism of SABC,
much of it from artists, and it's

understood' SABC will be given
chance to answer all complaints.

Meantime the South Africa audi-

ence for RadiO' Mozambique^Portu-
guese East Africa station which is

the only commercial broadcast set-

up in southern Africa—is growing
steadily.

.
Reqent survey showed

42% of South Africa's listeners tune
sets in on Mozambique Sundays,
when local material is pretty heavy,

and Mozambique gives them a light

program of variety.

Because of the Sunday sinecure,

Mozambique until recently had been
neglecting weekday programs aimed
at the South, Africa market. In "re-

cent weeks, however, largely due to

efforts of Mozambique's South
Africa representatives, Daveilport &
Meyer, station- is beaming week-
night programs in, from 6 p.m. till

midnight, with marked effect, Week-
day listening' to Mozambique in

South Africa is now rated at 8%,
and growing.

^tl B.O. Seen Rising Due to Fihnm'

Dubbed Product; Loew s Kz Up 30%

CO. proposed that he should have all 'J^ti^lfrsS'T^rn^ 'Ses^rt
telephone cables to his transmitting
plant piped down for greater secur-

ity; but, rather than face the con-
siderable outlay involved, he decided
to leave them as is. Radio insiders

consider that even had Radio* Bel-

grano arranged to protect its cables,

: it would have been very .difficult to
' prevent a tapping incident' of this

kind.
.

The Alianza squads (a Fascist or-

ganization), who are believed to be
responsible for the incident, have
their men in every important gov-
ernment department, and as the
radio outlets have had to submit de-
tailed plans of all their installations

to several of these departments, it

would not be at all difficult for the
Fascists to pick out strategic points

. for tapping or any other sabotage.
The Broadcasters' Assn. has put in

several petitions on behalf of its aS'

sociate member, and other station

operators are extremely jittery, as
they feel that what has happened to

Belgrano might easily happen to any
one o£ them, and they are powerless

- to prevent it,

PAR RESUMES EXHIB IN

MEXICO WITH TO EACH'
Mexico City, July 1.

Paramount has resumed exhibi-

tion, in Mexico, after suspension
since early this year. This was at
tributed to a paucity of firstrun

cinemas here, and houses available
having no circuit backup, because
of other companies heavy bookings.
Par's "To Each His Own," titled in

Mexico, "Lagrimas de Una Madre'
("A Mother's Tears"), is at Trans
liUx's swank Prado here.

Piq is playing to maximum high
admittance nick here of $5 (MeX.).
Prado is allowed that nick because
it seats only 900. Ceiling for other
No, 1 first-runs is $4 (MeXi) during
the first week of a pic.

houses begins July 6.

Stage 'Three is to precede general

release in the fall with a vast con-
current showing of "Diiel" in every
British inland city with a popula-
tion of 100,000 or over (about 40) to

which the majority of the "sales-

men" will have recently returned

from holiday spots. These cities and
all rail and bus terminals and high-

ways .leading into these towns will

be ettieotively covered by "Duel',' ad-
vertising. .

Decision to release "Duel" in three

separate "stages'^instead of theusual
"pipeline" method was reached after

exhaustive surveys and consultations

to determine the best means o£ fully

exploiting the -film's appeal, says
William Erbb, London Selznick rep-

resentative.:

"The new plan was especially cre-

ated to overcome the two main ob-
stacles -confronting big pictures in

Britain today. These are limited

playing time and restricted facilities

for advertising and general exploita-

tion. We claim the success 'of the

Pathe plan will enable more exhibit-

ors to make more money from show-
ing 'Duel' than they normally make
from two or three ordinary films,

while the largest potential British

audience LS able to see it at no in-

crease in admission prices and, at

the same time, permitting Selzniqk a

fair return on hisiinvestment in the

picture."

BUCHAREST B.O.S BOOM

VIA GARDEN CINEMAS
Bucharest, June 24.

With five film houses now using
open-air garden theatres adjacent
to their eites, exhibitors in this

Rumanian capital feel that they've

hit upon a solution to the warm
weather b.o. doldrums. - Currently
using outdoor setups are the Luxor,
Regal, Giaconda, Eforia and Ex-
celsior.

Scarcity of airconditioning equip-
ment prompted such a step. Al
Fresco arenas are surrounded with
an abundance of flowering plants

and vines. Houses all use - product
furnished by the American Motion
Picture Export Assn.

Mex Producers Slow Down
To Avoid Financial Rocks

Mexico City, July 1.

Mexican film producers are trim-

ming their sails for rough finanqial

weather ahead. Only 60 features

are slated for production here during

the coming yearr-and—the-a.verage.

cost will be around 400,000 pesos,

compared with 700,000 during

1945-46. >
Currently three productions are

in work here, following settlement

of the recent labor troubles. They
are "Una Adventura en la Noche,"

toy Raul de Anda Productions; "La

Casa de la Tro'ya," by Panamerican,

and "La Sin Ventura," by Filmcx.

RnssNockCzedi^

OnUlFavoredPH
Hollywood, July 1.

Russia has done some fancy ma-
neuvering - to keep U. S. pi?( from
exhibition in Czechoslovakia, ac-

cording to Word received by 20th-

Pox execs from overseas sources,

tinder Soviet edict, Czech govern-

ment has been forced to show 60%
Russian-made films. As a result,

U. S. State Dept. carefully selected

its percentage, headed by such films

as 20th-Fox's "Wilson" and RlfO's

Abe Lincoln in Illinois."

Customers flocked to these pix in

such numbers, it's reported, that

films ran overtime, and Russian

product did little business. Theatre
managers had to begin showing
American pix at midnight to get in

under Russian edict. Result was,

commissars issued another edict

compelling Czechs to make all their

own pix with Russian money; super

vision -and talent, in attempt to

eliminate all foreign product from
country.

Pre-airconditioning, in the silent

film era in America, many theatres

shifted exhibition to their roofs,

utilizing camp stools for chairs.

There was no acoustical problem as

with soundpix today.

Stan Miller's M-G Post
Stanley Miller shqved Off by clip

per Monday night '(30) for Cairo
'where, he will become assistant to
the general mana'g er, : George
Chasanas, of the Egypt-Middle East
sales division for Metro.
A former captain In public rela-

tion.s; with headquarters ih Rome,
Millei-'s knowledge of languages
and the territory, following a period
ct home^office training, got him the
.Cairo appointments ii-, ,'

Francis to Exploit

London,' June 21.

Jack Francis has been appointed
chief of the exploitation department
of David O. Selznick and joins the or-

ganization June 23.

Has been connected with the in-

dustry since 1919 and held positions

of publicity manager for the Albany
Ward Circuit, divisional publicity

and exploitation manager for P. C.

T. and Gaumont-British (latter in

charge of the whole of the Greater

London theatres) and lor the past

12 years exploitation manager for

United Artists.

Old Familiar Story
Dublin,- June 27.

Vaude troupers and others are

finding accommodations nn increas

ingly difiicult problem in Dublin—
now overflowing with tourists from
Britain seeking r,elaxation and un-
rationed steaks.

With more dough available from
tourists than theatricals, rooming-
house keepers are turning away
trouper trade.

Pery on London Prowl
For Aussie Production

Sydney, June 24.

Nick Pery, Columbia chief in

Australia, is due to visit London,
shortly in connection with pix pro-

duction set for here. Columbia
made "Smithy" ("Pacific Adven-
ture"), bere last year, and is mulling

^
^ec50i,cl,5r|pducti.9n nj^e^ JP^ry^.,

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks 0/ run)

; London, July 1.

"Aiinle Get Tour Gun," Gol's'm (4)

"Bird Seller," Palace (5).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (10)

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (23).

"Boys On Brown," Duchess (1).

"Cluttcrbuck," Wyndham (44).

"Eagle TWO Heads," Globe (20).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (6).

"Ever Since Paradise," New (4).

"Here ThefCj" Palladium (13).

"Jane," Aldwycb (22).

"Life With Father," Savoy (4),

.

''Man Ministry," Comedy (26).

"Noose," Saville (2).

"Now Barabbas," Vaudeville (17).

"Off the Record," AppoUo (4). :

•'Ok;lahoma!", Drury Lane (9).

'Perchance to Dream,"'Hipp (115).

"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales (16).

"Power and Glory," Fortune (38).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (11).

"Proudly Present," Yorks (9).

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (2).

'Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (61).

"Together Again," Vic Pala'Ce (11).

"Under Counter," Phoenix (83).

"Winslow Boy," Lyric (58).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (fl).

THRIFT WAVE CUTS 10%

OF BEGIAN RADIO STJtFF
Brussels, 'June IS,

Heavy protests that the Institut

National de Radiodiffusion has been
operating on a clumsily drawn bud
get has resulted in a 10% reduction

in INR's staff. Announcement to this

effect was recently made in the

House of Deputies by Achille Van
Acker, Socialist communications
minister and former Prime Minister.

With the paring of INR personnel)

it's estimated that the official , state

governed broadcasting station will

effect savings of some 11,000,000

francs. Commenting upon what it

calls ''The Abuses of the INR," the
Roman Catholic daily, La Libre Bel'

giqu^; charged that the INR has
been spending the "enormous" sum
Of 150,000,000 francs a year. Of this

amount only 22,000,000 francs was
allotted to actual broadeasting, the

rest going to clerical expenses, it

was charged,
S e V era! "foolish expenditure*'

items are cited in particular by La
Libre Belgique. It's reported th^t
one "evocation" of Christopher Go
lumbus cost 239,000 francs, and a
director is said to have given a
private reception costing another
60,000 francs. The Roman Catholic
deputy, M. Loos, also protested what
he termed the INR's "dictatorial
njpnopoly" preventing the operation
of private stations.

Belgian law prohibits the Ameri
can system of sponsored programs
However a half dozen private sta-

tions which formerly broadcast
sponsored publicity programs have
not been allowed to resume activity
after the liberation, These independ-
ents have issued a 'formal protest in

which they beefed strongly against
the state monopoly in broadcast-
'ing,'

Prior to Van Acker's announce
ment, other budgetary cuts had been
made whereby INR and the Belg-
ische Nationale Radio Omroep
(Flemish Broadcast) were forced to

dismiss outside, broadcasters, soloists
and actors. Other repercussions d.e

veloped when the Belgian senate In-

creased the yearly listener tax from
78 to 144 francs. It was argued that
taxpaying listeners were not getting
value received for their coin, since,
it was alleged, most of the State
r^dio budget was diverted to feed an
army of, clerks.

.) I l- 'l IV /' £,(,»/< SI r ; ,• J, ';.:

•f Loew's International grosses in

Mexico have Increased more than
over last year, much of which

attributable : to the fact thai

Loew's now dubs its entire film pro-
;

gram for that country, according to ^
Carlos Niebla, M-G managing direc-

.

tor there. Company is still not bene-

;

flting 100% from its dubbing, hnw-
e^jpr, because of the mixed policy

forced on exhibitors through' the

half-hearted Way the other majors

use dubbed pix in Mexico.

In New York lor a short visit,
;

Niebla declared that overall busi-

ness in Mexico would "increase

tremendously" if all companies

dubbed their product. Most of them,

he declared, offered both titled and :

dubbed versions, usually pushing
the former kind more because of the
high cost of synchronization. Since
much of the Mex populace can't
read film advertising, much less the
titled pictures, Hetro has no way
Of advertisirife the fact that its films
are dubbed. Best that Metro has-<

b^en able to do is set an all-Spanish
policy in some houses by dualing its

product only with native films.

Explaining the recent halt in Mex
production, Niebla said that the

:

banks had shut down on loans to

anything but agricultural enter-
prises because of threatening infla- .

tion, shuttering the Mex studios for
about 30 days. Producers have; now
found private capital for backing,

;

though, and have managed to cut
their costs considerably. Top-sal-
aried stars, for example, agreed to a,

25% wage cut. Technical crews, al-
though not consenting to lower
wages, agreed to step up their work
enough to effect a 25% savings for
producers.

After many financial "adventurers'*
had pushed yearly production of
native prodi/ct in Mexico to about
120 films, the figures has now lew
eled off at about 50-60 a year. As a
result, Mfex producers feel they need
no protection as far as obtaining
sufficient playing time is concerned,
Niebla said, so that there's hardly a
possibility of any quota restrictions
for U. S. product. British product,
he declared, has -caught on consid-
erably in the key city first runs,
much the same as in the U. S.

N« Theatre Buys
Loew's is not contemplating buy-

ing or building any theatres ii»

Mexico because it has sufficient out-

:

lets fo* all its product. American

,

distribs are never bothered by cen-
sorship troubles In Me?cico, accord-'

ing to Niebla, because the Mexican
constitution bans any kind of blue-
nose activity. Production code has
been established by native producers
in association with the Mexican gov-
ernment to guard against any in-

fringement on morals. Once a film

has gone through the ringer In the
U. S.j however, it seldom faces any
difficulty in Mexico, he said.

British Film Briefs

London,' July 1.

Robert Donat has acquired film

rights to James Bridie's pla.y, "A

Sleeping Clergyman," which he r«-

vived £(t the Criterion,: June IB, ap-

pearing in the leading role . , . When

;

Ealing Studios starts work on Its

Technicolor screening of Helen

Simpson's best-seller, "Saraband for

Dead Lovers," J>art of the exteriors

will be shot in Blenheim Park, which

surrounds Blenheim Palace, the

birthplace of Winston Churchill.

Other scenes are being set in

Prague. Stewart Granger, Francoise

Uosay, Joan Greenwood, ,
Bennls

Price have main parts. i

Rita Hayworth to' make ' per-

sonal appearance at world pre-

miere of "Down to Earth," Colum-
bia's Technicolor musical, which is

set for July 21 at the London Gau-

mont theatre in aid of the British

Limbless Ex-Servicemen's Assn.

Alliance's new production, "They

Made Me a Fugitive," which is be-

ing released through Warners, had

a special performance at Warner

theatre June 27 for Scotland Yard

officials, special investigation chiefs,

crime reporters and others inter-

ested in combating gang operations

here and black market activities.

Sally Gray and Trevor Howard are

supported by Griffith Jones in the

cast.'-: •
.

..',.•
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Warners Battle in Aussie Court For

Right to Build Sydney Showcase
Sydney, June 24. -f

Warners, via its Au.ssie chief

Btanley Higginson, is putting up n

Siarp legal battle for tlie rigiit to

irect its own sliowcase in tliis key

center. Warner.s has held a top site

here lor a long time awaiting a

building greenlight. Organization

oaid $340,000 for the site, and want.s

ja erect—when Aussie government
'

eases housing-priority—to—pet-mit

cinema expansion—a house costing

.round $1,200,000.

Fighting granting of license, are

Hoyts, Greater Union, Carroll-Mus-

grove.' and Sydney Theatres, Ltd.

^Contention is that Sydney is already

oversea' Cil. '
,

Sonie time ago the Films Com-
mission, which has the right to re-

ject or okay theatre applications,

,turned down a bid by Warners for

a licen.'ie. It's against this rejec-

tion that Warners now is appealing

to the district Court of New South

Wales.

Attorney 'for Warners told the vation.

court that no new cinemas, with the

exception of some minor newsreel

house!!, had been erected in Sydney
for 27 years, despite a major popu-

latioii upbeat. Attorney added that

Sydney's seating capacity was pro-

p(}rtionately smaller than that of
' any other Aussie key spot. He said

the reason Warners wanted its own
jshow-window was because its only

outlet here was via Hoyts, which
gave the latter' a top bargaining po-

sition. Operation of own. houses in

Sydney would relieve release setup,

attorney • stressed, ;

Higginson said in evidence that

Warneirs would play single feature

bills on an extended run policy.

Unit's topper stressed the fact that

h« had today sdhie 25 films await-

ing release. Only one had been set

for key playdate. He said that rna-

Jor hone of contention with Hoyts
was over percentages. His organiza-

tion wanted timely releases, Higgin-
son added, instancing that "Casa-
blanca" had to be put into a minor
downtown house to get a timely
break. Warners was selling to

Hoyts without a contract presently,

.Higginson added. He admitted that

Hoyts presented product in the best
possible way.

Trend to Nabes?

Opposing attorney stated that his
clients contended Sydney was over-
seatecl, and that there was a trend
by payees toward^3_ nabe cinemas
more and more. . Attorney also

pointed out that evidence would be
called to show 'that seat sales had
dropped in the past 12 months in
the Sydney zone.

A. Herbst, in charge of Hoyts' sta-
V tlstical dept., said that without the
Warner product his company had a
backlog of 20 pix dating back to
June last year. Herbst admitted
that there was a scarcity of sup-
porting pix in Aussie presently. His
company had been compelled to buy
SIX supporting pix from Monogram

;

tliat had been rejected by British

Vet 'Passion Play' Lead
Turns Up in Leipzig

' Iieipzig, June 20.

Lothar Mayring, wlao played Pon-
tius Pilate in Morris Gosi's produc-
tion of "The Passion Play" at the

N. Y. Hippodrome, 1929, is now liv-

ing in Leipzig, in the Russian sector

of Germany. German actor, who
first toured the U. S. in 191Q in a
Shubert ..m u s i c a 1, and Worked in

Hollywood 1930-32,: is now 68, and
an announcer oh Radio Leipzig.

He reports that as head of the

Schlaraffia (a Germatl lodge for

artists ), : as, a Mason, and f o r m e r

Equity member; he was in iU-repute.

with the Nazis,, who kept him from
engagements. He's lost addresses of

•his' AmeFicart f r i e n d Sj and wants
them to communicate with him.
Aged' actor claims that though he
gets paid, he can't buy food, and that

his wife and himself are nea,r star-

Mencken Will Love This
Sydney, June 24.

Loads of copies of Vahietit

were introduced by both sides—
, in the . Warnefs^exhibs dispute

for a Sydney showcase for tlie

fonner .— to show industry
trend's. Learned, attorneys .

(called kina's counsel here)

stumbled over themselves try-

ing to decode Variety lingo.

One. classic example was the
heading: "20G for, K.C". Court
had to be told this didn't mean
the. fee for a king's coun.sel, but
wa,«! the bdxoifice figure for a

pic.
-v.

'

Tongues Wag At

Swedish Xharhes

Musgrove, Oldtime Aussie

Pix Head, to Try Comeback

Via Distribution Field

Sydney, June 24.

Harry Musgrove, onetime topper
in the Aussie pic and vaude biz, is

expected to make a comeback try in

the distribution line now that Aussie
court has granted him a di.scharge

from bankruptcy. .
.

•

Musgrove, made bankrupt in 1924,

said in evidence that he attributed
his.bankruptcy to having guaranteed
a $36,000 overdraft to two early
film units. First National Exhibitors
of Australia and First National Ex-
hibitors ot New South Wales. (It

was Musgrove who opened the first

First National exchange, now War-
ners, here). .

Musgrove told the court that 'the

companies failed because tliey were
overcharged for .U. S. product. The
ES & A Bank then sold for $71,200

his stocks in Musgrove Theatres,
with, which he had guaranteed the
overdraft, Musgrove said.

In a liirther affidavit, Musgrove
stated that he had hiot lived extrava-

gantly, pointing oUt that he had. to

entertain highly-paid overseas stars

when they played the old Tivoli cir*

cuit. It was- Musgrove : who brought
out British comedian Wilkie Bard at

$1,690 weekly.
'

Musgrove told the court that he
had helped to establish the Carroll

Mu.sgrove Co., operating tlie Prince
Edward, Sydney, but he fprfeited,his

rights when he was declared bank-
rupt. ..

Musgrove said that he hiid no as*

sets now. "If the bank had let me.
alone for .three months, I'd now be
drawing $40,000 a year without any
trouble," Musgrove added. Attorney
for Musgrove stated tlwt Mis client's

reason for wanting the discharge was
that he had prospects in films, but

SHced-Up Berlin Again No. 1 Showbiz

Spot; Pix Sold Out 3 Months in Advance

Mex Film Biz Rolls On
Despite Counter Claims

Mexico Gliy; July 1.

Cinema trade continues good here.
Gross for the first quarter of 1947
totals $15,651,493 (Mex), compared
with $13:468,215 :(Mex) for the same
period last year, However, there was

Stockholm, June- 24,

Many eyebrows are being raised
here over the naming of "The Flow-
ering Fields'' as the '"best Swedish
production ot J946-47." Reason for
this, it's pointed out, is that the film

was produced, by the Socialist Party
and the Swedish Workers' Trade
Union, which also controls the news-
paper Aftontidningen. Shee;t found-
ed the annual film awards known as
the Swedish "Charlie," local equiva-
lent to the American "Oscar."

Protesting the choice of "Fields,"
Ingmar Bergman refused to accept
his "Cliarlie" as the best director
for his .'Work . on "It's Raining On
Our Love." Other prizewinners also

expressed their disapproval by fail-

ing to attend the ceremony where
the awards were officially bestowed.
While it's conceded that "Fields" is

a good film, it by no means is "a
link in the rebuilding of destroyed
Europe," as a trade union, rep said
when the picture was chosen as- the
year's top film. '

Recipients of other awards were
Bengt Ekeroth as best actor, for his

work in "Dynamite"; Mai Zetterling,

best actress, in "Iris": Carl Sfroom,
best supporting actor, in "Dynamite";
Dagny Lind, best supporting actress,

|

in "The Flowering Fields"; Ingmar
I

Bergman, best direction, in "It Is

Raining On Our Love"; Jan Fride-
gard and Goesta Netzen, best screen-
play adaptation, in "Flowering
Fields" and Arne Sucksdorif for the
best short, "Shadows Over the
Snow." An extra "Charlie" went to

Tollie bellman for her supporting'
work in "While the Doors Were
Closed,'.'

Contrasted to the regular "Charlie"
awards is the vote of the Swedish
Film Correspondent's Club for the
Oest Swedish films of the year.

Ranked as the topper was "It Is

Raining On Otir Love," followed by
"While the Doors Were Closed,"
' Flowering Fields," "Johansson and
Vestman'- and "Iris,"

'

a. drop of more than $l.tlOU,UOU (Mex)
|

in March; 1947, gross frotn that of

J&fiuary this year.

.fehibitoi's, thpugli, gave aijother

side of the story m a memorandum
they presented the civic goverrinient;

claiming their net is only- $6.77

(Mex) of every $100 (Mex) gross.

Labor disputes this claim, stating

that some local flrstrijn houses net as

much as $^0,000 (Mex) a month, and
asks if cinema trade is so poor, why
are rnore and more cinemas being
built, not; only here but elsewhere
in Mexico?

Smpire Films. Herbst "indicated could not join a board of directors

ftat tlie quality of pix during the while still b a nkr up t. The judge
'past year had not been so hot.

- Chief accountant Douglas Hal-
loran, of Greater Union Theatres,
produced figures declaring ihnl tlic
percentage of vacant seats in GUT
nouses for the 26-week period to
December, 1946, was greater than
the percentage for the prior 26-
week period.

On a technical point the case was
postponed. It may have to go to
ine High Court of Australia for a
.lUlitig.-

granted discharge to: MiJSgrove.

FOREIGN STARS, UNITS

PERK SWEDISH B.O.
Stockholm, June 24.

n '"i.'?"''

Of foreign stars and units is
Pe'king the Swedish b.o. Lilian
"arvey, who recently preemed atthe Circus, is proving a strong, draw
wU' '^'^'^ *° l»ol<i over for many
oort»L °™ Arnold's ice, show, im-
ported from England, is finding favor

loth weef
""^^"^

vvwf soon is Marlene Dietrich

Pei^nn!'*'^'*^ from Paris for

tli« Q ..'^''^•^^"ances in behalf of

gani/nT-
Europahjalpen, an or-

to flirt r '"''^^^ Cross

ture A
needy. Motion Pic-

John-ifnn"'
°^ America prexy Eric

Jovcrn"«^''''°'"P^n^«<i by his aides

aCevir!'? ^^'^al'J Mayer, are

'^^tZi't ''''

Dutch Filmgoers Climb

To 89,000,000 in 1946
.

*
:
The Hague, June 24. >.

Film attendance has jumped,
amazingly in Holland, according to

survey just announced by the Dutch
"Bioseodpbond," combine, of exhibs-

distribs. Where 35,000,000 people
visited cinemas in 1938, a record was
set with 89,000,000 in 1946. Increase

in three key . cities, Amsterdam, The
Hague and Rotterdam, was 80% iri

provincial towns and villages, 250%.
Total of 497 films were imported

in 1946. U. S. Sent 172; England, 137;

France, 95; other countries, 93. In

1946 there wasn't a single Motion
Picture Export Assn. film released

in Holland. U. S. import figure orig-'

inated from stock which MPEA, was
building, up in '46 in preparation of

its release, which started in January
'47, and from U, S. filnis sold to

Holland by companies not belonging

to MPEA,

BERMAN'S CUBANOLA SPOT
Metro has tapped Julian Berman

for the post of manager in Cuba.

He replaces Robert O^ Schoham
who'll go to Sweden as special h.o.

rep there.

Berman ha.s occupied posts in the

Far East and in Latin America for

Metro while Schoham formerly

was company's chief in Finland.

Mex Studios Sign Yearns

Pact With Help; Allow

10^ Pay Hike; Aid to U.S.
Mexico City, June 24.

Smooth running is anticipated for

all pix studios here, at least for

a year, as operators pacted with
their technical and manual staffs at

the Labor Ministry to prolong the

life of their cpllective work contract

until then, and allow an average

10% pay -hike.
; .

'

,

- :

Understood that only thing that

can disrupt work- in the studios dur-

ing the life of this contract is flareup

of strife between Mexico's two pix

workers unions, the National Cin-

ematographic Industry Workers
(STIC) and the Picture Production
Workers ;(STPe).

Studios' signing tlie . pact ' ,are

Azteca. Churusbusoo, Tepeyac, ' Clasa,

Stahl and Cuauhtemoc. Pacting is

seen as valuable to U. S. and other

foreign film companies that use lo-

cal studios.. .

First Run Day-&-Dates

Spreading in S. America;

U.S. Pix Face Competition
System of day-and-dating first-

run dpenings in seven or eight thea-

tres in a city, which 20th-Fox in-

augurated in Latin America in Rio
de Janeiro, has been extended to

Buenos Aires with excellent results,

according to William W. Sullivan,

26th "district manager in South
Arnerica. System only works, how-
ever, Sullivan said, where a city's

topography makes it difficult for in-

habitants to reach the downtown
theatrical section.

In New York with Edward D.
Cohen, 20th supervisor for Latin
America, and district chief J, Carlo
Bavetia, for homeoffice huddles,
Sullivan described the exhibitors

training program which he recently
instituted in the Argentine. Plan
was devised chiefly to instruct ex-

hibitors ill beautifying their thea-

tres and to persuade them to de-
sist from cut-throat competition un-
der the assumption that the most
important thing for them was to sell

their show and not to try to under-
sell their competitors. Many .Ar-

gentine exliibs ill this way were
persuaded to up their admission
prices, he said.

Entire Latin America- is very un-
derseated . and there's much room
for theatre expansion, according to

Cohen, As an example, he cited

Brazil, "Which has a population of

40,000,000 but only 1,000 theatres.

And only about half of those, he
declared, were in good condition.

However, 20th has no plans to build
or acquire theatres south of the
border becauiie the company "is not
in the theatre business."

American product in Latin Amer-
ica is facing increasingly stiff' com-
petition from local and. foreign pic-

tures. Cohen said. Situatio/i is good
for the industry, though, he de-
clared, because customers seeing
any good picture, irrespective of

which country produced it, vviir be
more prone to patronize theatres
.thereafter. Product turned out by
the, J. Arthur Rank studios is catch-
ing on very well; he said, All for-

eign pictures', with the exception of
a few French films for Buenos
Aires consumption, are now sub-
titled instead of dubbed throughout
Latin American according to Cohen,

Austrian Union Plans

Sharp Step for Jobless
Vienna, June 24.

Artist Union is seriously consider-

ing reenacting "examinations" 'for

membership, due to the huge num-
ber of unemployed legit talent. Over
1,500 actors are without jobs and
there's hardly any hope of getting

one. President Novotny told Variety

when Union was founded in June,

1945, that he hoped to get jobs for

Gerraaii language actors in Czecho-

slovakia, but since then times have

changed and all /German stages in

Czechoslovakia are closed.

Similar situations exists in other

countries. Film situation is a little

better.

Tri-Lingual Pix Unit

Organized in Paris
^ Paris, June 25.

Two Continent, Pictures, a newly
organized film company, has been
organized in Paris for the purpose
of making tri-lingual pictures. First

production of the new venture will

be "Delirium," to be made in Eng-
lish, French and Italian - at a re-

ported cost of $1,500,000. Paul Gor-
don." who produced "A ' Flag is

Born", in Hollywood, will direct.

Film,, a continental .version Of
"The Lost Weekend," will be filmed
in Paris and Rome. . Three sets of

principals 'will . be used, but minor
parts will be dubbed.

By AETHUB SETTEL
Berlin. June 24.

. Cut and quartered Berlin, seat ot ,.'

U. S., British, French and Russian
military governments, is returning to .

its former role as No. 1. spot for
shoW and picture biz in Central Eu-

,

*

rope. Questions of ideological diffor-
;

ences aside, the city offers- an im-
pre.ssive range of musical, film and
stafTP pntprtflinmpnt,, wit)^ appeal to .

any and every taste and in many
modern European languages. And
all of this despite acute coal short-
ages, bombed-out theatre space and
reported shortages in talent.

. A glance at the ..advertising col- .

umns of Berlin's most important
daily, "Tagespiegel," gives convinc-
ing evidence of the capital's loading,
position as a place of amusement.
The State Opera House ofl'ers a
tempting scries of programs for orfe :

.

week. Rimsk,y-Korsakoff's "Sndko" is

scheduled on Saturday; Tschaikow- '.

sky's "Eu{!en Onefiin" Sunday; Ver-
di's "La Traviata" Monday: Offeii*.
bacl'i's '.'ITales , of Hoffmann" T.ties- ..

day-; Verdi's "Bigoletto" Wednesday;
the "Petrusehka Bolero" - ballet
Thursday; "La Traviata" Friday.
The City Opera House offers an

equally attractive series of programs, ^

varying from Beethoven's "Fidelio"
to . Flotow's "Martha." and from

.

Leoncavallo's "Paqliacci" to Britten's
"Peter Grimes." Smetana's "Bartered
Bride" and Wagner music frequently
are presented to packed houses.

Current film hits which reflect
their popularity/in boxo^flce receipts
and in information poll.s are Daphne
Du Maurier's "Rebecca." which is

sold put for three months in ad-
vance; "Nights in Shanghai"; "Holi-
day Inn," with Bing Crosby ard

'

Fred Astaire; "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town"; the French film "Alibi," with
Erich von Stroheim; "Die Fran Met-
per Traum" ("Woman of My
Dreams"); "Am Abend Nach Der
Oper" ("A Nigiit at the Opera"),
and "Zugvoegel" ("Birds on the
Wing"), all German-produced.

LegU's Variety
Greatest variety is in the legit

houses which abound in all four
sectors of the city. The latest pro-
duction to hit the iaekpot is Werfel's

'

Macobow.sky and the Colonel,*
which -is playing in the swank Heb- , :.

bel theatre to record-sma.shing rt- .

.

tendance. Le.s.sing's "Nathan thg"
Wise," which has been consistently

,

successful for more than 14 monthis,
'

'

is presented three times weekly at
the Deutscher theatre, interspersed
with the controversial "The Rus- :

sian Question." "Pastor Hall" by
Toller. "Tartuffc" by Moliere, "King
Oedipus," by Sophocles, and Wede- .

kind's "The Marquis of Keith."
At the State Schlosspark theatre, ^

Shakespeare's
: "Taming of tlie

Shrew" and Goetz's "Dr. Praetoiius"
are being presented on alternative
evenings to large audiences, seti-
erously sprinkled with 'Americajx
and other Allied personnel.

There are countless small houses
givin.i,' colorful vaudeville. At the

j

popular Neue Scala "All This and
.

Heaven Too" is playing twice daily
I with routine acts of comedy, mostly
slapstick, and dance and song, to
considerable crowds. One of the
best shows in town is that given
each evening at the freak hour of
5:45 p.m. at the Ulenspiegel Cabaret.
1 Recently the Russian Military Ad-
ministration reconditioned a forMer
German government office building
and converted it into a "House of
Culture of the Soviet Union," where
Russian films, classical pre-Czai ist

plays and concerts are presented to
large audiences. Here artists are:
brought over from Moscow to strut
their stuff, and newspaper reviews
are in the main favorable.

JAPS PROTEST 100'; 0 TAX
Tokyo, June 24.

The All-Japan Motion Picture

and Theatre Workers Union will file

a petition for repeal of the amuse-
ment 'fax rlOtt'*r 'on 'ac^mls^ioti tee.%/;

EX-GIs START RIVAL

LEGITERS IN PARIS
Paris, June 25.

Two ex-GIs have organized rival
theatres for production of legit plav.9
in English for Parisian audiences,
Morton Zelenko has founded the
American Theatre Laboratory, while
Christopher Blake has formed^ «
group known as the American The-
atre in Paris.

Zelenko, a script writer with
French National Radio, has an-
nounced production of "Bury th«
Dead" and "Time of Your Life" for
September presentation. RehearsaU
have already started at the Ameri-
can Students and Artists Center
here,-.. .' ':'.' '

- 'i.:. .' '
'
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The Hucksters
(ONE SONG)

Moiro Mlsasa o£ Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

nmductlM. Stars Clark Gable, Dfbi.rah

trS' features Sydney Groenstroot, Aanliihf

ftSniou Keenan Wynn, Ava Gjircbier,

miward ArnoW. Directed by Jat-lc Oonwuy.

fS bestBOllM- ' by Fredijrlo Wakemiui;

icreexplay.- iMthet : Davis; artHptatlon.
;

Kiward ('hodorov and George Wells;

Staa Harold Itosspn; editor, E'runK Sulli-

siJeclul effects, Warren Newoomlw, A,

jSnldd Illllespie;.. Traae^^^^ June IS, •17.

Riimiins time, l*!"

Victor Albee Norman , . v .

;

i
,'.

. , ,Cl.irk Gable

Kay Dorranoe. . ., . . . . • Debor.ih Kerr

Vvan Ijlewellvn I'lVans. .Sydney Orcenstn'el

Mr ICluil>e^l^ . . .. ........ . .Aaolphe Mcitjuu
'

Tfljin 0"ilvie. - •••• ..Avu .Gardner

paddy M:...e ;

i?"™'-"
f,,,.,a Laidi. . . • •> .Ed.ward Arnold

v.'iVt ....... ........"Aubrey Slather

Coolie
". ;...:.........i.:...Klchard .tiainea

Max 1 li'nnii n . . , ; > . . . i . • .I'rank Albsrtsun

MIehMl MIC'hUPlson, ,r. . ..i .Clintim SunilbefK

Mrs. Klinberly,. .. . . .OIotIh HoUlen

Seity v.Vi. . . . . .^.v;Gonnii> qdfhri.Ht

Bwllia'-KW'?*'- • • • • • • f.\-Kftthl*« Card

Ml.™ Haonner. Ulll.in l.r.M..-,„i

, IS'retai'y ,..^^.Vera Marsh."
' SllSon

.

j v . . .-. , ... V. , . m>Uf , Bunker

Klmberl.y Kw'<'i>tlonlat, .. . . V irKlnia ^liale
' Blake .... . . • • • • *> «.

.
Jlniuiy ConHn

• "The Hiicksters" is one of those

ready-made scfeein properties which
fundamentally is figured not. to miss.

Aiid it doesn't; It will be a bo,xoflice

iiiop-up although, in a large sense, it

' will be largely to the basic credit oi

the well-publicized bestseller, the

iiutoroatic: ballyhoo that goes with a

film of this nature, and perhaps even

from unsuspected sourcesi should the

radio broadcasting industry and its

attendant ad agency and -sponsoritis

ad,1uncts kick up a rumpus. A ca.sus

.

belli rai,'?ht well be fomented •in the

now traditional pix vs. radio situa-

tion. The b.o. payoff on that is

obvious.

AU these factors may very con-
ceivably take precedence even above
,the fact that GSble is back and this

time Deborah Kerr has got him.
And so Metro's technique of quickly
•projecting a new personality, by ex-
posing her to Gable's masculine
charms, is surefire payoffs

Despite this pat showmanship
there are reservations to the Gable-
Kerr team. Somehow he just doesn't

quite take hold of the huckster chore
in signal manner. Same goes for

jWiss Kerr who is a shade prissy for

her volatile romantic role. That's as
' much scripting shortcoming as her
personation. She's cast as a .

very
. proper Sutton Place war hero-
general's widow, with two children
who go for Gable, as she does, to the
extent ot a quickie plane flight to his

Bel-Air layout where he's cutting a
ne-w radio program for Beautee
Soap, tycoojied by the irascible and
tyraiuiical Evan Llewellyn Evans.
Sydney Greenstreet's portrayal of

the soap despot emerges as the per-
formance of the picture, as does
Keenan Wynn, for what he does, as

the ham ex-burlesque candy butcher
gone .radio comic. Ava Gardner is

thoroughly • believable (she does an
incidental song, "Don't Tell Me")
as the on-the-make songstress:
A'dolphff Menjou is the harassed

. ;head of the: radio agency which
caters to -Kvans' wliilom ways be-
caase it's a $10,000,000 account. As
for Edward Arnold, playitig the head
of the powerful talent agency, he
takes hold of a bit part, and in that
dramatic scene where Gable black-
jacks him into releasing the . co-
median, he takes the play away from
the star.

Gable looks trim and fit but some-
how a shade too mature for the
Capricious role of the huckster who

. talks his way into a $35,000 job (and
DOnUs), is a killer with the femmes,
and when he has the soap tycoon in
bis corner ^throws him over because
he sees himself fast getting typed
.among the ad agency cliches.
The intra-trade sidelights on radio-

agency -sponsor ulcerous vagaries are
a credit to technical adviser John
DriscoU. It's right out of MadL-ion
avenue and Columbia Square. The
book's wide, sale, of course, has
punched over most of the alleged
leal-life prototypes. The visual en-
actment by Greenstreet of . all the
sponsor's grossness and crueltie.s—
suffered by a group of high-geared
people only because he pays the bills
so handsomely—is a cinematic-plus
factor under visual enactment. The
plush atmosphere of ad agencv be-
havu)ri,sm, in and out Of buiiiness, is
socked over by the scripters. Jack
Conway's direction, and the ultra
production endowed it by Arthur
Hornblow. Jr. Abel.

values by Henry Blanke are in keep-
ing with melodramatic background.
Plot builds mystery around sup-

posed death of young man secretly

married to Miss Stanwyck. She
comes to his home to attend the
funeral and senses that something is

wrong. By pointed hints gradually
inserted. Miss Stanwyck comes to

believe that her husband, is still

alive and being kept a prisoner by
his uncle, Flynn. There are several
socko shock -scenes that aid mystery
flavor but interest is not sustained
and ending falls flat when it is. dis-

closed that the husband is crazy and
Flynn's concealment is to prevent
unflavorable publicity spoiling po-
litical ambitions of another relative.

Windup is too contrived to be be-

lievable when, husband is, conVeni-
BiTtly—Irilled- to clear way for ro-

mance betwteen Flynn and Miss
Stamwyck.
Peter Godfrey's direction of the

.Catherine Torney soript, based on
Marjorie Carleton's hovel, is 'not al-

ways -even, although, as noted, he
does hit high spots of tension. Miss
Stanwyck gives her usual polished,
talent to her role, and Flynn, is com-;
pletely different type of character-
ization, tiolds. up his end. Richai'd
Basehnrt has only two sequences as
the mad husband. Geraldine Brooks
makes an interesting and promising
film debut as another member of
the mad family who commits sui-

cidfe. Jerome Cowan.' Patricia- White.
John Ridgely, Rory Mallinson,-
Helene Thimig and others are good.
Art direction has furnished gloomy

settings and atmosphere for story in
keeping with melodrama ainis and
Carl Guthrie's • eam^a inakes the
most of them; Editing is- choppyy
which doesn't help clarity of plot
motivation. Franz Waxman's score
is effective. Brog,

Vr\ WoH
M,- Hollywood, June 28.

T.,.!!,"™?'' ''™"^ ''"^'t'lSe 6t Heiiry IJlaiike
p jauctiun,

. .stars Errol Flynn, Barbara
rw!^i!^'''''' '«'''<irea Richard Basehart,
tl;T2''J"><'„Bn>olt.s, ..lerome CoWan. .lohn

li .iS„
''

„,Li'''''<"''i White, jRory. MmUnson,
^•»v" o""'*'- Directed by. Peter (lort-

nmLV ,''''T''.niday, Cathenlne Tumey; trohi

(}[ith,-i.
"'"Jorle. ("nrltdn; caniera^ Carl

»S' f
!,',""'»''•• Waxman; editor,

'47 B Pl/inKsted. .Tradeshown June 21,
• VlaVv , «3. WINS.

Ja m.i Barbara Stiiliwyck

Snatm. RIeharil Basehart

AnS • • • - John KtdsHiy
Bt'ciit-t

'

'

**••'
r , . ,Patrieia.. Wnite

Slartji
'"""*•'•'•*•*•.'• .iKory Mallinson

.Dttvemi'ftVi' '
" " Helene: ThlmlK

Roberts "'**"'''.*'.• ••I'im.l -Stanton"
'i.' a" ;•;•;''.•• •^*r''3' ''^'''w'd

.

».n-iMlne Brooka >» JttfiT Demarest

eAin^l^°^^" melodrama that

Of it,
™Portance from strength

teSv ~ f'''>"wyck. -Film starts

Pense Km" P^'om^^e-S Plenty of sus-

ruufiL. '.f'S* considerably bef.)ie
""^iS lis course. Production

Romance of Rosy Ridge
• (SONGS)

Hollywood, July 1.

Met.i'o I'elease of Jack ('ummin8"a
.
produc-

tion. Stars A'an Joliuson; featureH
Thomas Mitchell, .Tanet LelRh, ^farsliall
Thompson, Selena Koyle, .Dean Stockweil.
l>irecre<l by Hoy Kowlund. Screenplay,
Ijester Tole; ba.^ed on .story by AlacKinlay
Ka.ntor; camera, Sidney .Wagner; new
sohgsV Earl Bobinaon .and: ijewls Allan;
score, Georffe Baaaman; editor, Ualph IC.

Winters. Tradeslwwn July 1, '47. Itun-
ninR- time, J0.5

'

Henry C^t.i*son .............. .Van .Tolinwon
Gill MiicBean. .......... .Thomas Mitchell
l.ia.^y Anne 1^1 ac Bean.. lanet liciab
Ben MacBean .. . . . .Marshall Thonijtsoii
Hairy ..MacBean. Helena Itoyle
tlohn Dessark.. ('harlea X)inKle
Andrew MacHejln ....Dean StocU^cell
Cal .Ba.s?ett. ........... . ..Quy Kil>t>ee
Bmily BaKKert,..,,.,. ...Mllaalietli Klsdon
Bad!;e - Dessark ; .Tim. Davis
Dan Yeary. ............. ^Hussell Simpson
Ninny Nat. ,. ............. .0. X. Whitehead
,Tohn Wllllrart;....;;..:,;.. . . . . .Tamos Bell
Mrs, Willhnri , . ; i loyce .Arlinf;^

Ad Buchanan. ... . . ... . .William Bishop
•Tom Yeary. .,.,.,;:;.;.;.-, , .I»aul Liitifitou.

"The Romance of Rosy Ridge'' is

good screen entertainment. A tale

of reconstruction days following the
Civil War, picture packs strong,
drama and interest. As its star. Van
Johnson has his best role to date and
gives a splendid performance. Film
also introduces femme newcomer,
Janet Leigh, whose work indicates .

a

bright future. Boxoffice outlook is

sturdy, . film's contents helping to
overcome awkward title.

Picture poses a tolerance plea that
is a legitimate part of story motiva-
tion, thus very effective. Producer
Jack Cummings and director Roy
Rowland make the most of drama
in the MacKinlay Kantor story,
scripted by Lester Cole. They give
it natural unfoldment against
austere farming background in
early-day Missouri. From such a
simple thing as getting the hay in

before the rains come, Rowland de-
velops a tense, suspenseful sequence
that packs an almost unbelievable
wallop. Other scenes are equally
effective in selling, the drama.

Tolerance theme - is exploited
through ill-feeling among neighbors
who fought on opposite sides in the
war between states and whq have
brought their feuding into peace-
time. Van Johnson's character is

used to resolve intolerance: in the
Missouri valley and.the story pitch
registers strongly as written by Cole.
American tolk music used in the

-good score and new. songS: that fol-
low the folk tune pattern contribute
interest. Also catching attention is

the: folk dance used in one sequence.
Plot brings Johnson, Wandering

ex -soldier, to farm of Tliomas
Mitchell, a fiery : rebel, who bases
hia friendship on the color of a
man's britches. Grey is God's color
to him and blue means war. Atten-
tion is centered on struggle of hew'-
ing a living from the soil, the fear
of the night raiders who burn barns
and spread discord between neigh-
bors, a romance between Johnson
and Miss Leigh. Mitchell's daughter.
Climax has a pitched battle between
Johnson and leader of the raiders
that is crammed with hard action.

ThomfiS Mitchell's performance
rates among his finest. Selena Royle,
as his. wife, is another who grabs,
plenty of

,

credit for talented work.
Marshall , Thompson, Charles Dingle,
Dean Stockweil. Guy Kibbee. Elisa-
beth Risdon. Ru-sseli Simp.son. O, Z.

Whitehead are othel's sH6wing,,:Up in

the strong -cast.

Sidney Wagner's camera make."!

much of the settings against Which
the story is, displayed. .Realistic;

austere quality of the art divectipn

and set decorations aid in lendini;

credence to the pic-lurc. Other
credits are, ill kec]5ing. Brog,

Miniature Reviews
"The Hucksters" (M-G). Sure-

fire fllmization - of bestseller,

fortified by Gable topping strong
cast.

, "Cry WoH" (WB ). Melodrama
with Errol Flynn and Barbara
Stanwyck furnishing marquee
strength.-

.

"The liomance of Eosy Bldge"
(Songs) (MG).:Strong drama of

reconstruction days in Missouri
following Civil War. Good b.o.

'The Crim.son Key" (20th).

Average modest-bUdgetod who-
dunit, for dualer support.
"The Roosevrit Stdry" (Tola).

_Mpving semi-documentary on
the late President's career. Will
draw. ,, . ,

"For the Love of Busty"
- (Gal. Well-developed program
fentui'e for family trade, an-
other' ii-i "Rusty" series,

"They Made ' Me A .Fugitive"

(British) (WB). Good gangster
pic, with cockney lingo', only
drawback. Good' grosser.

•Heartaches" (PRC). Moder-
,ato;y entertaining programmer.

,

"I'ioneer Ju.sticc" (PR(j),

Fast-moving, low-budget west--

ern for outdoor addicts. '
:.

-Dancing' W th Crime" (Brit-

ish) (Par). So-so crook story;

moderate draw.
"Dragnet" (S"GP). Mystery

melodrama with okay prospects
in' smaller situations.

The Crimson Key
2«th-Fox release of Sol M. :Wuj't;sel pro-

du<'tion. , 1f*ealureH Kent Taylor, IVoria

Do^vlinjf, ,Denni« iioey. - Directed: by Jilu-

genjB Forde. : Ordinal siory and ;sci:een'pla.y,

Irvinfj Klman; camera, , Ben:1amin Kline;
etlitta^, Frank, Ida UlrinHre. Tradeshown X.Y,
June 30, '-tT. RunnInK time, • Id SlIJSS.
1 ja cry Morjtan . ..... . . . . . .,. .

.'. .K-ent Taylor
.Mrs. IjOi'fnK.: ..>, . . ..'.l>ori.4 'J>owllng
.Steven LoriuK. . . . . ;.'..'.., . . . ..Dennis Hoey
Hcitii ,. , . .,. I.ouisc ('Ui'rie

J^-'cLcr Vandanuiu; . .Iran Triesault
i:'itzr(,y ,', .-Artliur ;Space
DizKy . . . .... . ,:. Vera Mar.-^he
.lelt'rey Retinn ....... .. ........ i<:dwin Hand
Mra., Swann. . .-. ........ . . Bcrtiadene Haves
Hiss Phllliiia.,. .\"irloria Hornc
pr, S\vann, . DituK Kvans
i'arris Wood ,,. .................. . Ann Doran
WinR." . . Victor Ken "YunK
Kiilcl Clerk. ............. . . . .Clhoster ('lute
Ounroan. ... . . . . . .Italf Ilarolde
Dr. I'Jarlow . . i . , . , . ; , , . . , .I,11Uou Pmi-souh
l)et. ,Sgt. ........ -i.;, ..-..1iminy, Maglll
i'etmta, *. . , . . .Marieita Canty
I>ri$M Clerks, ... ..... ....... .Stanley Mann

Conventionally modelled whod-
unit, "The Crim.son Key" will give

average support in dualer situations.

Twisting, turning, blood-.soaked plot,

based upon the familiar shenani-
gans of a know-all private eye, never
becomes cry.stal' clear, but there are
enough corpses per cinema foot to
appease the mystery addicts.

Film's cast, though not standout
in marquee power, does a neatly
competent job with Kent Taylor and
Doris Dowling in the top spots. Pro-
duction dress is .standard for mod-
est-budgeters. Main flaw is the
screenplay which hews too closely to
overworked lines and situations.
Direction and tight editing do nicely
in maintaining a steady pace with
an assist from good camera work.
Taylor is a confidential gumshoe

who's hired by a rich dame jealous
of her doctor-husband's nocturnal
roamings. Before he can count the
down payment, both his client and
her husband are killed by persons
unknown. Taylor, after thumbing
his nose at the w.k. dumb diclc from
official headquarters, wends his way
through a couple of beatings to the
parlor of a rich femme dipso who
was being treated by the niurdered
medico. Plenty of suspicious char-
acters divert bis attention but he
nabs the guilty culprit on schedule
as expected.

Taylor registers pleasantly as the

I

handsome, self-assured eye who can
1 flip, a hardboiled crack and, take, as
1 well as give, a crusher on the jaw.
i Doris- Dowling, as the dipso, ' is an
unusual looker, who oozes enough
femme fataie shadings to adequately
fit the bill. Dennis Hoey plays well
as her falsely-suspected husband

: while re.st of cast turns. in competent
i

performances in lesser roles.
:-,-•: Herrfi.

'

Tiio RiMtMo^'elt. Mory
(SEMI-DOCUMENTABV)

Tola Proilncli'ons release i>i: Martin Levine
and Oliver HuKer (in assoftiatiun with
Hairy Bratidti prodttctian. Original script
l)y Lawrence M. Kiee. Kditor'ail conHUltant,
KllUdI Koosevcll. Sx-Ore. T*^arl RobinHon;
lyrics, Ticu'la Allan; rauaic .director, .lack

Sbaindlin; anperVisiriK editor an'l. '-Oml'iler,

Wall"]' Klce; editor. A^'iUiain Van I'l^aas:.

t're-vievvcd N. Y., June '-it. Running
time. «« MIN'S,
r-lbhlc (S'oice of Pei>pli

't'oice of J)"n.rcKsloi). .

.

^'|»ice of I )|ip(»sitinn . .

.

T.n>-.

Ulrl,

, .Kenneth Lynch
. . ; . .ran:, da l.ee

.Kd Begley
. . . ,(iene RInkel>

Kcll.i- -Ifliril

It is surprising how the editors of

this motley collection of silent and
talker newsreel shots. Army and cap-
tured enemy clips, and a, few ,

produc-
tion bit.s. have managed fo catch and
st,).stain the heroic spirit of the late

President. But catch and sustain it:

they did, for an unusual mei-norial

to, FDR. It will draw trade. _

,

-Put togethor very cleverly, with
evident loving care, and supervised

tastefully by Elliott Roosevelt, the
President's son, this 80-minute semi-
documentary is a moving tribute 10
a great man, as well as a fasciiuitlng
chronicle of the troubled time.s- of
the past three decades. The film has
certain mechanical and artistic Haws.
Some of the clips—inevitably., per-
haps—are bad, blurred or dark. The
war section may be a little proti'iictr

§d. There is a little . too 'much pVeaclt-
ment in the running commentary,
and a prolongecl ending with the
Usual corny swelling chorus .of .voices
rising to heaven.
But these are minor faults in tlie

overall clever manipulation of a me-
lange of material, that handled dif-

ferently could have been dvab and
dated. Not only are 'the varied no.i'.-i-

reels neatly spliced, but hi llioni;

selves they , dovetail perl'eeti.v with
a: comhiehtary .that tells the Pi-ttii-

dent's story and the story of the na-
tion as well. '

:

-'

The films unroll to -the running:
talk of a cab-driver, cominentiiiH -tin

the scenes and their signirKtance. His
talk is slangy and colloquial, ot the
Street. Hc :quips about sonieonij's odd
dress, another's peculiar roanm^r.'
But he points out, too, the Si.iiuifi-

cint bits—the crying populace when
the President's casket goes .by',; tlie

relief when Roosevelt lakes hold in
193.3, the far-sightedness of the Presi-
dent in the waliie of the Fascist men-
ace. Tlrere is a :,Voice of Opposition
breaking in, no'W and then, to decry
tlie President's acts, to play down
the emergencies. There is also the
Voice of Depression, describing what
it was like to live through Hoovfer-
ville days.
The film opens with the funeral

cortege in 1945, moving slowly alomc
13. C. streets while multitudes, ga?.«

in bereaved tribute. Then a flash-
back to a clip of 1904, of the newly
wedded couple, Eleanor and Franlc-
lin D. Roosevelt (probably taken
more for her sake, as niece of Theo-
dore Roosevelt,ithan lor an F'DR still

obscure). Other newsreel shots,
when Roosevelt was Asst. Secretary
of the Navy, when he campaigned
for Wilson, when he as eagerly
stumped for Al Smith, and so on
down the years, to his own cam-
paigns for the Presidency, the first,

second, third and last.

In between, shots or other news-
reel scenes for chaime of pace as
well as background to the stor.v—
Times Sq., (5oney Island, Hoover-
ville shacks, closed banks, bread-
lines. Shots of - Chamberlain and
Churchill. War films from Germany,
Italy, Japan. Meetings at Casablanca,
Cairo, with Stalin, De Gaulle. A few
production shots to tie them togetliei;.

to keep the story flowing smoothly.
And at the end, back to the simple,
flag-draped cais.son moving along a
Washington street.
There are several outstanding

shots, as the one during the cam-
paign when the President denounces
his political opponents for their at-

tack on his dog, Pala, PDR dragsing
this one out with rich dry humor,
running his hand over his mouth
frequently in a gesture the fllmgoer
won't soon forget. A happy though
crippled President: playing water-
ball with the kids in his Warm
Springs, Ga., foundation pool, and
getting dunked. The inevitable aging
of the President under the strain of

office find handling of the war.
Film is a backward glance at his-

tory, bringi^ig it up to the moment.
The impact is startling. Bron.

raises "For the Love of Rusty" abov«
the usual "B" level. Production by

,
John Haggott also demonstrate*

i careful handling, liensing by Vim-
' cent Farrar-is excellent. Brog.

They MadeMe a FiigiitV*
(BBITISHrMADK)

I London, June aSi-

. Warner Bro.s. relei't,.^e ot, -Alliance I'rodiic-
lioii tUm. Stars Sally CJray, Ti^cvia- Mow-

.
(trd, uriCfith Jones. .lJirc(;ted by ('aval-

i cabti. Screeiiplay by Nnel Ijangicy, from
' .lacliaon Iludd's novel,

. "A I'onvicl lias Kn-
(laped." {.'aniera. Otto lieflcr: music, l-'i-an-'

cols t iaillard.
I

A,t Warner, LolHlitn, .l imi; I't,

- 17. , Runriiiifi time, 401, j'WlX.s;, .!-,

f,>*i,iU,v- Cdnn'dr. . , i ,,sull.v Clia.v .,

<, hMTi : Morgan. ..... .Ti-cvar Jlnwjrrd'
.Varcy . ..... i ; . , ; . , . .OrhVith. Jnnea-
IV ra .... , ... :.-. ........... . .....,,„, Heu-e Jta.v-- :

i ;\Kit> ..... .:..' .v., itmaii-
.\:r.-:., lecii.'^havv; .:...-;., V , ..Vitb'i; lioi***-.

irsia'ctoi; ..l^ucltclilTe.-. ..... . iiallar.l i:-r'v''l''.V .

-^i^4j?a-r-w;,-;- ';...,WW. Mi^ylU*^-!. diiL'atj;

,VlUciV. . .,'.,-. ,:.,.,.:. v^..,. ; .,w-.,v'. . . i-ive , A.ililey
.i'ur.li:y ; , , . . .-„; ,',':.

, ,, . ; .t'harU-s ., ll':irrHll:'

.-Soap>';.. , i .'..:, i. .';,tacl\ AK».N*aiiKritt.>ii'.

Vor lh« L«»ve of Itusiy
Hollywood, June 28,

Columbia release of John J-itiK'^mt pro-
duct-ion. Features Ted Bonald.-^im. 'I'om

Powers,. Ann J>oran, Aubrey Mather. Sid
Tomack, Oeorge Header, Mickey Alctinirc.

Directed by John Sturffee. Si-reenpiay.
Malcolm Stuart JB<>yla.n, ba.sed on chai-ac^;

tera created by Al Mai^tin; camera. Vin-
cent F'arrnr; editor, James Sweeney. . At
PantaKes -Hollywood.: June 27, -'47. Run-
nInK time, 68 MIj*S.

liannv Mitchell. ... .i . Ted Donaldson
Ftuffh Mitchell Tom Pinvers
Ethel Mitchell. ......... ....... Ann Doi'an
Or. Francia Xavier Fay Aubrey 1U:» I her
Aloe, Hatch.. .. . ...Sid Tomaclt
.T. C^ecil Rinehftrdt. . . .'...-.Oeorrte aleadcr
Crt^raid 'Hobble. ........ .-, .Mickey, Mc< Jul re

nr>bblc. . . , ..... ......';.:. .Tlari'.v Ma J den
Doc Lew, . . . .Fred Sears
Bill Woi'den . . ..Dick Kltiot)

Frank Foley, IJlili Jlowllo
Ttnnmv Warden. . .TCdd,v Infuhr
T>o<', Levy. ,7r.....; ,,l^waylie lliclaiian

Snnealiy. .,. , . , ,(Jeor;;.c Nokea
Sarah John.Hon. .......•,. Alniit-a Se.s«ion<J

RuMty . .... . . ... , , . .,. . . . . . . . , . . . Flame

,Ho]lywood, -having for the time
being foresworn gangster pix, Britisli,
producers are how poaching on wha.t -

were once sacred Americari pro-,
serves, British are in for a cycle of
postwar gangster films, and "Fugi-
tive'- is: the first of mfny: thatwill be-
reminiscent o ' pix that have iloiu'-
ished on U. S. and, Britisli, screens
for decades. ', •' '/

"Fugitive" is tough, and tihiply,
with its own British flavor. It cashes
in on topical headlines and should
pljay to hefty grosses. , Greatest han-
dicap in U. S. maiket is cockney dia-
lect of most of the players. E.'icept
lor this, it would have been a good
hot in dual siuations.

. Clem Morgan, ex-soldier, finding
Civvy Street dull and, unoxcitings
joins Narcy, smooth-operating chief
of a black-market gang. When Clem
jibs at peddling dope; the other ap-
propriates his girl, then frames him,
Clem, serving 15 years in jail, is vis.
:i;ed by Sally Connor, one time sweet-
heart of Narcy and now jealous of
his new attachment. She goads him
to escape and take his revenge.
After adventures which include a

false murder charfe against him,
Clem reaches London and sets out to
find Narcy, who has moved to a
ne-w hideout. With the help of the
police, wlio for a change appear to
Icnow the true facts, Clem trails the
other and his gang, catches up with
them, and the inevitable fight loaves
Narcy a corpse.
Only criticism of Noel Langley's

well-written screenplay is the end-
ing, which will leave most of the cus-
tomei's dissatisfied. One line by the
detective could have set their minds
at rest, without -in any way interfer-
ing with the artistry of tlie pic. Simi-
larly a line or two at the be.'.;inning,

indicating why a decent ex-service-
man like Caem falls for a gangster,'«
life, could have lifted the story to a
higher sociological plane.
Having built his reputation on doc-

umentaries, Cavalcanti now provci
that he can make a tough crime story
with the .best of them.
Acting is uniformly firstrate.

Griffith Jones as the flashy gang.^ter
.

revels in the best part he has had in
years. Trevor Howard, the quiet doc'-

tnr of "Brief Encounter," does" a fine
job as a facetious lover and amateur
crook, and Sally Gray takes full ad-

'

vantage of a good part. Only one
false note mars an excellent per-
lormance by Rene Ray and that's the
'ault of the script,. Praise is due to
the minor part players, one or two
of them lilce Cyril Smith being un-
deservedly robbed of credit.
Francois Gaillard contributes •

noteworthy musical score. Cane.

Hessa'issft'ses
(SONGS)

.This latest- in Columbia's series

around a boy and his dog furnishes

tiptop entertainment. Characters

are well-developed, and film gener-

ally stands up above usual pro-

grammer level.

The Malcolm Stuart Boylan script

draws motivation from, misunder-

standing between a boy and his

father. The dad is- too busy to take

much trouble with his, son. It re-

mains for a dog and a traveling vet-

erinary to bring the principals to-

gether. Plot has many heart-warm-
ing moments and good chuckles that
will please family audiences.

, Ted, Donaldson is natural as the,

boy, and Flash, his dog. also garnpri*:

interest. The kindly old vet as played
by Aubrey Mather heads adult
honors. Others who also are good
include Tom Power.s and Ann
Doran, the father and ,

mother;
George Meaker, Sid Tomack and Al-
mira Sessions.

John- Sturges' direction^ takes
plenty of care in developing the

1 characlei's and scenes, k point th&t

;PR(1 relea.'je of lien ; toloff (Ihirviii t).

Siahl) production, l^'ettturea Sheila ityfui,

Chill Wllla, Edward Norrla, K<n Farrell,
lilrccted by Basil Wrnngell. .Screenph'y,
(Icorge Brlcker; origrinal etttvy, Monty I'',

rollins,- Julian i. Peyser; sonsa, Kim (lan-
nan,; Walter Kent, John Klenner. Al llofl,-

narn; camera, Jack' tlreetttialEili; etiitor,

Charles' Orosa, .Ir, Trfidesbown i'.,

.lune »!, "47. HunnltiB time, 71 JIIN'S.
Toni Wentworth.,. , i ........ . . .ShcUa llyan
.'iinmy McOonahl,;. .......... lOdw ;ird Noi'ris
lloagey Mann . .Chill 'Will.s

Vic Morton . , . . ,v. ... .... . .Ken Ifarrell
Lt. Armfitrons. . . . .... .Vlamea Seay
Alike Cimnelly. ,'. . ; . I'"iank OrlU
Sally . . . .J, ., . . , .Chili Wiljlanis
j'( ti- Ki'hHlinK... .... t.. .. .Charles Mit.-hell
IlcLonR ,-. . . . ,. . . . r-Al La 1U(*
Liia .Phylii.s inimchMrd
Anne Connelly. ..Ann Staiintoli

Carrying a top revival tune as its

title, "Heartaches" is a moderately
entertaining whodunit, with songs,
that emerges as suitable, fare to round
out double bills. Film's b.o, pull may
be helped by the title; cast names
oiler little marquee draft.
With the story's locale centered

about Hollywood, yarn deals with
tlie career of a film crooner, por-
trayed by Keji Farrell. He's okay on
look.s, but his "voice'! is actually that
of ChiU Wills, whose piping is

dubbed in on the .sound track. Ot
cour.ie, studio execs make every at-
tempt to prevent a leak that Will*
croons for Farrell. Complicating
matters are a number of mailed
threats on Farrell's life. Cop.s, as
well as reporter Edward Norris, are
inclined to discount, them as pub-
licity gag.s, but are convinced

,
when

a radio agent is rubbed out, followed
by the shooting of the crooner's own
rep,, Frank Orth. Culprit is eventu-
ally rounded up and Norris winn
Farrell's femme flack. Sheila Ryan,
Sandwiched in the footage are sev..

eral songs, including the oldi»,
"Heartaches," plus a trio of new one»

(Continued on page 22) :
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SHIDIOS HAVE 181 FILMS READY
Film Producers Prep Far in Advance

To Weather Climatic, Budget Snags
Hollywood, July 1.

Weather being the most vital ele-

ment of outdoor shooting for studios,

motion picture conxpanies are taking

new measures to counteract losses

which formerly cut deeply into

budgets and often cost many thou-

sands of 'donars. To guard against

such setbacks - in both time and

mbney, companies now are prepping

<ar in advance for sileh contingent

eies as bad climatic conditionSi

John Ford" and Merian C, Cooper,

for their forthcoming Argosy pro-

duction! • "War Party," are drawing

oh longt'erm weathiBr loreicasting as

an aid which they expect will effect

« savings as high as 30%.
Cooper first; became cognizant of

potency of this longe-range weather
predicting during the war, wben he

was .chief-of-staflf • for Fifth"' "Air
Force. He worked with' meterolo*

^ists who had developeii this to A
fine art for Army flyers) and when
he and Fprd set "War' Party" for

their next production he made ar-

rangements to utilize such strides in

-weather prediction for the com-
pany when it goes on location ill

Arizona in July and August.
As » result, Cooper and Ford can

Ijeam their location actiyities to re-

ports, and save considerable time
usually spent in useless and costly

waiting around for sun to show, as

well as time saved irt useless travel-

ling to and from location.

For "Nightmare Alley,'! 20th-Fox

has constructed two identical street

sets, showing a carnival midway.
-One of these is under . cover, . on a

studio stage. The other is pn
studio's backlot

^. .
- .-A'Saver

Purpose of this double expendi-
ture actually is a time, and money-
saver. If 'the day is dark and over-
cast, director, Edmund Goulding
shoots his scenes inside; if sunlight
is satisfactory, he takes his troupe
to outdoor location. By such pro-
cedure, absolutely no time is lost.

Closeup shots are taken indoors,
while longer shots are retained for

exterior shooting. In a period of the
year when weatHer is a whimsical
element, studio figures that this duaU
setting has already paid for itself

many times over.

Pine-Thomas progressed along
similar lines for "Shaggy," very re-
cently completed. - With major por-
tion :of picture to be made on loca-
tion, at Paramount ranch, the pro-
ducers erected a huge tent and put
up a key interior set inside. Con-
sequence of this was that when sun
wasn't bright enough for outdoor
shooting, producers moved into cov-
ered set, where action of camera wao
continued without having to drive
miles back to the studio. They fig-
ured that several days were lopped
off shooting schedule as a result.
Warners nearly a year ago ar-

ranged that records be kept of wea-
ther in various perts of Mexico
Which studio planned to utilize as a
location site for "The Treasure of
the Sierra Madre." Company also
made arrangements for its Mexico
City office to delve into official
Weather bureau- records, particularly
around San Jose Purua, in Mexican
state p£ Michoacan, 140 miles west of
.eapital; to set most propitious date
i^r company to move in and get best
photographic results. Warners con-
sequently lost minimum of time on
this location jatint,

.
Other companies, too, are looking

info matter of saving time and
money through anticipating weather
conditions. Overhead being what it
IS, especially on location where costs
jnount alarmingly, studios figure that
TOO much care cannot be expendedw attention to this matter.

Russell for Caulfield

In Paramoiint's 'Eyes'
Hollywood, July 1.

Gail Russell is set to replace Joan
Caulfield as femme lead in Pa.ra-

mount's "Night Has a Thousand
Eyes.". Miss Caulfield was with-
drawn from the picture because of

conflicting production dates with
"The Long Grey Line."
"Night" started shooting Monday

with John Farrow directing.

'brgest Studio'

Mapped by WB
Hollywood, "July 1.

.Way was cleared this week for

start' of a building project which
would make the Warner Bros. Bur-
bank plant the largest picture stu-

dio in the world when the Burbank
city council granted a petition J;o
vacate certain streets in the area
adjoining the studio. XJompany plans
to erect a 12-story> administration
building as a memorial to Sara L.
Warner and 10 sound stages.

No date has been set for start of

the projeot but company execs said
they hope to have it completed by
1952, Proposed improvements will

bring the total number of sound
stages on the Warner lot to 32.

Bolivar, Dostoievski,

Beethoven Among Film

Biographicals Planned
Hollywood, July 1.

Biog cycle on the local lots is run-
ning the gamut from' the. South

I American patriot, Simon Bolivar, to

I

composer Ludwig von Beethoven.
.Scripts on all loom as high budget-
ers. ,

.

Life of Simon Bolivar, the

"George Washington of South
America." will be filmed as one of

the -highest budgeteis of 1948 at

RKO. Pic will be shot in Venezuela,
Bolivia and other South American,
countiies which Bolivar liberated

from Spanish rule.
'

Life of Fyodor Dostoievski.. Rus-
sian author of the cla.s.--ics "Crime
and Punishment" and "The Broth-
ers Karamazov," will be filmed by
Metro with Gottfried Reinhardt pro-

ducing. Rene Fulop-Miller, Conti-
nental author, is bein.s brought to

Hollywood to coUab with Osse Van
Eyss on the script. Studio also has
"Karamazov" slated for production.

Producers are currently in a

scramble to get the life of -Bee-

thoven on the screen, with Boris

Morros and William LeBaron both
announcing that "My Immortal Be-
loved,*' screen biog of the composer,
is on their respective production
slates. This disclosure was imme-
diately followed by statement from
Sidney Buchman that he registered

the title, "The Life of Beethoven,"^
a year ago and has been prepping
for production ever since.

Buchman said he is weU into the
script, Which he is writing himself,

and hopes to get the picture before'
the cameras by the first of the year.

He 'said the pic may or may not be
released through Columbia, but that,

in any event, he will operate strictly

as' an indie unit with his own fi-

nancing. ^

'EASTER* PARADES SEPT. 15

Hollywood, July 1.

I'-ving Berlin, who has completed
score of "Easter Parade" for

thv
slated to stay on the Coast

™oug[i the summer, allho.igh he'll

few weeks'!"'*
^'"^

the cameras

Kon;
^^'„with Judy Garland, Gene

Chi ;'. Lawford and Cyd
Serb J !" ''^'^ds. Film was

Sp^n''L^"'"t Hacket: and
.'*"wes Goodrich.

Minn. Par Ties Up With
WCCO on Stage B'casts

Minneapolis, July 1.

Tieup. between Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. (Paramount circuit) and
radio station WCCO will result in

occasional "amateur'' stage. shows in

chain's Twin City suburban houses.
"Stairway to Stardom," a Friday

night talent search program emceed
by Cedric Adams. Minneapolis col-

umnist and new.scaster, will origi-

nate from the neighborhood thea-

tres, instead of the studio, hence'
forth.

miT BELEflSE
Hollywood, July I,

Despite the breast-beating, Holly-

wood today .<1); starts off the second

half of the. year in the strongest

production position in some time

with a total of 181 films completed

and awaiting release. Of this num-
ber, 134 features were completed
during first half production, from
Jan. 1 to June 30, while remaining
47 are from the backlog Df product
reposing in studio vaults.

Actual production completed dur^
ing the first half reached 177 pic-

tures, but 43 went into immediate
release.

First half productjpn figure does
represent a drop over last year, but
nowhere near as much as the crying
towel boys would have jyou believe.

Recapitulation of Daily Variety's

weekly production chart shows that

studios during the first half of '1947

wound up with about a dozen less

films than for the corresponding
period last year. Actual percentage
drop IS 6.6%.

Columbia Leads Farads
Columbia leads the parade, both

in number of films made during the
first half and the number available'

for release. Studio turned out 22

films and released only two. Back-
|

log of six gives it a total of 26

awaiting the green, light.

In second spot is RKO which
turned out 12, none of which has

(Continued on page 18)

ATA-MPTOA Merger Talks Presage

FormaticHi of Single Giant Exhib Org.

'Turncoat Flack
Hollywood. July 1.

Sol M. Wurtzel signed his

flack, Joe Weston, to play a city

editor in a semi-documentary
juvenile delinquency yarn,
"Dangerous Years;" '.

Weston has one line. When a
nitery press agent Walks into the
city room, Weston yells "Throw
that press agent out."

FRED ASTAIRE SETS

CHI DANCE STUDIO
. Chicago, July 1.

Plans are completed for the Chi
branch of the Fred Astaire Dance
Studios, which will open around
Labor Day, with a staff trained by
Astaire. Dancer has taken over the
Dale Dance Studios, formerly headed

|

by Robert Wayne, a Chi organiza- i

tion which has been in existence for i

years. Wayne will continue as di-

;

rector of studios.

Merger signed calls for schools to

be set up in Peoria, Springfield.

Moline and Aurora. All teachers will
|

be chosen from this area and i

Astaire will begin Jiraining sessions

late in July. '
J

EnL Ups Sked To

7-8 for '47-48

Hollywood, July 1.

Production schedule for 1947-48

calling for at least:seVen and pos-
sibly eigh{ major films has been.an-
nounced by Enterprise, No budget
estimate was made for the product.

The studio last year produced five

.films, including "Arch of Triumph."
Second production year gets under

way in September with two p'ix

skedded for immediate lensing¥-
"Pursuit of Love" and "Wild Cal-
endar," Ginger Rogers starrer. Now
prepping are "Cairo Incident" and
•'The Passion of Eugene Aram."
Lewis Milestone is seeking a

scripter for Lion Feuchtwanger's.
"Proud Destiny," and also waiting
treatment are "The Red and Black"
and Harry Sherman's next, which
will probably be Bret Harte's "Ten-
nessee's Partner,''

Films Pass Halfway

Mark in UJA Drive
Hollywood, July 1.

Motion picture Industry division,

including radio and musical fields,

has raised $1,250,328 thus far for the
United Jewish Appeal, according to

Dore Schary and Abe Lastfogel, co-
chairmen. Goal is $2,000,000.

Samuel Goldwyn, president, de-
clared the campaign is more urgent
than ever this year, because of the
withdrawal of UNRRA from for-

eign relief.

Briefs From the Lots

. Hollywood, July 1.

Hazel Brooks will star in "Cairo
Incident" at Enterprise. . .James
Gleagon checked in at Metro for a
character role in "Killer McCoy"...
Gene Autry led his "Strawberry
Roan" troupe to Sedona, Ariz., for

location shooting. . .Manning J. Post
assigned as liaison between, Eagle-
Lion and Canada for filming of

"Stampede". . .Columbia added two
Durango Kid

,
oaters to Colbert

Clark's production program, "Blaz-
ing Across the Pecos" and "We.st of
Sonora". . Rudy VsJiee reported at

RKO for work in "I Remember
Mama." •

Michael North draws the top male
role in "Shadow of Fear," to be. pro-,

duced by Michael Ciirtiz under his

own banner next year for Warners
release. . .Metro assigned Frances
Giiford to "Luxury Liner," Techni-
color musical to be produced by Joe
Pasternak. . .Prudential P i c t u r e s,

headed by Albert S, Rogcll and
David Hersh,..bought screen rights to

Alexander Laszlo's mu.sical compo-
sition, "Hollywood Concerto" . .

.

Jeffrey Lynn bicycling between
"Black Bart, Highwayman," at Uni-
versall, and "Whiplash," at Warners
; . ,.Frank Capra checked, in at Metro
to prepare "State of the Union."
Lew Landers wiil direct "Devil

Ship,", first of five films' to be pro-

duced by Martin Mooney for Colum-
bia. . ..Myrvyn Vye draws the role

of ; Merlin, coiirt
.

magician, in the
Bing Crosby starrer, "A Con'necticut

Yankee," at Paramount. . . ..Foe Lilly,

musical director, makes his . bow a.s

a film actor in "Dream Girl" at Par-
amount. .. .Alfred E. Green, director,

brought in "They Passed Thi.s 'Way"
One day ahead of schedule at Enter-

prise, even after losing five days on
location because of weather. .. .Sey-,

moiir Frt'edman returned from Sgypt
with background footage for Colum*
bia's ''Assigned to Treasury'-'. , . vJoan
Leslie, now in New York for p a 's

with Eagle-Lion's ''Repeat Perform-
ance," 's due back here in a few
days t( co-star with James Craig m
the company's "Stampede." Picture
was formerly announced under title

of "Rainbow Ridge."

"Ro.se of Cimarron" or "Pawnee
Bill,'' both stories by Herman Edwin
Mootz, pioneer Oklahoma editor, will
be fourth production of Alson Pro-
ductions for 20th-Fox releasie. Com-
pany starts "The Tender Years," Joe
E, Brown starrer, at Enterpri.se stu-

dios July 14, with Harold Schu.ster
directing. . . .Title of Universal-Inter-
national's picture of famous Califor-
nia bandit changed tb"Blaek Bart,
Hi.£!hwayman" from "Adventures of
Black Bart". . . .Marie Wilson, of the
Ken Murray "Blackouts," is set for
comedy lead, and Larry Ceballos as

dance director in "Linda Be Good,"
which Matty Kemp is producing un-
der Cameo Pictures banner for PRC
release. . . .Gordon Dousrias will di-

rect "The Black Arrow" at Columbia
for Edward .Small Productions. . .

.

Dave Sussman inked by Harry Joe
Brown and John Rogers' new indie
company as. production manager on
tentatively titled "Big Rabble,"

Sir Cedric Hardwicke draws the
Kins, Arthur role in "A Connecticut
Yankee" at Paramount. .Guj Sehii-

linff, former burlesque comedian,
will play "a porter role in "Macbeth"
at Republic. . . ."Backfire" at Repub-
lic will he released as "The Pre-
tender". . .Nancy Saunders and

(Continued on page 18)

The cards are being dealt for th«
formation of one giant exhibitor or-
ganization to front for all indie
exivibs throughout the U.- S.

The moves in that direction are
still in the early stages but the
process is definitely on, and mora
than one potent exhib leader is pull-
ing for it. Announcement of merger •

tallcs between American Theatres
As.sn. and the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners Assn. is regarded as a

I

long step towards unification. Simi-
lar discussions between National A1-.

lied States Exhibitors and Harry
Brand't Independent Theatre Owners
Assn. have the .same earmarks.

Moreover, feelers nave been sent
by the ATA—MPTOA group to
Allied toppers, particularly Jack
Kirsch, Allied's prexy, to sound out
the latter's sentiments on unification.
Kirsch, who had a number of talks
with Brandt, and Ted Gamble and
Robert Coyne of ATA at the New
Jersey Allied meet in Atlantic City
last week, gave some hint of uni-
fication when he predicted that the
lime wasn't far off when one group
would rep for all indies.

Strongest figut'e in the way of
total unification for indies, it's un-
derstood, is Abram Myers, board
chairman of Allied and its generiil
counsel. Meyer.s. has been oppos-
ing any attempts towards mergers,
but it's" felt that he may yet be won.
over providing other organizations
drop affiliated circuits as members.

RKO and Loew Bowoutsi
ATA's merger with MPTOA,

which now. looks probable, may spell
the withdrawal of all affiliates ex-
cepting

. the; Paramount., partner
chains from orgs. RKO and Loew's
will step out of MPTOA> it's beett
learned, if the merged duo con*'
tinues to press the intervention ap-
plication in the U. S. Supreme Court
which ATA has filed. Other affil-

iates are likely to follow, since it's

thought that membership in any
group asking for intervention is in-
consistent with the status of de-
fendants in the anti-trust suit. Both
RKO and Loew's resigned from ATA
for that reason.

Problem of Paramount partners,
active at present in ATA, may b«
solved through other means. De-
cree's partial divestiture provision
means the . dissolution of the part-
ner tieups unless upset by ths
Supreme Court. In that event, such
ATA toppers as E. V. Richards and
Robert Wilby will become full-

fledged indies eligible to join an or-
ganization of the type acceptable to
Myers.

Bourd of directors of both ATA
and MPTOA will meet in New York,
July n and 12, to gab the proposed
affiliation of the two groups, Actual^
ly, there's been considerable pre-
liminary discussion between ATA
biggies and Herman Levy, MPTOA
general counsel, who's carried the
ball for the latter group. Two
groups whose actions have been
closely parallel haven't struck on
any major obstacles to a merger.
Should the wedding take place,

some outsider will probably be asked
to head the new group, it's reported.
Coyne will step out for some other
industry connection. Both Si
Fabian, ATA prexy, and Gamble,
board chairman, want less active
posts than their present ones. Fred
Wehrenberg, MPTOA prez, is not in
the be.st of health and he, also, wants .

to cut down on his association activii*

tie-s..-

A&C's Outside Pic for E-L
Hollywood, July ,1.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello have
signed with Eagle-Lion to make
"The Noose Hangs High." Comics
lined up the deal under terms of
their contract with Universal-Inter-
national which permits them .tot

make one ouLside picture a year.
Budget is $1,600,000, according to
Milton H. Feld, who produced the
comics' first 13 pictures and will also
produce "Noose." It's one of the
highest budgets ever earmarked for
them. ^

:

Film starts shooting Aug. 18.
Screenplay will be by Edward Ull-
man and Clyde Bruckman from an
original story by Charles Grayson
and Arthur. T. Herman.
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Dwelling Rental Tilt of 15% Doesn't

Free Controk on Amus. Constraction

Washington, July 1.

Tederal contedls were shed by a

great many types of construction

when President Truman ilgned the

new rent control bill yesterday

(Moni), but structures for amuse-
ment purposes were not among
them. Under the new act, effective

today, controls apecWcally remain

on:

Amphitheatres, amusement ar-

cades, amusement piers, amusement
parks, arenas, assembly halls used

merely lor amusement or recreation,

K.hletic field hazards, bandstands,

bars, bathhouses^ baseball parks,

billiard parlors, bleachers, board-

x. alks, boat clubs, bowling alleys,

cabanas, canteens, carnivals, cock-

.^-il lounges, country clubs, comr
j!i unity recreation centers, dance

h-lls, gambling establishments, gym-
T 'siums, «oIf, clubs and golf courses,

j ilf driving ranges, music shells,

,1 '^,ht clubs, racetracks, recreation

( . ubs of all kinds, riding academies,

lodeos, roller coasters, shooting gal-

1 ries, skating rinks, seasonal camps
I'-ed primarily for amusement and
1 creation, slot machine establish-

• y.~3ntg; stadiums, -swimming pools,

: °t ble tennis establi^meitts, taverns,

fi.eatres, "and any other buildings

V -ed in connection with an amuse-
in'?nt or recreational project."

^
.
Sole exception is drive-in theatre

^c.-eens—S'unless they contain build-

•in? space within the structure." But
f ntrols are retained on the building
"< ' walls and fences'which are need-

- ed to enclose a drive-in theatre.

There's one other exemption—all

construction costing less than $2,500.

Office of the Housing Expediter

Teports that during the period from
Oct. 11, 1946, to June 19, 1947, per-

mits wer« issued for $26^542,000 in

r.-creational construction, while re-

quests for $91,822,000 worth were

Western Mass. Theatres'

$1,500,000 Bldg. Program
Springfield, Mass., July I.

The new .building program of

Western' Massachusettes Theatres,

Inc., calls for two new houses and
extensive renovations in other thea-

tres at a total cost of $1,500,000.

President Samuel Goldstein said the
new houses will be in the Forest
Park section of Springfield and at

Northampton.
Renovations are slated at the Cal-

vin in Northampton, and the Garden
in Grenfield. Goldstein announced
the program this week following

conferences in New York and
Florida in which treasurer William

Althaus participated.

Harry Smith, district manager,
leaves this week on a 26 state in-

.spection trip to bring back ideas for

the new houses, Goldstein stated, -

Hollywooil's Acad

Bnildiflg Extensive

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

' ifeollywood, July 1.

Total of 600 reels of oldtime films

have been cblleeted to date in at-

tempt by Acadencfy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences to build up
a film library rivalling, if not ex-

ceeding. New York's Museum of

Modern Art Collection. Acadeiny
finds itself in the peculiar pbsitioii—

considering that this is thft ''jalm

capital of the wdrld'^-^ having to

rely on the 'MUseuih for rar« fflms

ior its recently instituted Siipday

night showings for members, and
has therefore embarked oh an all-

<'enied.
"

Total ' construction of all
]
out pitch to vet.s in the business to

types for the same period amounted
to $1,708,777,000.

kick in with their prints.

Sometimes the . Oscar-awarding
organization will lay out coin for

the pix, .but not often. That's be-

cause outfit isn't subsidized. Group
is also on a motion picture book-
finding drive.

Its regular library, including

more than 3,000 books, pamphlets
and bound periodicals, is maintamed
for research, and has suddenly be-
come second' in size to the New York
Public Library theatre collection.

Latter, however, includes a wealth
of material on stage production and
is not limited to specific film info,

so any day now the Acad may pass

it in that field. -

'

Besearch data on file is also sup-
plemented by reams of material
dealing with radio and television,;

insofar as they affect the film in-

dustry, and libraiy as categorizea

into six diflerent research files,

covering the hi.story and develop-

ment of the industry. Production

file contains over 18,000 folders

alphabetically arranged by titles of

pix and containing reviews, study
guides.'stills and publicity. .

Biography file consists of 6,000

envelopes containing material on
actors, musicians, writers, film edi-

tors and each of the 11 branches
represented within Acad member-
ship. Award file is classified by
achievement; industryites nominated
for Oscars, and pix nominated from
the inception of the event to the

present.

There's also war clipping file,

including a detailed account of the

effects of World War II on the in-

dustry,. as well as a record of Holly-

wood's participation in the war
effort. This file is further cate-

gorized Into a range- of subjects in-

cluding wartime priorities, ration-

ing, servicemen's entertainment,

po.stwar planning and bond tours.

Rare-piint file contains stills from
all award->winning films since 1920.

Pix on file are not limited to Acad-
.^ward winners but also in-

iter

$375,000 in Theatre

Construction Projects

Washington, July 1.

Postwar theatre construction got

one of its biggest boosts last week
viiien the Office of Housing Expe-
diter approved 20 projects to cost a

tt tal of nearly $375,000. In addi-

tion, the housing expediter okayed
a .$160,000 job in Clear Lake, la., to

construct a social center and dance-

hall to replace one destroyed by
Are.'

; The theatre projects:

. Forty thousand dollars for a the-

atre and two apartments, to be built

by Lloyd A. Moore at Umatilla, Ore.;

$10,500 for motion picture theatre

construction by H. M. Holland, at

Portland, Ore.; $25,000 for W. T,

• Coy to build a theatre at Seattle

;

$35,000 for a drive-in, outdoor the-

atre to be built at San Rafael, Calif.,

by _
Blumenf«!ld Theatres.

Forty-seven hundred and fifty

dollars for a terra cotta veneer on
the front of a film house owned by
Joseph Warda, at Lancaster, N, Y.;

$7,500 Of work by Eugene C. If.

Philip B, Vincent on their theatre

at Dewitt, Mich. A $14,500 project

by: Stewart L. Thomson at Hamp-
. stead, Md.

Another $20,000 foti Damon Mc-
Cloud to build a theatre at Blyth-

yille, Ark.; $10,000 for Leon Newman
to build a drive-in theatre at Nueces
county, Tex.; $45,000 for G. W. Mc-
Cutchen to rebuild his theatre at

!

Charleston, Mo.; $36,000 for Carl I

' Swedberg to build a picture house
at Webster, S. D.; $8,000 worth of

work on a theatre of Taft Thomas
at Zion City, 111. A $15,000 project

ef Tom C. Tobin to rehabilitate a ^^^^^ nominations by National Board
building for a theatre at East St. i

Review. New York Film Critics
• iouis. 111.; $20,000 to build a film periodicals. These are produc-
liouse at Odessa, Tex., with Wilton , ^^^^ jtills and, with the material in
C. Jaclison, owner; $29,000 for WU-

] the regular production file, provide
i-AvA H. Barlage to build a picture ' ^ comprehensive source of info for
liouse at Farmington, Utah.

| researchers.

Also okayed, $10,987 for Port
j

Lastly, a subject file is mainiainied
' Drive-In Theatre to buUd a drive-in comprising clippings on films in

^theatre at Corpus Christi, Tex.;
| various phases, such as acting, uses

$596 for R. H. Head to complete a ' in education, and color photography.

20th-Korila
£3 Cobtlnueil from page' 3 as

his blessings to the arrangement
sines it guaranteed more hard
money for Britain, and Rank didn't

care where it came,from.
Before departing for Britain sev-

eral weeks ago, Korda declared

anent British pix in the U, S. that

"American circuits aren't going to

hand out money to British producers
unless their films actually earn their

own way. Rank's' understanding

with American companies won't

last unless his fllnis register in-U^.
theatres. It still boils down to the

Old axiom that a picture is good or

it is not good—and it must do busi-

ness on that basis."

Korda's Sextet In 0 Years
Korda is scheduled to turn out six

pictures in the first two years, half

of them to be in Technicolor. Os-
car Wilde's "An Ideal Husband,"
a Technicolor production starring

Faulette Goddard, will be the first

of the pictures to be released in

September, under the agreement. It

will be followed by Tolstoy's "Anna
Karenina,''* starring Vivien Hieigh

and Sir Ralph Richardson, under
the direction ol Julien Duviviet.
Carol Reed will direct the third pic^

ture, as yet untitled, as well as an-
other starring Cary Grant.

Negotiations for the new releasing
arrangements were started a few
weeks ago between Korda, Joseph
1/1. Scbenck, 20th's exec production
hea% at the studios, and Darryl F.
Zanuck; vice-prexy in charge of
production. Final details were
•worked out in New York last week
by Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-prexy
and eastern studio rep, and Hugh
Quennell, Korda's associate. Pact
gives 20th-Fox distribution rights
only in, the westeia hemisphere
with Korda: retaining his own dis-
tribution facilities on the European
continent.

Korda Settles Lawrence Suit
Breach of contract suit filed by

Laudy Lawrence against Sir Alex-
ander Korda wound up in an out-
of-court settlement last week after

seven days of litigation in.N.; ;Y.
supreme court. Under terms of the
settlement, which was reached
amicably. Lawrence receives $17,500
cash settlement for his contract, plus
30,000 shares of preferred stock in

Korda's London Films, with a face
value of about $120,000.

Lawrence had sued for $302;400
damages, ciaimihg his contract had
more than two years to run when
he was let out of the Korda organi-
zation. One of the contributing fac-
tors to his settlement for the much
smaller sum was his recent moving
to the Selznick Releasing Organiza-
tion, where his salary Is to run con-
currently with the time he would
have served with Korda.

Attorneys Ipr both sides expressed
satisfaction ov'fir the settlement in
announcing it to Judge Botein prior
to what was to have been the eighth
day of trial.

INDIE DEAL BETWEEN

, PIC, MACFADDEN PUBS
Hollywood, July 1.

New angle tor' indie setup ap-

pears in. deal between Centennial

Pictures, Inc., and Macfadden Pub-
lications, which gives the producers

all rights to make pictures "based on
yarns appearing in True Stories

mag. Product will be tied in with
exploitation deals in the Macfadden
mags, which have a combined
monthly circulation of 6,000,000.

The setup calls for two pix per
year lor six years. Negotiations for

release -are now in. progress. Offi-

cers of Centennial are Oliver Drake,
prexy, formerly producer-director

at Monogram; Don- McKean, veepee
in charge of production; Russell

Furse, secretary-treasurer and as-

sistant to McKean, and Rex Cole, of

Equitable Investment Co., business
manager.

Rank Stresses
B Gontlniud from page 3 s

Buyout Attempts

emy

theatre at Blairsville, Ga.; $9,830 for

Chalk Hill Theatres Inc., to build

. drive-in at Austin, Tex.; $200 for

C;iieEter Demarsh, of Grove City,

Pa., to complete a drive-in theatre;

$12,850 for Lacy K. Ragan & Vin-
cent G. Melavick, of Greenville,

Mo., to build a theatre.

Studio personnel, college students

and publicists are using library

more and more for background
dope, and. newspaper people also

rely on it for info covering every-

thing from personal hi.story of star..:

to the influence of the screen on
fashion trends.

Cuntinuetf from pase .S s=
only 20% of the $1,600,000 which
RKO has offered and the company
would suffer a substantial loss if it

was required to give its partners a
choice on those tevins. On book

Pools Vs. Pards
Majors' ba,sis for di.stingui.qh-

ing between pools which are now
illegal and partiaily-owned situ-

ations on which there's a two-
year deadline was indicated by
RKO in referring to the joint V

operation of the; Pahtages and
Hillstreet theatres in Los Ange-
les. These theatres, RKO said

in its report, are not normally
in competition with each other
and therefore should be treated

as co-owned properties.

No , irtvmediate move, therefore,

is contemplated , to break up the
tie with the Pantages interests.

Negotiations were staged sev-
eral weeks ago between Malcolm
Kingsberg, RKO's theatre head,
and Rodney Pantages but par-
ties couldn't reach agreement.

them chiefljl' to the ushers for the

breakfast shows or as chasers in the

late hours.
Three Objectives

In his quest for comparable play-

ing time in America for comparable
British product. Rank's idea is that

(1) he will achieve revenue; (2),

showcase British personalities who
would become tangible boxoffice

commodities, and (3), reveal British

films to the American public in a
ma'nner never before programmed.
The American film chieftains,

however, have sought -to interpret

tbis on the money standard, hence
the expected $2,000,OOQ average from
the five major chains, plus an esti-

mated $2,000,000 from ' the indies.

The larger Paramount and 20th-Fox
(National Theatres) chains might
thus hit nearer $2,500,000, for argu-
ment's sake, and Loew's, Warners
and RKO might . average off under
the : $2,000,000 figure. Thus it was
estimated th* average would ap-
proximate the $10-$12,000,000 mark.

Schenck's Vision
Curiously enough, it was Nicholas

M: Schenck, with his long-range
vision, who first broached the idea
of opening up more playdates for
British product to Nat« Blumberg,
long before the Rank formula -was
proposed. As a matter of fact,

Rank and Schenck will meet for the
first time in New York when the
former gets east July 14.

, Schenck avers that, like Holly-
wood's indoctrination to the world
at large, now the British films must
indoctrinate themselves to the
American viewpoint. But it's up to
the product, Schenck stresses.

"You can't force poor pictures on
the American or any other public,
but we have great expectations for
Mr. Rank's 'Great Expectations,'
and, likewise, any other fine foreign
film will get its proper booking and
find its level in American cinemas,"
the Loew's president avers.
Harry M. Warner, whose Warner

Bros.' firm controls the Associated

i

British Cinemas circuit in England,
through which Loew-Metro show-
cases its product in England, along
with WB pictures, likewi.se was fig-

ured as having little to gain under
the so-called "cartel" which, more
directly, influenced Par, 20th and
RKO to open its U. S. theatres to
Rank's product. Rank's Odeon and
Gaumont-British circuits in England
dominantly use Par, 20th and RKO
product, along with his owr» native
films. United Artists, etx:. Warner,
however, stated that if it is to the
best interests of the $75,000,000,
which the U. S. film industry takes
out of England, then the WB thCT
atres,. too, would cooperate.

ftiidi Loanouts

ToU,S. Only 011%
Coming, of -age of British stars

with the U. S. public is going to
speU the eai-ly finale to the habit
of loaning out of Anglo players to
Hollywood's studips on a cash-only
basis. Prom now in in, British pro-
ducers particularly J. Arthur Riink,
are going to insist on the swapping
system before unloosing name per-
softalitiBS-for American pix, accord-
ing to Robert Benjamlnj prexy , of
Rank's U. S. organization.

^Benjamin, who returned recently
from a Coast visit in which he
helped put throtlgh a deal tor Bing
Crosby, declared that a sizable per-
centage of U. S. studios were hot for
British names: Such thesps as Mi-
chael Redgrave, Stewart Granger,
Phyllis Calvert, Ann Todd and Pa-
tricia Roc are being sought but no
deals are likely unless the borrow-
ers are ready to come across with
equivalent Yank names.

American players, Benjamin said,

were, now showing a preference for
British .directors to handle the sig-
nals on pix made in England in
which the Yanks would participate.
The Americans want a taste of Brit-
ish directorial technique to broaden
their experiences. With "Great Ex-
pectations" scoring an AA critical

reception in the U. S, press, the
Yanks are almost all 'asking for
David X<ean, director of "Kxpecta-
tions," to handle their British-locale

chores,^

Rank plans five to six pix within
the year which will each be headed
by a top U. S. name. The Crosby
deal calls for Rank to meet the same
terms as Paramount, the Groaner's
home studio, has been paying out.

That's a sum in the neighorbood of

$175,000 per picture plus a slice, of
the profits. Number of other Ameri-
can stars, will also cut in on the take,

in their deals with Rank.

Besides tying up Crosby, Joan
Fontaine, Robert Montgomery and
"others on one-pic pacts, Rank has
been dickering with Ingrid Berg-
man. Chances of a deal with her
however, .aren't too good .since she
has a commitment with Alfred
Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein
following her "Joan of Arc" stint

for Walter Wanger and then prob-
ably returns to Wanger for another
film.

Walker Biepic
; Goutinued from page } ;

company has virtually closed a deal
with Edmund Goulding for produc-
tion o£ his "The Ryan Girl," briefly

.seen on Broadway in tlie tall of

1945. Third act is being rewritten
and rehearsals are expected to start

in July for an early August preem
in. San Francisco. Accordingly to a

company official, cast will be headed
liy Barton MacLane, who will have
the original Edmund Lowe role.

Others set for parts are Dorothy
Barton and Charlotte Winters. •

Following the Frisco unveiling,

"Ryan Girl" will have a limited road
tour in the U. S. and will also be

booked' in Toronto and Jilontreal.

Then the whole company will be

moved to London, where the play is

due to open late this fall. Producers,

in addition, have acquired MacLane's
comedy in two acts, "Black John,"

and a third item on its agenda i.s a

Streamlined version of "Hedda ,Gab-

ler" slated for London production.

value basis, RKO's partners would
naturally seiiie the opportunity to

buy out the company's interests.

Partners, moreover, can lay back and
wait since the decree's mandatory
lissolution provision appUes against
RKO but not its co-owneri}.,

Re'erring to all its negotiations,
IKO asserted in its report that "ex-
erience has demonstrated that no
uch beneficial interest can be
urwinated except after extended
and difficult negotiations."

Rank's Coast Route
Hollywood, July 1.

J. Arthur Rank has checked into
Universal - International headquar-
ters from Del Monte following his
two^week golfing holiday. He con-
ferred with Ian Javal, who heads
the Rank 16m production in Eng-
land, and Dore Schary concerning a
two-picture deal with RKO. One
film, "So Well Remembered," has al-
ready been made; other picture un-
der di.scu.ssion is ''Ivanhoe."
Rank also attended the birthday

party for Leo Spitz at the U-I com-
missary with Nate Blumberg, Abe
Lastfogel, William Goetz, Rufus Le-
Maire and Robert S. Benjamin.

British filmstar is also slated to
visit the Hal Roach lot, meet Ingrid
Bergman and discuss British Tech-
nicolor needs for next sea.son with
Herbert T. Kalmus. Rank's itiner-
ary also includes inspection of the
Fred Pclton system of movable
stages in studios.

'Hucksters'
Continued from page 4

mass release of a picture in iVIetro's

history.

In planning for its new season,

M-G has shipped more prints to exr

changes during the last month than

during aqy. similar period .since the

company was formedj Total of 1,985

prints in ?0 days includes 410 for

"Hucksters," 395 for "Romance of

Rosy Ridge;" 390 for "Song of the

Thin Man," 390 for "Merton of the

Movies" and 400 for "Song of Love."

"Hucksters" will set the pace lor

a series of 15 other pictures, sched-

uled for release between Aug. 1 and

Feb 15, all of which have been al-

ready completed. Seven others, n'pw

before the cameras, will be rdca.sed

from February through June. Among
the 22 features are eight musicals,

seven based on bestsellers, three on

legiters other than musicals and i'our

from original .stories. Eight ol l^e

roster are in Technicolor.
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I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
Technicolor

WORLD. PREMIERE TOMORROW ORIENTAL, CHICAGO!

• BOB, SON OF BAITLE

"

Technicolor

MATCHING THE SENSATIONAL BOXOFFICE PACE OF
'SMOKY'' IN 10-STATE DAY-AND-DATE PREMIERE!

\--V/';rM:?y-^

i

THE GHOST AND MRS. MIM"
TOPPING 20TH'$ RECORD HIGHS
AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

"IfflRAaE ON 34th STREET"
A MIRACLE BOXOFFICE

AND HOLDOVER HIT EVERYWHERE!

. . And there's more
. WONDER triumphs

on the way from

wonderful

CENTURY-FOX
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Cq)s Raid Frisco Variety Club

On Liquar, Gambling Charges
San Francisco, July 1*

Police raided the recently opened
local Variety , Club early Friday
morning (27) on a charge that the

organization had violated the liquor

and gambling laws. Members said

that the club was enjoying "family

night and a dance", when the cops

catered, the premises.

Held -in $SSQLbail on charges of

•elling liquor after hours and pos-

sessing slot - machines is bartender

Donald E. Hansoom. Ralph Clark

and Nat Nathanson, local film ex-

change men; were held in $5 bail

charged with fretiuenting. Some 14

other men and six women were re-

leased when they convinced, authori-

ties that they believed the place

was complying with the law. Re-

ported a jury trial will b? asked.

Variety Clubs' Ambitions

For Intcrnat'l Tents
AS a means of facilitating the over-

seas expansion of the Variety Clubs,

8n international committee has been
formed to handle that phase of the

organization's program. Group will

be composed of John H. Harris, Big

Boss and founder of the Clubs; R. J.

O'Donrielli National Chief Barker;

John J. FitzgibboniS, Chief Barker of

the Canadian Tent; and Louis

Montes, Chief Barker of the Mexican

Tenti while Col.- William McCraw
Will act as the committee's ex-of-

Jicio member.
Inquiries for charters • have al-

ready been received from Cuba,

London, Australia, Paris and a num-
ber of South American countries.

New 'committee not only ^ill assist

foreign groups in obtaining charters

but will eventually be 'expanded to

include the Chief Barkers of the new
overseas Variety affiliates. If such

charters are granted it's expected

that inductions would be made by a

batch of National Officers from the

U. S.

Cleve'i New Clubhouse
Cleveland, July 1.

Variety Club closed deal recently

for Greystone Tavern, and the en-

tire mansion which housed It, for a

reported $38^000. Building will be
remodeled as new clubrooms for

'Tent No. 6,. it was announced by
Harry Schreiber, chief barker.

Revitalized and reorganized by
Schreiber since he .was recently

elected-, the club plans to sponsor
an exhibition baseball game between
'two big*league team's this summer
as a benefit affair. Majority of profits

are going to an Ohio camp for

juvenile delinquents, which is being
maintained by local showmen.,

Briefs from the Lots

10 Join Wash. 'Tent

Washington, July 1,

Three New Yorkers and seven
local people made ' members of

Variety Tent No. 11 here. New
Yorkers, all Film Classics execs, are
George Waldman, Sidney Weiner
and Jules K. Chapman. Other new
members are Alvin Ehrlich, Robert
Sher, Charles Noske, L a u r e.n c e

Moore, Jerome Adams, Gerald
Sachet and Ward Besanson.

2 Fox-WC Managers Sue

Alleging They Were Fired

For Union Activities

Two Fox-West Coast theatre man-
agers, dismissed last week in a cir-

cuit shakeup, filed suit against the
chain asking for rein.statement, back
pay and order preventing inter-

ference with organization of theatre
managers. :Suit charges dismissals
were because of union activities of
George Miller, vice-prexy of the
Associated Theatre Operating Man-
ajiCrs, and James G. Moran, union
secretary. Circuit as.serts the pair
were let out in a move made neces-
sary by the anti-tijiist decision whicli
greatly changes theatre operations
of majors;
Understood Miller, who had man-

aged the Figueroa for FWC at $95
weekly, plus average $46 weekly
from candy and popcorn sales, was
offered the ' manager, post of the
United

,
Artists in El Centre, but

nixed the new job. Reported he
was given eight weeks' dismissal
pay. Moran, manager of Fox Riv-
oli in Van Nuys at salary of $63
plus $25 weekly average from
candy and popcorn sales, was dis-
missec! without offer of a ' transfer. ._

He received two weelcs' severance ' Ru.stler" for independent production
pay and a two weeks' vacation

j
clu'ngcd his mind and sold the story

check. jto PinL^Thomas.

Continued from page IS

Paul Campbelli assigned to romantic

parts in "Six Gun Lavy" at Columbia:

; . Edward Nassour closed a deal

for a einecolor commitment for

"Panamint City," which he will pro-
duce with Rod Cameron starring. . .

,

Richard Fleischer will direct the

second unit: of "Return of the Bad-
men" at RKO. . . ..lules White is pro-

ducing and direeting the Three
Stooges comedy,. "Heavens Above,"
his 750th short in 13 years at Co-
lumbia.

Alice White returns to the screen,

after seven years' absence, to play
in "The Time of Your Life" for

William Cagney . . . . Harold Schuster
checked in at Enterprise for pre-
liminary work as director of "The
Tender Years," in which Joe E.

Brown will star for Alson Produc-
tions, starting July 14. . . .RKO is

building a new town near Sedona,
Ariz., for the forthcoming Dick
Powell starrer, "Stations West" . . .

.

Jean Dean, original Varga Girl,

signed for a role in "Virtuous" at

Metro All exteriors for the 20th-

Fox production, "The Iron Curtain,"

will be filmed on actual locales in

Canada. . . ;Columbia assigned Janet
Blair as femme star in "Let's Fall in

Love," filmusical with tunes by Les-
ter Lee and Allan Roberts, Picture
goes into work Aug, 11, with Irving
Starr producing.

Yaltima Oanutt and Fred Brannon
will co-direct "G-Men Never For-
get," Republic cUfl'hanger. .. .Edgar
Barrier checked in at Republic for a

role in "Macbetti". . . ."End of the
Rainbow" is the release tag on
"Money to Burn" at Republic .

Edward Small borrowed Ruth. Burch
from David O. Sclzniclc as casting

director on "Cagliostro" and "The
Life of Rudolph Valentino". . . .RKO
switched from "Dick Tracy and, the

Gruesome Gang" to "Dick Tracy.
Meets KarlofC," with Boris Karloffi

playing himself in the picture. ...

Triangle signed Hand Broolts for

"Sleep, My Love". .. .Richard Arlen
draws the top male role in the

Pine-Thomas production, "Speed to

Spare," for Paramount release...."

Sol L,esser signed Edward Ashley for

a featured part in "Tarzan and the
Mermaid."

Richard Goldstone sends "The Set-

up," his first production for RKO,
into work this week with Robert
Ryan starring. . . .Tubby, a sheep dog,

was signed by 20th-Fox for a role in

"Dai.sy Kenyon". .. .Robt, Sinclair is

directing "The Red Feather,,'' a short,

at 20th-Fox for the forthcoming Com-
munity Chest drive....Val Raset
will direct Indian dance sequences
in "The Senator Was Indiscreet,"

William Powell starrer, at Univer-
sal-International. . . .Bnssell Schoen-
garth assigned as film editor on
!'Black Bart, Highwayman," at Uni-
versal - International, . . . Samuel
Goldwyn signed the Mitchell Boys
Choir to sing in "The Bishop's Wife"
. . . .Irene Rich will play a mother
role in the Argosy production, "War
Party."

Fortunio Bonanova in Mexico City
starting his first indie, "Don Pancho,"
to be made in Spanish at Cuatemoc
Studio with Ramon Peon directing

and Bonanova starring. . .Walter
Colmes, producer-director^ starts

July 10 shooting untitled prison yarn
by Aubrey Wisberg as Somerset
Pictures' second production for

Screen Guild release. . .Anthony
Mann to direct "T-Man," Dennis
O'Keefe starrer, for Eagle-Lion...
Director ' DelmM Saves, Viveca
Lindlors and cast and crew of War-
ners' "To the Victor" leave for Paris
early in July to film background
.scenes for pic in which Miss Lind-
(ors is co-starred with Dennis Mor-
ga.n... Irving Friedman, head of

Eagle-Lion music department, is

scoring "Love From a Stranger,"
which Director Richard Whorf has
just finished e<Iiting.

.Vincent,Sherman will direct"Fla-
mingo Road,""a Jerry Wald produc-
tion, based on a novel by Robert
Wildc,r (later a play), at Warners. ..

John Garfield checked in at 20th-FOx
for his role in "Gentren:ian's Agree-
ment."...Jay C. riippen Signed for

a convict role in "Your Red Wagon"
at RKO... Andre Chaj'lot drew a

featured spot in "The Foxes of Har-
row" at 20th-Pox ..Bruce Cabot,
who recently bought "The Regal

Yates' Earnings
Continued from page 5

noncommittal on his attitude. Inas-

much as the occasion has never
arisen for a crucial issue to be put
to the test a'i a board meeting, no
one is quite certain on how Gferman
stands.

Goctz Conciliatory

Goetz is apparently not anxious
for a showdown vote and therefore
has adopted a somewhat more con-
ciliatory attitude.

;
In the meantime,

one of the directors who is more or
less neutral in the dispute this week
expressed considerable satisfaction

that it had arisen. He likened hav-
ing an opposition group on the board
to having a two-party system in

government. It results in the party
which is "in" doing a much, better
job of administration because it

knows it is constantly subject to the
scrutiny and criticism of the "outs."

Such resvilts are already evident at

Rep, the board member declared.

Becker, at last week's concUvve,
asked for production plans for the
year beginning July 1. Yates prom-
ised to- have the plans at the meet-
ing scheduled' for the end of this

month. Budgets will, be discussed
at that time.

Yates last month provided Goetz
with production and income figures
for the past five years, which were
requested at the April meeting.
Becker said that he was not satis-

fied with the completeness of the
records, but would wait until his ac-
countants finished the o.o. on them
before making any formal squawk.

Grainger Says Biz Up 30%
A secondary facj:or lessening the

temper of Goetz's attack on the
Yates administration is the excel-
lent gross record being piled up by
the company this year. James R.
Grainger, v.p. in charge of sales, an-
nounced at a Chicago sales meet-
ing a couple of weeks ago that re-
ceipts were up 30%. Other sources
estimated they were up 20-25%.

With the second quarter fiscal
period closing Monday (30) night,
no figure on net is yet available, of
course. Rep has been releasing
more expensive pix tlian last year
and expenses all along the line are
up, but it was^estimated by a source
familiar with the company's finan-
cial situation that the increase in
billings would be reflected In a net
at least as good, if not slightly bet-
ter, than 1946. This is in contrast
to most other companies, whose
earnings are expected to slide a bit.

Goetz-Yates' Coast Huddle

Hollywood, July 1.

Harry Goetz arrived Monday (30)
for a three-week stay and will con-
fer next'week with Herbert J. Yates,
who arrives from New York Thurs-
day (3),, on Republic studio matters.

Goetz will return to N. Y. to at-
tend Republic's board of directors
meeting scheduled for July 31.

181 Pix Ready
\ Continued from page 15 ^

SEATTLE

gone into general release as yet, and
had a bacldog of nine for a total of
21 available. Show money went to
Metro which finished 18 since the
.start of the year and released four;
Backlog of six gives the Culver City
studio a total of 20 ready.
Paramount ranks No. 4; making 12

unreleased films with .seven in the
vaults for a total of 19. Republic is

i
fiftfewith a ready total of 15 films.

I Studio had a backlog of four films
and made 16, releasing only five.

Warners and PRC are tied for
sixth place with 14 films available
apiece; Monogram has 13 as has
:UA (exclusive of three Enterprise
films which are listed by studio);
U-1 and 20th-Fox both have nine;
and Eagle-Lion and Screen Guild
are ready with five apiece.
So far this year, Samuel Goldwvn

has completed ''The Secret Life 'of
Walter Mitty," which stretched into
the New, Year by virtue of added
scenes, and "The Bishop's Wife."
which wound shooting Saturday. So]
Lesser has contributed another to
the list, "Tarzan and the Huntreg,?"
and David O, Sclmick's Vanguard
firm wound "The Paradine Case."
Also available, but still languish-

ing in the vaults; are four from
Hal Roach, "Curley," "Fabulous
Jocv" "Who Killed Doc Robin" and
"Here Comes Trouble."

Despite' this tremendous backlog,
studios still are looking ahead to
increased production. Most majors
as of today (1), start ofi the second
half, have an equal number of films
or more, scheduled fori, production
this year. I

(Continued from page 8)

way" (Col) (2d wk). Heading for
okay $8,500. Swell $12,300 last ses-
sion. •:. I.

Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"New Orleans" (UA) and "Danger
St." (Par) t2d wk). Moveover from
Fararaount theatre. Indicating good.
$5,000. Last week, 7th, winds up
great run for "Duel" 'at 90-$1.25, for

socko $5,600.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—

"Ladies Man" (Par) and "Easy
Come, Go" (Par). Fair $6,000. Last
week, great 6 wk. run ended for
"Yearling" (M-G). Very good $!);200:

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
''Egg«' (U) (2d wk). Looking for
great $14,500. Last week, fine $21,400.
Paramount (H-E) (3,0.39; 45-80)—

"Tarzan & Huntress" (RKO) and
"Code of We.st" (RKO). Expect poor
$6,000. Last week, "New Orleans"
(UA) and. "Danger St." (Par), fair-

ish $8,200.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—

"Ramrod" (UA) and "Ghost Goes
Wild" (Rep), with vaude out for
summer. Okay $5,000. Last week,
11 days of "Egg" (U), $18,000; gar-
nered $12,000 in first week.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"Sun Valley Serenade" (20th), (re-
issue) and "The.se Three" (FC) (re-

issue). Good $5,000. Last week
"Lady Surrenders'' (U) flopped,
pulled after five days, after weak
$1,500.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;

25-50)—"Nora Prentiss" (WB) and
Boomerang" (20th) (3d run). Antic-
ipate okay $3,000. Last week, "Boom-
town" (M-G) (reissued), nice $3,000.

Not So Ghostly 12G For

'Ghost' in Tepid Indpls.

Indianapolis, July 1.

Customers aren't ready to go back
indoors yet, current firstrun biz
hints. In face of heavy al fresco
competish, grosses are holding to
modest level. Best in town is "(jhost
of Mrs. Muir" at Indiana, with
"Framed" at Loew's and "Carnival
in Gosta Rica" at Circle stirring fair

interest.- i

Estimategi>tor This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40-

60)—"Carnival in Costa Rica" (20th)
and "I Cover Big Town" (Par).
Fair $9,000. Last week, "Blaze of
Noon" (Par) and "Danger Street"
(Par), about same.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300;

40-60)—"Ghost of Mrs. Muir" (20th)
and "Jewels of Brandenburg" (20th),
Oke $12,000. Last week. "Perils of
Pauline" (Par) and "Spoilers of the
North" (Rep), nice $11,500.

Keith's (Gamble-DoUe) (1,300; 40-
60)—"Perils of Pauline" (Par) and
"Spoilers of the North" (Rep)
(m.o. ). Mode-st $5,000. Last week.
"Two Mrs. CarroUs" (WB) and
"Winter Wonderland" (Rep) (m.o.).
tepid $4,500.
lioew's (Loew's) (2.450; 40-60)—

"Framed" (Col) and "Mr. District
Attorney"

,
(Col). So-so $10,000.

Last week. "Copacabana" (UA) and
"Bulldog Drummond at Bay" (Col),
sluggish $8,500.
tyric (Gamble-Dolle) 0,600: 40-

60)—"Bells of San Angelo" (Rep)
and "Hit Parade of 1947^' (Rep).
Nifty $8,000, helped by Roy Rogers
circus in town this. week.. Last week,
"Fabulous Dorseyis" (UA) and
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA), slow
$5,500.

Balto Busto
; 'Cheyenne'

In Lone' Yippee at 17G
Baltimore. July 1.

Rather uneventful week here,
with best action being recorded by
"Cheyenne" at the Stanley. Rest of
list in only fairi.sh slot led slightly
by "Copacabana" at Loew's Century.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA ) (3,000- 20-

60)—"Copacabana" (UA). Some ac-
tion at iiidiciated $14,000. Last week
third of "Duel in Sun" (SRO), held
well at $17,800 at upped scale.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240-

25-70) r-. "Gunfighters" (Col) plu.s
vaude. Somewhat steady $15,000
Last weak, "Millie's Daiighter"
(Con, owing it all to stage portion
of Vaughn Monroe orsjh, drew nice
$22,200.

Keith's (Schfjnberger) (2i460; '20-

oO,)—"Ivy" (U-I). Opens • today
(Tues.) after all right week of
Blaze of Noon" (Par). $9,700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—

That's My .Man" CRep i (2d wk).
Holding .rather well at $6,000 after
strong opener, $7,900.
New (Meolianic) (1,800-, 20-60)—

"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th) (3d.
wk). Nice .'611,000 after fine second
round, $13,300.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
Cheyenne" (WB). Best in town at

$17,000. Last week, reissue of "GO
i"to„ Your Dance" (WB), not bad at
$10,600. .

Town' .(Rappaport) (1,600; 25-65)—
'Private Affairs of Bel Ami" (UA)
Badly received by press and public
with bad $10,000 the answer. Last
week, repeat of "Jolson Story" after
complete circuit of town wa.s a brave i

but fruitless gesture at $9,200 l

-'Miracle' Paces Wilting

Cincy at Boff $20,000
Cincinnati, July i.

Sensational biz by "Miracle on
34th Street," while other downtown
houses are sweltering under spotty
returns, is sufficient to lift the over-
all take to a slight advance for the
fourth straight week. "Ghost and
Mrs. Muir," "Cynthia" and "Great
Expectations" are the other hew
bills currently in their Ij.o. sequence,

;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75^—

"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" (20th). So-
so $12,000. Last week, "Macombei' '

Affair" (UA), swell $16,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Cynthia" (M-G). Oke $9,000. Last
week, "Two Mrs. GarroUs" (WB)
(2d wk), hefty $8,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) (2d
wk). Fairish $6,000 after nifty $11

-

500 teeoff.

Keith's (UP) (1,542; 50-75)—
"Great Expectations" (U-O; Pleas-
ing $8,000. Last, week, "The Web"
(U), moderate %ffiW,
Lyric (RKO) (1;400; 50-75)—"Two

Mrs. CarroUs" (WB) (m.o.) and.
"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (m.o.),
split. Acceptable $5,500. Same last
week for "Framed" (Col) (m.o.),
first half, and "Destry Rides Again"
(U) and "When Daltons Rode" lU) .

(.reissues).

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—
"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th).
Campaign, including extra press and
radio blurbs, ad tieins and window
displays from department stores,
an<l nifty reviews building to' smash
$20,000. Last week, "Dishonored
Lady" (UA), fair $11,500, slumping
alter lively opening.

ShubC'i-t (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)—
"Macomber Affair" (UA) (m.o.).
All right $5,500. Last week, "Chey-
enne" (WB), n.s.h. $4,000.

'Barbaree'-'Brother'

,
Tops L'ville for 15G

Louisville, July 1.

Downtown houses teed off to nice
business first couple of day.s this
week, but torrid weather Saturday
and Sunday cut down grosses. Out-
door attractions getting the big at-
tention currently. "High Barbaree" •

at Loew's State grabbing top coin,
with balance of the town trailing
along for medium returns.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1;200;

40-60) — "Calcutta" (Par) fm.o.).
Fairish $3,500. Last week "Moss
Rose" (20th) and "Winter Wonder-
land" (Rep) (m.o.) favorable $4,000.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; ;i0-40)
—"Stallion Road" (WB) and "Ladies
Man" (Par). Medium $3i000. La.>!t

'

week "Sea of Grass" (M-G) arid
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col), same.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;

40-60)—"Cheyenne" (WB) (2d wk».
Slowing up with hot weather, modeist
$5,500. Last week same pic wrapped
up brisk stanza for neat $8,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-CO)
—"Fun On Week End" (UA) and
"Scandal in Paris" (UA). Fairish
$6,500. Last week "Buck Privates
Home" (U) (2d wk), about same.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40-
fiO)—"That's My Man!" (Rep) and
"Spoilers of North" (Ren). Lij;ht
$11,000. Last week "Calcutta" (Par)
solid $16,000 and m.o.
Scoop (Louisville 'Theatres) ( 700;

26-31)—"Ghost Goes West" (UA).
Had couple good days at opening,
then tapered off over Sunday ( 29

)

to mild $2,200. Last week "Bik Fix"
tPRC) slow $2,000.

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)—
"High Barbaree" (M-G) and -'My
Brother Talks to Horse.s" (M-G).
Catching top attention this week,
indicating good $15,000. Last week
"Copacabana" (UA) and "For Love
of Rusty" (Col) oke $14,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 40-
60)—"Born to Kill" (RKO) and
"Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO).
Medium $5,000. Las-t week "Aple.v"
(20th) and 'Jewels of Brandenburg"
(20th), satisfactory $5,500.

DENVER
. (Continued from page 9)

at each Denver, Webber. Fair $3.,'i00.

L.-i.st week, "Queen of the Amiizons" :

(SG) and "Don't (Samble With
Strangers" (Mono), fair $3,500.: .

,

'

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—-ViKi-
lantcis Return" (U) and "Bell.s of

San . Fernando" (SG). Fair $7,000.

La.st week, "Sweetheart of Si.unia

Chi" <Mbno)( and. stage show, tine
'

$10,000.

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)- "Biick.
Privates Come Home" (U-1) and
"Time Out of Mind" (U-I», ria.v-

date with- Denver. Good $3,000. Li -sf

week, "Homestretch^' (20th) «ntl

"Little Miss Broadway" (Col)i -Mirne

as Denver, fair $2,500.
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Fox-West Coast Returns 10 Theatres

To End Pool; (Mier Excku^e Briefs

Los Angeles.

to mee-t the requirements of the

New York anti-trust decision, Foit-

West: Coast theatre pool operations

have been virtually ended, 10 the-

atres being turned back to partners.

In the shuffle, FoxrWest Coast also

resumed management of five theatres

find transfer of three more houses
back to partners.
Houses in which FWC resumes

management are the Nevada, Reno;
i"0K and Ritz, Hanford, and the Fox
and HyxJe, Visalia. Charles P. Skou-
ras, FWC prexy, has assigned R, H.
McCuUough and Elmer Banks to

confer with Dick Spier, division
manager, on plans ior extensive
renovation of the five theatres.

• Numerous . promotions, transfers
and resignations of operating per
sonnel result from the pool breakup.
William Thedford is up;)ed from
district manager to assistant' to
George. Bowser, FWC general man-
ager. Pert Pirosch, associate head
of the booking department, goes up
to the film buying division.
Fay Reeder, San Francisco public-

ity director, is promoted to job of
district manager of firstruns there,
fiob Rothafel, manager of the Crite-
rion in Santa Monica, moves up and
replaces Terry McDaniel, who has
resigned, as district manager of dis-

trict four.
Skouras also plans number of in-

ter-divisional promotions and trans'r

fers in near future among National
Theatres Amusement Co.'s operat-
ing personnel to strengthen parent
Circuit setup.
Personnel transfers' include the

following: Harry Biple from district

manager. East Bay, northern Cali-
fornia, to district manager, Penin-
sula; Herman Kersken from firstrun
San Francisco district" manager to
East Bay; W. C. Ricord from Penin-
sula district manager to 'VaUey dis-
trict manager, northern California;
Fred Glass from Valley district man-
ager to William Thedford'5 southern
California district.

Herb Norris from the Nile to the
Kern theatre, Bakersfield; Floyd
Thurston from the- Mission, San
Diego, to the Rivoli, 'Van Nuys;
Prank Swerts from. • the Kern,
'Bakersfield, to the Rialto, - South
Pasadena; George Miller, from the
Kgueroa, Los' Angeles, to the United
Artists, El Gentfo; Al Dumont, from
the Aztec, San" Diego, to the Fair-
mount, San Diego; Jim Richardson
ttem the Rialto, South Pasadena, to
the Criterion, Santa Monica.
" David Lackie from the California,
Ontario, to the Granada; Ontario;
Bob Smith from the United Artists,
El Centro, to the Capitol, Calexico;
Bud Bowers from night manager,
California, San Diego, to the 'Valley.

' Bl Centro; Henry Pines from United
Artists, Ingle\yood; to the Nevada,
Reno, and John Nylen from the
Lyric, Monrovia, to the United
Artistis, Inglewood.

: Following .theatre managers re-
mtiin as managers for former FWC
partners: Harry Wallace, downtown
United Artists; J. Clark, Plaza, San
Diego; Neil Brown, Golden State;
Riverside; Fraiik Millen, Alto, : Los
Angeles, and Bob Erspamer, Leimert,
Lp-s Angeles.

Louis Alberts of the Capitol,
Calexico. and James Moran. of the
Rivoli, Van Nuys, have resigned.

Minsky's Buff Spot

Howard Minsky, former 20th-Fox
, branch manager in Buffalo, appoint-
' ed mideast division manager, suc-
ceeding the late C. E. Peppiatt. Divi-
sion includes the Atlantic di-strict and
the River district in 20th's revised

. sales setup.
Peppiatt, along with former At'

lantic district sales chief Sam Gross,
was killed several weeks ago in the
crash of an airliner.

has purchased ground for a new
house in the same town;

Forrest White has transformed
the Skidmore^ Skidmore, Mo., into a

35m house. Postmaster O. T. Hughes
and Dr. G. A. Dale, Lucerne, Mo.,
have opened the Star, a 243-scater

in Lucerne, Mo. Postmaster i« the
manager. I. L. Burch has purchased
the Lee, a 240-seater, New London,
Mo., from Phil B. Conn.

MiddletOwn.' N. Y. Drive-ln
Albany.

Harry S. Lament is o-pening his

third drive-in at Middletown. It

will have a capacity of 350 cars and
RCA equipment.' Lawrence Har-
rington, of Orange, N. J., one of

the directors of the com^pany char-
tered to operate the Middletown
theatre, is to be manager.
Lamont built a small drive-in and

walk-in house at Leeds, CatskiU
summer resort town, in 1945, and
last season erected another on the
Lake George - Warrensburg Road,
Middletown, in Sullivan County, is

virgin territory fof an; open-air
house. It - '.

'

Lamont also operates theatres in

Greenville, Woodstock, Philmont
and Berlin. ^

Schreiber to Columbos
Columbus.

\ Harry Schreiber, who was RKO
city manager in Columbus for 12

years, has returned again to that
post, replacing Jerry Shinbach, who
held thei job for the past three years.

Shinbach was named assistant di-

visional manager of : the Chicago di

vision of BKO Theatres;'

pace to take care of the entertain-

ment needs.
Leonard Goldenson, Paramount

Pictures veepee in charge of theatre
operations, addressed the group and
told of plans for the improvement
of service to theatre patrons.

R. J. O'Donnell, veepee and gen-
eral manager of the Interstate Ci?-
cuit, led open discussion forums on
various phases of the theatre opera-
tion. Problems facing the managers
and -executives were discussed,

Hoblitzelle was presented with an
official copy of the commendatory
concurrent resolution passed by the
House and Senate of the Mth Texas
Legislature commending him for his

service as chairman of the Tfexas
Centennial of Statehood Commission
at the closing session* on friday.

Inside Stuff-Picfares
Macy's, New York, department store featured in 20th-Fox's "Miracle on

34th Street," has capitalized on its first appearance in films by scheduling

newspaper ads in about 80 cities throughout the country of 100,000 or more-
population. Ads, inserted in local papers seveyal days after the film

opens in each city, urge people to see the; picture and serve as a welcome
from Macy's to the out-of-towners who someday might visit N.. Y.

After plugging the picture, the ads declare that "the 'miracle' happened
to take place in N. Y. in Macy's, but it could have happened in any of

the department .stores in your town. . . . No matter where you .see the

'miraclci' you'll think of 34th street as the maip street in your town. But
some day you'll be coming to »New York's 34th street and! Broadway.
Everybody does, sooner or later. And when you do, we just want you to

know we'll be glad to .-see you "
. .

'

>. « . . .

New Butterfield Link
Detroit.

Latest link in the Butterfield cir-

cuit. New Michigan theatre. South
Haven, Mich., opened July 2. Seating

1,000, ho\ise replaces the old Center
theatre razed by fire in January,
1945

It will be operated under a part-

nership arrangement with Carley
Amus. Co."

Sack Names Foweil
::. Dallas.

Jack Po-Well named national 16m
sales manager for Sack Amusement
Enterprises. Currently on a sales

junket' through the South, he later

will- come to New York to set up a
sales office under his direction.

Firm chiefly handles Negro fea-

tures iand-shorts; i

New Akron Drive-In
Akron.

Construction of a new $15,000
drive-in theatre at S. Arlington st.

and Waterloo road near Akron by
the Starlight Pictures Co. has been
approved ,,by Housing Expeditor
Frank Creedon at Washington.
Latter also approved $19,000 worth

of theatre ronstruction at Ashta-
bula and a '$24,000 film house at
Rockford.

Kay-Be]I Name Switch-
St. Paul,

^ Ray-Bell Films, Inc., one of oldest
t;ommercial film producers in the
U. S., has chaMed its name to the
Reid H. Ray Film Industries, .Inc. .

Company was originally formed
by Charles E. Bell with Hay buying
a partnership in 1925^ Bel} recently
retired from the firm. i

'

. K. C. Switches
Kansas City.

Frank F. Pace is sew manager of

the Krmo theatre, Dickinson, house
now showing foreign and English
films first run. He formerly han-
dled several "subsequent rim situa-

tions about town. Pace replaces
James Chapman, who has moved
over as manager of the Southtown
theatre for Herman Elmer.
Southtown last week inaugurated

a policy of firstrun English films,

and Chapman is beir^g brought over
in. the switch from the former sub-
sequent run policy. Ed Crouch, who
handled the Southtown, moves over
to manage the Fiesta, also owned l?y

Elmer.
William Kelty stepped out as as-

sistant manager of the Orpheum
here, to become manager of the Or-
pheum at Champagne, IlL Both
houses are RKO circuit members.
Kelty came to K. C. from Chi where
he was assistant at the Palace, and
recently returned to his work after
a severe illness of several weeks.
William Briscoe comes in from Chi

as assistant manager of the Orpheum
under Lawrence Lehman. Briscoe
had been at the Grand in Chi,

Ambassador Policy Switch

Ambassador, N. Y., operated by
Siritzky International - Pictures,
switches its foreign film policy to re-

, issue programs for the. balance . of the
summer, after the run of the current

I

Ralmu starrer, "Colonel Chabert."
|

House resumes foreign, pix in Sep-
; tember. .v-

Change of name of the Hollywood theatre; N.' Y., to the. W.arher theatre

on Aug. 15, in conjunction with the preem of "Life With Father," makes
the second Broadway theatre in recent times , to be called the Warner.
The fir.st Warner theatre, currently the Republic, located directly oppo,sile

the Hollywood, was taken over by the WB chain in the-late 1920s in order
to shoiji/case its first sound pictures. It was formerly a legit house, the
Piccadilly. Since the first Warner theatre was not built for sound, WB
built the present Hollywood theatre.

The Hollywood is also equipped for stage productions and for a short

time was occupied by legit musical comedy attractions. Among the shows
staged at the Hollywood were Eddie Cantor's musical version of "Three
Men On a Horse" and George Abbott's "Sweet River."

Chalk up Bonham Theatres of Bonham, Texas, as another circuit which
Earned its patrons that it had no control over the admission prices of

"Duel In the Sun" when the film was recently shown at its Elite theatre.

Owner H. S. Cole pointed out in a handbill that he booked the picture

only "because of an insistent demand on the part of a large number of \
people. ! We bring this to Bonham against our better judgment .because;

we do nof'believe motion pictures should be sold at high prices. ' The
public is informed that this picture will not be shown at ordinary popular
prices at any time this year, and if we show it at all we must show it at

the t>rices indicated ($1.30 evenings, 80c mats). Therefore, if you want
to see it .you can; but remember, our advice, is riot' to' pay that kind • of

price."'

Demonstrating the growing importance of commerEial films, Financial
World, investment and business trade weekly, for the first time this year
has scheduled an "Osfiar of Industry" trophy for the best motion picture

on corporation annual reports. ' Mag has been conducting a campaign to

simplify such reports and financial statements of*the country's top cor-

porations in all field's of business. ,

'

On the basis of entries so far submitted. General Mills looks to be the

winner of the first such '.'Oscar" for its ''Operation '46," a short produced
in Technicolor. '

A Paramount newsreel clip was injected into the trial of Eugene
Dennis, Communist official, last week, although the reel shot was- not
shown in the court; U. Si Attorney John Fihelly declared! at one point
that he could prove Dennis was served ^itti a subpoena;^uring, his stormy
appearance before the Hoiise Un".American Activities

,
Committee last

March 26. Fihelly claimed- the reel showed the subpoena being. serv«d
on Dennis at that time. Dennis refused to appear before the commit-
tee April 9 an answer to' the subpoena.

Pittsburgh Filings <
'

Pittsburgh.
Perry Nathan, manager of NSS,

has been named commander of Va-
riety (Club) Post 589 of the Amer-
ican Legion, succeeding Joe Misrach.
New senior vice-commander is Jerry
Roth, of Penn theatre, and new ju-
nior vite-commander is Ray Mer-
vis, of Mervis Bros.- circuit.

Proposed drive-in theatre at near-
by Waterford won't materialize this
year. Plans for the outdoor spot have
been abandoned.
With Charlie Kosco being ^trans-

ferred to Buffalo as 20th-Fox man-
ager, his brother and exhibitor-part-
ner at Brockway, Pa., is now booking
the' house, Charlie looked after that
job when he was a 20th salesman
working out of here.
Vince Aldert, manager of Loew's

Ritz, has been sent out of town for
the summer as a relief manager in
this division during the vacation pe-
riod.. Russ Schirra, Bill Elder's as- _

sistant at the Penn, goes to the Ritz The Rialto and Ottumwa theatres

Seattle House Bevamp
,; Seatae.

Film houses report biz continuing
on the downbeat. Result is closure
of the subsequent runs downtown.
Circle and Rivoli, which also housed
burlesque for many years. Both are
Sterling; theatres.

Ballard is newest operation, open-
.ing under aegis of Frank Newman,
Jr. This was formerly the Ba'gdad,
located in Ballard neighborhood
House closed for -several weeks and
revamped with new equipment
throughout, making it one of the
swankiest nabes in the town.

. Newman was formerly with Ever-
green Theatres, where his father is

president. Past year he has been
with the Joe Daniels booking offices.

Flood Floors
,
Ottumwa
Des Moines.

All four of the picture theatres in
Ottumwa, la., suffered damage in the
flood that hit the city this month

during Aldert's absence,

la.-Mo. in Sliifts

St. Louis.
the EmmetsbMrg Theatre Corp.,

Des Moines, has purchased the in-

terest of A. J. Swanton, in the Iowa,

a eOOiseater in Emmetsburg, la.

Firm operates theatres in a -hUmber
of Iowa and Missouri -towns.
The Strand, a 350-seater, Jewel,

la., relighted after a 100% face lift-

ing job. The Dickinson Theatres,
Mission, Kan., purchased a site tor
B new house in Branson, Mo. The
Cd-Ecl. a 487-seater owned by Nat,e
Aandler, Fairfield, la., will -be en-
larged and modernized. The Strahdi

. B . 400-seater, Monett,. Mo.,\ relighted
iollowing a flood in - that area. .

WJlliiim Scott;- former manager ot
ti Fox West-Coast house in Wichita,
,K»ns., is new head man of the Jo,

a unit of the. Dickinson Circuit in.

St, Joseph, Mo. S. H. Bagby. owner-
Opergtor of houses in Higbee and
Madison, Mo., has opened a new one
In Harrisl^urg, Mo. C, W. Brooks,
owner, of the Ritz, Marshfield, Mo.,

Stanley Aids Art
Stanley, N. Y., home- of Russian

films, is now aiding artists and sculp-
tors who are unable to arrange ex-
hibition of their works at the vari-
ous local galleries. House's lounge,
has been placed at disposal of prorri-
ising talent.

,

First to make use of the space is a
former Navy ...officer who . has 15;

paintings on exhibit. Showing of
copper etchings and engravings are
slated to follow,

Diamond's Philly Post
Andy Smith, 20th-Fox general

sales manager, announceti appoint-
ment of Sam Diamond as /Philadel-
phia branch manager. With 20th for
some 20 years, Diamorld was Philly
sales manager when he left several
months ago to join PRC, .

He succeeds Herb Gillis who's been
upped to assistant New York branch
manager. .

RKO's production of "White Tower," contrary to reports, has not been
cancelled, but has only been postponed until next year. Because of labor
reguIatio{)s in Switzerland, France and Italy, where much of the footage
is to be shot, RKO couldn't get permission to send a crew to those coun-

'

tries this year but will definitely do so some time next spring. Film is

an-adaptation of last season's bestseller by James Ramsey UUman.

National Screen Service

Adds 20th, Lone Holdout
Twentieth-Fox has signed with

National Screen Service for the lat-

ter to handle distribution of all its

advertising • accessories, thus be-
coming the last of the majors to

turn over the job to NSS: Under
the pact, all the ad-sales depart-
ments of 20th i:re to be dissolved in

each exchange centre.

Only reason given By 20th sales
manager Andy Smith, Jr., for the
move was to aid exhibitors by mak-
ing easier "their obtaining accessor-
ies from a central -distribution point,

from which all other major film
companies are now being served."

. Jtiterstate's Convention
Galveston.

In their first meeting since 1941,
Interstate managers and circuit
heads met here in a four day con-
vention. About 192 were in attend-
ance. In his talk to the circuit's per-
sonnel, Karl Hoblitzelle. prez of In-

ter.state /Theatres Circuit, urged in-

creased attention to selling of attrac-

tions. He pointed out that increases
in population, together with, expan-
sion of community centers, meant
that, the industry must also keep

have reopened and the Capital will
reopen soon, but the Zephyr, a south
side house, will not be opened for
some time.

Paul Scholer, who has been man-
ager of the Cresco at Cresco, la., for
Central States Theatre Corp., has
been promoted to management of the
Ritz theatre at Chariton, to succeed
Charles Madison, resigned. Scholer
was succeeded in Cresco by Robert
Huston, formerly of the Zephyr, Bur-
lington, la.

; tiie Zephyr is being managed teni-

porarily by Irving Heller, who is

manager of the Capital in Burling-
ton. .

Tri-States Theatre Corp. has start-

ed a new poliCy under which the In-
gersoU rielghborhood, theatre will be'

known as the IngersoU Art Cinema
theatre, offering only "adult" picture
fare in performances twice daily on
weekdays and continuous showings
at 2 p.m.- Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays. Matinee prices are 50c. and
evenings 75c. No children's prices
are- offered.

This is the town's first introduction
to an art theatre but response to the
first production has been highly grat-
ifying.

WB Charlotte Switches
Charlotte.

Sieve Baranek, of Warner Bros,
liomeoffice, has been transferred to

WB branch office in, Charlotte as
office manager. Dennis Scruggs has
been promoted to head booker at

(Continued on page 21)

JENSEN-VON HERBERG

WIN m JUDGMENT
Seattle, July J.

Federal Court Judge John A.
Bowen . has awarded judgment of

$60,000 to operators of the former
Bagdad and Venetian theatresy Jen^
sen & von Herberg-owned: nabes,
"after their suit for treble, damages,
$380,000, under the Sherman

, anti-

trust act. Plaintiffs claimed that
film companies and certain exhib-
itors conspired : to monopolize dis-

tribution, which resulted in Vene.^-

tian and Bagdad being unable to

show certain films as early as the
Neptune and Egyptian, nearby
nabes. ; »

Defense denied any conspiracy,
stating the latter got pictures earlier

because they are -in a '-different

class."

Defendants were Columbia Pic-
tures, RKO-RadiO, Warner Bros.,

Picture Distributors, Universal Film
Exchange, ,Loew'.s, - Paramount Pic-
tures, 20th.Fox, Unit.id Artists, Na-
tional Theatres', -Evergreen Theatres,
Cascade Theatres, Evergreen State
Amus. Corp. and Fox. Theatres.
The jury, failed to agree on a

verdict and was discharged. New
trial was granted Jensen & von Her-
berg interests. Then, by stipulation
between all parties concerned, in-
stead of a .second jury trial, the case
was placed in the hands of Judge
Bowen for his decision,

iUINOIS EXHIB SUED

FOR 21G IN % SNARL
St. Louis, July 1.

John Marlow, owner of a motion '

picture chain operating two thea-
tres in Herrin, 111., and two more
in Murphysboro, 111., last week was
made defendant in a $21,000 damage
suit filed in TJ. S. district court in

East St. Louis by seven distributors

who charge .his reports on perr
centage picture grosses were inac-

curate; The plaintiffs are Colum-
bia, Universal, Paramount, Warner
Bros., Loew's, 20th-Fox and RKO,
The petitions, each of which ask

$3,000 actual, and an unspecified
amount in punitive damages, allege

that Marlow operates the Grand
Opera Co. and the Murphy.sboro
Opera Co., which in turn, control

the four houses known as the Mar-

.

low Circuit; and that films are ah
loted to the circuit <5n an agreement

'

whereby the distributors receive a

certain percentage of the gross re-

.

ceipts. The plaintiffs allege his turn

had incorrectly stated the gross re- .

ceipts and refused to allo\<' ;an audit

when the distributors learned of ths

.".understaternent."
,

:

.This is the first Suit of its kind
filed in the St. Louis area.

Loew's WB Join UA, U
In % Suit Settlement

.' Chicago. July 1.

Following .settlement of suit K\ed :

in Chi federal district court by Uni-

versal and United Artists, against the

Anderson Theatre Circuit, Inc.. Mor-
ris, 111., fop alleged non^reporting of

receipts on percentage films, was an-

other settlement by Loew's and War-
ner's on the same charges here l:"i.«t

Week, Agreement was "made by

Miles Seely, counsel for Warner's,

and Loew's, and Thomas R, Thomas,

rep for Anderson.

Seven theatres involved were;

Fargo and Egyptian, DeKalb: Timc-s

and Morris, Morris; Arcadia. St.

Charles; Esquire, Plainfield: Napn'-

Naperville. Still pending and not

settled are similar suits by

amount, RKO, and 20th-Fox*

Par-
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Theatres—Exchanges
Continued from page 20 :

wn Jack Sims is now second
'

honker, and Charles Douglas, wlio

transferred from Atlanta office,

Tthird booker in Charlotte,

Jack Kirby, southern district man-
'
.tfer for WB out of Atlanta, was in

Charlotte on business with Ralph

lannuzzi, branch manager.
Charlotte branch of 20th-Fox has

turned -over all its advertising to

National Screen branch in Char-

lotte This means that National

Screen is now handling advertising

paper for all companies, except Re-

puWic and Monogram.

Tietel Super's Sep
. Chicago.

' Abe Tietel, owner of World Play-

house, Chi's foreign pic showcase
house, was appointed midwest rep

for Super Films Distributing Corp.

last week. He will cover northecn

'llltoPis arid Indiana, Wisconsin and
parts of Iowa.

Olman Seljs Three Houses
* Hollywood.

Frank Ulman has sold his three
' linperial Valley theatres to Western
- Amus. One of them, the Palms
theatre in El Centre, is a new house,

getting its formal opening last Satur-
,day. The other two theatres in the

'

deal are the Broadway in El Centre
and the Azteca in Calexico.

» Memphis Manager Buys House
Memphis.

Jimmy Augustine, manager of
nabe Rosemary here, purchased the
nabe RialtO' from Paul ZerlUa and
Joe Maceri. Cecil Wildes, manager
of IiUciann, replaces Augustine^ with
Julian L. Huie returning to his old
.post at the Luciann.

Jimmy Thames is out as Metro ex-
.change exploiteer here in a reputed
economy move. Thames was with
company before the war and had
.been back on job about a year foi-
lawing long overseas stint with the
Marines.

' Mpls. House :M»y Go Foreign
. Minneapolis.
^Desiring to play more foreign
films in his sure-seater World here,
.which has been mainly a moveover
house in recent years, Ted Mann,
now operating the former Steffes
theatre, went to N. Y. to line up
British, French and Italian product.
Recent runs of "Open City',' and
"Brief Encounter'! at World were
highly successful, prompting the
Mann decision.
Ray Langfelt proittotea from St.

. Paul RKO Orpheum to manager of
Orpheum in Dubuque, la. Thomas
Kiewatt transferred from RKO-Pan
here to Langfelt's old spot.

New Ottawa House Opens Soon
Ottawa.

_JJttawa's Little Theatre, owned by
Drama League and operating a split
film*legit policy in recent years, rer
verts to legit this summer. Casey
Swedlove, Little lessee for films,
pulls put his projection equipment
lor use in his new. nabe house, the
liinden, due to open in July;

Savage Heads Ark. Indies

e iir Memphis,
^fi. W. Savage, of Booneville, was

elected president of the Independent
meatre Owners of Arkansas re-
cently succeeding Claude Mundo, of
•MtUe Rock, who was named chair-
man of the board . B. F. Busby was
elected vice-president; Sam Kirby,
secretary-treasurer. New members
01 the board are: Sidney Wharton,
K. K. King, W. D. Mitchell, Terry

^Axjyy w. O. Sumpter, Oi G. Wren
• «nd' Charles F, Bonne*.

Weiss Added To Pair Staff
' . Minneapolis.

Jerry Weiss, transferred from
t-iJicago, has been added to the Para-
mount sales staff here. He succeeds
-vviuiam Mussman who was prowoted
to sales manager by Ben Blotcky,
branch manager.

'

of Funk Enterprise, Inc., of Guymon,
Okla., was' also okayed, as was a
small $950 job to complete a theatre
at East Bernstadt, Ky.

Beaumont's IJSG House
Beaumont, Texas;

The- Jefferson Amusement Co. has
opened its new $125,000 Peoples
theatre here. House has a seating
capacity of 1,200.

New house replaces the one de
stroyed here by fire in, 1945.

Annex House for Elgin, Ottawa
Ottawa.

United Century Theatres of Tor
onto given a $40,000 building permit
for an addition to its first-run El-
gin here. This addition amounts 'to
being another theatre, since the Little
Elgin* a 400^seater will run foreign
films and take tip overflow business
when 'the larger house plays a box-
office winner. Ernest Warren, El-
gin manager, also will handle smaller
house.

Ba«hrs P-rep 'Invasion'

, -o. , „ Minneapolis,
aiggest theatre construction pro-

territory is being
Planned by the Baehr brothers, whonow own and operate four tlieatresm two Minnesdta towns. They've
announced they'll "invade" five
other toVns where other independ-
nn«„.-i?^* operating without
opposition.
Plans- for a $175,000 theatre at

i;f"PPewa Falls, Wis., already have
Ot'^er towns on the

^'^^ *i® R'ce Lake, Rhine-
K,Li",.^,>«^ysmith, Wis., andHedwood Falls, Minn. Another Min-

^^^.'§^1"^^^
th?piiJ„^^i°.''.,*<"^'

tl^e "invasion" is

in thl P'* ^^^^"''e °f exhibitors now
ovpl

*«wn.s in question, who took
' morA fv,

"'^''er of Baehr theatres

?arc^mmitm?rj.^«°'
'°

*'our Projects Okayed
Foiir ,v,„« - ii

Washington.

okavS projects were
Housin^^l.'* ""^-f^

the Office of

got ok/v fn'^f
Boyd Milligan

Port T7„vti,''"\\"J.^ 535,000 theatre at

and /"c^-iv,',^'"^* H. McCarter
S; d * iJJ'PS'^^'"'- of Fort Mill,

ish th^rtl*"!**
to go ahead and fin-

*^A000 theatre extension project

. Wichita House ..Quits Foreign Fix
'

Kansas City.

'

Roxy theatre, Wichita, Kans., re-
cently purchased by Eldon Peek
from Dickinson circuit, went under
his control recently. This 350-
seater, which once ran foreign films
under the Dickinsoii banner, will
show American films under Peek's
banner. Peek is owner of Missouri
Theatre Supply here and a supply
housfe in Oklahoma City.

Denver Drlve-Ins
_ Denver. -

Denver Drive-In Corp., just fin-
ishing a 750-car drive-in theatre at
east end of Denver, has bought
ground for another same size at
city's west end. Each will cost about
$125,000.
Dick Dekker, Gothic, Denver man-

ager, sent to Salida, Col., as city
manager Atlas Theatres. D. A. Dixon
returning to company as Gothic man-
ager. Ned Greenslit resigned as
Aladdin manager to enter business
of, own. Gerald Little and Joseph
Maul building first ^theatre at Cal-
han, Col., where both are in business.

Xoew's Fetes Oldtimers
, Memphis.

Seven Loew's employes here have
received service pins for long as-
sociation with the circuit. They are:
Buck Weaver, projectionist, 26 years
with Loew's; M. Storler, projection-
ist, 24 years; W. H. Davis, engineer,
20 years; Cftl. Cecil E. Vogel, Loew's
Palace manager, and Samuel Udel-
son, decorator, 19 years each; E. L,
(Dink) Hurt, projectionist, 18 years;
Harry Kallaher, stage manager, 15

years.
Management of Loew's State and

Palace pitched a midnight barbecue
onstage at the former showhouse to
mark the distribution.
New treasurer and assistant man-

ager at Boew's Palace is Lavert
Wade. Succeeds Buford Cranch, who
transferred • to i^ew Orleans.

Blatts Defer . Drive-In
Pittsburgh.

Blatt Brothers circuit, at a -meet-
ing with AMoona civic leaders and
veterans committee recently, agreed;

to abandon the site of a proposed
dnive-in theatre in favor of the
planned Veterans Administration
hospital and to assume a loss, pro-
vided certain stipulations are met.
Walter Scott, attorney for the chain,

which operates a string of houses
in this territory,- said Blatts would
give up the ground if they- were re«

turned the money paid out for the

Pleasant Valley, Pa., location. Their
offer was tentatively accepted pend-
ine ari okay by committees involved.

Blatts Said their expenditures to

date on the project had been $17,206

for the land and $15,000 for other

outlays and that they were willing

to take a loss on the latter if they
could get back the price of the real

estate. Alternate sites for the Blatts'

drive-in in the Altoona district are

being inspected in the meantime.

Pittsburgh Jottings
Pittsburgh.

Russ Zebra has resigned his sales

post with RKO to join Westing-
house's sales promotion' division as

distributor of 16m films for exhibi-

tion in schools and Industrial plants.

Art Markey, formerly with Metro
in New York, has been appointed
office manager and booker for Selz-

nick Releasing Organization here.

Also added to .Toe Kaliski's office is

Leonore Goldstein, ex-Paramount.
Nathan Tepper, newcomer to ex-

hibition, has acquired Pastime Ihe-

atre from Sol Brown. Bert Ennls,

Pittsburgh film man. has joined the

homeoffice advertising department
d£ Pap. Perry Nathan, manager of

NSS office here, has departed for

vacation in California with his wife,

and Jack (Soxie) Cohen, company s

division chief, is here to take over

during Nathan's absence.

Newburyport WB
Newburyport, Mass.

Warner Bros, has purchased a the-

atre site in Newburyport, Mass., with
construction planned to start within

three or four months if materials are

available.
House will be a 1,500-seater.

Nemec's SMPE Post
Boyce Nemec, engineering secre-

tary of the Society of . Motion Pic-
ture Engineers, has been appointed
exec secretary of the organization to

succeed Harry Smith, Jr., who re-
signed effective July 1. Loren L.

Ryder, SMPE prez, announced the
promotion.
Nemec, active during the war on

military projects, is currently mem-
ber of the SMPE general committee
which is preparing for the 62d semi-
annual convention to Jje held Oct.
20-24 at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
N. Y. Feature of the fall meeting
will be a theatre engineering ex-
hibit.' ;

U. of Penna. Review Predicts

Consent Decree Unenforceable

WB Seeks to Reconcile

Divorcing Couples In

WaithfuF Press Stunt
Philadelphia, July 1.

. An idea generated by Warner-
local publicity staff paid off in free

newspaper space when 80 men and

women involved in pending divorce

cases witnessed a preview Wednes-

day night (25) of "The Unfaithful"

at the WCAU auditorium.

An added twist to the publicity

stunt was a short speech by Judge

Vincent A. Carroll, of Common
Pleas Court No. 2, who pointed oul;

the folly of many divorces and

urged appointment of a reconciliator

to help couples smooth out their

domestic difficulties.
'

The stunt was carried as straight

news by- all three Philly newspapers,
and one paper ran a photograph of

Judge Carroll addressing the group.

Invitations to attend the showing
were sent by telegram to 140 men
and women whose names appeared
in the court calendar with divorce
actions upcoming.

In the audience were : eight esr

tranged couples who attended sepa^
rately, unaware their spouses were
present.

Minn. Has Only Femme

£}tlub Projectionist

Minneapolis, July 1.

Flasher, N. D., m this exchange
area, believes it has the only woman
film theatre owner-projectionist ex-
tant. She's Mrs. Viola Weinrich and
she "doubles in brass," running her
booth machines as well as her show-
house.

The state board of electricians re-

fused at first to issue her a permit
to run her own booth machines, be-

cause she's a woman. She put up a

stiff fight, however, and after she
passed the board's examination the

permit was forthcoming.

It's the only permit issued to any
woman in the state for the specified

purpose.

Jenny Switch
.

Hollywood, July 1,

David O. Selznick's "Portrait of
Jenny" will be finished at the RKO-
Pathe studios in Culver City Instead
of at the RKO Gotham^plant as
originally planned. "Jenny" troupe
is expected back here from New
York within the next two or three
weeks.

Work on the picture was halted
for script changes after the company
had spent the late winter shooting
exteriors in New York" and was
scheduled to resume at the RKO
New York studio la.st week.

Transatlantic Picts

Adds 3 More to Sked
Hollywood, July . 1.

Three pictures have been added to

the Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney Bern-
stein Transatlantic Pictures sched-
ule; "I Confess," mystery yarn; "The
Life of Kier Hardie,',' story of the
British Labor Party- leader, and
"Lorna- Doone," London theatre

owner Bernstein, here to,arrange for
release and set up production sched-
ules with Hitchcock, will return to

England July ^5, and due back here
in early September to start "Rope,"
first of the quintet of films on Trans-
atlanti's agenda.

Following "Rope" will be "Under
Capricorn," to be made in England
next spring with Ingrid Bergman
starring. Company will then hop
back to the U, S. to; make "Confess"
in the winter of 1949. Hitchcock will

direct all three pix, but not "Hardie,"
which follows "Confess," nor "Lor-
na." Latter wiirbe shot in England
two years' from how;

,Tohn Mills Peistonalin^

For 'Great Expectations'
Here for a "good-will tour" in

behalf of Universal's "Great Ex-
pectations" (Rank) . in which he's

starred, British film actor John Mills

arrived in New York Monday (30)

for a five-week stay. His itinerary

will include Washington, Boston,

Pittsburgh, Chicago and Hollywood.
He was accompanied by his play-

wright-Wife, Mary Hayley Bell.

Mills declared that he had no film

commitments in the U. S, pointing

out that his next picture will be
Scott of the Antarctic" for Britain's

Ealing Studio. Story is based upon
the life of the English explorer.

Part of the picture has already been
shot in Switzerland, Mills said, and
upon his return to Britain he ex-

pects to journey to Norway for loca-

tion filming there. Pic will be
Rank-distributed.
While in New York Mrs. Mills

plans to set a deal for a Broadway
production of her 1945 London suc-

cess, "Duet for Two Hands." Ac-
cording to her husband, Robert Reud
may produce the piece here in the

fall. Play's London version , was
produced by Jack Hylton and Jack
Buchanan in association with the

People's Entertainment Society, Ltd.

Redgrave's Personals Too
Hollywood, July 1.

Michael Redgrave heads to New
York after winding up "Secret Be-
yond the Door" for"" Fritz Lang at

Universal^International and ".Mourn-
ing Becomes Electra" at RKO.
Before sailing for England, the

Rank contract player will spend two
Weeks making a personal appear-
ance tour through Canada for the

J. Arthur Bank organization.

Sawbones Turns Writer,

Scripts Yarn for Par
Hollywood, July 1.

Dr. Ben Saks, Paramount pliysi-

cian, originally , assigned as tech-

nical advisor on the story of Lud-
wig II of Bavaria, turned writer and
completed the script in collaboration
with Aeneas MacKenzie.

Picture, dealing with the mental
aberrations of the mad king, will be
produced -by Robert Fellows

Industry's anti-trust decree, no-w

heading for the U. S. Suprem*
Court, is handled roughly in a de-

:

tailed 13-page analysis published in

the University of Pennsylvania's La-w

Review which flatly predicts that it

will prove unenforceable. "The de*

cree presents problems of enforce-

ment," the article concludes, "for

which no solution has been pro-

vided. It would have been better,

perhaps, had the court merely placed

restrictions upon the illegal prac--

tices- of distribution and exhibition^

permitting the .industry to reorgan><'

,

ize within the law,"

At best, the U of P legalites
'

opined, enforcement would be at the

expense of the exhibitor who has not

been a party to the suit "and on
whom the burden should not fall."

"Moreover," Jt; continues, "court ac-

,

tion is too expensive to afford pro-
tection to those weaker exhibitor*
who will need the protection most."

Taking a page from the arguments
of major defendants, the article

agrees that "the court should not at-

tempt to perform functions which
are legislative or administrative ia
character; they have neither the ma-
chinery nor the time." "Yet the
competitive bidding and clearance
provisions of the decree will re-

quire some sort of supervision if the
decree is to be properly enforced,"
the Review added. For which, it

said, the coujrt had provided no ma-
chinery.

Sizing up the decision further, U of
P Review declares; "The decree of
the statutory, court is not likely to .

provide a permanent solution to the
problems of the industry. It succeeds :

where it prohibits practices that

have resulted in restraint of trade,

and where it untangles the owner-
ship-management .structure at the
top ot the exhibitor level.

"But it retains the basic structure
of the industry and provides a too-

complicated regulative remedy with
no adequate machinery for enforce-
ment. It should not be expected that
the industry can be restored to : a
permanent and self-enforcing com-
petitive basis without granting di-

vestiture, or at the very least a ban
on oross-licensing."

New York Theafres

Ann Sheridan Lew Ayres
Zaehary Scoff
It) Warner Bros. Hit

"THE UNFAITHFUL"
with Eva ArdM

.' ' Directed lj.v Vincent- Sliormah
Fi-oducc() by .lerry Wald

ill I'erson

Vaughn Monro* o^SHeS™

SlSLr'" ""YL DAVIS

BROADWAY -WAKNERiS'
AT 47TH STREET STRAND

JOAN CRAWFORD VAN HEFLIN
III Wariitr tel. Hit

"POSSESSED"
with

Bnymonil AInaaoy • (iernUIIne Brooki
Directed by Curtia Bernhardt
Frodnced bj' Jerry Wnlil

BROADWAY
WARNERS'

A. SI.. »r... HOLLYWOOD

Paggy CUMMINS - Victor MATURE
Ethel BARRYMORE

'MOSS ROSE'
A 20th Century-Vox Picture

PLUS ON STAGE—

OLSENandJOHNSON
ROXYMv.*

.RADIO CITY MUSIC HAll-
Bockefener Center t

Gene Bex/ Georue
TIERNEY • HARRISOIf • SANDERS^

"THE GHOST and Mrs. MUIR";
A '.iOth Century-Fox Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIMEl

coot.

ASTOR
Oberon's 4 for RKO

Hollywood, July 1. -

RKO handed Merle Oberon a four-

picture player contract, starting

with the femme lead in "Berlin Ex-
press."

Picture, dealing with postwar con-
ditions in Europe, will be filmed
late this summer in Germany,

NOlSEN'CAmnCll

DEWIirE'AiilLI
i«>»flEEM«N

ON SCREEN

I
Startt Tliur., July 3

CItudattt Calbtrt

Frsd MacMurray

id

aotty MacDenald'a

ISl'THE EGG and )'

IN PERSON

Luba Molina

Jock E. ttonard

txttal

Wiira Bros.

Plu« OTHERS

PALACE
- fAT WAmU ANNI

O'BRIEN SLEZIK lEFFIEIS
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53MPEAPkRateHighinHoU;

Meek Lyt HobUes U. S. Films

Amsterdam, July 1. :
+

Motion Picture Export Assn., from

Jan. 1 to July 1, released 53 pic-

tures in Holland and all did very

*eH ' at the boxoffice. Ten best

grqssers, released on a countrywide

basis, Wert "Mrs. Miniver," "Re-

becca," "Gaslight," "Spellbound,"

"Going My Way." "Spfing Parade,"

"Sea Hawk," "Mark of Zorro," "Al-

ways In My Heart," "Tarzan's Sec-

ret. Treasure." With the exception of

"Hebecca" and "Spellbound," -which

are released by the distributing-of-

fice "Nederland," all pictures came

from the MPEA.
Estimated that in coming months

pictures like "Caisablanca," "Phan-

tom of the Opera," ."Womag>- in the

window," "Pardkm "My Sarong,"

"Jane Eyre," "Hunchback of Notre

Uame," "Spanish Main," "Lost Week-

end" and "Aloma of the South Seas"

will be money-getters too. Gener-
(illy speaking, boxoffice figures for

American pictures everywhere are

far better than those for European
product, though some British picf

tures and a French, one like "lies

Enfants du Patadis" are grossing
high.

Serious handicap for American
films is the condition that no ex-

. hibitor may show tfaem for more
fiian 28 weeks in a year, the other

24 weeks beia^ reserved for En^fUsh,

French, Scandinavian and oth«
European product. This has, of
course, & noticeable influence on the

fross and the fact that an American
Im is held over means much more

,than it formerly did. Today hold-
' overs are never forced and only are
booked on request of the .exhibi1:or>

iHo rental reductions are given for

holdover weeks.
MPEA will continue its policy of

releasing two pictures every wee&
(about 100 in a year, with 25 in

Technicolor) though the lurinting

and titling of the negatives in Hol-
land with only one lab available is

often a precarious job. About five.,

prints of every picture are circu-

lating in the country. It may be
possible however, that within a
ehoft time the whole release sched-
ule will be changed, and that for

«very European country a quota of
show weeks will be fixed. In this

. case the American pictures would
perhaps get less than 28 weeks.

Scribs Mull Reissues
Hollywood, July 1.

Screen Writers Guild has

called a meeting of the Holly-

wood guilds and unions for July

9, to i>consider the problem of
reissues and their effect on em-
ploymetit
Notice sent by SWG read in

part, "because of current grave
employment situation in the in-

dustry, and' because of the in-

creasing number of reissued

films which provide no addition-

al compensation to members, of

the various crafts a»d guilds

whose skills created the con-

tinuing property -values of the,se

films. Screen Writers Guild
considers it advisable to request

a conference of all employee
guilds to discuss the question of

reissues."

SAG Frodncers

DArgentina Midls
Continued from page 3

SS Continued from page 4 sB

studio is also nixing any agreement

on reissues.

For the feme being, negotiations

will be taken up with American
Federation of . Radio Artists at a

later date. Producers have asked

the actor union for a non-strike

clause in the new--contract but since

the American Federation of Labor
has warned agaiiiist such a clause,

it's not likely to be inserted.

It's understod that members of the

Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers A^sn. are against signing a
contract that applies all conditions

for major as well as small pro-

ducers. The indies are asking for a

different set of terms that would
permit more economical operatiop.

It's believed that they will not sign

unless the Guild recognizes the dif-

ference between ' Vas, major studios

and inches, ;

If IMPPA condition obtains, it

means the signing of a new basic

agreement may be delayed consid-

erably as the new pact must be
signed by both independent and
major groups. Problem to be solved

by both groups in the new agree-

ment is how the Taft-Hartley bill

requirement permitting 30- days be-

fore persons become union mem-
bers, under union shop agreement,
will affect the Guild. Because of

many casuals working briefiy in
films, " law win have adverse effect

on maintenance of Guild member-
ship.

present taxes on the theatre per-
lormances whether it is filled or not,

and regardless of boxoflice receipts."

Commerce report continues that
the Argentine Senate has requested
an anti-monopoly investigation cov-
ering: (1) "prices charged by the
motion pictures theatres and to fix
new maximum prices based on the
prices charged during the period
Aug. 1-15, 1939; (2) commercial
methods of distribution and exhibi-
tion with a view to cleaning up any
monopolistic tendencies; (3) to fully
apply the. municipal laws affecting
advertising films, shorts, slides, etc..

In local theatres; (4) what assistance
and comroereial protection has been
given to national producers; (5) to
study the application of Article 18
of Law No. 12,830, which declares
as public property subject to expro-
priation all foreign or. national mo-

• tion picture productions; (6) to ap-
ply, once the investigation is com-
pleted, the maximum pen&lties pre-
scribed."

.During 1946, according to the
study, 479 pictures were released in
Argentina, of which 33 were local
product, 310 were made in the
IT, S., 17 were British, 24 French, 51
Mexican and: 16 each from Spain
and Russia.

"British productions, of which 17
were released in 1946," comments
the report, "are distributed locally
by United States companies and have
enjoyed phenomenal success. The
first two films presented were of the
currently popular psyohblpgical type
and broke all boxofilce records in
their initial runs in the theatres."
The Spanish pix are described as "of
very poor quality" and getting a
poor reception.

Argentina, according to the Com-
merce Department, has opened 159
*ew theatres since 1944 and its film
|>roduction was up- to 33 last year,
«s contrasted with 22 in 1945.

Spa Niti^rieS
— Continued ftom pace 1 ss

converted into a lush cocktail
lounge, witff leather, banquettes and
deep carpeting. In the east end of

the former bar wall a wide door-
way has been cut leading into a
new bar.

Spot has signed Emil Coleman's
Orchestra and Jon Roberto rhumba
band. Phil Regan is set for final

two weeks of season. Heattline act
for opening two weeks isn't set.

Entirely renovated kitchen will be
presided over by chef-steward Per-
nand Combes, from the Everglades
Club, Palm Beach. Maitre d' hotel
is Eduoard Duthu, of the Sherry-
Netherlands, New . York, and head
waiter will be Pierre Pintard who
has been at the Little Palms, Miami.

Next among the major changes in
the after-dark rendezvous is elimi-
nation of Riley's sunken' dance floor.

Club, to be known as Delmonico's,
will open July 1 with Danny Yates'
orchestra. Harry Richraan comes in
Aug. 4 with a Wally Wanger line
and supporting show.

Another major change will be the
new bar at Arrowhead Inn. In past
years- it has been a small room on
the north side. Workmen are now
engaged in building a new lounge
which wiU extend along tbe south
wall.

Carmen Miranda will open hi»e
for part of August and plas^ are
afoot to book- Jimmy Durante.

Another change of importance is

at Piping Rock where the famihar
drapped walls and ceilings are being
done over. Fuchsia and gold cloth
is being used in the new decor.

'

Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis,
who have been the top lures for
many seasons are scheduled to .re-

turn. ,

Longharr Prospect
Continued from' page 1

a likely good season-^which in it-

self is astonishing, managers, repeat,

due to the times.

Managers don't expect, to see as

many sellouts next 'sfeason as this

year. The ticket buying boom may

even show a recession. There is less

likelihood of bofl houses for the

specialty attractions—^ an "Hour of

Charm" concert, a Sigmund Rpmr

berg tour. But regular concertizing

will be good.

Business done in -the, concert

world roughly approximated $14,-

000,000 this year. Of this amount,

Columbia accounted for about
$5je00,000; NCAC, $3,0P0,000; other

concert managements, $2,000,000; in-

dependents (bookers of combina-

tion short and, longhairs, . like

Spitalnjr, Romberg, Hazel Scott con-

certs), $4,000,000.
,

NCAC admits its percentage dates

fell off a little during this spring.

But it sees no falling off in biz

generally for next season.

Past season was noteworthy for a

few thingSi Season was extraordi-

naiy-for producing three tenors who
drew SRO houses everywhere

—

Ferrueio Tagliavini, Christopher

Lynch, and Richard Tauber (last-

named included because of his re-

turn to U. S. concert stage after

eight years'). All were Columbia
artists, NCAC, on a hunch, put
togethee a male quartet of un-
knowns, called the National Male
Quartet, which it booked for 75

concerts, said found the best re-

peater it's had. With 75 eoncerts al-

ready booked for next year, group
will easily do 100.: '

Columbia picked up a GI singing

group of 35 voices called the Depaur
Infantry Chorus, which it expects to

be its biggest new attraction tiext

iteason. Selling for $1,250, chorus
has already been booked for 120 en-

gagements in an , amazing . booking
for a new unit, -

Wednesday, July 2, 194,%

Fitm Reviews
Continued from page
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HeartachesT
by Kim Gannon and Walter Kent.
Best of these is "Can;t Get That Gal."

Thesping is not particularly outr

standing. •

As the crooner, Farrell contrxbs a
credible portrayal while Miss Ryan
is okay. Norris is so-so as the breezy
news scribe, and Wills is a fair heavy.
Others, headed by Orth, James Seay
and Clhili Williams, are adequate.
Basil Wrangell's direction is inclined

to be somewhat spotty. Film's pro-
duction "values are in keeping ' with
the low budget. Jack Greenhalgh's
camera work is good.

Pioneer tlnsAiee
PKC release of Jewy Thomas Droduotlon.

Stars "Lttsh" Hue, Al "Fuszy" St.

John; feal'uJ*ea .lennlfer Holt. Dtreoted by
Ray Taylor. Screenplay, , Advian Page;
camera, VStn\a Miller; editor, Jlugh Winn.
Tradoshown, N. T., June 25, '47. Running
time,.: 5» M.1NS, , .

Cheyenne i ... ... i, .fc.. .... '*I.aah" T^a Rue
Fuzzy. . .;A.l "Fuazy!* St. .lohn
Betty . ..lennifer Holt
Uiirle Bob. WJlliiun Fawcett
Bill Judd... .Jaok Ingram
Orller . . . .Dee Cooper
.foe .T.iane Brailford
Sherin ...Henry Hall
Al Walters................ Steve DraKe
Jackson ..^.....Bob Woodwanl

1 ,530 Theatres— Continued from page S bB
owned or leased in - conjunction
with indies and other defendants.
Loew's showed 29 houses while
Warner Bros. Is least affected with
25 theatres.

Paramount went to the greatest
length to explain its reasons for

taking no steps to either buy out or
sell to 'partners in situations where
the company owns more than 5%
but less than 95%. Pendency of th>
appeal, which may upset the decree,

was listed as the major reason for
holding back. Par noted that the

court may rule dissolution unneces-
sary. It may also require com-
plete divestiture, company noted,
which would make all negotiations
to buy out partners hazardous and
expensive.

Loew's Stymie
Several other^companies, in effect,

set forth similar grounds for avoid-
ing wholesale action. Loew's related
that in a number of instances com-
pany has found cO'Owners "are re-
luctant to .enter negotiations leading
to a change in their interest until
final determination by the Supreme
Court." Company said it, therefore,
has confined itself to doing consid-
erable work "in the nature of ac-
counting preparation and tax analy-
sis preliminary to formulating plans
for compliance with the decree."

. Warners disclosed the breakup of
pools involved a total of 79 theatres.
Company has moved to take over
lease on Felton theatre, Philadel-
phia, after termination of partly
owned lease. WB has also closed
with RKO to take over the Allen
theatre, Cleveland, in a deal in
which RKO sells out its interest in
the lease. Otherwi.se, discussions
have tak;en place, company says, but
no de.als have been made.

BKO's ,Divestitures
Minor reductions, in theatre hold-

ings as a result of the decree are
listed by RKO. It has sold its 10%
slice of Class A stock of Affiliated
Theatres, Inc., to Arthur Sanford.
Circuit operates six houses in Sioux
City, Iowa. Only other sellout-was
transfer of the Keith's theatre, Cin-
cinnati, to a subsid of City Invest-
ing Co. -RKO owns 15% of the out-
standing stock of United Theatres
Co., former owner of Keith's. Re-
port turned Up fact that- RKO has
broken pools which involved 14 of
its houses and 31 of other operators.

For its purpose, "Pioneer Justice"
serves well. It's a fast-moving,- ac-
tion-crammed filnx which, though
lacking in finesse, will keep the kid-
dies on the edge of their seats.

Scripting, thesping and prodjiction
are strictly on a coin-saving stand-
ard but there's no stinting on the
gunfighting, hoof-beating or knuckle-
scrapting.
Yarn revolves around efforts of
Lash" La Rue and his crusty side-

kick, Al St. John, to track down the
leader of a group of varmints trying
to drive t>ie law-abiding ranchers
out of the far west. Mild suggestion
of romance is injected when Jen-
nifer Holt becomes the gang's target.
La Rue punches, shoots and whip^
lashes straight to the mark and col-

lars a madman who fashions himself
a Napoleon with' spurs on.
La Rue, handling a long whip in

Mark of Zorro style, makes for a
tough-looking, straight-talking cow-
boy hero y/ho should appeal to the
junior-age film fans. St. John is oka.y
as the comedy support although not
given much to do. Miss Holt is a
nice looker and turns in a pleasant
performance. Rest of the cast gri-

mace their way through stocks parts,
— Herm.

tains enough action and skulldug-
gery to prove okay as. a supporting
feature. Production fraining by
Maurice H. Conn obtains okay effect
for small budget.

Henry Wilcoxdn, long absent from
screen, pleases as a Scotland Yard
man in this country to track dowh
crooks responsible for London jewel
robberies. He joins with New York
police to lielp them solve puzzle of
unidentified body found on . beach.
As teamwork puts clUes together,
dead man is revealed as phony
diplomatic courier who smuggled in
gems. Before pieces are wrapped
up, Wilcoxon is generally pushed
around but does the- ctooks in
properly.

Conn did original plot and it is
better than the scripting job by Bar-
bara Worth , and Harry Essex/
Screenplay stumbles over itself in
attempting too mucb talk, but mys-
tery angles carry it along.

Mary Brian shares top spot with
Wilcoxon as airline hostess who aids
detective. She pleases. Douglas
Dumbrille and Virginia Dale make
up heavy team. Douglas Blackley
and Ralph Dunn are standard pair
of film cops. Maxine Semon injects
corny comedy as dumb waitress.
Lensing by James S, Brown, Jr.,
features low key lighting. Editing
could be tighter, ; Brog.

Daneing With Crime
(BRmSH-IHADE)

London, June 25.
Paramount release of Coronet Film pro-

duction. .Stui-s Kk-hard . Attenborough,
Slieila Sim. Barry K. Barnes^ .Directed by
.Tohn Paddy Carstairs. Story by Peter
Fraser; camera, Reginald Wyer. At Pai"-
aniount, Jjondon, June 26, '47. Running
(Ime, «1 SIINS.
Ted Peters Richard Attenborough
Paul Baker .fiarry K. Barnes
Jpy Goodall. i .^j. .Sheila Sim
Dave Robinson. , .......... .Btll Rowbotham
Inspector Cai'ter...,..., ....John Warwick
.Sergeant Murray. , .Garry Marsh
Gregox-y. . . .... ......... .Barry Jones
'I'oni Judy Kelly
Sniffy ....Cyril Chamberlain
Pogson, .. John Salew
Johnny Peter Croft

Second pic of the present gangster
cycle, this is fashioned on formula
lines. Bx-servieemen, one good, one
bad; the inevitable chorus girl, and
the black marketeers, all set in slum
quarters relieved by a palais de
danse. Unlike the U. S. variety, Brit-
ish gangsters don't aspire to pent-
houses.
Peters and Robinson are old Army

pals. Former drives a taxi, latter
lines his pockets with ill-gotten gains.
Asking gangster chief Gregory for
a. larger cut. Robinson gets a bullet
instead, fired by the gangster's aide,
Paul Baker. Unknown to Peters, his
pal dies in his taxi and Scotland
Yard gets to work. But astute as
the detectives may be, Peters and
Joy, his girl friend, are one ahead
of them, and succeed, in doing what
Scotland Yard is unable to do.

Story begins well, but goes to
pieces before the end. It has a good
tempo, but the director telegraphs
his punches too far ahead for shock
or surprise.
Acting is good, but picture would

have gained a, great deal if Richard
Attenborough 'and Bill Rowbotham
had changed roles. Smaller parts are
particularly well flayed, and. atten-
tion has been paid to detail.

I'ic will have to rely a great deal
on word-of-mouth as marquee
strength is moderate, and cockney
accent will be a handicap in most of
the country. Should earn its money
in England, but is doubtful' export to
U. S., even in dual, situations.

.Cane.

Dragnet
Hollywood, July 1.

Screen GuiUl release of Maurio* H. Conn
produ<-lion. Features Henry Wilcoxon,
Alary Brian. Uirecteol by Leslie Goodwins,
."crcenplay, Barb.ira Worth, Harry Essex;
original " Htory. (?onn: camera, James
Etown. .7r- 't'raile.ihown June ao, '47, Run-
ning lime, >! MINS.
Cast; Henry Wilcoson, Mary Brian,

Douglas Dunibrllle, Virginia Dale, Douglas
Blacltlt-y. Tom Fadden, Don Harvey, srax-
iiie Semon, I'aul Ncwljin, Ralph' Dunn, Bert
Conway and Allen Nixon.,

"Dragnef concerns itself with
mternational jewel thieves and coa

New Foreign Films
(Unlifcelvfor Anglo-U. S. Market)

'Ueilelmaton Puu" ("Tree Without
Fruit") (FINNISH). Suomen Filmiteul-
Itauaua production and release. .stars
Helena , Kara, RauM Tuoni^l; features
Mattl Aul09,'llmma Vaaanim, Atno Jjohl-
koskl, Rauba Bentola, Joel Binne, Sail!
Karuna. Directed t>y Unto Koskeja..
Based on novel, by Unto ,Koskela. At,
ilex; Hclsingfors. Running time, U6
MINS.

Best Finnish film in years may
find its market limited by censor
difficulties. Story concerns a mar-
riage made childless by the hussband's
impotence. Wife leaves him for an
affair with a student and eventually
abandons her spouse, choosing to
live only for herself and her child.
It's a sure grosser in Finland, aided
by Hannu Leminen's fine direction.
Chances abroad are dubious.

"Syniiln Jaljet" ("The Ways of Sin")
(FINMrSll). Suomln Ii'ilnUteollisuus iiro-
ductlon and release. Stars Ghedi .(.oenn-
berg, XlevarKarltia Volanen; features
Ilauha Rentcia, Kalju Suonio, Salil Ka-
runa, Yrjoe Tuominen, Tauno Majuri.
.SUri Angerkoakl. Directed by Ttannu
Leminen. Camera, Kalle Peronkoski

;

muelc, Harry Bertrstroe'm. Reviewed in
Helsinetors. :RunnlhK tUne, 100 MINS.

Finnislh film about venereal disease
has a good story and boasts a cast
made up chiefly of femmes. Swedish
version was also produced using .

same actors with a couple of excep-
tions. Picture may find a market in
Scandinavia and has some chances
abroad as well.

"r.ovl8a" (FINNISH). Ruomi Filml
production and , release. Stars Tnuno
Palo, ISmma Vaananert, Kii-sll Hurme:
features Relno Hakala, IJllltka Ilelina.
Tolnl Vartlalnen. Directed by Valepun
Vaala. At Kino Palatsl and Rltai, Hel-»
sincrfors. Running time, 94 MINS.

Fair dramatic Finnish film -with
the usual heavily-sentimental story
found in so many Finnish pix. Tauno
Palo, Finland's top film actor, handles *

his role well as' do other cast mem^- -

bers, despite the inept script. Picture
has meagre b.o. prospects in Scan-
dinavia and chances overseas are
nil.

"Una Mnjor Sin Cabe/n" ("The ITmiil-
less Worien") (ARGENTINE). Argi-n--
tina Son,o Film production and relea.se.
Stars Nini itarsha-ll; feature^ Frnncisoo
Charmiello, Angelina Pagano, Perlita
Mux, Tato de Serra, Pascual Peiliciotta,
Carlos I.aKrotta, Sulma Monies, (.larlos
PerreUl. Directed by Xiuia Cesar Atnii-
dorl. Camera, Alberto Ktchebehere,
Rottue Giacobino; At Cine Ocean, Buenoa:
Aires. Running lime, lOS MINS.

Weak on story, this picture is.

partly saved by Nini Marshall's live-

liness. She still retains her ability

to make audiences laugh, however,
aljsiird the plot. A? ^ gypsy who is

the life and soul of a traveling
circus, Nini has opportunities enough
for getting laughter even though
this film is not one of her best
vehicles. It may do well locally but
chances in the U. S. are nil. Nid.

"Pimeanplrfln Havitys" ("DcA-asin*
tion") (FINNISH). SuortI Fiimi priiiUu'-
tlon and release. Stars Irtoa Seiklttila,

Tauno Palo, Tlrho Sojnmersalmi; ri'atures
Marta Laurent, Aino LohiUoski, Aivl
Tuoml, Unto Salroinen, Pnavo .ninnen.

Relno Valkama, RaUtl Tuomi. Tiir^'t't*'<J

by Ilmari Unho. Based on nowl by
Malia: Talvio. At Kino Palal.si ami n'M<
Helsingfors. Running time, 98 >UNS.

Film version of Maila Talvio s

novel offer little with the exception
of handling silent-screen star Urho
Sommersalmi an opportunity to

make a comeback. Direction hy
Ilmari Unho is good, but the sentir

mental story militates against the

picture's prospects overseas. Domes--,

ticctUyi t>ic may do business.
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Y& R SHAKEUPSSM RADIO ROW
Behind die-Scenes Availabffities

Just as, among the radio performers themselves; there's a star*

gtudded roster of personalities on the "available market," so, too, the

"availability" list among key behind-the-scene production men has

Jseen expanding in recent weeks. Here, for example, are some of the

agency production-programing, braintrusters without affiliation:

Hubbell Robinson, Jr.—rBxited- as. national radio director of Foote,
'

Cone & Belding six weeks "agio'."'
^

Tom Lewls^—Top man in the Young & Rubicam radio setup resigned

.last week.
" Max Wylie^Aiiother key man in the Young & Rubicam radio setup,

who steps out this week. Plans spending part of the summer whip-

ping into shape hi.5 new legit comedy about psychiatry-progressive

education," which MfcA is handling.

Ed DoWns:—Also out of the Y&R production stable, having directed-

"Aldrich Family" and flock of other • agency shows, Going to Coast

find may set up own freelance operation.

Robert Weenolsen—Another Y&R casualty. '
,

Martin Work—Ditto.

Bruce Eells—Ditto.

Taknt Reps Riled at/Chiseling' Of

Clients' Pay by Ad Agencies Lately

Talent agencies and personal reps-*-

of talent are screaming out loud

over what they term the "cheap,

chiseling tactics" of the ad Sgeirxcies.

in shaving down costs for radio per-

tormers: Situation is said to have

reached a point, for example, where

.,: . vocsnsts, who previously com-

. inanded $500 a show are now being

offerfed $175—"and you can take it

or leave it." It's tha1> way right

down the line, complain the talent

reps. •

,

tatter argue that the agencies are

taking advantage of the downward
talent cost trend, but in reality are

laying it on so thick as to invite a

•wholesale exodus of potentially

promising air talent, out of radio into

niterics or other media where the

pay is more commensurate with the

talent's abilities.

Thus it's argued that the ad agen>:

ties are contribuiang toward, the re-

tarding, of talent development. Also,

that it's the explanation why the

talent picture is static, why the

same names "who can't be chiseled

'down crop up again and again, creat-

ing a situation where particularly

In the singing field, there's an in-

creasing doubling of talent into two
or more shows a week.

'

Sandi Vam^
ABC to Head DFS

Radio-Tele Subsid
' Adrian Samish

,
resigned Monday

(80) as veepee in charge of pro-
gramming and television at ABC
network. He moves over, Aug. 18,
to Daneer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency
as pre.sident of its subsidiary opera-
tion. Show Productions, where, in
eflfect, he'll head up all radio and
tele activities for the agency.
As top man of Show Productions,

an agency, adjunct created about six
months- ago to build new programs,
make client presentations, etc.,

famish will undertake to expand
the agency's programming activities,
.particularly in the nighttime field.

Already in fhe No. 1 radio billings
spot among agencies because of its
wiutjple daytime programming.
JJ-U-S agency will seek to compete
prestige-wise with other top agen-
cies m bigtime shows. Samish will
wt»nd the Coast and Chicago op-
erations, as well, and take over, all
leie activities of the agency.

t>uccessor to Samish at ABC is
wiU being muHcd. He'll remain

r» network another three
weeks until Charles (Bud) Barry

M ^"f ^'^^ Coast. It's expect-

be h
^^^^ " successor will

Wanted: Sub-Subs
Radio exec, after getting an

earful of the new hiatus-time
shows on the networks, piped: up:

"Looks like what the replace*
ment shows need are replace-
ment shows."

AFL Struck OutOn

39%Progr9msTo

F^t Labor eai
Radioltes with a B.C. axe to £riiid

via propagandisttc ' programming
have been'^studying the overall effect

of the multiple programs aired in re-

cent weeks by the American Federa-
tion of Labor aimed at arousing pub-
lic sentiment against the Taft-Hart-
ley Bill. And the general consensus
is that whatever the answer in

achieving a proper integration of
propaganda and entertainment in.

bigtime radio programming, the
AFL missed the goal by a wide
mark,

AFL, through the various' show
biz unions, utilized the soap opera
technique as well as major nighttime
variety all-star showcasing, spend-
ing a total of $392,000, on ABC and
Mutual (former web got most of it).

AH but $75,000 went into purchase of

(Continued on page 35)

BiSTIC CUTS CUE Mfe Emergence as Tough Industry

Spokesman Cues Feeling NAB Can

Bind Nets Together as Working ForceNo. 1 topic of discussion in the
trade is "the veritable parade of

exits at Young & Rubicam in, the
past couple of weeks. It adds up to

one of the most drastic overhaulings
in recent agency annals. The suc-
cession of bowouts was not unex-
pected, coming on the heels of wee.ks
of tension and anxiety following
Y & R's drastic loss in billings and
tumblihg frorn. its one-time lofty

perch, as preeminent among Agencies
•in radio. . ;

.

• /

Resignations at the. agency, topped
off by that of Tom Lewis, No. 1.

roan in the radio dept., came at an
accelerated pace last week, with

Y & R's Exit List
Tom Lewis ;

Max Wylie
Robert Weenolsen -

Hobe Morrison
Kleanor Kilgallen
Ed Downs >

Martin Work '

Bruce Eells

some of the key behind-the-scenes
production men getting their release.

The.se included Max Wylie, pro-
gram manager in the radio dept., and
Robert Weenolsen, in the New York
production dept. Eleanor Kilgallen,

Y&R casting director, also joins the
exit parade (She joins her sister;

columnist Dorothy Kilgallen, super-
vising latter's upcoming ABC com-
mentary show.) Axe spread to the
Coast as well, with Bruce Eells, pro-

ducer and supervisor, and Martin
Work, who operated under Lewis,
also bowing out. Previously in N. Y.
Ed ' Downs, director-producer, was
axed and Hobe Morrison, in the tal-

ent dept., turned in his resignation,

though latter move was voluntary.
Mary Harris is being brought in

from the Coast office to take over
Morrison's post, with latter return-
ing to editorial staff of Variett.

Flock of additional bowouts are
reported as imminent in the agency's
radio overhaul, with reports that
Harry Ackerman, veepee in charge
of N. Y. production, -hais submitted
his resignation to Sigurd I^armon,
agency prexy. Ackerman d^es he's

quitting, but it's recalled uiat Lar-
mon vehemently denied that Lewis
was exiting the agency when dis-

closed in "Varietv a few weeks back.
Meanwhile, there have been un-
confirmed rumors making the rounds

(Continued on page 36)

The Foursome Gets 'Em
NBC's . Oddity' of the We*: .

Greatest demand for cuffo N. Y.
studio tickets in the past few
weeks has not been for the Fi-ed

Allen show, or the other big-

time comedy productions, butr--

and you'll have to take the word
of the NBC press dept. for it—
the First Piano Quartet pro-
grams on Sunday night at 10:30.

: Large chamber music follow-

ing in Manhattan figures, why
pay $2.75 for a Town Hall con-

cent when you can get a top^

notch group's recital for free?

Program is temporarily
berthed pending preem of the
Eddie Dowling "Big Break"
show.

-•f Enthusiasm engendered within th»
industry over the leadership asserted
by NAB prexy Justin Miller whea
latter was summoned before tha
Senate sub-committee hearing tes-

timony on the White radio bill has
significant overtones. In fact, ther«

;

an far-reaching implications in th«
new-found - confidence ' and expres-
sions of lloyalty directed at Miller
from all segments of the industry,

thus backing up the conviction of
the four networic presidents that at
last the NAB has come into its own
with solid leadership.

What it amounts to is a CBS-NBC?
.;

Irma Points Up

Tim^&-Talent

Sales Concept
CBS' sale of its house-built "My

Friend Irma" show to Lever Bros,

via Young & Rubicam, as replace-
ment for Joan Davis in the Monday
night 8:30 period, is seen as the
clincher, in the determination of the

networks, to- reshape its sale tech-

nique so that it will realize a profit

not only from sale of time (as has.

been the custom up to now) but
from shows as well. That makes
two in a row for CBS, via the Y & R
route, the agency recently having
also purchased the web's Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scout show for the
same client's Lipton Tea account.

"Irma" was sold to Levers for a
reported $6,250 a week and, as in

the casfe of Talent Scouts, enables
the web to pocket a profit on the
show itself, in addition to the ap-
proximate $10,000 weekly for air

time. Furthermore, it gives the net-
work control qyer the two packages
rather than the agency,' preventing
any possible switchover to other
networks (a factor which hurt CBS
considerably, talent-wise, in recent
months), with CBS now having final

say on the showsi .

Date Saarl

whl^^ P'^'c'als may be wondering

canL^r " ^^tecs have been

NAR ""^ "leir reservations for the

Atlf,,.-""^'''^
convention this fall in

Atlantic City.

(Senfifi^'J^'y-
^ates for the meet

-ASidayr'"'*"***'''*^^^-

OUTNEXTWEEK
THE 1947-48

RADIO and TELEVISION

REVIEW and PREVIEW
An important special edition

with special editorial features that

analyze the past and blueprint

the future of Radio and Television

Sez Which?
Printers Ink issue ot June 27

did a fast double-take on the

White Bill hearings in Washing-
ton that left broadcasters some-
what bewildered.
On page 16, the mag, speaking of
NAB prexy Justin Miller's testi-

mony before the Senate subcom-
mittee, referred to broadcasters

being "embarrassed 'and cha-

grined" and not a bit happy over
the maimer in which Miller sipt

forth the industry's case.

On page 94 Miller's testimony
is described as being so effective

as to heal intra-industry wounds
and restore faith of the broad-
casters.

restoration of faith in the industry

association, following on the heels of
the two major networlw divorcing
themselves from active membership
in the NAB to that of an associate

status. It!s a far cry from the
NAB-network schism that existed

only a few months, back which had
the effect of splitting the industry.

For it's no secret that within the
NBC and CBS camp, from Frank
Stanton and Niles Trammel down,
there- was the unmistakable convic-

tion that the NAB lacked the viril-

ity and aggressive approach deemed
essential to industry growth, that

there was a need for more courage

on the part of Miller and his asso-

ciates.

Subsequent testimonials from
Stanton, Trammell, and other indus-

try leaders in the wake ot Miller'i

showing vbefore the Senate commit-
tee, apparently, has erased these

feelings. Acknowledgments of

Stanton's tribute are already pour-
(Contmued on page 38)

Morris-MCA Split

Jolscii4[raft \%
Pacting of Al Jolson by Kraft for

next fall's Music Hall show on NBC
has resolved itself into a split com-
mission deal between William Mor-
ris and MCA, with the Morris boys

;

reportedly doing a fast bum. Talent
agencies split up the 10% commis-
sion on Jolson's $7,500 a week, al-

though the Morri."! office, which cur-
rently has the singer imder an eK-
clusive, felt it was entitled to the
full 10%.

It appears that a year ago, when
Kraft and Jolson were talking a
possible deal, the singer had then
been pitched up to Kraft by MCA.
Thus latter maintained that they,

! not the Morris agency, actually
brought the JolsonrKraft combo to-

gether., ,.

P&6 Turns Deaf Ear

ToMHtual'sW
Mutual's efforts to negotiate a deal

with Procter & Gamble, on the sale
of the web's "Leave It To the Girls" '

hit a dead end last week," with P A G
turning down the show after hearing
several auditioned platters.

Program had been revamped
I
from a half-hour once^weekly airer

I

into a five-times-a-weck IS-minute

I
program.
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Commercials Still No. 1 Peeve In

Typical U.S.A. Town Radio Survey

If Bloomington, ind.. is a typi,cal-f

tr.S.A. town, the broadcast industry

ilow has. a completely ,
detailed lab-

oratory analysis of the listening

tastes and habits of the*Anierican

people. Job was performed for

them by the radio department of

Indiana Univ. which conducted

three separate intensive surveys

running from January tp June of

this year. Thoroughness of the sur-

vey's coverage is indicated by fact

that more than 5,000 calls were com-

pleted irr the town, which . has

as-.OOO: population.

Initial puzzler for the industrx to

chew over was the fact that*

although 98.7% of all city homes
with phones had radios, only 32.9%

of all home radios were on while

the surveys \jrere made. Specially
' low figure, for this area is partially

accounted for by this town's not

having any station with primary

coverage of the area, resulting ,
in

generally poor reception. However,
within a radius of 100 miles are lo-

cated such big stations as 501cw

WLW, Cincinnati; 50 kw WHAS,
Louisville, and 5kw WIBC, WFEIM
and WISH, Indianapolis.

Analysis of favorite programs of

listeners in various walks of life,

..which were broken into 132 occupa-

. tion categories, revealed no sharp

differences in taste between the top

and bottom of the social scales Fa-

vorite programs' were "Date With
Judy," "Telephone Hour," Burns
and Allen and "The Hit Parade"

type. Studehts from the 'university

campus also fell into the general

pattern of radio tastes, selecting as

their favorites .Fred Allen, Philliar-

monic Symphony, "Lux Radio The-
atre" and • Red Skelton.

To the question, "Do you enjoy
' daytime serial programs?" the same
answers also cut across the market-

' place and campus. Only 205 stu-

dents answered yes .to 2,087 noes,

while the ratio among tlie towns-
people was 861 in favor to 1,344

against. Most frequently requested

types of program were comedy, pop-
ular music and drama.

Significant to public service pro-
grams was fact that whereas 797

students and ^534 townspeople re-

quested more comedy ttrograms, only

a handful from bbth categories, put
in a bid for more world affairs pro-
grams, public forums or book re-'

views. , V .

Listener gripes were reflected in

the answer to the question, "What
do you object to most about radio?"
Most objections were recorded
against commercials, with approxi-
mately 1,600 answers listing them as
theirt ttumber one peeve. Other
squawks covered such program mat-
ter as hillbilly airers, bad announ-
cers, ' serials, quizzes, beer adver
tising and request programs. How
'ever, 598 townspeople were record-

ed as having no objections to radio
programming.

According to the university radio
department's summation, the follow,

ing general ideas emerged from the
survey: "The average listener

doesn't know a great deal about
radio and doesn't want to be in

formed or educated by it. He is not
interested in the' rest of the world.

Serials are most important to shut-

ins and peppie who are alohe a great
deal. Some listeners appeared wor-

" ried about the bad influence of crime
drama on young people."

The- university survey is con-
ducted each semester' as part of the
student's education in radio ot>era>

• tions. -

Les Joy to Manage WDAS
Philadelphia, July 1.

Leslie W. Joy, former general

manager of K'ifW, has been named
general manager, of WDAS, it was
announced Monday (30) by William

Goldman, prexy of WDAS Broad-
casting Corp.
Joy has been in radio since 1923.

He came to KYW in 1935, repre-

senting NBC, and became general

manager in 1936.

Romberg, Paar

Top Summer Fare
Of the summer commercial re-

placement ^hows that got in under

the wire to pick up a rating on the

Jime 30 Hooper report,- not a single

one hit the Top 15 list, The Sig-

mund Romberg Tue'£a:ay night show
as the Raleigh replacement for Red
Skelton has thus far snared the top

rating. In 24th place in the Hooper
Poeketpiece, it has a 9.1 tally (high-

est rating for 'the period, is Lux
Radio Theatre with 16.7.),

The Jack Paar replacement .sKow

for Jack Benny is No.'2. It's pocket-

piece position is 34, with an 8.4

rating.

Scoreoard shows the others in fol-

lowing order of rank: Alec Temple-
ton in 57th place , with 6.8; "Lawyer
Tucker" in 62d place with a -6.6;

"Rogue's Gallery" in 65th place with

Si 6.4; Frances Langford-Carmen
Dragon in 69th place with 6.3; Sum-
merfield Concerts in 7Bth place with
5,8; Jack Smith's Sunday night P &
G fiUin show in 79th place with 5,7;

"Arthur's Place"- in 92d place with
4,8; Meredith Willson in 97th place

with :4.5; "Silver theatre" in 99th
place with 4.3; "Rhapsody in

Rhythm" in l07th. place with 4.1.

Ra£o Takes Back Seat asfemme

Gubbrs Flock to Fashion Shtiw

Announcer 14 Two Other Guys

BILL JONES
Besides his announcing chores,

Bill emcees two KLZ showsJ and
takes character parts in KLZ dra-

matic productions.

KU2, riewveR.

Chi'Report'To

LiftLidOn

Juve Hoodlums

on
Kermit-Raymohd Co. has pacted

for a "John J. Anthony Show" on
transcriptions, with same format as

the veteran personal problem show
aired for years for Carter Pills, An.
Ihony will be the moderator, with
Ray Green, of KR, as producer.
Deal was set through AfeS. Lyons,
Anthony's agents.

Open-end; transcriptions will be
IS-minute shows, on a flv6-a-week
basis. Green plans starting with

; 260, and will begin recording next
week. It's a Tlew type show for KR,
and al.so believed new for the tran
scription industry. Show will also

have a new switch in. being localized

occasionally, with Anthony visiting

various markets where show is being
aired for local interviewing, witli

room left for a write-in on the

JONES REJOINING CBS

FOLD AS WCCO GEN. MGR.
Merle Jones, who iff"1944 resigned

as general manager of the CBS-
owned and operated KI^OX in St.

Louis to take .over operation of

WOL in Washington as a veepee for'

the Cowles Bros., has returned to

the CBS fold. He has moved in

as gen. mgr. of WCCO, the CBS
station in Minneapolis, appointment
being made last Friday (27) after

weeks of huddling with Howard
S. Meighan, CBS v'eepfee in charge
of station administration.
Jones quit his WOL post a few

weeks back. He succeeds A. E.

Joscelyn, who left WCCO two
months ago to become a veepee in

charge of sales for the Northwest
Linseed Co.

D. H. Long to WMOB
Mobile, July 1.

Chicago, July 1.

WBBM, local CBS outlet, blew the
lid off juvenile delinquency here
Monday (30) at press preview of its

new public service show, "Report
Uncensored," which rends local po-
litical paternalism and misconduct
rampant In state institutions for

young criminals. Half-hour show,
first really effective use of radio
locally to help public wash out its

dirty linen, goes on the air July 7

in evening slot vacated by Lux
Theatre for its summer hiatus. Ma-
terial is expose based on tape re-

cordings gleaned from unsupervised
interviews in state reformatories
and penal institutions.

Payoff is that programs will bite

the hands of polticians who helped
station get interviews without sup-
ervision or censorship. Don Kelly
of WBBM sold authorities, who still

don't know hoiA^ hot material is, bill

of goods that juvenile delinquents

would react to questioning much
more freely if no officials were
present. They did, and all 13 plat--

ters were completed before show
was put on the air.

Probably most difficult items for

politicians to reconcile with the
public when the . show gets on the

air will be case, of of St. Charles
Reformatory where payroll padding'
of 600 employees to supervise 300

youngsters is exposed. State figures

show that seven out of 10 St. Charles
inmates eventually return to state

institution after discharge.

Show' was previewed by National
Conference of Juvenile Court Judges
who are unanimous in their approval
of approach to problem. Another
preview before show- hits the air

is skedded for City Council, Board
of Education and civic leaders here,

all vitally interested since 56% of

all crime committed here is per-
petrated by youngsters urtder 18

years of age.

Deal has complete endorsement of

Chicago Bar Assn., which will set

up panel of judges and lawyers who
will give free legal advice to par

British Techiiique
Usually when an air personality

lands a guestar for his show he has

difficulty getting him to rehearsal.

That's why Fred Allen practically

couldn't believe his ears when.James
Mason, who helped Allen ring down
the season's Alley curtain last Sun-

day (29), almost yleaded for permis-

sion to sit in as a spectator: on the

previous Sunday's bi^adeast', so he

could "kinda get the feel of the

thing."

FCC Wont Upset

N.Y. Area Grants
Washington, July 1.

'

Though several of the dozen re-

jected bidders for FM sifts in the

New York City area put up a strong

fight at FCC oral argument here last

Friday (27), prospects are that Com-
mission will not upset proposed
grants t<> "WMCA; • WJZ; Unity
Broadcasting Corp., N. Y. Daily

News, and WPAT, Paterson, N. J.

Daily News -ran into most opposi-

tion both. from the American Jewish
Congress and FCC Commissioners
Clifford J. Durr and .Rosel Hyde
When Percy Russell, counsel for the

News, said FCC had no authority to

look at a newspaper's editorial con-

tent in passing on a station bid, both
Commissioners wanted to know if

newspapers were to be the only
radio applicants who weren't to be
measured by their past performance,

Durr couldn't see why a news-
paper's past policies should be ex-

empt while the Commission has

customarily considered the fact that

a manufacturer, bidding for a sta-

tion, may have consistently misr.

branded his goods or been hauled
before ' government agencies for

"anti-social", acts.

Hyde asked Russell: "Is it your
position that a newspaper should be
exempt from examinatioti as to

character when they apply for a

license? How else can you examine
anybody as. to. character without
taking into consideration what they

say and what they write?" :

D.urr got Russell to admit that FCC
had a right to deny a license to a
man who incited a mob to riot or

lynching through a street'corner

speech. Russell wouldn't admit that

if a newspaper wrote an article urg-
ing the same action, its story could

be considered as indicative of charr
acter.

D. H. Long, former manager of

WLW's Chicago sales office, has
been appointed manager of WMOB
of Mobile.

Long succeeds Archie S. Grinalds.

who resigned to enter the lumber I ents and children in all cases" in-

business in Macon. 'volving juvenile crime.

Top 15 and the Opposition
For the second successive time, CBS' "Lux Radio Theatre" and

Screen Guild Players are-in the No, 1 and 2 positions in the Hooper
Top 15 sweepstakes.

'With the hot months bringing a considerable listener dropoff, a 10

rating today means a coveted spot in the charmed 15 circle; Only
tfiree shows in competition with the Top 15 managed to crash through
with an 8.0 or better in the June 30 report.-

PROGRAIM
Lux Radio Theatre.:..... 16.7

Screen Guild Players . . . , ..16.0

Mr. D. A ;..'I4,2

Walter Winchell 14.0

Fibber & Molly 13.6

Bing Crosby 13.6

Duffy's Tavern v 12.4

'

Fred Allen 12,1

Hit Parade . ............. 12.0

Fat Man . 10.6

This Is Your FBI 10.5

FBI In Peace-War 10.3

Can You Top This ICS-

Take It-Leave It 10,3

Life of Riley » . . , , 10,0

Total

Network
OPPOSITION Competition

,

: .1,0,5

...... 9.7
' 11.0

ie.5

10.9

]5\6

, \\.\

8,7 Crime Doctor ... . ,, .... 13.3

, 9-3

. . 11.4-

12.3

12.1

8.9 Murder^Mr. Malone ...... 14.6

8.1 Theatre Guild 16.3

t I
. / i ) I ( ;<.j: .: I r I • -

. / .

STAUFFER IN CHECKOUT

AS SSC&B PARTNER?
There have been recurrent reports

in the trade that Don Stauffer is

checking out of the Sullivan, Stauf-

fer, Colwell & Bayles agency, which
he and his ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan col-

leagues formed a year ago. Agency
since has spiralled its billings above
$6,000,000.

Similarly it's reported that Stauf-

fer has been talking with Emerson
Foote on the possibility of his move-
over to Foote, -Cone & Belding to

head up radio operations; That's

the post last held by Hubbell Rob-
inson, Jr.

,
Report comes as a surprise to

many, in view of Stauflfer's calibre

a.s a key agency man, not only in

his SSC&B partnership, but in his

longtime R & R association.

Survey being made by a top in-

dustrial relations, outfit as to merits
of radio people as the preliminary
move to a top agency installing new
radio execs, incidentally, is linked to

Foote, Cone & Belding. .

larquee' Left High

And Dry by Shampoo
; Rayve Shampoo last week sent in
a cancellation to NBC on ..."Grand

Marquee,'' the web-built .show which
the company has been sponsoring in

the Thursday 7:30-8 period.
Show is slated to go o'ff July 17,

but negotiation.s rmay be operjed up
aKain, wfh the .shampoo outfit cur-

rently studying its budget to - de-

termine if it can give "Marquee" an-

other network whirl.

Show originates from Chicago.

4* If radio is in a sad state^ as s«v^-
eral of their speakers minced no
words in declaring, it's not so seri-

ous a concern to the good ladies of

the General Federation of Women's
Clubs that they can miss a fashion .

show in order to discuss what's to
'

be done about it—or hear the broad-
'

casters' side.
;

This they indicated, to -the con-

siderable embarrassment of several
participants in a GF'WC convention
symposium on radio . last Friday
(27) in New York, when novelist p

Fannie Hurst was halted in the mid-
die of a speech and a panel dis-
cussion on "The Responsibility of
the Listener'';;was summarily called i

off so that the womeii could attend
a style .show (which, incidentally,

'

was staged by a commercial firm for
sweet publicity's sake)

.

Among femme reps of the Indus-, i

try who left the gaiherlng Without
having had a chance to utter a word
of defense • for broadcasting was
Frances XParmer Tyilder, CBS con-
sultant on daytime programming;
and new prexy of the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters.

Start of the after-f.luncheon sym-
posium had been delayed by the
federation's sudden decision to re-
verse its two-day-old stand against
admitting 400,000 displaced persons
to the U. S. Radio session finally got
under way with Mrs. Clyde E.

Bickel, state radio chairman of the
Michigan federation, declaring ra-r ,

dio "is falling short in the fight for
;

peace." .

-,

"It's not a question of getting
,

things off the air," said Mrs. Bickel,
"but of getting things on the air.

I'm not going to say let us take off

'

daytime serials, but let's use them ,

to carry the worthwhile message of
brotherly love. It can be done.^
There should be "far better' cover-
age of UN," , she felt; also of
UNESCO. And th6 "Voice of Amer-
ica" broadcasts certainly should be
continued." '

-

Mrs. Dorothy Dunbar Bromley,'
Sunday's woman's page editor of
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, asserted
"women listeners are pushovers" for
low-grade daytime programming.
"If they'd all turn off their dials with
a click

- that could be heard from
coast to coast, the hucksters would
go out and buy some firstrate tal-^

ent," she declared. "Radio's first fear
is of letting you know you're as old
and mature as' you are. It's keyed
to the 14-year-old mind. Why should
radio be so timorous about tackling
prejudices? Subjects like divorce
and birth control."

Only spokesman for the industry,

as it turned out,: was Grace M. John-
sen, head of ABC's continuity ac-
ceptance department, who deliverecf .

a prepared address following Mrs,
Bickel's opener and took no occa-
sion to answer the letter's criticisms.

Miss Johnsen confined herself main-
ly to an explanation of broadcasting
standards and radio's safeguards
against false advertising and objec-
tionable programming. "Discriminat-
ing listeners can find something of

interest at any time by a twist of
the dial," she contended.

Radio's 'SeM-Ceiebration'

Miss Hurst, in a reprise of the bit-^

ing criticisms she tossed at the Ra-
dio Kxeeutives Club of N. Y. earlier

this year, berated
,
soap operas and

singing commercials, declared "ra- •

dio feels so radiant about itself . v .

but I don't see why the consuming
public should have to^share in ra-

dio's self-celebration." Nevertheless,

she
.
paid respects to the untiring ef-

forts of women broadcasters to bring .

about improvements in program-
ming.

Authoress, hojvaver, was just get-

,ting up steani when Mrs. Luella S.

LauOin, co-chairman of the GFWC
radio committee interrupted her,

profusely apologizing that she was
"under orders'' from higher up to

halt the session in favor of the style

sbow. Murmurs of protest from somS
of the 100-odd delegates present were
unavailing. Miss Hurst shrugged,

smiled embarrassedly and took her

seat. Mrs. Laudin announced tiiat

anyone interested in the comments
that were to have been made by four

state radio chairmen in the panel dis'

oussion, over which Mrs. George
Fielding Eliot was to have presided,

could leave their names at the info

desk outside and copies would be

mailed them.v .

Thereupon the ladies went fashion

looking.
, . , ,

,
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NEW EVIDENCE MAY BEACH JONES
PEIRSOII CHARGES EAer Way J- Stern Can't Lose In

BLflGK LEGION TIE
^^^^^^^^^iWThe Call of the Wfld Boom-Boom

Advertising agency delegation walked into NBC sales dept; last

week, said they needted a bass drum immediately for the commercial

on their client's show on the Coast and what could the network do

for them? Check was made around New York but of those available

none suited them. Finally, they brought down the 36-lnch bass drum
used in the NBC Sunday symph concerts and the agency boys prac*

tically did handsprings over the tone. "Just what we need," they In-

formed the network execs. "We'd like your okay to fly it to the

Coast . immediately,"

So the sales boys and the agency delegation went into a huddle

with NBC programming execs. Latter expressed reluctance over

parting with it, and suggested that the sales dept. start out on another

W. Y. expedition to find one just as suitable. Several hours' search,

• however, proved fruitless. Someone recalled that they sold good bass

drums in Chicago. So a call was put in to the Ghi sales dept. of the

web, with instructions to dig up a 3fl-inch bass drurn. Call came back

some time later that none could be had.

Another huddle with the NBC programming dept., which finally

relented, and agreed to let them fly the drum to the Coast , to do the

commercial—but for one week only.

P. S. Several hours later whole thing was called oflf. Someone had
dug up a bass drum on the Coast and it was agreed it would adequate-

ly serve the purpose.

Blue Book Test Seen Emerging

From FCC ActiononWADCVs.W(;AR
Washington, July 1.

•

FCC moved today (Tues.) toward

what was looked on as a sure court

test of its so-called Blue Book and
the Government's authority over a

radio station's programming plans.

Commission denied Allen Sim-
mons, of WADC, Akron, the right to

a rehearing , on an earlier ECC de-

cision .giving his competition,

WGAH of Cleveland, . a boost in

power to 50 kw on the 1220 kc chan-
nel. The' commission had denied

Simmons' bid for the same facilities

IjecauSe WADC proposed to carry
nothing but CBS network programs,
beginning at 8 a.m., throughout the
broadcast day.

FCC said that this represented
"an abdication of the licensee's re-

sponsibility" and overlooked the
needs, of 16cal listeners for local

programs. The commission conclud-
ed that a station could not merely
be a "spigot for network programs"
and still operate in the publiB in-
terest.

Paul Segal, attorney for Simmons,
said the case will be immediately
appealed to the U. S.' District Court

• of Appeals for the District of Co-
lumbia, "as a clear test of the FCC's
authority over programs.'' Segal
took. the position that the commis-
sion was engaging in illegal cen-
sorship by considering a station's
future programs.
To this, the commission replied

that the view that the FCC is lim-
ited to technical considerations in
licensing

' stations* was specifically
repudiated in the Supreme Court's
decision upholding the FCC's chain
broadcasting regulations.

Alex Dreier Seen Pew's

Choice for Sunoco Spot
Decision will probably be forth-

cominff'later this week from Sun Oil

Co. hdqs. on the successor to Lowell
Thomas to fill the 6:45-7 p.m. cross-

the-board spot on NBC. Thomas
moves over to CBS in September for

Procter.& Gamble. Joseph N. Pew,
the Sunco boss, is said to favor Alex
Dreier JEor the 15-miriute news job.

Dreier, who already has a midwest
news, commercial out of Chicago for

Skelly Oil, has been tested by NBC,
along with three other candidates

for the lucrative Sunco spot, during
tlie past three months. Others are

George Carson Putnam, Ken Bang^
hart and Peter Grant, with each of

the four given regional outlets.

Washington Julyl.

Strong possibility now exists that
the White House will ' withdraw the
nomination, or the Senati balk at

confirmation of Rep, Robert F.

Jones (R., Ohio) to the FCC unless
the Congressman clears himself of
serious charges made .here over the
weekend by commentator Drew
Pearson. A Senate Interstate Com-
merce subcommittee holds a second
hearing here Thursday (3) on the
charges,

In the space: of 48 hours Pearson
released' two sensational affidavits

by members o£ the notorious Black
Legion, midwest offspring of the Ku
Klux Klan, allegedly confirming
Jones' membership. In defense of
Jones, liLs supporters point out that
both affidavits are from men he
prosecuted as Lima, O,;; district at-
torney.

In his Sunday night broadcast
over ABC. Pearson read over the
air affidavit obtained Saturday (28),

from Glenn E. Webb, one of the
initiation crew of the Legion.

Affidavit declared: "I, Glenn E.

Webb, swear on oath that I initiated

Robert F. Jones into the Black Le-
gion on the Tapscott farm east of
Lima, O. Jones kneeled before me
where I could see him face to "lace,

with a gun at his back, according to

the ritual; as .he accepted the oath of

'Top This' Swilcliing Day

But Colgate Holding Up

On Other Changes Pro Tem
While Colgate plans doing nothing

anal in connection with its reshuf-
nmg of NBC programs until it makes
a decjsion on whether Kay Kyser
returns in the,.fa)!, present plans are
to move "Can You Top This?" into
the Friday 8:30 p.m. period, "Top
J^ms is currently bra[cketed with

^olgate's Judy Canova show on
Saturday night.
Friday night becomes vacant fol-

lowmg switch made with Rexall
whet-eby Kyser vacates the Wednes-
aay I0:30 time, with Jimmy Durante
Soing mto the slot in the fall. The
achnoz was originally down for the
Friday time. .

v
.

Kyser arrived in New York Mon-
aay (ao) for agency huddles. His
contract runs through the rest of tlie
year, but there's some doubt about
Show returning in the fall.

WCCO's Editorial Kudos
Minneapolis, July 1

WCCO program. "Neither

'Show Business

Seeks Emcee
CBS has commissioned Irving

iVIansfield, who currently produces
the "Ai-thur Godfrey Talent Scouts"
show, to whip together a half-hour
program he's conceived, titled "This

Is Show Business," aimed at devel-
opment of new talent. Present dif-

ficulty is finding a "name" emcee
with long showbiz background who,
in the opinion of the netwoi"k would
typify a "l\Ir. Show Business." Web
is ready to plunk down a sizable

chunk of coin for a big-time pro-
duction.

Show will invite panel of experts,

including top legit , producers, ' or-

chestra leaders, etc.j to hear talent

that had parked in their outer of-

fices and were given a brushoff.

After bearing talent, emcee would
lead discussion as to potentialities

of performers, with definite com-
mitments to be lined, up for those
rating it,. Man-sfield will produce;:

NBC Relaxes Song Ban

When JWT'sReber Balks

At Repeated Change Bids
John Reber, radio head of J. 'Wal-

ter Thompson, has been, squawking
to NBC over the repeated requests
being made by the web's music dept.

for changes in the Alec Templetpn
Sunday night (at 8) Standard
Brands show.
Network has a policy which for-

bids singers' from spotting the same
tunes within a two-hour program-
ming bracket. Seems that "IWan-

hattan lUerry-Go-Round" (at 9). has
been first in submitting its scripts to

the web music dept., and when J.

Walter Thompson delivers the Tem

J
Equal," backed by eight pleton script the duplication in vocal

aim "i^
""-'^^'^^''O^s and num'bers invariably brings a re-

try h
""^"^'^^ religious bigo- ocated nix.

tho'n!??^
editorial praise from NBC resolved it by relaxing the

«»e iVimneapoUs Times. ban. ' '

'

Denny's Truman Burn
Washington, July 1.

President Truman's headaches
over FCC appointments may be
only starting, according to re-

liable sources here. For FCC
Chairman Charles 'R. Denny,
conceded to be one of the most
able chairmen ever to head the
Commi-ssion, may not take the
White House .slap-in-the-face

lying down. It was reported that

Denny may leave the Commis-
sion now vfell in advance o the
'48 elections, and possibly be-
fore the end of the year.

The White House notified the
FCC Chairman of the switch on
Wakefield's appointment only
after the fact and denied Denny
a personal hearing on the mat-
ter.'

Itjhe FCC chairmaaship be-
comes vacant while Truman is

still in the White House Leonard
Reinsch would be given the
right of first refusal, it is gen-
erally understood.

obligation. This ceremony took place
arouiid 1935." It was sworn to be-
fore Leon N, Stohe, notary public,

June 28, Lima.
Pearson challenged the appoint-

ment of such men to "the vital Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
where they will be guardians over
free speech" On the air, the tele-

phone and telegraph.

Meanwhile, Senate and White
House offices are reported in receipt

Of scores of protests from liberal

groups,
,

including the
;
Progressiye

Citizens of America and Americans
for Democratic Action, on the Jones
appointment.
Jones categorically denied the

Pearson charges under oath before

a Senate Interstate Gornmerce sub-,

committee here last Friday . (27) but
has not issued any statement follow-

ing Pearson's release of the affi-

davits and his fiery attack on his

Sunday, broadcast.

Meanwhile, it is no secret among
White House reporters that Presi-

dent, Truman is touchy, as a boil

over the Jones fracas. Asiced for

an explanation of his sudden change
of heart on reappointment of. FCC
member Ray C. Wakefield last week,
the Pre.'sident rapped out angrily

"No comment" and glared at his in-

terrogator. . Democratic Committee-
men are also reported hard at work
iri effort: to; get Truman off the spot.

It was believed that the GOP
leadership will "make haste slowly"

unless Jones succeeds in the difficult,

job of "negative, proof—that is, that

he i.s not or never was a member
of the Legion. For example. Presi-

dential hopeful Sen. Robert Ta't of

OhiOj who: endorsed the Jones' ap-

(Continued on page 38)

Probe of FCC on Tap

ItTs. been learned from reliable

:

sources here that J. D. Mat-
thews, general counsel of the
Dies Committee, is currently In-

volved in a behind-the-scenes
opcnition which Is expected to

lead to a sweeping' Investigation

of the FCC under aegis of the
House of Representatives.:

It's strictly a hush-hush mat-
ter.

O'Dwyer SM-Otf

On Kadio lisuson

Riies News Heads
There's a difference of opinion

among various news editors of New
York stations as to whether, present
administration at City Hall is suf-

ficiently radio-conscious Or not.

Feeling, however, was strong enough
a couple, months ago for editor-s to

meet in a group to discuss some
closer liaison with City Hall. : Let-
ter asking Mayor O'Dwyer for a
get-together was dispatched in April;

a reply from the Mayor'.s press sec-

retary William Donahue in acknowl-
edgment was received in May—and
the editors and the Mayor haven't-

met yet. / ,

April meeting was attended by
editors from tlie four flagsliips,

WNBC, WJZ, WCBS and WOR, and
from indies WMCA, WINS, WOV,
WLIB and WQXR. Meeting appointed
a committee which wrote the Mayor
for an interview. Feeling was to

have the Mayor get to know the
news editors of the stations as well
as he knows the newspaper boys.
There was thought, too, of suggest-
ing some sort of central committee,
similar to White House arrange-
ments, iWhenever the Mayor wanted
to go on the air, as he did in the
transit strike situation. Some of the
stations would have preferred be-
ing consulted on the best time for

broadcasts, instead of the Mayor
arbitrarily picking it, or given ad-
vance notification.

Fact that the Mayor went on air

rarely, however, kept some of the
news editors from getting too
steamed up with the whole idea Of

the meeting. But fact that Mayor
never has met with the committee,
but sluffed it off through his secre-

tary, has a few of the boys riled.

Webs in Heavy Bidding

For a Full-Hour Ford

Institutional Dramat
With Ford .set for a OO^minute in-

stitutional dramatic show in the fall,

in addition to the Wednesday night

CBS musical stanza, the bidding is

hot and heavy around the networks
for the business.

CBS, which lost out on the bid for

the U. S. Steel-Theatre Guild show,
wliich is staying put on ABC, would
particularly like to grab it off. With
eight half-hours on its ."vacancy"
schedule, web can maneuver: soine

program reshuffles to give :Ford

.cream time.

NBC, on the other hand, only has

a half-hour (Monday 10:30 p.m.) left

open, which would nece-ssitate mov^
ing Carnation, in the 11 o'clock seg-

ment, to another time to open up a
full hour, Carnation, howevel",

wants to stay put. It's been an NBC
customer for . many years, and ob-
viously tlie network isn't anxious to

invite ill feeling from that corner.

NBC is particularly anxious for a
full hour dramatic stanza. It feels

it's the only void in the network
programming, with nothing to staclt

up against CBS' "Lux Radio The-
atre" and. ABC's Theatre Guild
show;

':....:: Washington, July 1.

One Of the most complicated single
station sale bids in radio history was :

filed with FCC Friday (27). It out-
lines the double swap under which
J. David Stern and the Courier-Post
Co. transfer their newspaper as.'^ets

and radio stations WCAU and
WCAU-FM to the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin. In the same pack-
age,

.
the. .Bulletin, sells its regional

station WPEN to the Sun-Ray Drug
Co. for approximately $800,000.

In the double-take, the Bulletin
gets WCAU, retains WPEN-FM and
WPEN-TV, turning over the Sun-
Ray Drug Co., WCAU-FM' which it

bought from Stern. .

:

The Istripped price ot WCAU and
WCAU-FM is $2,900,000—approxi-
mately the figure Stern paid for tlie

stations (san.s cash in th6 till) when
he bought it from the Levy Bros,
last year.

However, gimmick here is that
WCAU is being .sold only as part of
the package along with Stern's
newspaper properties—the first situ-
ation of its kind to undergo FCJC's
transfer procedure under AVCO and
one which may raise some questions
here. Stern took the position he
would sell his papers and the sta-
tions only as an entity in view of his
own companies' debt structure and
for tax purposes. -

According to the notice of sale,

therefore, the Courier-Post stock is

being sold for a total of $4,500,000—

•

$2,900,000 of which is for the radio
stations and the rest for the two :

,

Camden newspaper.s.
In a separate transaction last Feb-

ruary, the Bulletin bought the news-
paper assets of the Philadelphia Rec-
ord Co. for $3,400,000. Several
other side contracts with Stern bring
the total amount of money,, involved
on all the properties to between '

$8-10,000,000.

Another interesting feature of the
application is that ''win, lose or
draw," Stern can't lose. If the
FCC hasn't approved a purchaser-
for Stern'.s properties within 30

.

months, the Bulletin will pay .him
the full $4,500,000 purchase price in

any event.

For example, the Bulletin paid
Stern a $1,250,000 deposit on tlie

Couriev-Po.st stock, but if FCC has
not approved its bid or found an-
other acceptable purthaser within
18 months, the paper will pay Stern
an additional $650,000. ^ Bulletin will

then get another 12 months' reprieve
to find an acceptable purchaser and,
failing that, will give Stern the rest

Of his $4,500,000 and put the Courier-
Post stock up for public or private
sale toi any party that gets the nod
from FCC.
The Bulletin is already operating

the Record as a Sunday edition and
has leased the Camden papers to

Harold A. Stretch for five years.

However, the Bulletin said in its

purchase bid that it will divest it-

self entirely of the Camden Courier
and Post within six months after -

FCC approves the sale of WCAU,
The WPEN sale proposal to the

Sun^Ray Drug Co.-—operator of 150
chain drug stores in the east—is

comparatively simple alongside the
Stern transaction. The Bulletin •

bought the station in January,, 1945,

for $625,000, cut out all commercial
religion, doubled the news and pro-
gram staffs and: as a result: lost a -net

of $38,790 on WPEN for the five

months ended May, 31. The three
Sylk Bros., who run' Sun-Ray, say in ;

the application they will continue
the excellent programming on
WPEN begun by the Bulletin and
expand schedule on the FM affiliate

to 60. hours a week. ; :

Faith Is Restored

To Two Networks
NBC and Carnation Milk appar-

ently have restored their faith in

Percy Faith a.s a two-network per-

sonality. For a while there was con-
siderable doubt that Faith would be
permitted to continue on the "Cai--

nation Hour" program In 'yiew of
his Coca-Cola CBS deal.

However, Faith stays put on the
NBC show at least through Decem-
'ber, when current conti-act expire^.'
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Chasms, Strictly from Longhair,

Beats Ikon fw Jazz Via Racho

Abram Chasins, who as pianist

and composer is definitely a long-

hair, says he's ,
learned a lot oi

things about popular music since

Joining WQXR, N. Y. One is that

there is a lot of bad longhair music

and a lot of good popular music.

Another is that many people don't

realiite how good jazz music has be^n

come, how it has increased greatly

in maturity, both in its material and

In its performers; More people, he

«ays, don't realize tliat jazz has its

roots in classical music.

Chasins, who has been, music con-

sultant to WQXR since 1943, was
upped last week to musical director.

WQXR's greatest strength, he says,

is the unique position the station has

gained as a commercial radio

forcei specializing in music, and his

work will be to maintain that posi-

tion. "WQXR is out in front of the

radio music parade," .he said, "and

we intend to keep it there." Chasins

points out that the station is always

working on new ideas.

Within the past month the station

has developed its own string quar-r

tet, a classical two-piano team, and
it popular music duo-piano team.

Station also has troubadour Tom
Scott Oft its staff, doing three pro-

grams of ballads a week. The
WQXR String Quartet, says Chasins,

is unique in radio; no other station

has developed its own group to play

only quartets, exclusive' of any other

playing. The pop music duo neVer
played together before as a team;

team was formed at WQXB for that

purpose.

Chasins claims WQXR's audiences'

loyalty is unique^ .m radio. "That
comes," • he said,, "from sticking 4o
one's lasti and from developing an
unmistakable 'personality.'"

Station's programs are now broken
down as follows: Classical and light

concert, 81.6%; popular (though no
swing or vocals), 2.5%; news, educa-

tion, kids, etc., i5.9%. On the classi-

cal-light concert' side, symphonic,

opera and chamber music account

lor 55.9% and light concert 25,7%,

lOr the 81.6% total.

Station now is running live sponr

sored shows, 16.'?%; recorded com-
Wiercial shows, 17.8%; recorded sus-

tainers, 59%; live sustainers, 6.5%.

ST. LOUIS' KSD BEARS

DOWN ON COMMERCIALS
St. Louis, July 1.

KSD, owned and operated by the

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer),

which initiated the purging of plug-

uglies and commercials from news-

casts during the war, is the only lo-

cal station continuing that policy. In

KSD's 15 newscasts, ranging from
Ave minutes to ISJninutes through-

out the day, the continued elimina-

tion of middle, commercials has es-

tablished a new departure in the lo-.

cal radio field. Some are sustaining

and others are bankrolled.

The newscasts are prepared by a

staff of nine newspaper writers,- The
station ^Iso handles four daily net-

work originating newscasts, . only
one of which, the Alka-Seltzer
sponsored, having a middle com-
mercial. Of the other three, one
is released in St Louis through lo-

cal sponsors -and falls under the
KSD policy and the other two are
suSstainers.

A survey of the local field shows
that with the exception of KMOX's
opening newscast- at 5 a.m. all the

others manage to insert a comm'er-
icial before the windup. And, on
occasions, at- KWK, local Mutual
outlet, the gabber also .doubles in the
spieling stint for the bankroUer.

FRANKIE CARLE
Tonight in Hollywood — eight

o'clock—Vine Street Playhouse!
You can't buy tickets to this

record-breaking show, but . on
signal from Columbia's Bill Richards
.Frankie Carle and all the boys will

make their IBOth recording for the
exclusive use of Lang-Worth's 450
station affiliates.

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

Bad Slptting May Cue

' %ry' FoM in Fall;

Whitehall a' Shopping
Looks like - 'Mlery Queen" will

return to tJie. air in the fall under
Whitehall PharmacaJ Co.'s bankroll-

ing unless NBC can open up a time

segment other than the Sunday, 6:30

p.m., period which ''Ellery" occupied

briefly following cancellation of the

Bob Burns Show. .

Problem arises ^rom fact that the

Sunday time follows "The Catholic

Hour," and NBC execs feel that

while there's no fixed network pol.

icy against it, it's unwise program,
ming to slot a mystery immediately
following a religious program.

Word out of Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles, agency for the

Whitehall show, is that the sponsor

wants to keep the time spot and
win -Shop around for a show to re-

place "EUery" if no other segment
can be obtained.

"Ellery" checked off NBC for a
cummer hiatus a few weeks after

ehifting from CBS.

Scripters Stalemated

On Freelance Status

In Web Negotiations
Rkdio Writers Guild negotiators

have sat down with execs of the

four networks three times in the
past week without achieving much
progress toward agreement on pro
posed contracts—the first to be
drafted—^covering freelance scrip

ters. Main obstacle of the moment,
according to ' RWG; spokei.-.en, is

agreement on definition of script

rights. Talk has not yet progressed
to the pay question.

Meantime, CBS and NBC con
tracts with the Guild covering
about 50 shortwave stsiffers in each
of the nets expired Monday (30)

and BWG expects to seek pay in
creases in negotiating new pacts for

these departments.

Negotiation of new contracts cov
ering other staff writers (except
newsroom) has been completed
with ABC, CBS and NBC, according
to Guild officials^ and ABC and NBC
already have sighod. -GBS was re

ported holding up the inking "on a
legal point." The new pacts, re-

placing contracts which expired last

Feb. 15, will run to June 30, 1948.

Newsroom contracts with all four
nets were signed six months ago
and have another year to go.

Latest' meeting between RWG ne.

gotiators, headed by exec secretary
Roy Langham, and reps of the four
webs regarding a freelance pact
took place yesterday (Tues.), fol

lowing huddles Tuesday and Friday
of last week. Nets are said to be
holding out for continuance of

present policy on script rights,

which gives them outright owner-
ship. Guild wants rights granted
on a per-broadcast basis.

CBS, DIRECTORS PAQ
1ST COAST CONTRACT

Hollywood, July 1
An agreement signed here between

GBS and the Radio Directors Guild
marks tiie union's first Coast con-

tract. Under terms, senior directors

will get $90 weekly for first year and
$100 weekly thereafter. Assistant

directors, a new classification that

eliminates "contact producers," will

get $65 weekly and $71.50 thereafter.

Seal is retroactive to Nov. 'l, 1946

when the negotiations started. Agree
BTtfent also calls for a Guild shop,

extra fees for commercials, air cred

its and permission for assistants to

actually direct shows, formerly pro

hibited. Guild's contract with NBC
and ABC are now being worked out

with attorne^&j fqr sign^nrje, ^.Mu-

tual net will be 'tackled this month,

Measure for Measure
By CARROLL CARROLL

Latecomers To

Share in FM Bids
Washington, July 1.

FCC announced yesterday (30)

that latecomers to radio would be
given equal opportunity with re-

jected FM bidders to compete for
the 70-plU5 FM slots held in reserve
for use, beginning today (1). (Kx-
pected rush of bids for the reserved
channels had not materialized .,at

deadline, however, with only '20

some new applications reaching FCC
offices in the past week.)
FCC pointed out that record has

not yet been closed on FM hearings
held in the New York City, Phila-
delphia, Cleveland, Akron, Balti-

more and Los Angeles areas, and
added in most of these towns there
haven't been enough channels to go
around. Losing applicant will, how-
ever, have ta wait reasonable time
until latecomers get a chance to file

for the reserved channels and then
compete for them ,in a second hear-
ing.

Concurrently, Commission released

a proposal awarding FM stations to
a)l 11 applicants in the Cleveland-
Akron-Elyria area. Only disappoint-
ment here was that -Elyria-Lorain
Co., which asked for a metropolitan,

type FM channel, was given only a
community station grant.

Other grants went to: WHK, NBC-
WTAM, WJW, UAW-CIO Broad-
casting Corp. of Ohio, WGAR,
Scripps-Howard Radio, Telair Co.

and Cleveland Broadcasting Co., all

in Cleveland; ^nd WADC and
WAKR, Akron.

NAB BOARD TO TAKE IN

FM, TELE & FAX REPS
Washington, July 1.

A prop'osal to augment the NAB
Board of Directors by two FM'ers, a
television rep: and a spokesman tor
facsimile broadcasters will shortly
be referred to referendum vote of
its members, NAB announced Fri-
day (27).

Board at May meeting approved a

bylaw amendment .to this effect.

Recognition of growing importance
of FM was first urged by NAB board
member Wayne Coy, representing
WINX and WINX-FM, One of the
FM directors will be elected from
community-type stations and one
from metropolitan-sized outlets.

Also on the FM front, NAB
reached into the ranks of the infant

FM assn. and named Leonard Asch,
nioneer independent FM operator of

WBCA, Schenectady, to head its FM
Executive Committee. Walter Damm,
of the Milwaukee Journal station,

WTMJ, is resigning the chairman-:
ship bi)t will remain on the NAB-
FM coiSttWifte*. " ' <•' •'

Donegan Group Using

Brotherhood Pitch In

WOKO Franchise Bid
The Gov. Donegan Broadcasting

Corp., newest applicant for the
WOKO, Albany, franchise which was
rescinded by the FCC because . of

concealed ownership, is planning its

pitch for the station's franchise on
its plans to operate with: a good deal
of time devoted, to: tolerance and
unity.

Stockholders have been selected

on the basis of equal amounts and
numbers^ from the three major
faiths, and if given the channel in-

tends to devote a lot of its. time to

brotherhood shows. Another selling

point in the Donegan pitch is the
fact that all stockholders are resi-

dents and have their major business
interests in Albany:

WOKO is slated to go off the air

Aug. 31 unless FCC assigns the chan-
nel. One group is headed by Ray-
mon Curtis, who is aligned with
pre.sent ownership. Under new plan
presented by Curtis to FCC, old em-
ployees would own 50% of the sta-

tion's- voting stock, while he would
control the rest as well as all non-
voting shares. -Another layout mak-
ing a bid for the station is the Van
Curler Broadcasting Corp., major
stockholder of which is Si Fabian,
head of Fabian circuit of film houses.
The Donegan group is headed by

Jim Healy, part owner of WSNY,
Schenectady, and has been identified

with the New England network and
>NBG. Healy will give up bis interest
U WSMV it Ws ovrtftt'bBthiife th*

,
Hollywood.

pnce upon a time, when the Land of Radio was young, those who listed

and worked in its airy spaces, got together and decided that they needed
a measure with which to judge the size, importance and productivity of
their work. Their decision led to the invention of the Crossley.

The Crossley was an arbitrary measure and had little significance be-
yoiid the fact that everything in the I<and: of Radio was measured by it.

As long as this was true there was contentment in the Land. What the
Inch is to common men, the Crossley was to men in the Land of Radio.
They measured their success by it. And the Crossley even became the
measure through which an Aristocracy was chosen.

Those with a high Crossley became more important than those with a
lower Cro-ssley. And there was a class of Untouchables, even below the
Sustainings. These were called L.T.'s. And there was nothing lower
than a Commercial L.T. because one L.T. made all the other Commercials
look bad.
As the Land of Radio grew, and more and more people listened to its

Voice, the Crossley of some of its Aristocrats passed' all normal propor-
tion. : Men seemed bigger than it was believed possible to grow. Because
no one realized that the . Land of Radio {;ave birth to giants.

It was as if the people in other lands started to grow to be over 96
inches tali. These "96-inch people" of the Land' of Radio began to make
their less endowed compatriots look inordinately tiny. And it became
evident that the Crossley of the Few was getting too big for the good of
the Many. , And then a funny thing happened.
Those who had selected the Crossley as the .standard measure of the -

Land of Radio decided they would change the standard They changed
it so that those who had been: inordinately big became only ordinarily big.
And those who bad looked tiny, because of comparison with extraordinary •

size, looked almost normal again. But this change not only ruined the

'

measuring system, it ruined the Land of Radio's.Peace of Mind forever.
Because you cannot cut some men down and make some larger, by chang-
ing a system of measurement, without creating mistrust in the minds of
those who suffered by the .change, and fear in the minds of those who-;
benefited but are aware that if one change can be made another can be
made and the second might not be as favorable as the first. Thus was
the first seed of discontent sown.

Pretty soon, into the Land of Radio, attracted by the rumblings of dis-
content, came a prophet' who said, "Thlsn system, this Crossley by which
you measure things, is not a good system. I have a better one, one that is

a true measure of everything in the Land of Radio. I will measure the
things you measure with your Crossley and show you what I mean. I will
measure things in the. Lstnd of Radio properly and the thing I will measure
them with is a measure called th^ Hooper." And to prove that things in'
the Land of Radio could be measured by a Hooper, this prophet brought
out ^ list of familiar items measured by the Hooper and these items all
looked bigger and' more impressive than they did when measured by the
Crossley.

For where the Crossley had sought to reduce to approximate normality,
the Hooper had increased to stimuli^te competition. And the prophet
rationalized this by explaining that the Hooper looked better because it.

was more accurately representative of the true size of all the giants in
the Land of Radio.

Very Odd, Indeed
And very odd times followed. The Crossley was hastily reW.sed. And :

those who wanted! to measure what they had by the Crossley,. did so. And
those who thought they would get a more impressive measurement by the
Hooper, did so. And the some thing was a different size by each measure-
ment. - •

It was .as if a country that measured all things by the Inch had both «
long inch and a short one, and people could have either of two arbitrary
sizes. Finally the people who believed that the Crossley was the oiily
honest measure, and the one that should be^, adhered to, proved their
undying faith in their measure by changing it for a third time in an effort
to make it more attractive than the Hooper. But it never became more
attractive than the Hooper because people who had suffered through three
changes of the Crossley said. "The hell with this! If the Crossley can be
arbitrarily changed all the time it is not a very good measure."
And so nearly everyone adopted the Hooper and pretty soon the Cross-

ley was dropped as a means of measurement in the Land of Radio and
thmgs would have been fine if the Hooper had then been let alone. For
although it may not have measured the things in the Land of Radio any
more accurately than the Crossley did, any measure that remains the only
measure by which everything is measured for a long enough time i*
finally established as a true value. So the Hooper, as the Cro.ssley had
been, could have become as standard as is the Inch in other lands.
\This did not happen, because an inventor came along with a mechanical
gadget to challenge the prophet's measure which he called IShe Index.
And the prophet tried to justify his unit of measure by doing just what
the people who believe in the Crossley did. He began to tinker with his

:

Hooper and to announce changes in it until the unit called the Hooper
lost any longterm significance as a basis for comparison, and, as with the
ever varying Crossley, it became impossible to compare the Hooper meas-
urements pf one year with thase of another in the Land of Radio
And the inventor's mechanftal gadget for measuring was hooked onto

a few radio sets and was so slow that by the time a measurement wa«
found the subject had either grown, shrunk or changed in other respects.
And, too, the gadget brought strangely different results from the Hooper;
,Tust as the Hooper had brought widely different results from the Crossley.And soon m the Land of Radio, there was nothing but confusion. Noman trusted what was offered for sale, nor knew the worth of wliat he
sought to buy because there was no acceptable means of measuring its
value.

v.f"l!,K^T°™l °'
^^""-l

^' " ^^^P changing the basis on whichyou establish values, you will one day find that nothing is valuable.

Guntz Quits Treasury;

To Package Own Shows
Brent Guntz, director of radio for

the Treasury Dept- in Y., Who has
produced most of the department's
bond sale programs, is resigning as
of Saturday (5). Together With
George Herz, former publicity direc-
tor for the. radio section, and Dennis
Agay, orchestra leader, he's formed
Entertainment Enterprises, to pack-
age radio shows.

First one of their shows, "Cross-
word Quiz/' a half-hour adaptation
of the crossword puzzle game in
simplified form, will preem Over
WJZ, N. Y. Sunday (6) at 5 p.m.
Allen Pre.scott will be emcee, and
there'll be studio participation.

franchise. Other officers ai>p: Chester
T. Hubbell, veepee: John Aiello,

ti'ea.surer, and Charles J. Tobin,
secretary. AH are Albany local
t>fe<)ple.'

">
'> '

. I i> ' :
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WHO EARNS KUDOS ON

FLOOD JOB IN IOWA
Des Moines, July 1.

Station WHO, t)es Moines. i.<: cred-
ited with hangup job in broadcast-
ing from flood areas in Iowa. Dur<
ing the first flood at Ottumwa,
where $10,000,000 damage was done,
Jack Shelley made 15 broadcasts by:
direct wire or tape recorder irt

three days and in the second major
flood that hit the town a week later

made 11 broadcasts with numerous
feeds to NBC with three participa-
tions on News of the World.
WHO newsmen who covered th«

floods in Iowa with Shelley were
Jim Charlton, Otto Weber. Gene
Godt, Herb Steinmetz and Gordon
Parks. Engineers on duly in the
flooded districts where equipment
often had to be moved out of reach
of the water were Patricia Pape, Vie
BlacketertindPArki.i .• .-'i -
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MIL SttVEBS SHOW ,

tJu, Betty Garde, Jean Gillespie,

Roeer deKoven, Danny Ocko, Wil-

liam Keane, Jack Hartley, Lee

prody. Beryl Davis, Ralph Nor-

Writer-Producer! Sidney Reznick

Director: John Cleary

$0 Mlns.; Wed., 10 p.m.

Sustaining ^.
•

^
'''p?e*roadcast bally had the Phil

Silvers Show touted as one of the

BotentiaUy promUlng summer addi-

fions to the network comedy rosters.

To protect that audience franchise

for the Wednesday at 10 "Philco

Time" segment during the Single's

Absence, ABC unloosed its- purse

strings surrounded Silvers with a

competent cast of stooges who know
ttieir way around the kilocycles, and

oacted Sidney Reznick as writer-

proddcer. And the best ABG could

tomeiup with was a dud,

Here, on the initial broadcast (25);

• Ol the Silvers show, was a prize

example of what happens all- too

frequently when, with: the best of

Intentions, they set about building a

show around a personality with

obvious comedic talents. In the .
case

of Silvers, there's a distinct, styl.-

•jzed delivery which, propped by
suitable material geared fo his pecu-

liar type of zanyishi, as evidenced-

hy his pix-nitery routines, can pay
off with some boff laughs. '

But instead of. building their show
around- the- character, ABC has cho-

sen to slot ' Silvers into a dubious
type- of situation comedy,

,
that, at

•least on the preem, kept nira under
wraps. from scratch. For perhaps
8 Heeting moment or two there was
gome, evidence that Silvers might
/break loose ' and really get hopped
tip, but a moment later he was
acript-bound' again and doing noth-
&ig moate-HW lifetter-^ttmn a dozen
others .chosen at taadoni couM have
kchieved.

Reznick at least dug into his win-
tertime files itfyeim was. more- of a
professional' aura aboui thei gags

\.TOaD usually apply to stuitniet'time

IBlinsJ; but none too diseriminately.
jtond unfortunately he' came up with
a comedy format about a newspa-

,.perma'n on a show biz trade, sheet
that bicame moce> involved than

. fiinny. After the opening, announce-
ment, a- neat switcdi on the- "Calvert
switch,-" it was pretty much of a
downhill' slide. -

Beryl Davis- was slotted midway
for a Vocal, "Almost Lilce Being, in

. Love," which was one- of the more
pleasant interludes. . Rose,

KKEO WABING SHOW .

With the Pekins.ylvsuUau9, Lumpy
Bramiam; Bill Bivens, sninouncer

Piodaeen Tom Beanett
it Mins.; Tues.^ 9:3» pjn,
JOHNSON'S WAX
lrN9C-NBC„ N. Y.

. (Needliam, Xouia & Brorbi/>
The perennial collegian's product

hasn't changed a bit in some two
decades—except to get' better'n
tiett«ki.'K&W summering at Shawnee-
on-th^i^Delaware, Pa. (appropriately
enough. for Pennsylvanians) Waring,
his musickers and his choristers,
witli nothing else to do but fill live
morning half-hours weekly, are back
.for another 15-week summer standin
for Fibber & Molly. Despite this
grinding schedule, the Tuesday night
show, if it maintains the pace and
quality set in last week's (24) preem,
should easily come ofE among the
ugbt music standouts of the vaca-
tion semester.

High, spot of the teeoff stanza was
an exciting, beautifully arranged
conaensation of "The Nutcracker
buite," sung by the gleeclub (for
the first time) to clicko lyrics by
Warry Simeone, Waring staffer, who
rates- air credit. Lump Brannum in-
troed each section of the suite in the
role of "Uncle Peter" Tsaichowsky
expIaBung the music to a group of
chfldien. Rest of the stanza featured
surefire tunes like "Anniversary
oong and "Dardenella," in sock
orchestrations, with precision choral-
'11^. Latter is pleasantest in its
softer, shaded moments. Volume of
some of the full-company windup,s
mast make lots of home r'adio sets
fairly rattle. •

* ^ .

Bivens' commercial copy is in good
taste and gets a neat lift via a
cBoralled sales tag. . Doan.

MELOPy THEATRE
Wllh Bret Morrison
Writers: Don Agger, Frederick

.
Methot

Produeer: Frank Armer
A"*" C»Tny

WpR-MBS, N. Y.
welcome switch from the

JTOoe bang-bang kiddie fare, Mu-
•uais summer evening roster of
jwr quarter-hour juvenile pro-
«^ms tees off with a show that has
uenmte cultural values packed into
4J,%^J^'';''ta'nment. "Melody Thea-
i;„,.'6tttures adaptations for kids of

Zvflv ^ "masterpieces which are
|<;nai,2ed over a ^week's period.

. BO°?"s not a stuffy, attempt to cram
"Jow untrained ears.

aiSSfliv'^
down the line is placed on

"lamatic story ideas with the long-

materiSr''^
serving/ as background

"g^^'- 'ff.aKBBiiration :ot "Aida"
and nli^

kids a highly intelligent

Preciaf1^'^"'>*''"<^«otion to the ap-
MSr\°*«Srand opera. Bi^et^«ornson handled th«. OT»rijayon,.jn.

CLUB IS
With Margaret Whiting, Patti CL^y-

ton. Bob Crosby, Modernaires,
Jerry Gray Drch, Del Sharbutt

Producer-Director: Cal Kuhl -

Writer: Carroll Carroll
15 Mins.! Mon.-Fri., 7:30 p^mk '

CAMPBELL SOUPS
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Wa7-d Wfveelocfc)

Campbell Soups and its compan-
ion item, Franco-American spagiietti,

in unveiling its cross-the-board CBS
programming, has borrowed a suc-
cessful forrjlat in its Club 15 session
from the Chesterfield Supper CTlub

for getting the youngsters interested
in the tinned noodles.

F-A takeoff,, like its model, has
name value, pacing and appeal to the
younger listeners with a bill of test,-,

ed ingredients including Margaret
Whiting- to alternate with Patti CIgy-,

ton in the femme leads; Bob, Crosby
to emcee; Jerry Gray's orchestra for
backing, and the Modernaires group
vocals for all-around chores,

Crosby, the erstwhile bandleader
who's dropped his retinue in , favor
,6f , the, emcee stint, has an affable
personality for this type work, : an
excellent sense of timing, and can
handle dialog with ease. His intros,

are smooth and singing isn't hard to

talce. (

Miss Whiting, heard on the initial

session, is one o£ the more polished
femme chirpers and goes over pleas-
antly with a- variety of tunes. With
P-A having cross-the-board time, it

can. be assumed that it can take it

easy on the commercials,: but it takes
a full quota on the 15-minute airers,

which destroys some of the pacing,
Del SharbUtt's ,' delivery .notwith-
standing. '

Club 15 show is good entertain-
ment in quarter^hour periods,

Jose.

WELCOME TRAVELERS
With Tommy Jfortlett, emeee; Jim

. A m » c b e , announcer; audience
participants

Writers; Paul Larma, Ed Bailey,
George Janda, Bud McCauleyi

Director: Bob Cunninchant'
Froduoer: Harry Woadwortlt
5<y Mins.; Moik-thru-Fri;, tg noon
PROCTER & GAMBLE
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(Compton)
It's difficult to see what this pro-

gram, which preemed last Monday
(30), has to offer to distinguish it

flOm any run-of-the-mill studio quiz
show, beyond the fact that, with
travelers to, from and through Chi-
cago being hauled before the mike
listeners presumably can anticipate
whatever kick can be as.sociated
with hearing a- voice from their
home town. The stanza replaces
Kenny Baker's "Glamo* Manor" and
originates from Chi's College Inn for
P&G's Crisco shortening and Ivory
Snow soap flakes.

Ameche corrals the travelers for
Bartlett to quiz, latter apparently
being equipped with a handy, in-
dfexed list of questions regarding
any one of the 48 states, so he can
cue queries to the quizees' respective
habitats. Standard prize: a sightsee-
ing bus trip around Chi's Loop and
waterfront, plus a gift from one of
the, town's stores. Aside from the
quizzing, the stanza is devoted to
harmless where-yaJrom, lyhere-yai
going chatter. Bartlett is an adept
emcee, if a mite corny at moments.
For the preeto airing Ameche hauled
in a name traveler: Joe Howard,
composer of ''I Wonder Who's Kiss-
ing Her Now?" bound for the Chi
opening of the new Jessel film.

One of the commercials was
gagged by having a quizee say
"Wonderful Ivory Snow" every time
those words appeared in Ameche's
copy. This was good for a bus ride
and gift, too.

It would seem as though Ameche
and Bartlett will haVe to labor hard
to keep the item from rapidly
sloughing into monotony. Doan.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE ATOM
Directori Gwrl Ai- Beier
60 Mins;; Mon. (30), 9 p.llli,

Sustaining;

WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

There is a sunny side to the grim

business of harnessing atomic en-

ergy—its use for peace instead of

war, for the saving instead of the

killing of life, for productive rather

than destructive purposes. But the

CBS Documentary Unit's preten-

tious full-hour program Monday
(30), despite its all-out efforts, cer^

tainly didn't generate any heat. .

The Unit's intent was admirable;

It would discuss the.most-important
stbfy of our time—-atomic ."energy.

It would hint at the btiglit future of

mankind should this energy be used

properly, it would narrate, and
dramatize the trip a ,.r€!sear,cher

niade for several,months criss-cross-

ing the country to visit America's
!

main centers of , atomic energy re-

search. It woul(J , visit Oak Ridge,
j

where the searqh "began. It would
inspect the atom wall behind which
energy was being gehera-ted, and
note the chain reaction building up.

It would visit hospitals to see:

where the sick were being saved
f)*5m liinb amputations through
radio sodium. It wouM inspect labs
where radioactive "tracers" were
being used to . hunt out disease,
where other "finders" probed for oil,

studied chemical reactions, life

processes of plants anti' animals. It

would discuss, the development of
atomic power for industrial use.

It meant to do all theSe things, in
graphic, dramatic fashion — and
failed. What emerged was a pedes-
trian recital of a researcher's wan-
derings, rather uneventful, and on
the dull side. The dramatizations
weren't vivid,' or the' dialog particu-
larly sparkling. Because a, woman
had done' the original research, the
Unit felt it necessary to call on a
woman narrator (Agnes Moprehead)
to handle the story. And though
Miss Moorehead was intelligent, ap-
pealing and capable, . a feminine
voice immediately couched the show
on a too-siihple plane for the seri-
ous (though "sunny") story af hand.'
The sentimental, melodramatic
touches like the reunion .of sick, golf
pro and his wife didn't help.

As for the dialog, here is a sample.
At Oak Ridge, the researcher is in-
specting, the atom wall, and the
stockpile behind it. High above her,
on a; platform, is a man. The man
yells down to her: ''How do you like
the pile?" "How does it look from
up there?", she shouts back. "Fine!",
he says.

Such' childish business fitted a toy
drama, a soap opera, not the shining
glory of man's- future emancipation
via atomic energy-.' Brow.

King of Jazz Takes Platter Crown^

AsSSMaYear Disk Show Spins

UNITED • NATIONS TWO YEARS
LATER

W.'th Eric Scvareid, Ned Calmer, Bill

Henry, Larry Leseiir
Director: Eiic Scvareid
15 Mins.; Thurs. (26), 11.15 p.m.
Sustaininir =

;

WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
Oh the, second anniversary of the

signing of the United Nations
charter at San Francisco, CBS
scheduled this special show. Pro-
gram presented three newsmen who
covered the Frisco meeting, and an-
other wild was, covering Europe at

the time. They reminisced about
the feehng among delegates, people
two years ago, about the incidents
attendant on the meeting.
They admitted that the early

lustre of UN had dimmed, but they
felt its significance still stood. One
complained, for instance, about thi
United States bypassing the UN oh
policy. Another' thought the UN
was still hewing to the long line, to

the chief proposition before the
world today, control of atomic
.energy. Discussion v/ns friendly,
light, butlserious, intelligent and to

the pOiVit. Even the cynical might
take a litile heart. Broii.

THE AMERICAN FAMILY (

With Paul Potter, Martin Wolfson,
Earl George, Hester Sondergaard,
Burton Brazier, Mildred CKnton^
Louise Barclay

Writer: Arnold Hartley-
Producers: Hartley, Virginia Mo-
miind

1
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.

i
Sustaining-
WOV, N. Y.

In a serious public service pro-
gramming gesture, this indie has in-
augurated an extensive series de-

I

voted to an examination of the root
problems facing and threatening the
American family. Scripter Arnold
Hartley, who's been responsible for

many provocative shows in the past,
is tackling this complex assignrri.ent

with , the cooperation of churchmen,
I
sociologists and psychiatrists in an

]
effort to present a sober,,rhany-sided

I

picture , of the Case.

I

On the initial stanza (2,7). Hart-
ley sharply defined the symptoms of
disintegration within the family unit

BLUE RIBBON MUSIC TIME
With Georgia GU>bs, David Rose
and orcb; Jimmy 'tValUngtou an-
nouncer

Writer-director: Charles Herbert
30 Mins., Thur., 10:30 p,OT,
PABST CO.
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(Wanoick Si Legler) -

, Summer replacement for the Eddie
Cantor show is what '; it should be,
a light, happy musical show smartly,
wrapped up , to match ::its , spOn.sor. I

And the formula suits.; Georgia Gibbs
crobns; her 'ballads in I'impid, fetch-,
ing style, and -David Rose hands up
a variety of

,

music in lush, extrava-,
gant . orchestrations.; And, , jifnmy

I

Waliington is around for the breezy,

'

informal touch in intros.
i

Thursday's (26) opener had Eddie
;

Cantor appear briefly' to kid Miss
|

Gibbs and Rose on their assignments,
|

and to take it easy till he got back.
[

Miss Gibbs gave out with such sul-
try confections as "Sunday Kind of
Love" and, "Ballin' The Jack." Rose;

j

presented, in his schmaltzy lu.scious '

sfyie. his own arrangement o£ Often- 1

bach's I'Orpheus" music, and for his
|

song of the week selection, his own i

tricky; arrangenaent of "Misirlou." i

All good summer listening.
|

Waliington kept chatter brief, com-
mercials simple, to round out pro-

'

gram nicely,, ,
-

, Broti

ABC on Monday (30)' took th«
wraps off its long-heralded Paul
Whiteman disk jockey network
show, that $5,000,000-a-year-binings
package that put disk jockeyisin into

,

long , ,pan,ts. , As platter-spinning
'

shoVvs go, the verdict is in,"Pop,s'

"

favor.
For it's an hpur stretch' of the ,

Whitemah; persorialityi • interspersed
with pop tunes and assorted; tricks
to gi-ve it a -showmanship lift.!

In tern-ls Of afternoon programming
to counter the NBC-CBS .soap opera

'

technique(,, its entertainment value
can'tf;b6; ftiihlijilzei-^and that, ;goes
for' Whiteman as a .salesman for
cigarets, instant coffee, salad oil and
crunchy biscuits.
The fojJir-Way commercial ..stretch

'

is strictly ih the disk jockey idiom-r^,,
but differing, here in the respect that
ABC has wisely ,given ;it . ptodiiction
values. It wove the four . se.i?ment.5

'

together with some
.
.neat ; paoittg,

enhancing ; the reproduction by in.-

stalling a new filter gadget which

EDDIE ALBERT SHOW
With Barbara Eiler, Earle Ross, Joe

Crambly, Connl Crowder, Basil
Adlam orch

Writers: Jay Sommers, Jesse Gold-
stein

Direetar^Producer: Harfieid Weedin
30, Mins.; Wed., 9.30 p.m.
Snstaininir
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

ABC's ambitious summer pro-
gramming venture, in which top per-
sonalities were corraled to flU the
hiatus gaps, got off to an inauspi-
cious start last Wednesday (25) with
the "Eddie Albert Show" (followed
immediately by the new Phil Silvers
comedy in the time vacated by Bing
Crosby).

The best the boys could come up
with on this one was a hangover
from the ill-fated Eddie Bracken
show, with a reprise- of the time-
worn Bracken situations of the gal,

her pop, etc., but without the spark
that .occasionally lifted the Bracken
show into top-bracketed comedy.

If Albert has any potentialities an
an air comic they were far from
evident on the initial stanza, thanks
to a hapless scripting, job. Despite
the usual gifted talents of head writ-
er Jay Sommers on this one they
really worked overtime ringing in
the old cliches and lines that (at
least to one listener) often pro-
voked embarrassiiient.

Albert is cast as an aspiring la-w-

|

yer who, on the first instalment,
I

gets involved in a realty deal that
has his intended pa-in-law doing a
multi-colored face routine. Unfortu-
nately, there wasn't a refreshins lino
or situation in the full half-hour
stanza.

Direction at times also seemed
slipshod. Rose.

PAUL WHITEMAN CLUB
With Doug Bro-wn'ng, announcer;

Ethel Merman, Art Lund, guests -

Director: George Wiest
Producer: Charles Barry
Writer; Bernard Dougall
60 Mins.; Mon. tluru rFri,, 3:30 p.m.
NABISCO, CAMEL, NESCAFE,
WESSON OIL , ,

;. ,

WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
(.Kenyan & Eckhardt, Compton,

Esty, McCann-Ericknan) . ;

.'
;

L U N C H E O N WITH MAGGI
McNELtIS AND HERB SHELDON

With Joan Lesle, Jerry Wayne, Jack
Winter

Writer: Alvin Boretz
Director: Wylie Adams

I Producer: Ted Lloyd
ISO Min.; Moii.-thru-Fri., Z p.m.

'

!
.Sustaining .

.

WJZ, N. Y.

Chances are it was truly "a half-

does a remarkably fine job in elim-
inating surface noises, and by spac-
ing tiie commercials at respectable
distances. But it's essentially the
"Pops" personality that gives it some
sense and meaning and will send
grassroots Americana into the stores
for Camels, Wesson Oil, Nabiscos ;

and Nescafe.
It's a wide jump for a maestro

rooted so deeply in show biz, but he
makes the hurdle into out-and-out
commercialism with a fine.sse and in-

offensiveness that must . certainly
back up ABC's conviction that
proper integration of disk jockey- -

ism and personality can add up
entertainment and boxofflce at the
corner store.
Whiteman plays it straight, by-

pas.sing the kidding-tho-commercial
routine, and gives the imDre.ssion
that he's a.ctually pouring his heart
into it. But he slings an intimate,
l'kr,; ble lingOi drawling with a Roy
Rogers accent, with an: "I'm a tell-

ing you" bid. to pour some of that
Wea.son Oil On the salad for the "old
pardner," Slightly corny, but with'
a Whiteman twist that gives the
plugs an entertainment value of their
own. '.•,;
On Monday's broadcast Whiteman,

had the initial one transcribed in
-

full (strictly a case of preem ner-
vousness), with his gab-commerci.al
routines to be done live henceforth.
He uses a portable recorder for

playbacks of pre-broadcast inter-

views With celebs, with Ethel Mer-
man and Art Lund spotlighted on.
the initial show and .sequeing from
the recorder chitch'pt into dis'c per,-

'

formanees by the guest.s. Similarly,
;

there's a "Now and Then" Carry-
over into the disk jock field, with
a 1917 pressing of Eddie Cantor's
"That's the Kind of Baby for
Me" stacked up against h's "Onesy*
Two.sy" of current vintage. ;; '

, ;

D i s k performances (Whiteman
gives a creclit ta? to the recording
companies) have been chosen to cre-
ate variegated programming and
Bernard Dougall has achieved some
tight scripting for the "Pops" Jock.

Rose.

dramat-documentary ; mixture
,

hou'^o^
fV"„u^,1

: ^P?l^f i^J.^i-'
titled- "Tin Divorce , Do Us Part,

Prefacing the program were state-

ments from such diverse sources

femnie lunchers at Lou Waltev.s'
Latin Quarter . who saw Maggi
McNeills and Herb Sheldon tee "off.

teom,Msgr.'Luigi G..Ligirfli from the
; ,,^^7 ^O^^'^a^el werf nS/-i^tu^iiv, . r>v,,,„>,K ov,.4 -nv. 4 K,.oV,oT., I
"a.y iw;. J,ne laaies weie puuea

Catholic Church,' and ,
Dr. Abraham

StonCi medical ,director of the Mar-

I

garet San,ger Re.search Biireau, both
! of whom deplored the country's
' rising divorce rate. Body of the pro-
I grath. hoAvever, explored .the ,con-

I

Crete causes leading to divorce on
I the social, personal and

,
psycho-

sexual levels.

excellent style, avoiding that pa-
tronjjiflg lone so frequently assumed
on highbrow' juvenile airers. Re-
corded selections from, the opera
were brief and centered only around
,<ihp most popular arias. Herm.;,.

into the well-gimmicked act to .smash
eggs and - touch object.s while blinds ,'

folded, for which they carried off i

prizes ' ranging from Wrist watches
to- vacuum -cleaners. They saw the
"best-dressed woman" present; get
a prize. They saw four. "beautiful;
models" who aecDrnpanied singer

. , ,
Jerry Wayne and Mayfair mag pub-

I

Utilizing an interesting technique
, Usher Jack Winter. Thev saw and

of dramatic definition, program built
' ooohed over an electric washer

la series of brief episodes around
' some -lucky feinme Will e-v-'entuaily

I some of the main factors such as the win. 'Visually, it riiust Jfiave bectt -

i housing Shortage or an emotionally wonderful. ^
f

maladjusted-, njat,e,; ;N^ But listeners were hardly more i

[suggested.. .Hawever, if
;
self-recogm- than eavesdropper.^. Aside from

:
tion m a mn-ror is .sometimes help-, descriptions of ; the events takinj!
ful. this show provided the mirror.

I pia^o. about all a listener learned
i
At lea.st one episode, based on the during the 30 minutes was that pub-

|,hoUsing ; sho,rta,gcv .. weiit .
off 'With y.shev Winter favored new long

-

;

striking force and made a-, serious i shirts for women, singer Wayne op-
' comment.

'

for a change, on the m-
,
posed them, and Joah Le.slie. who's,

:
law

,

question. in town for the opening; of .hcf now
Show, stocked with a raster , of /picture,

, hu.s natural , red
.
hair, and

competent players; in the dramatic doesn't think, playing S' heavy dra» ,

roles, clicked off a nice' pace, avoid- S matic role has "changed hot- per-
ing both the tone of preachincss and

I
soiial life." As an advance WJZ,

oatchpenny sen.sationa)ism. Adult
|

press rolea.se stated in amazing can-,
content of the series , is; indicated by

i
dor, the show, offers "various types

[future programs. ,which include of eiil'ertaii-'ment lor, the luncheon
' studies of the abortioh racket, pre- guests." But it had .better give ai

i

marital sex education and the han- . thnusht to listeners if it expects to

I
«l)ing,fQf 4dol(}?(:e?)^jT ^ermi Vfoo many of them,

m^^'iI^'^i

CANDID MICROPHONE
With Allen Funt, Lamont Johnson
Producer: Funt
Director: Joe Graham
Editor: Don Witty
30 Min.s.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining;

WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
Amusing Idea behind this pro-

gram is to get persons into strange
predicaments and then record their
comments with the mike hidden
from view. Preem broadcast last

Saturday (28) proved at least two
thi;n£!.s that 'were already ; rather
well-established facts: (1) the
average New Yorker is a suspicious
hombre who won't: talk freely to
strangers who make mad proposi-
tions and, (?,) eavesdropping is; ai

dull libbby except in rare situations.
After the novelty wore off early

in the .show, thin substance began to
show through and turned the ses-
.sibn into a long half-hour. Cutting
.the

;
program's time in! half might

make-it twice as good. B.ast situation
recorded on the initial stanija in-
volv.ed a man in a cigar store who'.
wa.« told by ' reporter Alien Funt
that he had .drooped a .«10 bill'. The "

man denied
,^
dropping - the 'bill

despite Funt's insistence that he had.
Finally, with avarice overcoming
honesty, the man said he might
have dropped it although" he -was'

still reluctant to take the $10. "Let'«
settle this honestly," he said. "How?"

(Continued on page' 36 V -

i1 ^ ,!
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pped something

!

fTpHE Other day a certain network (let's call it

X network "B'') published some special arith-

metic about its national circulation based on BMB
data. It counted as its listeners only those who lived

in areas where 75.% of the radio families listened at

least once a week.

It dropped out all listeners in all other areas.

It dropped out listeners, for instance, in New ^brk

City, the largest in the nation.

— In Ne'wTibrk City no station reaches the 75%

level in the daytime. (Oddly enough, in sell-

ing its Newltbrk station, network "B" bases its

argument on a 50%-or-better level.)

It dropped out listeners, for instance, in Phila-

delphia, the third largest city in the nation.

— In Philadelphia, CBS is tlie-only network that

reaches- the 1S% level in the daytime.

Why did network "B" so casually disenfranchise

the daytime listeners in New York and Philadelphia?

BMB defines circulation as the number of families

listening in all areas above 10%. It must be fairly

obvious that circulation is circulation—w/ir/ewr 'it

exists. Circulation is all listeners— at the 35% level,

the 50% level, the 90% level.

Could it be that network "P" was straining for

a lead out of all proper proportion?

Why strain? .

BMB data offer a perfectly valid (and perhap? far

more useful) basis for measuring the potential audi-

ence a network delivers. It can properly be called a

measurement of effective coverage^ anA is readily

defined as all radio families in areas where 50-to-

100 So listen.

This particular level stems from the fact that

virtually all stations effectively cover their home

cities. And BMB itself established that 92% of all

stations attain the 50-100% level in their home cities.

This level provides the traditional yardstick used

by broadcasters to^ reveal their potential value to .

advertisers.

This level includes the listeners in NewYork City

and Philadelphia which network *'B" blandly chose
'

.to drop.

By this yardstick of effective coverage you obtain

quite a different picture . . . quite a different relation-

ship between the four networks from the one calcu-

lated by network "B".

Here's what you really get:

EFFECTIVE NETWORK COVERAGE*

Nighttime Radio Families

CBS 32,400.150 1

NEtWOR 33,869,330

NETWORK T'

NETWORKED"

Daytime Radio Families

26,518,730

23,281.760

CBS 31,685,080 I

HETWei 33,457,250

mm K"C" 28,255.660 BBB

mm\(H"0" 24,982,230 I^BHI
"*Bnse(l on BMB Sdidy No. I conducted in March, 1946 and projected' to the

BMB estimate of 33,998,0(10 V.S. radio homes (Jiinuarv, 19+6).

. You discover clearly— and perhaps for the first

time— that CBS and network "B" are virtually on

a par in their ability to supply effective coverage of

the U . S. radio market.

Columbia Broadcasting System
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Major Webs to Huddk OnImpct Of

Lea Act Decision as Regards FM
Washington, July 1.

•

Reps of the four nets will meet

iTiily 21 in Washington with NAB.
fM Assn. and FGC. men to discuss

Ijnpact of the Supreme Court deci-

Bion on the Lea Act and the speed

with which they will he ,
able to, feed

musical shows to FM outlets,

First rriove in this direction was
talcen by FMA director J. N.. Bailey

in wires to the webs chiefs, two of

•whom—CaS prexy Frank Stanton

and Edgar Kobak .of Mutual—replied
they, were "studying the music situ-

ation." Actual agreement on the

July 21 date was arranged by the

nets with the NAB, however.
Meanwhile, down-to-earth inter-

pretation of the high court ruling by

FlIA counsel Leonard Marks was
distributed to 166 FMA members last

week. His opinion pointed out the

decision lilis all bars- to duplication

. of inusical shows on FM but adds

that there are still plenty of loop-

holes tot the American Federation of

Musicians on question of how tnany

employees "are needed by a station"

on other counts.

-Where there is a dispute between

K .station "and the union over number
of eniployees needed, it is now up to

a judge or jury to decide the perfect

. number.
As the three dissenting Supreme

Court justices pointed out in their

opinion, plenty of trouble can be ex-

> pected on such questions as the fol-

lowing: "How skillfull are the pres-

ent employees in the performance of

their duties?" "Shall the managerial

ability and know-how of the station

supervisor be considered in deciding

how many employees are needed?"
atid "Is it deslrabla that shorter

hours be adopted for employees, or

shall the advantage in take-home
pay for overtime work be used as a

basis for deciding' how many men
are needed?''

These problems, Marks' opinion

points out, will have to be decided

in specific: instances, since the Court
in its decision did not pass upon any*

thing but the Act as written.

FM stations with network affilia

tions were urged to contact the webs
on their own behalf to start duplica-

tion immediately.

Wartime Hangover
Pittsburgh, July 1.

New show on KDKA has a war-
time khaki flavor from Camp Lee,

Va. I^ebeled "Buzz atid Bill," it

features Bill Hinds and Buzz Aston,

whb were in the service together at

Lee, and is being produced by Ever-

ett Neill, who Wa? at Lee with them.

; "Buzz and , Bill" go on 15 minutes

every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day mornings at 9:45. It's songs and,

patter with the two of them also do-

ing twin duty as double disk jocks.

FM Indies Seen

Likely to Latch

Onto Networks
Flood of inquiries from indie FM

stations about the- ,possibilities of

linking up with the major AM net-

works, especially Mutual, is expect-

ed as result of the decision on the

Lea Act and passage of the Taft-

Hartley Bill. BTVt exponents see

these developments, putting an end
to American Federation of Mu-
sicians' "featherbedding" practices,

as opening the way : tor luil-fledged

programming by FMers.
'

Mutual is expected to get the hulk
of can-we^hook-on queries because
it is the only one of the four na-

tional webs thus far to accept affili-

ation by independent FM stations.

A huddle of MBS execs late last

week resulted in issuance of a note

by exec veepee Robert Swezey to

aflUiates that "we- are studying the

Lea Act'' and would Jet them know
later how the net ittterpFCted the
act. A second meeting on the sub-
ject lasted today (Wed;).

'

! Unti! recently Leonard Asch's
WBCA, Schenectady, had long been

t»»»»»»»»» »»»*«».
From the Production Centres

EDDY ARNOLD
fThe Tennessee Plowboy and

His Guitar"
Exclusive RCA Victor Recording

A.rtiKfc

Breaking' all records personal ap-
pearances.
Held over by poptilar demand

Slecpv Hollow Ranch, Quakers
Town. Pa. June 22; July 20; Au-
gust 17; So|)t. 14. *
Mutual Coast to Coast Monday to

Friday on Checkerboard Jamboree.
Also Grand Ole Opry.

Excfusive Management
THOMAS A. PARKER

Immediate effect of the Taft-HiBt-
j^ °°;^*fy\?>lf ?^lwoJJJ"*^*1h^

ley Act Oh radio labor reUtSims wHl f« J'/'"*''
network. In the

"'->'" ^ . . .. .. jast three months, however. Mutual
also be subject of a July 21 meeting

of the NAB's employer-empioyee re-

lations committee here. Committee
is headed by John Kimer. WCBM.
Baltimore. The group is expected to

confer with network officials the

BSme day on the webs' plans for

amending affiliation contracts in

line with the Supreme Court ruling

and new labor law.

has added five more FM outlets, via

a special arrangement whereby the

FMers hold the Status (A ' 9 bonus
station and pay their own licie

charges. The FMers can't carry the
net's commercial shows unless the
sponsor specifically wants theoi to,

but they can sell and carry MBS
co-op programs.

Stations currently operating under
this Mutual arrangement are
WABX, HarrisbUrg; KTSJ, Topeka;
WFRS, Grand Rapids;

, ,
KTRN,

Wichita Falls, and KQZY, Kansas
City. The Topeka and WieKita Falls
stations *are new^aper-owned. ,

Although the net has two AM af-

filiates in K. C. and a dual outlet in

HarrisbUrg, general policy is op-
posed to hooking in FMers in areas
already covered^by an AM outlet.

tiraes;weekly sponsorship of the ABC, CBS and NBC simply will

station's "Hi, Jinx!" show. Deal rep- ; not consider indie FM affiliates, at

OHRBACH'S 115G DEAL

FOR TEX & JINX SHOW
One of the largest chunks of

retail-store radio advertising was
being wrapped up this week by
WNBC, N. Y. flagship of NBC, whkh
had contracts ready for inking by
Ohrbach's department store for six-

Clu's Disk Wave

Turns Up Total

Of 39 ;h)€keys
Chicago, July 1,

Chicago, caught in the wave of

national popularity for disk joclteys,

has more than -tripled its list ol

platter spinners in the last two years.

By count here today there are 39

jocks permeating the air with their

personalities to the tune of 268 hours
weekly from 12 stations with a list

of 176 sponsors riding ' the ' band-
wagon.
Two years ago, 12S hours were

allocated to 12 personalities although
the woods of the smedler watters
were full of announcers who had yet
to discover that the term disk jockey
applied to their "extra" chores at

the turntable. However, application

of personal frills to these added
chores then Was practically non-
existent, most men limiting them-
selves^ strictly to announcing sans
comment or opinion.

Bulk of disk jockeying today is

still confined to the two stations

which led the field two years ago.

WIND. 5,000 waiter which goe? 50,000

a few months from now, leads the
parade with 69^4 weekly as against

its 38% hours weekly two years ago
and WJJD, 20,000 watter next on list,

allots 57 hours in comparison to 28

hours weekly two years ago.
Spurting WIND into top position

is its night watch stint, .sponsored,

five and a

m mW YORK CITY . . .

Mutual intros' a psychological mystery drama^ "Shadows of the Mind,'-'

produced' by Sherhian Dryer, tonight (Wed.) in the 10 p.m. period.

"Opinion-aire," which has occupied this slot, is set for a fall return ...

.

Mutual's "American' Forum" is slated to shift from Washington to N. Y.

after Congress adjourns. It'll originate from the Astor ballroom ...

.

David Dole of the Hooper N. Y. staff shifted to the Chi office WHN.
Loew's indie, has lined.' ixp. Lena Home, Milton Berle, Sammy Kaye, Mel
Torme, Perry Gomo, Jean Leslie, Mitzi Green and: Jose White for guest-

shots on the 2Q-hour Damon Bunyon Memorial Fund appeal today (Wed.).

Bill Cullen's "Winner Take AU," which bowed out of- its Monday night

CBS spot June 23, will bob up July 5 in the same net's Saturday 8-8:30

p.m. period. . . .Leon Decker, KGMO (Kansas City) news commentator
formerly with WJZ, in town for his first visit in two years. .. ,Red Barber
headed for! a Canadian vapatioh July 6-13. . . .Yves Montand, the Sinatra

'

of French radio, due in N. Y. July 20. .. ."Cluristopher Wells" set as name
oi: Ed Byron package which DeSoto-Plymouth dealers will sponsor on
CBS starting Sept. 28 "Sound Off" into CBS Sunday night ex-Kate
Smith time until Coca-Cola-Percy Faith show moves in.

Johnny Thompson, vocalist on Paul. Whiteman show,, heads for L. A.
Sunday (-6) for Coast-originated' airers during summer months Mrs.
Viola Burns, who has been directing "Second Mrs. Burton,'! has, been
assigned to the Y&R program development dept. Beyerly Smith takes

over "Burton" direction with Martha Alexander as the new scripter: . . .:

Noel Sainsbury, British-American novelist, in from Bermuda to confer

with Al Barker, writer o£ "Terry and the Pirates'' on poUaboration of a i

new kid series, titled "Discovery." '

Johnny Andrews doubling between his WNEW show and the Hotel
Elysee's Monkey Bar. : .'.Hank Warner, copy chief of CBS press info, will

hear his fourth script produced on "Inner Sanctum" July 14. . . .Timps"
radio ed Jack Gould on a,month's vacation. , .'.WWRL, Long Island indie,

has launched a nightly ll:55-midnight legit-pix review stanza, "Broadway
Lullabye," with femme gabber Mona Fisher at the mike....Don Severn,
talent head of Kenyon & Eckhardt,- sank a hole-in-one at Suffern other

day. . . .Rex Marshall, formefly of WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y*, and Charli*
Wood's, ex-WOR, have joinett the AlBC, announcing staff for the summer
....Margaret Kennedy, manager of CBS press info for the. shortwave
division, hops off Saturday (5) for a- two-week iooksee at Dublin, London
and Paris. '

Mel Allen and Jimmy Britt inked to handle the MBS airing (for Gil-

lette) of the all-star . baseball game in Chi- next Tuesday (8).i..ABG
announcer Kelvin Keech vacationing following a leg operation .... WOR's
noonday "Luncheon -at Sardi's" goes on the Mutual web starting Saturday
(5)....Don MacLaughlin; Jimsey Somers and Paula.Bauersmith into cast

of "Lora Lawton." Leona Powers new to "Romance of Helen Trent."

Irv Morrow added to "Katie's Daughter:" Keimit Murdock into "Lorenzo
Jones", .. .Charley Powers, director of the Henry Morgan show, tabbed
to produce and direct a U. S. Navy one-shot, "That Guy Jones," starring

Ralph Bellamy, over ABC next Sunday (6), 10-11 p.m. Stanza will com-
memorate anni of John Paul Jones. .. .WWRL teed off new weekly series,

"Let's Look at the UN," Monday (30) with staff commentator Meade
Davidson interviewing top UN delegates. First, appropriately, was the

U. S.'s Warren Atistin... .WMCA's prexy- Nathan Straus and Mrs. seeing,

Paris, They'll return, following tour of several European countries,

around Aug. 1... .9enton & Bowles' Olga Druce, who produces "House of

-

My^teiy," in a guestshot on Florence Pritchett's WOR show.

m HOLLYWOOD

resents a time-talent outlay of about

$115,000 yearly.

Store • would sponsor the 8:45-9

a.m. segment of Jinx (Falkenburg)

and Tex McCrary's ' half-hour strip.

:find additionally pick up the entire

tab on the couple's Sunday 12-12:30

p.m. stint, effective Sept. 1.

. Only current sponsor on the VHi,

Jinx!" strip is TWA airlines, which
has the other 1.5 minutes three times

weekly, but the stalipri is reported

to have three hot pi'Ospects for the

.Tuesday-Thursday tab.

Ted Sherdeman couldn't see eye-to-eye with Mann Holiner so he is de-
parting the lush and ornate quarters of Lennen & Mitchell in Bevhills ....

NBC is making sure that Judy Canova gets a rousing receptipil from the
Latinos and Gauehos, In- advance of her visit to, ;tllie other Americas,
network will shortwave "here I come" greetings....Hehry Stanton and
Ted Jardine of the J. Walter Thompson Chicago office in town to set up
the Elgin holiday shows with Norman Blackburn and "Corny" Jackson
. . . .Bob Hall shook up his publicity staff at ABC and the two going out
met the two coming in. .. .Bernard Dudley shying away from microphones
for six weeks of doing the town that is Manhattan. .. .After Don Bernard
•wa.s renewed for his third season of directing "Lite of Riley," Colgate-
sponsor of "Blondie," which he also directs, put dn with an objection ori

the grounds of competitive'product (Supersuds vs Dreft) and he was forced
to drop "Riley". .. Tom Hargis has resigned his post as KNX program
director, which will be handled by other production toppers ... .Billy

Artzt turned over the baton on "Blondie" to Lou Kosloff . . . .'Tom Lucken-
bill in town, which may mean that the Joan Davis deal (for Camels) may,
be warmed over. It's as good as in the bag if Miss Davis will yield

much as script control Peter Lorre, who fills the Camel summer slot

hair'hourr'daiK'' fTO
creepy sleuthing, is very much against the idea of ihe script

titude being that an exclusive tieup
with an FM station might crimp
any later opportunity to hook, up
with an AM outlet in the same area. ,. .

There's no prospect apparently that 'fll^^^y^^ ^'"^ evening stmt on

this rule is in for any change.
freelancer with large.st chunk

Web-o,Wned FM stations' and FM

midnight till 5:30 in the morning,
Russ Widoe, jockey with top time
allotment in town; fills this period.

Two years ago top man timewise
was Don Faust who plattered the
same programr
Included in the list of disk jockeys

are two femmcs, June Merrill with
midnight stint on WENR and Rose

of time, Linn. Burton, .spins
.
14%^

„.,. . . 1

hours per week on three different
affiliates of AM stations serving the

|
stations, WAAF, WIND and WBBM

I
being written in New York.
For 12 years Lou Silvers has directed the music on tiUx Radio Theatre

and rarely has official recognition been taken of the fact, But last week
he was kudosed by Lever's John Oilman with "Your work has always,
been tops" Nadine Conner, local girl who made the grade to Metropei a,

will be singing alongside Nelson Eddy in Kraft Music Hall this summer
Phil Baker, who rarely travels "Take It Or Leave It" (beyond Holly-

wood), moved his troupe down to Long Beach last week for a quiz sessioni
with the flying gobs at the naval station...,Jack Benny and Dennis Day
hav? been huddling over terms for next season, with the accent on coin
Metro yanlred Marjorie Main Oft the Borge-GoodmaM show because the
script for her guest shot hadn't been delivered 44' hours in advance of the
broadcast. Onl.y loser was the character actress, Who was to be paid'
$1,500 for a six-minute guest spot.

nets are something else again. The
nets regard them as affiliates, albeit

in a lightly amused manner, and al-

low AM
:
Outlets with FM in operar,

tion to dupe hpn-musical. programs
oh the latter for free. NBC, whose
affiliaies have about 15 FM trans-
mitters going, asks them to air all

e*. •.»•-; T» • -n t« Ji _ the non-musical net shows or, none,
aeries on Kay bChindler "in faimcss to advertisers," but ad-
New show, starring detective Ray- mits the stations: don't follow the

Gibbs' Semi-Documeiitary

mond Schindlea- is being offered by
John E. Gibbs Go. Airer is . a, half-,

hour program done in sem i-docu-

mentary style, titled "True Police

Gases," and made up of actual cases

Schindler worked on, taken from
police files. Schindler worked on
such cases as the Count de Mang-
ny-Sir Harry, Oakes Nassau mystery.

Audition platter was cut at Mutual,
with Martin, Magnor directing. Ca.st

features Will.Geer, Martin Wolfson,
Eileen Palmer and Craig McDonnell.

• Dallas—Louis Jackobson has been
named program director of WFAA
here. He has been director and pro-

ducer of network shows and also with
Chicago office of J. Walter Thomp-
son Agency.

rule and can't be forced to, as long
as they're getting the stuff free.

CBS has about 10 afflliates-of-

affiliates and ABC about a dozen,
many of them picking up net shows
.without charge.

As for the Web-owned FM sta-

tions, ease of WNBG-FM, N. Y., is

typical. It's being used to air plat-

ters a few hours each day to keep
the license in effect. If and when
the way is opened, says the net, the
station will carry a full duplication

of AM programming.

Mutual also has its share of AM
outlets with FiVt affiliates, latest

count being six licensed, 89 with
construction permits, 30 with condi-
tional grants.

Although in , some cases, such as

that of WBBM with two staff diskers
and a freelancer where the adverr
tising -ratio has jumped to a com-
parative ratio of 12 to 1, the intake
for .the stations hasn't been as great

increased number ot sponsors
might indicate because many spon-
sors who are now ; oa the disk
parade, two years ago favored other
types of commercials such as spots
between regular programs. The
trend is basically a shift in pro-
grammifjg more than anything else.

Four Mex Franchises
Mexico City; July 1.

Franchises for the establishment
and operation of foiu- commercial
radio stations ih l^Iexiean provinces
have been granted by the Ministry
of Communications and Public
Works.
These are: XECQ, Guliacan, Sln-

aloa; XED, 5.000 watts, Mexicali, op-
posite Calimex, Gal.: XEBA. Guada-
lajara. Jalisco, and an unlettered 250-

watter at Nuevo Laredo, opposite
L^aredo, Texi

/]V CHICAGO ...
ABC threw gala press party Monday in tlie College Inn celebrating

opening of new Tommy Barlett show, "Welcome Travelers," which will
originate from night spot daily at 11 -iCm George Herro of Mutual in
Milwaukee for short stay . .Maraleita Dutton, flack and husband actor,
Don Herbert, off to New Jerssey on annual motor trip. . Nancy Evans back
on Salerno "Song Title Time" beginning July 5.. ..Ed Foreman of Al
Paul Lefton and' Bill Hunt received awards from American Legion Ad
Post for preparing best entertainment programs of year: Presentation
was made at^pecial luncheon at Tavern club Bill Meigs of "Call Me
Mister" guest on "Breakfast Club" with George Jessell and his cast of
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" doing shots on same show end of this

week, . . .Skip Farrell making series of guest appearance.? in Small Illinois

towns Mary Hartline, leader of "Junior Junction" cover girl on this

week's issue of Look mag.
Nelson Olmstead in New York for three-week variation, first in over

six years Ken Nordine headlines Cast ol "The Hoosier Schoolmaster,"
new NBC show....Guy Savage doing WBKB television major sport.s

events programs, including Arlington and Washington Park meets. .". .Dr.
Preston Bradley celebrates 10th anni on WGN this week Jean Law-
rence of "Call Me Mister" on "Teens and Tunes" club '^'Melody L,3ne"
now heard at new time from 8 to 8:30 p.m. on Tue.sdays . . "Quiz Kids"
celebrated seventh year of broadcasting June 29 Frank Bigncll named
assustant program manager Of WTMJ in Milwaukee. . . .Bob Cummingham
left WBBM to do freelance announcing. .. .WGN aired round the world
Pan American Airways inaugural takeoff ceremonies from Municipal
Airport June 30., ..Entire cast of "Red Mill" with the "Jimmy CostcUo"
show in Gary celebrating the 100th anni of the town of Hobart at Gold-
blatfs Gary store... .Jamas, p^Uahan has j<)ined»¥PC C/entrsl Divisi(V>«.
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The Critics liave 21 words for us

Below are 21 adjectives, carefully culled from the long list of citations which

ABC has received in the past few months. We print them here for two reasons:

(l) because it gives us a chance to say,- "Many thanks for the bouquets—and

may we live up to them;" and (3) because it is interesting to realize that

critics of radio have such a surprisingly large number of complimentary words

in their vocabularies.

"lUPOBTASii:' World Security Workshop
'r<ir*T»>_ Ohio State Univ.: First Award

Hiroshima
Ohio State Umv: First Award

George Foster Peabody Award

Motion Picture Daily Aivard

CCNTPublic Service ilimrrf

Billboard: 2 Awards

"TOP"

-140S1

Council Agaimt Intohranxe in America:

Citation

Youth Aslcs the

Government
Ohio State Univ.: Honorable Mention

Theatre Guild on the Air

Billboard: First Award
Ohio State Univ.: First A ward

Motion Picture Daily Award

Henry Morgan Show
George Foster Peabody Special Citation

Billboard: 2 Awards

Motion Picture Daily: S Awards

Walter Winchell
National Conf. of Christians and Jews

Award

American Farmer
National Safety Couruil Award

Raymond Swing
Ohio State Univ.: First Award

"PROVOCATIVE"

"BEST"

Are These Our Children?
Ohio State Univ.: First Award

Bing Crosby
Motion Picture Daily: 4 Awards

Boston Symphony Orchestra

Bruno Waiter, guest conductor

Metropolitan Opera

Milton Cross
"SUPERIiATIVE" Musical America: First Award

MSTIW^'^^^®''

The Greatest Story Ever Told
Variety: Special Award

America's Town Meeting

of the Air
Ohio State Univ.: Honorable Mention

-^r" Elmer Davis
1946 Du Pont Radio Commentators' Award

Do we print this list of 21 pats on the back simply because it's

vur back that's being patted? No; we have a better reason than

that. The- significant tiling about this list is that it is RADIO

that's being praised. The 'critics (and the public) are acclaiming

the mature and stimulating things that are happening more and

i^ore riiese days on all networks. Radio has grown up—with

press notices like tlie ones on this page to prove it. And, you

know, when you feel like aii adult, there's nothing more gratify-

ing than being told you're aditig like Onc»

American Broadcasting Company
A NETWORK OF 250 RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA

1 ' 1- I : )
'

. I 'J < ». . j:
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CBS 'SchooF to Take to liberty Roatf

Studying AD Democratic Setups

ftolling into ii& 18lh consecutive'

year of broadcasting, CBS' blue-

ribbon sustained, "School of the Air "

has undergone a partially revamped
curriculum for its 1947-48 season be-

ginning next fall. Across-the-board

schedule, still pitched to a junior

high school age level, will launch

one new major project at that time

that will exceed in scope anything

the "School" has essayed before.

IWeanwhile, for the first time in its

history, the "School" will be 'heard

during the summer months.
; A series

oE U) outstanding programs selected

from the series' archives will be rer

peated on a one-a-week basis Tues'
day nights at' 10:30 p.m. beginning
late in July. According to Robert
Hudson, CBS director of education,

and Leon Levine, producer of the

"School," the summer programs will

serve as a trailer for adult listeners

for the following season.

Rebroadeast of past programs also

wiU give radio educators an oppor-
tunity to measure the advance made
in techniques since the series began,

according to Levine. To date, the
"School" has been the universally

acknowledged measuring rod for

""•ducational airers.

On Monday nights, beginning in

tbe fall, the "School'' will air its

most ambitious program series un-
der the title of "Liberty Road."
Series, which Levine .eohcretized-

from a sugesstion by CBS vice-

prexy Ed Murrow, will be. a com-
parative, study of the institutions of

democracy as they exist throughout
the world, Such concepts as freedom
of the press, assembly, petition, re-

ligion and trial by jury, the right, to

vote and personal property wiir be
examined from the viewpoint of

their Conception and practice in

various countries. Serie.'s w'll com-
prise both dramatic and \iOcumen-
tary jwesentations.

Tuesday ^ programs, titled "Gate-
ways to Music," will 'present musical
programs, ranging from classical to

folk selections, as cultural expres-
sions, of different countries and re-

gions of the world. . Wednesday's
"March of Science" series during
1947-48 will emphasize less the tech-
nical aspects of inventions than their

social and human impact.

"Tales of Adventure-' .on' .Thurs^

days will make a pitch for tolerance

by dramatizations of about 30. re-

cent and classical books on adven-
ture and sports which have toler-

ance as a thematic byproduct. Fri-

Ue Witt Hurdles Moon

Into WSM Prexy Spot

Nashville, July 1.

Jack De'Witt, who attracted at-

tention for "shooting the moon" with
radar, has been made president of
WSM here. Under new setup, Edwin
Craig moves from prexy to chair-

man of the board. Harry Stone re-

mains as veepee and .general man-
ager,

While in the engineerini school

at .'Vanderbilt Univ., DeWitt helped
build WSM's first 1,000 watt trans,

mitter. He was chief engineer at

WSM from 1932 to '42. Commis-
sioned a major in the Signar Corps
in '43, and upped to lieut. colonel in

'44, he was principal figure in feat of

contacting moon with radar signal
in '46. Ten years prior he had
worked with 'WSM's present chief

I engineer George Reynolds in at-

tempting radar contact with the
moon from Nashville. The 30-foot

tower they constructed for the effort

still stands near WSM's towerb

day's series, titled "Opinion, Please,"
will switch from the previous sea-
son's" forum format to a quarterr^

hour dramatizations of current prob-
lems followed' by student discus-,

sions. CBS' local outlets carrying
the "School" will cut in students
from local high schools and colleges
to build up area interest.

FORD BOND'S LONGHAIR

'MUSIC HALL OF FAME'
New longhair platter series, titled

"The Music Hall of Fame," is being

readied by Ford Bond Radio Co. Ser-

ies Ls outgrowth of Walter..Preston's

"Showshop" on WOR, N. Y. Preston,

head of Columbia Concerts' radio

dept. and head of Columbia affiliate

Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, is select-

ing the artists, writing the script, and
doing an interview with the artist

which is a feature of each 15-minute

disk. Balance consists of, musical
numbers.

,

The 15-rainute transcriptions are
open-rend recordings, with space left

for commercials of local sponsors.

Audition records of first series of 13

are ready, with regular, platters due
within two weeks, Artists on first

series include Rose Bampton, Nadine
Conner, Mona Paulee, William Kap,
ell, Dorothy Kirsten, Pierrette Al-
arie, F,ileen Farrell, Norman Cordon,
Tod(i Dunean, and - others. Second
series will be produced in August,
With 52 platters in all contemplated.

Pittsburgh-rCharlie Early, back
newscasting on KDKA after being
laid up. more. than , a month and a
half with acute gastritis. He had
expected to be out only a fortnight.

Cary Betz, who just graduated from
the Carnegie Tech drama school, has
joined the WCAE announcing staff.
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' An exciting . intriguing ... dramatic 13-minute

open-end transcription series now avaiiabU

for local, regional and national sponsorship,

w STARRI N G ^ ^ II

who becomes America's newest exciting Story-Teller

IT REALLY HAPPENED!!!

with

Telling intense, absorbing, educational stories based on the least-

known facts of the most well-known people, Jim Ameche comes to a

large loyal audience with entertainment at radio's best . . . IT REALLY

HAPPENED!!! ... An Open-End Transcribed 15-minute show.

Available now . . . for local, regional or national coverage . . . a pro-

gram designed to please and to pull ... IT REALLY HAPPENED!!!

TELE-RADIO CREATIONS, INC. is an organization

of leading; radio producers, directors, writers

and artists eq[uipl>ed to meet all your radio

neids . . . musical, v«riety and dramatic . . . live

and oi>en-end transcribed prOduaions.

FOR AUDITION RECORD : miJE - W/RE - PHOtiE

1

ILGWU to Underwrite FM

Sets for Members to Tune

Of $1,000,000, SezPrez
Cleveland, July 1.

Now holding sixT FM licenses, the
International Ladies Garment Worlc-
ers Union, which closed a week-long
national convention here, discloses

it's going to get sets into member
homes.
David Dubinsky, union president,

had asked Morris Novik, radio con-

sultant for ILGWU, what under-
writing funds would be needed if

members in the union's FM areas

were to .be supplied with setsi

Novik is reported to have esti-

mated 25,000 sets would be needed
for initial operations and that these

should be made for about $.50, neces-

Eitating an underwriting program, of

$1,000,000 for combination AM and
FM sets.

To this Dubinsky replied: "Tell

the manufacturer rthat if he produces
a set that will come up to the stand-

ards of the best in the business, if

it will be approved by the three best

engineers in the business, and if he
will sell the set without the retail-

er's profit, we will ,
distribute, job

and take care of the installation of

them.
"All we want is lowest cost sets.

If that is what you are going to get,

we will underwrite the production

cost of $1,000,000."

Predictions now are that ILGWU
members will get AM-FM table

models for about $60, or around $40

under current costs.

EX-COLONEL SUES ON

'READER'S DIGEST' AIRER
Claiming he was held up tO ridi-

cule in a "Radio Reader's Digest"

dramatization last . Feib. 27 called

"Dakar Cover Plan,'' Donald Q.

Coster, former Army Colonel, has

brought suit for $250,000 in N. Y.

supreme court against CBS, Fpote,
,

Cone & Belding and Rayshow, Inc.,

air show producers. However, it's

reported that FC&B, which handles
"Digest" for its- client. Hallmark,

is assuming litigation responsi-

bility. . . .

Coster complains he was iniper-

sonated by an actor and that the

audience was led to believe that he
was either the author of the story

or had approved it.

Complaint sets forth, "plaintiff

was made out... to- be a liar, a brag-

gart and a: fool, and held up to

public ridicule, sCorn and eon-

tempt,"

Flock of Pros Enroll

At NYU Radio Workshop
New York University opened its

12th annual Summer Radio Work-
shop this week. Davidson Taylor,

CBS vice-president in charge of

programs, is the first guest lecturer.

Meantime Fordham University, Jes-

uit-operated, has entered the com-
petition for the first time with a

"summer institute."

At NYU the enrollment this year
is described as notable for the nunjr
her of professionals as against stu-

dents and teachers taking the six

weeks'- course. These include:

Audrey Adams, KSCJ, Sioux City.

•Raymond Berman, promotion
manager, KSL, Salt Lake.
Donald R. Beushausen, program

director, KPKA, Greeley, Colo.

Eugene Bilek, Robert Maxwell
Associates. ,

Regis J. Cordic, announcer,
WWSW, Pittsburgh.
Irwin Forman, announcer, WARM;

Scranton.
"Michael Kane, announcer, CBM,
Montreal. :

Robert E. Lee, program directori

WMIN, Minneapolis;
Lynn Lewis, promotion manager,

WARM, Scranton.
"

Robert F. Mager, announcer,
WGNS, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Angelo Morano, Jr., N. Y. free-

lance actor.

Jerome L. Nelson, production,

WCCO, Minneapolis.
Irene Potvin, CFPA, Port Arthur,

Ont.'

Cole A. Roberts, program director,

WORD, Spartanburg, S, C.

Edith C. Thompson, program di-

rector,- WMFT, Florence, Ala.

Columbus—'Bob Miller, former as-

sociate director of WLW, Cincinnati,

has been named farm service direc-

tor of WHFD, the new radio outlet

being built by the Ohio Farm Bureau
Cooperative near Columbus. James
R. Moore, manager of the station,

said that the first broadcast will be
made in July.
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"For here Ke have a public entertainer scaling even greater

heights . . . TED LEWIS like any other quality merchandise,

seems to improve in value with the passing of lime . . . his show*

'

manshipisinrinciblt"

1

VARIETY

yzHOUR
TitiUNfSCllIfiEO

available lor

local and regional

sponsorshii^

the guy all America loves... the reaf

TED LEWIS, with a hat full of music,

Here's the biggest news in radio! He's
here at last! The high-hatted tragedian of

song . . . TED LEWIS, the most beloved

musical personality of all time . . . in hisown
half'hour variety show . . . tjie most spectacular

radio program ever transcribed! For local

or regional sponsorship.

The fabulous TED LEWIS . . . making you smile

through your tears in a show of sheer enchantment
... In a program of musical magic . . . appeallhg;

to everybody, young or old. For TED LEWIS is an
ageless performer . . . the very spirit of youthfulness

that makes a sucker out of the calendar!

Here is one program where age levels, income
levels, tastes and the whole works . . . are

practically non-existent. TED LEWIS is everybody's

boy. If the product you have in mind is bought and
used by people . . . then here's the show that'll sell them!

TED LEWIS with a great e/ghfeen p/ece

orchestra, big name vocalists, a supporting cast

of top talent Showmanship and the top music
from today's hit parade skillfully blended with the songs

from the nostalgic past. "THE TED LEWIS
SHOW" HAS EVERYTHING!

Don't let any grass grow under your feet if you're

interested in this show, which is headed for top rating!

Play safe by writing for information about an audition

record now ... or better still, TELEGRAPH!

GHARTOC-GOLMAN
PRODUCTIONS

360 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

HTHFR <«TTnw<Sll Franklyn MacCormaclt's Book of IMemories • Love Letters with FranklynlVlaGCormack • The Tex Ritter Show
\j 1njin yy^w

j^^^ Brickhouse Inside Story • In the Cameo Room • Howdy Pardner with Rex Allen

laughter and tears. ..in the

GREATEST MUSICAL

VARIETY PROGRAM

ON RECORD!
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Films Specially Lensed for Tele To

^ Ready for Screenings by August
First of the series of films to be

produced by Jerry Fairbanks espe-

cially lor television is expected to

be ready by mid-August for demon-r

stration screenings before network

and ad agency execs. It any sug-

gestions for improvement are found

feasible, tlie prints will be shipped

back to the Coast for retakes. Initial

release date: for the first picture has

been set for . Ootobet.

. Unlike other telefilm producers,

•who have specialized in stringing

together a batch b£ stock shots into

a "new" short, Fairbanks is lensing

each foot o£ film for specific trans-

mission via video. Because of the

small screen limitations and unique
lighting requirements of tele, con-

sequently, long shots' will be used
sparingly with particular attention

paid to clo-seups and detail. Musical

Soundtrack is to be provided for

'each film so that it can be used in

case the American Federation of

Musicians' negotiates With tele be-

fore October, If not, the music will

be deleted, with some other sound
effects added.

Cost of the pix is now being
vorked ; out, based on the number
of sets In each city having tele serv-

ice, Discounting the complaints of

prospective network operators, Fair-

banks has decided to book the films

on a station-for-station basis, in-

stead of setting one rate for an en-

tire network,, under the assumption'
that both transcriptions for radio

and films for theatres are sold in

;that way; Each station, though, is

to have an exclusive on the films in

its city. Whatever the cost of the,

films, according to Fairbanks' reps,

they'll be much less expensive than
the cost of doing similar shows live.

Mull Two Types

Two types .of programs are cur-

rently being prepped, including a

whodunit series with a live audience
participation angle' and a family
comedy series. Each film will be
designed for a half-hour show, with
a com'mercial at front and' back,
similar to open-end radio transcrip-
tions. Series will comprise 17 dif
ferent subjects, each complete in

itself. Under- temporary terms
worked out by Fairbanks pending
the time when tele sets are num-
erous enough, each broadcaster will

bs permitted to transmit two repeat
showings of each film' at no extra
cost.

Thus the first film will be run on
the first week and repeated 17 "weeks
later for the benefit »f the stj^adily-

growing number of set . owners. Re-
peating the procedure twice would
make a total of 51 weeks, with Fair-
banks willing to hook a repeat of

any one of the IT features for the
52d week. Weekly cost of the films,

consequently, will be only one-third

that of the original price when
amortized over the entire year.

Films are to be shipped, presum-
ably via air express, from Fairbanks'
Hollywood studio, where they'll be
returned for inspection; following
each screening. Fairbanks is pro-
ducer of three series of entertain-

ment shorts, "Unusual Occupations,"
"Popular Science" and "Speaking of

Animals," which are released by
Paramount. :

.

Tdevision Keview I
... .4.44

ACT IT OUT
With Ed Casey, BoUy Adair, Roc

Bogcr.s,- Mnnte Banks, Jr., Leon
Kay; Bill Cullcn, emcee

Script: Bill Monsces
Director: Steve Price
Prodnvef: Price-Monsees
30 Milts.; Thurs., 8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WAED-DuMont, N. Y.
One good thing about video pro-

grammers currently is their evident
Willingness- to try anything once.
One bad thing stemming from this

virtue is the number of lemons that

get by them to sour up the airr

lanes. "Act It Out" got by. It's one
of those shows which illustrate

simultaneously the infancy of tele-

techniques and the senility of its

ideas, mostly borrowed from radio's

lower shelves. Appeal of this pro-
gram lies exclusively in its giveaway
gimmick which, though it may be
effective, stiU has to be nailed as an
easy out from imaginative thinking.
Program's idea is a simple varia-

tion of parlor charades. After a
group of performers act ouf^Several
scenes which a single word can
describe, dialers are asked to- phone
in their answers in order to win a
prize. Prizes, such as shoes, hair-
dress, table settings, were shown with

heavy plugs for the stores selling

them. Only excitement in the pro-
gram was to think about the mad
dash of viewers rushing to the tele-

phone to phone in the correct
answers. Herm.

Mit. LOU CLAYTON
ONIXICD BKXALL UKUO CO.
OldBy—CRH—9:80 i>.m., BUST

- .M-fi-M—"Tliis Time tor: Keapfi*^
Vlt Happened In Brooklyn'

FORD, DON LEE TIE

UP FIGHTS ON COAST
Hollywood, July 1.

Two television deals covering ex-
clusive rights to the fight cards at

the L. A. Olympic and Hollywood
Legion Stadium wet<e closed last

week. Ford bought the Olympic
boutS/for two and a half hours once
a week and will use both live and
filmed commercials. KTLA carries.

Don Lee's W6XAO signed a three-
year contract for telecast of Q>e
Friday night scraps , at the Legion
Stadium.
Figured that there are around

3,000 sets within signal range of the
two Hollywood transmitters.

CHI'S FIX COMMERCIALS
Chicago, .Tuly 1.

First lowsieost all-film tele com-
mercisds to be seen ui the Chi area
will he aired over WBKB starting
tomorrow (2) for 26 weeks. ^Televi-
sion Advertising Productions pro-
duced one minute and 45 second
spots for Dad's Old "Fashioned Root
Beer at a cost of $200 each, exclusive
of talent.

D.C. Ball Team in First

Sponsored Tele Setup
Washington, July 1.

First sponsored television, remote
pickup series of events here, airing

of the home games of the Washing-

ton Nats by WTTG (DuMont, Wash-
'

ingtoii), teed ofl: Friday (28) with the

broadcast of the Nats-Boston . Red
Sox game. DuMont has piE^qted to pay
the Nats $10,000 for the remaining

games on the schedule.

Lacy's Washington electrical ap-

pliance dealer, has signed to bank-

roll the broadcast through the Henry
J. Kaufman ad agency, but what
part of the tab the sponsor picks up
is being kept under wraps. Bob.

Wolff, local sporfscaster, handles the

play-by-play.

RedCiffpetOat

F«r Salute To

1st D.C. Net Tele
Washington, July 1.

NBC rolled out the red carpet

here last Friday (27) for over 300

guests who trekked out to the

Wardman Park Hotel to salute

opening of Washington's first net-

worTt television station WNBW.
Well-wishers included Chief Jus-

tice Fred 'Vinson, three Cabinet

members and over 100 Senators and
Congressmen and tUeir wives.

Guests, between wining and din-

ing, were treated to a straight 3% '

hours of top tele programming, all

of it, except for the WNBW dedi-

cation ceremonies, otiginating- out

of NBC-WNBT, N. Y. Only flub

was a minor one, which 'saw- the

WNBT sound track turned on too

soon to break into middle of WRC-
NBC geheral manager Carleton

Smith's dedication speech. Pro-
grams were tarried- over 12 RCA
demonstratin sets in Wardman's-
Continental Room,

. Elaborate sho-wmanship which at-

tended the NBG affair was com-
mented on by many of the guests as

doing more than anything else to

date to put television on the- map
locally.

Other unique feature of the open-
ing was attendance 'by television

reps of NBC's competition in town,
including future video competitors
WMAL-ABC; Bamberger Broadcast-
ing Co. and full complement of

DuMont's WTTG staffers . . . all of
whom have been working together
so far to plug television generally
rather than their own particjilar

brand of it.

For example, DuMont which has
been teTevising WNBT shows out of

New Vork for local audiences and
stands biggest chance of losing

sponsors to the NBC outlet, saluted
the WNBW debut in special cere-

monies over WTTG and wfent off

the air Friday as WNBW- canie on.
In a speech over WTTG, DuMont
manager Leslie Arries hailed the
NBC tele operation, oflfered WNBW
"friendly competition and complete
cooperation when the occasion de-
mands" and said "in recognition of
fact that this is NBC's mght of
nights/' DuMdnt was going off the
air until the 2 p. m. ball' game on
Saturday. ...

Jtea^ by most . . .

Pne^eMed t>y most

in the BUYING Ark-La-Tex

Write for Avaiiabiiiti^s

74c

SlintMjuiU,

ST. LOUIS C OF C MOVES

IN ON TELEVISION
St. Louis, July 1.

Town is becoming tele conscious.
Last week the exec committee of the
Chamber of Commerce authorized
the appointment of a television pro-
motion committee to advance inter-
est in the new industry. The goal,
according to George C, Smith, C of
C prez is to make Sfc Louis a major
tele center,

J. Wesley McAfea, public utility

company prez, has been chosen
chairman, of the committee. His
company, the Union Electric Co. of
Missouri, is a large buyer of radio
time and has been bankrolling "The
Land We Live In," a weekly pro-
gi-am over KMOX for about four
years.

,

Philco's Special Show

From Independence Hall
^ , Philadelpliia, July 1.

Phiico station WPTZ and NBC
jointly presented a special telecast
from Independence Hall Friday
night (27), with viewers Seeing the
show simultaneously in Philadelphia,
New York and Washington.

Television Only a Substitute

For the Real (Sports) Thing
By LOU LITTLE

(Footboll Cooch, C(flMrtibio U-niucr-

sitv)

I think I'm going to like it—tele-
vision, that is.

Of course^ I've not had much
chance to be a judge, so far as see-

ing television football is concerned.

On Saturday afternoons, when col-

lege football is played, I am fairly

busy. I have a coviple of dozen

charges of my own to watch in the

flesh at Columbia's "Baker B'ield,^

New York. And on Sunday after-

noons, when the pro games are

played, I am usually up there in the

second.deck of the stand as a spec-,

tator, welcoming the chance to

watch a game in which a fumble, or

a blocked kick or a 90-yard run for

touchdown, • can be viewed imper-
sonally and from the point of view
of the critic, not that of the coach,

It is a pleasant thing to go to. a foot-

ball game when you don't have to

worry who wins or who loses.

The fact that T attend those Sun-
day games to see for myself, rather

than sitting down before a. television

set means something, I think. It

means that television will not, in my
opinion, be a critical factor at the

boxoflice, any more than radio has
been during the past 20 years.

The"^ football enthusiast is a man
who wants to see for himself at first-

hand. He wants to see and he wants
to hear. IJf wants to be able to

look over the defensive setup as the
teams line up. He wants- to guess
and second-guess himself; He wants
to have the feel of the game: .

These things, I believe, are a' little

more than television" is prepared to

give him. It provides a good sub-
stitute, of course. Radio has done
that, too. On the rare occasions

when I have been able to listen to

radio accounts of football gamesy as

on the New Year's Day programs
of Bowl games which start the ra-

dios going in .early afternoon-, and
continue until loilg after dark when
the Rose Bowl affair is finished for

listeners here in the east, I have
gained a great deal of pleasure.

Especially has that been true in the

case of the Rose Bowl and the Sugar
Bowl contests, where I know the
scenic background and the layout of

the fields.
'

Nothing; Like Being There
But, just the same, I would rather

be there in a -iiice- seat on the 50-

yard line, high above the field, look-
ing down on the scene with my own
two eyes. The same will be. true as

television comes ^ong, Television
will be a good substitute for the on-
the-scene observation. - But still a
substitute. •

You' and I know that the news-
reels have done an extremely fine

job of covering football in the past.
10 or a dozen years. I know plenty
of football men who make a point
of getting into the newsreei theatres
every week for a look at the action
which has been shot, the previous
Saturday in a cross-section of the
nation's leading games.
And when you have seen, a Tom-

my Harmon or a Sid Luckman or
Blanchard or Davis reel off a couple
of dazzling plays on the picture
screen, you ^ire more than ever
anxious to see one of those men In
flesh-and - blood action the • first

chance you get. Isn't that right?
The samCi I think, will be true of

television. Read about a colorful
performer, see a picture of him,
even a motion picture or a television
picture, and you are more than ever
anxious to see him with your own
eyes. People have always, been like

that. I see no reason why this new-
est wonder of the entertainment
world .should bring about a change
in the inherent curiosity of the hu-
man being.

Television in my mind ranks as
one of the great scientific achieve-
ments of all time. How they do: it'

I don't pretend to know and I art
not going to. get a heaciacbe trying :

to figure it out, even though I have
appeared frequently on television

programs in interviews on football.

Seeing the McCoy
But it is stlU true that Nature's

achievement—a pair of good eyes—

»

is more remarkable still. Two good
eyes looking down from the stands
at a football game take care of an-
gles and scope and quick adjustment
and proportion which television

can't hope to match now or in ; the.

future, : Especially will that be true,

in- the -case of football. Things hap-
pen all over, the football field in the .

split-second that launches a play.,.

Eleven men on the offense are
carrying out distinctively contrast-

;

ing assignments that fuse into the
well executed play. Eleven -de-

fensive men are- reaching -with the
incredible speed of the'" reflexes- of
trained young athletes. The inter-

esting action frequently is spread
over a relatively wide area. No
matter how skillful photography, it

is going to be difficult to get the
complete picture of the play. But
your two eyes, darting from here to
there and back again, can do its

So I say, let's have television. I

think it will make people want to
see more football. Columbia game.-s

at Baker Field have been televised

in recent years. During those years,
there has been more spectator inter-

est in Columbia football than ever
b^re. X don't say that that is be-
cause of television,, but certainly
television up to^.now has not hurt
and I don't believe that it will.

(Third of o series on Television
by outstanAmg showmm and sports
figures, in relotiom to the boxoffice
potentialities)

.

WCBS-TV 'Aqua Show'
"Aqua - Show," new water car-

nival -staged in the New York State
Amphitheatre in Flushing Meadows,
N. Y., will be televisedV WCBS-
TV (CBS, N. Y.) Saturday (5)

night and may be done as a regular
Saturday night feature for the dura-
tion of the show's run.

Jack
Lawrence

has switched to

ART FRANKLIN
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

* f'ompoRcr of "Jjinda," "Symphony,'
"Sleepy Xagoon." ,

,

Art Frcmhliii AssMiatM
214 Watt 42iid StMst

•Ryant 9-Z898-9

• WflUltQ.

leap

all over a

14,000 squaremilesalesareat
PHItAI>ELP«IA'S PIONEER VOiC

REPRESENTED NATiONAlLY BY GEO, P. NOLIINGBERY CO,
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Tyler, Tex.—S. H. Bothwell, fot-

mer city manager of Forth Worth,

has been named director of KTBB,

which is slated to take to the air

here soon;

Kansas City—KMBC gets a new
ginger in the. person of Max Condon.

He goes on the morning Rhyme-a-

tine Time show singing under the

name of Russell Roland. Condon is

a native, and is returning to take

up his home here after serving ra-

dio chores in Chi. He replaces

Maurice Chamblee on the morning

half-hour.

Boston — Yankee News Letter,

WNAC-Yankee Network house or-

gan founded by Ijnus Travers, exec

prexy and general manager of the

network, resumed publication this

week after layoff of 16 months.

the KBNT station wagon and will be
ready by July lw Within a radius of

24 miles of Des Moines, the KRNT
station wagon' can rush newsmen to

any specific point of floods, acci-

dents, fires,, etc. with on-the-spot
telephone bulletins then aired quick-

ly by studio newsmen.

Minneapolis— Don Leary Record

sliop, biggest of its type in the north-

west, has gone on the air over

WDGY for a half-hour Saturday af-

ternoons with what is believed the

first record show sponsored by a rec-

ord shop having an informal for-

mat.. .

Cincinnati— Crosley Broadcasting

Corp, has signed to air summer
opera performances at the Gincin^

jiati Zoo. Both Crosley stations,

WLW, Cincinnati, and WINS, New
Vork, will carry the broadcasts.

WINS will air the operas from 8:30

p.m. to end, each Saturday, July 8

through Aug. 2.
' WLW will broadcast the operas

#om 9:48 p.m. to end, on June 29,

July 6 and 13. On July -20, 27 and
Aug. 3, WLW will broadcast from
10:15 p.m. to close.

. Pittsburgh—Martin Eohen, WWSW
publicity director, is taking a leave

of absence ior the jsununer to enroll

at Columbia U for a course in short

story and radio writing.: Jane
Schultz will look after the station's

press releases during his absence.

Des Moines—To speed up news
and special events coverage, KRNT
has contracted with Northwestern
Bell Telephone for two-day mobile
radio-telephone service^ /Hie com-
pact FM shortwave transniitter-re-

telver unitvis now being installed in

CHIEF BENDER SET AS

PHILLY SPORTSCASTER
Philadelphia, July 1.

Chief Bender, one of the alltime
pitching greats of major leagvie base-
ball, last night (30) made his debut
as a radio sportscaster over WFIL
in the interests of tJie Bantam Beer
Distributing Co., local distributors of

Goebel Beer.
Chief Bender, who came out of

the Carlisle Indian school to pitch
the Athletics to pennants back in
mo, 1911, 1913 and 1914, featured
stories about the outstanding plays
and players of the day.
His show is aired Monday through

Friday from 11:15 to ' 11:20 p.m.
Since his retirement as • an active
player, he _has been associated with
the Athletics as a club representa-
tive and scout.

Oldsters recall Chief Bender
topped American League pitching
averages in 1910, 1911 and 1914. An-
other famous Indian athlete, Jim
Thorpe; also attended the Carlisle
School.

AFL
Continued from page 23

network time, with the remainder
spent on talent. Virtually every-
body worked for scale.
Just how much the AFL program-

mmg contributed toward the deluge
ol telegrams addressed to President
Truman urging the veto (which was
we primary .motive of the air
splurge) is considered speculative,
,jn view of the ratings racked up by
the shows.. But that the propaganda-
entertaininent technique will be re-
prised from here on is regarded as
a foregone conclusion, as evidenced,
for example, in the upcoming Song
spinners series pacted with ABC by
the National Assn. of Manufacturers.
Feeling generally is that the AFL

. propaganda aspects of the shows
.

were too. heavy-footed, that too often
tney went the hucksters one better
•'" their trip-hammered use of com-
mercials, nullifying the entertain-
ment value of the shows.

Bloomington, III.— Hale Bondu-
rant, for 10 years sales manager of

WHO, Des Moines, has come here
to take over as manager of WJBC,
Which the Daily Pantograph ac-

quired earlier this year. Bondurant
succeeds A. M.- McGregor, former
part-owner of "the station, who has
resigned to devote full time to

management of KSTT, Davenport,
in which he is part owner.

HIGHER CAN. UNION FEES

RESTRICT USE OF DISKS
Ottawa, July 1.

Recordings vs. live airers was a

feature of the discussions in sessions'

of the Parliamentary radio commit-

tee, annual probe .into Canadian

broadcasting by Parliament. ' Com^
mittee asked why recordings ,or

transcriptions were not used' instead
of live- programs for economy. A.
D. Dunton, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. chairman, told the session

CBC could not save money with a

backlog of disks, for several reasons.

.Dunton said Musicians' Union fees

for disked airers were higher than
for live shows, union arguing it had
no protection against number of

times a disk could be aired, Dr.
Augustin Frigon, CBG's g. m., said

CBC got a cheap wire rate since it

contracted for Ifi hours every day.

&ouiidwork L»d for AD-Me^a Umt

To Fight More GovemmeRt Controls
Washington, July 1.

Groundwork for an all-media com-
mittee to plug for "freedom of ex-
pression" in the, face of any attempts
to extend Government controls over
pix, radio or the press was laid at a

preliminary session here last Thurs-
day (26) hosted by National Assn. of

Broadcasters prexy Justin Miller.

Group met behind closed doors but
took tinie out for a White House
visit, at which President Truman
stated that all media should be given
full freedom in reporting World
news. .

Danger which pix and the press

face from FCC when television films

and facsimile broadcasting become
popular was outlined by Miller, who

also reported on the industry-wide
opposition to pending radio billr on
the premise that radio should he as
free as the pres-s. Promise of' full

radio industry support against any
limitations on newspaper ownership
of radio stations was made to press

men at the meeting.
Result was that, except for luke-

warm support from one publishing

rep, 10 participants in the "freedom
of expression" parley agreed to re-

fer the "united front" proposal to

their governing boards, and report

back at a second meeting—possibly
in the fall.

Fact that pix are already .subject

to local censorship ordinances was
(Continued on page 37)

TSK.TSK,MR.TRAMMELL
[An Open Letterfrom Your Old Friend, Edgar Kobak

J

Dear Niles

I'm surprised at NBG—but really.

I mean, of course, the double-spread

you folks ran on your interpretation of

BMB figures. I mean, how could you have

overlooked three such intiportant facts as

these?— -

L You know that BMB figures reflect

network positions as of March 1946. You

realize that that was a long time ago. (And

yet, your ad makes it all appear very

current.

)

, I believe in BMB— after all, the whole

industry welcomed and supported it:

advertisers, agencies, stations and net-

w^orks. But I can't help feeling that BMB
1946 figures are better (in June 1947) for

your network than for ours-.

Because ( and maybe you didn't know

this) BMB figures for Mutual include only

285 stations—but we've added 155 stations

since March 1946 and today we have 440

affiliates. BMB, omitting a third of our

stations, still gives us 19,100,000.

2, As I understand it, BMB deliberately

set no levels, but gave all levels plus com-

plete figures. That was what advertisers

and agencies and everybody else wanted.

But your ad, Niles, compared the net-

works on the basis of the 75%-and-up

counties, That made you look good and

why wouldn't it—with your Hopes and

soaps and symphony. But, you know, the

rest of us are in a heck of a lotlof counties

you rule out, and ibat's good circulation

too. And advertisers are interested..

So, when you blow up only a part of the

picture, you're not in focus, pal. You could

call that smart promotion, but ! always felt

RIBC was big enough to sell itself without

flexing its muscles at its competition. Or
am I wrong?

3. I keep thinking that we, of the net-

works, should sell broadcasting construc-

tively. Belittling the other fellow won't do

it-^particularly when you have to put

English on ybiir language. But let that go.

Mutual, I admit, has a problem—and it's

a lulu—that of arriving at a sound coverage

measure which will show with supportable

facts exactly where we stand—now in 1947,

with 440 afiiliates and more than 56 power

increases, completed or in the works.

We've been working on this a long time

and we think we have the answer. Soon

now, we'll be able to pubHsh that answer.

And how f wish I had your money for

double spreads.

We're also putting our story into an easel

presentation and 111 be glad to put it on

for you and some of your folks in your

nice Board Room, I promise you it'll be

interesting.

Kind regards.

Mutual Broadcasting System
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK
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asked Funt. "We'll split it" was
the reply.

i

Punt approached another guy with
an offer of $25 if he cut off his

mustache, but he didn't bite. Wire
recorder also picked up a conver-
sation between two men in a waiting
room of a maternity hospital, a
woman buying a hat, etc. However,
life in the raw, even though edited

for laughs, didn't come off as funnily

as a gag man's artifice. Best portion

of the show was; Lamont Johnston's
prefaces to each of the recorded
vignettes which pointed up the
loibles of humanity. Herm.

MR. PRESIDENT
With Edward Arnold, Betty Lou
Gerson, Charles Seal, Ernie Whit-
Mian, Basil Adlam and oroh; Owen
James, announcer

Writt*: Paul Milton
Director: Dwight Hauser

,

Producer: Robert Q. Jennings
80 Min.; 'Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaininsr
WJZ-ABC,' N. Y,

It's a commendable project that

ABG ha£ here, to wit: to dramatize
biography. The popularity of printed

biogs is certainly proof of the pub-
lic's appetite for stories of famous
lives, and radio does too little along
this line. Itt this case, as the title

indicates, the series is concerned
with iormer U. S. Presidents, pre-
senting ,little known incidents from
their lives ^ letting the' listener

guess, tintil the closing moments of

each stanza, wWdh President it con-
cerns.
Opening episode last Tliursday

(26) had a surprisingly current air,

dealing with a President (it turned
out to be Theodore Roosevelt) who
eluded his bodyguards and came
near to being assassinated during a
national crisis over a coal strike.

Edward Arnold, who is to be starred
throughout the series, is a film vet-

eran of such roles and gave the per-
formance warmth and dignity. vHe
if/as ably supported, and overall pro-
duction quality was good.
Apparently It js not the intention

ot the producers to have Arnold at-

tempt to (portray faithfully ^ach of

the Presidents- he . represents Jn suc-

ceeding stanzas. He fell/, naturally
into the role of TR—but it's a little

difficult to imagine him essaying a
Characterization of Calvin Coolidge.

• . Doan. . ,

DOUBLE OR NOTHING
With Walter O'Keefe, Murray Wag-

ner, others
Producor: Harry Spears
Director: Diana Bourbon
30 Mins.; MO|i.-Frii, 3 pjn.
CAMPBELL' SOUPS
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Ward Wheeloek)
A halt-hour cross-the-board cash

iiveaway program is deemed to be
stift proposition for any bank-

roller, but the two-way Campbell
soup $5,000,000 programming parlay
on CBS will be able to stand the
gaff. ^'Double or Nothing", has been
taken over with for soup-selling pur-
poses, with Walter O'Keefe in the
role of paymaster long held by John
Reed King. ,

Like most shows Ot thi^ type, quiz-
master sets the tone, and O'Keefe's
handling of that spot with his style

Of sly humor, makes the session a bit

TELEVISERS
ADVERTISERS

Inveitt In a mllUon Aollurs. >vortli ot
vlileo IdeuH now and convmtiilate
yourself laterl Hire youra«f au Idea
ninn.

Wilto B«x 178, Variety,
ISI Weat Kitli St., Nnw York 19'

of easy listening. He handles his con-
testants, in a pleasing manner, even
during one trying turn with a smart-
alecky quizzee. O'Keefe eschewed
cutting him up as any nitery comic
would have done in a similar situa-

tion, a fact probably noted by most
listeners. .

The modus operandi of the cash
giveaways is familiar. Contestant
chooses a category of question and
after working himself up to $10 in

easy stages, goes double or nothing
until $40 has been reached. Grand
slam and sweepstakes questions add
to the takes,
Campbell's is likely to get a good

return from this daytimer inasmuch
as the housewife can be inoculated
with the virtues of the product with-
out intensive listening. Murray
Wagner does the commercials neatly.

Jose.

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL
With Bert Wayne, announcer
Writer: Jean Ensinger
Producer-Director: Bob Labour
30 Mins.; Sunday, 4 pju.
Sustaining-
WNEW, N. Y.
• Save- for Bert Wayne's announc-
ing, this new stanza is a platter

series, comprising ether trailer for

mllywood films much in the fashion
of' house trailers in film houses.
Nevertheless it's handled- in inter-

esting manner, tightly scripted and
deftly produced to warrant listener

attention.
On teeoit. session Sunday (29)

local point was an excerpt from
Par's feature, •"Dear Ruth," cur-
rently at N. Y. Paramount, with
original cast- employed on disk,
probably culled from sound track
of film. However, what went un-
doubtedly whetted the appetite of
listeners to see the rest of the. fea-
ture. There was also a Bing Crosby
recording of "My Heart Is a Hobo"
as pitch for "Welcome Stranger,"
success, story interview with Bill
Demarest, screen comedian, and ex-
cerpts from score of"Duel in the
Sun," all of which jelled for nice
listening. Edba.

STRIKE IT RICH
With Todd Russell, others
Producer: Walt Framer
Writers: Roselle Bainbard, Framer
30 Mins.; Sunday, 10:30 p,m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
Radio is still to find a new and

different method of giving away
cash. "Strike It Rich" makes some
attempt to differentiate, but session
resolves itself into the usual groove.
This show in the time slot formerly
allotted to "We the People," tries to
select the contestants on the basis
of purpose -in trying to acquire the
maximum of $800 passible during
the mike stint. But who needs a rea-
son for wanting $800?
As it is, with some luck, there are

people that 'have an unusual need
for the $800, as in the case of an
English visitor, who cited the fact
that he'd like to implement the
amount of money Britain permits
him to take out of the country in
order to. obtain expert medical aid
for his ailing wife. Unfortunately,
he didn't get anywhere near tlie

maximum amount.
Todd Russell does a nice job with

the quizces and has a nice sense of
pacing. Under, show's format, the
contestant is given a working start
of $25 and can invest any amount
up to that on each que.stion, Thus
if the entire amount fs bet on five

questions, he can come out with the
top coin.
This CBS sustainer is an entertain

ing show, although too familiar to
offer anything new.

ON TARGET

Tha only shots that count are those

that hit. Weed and Company's record

for "on target" selling is maintained

by the accurately directed efforti

of its experienced representatlvti

flno cornppinY

RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIViS

NiW YeiH('IOITON«eHtcA(IO*»ETItOlT'SAH FRANCISCO*ATUNTA*HOUYWOOD

NEITHER FREE NOR EQUAL
With Laura Mae Carpenter, Barbara

Blssell, Del Dusenberry, Dean
Almquist, Dillon Cobh, Frank But
ler, Ed Viehman, narrator

Writers: Ralph Andrist> Ralph Back-
lund

Produoer: Bob Sutton ,
«

Supervisor: Sig Michelspn
30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCCO, Minneapolis
WGCO comes out swinging on the

issue of racial discrimination! in a
six weeks series which reconstructs
actual instances of discrimination in

the WCCO northwest territory.
Script of the opening show was

courageous and bitter. The show
wound up with a brief transcribed
talk by Minnesota Gov. Luther W;
Youngdahl, who said "We can't
achieve world peace if- we can't
eliminate bigotry in our own back'
yard."
The show at one point injected

the transcription of a Hitler talk,

likening it to some of the prejudicial
pressure noted . nowadays. At an-
other point it quoted Carey McWilr
liams in his statement naming Min-
neapolis as the "capital of anti-
Semitism in the United States," and
named the Kiwanis, Automobile club
and other units as among those "re-
stricting" membership.
Actors reconstructed instances of

discrimination—the towns in- which
they occurred were named—one in-
volving a doctor who insisted on
equine a colored infant a "nigger
baby,*' another -involving a Jewish
stenographer who overhears a tirade
against her race, and others.

Script pointed out there is also
discrimination against Protestants,
Mexicans, Poles, Indians and others
in the* territory, then t>Olnted out
that In an area of 5,000,000 people
there are 1,000,000 Catholics, 1,500,-
000 Protestants, 100,000 Jews—mak-
ing the point that virtually every-
body is in a minority.
Bramatic handling seems to suit

the show well to a general audience
and there was ample comment to
indicate it had a heavy initial listen-
ership. It might stack up as one of
the most courageous and two-fisted
treatments of . the subject yet at-
tempted by radio. Succeeding pro-
grams of the series seem assured of
pretty full attention. Murph.

NEW HORIZONS *

With Helen Breit, Adams Calhoun,
Claudine Shannon, George Stev-
ens, Dave Naugle, Norvell Slater,
Harry Harber, John McCiane, Wed
Howard, Russ Hall, Marian Kate,
Jim Burdette, George Kuesee,
Gordon .Suits, Dick 'Cole, Hugh
Wadill, Bert Noyd, Billy Mayo and
WFAA orohestra> Martin Camp-
bell.

Writers: Bob ' Stanford, Marian Kate
Producer: Ralph Maddox
30 Min.; Wed, 8:30 p.m. CST (One
Time)

WFAA Dallas

Past, present and future passed in
review on program which marked
the observance of the 25th anniver-
sary of WFAA. Show was based on
an original idea of Bob Stanford
and was written by Stanford and
Marian Kate and was produced by
Ralph Maddox, and presented the
WFAA personalities who serve
either on the air or in technical
capacities.

Show was well presented and
measured up to programs originat
ing from the network centers. Pro-
gram was transcribed to enable the
staff to participate in a special ban-
quet given in their honor by the
operators of the station.

_
First portion of the program wasm the form of a rising : elevator,

passing years instead of floors.
Starting from 1920, highlights of each
year were given in the general
broadcast field as well as a high-
light of WFAA. .Good use Was made
of several nostalgic records of pio-
neer figures including the Happiness
Boys, Ernie Jones and Billy Hare,
Rudy Vallee, Russ Columbo and
other pioneers. Adams Calhoun,
dean

,
of the southwest announcers,

retreated the first broadcast ofWFAA from the Dallas N6ws Build-
ing which he made way back in
June 26, 1922.

_
Old tunes of early radio, the tran-

sition from, earphones to loudspeak-
ers all were brought back during the
course of the program. With the
marqh of the years, other high-
lights included the war service ofWFAA and a portion of a speech
made by President Roosevelt and
ended with the year 1947 in tlie
Penthouse studios of WFAA.
Martin Campbell, managing direc-

tor of WFAA spoke briefly of the
service, growth and aim of the sta-
tion for the future, pointing out the
fact that WFAA has pioneered in
radio in the southwest and has
brought the listeners the finest in
entertainment. He also spoke of the
new service now being offered local
listeners through the FM outlet
KERA.
From the year 1947, the second

portion of the program . delved into
the future, with a preview of radio
to come in the years 1970 and 1985.
The .minute ooramereial program
was the best of these. Good, too,
wasithe interview with the man in
the moon. '

Music was under direction of Billy
Mayo conducting the WFAA staff
orch. Hugh Wadill was at the no-
vachord for the special effects. Mem-

AFTERNOON CONCERT
With Wayne Mack
Producer; Wayne Mack
30 Min.; Mon. thru Fri., 4:30 p.m.
EAST OHIO GAS CO.
WGAR, Cleveland

(Ketchum & MacLoed & Grove)
An attempt to attract listeners

away from soapbox and hillbilly

afternoon programs has been made
by WGAR with its half-Hour pro-
gram of recorded classitfal selections
For some time, pundits and smart

boys felt Cleveland needed long
hair entertainment in the afternoon
WGAR sold East Ohio Gas on the
idea, and the across-the-board half-

hour stanza of selected easy-to-listen.

to rnusic was arranged.
Wayne Mack does a nice job of

picking and Jie correlates the show
neatly .with' smart introductions to
the pieces he selects. He has a ten-
dency, however, to cater to the
heavier numbers, when more of the
lighter every-day pop-concert num-
bers would go far to sparkle the 30
minutes. .

The commercials are pleasant. No
doubt the show should make an ap-
peal to the lady of the house—in the
house that can afford gas heating.

Mark.
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Y&R
Continued from page 33

OUR TOWN FORUM
With John Thornberrjr, mo(lerator{
Bob.Grinde, announcer

30 Mins.; Sun., 12:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WHB, Kansas City

"Our Town Forum" has been on
the air for; several months as an
entry by WHB in the public service
Actually, the show is the baby of

John Thornberry, a leader in boys*
club work and other civic activities

who thought it up and now handles
it both on the air and in the work
of readying the weekly half hour
The premise is to provide a place

where topical questions of the citi

zenry may be aired in formal de-
bate. The actual debating is done
by a quartet of guests, usually per
sons informed on the particular
question on hand, with Thornberry
as moderator lining up two guests
on the affirmative, two on the nega-
tive. Questions discussed are usually
those which listeners indicate as
their chief interest for the week.

For the month of June, "Forum'f
has followed subjects with an edu
cational flavor, and thus this one in
particular debated the question
Should the Federal government

subsidize education?" Debaters in-
cluded Ida Maude Kite, Dr. Ben
Fine, Laura Smalley and John Mc
Evern, who waxed pretty strongly
on both sides over tne use of. fed-
eral funds.

All debating is adlibbed, with
Thornberry wielding the gavel but
issuing no decision. The program
attempts only to air the matter, and
decision is left to the listeners. Al-
though show is bound to hit high
and low spots, strikes a better than
fair average and is a crfedit to the
station's programming in the public
service. Quin.

Radio's defenders " won a hands-
down decision over its critics last
Wednesday night (25) in an "Opin-
ion-aire" (Mutual) trial-styled de-
bate on the question, "Is Radio Do-
ing a Good Job?" Stout defense
of -the industry was submitted by
Carl Haverlin, new prexy of Broad-
cast Music, Inc., while radio's latest
critic, Llewelyn White, author of
the recent Commission on Freedom
of the Press report on radio, could
offer only a watered-down indict-
ment that U. S. radio, "the best in
the world" and "doing a pretty good
job," isn't "nearly as good as it
should be."

Daily News radio editor Ben
Gross, as "counsel" for White, cross-
examined Haverlin mainly on why
Toscanini couldn't be heard at a
better listening hour. In turn, Sid-
ney Kaye, BMI exeo veepee. backing
up Haverlin, pinned down White on
exactly what types of programs ->he
thought radio needed. White said
for one thing, "quiz shows which
elicit useful information." Kaye
asked him, "What about 'Informa-
tion Please'?" White, who had ex-
plained at the outset that he "did
nothmg.for two years but listen to
the radio" while preparing his com-
mission report, admitted, "I never
caught it."

A studio "jury" thereupon' voted
8-4 in favor of radio's side. Next
day, when 2,203 voluntary phoned-
jn votes were tallied (cities polled
were Miami; Huntington, W Va •

Wilkes Barre; Emporia, Kans., and
Hastings, Neb,), the count was 86%
for radio's side, 14% against. Most
all-out town was Emporia, Where
only 3% of the calls denied radio's
good job.

bers of the staff and the technical
staff were given an opportunity to
greet the radio audience during the
sign off as each one paraded before
the microphone.

Stanford did an outstanding job
as narrator and summed up the
service of WFAA with the words
that "it is mindful of the past and
alert to the future," Andy,

that the V&R Board of Directors
may ask Larmon to , vacate the
presidency upon his return from
Europe.

Wnile the agency's overall billings
(in all media) actually' have shot
up during the past year, radio busi-
ness has. shown a 30% dip, it's betra
learned, attributed largely to Ge»i-

Route Switch
Young & Rubicam's emphasis

Of the fact that its . successor to
Tom Lewis as head radio man

—

when he's found^wiU be per*
• manently berthed in New 'York
has more than a casual sig-

nificance.

It was Y & R, about two years
ago, that was first among the top
agencies that led to the N.Y. to
I/.A, migration of radio direc-
tors on the basis that the. head

. man should. be on the Coast at
the scene of top production op-
erations,

Y & R now admits that it

erred; that no matter how many
agency shows emanate from the
Coast, the No. 1 radio man must
(henceforth be at the homeoffice
scene of dient'-business' opera-
tions.

eral Electric and Celanese folding up
their shows and (principally) tno
loss of the Borden business to Ken-
yon & Eckhardt agency. Latter for
years had been one of the "darling
house accounts,'' and when -the Bor-
den people went over to K & E it

hit Y & R in a sensitive spot.

It's recalled, too, that lor yearsY&R had the edge over its arch
agency rival, J. Walter Thompson,
in radio billings, in number of net-
work shows and hours, and in pro-
gramming stdture. Today the pic-
ture has reversed itself, particularly
in terms of stature. Contrasted" with
JWT's "Lux Radio Theatre" - Fred
Allen-Edgar Bergen parlay and it's

upcoming Al Jolson show for Kraft, ^

not a single show out of the Y&R
stable managed to land a Top 15
Hooper berth last winter—a factor
which also hurt:

Actually, those close to the "3!" &.R
scene are of the. opinion that the cur-
rent hysteria is unwarranted, that
by the fall there will be a general
resurgence in Y & R radio business,
including General Foods expansion
(with likelihood of a new daytime
show) and General Electric appli-
ance division moving in again.

Speculation continues rife as to
Lewis' successor as :;top radio man,
but there will be no action until

Larmon returns froiii lus trip te
Europe.

Louisville—William C. Hodapp,
lately with NBC as script writer on
'Author Meets Critic" has been ap-
pointed head of the WA'VE continuity
department, replacing Graeme Gil-

more, who has joined a local adver-
tising agency.
Mary Jane Jesse, formerly WAVE

script department, has left for New
York to join Young & Rubicam as
scripter.

TONIGHT

BUDDY CLARK
SINGS

CBS

9 P.M., EDST
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kide Stuff-Radio
Behind-the-scenes story of Mutual's "Family Theatre" series is an in-

Wsting mixture of faith, miracle and an Horatio Alger up-from-nowhere-

success plot. High-rating religious program, devoted to non-sectarian

^jlijy prayers, was inspired by a Roman Catholic priest, Father Patrick

Pevton after a miraculous recovery from a hopeless illness. He began

nn WABY Albany, with the help of Variety mugg James Connors many

vears ago.' Wanting a national hoolcup for his program, Father Peyton

was informed by a netw.orlc exec that he couW go en if he could line up

hi* name talent as guest stars. Two years ago, with help from Bing

CMsby whom he didn't know, he signed with practically the complete

roster of Hollywood stars to appear on the "Family Theatre" weekly.

Currently, pifogram is being aired over 310 stations of Mutual with a

weekly production tab of abtmt $2,000, which Father Peyton collects from

voluntary contributions. Despite AFM prez James C. Petrillo's permission

to use cuftocd musical talent. Father Peyton has been-paying scale salaries

to everyone connected With the program except the name stars. Program

has jtist been made open to sponsorship on an Institutional,basis.

An apprentice training plan on a junior executive level has been

launched at WOR (N.V.) as an experiment in developing creative pro-

gram and executive: talpnt. Prexy Ted Streibert's idea is to select two

"college grads each June as "junior executives without title" to learn the

bias iiia touisoi duty as assistants in various departments. First two have
' Veen chosen. Frank Muckenhautt,- just out of Columbia- U., started last

wedc, and Robert V. SedWick, magna cum laude grad of Princeton, came

in Monday (30). Botii are ex-GIs; Muckenhautt is married. They're

starting at $50 weeldy and worlcing directly under Rod Kriclison, program

director. Station looks upon the plan bs an investment in WGR'S future,

according to Streibert. The "apprentices" won't replace any pre-sent

staffers, but if posssible will be absorbed eyentuai:^ into some station

department on a permanent basfs.

' Storm of protest by rad'io brasshats that bill passed by Dlinois senate

<-lwo weeks ago, putting whole state in central time zone, would cause

chaos and disrupt broadcasting, had its result when House of Representa-.

tives last week tabled mieasure. Les Atlass, CBS; 1. E. Showerman, NBC;
Ade Hult, Mutual; and' Ed Boroff, ABC, rushed messages and sent reps to

house committee, showing soions that millions of listeners would be un-

ahfe to hear their favorite programs if time changes went tt^rough.

New transcribed series on discrimination; ."Lest We Forget—The Amer^
lean Dream,'' starring topflight legit names, is' being offered by the Insti^

tute for Democratic Education, N. Y., as a public seifvice, gratis, to sta^

tions throughout the country. The ISr-week, IS-jninute dramatic series

will preem in N. Y. over WNEW July 8.

. . Base^ on actual incidents, series will have Helen Hayes as a school

teacher, Fredric 'March cis' a college prof, Paul Lukas as a storekeeper,

Canada Lee «s a prizeflghter. Sam Levene as a cabbie, Ralph Bellamy as

a sheriff, etc. They'll dramatize incidents A everyday folk who succeeded
ja- overcoming problems of prejudJce in U. S. Series was conceived and
produced, by Harold Franklin and directed by Earle McGill. -

KYW Stresses Scripting

In 5th Annual Workshop
Philadelphia, July 1.

KYWs fifth annual summer radio

workshop for teachers got under-

way Monday (30) and will continue

through July, with script authorities

from the Jfour major networks and
the BBC scheduled for guejst lec-

tures,- •;

Network scripters due for ap-
pearances include: John Coburn
Turner, manager of the ABC script

department, and Ira Marion, junior
writer on his staff; Richard Mc-
Donagh, manager of the NBC script

division, and Wade Arnold, of his

department; Elsie Dick, Mutual ed-

ucation director, and Sam Serota,

WIP education director, his .station

being the Mutual outlet; Robert
Hudson, CBS education director,

and Sam Slate, BBC program direc-

tor in: North America.

'

A number of federal and State

education oHiciais will also partici-

pate, including Dr. Franklin P. Dun--
hamj chief of radio for the U. S.

Office of Education; Mis.' Gertrude
D. Broderick, exec .secretary oi! the
Federal Radio Education Committee;
A. W. Castle,, of tbe Pennsylvania
.state department of public instruc-

tion's school extension division, and
Dr. Francis P. Haas, state superin*
tendent of public instruction for

Pennsylvania.

More than 60 teachers from the
Philadelphia area signed for the
workshop. Sixty high, school slu

lents. specially selected, are al.so 6t
tending. Emphasis is placed on
script writing during the sessions.

Tied Green's radio production, "This Is Your Government," has been
changed in format and title to "Operation Washington." Program will

dramatize D. C. Government bureaus and their work. Government per.

£o°nnel will be heard on the program.
Gneen, who has written approval of every Government agency for the

mies, is also considering making "Operation Washington" into a series of
• film ^orts in conjunction with its airing.

New York^In several changes at

WINS, Russell Ambruster, formerly
night supervisor, became exec pro-

ducer as of June 30. Joseph Durso,
formerly With Newark Evening
News, liecame news editor^ and Ech-

ward Bender, former WINS news
editor, is upped to night supervisor.

Chief announcer ' Joe Tobin is on a
three-month leave of absence, going
to Quincy, Mass.. where his own 1

000 watter, WJDA, is under con-
struction. It's scheduled to go on air

in September, with Tobin due back
at WINS Oct. 1.

It s Tele Fans 2-to-l Over Radio

When Sports on Screen, Sez Survey

wow to Cover 5 States

In Conservation Series
: Omalia, July 1.

WOW, already in limelight for its

public service program, is now at-

tempting a complete coverage of the

water and soil conservation problem
in all its phases. In the first of a
series of exploratory excursions, its

staff covered 3,000 miles. This is

the first time a station has attempt-
ed such a service. Included' will be
the Big Thompson project in Colo-
rado. Included also are broadcasts
on irrigation studies of all types.

The series will be made into sev-

eral half-hour evening programs. A
sound-color film will supplement
them. Before the series is complete,
originations tcotn five states will be
necessary. .

-

AH-Hetfia Unit
g Continued from page 3S

discussed by Kenneth Clark, infor-

mation director for the Motion Pic-

ture Assn. Clark said eight states

have active censorship laws, while
ordinances exist in 181 cities of over
25,000 population. Donald Nelson,

head of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, explained
the self-censorship of films through
the Code.

Present at the one-day ses.slon

were: Harry F. West and Melville

Minton, American Book Publishers
Council; David Howe, President,

American ; Newspaper Publishers
Assn.; J. Hale Steinman, Peifinsyl-

vania-Delaware publisher and
broadcaster; Donald Nelson, SIMPP
president; Ken Clark, MPA; Donald
Russell, MPA attorney; - William
Chenery, ANPA; Paul Miller, assist-

ant general manager of Associated
Press; NAB's Justin Miller and vice-

president A. D. Willar«l.

Percentage of television set owners
watching their video screens when
a sports event is being aired in New
York is more than double the per-
centage of radio sets in use during an
average evening, according to a co-
incidental survey recently taken by
C. B^sHooper for CBS television. In
addition, three out of every four
lookers watching the jshow could
identify the sponsor, pointing up the
commercial value of televised sports

shows. ,

.

Survey, results of which have just

been released by CBS veepee over ,

tele Lawrence Lowman, was made
by Hooper by telephoning 508 set

owners in metropolitan N. Y. June 5

during the hours when WCBS-TV,
the web's N. Y. tele outlet, was air-

ing the Brooklyn Dodgers-Chicago
Cubs baseball game from Ebbets
Field. Survey revealed that more
than six persons per set watchfd
the game and that more than half
the home sets in the N. Y.. area are
tuned in wiien sports events ai'e bei-:

ing offered.

Sets tuned to WCBS-TV had an
average audience of 6.26 persons,
including 3:74 men, 1.52 women and
1.0 children. This compares with
2.5 persons per set -who listen to

radio. Tele sets in uise showed
54.5%, more than doable the Hooper
June evening average of 2^.0% for

radio sets. Both WABD <DuM«Tit,
N. Y.) and WNBT (NBC, N. Y.)
were also carrying sports events on
that night.
High sponsor-'identification figure

of ?.'>% was especially impi'essive,

according to Lowman, because iwo-
thirds of those able to identify Ford
as tlie .sponsor the night of the sur-
vey could also name a product of
General Foods, which alternates
with Ford in bankrolling the Dodg-
ers' home games.

Topeka—Hadioaires, <juartet, re-
cently was added to staff of WIBW
here by Manager Ben Ludy. Four-
some is under leadership of JLee

Smith and hails from Alabama.

why you get more
for less on WOR

VV<e have said in previous ads , .

.

1. WOR has not raised its daytima

rates since Hovember 14, 1937.

2. WOR's discounts to sponsors liavo

not decreased. Iii some cases titoy

iiave been extended 25 to 30%.

3. WOR's nisltttinie rate has not

changed ^hice November 1, 1943.

4. WOR delivers the second lowest

cost-per-thousand rate in the United

States.

Good—

But, let's dig a little deeper. Let's show yQU»

more minutely, why you get more for less va

WOR.

Let's talk about programs; how very eco-

nomically they get into people's homes and naiads

when you use WOR.

* A WOR show, weekdays, 1:3Q P.M., is heard

in 538,489 homes at a cost to the sponsor of

I/12th of 1 cent per home!

irA WOR show, weekdays, 11:15 AM., is heard

in 589^74 hmnes at a cost to itstpemors ofl/3rd

of 1 eeni per hfxme!.

-A A WOft show, weekdays, 8:15 AM., is heard

in 1,630^53 homes at a cost to its sponsors of

i/-27 of 1 cent per home!

Little wonder why WOR regularly carries

wore accounts with a greater total dollar volume

than any station anywhere.

Little wonder that WOR frequently carries

more accounts than the combined total carried

hy Hew York's three other major stations.

iVaRTtlwt pewcr-fuH slatisn at 1440 Broadmyt la Hew Yerli mutual
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Miller-White Bill
Continued from page 33 i

ing in, in terms of unanimous agree-

ment that in Miller the industry has

a leader Of whom it can ,be proud.

As one industry man put it; "I con-

sider Justin Miller's testimony be-

fore the Senate to . be the first pre-

sentation of our cause which has suf-

ficient merit to command attention

of all thinking people."

The healing Of the wound and re-';

newal of faith comes at a time when,

perhaps morte than ever before, it's

cdnsldered vital that the industry

show a united front in the attempts

to steamroU stiff radio controls into

lawv For in the wake of a doomed
White bill, it will be necessary for

the industry leaders themselves to

sit down and formulate a set of pol-

icies to counter the waves t>£ crit--

icisrti, particularly from the Capitol

Hill front, levelled against broad-'

casting in general.

New White Bill Draft

Sure for Fall Hearing
Washington, July 1.

: The radio industry needn't worry
about legislation Tjeing reported out

before the July 26 Congressional

recess—'but should definitely be pre-

pared for a new draft of the White
bill in October, Sen. Wallace White
said here Friday (27).

'

At the same time, a spokesman
for Rep.. Charles Wolverton, co-

author of the White bill, said the

Jn the Minority *

Washington, July 1.

E d w d r d Craney, Montana
broadcaster and former aide to

Sen. Burton K. Wheeler . when
he headed the Senate Inter-

. state Commerce Committee, won
the distinction last week of

." being the only standard broad-

caster who came to praise^and
not to bury—the proposed White
radio bill.

Craney, many of whose ideas »

•turned up unchanged in this,

year's bill, clashed with the

NAB-industry position with the

.Hat assertion: "I . most emphati-

cally do not agree with Judge
Miller when he says broadcast-

. ing should be as free of govern-

jnent control as are newspapers
. . . The judge is living in a
make-believe world,"

He saw no reason why .FCC
'should not have the right to

review a broadcaster's past pro-

,
gram performance every three

' years. Craney also broke with
the industry in supporting FCC
licensing.j>f stations on the basis,

of economic need, rather than
on denl^nd.

Craney said Judge Miller "was
V new to radio, otherwise he

• would have known that "grant-

ing hundreds of licenses on
regional and local channels'

makes.the Uttle fellow smaller
«nd the big broadcaster bigger;

It places the networks in the
position of enforcing better con-
tracts for themselves and poorer
dues for the affiliate."

Friday (27) , if was conceded by two
committee members that the sec-

tions on news identification and po-

litical brpadcasls may be largely, re-

written. The same spokesmen said

a similar fate . is probably:.. in store

for the present ceiling on station

ownership and a provision givir(g

FCC authority to license stations on

the basis of economic need, rather

than on demand,

However, a committee spokesman
stftd that contrary to published re-

ports, other, members of the com-
mittee are now as anxious .as White
himself tp report out some bill.

Senator White expects to go
through the record: himself and then

to name »a summer subcommittee to

draft a compromise measure; for

introduction in . the fall.

In announcing his decision last

Friday to delay action on the bill,

White said the hearings "served a

very useful purpose" in highlighting

developments in radio "as well as

the extreme divergence of views in

the industry itself concerning many
basic problems."

'

Tipoft on his intention of report-,

ing out some bill came when lie said

the criticisms and suggestions of

witnesses would "receive prompt?'

and careful consideration by mem-
bers of the committee, by the com-
mittee itself and in due course, by
the Congress." , .

^ws Hobbles Get

Chief Panning In

White Hearings

house may sponsor its 'own radio

bill, or in the alternative, wait to see

what sort of compromise measure is

. conceived by White's cdmmittee on
. the Senate side next 'fall, i

House has definitely decided not
"to hold hearings, on the White
'Wolverton bill before the recess,

with subcommittee chairman Kvan
Howell (R., 111.) indicating disagree

.^xnent with several features of the
Senate measure, Whether Howell
continues as radio subcommittee

_ chairman Is uncertain since he is

•lated for a judgeship, according to

reports here.

All of which, according to Capitol
bill sources, means that though
large portions of the controversial
White-Wolverton bill will be junked,
the Senate committee has not given
up hope of getting an acceptable
bill before the upper chamber.

And, according to statements made
last Weekby four of the Senate com
mittee, the bill definitely will not
go along with the industry-wide de
mands for - lifting of present govern<
ment controls on radio to give it

equal treatment, of the press. This
view was ex)^ess6d by Senators
White, Johnson of Colo.; Magnuson
of Washington and McFarland of
Arizona. GOP members Capehart of

Indiana and Moore of Oklahoma did

not commit themselves on this point.
- Chinees Due

As a result of four-days' testimony
on the White bill winding up last

Washington, July 1.

The White Bill's provisions on

identification of all news sources

and restrictions on use of political

broadcasts drew most fire from

seven out of 10 witnesses who took

the stand in the final two days of

Senate hearings here last week.

These two parts of the bill, it was

believed, would be among the first

to be scrapped in view of the shel-

lacking they took from ^joth indus-

try and non-radio groups.

CBS' Bill Henry, proxy of the
Radio G(Srrespondents' A^sn. and
Mutual's Fulton Lewis, Jr., scored
the identification requirement as

unnecessary and unworkable. Both
said all news involves the editorial

judgment of the newscaster and that

listeners themselves soon learn the
'credibility of particular commen-
tators. Lewis proposed instead that
newscasters be forced to .file state-

ments, showing the sources of their

own and their families' income and
the organizations with which they
are affiliated.

The editorial and news provisions

got the same 'rough treatment from
the Socialist Labor Party, the Voice
of Freedom, and the radio division

of the Progressive Citizens of
America.

Susan B. Anthony for PCA and
Joseph Pirincin ifor the the Social-

ist Labor Party scored the bill as
prohibitive of free speech and said
their oganizations would probably
be denied any radio time during po-
litical campaigns. Pirincin said due
to the strict laws in six states, the
Socialist Party would probably not
be accredited for radio time along
with the majority parties.

Sen. Glen Taylor, of Idaho, went
to bat for the White Bill's provision
relieving licensees of liability for
statements made on political broad*
casts and wanted' the exemption- ex*
panded to include all public discus-
sion shows.

Taylor recalled to* the Senate In-
terstate Commerce subcommtttee
how he had gone on the air during
the last Idaho campaign to'lambast
the power utility companies, and the
newspapers .who were allegedly
their mouthpieces, for trying to
.wreck the Columbia Power Au-
thority. One of the newspapers
named, brought suit for $1(K),000
against KIDO, Boise, and threat-
ened similar action against other
stations skedded to carry "Taylor's
broadcasts. "The mere threat of
suit against a radio station," Taylor
told the committee, "can be used to
muzzle the opposition in a political
campaign."

It's a Lie': Jones
Washington, July 1,

Rep. Robt. Jones this afternoon

(Tues.) issued a nine-page typewrit-

ten statement counter - attacking

Drew Pearson and denying Pear-

son's allegation that he was a mem-
ber of the Black Legion.

Declaring himself to be "an
avowed and relentless foe" of the

Black Legion, Jones claimed he was
not now and never was»a member
of this organization and that he
could get plenty of testimony to this

effect. At the same time, he said

he was asking J. Edgar Hoover, FBI
chief, to release a letter Jones sent

to him in 1937, when the Congress-

man was district attorney at Lima,

C, asking the FBI to help in . appre-

hending 'Virgil Effinger, local Black
Legion commander, .

Effinger is author of one of two
affidavits which Pearson produced
against Jones. Jones declared E5f-

finger himself had since repudiated

his affidavit in a statement to the

editor of the Lima, O., News;
Regarding a second affidavit,

Jones charged that Pearson himself
dictated it in a long-distance call

to one Joe Emmons, a labor official

and close intimate of Glenn E. Webb,
who subStequently signed' it.

Senate Obys DX

BiHforl3Mion
Washington, July 1.

Senate this afternoon CTues.)

passed tiie departmental appropria-
tion bill carrying an allocation of

$13,470,000 for the State Depart-
ment's overseas information pro-
gram, of which >l,157,00O was tabbed
for the international broadcastihg
division's shortwave - broadcasts . to

Russia alone.

Since the House has passed a

Mundt Bill authorizing existence of

the "'Voice of America" project, but
has approved no enabling funds, the

Senate - approved allocations now
will go to a joint conference to work
out any differences on the sums ap-
propriated. It's figured most, if not
all, of the overseas information allo-

cation will suryive.

Even so, th"e State Department,
which spent $19,000,000 on this

project during the past year, will

have to trim the operation, Depart-
ment asked $33^000,000 for the en
suing year. ,

'

New Evidence May Beach Jones
S Continued fiom page 25

;

pointment here last week, is one of

those desperately concerned that

Jones clear himself. Taft's attitude

—if such clearance is not. forthcom-
ing—may well be bad ,

news for

Jones, since other GOP Presidential

candidates, Thomas E. Dewey and
Harold Stassen have both roundly
disavowed any support from the

Black Legion, Gerald K. Smith
or defendants in the. sedition trial

last year—all of whom Pearson
listed among Jones' ^supporters.

Meanwhile, here is the sequence
of events to date: .

On Friday (27) Jones followed
Pearson to the stand before a three-

man Senate subcommittee to deny
as "unmitigated lies" the commen-
tator's charges that he was a mem-
ber of" the anti-Semitic, anti-Catho-

lic Black Legion and as a boy had
been taken to Ku Klux Klan meet-
ings. Pearson said Jones, Sr. was a
Klan organizer. Other charges were
that Jones had informally endorsed'
and was politically endorsed by
rabble-royser Gerald L. K. Smith
and other defendants in the 1945
sedition trials.

Pearson followed up the charges
by an affidavit signed by the Lima.
O. Black Legion commander Virgil

"Bert" Effinger in 1938, declaring
he had witnessed Jones' induction

BBC's *ITMA' Braintrust

Due in N.Y. from England
London, July 1.

Ted Kavanagh, cofnedy writer on
the BBC network, arrives in New
York from London this week to

look over U. S. radio operations. Ac
companying him on the trip are
Tommy Handley, star comedian on
Kavanagh show, "ITMA," and the
producer, Francis Worsley.
ITMA stands for "It's That Man

Again," the sentence used as a tag-

line by the London Daily Express
on Hitler's speeches during the war
years.

Trammell Happy, Too
Letter addressed to NAB proxy

Justin Miller by Niles Trammell
NBC president, further reflects the
attitude of top industry execs over
the manner in which Miller wrapped
up his testimony before the Senate
sub-committee at the White bill

hearings.
Trammell's letter follows:
"Immediately after you completed

your testimony on the White Bill

I congratulated you on the position
you had taken in advocating and
defending the basic rights of broad-*
casters. I am now placing this

commendation in a letter so that I

may be on record with the members
of your board of directors, to whom
I am sending a copy.
"As you stated. Free Speech, as

contemplated by the First Amend-
ment of the Federal Constitution,
has not been analyzed with sufficient

care by witnesses testifying at. pre-
vious radio hearings, the fight for
fundamental freedom never has
been an easy one. It took one
hundred, years to establish freedom
of the press. Our fight has just
begun.

"I want, also, to express my ap-
proval of the entire NAB presenta-
tion before the Senate Sub-Com-
mittee. All of your witnesses, in-
cluding those from the independent
stations, did exceedingly well.

"I hope you will call upon me for
every encouragement and assistance
I can give you in what we must con-
sider as the primary issue now fac-
ing our industry."

Webb Web Spins
Washington, July 1.

The CIO United Electrical

Workers charged today (Tues.)

that the . nomination of Rep.
Robert Johes '(R,, Ohio) to the
FCC was an abnegation 'Of the
government's responsibility to

insure freedom of the air. The
charge was contained in a let-

ter to Postmaster General I?ob-
ert Hannega.n, chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.
The $64 question on the UEW

blast is. raised, however; by a
report from Lima,. O., Jones'
hometown, that Glenn E. Webb,
one of the men -who last Satur-
day signed 'an affidavit that he
initiated Jones into the notori-
ous Black Legion, is on 'the
executive board of the UEW lo-

cal for Lima. .

Jones said in a statement to
his hometown newspaper that
Webb was trying to destroy him
because he hadn't been able to
control him as district attorney
of Lima and subsequently as
Congressman. Jones charged
that the CIO had spent about
$25,000 in an attempt to defeat
hiip in the last election.

The UEW letter to Hannegan
declared that the "appointment
of a man with the animus that
Jones has against workers and
the common man in general,, as
shown by his voting record, can
serve only to make radio the
mouthpiece of the special inter,
ests."

Jones was delayed at a Friday after-
noon meeting, due to the absence of
Sen. Homer , Capehart (R., ind,).
Other members include Sen. Owen
Brewster (R„ Maine), chairman
and Sen. Edwin Johnson (D., Colo.)!'
who asked for the hearing in Pear- -

son's behalf. •

.

Both Capehart and Brewster were
plainly antagonistic to the columnist,
who admitted thatmuch of his' info
on Jones came from a Lima attor-
ney, F. W. Durbin (a political enemy
of the Congressman since 1930) and
from published newspaper sources
on Jones' political bedfellows. Cape- -

hart suggested that he and Pearson
might do a lot of good in the world
by pinning down "insinuations and
half-truths" used by newspaper and
radio reporters. •

Jones was also given hearty en-
dorsements by a half-dozen of his
GOP House colleagues (Wiggles-
worth of Mass.; Taber of N. Y.;
Jenkins of Ohio; Michener of Michi-
gan; Johnson of Indiana; and Simp,
son of Pa.) and by Republican Sen-
ators Taft and Bricker of Ohio;
Dworshak of Idaho and Tobey of
New Hampshire.^
Under quizzing from Sen. Warren

Magnuson (D., Wash.), an Interstate
Commerce Committee member who
sat in on the Pearson-Jones hearing,
Jones said he had originally sought
the FCC appointment last December
but did not know of the White
House switch on nomination of in-

cumbent Ray C. Wak'efield until his

name appeared in the press. He
admitted that former speaker Sam
Rayburn of Texas had sponsored
him along with other Democrats and
GOP members. t

Though • Congressional courtesy
usually means, :, that when GOP
speaker Joseph .Martin okays ap-
pointment of

^
a liouse member to a

government post he checks it with
the minority leader, Pearson told
the committee Rayburn had appar-
ently taken -up the cudgels for Jones
because of personal . friendship, fa-
vors rendered and out of chagrin at

FCC's refusal to give nephew ' Bob
Bartley a station permit in Houston.

Civil Liberties - Union yesterday
(Tues.) wired telegrams to all mem-
bers of the Senate Interstate Com-
merce ^Committee "urgently request-
ing full public hearings on the alle-

gations made concerning the affilia-

tions" of the nominee. CLU declared
it believed such hearings should be
held "in view of widespread reports
concerning Jones' background." One
of the signers of the telegrams was
James Lawrence Fly, ex-FCC chair-
man.;

into the organization. In an at-

tached letter to Committee Chair-
man Wallace White on Saturday
(28), Pearson urged that FBI be
called in to investigate his charges
and added that Glenn E. Webb, a
Black Legion official from Lima,
was available to testify on Jones.
On Sunday, Pearson published a
second affidavit from Webb.

(Release ot#the affidavit followed
hot; on the heels of Lima hews
stories to ttie effect that Effinger
had denied outright Jones' affilia-
tion wit!) the Black Legion:)

In testimony before the commit-
tee, Pearson argued that a seat on
FCC should go only to a man with
a broad social viewpoint, without
deep-seated prejudices. He pointed
to extensive investigations Congress
made on nominations Of David
Lilienthal to the Atomic Energy
Commission, Francis Biddle to 'the
United Nations, etc. and suggested
that the Senate "make haste slowly"
in okaying Jones.

Jones in Denials
The Ohio representative, on the

other .hand, slapped back at Pier-
son with ringing denials of his
BlacK Legion affiliation and aiiy
family connection, with the KKK
Jones said hU last official act as
Lima prosecuting: attorney was to
crack down on the Legion. His
father's store, he added, was boy-
cotted, by the Klan because of his
family's sympathetic attitude toward
Catholics in the town.
Until Pearson produced the affi-

davit. Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee men were reiady to push
through Jones' nomination at once.
Action by the three-man suboom

Pearson Sez FCC

Politics-Free
Washington, July 1.

Commentator Drew Pearson last

week pointed to the FCC's past rec-
ord as proof that licenses aren't

handed out in response to political

pressure.

Appearing before a Senate radio
subcommittee to protest appoint-
ment of Rep. Robert Jones (R.,

Ohio) to the FCC, Pearson named a
half-dozen Republican politicos whij
have won franchises from' t' j VCC
Democratic majority.
Among the list-r-which isn't too

long at that—were Senators Robert
Taft of Ohio, whose family operates
WKRC, Cincinnati; John Bricker of

Ohio, who won an FM station per-
mit for Columbus last month; Ar-
thur Capper of Kansas; William
Knowland of California, and Rep,
Alvin O'Konski of Wisconsin.
Among Demos .who have recently

lost o^t on their bids, Pearson
named 'former Senate' Secretary
Leslie Bifflc who had a request in

fT Rochester, N. Y.; former Under
Secretary of Commerce (under
Roosevelt) Robert H. Hinckley,
now an ABC veepee; Presidential

radio advisor J. Leonard Reinsch in

Cincinnati, and Bob Bartley, nephew
of former House Speaker Sam Ray-
burn in Houston^ Tex. He added
tfiat ex-Oklahoma Governor Robert
Kerr, keynoter at the last Demo-
cratic convention, was first denied
an FM station in .Peoria but got a

license later when more channels
become available.

-

... ber. .

mittee who heard both Pearson and holder for the competition locaUy.

Philadelphia^WPEN has opened
the "Miss Greater Philadelphia" con-

test, with the winner to represent

that area at the "Miss America"
pageant in Atlantic City in Septem-

WPEN is the official franchise
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BAND BIZ GROPES FORW HYPO
James Nowing Hot Again on Work

Plans; May Play Astor, NX, Next Yr.
Harry James, who hasn't played a

major hotel or location job in two

years, probably Will be back on the

Hotel Astor Roof, New York, band-

stand next sumpier if that spot is in

operation. James has advised Music

Corp. of America that he's amenable

tb playing the Roof again, though

the last time he worked it he said

he never would again, due to refusal

of Robert Christenb^rry, Astor man-

aging director, to up his then $3,500

weekly salary. That was resolved

by MCA giving up part of its com-

missions from one-nighters and loca-

tions James played that trip.

This change of heart by James

has many in the business wonder-

ing. James has made one trip east

this summer and is due to begin an-

other Friday (3) at the Click, Phila-

delphia. He's coming east again in

November to work locations and,

Iterhaps, one-nighters. And he has

eigned a new long-term contract

(flve-years, per American Federa-

tion of Musicians regulations) with

MCA. All of whicii indicates that

James has finally realized that he

cannot stay in California making
pictures and cutting records 10

months of the year and expect to

maintain a top position in the fi^ld.

For years, MCA, Columbia Records

and others with whom he's been as-

sociated have tried to get the leader

to work more often, but he balked.

Another thing: James is reducing

his price demands. He is working

both the Atlantic City Steel Pier and

Convention Hall, Asbury Park, later

this month at $10,000 for seven days,

iast year, he got more than double

that for each spot.

,

T. Dorsey, MCA

Siffltininitid About

Money, Make Up
Tommy Dorsey has forgotten his

reoeijt tussle with Music Corp. of

America and will keep hi.s band
,
working beyond the expiration of

its current stand at his own Casino
Gardens, Ocean Park, Cal. Dorsey
closes his spot late in August and
immediately starts eSSt to pick up
dtites which MCA Will soon begin
to set for him. He resolved his dif-

ferences with MCA last week on the
Coast during a visit there by Larry
Barnett, MCA band divisi<)n head.
That Dorsey would forget his

peeve against the agency was almost
a foregone conclusion, although the
one just passed was the most serious
of the many disputes between them.
To begin, with, his contract with
MCA has four more years to run;
last, but not least, his recently de-
veloped idea to become a disk jockey
via transcriptions presented too
many attractive angles for promo-
tion and exploitation of his own b.o.

:
tiame to pass up because of a beef
with his agents. •

Dorsey is due in N. Y. early in

"September to help launch his tran-
.
scribed disk series on WMCA, N. Y.,
Sept. 8 and will thereafter book his
orchestra into dates in territories
where his program is used on local
stations.

Right to Appeal Move In

Disk Suit Denied in N.Y.
With legal jnaneuvers continuing

in Continental Record's $250,000 con-

spiracy suit against the Scranton
Record Co., and Capitol Record Dis-

tributing Co., Appellate Division of

the N. Y. Supreme Court ye.sterday

(Tuesday) denied the defendants the
right to appeal fron. a lov/er court's

denial of a dismissal unless they filed

papers;:citing their grounds for re-

view before July 25. Argument then
will be allowed in September.

Continental had previously
brought suit in N. Y. supreme court
charging Scranton and Capitol had
conspired to destroy its record
pressing business and a.sked $250,000
damages. Defendants asked for dis-

missal but this was denied. Plaintiff

also has a second 'action pending in
the same court against Scranton
claimjng $250,000 damages for an al-

leged breach of contract. Suit has
been dormant while skirmishing
continues on the other action.

Cosmo Co. Goes

Into Bankruptcy
Cosmo Records officially passed

into limbo Friday (27) when a peti-
tion for bankruptcy was filed in
N. Y. supreme court. This was in-
dicated two weeks ago by Trustee
Louis G. Castellano, appointed to
try to reorganize the company's af-
fairs and allow it to proceed .toward
returning some of the money sunk
into venture by hundreds of large
and small stockholders.
Cosmo's liabilities were listed as

over $1,000,000 by Castellano, with
assets, totaling about $150,000, mostly
questionable. Some 400,000 record-*
ings owned by firm', majority of
which are dead since they are in-
scribed with pop songs, were tossed
in as assets' instead of being sold at
public auction aS originally in-
tended.

CAP'S 'TEMPTATION'

TEMPTING RECORD
• _ Hollywood, July 1.

„_papitol Records' di-sking of
-Jemptation," by Red Ingle's or-
chestra and Jo Stafford, though the
'latter isn't billed on the disk, prom-
_

ises to be the biggest single disk
• seller the company ever has had. It

If.
"ow claimed to have reached the

WU,000 mark as against the 750,000
eopies sold of Johnny Mercer's "At-
">Kon, Topeka & Santa Fe," the

- urms biggest record,
.."To satisfy demand for the Ingle
wskmg, Capitol is removing other
•S^*05'^'*»gs from pressing machines.
oo far two items have been elim-

"

hT..^," production allocated
«> "Temptation."

.

Trumpeter May Return

To Japan to Testify

On War Criminals
Mobile, July 1.

Paul Grassick, ex-service man of
Mansfield, Ohio, out of the Army
since April, 1946, and playing trum-
pet in a local dance orchestra, has
received an optional summons from
U; S. Prosecuting Attorney, Alex-
ander Pendelton, to appear in Tokyo
to testify against war criminals.

Grassick said he was summoned
because of a complete diary he kept
while a prisoner of the Japanese
after taking part in- the "Death
March of Bataan.'" He said that
if he decides to go (the summons
was a request and not an order), he
will go by plane some time in July.
Musician carries a scar on his neck

where he says he was struck by a
bayrnet point uiiich had pierced the
vi^ck. of a fallen buddy during the
75-mile march of death. Grassick
said he had-lifted' the fallen man to
his shoulder when a Japanese of-

ficer stabbed His friend to death with

a bayonet, the point wounding him.
After serving in the Cabanatran

and Bilibed prisons, in Manila,
Grassick was transferred to the
Mactooshima Prison in Japan, He
said he was beaten every day and a

broken jaw and arm received no
attention. His right leg was also

dislocated during the beatings. Rice

was the only food, he said.

Col. Transcriptions
Columbia Records nas changed

the name of its transcription di-

vision to Columbia Transcriptions to

avoid confusion with its pop and
Masterworks disk line. Formerly,
the transcription branch and pop
disk division were grouped - under
Columbia Records, Inc.

Change is due to Columbia's ex-

pan.sion of its tran.scription service

across the country.

T.O..

Return of Tommy Dorsey's orches-
tra to work after months of volun-
tary layoff, plus plans of Harry
James to become more active after

several years of semi-retirement
(see separate stories), gives an iron-

ical twist to the current band-biz
picture. -

Both leaders, who have ranked
high on the name lists for years and
.were aided in holding their posi-

tions during the war because cir-

cumstances balked challengers, are
seen stimulating new interest in the
band business-r-or, rather, it's hoped
they can. Thus they would take up
the slack occasioned by the band in-

dustry's failure to come up with a
new name or two who, it was felt;

could have given the business its

necessary stimulus.

For several years during the war
virtually all the band agents had
been predicting that the end . of the
conflicl would release a flood of

new names who would quickly take
over from the established ones and
launch a band era that would dwarf
the pre-war activity. But that hasn't

happened.
For months now there has been

absolutely no public "pulse" for

bands. Record companies, agency
men and others connected with
pushing bandleaders have been con-
sistently accused of failing to exert
planned campaigns in an effort to

provide a new top name who could

(Continued on page 44)

Terrific Wrangling Seen Likely

As Result of Form B Knockout

In Drive to Return Security Funds

'Orphan' Tune Gets
Barron M-G Disking

Babs Ryan, vocal coach connected
in the pa.st with various music pub-
lishing offices in New York, but now
with Stevens Music, recorded last

week with the Blue Barron orchestra
for \ M-(J-M label. She did "Ten-
nessee,'^ Which she wrote and which
Stevens publishes.
Above circumstance is unusual,

however, in more ways than one.
Miss Ryan wrote the tune literally

overnight in an effort to aid Jack
Osfeld, Stevens' Music he.id, who
had been liaving difficulty finding a
suitable song to plug, on top of be-
ing seriously ill lately and then run-
ning into financial trouble which al-

most closed out Stevens. ' When
shown the tune, for which the coach
did both words and music, OsfeJd
wasn't inclined to listen to it due to
the circumstances. It has since
round favor with all disk companies.

GAC BurnsWy

e

MCA Prowls Staff

Shubert, Kapp

Called in Wash.

Petrillo Probe
Subpoesnas have been issued to

Broadway producer J. J. Shubert,
Decca Recording prexy Jack Kapp
and Decca exec veepee Milton Rack-
mil to appear before a House labor
subcommittee in a Petrillo probe
scheduled to open in 'Washington
next Monday (7), Irving G. McCann
general counsel for the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, dis-

closed in New" York yesterday
(Tues,).

(It appeared doubtful, however,
that either Shubert or Kapp would
appear, inasmuch as both have res^

ervations to leave for Europe today
(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
McCann .said Kapp was "trying to

get out of" the subpoena, but made
no mention of any request by Shu-
bert to be excused).
McCann said additional subpoenas

might be issued during the hearing.
James C. Petrillo himself is sched-
uled as the first witness. The Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians chief is

expected to be on the stand two full I

days. McCann said the radio net--

works were expected to have repre- i

sentatives on hand, but he could not
say whether any of t'nem would be

|

called to testify.
|

McCann conferred yesterday with '

network execs at the Commodore
hotel. Monday he huddled with of-

ficials of the Ai5soeiated Actors and
Artists of America. A 4-A's spokes-
man said afterward that McCahn's
visit was concerned primarily with
learning about the setup and func-

tions of the organiaation. .

Rep. . Carroll Reams .(R., Pa.),

chairman of the labor subcommittee,
was scheduled to accompany Mc-
Cann to New York for the pre-hear-

ing nieelings, but took ill.
,

General Artists Corp. is quite
peeved at Music (2orp. of America
for a claimed violation of the agree-
ment between the agencies which
bans efforts to lift one another's per-^

sonnel. The complaint is that MCA
has been making overtures to a
couple of GAC band department men
to fill vacancies left by recent resig-

nations.

Last week, GAC chiefs sought to

remind MCA of the agreement, but
weren't having much luck, princi-
pally because Larry Barnett, MCA
band division head, was in.

fornia. :

. Sudden knockout blow admini.<!-

tered last week by the, U. S.
Supreme Court to the Form B con-:
tract, put into use some years ago
by the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, caught longtime opponents
to the contract so short that they
haven't yet decided what to do.
Most of the theatres and hotels

across the country have been paying
the employer's portion of sociiil se-\
curity and unemployment funds for
mu.sicians in name bands under pro-
test. And when they orient them--
.selves to Form B's death, it's very
likely they'll begin asking for re-
funds of the coin they paid,.

This, it is figured by band agency
accountants and private arithmetic-
wranglers, will be the beginning of
the top muddle of all—a better one
tlian even the hated Form B ever
caused. They . see the Treasury De-
partment returning protested s. si.

and unemployment fund payments to
hotels and theatres and then, want-
ing it from .somebody, going after
bandleaders for the entire amount.
Luckily, some maestroes have kept
tlie proper percentage of their eatn-
iugs in escrow and' won't be hurt.
Others may find themselves in deep
financial trouble.
Meanwhile, other aspects of the

death of Form B are being mulled.
AFM, for . example, is considering
ways of getting the vast majority of
their members out from vmder,.
They're not worried at all about

;

(Continued on page 44)

Cali-

Rep

r Wide Coverag-e Planned
Washington, July 1.,

Two newsreel companies and a

Mutual network wire recorder will

be on hand to cover James C. Pe-
Irillo's long-awaited appearance be-

fore Rep. Carroll Kearns (R., Pa.)

1
labor subcommittee, due . to. open
here ne.xt Monday < 7). . :: .

Petrillo is the first witness sched-
uled, with at least another half-dozen
radio and mu.sio men ready to ap-

peari it was reported. Over the week-
end committee investigators were

(Continued on page 44)

. Kearns Bows Out

Of Interlochen Wand

Date to Avoid AFM Rap
Washington, July 1.

Rep. Carroll D. Kearns (R., Pa.)

la.st week notified Joseph Maddy,
president of the National Music
Gamp, at Interlochen, Mich., that

he could not conduct during the
Fourth of July Liberty Day festival

at the institution.

Kearn.s is . chairman of a sub-
committee of the House Labor Com-
mittee, which has been investigat-

ing activities of James C. Petrillo

and the American Federation of

Musicians in their dealin.r/.? with
niteries, radio stations, etc. Kearns
explained that he wanted to avoid
any personal controversy with Pe-
trillo which might disqualify the
congres.sman as an impartial chair-
man of the sub-committee; . Petrillo,

is slated to testify before Kearns'-
sub-committee July 7.

Pennsylvania legislator, a music
.

teacher by profes.s.ion, carries a card
j

in the AFI^I, and Petrillo had threat-
ened to su.spend him it he conducted
at Interlochen. School itself has
been on the AFM "unfair" list for
some .time' as the result of a row
between Maddy and Petrillo; .

So-called "anti-Petrlllo , . )aw,"
whose constitutionality was upheld
by the Supreme Court last week,
was the direct outgrowth of this.

fiKhi in which Petrillo barred the

amateur students of the school from
the, air.

"

ASCAP Awards

Jack Lawrence 'A'

Raring; Suit Pends
Songwriter Jack Lawrence, who

several months ago filed suit vs.

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers over his rat-
ing by Society, may call off action.
Society's director board la.st Week
boo.'-'ted him from a "BB" cla.ssificiJ-

tion to ''A." Monetary difference
between the two classes amounts
roughly to $3,000. "BB" draws about
$12,000 annually, "A" about $15,000
with the amount varying ' according
to A.SCAP collections.

This move by ASCAP followed
filing of a suit by Lawrence,
through attorney Lee Eastman, a.sli-

ing for the coin difference between
his former rating and an "AA'' clas-
sification, which collects approxi-
mately $18,500 yearly, but has been
known to go higher. He also asked
in suit, and this angle was deemed
by him more important than the
financial angle, that the court re-
view ASCAP's methods of evalu-
ating a writer's contributions to the
Society. He wants it made more
•-lutoraatic than it IS now.
This part of .suit high ASCAP ex-

ecutives are interested in seeing go
*o trial, since they have long wanted
to linow whether a court can inter-
fere with their methods of evaluat-
\nii a member's worth to the overall
membership.
Whether Lawrence's suit will be

cancelled depends entirely on Ea.st-

man, who's now in Europe with pub-
lisher Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris.

Levy Extends Trip
Lou- Levy is extending his current

j

trip to London to include a .swing I

around, the Continent. Publisher is
j

now in Paris and from there f^oes ;

to Italy, then returning to London.'
Ray Ventura represents .'his: EnglLsh

j

firm, Loed.s, Ltd., in Pari.<i. I

Levy is due back in New York by '

plane about July 19.
'

ART TATUM SUED FOR

BOARDING OF SON
Toledo, July 1.

Ai't Tatum pianist, was named de-
fendant in a suit for $3,735 filed here
June 25 by Mrs. Marnett J. Collin,':,

Toledo, the amount allegedly due in
ba.ck pay for the support of his son,
14. Mrs. Collins charged that Tatum,
in 1933, agreed to pay $5 a week for
the boy's .support, but to date- ha*
paid only $14. She sued for back
pay, plus interest.

Suit was filed hurriedly in an ef-
fort to tie, lip Tatum's automobile
during his visit to his parents in
Toledo.
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Wartiine Artist Cmtracts, Based On

Expiated Sales Hikes That Now Fail To

Slaterialize, Plague Disk Companies
Some of the artist ,

contracts

written by major recording com-
panies during the war are rapidly

becoming bugaboos to executives

now that disk sales are levelling off:

In the case of virtually every

major firm new agreements or re-

naWals were- written with top: art-

ists which called for guarantees and

<)ther terms that were based on an

ever-expanding sales volume. With
sales dropping steadily the prob-

lem of maintaining heavily-salaried

artists is becoming a major concern.

Iri some eases, the sales totals are

not being maintained. Losses will

probably be written off as ' adver-

tising, since ,top. names are nearly

as valuable for "individual, label

prestige as they are for sales.

That attitude, however, is con-

fined to the. three major companies.

Some of the others can't afford to

look at things that \Way, -

Xmas in July
Phil Spitalny made his. Initial

recordings for his own Gharm
Records at the Alvin theatre,

New York, July l.^ They were
for an album of Christmas
carols (sleighbells, 5now, etc.),

with the temperature near 90

outside.

Dixon's, N.Y., May

Be Eastern Leg Of

Small-Band Loop
Dixon's 21 Club, 52d street. New

York, nitery which helped spawn
Joe Mooney's combination, is plan-

ning to become the N, Y. home of

various small" bands with top b.o.

n?mes. And Band bookers see in the

spot the possibility of it forming the

eastern leg of a cross-country small-
combo circuit including the Sher^-

man hotel, Cliicago, and the Socage
or some other Hollywood spot.

Tjouis Jordan has been set into

Dixon's for one week, opening
Aug. 8,, to be followed by Stan
Kenton's All-Stars Aug. 15 for three

weeks. Thereafter, the spot may
have the King Cole Trio, Page Cav-
anaugh Trio and Frankie Laine,
singer who created some excitement
for himself with his Mercury disk-

ing of "That's-My Desire."

There has been conversation, too,

about leaders like Woody Herman,-
who gave up his big band last year,
picking up again at the helm of

small groups and working such spots.

There's nothing definite^ however, in

so far as Hernlan is concerned.

POND WANTS RAEBURN

TO CUT PAY, MUSICIANS
i ; Hollywood, July 1.

Boyd Raeburn anji the backer of

his band, Stillman Pond, are said to

be in a wrangle, although, accord-

ing to each, all is serene. Raeburn

flew in last week from the east for

huddles on the situation, but ap-

parently all is not ironed out.

It is understood that Pond wants

the batoneer to cut Ijhe size of his

aggregation, with leader dead-op-

posed. Manager also has asked Rae-

burn to cut his own; salary, and
leader- nixed suggestion. Raeburn
has done a bit- of a burn because
of yarns widely bruited about that

Pond has sunk $125,000 in orchestra
i

since manager started bankrolling

band last summer. According, to

Raeburn, about $55,000 is the figure

which Pond has invested. . However,
the combos Raeburn batonned be-
fore Pond got into his financial pic-

ture are said to have cost the leader

and his previous backers over lOOG's.

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Weefc 'EfidAng Jwie 19)

Hiondon, June 20.

Among My (Souvenirs. . . . Wright
Marianne . .Southern
Try Little Tenderness, Connelly
Gal in Calico ......... . . Feldroan
People Will Say. . . . . . .Chappell
How Lucky You Are Kassner
You Went Away ..... . Box & Cox
Anniversary Song Connelly
April Showers. . . . . ... .Chappell
Time After Time. . . .New World
Harriet,.....,.. Keith, Prowse
Beautiful Morning . .Chappell

Second 12
Dear Old Donegal. . . ..... . Leeds
Old Lamplighter, i.. .. ... . .Dash
Back to Sorrento. ...... .Rlcordi
Imaginez . . ... . . . .... . .Noel Gay
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Heartache . . . .. . . .Connelly

Never Too Late Mend. Strauss-M,
Violetta ......Dix
Oh, But 1 Do..... Feldman
Linda ............. .New World
Rainy Night in Rio .. . .Teldman
Punch & Judy Man. .Strauss-M.
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Cap Renting Studios
Capitol Records is throwing open

its newly acquired Pathe Studios in

New York to the use of competitors.

Firm has a lease, on the recently

completed studios, wilieh gives it an
exclusive hold on the premises, but

with very , little Gap recording being
done in the east and engineers on
payroll, in addition to the annual
cost of the studios, the company fig-

ures it can save some of the cost

by renting the studios. .

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

• l.-Peg O' My Heart (6) <Bobbins)........

2. Chi Baba, Chi Baba (5) (Oxford)

8. Mam'selle (5) (Feist).'.

4. I Wonder, I Wonder (3) (Bobbins)

6, Across Alley From Alamo (8) (Capitol)

6. Red Stockings, Green Pe're (3) (Morris)
. .:

-,
.

•;

7. That's My Desire (12) (Mills)

8. Sunday Kind of Love (9) (Maurice).

9. My Adobe Hacienda (12) (Mills)

10. Linda (13) (Mayfair)

,Harmomcats . ...Vitacoustics

Clark Dennis — Capitol

Perry Como Victor
[Blue Barron... M-G-M
Dick Haymes. Decca
Art Lund. M-G-M

; Martha Tilton Capitol

[
Tony Pastor, Columbia

Mills Bros . . .Decca
Woody Herman Columbia

Ray McKinley. Majestic
' Tony Pastor. .. ... .Columbin

r Frankie Laine. .... .Mercury
I Sammy Kaye. . ..... . Victor

; Jo Stafford .Capitol

[
Claude Thornhill. .Columljia

1
Eddy Howard

, .Majestic

;
Dinning Sisters Capitol

I
Clark-Noble . Columbia

I Charles Spivak. . . , . . . Victor

GAC, Burned, Tries To

Block Casino Gardens

Jock Fete Guest Gag
Hollywood, July 1.

Some bitter feeling has been
brswed by a smart promotion scheme
being put into effect this forthcom-
ing holiday weekend (July 3-6) at

Tommy Dorsey's > Casino Gardens
ballroom. Manager of the terpalace,

Harry Schooler, has made a tieup

with KPWB disk jockey Bill Anson,
whereby the ballroom will honor
the jock on his first anni on job here
and Anson in return will induce
name performers to do stints for

free in the Casino.

Late "last week when Anson
commenced buttonholing orchestra

leaders and singers for gratis guest-

ings. General Artists' Dick Webster
told all the agency's- bookers to ad-
vise contractees that such a stint,

was frowned upon by the firm.

Webster opined that the guests who
responded to Anson's pitch were
merely bulwarking the Dorsey band
in the ballroom and hence killing off

chances of acts being booked on
salary. He reasoned that it would
be quite okay with GAC if Anson
ha& a jamboree over KFWB and
soi'.ght -guestiliEis, but that the stunt

was just -a shrewd Dorsey promo-
tion..

Webster further was irritated be-
cause he had been trying to sell the
King Cole Trio at $1,000 per nite

into the Casino over the holiday,

and reportedly got an answer that

the management -would not be in-

terested unless a formidable lineup
of free guesters failed to materialize.

Over weekend, Anson said he had
secured appearance promises from
Peggy Lee, Red Ingle, Artie Wayne,
Dave Barbour, Modernaires, Clark
Dennis, Derry Palligant, Freddie
Stewart and 'The Starlighters. From

I

that lineup it seems obvious that

Capitol Records cooperated wholly.

JockSf Jukesand Disks
By George Frazier

JiiMiny Dufante« Dick Haymes,
Johnny Desmond, Perry Como, Al
Jolsbn, Bing Crosby, Maurice
Chevalier, Jean Sablon give the

boy singers a pretty respectable

standing this week.
Durante's "I'll Do the Strut-

Away In My Cut Away" (M-G-M) is

an item that belongs in every house-
hold. Comic is one ^of the great

performers of his time -and it's good
to have him on record. Accom-
panied by a Roy -Bargy group, he
does this. a standard bit of his, with
all his gi'avel-voic.ed charm. As for

the backing—"I'm- Feeling Mighty
Low''—forget it; any disk that gives

you "Stvut-Away" needs nothing
else to make it a great buy.

Dick Haymes, one. of the most pol-

ished df boy singers, does , two Sam
Coslow numbers from '^Copacabana"
—"Stranger Things Have Happened"
and "Je Vous Airae'* on his newe.st

Coming Up
Temptation (Robbins) , Ingle-Stafford Capitol

Ivy (Burke-VH) Capitol

( Vaughn Monroe. ..... Victor

When You Were Sweet 16 (Shapiro-B). . . .. Perry Como ........ .Victor

Midnight Masquerade (S-B) i^^^^ Howard .Majestic

I
Sammy Kaye Victor

Feudin"and Fightin' (Chappell)...^ Dorothy Shay Columbia
It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra).,. 77?.^.... Tommy Dorsey.. ..Victor

Tallahassee (Famous) i
Crosby Decca

( Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

Dreams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion) Vaughn Monroe Victor

That's Where I Came In (Robbins) [
Victor

} Jo Stafford Capito)

,i Believe (Sinatra) (Frank Sinatra Columbia
li ( Louis Armstrong. ... .Victor

My Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH)....,. Tex Bonel« ....Victor

Time After Time (Sinatra) (Frank Sinatra Columbia
- Tommy Dorsey ...Victor

Jack, Jack, Jack (Sinatra) (Andrews Sibters.. .. Decca
I
Jack Smith.. .... ..Capitol

I Can't Get Up Nerve (Santly-Joy)
(Freddy Martin Victor
(Harry James. .....Columbia

When I Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive
Stella By Starlight (Beverly) Frank Sinatra Columbia
After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms) Sammy .Kaye Victor

Bond Clothes Backs Pact

Of Rochester Music Series
Rochester, N. Y., July 1.

Rochester Civic JMusic Assn. will

launch its most ambitious summer
series of outdoor concerts July 8 at

the U. of Rochester Stadium. Bond
Clothes, Inc. will underwrite eight

programs by the orchestra, Tues-
day and Friday nights with guest
conductors Paul Lavalle, Morton
Gould, Guy Fraser Harrison and
Gustave Haenschen. Soloists will be
Robert Marrill and Jean Dickenson
of the Met, Mac Morgan and Nan
Merriman and Lanny Ross of radio.

Series ducats cost $6,72 and $7.97,

including tax; singles 75c. to $1.50.

Extend Levant Concerts
Columbia Concerts,

. which sent
Oscar Levant out on a trial tour, of

three cities this spring, found the
pianist-wit a surprising draw and
plans signing him for full season
next year. In his three appearances,
in St. Louis, Washington and. Min-
neapolis, although the dates were
last-miniite, out-bf-seasbn bookings,
Levant grossed $20,000.

Recital consists of longhair music
and shorthair ' comments. Hitch in
full-season inking, says' Fred Schang,
Jr., Columbia veepee, is that Levant,
with radio and pix commitm.ents,
doesn't want to tie himself . dowh for
a full season. Several years ago Le-
vant was under National Concert &
Artists Corp. banner, but lately has
had no longhair rep.

Best Bets
Hot—"The Ellington Special"

(Duke Ellington).

Novelty—"I'll Do the Strut-
Away" tJimmy Durante), "Bloop
Bleep" (Frank Loesser), and
"Jack, You're Dead" (Louis
Jordan).
Rhythm—"Tallahassee" (Bing .

Crosby and The Andrews
Sisters)

.

Dance— "Fine Thing" (Les
Brown),
Folk — "Don't. Look Now"

(Texas Jim Robertson) and
"Red Hair and Green Eyes"
(Spade Cooley).
Ballad—"Stranger Things Have

Hap_pened" (Dick Haymes),
"April Showers" (Al Jolson and
Guy Lombardo) , "Just Plain
Love" (Johnny Desmond, "I

'

Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" (Perry Como), "I Kiss
Your Hand, Madam'' (Ray Bloch
and Larry Douglas), and "I
Kiss Your Hand, Madam" (Tony

- Martin). .. - ^, ,

Decca. "Je Aime" is growing big,

so this is the side to vsratch. Our own
performance, however, is "Stranger
Things," a slow ballad which Haymes
sings immaculately. Background by
(Jordon Jenkins' band is first-rate.

Johnny Desmond, who made a
name as the G.I. Sinatra while sing-
ing overseas with the Glenn Miller
band, has an RCA-Victor of "Just
Plain Love" that sounds like a juke
disk box hit, Desmond sings easily
and without any affectations. Page
Cavanaugh Trio provides him with
superb background. Guitarist, who-
ever he is, acquits himself mag-
nificently.. "Love," incidentally, is

one of the better new ballads. On
the backside, Desmond TriQ do "If
It's True," which, although pleasant;
is not up to "Love."

:

Perry Como, who almost never
turns out an inferior record, doesn't
spoil that distinction with his Vic-
tor of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" and "When Tonight Is Just a
Memory," which Lloyd Shaffer back-
grounds. "Kissing Her Now," with
a strong picture plug due, is the
nickelodeon face, but "Tonight Is
Just a Memory," a Benny Benjamin-
George Weiss' item, is a neat tune]
Chirping with Como are Helen Car-
roll and The Satisfiers," a group
which sounds a good deal less cloy-
ing than their name.

Al .Tolson's "April Showers" and
"Rock-a-Bye Your Baby'' is the first
release in a new Columbia project
called "Archives Series." It tepre-
sents an auspicious start. This is,

above everything else, . pure nos-
talgia. This is thevJolsotl of the old
days, one of the

.
world's

.
greatest

entertainers. Tunes, of course, are
part of him. Sharing equal billing
is Guy Lombardo's band. It opened
at the Roosevelt Grill in a year when
the stock market crash was keeping
people at home. Whether or not we
like it, we cannot deny its Staying
power.
Bins Crosby has four DecCa faces

this week. With Lionel Hampton he
does "On the Sunny Side of the
Street" and ."Pinetop's Boogie
Woogie" and, with the Andrews
Sisters and Vic SchOen's band, "Go
West, Young Man!" (from "Copaca-
bana") and "Tallahassee." Of the
four sides, "Tallahassee" sounds like
the sturdiest disc box bet. It's the
sort of thing which lends itself al-

most perfectly to the Crosby-An-
drews delivery and they make the
most of it. They do "Go West" very
well too, however. Sides with Hamp-
ton are more specialized and there-

fore less likely nickelodeon possi-
bilities. "Boogie Woogie" really
utilizes Crosby as' an interlocutor
rather than a singer. In "SUnny
Side" he sings with Hampton, who'
gets in some amusing asides,
Maurice Chevalier and .lean Sab-

lon provide the Gallic touch this
week. Chevalier is represented by
the reissue of "Hello Beautiful!" and
"Wait 'Til You See Ma Cherie,"
There's nothing much to say about
them beyond the fact that they're
typical Chevalier, which is as high
praise as anyone could reasohably
expect.

Jean Sablon's Victor couples
"Vous Qui Passez Sans Me Voir,"
his theme, and "Roses In the Rain!"
Personally, we fall to- understand
why he bothered to make "Roses,"
but he manages to milk it for all it's

worth. On the other hand, there
was a definite call for him to record
''Vous Qui Passez." It's an engaging
tune. Now that it's being spot-
lighted in Greer Garson's new pic-
ture, a Sablon disking of it was in
order. The Frenchman's- radio pop-
ularity should help sales consider-
ably. Toots Camarata leads the fine
accompanying band.

Fra'nk Loesser, one of the most
prolific and ablest songwriters in the
business, turns vocalist this week in

an M-G-M bracketing of two of his
.tunes—"Sing a Tropical Song"
(which he did with Jimmy McHugh)
and "Bloop Bleep." Latter, which
concerns a man who is driven nuts
by the sound of a faucet's leaking,

'

is one of the more agreeable novel-
ties to have come out in a great
while. Happily, Loesser recites,

rather than sings. "Bloop'r can
eas^ily become a coin-box hit. 'Trop--
ical Song" seems iri our opinion
nothing much however.
Texas Jim Robertson and Spade

Cooley are the big nien in the West-
,

ern field this week. Cooley does
"Red Hair and Green Eyes" (Vic-
tor) with the appeal that has made
his popularity mount swiftly in the
past six months. Reverse, consid-
erably less fetching, is "Boggs
Boogie." Robertson sings "It Takes
a Long, Long Train With a Red
Caboose" and ''Don't Look Now,
But Your Broken Heart Is Showing,"
also on Victor. "Don't Look Now"
should score big in .sagebrush setups.

Wax Facts
"I Kiss Your Hand, Madame," a

fine oldie revived in Paramount's
"The Emperor Waltz" is out on two
labels this week. Ray Bloch and
Larry Douglas do it for Signature :

and Tony Martin for Mercury.
They're both good jobs. The Sig-

nature disk is actually more of a

showcase for Bloch's band than for

Douglas' singing. On the backside,
Bloch accompanies Douglas in the
swell "Brigadoon" number, "Almost
Like Being In Love." ' Martin's "Kiss
Your Hand" employs Al Sack's orch

Suggested Program
"Slippery Horn"—Duke Elling-

ton (Columbia).
"April Showers''—Al Jolson

and Guy Lombardo (Columbia).
"The. Song Is You"—Buddy

Cole (Capitol)

.

"Katusha" — Sidor Belansky
(Victor)

.

"I'll Do the Strut -Away—
Jimmy Durante (M-G-M)

.

"Am I Blue?"—Muggsy Span-
ier (Disc) .

,

"I'll Never Smile Again"-r
Tommy Dorsey (Victor)

.

and The Jeff Alexander Singers,

This is certainly one of his most ef-

fective disks and should do a brisk

business. Backing it is "I Never
Loved Anyone," in which the Lyttle

Sisters harmonize with him.

"Madam'.' is the side here.

Louis Jordan's ''Jack, You're-

Dead'' (Decca) is an engaging nov-
elty with the customary and exr

tremely saleable Jordan vocal treat-

ment. Other side is "I Know What
You're Puttin' Down," also O.K.; but

not quite up to "Jack". . .The very:,

pleasant Joe Mooney Quartet has
;

a Decca of "Meet Me at No Special

Place" and "I Can't Get Up the

Nerve To Kiss You.''

Far ahd away the best of the re-

cent albums is "The Ellington Spe-
cial," a Columblai set which incliide*-

Ellingtonia recorded in the early

and mid-thirties. This is the great

Ellington band at the height of its

form... In the dance field therejs

little of interest except Les Brown's

"Fine Thing" and "Oh! My Achin'

Heart" (Columbia).
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Leveliing-Oif Period Hyies Buyers

Wary of Booking Too Far Ahead
Band buyers are being very waryf-

of .getting too far ahead of them-

selves in signing talent for the fall.

With nitery, ballroom, recording

and music business grosses levelling

oil, coincidental with the drop in

biz by almost every industry, few

winter hotel, location spots, etc., are

going far out on a limb with con-

tracts dated too far in advance.

They're waiting to see what hap^

pens.

In/4«rew York, for example, the

most important spot of all— the

Pennsylvania hotel—hasn't ;
yet set-

tled on a name for its September and

October period (Charlie Spiva'k has

the inside traclc, it's said). And there

is no one set to. follow the current

Skitch Henderson. New Yorker hotel

has Jerry Weld's string band, which

has never played New York, set to

follow the current Victor Ijorabardo

July 24 and has Sammy ICaye on op-

tion for some time in December, but

iXbiHui definite in between. Hotel

Commodore has Vaughn Monroe due

to return and Eddy Howard set up
for * later period.

Other major and minor spots are

taking it just as easy and are exer-

cising as great care in selecting

talent.

James McCabe, manager director

of the Penn,. incidentally, has

jiicki^ Up the- option of Skitch

Henderson's new orchestra for ad-

ditional weeks, and may extend it

again. Spivak, he says, may open in

September, followed in order by
Claude Thornhill, Frankie Carle and
Jimmy Dorsey.

SAXiE DOWELL CUTS

BAND TO SIX PIECES
Chicago, July 1.

Latest maestro to join the small

combo parade is Saxie Dowell, who
cut from 13 pieces to six here last

week. Dowell, Hal Kemp alumnus,
formed his band two years ago and
had been playing southern and mid-
west dates.

- Combo opened here, at Kentucky
Show Lounge today (Tuesday)

.

Dowell's group, incidentally, had
been financially backed when it was
started by a southern chapter of the
American Legion.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, June 26)

Peg O' My Heart. . , . . .Robbins
Chi-Baba .... . . . . .... .Oxford
I Wonder, 1 Wonder. , . .Robbins
Linda , - .Norris

Across Alley Alamo. ... .Capitol

That's My Desire. ...... .Mills

Mam'selle ^ . . ... .feist

Adobe Hacienda. . ... . . . . . .Peer
Midnight Masquerade.Shapiro-B
Sunday Kind of Love. . .Maurice

Second 10
•Ivy : . ....... .Burke-VH;
Anniversary Song. . . . .Mood
Life to Live Over General
After Graduation. . .T. B. Harms
Heartaches Leeds
Time After Tiyuu Sinatra

Sweet Sixteen. . . ... . . .Shapiro-B
Red Silk Stockings. . . . . .Morris
Anyone Who Knowsi . .Witmark
1 Believe. ... . .. . . . . . . .Sinatra <

Jack Robbins Goes From
Chorals to Rhumfoas

J, J. Bobbins & Sons, is publishing
its new Domenico Savino-Harry
Robert Wilson choral series in a
bound edition rather than use the
accepted procedure of inserting the
sheets between the covers. Vet
music man Robbins feels that the old

publishing style resulted in many
lost pages. "

In another move last week, the J.

J. Robbins firm started a Latin cata-

log' with two Spanish editions of.

tunes by Louis Varona and band-
leader Luis Del Campo. Numbers
are "Sabrosura" and "PorTuAmor";
both will latei' hit the U. S. market.

Justice Dept. Trust Suit Vs. ASCAP

Cues Speculation How Ifll Affect

Royalty Legislation on Diskboxes

MCA Maestros Gripe

That Agency's Ban On

Split Conunish Hurts
Hollywood, July 1.

Numerous band leaders on Music
Corp. of America rolls are grumbling
rather outspokenly -because the
agency's^ local oaic« refuses to split

commissions with otheri small per-
centers. As a result, MCA bands one-
niting through here are not getting
all possible dates.

Half a dozen agencies here spe-
cialize club dates. They frequently
angle an opportunity to sell a name
orchestra at a fancy fee, but, nat-
urally, the club-dater wants half the
10% commLssion. : GAC, William
Morris and Frederick Bros, split the
commish in sue^ deals, consequently
their binds ai^ getting what dates
the club-bookers dredge up.

Some of the MCA batoneers have
been sizzling over the adamacy of

the agency, for they realize that if

MCA would do split-commish biz,

the bands' take would in no wise be
reduced. Among the MCA crews
gigging hereabouts are Will Osborne,
Charlie Barnet; Les Brown, Xavier
Cugat.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
, CoviTS •, Total

UVeka. .Past CttvwB
ttdnd Hater Pla.ved Wf^-k On l>ttt«

Sammy Kaye.... Astor Roof (850; $l-$1.2S) 2 4,125 8,350

Griff Williams*. .. Waldorf (400; $2)., ................ 6 3,200 19.325

Skitch Henderson. Pennisylvania (500; $l-.fl.,'50).. ....... 1 1,600 3.025

Vic Lombardo*...New Yorker (400; $1-$1.!)0) ...6 1,400 8,700

Lawrence Welk... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.,'50)............ 13 1,400 18,275

Johnny Pineapple Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) . 32 1,000

'Indicates Floor Show at Waldorf with Phil Regan. Ice Revue at New
Yorken

Capitofets Deny

Unloading Stock

Caused Price Dip
Ever since Capitol Records stock

took a sudden drop two weeks ago,
from $12 to $7 a share, there has
been a bit of investigating going on
among owners of larger blocks of
the company's stock as to what
caused the price commotion.

It was generally believed by Wall
Streeters that high Capitol execs
started the dip by unloading bundles
of shares: which they had been as-

signed when the company's stock
deal was floated last year, but
which they had been obliged to

hold for 12 months by Securities
& Exchange Commission regula-
lations.

Capitol execs heatedly denied they
sold any of their stock. However,
those within their own recording
and manufacturing setup, among
others Who started private inves-
tigations, assertedly have gotten the
an.swers they sought 8S to the
source of the stock that, hit the
market.

Chicago
Hewy Brandon (Boulevard Room, Stevens; .550; $3.50 rain.). Circus

revue. Still prom time in Chicago and room got a good play all week for
..nice'3;800. *"

Henry Busse (Marine Room, Edgewater 9each); 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Summer revue with Haags elephants. With the hot weather and beach-
wsUt: open, plus Busse, spot is doing best biz this year. Pert 4,200.

•Lick Fin* (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Fina, Herb Shriner,
and Bob Dupont sliding off a bit with 3,200. :

Vido Mussa (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-.$3.50 min.). Musso quartet
plus prom take is bringing very tall 5,400.
..BUI Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstoiie; 350; Ifa.SO min.: $1.00 cover).
Joe Vtisco caught on in. this swank room and is helping a brisk 2,300 for
the week.

Local 47 Rules Bands

Must Remain in One

Room, Not Alternate
Hollywood, July 1.

. American Federation of Musicians^
Local 47 has bobbed up with a new
edict—that if a nitery u.ses more
than one orchestra or combo, each
must stay arichored in a -specific

room and may not be moved
around. In event a nitery has more
than one room, bands may not be
alternated from one to another. Not
only is this ruling new here, but
it is at variance with practices of
numerous o. her musicians* locals

throughout the country.
Test case, which evoked the ukase,

started when General Artists Corp.

I

booker Milt Krasny asked permis-
! sion to spot three orchestras in the
old Troc, on Sunset Strip, when
Monte Proser reopens site as the
Copacabana in September. Krasny's
deal called for alternating combos
through three different rooms dur-
ing cour.se of an evening, Local 47
nixed the idea.

Music men interested in, the at-

tempt by the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers
to put through legislation providing
tor collection of revenue for use of

copyrighted songs in diskboxes are
wondering how much effect the De-
partment of Justice's recently filed

suit vs. ASCAP, charging participa-

tion in a world-wide music rights

monopoly, will have on the bill. So
far,' there has been no word .from
Washington, where sub-coramittee
hearings were completed last week
on the diskfoox revenue bill, as to

whether the D. of J. move had any
effect. -

.

Meanwhile, ASCAP has not been
served in the monopoly action. This
indicates nothing, according to

ASCAP attorneys. They do not be-
lieve that the suit will be dropped
completely simply because ASCAP
had eliminated the cause of it by re-
signing its membership in the In-
ternational Confederation of Authors
and Composers Societies. They feel

that the action had been too long
in the planning' stage and that those
behind it . had too much at stake to
sidetrack .'file issue completely. ,

ASCAP exiecs ;are bitter about the
suit, incidentally. They insist it was
launched through the efforts of its

rival radio performance rights so-
ciety, Broadca.st Music, Inc. Latter
has been bitter about ASCAP's
snagging a recriprocal rights deal
last year with the Argentme society,

at a time when -BMI looked to have
the deal sewed up.
>• ASCAP was aware of the action

before it was launched last week
(23) in New York. It sought to

have the International Confed-
eration remove from its bylaws
a regulation forbidding any mem-
ber society from doing business
with an affiliate in another country
unless that organization was also a
member of the ICACS. Latter "mr
derstood" ASCAP's position, but
averred it.would not change its regu-

lations to conform with U. S. laws.

Details of>the D. of J. suit ask
ASCAP to change its deals with, fori-

eign societies from exclusive to non*
exclusive agreements, ' which would
allow other organizations, such as
BMI, to make agreements for th«
same masic. ASCAP cannot se«
such a move, feeling that it would
destroy , the value of the music of
U. S. composers and publishers
abroad. At the same time, ASCAP.
couldn't possibly set up its own foi;-

eign branches even if various coun-
tries permitted it; the cost would b»
too great.

No Discussion On Bills

Washington, July 1.

House Judiciary Committee hud>
died in executive session here Fri-
day (27) but did not get around to
discussion of companion bills to give'

artists copyright protection On their
style of performance and to sub-
ject disk box operators to copyright
laws.

Sentiment appears to favor re-
porting out the latter measure (H.R.
2570 or 1269) and to let the first

(H.R. 1270) die in committee.
No date lias been, set for next

Judiciary Committee session*

JOHNmm (FD&H)

SMLS BACK TO ENG.
John Abbott, managing director of

Francis, Day. & Hunter, sails today
(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth, fol-

lowing a couple of months in the
U. S. on business. Part of the time
he hous^-guested with the Ralph
Peers (Southern Music) in Beverly
Hills.

Fred Day, Abbott's associate, re-
turned to England last month. While
here both renewed their 20-year-old
contract: with the Robbins-Feist-
Metro fii'ms for British representa-
tion.

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Summer stand of Howard,

while Freddy Martin tours, started excellently, with nearly 3,000 tabs.
Il«s« Morxan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). New flogrshow to -backstop

orchestra stimulated covers to strong 2,600,

Location Jobs* Not in Hotels
- iChicago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Staggering biz with sellouts
*Ven for Mondays and "it's all Danny Thomas. Record 6,300,

.

Dicic Jnreens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Jurgens in second week;
snappy 18,000.

Georre OXscu (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Perked up a bit; 15,500 this
week. Lawrence Welk in July 8.
May Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Local boy pitching and spot

setting best grosses in months. Tidy 3,300.
Buddy Shaw (t.atin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Final week of Gertrude

•Niesen, fine 5,100. Ritr Brothers and Jane Withers in July 2.

; (Los'Arigetes;
Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 4th wk). Okay 4,400 admishes.

^!jj»">"ny Doraey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 6l;h wk). Still soaring,
With last week best since TD opened, 14,000 customers. Slick promotion
nelping mightily. • »

\ , .
' Krnpa (Palladium, B, Hollywood, Sd wk). Wavering around 9,000

sdntushes.

Bill MacDonald Ankles

Frederick for Morris
Hollywood, July 1.

Bill MacDonald, for some years

past band-booker in local outpost of

Frederick Bros.' agency, leaves to-

day (Tuesday) to - join William
Morris' band department in Chicago.

It is unrieriitood that Bob Ehlert,

who- has been handling the midwest
tor Morris, is jumping over onto the

MCA payroll. He replaces Bill Polk,

who joined Mus-Art.
Morris ofHCe here last week

strengthened itS: band division with
move-over of Pat; Robkins from acts

to bandii, with Jack Archer contin-

uing as chief of dept.

Jack Kapps to Celebrate

25th Anni in Paris Aug. 6
Jack Kapp, proxy of Decca Rec-

ords, sails on the Queen Elizabeth

today (Wed.) for a two-monti* Euro-
pean junket, accompanied by his

wife and daughter. He plans to visit

England, F r a n c e, Belgium and
Switzerland. His first European
trip ,sinoe 1936, Kapp will primarily

inspect the continent for new rec-

ord developments as well as survey-
ing the foreign, disk market.
The Kappa will celebrate their

25th wedding anniversary in Paris

on A lit;, 6 and expect to return to

the .States , via the Queen Mary
Aug. 20,,

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 33 sonos of the week based on the copyrifjhted Audience CoV'

erage Index Survey ot Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
P.ubiished by the Qffice ot Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director,'

Survey week of June: 20-26; 1947

A Sunday Kind of Love. .Maurice
Acro.ss the Alley From the Alamo ............. . . Cnoitol
After Graduation Day—'"Barefoot Boy With Cheek"... . . . .T. B.. Harmt
Alexander's Ragtime Band '....Berlin -
Almost Like Being In Love—'•"Brigadoon" Sam Fox
Anniversary Song—•i-"JoIson Story". ............. ....Mood
As Long As I'm Dreaming-^fWelcome Stranger",. .... ....Burke-VH
As Years Go By , Miller
Ask Anyone Who Knows. ,. .... ......Witmark
Beside You—t"My Favorite Brunette". .. . .............. . , iFsmous
CeciUa .. i.v ........ABC
Chi-Baba Chi-Baba ....Oxford
Feudin' and Fightin'. ........................... . ........ .Chappell
Heartaches Lrec's
I Believe—-t"It Happened in Brooklyn"... ..... ..Sinatra
I Do Do Do Ljke You , Hrrms
I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder ..... .. ...... .. i . . . . . . .Rob'iirm
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now. . ............. . . . . . . .M.-^rhs

Illusion .. ,,s.i . ...Pemoral
I'm So Right Tonight....... ...... ...Leeds
Ivy—f'lvy" Burke-VH
Linda ..... . ..... .. ........... .Morris
Mam'selle ............... .....Feist
Midnight Masquerade Shapiro-B
My Adobe Hacienda .... ,, .. i. ..................... Southern
Passing By Chappell
Peg O' My Heart Robbins
Say No More ................ ......... . ,.v.i, ....Advanced
Stella By Starlight .... ; . .. . i: . , . .. , . . , .Beverly .

Tallahns.see ....... ... ....... . . . ... . . . , . i. ... , .. . . . . .Famous
That's My Desire ................ .Mills
Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn".. .,, .

,

, ... .Sinatra
Would You Believe Me—f'Love and Learn". .. . , . , ... .Remick

fhe remaining IS songs of the week, from the copyrighted ACt
(Peatman).
Beware My Heart—fCarnegie Hall". ..................... .Peist
Come To the Mardi Gras..,. . . . . Southerii
Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru Sinatra
Deep Down In Your Heart. . ............. ...... . . . . . . . . .Triangle
Dream Dream Dream ... .Thomas-
The Echo Said No . . . , , . , , .Lombardo
Every So Often ..... ^ . . ............ .Warren
I Wish I Didn't Love YouSo.... .. ..... (.Paramount
It Takes Time ....London
Je Vous Aimc-^t"Copacabana" ...................... i .. . .Crawford
Man Who P;unts the Rainbow In the Sky . . ,:MuU'al
My Preity Girl Itepublic
My Young and Foolish Heart. ....................... . . ...Morris
Old Devil Moon— -'Pmian's Rainbow" .. Crawford "

Jrted Silk Stockin.^s and Green Perfume Morris
There's That Lonely Feeling Again Mellen
You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying Simon ,

Yf.u Should Have Told Me ' Jeflerson

t Filmustcal, Le-iU Mvxu-al
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Maurice Abravanel Takes

Over Utah Symph Wand
Salt Lake City, July 1.

Maurice Abravanel has been
signed as musical director and con-
ductor ot the Utah Symphony. He
succeeds Werner Jansen, who re-

signed in April to take oyer as Port-

land Symphony conductor. '

Abravenel was chosen from over
60 applicants. Abravanel has con-

ducted the "Standard Symphony
Hour" from San Francisco. He is in i

New York now making some record-

ings, and will soon -take plf to., con-

duct the National Opera of Mexico,

Music Notes

BMI Chi Licensing

Cause Boosted By

Chez Paree Signing
Chicago, July 1.

Chez Paree bistro '.ast week signed
with Broadcast Music, Ittc-i for the
use its music library. Chi's biggest

nitery is second Loop spot, outside

of hotel rooms, to sign with BMI,
first being the Blackhawk.. Stanford
Clinton, counsel for the Chez, says

that p?ict runs for one year with
option for renewal for two more.
BMI was represented by Joe

Gates, midwest manager^

Eddy Howard orchestra tracked 10 tunes for Standard Transcriptions
and four faces for Majestic over weekend ... .Gene Autry bought ''Texas
Belle," Blemont MacDougal-Henry Meer.son oatune, for inclusion in next
Columbia pic. . . .Xavier Cugat inked July 3-6 at Aragon ballroom, Ocean
Park, Calif Leo Erdody cleffing some special-material tunes for Ensign
Productions' "Blonde Savage" Barclay Allen signed by Enterprise
Records. . . .Frances Wayne soloing for Exclusive Records. . . .Walt Heeb-
ner. Coast chief of RCA-Victor, back. in Hollywood after month in east,. ..
Ike Carpenter orchestra sessioning for Standard Transcriptions in HoUyl
wood before' embarking on Pacific Northwest vaude trek. . . .Robin Black
has joined Hamilton-Whitney Transcriptions a.s 'exec producer . .. .Mark
Schreck, profes-sional manager of Southern Music, en route to Hollywood
to confer with Coast chief of Arm, Nat Winecoff. .. .Andre Previn cloffins
special material for M-G-M's ''On An Island With You". . ; .Melodee
Records, -new kidiskftrm, launched with Morty Kline as prexy. i . .Bette
Dubro, mezzo7Soprano, leaves a one-year stint as "Gloria" with Phil
Spitalny- to- make her operatic debut in Milan this month. She's slated
to retilrn to the U. S. in September.

On The Upbeat» »' 4

New York

AFM; AFL, CIO, Philly

Back Music Series
Philadelphia, July 1.

Approval of the plan of Local 77,

American Federation of Musicians,

at Reyburn Plaza has been given

by City Council, following -its pres-

-entatlon by Mayor SamueU.
Series will - he sponsored lointly

by the AFL,- CIQ, and the Commu-
nity Chest,, which during the war
operated the USO-^Lataor Center at

the plaza as a recreation .spot for

servicemen.
Plans are jtill tentative, but call

for music five nights weekly for
eight weeks. Tentative opening date

Band Reviews

BILL SNYDER ORCU (?)

With Ralph Sterling;

BelleriVe Hotel, Kansas City
Few orchestras heard about these

parts use the novel instrumentation
of the Bill Snyder crew. It's essen-
tially a pitmo band formed to set off

the fine fingering of the leader. Set-
up includes string bass, drums, sax-
clarinet-flute, accordion, and pair of

fiddles, with brass purposely avoided
to keep crew on the lighter side.

This instrumentation: would: indi-

cate almost a novelty band, but bent
instead is toward sweet music and
band comes up with a very good
brand. Latin rhythms get prominent
play along with pop tunes, many
piano specialties and not a few of
Snyder's original compositions. His
modern numbers like "The Window
Shoppers" and "Riding the Offbeat"
are favorites here. Arranging also

is Snyder's work.
Vocals are handled by Ralph

Sterling, who joined the crew as a
fiddle double for its stand here.

Baritohe range has both quality and
depth, taking him out of the crooner
class and his romantic ballading
meets with ready approval from the
femmes. .

In this compact room, crew is a bit

long on volume, but otherwise is a
natural as evidenced by 40 weeks,
soon to be closed. Following this

date Snyder crew opens in the
Blaclcstone Hotel, Chi. Quin.

BILL McCCNE OBCH (U)
W.'Ui Bette Buckner
Felhain Heath Inn, N. Y; ''

Bill McCune's newly organized
band shapes up as a listenable and
danceable combo. Consisting of three
trumpets, one trombone, three rhy-
thm and three sax (plus McCune's),
outfit commendably employs a
type of music designed to keep a
maximum amount of the customers
on the floor. For in the fiinal analy-
sis, that's what draws 'em.
McCune's repertoire runs toward

sweet, subdued rhythms with a
sprinkling of such oldies as "Deep
Purple" along with the current
faves. Formerly under MCA's ban-
ner, leader recently switched to
Mus-Art and he's here for the entire
Summer.
Batoner has played many spots

in this neck ot the woods and has
built up a following;
Many of the band's arrangements

sparkle with Ted Husled's ivbrying
while sax section carries and rhy-
thm clips off a neat beat under muted
brass effects. A playing maestro,
McCune fronts the band efficiently
and contribs an occasional sax solo.
Vocal department is han<}lcd by

Bette Buckner who does well by
pop melodies. She takes jump tunes
in stride, however. Sideman Ken
Marshall does some piping but
doesn't quite measure up to Mis.*;

Buckner. Pair, however, are solid
with "I Wonder" in which they're
jomed by trombonist Ralph Coogan.

Earl Bailey; -Musici Corp. of. Amer-
icaj exec, ' to- Columbus farm 'for

couple weeks vacation...;, -.Broatlcast-

Music to be in charge of. entertain--:

ment at National Assn. of Broad^
casters convention at Atlantic City

in September, . . .Murray Moskowitz
boosted to general production Tnah-
ager post for Music> Publishers
Holding Corp'. (Warner Bros, music
firms) replacing late George Glenz.

MoskGwitz's post as production
manager under Glenz is' taken by
Jack Segal. . . .Bill Burton now man-
aging Clark Dennis. .. .Bill Cooper
orch replaces Blue Barron at £<iliSon

hotel, N. Y., July 8 . , ,Eli Oberstein
back froiftv yacation-r-his first- in

years... .Nat Freyer joined Encore
Music in N. Y, and Murray- Albert
takes over on Coast. ., .Harry Clark
added to Jewel Music staff.

Leeds, Ltd.) of London, not Peter
Maurice, will publish in England
"Managua Nicaragua" and ''Across

the Alley from the Ala'mo," British

rights- to which were bought here
last week by Leeds Music-. . ; Saul
Bornsteln in no hurry to replace
Jerry Johnston as professional man-
ager of Bourne, 'Inc. (Johnston
moved to Peer); he wants a general
manager to take most of the load. .

.

Milton Saunders orchestra shifted

from Belvedere hotel, Baltimore, to

Providence-Bilt'more, ' Providence. .

.

Columbia Records issues another
Duke Ellington album of oldies next
week.
Chubby Jackson's small unit did

a wax session (or American Record-
ing Artists, Inc. Crew, comprising
Jackson, bass; Tony Aless, piano;
Billy Bauer, guitar; Mel Zelnick,
drums; Emmett Carls, tenor; and
Conti Candoli, trumpet cut four
sides. Irving Mills, incidentally, re-
cently did his first recording of the
re-established Mills Blue Rhythm
Band. With arrangements by Van
Alexander and featuring Lucky
Thompsjan, Charlie- Shavers and
"Butch" Stone, an ' all uiar unit cut
four sides on the Coast.

'Angelo Betanoonrt band current
at Schroon Manor, Schroon I^ake,.
N. Y. . , . Juanito Sahabria crew set
for summer at Laurel Country
Club, Monticello, N. Y. . . . Noro
Morales and Bobby Byrne combos
move into Shep Fields' Glen Island
Casino, N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)
. . . Freddie D'Alonso booked for
.season at Lake Tarleton,. Hotel, Lake
Tarleton, N. H. . . . Raul de Castro
quartet started five-month stand
Friday (27) at StevenSville Lake
Hotel, Swan Lake, N, Y. Pepito
rhumba band debuted at Monte
Carlo yesterdaS? (Tues.) : . . Claude
Hopkins breaking in new band at
Hotel Ausable Chasm, Ausable
Chasm, N. Y. . . . George Drake out-^
fit stays for summer at White Roe
Lake Hotel, Livingston Manor, N.Y,

ing at Circle , theatre, Indianapolis,
July 27 . . . Del Courtney does one
nighters till July 8 when he opens at
Peony Park, Omaha , . . Elliott
I^awrence is skedded for Eastwood
Park, Detroit, Aug. 1, with stints at /
Coney Island Park, Cincinnati, an^ :

Cedar Point following . . . JobfTny •

Long at Centennial Terrace.fSyl-
vania, O., week of Aug. 15, J then
does .one' nigbters . until openifrig at
Eastwood Park ."date Aug. -aa for
week, then into Trianon BMlrooni
for several weeks . . . GeoVge B.
Bond, former sideman for ^rry
Wald and Teddy Phillips, is now 1

the new all-vet booking agencir,"
Entertainment, Inc. . . . Hal Oi^ia

opens at Kilbourne hotelj Milwau-
kee,' Awg. 31 . , . Sam Donohue into
Lake Breeze hotel, Buckeye Lake,
July 18, before opening Iroquois
Gardens July 25 . ,. . Tony PastOr
comes east for onenighters after
closing Lakeside Park, Denver.
Opens at Eastwood Park, Detroit,
Aug. 8 . . . Vido Musso opens at

the Continental Club; Milwaukee,
Sept. 1 . . . Randy Brooks plays
week at Centennial Terrace, Syl-^-

v'ania, O., Aug. 1-.

Pittsburgh
Baron Elliott band opened Mon-'

day (30) at Vogue Terrace, follow-
ing Marty Gregor . . , Orrin Tucker
now at Bill Green's . . . Joe Negri
Trio into Mercur Music Bar . . ,

Joe We.stray band got a week's en-
gagement in ""Roberta" with summer
opera company. Played from the
stage in- big fashion show scene . . .

Phil Cavezza orchestra follows
Randy Brooks band into Ankara
July 7 for a fortnight. Art Moongy
coming in for month twoi weeks
later . ... Benny Burton, who had a
band arouijd here for years, has re-
organized with 10 men and a girl

singer and into the William Penn
Tavern for weekend engagements.

Chicago

Freddy Martin May Play

Eastern Locations
Freddy Martin's orchestra may

play a few major eastern locations

later in the summer, after he does

a forthcoming date at the Strand
theatre. N. Y. He has some open
time which may be devoted to th«
standard summer location spots.

If Martin agrees to certain, dates

now being worked out by Mufic
Corp. ot America, they will be the
first he has ever played—and he'll

be going into them at a time when
his b.o. rep is at the highest peak,

due to recent hit RCA-Victor disks,

it has been since, his recording of

Tschaikowsky's "Piano Concerto"
made him a big name before the
war, a disking, incidentally, which

:

he never fully cashed in on.

"Vi and Jerry Wagner cut first

disks for Bullet Records ... Harry
Cool in town for a couple of weeks'
vacation . . . Bob Dunne joined
Eddie Getz at the Tailspin . . . Roy
Eldridge at Stage Door, Milwaukee
. . . Letty Barbour, formerly with
Mill Herth Trio, began series of
radio shows over KMOX last week
. . . Ray Pearl, now at the Black-
hawk, taking series of ads in small
towns he frequents on one-night
stints advising fans of his current
activities . . . Jimmie Cairns return-
ing to New York after brief stay at
local office of BMI . . . Saxie Dowell
at .Kentucky Lounge . . . Earl,
Hines held over again at El Grotto

,

. , . Jimmy McPartland, Bunk John- I

son, and Lonnie Johnson engaged in
|

battle of trumpets at Twin Terrace
,

Cafe last Sunday. . . . Charlie ',

Chaney opens at Tic Toc, Mil-
waukee. July H . . . Desl Arnaz
does string of theatre dates finish-

•'

THANKS

LIONEL HAMPTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA .

EDDIE andGEORGE
TAuoRs TO rke stars

tiiiiitrt uttlre tor Acts and Bands

: When ill tA« EMif Catf or Wire
for RapfMtnfafiv* wilA Somp/u

305 S. Broiid St., Phila.

Phone: TSInnypfutker «-ta$e

WANTED-TO BUY . .

.

MUSICAL BUZZ SAWS and othar

novaify musical or odd playabia

inttrumenti. Writs full particulars,

pries, ate, t6 taster Fauar, Room
413, .1619 Broadway; New York.
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DON'T TELL ME

m m

•

DON'T TELL ME
Werdi and Mu$ie by Buddy P*pp»r

In Bright tempo (Conversationally)

f f
Why do we talk witb onr eyes m we lit k>cross tbe ti-Me?

Wby do we will li arm in arm wben-ev-er we tre» »>bler.

Feet on tbe . gronnd; Groond ipiii • nior 'round.

=11

Fleasetell me wby my bap-py beartkeeps re-peat>inr that it's lO,

Refrain, Moderately Slow i

Ko,

Don't Tell Mel

^^^^^^
Don't say you're mine. Dout Tell Mel

Its just a line.

. . RET T^riM
Whywhis-per words. Ibavenev-er Icnown?— Or

f

speak your heart wben-ev,»r we're a >Jone?_i No, Don't Tell Mel It is>Dt

fair, for I'm Tool-isb * I'li <=«••* '

1 11 start to care. WlQrare an-selssiflf-ini^b^b a -

4 J

lovo.

"
bove? .Ob Don't Tell Me Im in lo\e.

Copyright 1947 Robbins Music Corporation, 799 Stventh Av*nu*. Naw York, N. .Y.

0im

Mumltr One »»

word, ond Music by Doryl Hutch

Ui Revival Sonii^fn^^^''

word, by Alfred Bryao
. Music by fred Fi*her
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Atlantic City AD Set For Its Usual

lO-Week Season With Bands and Shows
Atlantic City, July 1.

T^ia convention (»awds which hav?

flllfed' report . hotels and kept this

town clicking the off season months

have disappeared and itt their Stead,

starting this week, come the' hun-

dreds of thousands of vacationists.

Or, in short, the 10-week season is

Night spots, picture houses, piers

and .hotels, With various other

'aiTiusejnents, are huying more white

space than ever before in local and

out of town 'papers as they either

open for the season or put in larger

shows to draw the crowds.

The old standbys, the two big re-

Bort piers, are now on their regular

summer schedules. Steel Pier

opened early in June to celebrate its

50th anniver.?ary. Hamid's reopened

Friday (27) with , Jean Gpldkette

band, John S. Harris will bring the

"Tce^CaiJades" here for another 10-

week stand in • the huge Auditorium

with a preview July 9, when the en-

tire proceeds will be turned over to

the' Press Club for Atlantic City's

Boy Scout fund for the rebuilding

o£ a camp some 40 miles from the

resort.

- Way up at "iihe other end of the

•watlk' biirlesciue started in the old

Gldbe 'Friday (27) and despite "bad

AV^athei good business was- reported.

Hotels are booking new bands and

acts 4 in their grills. Cal Gilford

band started at the Traymore Fri^

tlay (27) and Miguelito Valaes at

the- Hotel- President the same night,

along With Jose" Curbelo and his

rhumba orchestra.

Chelsea features Pupi^ Campb's
Latin American gang. The Mayflow-

er has Dolph Tiaymop's band. Brigh-

ton is using water acts in its new
pool, while the other big hotels along

the long wooden way all have some-
thing going.

Night spots are beginning to perk.^

Count Basie band, with Joe "Ziggy"

Johnson's all-star revue, moveij into

the oia Paradise, coldited showcase,

Friday (27). Called the oldest in the

country, it's celebrating its 40th an-

niversary.
CWb Harlem has a big show built

up since it opened early in June to

catch ^ome of the Shrine convention

crowd. It is headed by Larry Steele,

emcee; features Jackie Mabley,

Dei^by Wilson, The Shoaregued Trio,

Toby Winters, Alan & Claudia, Billy

Daniels, Cook & Brown^ Tina Dixon,

Tops & Wilda, Jimmy Smith and
Roy Eldredge's band.

The other' spots
.

are oflferlng good

Shows to Trteet the competition. Lou
, Seller is at Babette's, supported by

ft big lineup of acts and chorus. Pad-
- dock features Jackie Farrell and
chow; "The 500 Club has Honey

Murray and line, while- smaller

clubs give the customer a good run
'for his money.' Most spots have
same policy— no cover, but mini-

mums,'
With the past month out of the

way, a bad one as far as the vaca-
tionist was concerned, most amuse-
ment people here look forward to

peak business with July and August.
Cold weather and much rain hurt all

amusement business, excepting films,

which do best here on rainy days.

The only gambling here this year
wiil be done at the racetrack when
it reopens the middle of the month.
With a special prosecutor con-

ducting a gaming probe, following a

recent detective-bookie murder and
suicide, there will be no casinos

here this summer, at least not for a
month. Heat may then be taken • off

providing it is on the hush-hush side.

There has been no announcements
of big jiames to be brought here for

night clubs although Steel Pier will

book headliners from July 4 through.

Jam Sesh at Pasadena

Aud Draws Nifty $5,500
Hollywo'odj July 1.

Gene Norman-Sddie Laguna Jazz
Concert at' Pasadena Civic Aud last

week (23) netted a nifty ; $5,500.

King Cole Trio, featured, was in. on
$1,500 guarantee

Card also included Anita' O'Day,
Charlie Shavers, Red Norvo, Willy
Smith, Dodo Marmorosa, Red Cal-
lender, Andre Previii and Louis
Bellson.

Tentative date set lor Norman's
next concert is . Aug. 2. Lineup ,will

toprline Lionel : Hamptqn, Lena
Home aiid Slam Stewart.

.

Fisher Music Firm
Marvin Fisher, who has been

working as a contaotman for various

music publLshing firms, last week
went into his mother's Fisher Music
Co. and intends reactivating the

company. Fisher firm has been ac--

tive right along iii the serise that it

has been doing business an its stand'

ard catalog, but it has not foir years
done anything about pop tunes.

That's what young Fisher intends
resuming.

His brother, Danny Fisher, will go

to the Coast to act as the firm's west-

ern rep.,

P.A.'ii^ Decca
NeweU-Eramett advertising agency

will soon take over the complete job

of public relations on Decca Records.

During recent weeks, employees of

the agency have be'en in constant

contact with Decca executives, de-

termining the best methods op pub^'

lie relations. Chore for - a firm that

never worried. too much.,in the past

about :such activity.

Decca' lias always believed that

the best public relations job was a

good sales article and for years has

given very little attention to press

people, record reviewers and disk

jockeys', Newell-Emmett has for

some time handled Decca's advertis-

ing.

Kettering
Continued from pag* t

\

Pitt Drnntnier Quits Biz

To Become Restaurant Op
Pittsburgh, July 1.

Tony Covato, drummer with
dance bands around here for the
past. 15 years or more^ is giving up
the music game to go into, the res-

taurant business. He's opening the
Pig and Chick downtown, along
with his brother, Etzi Covato, and
Mike Morra.

Etzi Covato recently stepped out
of nitery field, after operating and
owning cafes since the late '20's, to

devote all time to eatery acquisi-

tions. In addition to new Pig and
Chick, he's part-owner of two
Golden Triangle spaghetti villages

and a |}arbccue place in East
Liberty;

LOUIS BERNSTEIN
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE

OF THE STREET
# .

.

'

Music Ivy . . .

JIMMY McHUGM
SMA»1RO.BERNSjE<N

\ iSelD gear's;

Band Biz Gropes
Continued from page 39

;

stimulate fresh interest in the pub-
lic. They may be at fault to some
extent, but there's no getting away
from the fact that public apathy
toward bands is at a high point, and
that the top solo singers, practically

all of whom sprang from name
bands and took over the spotlight

during the war, are still holding:

their positions. They outsell bands
on- records by wide margins.

Noyir that Dorsey and James figure

to JSt- in some fresh licks it's being
hoped that either or both will come
up with something that will turn at-

.tention to the band field once again.

Ballroom operators, location owners
and agency men do not put much
stock in the current trend toward
sweet music as one means to hypo
that "new" interest, pointing out
that it's, a "sj«npathetic" popularity
ior which jump bands themselves
are responsible due to their wild
arranging during more recent years.

Sweet bands, beyond the few such
as Guy Lombardo, Sammy Kaye
and Freddy Martin, cannot stimulate

the b.o. interest that characterized

the early popularity of James) the

late Glenn Miller, Dorsey» etc.

f¥EJtrS A NATURAL FOR A HIT RECORD

He Was Only a Laneiy Disc Jockey
TBut Oh! What a R*eord H« Had)

FOR COPIES

CLARENCE SASKILL. 154 Wcit 4itli St., New York 19

about town proudly showing every-

body the watch. What else could he

do? .

TJiie last time I saw George was

when he visited Chicago in 'Td.

Rather Be Right." He devilled

Charlie Thanhauser, the boxoffice

treasurer, until Charlie got him my
unlisted telephone number. I'll

never forget that night we sat in

his dressing room browsing through

memorabilia. X use that word be-

cause my good friend, the editor of

Varibtv, caresses it constantly. But,

that is what we did—for hours after

the final curtain. He was not well

and I suspected that we might not

have another opportunity to dream.

We talked about the' early days, the

good and bad days, the rain and

shine days. He laughed at how he
had written "Over There" with one

finger and eight notes to see it be-

come the great war song of 1918;

what, and where, our old friends

had gone; about a gag or two we
pulled on Uncle Dick Doriioy, one
of his old managers: how Jack
Welch was out west managing "The
Great Ziegfeld" picture; how he
hoped he'd never have to do an-

other picture to make ends meet.

[The Dorney episode was in itself

amusing. Once Augustin Daly's

manager, Dorney managed the orig-

inal "45 Minutes From Broadway"
and it was customary at the end of

a run to count the box at 8 p.m. at

the last performance, thus permit-

ting the boxofCice boys to have all

that came in afterward as a gift.

For the final night of that run, my
assistant, Lenny Brin, and I had
concocted a plan. For two weeks
we had been telling people we were
sold out, but if they would come
back at 8:15 that night we would
have seats for them. Need I say
more? Lenny and I split a neat $800
that night and both George M.i who
was in on the swindle, and Dorney,.
screamed with laughter.l

They tell me, when he was a very
ill man you could find him toddling

about Times Square, with a nurse
or some friend, looking into the the-

atres, to stand a' few minutes, at the

back rail laughing at some humor or

keeping time to some melody. lean
understand that, ior no one single

person in our great industry has
been all of so many things-r-writer,

librettist, composers dramatic direc-

tor, dance director, producer, actor,

dancer and singer. No other person
gave so much to our American ther

atre and our American way of life.

It is fitting that we wave the grand
old flag for George, the flag that he
wrote about, and carried in so many
of. his shows, as a real 'Yankee
Doodle he-man citizen of these

United States. Make no mistake
about it-^George always used the
flag reverently. We can wave itJEor
him now—the same way.
."A real livt nephew of our Uncle

Som. born, on ,the
J*<««Jtjt,, ?fjTUti'*".

Inside Staff-Orchestras-Mnsic
Since the debut of "The Jolson Story" (Col.) two of the tunes in the pi«

have become outstanding sales hits—"Anniversary Song" and "April Show-
ers," with .the former the heavier of the two. Now there's a third tune
used in that film which also is promising to become a revival hit-^but,

ironically enough, it's not due to the picture use. That's "When You
Were Sweet 16," which Perry Como recorded for RCA-'Victor and which
occupies the reverse .side of his "Chi-Baba"' hit. Diskbox attention to
the "16" rendition is credited with pushing it up'fhe sheet sales ladder.
Jolson, Intidentally, did not record the song for Decca, though it was
suggested to him. Decca is reissuing a Mills Bros/ version included In
their Decca album of a year ago.

Frankie Adams, Philadelphia songwriterj uses rather unique approach
to promotion of tunes he writes. He has' a recording company called
Sapphire Records. Through this medium he sold last week to Shapiro-
Bernstein, New "York publisher, a tune titled "Red Head," written with
Max Freedman and recorded for the Sapphire- label by Ijarry Lane and
His Mello Men.
Adams apparently has the masters made by artists he selects, or bcca"

sionally by- himself, and has pressings manufactured by an indie record-
ing manufacturer. This process is similar to that used by Joe Davis,
N. Y, pub, who ran a disk company to promote his firm's songs. After S-B
took the AdamsrFreedman tune (Freedman was co-wrij;er of '^Siouk City
Sue," incidentally) title was changed to "My Little Red Head."

Sammy Kaye set up a book publishing company recently to market the
poetry books he sells as a byproduct of his "Sunday Serenade" program
on the ABC net. Company, titled Serenade PHblisbing, has just begun
issuing the second edition of the book at $1.50 per. Combination of the
first and second editions, in a fancy container, sells for $3.

The entire operation stems from an idea Kaye inserted in what, when it

was first started, amounted to a Sunday afternoon band sustaineif. Kaye
was advised many times by those close,- to him to forget the "corny"

-

poetry idea, but he refused.- In the four years that the first edition was
being marketed, it sold close to 100,000 copies at then ^1.25 per.

Fred Waring, hosted some 50 music contact men last week at his Shaw-
nee-On-the-Delaware, • eastern Pennsylvania resort. Contact ' men left
New Yprk tit 7:3Q a.m. by chartered bus and had luncheon, dinner and a
inidiuglit .snack before starting hoipe at 1 a,m„ In between, they had th«
run trf tti* big place. Music men involved were confined to those who
normally contact Wisring each Wednesday- at a Horn & Hardart cafeteria
in N, y. for lunch. Latter method has been used by Waring for years as
B means Of seeing all music men; assigned, to him.

Musician prankster on the crowded "ftoor". of New -YorK local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians created more excitement Monday (30)
afternoon ..than at any time since the last election. Ha dropped five Juwbo
firecrackers into an enclosed trash receptacle during tlie height of the
hubbub and the resultant reports brought cops on the run with giuis in
hand.
Even band and music people in the RKO building, across the street^

heard the blasts and, as one' wag put it, figured possibly that opposition
to the reigning. Blue ticket, which it Iiasn't been able t,o defeat in 14
years^. took soRie drastic action. .

'

Louis Jordan is marking his 2mh anni in show biz July 15 with a $20-
a-plate testimonial dinner at the Pierre hotel* New "York, the proceeds of
which will no to Camp WiUemoc, a summer haven for-und«rprivileged
kids of /all races. To insure the take, Jordan himself is promoting pub-
lishers on ticket sales.

_
When songwriter Tony Sacco couldn't place his tune, "Someday We'll

Meet Agam m Montecatini," with the pubs he printed a thousand copies
on his own, A member of the Coronet ^rio, playing Philadelphia cocktail
lounges, he claims to have sold some 750 to customers in joints where he's
been employed. Song's a nostalgic piece about an Italian rest town wlicre
G. I. s of Gen. Mark Clark's Fifth Army had hard Won recreation

Shubert, Kapp
s; Conttained from page 3» »—

r

getting in touch with NAB member
sfeitions who had complied with a
lengthy questionnaire on employ-
ment of union musicians. Other
outfits contacted included NAB
headquarters ofl'ice here, FM Assn.
director J. N. "Bill" Bailey and the
FCC. Though there was some talk
of having FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr., take the stand, latest
word is that FCC will not appear.
A spokesman for Rep; Kearns said

Petrillo may be kept on the stand
July 7 and 8 and that burden of his
testimony will determine whether
any other witne.sse.s will be called
by the committee.

.

— COMING UP ! —
Tti* NEW t wiil t Oatiti

S«n«ation

THE BACHELOR
AND

THE BOBBY-SOXER

Watclx for RKO rplease of
picture, '^The Bacliclor and
the Bo-bby - Soxer,'', starrtnK

,^Cary Grant, -Bhlrtey Tetnple,
Myrna, Loy.

PftCLl.-i'iONEER MUSIC CORE;

Form 6
ESS Continued from page 3!)

' I

name bandleaders, feeling that this
faction can aft'ord to handle the em-
ployer's; ;s.s. and unemployment taxes
themselves. But clubdate musicians,
et al., may find themselves forced to'
get up their portions out of their:
earnings, and it's possible AFM may
decree that the overall 4% be tacked
onto scale.

Recording companies, too, are in-
terested in how the absence of Form I

B afi'ects them. Columbia Records,
for example, had a man in Washing-
ton -Mbhday, (30) huddling with the
Treasury Department to determine I

where it stand!!.

As for actual applications for re-
funds of coin paid by hotels and
theatres, the American Hotel A-ssn.

is due to go over the problem this

week, and it's probable that refunds
will be asked since every check in

payment of taxes has, since the start

of Form B, been marked as having
been paid under protest; Theatre
operators ii^i New 'York haven't yet
made up their minds on what they
lirill'do, either. Dc-.-ij y^ -.-re

nm railKCT SONG for the

PERFECT HOU19AY PROGRAM

AMERICA,

I LOVE YOU
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

1 61 9 Broadway • New York 1

9

CHI-BABA,

CHI-BABA
-

—

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

Gcorg* Joy. Prts.

U19 I'wdy • New York 19
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Defiinct On Copa Sold at Auction

For 45G, to Become Restanrant
Chicago, July 1.

WSi^ Fritzel and Joe Jacobson

bought the swank bankrupt Copaca-

bana here last week and^iwin re-

convert the spot into a straight

restaurant. Fritzel and .Jacobson,

owners of the Chez Paree, "will re-

open Copa Sept^ 15.

Copa was bought in court auction

by I. J. Pearlman, owner of building,

forlMiOOO after 'bidding was stopped

When it was announced that lease

vas forfeited when Copa went bank-

rupt" and that new lease would have

to be negotiated. Bistro cost over a

half, million to open last Christmas.

Spot, will be known as "Fritzels."

No other bids were made. Repre^

sehtitives Of Pearlman
,

stated in

court that the Copa's
.
terminated

leas4 was not transferable, although

new lease might be negotiable..

Pearlman's first two bids, $30,000 and

$40,000 were turned down by the

court after Receiver Chatz refused

to recommend acceptance since they

were below 75% of personal^ prop-

trties of club. Appraised value of

the p'rtopeirty totaled $68,657 of which

personal property altone was valued

•t $i8.103. Liquor in warehouses was
valued at $10,644 and goodwill was

get lit $10,000.

Stickler in the situation was the

uhcQiMfortable position in which

the Government found itself as

salesman for gambling equipment.

Some $718 worth of "26" game equip-

ment was part of the property. An-
other, bright tinge on the Federal

countenance is the fact that total of

$42,704 is still owed the government
for taxes, including employees' with-

hold'ingSi Federal unemployment
taxes, Federal insurance payments
and miscellaneous taxes,: including

the 20% amusement bite, •' <

Litigants with first priorities to he
paid off from sale money of $45,000

are holders of liens and chattel

mortgages amounting to about $38,t

000.. This will leave $,7,000 for all

other creditors, whose claims alone

total $246,691.

iteW TALENT SPOTS
Two Long Island, , N.. Y., spots

preemed with talent- last week with
openings of the Maison Duarte,
Jamaica, and the Torch room of the
Hotel Nassau, Long Beach. 'Latter is

a summer, operation.: i

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Brancbet <if Thcatrlmls
SKCIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At
. f1.00 Kacli, «r

, Noa. 1 Thru la for Iflfl

Kos. 14 Xhru 22 lit tl.OO Kuvli
or SEX. OF 22 I'lLES for *18.«0

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols, ut m Jier Vol., or

1550 for » V«l«.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Kpeclal-Writtm

;
Soek PnrodleH OKLlf fs.on
"HOW TO MASTER THE

CEREMONIES"
<How t« B« an'Ei»c««)

:
fs per Copy, Incl. « Gas Flltis

i»l < .
r.O.I>.'«

•>« &ur« to Krnd Prrmunrnt Addrciie

, PAULA SMITH
«<l? W. sail St. New Sork 1», N. V.

WA'APPENS!
Amirico't No. 1. Rumba Pe'rionality

PPPICAMPO
and his oKchcstro

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Pm Din G.A.C.

Greshler Beefs to Guild

On $45 Arbitration
Abner J. Greshler, indie N. Y,

agent, has protested to trie Amer-
ican Guild of Variety ArtUts on an
arbitration which awarded Jesse and
James, dance team,' a $45 balance
claimed due them on a one-nighter,
Greshler claims that on that par-

ticular date, Jesse showed up with
a new partner, sans music and props.

As a result orchestra had to be re^

hearsed an extra hour and a half

and new copy of the score made.
Overtime and copying, according to

Greshler, cost $45, which he de^
ducted from theit $100 fee.

Ordinarily, Greshler stated, he
would not have played the act with
the new partner, but had to use them
inasmuch as printed programs al'

ready had them billed.

Threatened Injunction

Suit by Rose Changes

Title of N.Y. Water Show
Elliott Murphy, producer of ' the

water shows at the Flushing Meadow
Park Amphitheatre, N. Y., has
changed the name of the display
from Aquacade to Aqua-@how be-
cause of a threatened injuniction

suit by Billy Rose, who used the
Aquacade title when he staged the
water displays on that site during
the World's Fair. Rose claims the
Aquacade label to be his property.
Murphy preemed' his show last

night (Tuesday) with a lineup, in-

cluding Milt Britton's band, water
ballet and swim events.

Murphy has been staging shows
on this site for three years, using
the name Aquaretta. Site is leased
from the New York City Park Dept.

STATE LAW PRECLUDES

RINaiNG MASS. DATES
Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus

will skip Massachusetts this season,

James Haley, president of RBB,
having decided to scratch the terri-

tory because of a new state law
which calls for frequent four-foot-

wide aisles. It was figured that the

big top would "have more empty
space than seating capacity, if abid-
ing by the regulations. Two weeks
of dates had been tenatively lined

up for Mass.
VAniBTY last weelc referred to Rob-

ert Ringling being named president

of the outfit, but this was a typo-
graphical error. State supreme
court had ruled that he was wrongly
deposed as prez last year, so he was
returned to that post for one week,;

but a few days later the board
named Haley as the actual head,

with Ringling the first vice-presi-

dent. John Ringling North is exec-

utive vice-pres.

More Gravy for Showfolk
Union Dime Savings Bank, N. Y.,

in latest bulletin on' Innctive and
unclaimed accountst lists several
from show biz, and is trying to locate
them for settlement before turning
funds over to city- administrator^
Among those listed are Emile

Boreo,, comedian; Ruth Bradley,
songstress; Amelita or Leona Duval,
danseuse; Elda Fontana, dancer; 'Will

Morrissey, quondam producer;
Henry Mortimer, legit 'actor-direc-
tor; Nathanial Orlov and Clarence
Williams, .Negro songwriter and
agent. •

Vaude Units May

Grow Out of CBS'

Godfrey Show
Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout"

show on CBS may spawn a series of
amateur vaude units in the Major
Bowes tradition. Irving Mansfield,
show's producer, has been confab-
bing with CBS and Lipton Tea execs,
who'll sponsor the air show/ over
possible, stage editions of the unit.

"Talent Scouts" uses pro talent on
the air.

Godfrey show is expected to fol-

low the format of the Bowes units,

which were instrumental in earning
several million dollars for Bowes.

New Haven Bans King

New Haven, July 1.

An echo of the disastrous Ring-
ling-Barnum fire in Hartford a few
years back was heard here last week
when officials . denied a permit for

King Brothers Circus to work on the

Hamden Show Grounds. A prelim-

inary permit had already been
granted and an advance crew of

workers came through to prepare

the lot, but a subsequent confab put

the quietus on the whole thing.

Official denial stated that the lot

harbored a bottleneck in the form of

a single right-of-way exit measuring
only 16 feet in width. Attempts to

procure added exits through adjoin-

ing property failed due to insurance
limitations.

A furtlier wet blanket was pro-

vided by nearby farmers who threat-

ened lawsuits as a result of possible

trampling of their crops by circus

patrons.

Edict goes not only for this circus

but for any other big top;

Enken Gets 30G & Fla. Spot

From Leon & Eddie Split

End of an 18-year-oId boniface
partnership was finalized last week
when Leon Enken and Eddie Davis,
owners of Leon & Eddie's in N. Y.
and Palm Beach, completed the
financial deals involved in the sep-
aration of property.
According to terms of the settle-

ment, Enken steps out of the 33 W.
52d street, N. Y,, operation for full

control of the Florida spot and
$30,000 cash. Enken, however will

continue to share in the profits of

the N. Y. boite because of owner-
ship of the property on which the
club is located. It's reported thaj;

Enken will get a rental based on an
annual guarantee as well, as a per-
centage' of the club's profits.

Duo- was one of the best known
boniface teams, having started with
a club across the street from the
present site at 18 W. 52d street during
Prohibition days. They moved to

present location some years later.

AGVA Completing Plans for 1st

.

Natl Convention; Philly Local Head

Hits Setup, Threatens to Sscede
——— —

, .
'. International Board of Associated

w;i 1 u J nr* -1 -fVTj
I

Actors and Artists of . America^ as
HiSia JoOraen WmO UJr the parent* board of the American

Tour, Sets Canada Dates
| B.""1°L'^?55*?'..'*^"***'.

"Mn™ous

Esta Borden, comedienne of Yid

dish stage and vaudCj returned from

South Pacific and European tour of

DP camps where, like her sister

artiste, Molly Picon, she gave shows

as morale builder-upper.

After making guestar appearance
in "Old Shoes," comedy with music
by Murray Brown, at the Kozy Kor-
ners Barn theatre, Monroe, N. Y.,

July* IS, she will play a string of
Canadian vaude and nitery dates.

Actor's Cbim Vs. Booker

Boomerangs When He

Fails to Play Date
Claim filed against Al Dow, indie

booker, by Don Rice, comedlan-era-
cee, on alleged cancellation of con-
tract, boomeranged in favor of the
booker at hearing yesterday (Tues.),

at American Guild of 'Variety Art-
ists.

Original complaint by comic
claimed Dow had cancelled him out
on date at the Gayety, Montreal,
despite having issued contract. After
preliminary arbitration at AGVA,
union ruled that Dow would have
to play or pay him. Dow chose
former course and booked him in.

When Rice ' failed to appear at the
Montreal theatre, Dow Sent on a
substitute and lodged claim against
actor for amount of salary on date.

Union will set up hearing on the
matter this week.

GYPSY MARKOFF GETS

DELAYED MEXICAN O.K.

Gypsy Markoff, singer accordion-
ist who was injured in the Lisbon
Clipper crash of 1941 and has since

recovered sufficiently to work cafeS,

opened at Ciro's, Mexico City,

Wednesday (2S) aftec a considerable
delay because of her inability to get

a Mexican working permit. She's in

for four weeks and options.

June Wall.s, another U. S. singer, is

on the same bill.

ly agreed last week upon procedure
to be followed to set up AGVA's
first national convention. A board
met last week

, (25) at Equity head-
quarters in New York. Accord was
jointly announced . after the meet-

'

ing, by George Heller, veepee Of the
Four A's, who presided in absence
of Paul Dullzell, proxy,, who was too; .

ill to attend, and Matt Shelvey, na^
tional director of AGVA.

It was agreed that 30 days in ad-
vance of membership meetings
throughout the country AGVA shall
notify its membership of the pro-
cedure to be followed at these
meetings. Notice is to be detailed-

,and include information that any
member may tranfer to any area
he may choose and the outline pro-
cedure for such transfers. This to
be reinforced by advertisements in
newspapers.

After notices have gone out the
AGVA auditor shall survey the paid- .

up membership in each area to de-
termine the number of delegate to
the convention (one deljpgate' for
each 200 members), to be nominated
and elected at local membership
meetings prior to convention. Any
member in good standing may vote.
Nominees may be posted by any
member or by a petition of 20 or
more members in good standing, but
must be registered from the area
they are to represent.
All nominations are to be sent to

national AGVA in N. Y., where
they'll be listed alphabetically un-'
der area from which nominated.
Ballots naming all nominees" shall
be sent to entire AGVA membership, :

which shall vote by mail. Those se- •

lected will be delegates to conven-
tion. Tabulation of votes will be
made by certified accountants and
membership notified of the choices.

Sub - committee, appointed some
weeks ago by International board,
reported it was still working on the
pattern of a constitution to be sub-
mitted to the convention; The plan,:

based on accumulated experience of
the branches of the Four A's, is be-
ing designed to give the AGVA
membership the fullest rights to
participate in affairs of the union. <

1 The convention may, however,

I (Continued on page 47)

BMM GREEN AGENCY, inc.

Stelt Vamps FB
Milo Stelt has resigned from the

Chicago branch of Frederick Bro-s.

agency to go on his own. He'Jl be

partnered with Rudy Schlachta 'snd

Eddie Hall, both at one time with

FB.
Frederick Bros, execs, now in

conference in Chicago, will select

Stelt's successor. Confab is expect-

ed to result in the opening of a San

francisco branch. '
•
• >

YES! WE REALLY ARE'

FATHER • MOTHER • SON • DAUGHTER

The FOUR EVANS
IN

It
"Two Generations of the Dance

Now in the 4th Week of

RETURN ENGAGEMENT at

Paramount/ New York

. . . AND IMMEDIATELY
RE-BOOKED FOR A

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

Thanks to HARRY LEVINE. BOB WEITMAN and

BOB SHAPIRO •

Booked to tour with the

PERRY COMO SHOW
Opening July 17th at Palace, Cleveland

Direction

BERNARD BURKE

48 W. 48th St., New York

ProdHctd by

HARRY KING

r'fr'r'n'ijf liiilTii-'tiTTt'i^''
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Guild Legal Staff Sees Trouble Ahead

On Labor Bill Due to Peculiar Setup
With the Taft-Hartley bill now

law. attorneys for the Americaa

Guild of Variety Artists ajitioipate a

great deal of confusion until final

application of the raeaSute becomes

elarified.

Major reason for expected mixups
in the variety field lies'in the fact

that few. niteries and vaude houses

have permanent entertainment per-

sonnel. Majority of acts are migra-
tory and many spots hire acts on a
weekly basis, thus causing a setup

whicli in many cases makes the new
bill virtually unenforceable.

An example is given in the case

of the average vaude house. Should
the acts on any given biH decide

that they no longer want to be
bound by the closed shop ' agree-

ments now in effect with AGVA^
both acts and employer are obligated

under terms of the act to petition

the National Labor Relations Board
for certification and election, which
according to the machinery set up
in the new law, requires 80 days. By
the time the NLRB election is called

at that house, 16 different bills will

have played there, and performers
called upon to ballot will be ignorant
of the issues involved -inT the orig-r

inal petition.'

By the same token, an employer
seeking to change the union setup

y/'\\l petition for . settlement, by the
NLRB and will have a different set

' of . performers working for him than
those under which he originally filed.

Jonas T. Silverstone and Mortimer
S, Rosenthal, AG'VA attorneys, de-
clared that the new legislation will

work to the detriment of both per-
former and employer in such in-

stances. .

Niteries which frequently use the

same bill for more than 80 days,

and thus achieve a degree of sta-

bility in employment, will similarly

tie hard set to battle the union
should differences arise. Assuming
that one set of performers, in an
NLRB election, decides to go non-
union, union difficulties will stiU

not be resolved because the ensuing

bilT can demand that the nitery op-
erator go through the same routine

all over again.

Other Snarls .

,
; At the same time, it's pointed out

that under terms of the Taft-^Hart-

ley bill the union loses the right to

discipline individual members so

long as they pay dues. Consequently,
a performer may commit all kinds
of infractions ol theatre or union,

rules and AG'VA cannot take action

against him because of a paid-up
union card. «

DanRcr to existing scales is also

pointed out by union attorneys. A
cafe or theatre operator may hire

entertainers belo'W existing scale,

and union members would be forced
to work alongside them. Rgpeated
use of below-scale ' entertainers
would ultimately—forc^ downward
revision of current wages, it's

claimed.

Another factor likely to cause
contusion is the measure's provision
laying unions open to damage suits.

Should the union sustain a firing

because of infraction of laws, both
the employer and union could be
sued for ri^nstatement and back pay.

Unfon's course under the act_ is

still to be chartiid and it cannot make
its position clear until employers
attempt application of the Taft-
Hartley bill on various issues.

Border Niteries Burn
Mexico City, July 1.

Three swanky niteries of Mexicali,

on the California border opposite

Calimex, Cal., favorites of U. S.

tourists, were destroyed by an
early morning fire of undeteirmined
origin.'

Fire also ruined seven stores and
badly damaged several-houses with
a total loss estimated at $3,000,000

iMexi. .

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
CurrenUjr

ltOSS.FENTON FAkM
•

' Aybiiry Parki Ntw Jcrtty

'Dirtelten: M.C.A.

CANTOR REELECTED
^

JEWISH GUILD PREZ
Eddie Cantor was elected presi-

dent of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
for the 15th straight year, at a meet-
ing last week in New York. In addi-
tion, organization named 10 veepees,
nine of whom were incumbents.
George Jessel, Jack Benny, Fred
Block, 'William Morris, Jr., Marcus\
Heiman, Emil Friedlander, Jack
Pearl, A. A. Jailer and Ted Lewis
.were renamed, -while Harry E, Gould
was added.
Abe Lastfogel, William Morris

agency g.m., was named treasurer,

with Nat Lefkowitz, Morris treas-

urer, assisting him. William Degan
Weinberger, heads . the board of
trustees; . Dr. Leo. Michel chairraans
the relief committee and Henry Katz
heads the legal committe,e.

Dave Ferguson remains as execu-
tive secretary. .

Parodies! Special Soiigs! Bits!
# Urnw from our, library, one of tlio

Inrsesi. most ' oomprcheuaivi) In
Showbiz I

* 11)17 Cntaloc lltEm
^ Ext'lnslve material oar «peclaltjrl

J. & H. KLEINMAN
25-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N Y

I'elciilinno: Anloiiri S-dnur,

Omaha Niteries Fear New
Show License Legislation

Omaha, July 2.

Proposed new city ordinance is

greatly feared by night dubs and
taverns. Idea is to take out a license
for every show. '

.

'

City figures to keep closer con.-

trol on entertainment offerings' and
to keep spots from putting, anything
over with such a regulation.

Bath and Turf Club, Atlantic City,

reopens for season tonight (Wednes-
day) with show comprising EStelita,

Jerry Cooper, Los Barrahcos, and
"Virginia McGraw.

Larry Sunbrock

Still in HotWater;

Old Rap Revived
Larry Sunbrock, outdoor pro-

moter, has been placed under $(1,500

bail for charges growing out of non-
payment of wages and jumping bail.

Date of trial has been set for Aug. 6

in Special Sessions Court of New
York.

Original count had Sunbrock de-
faulting on $200 due Lillian Allen,

who was hired to drive a ballyhoo
wagon in connection with the ill-

fated circus in back of the Roxy
theatre in 1943, which folded, after

a few days of operation. He was
served with summons shortly there-
after and held in $1,000 bail, which
he forfeited when he failed to ap-
pear to answer charges.
Sunbrock, since then, has paid off

the $200 claim by Miss Allen through
the N. Y. State Dept, of Labor, How-
ever, the law holds that a criminal
charge cannot toe cancelled after

restitution has been made, and con-
sequently, he'll have to stand trial on:

the salary rap and the bail-jumping'

charge. ;
;

Sunbrock recently madf^a 10-day
stand at the Yankee stadium, N. Y.,

with a rodeo and thrill' circus, where
-he was arrested In' connection with
the Allen charges.

More Trouble
During his latest N. Y. stand, a b.o.

attachment was secured by a conces-
sionaire, Aaron Hyams, who claimed
to have paid Sunbrock $10,000 con-
cession rights at the Yankee stadium
during the Sunbrock promotion.
However, Hyams later found out
that' the concession rights were' not
Sunbrock's to sell. Hyams made
claim not only for the 10 G, but for

food brought in which could not be
disposed of during the rodeo. Mat:-

ter'was taken care ol by funds from
the box-office.

Sunbrock also was hauled on the

carpet during- his N. Y. date by
License Commissioner. Benjamin
Fielding, who warned him not to

advertise acts that weren't signed to

appear.
.

'

License for the rodeo was issued in

the name of Rod^o, Inc., and Marion
Pope, president, and it was clajmed
that Sunbrock was being hired as

manager at $200 weekly. It was
subsequently brought out Marion
,Pope is the maiden name of Mrs.
Sunbrock. •

Another claim still pending
against Sunbrock is that of James P.

Skelly who built the arena on the
Roxy parking lot for Sunbrpck,
Skelly still claims a $58,830 balance.

10 Mountain Spots Declared Unfair As

AGVA Clamps Down on Housing Rule

Rival Aussie Vaude Loops

In le^al Talent Tiff
Brisbane,' June 24.

Harry Wren Theatres, Ltd., oper..

ating the Cremorne theatre here,

formerly run by Will Mahoney and
Bob Geraghty, has procured a writ

through , the Supreme Court against

the Tivoli - loop, headed - by Dave
Martin, for an injunction to restrain

it from committing breath of con-
tract.

Writ sets out that the defendant
agreed to make a v a i 1 a b le to the
plaintiff the services of the following
entertainers: Ella Shields, Jack Mur-
ray, Connie Hobbs, Margaret Fitz-

gibbon, Marella Trio, Lynne Golding,
Colin- Croft and the Guardsmen.
Plaintiff claims £1^000 ($4,000) as

alternative.

Tivoli loop is reported planning to

run own vaude units at His Majesty's
here, on lease agreement with ,Wil-

liamson^Tait,. :

,

SMALLENS TO BATON

MUSIC HALL SYMPH
Alexander Smallens, former asso-

ciate conductor of the Philadelphia
Orchestra ahd leading longhair
Gershwin interpreter, has been ap-
pointed conductor of the Radio City
Music Hall symphony orchestra suc-
ceeding Charles Previn, who re-

signed fo return to Hollywood.
Previn was with the Music Hallorch
for two yeai's, having taken the helm
of the So-piece outilt following the
death of Erno Rapee.
Smallens, for many seasons a con-

ducting mainstay of the Lewisohn
Stadium Summer concerts in N. Y.,

had conducted the original presenta-
tion of the' Gershwin musical,
"Porgy and Bess," on Broadway, as
well as its revival several years
later. He conducted at the Boston
Opera House as well as for several
Plhiladelphia Operatic companies,
and founded the Robin Hood Dell
concerts in Philadelphia. He has
been associated with several notable:
musical premieres including the
Gertrude Stein-Virgil Thomson opera
"Four Saints in Three Acts," ''Marc
Blitzstein's "Triple Sec" and Lee
Ornstein's incidental music W "Lysi-
strata."

COLISIMO'S CHI ON

AGVA UNFAIR LIST
Chicago, July 1.

Failure of Colisimo's Theatre Res-
taurant to post salary bonds here last
week resulted' ill Chi branch of the
American Guild of 'Variety Artists
slapping, bistro on the unfair list and
the walking out of singer Dinah
Washington. Acts also put on the
list for continuing to work after un-
fair notiee was posted are "Frenchy"
Boscomb and Slim and Sweets.

Bistro, which was sold a month
ago to Mrs.' Ann Hughes, uses col-

ored talent. American Federation
of Musicians local said that there
has been no trouble with payment as

far as its ^ members are concerned
and it has not placed spot on AFM
unfair sheet. Tiny Bradshaw's or-:

chestra is current,

Pitt Cafe Op Jailed

For KiUing Wife
Pittsburgh, July 1.

Charles Peyton, 51, local cafe
owner and a brother of Eddie Pey-
ton, nitery operator and entertainer,
.shot and killed his second wife, Mrs.
Mary Peyton, last Thursday morning
(26) in the barroom of Peyton's
place just outside the town on the
Steubenville Pike. She was an ex-
pectant mother and died of wounds a
few hours after being admitted to
the hospital.

According to Peyton, shooting was
an accident. He said the lights had
been turned out and that some peo-
ple outside were knocking to get in
and he yelled out that the place was
closed. When they continued to rap
on the doori Peyton said he. fired a
shot- into the floor to scare them off

and his wife walked in the path of
the bullet.

Detectives,, however, . said Mrs.
Peyton insisted before she died that
the shooting was intentional, and her
relatives told police that the Peytons
had had a stormy marital life ever
since they were married 13 years
ago. ,.

Peyton was turned, over to the cor-
oner's office Friday on a charge of
murder still protesting that the kill-

ing was accidental.

Just when American Guild of
Variety Artists had figured that last

week's truce between talent union
and operatoEs of nitery and enter*

tainment rooms of mountain and re-

sort circuits wasn't going to make
the sumiitlfer any warmer, pyrotech-
nics broke loose this week, result-
ing in 10' top spots being declared
unfair by union, This means that
none of the spots will project profes-
sional entertainment in its halls and
bistros on the holida,y weekend un-
less a truce is effected before then,

Dave Fox, head of N. Y. local of
AGVA, stated the unfair listings is

of now. Agents and performers
have been notified not -to book or
play the spots until ban is modified
or lifted.

'-Spot? involved are Concord hotel,
Kiamesha Lake, N. Y.; Nemerson's,
Fallsburg, N. Y.; Evans hotel. Loch
Sheldrake, N. Y.; Olympic, Fallsburg;
Fieldston, Swan Lake; Perndale ho-
tel, Ferndale; Windsor, Fallsburg;
Brown's, Loch Sheldrake; National,
Swan Lake, and Lakeside, Ferndale.

Row ' is said to have been caused
when operators refused to abide by
clause nine In resofi;' contracts call-
ing for proper housing, adequate
meals; etc., after having previously
okayed it at a meeting held previ-
ous week. At that time, according
to Fox, union relaxed its housing
on premises clause but insisted that
operators must house performers in
similar quarters on par with own
spots and provide transportation to
and from such ofl-ptemises looaltions

and for rehearsals - and shows . as
well.

Bookers attending meet, ostensibly
representing operators, okayed pro-
cedure which resort men- nixed later.

This throws negotiations back whera
they started.

Although only 10 spots hfive thus
far been classed unfair, it's likely
that others will be added after this
week unless they accept modified
union deal,

HEENE and HOWARD
'Comtdy Dane* Antics'

Dir.: HAXTX nOSEM

ROBERTS
ON TOUR U. S. O. HOSPITAL UNIT

HARBir GKK1:N« Per. Bei>.

1619 BrondWity Kew York 10, N. X,

I.VCIU.B
«' EDDUS

"The Magical

Mtntallstt"

BUDDY CLARK
BecoiQinciids

LEO KAHN
VOCAI. COACH AND ARBAKeisn
21.0 West 54lh St. CIrelt «-3973

New York City

BY APPOtmmBNT

Beverly Hills, Pittsburgh,

Tosses Acts for Summer
Beverly Hills Club, Pittsburgh, has

dropped floor shows after six- Weeks.
Spot has been having tough sled-
ding and will operate with Billy
Yates' orch.

Morris Deakter, who owns Beverly
Hills, may go back to low-budget
talent later. Nitery had been using
upper bracket talent.

COMtCS, IVIC'S. DISC JOCKEYS, ETC.
BE FUNNY FDR LESS MONEY!

Comedy material—fresh. •sureflre! Get "PUNCH
LINES" orltllnol gag fllei nos. 1; 2, 3—.$1

each. COMEBACKS TO . HECKLER8.^t2.
LAFFIte collection 0( bellylafft^l. COMEDY
TEAM CR0SSFIRE.r-$2. SMelal Introductory

offer (3 for ALL tht abova material.

XH^GViS UniimiTED
276 W. 43 St. New York City

THE INK SPOTS

Currently

SAN FRANCISCO
Mgt.-UNIVERSAl ATTRACTIONS

"JiM fitth'Avanu*; Niw York
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The Bubble Poofs
Prewar, class spots like the Rainbow Room and Hotel St; Regis,

both in New York, got $8 for excellent imported vintage cham-

B^Kne Niteries which nicked the customers $10 or $11 were

considered as taking advantage of the tourist trade. Today the

bubbly is ^20 and $22, which, with the 20%. nitery tax, certainly

makes it an expensive grape item for a couple in any spot.

No wonder, the French vintners and U. S. wine importers are

complaining that sales are down 50-75% from last year.

The move to cut champagne costs is not surprising. The re-

duced demand is in line with the times. ' Paradoxically, however,

nitery and hotel managements, so well attuned to the public's

spending barometer, missed the boat by a year in not slashing

their wine cards pronto. This is a luxury item which had become

adapted to the popular taste in the lush wartime spending

period. Psychologically and practically, and particularly , in line

with the shortage of bonded domestic whiskeys and aged im-

ported Scotch, the decision to cut should have been made long

ago. It might even have helped nurture the dwindling stocks

In the hard-liquor lines.

Any ittanifestation of giving the public a better shake for its

more cautious spending, dollar is good showmanship and sound

business, it's been no secret that, 'for months, the public has

been "shopping" more and more carefully. Only cafes which

cater to this dollar value will survive.

U. S. Ice Show Flops in Mexico; Union

Calls Shutdown for Back Pay Due
Mexico City, July 1.

Another try for biz by Americans

at the Teatro Iris here has flopped.

•'Rhythm on Ice," miniature U. S.

Ice-skating revue and Mexican
vaude, produced by Arnie Hartmann,
the accordionist, in association with
Bamon Reachi, former ballroom
dancer <Ramon: & Renita)) now tal-

ent booker-stage producer here, and
6;'E. Melone, local plumbing sup-

plies manufacturer who angels

.shows, had to suspend.
"Rhythm" played nine days at the

CONNEE
POSWELL

USTfROHTIER HOTEL

Las Vegas, Mevada

,
HARRY LKOY

m

IP

1

6ool<ed b/

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E 57(h Si Now York, N Y

ENfiLAND REPRESENTATION

OR MISSIONS
Fremineni' Angie-Amtrleaii Thtatri-
cal ^md AniNMNitiit PromoMr
•hoflly r«lw«iim ta London would
Ilk* to htar from iNdividaali or
ComiMniM with lit or Oatdoor
AmiiumMti, D«vfco*, or Sollinf
IdMt capoblo of boiilg oxpleiud
Ih Gt. Iriiain, in my fiold. Ther>
•ugh IwewUdgt of oil peuibililioi,
with hoHoroblo dealing and highoit
cridMtiali. HARRY W. LESTER,
«/• mmtr,- Room 413, U19 iroad-
wfly. Now York.

Iris to, a reported loss of $68,000

(Mex) but biz indications showed
promisingly when show was ordered
cancelled and other shows sus-
pended indefinitely by Julian Soler,

sec. gen. of the National Actors
Assn. here, on the ground that the
troupers, Americans pnd Mexicans,
hadn't been paid their first week's
wages. Soler also heads the local of

the Picture Production Workers
Union (STPG).

Soler clamped down a few min-
utes before the June 23 performance,
explaining that action was provoked
because $3,000 (Mex) in wages was
owed, and a boxoffice checkup
showed only $900 (Mex). Troupers
joined the producers in protesting

i

against the show's cancellatiorj, con-
j

tending that the boxofRce checkup
was unfair because it was made two
hours before show time, and patron-
age indicated a big house.

Soler subsequently stated that the

case has long and tangled ramifica-

tions; that George Arnold, who heads

the ice show, brought from the

U. S. an old'and inferior ice freezer,

constant breaking down of which
gave the show grief on the road
since April. Also that $26,000 (Mex)
pay is owing the troupers from the

road tour, circumstance that under
Mexican law is enough to suspend

a show until the debt is paid.

Arnold and eight of the U. S. girl

skaters of the show are currently

headlining in a tab ice revue, "Min-

uit on Ice," at the Minuit, a promi-

nent local nitery. This is the first

ftime that any nitery in Mexico has

given an ice show of any kind»

TOWN CASINO, BUFF.,

FOLDS FOR SUMMER
Town Casino, Buffalo, is set to

Close for the summer Saturday (6)

for the season. Final show which

started Monday , (30) has Ethel

Waters, George Tapps, Peggy Taylor

Trio, Whitson Bros, and .
Harry

Stevens.

Harry Altman, spot's operator.

Will reopen in September,

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y., July 1.

Herman Levine, Of Will Rogers
fund, in for a general inspection of
the lodge, handed plenty good-cheer
to the gang. •

After long siege in the infirmary,
Richard Menin, bandleader, has been
moved to the up department; Sig
Mealy also upped for one meal daily.

Johnny La Tone (Salet &) stopped
oflf to serenade the downtown gang
while ^ii route to Onoftdaga sana-
torium, Syracuse, N. Y., to work a
benefit there.

William Morris Memorial Park,
the local playground, . opened June
30. As in past free milk for kiddies
Will be donated by the Shamus Club;
Lena Sorcinelli and Maxine Fein-
berg are again supervising activities,

Birthday greetings are in order
for Dick Moore, John Binkley, Joe
Kelleher, Helen Grupp and Margie
Regan, all Rogerites. ;

Jack Adams, • vaudeville booker
from Montreal, in for a weekend
with a floor .show St Durgan nitery,
took time out to salute gang over
station WNBZ.
The Benito Colladas in town to

open, their Helen Hill Villa for sum-
mer. They'll commute between"
colony and their El Chico nitery for
balance of summer.
Harry "Slipfoot" # Glifton, ; who

graduated here, has suffered a re-
lapse and now resting in the Onon-
daga sanatorium. He'd like to hear
from friends.

Inez Liverpool, dancer, shot in
frora Boston - for checkup and ob-
servation. It's her second time here.
Charles Kaufhold into the general

hospital for operation, took it like a
veteran and resting comfortably.

:

Will Rogers lawn is taking, on new
life with two teams vying in
gardening contest, Robert J. Gold-
stein and . Joe Denicolo Vs: Seni
Okun and George Fee, Dr. William
Stern will donate a prize for the
flashiest floral display.

"High-Lights of . 1947/' musical
revue produced by Eddie Vogt, re-
ceived rave notices from the local
critics and played to SRO in local
Town Hali. Proceeds to go to Sar-
anac Lake General Hospital fund.

(Write to those who are ill.)

AGVA PLANS
isss Continued from page 4S ss

through its duly elected AGVA
delegates, adopt, amend or reject it

in whole or in part.

. Shelvey stated that the time re-
quired to set up machinery for ac-
cepted, procedure would again set
back the convention date to mid-
October.

'

Political Explosion Set Off in Monti

By Suit Over Samovar Nitery Pact

M'waukee's Stageshows
Milwaukee, July 1;

Riverside theatre, which for years
was a vaude-picture house but has
been on exclusive picture diet in

recent months, plans to return to

stage show about middle of July.

First bill is expected to be Dick
Jurgens' band and the Ink Spots.

Cuhan Pitch For

Gambling Trade
Cuba will take a pitch for the

wealthy Brazilian tourist trade this

year, using its gambling casinos and
American name talent as lures.

Wealthy Brazilians are being cir-

cularized by hotels and casinos

citing both factors, and emphasizing
its proximity to Miami Beach,
where there's more entertai-.ment.

Brazil's major casinos were shut-

tered two years ago by Pres. Eurico
Dutra. With closing of the gambling
spots, casinos could no longer afford

to import expensive talent from U. Si

Consequently, pitch along, these
lines is expected to have some .effect.

Accent is on the Brazilians since the

Argentines have plenty of gaming
spots open.

Meanwhile Havana niteries and
casinos are inquiring about U. S,

names from major talent agencies.

Winter activity is expected to be
considerable. Teatro America, and:

the Campoamor will use high-

budget talent from the U. S, and
the Gran Nacional and the Hotel
Internacional similarly- are expected
to put in bids for American top-

liners.
ICuban boriifaces are expected to

take full advantage of the influx of

names to Miami Beach by trying to

sign talent playing the "Florida re-

sort, consequently affecting sizable,

savings on transportation.

Montreal, July 1.

A political scandal exploded here
Thursday (26) when ex»manager
Ernest Archambault sued notary
Joseph E. Jeannotte and associates
for $43,420 for breach of contract
with the local Samovar nitery. In
his action, containing 36 accusations,
Archambault reveals the way the
nietry went to'jeannotte, his asso-
ciates and a few political friends in

1945, shortly after the Union Na-.

tionale party, headed by Premier
Maurice Duplessis, went into power.
Goodstone family, which had oper-
ated the Samovar for years, was in-

directly obliged, through Liquor
Commission, to sell to a new group
of three men.
Liquor Commission, controlled by

the Government, issues- annual
liquor permits" to niteries and clubs.
It is conisequently considered, a good .

and obligatory policy in operating
a night club here to be on the win- .

ning side, politically. It is practi-
cally the only way to have a liquor-
license renewed, and even more toy
get a new one. When a new party
comes into power many liquor
places, a

. profitable business here,
either close or change hands accords
ing to the political color of the
owners. .

Samovar fell into oije of these sit-

uations, according to Archambault's
legal action. Mentioning many dif-
ferent owners who succeeded them-
selves as members of. the group op-
erating the Samovar, after the
Goodstone family had been forced
to sell, Archambault detailed how
he had been fired after having ob-
tained, for it, through his own polit-
ical influences, a new liquor permit,
For different considerations, hfe asks

'

damages for a total of MS, 420,

'Space Available for*

RIDES and

CONCESSIONS
on the REDONDO GAYWAY, the new beach

resort ot Redondo Beach, Calif.

Open All Year 'Round • Wo Promotions

Contact: L Meltzer, Project Manager

107 West EiT^erald St., Redondo Beach, Calif.

"• H" i I'll" »J ,

Fhilly Local May Secede
Philadelphia faction of the Amer-

ican Guild of Variety Artists, headed
by Dick Jones, its executive secre-

tary, has threatened to apply the
Taft-Hartley bill to urge his mem-
bers to secede from the national
union. Jones, who was fired from
that post by Matt Shelvey, AGVA's
national administrator; retained his

post on the basis of a decision by
the Philadelphia courts.

Jones, in a letter \o Paul DuUzell,
executive secretary of the Associated
Actors 'and Artists of, America,
AGVA parent body, asserted that

Philadelphia membership is ready to

withdraw from the national setup
unless local autonomy is returned
to the territorial groups which orig-

inally made up AGVA; permitted
locals to have a hand in the draft-

ing of the proposed constitution and
allowed them to have their own
constitution if such does not conflict

with the national laws.

Jones also demanded that locals

be permitted to elect their own
delegates to the forthcoming AGVA
convention.

Letter to Dullzell claims that he
represents a majority of the Philly

members and cited the fact that the
organizers put in by Shelvey in op-

position to the established local was
able to draw only a total of 16 per-

formers in two meetings (there are

two ruling factions in the Philly

local, Jones' boys and Shelvey's ap.

pointees, each wrestling for control)

.

In another letter, this one to

Shelvey, Jones Attacked "the dic-

tatorial attitude of the national of

fice and the abuses to which AGVA
members are subjected." He claims

Shelvey has been sending telegrams

to branch executive secretaries ask

ing for signatures on a petition to

lake the matter of drafting the con

stitution away from the Four A's.

Matter of the petitions created a

.stir at the Wednesday's (25) Four
A meet. It was charged that Shel

vey had been seeking to circumvent
the aims of . the International by
sending these wires to execui;ive sec-

retaries. AGVA head defended the

step by declaring that . he had re-

ceived letters and telegrams urging
this action. ,

.

OHIO LIFTS FREEZE

ON LIQUOR PERMITS
Columbus, July 1.

Ohio Liquor ~ Board has decided
that the wartime shortage of whisky
is over. Board will therefore lift

its five-year "freeze" on new night

club and liquor-by-the-glass licenses,

effective Sept. 15. Board lifted re-

strictions on new beer, wine an4
private dub permits two years ago.

Though the boards action was
long in demand, with pressure heavy
from war veterans seeking to estab-

lish themselves in the retail liquor
business, the lifting of the freeze

will not result in a deluge of new
ventures. It was pointed out that

the legal quota for licenses, based
on population, is filled for both
night club and whisky permits in

119 areas, including Cleveland, Day-
ton, Canton, Akron and Youngs-
town.

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"
Currently

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

ATT^NTA, OA.

"A« Mt U W«'H
•ver seen." .

>—A<l>iit« Journtt.

Dlnetlen:

TOMFITZPATRICK
130 W. 424 St., N.Y.
Phone.- -PE e-«97«

ranm
VACATIONING
LAKE TARLETON
NEW HAMPSHIRE

"Fostered" by
SOL TEPKR, RKO lldg., N. Y. 20

\) ^0 ywooJ
[>honc I ' H\ll

Cii-ck'-J^03 Ir-I U Till \ \ C

riW I i' 1/ fll /:' l! C I
.-

sI-XGi: • SCKFEN • RADIO ARMS IS

FROM MAY 15th to AUGUST 15th

WITH EVERY PROFESSIONAL SITTING. THIS ADVER.

TISEMENT, WHEN PRESENTED. WILL BE GOOD fOR

ONE 11x14 BEAUTIFULLY COLORED ENLARGEMENT
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Night Club Reviews
Rio C-alutna, Chi

Chicago, June Z6.

Thelina' Carpenter, Sonny Rich-
{irds, Esielle Si LeRou, Line (9), Cee
Dawiiison Omh <8) ; $2.50-!f3: 50 min-
immn.-

Almost capacity business, rare here
lor many month."!, prevailed at show
caught. Well rounded bill with dul-

cet thrashing from Thelma Car-
penter, loud yoks for Sonny Rich*
ards ' and smoothly, sophisticated
dancing from ballroom duo, Estelle

and LeRoy, offer a smart variation
for good appreciation. Line num-
bers, Olympian theme of Goddesses
?nd Plantation strut; are .holdovers
rom previous show. :

* '

>r

'

• Estelle and LeRoy contrib expert
{ootwork in waltz, sensuous tango,
Brazilian Maxixe and a coy musical
comedy bit to "Everyday of My
Life." Act goes over great with
young dancing crowd.

Richards, new to Glii, with song
and satire garners laughs. Gags are
plenty blue but inoffensive. Bou-^
tines on Army life is worked up
hilariously. Satires ott Desi Arnaz
and burlesque bit provokes addi-
tional salvos.

Miss Carpenter holds 'em through
nine numbers, including "Mam'-
«elle," "South America Take It

Awaj," "Happiness Is Thing Called
Joe," "Harlem On My Mind" and
"Love For Sale." Wins three encores
«nd begoff.

Davidson orch backs -show
l^eeAly and also does good job for
customer dansapatioa. Hunt.

Clover Club, Miami
. Miomi, June 28.

The Vagabonds (4), Ray Mqnton,
Auriora Itoche'Carlvle Dancers C8).

Jeanne Burfee, Tmy Lopez Orch (7)

;

minintuTM f2.50.

especially dn, Joel's lean stature.
Routine is fast and gets' plenty
laughs.
Henri Georges' lO-piece combo

gives plenty with French tunes and
boleros, which are popular here.

His "Mareha del Pescadito" has ber
come a hit tune with patrons.
Miss Rios puts over her songs

with dramatic showmanship, being
heard first from behind a screen and
emerging to a fanfare of applause
and calls for favorite songs. Ghief
favorite seems to be "Traicienera"
and Paul Misraki's "Una Mujer"
(written in Buenos Aires in 1945)
which she has brought back into pop-
ularity. Her technique at the mil?e

is perfect and she "reads" her songs
with such emotional intensity , that
she holds even giggling elements.
Her transition from a deep whisper
into booming notes has the public
going for it plenty.
The Embassy would do well to put

in an elevated stage, as the. perform-
ers are not all. entirely visible from
every corner of tlie room.. Nid.

JLathi Cas«ino, IMiiily
Phiiodetphia, Ju-nc 24,

Eddie White, Paul Rich, Bill

Shirley, Holloway Sisters (2) , Line
(8), Harrj/; Dobbs Orch (8), JocJc
Verna Ban4 (5); . no cover or mini-
mum.

standing is dance of ponies and tore-

ador oiferihg, which net plenty palm-
pounding. Chorines are Sharlee
Munster, Ann NichoHs, Jo Cava-
naugh, Edith Kendall, Virginia Turk
and Betty Crofton.
Arthur Johnson, a ringmaster and

barlcer, keeps show moving at fast

pace -with his emceeing and singing.

Lad sells songs neatly and grabs
share of kudos.
Jerry Wald and orch back show

neatly and keep floor crowded dur-
ing dance sessions: Outfit is not over-
arranged, and shows good respect for
melody. Maestro wins salvbs Jor his

clarinet numbers. :

Biz capacity at show caught.
Liuz.

Come winter or summer, this top
mainland room remains one of the
best operations in area under aegis
pf Jack Goldman and Henry Neyle.
TJnable to compete with the lush
seasonal spots with big name ex-
penditures they have; nevertheless,
managed ' to maintain a policy of.

small, smart* shows and reasonable
prices.

Current show is case in point.
Instead of cutting budget, they have
expanded to showcase a bright, fast
moving 90 minute sesh with ihe

, Vagabonds and Aurora Roche»Car-
lyle, dancers highlighting the session.

• The Vagabonds keep them coming.
They've built a steady following in
their previous runs here, and never
to let patrons down, working each
«how in sesty manner. Musical
zanies spread jtheir screwballisras
around via coitiedy song numbers,

' bleiided with, ballads lor change of
paee. Begoff as usual.

Addition of oolqrful Roche-Car-
Xyleigraup adds winter season Ilavor.
Accent is on native South American
dances with authentic musical back-

' grounds. Team and attractive line
contribute three imaginative rou-
tines) -enlianced b.y originality and
costuming. Despite limitations of
stage and lighting, grab -hearty
salvos.

Supporting acts work in neatly.
Jeanne Burke, attractive young
thrush purveys pops in throaty and
effective manner. Since opening
here several weeks ago she's gained
confidence that should eventually
bring the authority currently lack-
ing. Withal, ringsiders go for her.
Ray Manton works with Vaga-

l>and$ in a punchy .seauence. Quar-
tet back his t«norings with harmony
and accomps for solid returns. Guy
works in easy style, producing high
range vocalistics on "Begin the Be-
guine" and "Donkey Serenade''
against rhythm background. Tops
with "O Sole Mio."
Tony Lopez and crew back layout

In top fashion and handle dance
sessions competently, ' Jbortf,

Embassy Cittb« B.ii.
Buenos Aires, June 20.

Elvira Bios, Delores & JFemondez,
Baliet, Joel & Gaucho, Henri Georges
Orch; $3 minimum.

With closing of the Mocambo, the
Latin Casino becomes the last ma.ior
nitery open in Philly. Current show
presented by Jack Lynch is a low
budgeter but entertaining.

Eddie. White, longtime fave in
Philly, is headliner. The vet comic
can still make 'em laugh with his
gags and parodies. :

Paul Rich makes lots of music on
his harmonica from boogie to light
opera. Dance department is headed
up by tl»e Holloway Sisters, a couple
of adroit tapsters, and the Wanger
girls, an octet of -lookers in colorful
costumes and routines to match.'
Emcee chore is taken care of by Bill

Shirley, who also unveils a robust
set of pipes on "September Song,"
"Granada." "If This Isn't Love" and
-other tunes. He's new to Philly and
looks like a comer. ;

Music for the show is purveyed
by Harry Dobbs band with Latin-
American rhythmics by Jack Verna
quintet.
Room filled when caught-(Monday

dinner). Shal.

Click, Vkmy
Philadelphia, June 23,

Ray Eberle Orch (12), with Toby
Dean, Rocky Valentine Bond (6); tio

couer or minimuTO.

Ray Eberle's newly reorganized
orchestra makes its bow at Frank
Palumbo^ giant bar and seems tai-

lored more for general consumption
than for teenagers. Where his orig-

inal aggregation seemed to concen-
trate on the jump style with blatting
from brass section, present combo
gives out with more schmaltz.
Vocal chores are divided between

Eberle and his blonde canary, Toby
Dean, with the maestro handling the
ballads and Miss Dean; chirping the
tunes with the jurapy-rhythms.
Eberle still carries melodic zing in

his croon style whicli made him tops
as Glenn Miller's vocalist in the
ante-bellum era.

The new band is more daneeable
than former crew of Eberle's, and
definitely much more the band for a-

dine-and-dance spot.
Alternating on revolving band-

stand with Eberle is tlte tuneful sex-
tet of Rocky Valentine, well-known
combo around' Philly's musical bars.

~ Shal.

El Morocco, MoniU
,

. Montreal, June 25.

IWarc BoUero, Sonia Curtis, Lan-
dre & Verna, Line C6), IVormo Hut-
ton Orch, Havana Trio; no , cower,"
minimum $1.50.

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JULY %

Numerals In «onn««tIon with bills below Indicate oiienlngr dity of show
whether full or-siillt week

Letter In itaTOntheses Indltnteti eireult: (I> JnaeiMndent: (L) Xoew'
(P> rnramouut; (K) JRKO; (W) M'ttiffer

'

Mex .warbler, Elvira Rios, gets top
billing here and clicks. Argentine
saoialites have been flocking in since
opening; and many reserve tables
from night to night. Ever since she
wag first introduced here vise radio
around '42 the Mex charmer has fas-
cinated the "crioUes," and a great
part of the fascination is due to le-

gends about her private life.

The Embas.sy's red walls and blue
draperies, silver brocaded couches
and bronze chromium bar, form a
lush setting for the Embassy Boogie>
Woogie Ballet, which performs in
better than average style. The
chorines are fiood-loolting young-
sters, an lulusual feature for Buenos
Aires.
Delores and Fernandez, Spanish

classical terpecs.^give with the less
torrid style of Flamenco terping, and
fit in tastefully with the general at-

mospliere of spot Aside from train-
ing the Embassy ballets creditably,
they are booked for chores in Argen-
tine pix.

Joel and Gaucho. Brazilians, go
aver big. with comic songs and gags.

Samo^'ar, Mont^l
Montreal, June 25.

Bill Tabbert. Woncu & Michael,
JVayaro, Vonj/a Orlifc, "Corol Grauer,
Bill Skinner Oifch.,'Bitt Moo*y Trio,-

$1.50 minimum.

Producer Carol Grauer has come
up with one of the best local nitery
shows in this one with bill headed by
tenor Bill Tabbert, just .out of
"Three to Make- Ready." Personable
and versatile lad registers neatly on
"June Is Busting Out AH Over,"
"That's Where I Came- In," "La Don-
na e Mobile," "Have Pity on Me,"
"Anniversary Song" and "If I Loved
ypu." Tabbert also gives out with
French excerpts which sets him
strongly with Gallic clientele.

Nancy . & Michael oRer character
and modern ballet numbers for top
returns. Michael's precision, speed
and grace of movement are solid and
their routines are delightful. Nayara
is a contralto who brings warmth to
her singing in French, English and
Sussian. Veteran Cossack dancer
Vanya Orlik, held over from previ-
ous show, contribs terxific dance of
which gives show the Russian elan
it needs. The finale, with Grauer do-
ing solo on a Ru,ssian song and med-
leys with Nayara and 'Tabbert, is

spirited and makes a sock closer.
Marc.

Landre and Verna's ballroom
dancing contributes artistic value
to this new bill. .Their bests
are rhumba and samba routines and
garner nice applause. Their acro-
dancing is also okay.
Comedian Marc Bellero keeps 'em

waiting too long for his best mate-
rial, a series of solid imitations on
film and radio personalities and
baseball panto bit. Once he gets into
meaty stuff he's okay.

Sonia Curtis seems too affected to
reap top award in song stanza. Her
best is "Make Believe"; also "Canta
Guitara" in Spanish, "You Go to My
Head," "Begin the Beguine," "Boom"
and "Parlez-Moi d'Amour."
The Milray Girls look to usual

alertness on the floor. At show-
caught: they seemingly lacked>enthu-
siasm in their work. Norma Hutton's
orchestra lifts show with solid
rhythms, Jtforc.

NKW YO]tK CITV
I'npitol (I.) 3

Croorge Paxton Ore
/jena Home
.lohnpy Bui-ke
Kuby RInB
lUitHlc Hall (U S

T.uctenne A Asliour
Rolit Shanl*y
.Tan6t & Paul
RoirkeUes -

C'i>rp3 (le Ballet
Glei! Club
Sym Oi-G
Vnramount (V> 1

T.Ioyd Scha,ffer Bd- .

jPerry Couif)
T.orry. Storuh
4 Kvans
J^atiHflei's:

«<>xy (I) «
Olijen & .-('naon Rev

Shite (I.) .S

The Chpsterllelds
<!tM) (3hurch-M- Hale
-Jacic ,E, .Leonard
Lwbtt Malina
Wiere Bros
The La Vernl'S

Sfjranfl (W) 4
Va,u(^hTi Monroe Or
I'^i-aok JJ^QPtaine
B6r.vr Pa-vis .

':

The Dunhills - .

01TI5KN.S
•lumatrn (I) 8-5

R Adair Daneera
Al Schenli
ljuyke. & Lea •

GlfiaHon k Ktinb'rn
Katherine Chang: '

Mason His ,

.lack Randtill
Bill Jordon *

HaycJen &. Haller
ATI/ANTIC CITY-
Steel Wer <I) ao

t>ick Hayme!*
.Helen Forrewt
Paul -Winchell
The Aoromanlaca
MaKft & Karr

»Ai.i3iM<>Ki<;
.Hiiiiiotlrome <]) S
Monro" & Grant
.Bob Berry
Wally Brown

.

A Murray 'Banners
State (1) B-5

Phyltls Louise
Harry Steffen
Oranrlnia Perliinil
Krick & Bodo

0-0
(.irea,t .1 oltnuon
Peter Clinn
Sully & Thomas
Pritchnrd Lord

CAMBRN.
To%verft (4-1^

Lane &. Claire
Billy Romano
A1 Gordon's DogB
.Frank Marlowe
The Arleys'

cmCAGO
ChioaKtt m 4

HildegariAe
Baail Kathbone
Henny TounKman'
Lathrop & I^ee

Ketral (P) 4 ^

L Jorxlan Tym 5',

Geo Hudson Ore
3arA Vauglm
Harrison -Ford '

CINCINNATI
Alboe (K) 3 :

F Martin Ore
Pliiltiarmonic.'*
Terry & Ralph Rio

Cr.TSVEI-ANn
I'ulaeo (R) 3

Louis : Prlnia Ore
Nip Nelson
Claire Sis

MIAMI
Olrmpia U't %

Lloyd & Willis
Max & Gang
nanny O'Neill
Kddle While
"Watson Sis :

PHII.ADEIiPHtA
Cnrimin (1) 3

.Te»n. Jack & .Tudy
Benson & Manu
LaslU! .Sis

Ann Ofulcland
S.\T,T lake: CITY

l4<rlc <I) SO
Tonl LaRue ,

*

Paul Gary
BoHalie & Alva
Phil & Don Kina^
SAN FRANCI.SrO.
Paramount (P) 1

Jnk Spots
.Tohnny Otis Ore
.liine Rloltmond
liE-wiS & White
Ct'ies & A'tlcins
(ioldeit Oate (It) 2
Tlie Barclays
J'Vnn Ryan
.Tooy Preston
( '.nrlc Dennis
Fob ITopkina
The Appletons

apRiNciri<".<,i>
l-uurt Sq. (1) 3-6

Kofier Ray
Kr Hand Twin*
Allele .ParWli
Ray Harrison
Tli'^ Del Aires
Dele-on Ria
WASHINGTON

Oupltol (3)
Lathrop :*. Lee
Georsie Kaye
Marjorie Knapp.
The Craddocks
Hvwnrd |1) 5

T Reynolds Ore
Dorothy Donesan
Cosy Cole Co
Pigment M'k'm Go
Rhythm Willie

Cabret

NEW lOEK CITY

New Act

(HOTEL ROOSEV:ELT)
Weu! Orleans, June 28.

"Circus Haze," ice revue, with
Mary Jane Lawson, T^rry Brent &
Phil Romayne, fiojjby Tijrfc, 'Nona
McDonald, ArthiLT Johnson, Sharlee
Munster, Aim WtchoCIs, Jo Cava-
mugh, Edith Kendall, Virginia Turk,
Bettfl Crofton; staged by Don Arden;
costumes, Mme. Berthea jrom. de-
signs by Bob Macintash; J-erry Wald
Orch 0.6); $1.50 v\inivium,

Tliis extravaganza is choice dish
of hot weather fare that's socko and
tops all predecessors here. Presented
on hydraulic, vanishing rink, it's lav-
ishly produced and fas^ paced.
All features of the sawdust arenn

are interpreted on the ice-r—the ring-
master with whip, prancing ponies,
bareback ridcr.s, clowns, aerialists,

lion tamer and the sideshow attrac-
tion—all carried out in slick pro-
ductions on nitty blades.
Nifty skating ot Mary Jane Law-

son and Terry Brent & Phil Ro-
mayne highlight show and win pro-
longed applause:
Miss Lawson, a redheaded looker

with nifty chassis, displays speed,
gi'ace and endurance in solo num-
bers.
Roi-nayne not only proves a whirl-

ing dervish in his solo turns, but his

skating with Miss Brent is a fine dis-

play of grace and finesse, Bobby
Turk and Nona McDonald aUso share
top honors with their contribs.

BERYL DAVIS
Sonss
7 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
Beryl Davis is a definite new song

personality, whether for theatres or
smart cafes. And for radio and rec-
ords there can be no questioning
those media as being her forte right
now. She's got a voice, has this at-
tractive brunet from England, and
it's pleasant surprise to find, for a
change, a singer who uses a mike but
certainly manifests enough to in-
dicate that, if need be, she can do
without it.

This is Miss Davis' first major in-
person engagement in America.- For
personals she's awkward coming on
and getting off, and she could have a
better choice of numbers. But that
voice, with its careful phrasing and
lyrieizing of ballad or rhythm num-
bers (both of which she does well),
captures her audience from the mo-
ment she wallcs on. An excellent
taste in .gowning is no small factor in
her click.

Rhythmic "Poppa, Don't Preach to
Me" is too little known for layman
listening^to be used by Miss Davis as
a starter, at a time when she's try-
ing to get off cm the right foot,
There's no doubt though of the imme-
diate impression she registers with
the song because of straight ability.

I-Ier second, "You Made Me Love
You," is to the other extreme, too
old for- her to use as .a followup at
a time when she's still trying to reg-
ister with an audience to whom the
name of Beryl Davis is still a
nonentity. At that, though, her
interpretation of "Love You" is

really socko. "Sunday Kind of Love"
she whams over, a No. 1 socle by a
No. 1 songstress. With time her RCA
Victor disks should prove another
plus factor, Ka lin.

Beinhttrn Checks Out
Regina. Sask.

Isadore Reinhorn, manager of the
Roxy theatre, Regina* has resigned
as treasurer of the Saskatchewan

I Motion Picture Exhibitors' Assn. be
Not the least of the revue's fea- 1 cause of illnesSi

tures are the kids in the chorus. Out- ! Su.cce.ssor hasn't .yet been named. I paui' smiih

Cuf« 8tofteC7
(Downtown)

.Tames MaeOoH
Mary Lou Williams
AnnabtiMe Hill
Buck Miller Ore

C'urnJvol
Bert Wheeler
Lou Boltz
i>iosa CoHtello
Wood & Kelly
C & 'r Vnlrtea
Yvonne Arta-ir
.Ttnimy -il^lJiuon
Paul Gavotte
Michael Edwards
McManits Ore
Elcid Ore

China I>oll
'

,Tohn Tio
Moo Song
ri'ran Tang, ';:: ,'

.

.Tadine :Li Sun
t'ai Sings

Copuenbana
MitKl Green
Mel Torme
Coi>.sey & Ayres
Oern Sutton
'rerry Allen
Nancy. Boran
Michael .Dursa Ore:
Fernando .Alverez O
OijkRuiMfl nnriiPHttOf
Ross & La Pierre
airi
Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
1-illiy Banks
Tables Davis
Jtenald .* : Rudy
.lark Mathers
Noble ' Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Ore

El Chteo
I'.QIfitft Rios .

Caballr-ros
Alice Furrar
HnviunuMndnd

R & L Reyes
M A I.ui.'i >

Lecuoha Boys
r-ertit-a Serrano
Chino Ore

Iceland
Lucille Peterson
Mt-Gowfln A- Mack
.lerry Mapcs
.loanne MffJowan
.Blimpy Blank . Ore
Tiny Clark

l.silin Oirart^l
Willie Howard
Al Kelly
.\laK7.one-Abbott D's
lialpli Tounn
Gloria '!> Roy
• -ecti l.e-w.in.

Kuillp Boreo -

TMroska
M Irlani- Gwynne
Hnr\ Vi\'ants
ciiirls GiadUe
Vlncfnt Trnv.ora O

Little Club
Walter. GroBS

I.POII s r.niiir •

ISddie Davis
Art Wa.ncr Ore-
Triid\ Richards
'rah,ia.

Mayo Bros
tianny Sullivan
tTudy '^argeaiit
Shenard V'honiy

'/.innnermtin'r

Blavlthawh
Rny Pearl
miemnan Broji
Sabina

Chez I'area
Danny Thomas
Miriam Lavaile#'
Dorotiiv Porter
Marty Gould
Barry Sherwood' ..

Rodc'es ft Phyllis
Adorables (12)

Hotel Bismarcb
.Debutantes
Paul Roiiinl
lOddie Fens Ore
Benno .Delson Ore -

Uel(itlii||:0 ..

.Tanet Stevens
Randy Brown
Mickey Sharp .

Denny Miles
Sid Pisher Oro

Hotel Blaclistnne
Bill Snyder Ore .

•Toe Frisco
H Edgrewnter Bench
ITonry Busse Ore.
Myrtle & Pieaud
HaaKs Elephant
Preslon Lambert
Hudolls .

D Hill D'oers

Rntel Shennan
Carl tfarx

Janczi Makula
Zsiga Bela
Paulena
Doria. Haywood
ISeue Kardos O

Monte rnrio
.Toel Shaw Ore
Khumba Ore
Robertr.
Hotel New rarker
V. Lombardo- Ore
Marion Spelman
.luno Arnold
Joe Sater Trio
Bissell it .Farley
4 Bsquires

Walflorf.As'foiin
Guy Lomba-rdo Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

Belmont-Plttza
Bob Dixon
Jjarry DanielS'
Phil Leeds
June Taylor Dcra

Rnban Blen
Sally Chapman
Mm'lel GaineH
Gleiin Pope .. :.

.ludy HrGee
Cedrie. WaJlace >
Wally Blacker

VersitUlM
Bob Grant Ore
Lisa K-irk
Myrus
Pa-nchito Ore

VilUiKe Barn
Ann Dennis
Norman

. .lensen
Stubby Ore
Lou Ceasar
Corday &;TrIano-
Palifpy Below

Hotel lllltmnrc
Ray Ileat.herton
Arthur Ravel Ore
c:«Taini
'Hotel Lexington

Alomas Hawaiian^
Hotel PennH.vlvnnIr
Randy Brooks Ore

Hotel Pierre
P.obprto &. Alicia
SI an >Msher . .

Clms Beader: Ore
Hotel St RokK

Milt Sha-w
]4a.<j;!la .& Peplte
Paul Spart Ore

Hotel TnM
Vincent Lope?. Ore
Charlie Drew
"Sn. 1 l?mh Ave
Put Bright
.lack Kerr
Haxcl -W'ebstor
Downey H- Fonviili
lU'.thllKhts

Ulvlera
.laclUe Miles
Gracie Barrie
Beatrice Krnit
5 M organ Dcra'
Hay Maione
Tony. IJavaar :

,1 oei ITcn'on Oro
Curbeilo Ore
VlllRKe %'uuRimr>

I'axine Suutvan
I'.Ady. Manson
Three Flames
Don Frye

H'ivtl
Bob Le«>
ICny Carole
Stiiarl La.TiBl«y
I'effgy Palmer
D'Cjtiincey & Olv n*

CHICAGO

Joe Mooney^ Ore
ytftn: Kentun Ore

'

Vido Alii£i»o
Unn Burton

Hotel ISteTeiifl
Henry Brandon Or
Fj-aiilcs & .Tanyc*
Tjola Ameclie
Bobby May
Ijaq Gllmare .

Boul«vaF-Dcara
Latin Quarter

Gertrudd NJesen
l)i>G iMarcus
The.CJarciaa (2)

Bob Lee
Buddy Shaw Oro

Palmer Hnusfl
.Taplc Fiiia Oro
Herb Shrlner.
Bob DuPoni
Abbott D'ncers

Klo Gabnna
Thplmo. flarpentep
Sonny ilicliiirds
JSetelle & LeRoy
Xlie Lovelies (6)
Cee Davidson Oro '

Vino Gardens
Dick Gale
Rita Yorakfl
.Tohnatonea '

Jai;kie Soo
Jo« .Klah Oro-

UA Decision
Continued from page 3

buy out Ghaplin and secure Miss:

Pickford with class B: stock still

simmers, UA's owners turned to

another film topper as possibility for

president. New figure was formerly
associated with Sears in Warner
Bros. He's currently favored by UA's
owners because he could take over
the presidency; handle the adminis-_
trative work; and still leave the"
selling to Sears.

ChB{)Un^i^i«k(ord comho, it's: been
learnted, is now . considering still

anotheit' way oOt of the present snarL
That would be to table all efforts to

find a new topraan for tlie time
being and to manage with a rump
directorate. Should that step be
talcen, Miss Pickford, herself, would
assume the presidency and Chaplin
would be tagged for board chairman.

,

Arthuf W. Kelly, recently elected

to UA's hoard of directors, would
be named exec veepee of the com-
pany to supervise' actual adminis-
trative details. Kelly formerly served
in that capacity as well as chief of

the foreign department. When times
became more propitious, it's said,

the owners could renew their search
tor a new topper or, possibly, some
d«al for outright sale.

Arnold Grant, attorney repping
for Miss l^iCikford, .headed for the

Coast Monday (30). He'll spend the,

summer in Hollywood.

Britain Tlireatenr
Condnued from page 3

hard. There's already been cpnsid--

erable talk that Hollywood will

have to slice production ,
budgets

should the British government take

action.

Meanwhile, British film industry

biggies here are still uncertain

whether the government has decided

definitely on the step.' Tobacco, gaso-

line and: newsprint import cuts be-

gin this week, it's noted, bMt so far

as films are concerned, Dalton has

asked only for authority to impose,
an import duty.

Some filmmakers believe that

heavier taxation of Yank imports

may not be clamped on unless Brit-

ish pix fold badly in the U. S. mar-
ket. Agreement recently put

through by J; Arthur Rank with the

majors for added playing time may
yet forestall immediate action, it's

said.

Amendment to the custom law.s is

permissive, not mandatory, in nature

and gives the government the power,
to switch from its present tax base

which is tied to a film's footage and
not its earning powers. Adoption of

the new clause seems certain at

present. Unqueiitionably, it -will

give Dalton bargaining powers which
he didn't have before.

British cabinet to date had been

divided on any plan to cut down the

U. S, take from films,/ There's con-

siderable fear that it will provoke
reprisals in America and hurt the

British film industry hadly. Dalton,

himself, in response to House of

Commons' criticism that the Briti-sh

loan Was being "Irittered away','' re.-

torted that the phrase wa.s im-

properly used "with regard to th?

amusements, o( the pepglpi" ,
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Strand, Bf. Y.
Ymghii. MmroQ Orch (22) luith

yjoou Taieat, Moonmaids (4), Eddie

jSn and Frank Jwtavw: The

DuflWlI* (3), Berylpav»:_ "The Vn-.

mthful" (WB), remeived m VARDsxy,

'my 28, '47.

Vaughn Monroe, lor marquee and
ilaving value, and the newcomer,

Jeryl Davis, register as the major
components in what evolves as a

more than satisfactory stage show at

the Strand theatre on Broadway.
Monroe, of course, is a tried-and-

true commodity, which he has evi-

denced in past appearances at Broad-
way showcases, and so the new m-
terest must rest on the tall, lissome,

attractive Miss Davis, here from
across the briny. And the click of

the British songstress is unmistak-

able. More of her under New Acts;

Monroe remains a self-effacing

maestro with a penchant far allow-

init others of his retinue to take much
of the spotlight. He has such able

performers as Ziggy Talwit, who
doubles from the sax to knock off a

couple of novelty songs at the mike;

the Moonmaids, a quartet of har-

inonizers who get in a chore inter-

mittently, and Frank Fontaine, a
cherub-faced comic with a ilair for

InimiCtiK, That audience-participa-

tion bit Fontaine does, however, in

which three members of the audi-

ence come on stage for a ventre stunt

in which he does a Charlie McCarthy,
with the visitors as stooges, is ama-
teurish when compared to the man-
ner in which Dick Buckley has been
doing the same thing for years.

Young Fontaine should Stick to his

Jolson, Crosby, etc., which he does

well.
,

The Dunhills are a trio of male
hoofers, attired alike, and they man-
age to snag a few moments of atten-

tion with their precision stuff and
acrobatics; ,

The band has little chance to take
Off on its own, but it's a big outfit of
four rhythm, eight brass (including

Monroe's trombone) and five reeds
that plays well behind the other per-
formers. Monroe at times appears to

be sloughing his lyrics, but the deep
baritone quality of hiSj-Voice may be
responsible for that." Doing the
"Whiffenpoof Song" is not flattering

to him if one has heard the Met
Opera's baritone, -Robert Merrill,
who is a major factor in re-establish-
ing the song on records. But these
are comparatively inconsequential
when one considers Monroe's other
talents and constant lure at the box-
«tftce.

Monroe unobtrusively handles,the
Khow's introductions, the layout
.suggesting pace and a greater speed
.than actually exists, which is an in-

ferential bow towards show's stager.
Kahn.

Olympia,. Miami
*

. Miami, Jitne 27.

Sylvia Froos; Ben Bert, Leon
FieldJ, GraJiam Sisters (2), 2 Jacks,
Les Rhode House Orch; "The Far-
neft Dimghter" (.RKO).

_ Package here this week, with Ben
Beri and Sylvia Froos co-topliners,
sustains pace and values for a bright
60 minute stanza.

'

Beri, who won plaque from local
critics as one of best five acts' to
play here last year, clicks solidly
with his deft juggling' and panto-
comedy. Utilizing rubber balls,
clubs, tambourines, blending neatly
timed mugging,' earns gasps and
giggles. Has to begoff.

Miss Froos, in her first appearance
here, holds them all the way.
Chirper's easy delivery of top ma-
terial garners salvos. Tees oft with
"It's a Good Day," follows with a
medley of ballads and socks with
satire on "Chloe."

_
Leon Fields emcees smoothly and

in own spot has trimmed his nitery
turn lor family-vauders to good
.laugh results. Casual approach and
ingratiating manner add to overall
ol.his screwy takeoffs, slapstick bits
and patter for nice returns.
Attractive Graham sisters play

Violins, harmonize and ballet-toe
dance while fiddling for an adequate
sequence. Two Jacks pace with a
pole balancing stint that displays
imagination and plenty of work,
torn solid reception.
Les Bhode and house orch back-

ground the layout in crisp fasihion.

. Lary.

After Time," and "I Want to Be
Loved," latter with quartet. Winni
Brown, chirp, takes over for "Sun-
day Kind of Love" and duets with
Hampton on "I've Got Bad News for
You Baby," slightly blue" but gets
howls.

Two Zephyrs, in zooty plaid out-
fits, score with pantomime capers in
a comedic dice game. Red and
Curley get yocks for chatter, and
wind with a drum battle session for
sock returns.

Mara Kim, Oriental dancer, pro-
jects grace and agility in her rou-
tines.

Hampton makes his vibe talk on
"Vibe Boogie" and "That's My De-
sire."

'' His handling of ballads is

as likeable as jump tunes, both
scoring and, adding up to terrific

show. Hunt.

Oriental, Titi
Chicago, June 26.

. Lionel Hampton Orch (19) with
wmni Brown and Roland Burton, 2
^hyrs, Mara Kim, Red & Curlev;
tsells of San Angela" (.Rep).

_„^^pon<i sepia show in le.ss than two
months IS best house has had since
jnjc .-ipots units, Lionel Hampton be-S '^sponsible for the many satis-

„f,°
patrons. Holding rostrum for

"•?f
an hour, he i.s in and out of

«vis, playing piano, vibe, drums and

fehlon-
'^'^'^^^ chores in top

eardrum.s, overly gen-

trnmi
''"^^ section (six sax, three

deh^»T^' trumpets) is in evi-

DP?f2,f
^5°"Shout. Music is loud, but

rwklnl •^"^.u'^.^P^t^''^' ''"fJ has 'em

''Chn?iS,J''l^.!'J
"^"^^w bounces

v-hasing With Cha.sc," "Hey Bop
Un^iL ..°P'/ ^'^^ "Flying Home."
E2^,n^**T?'*5'

Airmail" also clicks.
«ojand Burton ijoes turn on "Time

Afttsic Hall, Bf. V.
"Merry Co-Round" with Music

Hall Symph {Charles Previn^ con-
ductor), Lucienne & Ashour; Sid
Stone, Janet & Paul, Jeanne Deve-
teaux, Robert Shanley, Glee Club,
Rockettes; "The ' Ghost and Mrs.
Muir" (20tfi), rem'cwed in Variety,
May 21, '47.

The Music Hall stage presentation
is another eye-filling spectacle with
an on-the-midway motif. It also has
a realistically dummied-up carousel
to . whirl' .around the stage. Bill, is

slightly .short on sock talent to carry
it along at a steady pace, but has
several strikingly colorful high
points to satisfy the customers.

Rockettes contribute the two
standout items. Opening number
features the precision group in a
takeoff on the moving clay targets
in a shooting gallery. Backdrop set-
ting, costuming and choreography
are clever and dazzling. Ballerina
Jeanne Devereaux contributes some
nice solo turns. Other Rockette item,
superior to the first, is set in the
spook house with luminous gowns
on a blackened stage furnishing, lote
of chances for amusing combinations
of limbs and disjointed bodies.

In number two spot, the Glee Club
renders some old fashioned tunes
such as "I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now?" and "By The Light.of the
Silvery Moon" in high spirited style,
with nifty baritoning by Robert
Shanley.

Lucienne and Ashour are a neat
comedy Ajpaohe-dancing duo. Act
depends . heavily on a switcheroo
gimmick wherein after the guy
finishes slapping the gal around, she
takes over and gives him the works.
Some good, but not great comedy is

furnished by Sid Stone in a literal
impression of a midway pitchman
making his spiel. Stone has a fast
line of chatter which maintains a
constant level but sans belly-laughs.
For windup,. Janet and Paul perform
hair-raising aero stunts on an aerial
bar that brings down curtain for
good response. Herm.

Apollo.^ ¥.
Sy Oliver Orch (15), Dottie &

Sonny, "Pigmeat" Markham, Cozy
Cole Revue (5), Son & Sonny, Pearl
Bailey; "Devil on Wheels" (PRC).

With Sy Oliver's smooth combo
handling the musical chores plus
Pearl Bailey's sock warbling,, hot
weather fare at this Harlem show-
case emerges as okay entertainment.
Comprising five reed, three rhythm
and seven brass» band tees off with
"I Know That You Know" followed
by a hot "Slow Burn." Dottie &
Sonny, boy and gal terp team, con-
trib some fair stepping that's chiefly
on thfi Latino side; Close to good
returns.

Cozy Cole's revue, here on a re-
peat,' is not as sumptuous as when
previously caught last September,
but still rates as. one of the top
sepia novelty turns. Seated amid his
paraphernalia. Cole furnishes ac-
companiment for dancing of two
femmes and a male. With house
lights darkened, he registers in a
torrid session on traps, snares, etc.

whose outlines are made visible by
luminous paint. His femme vocalist
also scores with "Summertime" and
number from "Carmen Jones." Unit
garners strong payoff.

Band returns: with Oliver croon-
ing "Nice Boy," selling it well. In
a tribute to the late "Fats" Waller,
crew does a rnedley of his songs in-
cluding "Honeysuckle Rose" and
"Gonna Sit Right Down and Write
Myself a Letter." . Boys wind by
coming off the stand for a choral
arrangement of "Song Is Ended."
Eft'ect is good for solid applau.se.
Hoofing combo of Son & Sonny
scores with i.ts impressionistic stuff.
Tapstering is first class and turn
closed with plenty palmwhacks.
Sandwiched in is "Pigmeaf Mark-
ham's usual comedy bit.

Lusty voiced 'Pearl Baily, a black
goWned statuesque warbler, contribs
four tunes, all of them garnished in

blue. Wasting no time with pre-
liminarie.s, gal shows

' She knows
audience here by teeing off with a
wife's lament, "15 Years' and I'm
Still Servin' Time." Follows with
"Simple Things in Life," "Row,. Row,
Row" and "I Need Lovin." Aids
expressive piping with deft manner-
isms that point up message of songs.
Wins socko response,

Capitol, i\. V.
Lena Home, George Paxton Orch

(.11) with Dick Merrick; Ruby Ring,
Johnny Burke; "Fiesta" (MG), re-
viewed in Vauiety, June 18, '47.

Lena Horne, the Negro songstress
who set Hollywood and the rest of
the country howling wolf through
the medium of MGM picture chores,
is the top name on the Cap stage
this session, backed by George Pax-
ton's excellent new band and two
other acts. Coupled with the film,
"Fiesta," the combination presents
highly pleasing entertainment.

Presenting a picture across the
foots that comes very close to what
MG cameramen have done with her
in pictures. Miss Home drapes her-
self around the songs she sings like
a million dollar frame surrounding
a dime store etching. Decked out
in a white strapless, which accents
her cafe au lait coloring and adds
sparkle to the gleaming teeth, which
are highlighted so well in her film
shotSi she curves pops and standards
out to the customers in a manner
that takes her off batting a thousand.

It's not her vocalizing that does
the job, either. She sings well, in
a warm style with a fair range, but
it's her delivery, pacing, etc., that
does the job. Her opening, "Just
One of Those Things," is a fine ex-
ample of what she can do with a
song. It is given connotations that
make the word boudoir an incom-
plete definition. And this is reprised
with sharp effect in virtually every
tune.

In only one delivery is Miss Horne
lacking—and that may have been
due this show to accompaniment,
since she seemed obviously annoyed.
It's a thing titled, "I Feel So
Smoochy," which, on this perform-
ance, has no place in her repertoire.
Not with such items as ''Can't Help
Lovin' That Man," and "Do I?"
That song momentarily lessened her
hold on the audience. But all in all

she puts on a performance here that
more than sustains the expectations
built up by her screen work. She
presents quite a picture.
George Paxton's new orchestra,

consisting of two sax, three trom-
bones (four with leader's), French
horn, five rhythm (including marim-
ba) three trumpets, one clarinet
and one accordion, also rates a nod
for its work. This is perhaps the
most unusual instrumentation to

work a "bandfilm" house, and it does
a smart job.

Paxton opens with "It's a Good
Day," unexpectedly doing the vocal
himself, and holds the stage with
little trouble for the first 15 minutes
or so. He brings Dick Merrick on
for "Peg O' My Heart", and "Old
Devil Moon" after the opening.
"Moon" demonstrates the flexibility

in the instrumentation he uses. It's

full of unusual tone color and plain,
solid beat. Small tom-toms are used
at the start and finish of vocal, and
the result is unusual.
Same effects are used to fine ad-

vantage in two other slots the band
draws. First is a bit built around
"Chi-Baba," the band performing it

as it might be done in Italian,

Chinese. Russian, German, Irish,

Far Eastern, Brazilian and U. S.

tempi. Later, a Victor Herbert med-
ley is projected, the choice of tunes
and pacing of them demonstrating the
wide range of performance possible

in the unu.sual makeup of the combo.
"Falling In Love," "Indian Sum-
mer," March of the Toys," "Sweet
Mystery of Life," et al., comprise, the
smart bit. This and other items done
by the band draw solid audience re-
action, which is unusual these days.

Paxton's combo proves with type
music it delivers here that the di-

tinct trend toward sweeter style
music by name bands can be han-
dled by a band that also can kick
up a beat. This combo has great pos-
sibilities for all types of work—hotel,
ballroom, et al.

Rub.y Ring, contortionist-acrobat,
is on first. Her work is swell, but she
should do something about the
frizzy hair-do, makeup and costume
she employs—not to mention her
.gestures, which remind one of : the
hey-dey of vaude. Since the picture
of, a woman doubling herself into
knots is not loo feminine to begin
with, the harcl look taken on by Miss
Ring through makeup ' and coiff

hinder.'? an -otherwise nifty act. She
performs some unusual tricks, such
a.'! a combined backbend and split

off two chairs to pick up a hankie,
and ,?ets off to a heavy applause.
Johnny Burke has been around

for years as World War ,1 vet, work-
ing LoeW's State and ' corajjarable

houses. His elevation to a Capitol
slot is timely with the number of
World War II vets around. His
material consists of a mixture of

old and new gags delivered deadpan
and majority of; it clicked easily
here, sending wave after wave of
belly-la ughs through the audience.

Wood.

State, N. Y.
Cro,s.? & Dunn. Fred .& Elaine

Barry, The Cradclocks (3), Dufce Art
Junior, Marjorie Knapp, Jack De

Leon, Louis Basil House Orc/i; "Cal-
cutta" (Par).

when latter was in its prime as
flagship of the long since defunct
Keith-Albee circuit. It's also points
up what a booker can do with proper
material, for which Sidney Pierniont,
Loew booker, rates a nod.

Three turn."! of the six-act bill are
standout, eliciting potently in respec-
tive classifications and .support acts
also registering high in applause
decibels. Outstending trio are Allan
Cross & Henry Dunn, vet songsters;
Fred & Elaine Barry, youthful,
classy terp twain, and the Craddocks,
acro-pantomimists, spotted in fourth,
fifth and closing slots for a photo-
finish on merited applause.

If you're getting any ideas that the
booker faux pas'd in loading the
dynamic stuff in last half, forget it^

For the other three turns are also
entertaining and build show to sock
climax,

Duke Art & Junior teeoff with
standard clay-modelling stint, where-
in Art fashions caricature mud-por-
traits of characters, accompanied by
breezy gab, to register. Jack De
Leon, personable chap with plenty
know-how follow.<t and gets over
neatly with carbons of Hollywood
greats and others, adeptly handled,
with Lorre, Cagney and FDR im-
preshes particularly standout.

Marj orie Knapp, good-looking song
stylist with nifty chassis, does a
workman-like joli on "Sunday Kind
of Love," "Donegal" and Vincent
Youmans' medley to solid returns
and begoft'. The Craddjocks, male
trio, thena^take over for their hep
routines of pantomimic clowantics,
interspersed with legit aero stunts,

to keep 'em ; howling and applaud-
ing. A sock act for anywhere.

Cross and Dunn, survivors of the
rathskellar acts, walk on to thun-
derous Tecfeption and smack across
their close harmony parodies; prac-
tically a reprise oi what they did on
valedictory stunza of the Vanity Fair
nitery. Boys carry own pianist and
teeoff with "It's a Whole Year Since
We've Been Here," special arrange-
ment of topical ..lyric which sets

them pretty. Follow with -operatic
pot-pourri., to modern lyrics and
swing tempo for more salvos, then
"Gershwin Hit Parade," neat ar-
rangement of the late composer's
best tunes and a neat tribute, and
wind with even more hilarious
parody on "Old Gang," ribbing Pres.

Truman, inoffensively ot course, for

taking ' eare of his Missouri pals in

cabinet and otherwise. It's atomic
and rocks hoase. Lads keep 'em
that way and begoff.

The Barrys provide class and
grace, in their well-thought-out, ex-
pertly done ballroom terping, run-
ning a wide range, with litts and
spins distinctly top-drawer stuff.

Louis Basil and house crew are
back in pit after hiatus, providing
usual neat job on backgrounding,
with maestro alternating on baton-
ing and emicee chores. Edba.

Mafestic, San Antonio
San Antonio, June 25.

Hal Mclntj/re Orch (15) with
Frankie Lester, Johnny Turnbull,
Nancy Reed, Ralph Tillcin, Roben
Gujyer, James • Emert; Gil Lamb,
George Prentice, Winter Sisters (3);

"Two Smart People" (M-G).

Slickest bill in some time holds
sway currently at Loew's State,

N. Y., which for continuity, pace,
playing and entertainment, is near-
est approach to an old Palace layout

Interstate Theatres' first stage-

show of summer season is a fast 65
minutes stanza headlining Hal Mc-
Intyre band and having, good sup--,

porting acts.

Mclntyre is a newcomer here but
should build a nice rep with locals

via slick brand of playing. Band has

four trumpets, four saxes, three
trombones and four rhythm. It's'

a

well" rounded outfit but far too blary.

Tees off with "Eyes of Texas," fol-

lowed by .sock arrangement ot "Old
Folks at Home," which spotlights
various sections of band> then a
jitterbug set and "King Porter

Stomp," spotlighting Ralph Tilkin on
the drums, Robert Guyer on trum-
pet and James. Emert on . trombone.

Vocals are equally divjded be-
tween Frankie Lester, Johnny Turn-
bull and Nancy Reed. ' Lester has a
pleasing personality and puts over
"Linda" and "Mam'selle" nicely.
TurnbuU doubles from sax section
for.'two novelty tunes, the best, of
which is ."I Do. Do Like YOu." ' On
the distaff side. Miss Reed displays
nice delivery

;
and, personality to go

over well. Offers tune of own com-
position, "Whose Going To Teach Me
To Love" arid segues into pleasing
trio of "oldies," "Sunny Side of the
Street," "The One I Love" and "I
Can't Give You Anything But Love,
Baby" for splendid response.

Winter ' Sisters (3) contrib fast

aero dance routine for nice mitting.

George Prentice's puppets please
both young, and oldsters. His Punch
and Judy, with assorted characters
and animals, together with line of
patter, keeps audience happy.

Gil Lamb, screen comic, practically
steals .show in final slot, audience be-
ing with him all the way. His pan-
tomime and patter are outstanding,
especially the jitterbug, at matintie
sketch. Tops this with harmonicaing
for solid send-off.
Capacity biz at show caught.

Andy,

Film Festival
Continued from page 1

;

Gerard Philip in France's "Diable Au
Corps" for best male actor, and-
Italy's "Paisa" for having excep-
tional qualities. Although no short

feature prize was awarded, the grand
prize for the.best color cartoon was
given to Metro's "Cat Concerto," pro-
duced by Fred Quimby. U. S. al.so

won the award for the best scientific

film with Paul' Hollinger and Ralph
Rigby's piece titled "Bronchial Tu-
mors." Czechoslovakia copped the
puppet film prize with its "Doll's Re-
volt."

"The Roosevelt Story" (Tola pro-

duction) was singled out by the Fes-
tival's officials for an award as the
''one independently produced film

that best exemplifies the philosophy
of world neighborliness and inter-

national democratic principles."

Prize for the best documentary film

was given to Georges Leenhardt of
France for his "Naissaiice du Cine-

ma" (Birth of the Screen). Jean
Painleve of France won the prize lor :

the best educational film for his "As-
sassin d'eau Douce" (Freshwater
Murderers), while France and Bel-

gium won the awards for newsreel
work.

Best B. O. But Not 'Artistic'

At the Festival's windup, comment
was prevalent that there was no
common meeting ground between
America's and Europe's conception of
the cinematic art. At the start, the

U. S. flacltery's' splendid public rela-

tions job inade the Brussels event
look like a purely American festival.

However, considerable disillusion-

ment set in when the films were re-
leased. Hollywood entered the films

it considered the most successful but, ,

despite their high grosses in Amer-
ica, the jury and audiences at the
Festival did not esteem them for

their arti.stic or cultural values.

Some Americans present in Brus-
sels said that the general run of Hol-
lywood entries did not represent the
true importance of the U. S. film in-

dustry. Most of : the pictures that
were submitted, they said, made Hol-
lywood look like a power.'ul but un-
couth giant and raised the question'

in some minds whether "American
production is "worthy of the facil-

ities it enjoys." Only such films as
"Besit Years" and "It's a Wonderfql-
Life" were ovated here for their Sr-'

tistic merits.

Speaking before a luncheon of Bel-
gian cabinet members and represen-
tatives of different countries partici-

pating in the Film Festival last week
(26), Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. prez, recommended a single :

world motion picture festival each
year which would rotate among dif-

ferent producing nation!!.

Johnston is planning to tour Scan-
dinavia and Poland, with a .stopover

in Paris on July 14, Bastille day.

He heads for home July 20.

Three Flames, current at the Vil-

lage Vanguard, N. Y., move info the
Blue Angel, N. Y., Sept. 6.

U.S. Putting Weak

Foat Fc^ward At

Locarno Fix Fast
Locarno, July 1.

Fir.st four days of second Locarno .

International Film Festival have
produced nothing .strong, yet pic-

tures are shown nightly to audience
in 2,000-seater specially built open
air theatre. "Stolen Life" (WB),
rained out and shown indoors to

midnight press audience, was mildly
received. "Razor's Edge" (20th),

was booed for its length.

Other U. S. entries, including
"Lady in Lake" (M-G); "Darling
Clementine" (20th); "Schererezade"
(U); "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th);
"Bandit of Sherwood Forest" (Col),
Ukewi.se didn't stir anticipatory en-
thusiasm. So far French "Not
Guilty,'' . starring Michele Simon,
was best received with German " In
Those Days," made in the British
zone, a distinct flop.

Heavy program is pretty tough on

'

sizable fan, press and trade audi-
ence, with screenings running most
days from 11 a.m. till after midnight
in terrific heat. Other countries
represented include Austria, Eng-
land, Argentina, Spain, Italy, Mex-
ico and Czechoslovakia. UNESCO
•program of documentaries is sched-
uled July 2-4, with day-long .speech-
making at showing of pix concern-
ing recon.struction.

Expected shortly are Linda Dar-
nell and Marlene Dietrich, with
Sarah Churchill set for personal ap-
pearance with Italian pin "Daniel*
Cortis."
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Strawhat Season in Full Swing

Widi 100 Equity Troupes Operatii^

Summer stock is ip fuU swing, and

more than 100 Eqiiity-sanctioned

strawhats are operating. Over 50

are located in New York State and
Massachusetts, 29 in the forixier and
25 in the latter. Pennsylvania is

next With 17 stocks,' Connecticut fol-

lows with nine, New Jersey has

eight, there are seven in Maine and
four in Maryland.
Most stocks are in states border-

ing the Atlantic, the balance of the

field being scattered. Several are

spotted jn the midwest. In Cali-

fornia there are half a dozen straw-
hats operating, additional stocks,

with easts including players from
the Him stjixdios; being planned.

Lithgow, Henry Bledinger, Al Pena-
losa and Nevin De Turk. Frank
Latimore, 20th-Fox contract player,

will play the lead in "The Hasty
Heart."
The "veteran subsidy" plan, which

tiiade- the Bennington :
Drama Festi*

val unique among strawhats last

year. Is not in existence this season.

8 More Pa. Strawhats
Easton, Pa., July 1.

Two more strawhats will open in

this section, to increase the number
to five. A few years ago there was
only the Bucks County Playhouse at

New Hope. ,

The Guthsviile Playhouse opens
Friday (4) with "Cross My Heart."

Donald Dickinson is the producer.
The New , ^ocono Playhouse, at

Mountainhome in the Eoconos, will

open Monday (7) with '%)ear Kuth."

Revive O.' C. Strawhat
» Washington, July 1.

A triO' of local radio figures have
revived strawhat theatre for this

town. Two**adio announcers. Hedge
Allen and Glen' Taylor, both staffers

at WTOP-CBS, got GI loans of $2,000
apiece in the spring of '46, and,
teaming with Evelyn Freyman,; one
of town's better known radio ac^
tresses, revived the defunct Olney
theatre, about 18 miles from metro-
politan D. C, in the heart of Mary-
land, rferm country. New owners
used their loans, plus plenty extra
cash, to remodel building.
' After running in the red last sea-
son, barn group got off to a flying
start with "Dream Girl," guest-star-
ring Haila Stoddard, which grossed
estimated' $5,500 in its week here.
Second venture,.an all-company pro-
duction of "Male Animal," did a
floperoo' and caused a quick revision
of policy of star every-other-week.
Company will feature guest star
every week balance of season.

Xlves' Opens New Milford
New Milford, Conn., July 1.

Louis Townsend got his Theatre
in-the-Dale underway here last

week with a production of Louise
Piatt in "Private Lives." Running
from Wednesdays through Sundays
house is currently displaying a try-
out of "Catch On the Wing" (2-6).

Pencilled for following attractions
are "Act Of Darkness," a new psy-
cho play with Peggy Conklin;
"Aphrodite," with Tillie Losch;
Gian-Menotti's ^'A Copy of Madam
Aupic."

F»ye Emerson In New Play

Saratoga SiJrings, July 1.

Faye Emerson, film star and wife

of Elliott Roosevelt, will star in

Profile," a new play by Charles and
Mike Robinson, to be presented at the

Spa theatre during the eightrweeks
of a season opening July 8 under the

management of John Huntington.

Huntington, who has operated at

Cambridge, MasSi, since 1940, and
who also is conducting a theatre in

Boston, Will use Saratoga as a third

link in his chain.

First production under Hunting-

tori will be "The Glass Menagerie,"

with Julie Haydon in her original

Broadway . role and with Helen
McKellar, on the road in (the hit for

40 weeks last season. The second one

Will be "Joan of Lorraine," with

Madge Evans. She and others of

the cast Will come to Saratoga after

appearing in Cambridge and poston^

Freddie ^Bartholomew iii "Pursuit

of Happiness," Miriam Hopkins in

"There's Always Juliet;" Bela Lugosi

in "Dracula" and Edward Everett

Horton in "Springtime For Henry'"
are amonf others scheduled to ap-

pear. Paul' McGiiire , ,1s .scene de-

signer and Johnny Sloper, stage

manager.

ing bill for Bice Playhouse's 21st

season, starting July 7 at Oak Bluffs,

Mass...On Ben Boyar's fall Broad-

way schedule, "Through a Glass

Darkly," comedy-drama by Tedwell
Chapman, started a tryout Monday
(30) at Lakewood theatre, Skowhe-
gan, Me...Ridgefleld (Conn.) Sum-
mer Theatre reviving "Rip Van
Winkle" thiS' week with Wesley

Addy in the title role. . .Mady Chris-

tians portraying "Mama" in "Papa

Is All"' at Westchester Playhouse,;

Mt. Kiscoi N. Y., this weak!. .Violet

Carlson handling comedienne chores

in "Naughty Marietta" at Iroquois

Amphitheatre, Louisville, which
preemed there yesterday (Tues.)...

Bennington (Vt.) Drama Festival

opens next Monday (7) with Harold
ShaW producing "Charley's Aunt" . ,

,

Estelle Winwood set for "The Royal
Family" at Finger Lakes Drama Fes-

tival, Ithaca, N. Y., starting July 8.

-
., tvOryton's 19th Season

Ivoryton, Conn., July 1.

Ivoryton Playhouse opened 19th
season here this week with presen-
tation of William" Harrigan in "Years
Ago." Spot is again operated by Mil-
ton Stiefel and will follow the same
star system as in previous years.

Listed on the sked are "Dream
Girl," with Jean Parker; "Glass
Menagerie"; Richard Arlen in "State
of the Union."
House is one of three survivors in

a concentrated territory formerly
serviced by five strawhats. Others
Still answering the bell are Clinton
Playhouse, Clinton,, operated by
Sam Wasserman, and Chapel Play-
house, Guilford, operated by Lewis
Harmon. '

Pittsburshers at Cohasset, Mas*.

;

Pittsburgh, July 1.

Four local actors who appeared in

Pittsburgh Playhouse production of

Charlie Gaynor's original revuej

After Hours," have been signed for

first ; ^rofessionaf presentation of

show at Cohasset,' Mass., where it

opened two-week engagement last

night (Monday) with Jane Pickens

as star. They are Jenny Lou Law,
Verna White, Nancy Wible-and Al
Checco, recent graduate of the Car-
negie Tech drama school. Both
Playhouse here and strawhat at Co-
hasiset are directed by Fred Bur-
leigh.

New district strawhat opened this

week in Ebensburg, Pa., for an eight-

week season, Louis A. Reiser and
Robert Faulkender are operating it

under the name of the Hi-Way The-
atre, and productions will be staged
in town's high school auditorium.
It's an Equity company. Players set

for the summer include Josephine
Bangs, Steve Brody, Ann Reed, Mil-
ton Saltzer, John Buckwalter, Wil-
liam Langford and Craig Williams.

Opener's "Dear Ruth."
New play, "Inherit the Wind," by

Herbert Kubly* former . newspaper-
man and Waldemer Hansen will be
tried out week of Sept. 2 at Crest
Pier theatre in Wildwood Crests N. J
Kubly had his first drama, "Men to

the Sea," flop on Broadway, couple
of seasons ago.

Mich. Hayloft Tees
Mackinac Island, Mich., July 1.

This midwestern vacation isle led
off Michigan's strawhat season when
the New York Sumflner PlayhouSe
presented "Claudia" (30) in the
trading Post theatre, located in the
John Jacob Astor House. Gavih
Barbour, directing the production of
10 plays.

Productions will include "Night
Must Fall," "You Can't Take It

With You," "Outward Bound," "Dear
Ruth," and "Blithe Spirit." .,

, ' Bentiington Preem
Bennington, Vt., July 1.

The Bennington Drama Festival,
In its second season with a cast Of
all-male members headed by pro-
ducer-director Harold Shaw, will do
one new play, "The Great American
Family." Piece is adapted from a
novel by Lee Shippey. '

Principals in the company are
Ann .Driscoll, Kay Coulter, Ella

Green Mansions Test

Warrensburg, N. Y., July t
Green Mansions theatre here will

test an original musical revue this

season. Untitled as yet, part of th'e

show's material was assembled in a

piece known as "Off the Record."
Production will be directed' by Em
est D. Glucksman while Dorothy
Sachs and Robert Stringer are con
tributing special lyrics. Among the
cast are. Gilbert Russell, Patricia

Windsor and Pat Meaney.

, Stiiawhat Jottings

Gloria Swanson current in "A
Goose for the Gander" at Guy Pal
merton's Worcester (Mass.) Play
house this week. . .Francesca Brun
ing appearing in her original role in

"Junior Miss" at Berkshire Play
house, Stockbridge> Mass., starting
Monday (7) . . .Sheila Bromley has
lead femme part in Newport (R. I.

)

Casino's "Made in Heaven," which
tees off next Monday (7). ..Morton
DaCosta, operator of the Cragsmoor
(N. Y.) Playhouse, starring in "Pay
ment Deferred" at his spot starting

Tuesday (8 ) . . . Clarence Derwent
appears in "Topaze" at Woodstock
(N. Y.) Playhouse week of July 8
...Ann Corio in "Sailor Beware'
Monday (7) at Deer Lake theatre,
Orwigsburg, Pa.

"The Shape of Things," new revue
slated for a tryout at John Drew
theatre. East HamJ)ton, L. I., July
28, will feature Bibi Osterwald and
George Hall. . .Barbara Townsend
stai'S in "Squaring the Circle," open-

Savoy Opera Co. Quits

Utah Centennial Early

Salt Lake City, July 1.

After struggling for four weeks,

the American Savoy Opera Co. has

decided to pull f,ut of tile Utah
State Centennial Exposition and
head for Los Angeles. The com-
pany was scheduled to be here for

10 weeks of Gilbert & Sullivan

repertory but despite rave i;eviews

attendance held to around 300 a
night, which didn't come blose to

covering expenses. .

The . last performance will be
given Sunday (6) night.

Negro Troupe to Do 4
Shows at Queens Theatre
Harlem's American Negro Theatre

will do four shows at Queens Com-
munity Theatre, Jamaica, N. Y., this

summer. Group was invited by local

authorities and will include one new
play in the list. Shows will run a

week eticto; spaced about a fortnight

apart.

New script is George Norford's

'As Of This Moment," farce-comedy
built around the .

Father Divine
movement, which, will : be staged

Aug. 22. Series will tee oflE July 8

with . "Late Christopher Bean,"

staged by Stewart Bradley; continue

with "The Show Off" July 22, and
an unannounced play Aug, 9.

,

ANT still plana a tour of the
south and southwest during- the fall,

for its first such venture. It will also

do four plays at its Harlem home
next season, its eighth. One will be
Sojourna Truth," by Katherine
Chapin, historical draina about the

slave who became one of -America's

leading abolitionists.

One performance of Norman Kras-
na's current Broadway hit, "John
Loves Mary,'' will be performed by
an all-Negro, cast when the Negro
Actors Repertory Academy does the

show Sun., Aug. 10, at the Music Box,

N. Y.. for benefit of Urban League,
production being under general

supervision of John Golden.

Plays Abroad

Inside Stuff-Legit
George Jean Nathan devoted his Monday (30) column in tlie N. Y,

Journal-American to telling why he'd rather not- go to the country on
his vacation.' Critic-author said he's going, though he'd rather stay in
New York: "I'd get a heap more pleasure and rest any day looking at an
interesting play or an amusing show than fighting against bugs and mos-
quitos, cutting, my feet on beach pebbles; and colliding with squashy
jellyfish. .VCockhey that I: have come, to be, I'll give them (Others who
go to the country) all the dripping ceilings, out-of-order plumbing, damb
walls, stuck bureau drawers, mosquitosi rutted roads, soggy bread, sleeii-
destroying crickets and roosters, oil lamps, outhouses, cow doughnuts,
three-day-old newspapers, rainy Sundays, stewed chiclcen, green-headed
flies, spiders and the rest of the bucolic delights for one little room and
hath at the St. Regis, with the bar not too far away, with the floor waiter
handy and with the orchestra below playing 'Tales From; the Vienna
Woods'."
To emphasize his ideas about country vacations, Nathan added:"After

an hour or two lying under the trees and staining my pants with aii
ineradicable green, I'd welcome relief of even another 'Toplitzky Of Notre
Dame' . . . I'd yearn for even another look at 'It Taltes Two' (flops of
the past season . . . I'll come back with a sun tan . . . I'll lie „that I had
a wonderful time . . . I'll have spent all my njoney, sprained an ankle or
two, eaten a lot of foul food, protestingly drunk cocktails made of in-
decent gin, suffered a wrecked sacroiliac from sleeping on corduroy
mattresses, and been bitten on the eyelid by a wasp."

' Noose ':

London, June 21.
Le« Bphraim. Bernard Deltont and Ke<

union Theatro pi-odffction oiT drama by Ricth-

ard LleweUyn In two aots (11 scenes). t)i-

racted by Reginald Tate. At ,SavUle, Lon-
don, June 20, '47.

Lfnda Medbury . . .
.';

. , , . . . ^.Patricia HUlJard
Annie Fosa, ..,......*...,.. .Elaine Garreau
Edoardo Suglani; , ... .Charles Goldner
Bnr Gorman. . . . ; ; ... .Nigel Patrick
Inspector Rendell..... ....'.Campbell Singer
"Pudd'n" Bason. .Michael Brennan
Saxie. ..... . . .... ..... .Jolin Harvey
Optain Hoyle . , . . . . . .... ; .Michael Hordern
liasher Marx. ................Frank For.syth
"Grea.'jy" Anderson... .i.,.Meadow.s White
Ropey. . .Der(5k Tanjdey
I^inty. ..V. . . . . : .Erie Whittle
Moggie. ........... .. .....Arthur l.ovegrove
Flight. .lan^ ('Qoper
Mac. . . . ..<,:........ ... Ala.stair Hunter
Lefty. 4. . . . . ..... ...... . .-Peter Ducrow

Author of "How Green Was My
Valley'' turns from his green pas
tures in the Welsh hills to black mar
kets and thugs in Soho. This is the
underworld of London's gangsters
waiting for a Paul Muni or George
Haft to lift it up to a Chicago level.
But for the fact that Hollywood has
done it all so brilliantly before, this
would be a good meaty slab of film
material. It's stacked high with
thrills; action is fast, blood is spilt

at regular intervals and that girl re
porter, unlike any reporter who ever
lived, is invariably in distress; She's
a lady.

Llewellyn, who has a neat appre-
ciation of dirty work on the lowest
level, teams his reporter with an ex-
service man, and between them they
plot the liquidation of a gang en-
gaged in illicit whisky deals. Scenes
vai-y from West End flats to cabarets,
with telephone booths on either side

(Continued on page 52)

Play agents are skeptical of plans to subsidize embryo dramatists,
according to John W. Rutnsey, president of the Society of Authors Repre-
sentatives, who in a lett«!r to the N. Y. Times Sunday (29) said their leac*
tion to the proposal ranges "from amusement to mild cynicism. . . .we
know of no play agent who ever volunteered to finance a new play-
wright, but we can produce several who have been high-pressured into
doing so, and in most instances with very unsatisfactory results."

Rumsey sets forth that during a 10-year period ending May 31, 1947,
there were 46,445 plays copyrighted. And there were many more which
were not. During that period 880 plays were produced, 693 being strs^ight

dramatic, shows and 170 musicals. Out of that total 155 were accredited
hits, of which« 106 were dramas and 4d were song-and-'dancers, his data
indicating that 18% of the total produced lanjied in the money.
In the season of 1946-47 Rumsey figures that out of 99 plays '"con-

-

ceived and rehearsed" in New York, three in Los Angeles and one in San
Francisco, there were 10 hits—seven dramas and three musicals, less

than 1% of the total. Rumsey adds: "Everybody thinks he can write a
play, and the pity of it, he does. It costs the average play agent $15,000 a
year to handle (receive; records read and return) the many bad plays
submitted!. ...the writing of unactable plays is still one of the largest
industries in our Country." -

- : «

New Opera Co., which scored on Broadway with. "Rosalinda" and a
revival of "The Merry Widow" several months ago, was formed with the
idea of developing new talent for the grand opera, but it will resume
fictivities in the fall with a revival of "Topaze," a .straight play. Reason
given for the switch by Yolanda Mero-Irion, who heads the socialite
group, was that she "fell in love" with the Marcel Pagnol script. Clar-
ence Derwent has been cast for the revival, to play the same part he
originated when "Topaae" was first presented at the Music Box, N. Y.
Frank Morgan then hetided the cast, nearly 18 years ago. :

For Derwent, incidentally, it won't be the first time he'll be enacting
a part he created after a long lapse of time; he dittoed after first playing
in Arnold Bennett's "The Great Adventure." It was produced by Gran-
ville Barker in London in 1913 and revived at the Bucks County Playhouse
three years ago, when Derwent, who was in the English cast, reappeared
in it. "Adventure" played two, years in London, but when presented on
Broadway by the late Winthrop Ames, it lasted three weeks. "' Barker
then planned to send the original cast andvproduction to New York, but
the first world war forced him to abandon the idea.

In conjunction with the American National Theatre and Academy, the
Philadelphia Art Alliance is sponsoring a contest for one and three-act
plays and original stage set models. Play competition is open to' any
professional or amateur within a 75-mile radius of PhiUy. Script contest
closes Oct. 15, and must be delivered to the Art Alliance, 251 So. 28th
street, Philadelphia 3, by that date, Asidte from a $100 award for the
prize-winning script, if any piece is stageworthy, in the opinion of the
judges, it wiU be recommended for production at ANTA's Experimental
Theatre, N. Y. Stage sets must be delivered to the Art Alliance on Nov.
16, 1947. Judges for one-act plays are Walter Prichard Eaton and Blanche
Yurka, while Robert E. Sherwood and^Peggy Wood will analyze the
three-acters. Stage model judges ar* Lee Simonson and Jeag Frederick
Larson.

- 'Laura," whodunit presented by Harry Clay Blaney at the Cort, N. Y.,
last Thursday (26), drew divided notices. Blaney 's associates are S. P.
and Roy P. Stockier, father-son combo, who backed the show. The elder
Stockier heads the i^ogresslve Drug Co,, a wholesale house, and also has
a racing stable, currently quartered at the Jamaica, L. I., racetrack.
Steckler, incidentally, clicked with two winners last week, one being
Galahad, which copped at $17.40 the day "Laura" opened, regarded as a
good omen, for the show's chances. Before the meller opened 300,000 two-
for-ones were distributed, Blaney figuring that to be one way to counter
sluggish theatregoing in early summer. Top is $4,80, but that rate applies
Fridays and Saturdays, scale being $3.60 up io Thursday.

John Golden is showing friends a present from Madame Chiang Kai-
Shek which he received last week, personally brought to him by Gen-
eral Huang. Giit, given him because of his past interest in the Chinese
theatre, is a pure crystal snuft bottle, over 100 years old, originally from
the Ching dynasty. Bottle also is unusual as it's painted on the inside
as_well as out. It's cased in a semi-precious stone-covered box.

u,^^"^^^^^' *°°' Golden was interested for ^ time in a Chinese play,

-i-
Wall," which had been done in recent years in various Chinese

cities. Mrs. George Marshall, Sec. of State's wife, saw it and recom-
mended it.

Actress
,
(Jladis Gnswold, whose last engagement was In the Australian

company of The Voice of the Turtle," was among those aboard the plane
struck by lightning about 90 minutes from La Guardia field, N. Y., where
It landed^safely without the passengers being aware that a portion of onewmg had been ripped oft. There was considerable excitement among
them, however, when crash trucks and fire apparatus rushed to the side
ot the plane. ^Miss Griswold had been m0kin-g the return trip from Reno,
where she obtained a divorce from H. B. Elmer, non-pro, to -whom she
had been wed 10 years. » r ,

"Alice in Wonderland," which closed last Saturday (28), played to the
best gross of its three-month engagement on Broadway. Takings were
quoted over $26,000, which upped its net profit of $6,500 for the final
week. It was first thought that the engagement would be extended but
facmg the week of the Fourth of July, which is traditionally weak on
attendance, the idea was scratched.

Set Biog of Poe
"Lead On, My Heart," new play

biased on Edgar Allan Poe's life, will
b^, produced by Stephen Kelen-
d'Oxylion and associates in the fall.

Hassard Short will stage. Book is

by Dorothy Waring and Victor

Rosen, with music by Robert May-
berry and lyrics by Mayberry and
Jean Graves. Frederick Fox is do-

ing the sets.

Pre-production deal .is also brewr
ing with a film company, with How-
ard Reinheimer handling.
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Plenty Imports Due an B'way With

Shuberts 10, Lifting Total to 17

Season of 19^17-48 may see moreH-

sbows from abroad on Broadway

than at any time in years.

Lee Shubert, for instance, re-

lumed from the other 'side Monday

(3d) an"! announced half a dozen

»-8how», originating in London and

t>ari* those attractions to be pre-

sented mostly in association with

other managers.

At least four Wusicals are sched-

uled for imDort, among them "Un-

der the 'Counter" and "Piccadilly

~H8y*j«^." " revue slated to be

brought over intact from London by

Val Parnell and George Black, Shu-

berts to be interested in both. , Also

"La Belle de Cadiz," a Parisian mu-

sical; be done by them with Clifr

ford C. Fischer and "Sweetest and

Lowest," to be presented by John C
Wason and the Theatre Guild.

Gdild will also have "Jane," cur-

rent in London (by S. N. Behrman),

and "The Win.slow Boy," to be done

in association with Wilson. Among
other straight plays are "Power

Without Glory," to be done by the

Shuberts and Wilson. Foreign

wo*lW due, too, are "Bsa Senora,"

lor Katharine Cornell, to be pro-

duced by Guthrie McClintic after

their "Anthony and Cleopatra," and
'

"Paris Not So Gay," slated by Nancy

Stern and NOrris: Houghton of The-

atre, : Inc. •

Lee Ephraim will be interested in

two Hubert iflipor'ts, "Fools Bush

la" and the musical "Counter." An-

—other tuner possibilityj'is "The Scar-

let Pimpernel," after Its London
showing, that attraction being

-readied by Michael Powell^ the

British film producer.

WHIG SCHOOL FOR

MS ENDS 1ST YEAR
American Theatre Wing's unique

ECbpol for ex-GIs in all branches of

entertainfnent-^the Professional Vet-

erans Program—winds up its first

year next Tuesday (I).

- At start of school's career, the di-

TeBtor;^ steered its ex-GI professional

, talent towards the fields ' they had
., werlced in, Lat^r, school decidecl to
'

maiie a switch, encouraging students

te-tweaden out into all sorts of fields

related to their own. End of first

year, directors say, shows the plan

worked.
Former Dramatists Guitd members

are now writing for tele. A short

story writer is .selling radio scripts.

Two xiidift directors Cone a free-

lance, tise other at NBC) took le^lt-

directing technictue with l«e Stras-
berg, and now have legit offers.

' Two men in a radio seminar are now
, in their own business of making

spot documentary recordings. All
this in addition to men finding jobs
in their old fields, legit, radio, tele.

Over entire year, ol a student body
of 1,650, 35% got jobs thrtmgh the
Wing's training; Original 23 courses
have been expanded to 50. School had
75% of its student body return for
further study, when classes were in-
terrupted by. strawhat assignments,
jobs in touring companies, radio sta-
tions, etc.

First eight-week session -saw 306
enrollment; second ses.sion, 487;
third,. 791; fourth (10 weeks), 1,100;
fift]i, 900. Summer theatre work ex-
plains fifth session decrease. School's
program was divided into four sec-
tions: theatre, radio and television,
music and dance.

.
School's sixth semester will start

in, August, under charge of Winston
OK^efe, exec director, and Mary
Hunter, division director.

Welles Shifts lacbeth'

To N.Y. After Fdming
. Hollywood, July 1,

Orson Welles' hand-picked "Mac-
beth" cast is going back on straight

Shakespeare diet in New York after

its Bard-diluted-with-Welles film

stint at Republic. Show goes, into

the Center, theatre for two -weeks in

August, following windup of film-

ing here.
^

The Shakespeare play, on short

shooting schedule, has been con-
densed considerably . for ^celluloid

version.

Paul DoBglas in Hosp
Paul Douglas, male lead in "Born

Yesterday," who started on vacation
late last week, was slated to clip-

per to, Paris on Saturday (28) but
landed, instead, in Midtown hos-
pital, N. Y., with a strep throat.

Doctors have advised the actor to

stay abed for weeks. He may also

be operated on to correct varicose
veins.

Douglas' part in the hit comedy,
that of the loud, racketeering junk-
yard operator, is now being enacted
by Sam Sweet.

Reverse TUfidbw'

Suit; 1^ Opera

Mu^ Pay Royalty
Appellate Division of the N. Y.

supreme court has reversed last

year's decision' in "The Merry
Widow" case, lower court having
then ordered Tams-Witmark to re-
fund approximately $50^000 to the
New Opera Co. . The sum comprised
royalties paid by the latter during
the revival's run on Broadway.
Court ordered a retrial last week
and modified the judgment, reducing
the sum in contest to $49,526.

"Widow" was originally produced
in the U.'S. 43 years ago by the late

Henry W. Savage, and it was con-
tended by New Opera that the- work
was in the public domain, which the
lower court upheld. Sargeant and
Louis Aborn, of Tams-Witmark,

.

whicli controls the operetta's Ecore.jP/'^."*^'^'*]

appealed the decision, and through
counsel George S. Collins, of the
legal firm of Cravath, Swayne &
Moore, argued that ."Widow'' was
never published therefore is

protected by common law copyright.

That contention was upheld by "Vac

Appellate court.

Newest status of the case may in-

fluence other litigation concerning
"Widow," the Shuberts having re-

fused to pay royalties for their

"Widow" revivals on the grounds
thait it's publie domain. A suit is

pending in Boston, filed by Daniel
Brown, tru.stee for the Savage estate,

which is also interested in the New
Opera matter.

Justices Glennon, Gohn, Callahan,
Peck and Van Voorhi? ordered the

case retried.

There were two contracts -between
New Opera and Tams-Witmark, one
covering the N. Y. run at the Majes-
tic and the other when the musical
jumped to the Coast. After paying
$1,000 to bind the second agreement,
New Opera learned o£ the Shubert
litigation and declined to pay fur-

ther royalties, although having done:

so during the Broadway engagement,
Opera bunch then went into court

and demanded back the royalties

paid during the previous season.

Should' the Tarns music library win
the case, it will then have the right

to collect royalties on the road

showings.
Ordinarily, copyrights for plsys

and musicals extend for 28 years and
are renewable for a similar period.

Rarely is Collins' contention em-
ployed in similar actions, but the

common law copyright claim has
|

Paid^ Kelly Signed

For XQRimand' Legit

Hollywood, July 1.

Kermit Bloomgarten signed Paul
^elly as male lead in his forthcom-
;ng legiter, "Command," -which goes
into rehearsal in six weeks.
Play will be tried out in Wilming-

Vork
moving to New

PembertonDdbnds

Taft-Hartley Law
Producer Brock Pemberton last

week led the vanguard of Broadway
showmen who defended the validity

of the Taft-Hartley labor bill.

Stressing that the new labor law
"should discourage the more aggres-
sive unions from continuing to heap
ridiculous rules and rates- on an in-

dustry economically unable to be&r
I'hemy and should shear them of the
arrogance with which they handed
out their edicts," Pemberton hit out
at featherbedding as "one of the
evils resulting from years of union
tyranny, and it the law does not
correct this waste, its tone indicates

that future changes will. Managers
may be able to step into their own
settings without' standby accom-
paniment." Featherbedding has
been the unions' policy of forcing
standby or "unnecessary" personnel.

Pemberton's attitude, however,
does not reflect 100% opinion among
Broadway showmen. Most man-
agers hail the curb, but some say
they've had no real . trouble with
stage unions.

Ban against_ sympathy strikes is

seen afTecting show biz to a major
extent. It's pointed out that stage-

hands have never gone out on strike

except to help other theatrical unions,

case being the Equity
strike of 1919, when the deckhands
went out in sympathy. .

There is a closed shop in some
.stage unions, particularly the stage-

bands and Assn. of Theatrfcal' Man-
agers and Agents. Showmen have
particularly fought the latter group
on the ground that new blood is

barred from membership beeau.se of
the closed Shop. ATAM has a con-
tract with the League of New York
Theatres that has two years more to

run, but when: it expires expecta-
tions are that the bars will be down
on new memberships. ATAM fears

that managerial office employees
will take over as show and house
managers. Fact that one -employee
acted- as 'manager or four or more
houses at the same time, in addition

to office work, was one primary rea-
son why the union was formed.

Pact stipulates that each .show

and hou-se must have its individual
manager who i.s not permitted to do
office work additionally. ; ...

Equity Insistence on.Year-in-Advance

Segregation Commitment Creates Stir

London Heat Wilts Legit;

"f Tlje Negjfo segregation issue; cen-

I

tered around the National thealTe,

Washington, continues to be argued

I- Tt » ¥T n ni ' both managerial and actoi: cir-

3 of 5 Hits Are U.S. Shows

;

London, July 1.
] Equity so insistent on the managers

With return of heatwave, London committing themselves almost a
shows are in the doldrums.
Of the 27 legiters currently in

the West End, only ones doing biz

are "Oklahoma!" at the Drury Lane;
"Annie Get Your Gun." at the Coli-

seum; "Bless the Bride," at the Adel-
phi; "Piccadilly Hayride," at the

year in advance about permitting,
N«groes in the Rational , audience,
and (2) does the segregation stance
by the actors association reflect a
majority of membership opinion?

A leading Ecfuityite agrees that
the managers have the right to

Prince of Waleh, and "Bom Yester-
|
^^ow whether the segregation stip-

day," at the Garrict.
j

ulation, stated to be a "must" if the
Of the quintet, three are American

|
b,a.sic agreement is to be extended.

shows.

B'way RisAt

Grips WitliGnps

On'Overtine'

ABBEYTTES SWHI
WBLIN to J.Y. UST

: :
. Dublin, June 27.

Leading Abbey Theatre players

Eileen Crowe and. Siobhan McKenna
are likely to appear In Frank; Satpn-
.stein's production of Frank Carney's
"The Righteous Are Bold" in New
York in the fall. Miss Crowe has
toured U, S. before with the Abbey
company, but ha-Sn't been seen at

the Abbey since her- actor-hUsband

F. J. McCorniick died a few rhonths

ago;.
,

, , , , ., . I
McKenna, who was in the London

been sustamed by the court pre-
, production of Paul Vincent Carroll's

Broadway press agents huddled

last week with
.
the. stagehands union

to clarify the latter's rules covering

photos -of actors for com'irierBial

purposes, including publica'tion in

magazines. The. session was incon-

clusive; differences may not be . ad-

justed until the League of New York

Theatres negotiates an extension of
the basic agreement with the deck-
hands, next February. ^

,'

Producers hdve queri.ed their pre.<!s

departments' about additional pay
deckhands have demanded under
these circumstances from time to

time, and it's alleged that in .some

instances crews have been arbitrary.

Stagehands themselves have inter-

preted the rules that provide for
department heads and assistants tie-

ing paid for extra time when photos
are made, business agent deciding
that means the entire crew, whether
any men aid the cameraman or not.

Reports are that the crew de-
manded and received extra pay when
scenes of a show were .snapped from
the -audience with a candid oamei-a
and published, also that when photos
of a name player were shuttered in

a dres-sing room, the same applied.

Claimed, too, that when a producer
was posed in front of the theatre
where his show was playing, a deck-
hand appeared and said the crew
would have to be paid, so the show-
man moved to an adjacent building

pavement, where there was a view
of the theatre entrance. ,

Not only magazines but Sunday
editions of dailies are classified as

I there
"commercial " by the stagehands. I actor.
Extra backstage pay runs to a con-

'

siderable item where there are

fewge -crews, such- as for "Alice in

Wonderland" and "Call Me Mistet,''

which are mentioned in the photo
controversy.

is the determination of approxi-
raately one-third the council, whieh
is the average attendance at meet-
ings, or that of the general mem-
bership. It would not be surprising
if the managers insist that Equity
get the member.ship's opinion befTire

the controversy is ended. Many
runk-and>-&Ie members have ques-
tioned the Equity council dictum.

Equity's council has insisted that
under the as.sociation's- constitution
segregation n^ed not • be put to a
referendum. It's claimed that
Equity's lawyeFir have not deltnitely
expressed an opinion as to the
legality of the move, a matter far
apart from hours, salaries and work-
ing conditions which are the a.fso-

ciation's primary -functions. It is

generally . believed, however, that
Equity would be open to danriage
suits. ;

One way to relieve Equity of what
is apparently an embarrassing situ-
ation, it's cldimed, is- to revis<! ita

attitude that the managert must
.sign 'on the dotted line this summer. '

There is no reason why the pact
cannot be extended, revised or
otherwise, for 19«-48, without the
.segregation being included, it has
been pointed out. By such proced-
ure Equity may not lose face, it'a

further contended. Whether the

.

managers are united on the issue is

not certain but indications «iie'that'
a - minority might concede segrega-
tion. There are also those opposed
to the stipulation, averring that it's

dictatorial and the solution is not
the business of show business.

.

vioiisly.

*Aida* for Indpls. Fete
i Indianapolis, July 1.

rn
^''''^ "Aida," Aug. 1 and 2, will

raund out the Indianapolis centen-
nial program, as announced by J.

thT »
Gilbert, general director of

outdoor entertainment pro-am.
Thibault, Virginia Card,

h" ? "^'"ette and Bert Mathews will
'^^^^ °* "New Moon," to

Bn,M ''^e Butler University
""Wi for nine days, July 11-19.

David Lowe Taking
Over A. G. Theatre

Atlantic City, July 1. .

David Lowe, whose murder mys-
tery. "Portrait in Black," .is .current-

ly playing at the Booth in New York,

will stage Broadway .
shows in the

huge ballroom of convention hall,

city owned, for seven weeks beginr

ning July 14. Philip E. M. Thompf
son, manager of the hall, has an-

nounced that a Contract will be

signed tomorrow (2) between Lowe
and the Auditorium's board.

"Dear Ruth" opens, followed by

"Design for Living," "Joan of Lor-

raine," "Anna Lucasta," and othets.

New Phllly Group
Philadelphia, July 1.

Circle Plays and Players, a new
little theatre and repertory group,

preertis Monday (7) with R. C. Sher-

iff's "Journey's End."

"The White Steed," has reportedly

been inked at big figure for. films fol-

lowing a small role in Two Cities'

-"Hungry Hill." ,

'

'

Ria Mooney. ex-Abbeyite who was
formerly with- the N. Y. Civic Reper-
tory Co,, may vi.sit Broadway again

ill the fall to produce James Joyce's

"ExUe.s." She's currently directing

the Gaiety School of Acting here.

Tel Aviv Agent in U.S. On

Concert Talent Hnnt
Maccabi Ola.shinsky, operator of

the, Yuval Theatrital Agency, Tel

Aviv, has arrived in the U. S. to

buy concert lalent for Palestine.

He's currently .seeking names to

solo witb the Pale.stine Philharmonic
Orchestra in a .series of concerts in

Haifa, Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.

The $1,200' round trip plane fare

for talerM pactea in this country will

be borne by the Yuval agency.

SEEK 'HAI¥EY"F{ffi

(MAtTOF^^
Civic leaderis of Denver, home of

Mary Coyle Cha.?e, who wrote
"Harvey," have requested her and
Brock Penaberton, sho-w's producer,
to arrange a week's performances of
the long-run Broadway hit at Cen-
tral City, Colo., iiQW bavijig its an-
nual drama festlvaT.- Ah invitation '

to Frank Fay to star in the show
is being cotisidei-ed by tb^
Fay is leaving "Haxvey" Icir «

I

six week vacation July 14 and*James
Stewart will replace him.'

Pemberton, who recently sold the
"Harvey" picture rights to Univer-

I sal-Interriational, plans a busy sum-
mer. Due for fail production is "The
Magnificent Heel" which he with-

i drew after a tryout last season. Con-
I .stance O'Hara; who aiithored "Heel,"

PAn At n xnt* IUTAP TAITD i
has rewritten the script and the

rOKULUVlt AnZAl lUuniplay is now c?lled -Any Resem-
blance." Maiiager may go to - the

3 LEIGH, OLIVIER PLAYS

- London. June 25.

Vivien Leigh and Laufence
Olivier are organizing the Old Vic

Co. for a tour of Australia. South
Africa and New Zealand. , It will be
couple's first trip to these couni-i'ies,

but they'llihave little time for sight-

Seeing. Journey Wiir take about
]

nine months. I

Plays for the tour are to be "Rich-

ard III," "The Skin of Our Teeth"
|

and "School for Scandal." > Mi.sE

Leigh, who. Will play Sab'ina in

"Skin of Our Teeth'' and Lady
Teazle in "School,'' hasn't yet'>been

given a part in "Richard III."

Olivier will be some months yet

on the filming of "Hamlet" at- Den-
;ham, and Miss Leigh will be nearly

as . long working on "Anna Kare-
nina" at Shepperton. They plan to

sail in January. .. ^ ,

Coast for a tryout of "Free For Alii"

by Ralph Rose, Jr., it being de-
scribed -as "anti-Communistic." Pos-
sible; too, that Pemberton will ap-
pear in "Harvey" at a hideaway
.summer stock, it being his ambition
to .step into the play for a time on
Broadway next summer.

Rattigan^ Herlie Wia

Lon^n LegH %cars'
, London, June 24, -

The London stage finally decided
to have its own brand of "OsCar.s"
and at the Savoy hotel, June 21,

Ivor Ndvello
,
presented three statu-

,

ets, known- a$ -the Ellen Terry
Awards.

Distinctions are to be given an-
nually. Committee, among whom

ii^ fx » 1-1 T J i
were Novello, chairman; Sir Ed*

(xallleO h emme Lead
; ward March, art patron, and Leslie

Hollywood, July 1. {
Bloom, for 21 years president of the

France.? Heflin has been set for
]

Gallery First Nighters Club, selected

the femme lead oppo.site Charles
,

for 1948 Terence Rattigan, for his

Laughton in Pelican Productions' i play "The Winslow Boy"; Eileen

"Galileo," now in rehearsal. I Herlie, for her performance in "The
Play will start a pre-Broadway Eagle Has Two Heads," and Fred-

run at the Coronet theatre here
j
erick Valk, as the best actor, for

next month. i
"The Brothers Karamazov."

Frances Heflin Gets
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Fffecracldng Weekend Singes B'way;

'Annie,' 'Fmian/ 'Brigadoon Only Ones

To EscapeK 'Laura Uncertain

Current week will probably see-f

the lowest Broadway groases of the
jrear, it being anticipated that there

will be an exodus over the long
Fourth of July weekend only partly

mitigated by an expected volume ot

arrivals. Not more than three attrac-

tions have escaped the early sum-
mer slump, all being musical, "Annie
Get Your Gun," "Finian's Rainbow"
and "Brigadoon," long sold out in

advance. Most shows that were play-

ing Sundays are skipping that day,
going on' the Monday-to-Saturday
schedule. Summer heat rose to near-

ly 88 degrees early this week.
""Laura" was the new play last

week, no others being carjJed until

late summer. It drew a divided pre.ss.

Announced to close this week are

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek" and
"Love for Love" dropping the nura-
J?er of shows on the list to 20.

Estimates for Xast Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dromo),

CD (Gomedy-Drama) , R (Reuue),
M (MMsical) , O (Operetfo) .

•

"All Myi Sonsi" Coronet (22d
•week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Nearly all

attractions slipped further last week,
takings for this one approximating
$17,000.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(59th week) (M-1,427-; $6.60). Still

Broadway's standout musjcal despite
length of run; visitors seek tickets
for it first; oveT.$45,000; 52 standees
Sat. .(28) matinefe; : .

'

"Barefoot Boy With Cheefc,» Beck
(M-1,2U; $6). Final and 14th week;,
started fairly well, then" slipped;
dropped to around $17,000 last week,
which was red 'operation for musical.
.^'Bom Vesterday," Lyceum (74th

wek) (C-993; $4.80). Another sea-
son expected for run laugh show;
hasnft been greatly affected; $20,000
estimated.

"Brigadoom," Ziegfeld (16th week)
(M-626; $4.80). Most of the invest-
ment earned back, and it's selling
out; $43,000.

"Call Me Mister," National (63d
week) (R-1,104; $6). Expected to
vary somewhat at this stage of, turn
but operating to excellent profit;

$84,000 estimated. <

"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (25th
week) '(Ch920; $6). Has reached half-
vear mark and aimed through next
season; no variance In capacity pace;
$42,000.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst.

(35th week) (00-1,160; $4.80). Slip-
ped with field but expected to sur-
vive summer; around $21,000, still

okay for straight play.
"Harvey,'• 48th St. (139th week)

(G*92Q; $4.20). liOiig-running laugh
' sliow stiU gets goodly attendance,
*nd while somewhat oft last week
credited with better than $15,000:

"Icetime of 1948," Center (5th
week) (M-2.994; $2.40). (Skating
xevue aimed well into next seasoil;
up further, $38,000.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box

(21st week) (C-979; $4.80). Another
laugh show doing Very well; dipped
but around $19,000 is plenty okay.

"Life .With Father," Alvin (398th
week) (C-1,331; $4.80). First full
week here quoted at around •$14;000;

standees in for most performances
but advance .this week not strong
lor record . runner.

"Laiira," Cort (D-1,064; $4.80).
Opened last Thursday (16) and got
mixed notices; better line on
chances may not be indicated un-
til after the holiday.

' "Oitlahoma!," St. James (220th
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). List's wonder
draw and also among show^ first

- sought , by visitors: making money
riglit along; $24,000.

; "Portrait in Black," Booth (7th"

week) (D-712; $4.80). Modest money
lor this meller, with takings under
$7,000, which is not an even break.

"State of the Union," Hudson (85th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Has been

' off but expected to span summer;
last week estimated at around $15,000.

""Hie Medium" and "Tite Tele-
Bhone," Barrymore (9th week) (M-
1.0S4; $4.20). One of the spring sur-
prises: after being atmounced to
fold, it perked and is doingi fairly
well: around $14,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

(168th »^eek) (C-939; ^.80). Like
most others, business dipped . last

week, when takings were quoted
•I'ounil $9,000.
"Younr Man'* FAUiCir." Plymouth

(»th week) (0-1,075; $3.60). Given
food chance to catch on; slightly
better last week what was special
publicity; $7,500.

"

REVIVALS
"Love for Love," Royale (C-1,035;

$4.80). Final and 6th week for oldie,
Which then touris; around $13,000.

"Buriesqfue," Belasco {27th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). Has been off like
the others but should get fair share
of visitor trade; rated around $15,000.

"Sweethearts," Shubert (23d week)
(M-1,382; $4.80). Making goodly
money; eased off last week to around
$2e,(»0.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Design for Living," Windsor,

Bronx.
''Anna Lucasta," Flatbush, Brook-

lyn; back again.

'NANETTE' WHAM
$40,000 IN $J. LOO

St. Louis, July 1.

-Torrential rain following a day of

sweltering heat- washed out the
opening performance of Rudolf
FritnVs. "Rose-Marie" last night (30)

at the Municipal Theatre Assn's

Al Fresco Playhouse in Forest Park.

It wa.s the first piece lost by rain

during the current season.
"Marie," one of the biggest b.o.

draws in the association's history,

was a sellout for the teeoffi. ,It was
last presented here in 1943. Christina

Carroll and Hugh Thompson, who
scored in their local bow two weeks
ago in "Nina Rose." have the leads.

Ill support are Billie Worth, Jack
Sheehan, Barbara Ashley, Edwin
Steffe. Jack Rutherford, Margaret
Roberts and Pittman Corry.
-Vincent Youmans' . "No, No,

Nanette" wound up its one-week
stand .Sunday (29). Biz'tooomed after

the conclusion of the streetcar

strike and resulted in an estimated
gross of $40,000. The -piece copped
posies from the crix;- '

.

'SKIN' SRO $4,700,

'MUSKETEERS' OFF, LA.
Los Angeles, July 1.

Only three legit houses were
lighted la.st week. Philharmonic

Aud had Civic Light Opera Co.'s

"The Three Musketeers" in, its

second week as the only downtown
attraction. "Musketeers" registered

a fair $39,400, slump of about $2,000

over first week.
In Hollywood, Ken Murray's

"Blackouts of 1947" marked its

sixth anniversary and waltzed
through the 261st fuir week . with
the usual $17,000 dropping into the

till/''

Tiny. Coronet, with Pelican Pro-
ductions' "Skin . of Our Teeth",
waltzed through the . second full

week with jam-packed houses to

score another lush $4,700. Piece
will be held beyond originally
scheduled three-week engagement.

Plays Out of Town

'Carou^r Tops Chi

At 44G,m 34G,

'Mister,' 'Born' OK
Chicago, July 1.

"Carousel" at Shubert still leading
the field here for its fifth frame.
Three other bills in town and doing
well.

"Private Lives" moves into the
Harris with Tallulah Bankhead July
22. No sked set thus far to reopen
Selwyn,; vacated June 14 by "Acct
dentally Yours." •

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday,'* Erlanger (18th

wk) (1,334; $3.60)—Steac|y $15,500.
= "Call Me Mister," Blackstone (7th

wk) (1,358; $4.80)—Brisk. $26,500.

"Carousel," Shubei:t (5th wk)
(2,100; $4.S0)—Fastest pace in town,
$44,000.
"The Bed Mill," Civic Opera

House C3,800; $3.60)—Very well with
$34,000.

'OKLA.r SLITHERS OFF

TO 28iG IN fmit
Philadelphia, July 1.

"Oklahoma!," in its return engage,
ment at the Forrest, continues to

keep the wiseacres in a dither. Big
Guild musical, after a slow start arid

droopy mail order sale, zoomed in

second week, and then last week (its

third session), with weather breaks
not much different, it fell off $4,500

to just miss $28,500, which was near-
ly what it had puUed in the disajA
pointing first week.
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical is

apparently set however for eight
weeks here this time, current stanza
being its fourth. Show goes from
here to Washington, and then Bos^

ton.
Only pre-Labor Day opening men

tioned for Philly—and that's not
official—is a comedy tryout, "Richest
Gill in tlie - World" mentioned for

August. Forrest, which is only local

legiter with cooling system, would
probably be house following de.

parture of "Oklahoma!."

'Marietta' Dives In

TorontQ With $12,000
' Toronto, July 1

With midweek heat wave, plus the
long Dominion Day holiday, latter
seeing the city almost wholly shut'^

tered for a four-day patriotic layoff,
"Naughty Marietta" nosedived to-

ward end of week for a poor $12,000
with Royal Alexandra (1,525) scaled
at $2.50 top. Sudden decision ot em-
ployers to give workers the lon{:

holiday meant plenty of refunds a':

the boxoffice and general exodus
from city. Meanwhile, Ernest Raw-
ley's second musical revival this
isummer, "The Merry Widow," is cur-
rent; will run two weeks.
Royal goes legit again with John

Gielgud in "Love for Love," in for
the week of July 14; Lucille Ball
and the Playwrights Co. production
and cast, with exception of Betty
Field, in "Dream GirV week of July
21; Jose Ferrer in "Design for Liv
ing" week of July 28. Royal AleX'
andra will then probably go dark
for renovating but negotiations now
on with Carole Landls to open here
in ''Philadelphia Story," plus other
attractions.

'Roberta' Strong 58G

In Pittsburgh Series
^ . Pi1ti5burgh, July 1.

Fourth show of summer opera
series, "Roberta;" soared the season
to a new high at $58;OO0, and pres-
ent indications are that it'll hold the
record right down the home stretch.

Operetta got a break in the weather,-,
particularly on the weekend, and
Pitt Stadium went clean for the very
first time, In the six performances,
Roberta" played to around 43,000

persons, topping previous mark so
far by, around $10,000.
Big advanqe sale for current pro-

duction, "Rio Rita,"" which stars

Wilbur Evans, Marguerite Piazza,
Jackie Gleason and William Lynn,
with everything depending, of

course, on the weather.

Plays Abrpad
Continued!1^i%m paee 50.

i

Noose
of the stage to link up action be-
tween gangsters and Scotland Yard.
When the heat is full on and both
parties are set for 'death or glory; the
ex-service man organizes a full-

scale attack on the black marketeers,
and . Operation Noose .sweeps to its

pistol-packing climax.
1 Llewellyn's -strong suit is his close
observation of underworld charac-
ters,, his conclusion that they don't
add up tosrauch as real people and
his decision to fiood thp stage with
action rather than psychology. A
"nice touch of humor now and then
oils the whgels.
He is well served by his cast,

Charles Goldner giving a subtle and
attractive performance of Thug No.

Nigel Patrick an excellent piece
oiE low' comedy as his cockney assist-

ant, Campbell Singer a good, honest
portrait as the man from the Crim-
nal Investigation Department. Patri-
cia Hilliard and Michael Hordern
take care of the virtue triumphant
w;th ease, but they are mere puppets
on strings.' Show had a good recep-
tion and has the right boxoffice
angles, but the Saville theatre, ac
customed to musical.s, is an odd
choice for such a play. iBbet.

Los Angeles, June '12.

Typstwooa Village playeia produclion iii

drama in two acta (.lix scenUsi) by Vimvcnt
McConnoi-. Ulreolea by Howai-a Bmilta;

fiettlng by Bill Bellin. At WfMstwood VIJ-

lage Playhouse, Loa Angeles, June 12, '47;

if1.50 top.

Vincent McConnor, represented on
Broadway last year with "A Joy
Forever," has conje up with a new
script that has definite possibilities.

Piece needs a little third-act tighten-

ing, and perhaps some judicious cut-

ting elsewhere, but otherwise looks

like a good film bet, and a possibility

for Broadway.
"The .Beach" is a story of 24 hours

at Coney Island and the adventures
that befall an embittered road kid

who lands there a:^ter being bounced
from the subway where he'd been
trying to sleep. He meets a girl and
gets miJfed up in a holdup shooting
and a spot of arson but comes out
on top. In ' the' end, . however, he
chooses the road once more, feeling

he has nothing to off.er the girl.

That's the play in a nutshell. But
the meat is there, too. McConnor has
peopled his drama with a large as-

sortment of characters who help him
delineate "a typical day at Coney.
There are the boardwalk people and
the hustlers, the sailors and the shop-
girls, the cloak-and-suiter with fam-
ily, and even a Roxy usher.
Backed by an excellent Coney set-

ting by Bill Bellin and some swell

crowd, roller-coaster, surf alhd storm
sound effects, cast moves along well

to typify life on a slice of the beach.
Direction by , Howard Banks is ex-

cellent and Stan Erickson does a
good job EjS the road kid. Nancy
Francis turns in a neat performance
as the girl, and Hazel Holmes brings
the right amount of gum-chewing cu-

riosity and indignation to'^-the "role

of her girlfriend. H. E. Wyndham
Walwyn in a. clown bit. Bob Hunn as

an ex-captain and Frank Bernal as a
cop are all okay but the real stand-

out among the lesser roles is Philip

Garfield as the cloak-and-suiter try-

ing to enjoy a holiday at the beach
despite his kids. Kap.

States. A cynical college acquaint-
ance of bridegroom, currentl,v a
Havana attorney, is deputized to
stand in. Why wedding couldn't take
place in States is never fully ex-
plained. Along with .a number of
other things. ' , .

Co-producer Jessie Royce Landis
staged comedy with as much action
as talkiness permitted, Shirley
O'Hara, as shopworn stenographer
with freewheeling morals, makes
most of her part, while 'Theodore
Newton plays With air of proper
worldliness the proxy Blackstone.
Fay Baker is decorative and brittle

as bride. Edward Andrews is appeal-
ing and comic as stuffed-shirt groom.
Maud Sheerer's faint-in-the-clinoHes
aunt is funnier as offstage invention
than in flesh.. Tino Valenti doubles
effectively as impulsive- Havana
waiter and offstage yodeler. Richard
Bernstein's setting is more helpful in
lobby-displayed design than as con-
structed and furbished. ' JIaso.

Laura
H. Clay Blaney production (In associa-

ion Willi S, P. and Roy P, Steckler) ol
mplodrama In three acts (one setting) by,

Vera^C'aspary and George Sklar, bafjed on..

novel by Miys Caspary. - Stars Otto Km-
_ r, .K.aT. Stevens and Hugh Martowe;
fealure.i Tom Ruthei'turd. Staged by Clar-

ence Derwenti settlnst, Stewart Chaney.
Opened at Cort, N, Y., June 2«, $4.80

top. ... „•

Mark McPher-ion.., ...Hugh Marlowe
Danny Bprgan. ................ -'rom Walsli
Waldo Iiyaecker^, Otto KruRor
Shelby rarpenter... Tom Rutherfurd
Bessie Clary.. ............ .Granla O'Mnlley
Mrs, DarKan......v.i.. ••••••Kay McDonald
A ain... ........ T. Steven^
OLsen .Walter Rlemer

llust in the lAglU:
Los Angeles, June 24.

.Tewel Box production of drama in three
act.i (four scenes) by Mai-y M.,, Slheidon.

aiaged by Bob Du Roy; settings. Thointis

i\ Shilpott, At Jewel Box theatre, Los
Angeles, June 24, '41:, $1.50 to]).

Henry (Hank) Howard. .Duff Whitney
Father John Donegan . . . Richard J. Slemen
.Tob Anderson John ClhrUUan
Hilda Higgens Biektra Rozanslta
Ruth Kenny '••••^ ..Dixie CasslU
Fred Monroe Fred Boss
David T..e9ter,. .Ivan Bklund
Knut Faradn.. .OharleB Baslnnan
Mr. Afolttor. .Reenan A. Elliot

, Miranda
London, June 16.

Envoy Production,a production (in asso-
ciation with Arts C'ouncili by arrangement
with Linnit & Dunfee", oC new play in three
acts by Peter Biaclonore. Staged by Rich-
ard Bird. At Slmhassy, -London.
Lady Clare Marien... .....Nora Swinburne
Sir Paul MarlBh....!.. ......Ronald Ward
Isabel. . .... ......Toan Haythoirne
Miranda .1 ........... Cfenine Graham
Charles .................. . . .Harry Gelda rd
Nurse . CaiT. ............. Margaret Withei-s
Nigel. . . . .......... k, . .Bryan Coleman
Betty. . >.,........ .r. . ; . . • .Diana Hart

Fantastic but amusing comedy of
a mermaid in society. The alluring
siren enmeshes three men with dev-
astating thoroughness, breaking up
two bethrothals. Her brief sojourn
in town, doing the sights and castitf^

her spells provide motif of play,
which is already being made into a
picture with Glynis Johns in title-

role.

A noted surgeon, returning from a
fishing trip, brings back a special
patient to his flat, explaining to his
wife she has never walked and needs
constant care. A radiant young red-
head appears, promptly seducing the
chauifeur from his girl and an art-
ist- neighbor from his fiancee. There
is strong implication that hubby has
fallen for her wiles in the 24 hours
he spent in her cave-home,.
Many amusing lines are well put

over, with the not so cold-blooded
invader gracefully sliding off into
the Thames to leave the disordered
households to straighten themselves
out.
Show owes much to its fine cast,

with a real dis.'^very .in Genine
Graham as the enchantress. Her
looks and charm should make her
a name. Nora Swinburne is gracious
and understanding as the doctor's
wife. A strong performance of a
socialistic - minded chauffeur by
Harry Geldard contrasts with the
polished West End demeanor dis
played' by the others.

Cool, light fare for the summer
season. Deftly produced by Rich^
ard Bird, may encourage the back-
er's to gamble on a West End run

Clem.

Jewel Box Theatre, which special-

izes only in new plays, has come up
this time wj,th a talky yarn about an
Oregon farmer. Piece is strictly little

theatre.
Plot worries along over the trib

ulations of the farmer, read.y to leave
for parts unknown after the death of
his wife, who, takes in a road boy
and three embittered vets'" as a pos-
sible family foundation. General
theme seems to be that Religion and
the' Earth are two fundamentals to
which mkn can turn, and that his life

is generally a part of a Master Plan
as explained by the local priest.

Duff Whitney, appearing "through
courtesy of M-G-M," does all right as
the road boy, and John Christian is

properly morose as the farmer. Elek-
tra Tlozanska draws laughs as a bel-
ligerent neighbor, and Fred Ross,'
Ivan Eklund and Charles Eastman do
well by vet roles.

Staging by Bob Du Roy is excel-
lent considering physical limitations
of the house, and Thomas F. Philpott
has contributed two great sets.

Kap.

Strawhat Review

Musie in tiie Disiance
Yardley, Pa., June 24.

Kdgar Levy.and Irving Cooper production
of comedy by Patterson Greene. Stare
Jessie Royce I.andis; features Tiieodore
Newton, Ed Andrews, Fay Baker, dhlriey
O'Hara, Maud Sheerer and Tino Valenti
Staged by Misx Landis; aettlngs^nd ligljt

ing by Richard Bernstein. At Tardiey the.
ntre, Yardley, Fa., Juno 24, '47.

suite—Havana, (?uba.
Nora Shliloy O'Hara
Cefftrlno .. fibo VaRhH
Lent ;,.Fay Salter
Sam .'Theodore Newtmi
""'

^ ,Bd
, 01

Richard , Edward Andrews
AUj^t Ida , .Maud

Patterson Greene's new comedy In
its preem at the 'lardley theatre is

tenuous and r&ther Implausible, It

doesn't seem destined for Broadway
in its present shape.
Unlike the author's previous "Papa

Is All,": his new one is about a so-
phisticated quadrangle. Set in
present-day Havana, it's bogged
down by an unwieldy first act
"Music in the Distance" improves in
its last two stanzas. Third act con-
tains a pleasant twist which is too
mild and too late to sustain the initial
dull spots. Chief fault lies in fuzzy
exposition and lack of motivation.
Audience is asked to believe a busy

and plbdding young business man
sets his nuptials by proxy in Havana
to a stylish putch subject from
Surinam who, was educated in- the

Play on Broadway

A murder rtiystery play which
should do fairly well for. a limited
period, having come In with a rep-
utation.

It's unusual for a whodunit to
come to Broadway three years after

being seen in picture form. 'With a
cast of names including Gene' Tier-

ney; Clifton Webb, Judith Anderson,
Dana Andrews and 'Vincent Price,

20th-Fox turned out a click film.

Present stage play, too, has names
with Otto Kruger, K. T. Stevens and
Hugh Marlowe heading the .

cast.

Laura" first reached the stage last

season, when presented by Hunt
Stromberg, Jr., but the show then,
with Miriam Hopkins heading the
cast, was too highly hooked up, and
closed out of town without reachmg ..

Broa()^ay.

Current presentation tried out with
John Loder in the part of Waldo Ly-
decker, but he withdrew in favor of

Kruger, who had the assignment last

season. Waldo, middleaged, brilliant

but neurotic author, is madly in love
with Laura, fyoung designer. Kruger
enacts the part with finesse but is

occasionally given to mugging, espe-
cially when emoting rage. Neverthe-
less, his is an adroit performance.

K. T. Stevens hasn't been seen
often on Broadway' but her Laura in-

dicates a definite personality. Sup-
posed to have, been murdered, she
suddenly appears, having' spent the

weekend in the country,- and it's theti

discovered that a girl who used her
apartment was the victim. Miss
Stevens, blonde and very attractive,

is made to look especially seductive.
Hugh " Marlowe plays detective

Mark MePherson, who falls in love

with Laura's picture and then with .

the girl herself. He is on stage most
of the performance, giving a good
account of himself as one who un-
covers clues that implicate Laura but
refuses to believe her guilty of homi-
cide. He appeared in "The 'Voice of

the Turtle'^ on the road with Miss
Stevens (who is, iricidentjiUy, Mrs.
Marlowe in private life). Tom Ruth-
ergord plays Laura's fiance in a

manner that isn't as convincing as

the others. j-
Clarence Derwent did a good di-

rectional job, especially in the last

two acts, the first being too gabby.
Stewart Chaney turned out a cork-

ing setting, that-of an apartment in-

terior, and it's iinderstood to be the

same scenery used last season. Play
is a break for Vera; Caspary. who
wrote the novel, she having colla,bbe(?

with George Sklar in adapting it for

the stage. Parts Of the dialog are

somewhat on the intelltetual side but
the mystery is scifeen»d neatly, witft

the killei- finally revealed as the least

suspected charaeter. ibee.

Current Road Shows
(Period- Coweri'no June SO-JuI]/ 12>

"Anna Luoast*"— Jilayfair, Port-

land (30-2); Met., Seattle (S-IZ).,

"Blackouts ot 1947"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (30-12), „ .„
"Oklahoma!" — Forrest, PhiUy

"Suds In Tonr Eyes"—Shubert-
Lafayette, t)et. (30-5).
"The Red Mill" — Opera House,

Chi. (30-12).
"The Three Musketeer8"--Curran,

Friseo. (7-12). '

,

"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

(30-12).
, .

"Call Me Mister" — Blackstone,

Chi. (30-12).
"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (30-12).

"Design For giving" — Shubert-

Lafayette, Det. (7-12).
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Literati
Eir* Bans 13 More NoveU

Another 13 novels have been

banned by the Eire Censorship of

Publications Board as "indecent or

obscehe," Books and authors to get

the hook in the latest list are: "The

Half BrotherSi" Edward Frankland;

"The Street," Ann Petry; "Blaze at

Noon," Ernest K. Gann; "The Patch-

work Quilt," Netta Muskett; "Make

you 9 Fine Wife," Yolapda Foldes;

"Bonfires," Joan Kennedy; "JRococo

and a Bottle of Rum," Kem Bennett;

•'Who Rides a Tiger," Montagu

Slater; "Goodbye Gorgeous," Keith

Campbell; "The Hands of Veronica,"

Fannie Hurst; "Pillar of " Fire,"

George Borodin^ "Selected Stories,"

H. A. Manhood; "Time to Live,"

Jack Lindsay.

To ban books, at least, four mem-
bers of the Board must be present at

a meeting, at least three must vote

in favor of banning and not more

than one against.
. .

'47 Gets 86 Mor*
In a move to boost circulation,

(Btockholders of the mag '47 raised

t8,000 at a special meeting held at

Gjon Mill's studios last Thursday

(2B)i '47, which is owned coopera-

tively by the contributors, has been

hit by the general slump in the- na-

'•tional magazine field.
:

Meanwhile, both Clifton Fadiman

and John Kersey have been editing

Ote liiag on practically a fujltims

basis to britt^ it to a profit-making

basis, and will continue doing so.

Diehl Out of Le Canada
Contract of H. P. Diehl, business

manager of the Montreal French

daily, Le Canada, which expired

yesterday (Tuesday) after a five-

year term, will not be renewed.

Diehl was succeeded by Jacques

Cartier) former managing editor of

life Canada's rival morning paper,

Moiitreal Matin. Diehl is generally

credited with improving the finan-

cial status of the sheet, and re-

ducing the paper's annual deficit.
"

Political difficulties are said to

have resulted in Diehl being
dropped from his post. Le Canada,
official organ of the Canadian Lib-

eral party, has undergone, a virtual

revamping of the staff during Diehl's

tenure. Board of directors are re-

. ported to have disagreed with his

IMlicies and lirst cau-sed the resig-

nation of some key reporters from
the sheet, and completing the re-

vamping of the staff, when Diehl's

. contract was dropped.

Humor"- for October publication by
A. A. Wyn.

• Irving Sablosky joined .staff of Chi-

cago Daily News as asst. music
critiCi He will work under C. V.

Bullieti head of department;'

Geoffrey Homes taking a six-week

leave from his writing- chores at

RKO to complete a novel.

Milton Raison's whodunit, "Mur-
der in' the Lighter Vein," comes out

this week with Murray and Gee pub-

lishing.

Niven Busch's latest novel, "The
Enemies," will be issued simultane-

ously in English, French and Span-

ish editions by Dial Press.

Gabfest Circuit
SISi CDntlnned from' page 1 sss

increasingly in the lists, while some
Of them have been lecture standbys

for years.

Most significant fact at present is

the increase in outlets for lect»jre

material. Many groups that dropped
activity during the war, have started

up again this seasoij or are set to

revive next fall. Colleges that sus-

pended guest-lecture programs be-

cause of war or crowded speedup
courses, are now resuming these

series ^ith normal curriculums.

Gabber series are being added as

part of
.
community adult education

Ted Pratt's 'Trolley'

Duell, Sloan & Pierce is publish-
ing Theodore Pratt's novel, "Mr.
Sliurtle's TrwUey,'! Aug. 8. Novel,
concerning the disappearance of the
trolleys from the American scene, is

expected to get heavy promotion by
electric equipment manufacturers
who have an important stake in trol-

ley operation. Pratt, meanwhile,
has sold three scripts to Satevepost
and two to Holiday.

CHATTER
Max Shulman, author of "Bare-

foot Boy With Cheelt," has been
pacted by Doubleday for another
book but doesn't plan starting it un-
til next 'year. Shulman is also

planning to write a straight com-
edy for George Abbott.
Merle Miller, former Yank exec

editor, joined Harper's editorial
staff, replacing ' John Fischer, who's
been upped as editor-in-chief of
firm's General (Trade) Books.

Ernest L. Meyer, former N. Y.
Post icolumnist, has article in cur-
rent American Mercury, "A Foot-
note on L'Amour," with a fiction

piece due in a forthcoming issue.

John. Cecil Holm, the playwright,
.
has authored Jiis first novel, "Mc-
Garrity and the Pigeons," for Rine-
hart.

With the Chicago Sun's .amuse-
ment department since its founding,
Elizabeth Rannells named last week

, as the sheet's feature editor. Sey-
mour .Raven takes over her old
amusement duties.

Thomas M. Pryor in Hollywood
tor a mbijtii, to Kander studios as
film editor for the New York Times.

Specialists Wanted
indicative, of concern' of

Americans over national and
world affairs Is increasing re-

quest to lecture bureaus for ex-
perts in government and for

those who have served in offi-

cial capacities. "We want some-
body who is or lias been active

in government," is the usual

plea.

Hence the demand for states-

men. Congressmen-—fo r such
figures as Chester Bowles, Mrs.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Sen.

James W. Fulbright, Frances
Perkins, Sir Gerald Campbell,
Ezequiel Padilla, Brig, Gen.
Carlos P. Romulo, Gov. Ernest

Gruening, etc.
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programs. Civic lecture forums that

laid off during the war are starting

up. Church and town hall groups;

men's and women's clubs; unions,

consumer and other groups are be-

coming increaBiugly active again as

lecture fields. •

i
New lecture groups are bejng

formed, attributable in part to the

growing awareness in communities
of America's big stake in the world.

They want speakers to come and
discuss this problem with them. The
new Truman doctrine, spread of

Communism, threats of a third

World War, possibilities of a de-

pression—all concern them.

Serious Spicler.s' Comeback

Most of the new groups want
speakers on serious topics, lilce the

above. The establislied ones want
light stuff, entertainment, mixed in

with their fare. In the main, lec-

ture groups increasingly want va-

riety in their gabbers, with enter-

tainment as the answer. Church
groups want not only commentators,

but magicians and dance teams.

This explains why W. Col.ston Leigh,

kingpin in the gabber field, went
into the concert biz a couple of

years ago. It also explains why Na-
tional Concert & Artists Corp. and
Columbia Concerts, latest entrants

into the lecture field, can make
headway fast, due to' their entertain-

ment stockpile.

Focus in serious lectures is on na-

tional and international affairs

again, with foreign correspondents

and commentators (a drug on ' the

circuit since war's end) coming back
strongly. But. the interpreter rather

than the reporter is in demand.
Groups want the long rather than
the short view, and .seek analysis

ih.stead of spot news. They want
the philosophic approach rather

than the "I-was-therc" adveniure-Anthology of Eugene Manlove
Rhodes' short stories will be pub- I ^oy kind of thing. Accent is now on
lished by Houghton-Mifflin as a re-|-t^e "middle-of-the:road" commen-
sult of the fihning o£ "They Passed

'

This Way," based on one of his
yarns.

Muriel Babcock in Hollywood for
two weeks on business for Ideal
Publications.

Fred Sammi.s, editorial director of
Photoplay mag, in Hollywood for 10
days.

Jack Conroy, Chicago editor and
author, scribed collection of midwest
Mmoi and folklore tagged "Midland

tator; groups want di.scu.ssion . of is-

sues from a "both side.s" anfIcj es-

cliewing "right" or "left."

Gabbers' fees aren't high; they

don't rate, for : instance, with con-

cert takes. Fees may .itart at $3.5 to

$50, and a few go to $500, $1,000 or

$1,500. But_the most nm from $100

to $300. A concert fee may run to

$2,500, with S;l,000 or $1,500 usual

pay for aveiagc good performer.

But, on the other hand, where there

are 3,000 outlets for concerts in the

U. S., there are 30,000 Outlets for

lecturers, with" the total growing all

the time.

Leigh's
.
$2,000,000 Claim

Leigh is" tile biggest bureau, both in

lecture list and volunje of business,

standing all alone with a claimed
gross of over $1,000,000 last. year.

Next season, Leigh says, he'll do
close to $2,000,000 in lectures and
concerts, with lectures, of course,

the mainstay. Harold R. Peat and
Lee Keedick bureaus rate next, on a

par with each other. Clark H. Getts

and NCAC are next in line, also

roughly of equal standing.

NCAC S t a r t e d taking' its lec-

ture department seriously about five

years ago; others are oldtimers in

tlie biz. Columbia Concerts started

its lecture dept. first of the year, and
is too new yet to compete with the

others. But in course of time-^due
to tlie demand for concert and pop
classic talent in the lecture field,

and the organizational setups

—

NCAC and Columbia are likely to

give the others a run. NCAC, for in-

stance, expects a 30% increase in its

lecture biz next year, over this.

With Columbia and NCAC the
giants of the concert field, their

segue into the gab line is being
watched with interest, by lecture

and show biz folk alike. NCAC,
which reorganized its lecture dept.

two seasons ago, and. is now headed
by Selma Warlick, has in that dept.

about 20 people on current events

and world issues; 10 more in litera-

ture and the arts, and 15 more in

entertainment as special attractions.

Its .current events .list includes
such radio names as Fra'zier Hunt,
Bill Slater, H. R. Baukhage, Har-
rison Wood, George Fielding Eliot

and John B. Kennedy, as well as
Helen Gahagan Douglas. George
Freedley ; N. Y. Morning Telegraph
dramaCritic and curator of the
N. Y. Public Library's Theatre Col-
lection; Adelaide Hawley - and Sue
Read, from radio, are on the arts

list. The SouthernaireSi Harry Con-
over, radio soprano Max'ie Rogn-
dahl, dancer Lotte Goslar, balladeer
Tom Scott, the Graffs, dance team;
singers Aubrey Pankey and Muriel
Rahn (latter from "Carmen Jones" ),

dancer. La Meri, Lela Rogers,
dancer La Meri, Lela Rogers,
ings Marionettes are included in the
special attractions division.

Half (rDm Lit, Arts, Drama.

Columbia Concerts Lecture Bu-
reau, organized in midseason under;
Edna J. Giesen, has about half its

list of 30 people from the lit, arts

and drama fields. List includes Ed-
die Dowling, Lillian Gish and
Cheryl Crawford, from legit; Eric

Sevareid, Quincy Howe, Dwight
Cooke and Peter Donald, from ra-

dio; John iSebastian, harmonici.st;

Polgar, hypnotist, and Susan Reed,
ballad singer, from nite'ries, and Ana
Ricardo from ballet,

Leigh's impre.ssive list of 110 peo-
ple includes such show biz names as

George V. Denny, Jr., Cecil Brown,
Harry W. Flannery, Raymond
Swing, Arthur Gaeth, Richard
Harkness, Everett R. Holies, Rolf
Kaltenborn, Ted Malone, Merrill

Mueller, John E. Pfeifler, Robert
Waldrop and John W. Vandercook,
from radio; Bruce Marshall (author
of "Father Malachy's Miracle"),

Langston fiughes (lyrici.st on "Street

Scene"), Dorothy Cllrawford, Robert
Porterfield and Jeanne 'Welty, from
legit; Angna Enters and Emilio and
Teresita O.sta, from dance; Emily
Kimbrough, now a screen writer;

Noble & King and Warren Simms,
niterie.s, and Julie Andre, concert.

Clark H. Gett.s' list includes Joe
E, Brown; Paul Schubert, radio; Coe
Glade and Hugo Stirling, concert;

La Meri Co. and Shrimati Tagore,
dance, and the Chinese Theatre.

Lee Keediek's li.vt has Jane Cowl,
John Ma,son Brown (critic), Dorothy
Sands and S. J. Perelman ("One
Touch of Venus'.!), from legit; Dr.

Herbert Graf (Met-opera stage di-

rector) and Jean Cijadwick, from
music; . Bosley Crowther, N. Y,

Times film critic; and Fulton Lewis,

Jr. and Franklin P. Adams, from
radio.

Harold R. Peat's list includes

Ruth Draper, Harold J, Kennedy,
Ilka Chase and Jacque.'; Caiiier,

from legit; Lowell Thomas, Elsie

May Gordon, Leland .Stowe. Ray
Brock, Henry J. Taylor, Lyi^an
Bryson and Eugene - O'Neill, i/ffr,,-

from radio, and Geoffrey O'Haral

pop music. Peat also has 10 names
in film.s, consi-sting of explorers and
the travel, adventure or scientific

film they took for lecture-recitals.

These include Julien Bryan. Comm.
Donald B. MacMiUan, Brig. Percy H.
Han.'-'en, Sasha Simel, Peter Koch,
Fredric Christian, Laura Bolton, Lt.

Col. John D. Craig, Dr. John Harvey
Furbay and Comm. Irving Johnson.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

Nutley, June 27.

The prior-judgment complex is returning to Hollywood, and writer*
are the first to discover the relap.se. Practically no originals are being
bought, and as three out of every four screenwriters are not on assign-

ment, the embargo on originals has cut them out of even the long gamble.
Latest example of this switch from high courage to low caution is "The

.

Chair For Martin Rome." It got turned down by every major studio and
most of the minors. ? It had been going the rounds for two years. JM
Halseth decided to novelize it. Century-Appleton bought it. They sent
galley proof to Hollywood. Twentieth bought on the galleys. They are
now assigning Bfen Hecht and Charles Lederer to put it in the form
HaLseth put it in the first place, Hecht and- Lederer's price is $100,000,

Hecht getting 60% of the split. Thus cushioned by; prior judgment and
the magic of print, the script becomes a wanted property.

Ratting: Over .300 »
For the benefit of those who need somebody else's judgment to fall back

on in the event of a flop, Helen Colton: went through 40 years of 'Varieti's
boxoffice tabs. Of 30 top groascrs, 15 were from novels, 10 were oi'iginals

and the rest deserved their success -from short stories..- That moans, orig-;

inals have a lifetime batting average of better than .300. :Is that bad?
Shpuldn't it be good enough to put some courage into ptoducers? Shouldn't
it convince lots more of them that Hollywood knows whai Hollywood
needs? Why doesn't it?

Among the majors there are studios which have as much as $1,000,000
in frozen assets in literary properties which have been gathering du.st

for years. These paper assets are the result of somebody's prior judgment,
which had been used to make the purchases. These are still on the shelves
because in all the hundreds of pages there weren't eight reels of pictures.
On the other hand, originals have been written by screenwriters whilei

on the payroll and shelved for some of these high-price importations.
The screenwriters, subsequently finding use themselves elsewhere for the
properties, have offered the studios twice what the scripts have cost. It

has shoclted some of them to learn that time has enriched their pro.se .so

much that a job they were paid $4,000 tor now has a value on the studio's
books of $100,000.

Even (he Jam(s Boys Move In
This ojight to teach, producers that there's money in buying originals,

but it hasn't. Rather than buy 40 pages of action which can be filmed,
studios keep buying the product of novelists who -spend most of their
pages telling what goes on in their characters' minds.
Rather than buy originals producers are even buying Henry Jame.s!

That's the guy who could make characters sit thrctugh a whole story
and hardly move their lips. Tliafs easy on studio furniture, but it makes
the theatre seats feel awful hard.
Some of the worst flops have re,sulted from buying reputed glamour-,

words from ex-glamour boys, both as dead, before bought, as Tutankatnen. .

Every effort to pump life into such buys has failed. It has remained for
some home.spun musical or Macy miracle to obscure the flop In an overall
successful year.

Story departments can't do anything to right this. It doesn't mean any-
thing if they say "yes," only if they .say "no." They have enough com- ,

petence and experience to accept and reject originals, but their power
ends with rejection. If they like a story they can recommend it and if

some producer wants it, the agents move in as if from the Seven Hills of
Rome. In the. resulting package deal the authors of the original are lucky
if their little masterpiece survives with' a shred of honor left.>

"No," Okay, "Yes" Means "Maybe"
If every story editor says "no," and after years of trying the authors

get nowhere, they can always retreat to New York and pray that they
too will get the "Chair." Once a prior judgment has been establi,shed
the sky is only the beginning. Hollywood will be bidding all - over the
place. Why is this so?- Because in a town where nothing has an intrin.sic
yalup and one can only judge the worth of things by the price a.sked, it

is a ilittle tough to expect producers to have taste, judgment and courage.
It is a little tough, but if they haven't got it, fire them, and move the
writers of originals into their swivel chairs.
Once, years ago, I was appointed secretary of a state department which

had among its dubious a.ssets 27.000 mental ca.ses. I soon discovered that
many of the psychiatri-sts were crazier than the patients. Some o£ them
were trying to "case'' kids who had got into reform school for swiping
apples out of the market places. 7heir minds, instead of their a!!,scts, were
screened. One psychiatrist wanted to' treat the blind by p-sychiatrv.
Another, diphtheria cases. Everything, in fact, from croup to nuts. -

Old Homo week
I had seen so much exploitation of the mentally ill that I was .shocked.

Well, "shock" is a symptom to the.se scrowbalLs. They bestan to hold me
with a glittering eye. They're long on sex. too. One of them thought
that marrying homos to homos was the best way to cure that disen.«e. It
had abput as much sense as curing typlius with infected drinking water.
But he managed to work up a whole "medical" textbook on it.

He was an atheistic communist, the only kind beyond redemption. He's
dead now, so I can call him what he was. He'd love to sit through the.se
pictures, especially ones where the heroine is a schizophrenic - with a
personality split so wide open .she couldn't swim through the Panama
Canal.

Listen kids, if you must continue to explore this field for ma'^azinc,
book and screen material, I'll give you a tip. Hunt down a Brother
Mathias on the wrong side of the tracks in L. A. He has spent his life
building hoispitals for the insane in Ireland, France, Canada and the
United States. He built one in Canada that is one of the biggest and

.
best in the world.
^He told me the insane .still .scare hell out of him. my does he .stay with
them, then? Well, he does it becau.se he joined an order called St. John

I of God and he thinks that doing something that frightens him every time
he does it is good for his .soul. He thinks

. mortification, not pride, i.s the
I

answer tp, this crazy world, and he is inspired by a siiint who, centuries
I

ago, spent half his life as a .soldier in Smun. and Austria before be decided
^

that saving people was better than killing them.
1- . . Our Daily Bread

There was no hospital for the .side, mental or physical, in his Spanish
town. He started one. He had .to carry the sick on his back, as ho cart
would take them. He had to bcs; Irom door to door for food. Once an
old lady gave him a pinch of .salt. Another time a crUst of bread. That's
all she had. Things were tough for her. Her son was away to the wans
•too, .

•

When he came home he told her of .some of his hardships. Otten he
had nothing to eat. "Once," he .said, "an old lady gave me a pinch of salt
Another time a peasant gave me a crust of bread. I nearly starved "

:

His mother was curiou.s about (he.se small alms. She got him down to
i

dates. They matched up. They were the days .she gave her little bits
I
to St. John of God for his hospital.

j

If producers are going to keep digging into the dark places of the
mind, let them: dig

,
here. Brother Mathias operates within 10 ^niles of

j

their studios. He. even runs a nitei'y for crumbums. He picks them up'
on Skid Row before the cop,s clink them. He gives them a clean bed a

I

good bath, a breakfast and a buck or two. Is that crazier thati throwing
them into a tank, fining them 1,) bucks and to,ssing them out into 'SkidRow again? Is it crazier than giving them a round of psychiatic tests or

j

us a round of psychiatric. pictures?
i

Answer these questions,, and if you. can I'll resign as vice-president in
charge of Impo.s^ible Pictui'es.

I Incidentally, that's now a name of a picture company designed to cut the
!
costs of cartoons to one-seventh their present nut. Leonard L. Levin.son.

; Variety Mugg Emeritus is doing it. People kept teUlog him what he was
]

trying to do wa.5 impos.<!ible. So he called the mm laMSsible Pictures
1
You see he, top, wrote originals in hi.s time.
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Jackie Miles, after the Riviera, to

Delmonico'S( Saratoga, »

J. Fred Zimmerman, Jr. seriously
iU at his Greenwich home.

Ava Gardner back to the Coast
fter several weeks' visit to N. Y.

George Frazier west next week for

mors "profiles" on Hollywood names.

Harriet Wolf to Coast next week
(9) to discuss mms. of authors on
her list.

Peter Donald and his Sunday
night-boss, Fred Aliens to Bermuda
shortly.

Marvin Schenckj Metro veepee, to

the Coast for huddles with studio
executives.

Ernest McCauley, manager of the
46th Street ("Finian's Rainbow"),
lost his mother last week.

Geori Boue St Roger Bourdin to

MexicQ for pertormances with Mex
City Opera Co, in "Manon,"

: J. Arthur Warner, Wall streeter

w.k.: on Broadway, making his birth*

day a weekend project at his Green»
wich manse.

Lep (Loew's veepee) ' Friedman
made his first hole-in-one at Quaker-
idge last Friday (27) on the ninth
hole,14G yards.

Patricia Harris, of the Olga Lee
tgency, to the Coast to cast Richard
lyers' fall legit tjroductioa of "Cli-

maic" on Broadway.
On John Golden's birthday, June

86^: the Jewish .Theatrical Guild of

America presented him with an hon^
orary life membership.

Charlie- Reagan, Rar veepee, feted
Henry Ginsberg, Coast studio prO'

duction chief, with an intimate din-

ner last night (Tues.) at 21.

Metro publicity manager Herb
Crooker. o*£ on Ivis sailboat for a
vacation and to line up new feature
story ideas, such as his "Sailor Takes
a Mate" in the current issue of Pic,

Mark Hanna to the Coast on per
aonai rep business that runs the
gamut from bandman Benny Good-
man to writer Ernest Ijohman. Also
getting a Sam Grafton script with
Dore Schary at RKO.

Composer - coiiductor . Sigmund
Romberg flying east from HoUy-
wood between NBC broadcasts for
two <persQnal appearances in Philly.

and New York on July 17-19, then
back to the film city.

Sam Siritzky, veepee of Siritzky
International Pictures, sails to Paris
today (Wed.) aboard the Queen
Elizabeth for confabs with Mattel
Pagnol among other things. Returns
in August accompanied by the pro-
ducer-director, ' .

Max Jelin, new International the-
atre lessee, held party: there .last
night (Tues.) for the ' "Burlesque'
company. House's tenant next sea-

- son may be "Green Pastures" which
Jean Dalrymple hopes to co-produce
•with Marc Connelly.
Maxwell Geffen, Omnibook mag

publisher, to the Coast for huddles
With .Columbia prexy Harry Cohn on
the scripting' of (Robert Penn War-
ren's Pulitzer prize novel, "Ail the
King's Men," recently sold by Gef-
fen to Col for $200,(K)0.

Radie Harris, Daily Variety, col-
umnist, heading for the Coast for
her annual summer' stay.

Westporf, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Peggy Conklin visiting.
Carol Dempster off to the Coast.
Theresa Helburn back from L.A.

•nd at her farm.
Brock Pembertons now in the Ray-

mond' Swing house.
Samuel Roodner. owner of Nor-

walk theatres, to Florida for hiatus,
Lawrence Langner and Armina

Marshall hosted the press at their
place (29).
Dario Soria (CBS and Centra

Records) and Dorle Jarmel at West
Cornwall weekends.

Helen Hokinson, Richard and
Dorothy . Rodgers, lyiary , Martin,
Edna Ferber, John Fearnley, Stan-
ley Joseloff at opening of Country
PlayhousS (30).

nouncer, no longer directing But-
ler's summer little theatre.
Jackie Gleason, playing Ed Lowett

in "Rio Rita", here, will play Chick
Bean in same show at Dallas.
Edwards & Dianne went from

Beverly Hills Club here to Latin
Quarter in Chi with Ritz Bros.

.

Tooter. Al Carroll collapsed at

opening of "Roberta" from pto-

maine and had to be carried from
pit. : .

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Berhie Hart Weekending .with
brother Moss at Aquetong home,

Bela Lugosi guesting at New Hope
Street Fair tomorrow (3).

Theron Bambergers tossed copktail
party Sat. (28) for John Byrams at

Solebury home.
Walter Slezak piloted own plane

in from Coast in three days to sum-
mer at Ottsville farm. '

Jessie Royce Landis checking out
to direct modern dress "Hedda Gab-
bler" at Bar Harbor, Me,

Vic Bodine, Yardley flack, to In-

diana last week to huddle on buy-
in on Mt. Vernon, Ind., daily.

Yardley switching from •'20th Cen-
tury" to "Angel Street" with Uta
Hagen and Joel Ashley week o£

July 7.

;Ted DeCorsia checking out of

Langhorne home for assignment in

Mark Hellinger's "Naked City" fee-

ing shot in N. Y.
Jack Kirkland, Barney Klawans,

John Byram, Jean Dalrymple, Edith
Atwater, Jack Small in for preem of
"Music in the Distance" last week
at Yardley,
Bramwell Fletcher at New Hope

for rehearsals of "Grand National
Night," preeming at Playhouse July
7. Ditto Doris Patston, who planed
in from St. Louis, : IVtuny " Opera
chore.

,

Playhouse b.o. topping last season.
Opening stanza, Mady Christians in

"Papa Is All" set record for opening
bill. SRO for all performances of
Hartmans in "Heaven Help the
Angels."
Viola Roache, commuting from

New Hope, where she is playing this

week in "Arsenic and Old Lace" to
Clinton, N. J., for rehearsals there
of "Claudia," opening atHAusic Hall
there July 7.

Mike Todd, Abel Green, Edith Van
Cleve, Shirley Booth, Edward Cho
dorov, Glenn AnderSi Marian Byram,
Anne Kaufman, Shirland Quinn,
Marquard Morris, Moss HartSi Ezra
Stone down to see Hartmans in new
revue, "Heaven Help the Angels'" at
Playhouse. .

•

Hugh Sinclair replaces Noel Cow-
ard in "Present Laughter" at the
Haymarket, July 15. .

• •

Eralyn Williams' new play "Tres-
pass," succeeds "The Eagle Has Two
Heads" at the Globe July 16.

Geraldo signed up Windmill thea-
tre discovery, Jimmy Edwards, for
short season as resident' comic -with

band. '

BBC may release theatre at Alex-
andra Palace television station to
provide center for amateur drama
companies.
Jack Inglis, iox three years or--

ganizer of BBC's "Workers' Play--
time," resigned to take up farming
in Cornwall.
Chinese Ambassador present at

Robert Atkins' revival of "Lady
Precious Stream" at Open Air thea-
tre in Regent's Park, June 23.

Sportswriter John Macadam and
Betty Kean have written a play,
"The Boxer and the Ballerma,"
which Claud Soman will stage in
the fall.

John McLaren, U.' S. recruit to cast
of "Spanish . Incident," sustained
facial injury during rehearsal of
sword fight for forthcoming' piroduc-
tion at Embassy.
After 18 years' • absence. Rex

Palmer has been reengaged as a
temporary announcer of the Light
Program on the BBC, He was first

director of the original 2LO station

and the "Uncle Rex" of Children's

Hour.
"Boys in Brown," reform school

play, transfers from the private Arts
Theatre Club \iov public perform-,

ance at the Duchess, July 4, replac-

ing the revived. "Hev Who Gets
Slapped," which only: yan two
weeks, '

•
'

Chicago

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Johnny Harris off to Atlantic City
for the summer.
' Lou Ross off to St. Louis to open
new lounge cafe.

George D. Tons, KDKA sales man-
ager, to Ontario,

Kap Monahan, Press drama edi-
tor, off to Hollywood.
. Variety Club dropped its Friday
Family Nights for summer.

Mrs. Bill Elder, Wife of Penn man-
aaer, operated on at Women's Hos-
pital. ^i;': '

*

Accordionist Tommy Canzano
homa agftin after spending five years
on the Coast.

Dr. Neff's mat^ic show into the
.
vogue Terrace for two weeks with
Baron BlUott*s band.

,

Shu'isy Eckl, of the Ballet Thea-
tre, home to spend a couple of
snoritlis with parents.
Bea Stevenson, the Hatbox Hattie

of WEDQ, back on the job after
looking over Hollywftod.
Nate Tufts, head of Earl Both-

well's Hollywood office, here for his
flr.st visit to headquarters.
Prank? Woodruff, ex-WCAE an-

> Vic Damone in for new- record
confahs. .'

Morton Downey doing the town
with Sonny Werblin.
Jane Withers and Ritz Bros, into

Latin Quarter July 2.

George DeMarlo, of 'the dance
team, hospiced for surgery.
The Lake Zurich Playhouse

opened season June 27 with "Blithe
Spirit."
Fred Astaire completing plans for

dance .studios in Cili and surround-
ing areas.
John Balaiban named national

chairman of the Jewish Welfare
Fund campaign.
Iva Withers and Danny Thomas

doing their first television stint on
"Lights Go Out."
After Oriental theatre stint, Lionel

Hampton leaves for Coast to appear
in "That's Life," new Danny Kaye
film. . .

"Theatre of Yesterday," exhibit of
mementos of the theatre here 40
years ago, on display at Public Li-
brary.
Sonja Henie, Charles MacArthur

and Arthur Desser planed in fi-om
Coast to attend wedding of Cyntlaia
Wirtz, daughter of Arthur Wirtz.

Stockhohn
Vaude a big success at the China

tll6£ltrG* '

Naima ' Wifstrand tp London in

August to work for Eagle-Lion.
Eagle-Lion distributing the Aus-

tralian film, "The Overlanders."
Actor Nils Poppe, just returned

from U. S., is readying his next
film, a musical.
Thesp Barbro Hiort inked for

British film to be made by a Rank-
affiliated producer.

Ulla Zetterberg to London to Study
film and theatre, and mayhe join

the Rank organization.
Einar Nerman, back from Holly-

wood, may direct some color pix for
Svensk Filmindustri Co.
Composer Gerhard Tersmeden

back from U. S. where he sold some
of his works to publishers Chappel
& Co.
Lauritz Falk, Belgian-born actor

who's been appearing in Swedish
films, may do a picture in Norway
where he's a citizen.

Margaretha ' Fahlen turning down
London and Hollywood film offers,

preferring to continue stage career
at Royal Dramatical Theatre,

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Clyde Beatty circus here for two
days this week.

Sol Torodor remodeling St. Paul
Garden theatre.
Betty Curtis new North Central

Allied secretary.
Univ. of Minn, offering "Impor

tance of Being Earnest."
Dorothy Lewis ice show held over

at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.'
Gov. L, D. Youngdahl clamped lid

on all forms of gambling, even the-
atre giveaways.
Ralph Maw, M-GrM district man

ager, in Chicago for conference with
Bill Rodgers.
Emilie Jacobson, London actress

and stage director, speaker at Univ.
of Minn, convocation.
Marie Gale oflE to Los Angeles to

play role in "I Remember Mama"
which she did in N. Y;
Ed. Benjamin, former Warners

block here, appointed secretary to
Mayor H. H. Humphrey.
Annual season of "pop" concerts

with 65-piece symphony orch and
ice show from July 13 to Aug. 30 at
St. Paul Aud.

' J. Warren Burke, son of Tom
Burke, general manager of Theatre
Associates, starting in show business
with Eddie Ruben circuit.
Mary Diane Seibel, daughter of Ev.

Seibel, Minn. Amus. Co. publicity
head, made stage bow in "Papa Is

All," North Star Drama Guild
offering.

Zurich
By George Mezolfl

Carl Zuckmayer's "The Devil's
General" has been done 50 times at
Schauspielhaus this season. T
Paul Burkhard's musical comedy

"Tic-Tac" a great success at Stadt-
theatre, and due to play into next
season.
Rita Hayworth in Switzerland for

a week's vacation. Then to ., Ger-
many, and to England for premiere
of "Down to Earth."
Albert and Else Bassermann, be-

fore returning to the United States,
will give four fareweirperformances
in Ibsen's "The Wild Goose."
Seven-year-old Heiki Eis, who co-

starred with Albert Bassermann in
Schauspielhaus performances of "On
Borrowed Time" this winter, starts

on his first picture soon in Austria.

Riches," with proceeds going to the
Damon .

Runyon Cancer' fund.
Chamber of Commerce,
Merry Macs and Senor Wences

slated tor the Flamingo^
Hi Life's Joe Cannon bought out

his partner Ray Kellogg.
Pat Collins appointed entertain-

ment director of the Cortez,
Pat Dane (Mrs. Tommy Dorsey)

here for the usual six weeks.
Hal Brandis staging Kathryn

Duffy shows at Last Frontier.
Rudy Holtzinger and Sam ..Baker

took over the Zanzibar booking.
Joey Adams into Rancho Vegas

June 21, with Bob Millac and :Orch
a holdover,
Larry Adler into Ranbho Vegas

July 9, followed by : Spike Jones
July 22.

Speed Davis, Billy Sparks and Jo-
Ann Wilson have taken over the
Stork Club. .

Sanford Adler and associates take
over the Mapes hotel casino, restau-
rant and skyroom in Reno,
Fred Merrill, Benny Binion and

Chic Flournoy now operating Cortez
casino and bar, also Las Vegas Club.
Rochester slated for Frank ' Bar-

baro's Bowery this week with the
Leaches and Frankie Foster's Acqua-
cade a holdover. .

,

Wilbur Clarlc erecting western
froVitier town for tourists and inde-
pendent pic producer's location in
conjunction with his new Desert Thn.

Las Vegas

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Leonard Schlessinger, eastern rep

of Warners vacashing here,
Grace White, sec. to John Harris,

in to arrange: for "lee-Capades"
opening,
Helen Forrest back home and go-

ing the rounds preliminary to open-
ing at Steel Pier with Dick Haymes.
.Stock burlesque doing sockeroo biz

at Globe theatre, proving there's a
market for such shows when they
keep 'em clean.

Philly Bulletin's Tadio station to
continue to select "Miss Philadel-
phia." Station WPEN selecting girl

this year. Station sold to Sun Bay
but deal not effective for 90: days, by
which time Miss- America will have
been named.

By Rrigham Townsend
Jack Cohn about town.
Club Bingo opens July 17.

Maurice Habis Flaniingoing,
Wally Vernon into Sapphire Room.
Maxie Rosenhloom El Ranchoing.
Danny Dare about at Rancho pool.
Mrs. Pierre Carta here for six

weeks.
E. E. Jonsey Jones reopened the

Players.

.

Lloyd Nolan resting at' the Last
Frontier. :

; ;

Connee Boswell clicking at Last
Frontier.
. Tune Toppers into the Nevada
Billmore.
Kay Thompson warbling at the

Flamingo.
Chuck Morrisons to Beverly Hills

for a rest.

Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Lawson
sightseeing.
Dog and racetrack -being pro-

moted here.
Garwood Van's orch in the Fla-

iningo Room.
Jack Denison new maitre d' at

the Flamingo,
Stan Early switched from Cortez

to Stork Club. :

Bob Millar and orch held over at
the Rancho Vegas.
Martha O'Dri.^coU into court July

20 for final deoree,
Burl Ives, awarded Oscar by
Joey Adams selling his "Gags to

Miami Beach
By Larry- Sollowayl i

Kirby Stone orch cUckihg at Glub
Bali.
Hal Wayne's orch into Sands

Hotel.
Famous Door reopening July 10

with; Ruth Wallace heading show.
Mayra, Cuban dancer, added to

Club 22's all-Latin revue.
Two .Tacks forced out of Olympia

show by injury with Marvis Boone,
hoofer-cgmic, filling in.

Frolics, which flopped last season
with burley-cafe policy, reopened as
dancery with Carlos Molina orch.
Copacabana reopened for summer

with Georgie Price, Patsy Shaw,
Bob Dixon and June Taylor line.

Fiesta Club debuted floor show
Wed. (25) . with Al Fast & Margie,
The Quinlans and Ann Conners line.

If a click, budget will be expanded
for season.
Florida Assn. of Theatrical Agents

meeting this week in Jacksonville
to discuss plugging loopholes in new
state law banning out of state talent
agencies from doing biz here.

Variety Tent debuted new club-
rooms atop Hotel Alcazar with blow-
out featuring show by Olympia
theatre acts, plus Pat Henning, Es-
ther Williams, Peter Lawford and
Ben Gage.
Ben Gage planed in Thursday (28)

to join wife Esther Williams, here
shooting scenes for MGM's "On An
Island With You." Peter Lawford,
also with company, making the
rounds with the Vagabonds, old
Hollywood pals.
Nitery and restaurant ops on

Beach organizing to fight proposed
raising of seat tax by city to $5
yearly. Current rate is $1.25. There
are 32,000 cafe and eatery seats in
area. (Does not include Miami or
rest of Dade county.)

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

BBC comedian Sandy Powell
inked for vaude date here.,
Producer Carl Clopet here from

London w.ith company fo* provincial
tour.

Actor Jim Phelan turns novelist
with first book just published in
London.
Vaude star Noel Pureell in title

role of George Shiels' "Paul Twyn-
ing" at Gaiety.
Liam O. Laogbaire will direct fu-

ture productions in Irish language
for Abbey theatre.

Actress Bernadette O'Farrell
pacted iSr season with Liverpool
Repertory Theatre.

Hiltori Edwards back from Sicily
to prepare for Dublin Oate Theatre
season in New York.
Damage estimated at $140,000

caused by fire at Regal Cinema,
Westport, County Mayo.

Dj.strict Justice Donagh McDonagh
is author of "Happy As Larry,"
poetic comedy, current production
of Lyiic Theatre Co.
Actor Michall O'Dwyer awarded

$1,240 damages against riding school
for injury received while learning
tp ride for xole in Individual Pic-
tures' "Captain Boycott"

Allan Scott vacationing at Carmel;
Paul Draper ailing with bronchitis,

. James Barton laid up with laryh-
.gitiS," . ' .

Fred Astaire returned from Ne'W
York.
Joseph M. Sclienck in from New

York.
Ann Sothern on siesta at Del

Monte. ,

Milton Gunzberg hospitalized for
surgery.
Gordon HoUingshead laid up with

bronchitis.
' Pat O'Brien and family to Del

'

Mar for the summer. f

Howard da Silva will teach a
drama course at UCLA,
Betty Dieringer legally adopted

her film tag,' Bette Arlen.
William; Snyder in town for ad-

vertising huddles at iSletro.

Peter Godfrey back to work after
a week cut with injured hand. . .

,

:

Harry Kosiner,. eastern rep ' for
Edward Small, here for confabs.
Nancy Saunders n^med Queen of

the World Inventors' Exposition.
J. Arthur Rank in town after

three weeks of golf at Del Monte.
Bill Phipps set for forthcoming

Pelican Productions legiter,- "Gali-
leo."

Albert : Hilton named honorary
prexy of the Paramount Studio
Cluib.

Dan Duryea going to Medford,
Conn,, for two weeks of summer
stock.

Robert S. Benjamin in from Lon-
don for conferences with J. Arthur
Rank. i

Charles Karvin signed with the
Gryphon Players, strawhatters, at
Laguna.
Robert L. Lippert in from New

York for Screen Guild business
huddles.
Kathryn Forbes in tovra for story

conferences on ','1 Remember Mama"
at RKO. •

Allan Jones to Dallas to sing in
"The Firefly," which opens the
Texas State Fair.

Burt Jeter directing "Three's a
Family/' strawhatter, at the Tent
theatre, starting July 8.

Bobby Blake on a six-week tour
of southern states as Little Beaver
of the 'Western film series.

Ann Todd, actress, will be billed
as Ann E, 'Todd to avoid confusion
with the British Ann Todd.

Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Reagan (Jane Wyman) died
shortly after premature birth.
Jack Cole to direct dances in the

Oliver Smith-Paul Feigay stage pro-
duction, "Gold Diggers of 1948."

Susan. George won the "Miss
Santa Monica" title and is , entered

'

in the finals for "Miss California,"
Sol Wurtzel and James Tinling

celebrated the 25th anniversary of
association as producer and director.

Harry Joe Brown and John
Rogers producing Davis - Blanchard
West Point pie at General Service.

:

Bert Jeter, of Theatre Guild, here
staging "Three's a Family" for Ross
Hunter's Tent theatre in Sherman
Oaks.
Michael Brown prepping trek east

for pre-Broadway staging of "The
World and Julie" at Bucks County
Playhouse. "

Andy Russell vacationing for first

time in. three years, : making trip
with Ken Murray to Mexico and
Guatemala. S

;

Louis B. Mayer to San Francisco
as princiiSal speaker at the annual
Newspaper Advertising Executives
convention:
Eric Hodgkins wound up huddles

at RKO about his book, "Mr. Bland-
ings Builds a Dream House," and left

for Washington.
Hubert McNally, RKO manager

for Eire, and Mrs. McNaJly, here fdr
studio confabs with N. Peter Rath-
von and Doi-e Schary.
William H. Toumey. of J. Arthur

Rank New York staff, huddling at

Universal-International with Jock
Lawrence, Rank's chief flack.
Ted Saucier. Waldorf-Astoria pub^^

lie relations topper, huddling with
Joe Pasternak on original film yam
tentatively titled "Happiness,"
Catherine Turney. WB writer,

won Fannie E. Morrison award for

outstanding achievement by Pasa-
dena Playhouse School alumna.
Kent Smith given leave by Warn-

ers to appear in Broadway revival
of "Anthony and Cleopatra" with
Katherine CorncU next December.

Vienna
By EmU Maass :

L i n t z ,
Upper Austria, raised

amusement tax 100%.
Dr. Kurt Roger of New York giv-

ing series of lectures in America,
Vienna boys choir will appear ill

another film, "Singing Angels," by
Rolf Olsen, directed by Gustav
Ucicky.
Wiener Kollektiv Film' Co. (Rus-

sian zone) invited by Locarno for

festivals. Company will show ''Sing-

ing House."
Raould Asian, manager of Burg-

theatre, will represent Austria; a*

WNESCO international theatre con-

gress in Paris.-

Emil Berte, author and composer,
has opened ;.a theatrical agency,
while author Josef Hochmuth has

turned music publisher.
Leopold Lindtberg, film atid stage

director, left for U. S., where hell

direct Metro picture, "School Bus.

His last job here was directmg
VHamlet" in Burg theatre,
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OBITUARIES
ALICE FISCHER

Alice Fischer Harcourt, 78, re-

tired actress known professionally

as Alice Fischer, and founder of the

Twelfth Night Club, N. Y. social

club for actresses, died in New York

June 23. She , was the widow of the

late William King Harcourt, noted

Shakespearean actor, who died some

years ago.

As Alice Fischer she made her

stiige debut in "Nordeck" in 1887.

Her N. Y, stage appearances spanned

from 1888 when she appeared in

•'Little Lord Fauntleroy" at the

Broadway theatre, to « role in "Sym-

phony," at the Cort, in 1935. She

toured with Joseph Jefferson in

''Kip Van Winkle," but jBcored her

solidest hit as star of "Mrs. Jack" in

1902. After that .came a succession

ot stage appearances in N. Y. and

elsewhere, retiring from the stage

pfter marriage.

She founded the Twelfth Night

Club jts dist^fl. .
counterpart of The

Player:^ and Lambs' Clubs. She fig-

ured since male actors had their

clubs it was only proper women of

the stage should have theirs.

Survived by niece and three

nephews.

BfLLY MBKSON
Bjjly Mers0tt, 66i vet British mu-

sic ball comedian, died in London
June 26.

He graduated from circus clown

to music halls, where with a part-

ner he did acrobatics before ap-

pearing as an individual comedian.

,His first appearance in London in

1905 was a great success and, he
«oon became a favorite with music
hall fans.

Merson also starred in revues at

tiie London 'Hippodrome and the

Palace theatre, one Of his outstand-

ing successes hieing Hard Boiled
Herman in "Rose Marie."
He went into management field in

1927,- at the Shaftesbury theatre, as

well as appearing in straight plays.

, Merson ' was reported to have
turned down an American offer of

$3,000 a week to go to the U, S.

He was quoted as saying: "I am
booked for 10 years in this country
at a salary which I consider ample."
His salary was less than half ' the
American offer.

MIZZI ZWEEENZ
Mizzi Zwerenz, 71, former 'Viennese

operetta star, died in Vienna after

a heart attack. It was in Karl Thea-
tre in Oscar Straus' "Waltz; Dream"
that she first won top honors.

Born in Pistyan, now Czechoslo-

vakia—^her parents were actors—she

tried for-many years to get a job in

the capital of then Austro-Hungary
and as often in the history of stars

-it was a sudden indisposition of

Therese Biedermann, who played in

the Karl Theatre, that gave her a

chance.
Survived by son, Frita ;

Zwerenz,
musical director of Reimund thea-

tre, Vienna.

HARRY G. BLACK
Harry Gi Black, 47, general man-

ager in Staten Island, N. Y., for the-

atres of the Fabian circuit, died in

Miami June 24.

Black was previously employed
by the: Schine' theatre interests in
upper New York State, Virginia and
Ohio, arid by the Walter Reade Cir-
cuit in New Jersey. He joined the
Fabian Circuit in 1934.

Surviving are his widow, a for-

mer dance producer, whose profes-

sional name was Bebe Clyde; a
brother and two sisters.

JOHN P. MEDBUR'T
John P. Medbury, 54, radio and

screen writer, who had- scripted the
"Amos 'n' Andy" airer for past two
years, succumbed to a heart attack
at his summer home in Laguna
Beach, Cal., June 29. ' He had re-

cently renewed to. write the airer

for another two years.
Medbury, a former newspaper-

man had worked on the N. Y, Jour-
nal, and in the early '20s wrote a
humorous column, "Mutter and
Mumble," syndicated through the
Hciirst newspapers.

, Ho went to Hollywood and took
up screen writing in 1936, writing
«c\, narrating for screen travelogs.

3 also wrote dialogue and other
sir.its on Paramount's "Love in
Bloom," "Here Comes Cookie," "Big
Broadcast of 1936," "Let's Make a
..Million," for Republic's "The Coun-
try Gentlemen" and for Grand Na-
tional's "Killers of the Sea."
Survived l}y widow, son and step-

daughter. His first wife, the former
Ph.yiris Eltis, died in 1936.

VERA WEST
Vera West, ,47, designer at Univer-

sRl-International until a few months
a!;o, was fund dead in swimming
*ool«f her Hollywood home June 29.

;She, left suicide note,- and anotherm which she said she was "tired
Of being blackmailed."

J^iss West went to Hollywood in
1»^6 after studying with Lady Duff
0_ordon at the Philadelphia School
of Design. She was head designer
at Universal, designing gowns for
«uch |>ix as "King of Jazz," "Dia
»Jond Jim Brady," "Show Boat,'
Rage of Paris," "Thre& Smart Girls
Glow Up," "The Sun Never Sets,"
Ji-ast Side of Heaven" and "For

l-ove or Money." •

Early this spring she became as-
sociated with a custom shop in the
Beverly.Wilshire hotel.

LUCIUS BOOMER
J-ucius Boomer, 68, famed hotel

m.in _and board chairman of New
Yorks Waldorf-Astoria, died of a
hfart attack June 26 at Hamar,
^orway. He was vacationing in
si-andinavia with his Norwegian-
born wiCe and their daughter.
Korn in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

fh "'Sf
^^^'^^^ hotel career with

the Flagler Hotel in St Augustine,
«ia. some SO years ago. He later be-

came associated with Gen. T. Cole-
man du Pont, who acquired the old
Waldorf in 1912. That was his step-

ping stone to top positions in man-
agement of other hostelries such as
the Sherry-Netherland, . N, Y. and
eventually the new Waldorf. He was
widely known to show 'people.

His widow, daughter and a son
survive.

CHARLES HOWARD
Charles Howard, 65, vaude and

legit actor, died after a heart attack
in New York, Saturday (28), in a
dressing, room of the Shubert the-
atre, while visiting Bobby Clark and
other friends in cast of "Sweet-
hearts," current there.

Howard, who had built up a rep-
utation as a comic via years in

vaude and burlesque, had in later

years appeared in legits, mostly
musicals. His- last appearance on
Broadway was at the Shubert, N. Y.,

as the sheriff in "Bloomer Girl."-

- JUSTICE ISAAC S.tEGEL :

Isaac Siegel, 67, . Justice of N. Y.
Domestic Relations > Court, and
father of Seymour Siegel, program
director of station WNYC, N. Y.,

died June 29 in a fall from a win-
dow of his New 'Yorlc apartment.
Police attributed his faU to dizziness

induced by the warm weather,
A domestic relations court judge

since 1939, Siegel had previously

been a magistrate and at one time
had served as a Congressman. Also
surviving are his widow, another
son, and a daughter.

aged the State theatre, Columbus
and previously the Clinton.

Widow and two daughters sur-
vive.

F. BERNARD HEAD
Fi Bernard Head, 54.. publicity man

for Ringling Brothers, Barnum &
Bailey Circus for 25 years, died in

New York," June 30. His home was in

Hot Springs, Ark.
Formerly with the' Hagenbeck-

Wallace Circus and 101 Ranch Wild
West Show, he was known as the
bistorian 'of the Ringling c.ircus and
over the pa.st quarter of a century
wo.rked with all the circus' top-
flight artists.

Survived by widow and father.

NORMAN E. WILDING
Norman E. Wilding, 56. prexy o£

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.,

died in Chicago, June -24. He was
a pioneer in .commercial motion pic-

tures and formed his company in

1914. With a humble beginning in

Grand Rapids, the organization now
has offices and studios in Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland, Hollywood and
New York.

Sirviviiig are widow and mother.

CHARLES BRICKER
Charles Bricker, 55, production as-

.sistant to Roy Del Ruth, died June
27 in San Francisco while -filming
backgrounds for -"Red Light."

Bricker was production manager
at Metro for 15 years before joining
Del Ruth for "It Happened on Fifth
Avenue.'^ •

;
Survived by widow.- -

FREDERICK P. ELLIOTT
Frederick P. Elliott, owner of the

old Clinton Square theatre in Albany
for many years, died at his home in

that city June 21.

He was one o£ the leading local

exhibitors in the era of silent pic-

tures and had been a real estate

dealer later.

Widow, son and three daughters
survive him.

JOHN T. MCCORMICK
John Thomas McCormick, 77,

member of the J. Real Neth Thea-
tres organization in Columbus, O.,

for 29 years, died in that city June
22.

Before retiring in 1938, he raan-

EDWABD L. COX
Edward L. (Ted) Cox, 47, veterah

RKO electrician, died at Burbank,
Cat, June 29. He became critically

ill Friday after collasping on set of
"I Remember Mama," where he was
chief electrician.

Survived' by a sister and brother.

.PAY EVELYN
Mr-s. Ethel Florence Wooldridge,

52, former British showgirl, 'died in
Washington, June 22 after a beart
attack.

She appeared in London- musicals
as Fay Evelyn in the 1920's,

Harriet June Emerson, 26, former
cashier of Century Circuit, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., died at Will Rogers Sani-
tarium, Saranac Lake, N. Y., June
23.- Surviving are parents, .and two
brothers.

May Strineer, Warner Bros, recep-
tionist in N. Y. for past 24 years,
died in Brooklyn, N. Y., June .21.

- Mother, 81, of. Gus Haenschen,
maestro of CBS' "Saturday Night
Serenade," died in St. Louis June 25.

Mother, 87, of Frank B^orzage, film

director, died in her home in Holly-
wood June 30. .

liUdoT^co Tomarcliio, 61, grand
opera tenor, died June 24, in Los
Angeles.

Alvin E. Gilbert, 39, aim techni-
cian, died June 25 in. Hollywood,

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spitzer, son,

New Yorlc, June 26. Mother is for-

mer Tex Harper, Conover model;
father's general manager, of Edwin
H. Morris & Co., music publishers.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Essex, son,

Los Angeles, June 27i Father is a

screenwriter. .

Mr. and, Mrs. Lionel Poulton,
daughter, Pittsburgh, June 22.

Father's on KDKA production staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Davis, daughter,

Pittsburgh, June 22. Father's head
of WCAE continuity department.

Mr, and Mrs. Hal Lierly, son,

Hollywood, June 24. Father is Para-
mount makeup man.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hubbel, daugh-
ter, Santa Monica, Cal., June zis.

Father is Metro still man.

Mr. and Mrs, Ray Wilson, son,

Denver, June 9; Father is news-
caster for KVD in that city;

Mr. and :
Mrs. Jack Brickhouse,

daughter, (Chicago, July 27. Father
is Chi sports commentator.

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Kurtzman,
son, Hollywood, June 27. Father is

a radio writer.

AFM-Fiims
Cuniiniiud -(rom p»ee 1

ley, committee chie'. Spokesmen
for the anti-trust division would
neither confirm nor deny the report.

Film companies have persistently

maintained that they have no agree-

ment with James C. Petrillo and the

AFM to witliliold their product

from tele broadcasters; Situation has

been consequently muddled ever

since the AFM convention in Florida

in February, 1946, when Petrillo in-

dicated that such an agreemerit had;

been reached. Tele broadcasters

themselves have been contused

about the Setup but, with the ex-

ception of tliose who have no radio

affiliation, such as DuMOnt, have re-

fused to take chances for fear of

AFM reprisals against theii radio

interests. .

:

'

While it's highly unlikely that any
of the major film companies would
book their product to tele broad-
casters, the latter have been cut off

from even small independent prod-

uct because of the alleged edict. To
date, coasequently, the majority of

their film fare has been confined to

foreign pictures and antiquated
westerns turned out before the AFM
ban went into effect.

Show Biz Auditions
Coutinued from page 1

ulation. If that viewpoint is upheld,

it's seen that performer unions will

not be subject to provisions of the

Taft-Hartley measuns.
Union stance is a result of the

conference of all American Federa-

tion of Labor attorneys at the May-
flower hotels Washington, over the

past weekend. Entertainment union
attorneys present at that meet in-

cluded Joseph Padway, American
Federation of Musicians attorney,

who called the confab; Paul Turner,

of the Associated Actors & Artistes

of America; Johas T. Silverstone and
Mortimer S. Rosenthal, both repre-
senting the American Guild of Va-
riety Artists, apd Henry Jaffe of

AFRA.
Consensus of opinion at that

meeting held that two sections of
the law were most likely to be de-
clared unconstitutional in Supreme
Court tests. The provision forbid-

ding unions to engage in politics is

claimed to be a violation of the Bill

of Rights, while provision that Com-
munists may not hold , office in

unions is held to be an infringement
upon pwsonal liberty} Conference
held 'that the Taft-Hartley measure
does niot equalize union-management
rights, but emasculates union rights.

They agreed to wait for applications

of the act, and then carry fights to

the U. S. Supreme Court.

Point was brought up at the meet-
ing whether unions themselves
would come under, interstate com-
merce provisions. It was, however,
pointed out that Section 6 of the
Clayton Anti-Trust Act specifically

exempts unions. -Language of the
bill claims that the labor of a human
being is not to be construed as an
article of commerce, and unions, be-
ing non-profit making, are not sub-
ject to anti-trust laws.

It's likely that the first feasible

test case will be argued up to the
highest court along these lines. It's

felt that the intra-state ' status of
migratory : performers has a 'long

background in law. Same viewpoint
of the Hart-Albee case was handed
down by the Supreme Court sev-
eral years before another case when
baseball players were deemed to be
engaged in intrarstate commerce
only.

N.Y. lATSE Exeutives

Await Walshes Return
Film"labor -tmions m the New

York area are still doing a slow boil

over the Taft-Hartley bill but no
specific steps to combat the measure
have been taken to date. Leaders
of the local unions have expressed a
willingness to follow general lead of

the CIO and American Federation of

Labor in their moves to repeal the
bill by political retailiation at the
polls. Some union execs are wait-
ing for the film companies to make
the first move before instituting any
counter-measures.

Biggest union in the N. Y. area,

the International Alliance of Theatri-

cal Stage Employees, is holding up
on any declarations until Richard F.

Walsh, lA's prez, returns from Eng-
land about July 15. Walsh, who's
abroad, studying details of an Anglo-
American labor exchange agreement,
will formulate the lA's final policy,

although several of the union's vice-

prcxies were in huddles with labor
attorneys over last weekend (28-29).'

White collar unions^ the Screen
Publicists Guild and the Screen Of-
fice & Profes.sional Employees Guild,

made the Taft-Hartley law the chief

target for roundhouse denunciations

at their general membership meet-
ings last Thursday (26). Neither
union, however, is in a strong
enough financial position to launch
an expensive court

,
battle to te-st

the constitutionality ot the bill. Fur-
ther discussion of the bill will be
held at an SPG general executive
board meeting scheduled for next
week.

Congressional Prober

Looks Into 4-As Setup
Irving McCann, general counsel

for the Kearns Congressional In-
vestigating Committee probing un-
fair labor practices, conferred Mon-
day' (30) with attorneys for the As-
sociated Actors and Artistes of Amer-
ica in New York, to learn the modus
operandi of the parent setup of the

various talent unions. Talks were
described as "amicable and ex-
ploratory," were centered around the

operations and Four A control of

the subsidiary guilds.

McCann's N, Y. trip is said to be

an outgrowth of talks started on the
Coast where he probed into the
union setup because of complaints
started by Earl Carroll, who recently
gave up his Hollywood theatre-
restaurant, claiming unfair practices
by the American Federation of Mu-
sicians in forcing him to hire un-
necessary musicians.
McCann wound upiS^' Four A

session by asking for suggestions
on possible changes of the Taft-
Hartley bill if application of the
measure made things difficult and/or

.

unfair for the various talent unions.
The Kearns committee is a part

of the Hartley committee on Edu-
cation & Labor, chairman 'of which
is Fred Hartley (R., N. J.) cb-author
of the tabor act.

MARRIAGES
Mary Brian to George T^omaslni,

Santa Monica, June ?&—fifiaeT3rair "

actress; he's a film editor.

Dardy Moffett toiJames Greenleaf,
Las Vegas, June 28. Bride is screen
actress; \
Mary McGann /to Marty Cohen,

Pittsburgh, June M. Groom's bead of
WWSW publlcityf
Marian Parker W Michael Kearns,

Butler,' Pa., June t8. Bride's traffic

chief of WISH the/e.

Margaret Mary Hagarty to James
Coleman, Pittsburgh, June 26.

Bride's nitery pianist, known as
Moira Stewart.- . f
Clara (Jrawifin,. jtjy'seymour Lefton»

Pittsburgh, June 2&l He's son of LeW
Lefton, vet distrib. \
Dorothy Mary Deafc; to Tully S.

Lopez, Pittsburgh, Junte'^,^21. He's
nitery Pitt concessionaire. \
Chris Saunders to Richard A,

Fortune, Hollywood, June Zy; Both
are legit players. f
Jane Arnold to Eugene ^bright,

Westwood, Cal., June 27. Bride 1*

daughter of Edward ArnoltE he's

a studio technician. j
Helen Ross to Ralph Tilkin,%ew

Orleans, recently. He's drurtimer
with Hal Mclntyre's band.
Helena Bliss, to John Tyers, Los

Angeles, June "29. Both were fea-

tured players in "Gypsy Lady,"
Cynthia Wirtz to Alexander Mac-

Arthur, Chicago, June 26. Bride's

father is Arthur Wirtz, head of Chi-
cago Stadium and partner of Sonj

a

Heine; he's nephew of Charles Mac-
Arthur, playwright. _
Helen MacFalls to (Seorge Tasker,

Philadelphia, June 17. He's veepee
in charge of artists for Vitacoustic
Records, Chi.

Jessica Dragonette "to Nicholas M.
Turner, New York, June 28. Bride
is radio and concert singer.

viarion McGuire to Leonard Mur-
phy, Las Vegas, June 28. He's cast-

ing director at Metro.*
; Gloria HoUiday to Harold J.

Peary, Yerrlngton, Nev., June 24. -

He's the Great Gildersleeve on the
air show.

Barbara Lawrence to John F.

Fontaine, Beverly Hills, June 28.

Both are actors.

Alaine Koehler to Jasper Russell,

Las Vegas, June 28. Bride is ac-

tress; he's - a casting director at Me-
tro. ,-

Marion McGuire to Leonard Mur-
phy, Las Vegas, June 28. He's cast-

ing director at Metro.
Suzanne Cohen to Leonard L.

Rosenthal, Albany, June 29. Groom
is lawyer for Upstate Theatres, Inc.

Nancy Kane to Johnny Yuhasz,
June 29, Beverly Hills. He's pub-
licist and mag writer.'

Natalie Gloria Fabian to Wally
Jordan, .June 28, Ridgeficld, Conn.
He's associate director of the Ra-
dio Dept. of the William Morris
Agency. "

Calfing Ay Cars
Tokyo, June 24.

GHQ Special Services' USO-Camp
Shows revue, "What a Time,"' cur- .

rently playing military installations
in Hon.'shu and Kyushu, grabbed it-

.self a. full-page spread in Stars &
Stripes for playing an impromptu
show for passengers when the train
it was riding was delayed two hours
because of an accident ahead on the
same track. . .

Cast, directed by Dolores Gregory,
of St. Louis, blonde< warbler, enter-
tained an audience of train riders
that included Gurkfia Indians, Aus-
tralians, English, New Zealanders,
Japanese and Americans.

Others in the show are Pvt. Bill
Campbell, Ashtabula, Ohio, juggler;
Jane Barlow, Hollywood, and Pvt.
Bill Jordan, New York, blaclcface;

and Laura Lyons, Los Angeles, and
Bjetty -Newton, New York; singers-
dancers. ' .
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RADIO SCRIBES FLEE TO FILMS
Broadway Legit Dips to Lowest Ebb

In Decade; No Signs of Improving
Broadway gtosses last week, cU-f

taaxed by the Fourth of July week-
«tid, were ienerally regarded among
shawmen as the worst week in 10

' {rears, if not longer. A summer
. 'slump is usually anticipated but no
mbii slide has beeri experienced as

that which is current, and it's liable

io be more severe. Hot, sunny
leather has contributed materially

te the lure of the outdoors.
- .Takings dropped as much as

> i$8,000 or more in the ease of a
• 'couple' of musi(jal$,' and while a few
' ^ttaight 'plays skidded almost as

,j(nach, the degree of decline varied
upjval^ds of $2,500. There were only

(,.'eight tnatinees on the Fourth, and
business for four was rather good
considering the going but afternoon

'..performances on Saturday (5). were
appreciably better, more out-of-
.'townprs having arrived.
• When legit attendance will pick
up is questionable. Around the box-
offices it's felt there's little chance
for the niost-aft'ected attractions to
imake a comeback. Outlook for the
balance of the summer therefore is

anything tout optimistic, and the
number of shows that will be able to
Kurvive is also problematical. With
Ihe number, of attractions now on
.th? list under 20, observers estimate

(Continued
'on page 91)

Notoriety on Hotels'

Rent Increases Cuts

BVay Tourist Influx
• Broadway showmen blame the be-
low-par July 4 tourist weekend
pusitiess to the' scare publicity at-
-tendant to the raising of rents in
the New York hotels. They say that
;potential tourists interpreted the
reported terrific rises in rents of

.. permanent hotel apartment dwellers
to apply to transients as well. Con.
«equently, the dip in receipts.
Meanwhile, the threatened bike in

notel rentals is one of the hotter
wptca among agents and fentertain-
ws, many of whom maintain perma-
,nent accommodations in midtown

,
.4nns. On the lighter side, vaude and
oate performers already have dustedW jokes about the housing situation,
inverting them to present develop

-

ihents.

A little known facet of the hotel
"luation was made known this week
wnen It wras revealed that one ofma hotelmen's groups held an emer-
Sency meeting shortly before the
"?** w«nt Into effect. Association

»» S*^*
«sked that membership go

ntiu applying increases because

tion
'="'^''«tly hot Political situa-

Plan All-Negro Film

To Fight Intolerance
Hollywood, July 8.

Deal for an all-Negro picture with
anti-intolerance theme is cooking
between I. E. Chadwick and Phil
Carter, . former press agent at Me^
tro and Warners. Plans call for a
$200,000 budget with possibility that
either Hilda Simms, from the legiter,

"Anna Lucasta," or Lena Home, who
is under contract to Metro, will play
lemme lead.-

This would be the 'first all-

dramatic Kegro film to be made in

Hollywood and the sixth made here
with an all-Negro cast.

Cuban Show Biz

Gets New Boost

In U. S. Tourism
By RAY JOSEPHS

(First of a series on postwar show
biz trends in Latin- America by
Variety's longtime correspoHdent in
Buenos Aires and author: of "Argen-
tine Diary" now circuiting the Good
Neighbor belt.)

Havana, July 8.

Of all the countries in Latin

I

America where wartime show biz

i
booms hit new highs, Cuba shows
least signs of any drop. Trend, in

fact, is upv,rard in pix, radio, niieries

and allied fields. Resumption of

tourist tratle from Miami—now less

than 90 air minutes away by Pan
American clipper and New York,
only four hours off, has additionally

dropped at . least .$40,000,000 more
yearly into already high Cuban en-

tertainment industry expenditures,:

Little doubt that, per capita, the
Cubanos are among the most enter-

tainment-minded Latinos in th«i

hemisphere. People never seem to

go home in this booming Caribbean
capital. Whereas most south-of-the-

border towns pretty well shutter

after dark, Havana, where tropic sun
makes summer gadabouting ditficult,

only seems to wake up after dark.

Crowds have become more choosy,

especially for pix, as a result of the

increasing competish Hollywood's
been getting from the Mexican and
Argetitine product. But it's still the

rule that when the Cuban has a peso

-^and cash here is at par with the
Yanqui dollar — lottery, entertain-

(Continued on page 93)

'BILKED' M M
Unusually large exodus of scripters

out of radio for Coast film assign-
ments has been evidenced of late.

Situation is.seen stemming from the
wave of dissatUfactioh, particularly

among 'freelancers who write i* a
serious key, over the current inac-
tivity in the market,
A number of radio writers have

been bemoaning the fact that the
market for serious, radio scripts is

diminishing .to an alarming degree.
They say that the networks and

agencies are running away from
scripts that have anything to say
and that even when sales are made,
it usually resolves itself into a re-

write job to fit an innocuous pattern.

The soul-searching among scrip-

ters is usually an annual occurrence.
Last year, for example, there was a
heavy exodus, from radio into legit

writing. The 4act that in most cases

they came back to radio is attributed

to the fact their plays didn't add up
to good boxoflfice. (Nptable excep-
tion, of course, was Arthur Miller,

who wrote the prize-winning "All

My Sons.")
This year it's a Coastward trend

into pix. In previous years several

of the'radioites who pulled up stakes
for film gold and a better release for

their creative talents decided to

make a permanent thing of it. Not-
able example was Ranald MacDou-
gall, best known for his CBS "Man
Behind the Gun" series and now
lucratively berthed in Hollywood.
Arch Oboler, under contract to

(Continued on page 17)

'Anniversary Song'

As Peatman Champ

In Annual Compiling
Dr. John Peatman, creator of the

Peatman system of measuring the

value of broadcast performances of

pop songs, releasea last week his

annuaf compilation of "best-plugged"

tunes. He measures such per-

formances by the Hooper rating of

the shows that broadcast tunes,

number of times they are performed,

etc.: -
,

Champ for the 1946-47 season wa.s

Shapiro - Bernstein's "Anniversary

Song,"' with: 31,000 ACI points equiv-

aleht to 600,000,000 radio listeners.

"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" (Santly-Joy)

and "For Sentimental Reasons"

(Leeds) followed. Slightly more
than half the tunes regularly show
ing up on his "Most Played" list

were picture songs. Irving Berlin's

"Girl That I Marry" and "Blue

Skies" revival stayed on the list

longest—34 weeks each.

Possibility of Video Cutting Into B.O.

Of Sports, Theatres Seen in N. Y.

Record $2,500,000

Quarter for ASCAP
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers second-quar-
ter revenue totals a record-breaking
gross of about $2,500,000, with a net

of approxifnately $2;DS0,000, . due .to

be distributed within 10 days to song*
writers > and publishers. It tops by
more than $100,000 the previous high
quarter mark.

Actual figure hasn't yet been ar-

rived at since the Society is just

completing accounting of final June
returns, but it will be very close to

the above. . _

13 Latin-American

Republics May

Moola Tele Show
In a switch from the usual line of

television sponsorship, a group of. 13

Latin American republics may pick
up the tab on DuMont's forthcoming
"Carnival" series as a special pitch

to establish better public relations

with the U. S. public.

DuMont public relations chief

Evelyn Lawson is currently dicker-

ing with p. r. representatives of the

countries at. the United Nations
headquarters at Lake Success, Eight
have already evidenced willingness

to sign, leaving five yet to go. Idea
is for each show to revolve around
an individual country's product,
such' as tin for Bolivia, tourist trade
for Mexico, etc, Basic pattern oE

song, dance and showgirls will be
carried through all 13 shows, which
are being produced by the DuMont
team of Paul Beianger and Jim
McNaughton.
Show is the first under DuMont's

plan of bypassing the ad agencies by
going after the coin allocated by
sponsors for their publicity and p. r.

budgets. Since tele is still enough
of a novelty to pay o£C merely as a
publicity stunti DuMont will work
with the clients to get them free

newspaper and magazine publicity

on each show, thereby hoping to

make the idea pay oft for sponsors

in the way of increased product
sales. Total production nut on all

13 "Carnival" shows is approxi-
mately $28,600, or about $2,200 «ach.

Idea was tested and fo.und success-

ful with the airing several weeks ago

(Continued on page 20)

y By BOB STAHL

j
Television might some day take a

I cut out of the gate receipts of
sports events and film theatres, if the
type of crowds watching baseball
games^ fights and other events on
tele screens in- New York neighbor-
hood bars is any indication.

: [Denial by television officials

that the medium will hurt otJter .

forms of entertainment s is de-
tailed on page 11.

1

Survey conducted this week by :

Vaimuty reveals that the majority of
lookers in the neighborhood dies
are regular customers who spead
their evenings, before the screens m
their favorite bars, Fact that Many
of these arfi young cpuples who wouMi
almost, certainly attend a nabe film-'

ery otherwise shows how tele ha.*

caught on to the potential detriment
of nabe boxoffices. And statements by
inveterate sports addicts to the effect

that they'd much rather watch a bait
game in the cool comfort of a bar,
where they can sip a few beers in'-

expensivebf, rather than buck th«
crowds to pay admission at the gate,

(Continued 01) page 95)

Midwest Floods Force

Closure of Theatres;

$111,000,000 Damages
St. Louis, July 8.

The worst rampage of the Mis-
sissippi and Missouri rivers, and
tributaries in almost 100 years inun-
dating 3,000,000 acres of farmland,
caused a loss of 26 lives and an esti-

mated $111,000,000, temporarily
closed picture theatres in three mid-
western states, Missouri, Illinois and
Iowa. A gauge of 40.3 'eet at St.

Louis, just slightly more than a toot

below the alltime record of 41.3!)

feet set in 1844 was recorded last

week before the waters began to

drop. .

.

Theatres have been closed inrDes
Moines, Eddyville, Red Oak and
Keo&'euqua, la.; Canton, Clarksville,

I
Hannibal, Louisiana, Princeton, Val-

I ley Park, Trenton and Chillicothe,

Mo.; Hull, Quincy, Grafton, Val-
meyer. Rock Island and Dupo, 111.

Other houses in areas affected by
the high waters are gullering terrific

b.T). losses, with residents intent on
protecting their household goods and

:

livestock. Army engineers and
volunteers worked valiantly to build
levees along the rivers for protec-
tion but^ the .surging waters, fed by
several cloiidbursts, breached tha
dikes. A slight earthquake on June
30, originating within a 20-mil«
radius ocSt, Iiouis, did not help ths
.cause; .

RADIO AND TELEVISION

^^REVIEW and PREVIEW"
Solaris on 27
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London Vs. Broadway Inpes^ns

. With Accent on America s Henty
By HARRY REGENSBERO
V ..Variety's Xondoji Bureau

London, June 28.

Fov a neo-liraey making his return

trip to New Yorlc after 18 years, the

last seven of which were spent in

austerity,' there are several things

that stand out lilce the prbverbial

thumb.

First thing that impresses is the

tnass-of lights on Broadway, with all

the novel and strilting. advertising

signs shrieldng out at one^ truly

tiie Great White Way.

The food problem, a sore-point in

Europe for many years, does not ex-

ist. The marvelous spreads in the

testaurants and cafes are something

the European has only dreamed
about, with service much better than

iii London, with "the customers al-

ways right" adage somewhat of a

reality, whereas London hoteliers

still prefer to cater to the servers in-

stead of the served.

year on; Bt^oadway, «lso destined for

London soon.

Unlilte its picture houses, which
are much more luxurious than those

in London, the Y. legit houses are

not as comfortable as those in Lon-
don. Admission prices for musicals
are around $4.60 (£l-3s) against

London's $a.40 (78/s). Another
strange feature in New York thea-

tres is that no smoking is allowed,

with same rule applying to picture

houses, except that ruling is. relaxed
in the balcony or logos, The U, S,

standard of not charging for prO'-

grams could be emulated in London
to advantage; while habiC of N. Y. in

coming late to the theatres and:

thereby . greatly inconvenieneitt&

those - already seated could be
stopped by disallowing late arrivals

from coming in the middle of the

first act.

Niteries . . .
,

Broadway and its

studded with nitery

environs Is

spots, with

Plentifulness is not confined to I

most not doing too well because of

. 264th WEEK!
KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

'"A hilarious stage show. Great
fun."

GARY COOPER.
Coming soon ."BIH and Coo" a Ken

Murray production, featuring Bur-
ton's Birds, Republic release In
Trucolor.

lood i.n N. Y. Havana cigars, almost

forgotten in London, are lavishly

displayed, likewise all sorts of wear-

ing apparel, which is not only dif-

ficult to obtain in England, entailing

lengthy waits in everlasting queues,

but also doled out according to the

coupons at one's dlsposaU which are

mostly very few.

Broadway at night is one mass of

humanity, with people in a much
more Spirited mood than Londoners
making their Sunday, trip to the

West End. • Broadway Is, full of color

by night; which the restaurants and
'Shops open at all hours, all laden with

goods such as the European hasn't

seen in many years.

Times Square, the Piccadilly of

London, showers its fare on the vis-

itor With such lavishness that they

Kre in a position of choosing diS'

the season. Exceptions are Monte
Proser's Gopacabana, one of the top
spots, which is jammed nightly, with
dancing space cut to ft minimum;
Blue Angel, ritzy boite, operated by
Herbert Jacoby and Max Gordon,
not to be confused with ace Broad-
way show producer of the same
name, which plays top European
importees, most redent being Flor--

ence Desmond. Best trade is done
late at night. Lou Walters' Latin
Quarter has as its chief attraction

Sophie Tucker, with wide range of

exclusive songs, and still managing
to pack 'em in. La. Tucker expects

to trip it to Europe early next .year._

Other spots visited were. Billy

Hose's Diamond Horseshoe, which
has its own clientele, mostly«out-of-
towners. Show caught was not so

hot, although exhibiting one pf the

Reservation for a Mug
A tradition over the years has been the presentation by Paul HoU

lister of k specially"decorated old-fashioned, shaving mug to Robert
E. Sherwood every time the playwright premieres a new show. There
are 12 such mugs now in Sherwood's hom& in New York and En^i
land. There is also a plaque marked "This Place Reserved For 'March-
ing As to War'," a play which Sherwood has periodically thought he had
sufficiently polished for production but which has been shelved for a
number of seasons. '

Incidentally, Hqllister, who Is now eastern studio rep for RKO
Radio Pictures, as*prexy N. Peter Rathvon's N. Y. liaison, teed off the
Sherwood mug tradition with, a somewhat bacchanalian christening.
The playwright used the mug as ar loving cup when his first play, some
20 years ago, debuted in Washington, somewhat to the uncertainty of
his cast.

criminately. Nowhere «lse can one • best lookmg bunch of femmes with

encounter so many entertainment l

production credited to John Murray

spots clustered in one small area as I

Anderson; Nicky Blair s Carnival,

on Broadway. There are
|

with. Olsen & Johnson as top attrac-one sees

numerous picture houses, legit the

atres and night spots in that area, all

. bidding for custom.
* Rank Takes Over Radia City

The most thrilling spot for a
foreigner is Radio City, which con-

sists of three blocks of offices, a 6,-

000-seat cinema, and a big theatre

staging ice shows. Radio City

Music Hall, displaying J. Arthur
Rank's "Great Expectations," was
proof positive that British pics have
finally established themselves in the

heart of N. Y. Besides the feature, a
mammoth stage show with cast of

\

over 100 lasts nearly an hour.
j

In the other 'important Broadway I

tion. Boys are ripe for English trip,

and wnuld prove formidable oppbsi-

tion to the Crazy,Gang, as they have
a, lot of stunts that have not yet

been pulled by the latter; and Leon
& Eddie's, a famed spot which boasts-

of mailing list of 280,000, of which
30,000 are potentials in England.

Chief attraction here is Ekidie Davis,

who caters to customers with plenty
of blue song material, which they
seem to relish. Spot boasts of list

of discoveries, including' Jackie
Miles; Don Richard ("Finian's Ram-
bow") and Lee Sullivan ("Briga-
doon" ), current musicomedy smashes,
Broadway: is only city in the world

showcases, the perennial Guy Lorn- poas"ng a caoarex ice snow, ims

bardo and Ted Lewis are still going 's at the Hotel New Yorker with

strong. ) band headed by Victor Lombardo,

Broadway picture theatres vie brother of the more famous Guy
with each other and competition is

very keen. Bargain prices for every
early sessions range from 35c
(1/lOd.) to !>5c. (2/9d.), which are

who has surrpunded^ himself with
plenty of youthful talent, and is

reaping « return. Of the importees,
Lucienne Boyer was still drawing

really 'good buys for the lavishness I
ihej" '^e *wanky Cafe Society

of the fare provided. •
VvU>wti, despite in her fourth

Pictures sliown are by no means I „ \
all new, some displayed comprising \

Broadv-ay mteries are remmiscent

such oldies as "Western Union,"
,

°*
f^""

"^'j^^ P'^f.^^'^ ^j'.y^- .A"

"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "The ^^P"'^ have dnnkmg bars adjoining.

Thief of BagdadT" and 'The Gho.st
?lways packed with loungers. This

Goes West;" with such unknowns as
°

"Lucrezia Borgia," "While Nero '""^^^^ sP"*^' and is the

Iturbi in Return Ta

Y. From Paris After

Concerts; Other Flights

Among notable arrivals at New
York's La Guardia Airport during
the past week was 'Jose Iturbi, in

from Paris after giving a month's
piano recital. He was on his,way to

the Coast, Iturbi, before boarding an
American Airlines plane, said that

he' will . confer with Metro officials

before leaving on six-week concert

tour of South America. He was met
by legit producer Jean Dalrymple
and ex-New York License Commis-
sioner Paul nioss. '

Comedian Jaek Dursnt planed for

Eiigland lor eightTto-12riweek en-

gagement at XiOndon's Casino the-

atre, with 20th-Fox Actress Vivian

Blaine, who left for England some
time ago,

Germaine Schnitzer, concert man-
ager,^ planed to Paris for extended
swing around the continent in search

of new talent for the U. S.. Sol

Hurok is another who left for

Europe for the same reason (details

in Legitimate department).

General Film Productions Corp.

this week filmed La Guardia Airport
for the Jinx Falkenburg-Tex
McCrary television show Sunday
nite (20) on WBNT (NBC, N.Y.).

.

Seen Around' the Coffee Khop:

NBC news commentator H. V. Kal-

tenborn departed for a few weeks
to his home state of Wisconsin, He'll

make a six-.week world tour.

Dick Haymcs in town for a few
days before leaving for the Coast.

Actor Sidney Blackmer, out of

"Portrait in Black," which just closed

on Broadway, left for the Coast
Monday (7).

Ex-fight champ Barney Ross olt

by plane to Chicago for a few days.

Guy Lombardo orchestra in and
out of the airport this week.

Actress Miriam Hopkins planed to

Boston aboard a new DC-4.
Actor Lee Tracy aired to Chi yes-

terday (8).

Korda Prefers Calvert,

Sets'fler for British Pic
Hollywood, July 8.

Phyllis Calvert, currentlV working

in "My Own True Love" for Para-

mount here, will star in a picture

for Sir Alexander Korda. British

actress leaves Hollywood Oct. 11,

expiration date of her working per-

mit, and plans to rest at her home
in England until Ko;^da film starts

next April.

, She is due to return here late

next year. '

Fiddled," "Blind Spot," "Stone

Flower," and "Jericho." Some man-
agements seem to cater for the

blood-thu-aty, with such chiller-dil"

lers as "The White Gorilla," "The
Monster," "Soared to Death," "A Gun i j,.„j,,„ tu^ T,«..j„t.!i,.i v,„„
. 'r, ,„ „„.„'.„ .,„„, discuss the hardships he has encouH'm His Hand," all garnering good „„h
trade.

No Midnite Fix In London

cause of many being kept out of the
red.

N.Y.'s Softie Cops and Cabbies
New Yorkers, despite rumor to the

contrary, have a very soft spot for

the Londoner, and always like to

1
tered during the livar, arid

;

are, yery
sympatlietic towards his present

. ,. , • T J I troubles. He pays particular atten-A policy, unknown m London,
, ^.j^^ difficulties, such

which is providing good moneyget-
ter, is the: midnite showing of pic-

tures.

The legits, like those in Lon-

Andy Russell's 2d Suit

Vs. Partner Sam Stiefel
Hollywood, July 8.

Suit seeking to void a contract
made in March, 1945, with Sam
Stiefel was filed in superior court
by Andy Russell, It's the second suit

filed against Stiefel in a week by the
singer, who asks accour<tlng of funds
in Andy Russell, • Inc., in which
Stiefel is descrilsed as principal
stockholder.

Concert Artists Face

Problem in Shortage Of

New York Auditoriums
A unique situation is growing in

New York, where the demand for

halls to sliow concert recitals is so

great that there's a spillover- into

auditorium-well off the beaten path.

Vet artists feel ' the need of an
annual Manhattan, appearance be-

cause N.Y. is the world's music cap-

ital and exerts a great influence on
the national booking tastes. Young,
aspiring artists believe such a show-
ing is vital in order to use the pre.ss

notices for out-of-town dates, even
though the N. Y. booking runs them
deep into, a financial hole, and no-
tices are skimpy second- or third*

string coverages.
' Anyway—and totally unrelated to

concert business outside of this city

—the Gotham concert recital list

grows larger every season, ana artist"

managers state it will be necessary
soon to build new halls. Push for
dates in N. Y, is overwhelming, with
halls grabbed- up in the spring for

the next year. For weeks now,
Carnegie Hall has beet, booked from
Oct. 1 to April 30, '48. Town Hall
will have a sharp increase in next
season's • dates. Times Hall, not
open for mus|c .events till Novem-
ber, has its first two months sold
out and more dates set for the bal-
ance than scheduled last season.
Carnegie Chamber Muh'c Hall is

booked heavier next season than last.

Managers point out that where at

one time Carnegie Hall was practi-
cally the sole concert ,emporium,
with Town Hall taking a small over-
flow, today concerts are being forced
into other auditorium not built for
the purpose—^Hunter College hall.

Times hall, Needles Trades High
School hall, etc. New York concert
bookings next season, say managers,
will be the largest ever in concert
history. .

as the queue menace, clothing short-

don, are not doing good biz. But
there are exceptions. These are the

perennial "Oklahoma!" which, despite

being in its fifth year, is still in the
capacity class. Show, however,
seems to have deteriorated, is not as

good as the London edition; "Bu'":'.-

doon,"; which has been acquired, by
( Emil^ Littler for West End produc
tion, is one of the outstanders; and
"Finian's Rainbow," also skedded for

fjondon under the Littler aegis,

should prove be.st of the importee.?,

;but needs very careful casting, with
most of the leads to come from
America, as local casting will be
Impossible.

Other hits are "Harvey," in its

third 'year, in which Frank Fay,
former American vaudevillan, plays

top role; "State of the Union," a

likely London entry in the fall; and
"Voice of the Turtle," in its fourth

Russell charges contract calls for
asjes and heating and

.
lighting dif- ' a weekly salary of ,$1,000, and a per-

ficulties.
I

centage of receipts above a certain
London policemen may be won- ; figure. He alleges he hasn't re-

d^rful, but same can be said from
[
ceived this, althou'^h the corpora-

personal contact of the N. Y. oops.
|
tion's earnings are approximately I place last year at the'Cannes Film

(Continued on page 95) $100,000. ~~
r ' Festival.

Call 'Em ivans'?
Washington, July 8.

.

The Russians recently dished out
their Oscars for -the year. Ivan
Bolshakov, minister of the film in-
dustry, distributed Stalin prizes for
outstanding films to "The Vow," "Ad-
miral Nakhimov," , "The Stone
Flower," "Glinka," "The Cruiser
Varyag," plus four newsreels and
documentaries, 'Soviet Estonia,"
"Our Country's Youth," "The Court
of Nations" and "Yugoslavia."
"Stone Flower;" a tinter, won first

Special Byliners This Issue
Die /ollotoino »toi)-iitatfers, each /oreinost in lier or his svUere oi end<iamr and shoVShusiness,

have contributed speciol stories /or VABiETy's Radio orid Televistott Review and Pre«ietu section in this
editiort; .
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British Thesps Shuttle

Between H'wood, London

For Production Chores
Hollywood, July 8.

That happy medium dreamed of

by so many British players appears

at long last to be emerging into
full-bloom reality. Namely, it ig

commuting between , the American
and English screens, with

, enough
time sandwiched in between to en-
joy the delights of both HoUywobd
and'London.

Departure this week of : David
Niven, to report to Sir Alexander
Korda* for title role in "Bonnie
Prince Charlie" in' England, coin-
cides practically with arrival here of
Phyllis Calvert from having ap-
peared for J. Arthur Rank in hon-
don, for hSr stint as star of Para-
mount's "My Own True Love."

Niven, jnst finished with Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Bishop's Wife," Win
do his first British film since the

:

war. Following "Charlie,'' he >re-
turns for another Goldwyn picture,
but is due to go back to his home-
land again for another appearance.
Miss Calvert, for her part, returned
to England, early in year, after hav-
ing made her American screen bow
in Universal - International's "Time
Out of Mind," to do Rank picture.
After she completes, her present as--

signment for Paramount, she goes
back to England again for a Korda
film, then, treks to Hollywood again
for a second Paramount feature.

Ann Todd, now appearing in Hal
Wallis' "So Evil, My Love," for
Paramount, in England, made the
hop immediately after she completed
star role in David O. SeUnick's "The
Paradine Case." She will re-cross
Atlantic for commitment at Univer-
sal-International. Following this as-

signment, still untitled, she is due
to make another picture for Rank
in England.

Michael Redgrave is another who
has the commuting bug. He com-
pleted two Hollywood appearances,
in Diana's "Secret Beyond the Door"
and Dudley Nichols' "Mourning Be-
comes Electra," and "now is in New
York ready for take-off to Britain,

for another Rank assignment. He is

expected back in Hollywood either

late in year or early next, with

windup of either one or two filnis

in England.

Also slated for British production
is Rex Harrison,; as well as his wife,-

Lilll Palmer.- Harrison, : who has

been making pictures for 20th-Fox,

probably will go to England to ap-

pear in "Escape" for Fox, if way
.can be cleared for company to pro-

duce this picture in England. I£ he

doesn't do this film for 20th-Fox, he

will return to England, anyway, for

"Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel,"

a British production in which his

spouse also will appear. Miss- Pal-

mer is understood also to be .set. for

another film appearance there.

Sir C. Aubrey Smith currently is

in London, awaiting start of "Pi-ince

Charlie" after winding, one film for

Korda. .
-

'

Autry Pic's Delay May

Snafu His Rodeo Date

Hollywood, July 8.

Bad weather and brush *res which

have thrown "Strawberry Roan"

four days behind schedule may pre-

vent Gene Autry from fulfilling his

contract to appear with his rodeo at

Ogden, Utah, July 18-25.

Film was originally scheduled to

wind up Monday (14) but was de-

layed two days at Sedona, Ariz., be-

cause of wind and sandstorms. 'Two

more days were lost ih the San Fer-

nando valley through bru.sh fires.

While Autry gets $1,500 daily for his

rodeo appearances, that wonldnt

cover the production cost if the ooro-

pany is held idle for a week. OnAen

booking is a contract commitment.
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MORE ROADSHOWS TO UCK COSTS
G.W. Pabst s 'Ritiial Mnrder Fib

Production Stirs Austrian Protests
Vienna, July 8. -f

Despite hundreds or protests from

Jewish circles,- film director G. W.

Pabst hasn't .
stopped work on his

"
latest production, "The Trial." Story

of the fllm depicts actual events in

Hungary before World War I, when

a mysterious killing led to ,a ritual

murder legend and succeeding court

trial (Pabst's strong Nazi leanings

have long been a subject, pf discus-

sion.)

Jewish societies point out that

however favorable ttiey are shown

In the picture, the time isn't ripe

for such plays. They point with ap-

proval to the decision not to show
Charles Chaplin's "The Dictator," as

the situation in Europe is still too

serious to be laughed at.

Another Rosenhuegel production

company, Huebler Kahla, is also

standing pat on its decision to have

Zarah Leander star in one of its

pictures. The English newspaper

Welt Presse protested her coming.

The Swedish Minister to Austria is

also said to have protested—Miss

Leander has been banned .
from all

Swedish legit or pix appearances.

Oblection was raised against her

because she starred, for UFA as far

back as 1944, only quitting Germany
when film production was stopped.

Austrian government plans to

create another fllm denaziftcatiojn

Office, headed by Dr. Perntner,

which would have final say on clear-

. ances.

Nelson's Mex Prez Powwow
Pollywood, July 8.

Donald Nelson returned last night
(Monday) from Mexico City, where
he spent ' 10 days huddling with
President Miguel Aleman on Mex-
ican industrial* and agricultural

problems Nelson, prexy of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, is also economic adviser

to Aleman.
He has been variously reported

resigning to devote all his time to

that post.

KRAIKE-BRICE FORM

INDIE PROD. TEAM
Hollywood, July 8.

Michael Kraike, who . recently
ankled RKO after producing "In-

dian Summer," and scripter Monte
Brice have teamed up for indie pro-
diiction with Stephen Cifane's Civil

War classic, "The Red Badge of

Courage," as first on the slate.

Pair have optioned the story from
local reps of the Crane estate with
final purchase understood to . be
around- $75,000. Brice's latest credit
was on "Variety Girl."

Allan Byre Resigns Rank

To Ally Witb Lawrence
Laudy Lawrence, newly tapped
foreign chief for Selznick Releasing
Organization, planes tomorrow
(Thurs.) for England on the first leg
of a tour through Europe. Lawrence
will remain abroad until the end of
the year shaping uplSRO exchanges.
Manny Reiner, Seljfnick. Latin

America sales chief, also took off

this week for a trip south of 'the
border.

Allan Byre Quits Bank
Paris, July 8.

Allan Byre, who resigned this
week as French territory rep for J.
Arthur Rank, will probably move
over to SRO as aide to Lawence.
Byre and Lawrence worked together
lor maijy years in Metro's foreign
.setup..';,- .

Large Film Contingent
To Europe Next Week

Headed by J. Arthur Rank, ten-
tative list of fllmites sailing aboard
the Queen Elizabeth next Thursday
(17) for Britain includes Herbert
Wilcox and Anna Neagle, John B.
Nathan, Paramount International's
continental European general man-
ager; James E.' Perkins, Par's Brit-
ish managing director, and Fred

- Hutchinson, Par sales director in
Britain.

Rank is returning after an ex-
tensive junket through the U. S. and
Canada "that began upon his arrival
here May 9. The Wilcoxes have been
in America about five weeks on their
long visit to New York and Holly-

.
wood since before the war. Nathan,
^eikms and Hutchinson came over
primarily to attend studio huddles
to. point up an "international flavor"wr future Par production.

DaltonPixCry

Doubted by M.P.
London, July 8.

Tom O'Brien, Socialist Member of

Parliament from Nottingham and
secretary of ' the National Assn. of

Theatrical & Kinematograph Em-
ployees, charged in. Glasgow Sun-
day (6) that Hugh Dalton, Chancel-
lor of. the Exchequer, is misleading
the nation by "describing the issue of
American films' importation as "food
or flicks." O'Brien maintained that

even if the government stopped
every U. S. film, the saving would
give one packet of dried eggs per
person per fortnight.

O'Brien asked why Dalton misled
the public into believing that less

films meant more food? "I. say
frankly it would not and the Gov-
ernment knows it," O'Brien stated.

He said the Chancellor's plan to tax
American films would mean a seri-

ous reduction in the expansion .of the

British film, industry, shorter thea-

(Contlniied on page 22)

RAIBOURN LIAISON ON

PAR'S PUB-AD CAMPAIGN
Paul Raibourn, Paramount veepee,

has been assigned by Barney Bala-

ban. Par's prexy, to sit in on all

advertising .and publicity campaigns
on future company pro<^ct. Step
was taken, it's understood, to foster

closer liaison between' Par's budg-
eting department and top ad-

pub directorate. Balaban's action

is a development in the grooving of

large sums of cash to exploitation of

Par's coming big pix. . .

Meanwhile, aiming to hypo sales

on top product further, Ted O'Shea,
Liberty Films' former sales chief,

mOv,es over to Par this week. He'll

head a special department for heavy-
budget pix under direct supervision

of Charles M. Reagan, company's
veepee in charge of distribution,

O'Shea brings Martin Levine, an as-

sistant, along with him.
Further expansion of the staft of

special exploiteers, each assigned to

handle a single picture from, pro-

duction, is also under way. Addi-
tion of several more flacks within

the next few weeks is expected. Cur-
rently slotted for solo-pic chores are

Mort Nathanson, William E. Dan-
ziger and Bill Johnston.

DeMille May Visit Lond9n
For 'Unconquered' Preem
Preem of Cecil B. de Mille's "The

Unconquered" in London this sum-

mer may find the producer attending

the ceremonies, according to Para-

mount's Britain publicity head, Tony
Reddin, who returned to England last

week aboard the
.
Queen Elizabeth

after a three-week U. S. stay. In

the event that de Mille makes, the

journey, it will be his first visit in

many years, Reddin said.

While plans for the London ^open-

ing are still being worked out, Red-
din pointed out that there's a good
possibility that the film may be day-
and-dated at Par's Carlton and
Plaza. Picture's locale i.s Pittsburgh

in colonial 'times, witii plenty.,, of

British flavor. Hence Par ii> optimis-

tic of the pic's Anglo b.o. potentiali-

ties.

TO OFFSET PEAK

Forthcoming season may see the

greatest number of film roadshows
in the history of the industry, with
three pictures already scheduled to

play on a two-a-day, upped admis-
sion policy, and five others looming
as strong possibilities. Chief reason
for the flock of roadshow attractions

is the belief by many industry of-

ficials that an upped admission scale

is the only way left to compensate
for still-zooming production costs/

Belief was pointed up last week
by Enterprise's sales veepee George
J. Schaefer, who announced at the
time that Ent's "Arch of Triumph"
would definitely be released in mid-
October as a roadshow on a 90c-

$1.25 boxoffice scale. Noting that the
average admission price in the U. S.

today is still atiout 45c, Schaefer said
that a "good" domestic gross at this

scale would only.be about $4,000,000-

$5,000,000.

With most top-budgeters costing

almost that to produce today, and
with advertising and distribution

costs also on the upswing, roadshow-
ing remains as the only method left

to recoup, production costs. Foreign
market is too uncertain, what with
quota restrictions and blocked cur-
rency, to' be counted ah for much in

the way of ' immediate ' returns,

Schaefer said.

Survey by Variety discloses that

(Continued on page 26)

Pix Profits Ease Under

1946 But Considerably

Ahead of Previous Yrs.
Half-year returns of the majors

on net earnings for 1947 continue
their sliding-'Sff trend from the peak
takes of '46 while still registering

gains over all other years. With re^
ports beginning to Cover the late;

spring when the boxoffice : dipped
sharply, film companies are neverthe-
less turning out solid profit state-

ments. Point was again made .this

week- when Universal announced
earnings of $2,092,418 for the 26
weeks ended May 3, '47, agaiast $2,-

576,405 for the year before.

Dropoff in profits was some 20

percent or about the same perform-
ance as U turned in for its first quar-
ter when it garnered $756,543

against $934,506 in '46. Second
quarter earnings went considerably
ahead with U raking in $1,335,875,

whiph, however, trailed 1946's sec-

ond semester mark of $1,641,899.

U's report is the first to cover
April, '47 when the b.o. tumble

(Continued on page 93)

UA Jokester Says thaplin Never

Intended Selling; Fabian Deal Nears

WB Buzzing B's
Hollywood, July 8.

Despite studio, denials Warners is

evidently flirting with idea of re-

turning to "B" production. Several
agents are understood to have been
asked to submit story material for

consideration for"B's".

Several months ago there was a
huddle at the studio on idea of set-

ting up a "B" unit but pro:)ect was
dropped after number of sessions;

Skouras Freres

Due Down Under
Sydney, June 30.

Either Spyros or Charles Skouras
will visit Aussie territory definitely

early next year, it's autho'ritatively

learned here. Charles Skouras and
Dan Michalove were due for a
local looksee last May, but the anti-

trust decree caused postponement.

20th-Fox-National Theatres hold a
major stock interest in the power-
ful Hoyts loop of some 150 cinemas,

headed by Ernest Turnbull. Michal-
ove has been oiit here before for

looksees. It will be a first time,

however, for either of the ^kouras
brothers. Turnbull, loop's head,. Is
due for a U. S. visit this year for

huddles with homeoffice execs on
postwar plans;

J. Arthur Rank, co-partner in
Greater Union Theatres, headed by
Norman B. Rydge, is due for an
Aussie visit next year. Aide John
Davis will probably tag along too.

SEARS' EXTENDED STAY

IN ENG. ON UA DEALS
Grad Sears, United Artists dis-

tribution chief, is expected to re-

main in England until,August or

September. He has been huddling

there with Cecil Bernstein, operator

with his brother Sidney, of the

Granada Circuit, on plans lor set-

ting up an amalgamation of indie

exhibs to handle UA and other
product.
UA has been having difficulty get-

ting playdates on J. Arthur Rank's
Odeon Circuit, despite Its partial

owners'.iip. Thus Sears' desire to
find alternative playing time.

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday Helps Many Ke/s — 'Fiesta/ 'Ghost/

'Unfaithful/ 'Ruth/ 'Rose/ 'Beach' Top Six

Long July 4 weekend is helping

grosses: generally in bigger key
cities covered by Variett this week.

Slight break in the torrid weather
also is proving helpful. In some
keys, like Philadelphia and Boston,

where natives made massed treks to.

nearby: beaches, most exhibitors

suffered. Los Angeles also reported

the
.
heavy exodus to outdoor spots

was putting a crimp in biz.

, "Fiesta'* (M-G) has moved into

first place as boxoffice champ this

stanza, taking a commanding lead

over its closest competitor, "Ghost

and Mrs. Muir" {20th). The Metro
opus of Mexican life is tops in

Providence, Washington, St. Louis,

L. A., besides, being strong in its

secbild sessioil at : .N. ...Y. Capitol,

Film is playing at soijle 16 theatres

in principal key spots.

"Ghost," Which . is second among
the leading .12 grossers, is pushing

up to such a high standing mainly"

via terrific $149,000 being registered

in second week at the big ^f. Y.

Music: Hall, Picture is in only two
other cities but one is L. A. Third

place goes to "Unfaithful" (WBJ,
only a step behind. '

"Dear Ruth" (Par), "Moss Rose"
(20th) and "Woman on Beach"
(RKO) round out the top six win-
ners in order named; Others of

biggest 12 coin-makers are "Wonder
Who's Kis.sing Her Now" (20th),

"Perils of Pauline" (Par), "Living
in Big Way" (M-G), "Miracle 34th
St." (20th), "Egg and I" (U) and
''Son of Battle" (20th) in order of
total money and playdates. "Kiss-
ing Her Now" wins seventh slot via

preems in two middlewest cities, the
only two places playing. It. is doing
huge $75,000 in Chicago and pacing
Detroit with big $32,000,

"Battle," which is far from big in

Seattle, San Francisco and Pitts-

burgh, is a. newcomer moving up
mainly because currently in six

cities. "Rose,',' which has been
spotty, gets a lift because grabbing
a strong $95,000 at, the N. ,Y. Boxy
where vastly helped by. Olsen &.
Johnson on the stage. .- ;

Runner.s-up includ'e "Ivy'' (U), a

disappointer in N. Y. but OK else-

where; "Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Gunfighters"' (Gol). Last-named is

a hew entry but doling only toildly

so far.

"Re peat Performance" ,(E-L),

which got by N. Y. crix fairly well,

is a disappointment at the Rivoli

there.' "Spoilers- of North". (Rep) is

being helped by the Ink Spots to a
strong session in mild Frisco.

{Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages. 8-9)

An "authorized spokesman" for
Charles Chaplin—unidentified except
for the fact that he's apparently «
fellow with a sense of humor and ail
eye for publicity—threw the nego-
tiations for the sale of United Artists

.

into temporary consternation yester-
day (Tuesday). "Spokesman" quoted
Chaplin as saying that he never

Miss Pickford's Statement
Commenting on the situation

in regard to Charles Chaplin's
'

—statement, Miss Pickford de-
clared yesterday (Tuesday): "In
all negotiations of recent weeks
for the sale of my stock in
United Artists, I: have meticu*
lously avoided any and all refer-
ence to Mr. Chaplin's holdings in
the company. The negotiations in .

which I and my counsel are in- :

volved concern my 50% owner-
ship in UA—and mine only-^^
and were conducted with the
knowledge and concurrence of
Mr. Chaplin and his'representa-
tives.

"Before consummating any deal
I have a legal obligation to offer
my stock to

. Mr. Chaplin. Even
more important to me, however,
is .the moral obligation to make
this offer to a partner and asso-
ciate of 28 years standing. It

has always been my intention—
and it is still—to make this offer
whenever my negotiations reach
the final stage."

participated in any negotiations for
'

sale of his half interest in UA and
never intended to.

The statement hit Mary PickfOrd,
who is in New York arranging for
sale of her 50% share, and the SI
Fabian-Serge Semenenko groups
which is on the verge of buying it,

like a bolt from the blue. No less
nonplussed was the New York law
firm Of Schwartz 8c Frohlich, which
represents Chaplin — and which
brought t h e Fabian-Semenenktf
group into the picture. Miss Pick-
ford, however, rallied quickly to
state negotiations only concerned her
50% stock holdings.

The actual situation as of yester-
day afternoon was that Fabian was
reasonably close to completing a
deal for the purchase. Since it has
been impossible in the long negotia-
tions to get Miss Pickford and

(Continued on page 22)
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U. S. Supreme Courfs Deci^on On

Divorcement Governs Joe Schenck's

Takeover of Several Fox-W.C. Sites

Hollywood, July 8. +
Uniled Artists Theatre Corp. has

earmarked $4,000,000 for purchase

ot 40 theatre-building sites in Cali-

Ibrnia plus another $10,000,000 ior

the construction of houses. Joseph

M. Schenck, who heads the theatre

circuit, in reporting - the contem-

plated theatre expansion program of

his company, said the plan is for

UATC—in . no way i associated with

the United Artists distributiiig com-
pany—to own and operate 75 thea-^

tres in California.

Sites are currently held by Fox-

West Coast with whom Schenck has

been carrying on negotiations Ipr a

possible purchase. Deal depends on
outljome of the U. S. Supreme'

court's decision in the fall on the

statutory court's decision of last

December in which partial divorce-

ment of theatres jointly operated by
^defendant companies was ordered. If

decision is upheld, Fox-West Coast

cannot embark upon its proposed

building program and UATC will ac-

quire the sites for the theatres.

Final plans for building also are

contingent upon Government con-

struction regulations," which Schenck

said he does 0 not believe can last

more than a year or so. Sites which

UATC is trying to take over from

FWC aire situated both in the souths

erh 'and northern parts of California,

with selections being based on local-

itie.<i where there have been popula-

tion increases and districts where

theatres-are now lacking.

Doesn't Want to Overseat

Schenck said he didn't want to

overseat a neighborhood, and for

this reason surveys had been made-

for the best situations. In. addition

to United Artist theatres in Los An^
geles, Alhambra and Sacramento,

which UATQ owns outright, Schenck

company owns another 35 in Cali-

fornia in conjunction with Fox-West

Coast. These have to be unscram-

bled, he said,. in conformance with

the statutory .'court decree. UATC
may make over their ownership if

the Supreme Court upholds the de-

...cree.. ,.

UATC also owns, m conjunction

with Loew's, three houses in Balti-

more, two each in Pittsburgh,

Columbus and one in Louisville,

which also may come into possession

of the company if a deal can be

worked out, providing the Supreme

Court rules in favor of the statutory

Court. Other company holdings in-

clude 130 theatres in New York,

Brooklyn and New Jersey, one thea-

tre each in Chicago and Detroit, and

c 50% interest in the Robb-Rowley

circuit of 81 houses in Texas,

CWECOLOR PAYING

1ST DiVVY, 12k
Hollywood, July 8.._

Cinecolor will pay its first divi-

dend Sept. 15 to stockholders of rec-

ord Aug. 13. Cut will be 12%c. a

share.

Board of directors meeting, which

wound up over the weekend, an-

nounced Uiat for first quarter of

the next fiscal year, starting Oct. 1,

company will have approximately

the same number of films in wofk

as are now being proce.s.sed; 11 are

now being put through plant,

John D. Kerry, president of

American Fruit Growers, Inc., was

elected to the board.

AI Lewis Ankles U-I
Hollywood, July 8.

Al Lewis has obtained his release

from Universal-International to

enter indie production. He has been
a U-I producer since last January,

coming to the valley lot after five

years at Metro.
Lewis has several story properties

lined up and is prepping for early

filming.

Treasury Passes Buelt to Att y Geiil

On French 'Diabk' I%[; Too Sexy?

UA's linger Sees

B.O. Rise in Aug.
Prophecy that the b,o. recession is

currently at its bottom' and biz will

begin to pick up in August was
made yesterday (Tuesday) by J, J.

Unger, general , sales manager of

United Artists. Unger did his crys
tal-balling at the opening session of

a three-day UA sales meet at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. •

"I speak for the film industry,'

UngeKi declared, ' "when I take cog
nizance of the recession that is mani-
festing itself generally throughout:
our' business. I speak again for the
filmi industry when .1 say I 'believe

we are experiencing the wor^t ef-

fects -of the recession period. It is

my opinion and that of many in-

dustry leaders that the recession will

begin ' to diminish ' in August and
conditions for all of us will improve
after that.'.'

Unger also
;
pointed out that b.o.

volume currently is in excess of 50%
more than in the early 1940s.

Grad Sears, UA distribution chief,

who is in London, spolce to the con-
clave by telephone hooked to a 'loud-

speaker. Meeting is being attended
by Jiomeolfice execs, division arid

district managers, totaling 21 in all.

GEORGE GIVOT
About George Givot in "Kiff-

rafl," R.K.O.-Radio Pictures' latest

release, Brog in, Variety said: "Sup-
port- is strong . . . George GIvot is

sood as police chief."

Opening Golden Gate theatre, San
Francisco, Calif., Week ot July 23rd.

Thanks to Pat O'Brien, N«t Holt,

Marty Raekin.and Teddy Tetzlaff

20th Stores 'Chicken'
Hollywood, July 8.

Switches in casting and produc-
tion plans at !iOth-Fox have caused
postponement of "Chicken Every
Sunday," which follows "The Black
Rose" on studio's no-go list for this

season. It will be made next year
instead.

"Chicken", was. to have started
late this month on location at Min-
den, Nev., in color; with William
Perlberg producing, George; Seaton
directing. Gene Tierney and Dan
Dailey co-starred.

Perlberg will now go to England
to make "escape." Dailey has been
assigned "The Flapper Age,'' : oppo-
site Jeannie Grain, with Fred Kohl-
mar producing. Seaton and Miss
Tierney will be assigned other
chores.

Name Receiver For

L. A. House in Mixup
Hollywood, July 8.

Unusual argument arising from
the New- York anti-trust decision re-

sulted last week in appointment of

a temporary receiver for Alto the-

atre. Dispute came up when
Southside Theatres, Inc., reCused re^

turn of the liouse in a pool breakup
with the' Fifth Avenue, cpntending
that paired pporation of the two
theatres did not come under the

/courts ruling.

; , Frank MiUan, manager of the Alto,

was named temporary receiver by
Federal Judge Ben Harrison after

Fo-x West Coast filed suit for declara-

tory relief. The circuit, vvjiieh took

back ' its Fifth Avenue and tried to-

return Alto to South.side,. held that

splitup was requh-ed by the anti-

trust decision*

More Film Festivals

In Europe Than There

Are Kentucky Colonels

Overall industry
,

policy on par-

ticipation in European film festivals

is expected to materialize following

the return of Eric Johnston from his

current trip abroad. Motion Picture

Assn. proxy is confabbing with

American film men in Europe on
participation in the increasingly-

frequent festivals, which in many
oases are recognized as nothing more
than a tourist come-on.

Latest one in which the American
industry will play a tole is at

Marienbad, Czechoslovakia, in Au-
gust. ' Participation will be via the

Motion Picture Export Assn., which
represents the eight major com-
panies in distribution in that coun-

try.

Marienbad participation will be on

a more practical basis than that of
festivals, in the past. United States

has' been invited to submit two films

f(>r showing and the MPEA will'

select a pair that a short time later

will go into general release in the

country. It thus hopes to u.se the

festival "directly for publicity and

exploitation of its product—rather
than the usual way of having th^

iilms used for publicity and exploita-

tion of the town.

Each of five countries has been in-

vited to submit two pix. Louis Kan-
turek, MPEA's Cze^ch manager, will

be in charge of U. S. activities.

There will be no awards or prizes,

but plenty of speeche.-!, roundtables

and learned discussion on films.

There is no policy at present on
participation in the festivals, a de^
cision being made in eacK^ase as it

arises. Johnston is now confabbing
with MPA and MPEA European
execs on the Sdvisability of either of

the two organizations oflicially ,go-

(Continued on page 22)

Trilingual Fix
* Hollywood, July 8.

AU America Picture Co., Inc., new
production company,- is being backed
with Portugese .

money, Luis Felipe

Nunes, rep of the Portugese interests,

will be treasurer.

Outfit plans production of two
pictureSj "Offenbach" and "Don
Pedro," Both will be made here and
in Portugal with trilingual dialog in

Spanish, English and Portuguese.

WB Angling To

Buy Padie Reel
Warner Bros, is pushing negotia^-

tions with RKO to acquire outright

RKO - Pathe newsreel. Talks are

currently under way between- the
two -companies whereby Warners
would take over the reel, lock-stock-

and-barrel, a «top RKO exec Con-
ceded this week. Whether the gab-
bing will culminate in a deal for

the. purchase, the RKOer wouldn't
say. •

Discussions are a repeat on nego-
tiations held between the two majors
some years back when Warners
sought unsuccessfully to buy,, the

newsreel wing from RKO. At that

time, it was reported, WB offered

$3,000,000 for the RKO subsid and
wouldn't go higher to meet a de-
mand for $5,000,000 fixed by the

seller. -

WB's move, if polished off suc-

cessfully, would solve a number of

tough problems which the company
must meet in order to launch its

own series of newsreels by Dec. 1,

date fixed for operations. RKO-
Pathe acquisition would give War-
ners a complete film library, which
is considered essential by newsreel
ofi!icials. Without a library, trade-

wise execs think the company would
be badly hampered from, the start. .'

WB's announced plan is to use
black-and-whites for regular reels

and color for magazine-type shorts

treating current events with back-
(Continued on page 17) :

Washington, July 8.

Tlie v. S. Treasury Dept. disclosed
today (Tue^ay) that it has pa.ssed

over to the U. S. Attorney's office

in New York, the headache of de-
ciding' whether the French film, ''Le

Diable Au Corps," should be cen-
sored and permitted into this coun-
try, or whether it should be re-

turned to France.
Customs Bureau seized the pic-

ture on "moral grounds", when it

was sent here for exhibition. Film
was brought to D. C. where a spe-
cial screening was ' conducted last

week for Treasury officials, incUtd-
ing Undersecretary - A. L. Wiggins.
The viewers decided at least one
scene was "objectionable" but fig--

ured they had better not get in-

volved in a censorship row and so
left the matter to the U. S. Attorney,

, May Bring Print to Mexico
HoUyiwood, July 8.

Paul Graetz, producer of "Diable
au Corps," is currently here huddling
with Universal execs on steps to be
talten regarding the confiscation of

the print by the Treasury Dept. on
"moral" grounds. Universal financed
the French production, which re--

cently won a prize at the. Brussels
film festival.

Inasmuch as U execs have not
seen the pic, plan is afoot now, if

the print isn't released, to send one
from Paris to Mexico. U toppers
would then go to Tlajuana or some
other nearby Mexican town to view
it.

Treasury's action regarding the
pic is believed to stem from Catholic
objection to a dramatic sequence
concerning adultery. Yarn, set in

lOlV-^lS, concerns a romance between
a youth and the wife of a French.
Sioldier away at war.

Graetz, while in Hollywood, is

also discussing with U execs the
possibility of bringing to this coun-
try for a U pic the star of "Diable,"
Gerard Philipe.

(SU Sues lATSE and Major Cos. For

$43,01,11; Charges Bioff StillRuns lA
Hollywood, July 8,

Triple damage suit seeking $43,000,-

000 has been filed against the .major
studios and the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
by the Conference of Studio Unions.
Federal Court action charges viola-

tion of the Sherman Anti-trust act

and a conspiracy to smash the CSU
and independent producers.

Willie Bioff, convicted labor

racketeer, has been named as the

man assertedly behind the conspir-

acy. Charge is made that he con-

tinues to direct top lATSE policy in

film biz, authough he's no longer an
officer of the Organization. Suit,

prepared by the law firm of Robert
W. Kenny and Morris E. Cohn, as-

serts that producers have conspired
with IA to make fewer pictures, use
only lA and thereby isolate CSU
members from studio production
work.

Suit claims that, in turn, the lA
agreed to withhold, its members'
services from the indies until the
majors had full complements of em-
ployees and to nick the indies- for

higher wages and tougher WQ;i-king

conditions. Injunction is sought to

restrain the defendants from ^s-^

sertedly combining and conspiring
to destroy the CSU and indies.

Triple damages of $42,000,000 in back
wages have been asked, plus amounts
expended by CSU member-unions in

carrying on the fight against the al-

leged conspiracy and anti^trust vio-
lations.

Plaintiff.^, besides the CSU, include
Carpenters Local 946r Painters Local
852; Molders & Foundry Workers
Local 374; Painters Locals 644, 1,489,

and 1,421; Sheetmetal Workers Local
108, and Henry J. Kistner, member
of Local 644. Major film compa-
nies, their prexies and labor repre-
sentatives, lATSE prexy" Richard F.
Walsh, local lA leader Roy M.
Brewer and other officials have been
named defendants. Studios are
Loew's, 20th-Fox, Paramount, Colum-^
bia, RKO, W/arners, Republic, Gold-
wyn; Roach and Universal.
Co-defendants include 40 execs of

the companies, the Motion Picture
Assn. of America and its prexy Eric
Johnston, and Edward CheyCitz and
Joyce O'Hara, assistants to Johnston.
Brewer. Hollywood rep of lATSE,

asserted the charge that BiolT is still

running lA is "completely and abso-
tContinued on page 25)

FRED ULLMAN SHIFTS

TO RKO AS PRODUCER
Frederic Ullman, Jr., resigned

yesterday (Tuesday) as prexy of

RKO-P^ithe to take over a new. job

as one 'of the top producers on the
RKO lot in Hollywood. No new prez
has been named, with Walton Ament,
Pathe general manager, taking over
Ullman's former duties temporarily.

Ullman produced two features on
the RKO lot in 1940 and has; been
priming since that time to return to

Hollywood. New assignment was
proposed to him by Dore Schary,
RKO veepee over production i,fs be;

lieved, because of his work in estab-

lishing the new RKO-Pathe studios

in New York and in putting Pathe
in the black wi*h such shorts as the

"This Is America" series.

Ullman's resignation and switch to

feature production has nothing to do
with current rumors of Warners buy-
ing the RKO-'Pathe newsreel. Change
in joljs has been in the wind for at

least five months, before WB an-
nounced it was going into the
newsreel business. Resignation does
presage, it's believed, a general re-

alignment of personnel inside the

Pathe setup m N. Y. •

Ullman's first assignment on his

hew job will be to handle produc-
tion reins on "A Boy Cried Murder,"
slated to - go before the cameras in

the hear iuture. He leaves for the
"Coast Tuesday (15) in company with
Schary after the RKO sales meet.

FILM STOCK ACTIVITY

QUIET IN SEC REPORT
Philadelphia, July 8.

Activity comparatively quiet in
film stocks this month, according to

latest report of Securities and Ex-
change Commission covering period
between May 11 and June 10.

: Biggest transactions were regis-

tered in Columbia pictures commdn,
with Harry Cohn reporting acquki-
tion of 2,393 shares, bringing his to-

tal up to 139,127, -Benjamin B,

Kahane, Los Angeles, reported hold-
ing, as of April, 1947, 10,000 options
for Columbia cdmmon. Abraham
Montague acquired 10,426 options.

Hariy Cohn also reported the acquisi-

. (Continued on page 24)

Europe to N. Y.
Jack Davis
Irving Drutman
W. Ray John.ston

Harry Alan Powers

N. Y. to Europe
Arthur Brown
Hugh Findlay
Sol Hurok
Alfred Junge
Mr. & Mrs. Emile Littler

Michele Morgan

MRS. JOCK LAWRENCE IN HOS.
Los Angeles, July 8.

Mary Lawrence, wife of Jock
Lawrence, veepee of the U. S. Rank
organization, is convale.scing at the
Good Samaritan hospital here after

an operation. She'll be discharged
wittiin several weeks.

Meanwhile, Lawrence will return
east tomorrow (Wed. > in the comr
pany of J. Arthur Rank and the lat-

ter's wife with a stopover at New
Orleans on the itinerary. Lawrence
had planned to take his wife with

him on his trip to England Aug. 1,

but now will sail alone.

N. Y. to L. A.
Harry Brandt .

Noah L. Braunstein :

•

Roger Ferri
James R. Grainger-
Charles Harrison
Col. Nathan Levinson
Henry Morgan
:A1. Parker-.
Wm. Plzor
Harry Romm
Ruby Schinasi
Nan Wynn

L, A. to N. Y.
James Allen .

Robert Benjamin ,

Joan Blondell
Pat Casey .

Delmar Daves
Jack Haley .

Dennis Morgan
David Niven
Merle Oberon
John F. Reeder
Hal Roach
Gerrit Roelof
Herman Rotstein

Marvin Schenck
Michael Todd '

Spencec Tracy
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AVER EXHIB CHISELING SPREADS
Betty Grables $299333 Tops 20ths

1946 Ssdaries; Othor Coin Detsuls

Betty Grabl? topped all other

+

wage-earners at 20th^Fox last year

by taking home a total of $299,333,

Closest to her in earnings was

jDarryl F. Zanuck, production vee-

pee, who was paid $260,000 while

Spyros Skouras, 20th prexy, was in

show position with $255,922.

Probably ahead in take of all

other law firms specializing in film

work was Dwight, Harris, Koegel &
Caskey which netted fees of $271,500

for the year, plus $64,791 whlcii Otto

Koegel garned as full-time at-

torney for the company. Koegel's

employment contract, it's been dis-

closed, runs from Jan. 1, 1946, to Dec.

SI, 1952, at $1,250 Weekly from 20th

and an added $650 weekly from Na-
tional Theatres, 20th subsid.

Wilfred J. Eadie, company comp-
troller, was signed to a' new con-

tract during the year which brings,

hint $1;000 per week for the first

two years; $1,100 during the third

semester, and $1,200 for the fourth

and fifth years. His old pact was
torn up Aug. 15 when he was given

the new fve-year deal!

Conversion of options by top-

lanking execs brought the compariy

^Continued oa page 22)

$uits by Stockholders

tie Up Fancy Bonuses To

3 Nat'l Theatres Execs
An $846,695 bonus to Charles P,

ilkouras, head of National Theatres,
or his services in 1946 has been
held up by the 20th-Fox because of

luits filed by stockholders to test

the legality of his employment con-
Ijract, Deferment in payment of
the extra coin was decided by 20th

biggies pending settlement or trial

of the stockholders' action.

Also involved in the litigation are
lesser bonuses to Elmer C. Rhoden,
head of Fox-Midwest 'Theatres, and
F. H. Ricketson, Jr.j who tops Fox
Inter - Mountain Theatres, Rhoden
has $80,445 coming to him whil?;
Picketson's bonus is $67,031, All
t.hree collected their regular pay
checks for '46 amounting to .tISS.TOO

|or Skouras; $46,800 for Rhoden;
,«nd $67,200 for Ricketson.

Skouras, along with Rhoden,
Ricketson and Harold J. Fitzgerald,
prexy of Fox -Wisconsin Theatres,
are targets in other stockholder suits,
now pendingj which attack a deal
whareby the quartet made a total
Of $6,599,992 on NT's class B stock.
In that instance, the four execs paid
$585,000 for the stock on a deal ap-
proved by stockholders and then re-
Sold it to the company for $7,415,000

Diner Films installed

On€&0 Railroad
Washington, July 8.

V Diner 18m film units are being
built into all new mainline /equip
tnent now being constructed for the
Che.sapeake & Ohio RIr, Most of the
Equipment is to be delivered late
this year.

Expansion of the film theatre on
J^neels idea is due to the success of
the experiment the line, headed by
Robert p. Young, has been conduct-
ing since last January. C & O cur-
rently "runs two nightly per-
formances on each of two "Geofge
.Washington" trains which shuttle be-

.

tween Washington and Cincinnati
aaily. The little "Chessie Theatres"
are set up in the dining cars after
the evening meals, and the pas-
?engers are notified of the shows by
circulars passed out in the coaches.

Rita's Own Col. Unit
Hollywood, July 8,

rRelease and distribution contract
.

has been signed between Columbia
.
and the Beckworth. Corp, which will
taake two Rita Hayworth films a
year for seven years. Production

;

under new. banner starts when the
star returns from her current Euro-
pean tour.
All Hayworth films from now on

wui^ be made under the new tag,
ijeal was made by John Hyde of
William Morris Agency.

Plane Commuters
• Hollywood, July 8,

Those huge Los Angeles home-
to-work distances are. - being
licked by Gene Fowler^ Jr., and
Sherman Rose by airplane. They
fly to work every day. Rose
picking up Fowler "in his two-
seater liuscombe at the Culver
City airport, then hopping to the
Lockheed air .terminal, followed
by 10 minutes' auto ride to Uni-
versal-International, where the
pair are working on "The Sen-
ator Was Indiscreet."

Battle With Army

Over German Pix

Distrib Waxes Hot
American film industry's battle

with the Military Government over
distribution of U, ,S, product in Ger-
many is becorning increasingly

bitter, if anything, although the
Motion Picture Export Assn. still

hopes to take over handling of its

own films from the Army by Aug.
15. MPEA exec stated Monday (7)

the organization would "rather close

up" than have the Government
continue to run its business in the
Reich. ;

Ma.ior point, of dispute has been
the MG's refusal to provide the

MPEA—which distributes the prod-
uct of the eight majors-r-with the
physical facilities it feels it requires

if it is to take over its own distribu-

tions Arrny now handles the films

and MPEA want? it to turn over
part of the facilities -which have
been set up.

Army maintains that there aren't

sufficient facilities to give them to

the MPEA, American indie^ and
German, feritish and French distribs.

It therefore wants to set up a Film
Forwarding Co, to act as an agency
to handle everyone's pix,

. MPEA admits that the facilities

'are limited and therefore has made
an oft'er to handle films for any
other distrib, including American
Indies. It objects to the Forwarding
%o. as "interference" with its biz.

Its ob.iective is handling and sale of

film "from rewinding right, on up."

As the situation looks now,, the
Forwarding Co. will be set up to

handle all but MPEA product.
Latter outfit will be given limited

facilities for Its own distribution.

It's admitted these will ;)robably be
inadequate, but the MPEA is said to

be"used to improvising."

Tpm Waller Resigns UA

To Join Eric Johnston
Tom Waller has resigned as pub-

lioity manager o£ United Artists to

join the- executive staff, of the Mo-
tion Picture Assrt, in New 'V'ork, He
will succeed to.the.post of public in-,

foymation director from which Glfen

Allvine resigned, last , week.

Al 'Tamarin will take pv^t, the ,UA
publicity managership, Tamarin is

a former legit p. a, who went to work
for O'A a little more than a year ago
tti handle special publicity and ex-

plplta'tion 'oh J, , Arthur Rank's
"Henry V." This was under UA's
tieup with the Theatre Guild by
which the pic was handled as a

legiter. Tamarin had formerly
worked for the Guild;- Following the
flaekwork OB "Henry," Tamarin took
over special handling on Boris

Morros-'William LeBaron's "Carnegie
Haii" for UA, :

Waller camg to UA from Para-

mount in 1945. He had been a pub-
ficist with the latter company : since

1934, moving there, firom the New
york staJE of yAWETY;, Jfle'll take

over his .new post .jyilh the. JpJirist'gn

organization Aug. 4.

Allvine is planning to go into indie

production on the Coasti

DISTRIB CLAIMS
Major company distribs are bat-

tling an increasingly knotty problem
ai^ facing terrific losses in a sizable

spread of chiseling practices on per-
centage pix, sales heads now claim.

Disclosure that the habit of paring

grosses in returns to the majors is

growing rapidly has been brought
home, it's said, through a systematic
auditing of exhibitor, books over the
past year.

Practice is now so common, one
sales chief declared, that his com-'

pany found 3,000 ciistomers out of a
total of 12,000-14,000 were habitually
turning in phoney reports. Almost
all violators, sales biggie said, are
indie exhibs with but few phoneys
discovered among the large circuits.

Technique- of falsifying reports—on
the theory that a big company can
take it—-is so bad, he added, tliat in

many situations it would pay for a
distrib to . inaugurate flat rentals

again.

It was estimated last year that
distribs were losing $20,000,000

yearly from chiseling exhibs. Cost
to majors since then has been re-

vamped upwards in view of discovr
(Continued on page 26)

Rank Stresses

Anglo-U.S. Amity
Hollywood, July 8.

Nations of the world have an ob-
ject lesson on how to do business
together by the manner in which
British and United States film in-

terests are cooperating, according to

J. Arthur Rank. Britisher's speech on
international amity hit Columbia
Broadcasting Co.'s Coast net yester-

day (7) in connection with Cathay
Circl'e theatre's, preem of "Black
Narcissljs," which is sponsored by
Rank and Nate Blumberg, Universal
prez. Deborah Kerr and' Sabu, pic's

stars, headed the long list of celebs

attending the opening.

Rank said that when he first came
to Hollywood two years ago, he
stated he intended, to go into com-
petition with the United States.

"Not a fight," he saidi . "but competi-
tion—clean, hard sportpmansfiip in

bu.siness. We, in England and our
colleagues in Hollywood, have gotten

(Continued on page. 95)

Kramer-^ass, l^hoff, &oss Accqit

UA's 271/2% Terms; Others Hold Out

Henry Morgan's Pix
Deal is set for

. radio comic
Henry Morgan to make his film

debut in the initial picture of the
new Stanley Kramer - George
Glass indie producing unit.

Kramer and Glass own rights to

a flock of Ring Lardner stories,

the first to be a yarn about New
york labeled "Big Town,"
K-G pact vvith Morgan is for

him to appear in one of the
Lardner stories, with options for

two more. Unit is currently
about to ink a United Artists re-

lease deal.

Loew s Distrib Of

4 Goldwyn Films

In South Africa
Unusual arrangement whereby

lioew's International will distribute

four Samuel Goldwyn productions
in South, Africa gives Goldwyn the
advantage of not having to compete
for terms with J.' Arthur Rank's pix
on the- Schlesigner circuit. Tricky
deal, inlsed this week, turns over to
Loew's for South African distribu-

tion "Best years of Our Lives,"
"The Kid froip Brooklyn," "Wonder
Man" and "The Princess and the
Pirate."

RKO distribution of Goldwyn
product in the rest of the world is

not affected by the Loew arrange-
ment. It results from the fact RKO
does not have its .own distribution
facilities in South Africa and sells

is product for distribution there to
Schlesinger. Latter releases it as
well as plays it in its own theatres.

Schlesinger's recent merger with
Rank includes a clause that the
British producer's films must get
terms equal to the best given any
other, company's. Loew plays the
Schlesinger houses, but its franchise
predates the Rank clause, so its pix
are not affected by the "most fa-

vored" principle, Goldwyn, under
his new deal, therefore, can play
the Schlesinger circuit under the
Loew franchise, thus getting better
terms than Schlesinger would be

(Continued on page 22)

Rank's Pitch for Top U.S. Film Names;

Sets 4 Star Deals; Flirts Chaplin
Hollywood, July 8,

J. Arthur Rank, Britain's top pro-

ducer, heads for New Orleans to-

morrow after pushing through a
trio of juicy talent deals, Ranli has
signed Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,,

Glaudette Colbert and Joan Fontaine

to one-picture pacts similar to that

with ..Bing Crosby. They'll, make
their films in England for the Brit-

ish mogul during 1948 or '49. He's
also wooing Charles Chaplin to

make a Rank pic in England.

Rank pushes off with his wife and
Jock Lawrencg, veepee of his U. S,

organization, to keep a rendezvous
with E'. 'V, Richards, Paramount
partner. Besides a flock of southern
exhibs converging on New Orleans
to meet Rarik, major company top-

pers including Barney Balaban,
Par's prexy; Spyros Skouras, 20th-

Fox prez; and Leonard Goldensonj

Par's theatre head, TViU be on the

scene.
,
After the meeting, Friday

(11), Rank turns north to sail on
the Queen Elizabeth July 17.

Fairbanks, who's presentl,v com-
pleting "The Exile," , for Universal,

goes to England late in '48 to star

in , "Sir tancelot,'!. '., story \ of the
Knights of the Round Table. He'll

also act as producer of the Tech-
nicolor opu.i Fairbanks is in strong
favor with the British since ho was
awarded the Distinguished Service
Cross for activities with the British

Commandos While wa, officer of the
U. S. Navy. ,

'V. S. Screens Open to TJs'

In inking the top Yank stars.

Rank said: "Now that the screens
of the American theatres are open to

us, it is up to us of British films to

put into our motion , pictures every
possible element that will attract the
greatest number ol American pic/-,

turegoers to the boxoffice to increase
our dollar intake and thus to give
the means of buying more food-
stuffs, machinery and other items for
our' people at hiame,"

Rank has made pitches to Ingrid:
Bergman and other names during his
stay here, going far afield from his
Universal-International home base to
latch onto valuable Hollywood tal-
ent

.
with participation deals and

promises of freedom from "close su-
pervision" practiced here.

ROSSEN'S 'UNKNOWN' LEAD
Hollywood, July 8,

Robert Rossen wtll seek an' "un-
known" for the lead In "All . the
King's 'Men," Robert Penn Warren's
Pulitzer Prize novel which Rossen
will direct from his own screenplay,

Film is being made for Columbia
under the banner of Robert Rossen
Prodiictions with shooting expected
to begin Oct. 1.

While several old-line United Art-
ists producers have stated categori-
cally that they won't go for .th»

company's new distribution terms,
releasing pacts with three other
indies are nearing the signing stage.

They are with the Stanley Kramer-
George Glass uniti with Sam-
Bischoffi and with Edward Gross,

Terms of the new deals are 27%%
for distribution. They also call for
the producer to absorb all advertis-

ing costs, as well as numerous other
charges which heretofore have been
shared by the distribution company.
According to one 'vet UA indie, his
calculations indicate the new terms
bring distribution costs for the
producer to a total of 31%,
He stated that, as far as he was :

concerned, UA's value to the pro-
ducer in the past was its favorable
terms. If he, wanted to pay ratfre

than 30%, he declared, he could
afford to go shopping among a
number of other companies which
are on the market for indie product.
UA, ot course, has maintained

that its termij in the past have been
so low that it couldn't make a fair

profit. It's understood to have
(Continued on page. 20)-

Goldwyn in a Rut At

The B'wayAstor; Signs

18 More Months^ Lease
Samuel Goldwyn has further

tightened hjs hold on the Astor
theatre, N. Y,, the producer's Broad-

"

way - showcase for the last several
years, by signing an exclusive deal
for the house for 18 months begins
ing Aug. 12. Date is that sclwduled
for the preem of Goldwyn'a Secret
Life of Walter Mitty," Danny-lCaye-
Virginia Mayo co-starrer.

New deal is believed to indicate
that City Investing Co., owners oi
the Astor, have abandoned, at least

'

for the present, their plans of tear-.,

ing down both the Astor and 'Vic-

toria, as well as several of the legit
houses on 44th and 45th streets, ior
the purpose of building a new
amusement centre on the site. Plans
have been shelved, it's believed, be-
cause of the current high costs of
construction.

Contract with Goldwyn, which
was signed by Goldwyn prexy Jagies
Mulvey and Robert Dowling of City
Investing,- includes a clause giving
the real estate firm the right to

terminate the pact with due notice
if it wants, to build. Opening of

"Mitty" at the Astor will end a 38-

week run of "Beat Years of Our
Lives." "Bishop's Wife " recently
completed production starring Cary
Grant, Loretta Young and Davi^
Niven, is scheduled to follow "Mitty"
into the Astor some time after Jan. 1.

OPA Nixes Tenant Evietbn

To Enlarge Nassour Studio
Hollywood, July 8.

Edward Nassour was stymied this

week in plans to expand his sudio
facilities by OPA decision denyin|[
eviction of tenants in apartments
owned by Nassouri Nassour. sought
to empty the houses' so that he
could build sound stages on the site

later and, meanwhile, use the
apartments for office quarters.

It is under.stood, however, that
studio owner will carry out hii
bundling plans as soon as possible.

Day Deal Dark Again
Hollywood, July B.

The pff-again-on-again deal for
Laraine Day to appear in Sam Cos-
low's "Champagne for Everybody'* is

off again—for the . second time.
Marty Martyn, the actress' agent, said
that cdnferences between filiss Day,
Cpslow and Sam Bischoff ended in
demands for contract provisions tjjat ,

made it "impossible and impractical
to make the deal" from the actre.ss'

standpoint, ,

Marty said, however, , thai .tho
much -publicized clause permittinjt
Mi.ss Day to attend the VTorl^ Series,
it the Dodgers win the National
League pennant, was agreed to \ty
Coslow, .



M. P. HERALD-
"A natural in th« full mi^aning of

lh» term . . . Scored unmistakable

hit at the preview."

BOXOFFICB—
*'One of the most joyful and re-

freshing comedies in many months

. . . A theatre will have to post a

smallpox sign to keep from doing

capacity business."

THE EXHIBITOR--

"This vtfili be the reoson for hap-

pier clays at the boxoffice."

VARIETY—
"Broad farce slated for strong re-

ception ... Will brighten boxoflfices

in all situations."

M. P. DAILY—
"Something special in the comedy ,

line ... A natural for all types of

audiences and localities,"

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

-

"Should turn out to be one of the

top comedios of the season ... A film

thof the entire family^ MUST SEE."

THE INDEPENDENT-
"Big-time entertainment . . . Bound

to evoke favorable reaction . .

Hefty boxofflcc^ appeal."

FILM BULLETIN—
"A happy, giddy show destined

for top grosses."

HOJLtyWOOD REPORTER—
"A niade-to-order money picture.''

DAILY VARIETY—
"Will line funmakers up at the

wickets for blocks."



GRANT LOY

w„H RlID! mil
A OORE SCHARY

RAY COLLINS IRRY mPOR! - IfliNY SftNOS

Otigimi Story oncf Screenplay by

PRODUCTION . Dimded by fRVING REIS - SIDNEY SHELDON

NATinUAIIV AliUKDTItKh the 121,337,596 CIRCULATION of Life-Look- Saturday Evening Post-Collier's-Ladiet'

WflVlWAiif AUwtKllJtV Home Journal-Cosmopolitan-American-Redbook-True Story-Seventeen and Fan Litt . ..

.

Color Comic Sections of 107 important Sunday newspapers.
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aO/s, My 4 Wk. No Help to LA But

'G:ho:st' Uvely $5S^ for 4 Spots;

'Dishonwed' 25G, 4; 'Marriage' 31G, 2

Los Angeles, July 8.

Long holiday weekend was no

bonanza for local first runs, outdoor

Bports, resorts and .fine! weather giVr

ing film theatres stiff ,
competition.

"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" appears

pleasing, if not big at $58,500 iri four

-theatres. "Perfect Marriage" and
"That's My Gal" will be only light

$31,000 in ,two spots. "Born To
Kill" and "Likely Story" appear
just fair at $31,500, four situations.

''Dishonored Lady," another off to a
Blow start, shapes as fair $25,000 in

lour small-seaters.
"Fiesta" is clocking a fancy $53,000

in second frame, three houses, and
doing briskest trade in city. Second
week of "Unfaithful" in thre^oca-
tions is okay $34,500,

Estimates for This Weeli

Belntont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—
"Born to Kill" (RKO) and "Likely
Story" (RKO). Only $3,500. Last
week, "GO Into Dawoe" (WB) and
"Sing Love Song" (WB) (reissues),

$2,700.
BeverJy Hilis Music Hall (G&S-

Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)—"Dishon-
ored Lady" (UA). Near H500: Last
week, "New Orleans" (UA) (2d
wk), $1,800.

Cartlt*y Circle. (FWC) (1,518; 50-
$1)—"Ivy" (U) (m.c). Opened to-
day (Tues.). Last week-, "Great
Expectations" (U) (4th wk-9 days),
great $8,000.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
,60-$l) — "Ghost and Mrs. Muir"
(20th). Good $17,000. Last week,
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (3d wk-
6 days), nice $9,300.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) (2d wk). Okay
$15,000. - Last Week, good $20,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

leld (872; 50-$l) — "Dishonored
*Lady" (UA)., Pair $10,500. Last
week, "New Orleans" (UA) (2d
wk), $6,600.

: JBjypUan (FWC) (1,S38; 50-$!)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). Smart $13,-
000. last week, fancy $16,800.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Born
to /Kill" (RKO) and "Likely Story"
(RKO). Fair $4,500. Last week, "Go
Into Dance" (WB) and "Sing Love
Song" (WB) (reissues), $4,200.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)^
"This Happy Breed" (U) (6th wk).
Near $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (6th
•wk-5 days). Sharp $4,000. Last week,
about same.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)—"Ivy"
<U) and "Philo Vance's Gamble"
(PRC) (3d wk-3 days). Closing at

, $1,500. Last week, $4,300.
Hawaii (G&S-BIumenleld) (958;

B0-$1)—"Dishonored Lady." (UA)
Oke $5,500. Last week, "New Or-
leans" (UA) (2d wk), $2,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) (2d wk). Fair $9,-
600. Last week, nifty $16,400.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

: feld ) (475; 50-85)—"Dishonored Lady"
(UA), Nice $4,500. Last week, "New
Orleans" (UA) (2d wk), $1,800.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Ivy" (U)
(3d wk-3 days). Mere $1,500. Last
week, dull $3,eoo;

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)—"Tor-
ment" (Indie) (3d wk). About $2,-
500. Last week, $3,300.
Loew's State (Loew-WG (2,404; 50-

$1)—"Gho.st Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
•'Born to Speed" (PRC). Fine $22,-
000. Last week, "Miracle 34th St,"
(20th) and "Si.ster's Secret" (PRC)
(3d wk-6 days), closed at $10,700.
Los Anffeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

50-$l)—"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk)'
Strong $28,000. last week, sock $37.-
100. ,

,

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)—
"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th). Good $8,-
500. Last week, "Miracle 34th St."
(20th) (3d wk-6 days), $4,500.

^
M?n-cal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)—

"Henry V" (UA) (5th wk). Neat
$4 500. Last week, okav $5,300.
Orphcum (D'town-WC) '(2,210; 50-

$1)—"Born to Kill" (RKO) and
"Likely Story" (RKO). Pleasing
$18,000. Last weiek, "Go Into Dance"
(WB) and "Sing Love Song" (WB)
(reissues), $9,800,
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 55-

88)—"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)
and "The Web" (U) (2d run). Pair
$4,500. In for week until Ink Spots
open on July 9. Last week, "Ding
Dong Williams" (RKO) with Cab
Calloway orch on stage, smart $24,-
800.

Pantaffes (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"Cunfightcrs" (Col) and "Love oi
Ei"?ty" (Col) (2d Wk). Finals at $8,-
OOn, Last week, pleasant $14,900.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—

"Perfect Marriage" (Par) and "That's
My Gal" (Rep). Light $17,000. Last
week. "Calcutta" (Par) and"Fear in
Nifiht" (Par) (3d wk), good $13,706.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

,
451; 50-$l)—"Perfect Marriage" (Par)
and "That's My Gal" (Rep). Good
$14,000. Last week, "Calcutta" (Par)
and "Fear in Night" (Par) (8d wk),
nifty $9,700.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50-

8a)~"Gunflght6rs» (Col) and "Love

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ..... .'. .... $667,500

(Based on 18 theatres)

Last Year ............ $7i9,60Q

(.Based on 17 theatres)

'Fiesta' (kers

%Loo,
St. Louis, July 8.

Influx of out-of-to-wmers has offset

exodus of natives spending three-

day holiday out of city, and biz is

rising. Out in front is "Fiesta" and
"Miracle on 34th St."

Estimates (Or This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)—"Bgg and r (U) (2d wk). Fancy

$17,000, after sturdy $19,000 first

.session.

. Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Trail
Street" (RKO) and "Devil Thumbs
Ride" (RKO). Solid $20,000. Last
week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th), neat
$18,000.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Fiesta". (M-G) and"Mister Jim"
(M-G). Swell $22,000. Last week,
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G). $17,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

"Miracle 34th St" (20th) and "Hap-
pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono)
Strong $17,000. Last week, "Mosi
Rose'^ (20th) and "Western Union'
(20th)' (reissue), $12,500.
Orpheum. (LoeW) (2,000; S0r75)—

."Living in "a Big Way" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G) " (mo.)
Nice $7,500. Last week, "Fabulous
Dorseys" (UA) ahd "King Wild
Horses" (UA),- $7,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000t 50-75)—
"Dear Ruth" (Pat) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par) (4th wk). Okay $7,000
after good $9,000 third stanza.

'Beach' Lasty $15,000;

?erils'14G,'Time'llG
Buffalo, July 8.

Biz is ' a little better this week,
due to holiday weekend, but still

below par. "Woman on Beach" looks
to be best bet.

Estimates for This Week
BufTalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)

"Perils of Pauline" (Par). Not so
hot at $14,000 but over recent weeks
Last week, "Living in Big Way"
(M-G) and "Brasher Doubloon"
(20th), $11,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)

—"Fiesta" (M-G)J2d wk). Down to
$10,500 after stout $15,500 opener.
Hipp (Shea) (3,500; 4(1-70)—"Ram

rod" (UA) and "Killer at Large'
(PRC). Okay $9,000 or near. Last
week, "Duel" (SRO) (3d wk), $16,000
at $1.25 top.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 70-$1.25)—

"Duel" (SRO) (mo.). Fancy $9,000
for fourth week downtown. Last
week, "Alexander Ragtime Band"
(20th) and "Western Union" (20th)
(reissues), only $3,300 at 40-70c.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Time Out of Mind" (U) and "Vigi-
lantes Return" (U). Mild $11,000.
Last week, "Buck Privates Home"
(U) and ''Boston Blackie and Law"
(Col), good $13,000.
Century (20th Cent. Inc.) (3,000;

40-70)—"Woman on Beach". (RKO)
and "Sarge Goes College" (Mono).
Trim $15,000. Last week, "Angel and
Badman" (Rep) and"Calendar Girl"
(Rep), same in 9 days.

'Yearling' Big 13G, Omaha
Omaha, July 8.

The strongest lineup of pictures in

weeks won't help this week, with
perfect outdoor weather sloughing
nearly every house. "Yearling," how-
ever, is doing nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Braitdels (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
'Sport of Kings" (Col). Modest $6,-

000 or close. Last week, "Honeys
moon" (RKO) and "Bulldog Drum-
iftond at Bay" (Col), same.

.

,

Omaha (TristateS) (2,100; 16-65)—
"Michigan Kid" (U) and"The Chase'"

(UA), Shapes to do okay $7,000.

Last week, "Meet John Doe" (Indie)

and "Stanley Livingstone" (20th)

(reissues), $5,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)

"Boomerang" (20th) and ''Wmter
Wonderland'' (Rep). liooks to hit

dismal $9,000. Last weelt, "Happened
on Fifth Ave.'' (Mono) and "Little

Mister Jim" (M-G), light $9,50fr.

Paramount (TWstates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"Yearling" (M-G). Regarded as
one of bigger grossers in some time
here. Solid $13,000. or near. Last
week. "Calcutta"' (Par).- fair $11,500,

'IQssing' Wonder

$31000, Tops Del
Petroit, July 8.

Given , a hypo by several new films
and holiday, biz IS u£i after being in

the doldrums since spring. Top busi-
ness goes to large Fox with "I Won-
der Who's Kissing Her^ Now," with
George Jessel, Richard Green, June
Haver, Martha Stewart, Mark Stev-
ens and Joe Howard making a one-
day personal appearance. "Perils of
Pauline"" still" is strong on a holdover
at the Michigan as did "Dear Ruth"
at the United Artists.

. Estimates far This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Yearling"" (M-G) (7th wk). Picked
up to $8,000. Last week, tepid $7,000,

Broadway'Capitol (United Detroit)

(3,309; 70'9S)—"Stanley and Living-
stone'' (Par) and -"Les Miserables"
(Par) (reissues). Weak $11,000. Last
week, "The Outlaw" (UA) and
"johnny in Clouds" (Col), slow
$»,Q00.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)

—"High Barbaree"" (M-G) and
"Likely Story" (RKO). Swift $15,000.

Last week, "Best Years" (RKO) (13th

wk), unhappy $6,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;

50-60)—"Suddenly Spring" (Par) and
"Stairway to Heaven" (U). Strong
$2,400 in 3 days. Last week, "The
Locket" (RKO) and "Way With
Women" (WB), fair $2,100 in 3 days,
Mletaigan CUniteld Detroit) (4,039;

70-95)—"Perils of Paiuline" (Par) and
"Danger Street" (Par) (2d wk). Sock
$26,000, Last week, big $27,000.

Eox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)

—"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
with p.a, of George Jessel, Joe How-
ard, Mark Stevens, June Haver
Martha Stewart and Richard Green
on first day. Smash $32,000. Last
week, "Buck Privates Come Home';
(U) and "The Vigilantes Return'
(U), $21,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,

876; 70-95)—"Living in Big Way
(M-G) and "KiUer at Large" (Par).
Tall $20,000. Last week, ^'Kit Car-
son" (PRC) and Last of Mohicans"
(PRC) (reissues) (2d wk), slow
$10,000.
United Artists (United Detroit) (1

941; 70-95)—"Dear Ruth" (Par) and
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) (2d wk).
StiU strong at $18,000. Last week,
stout $22,000.

'Expectations' Hefty $10,500 in Okay

m 'Fiesta 15G, 'Uiifaithfiil' 166

Key Cily Grosses

Estimated Total iSiosa

This Week .$2,829,000

(Based on 21 cities^ 206 thea-

tres, chieflM Htst runs, Includinff

JV. Y.)

Total Gross Siime Week
Last Year $3,875,000

(Based on 21 cities, 183 theatres)

Tra3' Lusty 16G

InUsmalPhffly
PhUadelphia, July 8.

Greatest holiday exodus in recent
.
years over the weekend knocked the

! props from under Philly firstruns.

Holdovers of "Unfaithful," and
Perils of .Pauline" are getting the
major portion of bizl Bow-in of
"Honeymoon," "Trouble With
Women" and "The Web" are getting
weak response. Only new pix getting
any real attention is "Trail Street
at the Stanton,

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—
Honeymoon" (RKO). Mild $12,500.
Last week,, "Odd Man Out" (U),
$7,500 holdover.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)
Cheyenne" (WB) (2d run). Fair

$5,500. Last week, "Best Years'
(RKO), $7,000 for ISth week.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Trouble

With Women" (Par). Disappointing
$19,500. Last week, "Great Expecta-
tions" (U) (3d wk), $11,500. 7 .

Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"The
Web" CU). Only $16,000. Last week.
New Orleans'" (UA), pale $15,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Miracle

on 34th St." (20th) (2d wk). Okay
$20,000. Opener $24,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
"Perils of Pauline"' (Par) (2d wk).

Holding up nicely with $24,000. Last
week good $29,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—

'Yearling" (M-G) (7th wk). Nice
$9,000. Last week, $10,000.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)

Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d run).
Just $4,000. Last week, "Two Mrs.
Carrolls" (WB), okay $7,000 second
run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) ,(2d. wk). Oke
$24i000. Last week, fairly good $27,

000.
Pix (Cummins) (500; 90-$1.25)—

'Duel in Sun" (SOR) (2d wk). Looks
like $7,000. Opener last week, after
moveover from Fox, was fine $9,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—
Xiving in Big Way'" (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $16,000 or near. Opener, $21,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
"Trail Street" (RKO). Set for nice
$16,000 or near. Last week. "Blaze
of Noon" (Par), slim $7,500 in
second frame.

of Rusty" (Col) (2,d wk). Near $11,-
000;, Last week, srhooth $20,400.

Fits (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Ivy"
(U) (3d wk-3 days). Near $2,500-
Last week, good $7,200.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Ivy" (U) (3d wk-3 dajLS). Down to
$1,500. Last week, slow $3,400.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)—"Ivy" (U) and "Philo Vance's Gam-

ble" (PRC) (3d wk-3 days). Down
to $4,500. Last week, only okay
$11,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Born
to Speed" (PRC). Good $11,000. Last
week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th) (3d
wk-6 days), $5,200.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$!)—"Born

to Kill" (RKO) and "Likely Story"
(RKO). Okay $5,500. Last week,
"Go Into Dance" (WB) and "Sing
Love Song" (WB) (reissues), fair
$3,500.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$!)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). Brisk $12,-

000 or over. Last week, fancy $16,800,
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)—"Un^

faithful" (WB) (2d wk). Neat $10,-

000. Last week, good $16,400.

Indpls. in Rut Alheit

Tiesta' Snappy $12,000;

'Honeymoon' Smooth IIG
Indianapolis, July 8.

Firstrun film biz here is in that

rut again this stanza. Holiday trade
brought a slight increase over last

week, but otherwise takings are
tepid. "Fiesta" is topper, followed
closely by "Honeymoon" at the
Circle. "Cheyenne" at the Indiana
looks only modest.

Estimates (or This Week
Circle (Gamble^Dolle) (2,450; 40

60) — "Honeymoon"? (RKO) and
"King Wild Horses" (RKO). Nice
$11,000. Last week, "Carnival Costa
Rica" (20th) and, "Cover Big Town
(Par), $9,500.
Indiana' (Gainble-Dolle) (3,300; 40

60)—"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Little
Iodine" (UA). Modest $12,000. Last
week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
"Jewels of Brandenburg" (20th)
sad $8,000.

Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40
60)—"Adam Had Pour Sons" (Col)
and "Smith Goes to Washington
(Col) (reissues). Tepid $4,000. Last
week, "Perils of Pauline" (Par) and
"Spoilers of the North"" (Rep) (m.o.)
$3,800.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)-

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mister
Jim" (M-G). Trim $12,000. Last
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Mr,
District Attorney" (Col), $10,000.

Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40
60)—"Michigan Kid" (U) and "Time
Out of Mind" (U). Slow $5,000. Last
week, "BeHs of San Angelo" (Rep)
and "Hif Parade 1947" (Bep), $6,000,

Denver Up; 'Calcutta'

Hot 15G, 'Rose' Only 14G
Denver, July 8.

Biz is perking a <bit this stanza,

with trade warranting holdovers at

two theatres. "Calcutta," one of

town toppers, stays at the Denham
and "Great Waltz" plus "Sipecter of
Rose" holds at the ^Broadway.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)

'Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono)
and "Bulldog Drummond at Bay"
(Col), after w.eek at Paramount,
Esquire. Big $7,000..,. Last week,
'Egg and I" (U), after four weeks
at Paramount, Esquire, big $6,500.
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)

—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)
and "Specter of Rose" (Rep). Fine
$7,500. Last week, "Her Sister's

Secret" (PRC) and "Terror Houf:
(PRC), $4,000.
Denham (COckrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Calcutta" (Par), Bousing $15,
000. Holds. Last week, "Dear Ruth"
(Par), fair $8,500 third week.
Denver (Pox) (2,525; 35-74)

"Son Of Battle" (20th) and "Too
Many Winners" (PBC), day-date
with Webber. Fairly good $16,000:
Last week, "Buck Privates Home"
(U) and "Time Out of Mind" (U)
also Webber, good $16,500.

Esquire (Fox) 1742; 35-74)—"Moss
Rose" (20th) and "Winter Wonder
land" (Rep), day-date with Para-
mount. Thin $3,000. Last week!
"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono
and "Bulldog Drummond at • Bay'
(Col), fine $4,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)-
"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Thirteenth Hour" (Co\). Only so
so $10,500. , Last week, ^'Undercover
Maisie" (M-G) and "Dark Delusion'
(M-G), $8,000.
Paramount (Pox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Winter
Wonderland" (Rep), also , Esquire,
Nice $11,000 or near. Last week,
"Happened on Fifth Ave." (Mono)

(Continued on page 24)

Pittsburgh, July 8.
"

,"

liong holiday weekend is proving
no good for business here, especially

with the weather perfect. But total

take will be better than for some
time. "Great Expectations," at Ful-
ton, is proving best of all recent top-

flight English- importations and "Fi-

esta" is getting by nicely at Penn.
Bob, Son of Battle," looks in the

.

dumpets at Harris. "Unfaithful," at

the Stanley, gathering its share as

result of some surpfisingly; good
notices. ;

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—
Great Expectations" (U). Doing
n\uch better than recent, widely-
iraised English importations. liooks
ike around heftv $10,500, and will

stay. Last^ week, second of "Home-
stretch" (20th), $3;500 in 4 days.

HarrU (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)—
Bob, Son of Battle" (20th). Maybe

$7,000, rather sad. Last wfeek, "Mir-
acle 34th St." (20th), $6,000 in 4 days
of third week.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
Piesta" (M-G). Fair enough $15,000
or near. Lasr week, "Living in Big
Way" (MrG), a disappointment at

$12,000.

Bit* (Loew's) (800; 90-$1.25)—
Duel in Sun'' (SRO) (2d wk). Hold-"

over here after fortnight at Penn^
Doing well, at near $6,000, after $7,-

,

500 last week, top dough at this

small-seater for a long time.

Senator (Harris.) (1.750; 40-70)—
'Miracle 34th St." (20th) (m.o.).

Still sturdy after two and a half

weeks at Harris, $5,000, very good
for this stage of run. Last week,
Bedelia" (E-L) and "Lo-st Honey-
moon" (E-L), under $3,000.

Stanley .(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Un-
faithful" (WB). Crix gave this one
credit for being' adult approach to

pressing social problem and help-
ng steer it to around $16,000, not too

bad. Last week, "Happened on 5th

Ave." (Mono), $13,500-. ,

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
'Woman on Beach" (RKO ) , Not very
much at $9,000 or under, below-
what house has been doing lately.

Last week, "Blaze of Noon" (Par), ;

,gbout same.

Ink Spots Up 'Spoilers'

34G in Mifal Frisco

San Franciscoj July 8.

Holiday week bi2 generally is dull

here this round. Ink Spots are

pushing "Spoilers of North" to a big

session at the Paramount. "Honey-

moon," backed by vaude, is giving

the Golden Gate a solid week, with

personal appearance of Guy Madi-

son oft : opening day being a real

hypo. The number of holdovers

around town also is a handicap this

frame..'-''. '

'

" -' ..

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-

$1) — "Honeymoon" (RKO) plus

vaude headed by Clark Dennis and
Joey Preston. Solid $32,000. Last
week, "Dick Tracy's Dilemma"
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Donald
O'Connor and Gloria DeHaven, fair

$25,000.
FOX (FWC) (4,651; 60-85)—"Son

Of Battle" (20th). Sad $15,000. Last
week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th),

thin $17,500.
WM-fteld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85) ,

—"Unfaithful" (WB) (2d wk). Mod-
erate $16,500. Last week, nice

$24,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—

"Spoilers of North" (Rep) plus

vaude headed by Ink Spots. Draw
of Ink Spots helping this to big

$34,000 or near. Last week. "Perils

Of Pauline" (Par) (2d wk), fine

$18,500.
.St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Trouble With Women" (Par) (2d

Wk). Oke $10,000, Last week; fine

$13,500.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2.448; 65-

85)—"Gunfighters" (Col) (2d wk),
Down to $11,000 or close, Last week,
good $18,700.
United Artists (Blumenfeld)

(1,207; 55-85)—"Great Expectations"
(U) (2d wk). Stout $14,000 or near.
Last week, big $15,200.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-

85)—"Storm In Teacup" (Indie)
(reissue) (3d wk). Tepid $1,800.

Last .week,. excellent $2,500.
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35-

85)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (rei.^sLie)

(Sth'wk). Pleasing $5,000 or near.

Last week, nice $5,300.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Stormy Waters" (Indie) (2d wk).
Mild $1,700. Last week, $2,100.

Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)---

"Live As Please" (Indie) (2d wk).
Husky $2,000. Last week, $2,600.

United- Nations (FWC) (1,149: CO-

BS) — "Ghost Mrs. Muir" i20th)

(m;o.). Modest $6,500. La.-it week,

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) i2d wk)
(m.(i.), $4,000.
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Fowth Weekend a Clambake for Chi

Vauders; lissing'-Evans Huge

l^y/ Hildegarde Terrif at 73G
Chicago, July 8. -f

, Fourth Of July weekend was a

rfanibake iot the two vaUde houses,

CSiicago and Oriental. Chicago' with

fflldfiBarde, Basil Rathbone and

H«my Youngman on stage plus

.nmoerfect Lady" looks to hit a

tremendous $73,000. Oriental, which

received top ^udoff for world

OTeem of "I Wonder Who's Kissing

Her Now" bowed via p.a. of George

Tessel June Haver, Mark Stevens,

Martha Stewart, Richard Greene

nnd Joe E. Howard on opening day, is

ieaching for gigantic $75,000. Stage

show is headed by Dale Evans and
Harmonicats. .

"Outlaw" at Rialto is still amaz-
ing at $24,000 for second week as

subsequent-run. Similar surprise

comes from lusty $20,000 being done

i)y the Garrick's dual biU, "Gun-
fighters", and "Corpse^Came G.O.B,"

^Only other new bill in Loop is

Palace with "Woman on Beach" and
«'Sin«in' in Corn" which appears a

«o-so $17,000. "Possessed" is strong

$21000 in third week at State-Lake.
' Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Stair-

way to Heaven" (U) (2d wk). Fair

(16.000. Last week, $18,000. , ,

Chicago (B&K) (3,900} 95)—"Im-
perfect Lady" (Par) plus stage shovir

?ath Hildegarde, Basil Rathbone and
kenny Youngman. Looks to tre-

mendous $73,000. Last week, "Blaze

of Noon" (Par) (2d wk) with Desi

Amaz, $45,000.
V Giicrick (B&K) (900; 95)—"Guh-
flghters" (Col) and ''Corpse ,

Came
CTOD." (Col). Lusty $20,000. Last

week, "Odd Man Out" (U) (2d wk),
$13,000.
Ci£2nd (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Egg

*nd1" (U) (6th, wk). .Holding steady
at $151000' at which rate may be kept
lor another three weeks. last week,
«aine. .

' '

Oriental (EsSaness) (3,400; 95)—
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th); . Opening day with p.a. of

George Jessel, June Haver, Mark
Stevens,- Martha Stewart, Richard
Greene and Joe Howard, including
parade in Loop and kleigs,^gave pic-
ture terrific sgndoff. Regular stage
show is headed by .Dale Evans and

. Harmonicats. May reach gigantic
$75,000. Last week, "Bells San An-
gelo" (Rep) (1 wlc) with Lionel
Hainpton - orch heading stageshow,
$45,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500: 95)—"Wom-
an oii Beach" (RKO) and "Singin"
In Corn" (Col). So-so $17,000. Last

i week, • "Web" (U) and "Millie's
Daughter" (Col), $20,000.

Blalto (Indie) (1,700; 95)—"Out-
• law" (UA) (2d wk)". Big $24,000
lot subsequent-run. Last week, hot
$29,000.

Kooievelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—
"Cheyenne" (WB) (3d Wk). Neat
$16,000. Last weelc, ditto.
Stete-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—

"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Strong
$21,000. Last week, $25,000.

United Artists (B&K) (2,700; 95)— Living in Big Way" (M-G) (2d
w'c)- Tame $16,000. Last week,

,„Woods (Essaness) (1.200; 95)—
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) (4th
wk). Neat $16,000. Last week, near
same.
.World (Playhouse) (indie) (587;

9''^®*' Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)

« ll,^^'^^-
^»"cy $4,500. Last week,

$!>,500.

Grosses Are N«t
Film .gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% jtax. Distributors
share on net tak^,.when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures ore net income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Ciiu;yCIimbing;Tiesta'

Socko $17,000, Martin

'HorW Sofid 28GUps

Ivy' Ifo Poison

Boston, July 8.

News - continues grim in the Hub,
the long holiday weekend plu^ pre-

foUrth celebrations and outdoor
Bsplanade concerts all but killing

every spot in town despite improve-
ment In product. "Ivy,"' "Perils of

Pauline," "Woman on Beach" and
"Fiesta" are running about evenly,

at the four big houses, -with edge
going to "Ivy'Vat the Memorial.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (2,900; 40-80—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Desperate" (RKO). Desperate $15,-
000. Last week, '/The Web" (U)
and "Under Tonto Rim" (RKO),
$16,000.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)—
'Carnegie Hall" (UA") (3d wk). Only
$6,000 after good $8,000 last.

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 40-85)—
"Know Where I'm Going" (E-L) and
"Hearts Young, Gay'-' (20th) (re-
issue). Return of tliis English /pic-

ture relatively strong at $5,000: Last
week, subsequent-runs.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—

"Capacabana" (UA) and "Web Dan-
ger" (Rep). Not big at $7,000, Last
week, "District Attorney" (Col) and
"Northern Outpost" (Rep), $7,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Ivy" (U) and "Time Out of Mind"
(U). Passable $19,000. . Last week,
"Great Expectations" (U) and "King
Wild Horses'' (Rep), $21,000 and be-
low hopes.-
Metropolitan (M^P) (4,367; 40-80)—"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Fear

in Night" (Par). Slow going at

$18,000. Last week. "Unfaithful"
(WB) and "Blackmail" (Col),
$16,000. .

Old South (SirilskyI (700; 30-65)—"Heart of Paris" (Indie) and
"Orage" (Indie).: Small $2,000. Last
week, "Three Hours Love" (Indie)
and "Harvest" (Indie), same.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mr. Jim"
(M-G). F«w takers at $17,000. Last
week, "Living Big Way" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G), $18,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"Copacabana" (UA) and "Web Dan-
ger" -(R-ep). Offish $14,000. Last
week, "District Attorney" (Col) and
"Northern Outpost" (Rep), same.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mr. Jim"
(M-^G). Mild $11,000. Last week,
"Living Big. Way" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G), $10,000.
Transliix (Translux) (900; 30-74)— 'Chamber Horrors'^ (Indie) and

"Human Monster'- (Indie) (re-
issues). Routine $4,000, Last week.
"Frankenstein" (U) and "Dracula"
(U) (reissues), $4,800.

the

Cincinnati, July 8.

General biz at major stands is in
upper strata, an extra helping

°*„"^w bilLs plus the big holiday

Tw^!?'^"?
proving a real hypo. Freddy

iviartm band, with "My Brother Talks„ • "My Brother Talks
f.p.

I^orses" at Albee.
.Fiesta
Home

, looks solid,
and "Buck Privates Come

al.so are click newcomers.
Pnt?'"?" ,

°" Beach," another new
nn^'^*i?

*Uly. Holdovers of "Miracle

HnnlL* ^^''^ "Great Expecta-
tions" are stout.

Estimates for This Week
,

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-95)-

Freririv^n/^'!" OVI-G) and

$28 000 °" ^**^°'

fon.^'^!
week. "Ghost

t20tl-i) at 50-75C. scale,

Mrs
dull

Muir"
$10,000

..pf*'?",?'
(RKO) (2,000; §0-75)-

Last w.M'^.n°\S'S $17,000^ Holds.

"Bu^rp •'^.'^O^ (1.400; 50-75)-

$12 000 /n"?*^' (U>' Hetty

Wav- ImH." "Living in Bit;way (M-G) (2d wic), fairiih .$5,500^

ExDec-t^ff
(''5*2; 50-75)-"Great

$8 00oY'°-V-C (2d wk). Strong

Kids ala n ^ ^""^^ ^lO'SOO kickoff.

week il^^- reverted last

vesting ^^^^^S*""*"* by City In-vesting owner of property, 'after
'ALontinued on page 24)

TOAaE' HIGH 21G,

L'VILLE; TIESTA' 13G
IjOuisville, July 8.

Business along the main stem is

holding up nicely, in spite of terrific

opposition from a holiday week-end
which took lots of • patrons out of
town, Roy- Rogers Circus last Satur-
day and Sunday, and the summer
operettas at Iroquois Amphitheatre.
Top grosser among the film house."?

will be "Miracle on ^34th Street" at
Rialto. Second place winner looks
to be "Fiesta" at Loew's State. Re-
turn of "Egg and I" at National is

doing well. •

Estimates for Thfs" Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200:

40-60)—"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) and
"Way Out West" (FC) (reisisues).

Fairish $4,000. Last week, "Cal-
cutta" (Par) tm.o.), $3,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)—"Imperfect Lady" (Par) and

"Framed" (Col). . Mild $3,200. Last
week, "Stallion Road" (WB) and
"Ladies Man" (Par), $3,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100:

40-60)—"UnfaltHEul" (WB). Lively
$8,500., Last week. "CHeyeune"
(WB) (2d wk), $5,500.

National (Standard) (2,400: 40-60)

—"Egg and I" (VS). Quick "return of

Tiesla' Nice 14G, Monti
.

. / ^ Montreal, July 8.

"Fiesta" looks to break the lull

a bit in business which has prevailed
at local hotises for the last month.
Warm weather after a rainy spring
is hurting all spots.

Estimates for This Week
toew's (C.T.) (3,U5; 35-47-67)—

'Fiesta" (M-G). Nice,$14,000 or near.
Last week, "Egg and I" (U), $13,500.

Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-02)—
"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20thl Only $9.-
000.

, Last week, "Odd Man Out" (U),
$12,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,610; 30-45-62)—
"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th). Mild
$8i500. Last week; ''Copacabana"
(UA), $13,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,270; 30-40-53)—
"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and"Fun
on Weekend" (UA). Slow $5,000.
I«ist week, "Boomerang" (20th) and
"Jewels Brandenburg" (20th), $7,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)—
"Captains Courageous" (M-G) (re-
issue) and "Affairs Geraldine" (Rep).
Thin $4,000 or near. Last week, "Dis-
trict Attorney" (Col) and "Blondie's
Big Moment" (Col), $5,500. ..

Orpiieum (C.T.) (1,119; 30-40-60)—
"La Croisee des Chemins" (E-L) and
"Le Valet Maitre" (E-L). Thin $3,000
or close. Last yeek, "La Mort N'Etait"
(WB) and "L'Amour Est Une Mel-
odic" (WB), lair $5,200,

TauliDe' I4ty

miniils.
Minneapolis, July 8.

Busine.ss is in a normal summer
slump which was absent during war
boom years. The result, apparently,
is that only exceptional pictures like
"The Egg and I" and "Duel in the
Sun" are copping smash grosses here.
Both are holdovers, the latter in its

third week. Second stanza of "Egg"
looks smash after, an amazing first
week. Of the few newcomers, "Perils
of Pauline" indicates it wiU break
into the charmed cirMe of boxoffice
aces. •

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Too

Many Winners" (PRC) and "Big
Fix" (PRC). Mild $1,600 in 4 days.
Last week, '"Love of Rusty" (Col)
and Philo "Vance Returns" (PRC)
split with "Code of West" (RKO)
and "Devil Bat" (Indie), fair "$2,000
in 7 days. : :

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—"The
Unfaithtul" (WB) (m.o.). Modest $5,-
000. Last week, "Dark Delusion"
(IVI-G), $4,000.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Under-
cover Maisie" (M-G). Fairly good
$3,600. Last week, "Brennan Girl"
(Rep), $2,900.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 90-$1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO ) (3d wk). Hefty
$8,000; on top of smash $14,000 last
week.- -

-

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Tlie
Raider ' (Indie). First time here for
th«i, mild $900. Last week, "The
Westerner" (FC) (reissue) (2d run),
$1 200
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

"Perils of Pauline" (Par). This one
has stirred up much attention and
crix praise plus good word-of-mouth.
Big $18,000, important coin in view
of weather. Last week, "The Un-
faithful" (WB), $12,500.
BKO-Orpheum ^(RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—"Egg and I" (U). Holding' to
great $16,000 after Amazing $22,000
fir.st week. .

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Woman on Beach" (RKO). Bad re-
views hurtin» this one, but climb-
ing to light $6,000 or less. Last week.
"Guilt Janet Adams" (COl), sad
$4:000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"High
Barbai-ee" (M-G). Trim $11,000. Last
week. "Carnival Costa Bica" (20th),
light $7,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—"Cal-

cutta" (Par). First nabe showing.
Mild $3,000. I.ast weelc, "George
Apley" '(20th), $3,500.
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—"Car-

nival Costa Rica" (20th) (m.o.).

Light $2,000. Last week, "Stairway
to Heaven" (U) - (2d wk), lair $2,200..

this big grosser, after 5' prosperous
weeks here, finds patrons at »the
wicket again;, healthy $7,500. Last
week, "Fun on Weekend" (UA) and
"Scandal in Paris" (UA), $6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;

40-60 /-^"Miracle on 34th St." (20th).

Crix laiided this, so rousing $21,000
or 'near looms. .

Last week, "That's
My Man"- (Rep) . and "Spoilers of.

North" (Rep), $11,000.

Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;
26-31 )— "One Million B.C." llndte ),.

Good $2,800. Last weekv:"GiiDst (S.oes

West" (UA), $2,200.
State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Dark Delusion"
(M-G). Modest $13,000 or better.

Last week, "High Barbaree'' (M-G)
and "Brother Talks Horses'-. (M-G),
fancy $18,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:

40-60)—"B(;lls of San Angelo" (Repi
and "That's My Gal" (Rep). Fair
$5,000. Last week, "Born to Kill"
(RKO) and "Dick Tracy's Dilemma"
(RKO), same.

July 4 Hojiday Booms N.Y. Stagepix

Spots; 'Rose'-Olsen & Johnsra 95G,

mst'149(;,2d;'Ruth'-Como81G,4th
Long, holiday weekend, with

houses getting peak prices, is giving
the bigger Broadway deiuxers a real
lift currently. Out-ol-towners went
for the. theatres with stage offerings
but neglected the straight film
houses in droves. This is being re-
flected in big coin for. the stage-film
spots, several of which topped July
4 biz of recent years.- In contrast,
many houses with holdover ,fllm fare
hit the sicids.

While there was the lisual exodus
from N. Y. to outdoor spots for the
long July 4 weekend, there also were
thousands of vacationers who de-
scended on Broadway for the three-
day holiday. This was plainly shown
by the manner in which business
tapered off last Sunday (6) night as
visitors quit.the city, and the natives
were on their way back; -

Paramount, with "Dear Ruth" and
stageshow headed by Perry Como,
had the biggest July 4 day's trade
since 1943, even exceeding the great
business of a year ago. Hou.se wound
up its fourth week last (Tues.) night
with sock $81,000, only $3,000 below
third week's figure. Music Hall, with
"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" and usual
big stageshow, just about equalled
its July 4 figure of 1946. Hall will
do smash $149,000 for its second
week ending tonight (Wed.), better-
ing first week's take by $8,000.

Another theatre to soar above last
year's July 4 figure was the Strand,
with "Unfaithful" and stagebill
headed by 'Vaughn Monroe band.
Combo is soaring to $67,500 in its

second frame, ahead of first week's
total. This week, incidentally, is go-
ing ahead of last year's "Human
Bondage," which teed off on July
5, 1946.

Roxy also is topping its 1946 total
for July 4. With new show con-
sisting of"Moss Rose" and stage-
show featuring Olsen & Johnson
revue, theatre will land great $95,-
000 or better on initial stanza. Bill
is in only for two weelcs.

Capitol, with "Fiesta" and stage-
show headed by Lena Home and
George Paxton band, is another
house cashing in on the holiday yen
for stage-film attractions. Combo is

hitting close to $71,000 solid, in sec-
ond round after $77,000 opener.

Of new films, "'Vigilantes Return"
looks comparatively best at the
bandbox Rialto. It will hit big
$11,000 in ll daySi film being held
over four extra days. "Repeat Per-
formance," another new entry, is

very disappointing, with only about
$12,000 in first week at the Rivoli.
"Egg and I." second-run at the
State, is helping that house to strong
$32,000 and will hold, with new
stageshow coming in Thursday (10).
"Best Years" . is climbing to stout
$24,000 at Astor in its 33d week.
Most other straight-film houses

currently range from mild to very
thin. Outstanding exceptions are
"Possessed." still a moneymaker in
sixth week at the Hollywood, and
"Duel in Sun," strong in fourth
frame at Victoria.

"Perils of Pauline,*' with Phil
Spitalny band heading stageshow,
tees off today (Wed. > at the Par-
amount. "Copacabana" starts next
Friday (11) at the Broadway where
"Henry 'V" ends its fifth week to-
morrow. Globe is bringing in
"Trouble With Women" next Satur-
day (12). •

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best Years" (RKO) (33d wk).
Getting nice pickup this stanza from
holiday visitors, with sturdy $24,000
likely. Last - week, it . was down to
$20,000, both solid for- this stage of
run. Stays.
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)

^"Henry V" (UA) (5th-ftnar wk).
Look.<; around $11,000 only a bit be-
low $12,000 registered last .ses.sion,

both profitable but calling it a day
because of overhead here. Malies a
few days qvsx 51 weeks at downtown
fii'struns including dates; at Golden
and City Center. "Copacabana" (UA)
opens Friday (11), -

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)—
"Fie.'sta" (M-G) . with Lena Home,

George Paxtoh oreh heading- stage-
bill (2d wk). Holiday keeping this
at .strong $71,000; opener was solid
$77,000, over expectancy. Stays one
more with "Hucksters" (M-CJ) due
in on July 17.

Criterion (Loew'.s) (1,700; 60-$1.23)
^"Ivy" (U) (3d wk). Taking it on
the chin in initial holdover session
ended la.st (Tues.) night with le.ss

than $15,000 probable; First was
$26,000. Stays third Week . with
"Brute Force" (U; .set to follow.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—

"Ramrod" (UA) (2d -wk). Highly
disappointing, being off to $12,000
thi.s stanza after vei'y mild $17,500
Opener. "Trouble With Women"
(Par) opens next Saturday (12).
Gotham (Brandt)- (900; -70-$1.40)—

"Corsic^an Bros." (PRC) and "South
Pago Pago" (PRC) (rei.ssues)- (2d
wk). These oldies doing badly here
with only $7,i)00 in prospect after
thin $9,000 initial week. "Caagorilla"

(Indie) and "Congo" (Indie) (re-
issues) ofien Saturday (12),

Hollywood (WB) (1,459; 70-$1.10)
—"Possessed' '(WB) (6th wk). Con-
tinues nicely at $16,500, only a bit
below $17,000 for fifth, both fine!

profit. Stays on until next month.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—

"Riff-Raff" (RKO) (2d wk). Down
to ' moderate $18,000. after $24,200 .

Opener, first week being over hopes.
"They Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
opens July 16.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)t

—"Perils of Pauline" (Par) .plus Phil'
Spitalny orcli topping stagebill.
Opens today (Wed.). Last week,

'

"Dear Ruth" (Par) with Perry
Como, Lloyd Shaffer orch; others on
stage (4th wk), big $81,000; third was
$84,000. House had big,gest July 4
day coin since 1943, beating last
year's biz and previous

, two.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Seventh Veil" (U). Getting only
about $7,000, and makes way for
"They Were Sisters" (U) tomorrow
(Thurs.).: In ahead, "Lady Surren-
ders" (U) (2d wk), $6,500.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Ghost Mrs.
Muir" (20th) and stageshow (2d wk).
Soaring above first week's business
to great $149,000, about same as July
4 a year ago. Stays on. Initial stanza
was .$141*000, slightly below hopes;
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
due next but date not set yet.

Blalto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"Vigilantes Return" (U). Doing great
$11,000 in 11 days, film being held
over 4 extra days. "Dick "Tracy's
Dilemma" (RKO ) comes in next Fri-
day (11). In ahead, "Dark Delusion"
(M-G), sad $4,000 in 4 days.
Blvoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—

"Repeat Performance" (E-L) (2d
wk). Second frame started yesterday
(Tues.). First week ' was very dis-
appointing at $12,000. Six days of
third "week for "Happened on Fifth
Ave." (Mono) was down to $6,000.
"Crossfire" (RKO) already adver-
tised as next film in here.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l.,50)—

"Moss Rose" (20lh) and Olsen &
Johnson revue on stage (2d-final wk).
First holdover rouncl starts here to-
day (Wed.). First week roared ahead
to sock $95,000 or better, with bulk
of draw apparently coming from' Ol-
sen-Johnson stage appearance.
Booked only for two weeks with
"Bob, Son of Battle" (20th), Abbott
& Costello opening July 10. In ahead,
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) plus stage-
show (4th wk), sturdy $71,000.
"Stotc (Loew's) (3,4,50; 43-$1.10)—

'.'Egg and I" (U) (2d run) and Luba :

Malina, Wiere Bros., Jack E. Leonard
heading vaude. Soaring to big $32,^
000, with result tliat "Egg" holds a
second week. Vincent Lopez orch
heads new stagebill opening next
Thursday (10). Last week, "Cal-
cutta" (Par) (2d run), with vaude,
fair $22,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Unfaithful" : (WB) with Vaughn
Monroe orch heading stageshow (2d
wk). Great strength in this combo,
and is likely to top opening week's
figure at $67,500; first was $66,000.
Both are best trade this spot has had
since early this year, Combo booked
in only for three weelcs.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk).
Perking up this stanza to solid $16,-
000 after nice $14,000 in third. Con-
tinues.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.20)—"New Orleans" (UA) (4th
wk). Down to about $12,000 this s-es-

sion, thin, while third was not much
better at $15,000,

K. C. Looking Up; Tiesta'

Strong 16G, 'Ruth' Fast

15G/$ong of Battle' 16G
Kansas City, July 8.

Holiday prices Friday and favor-
able weather for- the long weekend .

are adding up to better grosses 'at '

nearly every spot. "Fiesta." topping
the Midland bill, is probable leader
with a stilrdy total. "Dear Ruth,"
at the newly renamed Paramount, ,

is not far behind. "Bob, Son of
Battle" looks trim in three spots.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Pox Midwest) (820: 45-

65)—"Destry Rides Again'' (U) and
"When Daltons Rode" (U) (reissues).
Fair $4,000. Last week, ':Bells Ot-
San Angelo" (Rep) and "Twilight on
the Rio Grande" (Rep), nice. $15,500.

, Kimo - (Dickinson) (550; 65)-^
"Welldigger's Daughter" (Indie). On
second-run, looks $1,500, not bad
considering. Last week, "Overland-
ers" (U), $1,200.
Midland (Lojiw's) (3.500; 45-65)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mr, Jim"
(M-G). Strong $16,000. Last: week, ,.

"Living in Big Way" (M-G) rand .

"Dark Delusion" (M-G), okay $14,-"

000.

Orpheum (RKO) (1.900; 45-65!)--

"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Seven Were
(Continued on page 24)
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INTfittlVATIONAJL

Moscow Show Biz Boif With Ballet

Standout; (^ra Nixes German Works
MoscoWi I'uly 1. ,4

Despite the unsettled political sit-

iiation, the .entertainment world is

fcusy in Moscow and throughout
Russia. Recent Four-PoWer Confer-
ence hypoed interest, both among
ioreign visitors and localites, in

Show biz activities, especially legit,

t>aUet and opera. Quickened tempo
has. been sustained: since.

There are a dozen legit theatres

going in Moscow, including the Mos-
cow Art Theatre, Some of them are

excellent, some not so good; but on
the average the standard of enter-

tainment is high. All of them give

utrictjy Russian plays which are all

geared for propaganda. There are

circuses, and also a puppet theatre

.(not for children.)

The Moscow puppet theatre seats.

700 and has a Leningrad counterpart

seating 350. Shows given are- mostly
fancy and fairy tales, Including

"Aladdin" and "Alice in Wonder-
land." All of them are well done.

Show buslnes.<; in Moscow isn't

run for profit but as part of the

educational setup. Tickets can be ob-
tained at the boxoifice, but the seats

are mostly held for coo'perative or-

ganizations or factories; The theatres

are strictly state-controlled and no
figures are available as to cost of

production or grosses. The whole
Industry ig under the Ministry of

iEducation, just as much as museums
and art galleries. Lectures are fre-

quently given to groups sent to legit

performances, similar to museum^
goers.

Ballet Stands Out

.

As to ballet, the Moscow Bolshoi
Theatre is unique. It gives both bal-

lets and shows, with bills Including

alternately ballet and operas. Ballet

standard repertoire includes "Swan
liake," "Cinderella" and "Homeo and
Juliet." During the recent Confer-
ence a special ballet wasrput on, en-,

titled "La femme de Paris," which,
due to the propaganda kink of the

Eussian theatre, included some
scenes of the French Revolution.
Best-known ballerina is Lepin-
cheskaia. In all phases, ballet fis

given in Russia rates with ballet

anywhere else in the world.
:

' Grand opera repertoire here is

strictly Russian, including Tchai-

kowsky, Borodine, Moussorgsky and
Glinka. Technical proficiency is tops.

During the Conference, for the first

time in five years "Boris Godounov"
was revived, but it raised some pro",

test on ideological grounds as not
stressing sufficiently the misery of
the poor people. Sets and costumes
of the Russian Opera Co. are extra-

ordinary. Not only are gold and sil-

ver iSsed on costumes, but even prop
vessels are of real gold and silver.

Gowns and tiaras with real gems
: and not uncommon.

Real trouble with Russian Opera
Co. is that it lacks voices. The choirs

ere beautiful and extremely well
trained but star performers are
weak.
Bolshoi Theatre, also staging

opera, shows some foreign works,
no German, but a good deal of Ital-

ian, such as Verdi. Stars, even with
•o-so voices, are excellent actors,

resulting in operas turning .into

^rama as much as a muiiic festival.

Tourism Upgrading In

Mexico Despite Squawks
Mexico City, July 8.

Mexico drew 133,220 tourists in

1944; 170,508 in 1945; 271,121 in 1946,

and 84,279 during the first four
months of 1947, over 10,000 more
than the number of visitors in the
same period of 1946. Tourists spent
$46,037,160 in Mexico in 1945. Their
spending last year is figured at

$60,000,000, and that this year it's

expected to top that amount.
But hotelmen, restaurateurs and

nitery operators are concerned about
the effort Canada is making to draw
V. S. trade. Chambers of Commerce
and other interests contend that

Canada has the edge on Mexico with
the U, S. visitor because of comfort
and reasonable cost. They especially

point to Mexico's profiteering and
overcharging of tourists. Those fac-

tors have alarme'd the government,
which is mtiUing some action. ' ,

Arg. Players

Double Click

Buenos Aires, July 3.

Record gross for an Argentine
picture exhibited at the Kormandie
theatre in Buenos Aires was made
by the Lumiton picture "Con el

Diablo en el Cuerpo," (The Devil Is

in Him") starring Juan Carlos Thor-
ry and Susana Freyre, which
preemed in May. This was fol-

lowed by a second Thorry picture,

"El Retrato," Emelco Studios' first

long-reeler, which preemed at the
Gran Rex in June and ran for a
record three weeks.
"Con el Diablo," a modern com-

edy, has been rated as the best pic-

ture to come out of an Argentine
studio this yeait, and the Thorry
stock is. soaring. Apart from his
commitments for picture making in

Mexico with Grovas, he has now
been sighed By Emelco at $75,000 for
five pix, to be made in 1948 and
1949, four^ as juve lead and one in
a directing capacity.

Thorry is also making personal
appearances at the Goyescas nitery,
singing in Englishi French, Brazilian
and Spanish.

Maria Felix to Spain For
Fic| Lara to Do Music

Mexico City, July 8,
'

Maria Felix, top film draw here,

has inked to do a pic in Spain in

November for $50,000, the amount
she commands for a pic here.

Her husband, Augustin Lara,

prominent songwriter, will bo along

to attend to film's music. TPair will

visit New York and Coast befolre

leaving for Europe.

Danish Indies^ v
Bowing Out Of

KstribUnit
Copenhagen, June 30.

Strenuous complaints Of independ-

ent film buyers that Filmudlejer

Poreinin^en, for years the sole Dan-
ish film distributor organization, was
dominated by local branches of U. S.

picture companies, has resulted In

several indies withdrawinig from the

association and establishing, their

•own group. Chief squawk arose last

fall when the big American com-
panies won permission to import as
many films as they chose for a year.

Government, on the other hand,
allowed' only very , small amounts of

foreign exchange to the indies for

film purchases in the U. S. and
Britain. Among those who have
cancelled their membership in the

pioneer distrib body to form a new
one are Constantin Films, heavy,
buyer of American pix; Palladium,
biggest Danish film producer and
importers of French .and British,

films, and Asa, Danish producer and'

distributor of U. S. product;

Mex Stations Cautioned

To Clean Up Vulgarity
Mexico City, July 8.

Ministry of Communications and
Public Works, ruler of Mexican air

affairs, has given ultimatum to sev-

eral local commercial radio steitions

that unless they clean up pronto by
. dropping vulgarity and . immorality
from their programs and advertis-

ing spiels they will lose.their fran-
tliLses.

Complaints have poured in on the
Ministry that service of these sta-

tions "is an insult to the public be-
cause x>f its grdssness, indecency,
vulgarity and triviality/' Squawkers
also declared that too many radio
programs "are so trivial and mean-
ingless that they are a wicked waste
of time.''

Granville to Far East
Douglas J. Granville, formerly

manager for Warner Bros, in Chile,

has been promoted to supervisor for

India, Burmaj Siam7 French Indo-
China, Malayan Straits and Singa-
pore by Wolfe Cohen, vice-prexy of
Warner International.

Granville, who succeeds Michael
Shathin, resigned, is currently in

New .
York for conference with

homeoffice execs. He leaves in two
we^ks to take over his new duties.

Danish Newspapo* Strike Has Laid

Legit Low, But 1%; Are Prospering

CorkFilnM>yees

Threatei Pay Me
Dublin, July 8.

Rejecting an Irish government la-

bo^ court award of pay increases,

staflfs of film houses in Cork—second
largest City in the country—have
threatened strike action if local

branch ot Theatre and Cinema Ex-
hibitors' Assn. doesn't agree to a
more substantial hike on current
rates.;,

Union demands are for pay equal
to . Dublin rates although houses are
smaller and biz lower in proportion.
Nine cinemas will be shut it strike

notice , becomes effective.

Union which is threatening strike

has. already made satisfactory settle-

ments on wages with Dublin and
Limerick exhibs.

WTLE HOLLYWOOD' SET

FOR AUSSIE HINTERLAND
Sydney, June 30.

Aussie Government is considering
setting up pix production in Alice
Springs, in the hinterland, miles
from any key port or cinema outlet

Department of Information would
spearhead move. >

Minister for Information Calwell
stated in the House of Representa'
tives that "favorable and sympa-
thetic consideration will be given to

a proposal to send officers of the
D. O. I. to Alice Springs with a view
to turning it into a future 'Little

Hollywood.' "

Right now the D. O. I. is having
difficulty in securing commercial
outlet for its shorts, postwar stuff in

the main loaded with propaganda.
Aussie exhibs have refused to pay
for these shorts, They point out that
through the war they made their

screens available for free to. D. O, I.

matter, and now figure the' D- O. I.

should make its material likewise
available gratis.

That wouldn't do for feature
length stuff, especially as the cost of
setting up pix production in an iso-

lated spot like Alice Springs would
be terrific.

. If ''y. • • ..- . i
..'„'v';-;-r" . ~: ,

British Crime Pix Cycle

Due for Chilly Welcome
' London, July 8.

Press reaction to "They Made Me
a Fugitive," made by Alliance, looks
bad for cycle of gangster and crime
films' due from British studios. Al-
most . unanimous condemnation of

brutality likely to bring attacks
from church and bodies associated

with juvenile welfare.
Fix imminent are "Dancing With

Crime"' (Alliance), "Good Time
Girl" (Gainsborough), "It Always i

Rains on Sundays" (Ealing), "JMight

Boat" (London Films) and "No
Orchids for Miss Blandish" (Alli-

ance)..',

DP Camps Are Filled With

Grade-A Musicians, Film

Technicians, Canada Told
• Ottawa, July 8.

Highly qualified musicians and

motion picture technicians are pres-

ent in comparatively large nui^jbers

in the Displaced Persons camps in

Europe, most of them anxious to

come to Canada and ply their pro-
fessions, according to Mariss Vetra,
of the vocal dept. of the Halifax
Conservatory of Music. Vetra, him-
self a Latvian DP brought to Can-
ada through the efforts of Sir Ernest
Macmilian, dean of Canadian musi-
cians, is letting it be known across
the Dominion that his friends in

Europe would add considerably to
this country';^ music and film pro-
fessions. „

According to 'Vetra, every one of
the musicians has studied under
noted t«ichers in Europe and a

great many were or are principals
of music conservatories, excelling in
solo work with great orchestras on
the Continent. He expressed the
fear that these pianists, violinists,

cellists and others will suffer so
greatly through lack of food
and other circumstances that their
physical conditions and personal
talents and abilities j^ooti will be
lost.

On the film side of the DP picture
are listed engineers, laboratory tech-
nicians, sound specialists, directors,
projectionists, photographers, cut-
ters, scenery artists^ architects, cos-
tume rtien, writers, composers and
interpreters.

Rydge Hailed For

Greater Union Rise
Sydney, June 30.

Norman B. Rydge, chairman of

board of Greater Union Theatres,

was lauded' for his enterprise in

establishing the company as a highly
successful - ojE^eration, at a dinner
given him here ; last week by
executives and staff members. Con-
gratulatory messages were received
from Adolph Zukoh, Joseph Mc-
Convcille, Cecil B. De Mille and
Barney Balaban as well as Charles
Newberry; Republic's foreign rep.
Greater *Union now owns Acme,
Kings and Clifford circuits, and con-
trols Cinesound Productions, top
Aussie producing company. If'also
controls British Empire Films and
National Theatre Supplies.

When Rydge took charge in July,

1937, the corporation was struggling
along, with meagre product and
mounting losses in the operation of

its film theatres. Now Greater
Union has an interest in more than
100 theatres; has product from
some of the leading V: S. distribu-

tors and consistently has shown a
profit. .

Current London Shows
(Figure shows ,weeks 0/ fun)

; vi London, July «
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Col's'm (5).

"Boys In Brown," Duchess (1).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia <11).

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (24).

"Boys On Brown," Duchess (2).

"Eagle Two Heads," Globe (21).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (6),

"Ever Since Paradise," New (.5).

"Here There," Palladium (14).^

"Jaiie," Aldwych (23).

"Life With Father," Savoy 05).

"Noose," Saville (3).
'

"Off the record," AppoUo (5).

"Oklahoma!", Diury Lane (10).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (116))
<'Piceadilly Hayride," Wales (17).

"Present Lauehter," Haym'kt (12).

"Proudly Present," Yorks (10).

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (3).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (62).

"Together Again." 'Vic Palace (12).

^'Winslow Boy," Lyric (59).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (10).

AUSSIE GOVT. NIXES

OPERA SUBSIDY BID
Sydney, June 30.

Williamson-Tait trying to set up a
grand opera troupe for an Aussie
tour in 1948, got a government turn-
down on a subsidy request. Report
from Canberra, government seat,
says the Chifiey Labor Government
"can't see its way clear at the mo-
ment to subsidize a grand opera
tour." It's presumed that William-
son-Tait will make another approach
to have government change its mind.

Claude ' Kingston, ' in charge of
W-T's Melbourne office, who; has
been connected with Aussie opera
tours for many years, indicated that
it would cost about $400,000 to im-
port 20 top players to do about 14
operas. Minor roles, plus orchestra
and chorus, would be recruited in
Aussie, Kingston said.

Military organizations have an-
nounced that they wOiild give the
project of importing

. German and
Italian artists an okay.
Ex-khaki leaders stressed the fact

that no permission should be grant-
ed to any German or -Italian singer
if it were proved that either he or
she had been connected with the
Nazis or Fascists. Art is interna-
tional and an opera season here
should be universally appreciated.
Hal Alexander, head of Aussie Ac-

tors' Equity, stated that Equity
would not ebject to 50 percent of
the principal cast and all chorus
leaders being imported for ^oper?,
providing the rest of the eompany
were home talent.

Some time ago Sir Ben Fuller was
reported mulling a Russian opera
to(ir of Down Under. Idea looks a
bit too costly right now as 's solo
effort.'

Copenhagen, June 30.

Pictures have • been doing a
thriving business at Danish theatres
despite a four-month-old printers
strike which has closed down all
newspaper and magazine plants
since March with the exception of
two small Socialist and- Communist
sheets. Contrasted to the slump of
legit and musicals, films have held
UP well and some quarters are in.
clined to attribute this to the scant
publicity the industry had received
from the press prior to. the walkout.

While. Danish newspapers devote
copious-spape to legit, they take a,
rather superior attitude toward pic-
tures in their criticism. Very little

is written about films in the amuse-
ment columns which deals almost
exclusively with legit theatre and
actors doings. As a consequence the
local film industry long ago resorted
to other mediums, and experienced
little difficulty with the stoppage.

Effect of the publications strike
was felt immediately by stage shows
and in face of loss of press space
they've still not recovered. Three
big summer revues, Dagftiar, Tivoli
and CirkusreVyen, all have had slow
starts. Sole hit- has been the small
Fitter revue at, the Nygade, which
lack* highly paid stars. Director,

'

head author and staf is Knud Pheif-
fer, while Bodil Steen is the prima
donna.

Radio Belgrano Resumes

Month After 'Ghost Voice'

Incident Mocking Peron
Montevideo, July 3.

Almost a month after the "Ghost
'Voice" appeared on Buenos Aires'
Radio Belgrano to mock a President
Peron speech, the outlet renewed its

broadcasts last night (2) although'
not under the Jaime Yankelevich
management. The government ap-
pointed an outsider to operate the
station

:
with its custom"ary personnel

and talent.

Government probe showed that
the interference had been produced
by tapping a telephone cable be-
tween the outlet's transmitting sta-

tion and studios, and no evidenca
was found which could connect the
web's management or personnel with-
the tapping, Nevertheless it soon
became evident that ther^ . wa«
strong resistance in government cir-

cles to any reopening of the web
and usually well informed circles

had reason to believe that the
Yankelevich concession would b«
cancelled; and tenders called for- bids
to operate the wavelength.
In fact, if is believed that bids

'

have already been received in gov-
.'

ernment quarters, one from a syn-
dicate formed by the Minister of In-
dustry and (Commerce, Rolando
Lagomarsino, together with Alberto
Dodero, shipping tycoon and friend
of Peron. On the other hand, an-
other bid .was believed to have been
put in by the Emelco Film Studios,

headed Iby Kurt 'Loewe.

British Film Briefs

KIEPURA lOG BELGE BID
Paris, July 8.

;
Prosperity in Belgium is evidencea

by fact that Jan Kiepura has been
offered $10,000 weekly by a Brussels
legit producer for a six-week Stand.
Kiepura in considering deal after

he completes two Gregory Rabino-
vitch pictures for Columbia in Italy.

London, July 3.

Jack Hawkins signed two-year
'

contract with Sit Aifxander Korda,'
first ^assignment being second relet

in "Bonnie Prince Charlie" in which
David Niven stars . . . Leslie Arliss -

having daughter Pamela put in six

months' work; in Wolverhampton
Repertory Co. before taking up
screen career . . . British doctors pre-
senting set of micro-films of medical ;

books to Czechoslovakia to replace
those destroyed in the war . . ,

Nicholas Brodzsky, composer of film

music, applying for British natural-
ization.

Mrs. Gabrielle Long, better known
under three noms-de-plume of

Joseph Shearing, Marjorie " Bowen
and George Preedy, on the set watch-
ing Ray Milland and Ann Todd film'

ing "So Evil My Love," one of four
of her novefe currently in produc-
tion. Others are. "Blanche Fury,"
"Moss Rose" and "Mark of Cain" . . .

Fire almost demolished Elite Cinema,

I

St. Leonards, on day of its reopening
latter being closed during the war.
Bill for weeks attraction read "Blaze
of Noon," . . . John Mills, before
sailing for U, S. recently, signed
seven-year contract with J, Arthur
Rank to direct and star in films , .

.

Gabriel raseal to Italy for a couple
weeks' vacation. ;
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Latest Open-Air Sound Equipment

Feature of Locarno Film Festival

Zurich, July 8. -f-

pic trade visitors, especially ex--

hibitors, at tlie Locarno Second In-

ternational Film Festival have been

exceptionally impressed by projec-

tion and sound installations in the

ibecially constructed" 2,000 seat open-

air theatre where main film program

is screened nightly. It's generally

agreed that no previous installation

has delivered such quality pix and

sound on big screen under bpen air

conditions. Whole job was engi-

neered and operated by Cine Engros

of Zurich under direction of H. P.

Hess, Projectors are first delivered

at a new Euruplex model built in

Pragu? by Lloyd, Ltd. Loudspeakers

and mike equipment are from Reslo-

souad and Vitavox of London,

Engineers have licked several dif-

ficult factors surrounding open air

Installations. Screen 26 by 20 feet

gives so bright an image as to in-
• sure fullest visibility In entire thea-

tre, which is 170 feet deep, even

under this week's full moon and in

early evening when performances

must start while daylight still per-

sists. Although theatre is not perma-

:»ent-having been put up solely for

festival on grounds of the Locarno

Grand hotel, loudspeakers have been

go installed, entirely bel6w screen

level, that sound is strongly and,

evfenly distributed dei^ite <;rees

along theatre wings and live acous-

;ti<!al background provided by the

hotel building itself which forms
baclc limit of theatre.

The Europlex projectors incor-

porate a number of entirely new
feature.'!, some claimed unavailable

as yet in the U, S. The Czech manu-
facturers have a backlog, it's stated

here,, of orders for ^50 of the ma-
chines for delivery in Europe. En-
tire film moving mechanism of the.

Europlex is enclosed yifith moving
transmission parts sealed in an oil

bath. Machine includes a number of

special features,, most interesting of

which is a lire gate by whtch both
film magazines are automatically

.•sealed in event of fire.

These gates are normally held
open by small strips of ordinary film.

In case o£ fire the holding strips

,burn away and the steel^^tes snap
shut, enclosing reels hermetically in

their aluminum magazines. Water-
cooled film gate is claimed to op-
erate so efficiently that parts touch-
ing film are never heated beyond
degree touchable by hand. Pro-
jectors include central lubricating
systems, insuring proper oiling even
With! forgetful operators.

.New Arc Features ,

Arcs in the Europlex. projectors
are stated also to Include note^worthy
new features. Rated at 90 amps,
each is powered from a vacuum
tube rectifier rated at 120 amps.
Both positive and negative carbons
are controlled by separate motors
so that crater distance from reflector
mirror cannot vary, despite possible
current variations. Mirror itself is
air cooled.

One feature of the sound iristalla-
tion is a special monitoring ampli-

,
fier installed in projection booth. A

1
microphone outside booth picks up
sound from screen speakers and
feeds it independently of projector
amplifying system into a monitoring
speaker and milUammeter. Thus op-
erator can watch volume without
necessity of reports from listener
stationed in the auditorium.
Speaker output is rated at ISft

.
watts with four amplifiers on h3nd,
used in parallel pairs. Secondary

..Boise fdctor is claimed Under 1%.
four high and two low tone speakers
are used, but design of the pros-
cenium necessitated installing all
under the screen level. Nevertheless
speakers have been so regulated
that voices seem properly placed to
hearers in all parts of the house.
Cine Engros people welcomed this

- opportunity to experiment
^

-^^^^^ open air projection on a large
scale. While auto traffic in Europe
has never reached the stage where
m-ive-ms are much- of a possibility,
there s some thought that the de-
velopments here in Locarno are
especially appUcable to such use,
Obviating low, screen visibility dif-
nculties and supplementary loud-
speakers which have been trouble-
some problems in U. S. drive-ins.

i7n^''"'?^.
*'»*soM to play Countessvon Platen in Michael Balcon's

baraband For Dead LOvers," which
"fl", Dearden is directing, and in
wnich she co-.stars with Stewart

• Shooting skedded to start
•ii Jiaimg Studios, Lgndon, in August.

Hungary To See 100 U.S.

Fix iVz Total) Next Year
Budapest, June 30.

According to Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn., 40 American pix were
presented by MPEA during fir.st six

months of 1947 with great success.

Still due before September are "All

That Money Can Buy," "Kitty Foyle,"

"Citizen Kane," "Anna and the King
of Siam,"- "Going My Way," "The
Ledger" and "The Sky's the Limit."

^Selection of U. S. pix for next
season has also been made. It's es-

timated that 90 American pix, in-

cluding 18, in Technicolor; 40 British,

40 Russian, .15 French, 5 Hungarian
and 10 American not associated with
MPEA, will be presented next
season to total 200 new pix for next
year. ,

RebornMy
London Hit

Jap Screening Dua
Tokyo, July 1.

Tlie much-awaited framework for

the purge of Jap radio. stage, screen
and press officials was announced
last week by the new Nip govern-
ment.

All those holding "important"
positions in 117 newspapers, 225

magazines, 15 motion picture and
stage groups^ six rddio stations, and
three press and "speech control or-

gans from July 7, 1937 to December
7, 1941, will fall under the secrutiny
of the purge body.
An estimated 1,500 persons will be

screened. Those purged will be given
an opportunity to appeal their cases.

Mexicans Give

U.S. Films Run

| b Nic^^
Washington, July 8.

TJ. S. film exporters are running
into increasing Mexican competition
in Nicaragua, and will haVe even
more when that nation's own pro-
duction setup gets iiiider y^jiy. Pfept
of Commerce warh^; Meantiijieiiiow-'

ever. Coast films holds 70^a of the
market with tlie Mexicans taking
25% and the Atgentines the remain-
ing 5%.

,

"U. S. film producers," Warns the
Commerce report, "can expect in

creasiiig competition in Nicaragua
from pictures produced in Mexico
and Argentina iri the ' Spanish lajiir

guage, T'he recent \:imprbvement >in
the quality ot Mexican fllrhs aridThe
importatioti thereof oh a larger scale

has 'blown the lid off of Nioaraguan"
boxoffice receipts with individual
pictures outgrossing: even the best
U. S. films... .

"For the year 1947, one theatre
chain has agreed to «chibit 109

Mexican pictures as compared with
a tentative schedule of approximate-
ly 165 U; S. films, The ireasons given
for the less favorable outlook are:

"1. BoxoflEice receipts lor Mexican
films outgross XT. S. pictures.

"2i Because it is their language,
patrons prefer Spanish dialog to

English with titles added in Spanish
and they do not care particularly for

films with Spanish dubbed in.

"3. Mexican films more clearly de-
pict the Latin, American point Qt
view.

"4. Films deplpting psychoibgical
tlieines or sophisticated way^ of
life in the U. S, at& not utidei'stood

by many Nicaraguans."
On the issue of production. Dept.

reports formation of a corporation
called "Industria Cinematografica
Centroamericana" (ICCA), which
was given iegad sahption last: D^ 4
by the Nicaraguaii legislature and
which is currently raising a $900,000
(U. S,) capital.

"ICCA," Dept. explains, "has in,-

itiated plans for the establishment
Bookings are subject to pic being

(,{ g colony on a 50-acre tract on

London, July 8.

Latest West End sensation is "The

Birth of a Baby," picture produced

by Jack H. Skirball and first dis-

tributed here by Health Educational
Films, Ltd., small indie releasing
company specializing in tlie release

of this type of film.

Pic was released here in 1939-40

in a few provincial spots to segre-

gated audiences and in one London
spot- at suburban Hammersmith,
With very little reaction, as most lo-

cal licensing authorities refused . to

pass it,

Hyams Bros., wlio recently formed
releasing organization Eros Films,

arranged with H E F to show It m
the West End, and pic is currently
packing them in at the small Tatler,'

owned by Gaumont-British, with
seating capacity of 648. It's being
shown six times daily, and twice on
Sunday to turnaway biz. First

week's grosses exceeded $10,124, with
second stanza already topping it with
$11,024. Now in third week, it's exr

pected to exceed second week's fig-;

ures.

, To avoid sensationalism, pic is not

being overexploited, getting mostly
word-of-mouth

,

praise, which is

mainly responsible for the stampede.

A's result of this response, the Lon-
don County Council has already

withdrawn its veto, claiming that

world has changed since its llrsi

showing eight years ago. Pic has

been booked to play 13 deluxe Gau-
miont-British theatres week of Aug.

11, with rest of circuit to follow,

while Associated British Picture

Corp. is also bidding.

New Anzac Vaude Lineup Looms With

Kerridge as Kingpin; Rank May Go In

Film Mag Coverage
Widened in Japan

Wide publicity coverage for Hoi-,

lywood product was being lost in

Japan until Motion Picture Export
Assn. managing director in that

area, Charles Mayer, approached the

fan mag publishers with a new dis-

tribution plan; according to MPEA
execs. Previously the pubs, restrict-

ed by a paper shortage, had un-
loaded ' 15,000 to 50,000 copies in

Tokyo and sold out at once.

Now thousands of issues' are al-

loted to the MPEA in Tokyo which
sends them to MPEA branches in

Nagoya, Osaka, Fukuoka and Sap-
poro. They then are distributed to

firstrun houiies in tliose keys which
.sell them to the fans. National cir-

culation is already proving a b.o.

stimulant for U. S. fllm.s.

played as first feature,' supported by
string of shorts. Picturis has also

been, booked by several indie cir-

cuits, and is expected to gross

around $1,000,000 on its entire re-

lease.

'CLUTTERBUCK' LOOKS

MODERATE AUSSIE HIT
Sydney, June 30.

B r i t is h comedy "Gliitterbuck,"

produced by Wee Georgie Wood for

Whitehall Productions at the Min-
erva- here, looks to develop into a

moderate hit here and elsewhere in

the Aussie iegit zone, after a slow
start;

:WpQd,: doing his first Aussie chore

as a producer, was handicapped by
cast restrictions on no big marquee
names. Local cast, including Neva
Garr-Glynn, Muriel Steinbeck^ 'Ed-
ward Howell, Rod Douglas and
Jessica Noad, do well enough by
this Benn Levy sex splurge. With
a British cast of names, "Clutter-

buck" would have been a ge^llo.Ut at

every performance.
As presently set, the show should

do okay for a limited run.

Reform 'Boys' Doubtful
London, July 8.

"Boys in Brown,'' revived reform
school drama transferred from the

Arts tlieatre, opened at the Duchess
Friday (4).

Although the play was splendidly

received it drew a mixed press. Run
is view.cd, as unlikely since the piece

is believed to be too sermonizing.

the Pan - American highway, 6.2

miles south of Managua. It will build
production studios and laboratories.

In addition, it plans to erect a build-
ing on Managua's lakMront (Male-
con) to house a ; large theatre
equipped to present operas and
stage productions as well ' as films-

offices; a. conservatory of music and
fine arts, and a, radio station. ICCA
intends

,
to establish and construct

modern theatres' in various cities in

Nicaragua."

Hungarian Pix

Ready to Roll
Budapest, June 30.

With the passing of the govern-
ment's film bill, Hungarian film
production Cat long last) is about to

.start. Bill provides credit of 200,-

000 florins ($18,000) for every film to

be made, after okay by joint com-
mittee of the Film 'Trade Union and
the Hunnia state film studio. Group
has already passed three books for
filming: Aron Tamasi's "Prophet of

the Fields," Ferehc Mora's "Song of

tlje Cornfields" and Paul Szabo's

"Red Joe." Government has also ap-
proved the "Tamasi^book.

When a film made with govern-
ment credit is completed, the Artistic

Council decides how much the pro-
ducers have to repay the govern-
ment. If a pic gets a first class

certification, none of' the money has
to be

.
repaid. With a second class

notification, half of credit must be
returned. In case of third class

award, whole sum must be paid
back. Challenge is thi^ set to make
artistic pix.

New bill al.so aids producers, ex-

hibs and theatre owners. The 52%
tax on films has been lowered
to 20,%.

A preliminary agreement was
signed between film companies of the

three political parties, the Small-
holders' K I M O R T , Communists'
MAFIRT and Socialists' ORIENT,
which will expedite film production,

possibly starting July 15. Each com-
pany plans putting in 200,000 florins

on each of three pix, which, to-

gether with the government's creditj

makes 400,000 florins ($36,000) avail-

able for film.

First picture believed going into

production is either Istvan Bekeffi's

"You Can't Marry iVIusa" or the

Tamsl "Prophet." The Bekeffi pic

will be directed by Martin Keleti.

Sydney, July 8.

Indications presently ' point to a
major vaude hookup covering aca
Australian and New Zealand thea-
tre circuits. Robert Kerridge, New
Zealand showman who opei-ates a
powerful film chain, would be liall

partner in the venture. Lending still

further impetus to a flo.sh revival
is a reported expansion of J. Arthur
Rank into the vaude field. He :al-«

ready owns 50.% of Greater Unioil
Theatres, a major Aussie circuit;

Kerridge's activities include a
deal with the David Martin AJissie -

Tivoli vaude loop for units to play
certain New Zealand houses apart,

from his regular film theatres. He's
also reported as negotiating with the
Fullers for legit shows, thus bidding
up a terrific live circuit for Aus-
tralia and New Zealand; Then, too,

there's an unconfirmed report that
Williamson - Tait, leading legit en-
trepreneurs here, may also come into:

the plan.

Presently Kerridge will open a
stock season at the Prince Edward
in Auckland, , New Zealand. The
Fullers have the Ballet Rambert set

for Australia next October plus
other shows. In addition to his mul-
tiple undertakings, Kerridge is re-

ported as stepping into the concert
field, The new setup, it's predicted>

would give top playdates for over-
seas talent.

French Eye Reich

Prewar Market
Washington, July 8.

France is starting to spread out
in a big way in films, according to
the interpretation placed here on
recent moves by -the Gallic pic in-

dustry. Feeling here is that France
is trying to move into^ the Continen-
tal scene to the extent that Ger-
many was before the war. One ot
the steps toward Gallic expansion
was the recent deal in Vienna, cre-
ating an Austro-French Film Co.
The firm is to produce jointly in

the two countries and also to ex-
change films of both nations.

Another recent step was taken in

Italy. The French made a deal with
the pix interests in Turin to pro-
duce at least one major 'picture to ,

cost around 4,000,000 lire. This will,

employ 2,000 Italians.

Yugoslavia, also seeking to got into

film production, has set up a five-

year plan which includes a film city

to be built near Belgrade, erection ot

a large number of theatres and of

mobile projectors to carry pictee^:
to the rural sections.

DurantHeads4BoffU.S.

Acts at London Casino
London, July 8.

Casino opened yesterday (7) with
four, importations, Vivian Blaine,

Jack Duranf,, Bunih Puppets and Toy
and Wing. All went over splendidly,

with Duraht a showstopper. Miss
Blain'e's turn was a little overlong.

Local hit was Ronald Chesney, har-
mouicist,

• Biil .looks; like, it will attract hefty

grb.sses for the ,ropnth,\ w^ advance
bookings satisfactory.

Wolff Benefit Head
London, July 8.

Robert S. Wolff, RKO's film chief

in Britain, has been appointed chair-

man of the committee taking charge

of the second Royal Commattd Film
Performance at the Odeon Leicester.

Square Nov. 25,

Performance will be held for

benefit of the Cinematograph Trade
Benevolent Fund and leading mem-
bers of the British film industry are

participating.

Grade's Airers in Theatres

Arouse Ire in Britain

London, July 8.

British Broadcasting Corp.'s an-

nouncement that Gracie Fields is to

do series of broadcasts, each to be
done in provincial ' theatres, has
raised squawks in practically entire

show biz field.

First complaints came from the

Theatrical Managers' A.ssn. and the
Variety Artists' Federation, claiming

that such broadcasts must hinder all

forms of show biz, as audiences,

which are admitted free, are re-

cruited from- theatre apd vaudeville-'

going public. Then there have been
squawks from the British public,

clairiiing that Miss Fields is actually

not English and the wife, of former
enemy .alien.

Latest to register protest is the

ne^wly-formed British Songwriters

Assn.; which claim.s it has informa-

tion that Miss Fields i.^ going to: sing

selection of .songs from "Oklahoma!",

and "Annie Get Your : Gun," which
are 100% American.

Miss Fields is due to make her

first broadcast at Rochdale, her home
town, July 23,

AUSTRIANS FIND PIX

SAFEST IPESTMENT
Vienna, July 8.,

Unsettled economic situation in

Austria has resulted in a rush among
investors to put ready cash into

the film business for an unusual rea-

son,. Films are. now regarded as a:

safe investment, like jewelry,
, and s

number of finished features! have:
been stored away until coin values
become stabilized.

On current cinema production
front. Moritz Gruenstein has signed
up Max Neufeld to direct a picture
provisionally titled "My Song
Searches, Lou," with script by Her-
bert Polak, Gruenstein, Swiss-born
U. S. citizen, is tied up with the J.

Arthur Rank Organization in Britain,
and his decision to produce in Vian-
na has given a big boost to the local
film industry.

Betty Jawe Wat.son, American
playing part: ot "Laiu-ey", in "Okla-
homa," at, Drury Lane, Loridpn, sails

for U. S. end of month, as she ex-

pects a hnbv in Onti-'b'T.

Mex City Cocks lst.Gun In

Home Pix Exhib Campaign
Mexico City, July 8.

Local city government is taking

steps to concretize the lohgtimie

campaign for a law making it cotn-
pulsory for every one of Mexico's
1,418 cinemas to devote half its

yearly screening time to Mexican
pix. Government .has told local ex-
hibitors to get ready to screen, as a
regular thing, Mexican pix for at
least one week per mont^i.

Exhibitors are wofried by ,th«:

order, saying it will raise ructions
with their exhibition plans. How*,
ever, it looks as if tlie government
will have .it' way, .. . , : . .: ,
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Names Make
ALEXANDER KORDA

NEW YORK - British and American

motion picture industries became more

closely aHied when a releasing ar-

rangement was consummoted between

Sir Alexander' Kprda, eminent British*

producer, and Spyros P. Slcouros,

isresident of 20th Gentury-Fox. >

THE Man behind
THE MIRACLE

ALL OVER—Edmund Gweon winning

critics' raves for truly outstanding per«

formance in "Miracle On 34th Street",

which stars Maureen O'hHora and John

Payne/ The picture that has become

the boxoffice and holdover miracle of

the industry!

RECORDS

CHICAGO — Audiences acclaim per-

lormances of June Haver and Mark

Stevens in the wonderful Technicolor

musical production, "I Wonder Who's

Kissing Her Now", whicli is breaking

records at Oriental Theatre."

DENVER — Audiences and critics

cheer 1 0«state doy-ond-date premiere.

20th's great outdoor adventure in

Technicoldr stars Lon McGallister, Ed-

mund Gwenh and Peggy Ann Garner.

* it

CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD -
Largest electric sign of all, on Broad-

way and 43rd Street, heralds coming

of the eagerly awaited "Forever
Amber", in Technicolor, to a million-

and-a-half people a day.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-2d week

is topping unprecedented 1st — thot

sent records soaring to all-time 20th

high. Excited crowds cheer Gene
Tierney, . Rex Harrison and George

Sanders in "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir'*

... "the year's most engaging comedy
romance."

The name that makes the

BIGGEST BOXOFFICE NEWS i»

ii(

CENTURY.FOX



Vcdnead»y« My % 194T PRB-pnoorcnoN IS

FOREIGN SPLURGE
RKO Has 20 of Its 36 for 1947-48

Completed; 450 at N. Y. Convention

RKO i? slating a minimum of 36 -f

nix lor the 1947-48 ieason, Ned E.

Depinet, exec veepe«, told some 450

attendees of the 16th annual conven-

tion yesterday (Tues.) at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria (N. Y.). Of this lineup,

company has nearly 20 already com-

pleted thus a going a long way to-

wards meeting HKO's aim of huild-

tog a solid backlog. Number of films

to be released In the coming year

is about equal to the current season.

While most of the features will be

filmed or were already made on the

Coast, four now in the' cans /were

lensed abroad. Two were fashioned

at RKO's Churubusco studios . in

Mexico City; one at RKO-Pathe
Cinema's lot .in -Paris; and another

at Denham* England.
Conventioneers Were also told

that RKO will expand Its '47-'48

schedule on shorts with a turnout of

189 briefies mapped. Kegulat news-
reel issues will account for 104.while

Walt Disney will contribute 18 car-

toons. "This Is America'* series will

supply releases in its sixth season.

Indie producers releasing through

RKO will include Samuel Goldwyn,
Walt Disney, Rainbow Productions

(Leo McCarey), Jesse L. Lasky—
Walter MacEwen, Robert Riskin,

Robert and Raymond Hakim, Inde-

pendent Artists (Frederick Brisson,

Rosalind Bussell, Dudley Nichols),

> Argosy Pictures (John Ford, Merian
C. Cooper) , and Sol Lesser.

' Rathvon's Welcome
Three-day mee.t curtain - raised

Monday (7) When N. Peter Rathvon,
RKO prexy, extended the glad-hand
verbally. Also addi^essing the con-

(Continued on page 93)

'Duel' Small-Town Click
Minneapolis, July 8. •

Experiment of playing a pic-

ture at roadshow prices, $1.20,

for three days in the smallest

towns, such as Pequot Lakes,
Minn., population 188, is proving
successful in the case of "Duel
in the Sun;" It's the first, time
this has ever been attempted in

this territory and, perhaps,.any-
where else.

At Pequot Lakes Selznicfc pic-

ture grossed $700 from . Sunday
to Tuesday, which is consider-

ably more than the house there
ordinarily pulls in a week with
four .or more changes.

In Luck, Wis., population 617,

"Duel" also grossed $700 for the
three days. In Mabel, Wis;, pop-
ulation 741, the takings were
$400 in two days and one more
day of the riin remained to go.
The release of "Duel" to the

small towns was shortly after its

openings in the key and larger
spots of the territory.

|UUU| TO

Mulvey

'Outlaw' Skirts

SanAntone Ban

Sees Need For

A New Technique In

Film Merchandising
Decrying the way '"vested interests

of theatre monopolies" have kept
alive the cun-ent system of film re-

lease in order of runs^ James Mul-
yey, prexy of Samuel Groldwyn Pro-
ductions, predicted that the "*rhole
system of runs and clearance as we
now know it will shortly be out the
window and a new system of simul-
taneous release will take its place."

Speaking yesterday (Tuesday) at

the RKO national sales convention
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,

Mulvey at the same .time called for
some System whereby a producer
who gambled with a higher budget
for a picture would be enabled to
charge admission prices for that
film. Present system, which he also
laid to a "policy designed to protect

:
vested interests," is the only business
that sells artistic creations like "a
can of soup or a bottle of cough
syrup, to be sold at identical prices,
regardless of great differences in
quality."

"Gentlemen, I firmly believe that
we must clear up this blind spot in

.
pur thinking," Mulvey declared. "I
am thoroughly convinced that the
public .would rather- pay higher
prices for several hours of real en-
tertainment than lower prices for an
equal number o£ hours of boredom,

(Continued on page IT)

San Antonio. July 8.

Arrangements have been com-

pleted here for the showing of "The

Outlaw," despite the ban by the

Mayor and city commissioners late

last week. Projectors and sound
equipment have been installed in the

Pan American Speedway, located
several hundred feet outside city

limits. There will be two showings
nightly, one at 8 and the other at 10,

with admission 60c. ^

The picture was outlawed in so

far as showing at the Municipal
Auditorium was concerned. The
resolution to ban it was introduced
in City Council by Commissioner
Raymond South and was unani-

mously adopted; The film was pre-

viewed several weeks previously by
the Mayor and the city commission-
ers and given, their blessings for

showing for about two weeks in the

muny auditorium, with attendance
limited to those 18 years or over.

A plea for an injunction against !

the city to allow the film to be
|

sliown at the auditorium was denied
here in the 37th District Court. The
judge, however, did not rule out the

possibility of collection of damages
against the city by the promoters of

the film, who contended they face a

loss of $6,000 as, a result of the city"s

change of mind.

i

One of the chief reasons given by
I the city fathers for the turn about
I was that a large number of letters

were received stating that a "stink

bomb" would be released during the

showing, as well as disturbances cre-

ated by certain groups. In view of

thiSj to save property and to avoid

any "riots" caused by the bombs,
the order to refuse the use of. the

auditorium was made.

Hollywood, July 8.

Total of more than $20,000,000 will

be spent by Hollywood studios on
production in Europe during 1947. At
least 12 pictures will be filmed en-
tirely in Europe and others are
slated for partial shooting abroad.
Numerous other films will use

background shots fori which special

camera crews are being sent to

Europe. Most of the, coin slated lor
European filming this year is still to

be spent.

RKO, in association with ' its

French subsidiary, Pathe Cinema,
has already, finished, the Maurice
Chevalier starrer, "Man About
Town," and Hal Wallis is winding up
"So Evil, My Love" at Denham
Studios in London early in August,
Advance guard of RKO's "Berlin

Express" shoved off for Paris over
the weekend. Budget for this one is

approximately $2,000,000 and film

will be shot in France and Germany.
Lou Bunin's ^'Alice in Wonder-

land" is being produced in Paris

with a $1,500,000 budget and 'Colum-
bia is using funds frozen in Italy

for the Gregor Rabinovitch produc-
tion of "La Boheme" in Rome. Ed-
ward Small productions also plans to

film "Clementine" in Italy with frozgn
dough and is sending a crew to get

background shots in that country for

"The Life of Rudolph Valentino."
'

Columbia is making its first post-

war British film, "The First Gentle-
man," starring Jean-Pierre Aumont,
at Elstree studios in London> with
lensing scheduled to start late this

month or early next.

Others scheduled for English pro-

duction are Metro's "The Secret

Garden"; RKO's "Ivanhoe," latter

to be produced in apsociation with
J. Arthur Rank; 20th-Fox's "Escape."

Major portion of Warners' "To the

Victor" will be filmed in France and
that studio's "The Children" will

gel partial production in Germany.
Plans call for the filming of most

of Sam Bisehoff's next George Raft

starrer, "Morocco" in that northern

African country and Continent

Films is currently filming "Deliri-

um" in Paris.

British-Made U,$. Fix Stpied By

Union Beefs on American Teduricians

Rush British Quota Pix
Hollywood, July 8.

Studios here are rushing , to

completion as many pix as po.^-

sible for export to England be-
fore threatened cut in American
film imports by that country and
possible passage of new tax bill.

At least one company received
cable last week to steam up
windup of product and ship to

England immediately.
Restrictions in number of

American' fllms imported ' into

Great Britain and taxation on
such imports have been antici-

pated for some time.

Metro Primed For

1st Elstree Prod.
Contingent of Metro personnel,

headed up by Ben Goetz, M»G man-
aging director in England, is slated

to leave for London either late this

month or early in August to start

production on the first film at

Metro's Elstree studios since before
the war. "Young Bess," .story of

Queen Elizabeth's early days, has
been tentatively selected as the first

feature but may be postponed be*
cause Deborah Kerr, who was to

have starred in it, is having a baby.
Sidney Franklin, who is to handle

the production reins, will sail with
Goetz Aug. 8 aboard the Queen
Mary, accompanied by musical di-

rector Herbert Stothart. No direc-

tor has yet been named for the film,

but Victor SaviUe is slated aboard
the same ship and may take over
when he reaches England. Ostensi-
ble purpose of his trip now is a
vacation. Production is expected to

tee off early in September.
British art director Alfred Junge,

who with Elstree ad-pub chief Hugh
Findlay has

.
been sludyitig U. , S,

(Continued on page 25!>

London, July 8.

American film companies planning
to spend millions of dollars in Brit-

ain are reconsidering their plans
because of opposition from trade .

union officials.

Unions are preparing full scale

battle again.st proposals to bring ;

American technicians to this coun-
try, ' unless an. equal number of

British experts are allowed to work
in Hollywood.
Schemes , of U. Sv companies for,

film making here have the full

approval of the Board of Trade and
British. film industry and it is under-
stood that the British government
may take, a hand in this new union.!

dispute on the grounds of serious
interference with a valuable dollar
revenue source.

Plans for the first U. S. Britain-
made film in the new program were
du§ to start in September; Now they
are held up because the A.C.T.. rep-
resenting film technicians, has ob-
jected to the employment of three
Hollywood technicians on the pro-
duction of the ZOthiFox film "Es-
cape." Other companies are anxious-
ly awaiting the result of negotiations
between British and American trade
union officials to come to working
agreement. But those may take
months to settle, and meanwhile
large-scale productions are lield up
indefinitely.

Arthur Elvin, secretary of ' th« •

union, told Vartetv: ""We do not
intend America to flood Britain wltli

Hollywood technical experts unless
they let us send equal numbers. Tiie
difficulty is the problem of negotiat-
ing with the American unions,"
Film companies involved in th«

dispute state that ths unions ar«
;

(Continued on page 2U)

Briefs From the Lots

CLARK'S ILLNESS UPS

DUNN OV.ER PRC SALES
Harold Dunn takes over as acting

general sales manager of PRC fol-

lowing the resignation of .Ralph H.
Clark, Dunn, who was hired several
n?onths back as Clark's : chief ' as-
sistant, ha,s been handling the 'man-
agcrira chores since Clark left for
Florida in late May.
Clark announced his. resignation

alter physicians ordered a complete

r'^nn"'''
months. In .a letter

JO PRC, Clark stated that because of
""Certainty as to length of time

Winch he'll be forced to stay away
trom his desk, he ffeU it unfair to

p7 company to retain his position.'
V-iarlc leaves Florida this week for
'ne Loast to spend some time with
^'s son, Ralph Clark, Jr., sales
nianaKer of PRC's San Francisco
exchange.

Hollywood. July 8.

RKO built two miles of new road

through virgin timber in the Sohora

Pass country of the High Sierra to

bring cast, crew and equipment to

location foi' "Roughshod"' . , . Five

largest indoor sets ever constructed

at Universal-International are being

used by "The Exile" . . . Enterprise

filmed two endings for "Body and
Soiil," one happy and one sacj, but

didn't even bother .to try o\xt the

unhappy one after the other , got

raves from sneak preview audience

. . . Joe Gotten is set for star role in

"The Harder They Fall," RKO's
filming of the Bufld Schnlberg- forth-

coming -novel- of the fight racket . . .

Edward Sitiall Productions has

rnoved into new quarters at the Mo-
tion Picliire Center . . . Edward Nas-

soiir has added "Mystery of Dr.

Parkzoides" to his production sehed

, ule . . . Hollywood scribes had to

On the scheduled, opening day otljjreak out the black ties for formal
the filin, there were several hun-
dred persons- waiting to buy tickets

when the .announcement was made
that there would be no showing as

announced.

S^et Up 'Impossible'

Co. for Cartoons

press preview of "Black .Narcissus"

at Carthay Circle . , . Vincent Price,

set for the role of Boss Tweed in

Universal-International's "Up in

Central Park" . . 1 Leading candidate

at the moment fo.r lead role in Uni-

versal-InterriatioSal's film version.of

"Harvey" is William Powell,

.jjinct Blair to c6-star' with "I'OUis

Memphis. July 8. Hayward in "The Black Arrow" at

Formation of new film company to Columbia . . . Peggy Ann Ganver

produce cartoons in Hollywood borrowed from 20th-Fox by Irviiis

under name of "Impossible Picture.^:" Cummlngs for ingenue role in "The

has been announced by David Flex- Sign oi the Ram" . . . 'Will Jason will

^.'Memphis theatre owner, and .direct "Silverado" for Columbia . . ,

Leonard L. ' Levinson, Hollywood. "The Time of Your Life, William

writer. Work is already under way Cagncy production, winds at Gen-
;

on first cartoon, "Rpmantic R;umbolia, eral Service
;
July . 26, - two weeks

the Seat of the Rumba," with Frank behind schedule becau.se of illness

Nelson as narrdtor, Levinson as of Paul Draper . . . Paul Gangclin

writer-producer, and Paul Julian as a.ssigned to script "The Golden Stal-

chief artist. lion," Boy Rogers starrer, for He-

Nine scripts are ready, Flexler public . . . Irving Eapper will direct

said, and 12 to 14 subjects will be ,
"Christopher Blake" for Warners,

made. All will be comic travelogs Ernie Byfleld, noted Chicago Pump
in imaginary seltuigs. ' Room host, doing a writing stint at

Metro . . . Gladys Lehman and Rich-

ard Connell at Meli'O
.

scripting

"Luxury Liner" . . . Doris Lloyd,

British actress, afppearing in "The

Rope" with Selznick actors group

at La JoUa . . . Charles Worum, Jr.,

head of Cimrubusco studios in

Mexico City, is -back in Mexico after

Hollywood huddles with RKO top-

pers and Edward Small . . . To give

his "Alice in Wonderland'' . a sure-

fire correct accent, Walt Disn.ey has

hired as special consultant on the

picture JV. Cubell Greet, professor

of English at Barnard College, (Co-

lumbia University, and, an authority

on "phonetic" speech.

"Thunder in the Forest," J. Benton
Cheney original, purchased by Re-

public foi' fall production by Sidney

Piokcr . . . Jack Wiathcr starts

shooting, in mid-August on.;"The-

Quest of Willie Hunter," Good
.Housekeeping mag serial by Leon
Ware, with Richard Wormscr doing

script . . . Frank Donald inked to

direct "In a Little Spanish Town,"
Gene Aiitry's next oaler at Colum-
bia ... William, Alland, dialog di-

rector on "Macbeth" at Republic,

turned thGsp to do role as one ot

the m.urderers ,. .: . :Elys.e
;
Kii^ji »<ft

for the. femme .lead in Cameo Pro-
ductions' ."Linda Be Good" . . . So-

lange Oyon, French actress, signed

by Orion Pictures to star in Kim
"America Dunks" . . Reversing

usual situation, Raoul Walsh last

week had to change his shootipg

Schedule becau.se of good weather-
too long a se.'ssion of California .sun-

shine made it necessary to set three

W'eekis of night shooting at Warner
ranch for "Silver River'' . . . Jeffrey

Lynn is chalking up a lot of "firsts"

in his role in "Black Bart, Highway-
nian" at U-I—it's his first film in

Technicolor, hi.s fir.st western, his

first pic away from Warners and his

first since he got back from the

(Continued on page 26>

British Theatre Execs

'Amazed' at U.'S. Cinemas'

Big Take on Candy, Soda
Surprise at the impression British

pictures have made in America was
expressed by Arthui Brown and
Fred Lundy) Gaumont-British execs,
in New "J^ork Monday (7), following
a two-month tour of the United;
States. Brown, head buyer, and
Lundy, theatre supervisor. ieaVe;;
with their wives Friday (11) on th«
Mauretania for England,
The two execs expressed amaze-

ment at the average theatregoer's

acquaintance with the name—as well
as the product—of J. Arthur Rank.
They said they had hardly been al)le

to pick up an American paper or
magazine during their stay in this

country without running into Rank's
name, '

;

'

Impressing Brown and Lundy was
the fast handling of boxoffice queues
in the U. S. via automatic ticket and
change machines. They also ex-
pressed surprise at the heavy incom«
derived from auxiliary soui'ces, such,
as candy, popcorn, soda, etc-. Con-
fectionery will go into the Bfltish

houses as soon a.? it;, is available, they,

.said.

The two British theatre executives
and Tom Cadwallader,; South Aus-
tralia division manager for Univer-
sal-International, were hosted , by
Jpseph- H. Seidelrnan, U-F prexy, at

-

a luncheon Monday. Al Daft, veepee
.

and executive assi-stant to Seidel-

rnan, and Charles Kirby, also: assist-

ant to Seidelrnan. headed the U-I

\

contingent at the affair. .. ; .:

Cadwallader, who was a prize-

winner in the Seidelrnan drive; last

year, left for Australia by air yes-
terday (Tues.) but is stopping off in

Hollywood for two weeks.

Wallis Winding 'Evil'

Ahead of Schedul©
Hollywood, July 8. ;

Hal Wallis will be back at Para-
mount from England about Sept. 1,

according to long-distance plione
talk with studio. Unexpectedly good
weather has speeded production of
"So Evil, My Love" in London and
plan now is to wind up the pictur*
Aug. 10 instead of around Aug. 20.

Wallis plans to do final cuttiag •!
"So Evil" at Paramount.
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W«JMe«€lay, July 9, .1947

9i

Dear Clark Gable and
Deborah Kerr:

We're off to a flying start

in hundreds of theatres

simultaneously!

We're telling the nation about

M-G-M's "THE HUCKSTERS"
in one of the year's

biggest promotions!

Everybody's talking about it!

The reviews predict a golden

harvest! It's in the press! It's

in the air! Yoiir wonderful

picture is destined to be the

hit of the year throughout

this happy land! Congratulations!

M-G-M presents CLARK GABLE • DEBORAH KERR * Sydney Greenstreet
|)

Adotphe Menjou • Ava Gardner • Keenan Wynn • Edword ArnoW in "THE Ti4C.
HUCKSTERS" • Screen Play by Luther Davis • Adaptation by Edword ' "€? t4(Jf%g^
Chodorov and George Wells • Based on the Novel by Frederic Wakeirtan VfC^'
Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR. *
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The Vigilantes Iteturn
(CdLOR.-ONE SONG)

TjnIveiLl iplease of Howard WBlsch pro-

J.,.linn Jon Hall, Margaret J.Ind-,

°fekme» Pa,ula m-eW, Andy Devltie/

ffirt Wtl'S, Jonathan Hal». I>lrwte,a by

(•aroera (('lnecolor), Y.U-gil, Miller;

Landres; song, Ja<<l: Brooka

,nd MlUon
week July 1.

nay
Chanslor^

«ilit^'";,.,'^?"Lhwarzwald; AtVRfaU(?.^^N^^ Y
,

'47. BunnlnK time, iHI»!!».

3„hnnle
'^''^'^-[Vv;/.;:: ! iif;;Bi;ei'l"nd" ay

H.Wen : Paula Dnnv

Andy-- V.V"'
Ola y Cu rtwrij^n t ,

,

Ben. • • • " •

Judge Hidden

Barlmflerv..
Iijesseiisor. .

•

Bali's '"I'l •
•

. . Andy Devlni
.....Kobert W11C0.K

.i. ...lauU Ijainbert

. .i.Jontitban Hale
.../...Arthur. Hohl
..i., Wallace Scott

Lantj (.:handler

Joan Fulrttin

John Hart
&S;::.^:;:::;;::;::MintyM„nt.^^^^^

"The Vigilantes Return" is a bet-

ter-than-average, modest - buageted

autcioor opus tliat should ,_give good

support in nabe situations. Pic is

marked by a soMd production back-

ground, pleasantly tinted Cinecolor

camera work, competent thesping

and a script that puts the accent op

'stirring action down the line. There s

no variation on the basic bad_ men
Vs. good formula but the kiddies

won't care.' •
"

Jon Hall plays an undercover

agent for law and order who's as-

' signed to clean out a nest" of var-

mints preying on the ranchers. Ar-

rayed against him is the owner of

the local ginmiU and gambling .ioint

who heads the gang of meanies. Mar-
garet Lindsay, ah old flame of Hall

from way back in New Orleans, is a

business partner of the gang leader

but her sympathies are strictly on
the side of law and love. After Hall

gets framed on a murder rap, he

sole tune, "It's Not the First Love,"
a so-so number. Otherwise her
thesping measures up. In a minor
bit Adele Mara lends sparkle to an
office-worker part while Gregory
Gay" is sufficiently sinister as the
heavy. Production accoutrements
are abo^ standard irj view of the
low budget. John Alton's lensing
is good. :

'

Kilroy W»s Here
Hollywood, July 8.

Monogram release ol! Dick Irving ilyland-
Sidney .Luft production. Features Jackie
Cooper, . JiU'kie t'tiogan,

. Wamia WrcKay,
Frank Jenka, Directed by Phil ICarlson.
iScreenplay, Dick Irvins Hyland;' added,
dialog, I.Diiis Qiilnn: original story, Hylarid
and I.ee "Wainer; camera, \yilliaiu Sickner;
editor, Jodie Caplaii. Previewed June a4,
'47. Running time, OR J*11NS.

John J. ICilroy. ............. .Jackie Cooper
Pappy ColIInrt?. .;,,.».,..,.. ..Jacki© f'oogan
Connie Hari;ourt. i. .Wanda McKay
Butch Miller Frank .Tenks
Klmei- Hatch .Norman Philips
Rodney M,ead(iws. ........... .Rand Brooka
J'rof. 3hepherd. . ;...,.> .Barton iTkrborough
T'^^lrst Cab Driver. , .,*

.

. . . .Frank Scannell
Marge Connors.^. . .......... .Patti Brill

il'^irst ijoldier. ... ^ ;i .. .Robert Cbogan
Iteglstrar . . i. ...... .Joe Forte
Se(!ond (*ab" .Driver. .Allen M^Uhews
•Third Cab Driver. ..Sidney Melton
Waiter , .Pat Goldln

The Kilroy legend, of that fabu-
lous war character who' popped up
all over the Pacific, is basis for this

amusing comedy which has plenty of
exploitation pcssibilities. Yarn oicks
up Jackie Cooper, who plays Kilroy,
in a Pacific outpostj tiien projects
him to college, where events will

keep average audiences entertained.
Cooper is co-starred with Jackie

Coogan, who plays his.pal and'for
that reason is forever getting Cooper

' or Kilroy-^into trouble. Pair make
excellent teammates, and script by

eseapes"rrom jail with the connivance
l Dick Irving Hyland, based on his and

of his sidekick, Andy Devine, and
organizes the vigilantes. In a rousing
clipiax, the gang and the vigilantes

shoot it out across the barricades
with the inevitable result.

Hall is highly effective as the

U. Si marshal, showing off some
liard riding and fast draws. He's
tough but modest and handles his

role with the required amount of

easy heroism. Miss Lindsay is

standout as the dancehall belle and
chirps one good pop song, "One Man
Woman." with a lowdown blues style

that sells. Dcvine plays in usual
fashion with fair comedy, results.

Jonathan Hale, as the county judge,
is polished. Gang of toughies, with
Jack Lambert and Hobert Wilcox in

the lead, sneer with finesse and will
. provoke hisses. Herm.

The Trespasser
(ONE SONG)

l^epublic release of William J. O'Sullivan
production. Features Dale Evans; Di-
rected by George BlaLr. .Screenplay. Jerry
GrUHkin; adatitatlon, Dorrell and Stuart K.
McOovvnn: original story, Jerry Sackheim,

* Erwin delaey; oam^rii, John. Alton; .song.
Sddle Maxwell; Ks.tban ^cott; editor. Ar-
thur Rabert.1: mujsloal *ir*c.tor, Mort Glick»
man. Tradeahown N. T. July 2, '47. Runr
ning time. It MINS. .

I^lnda Coleman DalQ Evans
Danny F.utler. Warren Douglas's

: Stevie Carson.... .......Janet Martin
Bill Monroe... .....Douglas Fuwley
Dee Dee. ..,..^..,.,..\AdBle Mart^
Charle.s. . . . .. ................ . ;Greeory Gay
Klrki...,,. .............Grant Withers
Bruce Coleman. ......... (William Bikewell
Bartpnder. . . . . . . . .. .Vmce Barnett

. Channing BUsS.....i..*.., i.Fmncia Plerlot
Mary Lou .Joy Barlowe
Davis. .Fred Grabani
Hall. ;Dale 'Van Sic'tcl

Jane. ............ . , .XJetty A.loxander
The Doctor. ................ iJoseph Crehnn

Lee Wainer's original story, keeps
the ball moving. There are moments
when action at college becomes
slightly sophomoric, but this is more
than compensated by straightforward
approach to a subject which has both
charm and hurrior..

Cooper finds not all of college life

enchanting. Under GI Bill he man-
ages to get in, after first turned down
because of lack of credits, due to his
being the Kilroy Taken up by snooty
frat, whose members want to ac-
quire him because he is Kilroy, then
want to drop him - because of his
taxi-driving ' friends. Cooper learns
the hard way, but manages finally to

get going on ri,!;ht path
Two Jackies turn in excellent per-"

formances and have top support
from such players as Wanda McKay,
Norman Phillips; Barton Yarborough,
t'rank Jenks and Rand Brooks.
Producers Hyland and Sidney Luft

made most of situation at hand, turn-
ing out a neat entertainment, aided
by direction of Phil Karlson.. Wil
liam Sidcner's expert use of cam-

1

eras is interestingly displayed, with
balance of technical credits okay.

:. ' Whit.
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Miniature Reviews
"The Vicilsntes Seinrq" (Col-

or) (U), Fast action formula
westerner for nice support in
nabe situations,

"The Trespasser" (iftep)^

Better - -than - average mystery
film.

^'Kilroy Was Here" (Mono),
Neat comedy for general situa-
tions built around war-Inspired
Kilroy myth.

"Bustlers of Devil's Ganyon"
(Rep). Neat low cost western
packing plenty of action.

action is packed into the pic's short
running time with surrounding pro-
duction dress making most of a low
budget outlay.
Plot has Allan Lane in, role of Red

Ryder , returning to his ranch at end
of the Spahish-American war to find
his territory honeycombed with
rustlers. Meanwhile, some postwar
homesteaders arrive in the area to
settle down right in the crossfire be-
tween the rustlers and ranchmen.
Three-cornered tug-of-war develops,
with the local medico, secret head of
the outlaws, adding fuel to the fires.

At windup. Lane smokes out the doc-
tor, smashes" the gang of rustlers'and
establishes peace between the farm-
ers and cattlemen; .

Lane makes a straightforward
cowboy hero. Young Bobby Blake,
as an Indian kid, will appeal to the
juves. : Excellent .performance is

turned in by Peggy Stewart as
femme leader of • the - homesteaders
while Arthur Space does well as the
heavy and Emmett Lynn registers
effectively as venerable comedy side-
kick to Lane. . Herm,

Foreign Film Review
(JJnlikeVy for Anglo'V.S. Market)

"Miiilitme Bovaly" (.*R<S)?>iXlNIi:).
Pan-American release of* Han Miguel
Studio production.' Stars Media Ortiz,
Roberto Eacalada, Enriiiue Diosdado;
features Alberto Bellor Angelina Pagano,
Ale.landro M.aximino, Manolo Diaz, Qra-
cicla .Lecube. Ricardu Galache, Maria
Esther Podeata, Juan Carlos AltaVista,
Felix Gil. Directed by t!arlos'Schlieper
and Ijuis Mottur:\. .Screenplay, Maria
T.uz Regas a.nd Ariel Corta'zzo; based, on
tlustave Flauliert'a novel; camera, Bob
>toberts; music, Isidro Malstegui, At
Cine Normandie, Buenos Airea Kunnin^r
time, 83 MINS.

Carefully produced and heavily
blue-pencilled in comparison with
Flaubert's original, this version of
"Madame Bovary" is left with noth-
ing but the melodrama. It uii-

doubtedly will prove a draw at the
Argentine boxoffice. Story continuity
suffers by elimination of the book's
cruder aspects. Acting in general is

uninspired save for thesping of teen-
ager Graciela Lecuba who shows
up well and gives promise for the
future. Film has little appeal for
the U.. S. market. :

Incorporating a new approach in
the action-mystery field. Republic's
"The Trespasser" is a well contrived
yam which packs an exciting punch.
Suspense builds nicely in this Wil-
liam J. O'Sullivan tjroduction and
b.o. returns should reflect the film's
better-than-average quality despite
the lack of marquee lure.

Scripters have spaded up com-
parative virgin territory in slanting
the plot around a ring of rare book
forgers. Starting with a newspaper
office, locale most of the story
emerges as fairly logical stuff. How-
ever, the studio has an extraordi^
nary fanciful conception of a news-
paper editorial department, what
with marble-lined corridors and in-
dividual plush sanctums for such
staffers as the feature editor no less.

Janet Martin lands a jbb with a
sheet helped by one of the paoer's
ace scribes, Douglas Fowley. Fresh
from.

:

college, she's assigned to tbe
morgue to work under Warren
"ouglas, In no time at all she
stumbles on book reviewer William
aalcewell's nefarious work in ped-
°""g phony "rare" tomes to pub-
lisher Francis Pieriot. With Fowley

,
nandhiig the investigating reins, the
lorgery ring is eventually rounded
UP with the aid of Miss Martin,
uouglas and detective Grant
Withers. There's a bit of romnntic
interest between Fowley and Dale
fevans, who portrays a nitery war-
hler and Bakewells sister.

911 the whole cast turned in

?.„ competent performance under
oeot-He Blair's able direction. Missmartm IS credible as the morgue
woricer and amateur sleuth, -Doug-
Jas does a neat characterization as
ei bo.>--,s. while Fowley and Bake-

jvfill reeister in their roles. Withers
*5Y' detective. In a brief se-

quence Miss Evans chirps the film's

Rnstlers of Devil's
CCanyon

Republic release of Sidney Picker produc-

tion. Stars Allan -I.ane; features Bobby
Blake, Mariha Wentworlh. Peggy Stewart.
Directed by 1*. (3. SnrlngsteSn. Original
acreenplav, Fi.irle Snell; camera, ;

William
Bradford: editor, Harry Keller. 'Cruder

shown N. y , July S, '47. Running time,
'58 MINS.. .

Red Rvder. Allan T.ane

t.lttle Beaver Bobby Blake
The Duchea.i ..Mariha Wentwortb
Bess ...... : Peggy Stewa rt

The Doctor . Arthur Space
Blizaard ...... ....... . . i. .Emmett l.ynn
(^lark. . , . , . . ....... i. ..... .... , Roy Barcroft
The Shei-lfT. .4. . . . . i . ,i . .... , . . .Tom. I.onrUjn

Tail ..... i ...v. V. . • . llnl-ry Ca rr

MHtt , , . . ;. .Pierce. T..yden

DOc Glover. ..... ......... .Forrest Taylor

WB-Pathe Reel
Continued {rnin pace 4

Theatre Men Lay Tbir Arguments

For Cutting M, Before D.C. SoliHis

Scribs Plan Annual Award
To Honor Hero Members

Hollywood, July 8.

Annual award to be known as the
Robert Meltzer Award has been es-
tablished by the Screen Waiters
Guild to honor screenwriters killed
in Wor,ld War II. Award is in mem-
ory of Meltzer, David Silverstein,

Frederick Faust, Edward de Melcher
and Arch Heath, all killed in action.

The award goes to the SWG mem-
ber who writes the feature which, in

addition to its entertainment value,

"most effectively contributes to a
better understanding of the prob-
lems of our times."*

N. Y. Theatre Men

Deploy Against

Any New Tax Bites

New York exhibs last week moved
to forestall further pastings t)y the
state legislature such as that admin-
istered in the last session. With the
idea of plugging against continued
tax raids. Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Theatres Assn., org which rep-
resents 90% o"t N. Y. theatre men,
has taken on the law firm Of Judd &
Gurfein as general counsel.

Exhibs suffered last year from
lack of organization when they 'un-
successfully fought the 5% local tax
bite on admissions which the solons

passed with Governor Thomas E.

Dewey's recommendation. Officials \

of theatre units at that time vowed

Theatre industry is uniquely vul-
nerable among businesses in that iti

profit area is confined to the top
layer of gross business, House Ways
and Mean's Committee was told thi» ':

week by theatre groups in submit*.,
ting alternative plans for a reduc-
tion in admission taxes; A 20% drop
in grosses can result, not as in many
other enterprises in a 20% decrease:
in profits, but in elimination of all

profits, according to the statement
accompanying the reduction ppo-
posals. .....

Should the Government allow a
halving of the present 20% Federal

'

bite, estimated tax yield would ba
$216,468,000 if theatre biz holds at
current levels, or $173,174,406 "if the
now discernible recession in business
persists," the House committee is

told. Alternative plan (preferred by
exhibs), which would not only halve
tax rates but exempt children un- >

der 12, would bring the Government ,

within the next year $203,210,905 or
SI 62,568,724 if the recession con-
tinues. Chief sponsors of the plan
are the American Theatres Assn. and
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Assn.

Total returns for fiscal 1946, ended
June 30, was $341,500,331 of which
an estimated $290,275,281, or 85%,
was derived from film houses, it'st;

-said,, Sponsors figure that a cut 'of

50% in tax scales would not reduce
Government revenues to half but
rather to 65% of former take. Tax
decrease would increase the num-
ber of admissions, statement argues,
or retard the decrease in number if
tapering of b.o. continues.

With the statement was submitted,
a chart which indicated that 6;12% 1

of all admissions or 13,074,082. week-
ly are children under 12. In ths
age bracket between 12 and 21; it's

i
fisured" that 20,494,013 weekly attend
or a total of 33,568,095 minors in e^nthey'd be ready for any further leg-

| ovp..,, „, 4,1 ion
islation either on taxes or censor- r^^"^^"
ship, and the hiring of the legalites |

Grosses have fallen off from 15%
is the first step in that direction. 35% in the past three months, it's

Both Judd and Gurfein have solid
i

said. Films are a medium of mass
Government backgrounds. Judd is a
former Solicitor General of the state

1 communication, the theatre men
!
argue, and should be lumped with

"Rustlers of Devil's Canyon" is
1

one of the best in the Red Ryder
series. We.<>terher has been neatly

assembled out., of ' .standafd ingre-

dients, and tight, positive direction py
R. G. Springsteen keeps film in high
gear frohi start to finish. Plenty of

'Black Narcissus'
"Black Nacolssus," British-

made General Film Distributors'

(Rank) release, was rated, as

good for theatres in Great
Britain but requiring plenty of

bally to do business in U. S.

when reviewed from London by
VARiEiy May 7. Reviewer said

that "cynics rhay dub this lavish

production, 'Brief Encounter in

the Himalayas,' and not without
reason. Stripped of most of its

finery, the picture resolves it-

self into the story of two sex-
starved women and a man. . . . .

Production has gained much
through being in color. The pro-
duction and camera work atone
for minor lapses in the story."

Variety rated tlie cast as be-

ing well chosen but said that

Deborah Kerr gets only occa^
sional chances to reveal her tal-

ents. Also* stated that Sabu
plays the youn.g general as

though he were Sabu. Regard-
ing Miss Kerr, the reviewer also

.state,'! that "doubtless the film

will be shown in America after

Miss I^err's Hollywood debut as

co-star of Claik Gable in 'The
Hucksters.' It would be wise to

do so." ...

ground shots. Pathe's library would
be valuable for standard issues.

Purchase would also unsnarl the
manpower problem. Warners must
have top newsreel execs, trained in

the game, as well as squads of cam-
eramen, editors and lab workers.
Since the field is narrow, company
is faced with a man-sized puzzler in

snaring experts ; outside its own
limits.

Equijpment
Third solid gain for Warners

would be the acquisition of printing
and development machinery which
could turn out prints in the neces-
sary numbers. Newsreel production
requires specialized machinery which
can only be made on order or
bought from another of the five

reels. ..

.

While RKO officials refused to

explain why the company is inter-

ested in selling out, it's understood
from other sources that the reel has
been losing money lately. Entry of

Warners into the .field may .have
softened RKOers to a sale since

newsreel sales heads believe a sixth

company would spell a 20% dip in

business, for the quintet now op-

erating. It's freely predicted that

some, of the reels, already on thin

ice because of the overhead, would
be snnrled further by any . added
competition,..-:

Warners announced appointment
of James Allen as head of the new
reel, but with its late fall deadline

the other reels couldn't, figure how
WB expected to get . rolling.

Warners has tentatively set the
price of its newsreel on the same
per-reel as it now sells it shorts,

it's been learned. That level aver-

ages considerably lower than the

rentals set by other companies. Fur-
thermore, it's a deviation from the
common practice of fixing prices

based on timeliness . of delivery.

Earlier the reel reaches the theatre,

the higher is the rental under tech-

nique employed by the quintet cur-

rently.
.

'. '.'
;

.' <'-.

from Feb. 1, 1943, to May 1, '46. Gur-
fein was formerly chief ass't district

attorney under Dewey and later was
aide to Supreme Court Justice Rob-
ert Jackson at the Nuremberg trials.

They'll act as spokesmen for ex-
hibits at future legislative hearing.s.

To date, toppers for theatre units
haye gotten short shrift from the

lawmakers, who figure the flickeries

are easy game for tax forays. Theatre
groups are also working towards a

technique to throw their weight
around in their localities via pub-
licity to show the public that ad-
mission taxes are passed on to the
patrons.

newspapers, radio and magazines
which are free from Federal taxes.
Tax reduction proposals were sub-

mitted on invitation of, the Housa
committee- made during hearings in

May. Robert Coyne, exec secretary
of ATA, prepped the plans after
consulting other theatre groups.

Mulvey
Continued from page 1.1

The producer who makes a genu-
inely good picture and the exhibitor
who books it should not be shackled
by a policy, which, because it seeks
to hit some happy medium, actually

puts a premium on mediocrity."
Mulvey stressed that^he was seek-

I

ing "only
,
the opportunity" to ask

from the public a price which the
producer believes measures the value
of his picture. "We cannot force the
public to buy our .product,^' he said.

"But the point I am making is that

the producer, who makes better pic-

tures, who gives better-than-average'
values must not be held down to

the average pricing methods, which
lump. the. bad with. the good."

.

Goldwyn prexy • aLsp called for

more showmanly selling on the part
of exhibs, declaring it's a"sad corny
ment on the state of showmanship
among exhibitors that the only way
many of them can think of to meet
a decline in patronage is to cut ad-

mission prices." . Practice of an ex-
hibitor relying on the producer for

all advertising, exploitation, etc.,

"simply cannot continue," he said.

House to Continue Hearings

Washington, July 8.

The' House Ways & Means
.
com-

mittee voted yesterday (7) to con-
tinue its hearings on general tax
revi.sion until the end of the third

I

week in July and then suspend
until early November.
The Committee is studying legis-

I lation for a complete revamping of

I

the Federal tax structure. Among
I the matters under consideration ia

I the 20% excise on admissions and

I

nitery checks.

Committee is considering •dropping
excises back to the prewar ^ure

' of 10%.

Radio Scribes Flee
Continued from page 1

Bogeaus Buys Hecht Yarn
j

Hollywood, July 8.

"Miracle in the Rain," book writ-

I
ten by Ben Hecht several years ago,

has been bought for filming by Ben-
edict Bogeaus. Pic will star Ida
tiupino. .

'

:

Film will be first on the schedule
of Arcadia Films, new indie formed

I

by Bogeaus and Miss Lupino. It will

be followed by Louis Broinfleld's

Pulitzer Prize novel, "Early Au-
tumn,'' also starring Miss Lupino.

Metro, has been identified with pix
.

more so than radio in recent years.

Corwin Included

Joining his ex-radio colleagues is

Norman Corwin,. currently on a be-
lated honeymoon with his bride,

I Katherine Locke, and Coast-bound

j

to do a picture of his radio play,
"Mary and the Fairy." Corwin plana

I

spcnfiing the better part of a year on
' the Coast, and. there's, been somt
speculation as to whether he intend*
returning to the CBS fold next year.
Arthur Laurents, who scripted the

notable "Assignment Home" series

on CBS and who took a fling at legit
' a couple sessions back, with "Home
! of the Brave," has also checked out-
of radio for pictures. And this month
he's being joined by Millard Lam-
pell, one of radio's better^seripters
whoi among other things," did the
libretto for the Abraham Lincoln
radio cantata, "The Lonesome
Train." He's committed to Warner
Bros, for its United States Pictures
subsid,

Larry Menkin, who has circuited ,

all the coast-to-coast kilocycles with
.

hi.s freelance scripts, is another head-
ing for the Coast next month for a

• pic assignment. He did a stint on
I the Warners lot a few months back
;
helping script the Joan Crawford

I film, "Possessed."
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lloxy,.:i«i.^l'.; ..

OUen k Johnson Revue with

teonard Sues, Harold Barnes; "Moss
pose" <.20th), reviewed in Mmrnim,

my 21, '47.

Olsen & Johnson at this time of

the year are an especially apropos

booking. Yet, for them, it's always

the Fourth of July—they c.ertainly

•have enough ammunition blanks to

celebrate the Fourth even at Christ-

This Roxy date for the veteran

comics is hardly any different than
the act they were doing at the near-
by Carnival nitery, at which they
recently closed a long run. Nor, for

that matter, the type of turn they've

been doing for 30 or more years.

And With which, excepting a couple
of items that are in questionable
taste, O&J are still socko with the
mas.s, though hardly for the class,

trade.
Blank cartridges that blast the

eardrums with their frequency,
props that are numerous enough to

have emptied the ShUbert warer
houses, and all the corny tricks of

another era in show biz—^these are
still employed for mass appeal by
O&Ji And the payoff is that audi-
ence sing at the finale; if the cus-
tomers can still go for that, as they
do for the by-now ancient O&J
eudience-participation dancefest with
the chorines, then it only emphasizes
that for mass reception O&J know
their way around

could have stayed till sundown from
reaction of payees. From opener,

"Holiday for Strings" they went
bver solidly. It was difficult to

choose number most appreciated,

because "Malaguena" brought what
seemed like top applause, only to

have "Harmonica Boogie" bring
stronger, palming. For "Peg O
My Heart," responsiblt for current
success, a filmy curtain is drawn
with moonlight scenes flashed on
screen. Boys work effortlessly and
smoothly to garner top returns.

Barr and Estes, comic dance team,
with Barr doing loose leg slide steps

and girl doing pert tap business, also

go over nicely. Barr.also doies. sev-
eral skits that are familiar but man-
ages to make some seem fresh;

The Shyrettos, score with aero
twirling and jive stunts, getting
screams riding silvery , cycles Which
range from lower-case wheelers to

king size for sock: applause.

Ray Lang orch does neat job in

keeping things moving and backs
show. .Hunt.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, July 3.

DoUnoffx and Raya Susters (4),

Gcorgic koi/e, Marjorie Knapp, the
Craddocks (3); "Living in -a Big
Wav"m-G).

Capitol's" bill this week is sock
throughout, with each of; its four

For prime audience approval acts so solid it is har4 to choose one
chalk one down for Harold Barnes
Shades of Con Colleano! Barnes
must certainly be ranked alongside
the veteran tightwire artist. Barnes
could well be a factor in any at-

tempted comeback of vaudeville.
He's pretty close to being sensa-
tional on the strand, and any day
now Sol Hurok might be signing

• him for one of his heel-an^-toe com-
panies. Barnes 'even does a ballet
on the wire. And his rhumba isn't

so bad, either.

Young Eddie Franklin is a recent
Army dischargee who O&J heard
sing at a veterans holspital, where
he was a patient, and promised him
a chance to play in their show.
Franklin has a pleasing high tenor,
getting over with the inevitable
"Danny Boy." However, Chic John-
son shouldn't mug at the piano when
the kid sings; he ought to let him
have his chance. Leonard Sues is

itfonducting the house orch for just
th's date.

Otherwise, this is a heavily-peo-
pled show of madcap O&J comics,
scantily-clad dames and tjrpically
rowdy O&J numbers out of their
innumerable revues. And all paced
expertly by the headliners, who re-
veal they've been together 34 years.
Afld the longevity of their partner-
ship is a tribute more to their show-
mi^ nshipi than anything else. They're
a Dair who know the value of corn
whatever, the . era of show business.
And, what's more important, they
know how to sell it. Kahn,

Oriental, Ciii

Chicogo, July 3.

Dnle Evans, Hormonicats (3),
Leonard Barr.Sc Helen Estes, Shyret-
tos (3), Ray Lang Orch (12); "I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now?"
X20th).

Without the glitter of all-star

Hollywood cast which accompanied
world preem of new 20th-Fox pic-
ture, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

i Lawi-ie "choIr
Wow?" current Oriental bill would
still be a bright, sparkling show.
Perhaps all concerned were caught
in web of glamour around theatre
b." appearances of George Jessel,
Jime Haver, Martha Stewart, Mark
Stevens, Richard Greene and Joe E.
Howard, composer, upon whose
autobiog picture is based.
High spot of opening performances

was contingent of players from the
Coast with Jessel emceeing. He
works with all the kids; and his im-
pressions of Cantor and Jolson pro-
voke chuckles and memories.

Miss HaVer and Mi.ss Stewart took
turns on chirping, former singing"
her song to Howard. Stevens and
Greene are typical handsome" leading
mm and were gi-eeted with whistles
a.s loud as gals got in their walkons.
Audience was deeply impressed by
ftroup's sincerity in their tribute to
Jes-sel, producer, for his work bn
the picture.
The younger set can't remember

Joe E. Howard well^ but they were
as enthusiastic as their elders in re-
ception. .Many a nostalgic tear
welled as he danced and sang.
"Goodbye My Lady Love," a classic
from his early vaude days. It Was
a red letter occasion for Howard,
who is frisky and peppy as ever,
desDite age.

Regular bill is headed by Dale
Evans, screen star. In shimmering
silver topping a billowy ruby skirt,
which she later doffs to reveal white
cowboy boots and a brief, fringed
cowsirl skirt, her teeoff number is

"I Think You're Wonderful," quickly
followed by "My Adobe Hacienda,"
with which she seems more at home.
.Novelty number, "She Went Thata
Way" is also cleverly done, and her

^
singing of popular western star's

(' themes, with aud guessing titles,

; wins salvos. Girl has simplicity
that's a winner and her slight west-
ern drawl has pleasant effect on
melodies.

,
A solid hit.

Co-hradliner.'!, the Harmonicats, In
their first bi.? theatre appearance.

for top billing. Entire l&youi;'' should
do much to boost - drooping b.o.

locally, if customers resort to enough
word-of-mouth,

The Craddocks, trio of acro-pan-
tomimists back from France after
the war years, were singled out by
the customers for lion's share of ap-
plau.<ie. Act has polish,' novelty, and
genuine aero technique to make it

top flight. The liads have continental
quality of facial, as well as bodily
agility, which ; keeps their .stunts

alive.

Marjorie' Knapp, eye-fiUing chan
toosey, lives up to the wolf calls

which greet her, with some; reaUy
hep warbling. Opens with slick ver-
sion of "Robert E. Lee" which goes
over well as a" pacer for the num'
bers which follow. She sings, them
straight, with just enough gestures
to put 'em across. Gets best returns
on tasteful medley of Vincent You-
mans' songs.

Georgie Kaye fills comedy slot

ably, with warming accompaniment
of laughs. His routine is well
selected and perfect for family type
audience' which Capitol gets. Best is

psychiatrist- routine, which is fast

and zany enough for plenty laughs.

Curtain raiser could fill any spot
on the bill and hold its own. Dolin
offs and the Rayas, back froni
Europe after a wartime absence,
have a production with aye appeal,
novelty and plenty fine terping to
provoke mitt action. Both the toy-

shop routine and the noWr-you-see'
him, now-you-don't black out num-
ber elicit. Latter is smooth theatre
with Dolinoff swathed in black,
against a black background and low
lights. He iu.ggles the gals about in
adagio turns. Effect is that of
dancers dangling in mid-air, lean-
ing into space, etc., as their invisible
partner tosses them around.
Completing bill is a "Cavalcade of

America" patriotic production num-
ber well handled by Sam Jack Kauf-
man, his_house orch, and the Jjjstin

Lowe,

State, Y.
LMbo Molina, Jack E. Leonard,

Wiere Bros, ii), 3 Chesterfields,

George Church tc Marilyn Hale, The
La Vew«s (4), Louis Basil House
Orch; "The Egg and I" (U).

Loew's State, N. Y., comes up with
another rollicking bill in current
stanza. It's good holiday fare,

sparked by Luba Malina, mu-
sicomedy songstress - comedienne;
Wiere Bros, with their comedy vio-?

lining, and Jack E. Leonard, rotund;

comic, doubling as emcee- and spot-

ting slick stuff in own slot.

Three Chesterfields, male aero

team, pace with clever line of gym-
nastics, risley and other feats to

register solidly. George Church &
Marilyn Hale, back after a season as

featured terpers in the smash mu-
sical, "Oklahoma!", follow and score,

as usfial, with their lapstering and
ballet terps. Leonards who has been
in and out of proceedings from tee-

off, spots own stanza. Comic has
improved considerably since last

around, has fresh material and paro-
dies^ which put him over for top
retiirns.

Miss Malina goals 'em in her song
stanza. Garbed in whitei spangled
slinky gown, she's atomije all the

way. Introing with hep version of

"Chi Chi Castenango," which sets her
pretty, she whams over "There Must
Be Someone for Me" and "Niko-
lena" to practically steal the show.
Comes back for some clowning with
Leonard to sew up things tighter

and Offs to solid salvos.

Wiere Bros., flanked by male
pianist, maintain comedy motif with
their long standard funstering with
the fiddles, incorporating some legit

viollning. But It's the comedy antics

tteat gets 'era here above everything.

Grab plenty of laughs and off to

solid returns.

'

The La Vernes, two men' and two
gals, do okay in closing slot with
their roughhouse Apache, incor-

porating an adagio twist,- and prac-

tically:-wrecking props and selves

in their fast routine framed m
Parisian cafe setting. A nifty act

^ » Edtxt.

vocal, "Wrap Vour Troubles in

Dreams" with heavy emphasis on
shrill voice of smaller guy for coinjc

effects. He contribs some neat tap-

ping while partner does a terp
routine which "makes like a train,"

Also work in a bit of business on s
small vibe. Off to good reception.

Aqaiisliow, N. V.
(FLUSHING MEAOO'WS PARK)
Willie, West & McGin-iu, Juggling

Jewels (4), Milt Britton's Ojch (11) >

Ju^ne -Earino, Bobbu Knopp, Stan
Dudeki Shield Kelly, Len Keartiey,
Betty Ball, Curley, Smiley, Aqua-
zanies (S).

Ap«11o, N. Y.
LoMis Armstrono Orch (17) with

Leslie Scott; Jacfo Teoyarden, Velmo
Mtddlcton, Slim & Sweets* Myers *
Walker; "The Big Fix (PRC)

.
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Olympla, Miami
Miami, July 5.

Danny O'Neil, Walson Sisters, Ed.
die White, Lloyd & WiUis, Max te
Gang, Let Rhode House Orch, '"Gal-
lant Bess" (M-G).

Cilieago, Ciil
Chicago, July 4.

- Hildceorde, Basil Rathbone, Henny.
Youngman, Lathrop Sc Lee^ Hal Kan.
ner. House Oreh; "The , Imperfect
Lady" (Par).

Hildegarjje in current stint at the
Chicago theatre proves again her un-
canny ability to pace a show with
eifortless ' ease. Supported by Basil
Rathbone and Henny Youngman
each of whom have strong enough
marquee value to head a show in
their own right, it still is one of
those shows that looks as though it

was put together on the spur of the
moment and yet in the final analjr-

sis it works out smooth as silk. Evi-
dence of the effectiveness of the
Hildegarde brand of show business
is proven by fact that literally every
performance has been capacity.

Hildegarde opens at piano, wear-
ing' exquisite gold gown, teeing off

with "It's Nice to Be Loved," for
solid applause. She discovers a fid-

dle player in pit who insists upon
tuning violin, and turns out to be
Youngman. Rathbone turns up as
another pseudo-member of the orch.
Idea is worked up for laugh repartee.
Other tunes by Hildegarde included,
"Anniversary Song," "No Business
Like Show Business" and an Irving
Berlin medley.
Rathbone scores with rendition of

Elizabeth Barrett Browning's "I
Love You" plus his Sherlock Holmes
impersonations. Youngman : playing
a supporting role through the 50-
minule show helps- no end in hold-
ing bill together with rapid ftre gags.
Lathrop and Lee,. mixed team, get

over nicely with tap routines. Their
"High Hat Strut" with gal In form-
fitting scarlet satin gown is sock
clincher, Hal Kammer, as guest con-
ductor of the orch" during Lou
Breese's vacation, does- top job of
pla.ying show. Hunt.

With Louis Armstrong celebrating

his 25th anni as a bandleader as

well as his 47th birthday last week,

It was appropriate that the,, veteran

trumpeting Negro maestro's twin

events coincided with his annual
appearance at ' the Apollo. Many
colored bands have played the house

but few conjure up so much nos-

talgia as the ingratiating Armstrong.
Adding fuel to the "old times'; fires ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
are some sock trombone specialites overcome
of Jack Teagarden.

As the teeoff number "Stompin at

the Savoy" brings out the versatility

of Armstrong's combo comprising
four rhythm, four trumpet (plus

Armstrong), four trombone and five

reed. Satchmo's inimitable wide-
mouthed vocals .show to advantage
on one of the outfit's late recordings,

"I Belie've." Smartly backed by
band, he scores for solid returns.

Punch ol show is Teagarden's 15-

min-ute stint preceding the finale.

Armstrong's intro describes him as

here to play "some riffs for us."

First is nice arrangement of "Basin
Street Blues." Classic tune, the
audience is told, was played by Tea-
garden in Houston as early as 1920
and seven years later he came to

New York where Jhe song. was put
to lyrics by the late Glenn Miller.

Tea's tromboning o£ number wins
strong applause and he also regis-

ters on warbling of lyrics in a soft,

easy style. On last three choruses
he breaks the horn in half and in-
serts water glass for unusual tones.

As a reprise of their recent Town
Hall, N. jazz concert, Armstrong
and Teagarden beat out "Rockin
Chair." Both sing lyrics in a natu-
ral, uninhibited delivery, then Tea
slips out the slush-pump for a burst
of accompanying choruses. Arm-
strong follows with the blow-off on
the.trumpet for sock returns. Finale
is "Jack-Armstrong Blues" cut by
the pair on the Armed Forces V-
Disks a few years ago.
Rather weak is opening turn of

Slim & Sweets. Tall, thin male and
short, stocky femme offer some mild
singing and terping. Work a takeoff
on Romeo & Juliet with male part-
ner wearing ludicrous long brown
tights and tyrolean hat. Gal ribs
his physique but the humor falls

flat. Band's warbler Leslie Scott
handles "Mam'selle" with robust
expression but his baritone is used
to better effect in "Without a Song"
which he jsenda for hefty mitting.
Armstrong's combo contribs some

sock improvising in . a jam session
where most of the sidemen are cut

for sclos. Ijids build up to a

Elliott Murphy, operating the
Amphitheatre of Flushing Meadows
Park , for the - third year, has with
this year's edition of water shows
come up with a formula that will
provide the maximum entertainment
within a degree of budgetary mod-
esty. Format combines features of
the aqua displays on the jpast three
years, and some done by Billy Rose,"

original tenant on the site during the
World's Fair.

Layout has equal accent on aquatic
and landlubber acts, which combined
with good pacing provides good
value for the 60c-$1.25 scale. The 24-

femme swimming chorus, profusion
of diving experts and a variety of
good sight -nets makes for a pleasant
session.

Show gets most of its color from
the swimmers. Contingent of divers
including Stan Dudek, Shiela Kelly,
Len,- Kearney and Betty Ball, per-
form series of difficult dives in cham-
pionship form with comedy flops

coming from a group of zanies,
Curley, Smiley and the Aquazanies
(5). It's reminiscent of the water
evepts of the previous Flushing
Meadows shows, but apparently the
presentation method used here is still

the best-devised for displaying water
events. The 24-femme- line, Aqua-
dorables, go through a series of pre-
cision water routines that are eye-
filling.

The stage events are confined to
turns of visual values. Showing up
best are WUlie, West and McGinty's
familiar construction act. This turn
hits the risibilities of every section
of the big stadium for top results.

Juggling Jewels are similarly able to
get audience appreciation with their
stunts, while Milt Britton's band,
which backs the show, does its usual
bedlam, .musical turn.
Other events include swim exhibs

of June Earing and Bobby Knapp
and the entre-'acte comedy talk of an
unbilled pair.
Some of the problems that have

beset producer Murphy during pre-
vious stands here still haven't been
resolved. Major handicap is trans-
portation. Area of park still lacks
adequate public transit facilities, but
fortunately, the gas situation, a ma-
'nr bane during prior seasons, has

Jose.

Current layout here makes for a
mild session. <

Topliner . Danny O'Neil, radio
tenor, contribs a sequence of balladry
that becomes monotonous from slow
pace set. He does 'okay by "Peg o'

My Heart," "Linda" and "Mam'selle,"
but with addition of some brighter
tempoed tunes would register more
effectively.

Watson Sisters purvey their
familiar corn-filled turn of songs and
cross-fire patter for mild results.

Emcee Eddie White handles in-

troes smoothly and in own spot ap- ,

plifS high-pitched voice to some well
turned dialect stories for plenty
laugh-response.

Lloyd & Willis pace proceedings
with neatly devised tap routines
ranging from buck and wing to
boogie woogie. Most solid palm-
whacks at show caught was for Max
& Gang. Mutts are well trained and
handled easily to make for sm enter-

,

taining sequence of canine capers.
Les Rhode and house orch back show
competently. Lory,.::

New Acts

HIGHLIGHTS
Songs ..

10 Mins.
No. one Fifth Avenue, N, T.

' Thii youthful quartet of two boys
and t-wo gals, awarded a week's
work at 'the No. One bar as prize-

winners of the club's Tuesday night

amateur contests, bring a fresh ap-
proach to standard group singing

that sihould rate them a break at

bigger spots with more experience^

Their phrasing and shading are al-

ready of professional calibre and
their arrangements, focusing on tight

harmony, are standout. Youthful
verve and vitality are projected
neatly.
They Introduce a nifty trick of

picking up the lyrics on an off-beat

in their opener "Let's Do It," given
a fast ride via a jazzed-up tempo...

"Bidin' My Time" demonstrates good

;

change-of-pace, which they pick up
asain with a fast errangement of

"Rihumba 00 the Tuba Down in

Cuba." Best of their numbers is an
encore offering, "'Who's Got the Last
Laugh Now," which gets them off to
hefty applause.
Nature of their work would natu*

rally confine them to intimate rooms
for their own spot, hut they could
also handle iproduction numbers
well in any of flie bigger clubs; They
also sound Uke a good bet for tht
diskeries. Stal. '

Steel Pier, A.€.
Atlantic City, July 3.

Di'cfc Haymes, Helen Forrest, Mage
& Korr, Acromoniocs, Paul Winchell,
House Orch; "Bonjo" (BKO).

Dick Haymes, -crooner, tops cur-
rent show at the Steel Pier vaude-
ville, and supported by four other
fine acts that provide satisfactory
entertainment.
Haymes opens with old fave

"Swanee," and wows with "Stella
by. Starlight." Encores with "Old
Man River" and the "Anniversary.
Song" for more salvos and begoff.
Helen Forrest, glamorous vocalist,

appears with Haymes in duet, "I
Don't Know Why" after clickhig in
her own song stanza. Latter com-
prises "Sunday King of Love,"
"Them There Eyes," and- "Sunny
Side of the Street," all neatly done
to merit top reaction.
Mage and Karr, dance team, con-

trib novelty tap routine and another
to "Donkey Serenade" for nice re-
ception. The Acromaniaoe, three
man acrobatic comedy team, score
in fast line of gymnastics inter-
larded with comedy,, for - plenty
laughs,
Paul Winchell is another clicker

with his slick veniro turn with red-
haired dummy, Jen'y Mahoney.
Patter repartee is fresh enough to
keep 'em happy and win good

NAOMI STEVENS
Songs >
10 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. X. *

Naomi Stevens is a diminutive
blonde songstress who gives out
with a repertoire of special material

to the complete elimination of over-
done pop tunes, which is all to the
good. Her pipes lack volume even
over a mike tout she's learned the
knack of projecting her personality
along with her songs, which gets

her nice returns.

She opens here with a well-done
special titled "I Can Cook," in which
she underplays the blue lyrics with

a neat bit of naivete. Her phi asing

on "In Love with a Married Men
could stand a little brushing up for

better results, since she gives away
the punchline too soon. "Girl's Best
Friend Is No" Is probably her best

offering. She winds up with "Sa-
loon," to which she imparts nifty

treatment, and- "Stinkin' at the

Club Savoy," another good special

number.
Girl's okay for vaude and nitery

dates but would work best in a:

more intimate room. Stal-

applause. Wolfc.

frenzied flnnle. Vocalist Velma Mid
dleton, almost as broad as she is

tall, chirps "That's My Desire" with
Armstrong. He twists the lyriOs
into double talk but the customers
are hep and it gets' good returns.
Miss Middleton alio does a blues
novelty, "Nobody Loves a Fat
Woman," for solid results.
Myers & Walker, two Inds who

work hard, are a zany turn who.se
antics repister well. Boys open with

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, July S.

Monroe & Grant, Bob Berry
Wally Brown, Arfhttr Muri-oj/ Dan-
cers (8), Joe Lp-mbftrdi House
Orch (12); "WomaH on the Beach"
(RKO).

Nice layout is okay on talent and
draught. Inclusion of Bob Berry,
local sun-up and lunchtime person-
ality of Station WITH, is paying off
at the b.o. in addition to entertain-
-ment score where his vocalizing
counts and Wally Brown, a former
fave here, is now strengthened by
film buildup, and supplying laughs.
Opening slot has Monroe & Grant,

male- trampoline act, in flashy tricks
and comedy. Berry next with legit
vocals is followed by Brown, who
wangs out « medley of parodies.
Scores solidly and sets things for
decorative clincher wy tht -Arthur
Murray Dancers, four mixed couples
in a potpourri of ballroomology neat-
ly done for maximum returns.
Biz all right. Bnrm.

DE MAR & DENISE
Dancing
7 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.
This attractive dance team demon-

strates neat versatility, running the

gamut of terp steps from a fast foxr

irot through a samba, waltz and
rhumba. 'raey're both good dancers,
graceful and agile with their neatly

executed lifts and spins. Routines
are strictly along standard lines

though offering nothing standout.
Duo tees off with jome fast terp?

Ing to "I Get a Kick Out of You'V
and then swings into "Tico-'rico

and "Tales of the Vienna Woods.'
Encore stint, a rapid rhumba beat,

is their best, In which they draw
nice applause via a di.'ficult oat'

armed lift vand- spin. . ,
St«l.

JIMMT ORAIN&EK WEST
Republic's sales veepee James R-

Grainger was scheduled to fly tp

the Gosst last (Tuesday) night for

two weeks of huddles at the studio

with Rep prexy Herbert J. Yates on

the company's 1947-'48 production

schedule.

While at the studio, Grainger will

also view several rccontly com-
pleted features, .
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Test Case on Severance Pay For

Time Spent in the Armed Forces
. Film companies and the guilds are -f

currently tiffing, over severance pay

clauses in their collective pacts.

Novel questiohj presented by the

economy wave now sweeping the

majorSj is whether guild members,
given their wallcing papers, can col-

''tiet severance pay for period spent
'

1 the armed services which inter-

rupted employment with the com-
any. Point is now up for arbitra-

• on with the impartial industry
' oard in a dispute between the

Screen Publicists Guild and Para-

mount. .

Case up for arbitration is that of

Fred Hodsoo, formerly with Par as

ii special features writer. SfG main-
'ins that Army or Navy stretch, un-
'r the Selective Service Act, must
> counted as time spent with the

mpany since the law forbids any
^.•m of penalty or lo.ss 'or seniority

)r service with the armed forces.

: Fox, attorney with Boudin,
Cohen.& GlicfcfStein, guild'sJawyers,
is pushing the argument.

Metro is also facing the same
puzzler in the case of Leonard
''eissberg, former M-G flack. It's

en passed on to Metro's legal de-

vtment, a company spokesman said,

interpretation of the Selective

U'vice law. Film companies' argu-
~.ents is that service in the force'

; to be considered as equivalent to
• 'rwking with a company only in

s. )ecific tases and that it's not ap-
plicable to severance pay.

Problem cropped up at Columbia
recently when 'Larry Curtis, flack in

the pressbook department, was let

out a? a result of tightening on ex-

penditures. Curtis lost out with Co-
lumbia's labor reps but that decision

"WcMS reversed by Nate Spingold, com*
pahy veepee, who granted him full

severance on appeal. Spingold said

he saw no reason to distinguish be-
' tweeti employment v^Xh Xhe com-
pany and the stint in the services.

l-V$ FWC Product Deal
Hollywood, Ju^y 8.

EaglcrLion prexy Arthur Krim
has completed negotiations with

Charles Skouras for first run show-

casing of E-L product in Fox-'West

Coast's Orpheum unit of four the-

atres. ,
:

First booked under the new deal
will be "Repeat Performance," which
will double with J. Arthur Rank's
"Green For Danger," starting July
23. E-L's last deal with Skouras
folded after a three-days' run of

"Lost Honeymoon" and "It's a Joke,
Son."

MahomeNo-the-Mt.

Sales Meet at Metro

Pays Off Both Ways

Raps Bally Saving
Minneapolis, July 8.

Declaring that distributors' adver-

tising retrenchment is a factor in the

present boxofSce recession, North
Central Allied is asking an im-

mediate halt to the recently started

slashing of advertising appropria-

tions and elimination of exploiteers.

The lack of pre-selling is helping

to send grosses. dDwn the toboggan,

it's declared.

ENLARGE TECHNICOLOR

LABORATORY IN LONDON
Hollywood, July 8.

Constrwetion of large extension to

the Technicolor lab in London is

now under way; it was disclosed

here by Kay Harrison, managing
director fer British Technicolor.
Harrison left here yesterday for the
'London office after his semi-annual,
huddle with Dr. Herbert Kalmus,
Technicolor chief. .

Expansion of the British lab will

cost approximately $1,000,000, Harri-
son said. Next lab to be constructed
abroad probably will be in Paris

within the next two years. Plans for
building other labsOn the continent,
Harrison said, are contingent on po-

' litical situation in various countries.

Metro's new plan of rotating its

field sales managers for a month

each at the homeofiice, inaugurated

several months ago by sales veepee
William F.' Rodgers, has paid oft in

a big W8(y.

In addition to the field men get

ting a national outlook on
problems, which was the basic

reason for instituting the system, it's

been found that the homeoffice also

benefits by having ithe field men
place all their problems directly in

the laps of homeoffice , executives.

Latter thus get a detailed knowledge
of local conditions in the various
territories which they otherwise
wouldn't have.

Southern sales manager Rudy
Beitger is slated as the third field

chief to spend a month at the home-
office. He arrives in N. Y. Monday
(14), following N. Y. division man-
ager John P. Byrne into the. post.

Central sales manager John J
Maloney was the first brought in

under the plan. Under the rotating

system, each of the five field man-
agers will spend at least two months
out of each year .^t the h.o.

Berger, after his month in N. Y
will shift his headquarters from
New Orleans to Washington^ His as^

sistant, John S. Allen, will then
cover the south from his headquar-
ters in Dallas, with Berger working
halfway down tlie territory from
Washington.

Pick MPF Toppers

In SF, Elsewhore
San Francisco, July 's.

Pledging full support for ^their

area, San Francisco motion picture

leaders, under chairman Jerry Zig-

mbnd, have completed organization

of the bay chapter of Motion Pic-

ture Foundatioui ; newly developed
industry-wide welfare organization.

Zigmond, divisional manager .
dt

Paramount theatres, was named te

head the local permanent panel.

Members of the Bay Area- ex-
change serving with Zigmond are

Neal East, Paramount branch man^
ager; Herman Wobber, Pacific Coast
manager, 20th-Pox; Robert Lipjjert,'

head of Lippert theatre cirpuit; Abe
Blumenfeld, Blumenfeld Theatres;

Floyd Billingsley, business manager;
projectionists union; Irving M. Levin,

district manager, San Francisco

Theatres* Inc.; Roy Cooper, film

sales ' buyer. Golden State Theatres;

Popcorn Scaring 'Em Away
Minneapolis, July 8.

Jules L. St^fele, St. Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch film editor and
critic,, thinks it's "the continued vending of smelly popcorn and chewy

'

candy," as well' as "a poor grade of movies," that's "keeping a large *'

proportion of amusement seekers away from motion picture theatres
now." .

In his Sunday column, Steele declared theatres must choose: between
entertainment vs. popcorn.
"Motion picture theatres must try to figure out whether to cater to

the minority in the audience and continue to furnish them with pop-
corn or bear the ill will of the majority who attend to be entertained
rather than distracted by cereal crunching, odorous breaths and, later

on, smashing of paper containers," wrote Steele.

^ Pointing but that during the war it became necessary to substitute

cottonseed oil for butter, Steele asserts ."cottonseed oil became the
'

order of the movie house supply and odors emanating proved any.
thing but fragrant." , .

' Steele calls attention to the drop in theatre attendance and concludes:
""

' •

"The exhibitor has done his best to educate the public in new. eating .

'

habits. Now he's beginning to wish he hada't even tried." .

Richard Spier, divisional manager.
Fox West CoastTheatres; Bert Levin,

General Theatrical Co.; Al Maas,
president. Theatrical Employees
Union; Homer Tegtmier, manager of

B. G. Shearer & Co.; Al Shmitken,
branch manager, Warners; George
Nas.ser, Nasser Bros. Theatres; Verne
Taylor, general manager, T & D
Circuit; Rotus Harvfey, Westland
Theatres, and Jay Golden,- RKO
Theatres.

Eddie Small Thus Can

.

Practically Telephone

His Stuff Over to E-L
New deal made by Edward Small

with Eagle-Lion last week for -pro-

duction of "T-Man" callS for the

indie producer - to provide financing

and tha star, l«uis Hayward. E-L
is providing the story, - production
facilities and distribution. It's a one-
picture arrangement.

Snoall is to provide only the most
general sort of production super-

vision, with E-L to assign someone
to actually handle the reins. Back-
ing for the film is coming flrom Mo-
tion iPiclure Investors, financing out-

fit headed by Small.

UA's Terms
Continued from page S

Michele Morgan, Niven

En Route for Korda Pix
Michele Morgan and David Niven

are slated to leave for England this

month, where they'll be starred in

two Sir Alexander Korda produc-
'tions. Latter will be among the first

to be released in the U. S. by 20th-
Fox under the new distrib deal an-
no"poed last week.

Miss Morgan arrived in New York
Monday (7) and leaves today (Wed-
nesday) aboard the America for
Frr-nce, where she'll vacation with
her family before going to London
in. August. She's to_ be starred in an
as .vet untitled film which Carol
Reed will direct. Niven arrives in

N. Y. Saturday (12) and leaves for
London July 17 for the starring role

in Korda's "Bonnie Prince Charlie."

Mono's Johnston Back
In Time for Convention

W. Ray Johnston. Monogram's

METRO SKEDS GIANT AD

BALLY FOR 'HUCKSTERS'
Hollywood, July 8.

Ad campaign for "The Hucksters"
is one of the biggest Metro has ever
put on. Budget for the ballyhoo
hasn't been disclosed, but advertising

in the dailies is being concentrated
in 100 cities with series of nine ads
in each ranging from two columns
by 150 lines to three columns by
ISOlines.

This is in addition to regular ex-
hib campaigns in these cities, and
teeolT centers on the July 15 and 16

openings of the film in 600 theatres,
followed a week later by 400 more.

Similar bally will be put on m
subsequent openings in all cities of

10,000 or more.

- Payette Named In D. C.

John J. Payette, Warner.?' Wash-
ington zone manager, was elected

permanent chairman of the D. C.

area committee of the Motion Pic-

ture Foundation recently. At iiie

same time. Carter T. Barron, Loew's
eastern division',.m a n a g e r, was
chosen as national trustee for the

area. Others were also elected.to

complete the roster of 17 men from
this section,.

board chairman who's been on a
three-month business trip in Britain,
rclurns to- the . U. S. tomorrow
(Thursday) aboard the Qucon Eliza-
beth. Ship is scheduled tj arrive in

Now York next Tuesday (15).

Exact reason for Johnston's trip

:
brick to the --States is Unknown
allhough the company's national con-
vfn'im in Ofci-ihoma City July 17-

39 :
may have been

ifti •- Mono priixy

aui:, foreign chief Norton V. Ritchey
*i'c .iaiJing for Britain next month
and probably Johnston will huddle
with them prior to their departure.

Telefihns Bids to take

Over H'wood Color Coi]k
Hollyw<jp4 JUiy '$.

A bid for .tlie Hollywood Cftlor

Film Corp. has been made by Tele-
films, Inc., via a stockholders corhp
mittee now in control of the former
company. Committee, composed of

Hubert O'Neill, John Lavery and
Gene Durand, sent -a letter to all

stockholders in HoUywood Color
Film recommending Telefilms' bid
to exchange portion of its stb^k in
return for Hollywood 6o)or's Bur-
bank plant and pther taieilities; and
assets.

Showinsf large deficit for the past
year, Hollywood Color Film's: nrian-

agenient was taken Over by the
-Stockholders Uust week. A-issets of

a motivating ' $400,000 are claimed which auditors

Steve Broidy for Telefilm .will check. If stock-

holders okay stock ex(;haiige, firm's

plant and facilities si'e sought by
Telefilm, incorporated at $1,500,000

for a planned cxpathsion program.

Utah Idaho Foundation Formed
Salt Lake City, July 8.

Annual Exhibitors .
- Distributors

Bound-Up ended threerday confab
here, with appointment of a perma-
nent trustee and committee in Salt

Lake area for the Motion Picture

Foundation. Meeting also urged re

d.uction of federal admig^ion taxes.

Last week, the Intermountain The-

atres Assn., organization of*, inde-

pendents in Utah and Idaho, voted
to work through the American The
atres Assn; to' take some sting out
of the 20% tax. The exhibits voted
first to wipe out all tax on admis-
sions under 50e. and cut the tax to

10%. Second choice was no tax on
children's tickets, and 10% on all

others.

Sam Gillette, of Tooele, Utah; was
re-elected president, and Ralph Trat-
hen again made secretary-treasurer,

Gillette was also named permanent
trtistee of the Motion Picture
Foundation. The foundation com-
mittee consists of V. A. Gilhool,

Dave Edwards, George Hackett,
George Derrick, Don Tibbs, Harold
Green, Don Campbell, Ralph Trat-
hen. Warren Butler, Si Sanders, Ray
Hendry, George Smith, Sam Gil-

lette, Hugo Jorgenson, J^ Rodger
Mendenhallt Norihan Stubblefield

and Jack Moran.

netted only around $500,000 on a

$40,000,000 gross last year. Terms
during the past year have been 25%,

with the company paying 25% of

advertising costs, sharing in the cost

of all prints over 236, and absorbing
other numerous smaller charges.

UA negotiators, in working out,

new contracts, have been adamant
in demanding the new terms. They
state flatly that those are their in-

structions by resolution of the board

of directors and they'll not consider

anything less.

Older producers who have proved
themselves, o£ course, can be equal-

)y tough in resisting the demands.
Newer indies, who, among other

things, require distribution contracts

before they can complete their

financing, haven't been putting up
much of a fight.

Sam Coslow recently signed under
the new terms for four to five pix

to be similar in pattern to "Copa-
cabana," which he recently deliv-

ered to UA.. Bischofl; is now editing

"intrigue" (George Raft-June
Havoc), his first for tlie company,
which, was contracted for under the

old terms. One-pic pact now being
readied for signature under the new
terms 'is for a Haft-starrer on a

French Foreign Legion theme.

•^ramer and Glass are to make a

series of - Ring Lardner pix. Their
pact is for one, with options for

two more. Gross' is a' one-pic deal

under which he is to deliver "Mrs.
Mike," picturization of the current
best-seller book by Benedict and
Nanc^ Freedman."

5 St. Paul Houses

Robbd in 18 Days
MinneapoUSj July 8,

Wave of theatre cashier hbldtips

has, hit nearby St. Paul, with five

within 18 days. Two of the- five

houses are downtown. In nearly

evpry instance; the bandit has

stepped up to the ticket window
near peak_ of business, poked a re-

volver at the cashier- and snatched

the cash,: At the Paramount, St;

Paul's leading Minnesota Amus; Go.

theatre, the bandit obtained $100.

In anotner daring daylight rob-

bery the day before, the bandit

walked up to the ticket window at

the World, Bennie Berger's downr
town first-run theatre, pointed his
revolver at Grace Quigley, thn cash-

ier. He was handed ,$50 while a

patron stood behind him to buy a
ticket, unaware of what was hap- .

pening. ,

After a robber poked a gun at her
and forced her to hand over $110,

Mrs. Ann Cashner, cashier at Grand-
view, deluxe neighborhood house,

fainted.— At the Park, Minne.sota
Amus. nabe, the bandit got $60,

pulling his holdup at 8 p.m.

K. C. Film Bow Ransacked
Kansas City, July 8.

Film row offices in the building

at 114 West Eighteenth St. were ran-

sacked by vandals on July 4, Of-,

fices which thieves visited include

those of R. R. Blechele and George
Baker, exhibs; Kansas - Missouri
Theatres Assn.; Poppers Supply Co.

and Altec Corp.
Small amounts of change and ofcr-

fice supplies were taken fiom the

offices.

Moola Tele Show
Cdntinued from page 1

. Philly Foundation Elects

Philadelphia, July 8.

Jay Emanuel was elected national

trustee of the Motion Picture
Foundation at a meeting in Broad-
wood hotel. Others elected included
Martin Ellis, zone chairman; Ulrik
Smith, vice chairman; Lester Wur-
tele, zone secretary, and Harry ' Ab-
bott, zone treasurer. Elected to

board of directors, for two-year,
term!!,- were: George E. Schwartz,
Lewen Pizor, Norman Lewis, Ted
Schlanger, Bud Hissner, Ellis, Wur-
tele and Abbott.

Map Democracy Shorts
Washington, July 8.

• Motion Picture Assn. ofTicials

lunched last Wednesday with Sen-
ator George D. Aikett: (R., Vt:) in

an exploratory
,
se.ssion on his p'an

for a series of nim-indu.^try shoii.? to

.•sell the idea of democracy in aclionjj,

Brit. Unions
^ Contiiined (roton page IS ss

exaggerating the number of experts
involved. An official of one com-
pany stated'.^'This quibble is holding
up -all our plans. Any suggestion of

'flooding' British studios with Holly-
wood staff is utterly ridiculous.

Under the present Quota Act we are
allowed to bring a small proportion
of key men, producers, directors or
cameramen. We are quite prepared
to keep to this arrangement. ,

"Unless we know that we can
bring over a certain number of our
experts we cannot make any plans.
In certain eases it is absolutely
essential to .the success of the film."

, U. Si: film companies have in-

formed Sir Staftord Cripps, Pres-
ident ol the Board of Trade, that
wherever possible they intend to

use British staff on their British

productions, but they cannot afford
to make expensii--e plafls and then
have to alter them because of these
quibbles. At the moment tliey are
adopting

, a cautloiis attitude and
•waiting to see the re-sult of 20th-

Fox's test case.

of "Fifth Avenue Ballet," sponsored,

by Allied Artists, film production firm,

to plug its current "It Happened on

Fifth Avenue." Total cost to Allied

of the 15-minute program was about

$600. For that sum, DuMont, work-

ing With Allied flacks, succeeded in

obtaining free lineage via stoi'ics,

pictures, etc., in N. Y. daily news-

papers and "fashion trade mags tliat

would have cost more than $9,000 if.

Allied had paid for it at regular

rates. In addition, of course, the

show was seen by the regular video

audience.
Selling the show to a public rela-

tions account rather than a straight

advertising account means neces-

sarily that the ad agencies will b*

bypassed in the deal. Agencies will

.

stiU get their regular 15% conTmis-

sion on each show, however. Du-

Mont is not interested in tryhig to

bypass the agencies to force agency

producers otit of the picture, ac-

cording to web spokesmen.

,

Feature of' the "Carnival"' ^n'm
will be a line of dancers and .show- ;

girls, to be named the "Du-?*'

.

Girls." Show will be built along the

old Ziegfeld Follies format and

Belanger and McNaughton hope to

have the girls represent to video

Someday what the Ziegfeld gW*
meant to musical comedy. A." with

the "Fashion Showcase," which the

package team formerly singed :
*t

CBS television, they'll al.-so seek

fashion tieins' . -With. Fifth .
a''

stores for the girls to model. Since

the stores are all' given credit irt.,

each show, however, thfiy n.iust

capitalize on the tieins,by aiirt'ciiig

to crossplugs in their ncw.spniK'r ad-

vertising. In that way, it is -hopcO'

the public relations aspect of tli*

sponsorship- will best pay oil. ,

•
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UA's Defense to FTC Comj^t h

Tbt 'CoL Blimp' Deflated at RO.
Trials and tribulations of . a distrib-f

in handling a film wliioh just won't

catch on are detailed by United Art-

ists in its answer to the Federal

Trade Commission's proceeding to

force It to change advertising copy

on "Colonel Blimp." That British

Irnportation, answer declares after

. reciting history. o£, UA's efforts,

hasn't evert earned its advertising

and print costs. Pic grossed a total

of $276,495 in the U. S. market up to

July 7, '47, while expenses here to-,

tailed $287,559.

UA's legal lament is that it hasn't

received a penny for its own
services. FTC's plaint, on the other

hand, is that UA misrepresented the

truth in plugging the pic as the orig-

inal, unchanged version. It's con-

ceded, that "Blimp" was cut from its

original two hour and 28 minutes'

running time to one hour and 32

minutes.

Seeking to account for the pic's

flatfooted showing, UA says in its

answer lhat "Blimp" i.s "distinctly

British in flavor," so much .so that

It's "almost a documentary." Orig-

inal lilm was . imfavorably received

by exhibs who refused to book it

tinless it was cut. Initial slash

brought the film to one hour and 55

minutes, but exhib resistance con,

tinued. Hence the second cut to

one hour and 32 minutes.

As a result of the added surgery,

UA declares, distrib was able to in-

duce exhibs, including the Loew's-

circuit, to license it. Exhib allergy

continued so high, however, that

many of them who had signed for

the pic bagged oil from playing it

«ven though they still paid rental on
the film.

Cuts did not change the story sub-

'stantially, UA maintains. What they
did do was eliminate repetitious se-

quences and speed up the leisurely

pace in an effort to win over Amer-
ican audiences^ Hearings on the

' proceeding will be held within the
next few weeks.

Lena Morne Set For
Rodgers-Hart Biog

fioUywood, July 8.

Lena Home Is set for Metro's

"Words and Music." Baised on
careers of songwriters Richard Rod-
gers and Lorenz Hart.
Miss Home has been on p.a.'s since

winding "Till the Clouds Roll By"
for the same company.

UandUAReissoes

Nvers (kitlets

UASals
Continued from p»g« ^

2dt1i-F»x Product

Dae To Go First-Run.

air on d way
Brandt's Mayfair theatre on

Broadway, which was purchased
from the Loew's .circuit several

months ago, will continue on a first

run policy indefinitely after convert-
ing over Aug. 15 from its current
subsequent run operation. An as

yet unseleoted 20th-Fox feature will
inaugurate the new policy, accord-
ing to prexy Harry Brandt, who said

that 20th sales manager Andy Smith,
Jr., had assured, him some of 20th's

top ' product would be booked Into
the house.

With plenty of first run showcase
houses now available on Broadway,
Brandt declined to state where he'd

get enough product to continue op-
erating .imder the. new setup. He
stressed, however, that the house
would not be operated on a split

policy and that admission prices
would- be raised and maintained at

the average of other Broadway first

runs. House now follows the Loew's
circuit on most bookings, with its

prices scaled at slightly above
average nabe prices.

Brandt flew to the Coast Monday
C7) night to look over the product
at several major; studios with an
eye to booking it Into the Mayfair.
It's- believed that 20th will play
"Forever Amber" and "Captain from
Castile," both previously announced
as roadshows, at the Mayfair in

order to keep the Roxy open for its

regular grind policy with stage-
shews.

Reissues of both Universal and
United Artists are taking a shuffling

under deals currently being pushed.

Figuring in the involved, negotia-

tions which will see these majors'

oldies handled by smaller companies

are PRC, Film Classics and Herman
Greenfeld while Screen Guild is also

reported being approached-.

PRC this week reached a verbal

understanding with Harris-Broder

Pictures Co. to distribute 50 Univer-

sal oldies, part of the 10-year pack-

age which H-B recently closed for

with U at an announced price of

$3,000,000 plus a percentage to U.

Two companies ha-ve $)iaken hands
on the proposition and are now iron-

ing the details, including designation

of particular pix. Under the terms
of the yet unwritten pact, PRC will

release five yearly for 10 years.

Meanwhile, H-B is also dickering

with FC for the latter to take over

the balance pf U's oldies or a sub-

stantial part* of it. Understood that

they're not too far from agreement
hut that it may depend on what
selections are grooved to PRC. H-B,
itself, hasn't the distribution facil-

ities to handle a national releasing

program on a big scale. Should FC
nix the deal or only take part, lot

will probably be offered to Screen
Guild, it's said.

Greenfeld is tied in because he's

closed with H-B for 39 UA reissues

which that company has rights to

handle, Beal, it's been learnedj was
made prior to H-B's transaction with
U with the idea of helping the latter

to bankroll the Universal proposi-

tion. Greenfeld waj, an investor with
Broder Releasing Corp., H-B's pred-
ecessor.

UA reissues consist of 26 regular

features and 13 Hopalong Ca.ssidy

pix, Included are such major opuses
as "Foreign Correspondent," "Sun-
down," "House Acro.ss the Bay" and-
"I Married a Witch."
On the PRC deal, rights still have

to be cleared in certain instances
with producers who retain privilege

of okaying reissue outlet. Budd
Rogers, sales chief for H-B and a
director in Universal, fronted for
his company while Al Schwalberg,
Eagle-Lion sales topper, repped for

PRC.
Potent factor in inducing PRC to

take on the reissues wholesale is

fact the oldies are still running in

the real money. Company reports
that the £dward Small paclcage of
"Kit Carson" atnd "Last of the
Mohicans," which it's been distribut-

ing for the pastlew months, prob-
ably will rack up $1,000,000 in rentals.

Company has already raked in

almost half that amount alrea(ty,

according to Harold Dunn, PRC's;
sales chief. Rentals on the dualer
range between 2S%-3S% plus a.50-50

split over the figure.

Bank MuBs Pelton

Stage System for Eng.
HoUyWood, July 8.

J. Arthur Bank witnessed demon-
stration of Fred' Pelton's new system
of movable stages and was so favor-
ably impressed he' told Pelton he
would bring the system to attention

of his technical experts on his re-

turn to England. The British film

tycoon is considering incorporating

the Pelton device in his future studio

btiilding plans. .

Rank and his pafty were sched-

uled to leave here today for New
Orleans, where he will be guest

speaker at southern theatre exhib.s'

luncheon before continuing journey
to New York.

Chaplin in the same room at the

same time and negotiate with both

of them together, the mechanics of

Fabian's negotiations have been to

complete his arrangement with Miss

Pickford first and then put the

papers in escrow pending comple-

tion of a similar deal with Chaplin,

Some complicated tax: matters, on

which Miss Pickford has had attor-

ney* working, have been the only

point in the past few weeks that

have delayed the inking of a deal

with her. All the major points of

the sale of her half of the company
for approximately $7,5(»,00B have
been worked out.

Fabian, before going ahead with

the difficult negotiations with Miss

Pickford, naturally was fairly

certain of his ground with Chaplin

—certain, at least, that there would
be negotiations. As a matter of fact,

aside from his long discussions with

Chaplin's attorney Charles Schwartz,

it is known that five or six weeks
ago he discussed the .matter with

Chaplin himself.

Thus the amazement on all sides

when Chaplin, via his spokesman,
blandly stated: "I have not been a
party to any , . . meetings regarding
this matteri nor do I plan to, b,e.

I have never received any kind of
offer for my interest in United Art-
ists and I havp never put a; price-

on them."
Negotiations are expected to go

right on in their present course

despite the Chaplin statement. Miss
Pickford and Fabian were, of

course, -considerably annoyed—since
Chaplin, his attorneys and his ad^

visor, Arthur W. Kelly, have been
familiar for weeks with" each stage

of the talks. Fabian's negotiations

with Chaplin are definitely well
along, although there is admittedly
nothing in writing;

UA by-laws provide that no part
ner can sell his share without first

offering it to the company. Miss
Pickford thus has been operating on
assurances from Chaplin that he
would okay her sale of her share
provided he got the deal he wanted
Negotiations with him are under
stood to be revolving around a figure

of about $5i000,000. Difference be
tween Chaplin's and Miss Pickford's

payoff is .that his would be in cash,

while hers would be in securities

and notes^ The latter point causes
one of 'the tax problems that has
stymied things.

Second paragraph of the Chaplin
statement, with a heavy plug for his

pic, "Monsieur Verdoux," gave rise

to speculation in New York that the
"authorized- spokesman" was press
agent Russell Birdwell. Birdwell
recently went to work for Chaplin
to build a campaign for "'Verdoux."
Paragraph in question stated:

"As to reports that I am selling

my studio, that I am disposing of
my latest picture, 'Monsieur Ver-
doux,' and that I am going to Mexico
to live and do my work, these are
completely untrue. I have had. no
such thought at any time, nor will
I have. I consider 'Monsieur Ver-
doux' my greatest picture and I

have no intention- of selling it."

bteide Stuff-Pictures

Unusual situation has developed where two top pix of different majors
will preem day-$nd-date in a number of situations and then battle, it out
for customer patronage: Pix are Metro's "The Huok-sters," one

i of th^

company's double-A films, and Paramoiint's "Welcome Stranger," 'Bing

Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald successor to "Going My Way." Both films g<)

into general release July 17, and will play in many of the same spots at

the same time.
,

"Welcome" "drew first Ijlood when it was one of a trio of pix fanfared

by Life magazine in 'the current issue as hot-weather comedy fare. In
So doing, it nudged out "Hucksters" which Lifers were also considering

for^its spot in the trio. Par camedose to hitting the jackpot, since its

"Perils of Pauline" was also in. RKO's "Bachelor and' Bobbysoxer" was
the-'third.

'

'

- <^

J. Arthur Rank,.'who's.been-steadfast in ;his .open-and-.shut policy of doing
business, has talked to a lot of agents and others in Hollywood' on nmking
deals for production"in England, 'He is very business like, and .win not
haggle or barter on deals. If what he wants is presented and the price is

to his, liking it's a deal. Handshake is all he asks. Rank also will not make
any deals whereby the players, stars or otherwise, have approval of the
script or production problems: To him it's too one-sided with his coiij

invested, since the film is his baby and he's having the say. Plenty of

agents have found this out in discussing prospective deals with .him during
his sojourn on the Coast. . » ;

WB Loves to Travel

On Those Locaticm Treks
i Hollywood, July 8.

Number of location treks lot

Warners will reach an all-time

high this year, with company al-

ready having made extensive trips

for 12 pix during- the first six months
of 1947. The 12 took a total of

140 days on location.

Three more are skedded for out-

side jaunts—"Romance in High C,"

"The Children" and "To the Victor."

For - "Romance" company will fly

east to get New York Harbor shots,

then to Cartagena, Colombia and
Rio de Janeiro^ Hans Habe and
crew of technicians will go to Ger-
many to film actual sites of story

of "The Children," and Delmer
Daves and Viveca Lindfors planed

out this week to get scenes for

"Victor" in Paris and Normandy.

Inside info, is .that the new jto'een Actors: Guild contract now beinff
negotiated will contain- a clause whereby SAG will Insist on negotiating,

for services of actors- in films that will be shown only in theatres. This
would automatically prevent use of such pictures for televising. When
time comes that studios seek right to televise regular pix, an entirely
separate contract -will have ix> be made with SAG, it is believed, unless,
meantime, pact has been inked with the television committee of the
Associated Actors and Artiste's of America, thfi parent talent union.

_ : : .
: _ 4-

Small Preps loraa'
HoUywoody . July 8.

Edward Small Productions! ne?tt

picture will be "Lorna Doone" with

exteriors being shot in England and

interiors at new Motion Picturg

Center here. Small also is. starting

"Cagliostro" Sept I at Cbunjbuscp
studios in Mexico CUy. - -

Small is currently preparing

"Lorna."' «

Dttton Cry
Cootinned : froitt page 3

;

arable's Salary
js Contlitiied front page- 5 sB

$2,949,977 in cash. With 165,800

shares converted during '48, value

of the stock at the time when the-

options were lifted was $8,622,000.

Profits, however, aren't so great

now since total value dropped to

$5,201,000 by May 1, '47. Chief

beneficiary was Zanuck, who turned

100,000 options into shares during
the year.

Investment of 20th in the Gau-
mont-British Picture Corp. (ap-

proximately 50 percent) totalled $4,-

940,400 by the end of '46. Company
received $106,164 in dividends from
G»B during the year. MeJon from
Hoyts Theatres, Aussie circuit, was
$29,312.

Company's earned surplus hit an
all-time high of $46,776,259 from a

starting point of $42,061,623 on Jan.

1. With a net of $22,619,535, com-
pany paid out $11,304,906 in div-

idends while $6,59-9,992 additiorial

was deducted for repurchase of

stock interests held in National
Theatres by Charles P. Skouras, NT
prexy, and other company officials.

Program costs for NT's circuits

totalled $30,677,464; salaries for tlie-

atres and exchanges hit $29,585,610,

and publicity and advertising cost

$4,021,216. Expenses for checkers
came to $1,018,400. Censorship costs

were $112,540, while association dues
and fees was another $7^4,559.

tre performances and boring runs of
films. Moreover it was a threat to

the hopes of 100,000 cinema workers
for better wages and conditions.

'

Unde^ Dalton's varied plans to

curtail film imports, an ad
valorem duty on the earning power
of American pix has already been
passed and is to be applied at the
discretion of the British treasury.

In addition his "provisional" import
progran^ for the mid-1947 to mid-
1948 year provides for $60,000^000

lor U. S. film remittances-rsome 17%
less than the preceding fiscal yeav.

Ind. Would Coiswr
Pix-Radio Crimers

Indianapolis, July 8.

State legisla-Uve advisory commltr
tee is studying radio crime story
programs and similar subjects in

films and comic books on younger
generation, with view to preparing
a control bill for the 1949 session of
the Indiana General Assembly.

"I believe it's time tor radio, the
movies and comic book companies
to clean their own houses," declared
State Representative George Huff, a
member of the committee. Same
thought was contained in a resolu-
tion, pas-sed as substitute for a cen-
.sorship bill, at the Session Of the
assembly last winter.

Gotftwyn Films
S Continuea from pace 5

willing to- pay' ; it it had to .hand-
Rank th» same terms.

In addition to the improved rent-
als Goldwyn gets, Ikjcw's deal also

gives him access to the distrib's

showcases in Johannesburg and
Durban. This is the first time that
Loew's has entered into such an ar-

rangement Closest it has come in

the past is the a^eement by which
it handles Enterprise pix abroad,
while United Artists handler. U. Sk
distribution,

RKO gave its assent to Goldwyn
arrangement. It was said that there
are no prospects of extenjiions to
other territories, as the South Afri-
can situation is unique.

Another Indie Distrib
Hollywood, July 8.

Incorporation papers have- been
filed for the Assn. Film Exchange,
Inc., by attorney Ezra E. Stern. New
company will handle independent
diiitribution of pictures,

William Flemion is li.sted as prexy,
Lou Goldstein as -secretary-treasurer

and Nan Sokol as veepee.

Film Festivals I

BSBB -Continued from page 4

ing into the film-fests in the future
of: allowing each company to go in
if it wishes.

It is recognized that the award'*
giving and discussions at the fests

can do much to hypo the prestige of
Americart_ pix at the present time,
when they can well use a pick-me-
up on the critical front. On the
other ' faandk - it .becomes expei;isive

and troublesome to take' an. active
part in every festival that comes
along.
One of the factors that is expected

to influence any U. S. decision is the
generosity with which J. Arthur
Rank is going into the European
events. It may be a case of John-
ston being advised by his foreign
aides that they feel the necessity of
keeping up with the English in the
contest for markets.
A point that will certainly have a

bearing is the contrast of the good
public relations recently engendered
by U. ,S. pix at the Brussels festival :

as against the brushoff given Holly-
wood at Cannes last fall. MPA took
an active role at Brussels compared
with a minor, haphazard part at
Cannes. —

Soviets in Last-Minute
Entry at Locarno Fest.

lAJcarno. July 8.

With Locarno Film Festival draw-
ing to a close tomorrow fWed.), a
last minute Russian entry, ''Admiral
Nakiiimov," was shown despite the
fact, that the Soviet film industry
ignored the festival committee's in-

vitation from January until last

week. The Red picture depicts the
British as villains who were matched
against the Russian fleet in the
Crimean war of the last century.

Film closes with a short eulogy of

the modern Soviet navy.
20th-Fox's "Cluny Brown," al-

though not on the official festival

program, was shown today for the
second time in a private screening

to the most favorable reception that

any U. S. entry; has as yet received.

Other films exhibited in recent

evenings include Austria's "Vienna ;

Melody," the Argentine "Kreutzer

Sonata" and the French "Silence Is

Golden.',' -

Doeameniaries Tee- OK
Three-day program of documen-

taries opened last Wednesday (2) at

the Locarno Film Festival under the

auspices of the United Nations Edu-
cational, Cultural & Social Organize-

.

tion (UNECSO) and the Swiss Film

Chamber. - .;

Ten-year-old Julien Bryan travelog

on a Russian children's railroad,

;

with an elementary school commen-
tary, did not enhance the U. S. repu-

tation. Other such films included a

"Yugoslavian Youth for Tito" num-
ber, which was - heavily applauded
by the Yugoslav minister and a Rus-
sian embassy observer.
Among the features screened Wed-

nesday was 20th-Fox's "My Darling
Clementine," with a personal ap-

pearance by liJnda Darnell.

'Amber' Is White
Hollywood, July 8.

"Amber," lor all her reputatiohr

comes up decent 'imder the Johnston
office code.

"Forever Amber" has been given

the Motion Picture Assn. seal of ap-

proval, and 20th-Fox was directed to

make only five minor change."!.
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SUPERLATIVES
may be used with confidence.'^ 1

M. p. HERALD

- ^

m.

Should be a cinch for success anywhere.

BOXOFFICE
1^1

'.-I

^^High tension drama boxoffice bulls-eye.^^

DAILY VARIETY

.•al:

^^Rating head and shoulders above the conventional.^^

M. p. DAILY

Will hit the boxoffice bulls-eye in a big way.^*^

THE INDEPENDENT

A cinch boxoffice wow.^^
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Should clicl( easily . . .^^
FILM DAILY

WW

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

presents mTERS
RANDOLPH

starring

BARBARA

SCOTT BRITTON
with BRUCE CABOT • CHARLEY GRAPEWIN - STEVEN GERAY • FORREST TUCKER CHARLES KEMPER • SRANT WITHERS

..JOROTHY HART
Adapted from Zane Grey's novel. "Twin Somireros" „-

-

'

^'

'

Directed by Produced by

GEORGE WAGGNER * HARRY JOE BROWN • Screenplay by Al^n LeMay
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Anti-Trust Suit Stand of ATA-MPTOA

Groi^ May Spell hA ^ Affiliates

Withdrawal of all aflfiliated cir--

cuits, eJftept the Paramount group,

from national theatre groups grew
More likely this week when top of-

llcials of the American Theatres

Assn. emphatically declared that the

ATA or its successor would not drop
its intervention application in the

anti-trust suit "under -any circum-
stances." Merger ol ATA with the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America to form one giant organ-

ization would not lead to a change in

attitude towards intervention now
before' the U. S. Supreme Court,

ATA's board chairman, Ted Gramblej
teld Variety last week.
One of the preliminary under-

standings worked out between ATA
«nd MPTOA officials in early merger
talks was that intervention would
be pressed by the proposed new
theatre unit, it's reported. lyiove to

take part in the anti-trust suit and
to battle competitive selling was al-

most unanimously backed by ATA
members (excepting the affiliates)

•and ifs felt that a withdrawal at

this point would hurt the chances for

the new group.

Affiliate heads have already indi-

cated that they'll pull out of the

MPTOA if that group's merger with
AT.^ means it would join in»inter-

vention. Both-Loew's and HKO with-
drew from ATA -because it insisted

on the legal action despite opposi-

tion from affiliates. Latter hold it

inconsistent for them to be defend-
ants in the Government suit pnd
members of an exhibitor group with
Clashing interests at the same time.

Should the affiliates withdraw,
ATA-MPTOA outfit will fade press-

tag financial problems. Affiliates

have been chief bankrollers ~of

MPTOA besides kicking in -with a
substantial part of ATA's flrst-year

budget. Another possible result of

their ankling is a further merger
with' National Allied in one nation-

Wide indie group. Main .present ob-
' 'stacle to that development is af»

filiate, membership in other units^

ATA-MPTOA boards will meet
July 18 to consider welding their

orgs. Preliminary discussions have
already been held.

Lasky Borrows Valli

For 'Miracle of Bells'
Hollywood, July 8.

Highly ballyhooed search by Jesse
ti. Lasky for an "unknown" to co-

star with Fred MacMurray and
Frank Sinatra in "The Miracle of

the Bells" ended with the mysteri-
ous stranger turning out to be none
other than Valli, Italian actress,

who's just finished role in "Tiie

Paradise Case." She was borrowed
for the job from David O. Selznick.

The deal was set through Dore
Schary, veepee in charge of produc-
tion at RKO, through which the

Lasky-Walter McEwen combine re-

lease its product. As part of the
trade RKO will knd Jane .Greer to

Selznick for one film.

"Bells' starts lensing July: 14, with
Irving Pichel directing.

Enterprise Won't Do

A Merge at

Screen GuUd, Toppers

Huddle in Hollywood
Hollywood, July 8.

Screen Guild execs are currently

in get-together here with Francis A.
Bateman, general sales manager;
William Pizor, foreign sales mana-
ger, and Robert L. Lippert, oxecu--

tive veepee, huddling with prexy
John J. Jones^ Pizor is making full

report on his recent European trek

during which he lined up 13 new
franchises in Central Europe and
set distrib deals in Denmark, Hol-
land, France, Italyand United Kingv
dom. ,
Meet is concerned with formula-

tion of foreign sales' policy and plans'

for tradepaper advertising of new
product.

No Matter How Palatable,

Exhibs Balk at Lengthy

Trailers; 7!^% Longie

Levinson, Flexer Form
Indie Cartoon Outfit

Hollywood, JWy 8.

New indie cartoon production out-
fit, titled Impossible 'Pictures, Inc.,

has been formed by Leonard L.

licvinson and David Flexer. -Flexer

Is southern exhifo with- theatres in

Tennessee and Mississippi and also

heads chain of driye-in houses.

.Cartoon series will be done in
color from stories j by Levinson.
first is now in worlc with art staff

headed by Paul Julian, John Hubley
directing and Prank Nelson narrat'
Ing. I'ilming is in Ansco color.

Stock Activity
; Contimied from page 4 ;

tion of 100 shares of Columbia pre-
ferred.-. •

Activity in Paramount common
consisted of a belated report by
Stephen Callaghan, New York, of

the purchase of 400 shares, making
his total an even 1,400. Stanton
Griffis dropped 780 sMres, to make
his holdings 9,220i The Stanton
Griffis trusti; reported holding :2'3,800:

Harry Brandt continued buying
up Trans-Lux, adding 26,000 to bring
his total up to 76,215. Helsel, Inc., a
holding company, disposed of 3,500

jihares. Broad York, Inc., another
holding company, reported a total

of 1,000 shares: Harday Operating
Go., 1,400 shares, and Mrs. Harry
Brandt, 14,700.

Murray Silverstone, New York,
sold 600 shares of 20th-Fox during
the report period, making his hold-
ings 1,300 shares. He also reported
having 1,200 options for common
stock.

Preston Davie, Westbury, N. Y.,

sold 100 shares of Universal common.
Matthew Fox, New York, cashed in

warrants, for ^®00< shares of common
last March, '.i*ox also reported ac-

quisition of 3i000 warrants last

December. ' William A. Scully also

reported disposing 450 shares of

Universal common.
Herbert J, Yates reported holding

46,918 shares of Associated Motion
Pictures Industries; through a hold-

ing company, Onsrud, Inc. Mem-
bers of "his family reported holding

title to an additional 7,32S shares of

AMPI.

Enterpiise Studios has no intent
tion of following the -course recent-
ly set by Liberty Films by merging
with one of the majors, according to
George J. Schaefer, Ent veepee over
salesi In fact, Schaefer declared,
independent outfits such as Ent will
be better off during the next -few
years because they can make pic-

tures more cheaply than the majors,
having no burdensome overhead to

contend with.

Outlining his beliefs last week,"
following his return from the Ent
planning meet on the Coast,
Schaefer declared the "finer pictures

and best . thinking will come from
the independents." . In the majors,
he said, a film "can . rise no higher
than can -be conceived by the brain
of one man-^its top production
head." Indies have "no such bottle-

neck," though, he declared, and the
majors J'have no monopoly on
brains." To prove that the indies

are best prepared to break a way
from stereotyped product, Schaefer
cited such films as David O. Selz-

nick's "Gone with: the Wind/' Sam
uel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our
Lives" and Walter Wanger's forth-

coming "Joan of Lorraine."
Revealing Ent's future production

activities, Schaefer said that shoot
ing on! "Wild Calendar," a Ginger
Rogers, starrer, is slated to start in

September or October. Company is

also mulling the possibility of lens-
ing "Passion* of Eugene Aram" in
England, since the story has an
English background. Charles Boyer
is starred and Ent hopes to sign a
leading British actress as his vis-

a-vis. :
,

-,

"Other Love" is scheduled for
general" release July 15, to be fol-

lowed a month later by "Body and
Soul." No release plans have yet
been set for , "They Passed This
Way," already finished. "Pursuit of
Love" is to begin production also
in September, he said.

Exhibs won't talce'i , overlength
trailers—even when they're distrib-,

uted cuffo and the pill is sugared to

to play down the sales pitch through
kidding tactics. That's the discov-

ery j2f20th-rox sales biggies who've
been 'forced to drop a special five-

minute teaser trailer which they
propped for "Miracle on 34th
Street."

Briefie was made with the idea of
using it to supplement a standard
trailer. It was to be played two
weeks before "Miracle" hit a house,
with the standard opus following
one week ;»later. It was no soap to

exhibs, however, who balked on the
business of consuming five minutes
playing-time. The celluloid, there-

fore, has been Junted.

Trailer kidded Darryl F. Zanuck,
who playsijja role in it, for pulling a
fast switphi He's depicted objecting

to the cliches' used by his flacks to

describe "Miracle," only to run into

a flockiof 20th stars who rave about
the film using the same HoUywood-
ian iterminology. Consequently, he
does an about-turn to laud the pic
with the same expressions.

Picture Grosses

KANSAS CITY
; (Continued from page 9)

Saved" (Par). Okay $11,000. Last

week; "Love and Learn" (WB) and

"Bfeast With Five Fingers" (WB),

$10,000.

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)-^

"Dear Ruth"' (Par). Fast $15,000

and likely to hold. Last week, "Perils

of Pauline" (Par) (2d wk), $9,000.

Southtown (Elmer) (950; 65)—
"Life, Loves Beethoven" (Indie)

and "Moonlight Sonata" (Indie).

Fine $2^500. Last week, "€arnival in

Flanders" (Indie) and "Thunder
Rock" (Indie), $2,000.

Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Mid-
west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Bob, Son of Battle" (20th). Trim
$16,000 or near. Last week, "Ghost
Mrs. Muir" (20th), a weakie at $10,-

500 in 6 days. -

XaMING DEPRESH' NEW

PITCH 10 CUT RENTALS
» - Minneapolis, July 8.

The territory's exhibitors . aren't

waiting for a depression to seek film
contract adjustments and to demand
basically lower film prices. Branch
managers report there's apparently
a concerted move on independent
exhibitors' part,. as though the boys
have - gotten together and decided
upon the course; to "demand" the
reductions because of "the coming
depression."

It's something new in the way of

an argument, the branch managers
here admit, and so far it hasn't ac
complished its goal.

Thus far in some situations there
has been a -slight recession, but
grosses still are far above normal,
the local film exchanges declare.

The exhibitors, however, want the jmusical-S;

future as they foresee it to 'be the
determining : factor in contracts, it's

declared.

Par's Morgan Reports 25^

Rental Tilt for Shorts
Alarmed over the threatened

fadeout of . animated shorts because
of the hike in the production nut,

affiliated circuits have agreed to go
along with:- a boost in rentals; ac-

cording t6 Oscar Morgan. Para-
mount's short subjects sales man-
ager who's in the course of a swing
through the country. Far has upped
its rentals on the cartoons some 25%
from the -level which held for the
past 10 years and exhibs, aware of

the sharp climb in costs, are meet-
ing the price, Morgan said.

Peculiarly enough, Morgan said,

slough-soff in grosses recently has
helped to sell shorts. Exhibs are
drawing more heavily on shorts,

part;i6ularly cartoons, to bolster pro-

grams. What's more, he said, where
previously the exhib didn't bother
to view shorts before buying them,
current slump has many asking for
preliminary trade screenings.

Many of the companies are de-
pending in large part on reissues,

Difficulties in obtaining Technicolor
prints has stymied much new pro
duction and even, has some of the
companies releasing old prints ,on
reissues. Columbia has closed 'its

"Screen Gems" plant while Walt
Disney is swinging' more than ever
into feature production.

• Paramount is the only company
plunging more heavily into cartoons.
Company has upped its schedule to
24 animated .cartoon shorts, for the
year from a previous 18. Morgan be-

lieves that with the boost in rentals
the animated briefies will be able to-

pay their own way.
Short subjects production ' down-

beat because of rising costs and
static rentals is statistically high
lighted by release charts which show
less than 500 briefies distributed by
all companies during the 1946-47
season. In previous years, short sub
jects, not counting newSreels, totalled
over 750 varied types of cartoons

travelogs, sports and
comedy. Of the 500 shorts released
this season, moreover, about one'
third were made up of. reissues. ,"

Bette's Return Pic
Hollywood, July! 8,",

"Winter Meeting," adapted froin

Ethel Vance's besti seller, has ibeen

set as the vehicle for Bette Davis'

return to the screen at Warners
after the birth of her daughter.
Henry Blanke will produce from

a screen play by Catherine Turney.

Chi Union to Meet
/ Chicago, July 8.

New local B-46, motion [picture
house ' employees union, will meet
next week to pass on wage agree-
ment proposals, and elect officers-
and directors.

Special committees will also be
appointed,

Prov. Picks Up; 'Fiesta'

Hot $26,500, 'Beach; Fat

'Homestretch' 14G
, Providence, July 8.

Long holiday..weekend was coun-

ter-balanced by fine outdoor weather,
which held grosses down. Biz is

still plenty good. State's "Fiesta" is

heading the list with a sock session.

. Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) '(2,200; 44-65)—

'Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
'High Conquest" (Mono). . Sturdy
$14,500. Last week,"Great Expecta-
l ions" (U) and "Thunder Mountain"
(RKO), $12,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
"Magnificent Obsession" and "Stole
Million" (reissues). Hep $5,000.;

Last week, "Egg and 1" (U) (2d
wk), good $5,000,

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Sea
Hawk" (WB) and"Sea Wolf" (WB)
(reissues). Nice $7,000. Last week,
"Adventures" (&L) and "My Dog
Shop" (SG), $5,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Homestretch" (20th ) and "Jewels

Brarcdenbur-g" (20th). Healthy $14,-

000. last week, "Egg and I" (U),
also at Carlton, good $12,000 for
second week.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mister
Jim" (M-G). Wow $26,500. Last
week, '-Living in Big Way" (M-G)
and "Dark Delusion" (M-G), $18,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Return Monte Cristo" (Col) and
'Little Miss Broadway" (Col),
Opened on Monday (7), Last week.
"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
"Jungle Plight". (Par), thin $8,500

Hot Shots Up 'Horses'

Nice $14,000, Seattle

Seattle^ July 8,

With plenty of holdovers and no
fare not so strong, town still off

despite holiday week. Hoosier Hot
Shots are boosting "Brother Talks
To Horses" to nice session at the
Music' Hall."Bob, Son of Battle," at
the Paramount is very disappoint-
ing. Top holdover is "Farmer's
Daughter.".

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)

"Tarzan arid Huntress" (RKO) and
"Code of West" (RKO) (rh.o,). Slow
$3,500. Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir'
(20th) (2d wk), $3,400.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)

•^"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO), (24
wk). Good $10,500 after stout $13i900
opener.

'

Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Calcutta" (Par) and "Miss Broad-
way" (Col) (3d wk). Sturdy $10,000,
Last week, $11,000.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—

"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue). Oke
^$5,500. Last week, "New Orleans"
(?0th) and "Danger Street" (Par),
nifty $4,800.
Music Ball (H-E) (2,200; 55-$l)—

"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G), plus
Hoosier Hot Shots in person On
upped admission. Fairly good. $14,000
or near. Last -week, "Ladies' Man"
(Par), and "Easy Come, Go" (Par),
fairish $5,800 at 45r80c. scale.

Orpheo-ic (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Egg" (U) (4th wk). Trim $12,000,
Last week, immense $14,200,
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)

"Son of Battle" (20th). Slow $8,000,
with p,a. of six stars on Saturday
(5) helping only that day. Last week
"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO) anc
"Code of West" (RKO), $6,200.
Paloma (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—

"Ramrod" (UA) (2d wk). Good $5,-
000 after swell $6,800 opener. i

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)-i^
"Carmen" (Indie). Good $4,500. Last
week, "Sun Valley Seranade" j(20th)
(reissue), and "Thcjse Three" (FC)
$4,900.
Wlnteri Garden (Sterling) (800

25-50)—"Jolson ' Story" (Col) (3d
run). Lively $3,500. La.st week,
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) and "Boom^
erang" (20th) (3<l run). $3,300,

livmg'-Vaude $27,000,

D.C.; 'Fiesta' Wow 25G
Washington, July 8.

The long holiday weekend failed
to give midtown firstruns the shot,
in-the-arm exhibitors had hoped
for. But the general average is well
above the lows of recent weeks.
General exodus from city and re-
treat of Government -workers fronv
the: central sectors took their toll.
"Fiesta," at the Palace, appears to be
this week's champ with "Dear Ruth"
doing "nicely on second-run at tho
Metropolitan. "Ivy" is nice at Keith's.

Estimates for Xhis Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—

'Living In Big Way" (M-G) plus
vaude. Good $27,000. Best in weeks
here, but below hopes for draw of
Gene Kelly film plus strong stage
show. Last week, "Moss Rose" (20lh):
$22,000. .

Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
Sea of Grass" (M-G) (2d run).
Okay $9,000. Last week, "Home-
stretch" (20th). $6,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Un-

faithful" (WB). Fair $18,000, after
opening strong with $7,500 f-or 3'

days last week, when it was pushed
in after 'That's My Man" (Rep) hit
bottom and was yanked mid-week.
La.st week, "That's My Man" (Rep)
for 4 days, and "Unfaithful" (WB)
in 3 days, $12,500.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—

"Before Him All Rome Trembled"
(Indie), Average $2,500. Last week,
"Ivan Terrible" (Indie) (2d wk),
same.. • -

Keith'si (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Ivy" (U). Nice $15,000, but better
was expected. Last week,"Woman
on Beach" (RKO), $14,000.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
'Dear Ruth" (Par) (Zd run). Strong
$10,000 for this small-seater on
second run. Last week, "Cheyenne"
(2d run), $7,500.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—

"Fiesta" (M-G). Strong $25,000 ttt

lop town. July 4 midnight show
helped hypo take. Last week,
"Miracle 34th St." (20th), disSppoint-
mg $19,000.

CINCINNATI
(Continued from page 9)

eight-month operation by Universal
on lease.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—"Af-

fairs Bel Ami" (UA) and "Miller-
son Case" (Col). Sorry $3,500. Last
week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB)'
(m.o.) and "Dishonored Lady" (UA)
(m.o.), oke $5,000,
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO). Lonely
$9,000. Last week, "Miracle 34th St."
(20th), lusty $18,000.
Shubert (RKO) "il^m; 50^75)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (m.o,).-

Hotsy $8,000. Last week. "Macomber
Affair" (UA) (m.o.), mild $4,000.

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

and "Bulldog Drummond at Bay"
(Col), fine $11,000.
Rlalto (Fox) (876; 35-74)—"Egg

and I" (U), after four weeks at each
Paramount, -Esquire, and one at
Aladdin. Trim $4i000. Last week,
"Homestretch" {20th) and "Little
Miss Broadway" (Col) (m.o.), fah:

$3,500.
Tabor (Pox) (1,967; 35-74)—

"Bowery" (20th) and "Sun Valley
Serenade" (2(Hh) (reissues). Neat
$8,000. Last week, "Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U) and "Bells San Fernando"
(SG), $7,000.
Webber (FOx) (750; 35-74)—"Son

of Battle"- (20th) and "Too Many
Winners" (PRC), also Denver. Fair
$2,500. Last week, "Buck Private?
Home" (U) and "Time Out of Mind"
(U), good $3,000.

HVood Tops Mex Half Yr.

List With 108 Pictures
Mexico City, July 8.

Hollywood with 108 films, topped
by far the roll of 181 pix released
in Mexico during the first half of

1947. Runnerup 'was Mexicoj ' with
31. Others were: Argentinian, 25;:

English, 11; Chilean, 8; Spanish, 2,

and French 1.

Several U. S, pix during this time
stayed at one cinema for six weeks
each. But a Mexican pic, "Yo Mate
a Rosita Alvirez" ("I Killed Rosjta

Alvirez''), (Producclones Raul da'

Anda) is setting a new record.; It's

now in its 12th consecutive week at

one cinema here.

Del Rio's Mex Allegiance
Mexico City, July 8.

Dolores del Rio has nixed the of-

fer by Argentina Sono Films to play

the lead in the version of ''Lady

Windermere's Fan" firm is to make
in Buenos Aires.

Actress said that all pic work she

will do in Latin America win be in

her native Mexico for the pre.^.fnt,

and for Mereurio Films here, of

which she is the treasurer.
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National, L'viOe, to Ricer-E. M. Loew

On 21-Yr. Lease; OtberXchange News
liOuisviUe.

I Jerome Riker and associates of

Rroolclvn have obtained the National

fiipatre 2,400-seater, from A. J.

TToffmaii, of Evansviile. Hiker con-

rtuded a lease for the house along

Jilith E M. Loew, of Boston, which

represents a minimmn of $700,000

ipntal against percentages over its

Bl-vear span. Hiker says the Loew,

ioston Interests will take possession

linmediately on expiration of the

present lease. House will show first-

fun fllms. .
,

' _ ^ _
Standard Theatres, Inc., of Mil-

waukee, at present is operating the

house with a firstrun and reissue

film policy. Sta^eshow policy was
dropped early this year because of

scarcity of suitable live talent shows

and name bands.

Sehine Frsmotions

Gloversville, N. Y.

Bill Kraemer, former head booker

for the Sehine Circuit, is now Mo-
Ihawk Valley district maTiager, his

area including 6loversville. Bernie

Diamond, who booked the Albany
ierritory "befor* he entered, the

iervice, moved up to head booker.
Diamond served in Japan as an

interpreter, after studying that lan-

guage at the Univ. of Minnesota.

Kraemer also wore khaki. He's been
With the Schines for IQ years.

Fl«x BKO Syracuse Chief
Syracuse,

Jack Flex will meinage KKO in-

.terCsts here in the final brealcup of
RKO-Schine theatre combine. RKO
gets Keith's and. Empire houses.

7he Schine interests continue with
the Paramount, Eckel,, and the Pal-

'fece in Eastwood,' with Harry Unfer-
jiort as general manager, flex, who

. lormcrly managed Keith's under the
-Soinblne, will have George Maxwell
jSis Keith house manager and Frank
iiindcamp at Empire. Richard Feld-
man will manage the Eckey, Irving
Cantor, the Paramount, and Max

. Rubin, the Eastwood Palace.

Col. McCraw Howard
Beaumont.

Col. William McCraw, executive
director of Variety Clubs Inter
national, awarded bronze star for his
vvork in supervising repair of fight
Ing planes in the Pacific.
Leroy Daniel and Albert Reed pur-

§based the Parkway theatre at Iowa
'ark, Texas, from Mrs. J. B. Joyce,
Mrs. Eflie Blankenship has sold the

tOgata theatre, at Bogata, to Don
uSo of Deport.
Tom and Anna Coleman sold the

?ico at Hieo, Texas, to J. T. Hitt.
hey are seeking another location.

SRO Continues Sales Expansion
Selznick Releasing Organization

.continued expanding its sales staff
last week. Charles M. Weiner, Min-
neapolis branch manager, was upped
to Canadian division sales chief. Al
Hertzenberg was tapped for the spot
Of district manager of South Africa
while Fred S. Gulbransen took on
the post of Far Eastern rep for SRO.
Weiner was formerly a district

manager for United Artists. Hertzen-
perg served as Metro's South African
rep for many years. Gulbransen was
associated with RKO and UA over-
.seas.

i

Neil Agnew, SRO prexy, pushed
off from New York last week for a
swing through the west and north-
west. He'll inspect offices and ex-
Changes in Chicago, MUwaukee, Min-
neapolis, Seattle. San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Denver in his three to
four-week' trip.

wives at the Waldorf-Astoria last

week. Cocktail party and buffet
supper preceded announcement of
new showmanship campaign.
Managers also saw screening of
Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer," .

.

:

N, C. Pat' Worker a Beauty Winner
• Charlotte, N. C.

Sarah Coble, of Paramount film
exchange here, who won the title

Miss North Carolina" at the North
Carolina American Legion contest,
may go to Atlantic City to compete
for "Miss America" title.

India Exlilb Adds St. Louis Spot
\ St. Louis..

Sam Komm, owner of a chain of
indie nabes in St. Louis, has ac-
quired title to Norside theatre build-
ing, in North St. Louis. Theatre,
owned by Sam Levin and Sam
Shuchart, is a second-run and books
with Ansell Bros, houses.
Laclede and Regal here, ov^Thed

by George Pliakos, shuttered pend-
ing face-lifting. .

w. G. Carmichael, former Cin-
cinnati .manager for Universal-In-
ternational, has joined company's
St. Louis sales stair.

LeRoy McMahon, Chicago, pur-
chased Granada, Granville, IlL,

from Francis Ernat. .

Manos Chain Expands
Grafton, W. Va.

The Strand theatre, largest here,
joins- the Manos theatre chain next
year. Dr. K. P. Kostakis, general
manager of the Elkins theatre com-
pany, has leased the house with an
option to buy at the end of the
year when the lease of J. L. Bush
expires,
A program .calling for modern-

ization at a <;ost of $120,000 is also
announced.

Iowa Honst Changes
Des Moines.

A. J. Swanton," operator of the
Iowa theatre, Emmetsburg, la., .since

1920, has sold the business and
equipment to Theatre Corp: of' D&s
Moines.' '

Intermountain Managers Huddle
Salt Lake City.

Managers and supervisors of In-
termountain 'fheatres (Paramount)
held meeting here to discuss opera-
tional problems, and receive awards
for be«t promotion work. Awards
were handed out for first four weeks
of 10-week di'ive, going to Charles
Pincus, manager of Utjih, Salt Lake
City; Ray O. Taylor, manager of
Capitol, Logan; Clayton Cheney
manager Roxy; Brigham City; and
Deibert Lesser, managdr Uinta,
Provo.

Buttierford to Loew's Cleve.
Cleveland.

Howard Rutherford, former relief
manager for Loew's in New Orleans
area, moved here to manage Loew's
Park. Replaces Abraham Ludacer,
transferred to Toledo, as new man-
ager of Loew's Valentine.
Michael Chakeres. city manager of

Regent State Corp. in Springfield, O..

was married to Ann Katris on May
18 in that city. Husband is son of
Phil Chakeres, who operates a state*
wide string- of theatres.

'

^d iftth-Fo^K Sales Meet in N. O.
Siecond of three regional 20th-Fox

sales meets tees off today (Wednes-
9*yj^.in New: Orleans, with Andy
lo^i- ' ?*"•' Sfeneral sales manager
leaamg the discu-ssions on merchan-
oising plans for 20th's forthcoming
product. Opening meet was held
Monday (7) in Milwaukee, with the

1M8 '"^^ held, in Washington July

4,P°"ie office executives attending
IK ™dles, besides Smith, include

:„i
"P^^^y Spyros Skouras; assistant

gl^', chief William C. Gehring;
omiths exec assistant, Martin Mos-
Kowitz; iihorts sales chief Peter Le-
»21m?; Shain. director of

™u 7*°'' ^""^ public relations. Re-
gional meets have already been held
^^l^year in Los Angeles and New

Carr Sliifts To T. Q., CinCy
Cincinnati.

Rex A. Carr named general man-
ager of Theatre Ownefs Corp., re-
placing Irving Sochin, who resigned
recently, Carr was formerly with
Marcus Enterprises of Indianapolis
as general manager for past 10 years.
TOC was organized last year as a

booking and buying unit and is now
servicing 44 theatres^

Murphy to Loew's Stale, Newark
a/

rank Murphy, who joined Loew's
?n„|^,'stant manager in Boston in

-n,„ 'ci ?^ been , named manager ofwe State, Newark. Edward Burke,now on vacation, will be moved to
another spot. Joseph R. Vogel, in

^
laige of Loew^s Theatre operations,

a^^o transferred Nathan Sernstock,
*^ Loew's Melba, Brooklyn.

no,>i-
N«t-ional in the Bronx, suc-

tr?,'"ft.
"^''y Roseabaum, assigned

to another spot.

;Harrison Honored In Chi
Chicago

Louis H. Harrison, prexy of Good-
man & Harrison chain, elected head
of District Grand Lodge No. 6,

B'nai B'rith. Lodge comprised groups
from eight midwestern states and
four Canadian provinces. He is hon
orary president of Cinema lodge in
Chi, of which he was founder.

Now Hoi for H'wood?
HoUywoqpi, July 8.

Seventeen-year-old Mary Hill,

who got a feature spread in Lifa
mag recently while eating a pair
of "moron's ecstasy" ice cream
monstrosities, is now -being of-

fered as, an actress by George
Brand.

Sol M. Wurtzel offered her a
role in his juvenile delinquency
film, ''Dangerous Years," in

which he- wanted her ;to eat a
moron's ecstasy" for the ice

cream binge sequence. Offer was
politely declined. "Mary," Brand
announced, "is an actress nOw---!-.

not a freak."

D.C. Okays $186,000

In New Pix Bidg.
Washington, July 8.

A ..dozen.,m'ore theatrical construc-
tion projects, calling for $186,000 of

work, were approved- last week by
Federal Housing Authority as the
agency lost control of nearly all

other building. In addition, the
agency okayed - a $150,000 recrea-
tional building to be erected at

Raleitb, N, C, by B. C. Brooks.
Others okayed are:

A $20,000 theatre to be built by
Byron V. Hopkins, at Bellevue, Neb.;

a $15,000 Drive-Ih in Allen county,
Indiana, by Walter Ji Frie; $3,600 for

Ralph Stout to complete the film

house he is building at Granger,
Wash.; $7,714 for- work on a theatre

of Warren J. Sutherland, Delton,
Mich.;

$.35,000 for Alexander J. Assim
and John Muros to remodel a build-

ing into a picture theatre at Summit,
III.; a $30,000 house to be erected at

Rosenberg, Texas, by Cole Theatres;

$10,000 for Harriet R. Keller and
Theatre Enterprises to build an out-
door theatre at Woodlawn, Ohio;
and $103 theatre completion job by
A. J. Conoley, Eloise, Fla.;

A $13,500 Drive-In to be built by
Frank D. Paone, John A. Forde and
Harry N. Kornblum at Santa Cruz,
Calif.; a $25,000 project by Clinton
Theatre Co. to alter a building at

VersailleSj Ohio, into a theatre and
store with living quarters; a $5,000
theatre to be built at Globe, Arizona,
by George W! Leech.; and $15,300
theatre erection job by Veterans
Amuse. Co. of Houston, Texas.
M. P. Defea, $45,000 house for Mil-

bank, S. D.; Robert L. Gibbs, $26,000
for a theatre at Tallahassee, Fla.;

theatre and lodge to be erected at

Moss Point, Miss., by St. Charles
Lodge, $34,000.

J. E. Kenning, okayed on a $6,750
screen tower for outdoor theatre, at

Salida, Calif. ; Theatre Investment
Co., $3,268 conversion, of a Legion
I|all to a film theatre at Enumclaw,
Wash.; Lex B. Killsbrew, $2,000 re-

pairs to theatre at Siloam Springs,

Ark.'

Paul V. Bell, $15,000 for theatre

at Bellevue; Neb:; Z.. W. Watts, ap-
proved to build .$30,000 theatre at

Vivian, La.; William Bailey, $13,000
worth of work on a film, house at

South Bay, Fla.; 'Tri-Delta Amuse-
ment Co., of Douglas, Ariz., a $10,-

000 maintenance and repair job on
a theatre building.

,

Louis Venous and Ernest B.

Vishnefake, okayed for a $14,531

screen house and projection booth
for an outdoor theatre at Fort

Worth, Tex.; ClifTord Morris, an $8,-

250 project on theatre, Modesto,

Calif.; Warner Bros., a $4,500 re-

modeling job on theatre at State

College, Pa.; Steve Chorak, $45,000

for construction of theatre at Los
Angeles; E. R. Custer, approval of a
$24,-770 outdoor theatre and sand-

wich shop at Charleston, W. Va.

RKO Sells 3 and Leases I More

To Fabian in Upstate New York

Metro Primed
S Continued from page IS

j

production methods on the Coast for

the last several months, sails on the

Mauretania; Friday (11) to lay the

.groundwork for the picture. Find-

lay will either accompany, him or
stay in New York for several more
days' huddles with M-G's ad-pub-
licity veepee Howard Dietz and then
fly out early next week. Junge,
who designed sets for Metro's pre-
war "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," worked
for the J. Arthur Rank studios dur-
ing the war on such pictures as
"Stairway to Heaven'' and "Colonel
Blimp.." :

"Bess" is to be the first of four
top-budgeters which Metro will

produce at Elstree during the next
year on an overall budget of

$15,000,000. "Secret Garden" has
been tentatively selected as the sec-,

ond film, with the possibility that
moppet stars Margaret O'Brien and
Claude Jarman, Jr., will have the
lead roles. Their selection depends
on Metro's getting clearance from
the British cliild labor laws.

Metro producer Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., meanwhile, sails for England
Aug. 1 aboard the Queen Elizabeth
with his wife for a short vacation.

RKO Mana;;ers Feted
Malcolm Kingsberg and Sol

f^^f^"'?;,
RKO Theltres toppers,

hosted RKO theatre managers of
«' metropolitan area and their

Krappman Named by NT
Hollyw-ood

Andrew J. Krappman succeeds the
late William G. Lyris as head of
National Theatres' merchandising
For the past year he has been direc
tor of new sales lines for NT.
Four new assistants to the de-

partment have also been appointed
b.v Charles P. Skouras. circuit prexy.
The.y are Victor Adams, candy bii.yer;

Dave Boyd, new merchandising lines;

George Simpson, distribution super-
visor, and rMurray Mosby, ware-
house supervisor.

State Theatre, Fresno, Cal., has
been taken on IS-year lea.se by^ Rob-
ert Lippeit, prexy of the Li'ppert
chain of theatres in Northern Cali-
fornia and Oregon. House, seating
1,400. is being remodeled at cosl^'iof

$75,000 and undergoc name change
to Esquire when Lippert .takes over
Jan. 1.

Lippert in also opening a new
$120,000 drive-in theatre at Modesto
Aug. 7. Theatre will accommodate
500 cars and Is fifth drive-in for the

Lippert chain.

12th Telenews Theatre
Milwaukee, July 1.

The Telenew.s opens here July 11

at the busy downtown corner of

3d St. and Wisconsin ave. It will be

the 12th in the national Telenews
organization of which Alfred G.

Burger, is president. Charles Burris

and Sylvan Goldfinger, of the na-

tional organization, have been in

Milwaukee starting the local project.

Thurston Wayner will be local man-
ager. New house has a recreation

room with a radio" broadcasting

room.

J Continuing its breakup on pools
and theatres owned jointly with out-
side exhibs, RKO has sold- three up-
state New York houses and sur-
rendered leases on two others to the
Fabian circuit, Major company has
been paid total of $2,300,000 by
Fabian to close out the deal, accord-
ing to' Malcolm' Kingsberg, RKO'a
veepee in charge of theatres. Fabian
was financed by a $2,700,000 mort-

'

gage from the Equitable Life Assur-
ance Society.

Theatres sold to Fabian are the
Grand, Albany; Proctor's, Ti-oy; and
Proctor's, Schenectady. Leases can-
celled were on the Palace, Albany:
and Plaza, Schenectady, both of!

which houses were owned by Fabiatii

,

leased to RKO and sub-leased, in
turn, back to Fabian.
Other three houses had also beeoi

operated by Fabian with RKO tak-
ing rentals plus a percentage of the
profits. Under provisions of the anti-

trust decree, such tieups between *
major- and indie are invalid.

CSUSttit
^ Continued from page 4 sS

lutely false and without any founda-
tion whatsoever. Robert W. Kenny
(attorney who filed the suit) knows
this is true and it's unfortunate that

one occupying the position of a rep-

utable attorney would use the
courts as an instrument to smear an
organization which he has otherwise
been able to find little fault with.

I've been in charge of affairs of the

International in studios for the last

two years and Bioff has had abso-

lutely no connection with lA and has

had nothing whatsoever to do with
its affairs since his conviction in

1941." •

Brewer hinted that the Bioft name
was probably drawn info the suit

for its publicity value, same as the

filing of the suitrwas held up from
last Thursday (3) so it wouldn't com-
pete with holiday weekend news.

BKO-Schlne Combo Ended
Syracuse, July 8,

The breakup of the RKO-Schine
theatre combination in Syracuse
was concluded last week, with all

managers of both companies re»

tained in Syracuse, and with RKO
operating two Salina street houseSi
Keith's and th6 Empire. Jatk Felix
will manage the RKO interests in
Syracuse with George Ma, as well

as being house manager at Keith's.

Frank Lindcamp is at the Empire.
The Schine' interests: > have thW

Paramount, the Eckel arid the Pal-

ace in Eastwood, with Harry Unter-
fort as general manager, and Irving
Cantor at the Paramount, Richard-
Feldman at the Eckel, and Max
Rubin at the Palace.

The separtion of RKO and Schine
Circuit, Inc., was the result of «
Federal . court consent decree, af-

fective June 30, 1947, which , ended
theatre pooling agreements. The
RKO-Schine combination formerly
operated the five mentioned theatres

as a unit, with Felix representing

the RKO interests, headquarters in

New York, and Unterfort manager
for Schine Circuit, Inc., with offices,

in Gloversville.

The Keith building is owned by
RKO, which also i^etains a lease oh
the Empire theatre. Schine, Inc.,

owns the Eckel- and Paramount
buildings.

Ann Shsridan Lew Ayrcs
Zachary Scott
In Wnrner Bnxi. Hit

"THE UNFAITHFUL**
wtth Ev« AffdM

Dtrotted Ytncent Stherman
Produced by Jerry Wald

in Person

Vaughn MoHro* oMii
/•JSJ.,*.;"'-

KKYL DAVIS
BROADWAY WABNEBS'
AT 47TH STREET C T R A N D

P<liy CUMMINS - Vietn MATURE
Ettlil BARRYMORE

'MOSS ROSE'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS e« STAGE—

OLSEN andJOHNSON
ROXY liOUi fit. ,

.RADIO CITY MUSIC HALl
Rocketellar Center

-ftlERNEY • HARRISON SANDERSJ

"THE GHOST and Mrs. MUIR"t
A SOtli C'entury-rox PU-ture J

SPECTACULAR STA6E PRESENTATION !

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!

Two New Texas Houses
Kermit, Texas, July 8.

Kenneth Blackledge, district man-
ager of Griffith Theatres, applied for

permission to build a 1,000-seater

here for that circuit,

The Major, a new 1,200-seat nabe
house, opened at Dallas by the Phil

Isley Circuit. Edward Garlton i.!

manager of house.

Tandy, Cedric in 'Coils'
Hollywood. July 8.

jMisica Tandy and Sir Cedric

Hardwicke have been set for top

feature roles in "The Mortal Coil."

Picture is ' being produced by 'Unir

versal-InterrtationaL

Iiensing starts within next 10 days.

JOAN CRAWrORD VAN HEPLIN
I* WariMf Irot. Hit

"POSSESSED"
With

Bavmoiiil MOHder • fleraldlne Bmolu
* IMroetcd by rnrtia Benilinrdt

Produced b}' Jerry Wald

WARNERS'

Al 51t» Siraat HOLLYWOOD

RIUIN-CMiriEU

DEWtlFE'MMlP
^ M»FKEEttM

'a TaiamWK* Hc»m»

MP-*

ON SCREEN

HELD OVER

ClaiiHettB Colbert;

Fred MJcMiirray

In

^^THE EGG and I'

IN PERSON
Starts Thura.

VINCENT

LOPEZ
MIS I'lANO £
OBCIIK.STUA
Plus REVUE

PALACE
Mt WAlTIt ; ANN!

o'MiEii wm man
mrf-iifiiFf'A
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E Court Balks Muny Show Tax;

Many Cities Eye Amosefflent Levies

St. Louis, July 8.
-

A fight' against tjje enforcement of

it 3c amusement tax in Eldorado, 111.,

led by Delbert Wagner, owner of

the Rex and the Turner-Farrar cir^

cuit, which operates the Grand and
Orpheum in the same town, has re-

sulted in a temporary injunction be-

ing issued by the Saline county court

at Harrisburg; 111. The covirt indi-

cated it regarded the measure as un-

constitutional.

The bill- was passed by the city

council as a means of raising addi-

tional revenue for municipal pur-

poses. However, in face' o£ the set-

back. Mayor John Upchurch said

that in the event a permanent in-

junction is issued he would sponsor

another amusement tax.

3^ Interests Eye Govti

- HarrlsBurg, July S,

Amusement interests are watching

local government units closely these

days, seeking to learn what kind of

pattern they' will follow in adopting

new tax levies as provided by legis-

lation approved last week by Gov-
ernor' Duff.

Under thfe new law, cities, bor-,

oughs and firstclass townships are

given the power to levy amusement
taxes, primarily to aid school dis-

tricts which, need more funds for

teachers' pay. No limit >vas set on
the amount of levy which may be
imposed, but the law specifies that

the levy may be imposed only on
admission tickets.

tiocal government agencies plan-

ning to use the new taxing power
must advertise their plans at least

a month in advance,' so that ag'

grieved persons can ask the courts

to keep the next taxes from being
collected on the grounds they are

improper, or unnecessary.

Page Lou Marlowe
To Head Wilding Fix

HoUyyrood, July 8,

Lou Marlowe, former production
head of Jam Handy commercial
films, is being paged to take over
top spot of Wilding Pictures. Place,

was left vacant by the recent death
of Norman Wilding.
Reps of the commercial film comr-

pany are understood to be here from
Chicago dickering with Marlowe.

Exhib Chiseling^
s Continued Jfgm page S sg;

eries made in auditing records, it's

said. .
,

"While we get better terms - on
films fsom single theatres than cir-

cuits," one sales head said, "with the
sort of chiseling we've faced re-

cently, our returns are lower in the

end. We've found in very many in-

stances, that the 40% rental boils

down to an actual 20% ot the real

grosses."
'

Ohio's Uniform Flan

Postoria, O., July 8,

Mayors, auditors and solicitors of

Sour 'northern Ohio to-vyns—Postoria,

Fremont, Flndlay and Tiffin—are
planning to meet and consider a
uniform plan for enacting amuse-
ment taxes. The cities, of Ohio -will

have ability to enact their own ad-

missions taxes when the state va-
cates this field, effective Oct. 1.

St. PauI Wou14 Up License

Minneapolis, 'July 8.

The; St. Paul council is consider-

ing an increase in the present license

lee of theatres from $100, current
charge, to a sliding scale of from
$100 to $300. Exhibitors Will oppose
the .move.

St, Paul Battlintr Taxes

St. Paul, July 8.

St. Paul exhibitors have :' bsoided
together to fight a proposed 5% lo-

cal admission tax and a boost in

license fees from the present' $100

to a sliding scale up to $300.

The two revenue raising measures
are being proposed to help meet
needed funds to provide pay raises

tor schoolteachers, recently approved
at a special election.

Major's Focus on L. A.

Zone Vs. % Ghiselers
. : Los' Angeles, July 8.

Majors have launched into a full-

scale drive on the boast to dean
up percentage cjiiseling practices.

Territory has been \ under intense
scrutiny by film company investi-

gators who've been cracking down
on exhibs claimed to be turning in

phony reports on pix earnings.

Fourth group of suits in the

Coast sector, and the second in the
L. A. area, has been filed in the Fed-
eral court here. Named as defend-
ants are Grover L. Smith and At-

water Theatres, Inc. in five sepa-

rate actions brought by Paramount,
BKO, Metro, Columbia and 20th-

Fox. Theatres involved are the
Roxy, Cosmq, Vogue and Showshop
in Glendale, and Atwater and^'YorU
in Li A.

Suits charge alleged fraudulent
returns on percentage pix. Com
plaints ask for right of inspection

of the defendants' books and seek
both compensatory and punitive
damages. It's claimed that the de
tendants were able to lower flat

rentals by phonying reports on the
bigger films.

^
Other pending action on the Coast

are against William E. Cox, operar-

tor of the Forum, Calif.; four suits

against the Louis F. Long circuit in

Phoenix, Ariz.; aijd eight levelled

against Walter H. Leverette circuit

in western Oregon.

Law firm of Preston & Files, L. A.,

filed the action, with Sargoy &
Stein the majors' counsel.

Philly Tent To Set Up
Fund for Crash Victims

Philadelphia, July 8.

Memorial fund in honor of "Sam
Gross and Cecil K Peppiatt, 20th-

Fox exchange officials who were
killed in a recent Virginia plane
crash, will be set up by ''Variety

Club Tent No. 13, according to

unanimous decision at a meeting last

-week. Chairmen of Gross-Peppiatt
memorial committee are 'Ben Am-
sterdam and Earle Sweig^rt. Fund
will create' two annual college

scholarships.

•Variety Girl' SJ. Loo Benefit

St, Louis, July 8.

Gross returns from local preem of

'"Variety Girl" will be donated to

the St. Louis Variety Club, Tent No.
4 according to Edward B. Arthur,
Chief Barker. The Paramount film

cpens at the Fox on Sept. 2. The
money will be earmarked for the
Club's Heart Fund.

Charlotte Tents' Picnic

Charlotte, N, C, July 8.

... -Variety Club of Charlotte, N. C.,

will liold its second annual indus-?

trial picnic on July 14 at the Red
_
jtez Club on Catawba River. Invi-^

"tations have gone to employees in

cxcMaiiges, theatres, supply houses,

iind! oilier branches of the picture
industry. Outdoor film show at

night, J'urni.shed by the Variety Club
Mobilfe unit, will be a highlight.

4 Suits Vs. Struppler

Spokane, July 8.

Four percentage fraud cases were
filed here today in Federal court
against P, W. Struppler, operator- of

the Cordova t h e a t.r e, Pullman,
Wash., by Columbia, Paramount,
20th-Fox and Metro, Suits are first

on alleged chiseling in the territory

served by Seattle exchanges.

Complaint is usuaj one charging
defendant with submitting books
and records which did not fully re-

flect receipts^ on percentage pix.

Compensatory and punitive damages
plus full inspection of records is

demanded;
.

More Roadshows
Continuea from page 3 ssssssil

Universal is the .only one of the ma-
jors that sees no possibility of road-

showing any of its product this sea-

son. Others are paced by 20th-Fox
with plans to roadshow both 'for-

ever Amber" and "Captain from
Castile,", two Technicolor specials

which together, according to 20th

spokesmen, cost more than $11,000,-

000. Chief reason leading 20th to

petition for a stay on the anti-trust

decree several weeks ago was its

desire to play the two pix on an
upped admission policy.

•Dolphin/ belHUlIe and fFath^r'

In addition to these' two and,
"Arch," which is to be released

through United Artists, plans of the

other majors are still indefinite;

Metro's "Green Dolphin Street,"

which has already cost more than
$4,000,000 and may go to $5,000,000

before completion, looms as that

company's most prob.able contender.

While Metro's sales organization has
made no plans for it, there's al-

ready been much talk at the studio

to roadshow it and it's known that

producer Carey Wilson wanj:s it

played off in that way.

Other possible roadshows include

Paramount's *'Unconquered," a Cecil

B. DeMille production and Warners'
Life With Father." Latter preems
on a grind basis at the Warner the-

atre (to be renamed from the Holly-
wood), ,N. Y., Aug. 15, but WB sales

officials may decide to roadshow it

elsewhere at the company's forth-

coming national sales convention.

RKO has two strong possibilities in

"Miracle of the Bells," a Lasky-
MacEwen production, and "Mourning
Becomes Electra." Latter , is being
produced in association with the

Theatre Guild and, because of its

high cost, there's a good chance that:

it might be roadshown along the

lines of UA's "Henry V," ,in which
the TG also had an interest. In ad-

dition to possible roadshows, several

top-budgeters may be played, on a
grind policy but at increased admis-
sion prices, such as Samuel Gold-
V. yn's "Best Years of Our Lives" and
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the

Sun."

If all these roadshow plans go

through, complaints from exhibitors,

are inevitablie. Exhibs in several
parts of the country, advertising re-

cently in their local newspapers that

they were forced to up their prices

for "Duel,'V have told their patrons
to stay away from this picture, or
those of other producers who would
also try for upped prices. Several
exhib iorganizations have warned
their members against the. policy,

pointing' out' that the distrib has
everything to gain and nothing to

lose, whereas the exhibitor, who
lives in the town, faces the dis-

pleasure and Idss of good-will from
his customers.

In line with this, Schaefer revealed
that a survey taken for Ent by Au-
dience Research, Inc., disclosed that

people were willing to pay more for

their, screen fare, as long as they
"get their money's worth."

Technical Experts on Upbeat,

Seek to Phooey ITwood IHc Hooey

New Mex Border Studios

To Draw U.S. Producers
Mexico City, July 8.

Work has started on pic studios at

Tiajuana, on the California border,

aimed for U. S. companies that de-
sire to produce in Mexico, A syndi-

cate of businessmen of the border

town's region are investing $1,000,000

in the enterprise, according to Man-
uel Macias, a member of the syndir

cate, who is here on bu.siness,

Syndicate, he said, expects to do
well as the studios are being condi-

tioned for the needs of American
producers and have pro.spects of be-
ing free of the labor problems-aSfliot-

ing the six studios here, which arc
Mexico's largest.

Sets 16m in Chai-lollc

Charlotte, N. C, July 8.

Alan H. Sterling of Charlotte has
organized Carolina Industrial Films
for 16m industrial pix.

Briefs from the Lots
ss Continued from page 15 ss

Army . . . Life is just one .death

after another for Hugb grosser, vet-

eran oater heavy. .Frosser just met

his 38tb demise by -gunfire in Co-

lumbia's "Six Gun Law": last week.
. . . Ken Murray is having .prints of

his Republic production, "Bill and
Coo," made up for a screening in

vet hospitals throughout the coun-
try. Film will be shown gratis 'to

vets. . 1 , Merian Cooper and John
Ford have set nine-week shooting
schedule for their next Argosy pic,

''War Party," which' starts lensing

Aug. 1 . . . Robert Ryan set to co-

star with Merle Obcron in "Berlin
Express," which RKO will film

almost entirely in Europe ... "Joan
of Lorraine," originally set to roll

at Hal Roach Studios July 14, held
up by production difficulties till

Aug, 1 ... Esther Williams and
Bicardo IVIontalban picked by Joe
Pasternak ' to co-star in Metro's
"Olympic Queen," to start after Miss
Williams finishes stint in "Oh an
Island with You" . . . Virginia Bruce
set for featured role, in Paramount's
"Night Has, a Thousand .Eyes" i ...

Irving Friedman has completed
scoring of Eagle-Lion's "Out of the

Blue" , , . Richard Webb gets his

third important assignment in a
week from Paramount to play Sir
Galahad in "A Connecticut Yanltee."
He's currently bicycling between
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes" and
"My Own True Love".

Hollywood, July 8.

Spedialists have always been In

demand in the studios as technical

advisers but lately the ^iemand has
been growing. Studios no longer hire

a- technical advisor for a picture;

they pact sages for individual se-

quences or scenes..'

Ever slncie Sid Skolsky taught his

readers that they could get their

names in the paper by discovering
"movie boners," fllmakers have had
to sharpen their technical : staffs to

avoid mistakesrt^- a result, some
films ha'V'e..up'to a dozen bulgebrains
sitting around drawitig. fat cfaeclcs to

make sure that no mistakes' oreep
into the film. .

And would-be experts don't have
to come to the studio with hat in

hand begging for a job. The quest
for authenticity goes on now with
the fervor of an early-day . talent

hunt. Warners, for example, -scoured
the country for .someone who could
recall in detail what Delmonico's
looked like in the 1870s for a se-'

quence in "Life With Father." They
finally located an old Delmonico
waiter, living right here in Los An-
geles, He was so ill they brought
him onto the set in a wheelchair to
supervise shooting.

With a crop of boxing films break-
ing out all over Hollywood like'~the

tissue on a cauliflower ear, fistiana's

forgotten men have • been coining
money as experts. Johnny Indrisano
supervised Enterprise's "Body and
Soul" and. is now serving a similar

function on Metro's "Killer McCoy."
Mushy Callahan, Warners physical
trpiner these last few years, found
6ctra money in his pay . envelope as
a result of his exporting of "Whip-
lash,"

Railroad Man's New Career
Paramount has, practically made a

new career for Herman H. Larson,
a retired Union Pacific man. He
Worked on ^'Union Pacific" and,
more recently,' "Whispering Smith"
and "Night Has A Thousand Eyes,"
and he's a cinch" for more work
whenever the studio has another
railroad film or one witli a railroad
sequence.

"Smith" had another special advi-
ser, Pascale Perry, a gun expert.
Pic's star, Alan Ladd, is a marks-
man in his .own right, but Perry was
around to advise other members of
the cast on the use of ancient fire-

arms. Ladd also was tutored in the
intricacies of the harmonica.
Technical adviser Ruth Roberts

had a bicycle stint recently that was
slightly nerve-wracking. At RKO,
she was teaching Loretta Young a
Swedish accent for "The Farmer's
Daughter," At the same time she
was spending several hours a day at
Enterprise, taking the Scandinavian
overtones out of Ingrid Bergman's
speech for "Arch of Triumph" and
making it more cosmopolitan. Dr.
Simon Mitch'nect, an accent neutra-
lizer,. had much the same chore on
"Arch", — making Charles Boyer
sound less French and more uniden-
tifiably continental.
Warners, which goes in, heavily

>for experting, had a government
road building inspector check over
sets for "Deep VaUey," and has
used consular officials from Other
countries for various jobs, including
how passengers are handled at a
port in Colombia-. Studio had some
20 legal eagles from the L. A. Bar
Assn. coaching for "The Unfaithful,"
and gave: "Bear Valley" Charlie
Miller a job supervising the gam
bling hall sequence in "§ilver
River," But the brothers Warner
studio saw the topper recently when
Milton Sperling's United States Pic
tures hired a retired tie manuiac
turer to; show how New York sweat
shops used to look.

Indian Expert
Universal-International hired Val

Raset to supervise the authentic
Indian dances in "The Senator Was
Indiscreet" and at the same lot Wal
ter Hampden advised on Shake-
spearean sequences for Kanin Pro
ductions "Imagination," Columbia
borrowed a man, from the 'Treasury
Department in Washington for "As#
signed to Treasury," and a lot of
Hollywood oldtimers drew' regular
paychecks for advLsing Paramount
how the early Pearl White cliff-

hangers were made for "The Perils
of Pauline," And in "Dream Girl,'

Fujima Kknsuma, who was Syl
via Sidney's stand-in years ago for
"Mme. Butlerfiy," was technical' ad-
viser for the scene in which Betty
Hutton is suppo.sed to be. singing a
part of the opera.
The two Bills, Pine and Thomas,

carry their quest for authenticity
even further, They assigned writer

Miltop Halson to spend sometime
with demolition -workers for "Dyna«
mite," and the scriptei; also spent
several- .days rising with Diesel
truckdrivers to get the feel of th«(
profession for "They Ride" By Night,"
But probably the topper of recent

technical stints was the assignment
by Sol M. , Wurtzel for his semi-
documentary about juvenile delin-
quency, "Dangerous Years." Wurtzel
hired Al Oliver, whose fantastic ice-
cream concoctions known as "Idiot's'

Delight" and "Moron's Ecstasy" got
a spread in Life, to supervise the
routine for making the concoctions
for an icecream binge sequence in
the film.

Now Hollywood wiseguys are gab-
bing about Edward L. Alperson's
announced story of Hollywood, "The
Big Curtain"—apd wondering who'll
be technical adviser dn how to make
pictures.

Unaffected by Minn. Law
- Minneapolis, July 8.

Although the state attorney gen-
eral's office holds that the new anti-

gambling law, . sponsored by Gov.
L. D. Youngdahl, prohibits 'lucky
number" baseball scorecards and
church raffles and bingo games,;
North Central Allied has advised
exhibitors that their "Bank 'Nigh'ts"

and giveaways are still legal, "if run
according to Hoyle,"-

The organization calls attention to
Minnesota supreme court favor-

able decisioii on "Bank Night" about
10, years ago ' and a recent state at-

torney general opinion that they're
not affected by the new antirgam-
bling law. Exhibitors, however, are
cautioned that every person, in or

out of the theatre, ticket purchaser
or not, must be eligible, to partici-

pate in ^the "Bank Night" or give-
aways—otherwise, it's declared, the
games

,
are lotteries and banned by

the law.

Disney's Sales Manager
Claims 'Alice' Priority

William B. Levy, general sales
manager of Walt Disney Produc-
tions, upon sailing for Europe last

week aboard the Queen Elizabeth,
declared that -his organization had
the "legal rights" to the Lewis Car-
roll children's classic, "Alice in Won-

.

derland." In addition, he said, com-*

pany had priority by virtue of hav-
ing registered it first with the Mo-
tion Picture Assn's title registration

bureau.

With Lou Bunin starting produc-
tion in Paris this month on a rival

plastic puppet version of "Alice,"

Levy opined the Disney counterpart
would be ready for release some
time in 1949. Budget on the film, he
said, is in excess Of $3,000,000, The
sales topper expressed the view that

cartoon features have a bright

future in the foreign market, since

they've always been surefire.

While abroad Levy expects to

visit England, France, Italy, Bel-

gium, Holland and Scandinavian
countries on a two^month junket. He
was accompanied by his wife and
son. •

.

L. A. Papers Nix Spicy

Copy in Theatrical Ads
Hollywood, July 8.

Suggestive, advertising copy, scan-

tily-garbed femmes and other pub-

licity stunts that offend will be shut

out of Los Angeles newspapers by
new code of decency for theatrical

advertising starting Aug. 1; Action

by the papers is chiefly aimed at

burlesque, but film theatres also '(viU

have to adhere to new restrictions.

Code is being set up by the

Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers

Assn.

Wald's Curtiz Switcli
:

,

'

I Hollywood, July 8,

. j;.erry Wald and Mike CurtiZ;

pulled a trick switch last week in

their old producer-director relation-',

ship at. 'Warner Bros, Curtiz bought,

an original story for his. new indie

production unit from his -forme*

Warner Bros, piroducer.

Yarn is "Forever" and Always,"

which Curtiz has put down a.<-, third

on his slate. Doris: Day will be

starred, with George Amy produc-

ing from screenplay b; Allen Riv-

kin and Laura Kerr. WB i-elca.'=e.'-.



ECONOMICS AND SHOW BUSINESS

By GEORGE ROSEN

There's a golden era in the offing for the radio indus-

try and its milUons of Usteners. An era when station

owners and managers throughout the country will

decide to put radio back in show business. An era

that will bring a change in the whole concept as to

what constitutes some of the basic obligations of a
radio station. And when it arrives,' then, and only then,
will radio' reap the harvest of fresh talent and new
names so conspicuously absent in recent years. For,

without sowing the seed and preparing for that harvest,

radio cannot survive.

The Great Day is coming. And when it comes, radio

will stand on its own again, to pluck another Amos
'n' Andy or a ' Fibber McGee & Molly off the local

indie's kilocycles. It will come because there's a grow^
Ing and spreading awareness that radio today does not
provide that essential training ground for the develop-
ment of new talent, coupled with an awareness that

the whole economic system underlying the local sta-

tion's operation doesn't presently permit for support of

such A training ground.

Once more the networks will look to the local station

as the incubating ground for its stars of tomorrow-
even as Amos 'n' Andy, Fibber & Molly, Kate Smith,,

Vox Pop, the Mills Bros., Prof. Quiz, Stoopnagle &
^ Budd and the hundreds of others in the star-studded

roster of personalities and ideas came out of the Colum-
buses, the Buffalos and the Pittsburghs of their day.

But first the stations must set their economic houses in
. order.' '

•

.

.

Paradoxically, radio today suffers from the misfor-

tune of having been too successful. Its operators have
been well-heeled since the industry's early beginnings.

And because the local antennas over the past quarter-

century have been blessed with the Midas touch, there

hasn't been much time to consider that the day is com-
ing—and mighty soon—when a brand new system, a

whole new concept in thinking, must he arrived at to

' sustain those profit sheets.

The smart station operator is already scanning the

horizon, sees the potentialities of television and its

eventual growth, though it be two or 10 years hence,

as possibly the greatest of all show biz media. He's

cognizant of its vast selling powers, knows^too well

that, as advertisers embrace the medium, so, too, will it

win over the top artists and drain radio's talent re-

sources. Nobody is kidding any one as to television's

future, Regardless of the economic sanctions and
pressures of the moment that have stymied its inevit-

able development. The station operator, scanning that

horizon, also knows that he must build up a continuous
- stream of new talent to replace those wooed over to

.: video, ,

Thus the station operator is confronted with the need
of a method to replenish his scarcest commodity—talent.
Basically, the local station owner has been deeply rooted

in the philosophy that primarily what he has to sell is

time—and nothing more. Unconsciously, he has copied

the operation of newspapers and magazines whose eco-

nomic efforts have been built around translating aver-

tising space into revenue. So, too, "time" has been the

basic product of the broadcaster. Now he must reshape

his thinking. It will be no longer a question of just sell-

ing time—but one of selling programs as well. He will

encourage that selling—for out of this new philosophy

Will emerge the key to radio's future as an integral part

of show business in expanding its role as an enter-
tainment medium;

There are a flock of stations around the country welU
intentioned with gifted and ambitious programming
ideas, but with deficits—on the programming side

—

running into $100,000 and more a year. Yet these same
stations could translate their programming ventures
into handsome profits for exceeding the amounts cur-
rently inscribed m red ink. The formula will lie in sell-

ing programs by establishing a new practice of selling

time plus the use of that time. By creating an incentive

for the station's local or national rep salesmen to sell

programs instead of announcements. Under the present
economic selling system, based entirely on a compensa-
tion only for the sale of time, no compensation is given
for the sale of programs or talent. The smart station

operator who wants to sell programs in order to get an
extra profit on his time, or to support the development
of new talent and program ideas, or to provide the
wherewithal for topflight program people, or if you
will, just to get the programming function out of the
red, will set his house in order quickly with a revised
philosophy of compensation.

Since it's money that makes the mare go, he'll re-

arrange his compensation system so that it will accom-
plish the objectives he deems are sound. Perhaps he
will offer a flat commission for the sale of both time
and talent. Pe^rhaps he'll offer a higher commission
for the sale of program time and talent than he does
for spot announcements. Perhaps he'll short-circuit

the present traditions which have made spot broad-
casting an announcement business and offer direct

commis-sions to the individual salesmen who sell the

programs and talent on his station.

But however the individual operator tackles his prob-
lem, here's what will happen in the curious cycle of

events grounded in this simple economic concept;

Stations, realizing new revenue from their pro-

gramming departments, will build more local shows,
ferret out new talent, raise the standards of sponsor-

conscious programs. It will translate itself into better

public service programming, since the fundamental
growth of a station as a community entity is good pro-

:
gramihing. And as more local shows are .sold, there will

come in its wake a levelling off of the spot announce-

ments-, that inundate the. air. With better talent, even
those announcements will be sold more effectively.

The sales organizations, no longer shying away ivam
program bUys, will of necessity acquire a more inti-

mate knowledge and a keener know-how on program-
ming technique, etc. Smarter men, with a research

background, will be attracted. Research will make
more intelligent program people, better salesmen, bet-

ter programs with bigger audiences, more effective

advertising for the clients who pay the bills. More
money will be attracted to < radio to support the new
stations, the industry's new technical developments.

And the networks and network advertisers will again

look* to stations for the ideas and personalities that

brought the topflight stars of yesteryear out of Dallas,

Milwaukee, Kansas Gity and Memphis,

Yes, it will be a great day when smart station oper-

ators revise their economic system, set these wheels
into motion, and again become the sources of the talent

that makes radio "show business."

And. that Great Day is coming.
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH RADIO
By EDDIE CANTOR

Hollywood.

If there was nothing wrong with radio, it would ba

necessary to invent some "wrongs." Otherwise radio would

fcecome very fat and smug and deteriorate before you could

*ay li, S. M, F. T. Of course, some of us are much too com-
placent right now. The wrongs with
radio could be righted if the whole
setup wasn't so darn easy. Let's take
the . matter of talent without which
there could be no broadcasting.;

Why isn't something done to give

new talent the chance it deserves?

More important, the public, deserves

something that is not so completely In

the groove. Remember, it isn't too far

from the groove to the graye. . Every
now and then the networks become
ambitious and bring :

forth a new com-
edy "find." It may. be in the form of k
situation comedy show or an individual

who is funny. Why do most of them fail? It can be summed.
tJp in one word—material. What to do about it? Interest

(Some established comedy writers to teach new guys with

new typewriters the "don'ts and do's" of radio. . Let's not

say it can't be done. It does deserve a trial. A Bill Morrow,
B Carroll Carroll, a Don Quinn* who are interested in the

future of our baby industry; would be willing to help, Per-

Ittips a five-cent phone caU would do it!

Now let's take the censor business. It has been kicked

around so much, that perhaps a little elucidation would clear

spatters up. The censor in New York say.s. you can do this.

The man in charge on the Coast says, "No, these things are

taboo." Well, the Smith family and the Jones family in

Des Moines and Omaha are confused because, they rget pro-

Krams in their homes which emanate from New York with

fines which shock them, and, they're pleased with some of

the shows which come" from Hollywood, and vice versa.

There should be a getting together of all censors to elimi-

"pate this confusion. If you want to cut out the word "apple

|»ie'' eliminate it. But eliminate it from all programs regard-

ess of whether they use an eastern or a western microphone.
More important, the comedians themselves are partly to

blame for the infantile "bluepenoiling." Some of us need
a policeman around because the laughter in the studio'

'pleases us and places a thick smog over our better judgment.

If we continue this.- "anything that they laugh at is good"
policy, it won't be very long before Washington appoints

some little fellow, with a big desk and a large blue pencil

which would reach all of us "and. then, brother, we're in very
fat trouble. *. •

Hey, the Honeymoon Is Ended

iBy JEROME SILL:

VARiExtf asked for a few hundred words on my "favorite

subject." I know they didn't mean just that, because I know
Variety readers don't give a tinker's damn about the swell

steaks I used to get for a buck or "when are we again going

to get British House of Lords gin in a two-bit Martini?"

They both happen to be my "favorite subjects."

On the subject of radioy now, that's a different thing, I

wonder what some of my radio friends think when they look"

into their crystal balls to see. radio's future. Because, Heavens
to Hannah, it's coming at last. Thanks to more newsprint,

more CPs granted by the FCC and, maybe, less business to

spread around, it looks like people are going to have to know
something about radio to make money at it!

*

The emerging pattern is fascinating. Birminghaqa, with 14

radio stations and more to come; Roswell, New Mexico (pop-

*ulation 13,000) with threestations; Tucson (population 36,000)

with five stations. And so it goes, stete by state and hamlet
•by hamlet. .

' •, " ..
-

Sure> it is going to add up to the scrap steel business being

.

a mighty good' business to get into. But before and while
that's happening, people are going' to continue to make money
in radio. If they know what it's all about^not heretofore a
necessary ingredient.

Just think about the unorthodox patters that do exist and
have worked. Think of the WQXRs and the WNEWs in New
York, the KJBSs in San Francisco: and the WITHs, in Balti-

more. They've done all right It required skill—lots of it.

And with the skill it required the intestinal fortitude to say,

"no" to a- nice piece' of business that didn't fit the formula.
There aren't enough networks to go around with this new
collection of radio stations and, odWs are, there's not much
room for more networks. But wherever people are con-

' centrated, there'll be need and desire for something diSerent
than network fare.

We'll see more WQKRs and more WNEWs and: more
;JWGKYs in America. 'There isn't a type of market that can't

support one' or the other—they're all music stations but the
kind changes with the place. Classical music^ popular music,
folk music (only don't dare call the last-mentioned by that
name to your listeners. It's ''hillbilly.'") *

-And Those Kid Shows!
And while we're on the subject of what Washington might

do, don't forget the Parent-Teacher and other organiiations

•who are already up in arms at the programs for children.

6ome of them are the most frightening, neurosis-producing

words and sounds I ever heard. Don't tell me I don't know
•What I'm talking about. I have a grandson^ Michael, who, is

«ight and if he continues to listen, he may never be nine.

I sat with him several evenings before he went to bed and
heard things which scared the bejabbers out of me. The
networks and agencies could take it up from here.

Now let's get to spot announcements—one of the great

evils of broadcasting. Many times you will find a sponsor

signing off with a plug for one or two products, the hitch^

hike for another, then comes a sapot announcement plugging.

«tiU another product and after that the show which follows,

pdvertising its "bottle of medicine." Isn't that a' load for the

,listener to carry? Wouldn't it be wiser to charge Sponsor

'fio. 1 and Sponsor No. 3 a little more money and eliminate

that middle commercial?
The guest star thing has been done to death. I believe in

the future you will find a change for the b'ejtter with the
elimination of guest stars, especially the- big picture names
who go from one program to another; to pick up an easy
buck and who are hurt more than ttiey know financial^
and in prestige because of the weakness of the material
lianded them. And don't forget that extra plug, not only
ioi the star's own picture, but for the latest film .produced

fey that star's company.
.

One of the great "wrongs" with radio is the star who sticks

fn a mention .of an outside product, feeling that the manu-
facturer of that product will "come through." If it gets any
worse, you're apt to find a skit:like this any d^y on some
eomic's radio program:
Sound: K-nocfc on door.

Mary: Come in.

Sound: Door open and close.

John: Mary, my darling.

Mary: John, my love... (Kiss) but why are you late?

John: Late? I'm right on time. It's ten seconds before
*ix fortyifive. (Gong) B-u-l-o-v-a, Bulova watch time. Tell

me, where is your husband?
Mary: He just drove to work in his ninteen forty-seven

low priced Pontiac Six with the new hydramatic gear shift.

John: Kiss me my sweet. (Kiss) Oh, such ruby lips, such
white shining teeth. I suppose Ipana has given you the
emile of beauty.

^

Mary: Yes. Just as Sal Hepatica has given me the smile of

health. *

John; Adorable one—^with your husband gone we can .be
•lone for hours.

Mary: You and I alone^alone!
John: Y«s, and remember, a loan from the West Coast

Finance Company with no co-signers is the best loan for you.
Mary: Darling, let's put on a record and dance. I feel like

. dancing in these new fine slippers from I. Miller.

John: Here, I have a Capitol record which I will slip into

. this new Philco Twelve-()-One. Now let's dance.
,

Mitsic; Softly.
^

Mary: John, my sweet, you dance divinely.

John: Mary, my angel, your eyes shine as bright as a car
.that has just been Simonized.
.. Mary: . . . You look so fresh and clean.

John: You, too, can be fresh and clean if you use Lifebuoy.
Mary: Darling, I love dancing with you cheek to cheek.
John: That's because I use one of those Remington electric

havers. It leaves my face as smooth as a 1947 Ford.
Sound: K»iocfc knock.
Mary: Sshh—listen— (Loud) Who, is it?

Man; (Projected) It is I,- Harry.
'

Mary: My husband!
Man: Open the door or I'll break it down with this axe

Irom Hammaeher Schlemmer Hardware Company.
Sound: Door crash,

Han: You} , . . I find you in my home which has been
exquisitely furnished f(;oro Barker Brotherss.

John: Stop! You are not going to fire at me with that Tver*

.-Came the Dawn
And therein , be lots more trying to emulate the success of

the .pioneers. Most of them will faij, too. Because most of

them will conclude that "a record station" is a cheap opera-
tion. Just buy a bunch of records, hire some combination
announcer-engineers and let 'er roll. And when they dis-

cover it just ain't so—^well, maybe there are too many sta-

tions anyhowl
'

Another thing is likely to happen. The popular pastime of
"riding the network" will hit the Limbo—unless network sus-

tainers get lots better, which they probably won't. On the
other side of the fence, the popular time-buyers' pastime of

"buying around network availabilities" isn't going to work.
Those good independent stations are going to take such a
healthy slice out of the audience that maybe "around net-

Work availabilities" won't be where the audience is. And
maybe the advertiser will have discovered that.

It should prove a big opportunity for the little guys in
the network business . . . you know, the minor networks that
suff_er a convulsion when anyone says they're not one o^
"the four major networks" (that's one»I never could figure

out because "major" is a relative term and if there are only
:four networks, and they're all "major," who are they major
to and who is the "minor"? Probably, always the other guy.
But here's their chance if they take it. On CBS and NBC
and on ABC in the morning, an affiliate can ride into high
local program ratings by riding out of high network ratings.

But the patterns of successful local programming are now
so well established that here's a chance for the network
programs to ride into high ratings earned by the local shows.
If the network and the station together figure out how to get
the high ratings to start with. .

And from the agency angle-r-now's the chance to convert
the non-ra&o advertiser. There'll be enough stations, in that
hectic tomorrow, to provide a nation-wide pattern of good
independents. They'll not cost too much and they'll provide
a convenient pond for getting the advertisers' feet wet" in
radio. ^

Charles Sieppmann talked about "radio's second chance."
He was talking about the Blue Book and' I'm talking about
getting a bigger piece of the smaller share of the audience
that will be available to everyone. I think this is radio's
second chancS^for the station operators with the "know-
how" and the^ guts to do it.

;
Hey, does anyone want to rent my crystal ball?

Johnson gun filled with Remington bullets? You're not
going to shoot me through the Hart, Schi.ffner & Marx? . . .

Are you? '

Man; Yes. In a minute there'll be more lead in you than
in the American: Pencil Company.
John: Give me that gun. (.Panting as if struggling.)
.Man; No. •:, ,/'

Mary: Don't! . . , Don't! :

Sound; Sfiot. •

Mary: (Screams).
John: He's shot

' Music: Softly.
Man: Oh—I'm dying—dyjng.^and how I loved life with its

comforts
:
and its food at the Brown Derby feauring a $2

Blue Plate Dinner.
Sound: Body jails.-

John: He's dead. Good heavens,
Mary: Thank heavens!
John: Thank heavens?
Mary: Yes. He's fully paid up on his $50,000 policy with

the Prudential Life Insurance Company,
John: But Honey, look at me—I'm trembling-^I'm nervous.

Make me a cup of coffee—that Chase & Sanborn shade-
grown coffee that never loses its fragrance because it's tightly
packed in those tins. .:.. :: :

•Mary: Good. I'll do it , .. . And. with the coffee you can
have some of this cake.
John: Ah—Cioffcendor/er's Cnlce.'

(Sings to tune of "Managua Nicaragua").
C!ocfcdendor/,er's bofcers mofces such i«onder/ul cfllce,

The crust is light and fluffy like a little snowflake.
John: (cont'd)

(Sings conl'd),-

• Eat Clockendorfer's cake with whipped cream and jelly.

Melts in your mouth then hardens in your stomach.
If the networks, advertising agencies and sponsors were

adamant enough in their demands many of these wrongs
could be eliminated and the future of radio would be much
brighter.

There—I've bad my say. ^

Disk Shows Win Their 'D'
. By LOUIS G. COWAN

In a 'recent N. Y. Herald Tribune column (June 16) radio

critic John Crosby pointed his typewriter at a major new
technique for maj.or .adYer.tijs.ers .yvhen he ggid,__|Transcribed

radio shows have attained within the last two years an

impressive respectability." He was pointing to a develop-

ment ot' the radio, business that has of recent years become'

big business-^and will in the next few years be much big*

. ger'.husiness,: .-:'.'.
'.

As of this writing, millions oi dollars are going into the

production of transcribed shows. Some of the greatest

performing talents are now doing their radio stints on wax.

More are planning to follow. And ratings plus sales results

for advertisers mem that these beginnings will be com-

'

pounded.

A good part of radio transcription development took place

during the war years when local and regional sponsors

sought to add prestige via radio with important shows and

names. . They found they could do it. They, too, could

have bigtime prog:^ams without being forced to pay bigtime

prices. This trend begun is growing fast

Artificial barriers and taboos are giving way. For years

it was repeated and repeated' that transcribed shows could

not possibly match the entertainment values inherent in a

live show. Recorded shows, it was said, had no bigtime

atmosphere.' It was argued that the gap was too great to

get the fullest possible values to the listener. Actually, it

was saying^ in a way, that motion pictures could not be here

to stay . . . that the ajfdience had to see the show perforiiied

on the stage.

Trite though the saying might be, "the show's the thing."

This prevails whether the show is on the stage or on film,

whether over leased wires or from a transcription. If it's

entertaining, an audience will follow.

This theory, in part at least, is now policy for two o£ the

four major networks which -carry transcribed programs, and

all the regional networks. A third major network recently

changed Its policy to allow for re-broadcasting from tran-

scription on the West Coast The fourth major network,,thu8

fa?, stands firm in its policy of only "live'^ Shows. :

The stations of the .country all use transcribed programs.

(For example, my own company now does business regularly

with nearly 300 stations.) Network affiliates add to their

network and local originations with recorded shows. Inde*

pendent stations supplement their local entertainment fa-

cilities to a somewhat larger degree.

f ~ ~ ~~~
The "Hooper's the Payoff

|

If rating figures can be used here as an index to the ef-

fectiveness of transcribed shows, it can be pointed out that,

with program after program and in city after city, tran-

scribed shows consistently rank with those having the largest

audiences. This is true against all types of competition, net*

work or otherwise. If the program has quality and high

entertainment value's, it matters not that the show is an

open-end transoription. ' :

Because it > is transcribed, in many instances, the perform-

ances can be at their peak because the performers have time

. on their side. These stars can do the shows when they are

fresh. They can re-dto and re-do them to perfection if there

are flaws in performance. A new kind of technical, per-

forming perfection Is possible just as is the case in motion

pictures.

In comedy shows where live audiences serve to stimulate

the stars, precise timing is not necessary and, even though
there is an overrun on time, cuts can be made to eliminate :

the less good spots and retain the best.

Completed programs are done in advance, thus eliminating
much of the guesswork for the advertiser. In all other
forms of advertising, he is used to knowing what he is going
to buy before he purchases it. This means that the producer
needs only to release those shows that he believes are best,

and the sponsor or station can listen in Advance to every
single show, knowing what he is going to present to his

audiences on Show Number 26 as well as on Audition Show
Number 1.

The stations of "the country, by careful selection of tran-
scribed series, can compete with anything offered on the

air. The alert station management can avoid specific soft

spots on their schedules. They can bolster overall program-
ming^ They can, by selecting the best transcribed shows, get

big audiences and attract advertisers for increased revenue.

J
Flock of Originating Points

[

Because so many of the transcribed series are recorded'
in so many cities, local talent can be developed far beyond
the confines of the coverage areas of their local stations. In
effect, more cities can be originating centers for nationwide
audiences than ever before.

Transcription companies today are offering highly expen-
sive shows at prices local advertisers can afford. By divid-
ing the cost, the local Of regional advertiser.^ are tlius able
to buy programs that would otherwise be beyond their reach.
Stations, thus have the potential for greater independence
and strength than ever before. -

:

By purchasing shows on transcription,. national advprlisers
can secure for themselves the best local times to suit their
needs. A large portion of the sales revenue has come from
local and regional sponsors. The day may not be far off
when the companies currently making the large.st expendi-
tures in radio will take advantage of the opportunities avail-
able in this more: flexible and guaranteed approach. Cer-
tainly they will make greater u.se of these shows to imple-:
ment their present scheduling, and may use them for much
greater advertising concentration where their .distribution
facilities could allow for higher merchandise sales than ever

/.before.
,

With the millions of dollars currently being invested , by
the transcription producers—not the advertisers—but the
transcription producers, a great new programming medium
IS becommg available on a mature Scale. Much has vet to
be done, but much already has been done to bring it to its

present sphere of importance.
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OUTLOOK FOR TALENT IN 1947-48
Some Soul-Searching and Breast-Beating Over Shortcomings in

Integrating Radio Programming into Client's Business

Mr. Benny's Hair By - -

By JACK BENNY

Jdpk Benny:

Hollywood.

I was very thrilled when Variety called me long distance

and asked me to *rite a special wticle lor its Preview

Number. It was with jb. definite feeling ol elation that I

promised them 1 would do it, then hung up the receiver,

and thanked the owner of the candy
store for calling me to the phone. To
show my appreciation, I

, gave liim

some of my business and found that I

weighed 164 pounds, and "was a head-

strong personality, popular with the

opposite sex, -and would undoubtedly
be wealthy if I stopped spending so

freely."

As I walked across the "stteet to my
home; I mulled over the various angles

I mi^t use in the television thesis.

First I thought of writing" an article

on how television would afEect Fred
Allen's program. Numerous humorous

remarks popped into my mind: Allen would be a, natural if

Swift or Armour or any other meat packer wanted to spon-

sor a program. After all, with those tags under his eyes,

Allen, looks like a short butcher peering over two slabs of

liver. Or, Allen's face would be confusing in television.

With those wrinkles, Allen's face would look like a Chevy
convertible with the top half."way down. I even thought

I might be able to work in a paragraph saying that an NBC:
censor looked into his television set, thought he saw a dirty

line among. Fred's wrinkles, and faded his face for 20

seconds.

But- no. I decided not to !'write about Allen. The article

Was only to be a thousand words and that was far too

little "to voice all the things I had to say about Fred. I

even got in touch with the editor and asked if I might do
a longer article, but he said no. At 5c a word, a thousand
words was all Variety could' afEord—even if it's^all for free.

Another angle that might be worth writing about would
be how television would affect my cast. Phil Harris would
be an instantaneous hit. With his Bed eyes, White teethv

, and Blue jokes, he'd look so patriotic, everyone would' stand
up when he came In. And Mary Livingstone, I think,

would love television. If the radio audiences could see the

dresses she wears- in the studios, she'd be in seventh heaven.
Why, these days, even though only a few hundred see her in

the studio, she buys a new dress each week from Bergdorf
Goodman. I don't know what she pays for her clothes, but
every time she walks out of the store, Bergdorf calls up
and' congratulEites Goodman. .

* >

I don't know how Rochester feels about television, but
he'll do anything I tell him to. At least until 1983 when his

;

contract expires^

So Fully Packed
In fact, I think the only member of my regular cast who

might object to television is Don Wilson, and you can't blame
him. It's a definite threat to his career. Don is terribly
worried. How he'll be able to get his 60-inch beam on a
3Q*inch screen is one of the major problems facing the
television engineers.

,

'

Having decided to my own satisfaction that my cast is

suitable for television, I tried to visualisfe how our first show
might sound, or look. I tried to place myself in the shoes
of a Variety mugg, and review our first program. This is

what the review might look like:
PROGRAM: Jack Benny.
SPONSOR: Lucky Strike.
CAST; Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone, Phil Harris, Dennis

f)ay, Bochester, Don Wilson, and Sportsmen Quartet,
PROGRAM WRITTEN BY: Sam Perrin, Milt Josefsberg,

George Balzer, and John Tackaberry.
PROGRAM PRODUCED BY: Robert Ballin and Hilliard

Marks.
MISS LIVINGSTONE'S MAKE-UP BY: Helena Rubenstein
MR. BENNY'S HAIR BY: Percy Westmore, Wally West-

more, Julius Westmore, Herman Westmore, and Irving
Westmore.

.
The new LS/MFT video show debuted Sunday p.m. and

except for one or two weak spots, show looms as a bolf net
offering, Series teed off with two talented personalities,

v,f-'
s'l'i Speedy Riggs, doing novelty yodelling act

which is sure to click. Next Jack Benny came on, swapped
some dialog with Mary Livingstone and played the violin.
Tras number must have been greatly appreciated as -<fery
tew of the video watchers have ever seen such a fine looking
vioUn. Then Phil Harris came on. and Harris evidently
departed from the rehearsed script as he ad libbed a new
lace which broke Senny up.—Ji'hen Benny topped him with
another clever ad lib by pushing his toupe down over his
cnm and yelling, "Hey, look at me. I'm Monty Woolley."

tv, 1 "p"lf
'^''^ ^^"^ * ballad beautifully, but would suggest

Wat ii he wishes to get anywhere in television, he ought to

f^^^i
tonsils removed as -they spoil the looks of his"

:

tnroat Don Wilson, aided' and abetted by Sportsmen's
wuartet, put over. novelty commcsrelal, and it was -the .pro-:
uams high spot, seeing them standing there holding up
tnose big tobacco leaves. Day then sang "Smoke Gets Into
I our Eyes." '. - ^

Broadcast ended with a phone cal^ from ' Robhe.'ster, and

ii« ri
V° ^^'^^ new, the telephone was old and Sad been

is h
^ r°'' Hope and on "A Date With Judy." The public

. ."^^"'P'nB a little annoyed with such unorlginality.
^_Also in the cast were Mel Blanc, the. man of a thou.^sand

^/^,*^^' %n<i' Gladys Zybisco, Benny's girl .friend. Miss Zybisco '

shaved
^"^""^^ a star in television if properly groomed and

WTt'^h*
^^^"^'^ program is making special bid. for video

^iu^"^!.^* Hooper week, and special guest is Doug-
las, the Dog Faced, Boy. fine.

- Tom Lewis

By TOM LEWIS

Network talent, kicked in the pocketbook by an un-
precedented number of spring cancellations, is receipting for :

too many additional pokes in the middle of the reputation,
..where ad men gather. It's so easy to toss off a dig at that

comedian, that singer, that emcee, as

you explain your latest contract ter-

mination- or Hooperdrop over the third

drink.

I submit that most of the performers
who lost out on renewals are compe-
tent craftsmen and still excellent buys-^
some of them, admittedly, at rates

lower than their take of the past few? -

years. We who handle theiri, however,
can stand a bit of Soul-Searching and
subsequent breast-beating. We can ask
ourselves wherein our production, our
writing, and, most importantly, our
integration of the show into the client's

business objectives have failed. Failure, like success, must be
shared if we are to make progtess in this or any other
business:-

.
,' '

The 1947-'48 season cries aloud for a rebirth of the creative
in programmingj and Of simplicity .and directness in manag-
ing it. We fell into the habit of substituting ljuantity for.

qliality when we had to replaee'proven men during the war.
Let's recall that some darned good shows have beero broad-
cast by one scripter producer acting as his own staff. Let's
give real creators a reasonable area of freedom in which to
operate again. Once we have established the fltness of the
vehicle to sell the product—once we have appi;oved the basic
philosophy and tasteistandards of the series—once we have
appointed the proper administrative guides to keep the series
on the track—let's not tell the creators how to create. Let
them cross their own Ts and: dot their own X's.

Some who complain; loudly about bureaucratic red tape
have themselves allowed a thick crust of administrative
people to form between the program and the client. And
that, believe me, is the first stage of a galloping organization
infection, that penicillin can't cure. Before you know it—an
overload of minor, executives will

: have "just growed,"
valiantly trying to interpret the sponsor to the. producer and

-

the producer to the sponsor. The next development is a
mumho-jumbo of technology, qlouding what should be nor-
mal man'to-man give-and-take between a manufacturer with
something to sell and a producer who can create a mass
market of listeners to buy it. The final state of affairs is

tliat batteries of translators will have grown so huge, that,

to keep busy, they will have to do more than act as go-be-
tweens for show people and business people: they will even
have to interpret each other!' Well—maybe this industry is

proof against such, organization ills. Maybe I am just trying
to frighten us :all—^but—it coiild happen; you know it could
happen. ,-

' -

Tough When Yog're in the Clinches

We, in this industry—have used research intelligently ; to

guide as in projecting our radio operations—and in measur-
ing their effectiveness along the way. Fine! I'm a research
man myself. But, as with all good things, it is easy to misu.se

or abuse this valuable aid. We could, for instance, succumb
to the temptation to promote research from; chief guide to

commander-in-chief of the expedition. ' •;

Sure, we all admit that research only ferrets out past

truths. But some of us, in the clinches, are apt to forget that

the proverb "history repeats itself," like all aphorisms,
sliould be taken as a general prinoiple and not as a literal

truth which can be applied to minutiae. Success or failure in

our business is very often the result of human behavior.

Human nature is notoriously frail. The best of us can only

be fairly judged by the average of our performance. The
individual: instance is often unpredictable. Known facts, then,

'

are a great comfort to us. We like to reassure ourselves by
gathering all the Icnown facts together. Well and good. We
can, however, become slaves to the marshalled fact, tollow!

ing it as an infallible direct line to the future, instead of;

studying it simply as an indication of what may happen
Under similar conditions, No one, to my knowledge, has ever
succeeded, in- transferring the exact research of the laboratory

into the vqlatile. field of human minds and emotions, where
conditions never can be repea-ted with mathematical exacti-

tude. .Maybe that's because the catalytic agent has been, left

out: in our case, the creative soul who must synthesize re-

searched facts, obtain a conclusion—and then build an artistic

superstructure on that foundation.

Our business -has changed since the war. It's still chang-
ing. But it^s a pretty ; sure bet there is not now, norwill
there. beTT-one easy, certain formula for success. :

All You Need Is the Kev

Finding a cheap package to replace an expensive star-

studded show is not jieceSsarily the key to successful radio

advertising in '47-'48
,for the client. Nor is pressuring a

talent agent into pressuring an agency into pressuring an

advertiser Jnto a .high-budget prestige program.the standard

procedure for performers who want to stay on the air next

year.-.'

What is the key? If I knew I'd be so bu.sy receiving con- .

gratulations tonight I wouldn't have time to think out;. loud

with a pencil; r guess it's still, alent, of course, hard work-^

common .scn.'e- -and cooperation.

Even In thi.s sophisticated industry^ would suggest 'then

that we-^advevtisier, agency, producer, writer, talent—knit

ourselves. strongly into a rotarian one-big-happy-family rela-

tionship. Let agencies research every ingredient of their

proposed program as thoroughly as they research markets,

merchandi.smg and audiences. Let them analyze -even the

:habits and. philo.sophieH of key personalities on both- sides Of

the client-talent fence. Once convinced that the two groups

cati be harmonized into a smoothly functioning whole, let us'

take the time atjd effort to create thorough understanding

among the disparate elements. Let these elements tcXlect on

; • (Continued on page 36)

THE ROAD TO VIDEO
By BOB HOPE

Bob Hope

Hollywood.

Only the uninitiated and novices in the amusement world

can help but realize that the advent of television wiir work,

profound changes in the field of. radio comedy with per-

formers finding it necessary to develop their humor from

the visual rather than the aural
;

branches of wit.

This, I say, in my role as honorary

vice president of the National,. Broad-

,

casting Co. What I actually mean as

a comedian is, "Get out the bit, shoes

and the bladder, boys, here we go

again." To me one of.teleylsion's bittet '

drawbacks is tjiat an actor won't be ,

able to play himself bacH. Che of the

happier moments Of^ m> liiEe is late

Tuesday night when 1 sit at home with

the record of my show, a man of distinction in my hand and

the gentle applause of my wife and children soothing my
ears as the- needle grinds out my latest triumph.

Prom What I have seen of television sO far the comics first

must arrange to be presented on -the screen clearly. I caught

one show recently and the actors' were so fuzzy it appeared

they were being presented from the pocket of an old tweed

suit. Then the way they jump around quickly is disturbing.

You can't tell if a man is a comic or a heavy drinker. Jerry

Colonna and Vera Vague were on a sustaining video for

NBC one night and tiie camera moved so fast it seemed

Vera was wearing Colonna's mustache. The audience

accepted the whole thing as a more realistic type of subway
poster advertising and Foote, Cone fic Belding took bows

for a week for an ingenious method of presenting a p.t'oduct

at„its best.,-' -

But if I can become serious—and my sponsor told me 1

succeeded in; being that all last season—I see little to be

excited about for quite a time. ; The. public, just as it was
willing to hear only the voice of Larry Parks in the first

talkies, will undoubtedly be plea.scd just to see the per-

formers^ in television's sub-deb days. While this means four

Hooper points at least to Fred Allen, and such a recession on

the Philco show that James Carmine will start eating port-

ables, it won't be generally disturbing.

Then comedians will have available many of the old props;

that used to help punch a line.' Fortunately I still retain .

the electric bow tie that kept; my act moving at Loew's

Pitkin. The younger comics will have an advantage. While^

Skelton's youth and exuberance will allov him to cue a

pratfall in where a laugh wasn't, this tried and true comedy

vehicle will be difficult for Benny, Fibber, Cantor and my-?

self. Oh, we can get down all right, but the trick, will be;

to get back up again.

I
Soigie;a Cinch Setup

|

On the favorable side we're going to find certain shows

whose present setup are naturals for television. Fibber's

format, in which most of his cast enters the McGee living

room, for example, is going to call for only one set and the

characters entering and leaving as we have known them to

do for years.

Allen's Alley seems to be one bit,^ that could carry over

into television, and perhaps be enhanced by actually seeing .

the characters. Fred Allen's progression from one house to

another is what we all have come to expect and here again

the comedy stems from dialog rather than action, On the

other hand the situation comedy shows where Henry Aldrich

knocks a baseball through Gildersleeve's bay window are

bound to be in for.^some. changes.

We can probably expect foi- a, long while a return to the .

old variety show medium. In preparation for this day,
instead of warming up my radio audience with laughs, for

the last 10 shows I've opened with a juggler and two dogs
on a teotef-totter. I finally had to let the dogs go as they
were too hard to follow with a monolog, but it did giveme
a feel of the phape of things to come.

It may be hopeful thinking but I do feel the comics are ,

going to be in a much better spot for the transition than the,

whodunits and the whoduhit-to-hers. a name I prefer to soap
operas. The shock; may be lasting if the audience should'
find out that young Dr. Malone has ears like vertical egg
plants. On the other hand it will be more than helpful
when my nose comes into your living room.- It's a neat trick,

but I thinli l ean do it. ,

_

1 think it would be les.s than considerate not to report the
plans the networks have for handling the censorship prob-

l>-.lem' with comedians. Working quietly in the navt of an
abandoned drive-in they liave developed a television version
of fading. As the comedian works toward a risque word :

like kitten the camera will pan slowly away and will show
three vicepresidents, one with hands to his mouth, one with
hands to his eyes and the other with hands to his ears.
Speak no evil, see no evil, hear no evil. True, prior to tele-

vision this same thought was conveyed by monkeys. The
moral, if any, 1 leave to you, •

1 ),£ u;.
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*DRAMA' ON THE AIR
By CAROL IRWIN

(Producer of "The T/tcotre Guild on t/ifi Air'')

As a fellow charterrinember listener to KBKA on a crystal

set, you will agree with me that the more one- wrestles with

radio the less one is certain to know about it.

That does not deny the noble eitort of my former col-

rising when the Hooperometer is down.
(I am among the first in such a case

to scream that the rating of a single

program is insignificant, and Hoop is
,

iimong the lirst to agree.) People who
live and die by - individual weekly rat-

ings are fools, inciudifig your' corre-

spondent. :^rhe trend is, the thing." But
Variety didn't ask mfe to write about
league George Gallup to perfect a qual-
itative (as opposed to' big nuinbers
only) form of radio research.

Nor does, it exempt my pride from
rising when our show produces an up-
rating, nor my blood pressure from

radio research.

it I knew enough, or had Jhe time, I could trace the fas-

ciriatiOH of story telling from the primeval cave, via the

troubadours, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Fielding, Dickens, Stein-

becki to the last long lone soap^pera. People want to be

told stories. They like them told in print, they like

them told on the stage and the screen, they like to hear them
on the air. So the networks and sponsors aim to oblige.

Drama and music are currently running neck ajjd neck

on the air, and together they overtop all the. other single

categories of program. For the week of June 8, 1947, the :

four major networks were carrying, on their weekly sched-

ules, an assortment that looks like this:

. MUSIC-T-T,otal of -131 hours, 15 minutes. ,

'

DRAMA--Total of 132 hours, 40 minutes. ^ . ^
Statistically you . can't be much necker and' neek^r flian

that
A story told on the screen (if it. is a real buzzer like

••Bells of St. Mary's") may be seen by as many : as 80,000,000

people. A humble little workaday soap opera on the air

may tell its story to 10,000,000 listeners a day, to 25,000,000

different persons a week (and on and up), or not bad.; I was
not supposed to write about soap operas, but they are drama,
and they illustrate how determined people are to be told

stories tO; •

Comparisons between music and drama on the air are

invidious. Network advertisers have found musical pro-
grams less rewarding than .other patterns except for a few
music programs well-spotted following good preceding au-
diences, played steadily for years, and endowed witli the

strong backbone of an idea or a musical personality. The
networks . haven't yet gone overboard for the juke-box
lever, the platter-snapper who is the quarterback of the
small independent station before and after hours, but it

will be interesting to observe what occurs on the air with
Pops Whiteman on ABC and with Kate on WOR, if she really

spins. them. But I wasn't supposed to write about music,
iand especially platter shows, was I?

Plugs Not for MnggB
I

Dramatic programs, if they deserve any listening at alT,

command somewhat more concentrated listening, better say
attention. That is why a sponsor figures that the listener is

sharpened to a somewhat higher potential of -hearing the
commercial, whether the sponsor is selling breakfast food,

tires, insurance, or even (in terms of a whole comparfy) a
certain general or specific philosophy, of life. Please ob-
serve that the AFL, the CIO and' even the United Nations,
are buying drama-radio as the most feasible method of bor-
rowing the public ear for their doctrines.

,

The radio file marked C. Irwin will reveal my finger-

prints on most of the forms of« drama, music and other con-,
sternation on the air, from recordings and short, spots
thr,ough morning, afternoon, evening and three-hour coloS-
sals. I'm not showing my medals, please. AH I am getting at

is that the
. most: beguiling series of programs I have ever

been associated with is Steel's Theatre Guild on the Air.
Plug? No. Reasons? Reason: The constant search for and
availability , of good material, a cross-section of the American
theatre and plus the enticement of strong stars. They have
helped make the TGOA a challenge, and fun, and maybe a
contribution to radio. But whether they do or not, they
bring up the topic of stars, which is a branch of the topic
Drama On the Air.

I am certainly for stars. They lend luster, shine, polish-
but best of all, truly great trouping ability—to a di-amatie
performance—in the following order:" (1) , the performances
tfiey turn in (2) their general reputations. If they do not
turn in Number One, Number Two will backfire just as sure
as sun-up. To offer on the air a star of major magnetism,
and to have that star turn in a poor performance for any
reason damages the public adoration of that star. More care
in casting, more discrimination on the part of the stars and
agents concerning their radio roles, could only improve the
medium. But who asked me to talk about stars?

. There is a strong prevalence, almost a fetish, amongst the
agencies, the "expert" sponsors, and the equally expert net-
works, that to do the "proven," the "surefire" things on the
air, is the only starkly efficient stewardship of the Sponsor's
advertising money. ,

"

If an advertiser Is primarily concerned with the fast turn-""

over of a low-cost food or drug item, of which the consumer
must be reminded (preferably with a hammer) as often as
possible, that premise makes some sense. Impertinent query:
does that type of advertiser recognize any public-service
obligation in the program he offers; might ']be profit even
more by such recognition? Pertinent query: who asked me
to write about public service obligations?

It would seem that the commercially-sponsored programs
that can be. considered, as offering not only solid public
entertainment but also a certain mea.wre of public service
(which I will not define) are sponsored by what some people
carelessly describe as "concerns with nothing to sell," or
as "extra programs" supplementing harder-selling mass-
appeal vehicles. That impression is a lot of Coprolite.
For no one yet has satisfactorily explored the qualitative

Impressions made by specific commercial messages. No one
can prove how many listeners were repelled by the

. cheap and blatant, nor attracted by the modest. I've
been in this business so long, have seen so many totems
chopped down, so many taboos laughed into oblivion, that I

am not at all sure that you cannot (which-probably me^ns
that I am sure you can) sell soap with a program of Ihe
maximum quality and ta.ste. (The Messrs^ Gilman and
Ramsey will please relax; 1 know you've been, doing it.)

The "boys who have been criticizing radio mostly don't be-

WHO mm cod robin?
By ALAN LIPSCOTT

Who killed Cock Robin?
"Z did," said the actor,

"With niu /ist, I smacktA her, .

I /cilled Cocfc Robi«."'
'

Okav copper. I'll talk. You .can call off your goons. You
can put away that rubber ttose.- Call in your stenographer,-

I'll confess'.' . •

I'll start from the beginning. I was once an actor. I

did a novelty act. I impersonated birds. 1 was considered .

by all the vaudeville bookers as a satisfying opening or

closing act. I Was the only bird impersonator to break the

Arnaut family monopoly. Though I could impersonate the

calls of , the thrush, the woodpecker and the titmouse, my
specialty was impersonating the robin. Not braggin', I could

impensonate the robin so naturally, one little trrrrill from
me in December, and folks would take oH their longies and

put on shorts.

And then talkies killed vaudeville. For the next two years

my bird calls were locked up in my esophagus. I tried

night clubs, but my act was too quiet. When my bankroll

gave out, I took a job in Harry's Bird Shop on Sixth Avenue,
When a customer came in to buy a bird, he would point

out the bird he wanted to me, and I would give out with
a bird call to .ware him into the net. I felt like a black
sheep in a slaughter-house. This job. was against my grain,

so I quit. I was lonesome and' hungry. One Christmas I

Called up Merle of Merle's Cockatoos. I thought we might
have dinner together, but he already ate his act. -

Then came radio. And then it suddenly happened. The
script of "One Man's Family" called for a tweet of a robin.

.

The director auditioned 10 sound men,; but not one of them
had ,it. They could trill but; they couldn't trrrrill. IJddie

Sherinan, who booked . a lew people in the show, suggested
me.

^

I auditioned and got the job. Maybe you heard me; The
family was tramping through the woods looking for the
firsV robin of spring, They were laughing and dancing and
skipping and picking pflox and having a helluva time, when
suddenly there was a hush. "Look Father Barbour." whis-
pered Margaret, "there he ith, thitting on the thiCamore
tree." And Mother Barbour, and Claudia and Penelope
and Nickie and Joan and Jack and Penny and Cliff and
Skippy and Betty clapped their hands and formed a daisy

chain. And then on cue from the director in the contror
booth, I stepped to the microphone, pursed my lips and"^

trrrrrilled. And. the director in the control room made a
circle with his thumb and forefinger and I knew I was in.

I must have trrrilled' very naturally, for the next day I got
fan mail from a linnet, a bobolink and Kellie. Arnaut her-
self.

I, Xobs. Came BoiUng Alone '

And then jobs started pouring in. Writers on all shows
started writing in "Tweet of a robin,'' which meant me.
When Lum woke up, Abner and said, "Wake up Lum, it's

.morning," the sound m{in> opened the window, and you
heard a Trrrrill. That was me. And in "Lea Miserables,''
when Fredric March stepped out of the .sewer,', he paused
to listen to the trrrill of a, robin, which gave Charles Laugh-
ton.enough time to catcb up with him. That robin was me.
And so on and so on and so on. I became rich and fa-

mous. Look gave me a spread and my habits were de-
scribed in "Bird Life." I was a guest on "Hobby Lobby"
and "We, the People." I was interviewed by Mary Mar-
garet McBride, Hedda Hopper and Jimmy Fiddler. In time
I became even more popular than Fred Allen's ' eagle;
Soon I started living the part. I would step up to the

•mike wearing a red vest, a green frock coat and brown
socks. In my home I installed a bathtub in a tree. And
while others switched to Calvert I would drink only Thr^e
Feathers.
And then came Television! Woe was me! I had to agree

with the director that even if I did wear a bird suit, X
couldn't make the people believe I was a robin. And then
I couldn't fly. Soqn my phone stopped ringing. Slowly
my bankroll dwindled. A real robin took my place. And
who owned and trained him? Merle! Fate listed him as
Cock Robin. Soon I started to hate Cock -Robin. He had
no right' to talce the birdseed out of my mouth. One night
I met him at an AFRA meeting. When I saw him. some-
thing snapped in my bird brain. I killed Cock Robin,

That's my story, copper^ And while the stenographer is

taking notes, might I add that I not only killed Cocfc Robin.
1 hated all birds. If you want to know:

"Whp killed Lizzie Linnet?
With a ftoist ond a tweak, . .:

, . I broke her bcnfc,

I kxXXed Lizzie Linnet."
And in the same way I killed Jenny':>Wren, Betsy Bobo-

link, Lucretia Lark, Freda Finch and one morning I even
knocked the stuffing out of Trudy Titwillow on a hat that
.set on Tom Breneman's head. In every busjh, hedge and
tree,

1, J was known to my little feathery ene'mies as "Mr.
Bluebird." Yes sir, copper, Television made me what I am
today. 1 hope it's satisfied.

lieve it. But, Dear Editor, you did not ask !ne to pen a
defense of commercial radio's frequent high quality, did
you now? Okay;
The Theatre Guild on the Air is (except for periodic

minor exterior tornadioes in small pots) a highly satisfac-
tory, looney and wonderful show to work on. Other radio
programs have put plays on the air, but to the best of my
knowledge tljis is the first to put on a full sponsored hour of
stage plays of proven stature under so distinguished an aegis
as the Theatre Guild. It is good to know that the Guild
itself is now (after only two seasons on the air) better
known to more people than at any past time in its 25 years
of audacious play producing. The Guild's record is a fear-
ful history, with Providence and the Witches at the wheel,
agreeing on; almost no precept except a desperately high
standard of quality, on a certain amount of belligerant ex-
periment no matter how risky, on digging up new players,
new composers, new playwrights, new choreographers, new
designers. (And so many people think "Oklahoma!" was a
^cky blunder.) -.

;

Tlie Thcati'e Guild f'otfay-; bless its warm heart .?nd its ar-
tistically callouscid^ fingersj doe» not pretend to know quite as
much about radio as .the Supreme Court knows about the
Constitution, but it stands planted on a mighty wholesome
grounding in the basic factors of story and performance, the
latter preferably to be done by suitable tasting of proven
excellence^ Too often this order' is reversed on the air:
Stars Carries Turkey To Olympus/

PAIATABIE PlAfflR PALAVER
By ABEL G^Em

The come-uppance of the disk jockey is one of those .show

business phenomena which comes under the head of history

repeating itself. Yesterday's illustrated song slide may giv*

way: to the telecast versions
,
.01 a "productioned"' pop tune,-

"Peg &' My Heart" comes back 34 years later. And so the

playing of phonograpti records, Which came in with Vaughn
deLeath, the Happiriess Boys, The Revelers, Harry Reser's

Cliquot Club Eskimos, the A&P Gypsies, the Silver-Masked

Tenor, Wendell ("It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo' ") Hall, Coon-

Sanders, and the rest of those memoraMet-pioneers, is being

reprised.

Of course the progression of time and showmanship is

the something-new's-been-added. . That '^something new" is

plenty, and it's adding fortunes to the 1947 crop of disk

jocks who have the voice with the guile. Their ability to sell

itioxtops to rooftops is the big difference,

. Thus, the nomenclature "disk jockey" is fallacious. For

today's platter chatter is more than a record-turner. That's,

but incidental. Essentially they're showmen and sale.smen.

The merchandising is what pays off whether it's Martin

Block or Jack Eigefi, Ted Husing or Paul Whiteman, of any

of the rank-and-filers, great and small,

F . lt'8 Personality lihat: Conntg f;

For today's disk jock is dominantly the personality whose
usage of the disks is merely a means to an end. They possess

the- knack ol> taking'^ a set of platters, and, with their soft-

soap selling and chatter, convert the platter-chatter into big

business. It's^ecome so common to talk of astronomic in-

comes for Block, Husing, Whiteman, Kate Smith, et al,, plus
the soon-due .Tommy Dorsey, ; that that's become almost

'cliche.' .
.

Whether -the waxed programs by Bing Crosby had any-
thing to do with it, psychologically and otherwise the 1946-47

season saw the heretofore lowly "canned" radio show acquir-
ing new stature. The .showmanship of the disk jocks took
care of the rest of it. By judiciously grouping certain types
of songs, moods, artists, et al., the waxwork Belascos made
it pay fancy dividends; And how fancy! It's a bit of shock
to take stock of the fact that, on top of the Berlin hit, expen-
sively exploited by him and/or his film and/or stage pro-
ducer; on top of the Crosbys and the Deccas and all the
other creative, exploitive and merchandising assets, along

; comes a disk jock and, from what is apparently a casual
turntable chore, there results a jackpot payoff; The radio
stations from coast-to-coast sell time like it was rationed;
sponsors kick in cooperatively into fantastic sum totals; and
the platter chatterer collects for his spiel like Churchill for
his memoirs. The songsmith, music publisher, name band-
leader, and disk company collect meagerly as compared to
the loot that comes to the radio station and disk jock when
they collaborate on spieling their wares over, a; set of phono-

"graph records.

But it adds up to thi.s: the disks are merely a convenience
and a device for palatable palaver between giving out the
latest by Dinah or Bing, TD or the Vercc; If the palaver
sells—as it must—the personality callects like the Irish
Sweepstakes. It's; nice work;, and very profitable, if your
heart-to-heart sm^U-talk moves the merchandise.

M the World's a Tele Sla^e
By OWEN DAVIS, JR.

All the world is our stage and the talent will make the
shows.

1 was lucky enough to be born in the theatre; played
some 200 weeks of stock, 15' Broadway shows—the same
number of Hollywood Epics ("AH Quiet" to "Knute Rockne,
All American") and hundireds of acting jots in radio.

After three and one-half years with Unfile Sain, I found
myself behind a desk at NBC Television as talent director,

I realize daily that all the past is making it possible for me
to dp a good job. I understand and appreciate actors and
their problems, and they are my friends—even after salary

huddles.

We are going to need a lot of actors in television, and their

value to us depends more on their talent than it does oh
their experience. It doesn't matter so much whether they
have learned their business in the theatre, or in radio, or on
the sound stage of a picture studio; what we really want are

actors who can act. Good actors will "write the book" in

television. I mean actors—the "tip to toe" kind—not those
«who have learned how to do tricks with their, voices.

Sure—the stage actor has the inside track. The ability

to work without a script clutched in the proverbial fist, and
project a. character with the whole body is .pur bet. Also, if

they know 'enough to play the play and not grandstand'.
Lpoks and personality will, of course, pay Off—but we want
talent.

Years ago, Richard Bennett, during two-year as.socia-
tion ("The Barker'' and "Solid South"), preached to rrie

.

"great parts make great actors." I don't believe it. I al.So

heard Wallace Eddinger (the most skillful farceur 1 ever
saw) say "Monkeys can do it as well as men." (I don't
think he believed it.)

_
Many actors have enthused to me about the personal satis-

factaon they get from playing a part on television. They
appreciate the kick an actor gets out of creating a character.
Some of them actually requested that they play a small
part for their first television shot. That's O.K.! But really
we have no bugaboos, if they are properly cast, and do a
good job, it will be a good show.

I think the televiewer watches with real coneentraied
attention. Therefore, variety in method and change of pace
have value—but. any good actor knows' this instinctively, -;

Even now WNBT is a good showcase. Pretty Ann lri.sh

played a few parts for us and a Columbia Pictures .scout

saw her and she is now on. their Hollywood pa.vroll. It

pleased me when 'John Golden offered parts to three mem-
bers of one of our play.s.

All's fair and we'll be watching Broadway—the strawhat'
oijsuit—ISquity Library shows—the American Academy and
"all the world" lor talent.
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IN DEFENSE OF DAYTIME SERIALS
Wherein the Distaff Side's Abihty to Direct and Project Emotional Drama

Gets Strong Defense From Radio's Two Top Soap Queens

By ELAINE CARRINGTON

I think just about everything that can be said has been

(aid i« de'ense ol daytime radio by those of us who write it.

We have dieAned tfae medium, explained its limitations, asked

for consideration of"It by way of longterm' listening, rather

. than by a hasty tuning In on one epi'^

sode. We have told what it means to

the woman far out on the prairies,

lonely and sometimes bitter, who comes

almost to believe that the characters

we create are real live ^olks, like the

woman who wrote to me from a farm

ill Iowa; "My husband never' speaks to

me the way Mr.. Young' speaks .to Mrs,

Young. I wish he Would!" . , / Like,

the shut-ins who write nixe hundreds Of

letters. "I am blind, but I listen to your

story of Pepper Young every day. It
.Elaine Carrlugton

reminds me of my own family when I was a boy and could

see." '.

We have told you about all that. We have told you about

iiie messages for better living, for world govern«nent, for *

tolerance and imderstanding which we tuck into our serials

through the speeches of a much. loved character. Therefore,

as a writer of serials over a long period of years, I think it

is high time that these listeners out there, the women, and

the men, too, who turn on their radios at a given time each

day to catch a favorite story, step up in our defense.

We are said to have millions of listeners daily across the

length and breadth of this land. Well, why do they listen?

Who are they? What makes them tune in at the same time

tomorrow?

Surprisingly enough, these very people have recently pro-

olMmed in print and in our, "smoothie" magazines just what

they think of us. and our work, and I am going to 'turn the

meeting over them because, after all, I merely write- the

stories. They have to listen to them.

In the April Ladies' Home Journal of this year, the leading

article was called "A Housewife Looks at Soap Opera." It

was written by Aloise Buckley Heath and in it she says:

The Heath Poll

"If Dr. Gallup were to lend me his facilities for a few

weeks, I jjhould very much like to take a Heath Poll on the

blazing' questions of soap opera, My poll would be devoted

to the reactions 'of ,that lowly creature—the housewife—

who is concerned neither with the future of radio nor with

the insults to her intelligence with which soap opera is said

to abound, but merely with one question—not world-sbak^

Ing, certainly, but not unimportant—.can "The Road of Life"

be tuned high enough on the kitchen radio' to be heard when
she' makes the beds? ...
"The housewife has' not, 1 notice with pride in my sex,

joined the swelling chorus of recriminations. The housewife
is demonstrating her complete and lasting loyalty to the only
foi;jn of entertainment possible during the pursuit of a- career
which gives one more mental leisure than any other career
in the world—^housework.

"There are four type.s of programs we can listen to—omit-
.ting soap opera . . . 'Hints'—fashion, cookery, gardening,
itiusic, good or otherwise. The news and hints are quickly:
disposed, of. Gardening is only useful if you are interested
in gardening, have time to !<arden, have a garden, Coolcing
hint? are, utterly without value if you cannot write down the
recipe. Fashion hints bring on dark broodings as to the old
black velvet that can be made into a sweet little housedress,
and musip, good or otherwise, is certainly of wide appeal,
but popular songs, which are the most readily available on
the radio and cover over a 14-hour stretch, is too much of a
good thing, What we want are stories ..."

J Not a Separate Species
|

In' the March number of Corotiet this year there was an
article by Anne Redmonds Cote, "I Love Soap Opera," and

V"^,'t.she says: "E*or pure effortless relaxation, the kind you
get sitting in a darkened theatre, I turn to soap opera . .-

. my
listening covers the hours from four to six. when the major
share of the day's work is done and I'm at the peak of tired-

.
ness. Then I turn on the kitchen radio, proceed to bathe
the baby, give him his orange juice, and then his supper, ptitmm down for an hour's play before bedtime, and go on with
my dinner preparations,. During this time my favofite
stories are unfolding in my ear, calling up the difference

;
seen^: to; my, eyes. We, the listeners to soap opera, are not

,
separate and distinct species—we are the young raatrons-

«-hOffl6 who don't live the stories we hear but use them for
a healthful purpose.

, Some of the soap operas may be con-
trived drama, but in the stories that are really weU done:
mere is both inspiration 'and influence for better living .. V
repper Young'3 Family,' for instance, gives you the whole-
someness of family feeling, the sustained qualities of affec-

fTh i^^"""^®'
Wndness, on which the program is based."

• ^^^"8nk;?>, Mrs. Cote, 1 shall treasure that article of yours
very highly. Both you and Mrs. Heath have done just what

r^^-
would do—rush into print in defense of daytime

ramo We, the writers of it, feel that it Heeds no defense.
1 said before, and .1 say again, that the purpose of the radio

niM
^"'ertain the listener, just as a play or a motion

Picuire or a book entertain him. If we accompli-sb this
purpose, as we seem to have done, according to these two
^leners, then we have done exactly what we set .out to do.
vve have given you "the effortle.ss relaxation, the kind you
Bet sitting m a darkened theatre,"

Needle In The Playstack
By LESTER GOTTLIEB

AYoung & Rubicam) r

Along Madison avenue, that much maligned artery of

airwave advertising, a sponsor's gold awaits the inspired soul

who can unearth that rich radio rarity, the original situa-

tion comedy, The cautious men with; the celluloid cuffs

and! slide rules ' know that the potential listener draw Of

the situation comedy brings a broadcasting bonanza in terms
of dollars -per Hooper point and, like Old Man River, rolls

merrily along, unmindful of time or tastes.

In addition to the golden bucks the genius who whips up
this microphone morsel will accrue, .happy hucksters Will

carry him, coolie fashion, to Brooks Brother's for a complete
wardrobe from seersucker suits to seersucker shorts. After

a lavish feast at the sacred University Club, especially pre-

pared by Betty Crocker and Mary Margaret McBride, the

honored recipient of the best riches radio can bestow will

march, direct, to^ Radio City undier an arch formed, sword
fashion, by crossed Hooper points; .

.But before you start sprinting toward your typewriter and
Thesaurus, let me warn you that your chances of winning

are, like the boxtop contestant's, quite remote. Very few
have been nominated to radio's Hall of Fame, where rest

life size busts of Marconi, Bell, Edison and Dr. I,Q, Getting

nominated to that select circle is' tough. Even Barry Gray
failed to make it.

I need only point to the pins of light fliclcing in the night

air around Murray Hill. : To the casual observer they may
mean just cleaning women, picking .up yesterday's memos.
But to the professional eye those lights reflect the radio
floors where young men are constantly busy trying to evolve
these elusive situation comedies. To date their coUoctive
batting average is lower th&n Stuffy Sternweiss'. Once in a
while a Cliff Goldsmith or Ozzie Nelson shows that it can
be 3tone, but this only intensifies the search.

Recently I had occasion to search this desert of new ideas,
examining some 300-odd (and I might add many werfe Very
odd) alleged situation comedy solicitations. I found that
they fit a number of neat little cliche departments. Evidently
there is some unwritten rule that makes it mandatory that
these little stories follow a set number of basic ingredients,
such as .these:

I

Then You Stir Well
f

1, The Husband' and Wife Premise, , .

These usually are weak imitations of Fibber McGee &
Molly or Ozzie & Harriet, The breadwinner has a vague
kind of job in a brokerage house, but probably couldn't
remember Woolworth's prices, Wifey is supposed to be ter-

ribly sweet and understanding, but I know a fine five-letter
;

word (if Mr, Menser should please excuse the expression)
that best describes her, .They have a collection of neighbors
who all sound like Percy Kilbride and Mary Boland. A
'good standard story line is to have wifey's eccentric uncle
visit them the very night hubby's boss is due; They live in

a typically midwestern city and the announcer pops in and
out like a determined process server.

2, The Adolescent Premise. .

Henry Aldrich and Corliss Archer are usuallyi the models
for these little gems. Chances are the young juvenile will

con his old man for a larger allowance so he and his terribly

amusing pal, Skunky, can buy a jalopy from the eccentric
mechanic (played by Mel Blanc), A 'surefire, tag line ju.st

before the hitchhike is "Gee, whiz!" Just to play safe make
the locale a typically midwestern city named Carterville.

•S. The Brooklyn Premise,

Everybody in this one talks like Leo Durocher yet some-
how- they too live in a typically

' midwestern city. Here, the

heroine talks tough; but has a heart of gold. She has a lot

of arguments with her poor boy, friend, a cab driver, who
really isn't a c'ab driver at all but is, the son,of a wealthy =

garage owner. She pours her heart out to an eccentric

janitor. This part can be played by Mel Blanc. A sock
added attraction would be a hilarious department store rou-

,

tine four heroine works there) with Frank Nelson playing
the effete floorwalke,r. There is much talk about the Dodgers,

but of course they turn put to be the Carteryille Dodgers.

4. The Kindly Philcsopher Premise,
; 'v'^'

This is better knoWh as the Lionel Barrymore short cate-

gory. Our lead is a grumpy but kindly character. Since

mayors, doctors,, lawyers; barbers, postmen and judges are

already used up,, tlii.s leave.s only .dentists, .chiropodists,, and
bookies. Only Vinnie (played by Mrs,, Mel Blanc), the

,
codger>, hotisejceeper, can handle the old liObr and, straighten

out the young lovers just before station identification.

3, The Get Rich Quick Premise,
" William Haines used to do this old wheeze quite effectively,

in silent pictures. But they're just a.s good today as long

as there's an old Saturday Evening Post around the author's

, house, 1, refer to the Posts that Franklin edited. Here: it's

best to have the, brash young go-getter sblve multiple prob-

lems in 24 hours,
,
He must get the girl, the mortgage and

the job and outwit the eccentric old banker ' (played by
Mel Barrymore). At midnight the banker claims' victory,,

but oiir hero saves the script by pointing, out that the typic-

ally midwestern city is still on standard time and the s,tudio

clock is ,one hour fast, "

8, The Gum Shoe Mr, and Mrs Premise,

This is a clever variation of Premise No. 1. The husband
and wife are amateur detectives. Network v,p,'s who set

Ima PUllips

By IRNA PHILLIPS

Many of the . critics of the, daily serial havfe said that "at

best it is. tedious bilge and' at worst' it is stark, revolting

morbidity," "Far from teaching people how to deal with

their problems," they said, "it rationalizes frustration and
provides unhealthy escape from reality.",.

The daily serial more than any other
type of radio entertainment -is true'

Americana.
,
Unlike any other form of

radio entertainment, regardless o£ unin-
formed critics, and I say uninformed
advisedly, the, serial , story attempts
time and time again to present and
solve the most glaring prbblems that
confront the, American pepple.

Divorce! , You object to divorce lU a
serial drama! Can you d^ny that there
is divorce, which has been appallingly
on the increase. You object to juvenile
delinquency,' or better still, parent de-

linquency to the serial drama! There is such a thing as
juvenile, parental delinquency, and it is "revoltingly mor-
bid," oYou object to injecting frustration into the serial
drama—maladjustment, instability, insecurity! Do you deny
that these exist? Escape from reality? No—this is-reality

—

grimj stark reality—not a dream for one and frustration for
millions, not a hope chest *or two and frustration for
millions, not a dole system, if you will, but a portrayal, a

legitimate portrayal of American life—and who of you
critics can argue this point? We know that we have paral-
leled in many of the daytime serials the drama about which
the average persons reads in his daily paper, and which too
many experience. Revolting morbidity? Perhaps, but I: say
realism. We have not "rationalized frustration and provided
unhealtbly escape from reality."

In the March, 1946, issue of Fortune Magazine there was
no mention made of its refusal to i n.c o r p 0 r a t e in its

article "Soap Opera" the authentic data that presented a
truer picture of the daytime serial, which cannot help but
lead us to believe that the critics have not delved too deeply
into that which is the lifeline of these seirial drama.s. There

' was a definite refusal to recognize that authenticity is the
keynote. Through a public relations counsel we are in
constant touch with social service agencies, '-educators,

physicians, attorneys, to guide us not only in presenting our
material for the housewife, who critics saj^ "listens only
because she has been conditioned by years of trash," but we
are advi.sed as to a solution of these problems.

Helped Win the War
In a detailed study of the content o' serials, Dr, Rudolph

Arnheim of Columbia University concluded that "they shy
away from social .significance," Had Dr. Arnheim been
somewhat more detailed in his study of the content of serial

he would .have made it his business- to learn ol the social

significance incorporated in many of the daytime serials. It

was a daytime serial that was awarded by the Child Welfare
Division of the American Legion a citation an "Oscar," as it

were, for a job well done.: Had Dr. Arnheim and ' other
critics surveyed the field more thoroughly, they would have
known that the daytime : serial more than any other type
of radio entertainment prepared the American home not
only for war, buffer the aftermath of war. The problem
of reemployment for the returned soldier, readjustment of

his marital aflairs, and the rehabilitations of the disabled,

veteran—all these were part and parcel o" the daytime serial.

They weren't one-shots, they weren't presented with fanfare

and publicity, because the daytime writer felt it not only a

part of his or her job, but a moral obligation to present-

through entertainment a message of social significance

during those trying times.

Dr. Berg has stated "The authors have screened the emo-
tional sewers for their material." No, we have screened
authentic material from government and social ageiicieSi

:,If that be sewerage,, that is Americana,

' It was also stated. "At this point it seems fair to conclude
that the level of daytime radio is abysmally low primarily
because advertisers aim, at the lowest common denominator,"
May we ask this que.stion? Does the I.Q. of a. housewife
change after six o'clock, or doesn't she listen? Or docs the
advertiser, who . knows

,
ttiat approximately 98% of all

products used in the home is purchased by the hoinemaker,
Ignore the daytime serial listener after six o'clock? .

"Does radio have an obligation to make itself better" the
critics ask. By all mcans-r-not, only daytime radio,,but, night-
time radio as well-^not only programs of entertainment, but
educational' and; cultural : pr6g);ams, : Tliere :is,. al^j-^ys. room'
for improvement in anyttiing, even in the quality of. criticism

; of the ; critics,.. ,

"Radio is plairtly bad ciiough now, and one.of the principal
reasons is soap opera." Look well into yojir crystal: bail, 'you.

critics of the, daytime serial. The telling of a story is as Old
as the history of man, and so long as people live, so, long will
the daily .serial; drama exist; for .living is a serial, drama ,i. . »,

escape^-'it 'if..'ypM can, ,' ;,'.,: ,.,:;: ,.
.', .;':"', ',-

program policies love these, for when irate parents squawk
about .the blood curdler shows, they point to The .Ilappy

. Killers, Mr, and Mr."!; Gore, who tidy up the corpses , in
their sunny livingroom without one teensy, weensy creaking
door or chain. , ,

...'.
'

Jane Gore doe.sn't know a thing about crime, but trusts to

instinct. Instinct is played by Mel'Blanc, an eccentric pri-

vate eye, ,

If these candid admissions please Hollywood and Broad-
way they need not look so smug. Those frenzied Mac-
Murray and Colbert operas are even tiring Fred and Clau-
detle; As for the theatre, that far from fertile medium
better be careful or: we'll have "Heads or Tails'.' revived
With the original cast.
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Parlor Entertainment

—Then and Now
Kadio has reached and passed its

fi5th anniversary. It began a& par-
lor entertainment and, in the main,
had better return there in a hurry.
It's early history has been lost in

obscurity, so nowadays the claims
end counter-claims . regarding the
origination ot its various forms of
*i)tertainment, popular with the

public today, pop up from time to

time.

. AU of whjch, to an oldtimer in

the art, gets to be a bit confusing.
But I haven't any beet about who
iid what for what in the early days
of radio, nor have I any great
interest in the mild hullabaloo that
*oes with each advertisement we se.e

these days as stations proudly marie
their quarter century of public
service to thie American radio lis-

teners.

Mainly' I've dropped out of sports
broadcasting within the past year to

become a di.sk-jockey at WHN ,in

New York. It is of record-playing
on the air that I want to speak my
piece.

, In 1927, while waiting for the Co-
lumbia network to get organized, I

served a fall stint at WHN, broad-
casting football games from Baker
Field at Columbia University—^set-

ting some sort of precedent in also
broadcasting th§ Army-Navy and
Army-Notre Darhe games the only
times these games have ever been
handled by a "local" station, since
from 1928 on only networks have
handled these two classic en-
counters. In between times, while
(ooling around the WHN studios
atop the Loew State Building' dh
Broadway, I was experimenting
with a Brunswick Panatrope by
which to broadcast recordings. First
V?e tried placing mikes in front of
the speaker, but with charts sup-
plied us by two physicists at M.I.T.,
we cut through the amplifier into
our control amplifier and began pop-

. ping recorded music out onto the
air. That was 20 years ago—and I

wonder who' of today's disk jockeys
can match the fact that when it

comes -to spinning platters the kid
•was. out in front? Which* may
knock some of the ego out of that
venomous-mouthed neurotic one of
*ur stations permits to foul up the
ether go often, for this added char-
acter (an unpolished imitation of
Henry Morgan who knows little of
What he speaks) might gather that
in 'order to play records 20 years
ago, I must have had some knowl-
edge of the pla:lters—about 15,000 of
which still remain in the private rec-
ord collection.

Of course Martin Block topped the
lists, and still does. That dozen
years ago when he made New York
record-conscious, he devised the
format that defies time, for despite
the legal obstacles and bans that
interfered from time to time Block's

By TED BUSING
shows gained such ratings that Ke
served as a serious threat to network
stations' in the Metropolitan area.

That format, incidentally, has

boo.^ted Block's earnings stratospher-

ically, , and it proves , that emceed
record shows are finished,' musical
performances, delightfully conducted
by polished directors, and great' for

overhead operational expense — or

the lack of it. /v. .,

Which brings things to the present,

where Whiteman, Dorsey, Kate
Smith, Andre Baruch and Bea Wain
and others, now enter the field—the
others who achieved great radio

fame in other lines of endea'vor and.

who now see a great opporturiity to

increased earning capacities because
of their funds of knowledge arid theii:

easy flexibility in conducting pro-

grams of records, programs that need
no rehearsal since each recording is

a complete; finished product that

lends it.self to pleasant programming'
and to public acceptability ipimedi-

ately. •

, ;

.'

Proper handling of the dSsfc^Jbckej;

show of today will keep it .elevated

in its new position. If St atternpts;

to sink back into - the once lowly
form of serving as a mouthpiece for

conductors addicted to a' veritable
Niagara of verbosity, it will become
strangulated. If care and thought go
into each program, it can't help; but
endure through aU.tadlo tijne. . .not

as the leading audience garnefer,
perhaps, but at least as a Comple-
mentary part. ,

Six items make this type of radio

entertainment important.. It has
completeness of performance—rfinal,
satiiifactory performance of the fin-

ished product. It is varied enter-

tainment. It can s up p 1 y flexible

periods df time with balanced music.
It eliminates the need for singing
jingles and electrical trsnscriptions,

which need be no part of record
shows. It helps in highlighting cam-
paigns, public service items, edltorlial

policies and the other 'iterris that
make stations adhere to their FCC
licenses. It is inexpensive for sta

tions with carefully prepared bud
gets.

Its future is dependent on con
tinned public acceptance, upon, the

|

edicts of the musicians' unions and
the owners of copyrights and upon
its conduct under the current glare

of popularity.

It will be a firm part of radio
programming if its conductors have
backgrounds that lend themselves to

easy dissemination of anecdotes, to

authoritative discussions of bands
and singers and records, and if the
master of ceremonies remains just

that.

Radio had great acceptability be-
cause it was parlor entertainment
brought from the. outside to th'e

parlor—or today's living room. That's

where records were born. That's

where records will penetrate.

Writes, Produces KUZ Shows

CLAYTON BRACE
Knits together KLZ's popular

weekly drama, ^Colorado Speaks,"
and a Sajturday night Barn. Dance;
.then writes .KljJS's Sunday a.m;
kld-dilly, "The Funny P.aper Man."

KLZ,. DENVER.

Canned Video

As Solution
By LF.OAAUD F. CRAMER

Withe Men Who Spend Mioiis

It's the OldMbys 100 to 1

.By JACK. HELLMAN.

L. F. Cramer

The Matinee Trade

By PETER DKON
America's fellers and girls are in the middle again. . :

The parents, the teachers, the .social workers and even the politicians

ure reheating a complaint that is as old as radio. •

Why, is their cry, aren't there better radio programs for children?

The . practical agency men can give you an answer to that one. It is

that the kids are pretty well, pleased with what they are getting and they
prove it with their boxtops and the sales charts of those breakfast foods,

that go crunch-crunch. Jack Armstrong is as popular as he was 15 years
ago, while Dick Tracy, Tom Mix, Hop Harrigan and the other go-gettem
lads hold their audiences or Efttract a fresh crop, year after year.

.The networks, barkening to the demands of parents and teachers, have
spent a lot of money in presenting juvenile, shows that, are approved by
parents, and some of them have been pretty good. None of these noble
efforts have equalled' the melodramatic strips in appeahng to kids.

The parents and teachers are still in there pitching; - Both as individuals

and as organizations they are putting the pressure on the broadcasters to

«3o something about juvenile programs. It is just a matter of time before
they'll start putting the pressure on their grocers—where it has a good
chance of being effective. «It is on the record that one juvenile serial

was taken off tlie air becau.se of- a retail grocer's opinion.)

If the sponsors are persuaded to tone down the cliff-hanging technique,

they must then look for something to take the place of excitement and
suspense; The answer is right in the Hooper ratings and the answer is

«omedy, .•

It is a sale guess that of the va.st audiences who listen to Benny, Hope,
Bergen and the other' top comics, at least 20% of the listeners are under
16. Ask the first 10 kids you meet to name their favorite radio program—
«s 1 did^and at least seven of them will probably name a comedian. This
natural fondness for comedy seems to have been overlooked by. the brains

that plan the programs for the kiddies.

My own experience as a radio writer—and I've turned out approxi-

inately a thousand scripts for juvenile audiences—has convinced me that

kids like to laugh. In a daily strip show, it is possible to put as much
suspense into a comedy situation as into "melodrama and it isn't as tough
en Junior's nervous system.

Dictated even more clearly by
economics than by the principles of

good business practice, the estaijlish-

ment of television networks is a
threefold must.
The network
'Will accelerate

the early sale

of television re*

receiVMs in
major metro-
politan areas,

"Will firmly
found the new
television sta-

tio q , eve n
though the fa-

cilities are
t e 1 a t i v e -

ly small, and will aid in pre-de-
termining the extent to which th'e

broadcast equipn^ent manufacturer
must go in engineering, designing
and producing this equipment.

Economica;lly, the network offers a
most sound -business basis for the
industry. The "chicken or the egg!'

controversy does not apply in this

case. Obviously the prime factor in

the sale of receivers is the avail-'

ability of programs. Networks will

permit many station operators to be-
gin in a small way, with limited

equipment, and yet provide adequate
programming service to satisfy the
consumer and promote further re-

ceiver sales:

With a variety of programs avail-

iible through the use of equipment
in both studio and on remote, the
buying public readily - becomes an
enthusiastic audience which doubles
in brass as a potent sales force for

the medium.
The foundation of the new station

is determined by the measure of

spccess achieved in its program-
ming. Tho most powerful transmit-
ter is subservient to the quality of
the progrgm being transmitted. In

many cases, the very cost of studio
production precludes their extended
use. Remotes too may be beyond the
realm of economic possibility. In
determining the policy for station

operation, the most importanti factor
in. every formula, seemed to be. the
use of film in programming. Most

Hollywood. ^
Beyond, the blue horizon, that is the autumn of '47, there's not much

comfort to be taken from what looms ahead for the gentry of the kilo-

cycles. No matter which end of the binoculars you peer through the
picture is the same, and not a pretty one. If you've ever been on a straight
diet of hash or quail you should catch on fast.- What you've been, feasting
your ears on for the past five years 'is- cpraing up -again ; for reprise. Get-
ting a little tiresorne, isn't it?

You'd think that with men who spend* millions there would be some
eruptive action and finger-waggling under the noses of those who buy
and sell programs, a peremptory demand for something new—or eL-ie.

So far, come it hasn't, but come it must. What would happen to the
automotive industry if they turned out the same kind of cars every year?
You and I would right now be thinking of buying a plane or anything to

get away from the old bus that has been getting to be an eyesore. Has
radio just been lucky or are we about ready to venture into the higher
frequencies? Don't ask us but we've been a little bored, too.

Who must take the rap ' for the static production, lack of creativeness
and stagnancy of forward movement? The agencies send back the cry,

"not us." From the networks you get "we're always tryin," and the
agents and outside packagers sound the tearful plea that they're being
ignored'. You have your own private idea about who's to blame and so
have we. In one fell ^woop we indict all of them. Let's see why.

Ageii9ie$: Ooii« Soft

.

The agencies, which should be the fulcrum in. turning new ideas and
talent, have gone soft and smug on the job. Through the war years it

was no trick at all to pick up a package and tack on their fee and this

easy living has gotten into their blood. The networks, notably CBS and
ABC, are more active productionally than they've been in years which
doesn't set too well with the commission men. Over them hovers the old
fear that the chain gaq^ is trying to get back in the driver's seat and
wrest programming control from the 15% 'ers, a reversion to the old way
of doing things. 'VVhat a network produces in its own shop it likes to

control and to let go that vital element is suicidal to the admen. They have
too long been criticized for commissioning a show they have nothing to

do with, and that before even the nets became so active so it makes it

doubly precarious to their jolly old coattail ride.

No medium of entertainment has a more' efl;ective means of talent scout-

ing than the big chain's, but they have chosen to ignore it. Film com-
panies have their Daniel Boones roaming the country to seek out fresh
talent, a costly operation but productive of results as the theatre mar-
quees will testify. The radio chains have a ready-made setup, scouts
posted in hundreds of cities but they get nary a tumble. How simple it

would be for the program director of a station, say in Des Moines, to

scout a college play, bring any player of promise into the studio for a
recording of his particylar bent and ship it ofl^to Hollywood, New York
or Chicago for inspection by the netis keymen. The cost would be neg-
ligible and the results certainly worth the gamble. Little theatres and
schools may be small time to the big operators, but nonethfeless they get
the critical eye from the picture scouts. But selfishly and totally lacking
in the pioneering spirit, the networks would rather play it safe and let

the other fellow do thai digging. >•

Sueerest Poolincr Arrangement

Ageijts, who after all are' the important packagers, are also lacking in

the development of the upcoming unknowns. Their interest quickens only
after they've been scouted, touted and on their way, It has been sug-
gested that a pooling arrangement be formed whereby a doz^n scouts
would be sent through the land to turn up performers of promise. They
would pay the freight ajid share in the spoils but to many it must, be un-;
thinkable that a group of big agents couldi get along together on -any kind
of a cooperative pr8,ject. Nonetheless, it Would at least show an interest

I

on the part of the profession to improve a medium of show business that
.remunerates them munificently.

Anyway, that's the picture as we see it, but don't bet a quarter that
anything will be done about it.

'One-For-All' Pdky BoiHns Chi Tele;

Audience Up 3,408% Over Last Year

of the problems encountered, were
economic onesi. The best films have
not been available. Even those that
are-

' outdated, or secondraters' have
been withheld from broadcast re-

lease, or have had "beyond reach"
prices placed upon their use. The
preparation of special films is often
well, beyond the budget of an indi-

vidual station operator. In. all, the
use of film seemed very desirable,
but impractical.

That's It—Record Shows

'Factual reasoning eliminated spot
news and sports coverage with film
bec8u.se ot its lack of. spontaneity.
Almost anything else, recorded on
film, would make good television
programming, provided it could be
used enough times to anfiortize the
original cost. Our very medium gave
the clue to the problem's answer.
Why not record each studio show, or,

for that matter, every program!
.We immediately set forth on the

investigation of the, details of such a
venture. We could film the picture
appearing on the television screen,
and simultaneously record the at-

tendant sound. On 16m stock, this

(Continued on page '36}

Chicago.
With an audience increase of 3,400%

over a year ago, Chi television
looks forward to an all-out boom
by the end of next year, by which
time five stations should be oper-
ating commercially and over : a
hundred thousand sets should be in-

stalled in homes. Keynoting entire
industry here' is the cooperative atti-

tude fostered by all interested par-
ties 'including' stations,' sp.onsors, a.rid

agencies, to hiake the windy eity the
center, of television in the country.
Capt. Bill Eddy, director of B&K

station WBKB, which is now the
only station transmitting commer-
cially, in an exclusive interview with
VARiEtr said, "Vie are setting our
sights to develop production setups
and techniques here to surpass any-
thing produced by any competitor in
the midwest."
Currently there are 3.728 sets in

use here with an estimated audience
of 11,800 persons. Of this total, 2,035

sets are installed in homes, 1.173 in

taverns or restaurants and 520 sets

in places of business. A year ago
the estimated audience for 323 sets

was 1,843 people. By the end of

this year about 50.000 sets are ex»
pected to be in use.

Early estimates last year, which
anticipated greater increases in sets;

installed, overlooked fact that other
cities would get into television as

quickly as they did. Need to supply
these new markets with sets drained
oft much of the expected 25% alloca-

tion of all production. Also impeding
Chi's allotment of sets istfact that as
long as there is only one statioii

transmitting here, sets will be routed

to more fertile areas, now primarily
around the hookup between New
York, Washington, and Philly.

Remotes Most Popular
To date the most popular vicdo

fare here is the remote.pickup. with
sports events leading the field. How-
ever all remotes now signed by
WBKB are on a non-exclusive basis,

intentionally, to encourage compe- .

tition into the field. Eddy stated,

"One station >in one. market can't

grow as long as there is a lack of

others for comparison, but with
competition, remotes will be offered

by the different promoters to' that

station which proves itself best in

showmanship, which means an up-
ping in broadcasting standards for

all-".

Calibre, of studio shows is begin-

ning to improve but ' all shows are

still aflfected by inadequate expe-

.

rience and funds. Films on the other

hand are definitely on the do-wn-

grade' here. According to Eddy,
"currently available films have lit-

tle, or no place in television broad-
casting; material at best provides a

poor man's broadcast." He contends
that use ot films is reserved to sta-

tions who don't want to take on re-^

sponsibility of putting on studio

shows. Films available to. WBKB
now are almost exclusively Castle

Films of B, C and D classifications.

"This type of entertainment," he

said, "is poor return for a man who
has paid about $600 for a tele\/ision

receiver, since he could get a lO'm

filni projector for much less."

WBKB is still operating in the red
wHh. an estimated $20Q loss on a $500

(Continued on page 36>
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Olga Drnce

Kid Shows: Or Everybody

Wants to Get in the Axe
By OLGA DRUCE

(Director-Prodiicer "House of Mystery")

Are your parties dull? Are your guests bored? You don't

heed a party book or Elsa Maxwell; just ask, "What do you

think about children's radio programs?" - Every adult will

hav« an irrepressible opinion and « ready, devastating

counter-argument. Your y aw ni ng
guests suddenly demonstrate an energy-

release chain reaction like, vitamin ads

come true. Everybody wants, to get in

the, axe.

Slowly—it may take a minute

—

clear line-up into two Opposing, camps
develops, making It easy! to fOlltfW-the

battle. In the : attacking camp ; a^^^

many, parents, some educators,; psy»

chologists and newspap.er columnists;

in the defending camp are most fadio

professionals with flank support from

gome parents, many psychiatrists and educators who have

Informed themselves about radio and—.about children.

The'»attack is intense, subjective, emotionalized and sus-

tained. "We want children's radio programs to be 'good'

lor our children—instructive and 'elevating':—educational

programs, adaptations of the classics, historical dramas,

'good' music, high literary and artistic standards' instead of

those horrible overexciting children's serials! Children's

radio is no damn good!" \

The defending camp volleys back its best broadsides. "The
ttated demands Iiave> been met in many programs. We are

niindful of standards of good taste* but we, don't think chil-

dren's radio should be exclusively' 'elevating' or educational,

and if we are to be creative in this new medium, we cannot

have stultifying censorship even in the form of prescriptions.

New art forms cannot be ordered and delivered. Radio is

oompetitive and commercial, and a j>ound criterion of the'

success of a program is listener appeal. The programs which
stay on are the ones with large audiences* and we can prove
that many, children's programs provide your child witli what
he wants to hear."

The controversy is difficult to resolve because the oppos-

ing camps cannot meet on a common ground of 'acts or logic.

The attack is made with the desperation of adults protecting

Uieir young; the defense resists with the determination of
those defending their creations and their livelihood.

{
Where'8 "the Clirtical Evidence?

|

The^ttack centers around the charge that Tadio' programs
harm children emotionally. This charge, which certainly

lacks cliiiioal evidence, is then supported by illustrations of

so'-called bad writing, loud production, and stereotyped
characters. And the conclusion drawn is that wrong-doing
and delinquency are caused or aggravated, by radio listening.

Thus, the argument runs from a psychologicsil level, through
the field of aesthetic criticism, to the plane of ethics—ending
in the valley of despair—where, if the truth were to be
faced, flourish all the lags, lacks, and conflicts of society-
including the frustration and betrayal of our youth.

The defense is hurt by the acrimonious,- generalized
attacks on their efforts, especially by those who proudly
assert that they never listen to the progra'ms they are criti-

cizing. The defense is confused by the findings of scattered
investigations which indicate that practically every school-
age child listens to radio regularly, frequently, and volun-

tarily and that the programs they prefer are among the top
targets for attack by many parents and educators.

In a preliminary study I have just completed, parents
report that: 1) The programs in which their children show
highest interest and listen to most regularly, frequently are

,
(Jisapproved by the parents; 2) Most parents have not
Jistened to these programs or have listened only rarely. All
they know is what they read in the newspapers; 3) Many of
the programs preferred by children and disapproved by
their parents are not offered as children's programs.

A few from each camp have become aware of the fruit-
lessness of the: war and together they are trying to find the

' right answers, to get some facts and some practical solutions.

To reach* a basic, mature understanding of the problem,
speciflc research should be done, starting with* the group not
yet heard from, the children themselves. What are their
listening habits and interests? What valid interpretations of
effects of radio programs can be made from their state-

. meflts? We won't get the answers to these questions from
the biased reports of parents about their own children or
from the hunches o? writers, producers, or broadcasters; We
will get them only from impartial, controlled studies cover-

ing a large cross-section of children from different parts of
the country—of different age, economic, and educational
Iwls. Studies which must include valid and reliable ques-
tionnaires, verified reports of listening habits and reactions
ittj;he normal listening situation— (i.e., the ciiild at his own
radip). Slid an adequate sampling of clinical studies. After
jBU> the important th about children's radio is what it
does to and for children---and we must have the facts!

Will Television Replace the Horse?

Who's Got the Answers?

HENRY MORGAN;

Prom these studies we should be able to obtain factual
answers to some of the following questions:

1) What are the appeals, contributions and effects on ctiil-
aren of the_ adventure programs? What is the truth under-

the high inconsistency between the proven interest of
these programs to children and the vociferous criticism of
some adults?

2)_To what extent are some of the charges of inadequacy
ievelet} against children's radio properly the province of
parenti, teachers, recreation and religious leaders? Another
preliminary study made some time ago, indicated the inti»
mate cause and effect relationship between what children

^° radio and what they get from it, Nearly half of the
emioiren in this study reported that tljey would rather listen

Anrt
friends than to be with their real friends,

mill / ^^^^^ number reported that radio listening per-

to escape nagging mothers and unhappj
noughts about unsuccessful school and social experiences.
Psychiatrists agree that the emotional disturbances whicl-

: Unaccustomed as I am to public prognosticating, I just

happen to have a smalt pamphlet with me entitled "I Seen

You in Video, Oh You.Kideo," and it's one of the few modern
things on the subject not 'dedicated: to Mr. Menser.

But has anyone thought about the housewife? And tele-

vision? Together? I have, a little, and it goes something

like this. ..

(The hoMseioi/e, a Mrs. Yuh from, and at the moment,
Brooklyn, has been trained by 20 years of Aunt Jenny's.

True Maunderings to listen to the radio while she does her

. housework. She hasn't learned yet (and nobody eilse will

either, mark you), that to. "listen" to fele«ision you have : to ,

stay put.) The show starts: ,

ANNO: Good morning, ladies. The FLANG Company,

makers of IRREDUCIBLE FLANGS, presents the True to

Life Stories of 'AuntyPtur. And now, for just a moment,,

look at these magnificent, 1948 Flanga. .

.

LONG SHOT OF FLANGS. . .DOLLY UP AND TAKE A
GOOD' ONE WITH NO. FOUR. HOLD, THEN CUT TO
PRESIDENT BUSKIRK FLANG WITH NO. ONE. ..HE
TAKES POINTER AND POINTS TO THE REVERSIBLE
PADDLES AND THE UNLOCKING NUT,

(IWrs. Yitfc has vjalked owt to the Jcitcheu to see if there's

any ketchup! Icjt. But she's listening.) ... :

CAMERA NO. FIVE SLIDES OVER TO SHOW FLANG
FACTORY (MINIATURE SET 38) WITH REAL SMOKE
.COMING OUT OF CHIMNEY. NO. CUTS IN WITH SHOT
OF FACTORY SfGN. . ."FLANG, INC. REMEMBER...
DON'T GO FLANGLESS!"

(.Mrs. Yuk is now in the bathroom fixing up the cHromimn
loifh OGLBTHORPE S MUCH. . .which a friend told her
about. But she's listening.)

AJVWO.- And now, today's True Story by Aunty Ptur.

NO. 1 ON STAGE 5 SET 3 PICKS UP PTUR (PLAYED
BY CLARICE FLOCK).
PTUR; (Nodding disgustingly) 'J'oday's story is about a

darling young couple who lived in Vague Ecstasy, Nevada,
when I was a girl. (GIGGLES) Not too long ago! (SHE
WAGS A FINGER I« A NAUSEATING WAY.)
OPEN NO. 1, OR NO. THREE. . . NO, MAKE IT NO. SIX

...OH, WHATEVER YOU HAVE... PAN VER VAGUE
ECSTASY SLOWLY FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. JOON'T JIG-
GLE LIKE YOU DID LAST WEEK ON THE! "RUMSHIN-
SKY'S BLIGHT" PROGRAM, OR SOMESBODY'S GOING
TO CATCH IT, FELLAS.
AMts. Yuk is cleflnmflf out the hall closet. Maybe she's

still listening, I dunno.)
'','*.:,: ',,

. ,* ", * , *' V : ','

':

Well, that's one thing .that's worrying me. Another is the
automobile radio. We should be having some awfully amus-
ing accidents if guys are going to be tooling along the high-

ways with one eye on them dames walking around the .screen

in Jantzens. There's another angle on this one, too. There's

a telephone in the car, see, and the guy's outside Passaic

somewhere, when his car phone rings. It's his wife, so. to

make talk the fella saySi:"Say, dear,, I just saw that dress
you were telling, me about the other day . .

.''
:

She says_. . ."Well, pick it up and bring it home with you
dear." The gimmick here; of course, is- that the dress is in

White Plains, where he told her he.was going to be. . .he saw
it on his little old video set. Something like that, anyway.
"Read it over again, it may come out ,right.

I can't help but wonder how some agencies are going to
'

go for this thing (present company included^ of course). The
guys who fall in a half epileptic when you have to hire an
extra actor at scale for a 30-second E.T. What are these

ghouls going to do when the director suddenly decides that

the $500 silk curtain won't do. . .he has to have a chartreu.se

one immediatel.y to match the leading lady's nose? And
look, you can't have 15 million people walking around say-

ing, "Didja see that living room on the Phil Spittoon Girlie

Show'/ Wasn't that the same one we see in where it's sup-
posed to be Frankie Frisch's house?"

The old Vid will be hot stuff for the Mr. and Mrs. people,

I bet; When the customers get a load of some of those early

ayem pusses, puss, downward sales curves will be known as;

Mae Wests.

I've seen a few television shows, and I believe that the

surface has hardly been ruined. I don't want to be self-

conscious, about this, either, but if the American public is

going to sit home and stare at me while I stare at some Stale
,

jokes on a script, I doubt it.

have been charged to radio are actually indications of deep-
seated personality . difficulties -which began and developed:
before radio could have been an influence. Let us get these

facts in such a way that they cannot be disputed.

3) Is it possible to develop standards of radio appreciation

in children and adults so that organized support and large

listening audiences can be developed for better programs

—

support which will be as vocal as the attacks? Perhaps
when we have the answer to this question, we will know,
why adults listen in' such large numbers to crime and
mystery programs and in such relatively small numbers to

the splendid^ and often magnificent, documentaries presented
during the past year by two of our networks. Perhaps, too,

many adults will realize that they are expecting of children

what they are not willing to do themselves.

When we are able to substitute factual for opinionated

answers to these questions, we may be able to discover the

role of tne non-commercial FM station in providing some of

the purely educational programs for in school listening;

while the new and original ideas for larger network pro-

gramming for younger audiences will have to rise spon-
taneously and with integrity from the creative element
within radio. '.

,

It's high time we acted like mature adults about children's

radio; high time fruitle.ss and energy-consuming charges and
counter-charges gave way to positive and productive chal-

I
lenges, both from without and within the industry. Only

'"then will there be the proper appreciation of the inter-

dependence and mutual responsibilities of radio technicians,

broadcasters, sponsors and radio listeners. Children's radir

is too important to be merely a conversation piece at meet-
ings—or to liven up your party.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

"1 OWN A TELEVISION SET!"
The Travails of the Host Wi'th His Free-

Loading Guests on Fight Nights,

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

Yep, I'm the only guy in my neighborhood that owns a
television set! Gee it's fun! You should get a, load of my
house on fight nights. (I mean the professional ones.) Tha
place is jammed. All the neighbors come in to seethe flght«

-
, on mv television set. One guy had tick-,,

ets for the fight, but stayed home be-
cause he heard so much about my won-
derful television set ;atta. hpw swell tha
fights come over. It inade me'feel.gireaW
I serve cigarets and cigars^, frtrhisK

matches and ashtrays (which^ they
never use, because some guy started a
rumor that ashes are good for rugs). I

also serve: drinks, which sort of. gives,

the party an alcoholic contentment. We
have , what you may call an un-corking

.

good time! The company arrives about
an hour before the entertainment Starts,

It is not etiquette to Just come in for
the fights, and so they come in a little earlier which gives
them more time for free-loading. We pass the time making
conversation which we change to a subject sometimes.
When the fights finally go. on, they start to complain that

my screen is much smaller than the one they saw in soma
barroom. If the fight happens to be a louseroo, they look at

me as if I was the matclimakerl : All through the fights the
wheeze guys make cracks! Some nights when I want to see
the fights, they give -me the nokay. That's the negative of
okay. They outvote me by a tremendous minority as Bugs
Bear would .say, and so I have to turn to the channel that is

showing the wrestling matches. It is then I realize that
vaudeville has never passed out; they just changed the nama
to wrestling.

After the entertainment nearly everybody decides that they
are going to buy- a television set. It is then that the solemn,
guy speaks up. You know the kind of a guy I mean—h«
•knows all the statistics, such as capitals of states and the ex-
act poker hands he held 20 years ago. He says, "Take your
time, boys. I was speaking to a man who is one of the big-

gest men in television on the financial end, I can't tell you
his name but he said for me to hold off a while, as the new
machine that is coming out is going to revolutionize the
industry. They're gonna cost half the price and you'll see
the pictures in colors or black and white, and you'll be abis
to seethe pictures in every room of your house at the same
time, and it's gonna keep going 24 hours a day. AH they're
waiting for now is the go-ahead signal." And everybody
wisely shake their head and say, "Yeh; I guess it's in its

infancy yet; no use getting a set today and it'll be, out of
date tomorrow." So meanwhile, while they are waiting for
this super-duper set, they come in my house and use up
their eyes on my set which only shows everything in one
,roomI • ,::-:-• :

••,

In the afternoons I: am host 'to all the Idds of the neigh-
borhood. Great gang, no trouble getting them chairs* they
drape themselves on the floor, we serve them cakes, soda
and candy. They're a swell gang. They know the batting
average of every player and the background of the guy
that even carries the water in a football game. Everything
is going along fine, then one of the kids start monkeying
with the dials and always manages to black the picture
out just as some guy hits- a home run or a football player
scores a touchdown. , An(J, when the sound happens to die
out, they look at me as if I am, choking the''announcer. And
when it's air over, they all go out so fast they scorch the
floors! , ,:

[ 'Laurie's Sneak-View .

|

But ,X do enjoy my television set. That's the time when
I pull down the shades, and tell my neighbors the machine
is on the bum. I .sort of give myself a sneak-view. And the
more I see of. Television the more I feel that it has a 'great
future in the Entertainment Family. It will not hurt the
theatre, the picture house, the radio, or the attendance at

sporting events. There is a certain something when you
are part of a crowd that gives you a thrill that you can't

get sitting home watching the picturing of it. There is aI->

ways a bit of cockiness in a guy's voice when he says, "I
WAS THERE." In a theatre you have peofile around you
who are laughing or crying or coughing and it helps you a
lot to enjoy the show or picture. On the ; radio you can
listen and still play bridge or read or even sleep. Even
^though you get the news on the radio you still look in your
paper for it the next day.

,

And so Television will have its particular spot in the
Show Family. There is always room, for entertainment; The
stadiums 'of the country cannot seat the : millions who wish
to see the many sporting events held every year. Television
will get the overflow. Right now it's in the field of sports
that Television tops everything including the radio. ,Tust

put on your television set and your radio when a fight ia

being televised and you'll be looking at one fight and hear-
ing another. The radio sportscaster makes it sound exciting,
but it sounds silly when he tells you "the boys are murder-
ing each other" and you are looking at them on the screen
and see two tired guys making air pockets with their gloves.
In football Television is better than a seat on the 40-yd, line,

because with Television you are always with the bair and
in on all the plays. The same, goes for hockey and basket-
ball and tennis. Baseball is swell especially at the night
games—steady light, no clouds, making it easy for the
cameras. At fights you practically have a front seat, with
no chance of some guy standing up in front of you just as the
knockout punch is deliv;^<red.

As for the other bits of entertainment Television is hand-
ing out right now, the educational features are the best. The
travelogs are okay. The Western pictures are good for
the kiddies I guess. The Comedy? The lea.st said about it

the better. When Television will have audiences to yok it

up it will be okay—now the comedy is as dead as the old
.silent pictures were when the piano player stepped out for
a smoke or a beer—remember? Even the chase pictures
of those days, without the piano players' "hurry-up music"
stood still. But soon there will be more sets sold, then the
sponsors will shell out heavy budgets, which will buy top
comedians, writers, directors and idea men and - then maybe
PetriUo will allow live music, which all will take it out of
the "crystal set stage" and give Television a definite spot In
the Amusement Family! /

But right now it's doing plenty good in sports—And I am
a sport.. I've proved it by having, the only Television set
in my neighborhood!
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Pacific Tele Just Coasting Along;

Film Companies Hold Inside Track

With Paramount Far Out in the Lead
By JOHN

Hollywood, I

Reviewing Coast television is
j

•asy. It's still genei'ally just coast-
'

Ing, like so many others talking tele-

vision elsewhere, ; The little that

exists commercially (and not profit-

ably, experimentally or exciting) is,

paradoxically; enoughj in the hands

ot the motion picture- business,

namely, Paramount. Except for the

efforts of the latter, video Coastwise
Is pretty much heard of and not

seen, albeit there has been, com-
paratively, many developments over

the past year. When it arrives the

picture business will be with it and
In it.

From Ihe preview perspective,

two more stations loom up by year's

elose. In the throes of activating

their notions into stations are the

Los Angeles Times and Earle G. An-
thony's KFI, while the talk con*

tinues about which of the nation's

metropolises will be the video cen-

ter. From here it continues obvious

that the east leads commercially,
programwise, productionwise, re-

ceiver-wise and otherwise, with Ra-
dio Corp. of America still carrying

the receiver load virtually alone.

At this writing there's an ap-

proximate 40 hours weekly available

fot the.3,000-odd sets hereabout. Tlie

term 40 hours is used advisedly as
'being that and little more; a very
usual schedule of fights, wrestling,

films, a little variety, an occasional

play and remote events that make
for firsts but about which there "is

nothing'lasting.

Paramount carries the burden
with the sole fairly full daily sched-
ule^ though very recentiy Don Lee,

. too, hypoed with a daily glomming
of its Mutual 'networker, "Queen for

a Day." Both increased to help push
set sales but again it's Par with BCA
financial help that does most, while
neither is at its best.

There's been no echo to the bang
of "T-Day," at least no appreciable

noise from any video corner. Esti-

mate of 3,000 sets is wide and possi-

bly 10 times better than the number
extant before. "Der ' Tag." Public
apathay over the. type and quality

of programming as demonstrated in

stores; night and day, has much to

do with the situation. Unintelligent
selling and merchandising have also

hurt in that direction. In conse-

quence, sponsors have been even
more chary than the public, piddling
at thne buying largely for purposes
of pioneer privileges or previous
laith.

'Papeiri^eieht Production

If programming lightweight,

then production is paperweight. No
greater demonstration of it has ever
been given than the ill-fated first

Coast commercial that featured a

stellar lineup that turned into a

stellar laydown. There's been little

improvement since, where operators
were in charge. Only events that

. have lent themselves to the medium
without assistance or enhancement
have clicked. Both the trade and the
public agree in this—and the latter

shows it.

Technically, the pictures shown
ere considered to be as good as
those aired elsewhere; it's the

content and composition that is

mediocre and uninspired as that old

devil ''who-is-to-pay" plagues the
local scene, The absence of com-
petition is a further blight, along
with the marked indifference of tal-

ent unions. They, like many opera-
tors and others,- seem to want to

coast along, too, hoping to step in

when the stepping is good and the
rough going is gone. Even individ-
ually, talent is standing by in the
great coasting scene that is the
Coast television scene. In short,
talent is noticeably absent in all di-

rections.

The picture of the future bright-

ens,- fortunately. Competition will

come in 1947 and with it the need
.to improvise if not actually im-
prove. Don Lee must soon got its

green light from the FCC, presumed
to have let Lee's waiting on com-
mercjalizalion serve as the expected
wrist-.slapping for its alleged net-

• niork broadcasting irregularities.

The field formerly left to Para-
mount alone must take on color

HURLEY
when it's no longer the province of

one. With over a million dollars al-

ready sunk in its experimental op-
eration Don Lee isn't ready to shell

more until so operating—and it

.shows.
, Then ' the picture must be

further heightened with the arrival

of the next two in line,: KFI; and; the
Times.:

The Times is expected to raise

ructions with the sports and remote
picture due to its double-barreled
coverage and precedence. KFI is in

a similar position due: to being the

biggest teiJl AM outlet. The pair is

now entered in a race to be number
three on the air after lying back
with the coasting clique—which in-

cludes set makers and distributors.

One or both should be on the air

by January, 1948. At present KFI
has the edge with its site cleared

and some installations already in.

NBC is expected to be next, if not
previous to the foregoing twain, de-
pending on aims not presently in-

dicated. However, there's no doubt
about the many edges or aces it

holds once the big decision is made.
Thereafter the race is between ABC
and KLAC.
RCA and GE will .release equip-

ment as one or another demonstrates
willingness and ability to get on the
air, being e^ger to serve the active
and showcase their equipment, as

witness Pair's : amounts of the latest

available gear. They have' no time
for coasters.

'Rank Foreigner' tn

What will probably be one of the

nation's most stimulating operations
i.s promised by a rank foreigner,

W. ,1, Gleeson, owner of KPRO,
Riverside, and head of a now form-
ing statewide network of AM. FM
and video stations. Until recently
none here knew he had FCC per-
mission to air into, Hollywood from
the 90-mile distant site.

This he plans to do with unusual
daytime programming and the aid of
independent producers for enter-
tainments at night. A fair-haired

boy of the FCC, he, has done no
wrong and presumably can do none.
What he plans,, much of it still

."ecret, will open the eves of many
and must certainly open the pocket-
books of both competitors and spon-

sorsw He will be on by year's end
also, the ^unannounced "eighth" sta

tiOn. ''.'.>.,:;

Meanwhile, there's "much, shadow
boxing and fringe' activity. Many
firms are announcing themselves as

ready to serve the infant industry.
In the wake of the now dissolved
Bergen-Cunning partnership have
come many others, among them film
firms such as Telefilms, Nassour,

CHUCK FOSTER
"MUSIC IN THE FOSTER

FASHION", currently doing big biz

one nighters and comet-lng to pop-
ularity via LANG-WORTH TRAN-
SCEIPTIONS over 450 stations from
coast to coast..

Ohiick Foster and his Orchestra
begin a return engagement at the
Virginia Beach Cavalier Hotel

—

July 17 th.
Good luck, Boy!

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

Teleways, Screen Plays, the tele-

phone company with its near-ready
local relay system of cable and air,

and the parent company's near-
Coasting coaxial, a link of which
should soon connect Frisco and L. A.
They are all on the edges and

eager to serve as satellites to tele-

ites. Other fringers are the new
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences and Hollywood Bowl, now
in the market via William Morris.
But none may now step from the
edges into a void.

: The big picture companies,
thouKht to be as unaware of video
as James C. Petrillo, are actually

keeping their eyes open if not their

paws in. Paramount, of course, is

in up to here; Warners are fiddling

with RCA and NBC; 20th Century-
Fox is pulse-testing through its Fox-
West Coast Theatres; Metro has its

watchdog who reports directly to

Louis B. Mayer on all developments;
Universal-International has an "in"

via one of its top producer-execu-
tives.

Chi Radio's Ups and Downs
Chicago. V

Chicago at midyear 1947 is probably the most mixed up town in the
country, radio-wise. It's a town where sales are booming both on net-

works and on local programs. It's a town where transcription companies
are springing up like mushrooms and going broke just as fast, Yet, dur-
ing the past two years, almost every network commercial show here has
been moved to either one or the other coasts. ; .

The most vigorous _flghters to keep radio in Chicago, mostly actors,

actresses and writers, who were also the loudest to condemn those who
pulled out for more fertile fields, have in the majority of cases, them-
selves deserted the city. Paradoxically, many of them have already re-

turned, mostly from Hollywood, network shows or no network shows,
claiming that the exorbitant living costs and terrific competition made It

necessary. The feeling is that several local shows plus even only one net-

work show are far more preferable here than in Hollywood, since here
there is no need for an agent or business entertaining to cut into the take-

home pay. It isn't vital to be seen at the' most expensive spots when
actually there aren't any spots here to rival those of Hollywood.
Perfect case in, point, is one half-hour dramatic show on which an

entire cast petitioned radio director of agency controlling account to move
to Hollywood. Within one year the same group again petitioned agency
to move show back to Chicago for financial reasons, and all indications

now portend that show Will return here for.fall opening.

Wanted: Writers J
Actually. Chicago's biggest problem through the years has been a des-

perate shortage~ol top writers and' produce*s, indispensable for the "no
name" brand shows which emanate from here. Although such names as

Hal Peary, Amos 'n' Andy, Gene Autry, Don Ameche, and Jim and
Marian Jordan started here, that caliber name just doesn't live here any-
more. However, a check of the daytime serials which moved from here
to the two coasts, shows that a majority of these programs now have
lower average ratings, and In any event, ttiey have not bettered their

rating positions. Further checks with network execs here has brought
out general theory that in the main, writers have gone sophisticate, that

their scripts now lack- typical midwestern background which they had
while the shows were here. It is all a way ot thinking that goes along with
Don McNeill of the Breakfast Club and the many attempts made to move
the show from here with .McNeUl's consistent refusal on the basis that the
program would lose, the intangible corn which has made it go successful for
so many years.

Many Other Developroenta
I

still another ironic development in the local radio production picture is

that in almost every case, radio directors and account execs have irepeati"

edly taken the stand against the exodus of radio from here; even in many
cases giving talks on the subject and vowing that whether they them-
selves like it or not, their clients are becoming more and more insistent

that lower budgeted shows be purchased, which to them meant Chicago.
Yet in the next breath they race off to catch the Century or the Chief.

Still another twist was the visit here last week of Pete Maddox, general
sales manager of WOR, N. Y., who frankly admitted that he was in Chicago
for the week chepking talent agencies, stations and niteries for scripts and
show ideas to take to New York, with Maddox also admitting that "he
had found several things that looked pretty good to him." This, in spite

of fact that all buyers of talent and scripts here claim that they can find

material only in New York or Hollywood,
Network sales-wise, it is generally accepted that the four nets, in spite

of exodus of talent, are doing from five to 15% more business in 1947 than
they were doing prior to and during the war. Pretty much the same
situation prevails in local radio, with almost all good time being snapped
Up as soon as -it becomes available. ' ' ,

RADIO IS A FUMY THING, YOl KNOW IT

Hollywood.
Radio has grown up now so that

like vaudeville and. the theatre and
the silent movies
there's a lot of quaint stuff to. tell

about it
'

and radio veterans like me (Blue
Monday Jamboree '29)

love to get on
at the difl'erent parties

long enough to tell some of the
funny things about early radio
and there are plenty of yarns to tell

MEL BLANC
Thanki to COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
SHERMAN and MARQUETTE, INC.

My Coit and Crew for an Enjoyable Year on th*

"MEL BLANC SHOW"

By MEREDITH WILLSOIN

besides the Big Brother Bob one
about "1 guess that'll hold the lit-

tle'
—.".•

For instance there was the time
Don Thompson was doing a special

events broadcast from San Francisco
Bay
and had to say something about
"battleship snapshots."

He took three cracks at it and then
gave up.

And the time when the Sunday
morning prayer transcription got

stuck while the ohe-mari operator-
engineer - announcer - producer wa.s

across the street having his break-
last keeping track of the 'program
over the restaurant's little radio
which blared out to his horrified
ears "God AlmightyTr-God Almighty
—God Almighty—God Almighty—"
and of course the topper is that
when the platter spinner dashed
back he found the studio door had
.spring-locked behind him and the
appeal to the Almighty astonished
the Pacific Coast for another hoUr
and a quarter.

And then there was the unbeliev-
able introductory

. line to an Irish
program that went on for months
before the announcer realized how
the line sounded on the air :

which was "Once again we bring
you a bit of the old sod in the lilting
voice of the, Irish colleen and vvhat
a httle bit she is."

And, of course, that unforgettable
night on KFRC: "Railroad Man's
Night on the Blue Monday Jam-
boree.".

Sticklers for realism, . Harrison
Hollpwaty and I thought it would be
great to bring a real locomotive-
whi.stle into the studio

. .

hook it up to a tank of compressed
air

and let one of the Southern Pacific
crack, engineers demonstrate the
different whistles.
There wasn't time to try it out be-
fore the program and I will never
know why none Of us stopped to
tliink that you can hear 'a loco-
motive whi.stle for 90 miles in the
open country

and therefore a radio studio is no
place in which to blow same
but nobody did
so the program went on the air

the interview began
the engineer pulled the whistle cord
the whistle blew
and the program went oft the air

and the station went o£E the air too

and it took two weeks to fix the

transmitter.

I

And Then Ther,e Was the Lala
|

And the time on the Del Monte
Ship of Joy when Captain Dob.sie at

considerable expense introduced a
world famous naturalist, who
brought with him

:
*

'

from the jungles i

a lala

not to-be confused with a lulu.

And this lala was a hollow log

that took six men: to carry into the

studio and which was the natives'

telegraph as you might say on ac-

count of it was supposed to have
unusual vibration qualities .so that

when you struck it in a certain way
the "tone" would carry for miles

through the jungle.

Well anyway to prove the penetrat- .

ing quality ^f this curious native

device
Dobsie asked his listeners to go to

some remote part of the' hou.se

preferably the cellar or maybe even
out to the garage and close the door.

To allow them time to get there 1

played a musical number
alter which the naturalist was sup*
posed to hit the lala and the sound
was supposed to carry over the ra-

dio and through the garage or cellar

doors
the only thing was however that

after the musical number Dobsiie

forgot to have the naturalist hit the

lala. and for all I know those people
are still waiting in the dillerent

garages and attics

straining their ears
and although ;

as you can see
r am just getting warmed up I was
only invited to write a tiiousand

words and 1 guess I must have used

them up by now. :
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The Literary Symposium On
Television

Compiled and Edited by Albert Stillman

yif, Shakespeare voses the Question:

To seo or not to' see: that is the question.

. ..«
. « » ••,•

Anon, on the Quix Kids:

Children should be seen and not heard.

F; 'iS. Ke'y switches to Breakfast Club commerciaU:
' Oh, say can you see by the dawn's early light,

The foods that we need to start the day right?

• * .
, *

'

Jdrie Taylor 'does o rewrite job:

TWihklo, twinkle, Uttle star,
_

•::

r don't wonder who you are,

Not when you're so clearly seen

On my television screen.

t * .
.;

, .
.

M. Goose c/idnflies her mind: ,

^ " *
"Mother, may I go out with men?"
"No, my darling daughter,—

"Stay home and watch the Reynolds Pen
"Writing,under water."

Add Prediction of Things to Come by Gelett B^rgesst

• I never saw a Purple Cow,
X thou^t there'd never.be one;

But what with television now,
I'm sure I'll live to see one.

Edward Fitzgerald doctors o quatrain etier so slightly:

A'Glass of Milk (from Mr. Borden's Cow) ;

A Slice of Lox, a Loaf of Bread—and Thou •

Before me singing m the Dining Room,

—

Oh, Hildegarde, were Paradise enowV*
* • *

. ; In ^hort—
We'll see, as well as hear, the gags:

Benny's bald-spot and Allen's bags
Will lindy-hop and pirouette .

Upon the television set, :

Whfere one can see from where one sits,

The spot that Pepsi Cola hits; •

And products that you never knew
Will walk right up, and talk to you.

Ihe Actor In Television

By VAUGHN TAYLOR
Television acting is hard work. Don't get me wrong—

t

love it! But it is hard work. Speaking from the front end

of the camera after 26 dramatic television shows in barely

over a year, I'd say it is harder work than any other field

of acting. .

Why? Well, television acting combines radio, stage and
screen acting. The television actor's voice is picked up on a

microphone as in radio, but he is seen as well as heard and
must learn a complete play as in the theatre. Further than

that, he must learn it quickly as in stock. He works in

front of cameras as in motion pictures but he must have the

complete play in his mind at one time and during the per-

formance there is no stopping for retakes if someone "fluifs"

or ''goes up."

His working space is smaller than either in theatre or

motion pictures, and the action more* intimate, therefore^

movements, positions and camera angles must be tnemorized
more exactly. Action in television is continuous so the tele-

vision actor is denied the respite of a theatre intermission

during which one act can be parked in the back of his

mind and the next act brought to the fore, whicli is im-
.portant in the theatre on opening nights—and television is

an endless, succession of opening nights! On opening nights

In the theatre the mereknowledge that a prompter is in the
wings eases the actor's mind to the extent that he is less

apt to needl a ^'prompt," ' but no system of prompting has
yet been worked out for television. And then there is the
heat! Have you ever tried to play a scene in a steam room?
For these reasons I say the actor in television has harder
work. Not that he has to be a better actor than anywhere
else, but he has more on his mind and more physical dis-

comforts.

I Stage Background Valuable
|

An actor going into television should have a good stage
background. There is no time in television rehearsals to
teach him to act; he must already know his trade! Some
motion picture work in addition to this is helpful for camera
technique. In his first few television shows I believe he is

better off with small parts. A small part will leave his
mmd free to watch what goes on in- the studio. Watching
the screen from behind the director during rehearsals of.

scenes other than his own, is the quickest way of learning
the quirks that make acting in television a little different
irom acting anywhere else.
^Television acting is a definite field of acting, a definite
learned technique of its Own. Of all other forms of acting.
It least resembles radio and most resembles stage. With its

rehearsals limited to one week for a one-hour play and its

performances limited to one, it even more closely resembles
stocli:. So I say "Why not a stock company?" A stock com-
pany of experienced players used T» working together can
put on a better show in less time. For economy of budget
and dependability of performance, this should appeal to sta-
tion owners and sponsors alilce.

.
As I said before, acting in dramatic programs in television

least resembles radio and most resembles stage. From this
standpoint, the industry and the actor alike are fortunate

Ow i?*
in New York producers like Warren Wade andWen Davis, Jr., and directors too numerous to name-^men

wno grew up in the theatre and are now helping television
oyer some of its growing pains. There are many men of

<l"aliflcations hi television right now and with the

«7?,
1.*'''°^'*' expected in the next few years, many more

Will be needed. .

. J*'* °"ly the beginning. As it grows there's going to be
jois of work for actors. It's really fun to be part of some*
ining new and to help it grow. Something ah:eady big but
wijn unlimited possibilities for future growth. Right now,
«s hard work and hot! But don't get me wrong—I love It!

Video's Vitamins
By BEN FEINER, JR.

As in radio, live television programs fall into two major
categories: remote programs consisting of the reportorial

coverage of events in being; and studio programs consisting

of those specifically created for television.

Can you imagine what would happen

to Radio Hoopers if broadcasting

schedules were restricted solely to,-

events taking place outside of the:

studios; o.r to movie attendancev if

audiences had nowhere tp ' io^,. :except.

the newsreel theatres?

Yet, in an attempt to relieve the

economic strain of presentrday tele-

vi.sion there is a definite trend toward
this sort of pattern through the elimina-

tion of Uve studio programs. Because
such action has been unclertakeh jjy
organizations experienced in the field-

it is possU>le that the pattern may be
regarded by newcomers as a- permanent solution to the
economic problems of television. But there are grounds for
believing that the abandonment of studio proRrams is, at

best, a temporary cure. So perhaps it might be wise for
those contemplating the adoption of such a course to

examine all its implications before committing themselves.

There is no questioning the programmatic effectiveness of

most of the material covered by television remotes. How
wrong can you go with telecasts of big league Ijaseball,

championship fights, stake races and other major sports
events of equally impressive caliber? Admittedly too, there:

Is tremendous interest in important public events such as
special address to the Congress, U. N. meetings, political

conventions and the like.

Ben Feiner, Jr.

Vegetables Vs. Dessert

"Undeniably these programs are the vegetables of television
in the sense that', television cannot possibly develop with-
out them. And in the sens,e that all too often they make
people sick,, studio programs are the desserts. But like

desserts, when they do make people sick, it is because the
ingredients are inferior, or the preparation is insufficient or
because they're served so unappetizingly. Sometimes all of
these are combined into a repulsive whole.

"

But variety is just as essential to diets for mass entertain-
ment as it is to diets for mass nutrition. Variety in television

mass entertainment can be obtained only by the inclusion of
drama, comedy, music and dancing. Because of the un-
availability of films and other limitations, it is essential that
these and similar elements originate from studios. Studios
alone are equipped specifically for their presentation.

Would Schrafft's abandon desserts and subscribe to a pol-
icy of strict* vegetarianism on the ground that desserts are
bad because the ingredients are infe^or, the preparation in-

sufficient and the appearance unappetizing? I think not.

Ahd similarly in television, it seems to me, the intelligent

approach is to get at the root of studio program deficiencies.

That root is lack of money. It is not : lack of talent or
showmanship. It Is not inefficient administration or tech-
nical limitations. AH of these weaknesses are present in

television operations today. But they are symptoms—not
causes. The basic cause is . lack of money.

• Two and a half hours' worth of play in the theatre gets

.more weeks in rehearsal than two and a half hours' worth of

studio programs gets days. The cost in man hours and money
to produce one average minute of a feature film will surely
run to hundreds, pcssibly to thousands of times the amount
expended on any one minute of the average studio program.

It is under tliese conditions that studio programs are ex-
pected 'to command the respect and the interest of the public.
But the American public has long been conditioned by films,

by the theatre and by radio to expect of television studio
programs, standards of production that are generally impos-
sible under present economic limitations.

Obligations Involved, Too

It is not the p'urpose of this piece to attempt to indicate

how these limitations may be overcome. It IS its purpose to

indicate that they MUST be overcome if television is to

develop into a fully rounded reality. Flight or evasion will

not serve the purpose. Television has an obligation to serve
the public with all the elements at its miraculous command
and not just with those that meet its momentary convenience.
This obligation is ^s materially sound as it is morally just.

Had radio remained strictly reportbrial and excluded
creativity—had it confined itself to the news, to sports and
to special events simply because it was terrified at the cost:

potential inherent in studio entertainment.-^it would never
have reached anything like its exalted state of commercial
ascendency.

There is some tendency at the moment to feel that certain

of these elements; singing, dancing, and other performances
of various kinds, can be integrated into remotes in a sort of

semi-rehearsed, semi-equipped fashion. Either this is wish-

ful thinliing or the use of specially constructed theatres in-

stead of barns, scientifically built radio studios mstead of

reiiearsal halls and fantastically expensive sound stages in-

stead of "locations" is monumentally idiotic.

1 don't believe that either unawareness of, or disagree-

ment with these conclusions is responsible for the present

curtailment Of studio operations in television. What IS re»

sponsible is a major reversion to that same old basic cause

—

money. At the moment it Is possible to buy more, and
better, by eliminating studios, rehearsals, staffs and equip-

ment and concentrating solely on remote programs.

But this economy is completely transient. Messrs. Irish,

Rickey, Jacobs and the other impresarios of the sporting

world are not entirely naive. The television deals they set

when there were 20,000, receivers in existence may appear

just a bit short around the wrists when there are a million

receivers extant. And the fact that half of any given broad-
caster's output is entirely within their hands, will not neces-

sarily transport them to a plane of higher philanthropy.

There was a time when actors accepted five or ten dollars
• per performance on television because of ,''the publicity and
the experience"—rbut not for long! Prize fighters and their

,

managers are already casting inquisitive (or acquisitive!)

eyes at television fees. Whether within or without studios,

a professional performer is . professional and generally he

a|!UgLiilil!imm'!l!l!!IM!Uei!!liUiJS^

I Doin' What Comes Naturally

i -By Transcription

By FREDERIC W. ZIV

ifilinilirnliriilalnlaliilalnlaliiietiiliiniifiiTiTiri

:*,:,,,,'
. Cincinnati.

Some of our good friends are trying to promote "Th«
Battle of the Century"; K. 6. Network vs. Kid Transcriptionl

Some of our agency friends are saying, "If radio were to
start all over again, it would go transcription, not network,"

Some of our station friends are say-
ing, "ET shows ^are getting higher .

Hoopers than our 'network averages.''

Some of our performer friends ; ar«
saying, "It's a joy to broadcast by
transcription-no fiuffs. Ho dihlters, ixo.

missed cue."!, no tension." '
'

What has caused the swing to tjcaii*

scribed shows?
It's just a case of dolij' what comei

natur'Uy!
It's only natural to want to produce

the finest programs possible . . .and it'a

only natural for listeners to, want to

hear the best programs possible. Th«
best—the finest—programs today are broad,cast by transcrip-

tion. Here's why:

First, recording quality. There was a time when transcrip-

tion.quality left much to be desired. But technical skill and
pure- vinylite pressings today combine to, make transcribed

programs the peer of any other method of broadcasting.

Second, editing. There never Was a "live" program that

could not be improved by "retakes". . .by editing. Even the
Blue Book cites that as an advantage of ET's: "Transcrip-
tions offer to the writer, director, producer of programs the,

same teclmical advantages that the moving picture industry

achieves through cutting room techniques."

Third, artistry. The greatest performers in the entertain-

ment world are today broadcasting via transcription. Some
programs are exclusively transcribed, like Bing Crosby, the

"Wayne King Show," Ronald Colman in : "Favorite Story,"

etc. But in addition to these, practically every network show
on the ^ir is broa'dcast some place, some time '"at a more
convenient hour" by transcription.

Frederic W. Zlv

Womng Xoj. Talent

Fourth, production quality. There was a time when the
transcription industry attracted only opportunists, those who
could not make the grade. Today the finest writers, com-,
posers, directors, arrangers are performing on transcription.

'Fifth, scheduling fiexibility. It's only natural to want to

attract the greatest possible audience. Stations can sched-

ule transcribed shows in the time slot sure to get the most
li.steners. No wonder "Boston Blackie" comes up with a
21.4 in Louisville, 16.9 in Cincinnati; 16.5 in Minneapolis;

no wonder Wayne King comes up with a -20.1 in Detroit,

17.3 in Milwaukee, 19.0 in Youngstown.

Yes, it's only natural for the listener to want to tUne in the
best show. Surveys prove that the listener .does not care
whether the program is broadcast via the mechanical means
of telephone wires or via discs. Hoopers before me at this

moment show that our transcribed programs lead network
competition in scores of cities: "Boston Blackie" beating such
competition as Dennis Day and Professor Quiz in Youngs-
town, "American Melody Hour" and "Inside of Sports" in

Louisville; Wayne King beating "Voice of Firestone." Greg-
ory Hood and "Sherlock Holme-s" In New Orleans. American
Melody Hour and "Mystery Is My Hobby" in Oklahoma City.

How about the big fight. .."The Battle of the Century"?

It won't come off!

First, because there is nothing to be gained by a "battle

inside radio's ranks. The listener is the one to be pleased

—

and listeners will tune in the best show regardless- whether
live or transcribed.

Second, because the one sponsor who has done the most
to cause the swing to transcribed shows is not a network
prospect. That sponsor is the Local and Regional sponsor.

It's only natural .for the local and regional sponsor- to want-
shows which are just as big and just as important as his
national competitor's. And the only way such advertisers can
sponsor such high quality shows is by transcription.

The Blue Book says it this way, "Transcriptions make
possible the sharing of programs among stations not directly

connected by wire lines." Better transcribed programs have
meant that these local and regional sponsors can share the
advantages of outstanding radio performances that will at-

tract huge audiences, and can enjoy the further advantage of
sharing the cost as well.

Listeners love a good show. They get the best shows :on ,

transcription. Artists and producers love to produce good
shows. They can give their best performances on transcrip-
tion.

Stations love good shows at good ; times on their schedules.
Transcribed flexibility means better , programming and;
greater audiences. :

Sponsors and agencies love , to reach the largest audiencea.
Hoopers of 20s and 29s prove that fine shows .'on transcrip-
tion attract huge audiences.

No .wonder more and more artists, stations, agencies, and
sponsors every day are saying,/'Make mine TRANSCRIBED"!

arrives at the quaint conclusion that his talents should btt

rewarded.
The truth is that television is expensive*now and will be-

come more so. It is expensive whether you present remote
shows or studio programs. And because it is visual instead
of oral and its complexities are to radio what higher mathe-
matics are to simple arithmetic it is expensive not in radio
terms but in terms of show business. This is the truth. Bitter

• perhaps, but inescapable.

The development of the economy of this country Tias been
marked by boldness—by the willingness to risk much to '

satisfy the public's requirements for the best' possible prod-
ucts. The public requires of television; good programs and
diversified schedules of entertainment presented clearly and
regularly.. •

.
•

,

•

' ,

To eliminate studio programs is to offer it les*.

I doubt that it will accept less.
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^aul Belanger

Television Ballet
By PAUL BELANGER
(Staff Director, Du Mont)

It works. People like to sit and watch it. It sells the
product. Jt tells a sU^yi It moves. It has variety, beauty,
jpace,- expressiveness.

Top-secret hint to tomorrowts television producer; dancing
renders advertising palatable.

Recently I welded great chunks of

ballet into a commercial broadcast. Tlie

entire 15 minutes was one long plug.
But the music was gay, the perlbrmers
attractive, the story blithfe, the : inood

. carefree. Result: critic^ >aved; Sfebn-
sors were^ deUghted. StatWa.' eixecs

beamed. '

r].-.,-'

You'd like to try rthg: recljie? Ail
right. Here's your fippsnp~Y<w'rer4he
chef. I'll stand over Ibiei'e &nd! kibitz a

• little.,; .V

What—no ingredients? You're learn-

ing fast. Have to go to market first.

Hand me that shopping bag.

Now as we go, let's decide what we'll need. Dancers, ob-

viously. Also a choreographer. You know who that is.

The person who creates the story in terms of dance move-
ment.
Some dancers do their own choreogr^hy. Some choreo-

graphers like to perform. (But only certain people in the
dance world can do both.)

Look. There's your marketplace,
elbow our way through.
What does your recipe caU for—classical ballet? Oriental?

Nightclub teams? Modern dancers? Satirists? Primitive?
Latin-American? Spanish? Folk-dancing groups? Ta^
specialists?

In two respects, you're lucky. First: pure abstract move-
ment is unappreciated by the average television viewer.
What clicks is acting to music. Which the dance world is

beginning to concede. (I worked a good many months get-
ting that settled.) Second: most of these performers, have
gotten the knack of , television, over , the past few years. It

•breaks their hearts to have to dance on a dime. But they
try, and fail—and then succeed. And then they like it.

AH right. You've bought your dancers. - You've bought
your choreographer. (You've even had the good sense to
pick one sans temperament.) Let's go home and start cook-
ing. Wait. On our way we must stop at the musie shop.

Some silly people will try to tell you that the bah on live
music is a plague andSa curse. Don't listen to them. A
cteady stream of new records pours into" the market week
after week. ,Siphon off the rhythmic, danceable stuff—

' classical or popular.
Mix your styles, if the show needs it. Juxtapose Buxte-

hude and Beiderbecke, Ellington and Bach. Change of pace.
Or you may want to keep a "unit format, but mix the per-

formers. <3hange of ' pace again.
Example. liet's say you're doing a dance version, greatly

c6ndensed»oI"Show Boat." Your first hunk of music, allegro
. con .moto, might come out of Kern's ^'Show Boat Scenario"

Crowded, isn't it? Let's

for Symphony Orchestra. Hodzinski flailing his arms at

120 longhair musicians.

Chords, fortissimo. In the orchestra, a held note. In

your control room, a deft blend from turntable A to turn-

table B. "Your engineer is crossfading so smoothly you don't

hear the change. A new sonority. Thin instrumental tex-

ture. Over this, Thelma Carpenter starts softly hankering,

"Can't Help Lovin' That Man." (See how it's done?)
Your engineer, far from resenting all this mad editing,

will take great pride in hitting the exact beat in the exact
groove of the right sidte of the right record in the exact
.sequence of your entire show. A feat which on occasion,

has meant "splicing" parts of 23 separate disks to make on^
14V4-minute broadcast!

Let's get back to that kitchen now. Oh, but wait. You
can't start coolang yet. We've forgotten the most important
ingi-edient of all—the settings. \

Well, I've got a shortcut for you. Your troubles ste over.

Find yourself a production, designer who has a degree in

architecture; whose water-colors hang in collections the
country over; who has danced and conducted orchestras and
designed choreography and stage settings in Paris and New
York; who has been in television 10 years; who uses a
painted ground-cloth and exaggerated- perspective to get
three-dimensional depth; whose work has been cited^

—

But wljy should I go on? Surely you know some such
person"-.' V '.^

And so,-you can start combining your ingredients. From
here on in I can't be much help to you. You .see, the blend-
ing of these elements is an intensely personal art. What
proportions you mix them in.- How you use your cameras
to best advantage. How you hold your finger right on the
pulse of that unseen but see-it-all audience. .

So go to it, and luck! Remember, it was dancing that
lifted the "Fashion Showcase" series put of its early dol-
drums and lent it the motion and' glarriour and sparkle of a
musical revue. When you get the hang of the thing; you'll
love it. It's more fun than a circus, or'a picnic, or a barrel
of monkeys,, or anything: It's a Carnival!

understand sympathetically the nature of show-people. If
as too, often liappens, they're perforce located three thoul
sand miles apart, then they should make the sacrifice of
dealing with talent through local representatives, selected
because they are en rapport with both the business and the
stage side of the mike. New York and Hollywood personnel
should make frequent man-'to-'man, guards-down contacts on'
each other's home grounds—to lessen the danger of forming
opinions—or prejudices—based on hurried correspondence
angry teletypes, trade reports ai^d sneering fiction.

'

Outlook for Talent
(Continued from page 29)

the fact that they got together in the fir.st place to estab-

lish an area of concord between some intelligent consumers
and intelligent manufacturers, to the end of selling good and
useful products and thereby keep the wheels of progress

turning, in our present self-searching economy.
It's as simple as that. We're all together because we can

help each other: It follows therefore, that we respect each
other?s talents. It's the same Old give and take that has
made the American system of radip the most listened-to in

the world. I have never known an advertiser Who was not

Willing to understand a performer or a program-package
operator. Of vice-versa. Our agency, for instance, has
altered the whole style of star talent where we felt the

whole project would be improved by the change; And the

talent concerned agreed willingly and eagerly when the,

revolutionary change was reasonably and practically pre?

sented.

Advertiseir and agency people must exert themselves to

j
Radio Needs a Cook^a Tonr, Too

|

Advertiser and agency should take producers, writers an3
talent into their confidence as completely as they would any
other section of their sales forces. Ideally, everyone with a
major role in any given show should be given a full-fledged
tour of the sponsor's plant, a delineation of the research-
which went into the product, a short-term course in tha
sales points of the item,, a presentation on pertinent market
and copy research and—in every case—on all other adver-
tising for the same product. Finally, of course, the perform-
ing and producing staffs should be given a candid explana-
tion of the-objeetiveg and the general policies of the spon*
soring company. This means that show people must ^hed
their proverbial repugnance to the crass commercial side of
life .and absorb all they can about the business side of the
advertising picture. For, to drag in another cliche, the half-
back is a far more valuable performer when he knows
thoroughly the job of every lineman on the team.

In the newly formed Hollywood Advertising Club, we're
trying to do liorizontally what every radio advertiser wants
to do vertically: create a bond of understanding between the
business and 'creative divisions of the advertising team.
Among our three hundred members are the usual agency
•executives, radio men j motion picture people, advertising
managers, printers, photographers and engravers. But—we
alsq have radio artists, writers; producers, program pack-
agers, talent agents—even executive secretaries because they
like to know what they're doing too.

In addition to the regulation speeches on advertising by
leaders in various fields, each meeting of the Hollywood Ad-
vertising Club includes a lO-minute- talk by a performer.
Some of radio's top names hav^ sounded ofit on their slants,

their angles of the commercial side of their business. The
men who buy the services of these radio artists have listened

to them .and recognized them as brothers in back of the.

microphone. Question periods after speeches have heightened
this mutual understanding. .'

New York, there's many an ogre in a plush MadLson Avenue
office who has more "temperament" than Hollywood's .screw-

iest star. ; ,

Hollywood, there are plenty of Gotham -admen who came
out of vaudeville themselves, and who don't spend all their
time viewing your efforts through the •wrong end of a
telescope. ,

We have to get along, fellows, or many a New Yorker goes
back to the brief-case-and-shoe-leather-routine, and many a
Vine Street hotshot reverts to the nightclub circuit. We've
got to get, together, if for no other reason than to do our
part in the new "let's get back into business again" cam-
paign. That's the campaign, you know, that we got into
right after we got out of the war.
The formula is,' on a small scale, the same formula as that

presented for the United Nations: more knowledge, more un-
derstanding, more, sympathy,"more teamwork—^more success

Chi Tele
I
Continued from page 32

program. So far the major cost of

any program has been the cost of

talent. Amount' varies with the indi-

vidual programs, but WBKB has al-

ways paid Class A minimum fees for
nil AFRA talent on all commercial
shows. Only other talent used by
station is AGVA, whose members
are paid 1/7 of their weekly ap-
pearance fee for single appearance.
AGVA talent can appear on station

. -without pay only as guests without
display of their acts. Primary factor
necessary for eilective acting before
the viedo camera has been stage
presence. Those with it were just

as capable viedowi.se as via any
other form of visual entertainment.

, Franchise For Pioneers

Pioneering sponsors who have con-
sistently gone along with develop-
ment of television here will get any
and all considerations on choice
time periods, according to Eddy, who
expects the same general lorraat to

hold with other stations as they are
established on the theory that those
companies who go along when the
skimmed milk is really thin deserve
better than even break when the
cream is available. In this line, .sta-

tion policy is that sponsor of any
given sports event has fir.st refusal
rights when the* event again comes
up for offer. Also, every active
client is given a week's advance
notice of any new event for sale as
it occurs and before show is avail-
able to outsiders.

. Tlie best word that can be u.sed to

describe most agencies' handling of
television in midwest is "weird."
Rea.son being that

,
some topflight

.agencies are fully organized tele-

;
,Visionwise, other blue chip outfits

hav9 utterly ignored the field. On
the other hand many purely local
Sgencies have established television
as number one mu-st with their cli-

ents. All of which adds up to
"Seven Days in a Mad House" in
eense that top .drawer agencies don't
agree among themselves and neither
do smaller outfits. It's anybody's
figilt as to the outcome.

General attitude of all .^.tation.s

Which plan to get into video field in
Cili is in the meantime one of whole-

hearted cooperation; with each,' feel-

ing that it's not a question of "a
dog in the manger'^ but rather one of
"let's get enough listeners so that
we can all make viedo here a going
business." Loan and exchange of

facilities and equipment for this

purpose has been seen in many ex-
amples, such as ABC testing its

shows over WBKB; WBKB using
Tribune Tower as spike for remote
pick up of events which otherwise
could never be carried by station,

and case of WBKB cancelling entire
sked of commercials to transmit
Tribune centennial celebration be-
cause Trib station WGNA was still

not on air. This interplay of good-
will is also evident among promoters
of public and sports events here, with
promoters realizing that they too,

with sponsors and stations, have a
vested responsibility towards a me-

dium which stimulates fan following
for their events.

Little Union Friction

Curiously, although all unions are
vitally concerned with who will end
up with jurisdiction in various fields

of tele, there has been little or no
work stoppage or friction until this

time. Both lATSE and IBEW have
agreements with WBKB and are
negotiating deals with other stations

now being constructed. On the other
hand there is little doubt but that
once television becomes a living and
vital force, there will be a full-

fledged major offensive on part of

every union involved for jurisdic-

tional rights. -So far, Petr-illo's AFM
is not a problem since WBKB is

scrupulously careful not to use live

music, but there is little doubt but
that this will be one, of the battle
grounds of union jurisdiction when

video goes commercfal with a ven-
geance.

There is little doiibt also thai ad
agencies will start to develop tele

execs who will in most cases work
along with viedo execs (primarily
production) when tolemarket starts

to boom. For those currently work-
ing, at station, Eddy.^aid, "My people
will be absorbed into exec staff posi-

tions as the market expands, since
now I have but a nucleus of the per-
sonnel needed to fill openings' evident
in the future."

Eddy quoted John Balaban, head
of B&K, to typify the pic industry
stand here on television, "Anything
that is good 'ior show business, is

good for motion picture industry."
He pointed out that since all media
IS currently used to promote stars,

discover talent and maintain pop-
ularity of current favorites, it's a
natural that Paramount would have
an interest in a media which will
provide the "acid test of public ap-
proval" to a sfar even before that
star is built.

Canned Video
,
Continued from puge 32
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HARRY VON ZELL
Featured on

EDDIE CANTOR'S PABST BLUE RIBBON SHOW
. '..'StarringT'in' :

COLUMBIA PICTURE COMEDIES

would permit any station operator
to rebroadcast the type of show
originated in the largest of the tele-
vision studios. Thus, was born the
Tele-Transcription. At this point, we
will eliminate any and all references
to the technical ,problems encoun-
tered in the development . of this
project. Suffice it to say that there
were plenty.

The Tele-Transcription will offer
complete programming po.ssibilities
for all television stations. Rapid do-
velopment and printing will permit
next day delivery in many case s.

Indicated cost figures are hearten-
ing in every respect, and as the pro-
gram and scheduling expands, there
is every reason to expect the sy.stem
to become one of the mo.st vital fac-
tors in the early establishment of the
television network.
Another potential source for pro-

gramming has hardly been discussed,
Consideration must be given to the
use of 16m film shows : produced
with those techniques used specifi-
cally in television. Here the camel-as
record the actual show without re-
course to the Hollywood system of
shoot-edit-cut-retake ad Infinitum.

In -effect, the actual "take'V is at the
dress rehearsaL The cameras op-
erate on stage rather than recording
from the television screen. Before
the film is used on the air, the show
has never been through the tele-

vision electronic system. Thus, pro- \

duction costs are held to a minimum,
but we gain the maximum in looker-

listener interest, tiirough duplicating

on film all the effects including the

limitations of live studio program-
ming. And distribution costs can be
proportionately low.
Unlike the electrical transcrip-

tion, the Tele recording is mbred
with the excitement and impulsive-

ness which is the enjojfable part of

the live sho*. It defies detection as

anything but a production for the

individual. Its personality is re-

tained, its substance and presenta-

tion unharmed by its relationship

once-removed.
The coaxial lines now being in-

stalled for television use will prove
an important adjtmct to networks.

Our experience with the use of the.

A. T. & T. cable between New York
and Washington has been invaluable.

Many programs have been ti ans-

mitted in both directions. One prob-

lem encountered is the time diiCer-

cntial between citiea Not too serious

is the one-hour change between New
York and Washington, but with the

installations from coast-to-qoast the

four hour variation becomes a leal

puzzler. Herein lies another advan-

tage in film recording. The program
may be presented at exactly the

same hour nationwide, regardless of

time zones. In the timeliness of.spot

news and sports programs lies the

great value of the cable or air relay

netwoi-ks. If television is to cstabli-sh

and maintain high standards of cov-

erage, the cable will become an ab-

solute necessity.

In those oases where the combina-
tion use of both simultaneous pio-

grammmg and Tele-Transcription is

possible and practical, the s'tati on.

operator stands well to 'provide the

optimum servi ce to his broadcast

area. He can then establish a broad-

cast week schedule which will, iiP"

qroach or exceed that of any big

network originating .station. His

costs are relatively low, doing won-

ders for bis rate card^
AU m all, -In networks lies the

economic success of multiple fUition

operation in these early years ot

this most potent of media—TELE-
VISION.
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RADIO SUFFERING
FROM 'SITUATIONS'

:By CARROLL CARROLL

HQllywo(?c|,

A few years ago the wise men of

radio hailed what they called Situa-

tion Comedy as the specific that

would save radio from an epidemic

ol Out-and-Out Gags. S.C. was the

vitamin to strengthen wireless'

weakening wits,
' Today radio Is suffering a severe

epidemic of B.C. poisoning. And
many of the most dangerous cases

are being kept alive from week to

Week only by generous and multiple

i;ransfusions from the O-and-O Gag
Bank. :•

With much of the Situation Cora^

edy today dangerously short on Situ-

ation and frequently even more dan^

gerously short on Gorae'dy, it's still

almost impossible to find anyone

Willing to admit that honest, full-

value Situation Comedy is harder

to write than Out-and-Out Gag rou-

tines, and much more difficult to

keep Up: to a sound standard on tlic

assembly line basis that is week to

weelc radio.

As a result of, this we«have quietly

developed, almost without knowing

it, two different types of shows'those

which are legitimately Situation

Comedy and those which are actu-

ally Comedy Situation. And the only

diflereiice between S.C. and C.S. is

that delicate hairline of difference

in mood and method that a discern-

ing person finds when comparing the

plays "Private Lives" and "Three
Jlen On a Horse."
Naturally I picked a couple of out-

standing examples in their clas^s. And
I hasten to add that radio isn't the

Only entertainment form that mixes
its moods. Even the august legiti-

mate theatre sometimes fumbles its

focus. It gives us, for example, a

Situation Comedy like "State of the

Union" written as it it were a Com-
edy Situation, And then turns

around and presents a Comedy Situ-

ation like "Born Yesterday" written

as if it were Situation Comedy.
• Both plays are a success. So who
can condemn the seasoning of "this"

with a little of "that?" But the radio

writers anxious to get their work on

a habit-forming basis > had better

know which is "the stuff" and which
'

Is "the seasoning," and what they're

trying to do so they won't stray too

far from whichever style they've
chosen.

For the . sake ol evaluating the two
forms, S,C, and '&.S., it might be said

that while an half hour of Situation

Comedy -may get several real big,

heart-warming yoks and a few pleas-

ant giggles, it will never get the yells

that Comedy Situation is dfcsigned to

generate. I'm talking, naturally, of

the simon-pures of each bl'eed. And
'lor definition the top among these
in their two classes is probably Fib-
ber McGee and Molly in the Comedy
Situation class and Tlie Great Gil-

dersleeve in the Situation Comedy
division.

This grading will certainly draw a
lot of fira from people who first

called Fibber and Molly Situation
Comedy and have since typed the
jolly Jordan's jamboree as the gen-
eric type of S.C. when it's really al-

most 100% C.S.

It's That Simple
The first and fastest way to differ-

entiate between S.C. and C.S. is

probably to hold up a rule marked
could it happen?" If it could, it's

S.C; if unlikely, C.S. But that's really
over-simplification. You have to go
much further than merely "could it

happen?" Look what has happened.
Anyone who's lived to see two

wars start, progress, conclude and
leave the world In • approximately
the identical condition it was belorp
hostilities.^no wiser, fairer, or more
honest—must realize that anything
can happen. This makes the "could
it happen?" measuire slightly UU'
sound. And all that remains is to
make this analysis.

If the show is a series of broadly
conceived, moderately improbable
cartoon stooges, many with funny
voices, entering and exiting in a
?nore or less fixed pattern, each -with
his own known catoh-litie and a
standard disregard for logic, reason
and whatever else is supposed to
09 happening; and if the basic idea
of each script is a series of inter-
ruptions by these stooges to delay
the progress of a flimsy story on its
Way to a foregone conclusion, you
nave a Comedy Situation show. .

If. on the other hand, the charac-
ters are more or less three-dimen-
sional with entrances and exits

motivated to a noticeable degree by
the necessities of the story, rather

than by mechanics as arbitrary 'as

the arrangement of doors and beds
in an old A. H. Woods farce/ you
have Situation Comedy.

Everyone is now qualified to go
over the list of radio shows and pick

which he thinks are S, C. and which
C.S. If you'd care to try this in-

teresting experiment you'll probably
find that there isn't one simon-pure
in either category. You'll probably
also find that the ones which wear
best are those which stick closet to

theiu own form without too many
unwarranted excursions from
straight comedy into farce or vice

versa. .

That leaves only one last type of

show which is sometimes called

Situation Comedy, Actually it is

neither Situation Comedy nor
Comedy Situation^ It generally lacks

any situation and sometimes even
lacks comedy. It's a series of stooge
spots all based on more or less the
same subject, divided by irrelevant

and often irritating musical she-

nanigans. 'Shows of this type are
generally given a name such as
Hank's Hardware Store and are

about an establishment in which the
clerks are a quartet, the cashier is

a blues singer, all the customers are;

lunatics, the manager is a comedian
and his boss is a straight man. Here
is the only idea in this type of show
that interests me,

I've never been lucky enough in

my business life to get into such
a setup. On every job I've ever had,
tlie boss saw to it that I was the
straight man.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

"Scotland Yard," MBS; "It Pays to
Be Ignorant," CBS

Direction:

MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

AN AFTERNOON AT

THE WAXWORKS
Bv DICK DOAN

CBS 'RENFRO VALLEY'

ADDS TIME ON S. E. NET
Chicago, July 8.

Ballard & Ballard, Louisville flour

millers, extended, radio schedule for

"Renfro Valley" to one and a half

hours weeMy starting Sept. 4r Pur-
chase last week of half hour Satur-
day slot, 9:15 a.m. N. Y. time, and
two 15-minute periods for Thursdays
and Fridays, same time, on CBS'
southeast net, augments current
half-hour show on Sunday mornings
which was all that, sponsor kept of

old schedule when gray flour hit

retail market about a year ago.

"Renfro 'Valley'^ is transmitted
from barn in Cumberland foothills

about 125 miles out of Louisville.

John Lair is all around emcee for

hillbilly show which advertises Bal-

lard's Obelisk Flour and Insurance
Farm Feed. Henri, Hurst &
McDonald is agency.

McNeills Set Up Joint

Biz to Cover Books, Pix,

Radio & Video Fields

Chicago, July 8.

With the signing of a new four-'

year contract Don McNeill, emcee
Of the "Breakfast Club" on ABC,
and his wife embark; on a venture
that may include shoes, films, tele-

vision, as well as radio and pub-
lishing. Recognition of Don Mc-
Neill Enterprises is contained in a

pact that was signed by Ed Boroft,

ABC central division veepee.
Under terms of the contract which

runs until 1951i McNeill's wife
agrees to malte a guaranteed num-
ber of ai>pearances. When her wellr
publicized visits to the show hap-
pened in past year, stanza hit top
daytime Hooper ratings. Deal leaves
McNeills free to issue publications,

make commercial appearances, to

accept film offers and to engage in

other types of biz.

Projects being considered by Mc-
Neill Enterprises include a film of-

fer, preparation and production of
packaged shows, association with a

shoe manufacturer and the publica-
tion of juvenile and adult books.
First project is . already under way,
the printing of " Don McNeill's 1947
Yearbook," as 9 pictorial story of

the "Breakfast Club."

As far as Bing Crosby's concerned,

plattered radio's still the thing. After

his first network season on wax,

he's more sold on it than ever, he

says. Transcriptions may.have tech-

nical imperfections-f''That's some-

thing I let the engineers worry

about," The Groaner claims-^but the

unprecedented platter show he

kicked off for Phileo last fall has

fulfilled his expectations, and a great;

many bugs have been picked out of

the technique since the Oct. 16

preemer hit the ABC net and an un-
told number of other stations.;

Crosby, for one thing, scotches the
gab that he found, when the season
got under way, that he was as tied,

down as if he were doing a live

show; that he found it impossible to

get stanzas in shape and cut them
at a rate of more than one a week.
In New York for.the season's wind-
up, he pointed out that he waxed
three shows in 10 days before .shov-

ing off from the Coast. He could cut
six shows in si5£ days, he said, if

guestars were available and scripts

were on hand. Latter are the big
problem. It's simply a tough job to

get scripts whipped together^ fast

enough to run off several platters in

a few days.

On the other hand, Crosby be-
lieves he had at least a dozen
guestars on the show during the sea-

son whom he wouldn't have been
able to get if he had been airing

the program live. Case in point was
his season curtainrdropper with Bob
Hope, who was also Crosby's first

guest-on-wax. Stanza was plattered
May 22. On the evening of June 18,

when the show hit the air, Hope was
flying down to llio.

Sill to Milwaukee
Jerry Sill, longtime CBS and Mu-

tual executive who resigned re-

cently as radio director of the J. D.
Tarcher agency in New York, left

for Milwaukee this week to take
over as general manager of indie
WMLO.
He also has a part ownership in

the station.

I

Likes Piecemeal Tectntque
|

Aside from these obvious ad'

vantages of being able to put
guestars on wax when they're handy
and being able to follow a flexible

production . schedule rather than
having a regular Wednesday-at-9
date at the studio, the crooner feels

his transcription setup has permitted
him to develop a piecemeal produc-
tion technique which he and the
show's producers can ascertain, be-
fore the show ever hits the air, that
every segment of the stanza is as
near perfect as they want it, There's
no taking chances on distasteful fluffs.

The process encourages adlibbing,
which, if it comes off well, is left

in; if it doesn't, it's sliced out of the
final wax. If a piece of business fails

to come off as expected, out it comes.
If Crosby runs out of breath, John
Scott Trotter's bandsmen hit a flat,

OZZIE and HARRIET
BEGINNING THE FOURTH SEASON

For INTERNATIONAL SILVER. SUNDAY. AUGUST 31-^IS

somebody slams the studio door—
the number can be done over.

As Crosby sees it, it's pre-tested

programming, 'and it can't be beat.

It insures full value out of every
minute of the show's air time.

Wlien he put together his final

show of the season late in May, Th?
Groaner had his routine down pat. It,

wei^t like this:

Rehearsal was set for 1:30 p.m. in
'

a Radio City studio. Trotter and his

crew showed up around that tirtia

and began warming up. Audience ^

section of the studio was deserted
except for a few network aides,

press people and friends of the show
cast. At 2:15, Crosby srolled in. In'

a fe.w minutes they got under way /•

waxing, one by one, the song num-f
taers Crosby was to do in the showv
Each time the green light was
switched on by the control booth,
Crosby would read a lead-in line,

:

then go into his song.

After one, he said, "Let's do it

again. I ran out of lareath on that
one." The band fumbled the start

of another and it was clwpped. Cros-
by cut a long version of each num- :

ber; and a short one. He ran
through each one from three to six
times, until it pleased him. When
he waxed one the way he liked it,

he'«l say something like, "Ah, that

was jolly. Now what's that next
song?" .

" , ' ;

Tliis went on for a couple of hours.

El Bingo chomped on a ham sand-
wich and swigged from a carton of
milk between songs.' He walked ofl

the stage to greet and gabble with
friends between songSi All was Very
casual, lots of horseplay when tha
green light was oft. During wax-
ing of one of thp numbers, Hope
crushed in. Soon as the song waxing
session was completed, the orch
ducked for a smoke, Crosby moseyed
backstage to transact business, oama
back to meet the press, chatted with
Hope and the boys about golf.

j
They Record a Show, Too

Bye and bye, Hope and Crosby and
their writers climbed onstage and
surrounded a grandpiano for a
standing run-through of their lines,

practically deadpan. Then the turn-
tables were turned on and tha
"Road" boys went into their actj ;

dueting a song number, etc. -

Came 6 o'cloclc and everybody
knocked off for a quick dinner.

When they returned an hour later,

the studio was jammed with vets
brought from a nearby hospital.

(All of Crosby's broadcast sessions
in N. Y. and en route there were
staged exclusively before hospital-

ized vets.) This time the show wai
run off in complete broadcast form—

-

and then some. What with adlibbed
banter and cutuppery that ran on
for minutes at a time, the Stanza ran
up to 55 minutes!

This, however, was just what -Dr.

Crosby ordered. The audience love4
it, supplying terrific laughs and ap-
plause. With all this on record, and
the afternoon's "protection" cutting
of songs and skits on hand for dub-
bing in, if need be, it just .remained
for producer Bill Morrow and the
engineers to splice the best parts of
the wax into a 30-mjnute airer.

The full-show runthroughi ot
course, usually doesn't reach any-
thing like 25 minutes overtima.
Sometimes they fall short. If they're
too long, sometimes one of the short
song numbers cut by Crosby in re-
hearsal is dubbed in. If the show
platter is too short, a longer song
arrangement waxed in the warmup
session may 'be dropped in.

Wire and tape recordings of ttna

show have been tried. Otae whola
show was taped. But none of thesa
methods has been found superior,
in present form, to the platter. If
ABC wants 'to spend up to $250,000
to research ways to remove the im-
perfections from present transcrip-
tioi;is, as prexy Mark Woods recent-
ly indicated, that's fine, the Bingla
says. Meantime, he thitilcs the wax
of tha moment is not too bad, else
the top b.o. puller (from a. disfc-

ftlm-radio standpoint) wouldn't be
jeopardizing his position by taking
on a second season on the platters.

No change in format of the airer is
in the offing for the fall, ' Crosby-
says. The show will continue to ba
"adapted to the occasion." He'll cut
perhaps three stanzas in September
to give the program a backlog for
its October teeoff.
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Paul' Belanger

Television Ballet
By PAUL BELANGER
(Staff Director, Du Mont)

It works. People like to sit and watch it. It sells the
product. It tells a Etty;y. It moves. It has variety, beauty,
pace, expressiveness. .' '

,i

Top-secret hint to tomorrow's television producer: dancing
renders advertising palatable.

Recently I welded great chunks of

ballet into a commerciail broadcast. Tlie

entire 15 minutes was one long plug.
But the music was gay, the performers
attractive, the story blithe, the mood
carefree. Result: critics raved. Spon-
sors were delighted. Station execs
beamed.
You'd like to try. the recipe? All

right. Here's your ftpron. You're the
chef. Pll stand over here and kibitz a
little.

:

What—^no ingredients? You're learn-
ing fast. Have to go to market first

Hand me that shopping bag.

Now as we go, let's decide what we'll need. . Dancers, ob-

Viously; Also a choreographer^ You know who that is.

The person who creates the story in terms of dance move-
ment. ^

Some dancer^ do their own choreography: Some choreo-
liraphers like to perform. (But only certain people in the
^ance world can do both.)

Look. There*s your marketplace,
elbow our way through.
What does your recipe call for-^lassical ballet? Oriental?

Nightclub teams? Modem dancers? Satirists? Primitive?
Xatin-American? Spanish? Folk-dancing groups? Ta^
rcpeciaLists? : ;

^ . In two respects, you're lucky, First: pure abstract move^
'ment is unappreciated by the average television viewer.
What clicks is acting to music. Which the dance world is

beginning to concede. (I worked a good many months get-
ting that settled.) Second: most of these performers have

,
/gotten the knack of television, over the past few years. It.

'break8 .their hearts to have to dance on a dime. But they
try, and fait-*and then succeed. And then they like it. .

All right. You've bought your dancers, i You've bought
your choreographer, (You've even had the good sense to
pick .one 'sans temperament.) Let's go home and start cook-
ing. Wait. On our way we must stop at the music shop.

J That Cliange of Pace
[

Some silly people will try to tell you that the ban on live

music is a plague and?a curse. Don't listen to them. A
steady stream of new records pours into the market week
after week. Siphon off the rhythmic, danceable stutt-^

' classical «r popular..

Mix your styles, it the show needs it. Juxtapose "Buxte-
hude and Beiderbecke, Ellington and Bach. Change of pace,
Or you may want to keep a ninit format, but mix the per-

formers. Change of pace again.
Example. liet's say you're doing a dance version, greatly

condensed, of '.'Show Boat." Your first himk of music, allegro
con moto, might come out of Kern's"ShOw Boat Scenario"

Crowded, isn't it? Let's

for Symphony Orchestra. RodzihsHi flailing' hl» arms at

120 longhair musicians.:

Chords, fortissimo. In the orchestra, a held note,- .In

your control room, a deft Wend from turntable A to turn-

table B. " Your engineer is crossfading so smoothly you don't

hear the change, A new sonority. Thin instrumental tex-

ture. Over this, Thclma Carpenter starts softly hankering,

"Can't He!p Lovin' That Man." (See how it's done?)
Your engmeer, far from resenting all this nwd editing,

will take great pride in hitting the exact beat in the exact
groove , of the right side of the right record in the exact
sequence of your entire show. A feat which on occasion
has meant ''splicing" parts of 23 separate disks to make on^
HVi-mmiite broadcast! .

Let's get back to that kitchen now. Oh, but wait. You
can't start cooking yet. We've forgotten the most important

. ingredient of all—the settings. .

Well, I've got a shortcut for you. Your troubles afe over,

find, yourself a production designer who has a degree In
architecture; whose water-colors hang in collections the
country over; who has danced and conducted orchestras and
designed choreography and stage settings in Paris and New
York; who has been in television 10 years; who uses a
painted ground-cloth and exaggerated- perspective to get
three-dimensional depth; whose, work has been cited——

.

But why should I go on? Surely you know some such
person .... .

And so,-yoa can start combining your ingredients. From
here on in I can't be much help to you. You see, the blend-
ing of these elements is an intensely personal art. What
proportions you mix them in.- How you use your cameras
to best advantage. How you hold your finger right on the
pulse of that unseen but see-it-all audience.

.

So go to it, and luck! Remember, it was dancing that
lifted "the "Fashion Showcase" series out of its early dol-
drums and lent it the motion and! glamour and sparkle of a
musical revue. When you get the hang of the thing, you'll
love it. It's more fun than a circus^ or'a picnic, or a barrel
of monkeys, or anythimg. It's a Carnival!

«nd«j[;stand syflipsthetieally the nature of Bh(?w-people li
as too., often happens, they're perforce located three thou-
sand miles apart, then they should make the sacrifice of
dealing with talent through local representatives, selected
because they are en rapport with both the business arid the
stage side of the milce. New York and Hollywood personnel
should make frequent man-to-man, guards-down contacts on
each other's home grounds—to lessen the danger of formmB
opinions-^or prejudices—based on hurried correspondence
angry teletypes, trade reports and sneering fiction. '

'

Radio Needs a Cook^s Tour, Too

Outlook for Talent
(Continued from page 29)

the fact that they got together in the first place to estab-

lish an area of concord between some intelligent consumers
and mtelligent manufacturers, to the end of selling good and
useful products and thereby keep the wheels of progress

turnmg, in our present self-searching economy.
It's as simple as that. We're all together because we can

help each other. It follows therefore, that we respect each
othefs talents. It's the same old give and take that has

made the American system of radio the most listened-to in

the world. I have never known an advertiser who was not

Willing to understand a performer or a program-package
operator. Of vice-versa. Our agency, for instance, has

altered the whole style of star talent where we felt the

whole project would be improved by the change' And the

talent concerned agreed willingly and eagerly when the

revolutionary change was reasonably and,,practically pre-

/sented. .1

Advertiser and agency people must exert themselves to

Advertiser and agency should take producers, writei's and
talent into their confidence as completely as they would any
other section of their sales forces. Ideally, everyone with a
major role in any given show should be given a full-fledged
tour of the sponsor's plant, a delineation of the researrh
which went into the product, a short-term course in the
sales points of the it«m, a prespntation on pertinent market
and copy research and—in every case—on all other ad^-er-
tising for-the same product. Finally, of course, the perform-
ing and producing staffs should be given a candid explana-
tion of the -objective^ and the general policies of the spon-
soring company. This means that show people must shed
their proverbial repugnance to the crass commercial side of
.life and absorb all they can about the business side of the
advertising picture. For, to drag in another cliche, the half-
back is a far more valuable performer when he knows"
thoroughly the job of every linenwin on the team.
In the newly formed Hollywood Advertising Club, we're

trying to do horizontally what every radio advertiser wants
to do vertically: create a bond of understanding between the
business and 'creative divisions of the advertising team.
Among our three hundred members are the usual agency

• executives, radio men, motion picture people, advertising
managers, printers, photographers and engravers. But—we
also have radio arttets, writers, producers, program pack-
agers, talent agents^even executive secretaries because they
like to know,what they're doing too.

In addition to the regulation speeches on advertising by
leaders in various fields, each meeting of the Hollywood Ad-
vertising Club includes a 10-minute ' talk, by a performer.
Some of radio's top names have sounded off on their slants,

their angles of the commercial side of their business. The
men who buy the services of these radio artists have listened

to them .and recognized them as brothers in back of the
microphone. Question periods after speeches have heightened,
this mutual understanding.
New York, there's many an ogre in a plush Madison Avenue

office who has more "temperament" than Hollywood's screw-
iest star.

Hollywood, there are plenty of Gotham.admen who came
out, of vaudeville fhem.selves, and who don't spend all tlieir

time viewing your efforts through the wrong end of a
.:telescope,

V

We have to get along, fellows, or many a New Yorker goes
back to the brief-case-and-shoe-leather-routine, and many a
Vine Street hotshot reverts to the nightclub circuit. We've
got to get, together, if for no other reason than to do our
part in the new "let's get back into business again" cam-
paign. That's the campaign, you know, that we got into

right after we got out of the war.
The formula is, on a small scale, the same formula as that

presented for the United Nations: more knowledge, more un-
derstanding, more sympathy, -more teamwork—more success.

Chi Tele
Contiittted from page 32

;

program. So far the major cost of

way program has been the cost of

talent. Amount varies with the indi-

vidual programs, but WBKB has al-

ways paid Class A minimum fees for
«U APRA talent on all commercial

; ahows. Only other talent used by
station is AGVA, whose members
are paid 1/7 of their weekly ap-
pearance fee for single appearance.
AGVA talent can appear on .station

without pay only as guests without
display of their acts. Primary factor

necessary for effective acting before
the viedo camera has been stage
presence. Those with it were just

as capable viedowise : as via any
other form of visual entertainment.

t'ranchise For Pioneers

Pioneering sponsors who have con-
sistently gone along with develop-
ment of television here will get any
and all considerations on choice
time periods, according to Eddy, who
expects the -same general format to
hold with other, stations as they are
established on the theory that those
companies wiio go along when the
skimmed milk is really thin deserve
better than even break when the
cream is available. In this line, sta-

tion policy is that sponsor of any
given sports event has first refusal
rights when .the* event again comes
up for offer. Also, every active
client is given a wcek'-s advance
notice of any new event for sale as
It occurs and before show is avail-
able to outsiders.

The best word that can be used to
describe most agencies' handling of
television in midwest is "weird.''
Reason being that some topflight
agencies are fully organized tele-
.yisionwise, other blue chip, outfits

liav? utterly ignored the field. On
the other hand many purely local
agencies have established television
as number oue must with their cli-

ents. All of which adds up to
"Seven Days in a Mad House" in
sense that top .drawer agencies don't
agree among themselves and neither
do smaller outfits. It's anybody's
fight as to the outcome.

(Seneral altitude o£ .ill .«t;;finn.s

Which plan to get into video field in
Chi Is in the meantime one of whole-

hearted cooperation, with each feci*

ing that it's not a question of "a
dog in the manger" but rather one of
"lefs get enough listeners so that
we can all make viedo here a going
business." Loan and exchange of
facilities and equipment for this

purpose has been seen in many ex-
amples, such as ABC testing its

shows over WBKB; WBKB using
Tribune Tower as spike for remote
pick up of eventsf which otherwise
could never be carried by station,

and case of WBKB cancelling entire
sked of comrhercials to , transmit
Tribune centennial celebfation be-
cause Trib station WGNA was still

not on air. This interplay of good-
will is also evident among promoters
of public and sports events here, with
promoters realizing that they too,

with sponsors and stations, have a
vested responsibility towards a me-

dium which stimulates fan following

for their events,
Little Union Friction

Curiously, although all unions are
vitally concerned with who will end
up with jurisdiction in various fields

of tele, there has been little or no
work stoppage or friction until this

time. Both lATSE and IBEW have
agreements with WBKB and are
negotiating deals with other statioas

now being constructed. On the other
hand there is little doubt but that
once television becomes a living and
vital force, there will be a full-

fledged major ofi:ensive on part of
every union involved for jurisdic-
tional rights. So far, Petrillo's AFM
IS not a problem since . WBKB is

scrupulously careful not to use live
music, but there is little doubt but
that this, will be one of the battle
grounds of union jurisdiction when

video goes commercial with a ven-
geance.

There Is little doubt also that ad
agencies will start to develop tele

execs who will in most cases work
along with viedo execs (primarily
production) when telemarket starts

to boom. For those currently work-
ing at station, Eddy^aid, "My people
will be absorbed into exec staff posi-

tions as the market expands, since
now, I have but a nucleus of the per-
sonnel needed to fill openings' evident
in the future."

Eddy quoted John Balaban, head
of B&K, to typify the pic industry
stand here on television, "Anything
that is good for show business, is

good for motion picture industry."
He pointed out that since all media
is currently used to promote stars,

discover talent and maintain pop-
ularity

,
of current favorites, it's a

natural that Paramount would have
an interest in a media which will
provide the "acid test of pubUc ap-
proval" to a sfari even before that
star is built.

Canned Video
i Conttnwed from page 3Z j

HARRY VON ZELL
Featured on

EDDIE CANTOR'S PABST BLUE RIBBON SHOW
Starring in

COLUMBIA PICTURE COMEDIES

would permit any station operator
to rebroadcast the type of show
originated in the largest of the tele-
vision studios. Thus, was born the
Tele-Transcription. At this point, we
will eliminate any and all references
to the technical , problems encoun-
tered in the development of this
project. Suffice It to say that there
were plenty.

The Tele-Transcription will offer
complete programming possibilities
for all television stations. Rapid de-^
velopment and printing will permit
next day delivery in many cases.
Indicated cost figures are hearten-
ing in every respect, and as the pro-
gram and scheduling expands, there
is every reason to expect the system
to become one of the most vital fac-
tors in the early establishment of the
televLsion network.
Another potential source for pro-

gramming has hardly been discussed.
Consideration must be given to the
use of 16m film shows produced
with those techniques used specifi-
cally in television. Here the cameras
record the actual show without re-
course to the Hollywood system of
shoot-edit-cut-retake «d Infinitum.

In effect, the actual "take'f is at the

dress rehearsal. The cameras op-
erate on stage rather than recording
from the television screen. Before
the film is used on the air, the show
has never been through the tele-

vision electronic system. Thus, pro-
duction costs are held to a minimum,
but we gain the maximum in looker-

listener interest, through duplicating

on tilm ' all the effects including the^

limitations of live studio program-
ming, And distribution costs can be
proportionately low.
Unlike the electrical transcrip-

tion, the Tele recording is inbred

with the excitement and impulsive-

ness which is the enjoyable part of

the live show. It defies detection as

anything but a production for the

individuaL Its personality is re-

tained, its substance and presenta-

tion unharmed by its relationship

once-removed.
The coaxial lines now being in-

stalled for television use will prove
an important adjunct to networks.
Our experience with the use of the

,

A. T. & T. cable between New York
and Washington has been invaluable.

Many p r o gr a m s have been trans-

mitted in both directions. One prob-

lem encountered is the time diiCer-

ential between citiest Not too serious

IS the one-hour change between New
York and Washington, but with the

installations from coast-to-eoast the

four hour variation becomes a real,

puzzler. Herein lies another advan-

tag'e in film recording. The program
may be presented at e x a c 1 1 y the

-same hour nationwide, regardless of

time zones. In the timeliness of spot

news and sports programs lies the

great value of the cable or air relay ;

networks. If television is to establish

and maintain high standards of cov-

erage, the cable will become an ab-

solute necessity.

In those cases where the combina-
tion use of both simultaneous pro-

gramming and Tele-Transcription is

possible and practical, the station
operator standsa.well to 'provide flie

optimum service to his broadi'a-''t

area. He can then establish a broad-

cast week schedule which will ap-

proach or exceed that of any bi^

network originating station. His

costs are relatively low, doing w on-

ders, for his rate card.

All in all, In networks lies the

economic success of multiple station

operation in these early years of

this most potent of media—TELE-
VISION.
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RADIO SUFFERING
FROM 'SITUATIONS'

:By CARROLL CARROLL:

: Hollywood. ,

A iew years ago the wise mea oX

radio hailed what they called Situa-

tion Comedy as the specific that

would save radio from an epidemic

of Out-and-Out Gags. . S,C. was the

vitaftiin to strengthen wireless'

weakening wits.

'Today radio is suffering a severe

epidemic oi B.C. poisoning. And
many of the most dangerous cases

are being kept alive from week to

week only by generous find multiple

transfusions from the O-and-O Gag
Bank. ,

• . „
With much of the Situation Com-

edy today dangerously short on Situ-

ation and frequently even more dan-

gerously short on Comedy, it's still

almost impossible to Arid anyone

willing to admit that honest; full*

value Situation Comedy is harder

to write than Out-and-Out Gag rou-

tines, and much more difficult to

keep up. to a soilnd standard on the

assembly line basis that is week to

weelc radio.

As a result of this we.have quietly

developed, almost without knowing
it, two different types of shows 'those

which are legitimately Situation

Comedy and those which are actu-

ally Comedy Situation. . And the only

difference between S.C. and C.S. is

that delicate hairline of difference

in mood and method that a discern-

ing person finds when comparing the

Slays "Private Lives" and "Three

fen On a Hprse."
Naturally I picked a couple of out-

standing examples in their class. And
I hasten to add that radio isn't tlie

only entertainment form that, mixes
its moods. Even the august legiti-

mate theatre sometimes fumbles its

focus. It gives us, for example, a

gituation Comedy like "State of the

Union" written as if it were a Com-
edy Situation. And then turns

around and presents a Comedy Situ-

ation like "Born Yesterday" written

as if it were Situation Comedy.
• Both plays are a success. So who
can condemn the seasoning of "this"

with a little of "that?" But the radio

writers anxious to. get their work on

a habit-forming basis > had better

_ know which is "the stuff" and. which
'
is "the seasoning," and what they're

trying to do so they won't stray too

far from whichever style they've
chosen.

For the sake of evaluating the two
forms, S.C. and fe.S., it might be. said
that while an half hour of Situation

Comedy may get several real big,

heart-warming yoks and a few pleas-

ant giggles, it will never get the yells

that Comedy Situation is dfesigned to

generate. I'm talking, naturally, of

the simon-pures of each bl-eed. And
'tot definition the top among these
in their two classes is probably Fib-
ber McGee and Molly in the Comedy
Situation class and The Great Gil-

dersleeve in the Situation Comedy
division.

This grading wiU certainly draw a
lot of iU-Q from people who first

called Fibber and' Mdlly Situation
Comedy and have since typed the
jolly Jordan's jamboree &s the gen-
eric type of S.C. when it's really al-

most 100% C.S.
It's That Simple

The first and fastest way to differ-

entiate between S.C. and C.S. is

.probably to hold up a rule marked
'could it happen?" ; If it could, it's

S;e.; If nnlifeely, <?.S, But that's really

evW-simfcUiieatlQn. : You have to go
fetich further, than merely "could it

happen?" Look what has happened.
Anyone who's lived, to see two

Wars start, progress, conclude and
i leave the world ih approximately
the identical condition it was beforp
hostilities^no wiser, fairer, or more
honest—must fealizie that knything
can happen. .This makes the; "could
it happen?" measure slightly un-
sound.. And all that remains is to
make this analysis.

If the show is a series of broadly
conceived, moderately improbable
cartoon stooges, many with funny
voices, entering and exiting in a
wore or less fixed pattern, each with
his own known catch^line aftd &
standard disregard for logic, reason
and whatever else is supposed to
09 happening; and if the basic idea

,

of each script Is a series of inter-
:
ruptions by these stooges to delay
the progress of a flimsy story on its
Way to a foregone conclusion, you
nave, a Cftmedy Situation show.

If, on the other hand, the charac-
ters are more or less three-dimen-
sional with entrances and exits

motivated to a noticeable degree by
the necessities of the story, rather

than by mechanics as arbitrary -as

the arrangement of doors and beds
in an old A. H. Woods farce/ you
have Situation Comedy.

Everyone is now qualified to go

over the list of radio shows and pick

which he thinks are S. C. and which
C.S. If you'd care to try this in-

teresting experiment you'll probably
find that there isn't one simon-pure
in either category. You'll probably
also find that the ones which wear
best are those which stick closet to

thei.p Own form without too many
unwarranted excursions from
straight comedy into farce or vice

versa.

That leaves only one last type of

show which is sometimes called

Situation Comedy. Actually it is

neither Situation Comedy nor
Comedy Situation. It generally lacks

any situation and sometimes even
lacks comedy. It's a series of stooge
spots all based on . more or, less the
same subject, divided by irrelevant

and often irritating musical She-
nanigans. Shows- Of this, type are
generally given a name such as

Hank's ; Hardware Store and are
about an establishment in which the
clerks are a quartet, the cashier Is

a blues singer, all the customers are
lunatics,, the manager is a comedian
and his boss is a straight man. Here
s the only idea in this, type of show
that interests me. ',

'
.

.

I've never been lucky enough in

my business life to get into such
a setup. On every job I've ever had,
the boss saw to it that' I was the
straight man.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

"Scotland Yard," MBS; "It Pays to
.Be Ignorant," CBS

Direction:

MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

CBS 'RENFRO VALLEY'

ADDS TIME ON S. E. NET
Chicago, July 8.

Ballard & Ballard, Louisville flour

millers, extendecL radio schedule for

Renfro Valley" to one and a half

hours weekly starting Sept. 4: Pur-
chase last week of half hour Satur-

day slot, 9:15 a.m. N; Y. time, and
two 15-minute periods for Thursdays
and Fridays, same time, on CBS'
southeast net, augments current

half-hour show on Sunday mornings
which was all that sponsor kept of

old schedule when gray flour hit

retail market about a year ago.

"Renfro i'Valley'' is transmitted
from barn in Cumberland foothills

about 125 miles out of Louisville.

John Lair is all around emcee for

hillbilly show which advertises Bal-

lard's Obelisk Flour and Insurance
Farm Feed. Henri, Hurst &
McDonald is agency.

McNeiUs Set Up Joint

Biz to Cover Books, Pix,

Radio & Video Fields

Chicago, July 8.

"With the signing of a new four-

year contract Don McNeill, emcee
of the "Breakfa.st Club" on ABC,
and his wife embark on a venture
that may include shoes,, films, tele^

vision, as well as radio and pub^
lishing. Recognition of Dpn Mc-
Neill Enterprises is contained in a
pact that was signed by Ed Boroff,

ABC central division veepee.
Under terms of the contract which

runs until 1951, McNeill's wife
agrees to make a guaranteed num-
ber of appearances. When her well-
publicized visits to the show hap-
pened in pa.st year, stanza hit top
daytime Hooper ratings.. Deal leaves
McNeills free to issue publications,

make commercial appearances, to

accept film offers and to engage in

other types o£ biz.

Projects being considered by Mc-
Neill Enterprises include a film of-

fer, preparation and production of

packaged shows, association with a
shoe manufacturer and the publica-
tion of juvenile and adult books.
First project is already under way,
the printing of " Don McNeill's 1947

Yearbook," as 9 pictorial story of

the "Breakfast Club."

AN AFTERNOON AT

THE WAXWORKS
By DICK DOAN

As far as Bing Crosby's concerned,

plattered radio's still the thing. After

his first network season on wax,

he's more sold on it than ever, he

says. Transcriptions may have tech-

nical imperfections^"That's some-

thing I let the engineers worry

about," The Groarier claims-—bui the

unprecedented . platter show . he

kicked off -for Phiico last faU has

fulfilled his expectations, and a great

many bugs have been picked out of

the ; technique since the Oct. 16

preemer hit the ABC net and an un-
told number of other stations.

Crosby, for one thing, scotches the

gab that he found, when the season
got under wair,: that he was as tied

down as if he were doing a live

show;: that he found it impossible to

get stanzas in shape and cut them
at a rate of more than one a week.
In New York for the season's wind-
up, he pointed out that he waxed
three, shows in 10 days before shov-,

ing off from the Coast. He could cut
six shows in six, days, he ;said, if

guestars were available . and scripts

were on hand. Latter, are the big

problem. It's simply a> tough job to

get scripts whipped together^ fast

enough to run off several platters in

a few days.

On the other hand, Crosby be-
lieves he had at least a dozen
guestars on the show during the sea-
son whom he wouldn't have been
able to get if he had been airing

the program live. Case in point was
his season curtain-dropper with Bob
Hope, who was also Crosby's first

guest-on-wax. Stanza was plattered
May 22. On the evening of June 18,

when the show hit the air, Hope was
flying down to iRio.

Sill to Milwaukee
Jerry Sill, longtime CBS and Mu-

tual executive who resigned re-

cently as radio director of the J. D.
Tarcher agency in New York, left

for Milwaukee this week to take
over as general manager of indie

WMLO.
He al.so has a part ownership in

the station.

Likes. Piecemeal Technique

Aside from these obvious ad-
vantages of being able to put
guestars on wax when they're handy
and being able to follow a flexible

production schedule rather than
having a regular Wednesday-at-9
date at the studio, the 'crooner feels

his transcription setup has permitted
him to develop a piecemeal produc-
tion, technique which he and the
show's producers can ascertain, be-
fore the show ever hits the air,-- that
every segment of the stanza is as

near perfect as they want it.- There's
no taking chances on distasteful fluffs.

The process encourages adlibbing,

which, if it comes off well, is left

in; if it doesn't, it's sliced out-of the
final wax. If a piece of business fails

to come off as expected, out it comes.
If Crosby runs out of breath, John
Scott "Trotter's bandsmen hit a flat,

OZZIE and HARRIET
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somebody slams the studio door—
the number can be done over.

As Crosby sees it, it's pre-tested

programming, and it can't be beat.

It in.sures full value out of every
minute of the show's air time.

When he put together his final

show of the season late in May, Th?
,

Groaner had his routine down pat, It
:

went like this:

Rehearsal was set for 1;30 p;m. in

a Radio City studio. Trotter and his

crew showed up around that tifna

and began warming up. Audience
section of the studio was deserted
except for a few network aides,

press people and friends of the show
cast. At 2:15, Crosby srolled in. In-

a fe.w minutes they got under way ^

waxing, one by one, the song num-
bers Crosby was to do in the show.
Each time the green light was
switched on by the control- booth,-

Crosby would read a lead-in line,

then go, into his song.

After one, he said, "Let's do it

again. I ran. out of breath on that

one." The band fumbled the start

of another and it was chppped. Cros->

by cut a long version 01 each num-
ber, and a short one. He ran
through each one from three to six
times, until it pleased him. When
he waxed one the way he liked it,

he'd say something like, "Ah, that

was jolly. Now what's that next
song?" '

This went on for a couple of hours.

El Bingo chomped on a ham sand-
wich and swigged from a carton of ,

milk between songsr -He walked oH
the stage to greet and gabble' with
friends between songs, AH was Very
casual, lots of horseplay when the
green light was off. During wax-
ing of one of thp numbers, Hope '

crushed in. Soon as the song waxing
session was completed, the orch
ducked for a snjoke, Crosby moseyed
backstage to transact business, oama
back to meet the press, chatted with
Hope and the boys about golf.

They Becord a Show, T«o

Bye and bye, Hope and Crosby and
their writers climbed onstage and
surrounded a grandpiano for a
standing run-through of their lines,

practically deadpan. Then the turn-
tables were turned on and the
"Road" boys went into their act,

ducting a song humber, etc.

Came 6 o'clock and everybody

-

knocked oil for a quick dinner. .

When they returned an hour laterj

the studio was jammed with vets
brought from a nearby hospitaV
(All of Crosby's broadcast sessions

in N. Y. and en route there were
staged exclusively before hospitalr

ized vets.) This time the show was
run off in complete broadcast form—
and then some. . What with adlibbed
banter and outuppery that ran on
for minutes at a time, the stanza ran
up to 55 minutes!

This, however, was just what Dr.
Crosby ordered. The audience lovod
it, supplying terrific laughs and ap-
plause. With all this on record, and
the afternoon's "protection" cutting
of songs and skits on hand for dub-
bing in, if need be, it just j-emained
for producer Bill Morrow and the
engineers to splice the best parts of
the wax into a 30-minute airer.

The full-show runthrough, of
course, usually doesn't reach any-
thing like 26 minutes overtime.
Sometimes they fall short. If they're
too long, sometimes one of the short
song numbers cut by Crosby in re-
hearsal is dubbed in. If the show
platter is too short, a longer song
arrangement waxed in the warmup
session may be dropped in.

Wire and tape recordings of Mift

show have been tried. Ohe 'who'i*
show was taped. But none of these
methods has been found superior,
in present form, to the platter. If
ABC wants 'to spend up to $250,000
to research ways to remove the im-
perfections from present transcrip-
tioi;is, as proxy Mark Woods recent-
ly indicated, that's fine, the Bingla
says. Meantime, he thifiks the wax
o£ the moment is not too bad, else
the top b.o. puller (from a dis'k-

film-radio standpoint) wouldn't be-
jeopardizing his position by taking
on a second season on the platters.

, 1^0 changem format of the airer is
In., the offing for the fall, Crosby
says. ?The show will continue to be
adapted to the occasion." He'll cut
perhaps three stanzas in Septemljer
to give, the program a backlog for
its October teeoff.
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T^RIETY Advertising Agency Directory
(Containing list of radio directors, chief talent buyers'of agencies especially active in network radio)

RADIO TALENT
AGENCY - ADDRESS TELE. NO. DIRECTOR BUYER TIME BUYER

AUBKEY, MOORK & WALI.ACE,1NX...... ..230 No. Michigan Ave., Chi. 1 Ran(lolph 0S30 Jaclt North, Jack North; Jack North
N. Wk; AYER A SON. INC.*...... 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20 CI 6.^02«O H. L. McCliriton Marge Kerr T. J. McDermott
TE0 BATES; INC...... ...... .....630! Fifth Ave., N, Y. 20 CI 6-9700 Austin Peterson Austin Peterson Edgar Small

1^ B,D &0, Inc. ......i. .............. 383 Madison Ave EL 5^5800 Arthur Pryor, Jr. Edwin M. Marshall Frank Silvernail

BENTON & BOWI.es, INC. . . ... .*!« Madison Ave,, N. Y. 22 WI 2-0400 ' Walter Craig Te^ Steele George Kern
BERMINGHAM, CASTLEMAN & PIKRCE,

~

INC. ; . . ...136 E. 38th St., N. Y. .16 XE 2..7550 GeorgeC. Castleman George C. Castleman
GOKDON BEST COMPANY, INC. 22S No. LaSalle St., Chi. 1 State WO ' Edwin A. Trizil

,

Blow COMPANY, INC ..v.i . i.. , ...9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20 CI 6-9300 John E. Hamm Lucille Webster John D. Hymes
'

HILL BLACKKTT COMPANY '. . . 221 No. LaSalle St., Chj. 1 State 0950 Kirby Hawkes R.G.Wilson D.L.Pontius
BUCHANAN & CO., INC .- 1501 Broaaway, N.- Y. 18 . MB 3-3380 Martin Jones JohnHines , Bill Smith
I,EO BURNETT CO., INC ,..360 No. Michigan Ave., ChL 1 Centra! 5359 W. L. WeddeU W. J. Mcllvain
CECIL :<c PICESBReY, INC. ................. . 2*7 Park Ave., N. Y. 17 WI 2-820W John M. Wyatt, Jr. John M. Wyatt, Jr. Betty Barrett

CAMPBELL-EWALD.. COMPANY' OF N...VV a .

INC. . 10 Rockefeller Pl!iza, N. Y. 20 CI 7-6.383 R. E. Hackenger R. E. Hackenger Charles Drier
Kenneth Young Kenneth Young George Pamcntal

COMPTON ADVERTISING,, DfCi.... ....... .630 Filth Ave., N. Y. 20 CI 6-2800 , Lewis H. Titterton Vera Idrkin . William Maillefert

JRANCEB'FITKGERALD-SABIPLE, INC.... : . .221 No. laSalle St„ Chi. 1 State 3800 ' J. James Neale
. . . I.ester H. Schroeder

.. Thomas Carson
, Al Eisenmenger

DOHERTIT, CLIVFOBB ft SBENFIELD INC. 380 Fifth AVCi N. Y. 1 BB flr0445 : Chester MacCracken Chester MacCracken Helen. Wilbur
OT S. DiJbSTINE, INC.:,.,..........,;.-,. .730 Fifth Ave., N. Y, 19 : GI O-MOO , Bichard L. Eastland Richard L. Eastland Miss Bergie Boe

. . John Martin •
. John . Martin

'iMaurice; Condon Maurice Condon'- .

EBWIN. WASEV * CO.; INC...'....... ......420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17 MO 4^8700 G: H. Cottington • Joe Brattain Keith B. Shaffer
WILLIAM ESTY * CO., INC . 100 E. 42nd St., N. Y. CA 5- 1900 Thos. D. Luckenbill Thos. D. Luckenbill Jack Esty

. Dick Grohl
FEDERAL ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC. . .385 Madison AVe., N. Y. 17 BL 5-6400 Frank Barton Frank Barton Penelope Simmons

..Tom Hicks
»OOTE, GOTSE & BELBING. ,.. . ...... ,.. .i..247I'ark Ave., W. Y. 17 WI 2^600 ' Douglas Coulter Norman Winter EitUan Selb , i-

6ARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY, ..... 915 OliVe St., St. Louis 1' Garfield 291S Cliarles E. Claggett . Charles E. Claggett E. A. W. SchUlSnbcrg
BERT S. GITTINS ADVERTISING........... 739 No, Broadway, Milwaukee 2 Daly S230 Gerald L. Seaman Gerald L. Seaman Gerald L. Seaman
GRANT ADVERTISING, INC. ......... J ......919 No. Michigan Ave., Chi. U Superior '6500 Harry J. Holcombe Harry J. Holcombe George McGivern
LAWRENCE C. GUMBINNER ADVERTIS-
ING AGENCY, INC ..........B E. *ist St., N. Y. IT MU 2-5C80 Paul G. Gumblnner Paul G. Gumbinner Paul G. GUmbihner

pAZARDi ADVERTISING COMPANY 295 Madison Ave., N. Y. MU 7-78S0 . G. E. HoUihan. Jr.. G. E. HolUhan, Jr. G, B. HoUihan, Jr.

BONIG-COOPER COMPANY..,. ...333 Montgomery St., San Fran. 4 Exchange 7004 John W. Davis Louis Honig John W. Davis
^UTCHINS ADVERTISING CO.^ INC 19 W. 44th. St, N. Y. 18 Mil 2-<ni« Hv Pierson Mapes
DUANE JONES COMPANY, INC. . ..570 Lexington Ave, N. Yv 22 PL3-484S Beggie Schuebel Reggie SchUebel Reggie Sphuebel

:. ..''Verii"Brennan
KASTOR, FARRELL, CHESLEY.'ft .CLIF-: .

, H. K.'Kahn' ..

,

FORD. ING
, 234 Madison Ave., N. Y. 20 MU 3-665* J. H. Wright J. H. Wright Jack feters

10SEPH KAT2: COMPANY........... ..444 Madison Ave, N. Y. 22 WI 2-2740 Robert Swan Robert Swan Elizabeth Black
KEELING « CO., INC

.

. C. of C. Bldg., Indianapolis 4 Riley 1476 I.owell H. Stormont : LoweU H. Stormont M, Dill
B;en¥ON ft ECKHARDT, INC 247 Park Ave., N. Y. 17 PL 3-0700 WiUiatn B. Lewis Do«ald W. Severn. Frank Palmer
KNOX-REEVES ADVERTISING, INC. 1st Nat. Bk. Bldg. Min'apolis 2 BR 7701 < Russell B. Neff Russell E- Neff K. P. Torgerson
KBBN^PR AGJBNCT, INC...'....,:..... ,.630 Fifth Ave, N.Y. 20 CI 6-320O Myron P. Kirk William Templeton Mary King
fcA ROCHE ft ELLIS, INC....;......, .......247 Park Ave., N. Y. 17 PI.. 5-7711 Williatn R. Stuhler Williain H. Stuhler Bay Healy _
At PAUL LEFTON COMPANY, INC... 521 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17 VA 6-4340 S. Carl Mark

'

LENNEN A: MITCHELL, INC. .17 E. 45th St., N. Y. 17 MU 2-9170 Mann Holiner Mann Holiner Howard Schreiber
A. W. LEWIN CO. ..." .40 B. 49th St., N. Y. 17 EL 5-3545. J. Law J. Law J. L.-)W

McCANN-EKICKSOJ^, INC .50 Rockefeller Plaza. N, Y. 20 CI 5-7000 Lloyd :0. Coulter Russ Johnston William C. Dekker
McKEE ft ALBRIGHT, INC.......... 1400 S. Penn Square. Phila. 2 Locust 7-4737 J. A, McFadden Robert L, Redd Evelyn R. Walmsley
MacFARLAND, AVEYATJ) & CO ... 333 No. Michigan Ave , Chi. 1 • Randolph 93S0 Marilyn ROseberry
J. M. MATHE.% INC......... ...122 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 LB Z'7450 John B^tes Jobn Bates Edna S. Cathcart
MAXON, INC 570 Lexington Ave.. N. Y. 22 EL 5-2930 Ed Wilhelra Ed Wilhelm .

'

ARTHUR MEYERHOFF ft CO.... 410 No. Michigan Ave., Chi. 11 Delaware 7860 Benjamin J. Green Benjamin J. Green Kay Kennelly
MORSE INTEBNATIONAL, INC....... . 122 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 s MU 7-7200 John T. MitcheU . . Chester C. Slaybaugh
NEEDHAItf, LOUIS ft BRORBY, INC........135 So. LaSalle St., Chi. 3 State 5151 Alan Wallace Otto Stadelman
MKWELL-EMMEXK CO .. 40 E. 34th: St., N. Y. 16 AS 4-4S00 Blayne H. Butcher Blayne R. Butcher Newrnan P. McEvoy
KOBERT W. OKR ft ASSOCIATES, INC. 270 Parfc Ave, N. Y. IT PL 9-8050 John G. Hoagland John G. HOagland Annabelle Andersen
PEDLAR ft RYAN, INC., . . . .250 Park Ave., N. Y. 17 PL 5-1500 E. G. Sisson, Jr. William Barrett Mary DunlaVey

Elizabeth C. Shay
Ii. W. RAMSEY COMPANY.'. .-.230 No. Michigan iVic, Chi. 1 Franklin 8155 Dorothy Parsons Dorothy Parsons Dorothy Parsons
BOCIIE, WILLIAMS CLEARY, INC. ...... .135 So. LaSalle St., Chi. 3 Randolph 9760 Phil Stewart Phil Stewart Jolin C. Whiteley
BVTBRACFF & RYAN, INC ......... .360 No. Michigan, Chicago Fra. 0485 R. W. Metzger NoMnan Heyne HoJly Shively
»T. GEORGES ft KEYESj INC. . .250 Park Ave., N. Y. 17 PL 5-1180 S. J, Keyes, Jr. : Miss C. Rains

' SGHWIMMER ft SCOTT, INC.. . . ....75 Eiast Wacker Drive, Chi, 1 Dearborn 1815 Eart BroBson - Earl Bronson Evelyn Vanderploeg
Allan Fishburn Allan Fishburn
Cecil Widdifield Cecil Widdififld ,•

RUSSEL M. SEEDS CO., INC............... ..Palmolive Bldg., Chi. 11 Delaware 1045 Jack Simpson .Tack Simpson Mrs. June Jackson
SRAW-LBV^)(LLY, INC ,228 No. LaSalle St., Chi. 1 Dearborn 5082 Edmund B. Abbott Edmund B. Abbott Pauline Watros
SHELDON, QUICK ft Mcelroy, INC,....,,. 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17 . PL 3-1670 J. F. Quick J. F. Quick Catherine Wohlpart
SHERMAN * MARQUETTE, INC. ..... .......919 Wo. Michigan Ave., Chi. 11 Delaware 8000 Louis E. Tilden Louis E, Tilden Carolyn B. Bonnesen
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & ' F. Minehan

BAYLES. INC 270 Park Ave., N. Y, 17 PL g-.SOaO D. Staufter R. Reuschle
fWEENEY ft JAMES COMPANY... 1501 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15 Main 7142 T. M. Gregory ' T.M.Gregory

. WALTER THOMPSON CO... ...... ..... . ...420 Lexington Ave., N. Yi n MU 3-2W0 John U. Reber Virginia Spragle Linnca Nelson
4rRAi;YfLQCKB COMPANY, INC. ...:. i]S07 Pacific Ave, Dallas 1 - B-86S5 - Raymond P. Locke Raymond P. Locke Monty Mann

. . , Scott Leonard Scott Leonard i

WADE ADVERTISING AGENCY....... .......20 No. Wacker Drive, CM. 6 State 7369 . JeSE Wade . . P. C. Lund William B. Condon
WALKER * DOWNING... ...;vyi.,;...,.....01iverBldg., Pittsburgh 22 Grant 1900/ R. C, Woodruff 'B. C. Woodruff R. C. Woodruff
WARWICK ft LBGLER, INC... .230 Park Ave,j N. Y. 17 MU 6-8585 Tevis Huhn Tevis Huhn liestef Malitz-
WILLIAM H, WBINTBAUB ft CO* INC. .....30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20 CI 7-4282 Theo^Gannon „ llarry Trenner Harry Trehner

.Theo. Gannon ;

frARD WHEELOCK COMI>ANY.t,.,..,...,..LincoIn-t.iberty Bldg, Phila. 7. Rit. 6-TSOO Diana Bourbon Arthur A. Bailey Richard C. Wright
OUNG ft BUBICAM; INC... .285 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17 MU 3-8400 ' Lester Gottlieb Carlos A: Franco

Top Names for Gratis

Series Depicting Work

In Devastated Lands
American Friends Service, Com-

mittee has prepared a radio series o£
transcriptions designed to drnniati'ze

its work overseas in devastated or
reconiitruction areas. Series of six
programs is titled "World Service,"
and is being, oSered gratis to sta^

tions onr sustaining basis.

Series features Eva Le Gallienne,
House Jameson, Leon Janney, Peter
Capell, Ann Seymour and Jo-seph

Julian, as leads on each. Dramati7.a-
tions cover plight of the Chinese
Jarmer, rehabilitation in Austria, the

Friends European Transport Unit la
France, clothing diatrlbution in a
Polish village, a refugee father's

aearch for his family, and a general
picture of a struggling people in

war-ravaged lands. Erik Barnouw,
Virginia Wells and Philo Higley are
tlie scripters, with Barnouw and
Franlc Papp directors.

WMAO'S FM FREQUENCY SET
" Chicago, July 8.

WMAQ. NBC outlet here has been
allotted the FM ftequency of 101.1

fnegs for the operation of its pro-
tioa«d 25 kw FM broadcasting sta-

tion, it was announced last week by
the FCC.
FCC order also made iSnal con-

etruction permit for NBC. FM and
tele antenna tower will be con-
structed atop Civic Opera Building.

HAROLD PEARY
Back on the Air Sept. 10 at

"THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE"
7TH SEASON

For Knit Foods Co., Wedn«saay, NBC

WCKY STILL SNARLED ON

UNION DISMISSAL ITEM
Cincinnati, July , 8.

As the strike by Local 1,224, In-

ternational Brotherhood of Electri-

cal- Workers, entered its fourth

month last week at indie WCKY.
50,000 waiter, the AFL unit signed

an la-month agreement with WKHC,
CBS outlet, and its FM station

WCTS. Contract tails for a $4
weekly raise and includes an"un-
conditional no-strik6 clause. WSAI,
ABC link, entered into a new con-
tract with IBEW several weeks ago.

Snag in the WCKY-HftEW settle-
ment concerns the sfatuij of four of
the original union men' whom the
station replaced since the strike to
maintain operation.s. The local, at
a special meeting, voted to continue
the strike until all of its members
are reinstated.

Original hitch' between WCKY and
the union engineers was over ' the
no-strike clause, which the local has
since adhered to with WKHC and
WCTS. AFRA members on the sta-
tion walked out in sympathy with
the IBEW strikers.

Kansas City—New face at KMBC
is Jene Fan-is who has taken up: a
desk in Tom Rueker's office of ad-
vertising sind promotion. She fills

•spot vacated by Jean hutt who
njoved over to the office of Arthur
Church; president.

Dallas Probe To

Settle Fate Of

CityrOwnedWRR
Balla.s, July 8.

'

-The future of city-owned WRR
which has plans for putting the city

into the' radio biz on a big time
scale, is hinging oli three separate

and the City Radio Commission,

studies o£ the station's operations.

The investigation, under way by the

City Council, letter's financial advi-

sory committee, and city manager
Roderic B. Thomas are designed to

answer these questions:.

1. Should WRR's $400,.000 reserve

fund for expansion be tapped to

make up the loss of city income
resulting from repeal of the garbage

collection fee?

2. Should the city stay in the radio
biz?

3. If so, to what extent?
' 4. Should WRR continue, to be

operated under the radio committee

as an independent unit of city eov-

ernment, or should it 'be under juris-

diction of tbo city manager?

9. Should a larger share of ' WRR's
income ^o to general city uses than
the $60,000 a year it now contributes

through operation and maintenance
of the police radio station. KVP?
The three way investigation ol

WRR's operittions was brought about
by the recommendations "of several
its operations b6 placed under the
city officials to the City Council that
city manager and that its income be
made available for general fund use.

Those officials have been critical,

among other things, of salaries and
commissions paid to WRR personnel.

Since 1939 when WRR was placed
under the radio commission, its in-

come has been allocated solely to

radio purposes. In 1939 WRR was
in debt. Since then the re-^erve fund
of more than $400,000 has been built

up and is increasing monthly. The'
radio commission and station execs
have plans for use of the reserve
fund and a considerable amount of

future in.come for expansions and
changes, that would total $675,000 or

more.
'

Entertainment Expansions

One of the changes is a mandatory
one of shifting the .police broadcast
hand to a higher frequency. Cost ol

the project is said to be $100,000,

The other proposed changes, how-
ever, are for expansions of WRR
in the entertainment field. They
include:

j

1. Construction of an FM station.

Studio and station to cost $125,000.

2. Increasing station's power from
its present 5,000 to 50,000 watts at
a cost of $200,000.

3. Add facsimile transmissions to

the FM outlet when that service is,

available.

4. Entering the television field

when that service becomes available
at a cost of $200,000 or more.

;

Both Mayor James Temple and
City Manager Thomas frown on the

city being .in business, but recognize
that it has an investment irl WRR
which it must protect. According to

Mayor Temple, "the city has just

about as much right to be in. the
radio business as in the milk busi-

ness!. But the fact remains that it is

in the radio business and that pre'?

sents the question whether it should
stay in, and it so to what extent. It

also presents the question of how
the business should be operated and
what use should be made of its

funds. That is .why we asked the

fnyestigation.''

Thomas said that fundamentally it

is not a function of the city to en-

gage in business and if it were a

question of starting WRR now he
would: say no. "But the city is in the
radio business and has been for

some time," Thomas stated. "The
city can't give away a property that

has been so well handled and devel-
oped, that . is lucrative and renders
a service. The radio commission has
done a. good job. It took over a
property that was in debt and not
only paid olf its debts but improved
the station and built ffp a large sur-

plus while bearing the cost of KVP."'
As to WRR's. expansion plans,

Thomas, said he didn't care to com-
ment until he had made a study of

What is required to protect the city's

investment, Charley Jordon is pres-
ent manager of the city operated:
station. •
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Listen and judge

for yourself

JitUl-

show

ML

Mr. President
Starring EDWARD ARNOLD

Thursdays at 9:30 pm edt

This unusual dramatic series, star-

ring Edward Arnold, is based on
interesting, but almost unknown,

behilid- the-scenes incidents that

have happened in the White House.

Fascinating, enlightening (and non«

political) dramas.

Candid
fficiojhoM

. nev..
daring, sJartWy ^ on

Lu^ A c"^'^*^^'* Tmt honest,
unre^

^^^^^^^^^

7%c

Phil Slivers show

Wednesdays at 10:00 pm edt

The popular stage and screen

comedian portrays a newspaper
man who is always in hot water.

ABC's newest entry in the come-
dian sweepstakes.

f

'

^'•^^''^:^%1;n^'^'--^''^'^T^^

CHMLEHGE of the YUKON

Saturdays at 7:30 pm edt

^thrillSofAlaska'sGoldRush
AUtheadventureandthri^^ot^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^
days! Sgt. Preston of the ^^.„g

pjice and his EBk^'^^^'Lrnels Produced by

the same group who nav

so successfvil.

One of these New ABC programs may

land in Mr. Hooper's ''First Fifteen''

ABC's Program Department holds an enviable record for developing

and SELLING radio programs.

During the 1946-47 season, for example, ABC produced and sold

"The Willie Kper Show". . /*The Henry Morgan Show". . ."Dashiell

Hammett's Fat Man". . ."The Paul Whiteman Club". . . just tp

mention a few. One of the reasons for this success is that ABC
sensed the need for relatively low-budgeted shows that had plenty

of popular appeal.

The programs isted in this advertisement have just started their

careers on ABC. If past experience is any criterion, we can hope that

at least four of them will be sponsored by fall. We suggest that in

your own interest you listen to these shows at the earUest possibly

moment. One' of these programs could become your best salesman*

memf- American Broadcasting Company
A NETWORK OF 250 RADIO STATIONS SERYli«0 AMERICA
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StcM who- Uam> Gftft^ea^fi^ oh mt^

Eddf/e Anderson (Rochester)

Moxie Baer

Talluhh Bankhead

Jack Benny

^ Edgar Bergen

Milton Berle

Skkfsy Booth.

Charles Boyer

Bing Crosby

Jimmy Dorsey

Grade fields

Ed Gardrter

Phil,Harris

Pat Henning

Boh Hope

George Jessel

H. V. Kaltenborn

Bert Lahr

Oscar ievonf

Bea Lillie

Mar/orfe Main

Don McNeill

Tony Martin

James Mason

Lauritz Melchior

Victor Moore

Harriet and Otzie Nelson

Quiz Kids

Doc Rockwell

Edward G. Robinson

Gregoiy RatoH

Basil Rathbone

Claude Rains

Rodgers and Hammerstein

Max Rosenhloom

Lanny Ross

Frank Sinatra

Lowell Thomas

Rudy Vallee

Bobbie White

FRED ALLEN
Tender Leaf Tea and Shefford Cheese

(J. Walter Thompson)

AL GOODMAN
PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUR

FRED ALLEN SHOW

Recording Ixclusivtly for

RX.A. VICTOR

MARXB.LOEB
Cnrrenlly Directing

• GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD

For Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

Sm4ay-6^7M P.M., EDST

ABC

.
"

*'rt ..... :

* READER'S DIGEST

RADIO EDITION

For Hallmark Greeting Cards

Tlmrsiiay - Ilk00-I0!30 P.M., fm
CBS
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Radio as Show Business

. .
.

. Hi . .
,

Radio as part or branch of

the "show business, as it

has been looked upon, is

emphasized through an
"advertisement (elsewhere

in this issue) of Edward
B. Husing, chief an^

nouncer of WRC, the Ra-

dio Corporation of Amer-

/ ica station at Washing-

ton, D. C.

It is the first adver-

tisement received by

P^niEfr from an an-

nouncer on radio.

Previous to the Wash-

ington assignment Mr.

Husing was announcer at

WJZ, New York. In

Washington' Mr. Husing

has announced all radio

"appearances" of the
President and members of

Congress.

/ 'i;.'.i>rtiiii'yr rroin Variety, ia^y -i^,: ;
.

,

TED HUSING BANDSTAND, WHN
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for

CHASE AW SANBORN

In Walt Disney's new comedy musieal

"FUN AND FANCY FREE

"

T. M. W.A T. P.
fMM-~GOODJ

DEL SHARBUn
M.C. 'THE LUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE'

NBC SATURDAY

'THE JACK PARR SHOW
FOR LSMFT

NBC SUNDAY

'CORUSS ARCHER'
FOR CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

CBS SUNDAY

5 A WEEK CROSBY'S CLUB 15"

FOR FRANCO AMERICAN SPAGHETTI

CBS

* The Man Who SELLS The Product

R«pr«sented for Radio by—FRANK HEALEY

mmammmmamsamm 'rririiti'-'-r^^.aM»i«iwiiaB^^

UOYD SHAFFEB
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR

"CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB"
1945-'46-'47



ON THE AIR FOR

REXALL
PRODUCER

PHH. COHAN

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ROY BARGY

Writers

BUDDY PEARSON

LESTER WHITE

ELON PACKARD

STANLEY DAVIS

* * *

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS'

"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU''

Both Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

, Both Directed by RICHARD THORPE

PERSONAL MANAGSMENT

LOU CLAYTON

D/RECTfOfSr

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

P. S.; All the lock in the World to You, Garty Moore, on Your New Show — Jimmy
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*

*

GINNY
SIMMS

PAUL WESTON

SONORA
RECORDS

Musical Director

GHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
S,tarfiiig

JO STAFFORD
Starting Second Season

Musfcci/ Direcfor

CAPITOL

RECORDS

CAPITOL RECORD ALBUMS
"Musk for Drsaming"
"Music for Memories"

Current Song: "AIN'TCHA EVER COMIN' BACK?"

JOHN GART
COMPQSEft—CONDUCTOR

"LAWYER TUCKER"-CBS

"PATTERNS IN MELODY"-NBC

"BIG TOWN"-CBS

"ADVENTURES ON PARADE"-WOR
"JOSEPH COTTEN TRANSCRIPTIONS"

THESAURUS TRANSCRIPTIONS
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MEREDITH WILLSON
THE TALKING PEOPLE

PIANIST PAULENA CARTER

BEN GAGE

ARE BACK ON

THE AIR FOR

THE FOBD DEALERS
WEDNESDAYS-CBS

FORD SHOWROOM W/TH MER£DnH W!LLSON

Ready for fall sponsorship
Comedy-"My friend Mulrooney",

FreddieRobbins as "Mr. Midnight

For Dreamers "Dark of Night";

"The Amazing Adventures

of Dippy the Dwarf";

Action -"The Steel

Mask\ Xl^mk^^

Mystery "Trouble

^ J.
Shop";Thrills-

•RipPowell"

..'^.y ond; .

otheriB

Director and Producer

The Gabriel Heatter Show
"A Brighter Tomorrow"

41 West 53rd Street
NEW YORK CITY
COIumbus 5-5123

17

Music I Theme hit and fade on cue. . .holdB.G^

Annoiuiceri You've been listening to the

Jack Paar show written by LARRY

MARKS, ARTHUR STANDERN, LARRY

GELBART, SID DORFMAN

Paar t Wait a minute who does the typing?

Announcer i . . .And JACK PAAR

Music I Theme, , .ut> for signoff

Announcer! This is NBC—-The National Broad-

casting Company.
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NATIVITY

u
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

WPLL BE BACK WITH MORE ON SEPT. 6TH

UNTIL THEN

HAPPY CONSEQUENCES
' Truth or Consequences

NBC for DUZ~Saturdo)^ 8:30 P.M., E.D.S.T. RALPH EDWARDS

HM an

Booked Thraogh MCA

CURRENTLY BROADCASTING FOR

REVERE CAMERAS
ON THE

Jan August Show
MUTUAL NETWORK—Saturday. 5:45 P.M,. *EDST

COA$T.TO.COAST

EXCLUSIVE
RECORDING ARTIST
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I'll BE THE FAll GUY AGAIN IN OCTOBER

FOR

The American Tobacco Company

AND NBC

WITH

MARV LIVINGSTONE

PHIL HARRIS

DENNIS DAY

ROCHESTER

and DON WILSON

MY PRODUCERS

BOB BALLIN

" MILLIARD MARKS

MY WRITERS

SAM PERRIN

MILT JOSEFBERG

GEORGE BALZER

JOHN TACKABERRY

AGENCY

fOOTF, CONff & BELDfNG

JACK BENNY
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FRANK GALLAGHER

*

80th WEEK
SINGING STAR OF THE

SHEAFFER PARADE

Highest Hooperqting Sunday
Afternoon Musical Show

SUNDAY, 3:00 TO 3:30 P. M., EDST

NBC COAST-TO-COAST

FO« KABIO
JACK SIMPSON

ItUSSEL M. SEEDS COMPANY
DMECriON

MUSIC CORP. OP AMERICA

WILLIAM BENDIX
STARRING AS RILEV^

IN

''THE LIFE OF RILEY"
Produced by

IRVING BRECHER

Dir*ct*d by

DON BERNARD

ALAN LIPSCOTT

Written by

REUBEN SHIP JACK BRECHER

Starting the Third Season for

PROCTER and GAMBLE
EVERY SATURDAY EVENING ON NBC

THANKS TO ALL WHO HELP MAKE "THE LIFE OF RILEY" SO SUCCESSFUL
•

;
PTsonal Manoqetiient; STUART STEWART

ELAINE CARRINGTON

CONDUCTOR - ARRANGER - COMPOSER
ma
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«CAN YOr TOP THIS?"

SENATOR FORD • PETER DONALD • JOE LAURIE, JR. • WARD WILSON • HARRY HERSHFIELD

''PALMOLIVE"
NBC

ED. J. WEBER

'Gen'l Mgr..

15« W. 44th St.. New Xork 18. N. Y. WOR

ANDALBERF
Starring

PEG LYNCH

ALAN BUNCE

WrhfvM hy

PEG LYNCH

4fh Year on ABC Monday thru Friday

2:15 t© 2:30 P.M., EDST, Coast-to-Coost

6:15 to 6:30 P.M., EDST, WJZ

Produced by-

BOB COTTON
And Thsir Bouncing loby "Smy"

MADELEINE PfERCE
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A BUD A >-0U

BBOTT 'XD UOSTELLO

TTe 7/ Seeing You

THE FITZGERALDS
ED and PEGEEN
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THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

FOR

FRANCES

LANGFORD

Featured on

MERCURY RECORDS

On

HAVE YOU READ

FRANCES LANGFORD'S Purple Heart Diary?

. 4TH YEAR SYNDICATED IN THE HEARST NEWSPAP|RS

Represented by WM, MORRIS AGENCY, Inc.

Publicity—JOE GLASTON
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^RPNALD COLMAN
Smclog on the Most Btilliant Ttansctibed Dtamattc.

ShowEvet Offered forLocaland Regional Sponsotship

THE »AVOMTB STOKICS or> SrtNCUl TKACV • INOItlD BnGMAN • IHIKltV TKMrU •

ORSON Wim(»>SINCLAIR LEWIS • KUTIUIl B. J. fLANMSAN • CCCIIiS. OvMOIj; • niW
AUBN • IRVlMd BERLIN • AKCRIB OARDNIK • ALrRID KTCaCOCK AND MANY MOTBI:

In tht spirit of perfection that distinguiihes this oMtchlets scriesw«
httvc choien as star. . .the oo« and voSf Ronald Colmao, Now. ..his'

incomparable artistry, hit magnetic voice and fauhlcss diction, at*
yours to sponsor, in a dramatic program of unprecedented lavisbnet*^

; Here are the greatest stories of all time,- masterfuU}i adapted hy
writers preeminent in their fieldi Robt^£ Lee and Jerome Lnnoeace,
under the editorial guidaoccafAtttfaor^PablishcrGeorge Palmer Put-

nam; a superb company of radio's finest actors; a fifteen-piece orchestra

interpreting the daring and original, musical scores composed tnd
arranged' fot' Favorite Stocjr br Claude Sweeten and Robert Mitchdl
of the Rob't Mitchell Boy't Cnobi

;

52 half hours are now availabI«i. .*veqi; onc a rare conribinatkm of
prestigf and dynamic: entertainment, evetjr ope aa miparalleied
triumph of trans(;ribed showmanshipt

MASTERFVLLY TRANSCRIBED

FOR YOUR SPONSORSHIP BY...

N K W YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

LAWRENCE
SWtNGTIME
SESSION

7:00f«f:00A.M.WHN
Monday t« Swiiirday

ROBERT HALL
OF FAME

10:45 to 11:00 P.M. WHN
Monday to Sunday

ALSO TRANSCRIPTIONS

II isn't Matvyn l>*H|iw, Kiddies .

.

DWIGHT WEIST
Actor-Harrator

"GRAND SLAM" "INNER SANCTUM"
"BIO TOWN" "2d MRS. BURTON"

Nixt Week: "Htdda Gabltr"

Bar Harbor (Ma.) Playhouse

July 14-21

AWW*wiwwwvwvvvvwvwwwwww\wwww
Fw ExelUBlvi PERSONALIzad Publicity

publicity9pnmotien
ry/. MIh n., NEW YORK CITY • VA «-I4»«

THE SPORTSMEN QUARTET
Management: ART RUSH, INC.

Jack Stewart

Suite 116, NBC Bidg., Hollywood, Cal.
Hillside 5161
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INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS

MOLLY PICON
16 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

For

ADVERTISERS BROADCASTING CORP.

For

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

Returning to Airwaves in September

WEVD

EASY

ACES

TrofHscripHons

FREDERIC W. ZIV

COMPANY

I

I

^^^^ ^Vvi^^ir^*

¥9*7.

WILUAM MOKRIS AGENCY. Inc.

I
\
\
\

%
\

1

I
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JACK

Management:

FRANK STEMPLE

Hh 044/1 ueuA UUte o^ice6^

at 45 J\leli/U4 £iUie^ GaL44Ma, pn4W4Hce lie^ufjtd, 9fulU&

/?W StaTp.M.

Br«inches in all important cities: Hollywood, West Hollywood, North Hollywood
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Worcester Kids Take Over Station

Andiiun Complete Setup 18 Hours
Worcester, July 3.

Worcestei' and Worcester County

high school ' boys and gals.' lyent T;o

town last Wednesday when they

took over WTAG, CBS affiliate, for

the day. With CBS representatiyes

and those from several national

,
magazines present toi have a looljsee

at the proceedings, the youngsters
w«re in complete charge "from 6

a; m. to . midnight.
Station breaks, newscastsj spot an-

nouncements and special shows, in*

eluding; a quiz, man-on-the-Street,

audience participation and dramatic

offerings were handled by fhera in

tlieir entirety. A regular announcer

stood by, but was not needed. Ned
Calmer of CBS was on hand the en-

tire day and devoted his "Feature
Story" coast-to-coast broadcast that

night to the day's activities. .

The day's program climaKed a

program of instruction started many

months ago by WTAG staff mem-
bers. Idea was conceived by Phil

Jasen, publicity and promotion di-

rector. Hundreds answered the sta-

tion's invitation to participate.

Interest became so widespread

that it was necessary to call m a

special supervisor of all activities.

That stint fell to Ruth Mason who

came to station from Buffalo. Since

November she has handled practi-.

cally every detail of the WTAG
Radio Club.

Staff leaders who briefed the

youngsters are Gil Hodges, announce

ing; Andy Fuller, script writing;

Dol Brissette, orchestra; Gladys

Tomajah, choral singing and music

interpretation; Julie Chase, dra-

matics; and Andy Browning and

Paul Flynn, engineering.

As if you didn't already know-

Mr.andMrs

are back again...

Tuesdays, 8:30 P. M. (EDST)

Sponsored by

Halo Shampoo and

Colgate Tooth Powaer

for

Colgate -PalmoUve -Peet Co.

And yes^ we are proud

to he handling it

Sherman& Marquette

ADVERTISING

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
CHICAGO

Inside Stuif-Radio
Some faces around! WCAE in Pittsburgh have been plenty red of late;

Big click of Jack Parr as Jack Benny's summer replacement is the reason;

the fact that he also has a screen contract at RKO oniy adds to the slight

embarrassment at the Hearst station in Smoky City, For it was only :

about 10 years ago that Parr landed an announcer's job at WCAE and

was let out in less than a month because "he couldn't make the grade.'*

Parr then went on to Cleveland, and started on the upgrade there.

Recent disappearance of Ruby Juster's Monday-Wednesday-Friday radio

news column from the teletypes of International News Service brought

denial Monday (7) from Seymour Berkson, general manager of the wire

service, that the column has been permanently dropped^

He said column has been suspended for the months of July and

August because of "cramped vacation schedules" at INS and becau.se of

the newsprint shortage which has forced papers to' discontinue many
feature departments. "We're going to put out a daily, seven-days-a-

week radio coliimn when the newsprint shortage lets up/.' Berkson said.

"The column will definitely be resumed Sept. 1."

Press agent Arthur H. Miller and Dick Linke, eastern promotion and
publicity head for Capitol Records, have jointly inaugurated a plan <as

yet untitled) calling on record reviewers all over the country to donate
their platters to institutions for the blind or physically handicapped. Idea

started with AtUler, who has been reviewing records for Movies magazine,
after he arranged with the New York Institute for the Education of tha

Blind to have a package of records picked up monthly at his home to be
given to the institute's blind children. It's a volunteer non-profit project.

Reviewers, disk jockeys or radio stations interested in the plan are asked
to contact Millar at 151 East 50th street, N. Y. C.

It has taken a bit of ingenuity, but WHB, Kansas City, has kept its

two public service programs rolling nicely despite some obstacles. Recent
switch has taken its man on the street oft the street and into a bookstore.

Loew's Midland theatre has sponsored the show for many months, but.

recently ' failed to renew. John Schilling, station manager, made a deal
for John Thornberry, the m-o-t-s, to lug his mike into the Methodist Book ,

store at 12:49 Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Thornberry interviews
patrons as well as authors who may be handy, and patrons get free books
for their part in the program.
WHB's "Our Town Forum," civic half-hour on Sundays through the

late winter and spring, also found station up against it to get the civic

lights and prominent speakers to the studio at the 12:30 hour on Sunday.
Schilling developed the idea of taking the program to the prominent
speakers, instead^ and the custom now is to record the half-hour on the
scene at conventions, clubs and civic meetings^ idea has worked out for
better programs as welL as |>roVing good public relations move on the part
of station.

Harry M. Cochran, of WSTV, Steubenville, O., has copped the annual
Sigma Delta Chi (professional journalistic frat) medallion award for out-
standing radio newswriting during 1046. Award was based on a factual

airer written by Cochran reporting the documented criminal background
of one of the operators of gambling dens and vice resorts in Steubenville.
Church and other groups were .spurred into action,' resulting in a vice
cleanup in which 22 were indicted, nine subsequently pleading guilty.

(Station won a 1946 Variety Showmanagement Award for its vice cleanup
contribution:) . .

jackson beck

actor

announcer

narrator

LA 4.1200



JEAN HERSHOLT
Starting 11th Year in November

"DR. CHRISTIAN"
Every Wednesday at 8:30 P.M«, EDST '

Via CBS Coast-to-Coast

For

Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.

JACK
MILLER

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
AIR FEATURES

INC.

KATE SMITH SINGS

THE ALDRICH FAMILY

READER'S DIGEST RADIO EDITION

FOR HALLMARK GREETING CARDS

: .• : •

247 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK
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CATHY AND ELLIOn LEWIS
ACTING WRITING PRODUCING

CATHY LEWIS
Co-Starring

on

"MY FRIEND IRMA"
CBS

ELLIOTT LEWIS
Storring

on

"THE VOYAGE OF THE SCARLET QUEEN"
MBS

"Radio's One Couple Network"—Konsas City Star

ConieDRaises

Mayflower Issue
Washington, Juljr 8.

FQG'a Mayflower opinion banning
aditorials by radio lioensees cam^
in for a xiirect liit liere last wwk
when Cornell Univ. station WHCu-
called on the FCC for a declaratory
ruling to decide whether or not uni-
versity officials could take to tha
ether to plug for greater representa-
tion ol Ithaca, N. Y., on the county
board of supervisors.

The WHCU petition is the first

frontal attack on the FCt's contro-

versial Mayflower opinion,, though-

NAB prexy Justin Mi'iler has been
crusading for its overthrow through-
out his term of office. AH NAB dis-

trict meetings to date have gone
along with Miller in plugging for

junking of the no-editorial ban, but
Cornell's WHCU is the first station

actually to face PCC -with a specific

situation In mind.
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny,

Jr., has already announced publicly

that he will open hearings in the

fall to hear industry and other com-
ments on th? Mayflower opinion.

TAThether the Oommlssion will move
before that time to untangle th?

specifi; problem raised by WHCU
has still not been decided.

The WHCU petition pointed out ^

that Ithaca only has five represen-

tatives on the county board, but im-

portance of the town and its prob-

lem warrants greater participation.

Station said it has given its own
facilities freely for outside discus-

sions of the subject, but feels it can
"better, serve its community in tha

public interest" and "flU a real com-
munity need" by letting its prin-

cipals give their own views on the

subject. Opinions of Cornell men,
it was believed, would be persuasive

in molding public opinion in favor oi

more votes for Ithaca township.
The petition, filed by the Cornell

prexy along with station manageir

Michael. Hartna, said if FCC lets th«

station editorialize on the issue,

equal time will be given for other

points of view to be heard. The peti-

tion was prepared for Cornell by
counsel tiOnardl H. Marks.

CBS Clinic Set for Sept
William G. Gittinger, CBS veepee

in charge of sales, will kick off the

first CBS Promotion Manager*
Clinic, scheduled for CBS' New York
headquarters Sept. 8-10. Gittinger

will open the three^day session btf

discussing the net's commercial
schedule for 1947-48.

David Frederick, net director of

adv. and sales promotion, and:
Thomas D. Connolly, director of pro-

gram promotion, will conduct thf

oUnic, iind heads of the net's variout

other departments such as press in-

formation, research and program, af

well as sales, will address the pro-

motion-managers..

RED SKELTON
RALEIGH CIGARETTE SHOW"

Tuesday Evening, NBC

See You Next Season
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MERICA'S HRIGHTEST IQMBINATION-

and the GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA

NBC MONDAY • WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY 7:00-7:15 PM, EDST

RCA CTOTL
RECOnoS

Direction —

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
'IHOMISS G ROCKWELL Pfes.flent

NE vv \ ORK • .HiCAO" • HOLLYV/000' INCI|4n»I i -.LONOON

Persona/ Management

DOH W. HAYNES
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EOOIE
CANTOR
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ever not ?J so I ^
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Webs fo Get

$6,857,000

7oice'inLaps
Washington, qiuly 8.

America's big networks — with
practically all of the burden fallina
on NBQ and CBS—ate virtually be-
ing tossed into the water and told
to swim • under the "Voice of
America" bill which Congress passed
last week. The measure, which
sharply cuts Asst. Secretary of State
William Benton's foteign informa-
.tion funds to $12,400,000 for ths
fiscal year which began July 1, also
provides that most overseas broad-
easting-must be relinquished t* the
webs within 90 days—by Sept. 30.

Tha nets claim they are riot yet ^

ready to undertake ttie responsi-
bilityi although they are currently
reported hustling sponsors for tha
prpgrams. The nets are figured to
hir? the bulk of their DX personnel
from those the State Dept. will be .

dismissing.

Only "critical" areas will remain
on the State Dept. broadcasting plan—such sections as Russia, south-
eastern Europe and some Far East
areas. Of the $12,400,000 for th?
Benton setup, $6,857,000 is earmarked
for radio activities.

The "Voice of America'-' coin did
not get its okay until July 3, just
before the statesmen beat it out of
town for the holiday weekend. Both
houses then approved the conference
committee compromise which al-

lowed the agency about $1,000,000
less than the Senate had at first

given. The House had not approved
a dime.
Meantime, the.Mundt bill, which

gives permanent status to the State
Dept,'s information program aivd
which had previously passed the
House, was tentatively approved on
Saturday by a Senate Foreign Rela-
tions subcommittee. Sen. Alexander
Smith (R., N. J.), chairman Of the
subcommittee, described himself as
strongly in favor of the legislation
and 'said he hoped that Congress
would provide more dough than
already allowed. .

He expressed the;, opinion that
"The Voice of America" would
penetrate Russia's iron' curtain and
said motion pictures would also play
an important part in portraying the
American way of life around the
world. He is in favor of giving tha
State Dept. thg full $16,000,000 which
Sec. George G. Marshall requested.
The original request in the budget
was fgr $?2,000,050.

Pittsburgh—Bddie Beachler, for*
mer sports writer for Pittsburgh
Press and now on city staff of

Scripps-Howard (Jaily, doing sports

program on WBDO in nearby Mc-
Keespo'rt six evenings weekly at

7:05. -

'

LOUELLA O. PARSONS
18TH YEAR IN RADIO

SECOND YEAR OF THE

NEW LOUELLA PARSONS SHOW
fSundays at 9:1 S P.M.. EDT Over ABC)

Sponsor:

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.,

WOODBURY BEAUTY PRODUCTS

. Ageneyt

ROBERT W. ORR & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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\TS WONDERFUL ITS NICE

TO BE PART OF AN INDUSTRY

WHERE ASSOCIATIONS AND ASSOCIATES

ARE SO PLEASANT

HBBER MdXE AND MOLLY

CONDUCTOR * COMPOSEr • ARRANGER
ON

XLUB 15''

FOR

FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHEni

Moltdoy fhru Friday. 7:30 t« 7:45 P.M.. EDST

CBS, CoasMo-Ceast
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Farmers Feel Neglected by the FCC;

Ask More Say in Clears Distribution

Washinsrlion, July 8.

In anticipation of a big offensive

to be launched by farm-rradio groups

ttirougliout the country when FCC
resumes its clear-channel probe in

the jCalli the Ohio Farm Bureau last

week outlined' a strong, four-ply

program to strengthen the hand of

rural radio listenerg. The Bureau's
new cooperatively-owned regional
outlet—the first of its kind in the
V. S.—goes on the air in Columbus,

d., this month under the call of

WRFD.
OFB prexy Perry Green urgec

that "a person with experience and
background in agriculture and rural
radio" be named to the next FCC
vacancy. (Tlie statement made no
reference to the current row over
nomination of Buckey* state Rep.
Robert F. Jones. Spolcesmen for the
Bureau ' said the recommendation
was in the works before Jones' name
was sent to the Senate.)

The farm group also 'demanded-

that FCG s«e that a mora equitable

distribution of clear-channel stations

is made outside of the big metro-

politan areas to give farmers

choice of network radio signals.

Not so likely of achievement was

the Farm Bureau's demand that the

520, 530 and 540kc bands be made
available as - soon as possible to

standard broadcasters who proposed

rural programming. Thp world tele-

communications parley at Atlantic

City has recommended that 5401cc

be turned over to standard broad-

casters after signing of the next

'North American Regional Broad-
casting Agreement in March, 1948.

However, the two lower bands . stiU

belong to the government and no
move has been made to get them for-

commercial- broadcasung.

All Set to Go
THE NEW

KALTENMEYER'S
KINDERGARTEN

With An

ALL STAR HOLLYWOOD CAST

The Old Professor Back Again

BRUCE KAMMAN
JOHN BROWN
GE GE PEARSON
PAT McGEEHAN

WALTER TETLEY

FRANK NELSON
ED MAX

ALVIA ALMAN

AVAILABLE TO START THIS FALL

*

"LIFE WITH TIMOTHY HALE"
An Entirely New Approach to Daytime Radio

Combining the Proven Elements Of

Daytime With Nightime Format

AUDITION RECORDS AVAILABLE

Now Producing

"TODAY'S CHILDREN" and "WOMEN IN WHITE"
for

General Mills—Knox Reeves Advertising Agency, Inc.

CARL WESTER & COMPANY
6047 Hollywood Boulevard Hillside 2151

Hollywood 28, Calif.
*
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K.C. BLUES BALL GAMES

TO BE CO-SPONSORED
Kansas City, July 8.

Broadcasts ot the Kanssts City

Blues baseball games with American

As^n. rivals became a co-sponsored
affair after. July 4. Sealtest Dairy
Co. signed to share the expenses
with General Mills, which has paid
the bill thus far this season for the
KCKN-aired stanzas voiced by:

Larry Ray.

In contrast to former seasons, two
sponsors will share honors on each
double-header. Previously General
Hills has required an alternating

arrangement on sponsorship of Such
doubles. The natural affinity of

Ghapman 'Millc, the Sealtest product,
for Wheaties, which GM plugs on
the broadcasts, led to the change in

policy, according to Ellis Attebury,
KCKN manager. New deal also will

plug Franklin Ice Cream> a product
of the dairy.

Leonard Slaughter, ice eream
plant manager, and Emmett Dunn,
dairy manager, worked out the deal
with Attebury,; R. J. Potts-Calkins
and Holden is the agency for the
dairy. New client gets in on a good
thing with the Blues out in front
of the league by six games, and
broadcasts with Ray going over
strong,'"'

Dallas—Bill Wells formerly on the
staff of WNEW, New York City, has
joined the staff Of KIXL here as a
disk jockey. He will be heard in a
daily series titled. "Bill Wells, His
Piano 4ind Records,"

Colgate Bad As

Radio Lux Client

Paris, July 1,

Colgate, absent from Radio Luxem-
bourg since 1939, has returned as a
client, sponsoring a daily (except
Sunday) flve-minute gossip program
at 8 a.m. by Andre Claveau for its

dental cream. Baril,- French denti-
-

frlce, is also back with a quarter,
hour musical variety show Mondays
at 7.30 pm. Estree, hair tonic, has re-
newed its ftve-a-week musical.

Radio Lux sponsorship list now
totals 55, considered not bad for only •

18 months resumption of commercial-^
offerings. Lack of products to sell, :

distribution, exchange, all have ham-
pered.

Station has just added two new
programs, "Good Husbandry," 15-

minifte daily show at 7 a.m. with
helpful hints for farmers and gar-
deners, and "For Men Only," every
Wednesday 9.45 p.m. and Sundays
2.15 p.m., for a halfihour each. Latter
program resulted from appeals for
a companion show to "Women's
Hour," 90-minut'e weekday semi-
serious housewife program spon-
sored cooperatively by five French
advertisers. "For Men Only" is aa
experiment along similar lines.

Troy—James E. Gavagan, formerly
with United Press in Albany and a.

Navy lieutenant during the. war, has
beten appointed head of the news de-
partment at WTRY in Troy,

BRET MORRISON

it
THE SHADOW"

SUNDAY MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COAST TO COAST

"LIGHT OF THE WORLD"
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
NBC COAST TO COAST

"SONG OF THE STRANGER"
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COAST TO COAST

"MELODY THEATRE"
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COAST TO COAST

BEN LUDLOW
CONDUCTOR

COMPOSER ARRANGER

'Coll the Po^ce"-NBC~Tuesdays, 9 P. M.
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"WHAT'S All THE NOISE ABOUT?
"

Recently, much has.,been said in print by various transcciption
producers about new sliows they are offerinjT.

One producer says his new show is "maldng transcription
history," another says his show is the "greatest and most expen-
sive ever produced,'^ another says his show is "more than just a
radio show," another says "all time-all star transcription top,"
another says "most extensive opportunities ever presented," etc.^

etc., ad infinitum.

We're really glad the transcription boys are beginning to do
something worth while, BUT—"WHAT'S ALL THE NOISE
ABOUT?"

WE'VE BEEN PRODUCING BIG NAME STAR TOP-NOTCH
SHOWS SINCE 1940!

FURTHERMORE, WE DEFY ANY RADIO PROGRAiVI MAN TO
SHOW US ONE SHOW RECENTLY PRODUCED WHICH IS
BIGGER IN ANY WAY THAN THE SHOWS WE'VE BEEN DOING
FOR THE PAST SEVEN YEARS.

The record speaks for itself. We started name star shows and
have continued that policy for the past seven years.

What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can offer

shows such as the half-hour transcribed series "HOLLYWOOD
OPEN HOUSE" with Ray Bloch's orchestra, Jim Ameche as
emcee, a guest star comedian, a guest star singer and one or more
motion picture guest stats on every show? Such great names as:

Jaek Benny and his entire company, Marlene Dietrich, Fat

O'Brien, Lucille Ball, Bert Lahr, Bonita Granville, Milton Berle,
Dlclc Powellj and literally hundreds more too numerous to men-
tion and equally as big.

What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can offer:
transcribed shows such as .the great, situation comedv show,
"THE EDDIE BRACKEN SHOW," starring Eddie Bracken, "WiUiam
Demarest and Ann Rutherford and the entire orchestra and cast
of the original CBS network' show?

What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can. offer

such great transcribed features as Dave Elman's "HOBBY
LOBBY," with eleven years of network standing? The "JOHN J.

ANTHONY" show with seventeen years of network standing?
And such shows as the "FRANCIS LEDERER SHOW," "FAMOUS
FATHERS," with guest stars such as: Ozzie Nelson and Harriet
Billiard, Deems Taylor, Lauritz Melchior, Lowell Thomas and
others just as equally big? Shows such as the "MEAL OF YOUR
LIFE" and "THE WOMAN" with guests such as: Gertrude Law-
rence, Elsa Maxwell, Victor Borge, Fiorello LaGuardia, Ilka Chase,
Burgess Meredith, Beatrice Kay, Georgie Jessel, Margo and many,
many others.

PRETTY IMPRESSIVE, ISN'T IT? Well then-T-"WHAT'S ALL
THE NOISE ABOUT?"

If you really want transcribed radio shows that speak for

themselves, drop us a line, give us a call or send us a wire.

KERMIT-RAYMOND SHOWS REALLY HAVE "SOMETHING
TO MAKE NOISE ABOUT!" THEY "SPEAK" FOR THEMSELVES.

RADIO'S

GREATEST

$UCCE$$

,

STORY
1 7 Years in Network Radio!

Eight years for

the Ironized Yeast

Company. ....

Highest ' sponsor

identification in all

radios

Sets tuned in in

Metropolitan New
York, revealed

that 42%* of the

radio listeners in

the city constantly

dialed to John J,

Anthony.

For a long period

of time John J.

Anthony led all other programs on the Pacific coast.

For a period of ten years Joihn J. Anthony delivered

more per dollar spent than 90% of the programs on

the air.

John J. Anthony holds a remarkable record of con-

secutive weeks on the air; 400 consecutive Sunday

nights on Mutual; 269 consecutive Sunday nights on

ABC. WITHOUT MISSING A BROADCAST.

Constantly one of radio's largest moil pullers. Millions

of letters received to date.

NOW. ,\ available for local and

regional sponsorship on transcrip-

tions .... The same program format

that has been so successful for so

many years on the networks.

Two, Three or Five Times Weekly!

260ShowsNowReadv!

WRITE - WIRE - PHOilE

ymond
CORPORATION

11 EAST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK (22)

Eldorado 5-5511
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FCC FoHowsAVCO Ruling in KMED

Sale, AwardingM to Second Buyer
Washington, July 8.

In one of the first cases of its

kind since the controversial AVCO
transfer procedure was put on the

booksi the Commission last week
turned thumbs down on the first

bidder for a station and promptly
.awarded it to a second buyer.

The decision approved the sale of

station KMED and FM affiliate, Med-
iord, Ore. from Mrs. W. X Virgin to

the Medford Radio Corp. Rejected

buyer was the Gibson Broadcasting
Co., which signed the original sales

contract with Mrs. Virgin. Both
bidders went through competitive
hearing on the sale.

(Only recent case like it involved
sale of a Pittsfield^ Mass, station,

where the two competitors for the

station resolved their conflict with*
out waiting for outcome of an FCC
hearing decision.).

Under the FCC order, Mrs. Virgin

may refuse to sell to the Medford
company, though both bidders had
made her the same deal. Her stations

went for $250,000. and, in addition,

she was to get a $20,900 stock inter-

est from either party.

The Commission said it was pre-

ferring the Medford group on the

basis of "local residence of all ol

its officers and knowledge of the
community." Luther Gibson, prin-

:ipal in the Gibson company, is a

California publisher and broadcaster,

whose manager promised to spend
bulk of his time in Medford.

Gibson is probably the only
broadcaster in the business who has
lost out on two sales bids in the past

two years.

•* St"

TERMS SET FOR WINS'

YANKEE PRO GRIDCASTS
WINS, N, Y., will again carry the

Yankee pro football games this sea-
son, in a most unusual arrangement.
Yankee management guarantees to

pay station a $600 fee for each game,
and line .charges and engineering
and announcer costs, even if series

isn't sponsored.

Games were sponsored by Pabst
last year, and undoubtedly will be
sponsored again, although client

hasn't been, set yet. WINS have the
ball club on a two year deal, for '46

and '47.

All games will be live (also un-
usual, in that two will be played on
the Coast). Series will cover 14

games in all, plus a playoff game.
Season begins Aug. 31 in Buffalo, and
ends Dec. 14, J el Allen and Russ
Hodges,' who do the Yank baseball
games now, will be the announcers.

PeeDee Network
Chlatlotte, July 8,

Stations in portions of North and
South Carolina are combining to

form, a. vast network covering the
PeeDee area bordering both states.

Plan was developed at a recent
meeting of representatives of sta-

tions at Whiteville and Lumberton
North Carolina, and Sumter,

Florence, Bennettsville, Conway and
Hartsville in South Carolina.

An organization was formed and
named the Southern Network, Inc.

Melvin Purvis of Florence, S, C,
was elected president. The radio
men in the osganization meeting es-;

timated that a listener coverage of.

1,000,000 can be attained.

Main Difference in UJS.,

Britisli Comedy Shows

Is Money, Sez BBC Comic
Jaofc Train, "Col, Chinstrap" on

Tommy Handiey's BBC show and
one ot the permanant panel mem-
bers on the British version of "20

Questions," is in the U. S. with hi»
wife on their first visit to these
shores. This weefi they're in Flor-
ida, but next week they'll return to
New York so that Train, a veteran
vaudevillian who specializes in dia-
lects, can keep several air guestshot
dates, including Barry Gray's show;
"20 Questions" and "Luncheon at
Sardi's," all Mutdal airers.

Train was aslced, few day-s after
he arrived in the U. S., it he'd
listened to any of the comedy shows
on this side. He hadn't, smce arriv-

ing, he said, but he was familiar
with most of the top shows because
they were aired via Armed Forces
Radio in England during the war.

"What's the , main diflTerence

between the Btitish and U. S.

comedy shows?" he was asked,
"The money," he replied.

He said Al Parker, James Mason's
manager, who also arrived in New
York within the last fortnight, had
tried to get him in going to Holly-
wood, but he was not interested.

Although he freelances and is not
bound by any BBC contract, he is

satisfied with his BBC and vaude
stints, he said. He just finished a
second-billing run at the Palladium.

San Antonio— Charles Fletcher
has joined the control staff of WQAI
here.

"*

HELEN CARROLL
AND

THE SATISFIERS
Starting 3rdl Yeor, September 8th

ON

CHESTERFIELD

SUPPER CLUB
NBC Coocf* ta Coast

Just CQHcludtd 4 WMk»

PARAMOUNT, New York

Heard on RCA Victor Records

Excleiiv* Management

F. C. O'KEEFE
RKO Building. New York 20

^1

4

GEORGE "BULLETS" DURGOM

8580 SUNSET BOULEVARD \

/ CRestview 5-2009 \
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DOROTHY AND DICK
America s Most Popular Breakfast Team
7 Days a Week * 21 Contented Sponsors

WOR • 710 on your dial
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Watch this

Nmw 18yar
old singing

atar zoom
to the TOPf

VIC DAMONE
ON YOUR ff£W RADIO SHOW FOR

PET MILK
CBS COAST TO COAST

Every Saturday Night

WE'RE PROUD TO HAVE YOU ON . .

MERCURY RECORDS

YOUR FIRST RECORD RELEASI

IVY' and 1 HAVE BUT ONE HEART'
is really going to town!

BUT WAIT TILL THfy HEAR

'YOU DO
AND

'ANGELA MIA'

FCC Postpones

FM Hearings
Washington, July 8.

Combined pressure from the FCC
and the FM Assn. was successful

over the weekend in persuading
Rep. Evan Howell (R., 111.), Chair-
man of the House Interstate Com''
merce radio subcommittee, to post-

pone indefinitely skedded. hearings

on FCC's 1945 decision to shift FM
upstairs from its prewar spectrum'

position.

;

The Congressman early last week
set today (Tues.) and' tomorrow . as

hearing dates on a bill introduced

by Hep. William Lemke seeking to

return the low-band (around 44-50

meg) channels to FM broadcasting.

Lemke's bill is one of four pending
before the House radio subcommit-
tee and is generally thought to have
gotten its impetus from Commander
Eugene McDonald; president of Ze-

nith Radio Corp., one of ; the most
active crusaders to retrieve the pre-

war channels for FM. (Zenith is

one of the few radio firms which
have manufactured FM sets equipped

io receive both the prewar and post-

war FM bands.)

The committee had asked FCC
Chairman Charles R. Denny, Jr.. to

testify, but he begged oft on ground
that he must stay in Atlantic City to

run the special round of the

world telecommunications confer-

ences which opened this week.
(Denny's job in winning postpone-

ment was helped somewhat by the

fact that Rep; Charles W[olverton (H.,

N. J.), Chairman of the House Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Com-
4i:iitteei was in Atlantic City for the

sessions too.) Naturally, FCC is

"agin" the Lemke proposal.

Feeling on Lemke's proposal is

divided in rante of the FM broad-
casters as well. ' Biggest boosters of

the legislation are Zenith; FM in-

ventor Edwin Armstrong, and a few
other radio companies who Ifcive

two-band sets on the market.

Television broadcasters are dead-
set against it since it would mean
they would lose their No. 1 video
slot to FM.

It is understood that Judge Roy
Hofheinz, FMA prexy, and others on
his board -are of two minds on the

bill, so did not wish- hearings at this,

time.
Counterpart of the-=iIouse bill-

though not as a companion measure
—was introduce^ in the Senate last

session by Sen. Charles' Tobey R.)

N. H.),

Field to Rave Three FM

Stations Ready by Jan. I

^ Chicago, July 8.

Howard", Lane, Marshall Field's

radio adviser, revealed j^here last

week that Field stations '"afe going

into FM construction as soon as pos

sible and that three stations would
have FM operation by Jan. 1.

Although cramped for space, Chj's

WJJD will put an FM antenna on
top of 230 N. Michigan blvd. WSAl,
Cincinnati, will build a structure in

Prince Hill section this fall, and
KOIN, Portland, Ore,, will also

erect an FM station on its present

location. WJJD beings .50,000 watt
operation this week on limited

schedule. Well informed sources
look for the station to move into

the new Chicago Sun building as

soon as it is completed. (See story

in LITERATI section.)

Lane disclosed that Field has
asked the Fort Myers,' Fla., police

radio to relmquish itt call letters,

WFMF, last two letters same as his

initials, in exchange- for free Fort
Myers .publicity over WJJD during
the winter months. Request is how
being considered by local board.

* Ava]l»b1e AuKUst tut

WDVA'sPre-PreemB.O.
Danville. Va., July 8.

Station WDVA, new 5,000 watts
nighttime-1,000 watts daytime Mu-
tual affiliate here, jtnade its ,air de-
but June 29 with a healthy chunk
of its time sold ahead of the first

broadcast. Walter M. Windsor,' gen-
eral manager, reported the station

got under way with 60% of program
availabilities and 80% of spot avail-

abilities sold locally, signed con-
tracts for local busiiie. alone repre
senting a volume exceeding $115,000

for the first year.

Teeoft took the form of a 90-min-
ute dedicatory broadcast presented
before an audience of 2,500 towns
people. Regularly scheduled pro-
gramming was launched the follow
ing day. Station is on the air from
5:30 a. m. to 1 a. daily.

VICKI VOLA
"MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY"

{MISS MILLER)

"EXPLOmNG THE UNKNOWN"

"RADIO READERS DIGEST"

"SECOND MRS. BURTON"

"PERRY"MASON"

115 Newbufy St.

Boston 16, Mass.

400 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N.Y.

Bweet M4444C

BY

RUBY
NEWMAN

AND HIS.

ORCHESTRA

NOW AT

HOTEL STATLER
BOSTON

DECCA RECORDS

1.
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GEORGEm GRACE
Beginning a New Season

FOR

lUXWii HOUSE
ON

The Nqtional Broadcasting Company

AMEMCA'S TDP flEMUNE SINGING GROUP

RCA VICTOR

FAVORITES

R.C.A. Victor Records

All Major Networks—U. S. and! Canada

Radio Guest Stars -Phiico Hall of Fame- Hobby
Lobby — Kate Smith Show — Jack Smith Show

Nnonal DlrMiioa

ED KIRKEBY
2908 R.K.O. BIdg.

New York 20. N. Y.

Ph. CIreU 6'.*3M

Associated Program Service — Lang Worth
Feature Programs ~ N.B.C. Thesaurus and

Their Nation-Wide Associated Radio Stations

Bill Robinson-Deep River Boys Concert Revue
(Coast-to-Coast)

All Major Theatres and Clubs

ROBERT J. SHAW
AUTHOR

MR. DISTRICT : ATTORNEY
and

"CHRISTOPHER WELLS

"

(Premiere on CBS, Sunday, September 28)

DONDUNPHY
America's Top Fight Announcer

ON

Gillette's Cavalcade of Sports

Boxing Every Friday Nite

At 10 P.M., EDST, Over ABC Network

Also Sports Director

WINS, New York

• »
M ( t 'jV !•* • » I, > {... }> 'j i-o t

1ST KANS.FM NETWORK

GETSITSTEEOFFINK.C.
Kansas City, July 8.

Groundwork for the first FM net-

work in this area has been laid here

in a deal between K02Y, local FM
pioneer, and WIBW-FM, which
recently got going in Topeka. Deal
has been set by Ben Ludy, g.m. of
the Arthur Capper radio stations

(KCKN, Kansas City, Kan,; WIBW
and WIBW-FM, Topeka) and Robert
Wolfskin, manager of KOZY.

First hookup on the net was
wprked out Sunday (29) with KOZY
feeding its "FM Variety Hall" at
8:30 Sunday eve to WIBW-FM.
"Variety Hall" is KOZY's top sus-

tainer, a live talent show produced
by Jack Pierson, KOZY wilL begin
taking programs of WIBW-FM orig-

ination within two, or three weeks,
as soon as new studios are com-;
pleted here on the 12th floor of th«
Porter buildings .

Schedule of exchanged programs
will be gradually increased, Ludy
said, and other FM outlets of the
area may be invited to join the new
net.

Ouimet to Head CBC's

French Lingo Network
Montreal, July 8.

Appointment of Marcel Ouimet as
director of the CBC's French-Ian^
guage network, with headquarters in
Montreal^ was announced here.
Ouimet, director of talks and,pub-

lic affairs for the CBC and formerly
one of its war correspondents oves-/
seas, succeeded pianist and orchestrsi

leader Jean-Marie Beaudet, who has
been named .regional director in

Vancouver of the CBC's Interna-
tional Service, Ira Dilworth, CBC
regional representative in British

Columbia, becomes general super*
visor of the International Service; in

Montreal. All appointments are fof

two years.

Dallas—Sidney Pietzsch has been
n&med news editop of WFAA* ;

'i !•! f I J t >.| ,1,, .(.,•.( )

MURRY
WAGNER

IN HOLLYWOOD

/Innouneing

5 4 WEEK

"Double or Notliing"

COAST TO COAST
FOR CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

Peter Paul

Confections

Both on CBS

..11 m .'tf \ Vi
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SUMMERTIME'S LEAN PICKIN'S
fORs Platter Pressing Biz

To World B'casting;WHN to Vth Ave.

Wnrld Broadcasting ffio,, Deoca-f'

rnntrolmd transorifitftn outfit, has

dlXwd two Important de«U us a

Se to ipoving ot its |ea^uar-

?J« irom New Yorli: 1$ -Coast.

g^efaTdrops all ofW Kecord-

Studios' platter-pressing biz,

formerly handled by Muzak, into

World's lap. In second deal,

Sed Monday (7), forld leased its

Zdios at 711 Fifth Ave., N. Y.,

to WHN, 50,00O--watt Metro-owned

. IT y, indie. . .
-

,

Lease is for 10 years, involving

"in excess of $1,000,000" for that
•

neriod, and becomes effective next

5ah J, Entire WHN operation, now

Wcupying the upper levels of the

Loew Bldg. on Times Square, will

be'moved into the old NBG h.q. now

occupied by World. i>

WOR Recording deal will give

World something in excess of
'

$250,000 yearly in pressing biz.

Agr«ranent calls for World to turn

"r**our'vinylite platters at its. Manhat-

tan plant and ship them out under

WOR Recordings' label.

On the basis o£ the deal, which

H. B. Lockwood, manager of the

WOR recording division, believes

will give his firm the finest possible

platter product, a new schedule of

rates was announced by Lockwood
in a letter to ad agencies and other

'

clients. He pointed out that the

rates were the same, or even less

on certain quantities of
.
disks, than

they were before, despite increasing

operation costs. The rate for master
recordings, however, has been in-

creased. •

.,'

Implications of the WOR-Worid
deal as well as other developments
inciicate that Muzak as well as

Wodd is moving in the direction of

- getting out of the transcription hiz.

WOR "recently took over all of the
e.t.' work formerly done by Muzalt
for the ABC network and WJZ, its

N, Y, flagship. Whereas WOR for-

merly handled only occasional jobs
for ABC, it is now doing' a capacity

' job for the network,

v- WOR Recording is inviting
:

' (Continued on page 79)

MdlTormesNBC

Toii Shampoo Deal

WOR Nixes Pettengill

WOR, ^utuaVs N. Y. flagship, has
served hoTice on the ngtwbi*k that it

wants no part of the upcoming
Samuel B. Pettengill commentary
stanza, \yhich will be sponsored by
X'rank Gannett and his America's

Future organization. Pettengill goes

tin! the network Sept, 7 in the Sun-

day 1"1:18 p.m. slot.

WOR rejection reportedly stems

from station's unhappiness over the

au^lces and its desire to avoid an-

other Upton Close incident.

m OF TIILENT

Chicago, July 8.

Latest show set for Toni Sham-
poo, "Torme Time,'" will feature Mel
Torme in 15-ininute musical format
slotted for 5: 30 p.m. N. Y^" time on
Saturdays over NBC. Starting date
has been tentatively set for Aug. 23.

Toni started network advertising
only last January and since then has
acquired 15 minutes of "Ladies Be

,
Seated" across the board on ABC,

,
half-hour of "Give and Talce" on
Saturday afternoons over CBS and
w minutes of "Meet the Misses" on
widays over 26 stations via Colum-
bia's Pacific net plus mountain hook-
up.

.Show will be' aired from New
York for at least the first six
Veelts and then from Hollywood con-
WSejlt upon Torme's pic commit-
ftieats. Bob Moss will be Writer and
producer. Foote, Cone & Belding is
the agency. .

Pearson & Allen

Ys-H^st^ugfest

Now Set for Aug,
Washington, July 8.

FCC is aiming now to hold hear-

ing here in August on the . license

renewal of William Randolph
Hearst's WBAL, Baltimore, along

with the eompeting bid of the- former
Washington Merry-Go^Round team
of Drew Pearson and Bob Allen for

Hearst's channel there. Commission
wants a speedy hearing, following a
signal victory in the U. S. District

Court here la-st Thursday (3).

Commission has been unable to

move ahead with the WBAL vs.

Pearson and Allen case since Hearst

had asked the Court to stay the

hearing until the Commission wiped
'&Ut 'cBargfeS against, his operation of

WfeAL contained in : the contro-

versial Blue Book. Last week, Judge
James Proctor, after sitting on the

hot potato for three months, sided

with FCC in concluding he had no

jurisdiction to stay an administrative

agency from going ahead with hear-

ing and dismissed the Hearst com-
plaint.

The hearing, already due to make
radio headlines because of the per-

sonalities involved, talfes on added
drama in view of the new fight be-

tween Pearson and Rep. Robert F,

Jones (R.j Ohio), nominee to the

FCC bench.
Pearson has said he doesn't think

(Continued on page 76)

Now that most of the coast-to-

coast replacement shows ifeive spread
thdir wings over the summer kilocy-

cles,; consensus . ia the- trade is. that

the programming, with but few ex-

ceptions, mirrors the current uncer-

tainty among bankroUers and the

general pulling - in • the - reins on
spending,

If there's been a noticeable lack of

rejoicing over the hiatus-time fare

on the air, it's attributed primarily

to the fact that' sponsors had passed

on the word to their agencies to

shave costs to a minimum, with but

few of the commercial fill -'in shows
exceeding a $4,000 weekly talent-pro-

duction nut And with that kind of

eoiii, 'it's ' acknowledged, what can
the listener expect?
As for the network sustaining

shows to fill the haitus gaps,, for the

most part they've been whipped to-

gether at low cost, since the web
programming depts .have been oper-

ating under reduced budgets.

There's been criticism directed at

tVre- failure to,.-experiment with sum-'

mertime programming in developing

some fresh idea, particularly in view
of the fact that such venturing is

possible within; the limits of low
summer budgeting. Instead, the

sponsored and su.staining flock of fill-

ins add up to nothing more than

road company versions of winter-

time programming.
Of the comedy shows pacted as

summer sttesi Jwk;'Paar alone seems

to have hit a stride that bodes well

for a year-round sponsorship deal,

but the trade isn't overlooking the

fact that Lucky Strike has vested the

show with top production coin—plus

the use of Jaclc Benny's writing

(Continued on page 76)

PetriDa Sez Halt on Broadcasting,

Asking Is Means to Save Musicians;

Confirms Studios Pact on Tele Ban

Gomuui's K&E Qniclde
One of the fastest now-you-see-it,

now-you-don't acts in agency annals
transpired last week at Kenyon &
Eckhardt. On July 1, Walter Gor-
man, who had worlced on the late

"Hollywood Story" (ABC) series for

K&E, took over newly-created post

in agency as director of production
for the radio department. Thursday
(3) he was no longer with the

agency..

Strictly a case of "mutual dis-

agreement," said a K&E Spokesman.
Gorman won't be replaced.

WMCA to Swing

Back to Public

Service Stand

CAMPANA RETURNS TO

FIRST (NIGHTER) LOVE
"First Nighter," one of the oldest

qramat shows on the air, is set for a
comeback next fall following a year-
and-a-haU blackout. It's, a case
of Canipana Sales Co. going back to
«s first love. Italian balm outfit ha.s

DankroUed "First Nighter" off and
on since 1930. Last time the show
Was aired was in April, 1946.
Sponsor has once more picked up

We tab, via Wallace, Ferry & Hanley
agency of Chicago, and it gets the
VoS Saturday 8-8:30 p.m, slot, now
occupied by Vaughn Monroe's Camel
™ow, starting Oct. 4.

Impending return of "First Night-
*f rai.ses some question as to the
luture status of Campana's only cur-
rent radio stanza, "Solitaire Time." a

in l11!'!l"^* Sunday noons over
« NBC outlets.

Mrs. Thackrey Sez She

Now Wants to Retain

WUB; Win, Lose or Draw
Washington, July 8.

Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey, testifying

at an FCC hearing here last week,

put the kibosh on rumors that WLIB
was up fbr quick sale. She testified

that as. late as two weeks ago .some-

one approached her with a firm offer

but that slie has now made up her

mind definitely to keep the stations-

win, lose or draw.

Mrs. Thackrey was subpoenaed to

give further testimony in support of

her proposed new program schedule.

Which calls for a diet of light-clas-

sical transcriptions on a round-the-

clock basis. She is seeking night-

time use of the 1190 kc channel in

competition with Westinghouse

Radio Stations, Inc., licensee of

WOWO, Fort Wayne, which has a

bid in for 50 kw on the same wave-

length. . Westinghouse has turnea

down Mrs. Thackrey's request that

WOWO- use a " directional antenna

Which would lose it .some ol its east-

ern audience but permit her to

switch over to fulltime operation.

Drene Acct. to Compton
Procter & CSamble's Drene account

has been shifted over from Kastor,

Farrell, Chesley & Clifford agency

to Compton.' Drene's Sunday night

NBG show was cancelled some time

back and account is presently out of

network programming.
Whether P & G intends returning

to nighttime radio or go daytime or

both is still undetermined.

Mutual Wraps Up

$2,000,000 Biz

Mutual network has a $1,200,000

gross time order from Pharmaco for

two evening half^hours and three

daytime quarter-hours weekly dur-

ing the coming season, Along with a

moveover of Samuel Pettingill from
ABC and two other pieces of new
business in the works, Mutual execs

have orders on tap totalling well

over $2^000,000. It'll be Mutual's big-

gest week, saleswise, since Philip

Morris bought "Queen for a Day"
and "Heart's Desire:"

Pharmaco's buy, placed via Ruth-

rauff & Ryan, is the largest radio

contract ever inked by the Feen-a-

mint manufacturer.

The Sunday 9:30 p.m. period occu-

pied by "Double or Nothing" for

Pharmaco during the past season has

been reserved for a comedy stanza

starring Jim Backus, Format calls

for use of .some platters, although it

won't be strictly a disk jockey show.

It preems Sept. 7 following a sus-

tainer teeoff Aug. 3.

Other evening ' program will be

slotted Mondays at 8:30 p.m. and in;

all likelihood will be "Crime Club,''

now a Mutual sustalner, although

the bankroller is still looking ov6r

three or four other stanzas; Include

ing "Scotland Yard" and "Johnny

Madero." It's believed, in event

Pharniafo doesn't buy "Scotland

Yard," that show will be shifted to

the preceding half-hour, with "Did

Justice Triumph," ciurently in this

segment,' doing a bowout.

Daytime airer for Feen-a-mint

will get the Mon.-Wed.-Fri: 3:30-3:35

slot : and star Bret Morrison, who
(Continued on page 78)

Looks now as if the Nathan Strausr.

owned New York indie, WMCA, will

be getting back into the program-

ming swing as the "station with a

conscience." A few months back, in

an almost sudden reversal of long-

standing policy, the station can-

celled 'out virtually its entire roster

of public service ^ograraming, in-

cludmg' the widely kudosed "New
World 'A Coming."

Dropping of the shows occasioned

no little comment in Manhattan
radio circles, in view of the fact that
it was the one phase of operation
that gave the station a distinctive-

ness and character of its own. The
fadeout of the public service pro-
gramming, on which the station had
prided itself, also played havoc with
the station's production dept. per-

sonnel.

Fact that it all came at a time
when WMCA was beginning to put
the pressure on the sales boys to

boost station revenue didn't partic-

ularly contribute toward enhancing
its prestige.

There's been another reversal now,
however, and "New World" is due
for a fall comeback. Production
dept. will also get a shot in the arm,

with Michael Sklar, who was dropped
when the cancellations went into ef-

fect, due to return and handle the

show.

.
Washington, July 8.

.

James 0. Petrillo promised grey
hairs for the broadcasting and
recording biggies yesterday ('?)

when he declared that the AFM -'

would probably turn thumbs down
on netwo):k musical broadcasts after

the present contracts run out Jan. :

31, and would also probably halt

once more the production of platters.

He said that if there is no legal ob-
jection, AFM will try to get into the
platter biz itself, taking over for the
musicians the profit now going into

the pockets of the disk captains,..

Testifying before a House Iiaibor

subcommittee, Petrillo also aBon* :

firmed this secret clause in the, musi-
cians' contract with the film studios,

barring the use of musical aound-
traclis from television unless ther*
is specific, written permission from
the AFM. This clause, it was e^f-

plained today, exists not onlj^- in
pacts "With the majors- but also with
Society of Independent Motion Pic- •

ture Producers. It also provides
that the studios can't make pictures
for video with a musical soundtrack ;

unless there are separate negotia,-

tions with AFM. '

,.

Petrillo's bland testimony under
oath on this, doubtless brought red
faces to the studio officials who have
been insisting their contracts did
not contain the no-television clause.

"You plan to stop recording Dec.
:

31, and to stop* chain music broad-
easting Feb. 1," snapped Irving Mc- !

Gannv counsel for the committer,
"And yott .'have a contract with \

major film compahies to prevent the
use of sound trucks on television."

Petrillo nodded, and McCann con-
tinued: "Is there any question in

your mind that you are in restraint

(Continued on page 89) : ,

Annuity Sounds Sweeter
Sam Lewis, radio :

musician

and second trombonist in the

NBC Symphony,: has be.fen put-'

ling his savings for years into

annuities so that he could re-

tire at ,50 and live on the pro-

ceeds. .

Sunday (6) Lewis was 50, He.

played in the NBC Symph pro-

gram, as usual. Then, .after the

concert, he stood up,: and irt an
j

expansive gesture, broke his

trombone in two over his knee.

Flock of Godfrey's

Talent Scout Show

GradsHittheBigtime
Evidence that ''Arthur Godfrey's

Talent Scout-s" show has paid off in

developing new talent is given; in

list of current activities ot"5ome-of

the contestants. Vic Danione, win-

ner of July 23. '46 program, started

as star of Pet Milk's "Saturday Night

Serenade" last week <5). .loan

Nichols, who appeared on program

Sept. 17, '46, is now a feature of the

Copacabana, in Rio de .laneiro.

Wilton Clary is now playing the

lead role of Curly in "Oklahoma!"
Tnidrey SabHtfl~sppeared in "Carou--

sel" on the road the past sea.son.

Dorothy Jordy played a lead role in'

"Beggar's Holiday" when it toured,

under name of Dorothy Jordan.

Dolores Martin is in "Finian's Rain-

bow," doing a solo number.

Rosemary Kuhlmann is star of a

half-hour musical program, "Musical

Almanac," over WFBR, Baltimore.

Gloria Ben.son is a soloist with Phil

Spitalny's All-Girl Orchestra. And
Alan Schackner will appear in the

film, "Portrait of Jennie," now in

i>roduction/ Last-named is a har-

monicist; all others are vocaii.st.<i.

'Screen Guild'

T-Zone Bound
MCA and Wm. Esty agency, latter ,

on behalf of Camel cigarets, are re-

ported practically set for the signa-

turing on the takeover of "Screen
Guild Players" as replacement for .

Camel's Abbott & Costello show.
Which means that Screen Guild
bows out of the Lady Esther spon-
sorship columns and moves over
from its present 10 o'clock Monday
night CBS slot to the Thursday at
10 NBC niche.

NBC has long been in the market
for a sock dramatic show and Screen
Guild, which has long been a Top
15 Hooper drawing card while
bracketed, back-to-back with L\jx

Radio Theatre, could well be the
answer.
Lever BroSi has an option on the

Monday 10-10:30 CBS period and is

ready to move in when Lady Esther
vacates the spot. Lever currently

occupies the 8:30-9 time preceding,

its Lux show (it currently bought
"My Friend Irma" as replacement
for Joan Davis), and plans movinfi
"Irma" into 10 o'clock. ^
But it ail hinges on Lady Esther**

plans. Clients contract for the CBS
time runs until January and whether
Lady Esther plan.s putting a new
show into the period is still a ques-
tion mark.

EDWARDS, P&G RENEWAL

SNARLED ON REPEALS
~""

Hollyvvbdd, July"8.

Extension of contract between
Ralph Edwards and Procter & Gam-
ble, via Compton agency, still hinges
on quite a few bugs to be ironed out.

On^ of them involve.? a hike in

coin, but the chief snag is over the

Coast repeat. Edwards has some
pretty strong- feelings about that

weekly live repeat, in view of the

peculiar pattern of his show which
always means starting from scratch

productiori-wise. How he'll circum-
vent the continued NBC ban on
tran.scribed repeats, however, is

pretty hard to figure out.
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Unsavwy Past of Jones' Accusers

Wei$[hts Scaies in His FCC Favor
Washington, July 8. -f

Majai'-ity dil the Senate Interstate

Commerce sub-committee, who sat

through five hectic hours of testi«

jnony on the qualifications ot Rep,

Robert F. Jones (R., Ohio) to sit on
the FCC, appeared ready yesterday.

(7) to recommend his confirmation.

Unsavory past of the three Blaclt

Xegion members who testified that

Jones was a one-time member of

their organization was held uip to

exhaustive scrutiny by committee
members,- while a half-dolzen friends

and colleagues of the Congressman
took the stand to support Jones'

"reputation for tolerance" and "ab-

sence of subversive • beliefs." Result

of the welter of charges and counter-

charges by Jones and his supporters

was that observers generally pre-

•dicted his speedy approval by a
majority of the Senate committee.

"Jones' witnesses included three
clergymen, one a Catholic priest, and
a Lima, O., Negro who testified the

Congressman had proved to him and
90% of the Negroes in his district

that he had never been a Legion
member.

Old Klan Meeting Baddies
'Frank A. Barber, chief of police in

Beaver Dam, O., repeated for the

committee a sworn statement that
' he administered the preliminary
Legion rites to Jones in a twilight

ceremony in a wood outside Lima
Glenn E: Webb, one of the Legion
initiation crew, swore he gave Jones
the final oath "sometime in- the

Spring of 1934 or 1935." Barber said

he used to attend Ku KIux Klan
meetingsiwith Jones "in the old days."

Seventy-four-year-old Virgil Ef-

finger, Legion commander, who com'

plained of failing memory, could not

even recall yesterday whether he
had traveled to Washington, Sun
day (6) by train or bus.

.

' Qommittee members warmed to

the scent when it developed that

two of the Legion witnesses had
criminal records. Affidavit intro-

dliced by Senator Homer" A. Cape-
hart (R.,. Ind.) showed EBinger had
been convicted of cohtempt of court

in 'ISM: Efiinger, on the stand,

could not remember, whether Jones

,
had been 'a Legion member. He had
Signed an afiidavit to this effect in

1938 and repudiated it later in

: statement to the Lima News.
In Jail Six Times

Barber admitted going to jail si:x

times "for shootin' at a -man" and
lor non-support, but was never con
victed of a criminal charge. Another
affidavit submitted by Senator Cape-
hart showed Barber's wife had com-
mitted him to an insane asylum in

1922 on what he called "a frame-up
charge." Barber said he actually

suggested .going to jail on' a couple
. of occasions to escape his -"family

troubles."

Webb admitted forging payroll

checks at a former job in 1942.

Both Legion men testified they didn't

oppose Jones becau.se of his Legion
Connections but added that he had
turned on the "Legion friends who
helped elect him" and on the CIO
union of which they are members.
John Anderson, employe of com-

mentator Drew Pearson, told the
committee, "I wish you could have
been with me in Lima. You would
have been convinced Jones is a
Legion member." He suggested that

the committee itself should have
made the investigation Pearson
started.

Joe Emmons, Lima CIO official,

said: "It was^ an open secret in

Lima" that Jones belonged to tine

. — Legion .at one time. The committee
- hammered him with questions when
.he testified that he himself "in-

filtriated the Legion as a member, in
1938" to see how it operated.

Accuses Pearson of Smear
Jones took the stand briefly to

deny the charges and to declare that

Pearson was: trying to "smear" him.
Senator Bricker of Ohio angrily de-
nied charges made by Pearson on his

Sunday (6) broadcast that Bricker—-and -Senator—Rober-t-3?affe-^had-tried
to dissuade the committee from hold-

ing a second [leaving on Jones. Of-
ficial denial by Committee Chair-
man Wallace Wliite (R., Maine) was
read into the record, along with a

blast from Senator Albert Hawkes
(R., N. J:) at the Ititerstate Com-
merce Committee member or em-
ploye who "leaks Information on ex-
ecutive sessions to the press."

Pearson had said majority of tlie

committee members wanted to rail-

road Jones' nomination through
without investigating his charges.

Ilawkes said he was the only com-
mittee member who voted that way.

W BARRY INTO

ABC nmm spot
ABC- wasn't long in' settling on a

successor ta Adrian Samish, pro-
gramming, television veepee, who's
checking out late this month to head
up Show Productions,, Inc., for the
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample- agency.
Nod went to Samish's lieutenant,

Charles C. (Bud) Barry, director of

programs.
Barry; who was brought in by

Samish less than two .years ago fol-

lowing a stretch in Washington as

D. C, rep for the net, will name his

own successor, but not until some
time after he takes over his new
veepee duties on July 28. 'He left

Thursday (3) lor the Coast , with
Paul Whiteman to supervise debut of

the latter's disk, show from Holly-

wood, and he won't return to New
York until a couple of days before
Samish checks out.

It was Barry who dreamed up
ABC's new hour-long platter stanza

and talked Whiternan into* turning
disk jockey. Success Of the idea put
a feather in Barry's cap which un-
doubtedly was a factor in the ABC
board's quick selection of him to

step into Samish's shoes. Aside from
this, Barry has done stout yeoman
work for his - boss and, at 36 (his

birthday 'preceded his v.p. promo-
tion last Wednesday), he's an expe-
rienced hand in the programming,
end of radio. He was director of

ABC program operations from the

time ABC was formed in 1942 until

1945. Earlier he was a Presidential

announcer for NBC. -

WQXR s Fulltime

RK-DqieGo-ajiead
First FM station in the New York

metropolitan area to schedule full-

time operation and full duplication of
its parent AM station's programming,
WQXQ, afKliate of N. Y. Times-
owned WQXR, will begin such op-
eration within about 9 week, it was
learned yesterday (Tues.) . l>uplida-
tion of WQXR's live music shows
without hiring of standbys has go-

ahead from Petrillo's APM, ; accord-
ing to station execs. '

WQXQ, presently on- the air only
from 9 a. m. to, midnight daily con-
currently with beginning of opera-
tion on its new upstairs wave band
(96.3 mc). For the time being, op-
eration on the low band (45,9 mc)
also' will be continued, giving
WQXX-WXQX in effect three sta
tions.

HILDEGARDE'SPLAnER

SHOW SET FOR FALL
Chicago, July 8

First femme to hit transcribed
radio, a la Bing Crosby route, will be
Hildegarde. S i n g e r has her
"Raleigh Room" routine set for mul-
tiple sponsor deal this fall. Show is

being produced by Anna Sosenko
and directed 'by Herb Moss.

. Singer is also mulling an intimate
revue for fall or winter opening on
Broadway. If legit deal works out
she will push some of her nitery en-
gagements ahead, -but might double
from the,show into the Persian Room
o^Plaza hotel-, J^r.-Y-^ _ ...

Seven fiidd(»rs Ready to Sli% It Out

For WORL if Courts Uphold FCC Ban

ORCHIDS TO YOU

TOM BRENEMAN

AFM Moves In On

P&G And Show

With Heavy Dues
Chicago; July 8.

Latest: attempt by American Fed-
eration of Musicians to put "kiss of
death" on aud participation shows
was brought to light here last week.
Chi local rulecl that ABC's new
"Welcome : Stranger" show, spon-
sored by Procter & Gamble, would
^ave to pay all musicians on show
"$40 per day and an additional $40
p'er session ott basis of program be-
ing broadcast from College ' Inn^

which union classified as a remote.
Furthermore, any mention of any

commercial name such as the inter-

viewee having arrived on 20th-cen-
tury Limited, Greyhound Bus, or
American Airlines, even a one-word
plug, constituted another commer-
cial, which called for additional $40
for every musician in band per ses-

sion. 'Obviously, with ad-lib guests
on "Welcome Strangers" whose for-

mat calls for travelers arriving in

Chi "and going to CoJlege Inn, it's

entirely .possible that five or more-
guests might mention 10, 20, 30 or
more commercial -names which at

$40 per copy would run music costs

into astronomical figures.

. Show teed off without music, with
most top execs here figuring that

move was opening gun of war by
union against participation shows,
where merchandise is given away,
with credit to donors of various and
sundry cleaners, roasters, etc.

"Wake Up and Smile," an old
Tommy Bartlett sustainer, had
prizes, but switched to war bonds
and -cash after ruling took place. If.

move spreads to other locals besides
Chicago, such programs as "Queeh,
For a Day," "Heart's Desire," and
others would be_ affected. At pres-
ent, ruling does not apply to pro-
grams on the air before passing of
new law.

SWIFT PICKS UP

TAB ON 'REPORTER'
. Denver, July 8.

In a move of considerable sig-

nificance to. radio and advertising

circles. Swift & Co. has bpcome
sponsor of one of the country's out-

standing station public service pro-

grams, the award-winning 'KLZ
Farm Reporter." The bacon packer
signed for five times a Tweek, effec-

tive last Thursday (3), on a 52-week
experimental'- basis.

"In selling this show," said Hugh
Terry, general manager of KLZ, "we
have retained full control of it and
it will continue to perform In the

public interest; We do not be-

lieve that sponsorship need , affect

the public service' qualities of &ny
program and so we- believe that it

will continue to be as good or .^ven

better than it was in the past."

Swift deal, inked via Needham,
Louis & ; Brorby ad agency, was
closed following a trip here by F. M.
Simpson, director of- agricultural re-

search for Swift; Prank McKnight,
his assistant; George Brown of

Swift's ad dept., and W. D. Home,
Jr., and AUan WaUace of NL&B.
Later, LoweU Watts, wha handles
the show, spent a week touring

Swift's Chicago plant, familiarizing

himself with the entire operation,

and meeting individuals concerned
with the use of his program.
Simpson returned here for the

kickoff of Swift's sponsorship and
appeared on last Thursday's airing

alongNt^ith outstanding regional farm
figures.

NAB Greets the New Year
Washington, July 8.

NAB has sent a rep to Atlantic
City, where its convention is to be
held in ' September, to do something
.about ttie unfortunate coincidence
with the Jewish holidays. It will try

to make arrangements for special

Jewish services for- such members
attending the confab. . It' will also

arrange for a rabbi to offer an invo"
cation at the convention.
NAB admits the time chosen is un-

fortunate, and that it's had one or
two cancoUations, but points out it

couldn't have . made a change in

dates even iC it had known about
the holidays, due to fact that no
other time w&i> avaJlable at- the shore
or elsewhere.

St. louis—Mrs. Marjorie Wilton,
head of an.advertising agency bear-
ing her name, has joined KDS as
fashion director.

Sttt Dawson Quits FCB

For Package Partnership
Chicago, July 8

Stewart (Stu)' Dawson, radio
director ot Foote, Cone & Belding
here, has acquired one-third partner-
ship in Feature Productions, which
packages "Ladies Be Seated," "Hint
Hunt," "Man; on the. Farm," and
"Something to Talk About," and will

leave the agency to assume duties
this week.
--.Dawson, prominent figure in local

radio since 1922 had been "with FCB
lOr over three years, and previously,

was a proaucer at CBS here. In his

new position he will be assisted by
Chuck Logan who recently left same
agency. '

Company is headed by Chuck
Acree and Georgene O'Donnell.
FCB is expected to appoint replace

ment before July 11.

Lucky Fellow!
Hysteria for name disk jockeys

came close last week to corralling
singer Barry Wood to ride herd on
a platter show.:

Wood has a deal working with'"the

New England Network, arm of NBC,
which would have aired him over
six- stations, originating from WTIC,
Hartford. At the last minute the
idea fell through and, instead. Wood
went into the Carnival, New York
nitery, last night (Tuesday) with
Lou Holtz, Bert Wheeler, Diosa
Csstello and Patsy Kelly,

GaUnpDadiing

Into Rating Ring
Hollywood, July 8.

George "Doc" Gallup -has rolled

his hoop into the rating ring and
When the curtain goes up on another
season there'll be a plethora of

samplings to keep the lads off any
one hook. The "death penalty" of

one may be the salvation by another
and the boys will string along with
the highs . as a moral stimulant
even should the client take another
tangent.

It'll be a dog fight, with Gallup's
Audience Research -giving battle but
no ground to Hooper, Nielsen and
perhaps -Broadcast Measurement Bu-
reau, which has been making noises

like it would like nothing Better

than to get into the fight. It is only
natural to expect that the good doc-
tor will try a different slant, which
is at once evident from a statement
by, his Coast rep,- Jack Sayers, that

"we don't- know which form it will

take."

One thing is certain, however,
that the "live or die" method of

rating will be superseded by a table
of figures to show how effective a
program is against its cost instead of

listenership. There was some talk
that Gallup would come out with a
radar device for his reports (not
ratings) but there's still a lot of
work to -ibe done on it and experi-
ments failed to measure up. High
poiHts in the Gallup system are
effectiveness of the sale message,
index of enjoyment, and compara-
tive results on product-
, Three

.
methods will be used—-the.

telephone, personal -interview, and
the Televote: machine. Comics can
take solace from the results of
Gallup's extensive research that ap-
proximately 52% of the country's
population live in small towns and
on that basis ' the report will em-
brace that ratio- The funny fellows
have been complaining for years
that their big puU is in the small
towns and that the rating services
overlook ttiis advantage to them.
Gallup's Televote has been used
successfully in pictures to achieve
a cross-section reaction to films be-
fore their release. It's a hand-
operated gadget that charts the de-
gree of enjoyment or lack thereof.

Gallup will publish his report
once a month and make it available
to sponsors, networks and agencies.
Four times a year He will, issue an
audit on the popularity of stars aS
against the program's acceptance to
test their individual appeal. Gallup
staff of researchers is now being
trained in Princeton and will be as-
signed to their posts late next month.

Washington, July 8.

At least seven bidders are ready
to slug it out for the right to take
over WORL, Boston's channel, if and
when the courts uphold FGG's right
to yank the station's license for
misrepresentations on sto'ck owner-
ship-;-

Though this may hold off the day
of reckoning for as long as a year,
as of today, the seven contenders
have filed skeletal applications oii
their makeup and proposed opera-
tion of WORL. All of them, however,
keeping aces in the hole to spring
at the FCC hearing which will de-
cide the winner.

Value of the daytime station was
set at $250,000 in a sates bid filed
last year by the Herman Bitner
Broadcasting, Co. Commission dis-
missed that application when it

yanked WORL's license, with result
that Bitner, former general manager
of Filenes' department store, and
two longtune Beacon street residents,
may join the rush to get .WORL's-
frequency for next to nothing,. Bid-
ders are hoping to be able to bqy
WbllL's facilities at anywhere from
$50,000 up.

If FCC decides the contest in its

usual manner, the factors of local
residence and participation in Bos-
ton civic affairs; former radio ex-
perience, and integration of owner-
ship with the day-to-day operation
of the station will play an important
role in deciding the winner.

One of the biggest contenders is

the Boston Radio Co.,- whose presi-
dent and principal stockholder is

James E, Markham, former Alien
Property Custodian, now in private
law practice in Washington. Mark-
ham once owned a piece of WEMP,
Milwaukee, before ex-Senator Bob
LaFoUettc's family bought in.

His associates include John H. Mc-
JMell, former manager of WJZ, N. Y.,

from 1942r-'47, now running DuMont
television station WABD; .Joseph
O'Connell, . investment securities
broker in Boston and heaviest bank-
roller, and Joseph M. Sheffrey of
Cambridge,- Mass.; Two of the four
are Boston residents and one of the
quartet has radio savvy. Application
says no liquor sponsors, hitchhikers
or cowcatchers wyi be allowed; the
format will go heavy on farm and
children's programs; and an advisory
group of civic leaders will counsel
the station on community needs.
Firm of Ply, Pitts and Shuebruk
represents Markham.
Another bidder is Joseph Solimene,

sole owner of. the Solimene Ra-
dio Advertising Co., Boston, and
a time-broker of Italian language
programs on WMEX. Solimene is

Italian-born, and. has had a cfonsid-
erable experience in <eales and pro-
gramming of non-English stints on
WNAC and WCOP, Boston. He Is

light on financing, and expects to
get a $100,000 loan from friend John
Afrino, Firm of Caastsvejf, Krieger
&. Jorgensen- is handling his bid
here. -

Tele Bidder
'

Third contender is the Continental
Television Corp., already holder of
an experimental tele permit in Bos-
ton. Group is headed by engineer
Richard Campbell and several of his

associates from the Radiation Lab-
oratories- Their principal interest,

the application states, is develop-
ment of an improved television sys-

tem, and the AM property is needed
to help finance video experimenta-
tion. Bid is unique in another re-:

spect, that it proposes 49% live tal-

ent shows. Balance sheet is tabbed
at $239,310. Loucks & Sharficld are

the lawyers.
; Bunker Hill Broadcasting Corp. is

made up of longtime Boston mer-
chants and retailers, headed by
Harry Bronstein, operator of a cus--

tom tailoring business. Bid is bare on
program details but shows plenty of

blue chips, among: the stockholders-

Philip Bergson represents Bunker
Hill here.

A community-type operation of

WORL's facility is proposed by the

Pilgrim Broadcasting Co., made up
of 22 localites, two of whom o\vn

10% blocs, with the other 20 own-
ing 4% interests. Promoters are law-

yers Richard Maguire and Frederick
Roache, secretary to former Massa-
chusetts Governor Jim Tobin, both

ot whom are getting 10% holdings

for services in ; prosecuting the ap-,

plication. They have no Washington
counsel.

Another bid comes from the

Beacon Broadcasting Corp., whose
prexy is John T. Burke, account

executive with a Boston ad agency.
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lEirS 'TERRIFIC AD IMPACT
Sees Video As History

Repeating Itself
By JACK KAPP

':.y,' .--[ i-'^- '' (jptresfdfint, Becca Records) :

'

To date Television's chief appeal has been, through sporting events. I

have viewed many ot them through television and they are more enjoy-

able to me in this manner than if I were actually present—stadiums

being as large as they are: This should- not hurt the sportingr industryr

however,' as television will stimulate interest in all sports and increase

their popularity.

Tbete is a similar parallel in the record industry. When records first

canie on the scene many artists were frightened at this new medium lest

it' harm their personal appearances and concert tours. We know now
the interest in the artist was increased in direct proportion to his or her

popularity on records and this is especially true todiay."
. ;

Television should have, a great future as a news medium. 1 like news-

reels, especially if it is pbssible to see the happenings of the day that

came night, and of course our on-the-spot video is always exciting since

ft brings to 'our homes events like the iEaster Parade, Army Day, and
even permits us to attend banquets with famous speakers, etc.

.'So far I have seen little entertainment in television. Show business

has not as yet been seen or heard from. Of course, video is in its ins-

tancy and both the technique and new personalities will be developed.

Films must play ah important role although holding an audience for a
full-length feature picture or show seems doubtful at this stage. I can't

watch it for over 80 minutes although my son (aged 8) -who hasn't seen

very niany motion pictures is so fascinated' that we can't: get him to go

to bed at his regulai' houn If children were entertained an hour earlier,

'the' Kapp household would send a vote of thanks to all concerned.
Television should mean new talent. Like the advent of "talkies" and

all other new mediae television will probably bring us new stars. It only

takes on^ to herald the dawn of a new era: Al Jolson in "The Jazz
Singer" did it for the "taikies"; Sonja Henie did it for ice skating and
skates with white shoes; Carmen Miranda for samba and elevator shoes;

and Bing Crosby symbolizes the renascence of the record industry.

•Undoubtedly, .the public will want to hear , over again , what has clicked

in this ne'e? form. It.is rarely that one sees a inotion picture more than
once although many of the stars and their songs are often enjoyed for
years.

If history repeats itself,, television will grow in direct proportion to

those whom it makes successful. If it is a tremendous success it will

naturally have some impact on other forrjis of entertainment and many
people now successful in these other fields. On the whole it should mean
more and better entertainment for more Americans.

Personally, I hope television keeps its standards high. The country
'.needs'.it.';'. . .

.
(Fottrth of. » series on Television by outstanding showmen and sports

figures, in relation to the boxoflice potentialities.) .

SEEiPOTENT

1
Allaying the fears of motion pic-

ture execs and those of other com*
peting forms of entertainment and
advertising, spokesmen r^oi^ the four
leading tele netvyorks, believe their

medium will affect other media no
more so' than did radio. Tele, on
the other hand, because of its com-
bination of sight, sound, 'motion and
immediacy, will oflfer the most
potent form of mass advertising
ever developed and one with the
most "terrific impact."

Answers to these and other ques-
tions revolving about television's

future were offered by unidentified
spokesmen of CBS, NBC, ABC and
DuMont in a tele "ad-quiz" issued
this week by the Warwick Legler
ad agency. Questions and answers
ran the gamut from opportunities
offered by tele to advertisers at the
present time, to whether ad agen-
9ies or their networks should handle
production of tele shows. While
most of the answers were highly
enthusiastie. over tele's future, NBC
was most conservative in declaring
that ''one would needs be a seer and

(Continued on page 78)

N. Y. Daily News Station

Setup Not Likely for Nine

Months Due to Parts Lack
Although the N. Y. Daily News

television station setup is gradually
taking shapft it may be at least nine
months before actual tele programs
will be going, out, , it ^as leariied
this week. The News has not placed
any orders for actual television sta-
tion equipment because, it's unable
to get prices and assurance on
equipment delivery, according to
Cliff E. Denton, who has been placed
in charge of building the News' tele
and FM establishment. Hfe's formerly
of the N. Y. tabloid's editorial de-
partment but identified with televi-
sion at the publication foi^ some
time.

Plans for television at the News
call for radiated power of 16.3' kilo-
watts; the FM sound, 8.17 kilowatts;
and straight FM, 17 kilowatts. News
has television channel No. 11, with
FM channel designated as No. 286.

B. O. Sullivan has been moved
oyer from the paper's sales depart-
ment to the television section to do
research and handle the ad setup.

Denton p6inted out that News
plans to make the tele station as
np-to-date and completed as obtain-
able today. As soon as equipment
delivery is made, installation com-
pleted and tests carried out, the
News tele expects to be ready to
wing in personnel. But not until
that time. At the outset, it will em-

and films for programs.
The 37th floor of the Daily News

buildmg on East 42nd street will
.

be used for one television studio
while the 38th floor will be em-
ployed for repair rooms and dressing
rooms. Transformer house will be
spotted on the 39th floor.

:

.Prelim plans call for, housing of
transmitters .in the space between
»ne parapet walls atop the building
and for the antenna to be erected on
ine roof, extending 636 feet above
sea level, Original plans had called

..lor television and FM to be on the
»anie mast so that work on erection
could go ahe'ad simultaneously.

^_
setup calls for servicing a poten-

"al audience of 13,000,000 people in
8 10,500 square mile area. Within
we last, two weeks, the News ,tele-

fi^'°„"
offices have been moved to

ine 24th floor. There it is completely
. :

separated from .the editorial and
radio departments of the News.

ft
I

Television Reviews
^

BORDEN CLUB
With Waliy Boa«, Lis» Kirk, Patricia
Bright, Dominicans; Jack Jackson,
announcer

Producer: Garth Montgomery
Director: Fred (Doe

'

Set: Bob Wade
3.0 Mins.; Sunday (6), 9 p.m.
BOBDENS
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

(Kenyan & EckhardO

First in the new series of Sunday
night Borden shows on WNBT,
"Borden Club" presages good sum-
mer ogling for regular televiewers.

TeeofI, a variety show, is to be fol-

lowed by a film program, a marion-
ette show and a half-hour drama,
all part of the extensive experi-
mentation in tele being worked out
by the Kenyon and Eckhardt ad
agency for Bordens.
Preem performance was patterned

along the lines of similar variety
programs but evidenced superior
production and direction and wa£
also blessed with' excellent talent,

including Wally Boag- and his rub-
ber balloons, songstress Lisa Kirk;
Patricia Bright and her satires and
the Dominicans, Spanish dance:
team. Show opened cleverl.y with
the cameras trained on a bunch of
autograph-hunters collected outside
the Borden supper club and the an^
nouncer trying to push his way
throiigh to interviiew. the celeb. It

tiirned 'oilt, naturally; to be Elsie, in
marionette form this time, who in-

troed the new show.

Scene then dissolved into the club's
interior, with the crowded tables in-
dicating that every bit of space in
the small NBC studio was occupied.
Set offered a natural for the talent

.
presentation, with

,
Boag acting as

emcee and taking the first crack at

the entertainment with his own act,

in which he makes figures out ,of

the balloons. Agency producer Garth
Montgomery and NBG director Fred
Coe rate plaudits for the way they
kept" their acts moving by .

giving
them some "busiiies.?" to do, such

.
as

moving from table ta table, etc.

Talent, fill w!k. nitery; personali-
ties, was fine. Miss Kirk seemed
perfectly at home before the cameras
in a standout rendition of "Pent-
house Serenade." Miss Bright came
off very well with her zany impres-
sions of Hildegarde and Katharine
Hepburn, even though she was
forced to work mainly without bene-
fit of music. Dance team of the Do-
iniiSicaris shone in ah aiitheritlc Span-
ish number.

. ,-

.

Coe did a nice job of manipulat-

.
(Continued on page 79)

ROYAL TO EUROPE TO

SCAN VIDEO HORIZON
John F. Royal, NBC veepee over

television, is slated to :[eave this

week for an extended survey of the
video situation in Europe. Although
Royal declined to comment on the
purpose of his trip, it's beliieved it

will be similar to the one he took
last year to onceover the work being
done in tele by other countries. He'll

be gone three or four weeks.
He's .expected to visit England,

France &ndf possibly some of the
Scandinavian countries. It's also be-
lieved probable he'll get to Russia
this year. NBC television news Sun-
day (6) night presented films of

video developments in Moscow, at
which Royal might desire a firstt

hand glsrnce. '

,

Britain Hopes to Take Lead in World

Tele by '48; Rank Controls Pix End

Video Sells 'Em
Instead of getting the bird,

.

Col. Lemuel "Q. Stoopnagle sold

one via his television show in

the WABD (DuMont, N, Y.)

showcase slot last week. Bird,

made of cardboard, was one of

several used to illustrate one of

Stoopnagle's gag inventions.

Alfred B. Rode, Jr., proxy of

Rode & Brand, N. Y; lithogra-

phers, caught the show and im-
mediately called, to buy the
birds for a series of litho prints.

It was one of the few direct

sales of a product by video yet
recorded.

WMAL Signs Up Two D.C.

Colleges on Football

, Washington, July 8.

WMAL, ABC outlet here, has tied

up both Georgetown and George
Washington Univerisities and will

televise their complete schedule of

home, football games this fall. Image
orthicon cameras will be used.

There will be no conflict in the

home schedules since, when both
teams are playing in D. C. the same
weeknd, one is -scheduled for Friday
night and the bther for a Saturday
matinee. It will be the first football
televising in Washington.

Thone Vision For

Video s Boxoffice
Chicago, July 8.

: Direct revenue for the production
of television shows in the hear fu-
ture was predicted here last week
by top indastry engineer . following
a practical demonstration of a new
telephone tie-in device recently
perfected'by Zenith Radio's research
head, Dr. Alexander Ellett. New
technique which Gene McDonald,
Jr., Zenith's' president, calls "phone
vision" is system by which tele-

vision pictures are sent out in part
through the air by radio and in part
via telephone or electric lines. Both
are needed for a clear, single pic-

ture. As worked out by McDonald,
telephone company would handle
entire rnonitoring system plus han-
dling of all program charges via reg-
ular monthly phone bills.

Box office take under thj new
system is expected to enable the in-
dustry to at last find, the revenue
vital to'the production of top shows
of film and stage calibre swhich, un-
der the present video setup, would
not be available for many years if

at''all.' ••

. McDonalfi, who had always main-
tained that- it was utterly impossible
to support video through the medi-
um of advertising alone end hence
had never become a television dis-

ciple, now frankly admits that, if

the proposed system is adopted, the
economic problems of television will

be solved. In this new development
he sees the means whereby tele-

vision can establish a 'boxoffice
which will bring in the revenue
necessary to make possible the sort
of entertainment the American pub-
lic demands.
To receive these special programs,

which will be available in addition
to. the regular video broadcasts, all

(Continued on page 78)

London, July 1. r

By early next year, Britain ex-
pects to have gained a strong lead
as a world television power, by then
ihaving extended transmissions to the
Midlands- and being well ahead with
the construction of still more sta-

tions./

Placing of a contract by the Gen-
eral Post Office for the necessary
radio links to make this possible, has
given the needed impetus. General
Electric' Co., which is producing the
equipment, has given assurance that
its part in the scheme will be com-
pleted by the summer of 1948 at the
la'test.' . ,>

Installation of a relay station at
Birmingham which at first will re-

broadcast only the London Tele-
vision Program, is the initial step

towards the ultimate provision of

television throughout the country.
As Sir William Haley, director

general of the BBC said: "Not until

this first television relay station has
been working for some months, will

it be possible for the; Television Ad-
. (Continued on pbge .89)

$200 Per Hr. Tele

BETTY GARDE

Philadelphia, July 8.

WFIL - TV, Philadelphia's neW
television station which is slated to

go on the air with a test pattern
sometime next month, announced its

rate card this week, with the charges
pro-rated on the number- of sets in

circulation. Station is owned by the
Philly Inquirer, whose WFIL radio
station is an ABC affiliate. Tele out-
let, consequently^ is also expected to

join ABC, but may hook onto CBS
until ABCi's N. Y. tele flagship goes
into operation sometime next year.
Under the pro-rated system, sim-

ilar to that instituted recently by
Capt. Bill Eddy for his •WBKB in

Chicago, the station will not get up
to the N. Y. average of $750 per hour
for alive show.until there are at least

1S,000 sets in circulation here. Sta-
tion will tee off at $200 per hour,
that rate holding until the sets jump
over the S.OOfr mark. From 6,000-

10,000 sets, $350 will be charged;
from 10,000-15,000 sets, $600, and .

15,000-20,000, $650. Bate is scaled
down on the opening iigure from
$200 to $120 for a half-hour and $80
for a quarter-hour.
Rehearsal time is to be gi'atis on «

2rto-l scale, meaning two hours of
rehearsal go free with every Kiour's

time bought. An additional $25 per
hour 'is chariied for extra rehearsal
above 2-to-l but less than 4-to-l,

with $75 per hour the cost for any
rehearsal time over the latter ratio.

Regular agency commission of 15%
is added to any of the above figures.

Rates for use of the station's film

facilities are about half those for

live shows, ranging in scale from $75
per: half-hour during the under
5,000 set marker up to $250 per half'>

hour for the time when there are
more than 15,000 sets in circulation.

Spot commercials, including time
signals or weather foreca.sts, are to
be charged for at $25 for film at the
5,000 level up to $55 for the 15,000
level. Slimilar charges for live spots
range frpm $35 to $69. Special timis

segments are to be charged, either
film or live, at 50% of the 16-min-
ute rate for five minutes, and 80%
of the 15-minute rate for 10 minS, :

.

Tele's Singing Conrnil
Dubious distinction of inaugurat-

ing television's first singing commer-
cial goes this week to the Benton &
Bowles ad agency, who've rigged up
an animated, jingle plugging Post's

cereals (General Foods) lor the
opening and closing commercials on
the Brooklyn Dodger..bas.ebay,l>r.4Sidi
casts over WCBS-TV (6bS, N. Y.)
New plug, is slated to preem before
t)ie Dodger game Friday (11).

Cartoon film strip was produced
for B&B by Ben Harrison Produc-
tions. Radio City Music Hall choir,

under the direction of Kay HoUey,
docs the singing. . ^

'

'
,-
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CBS IS 'THERE ^ „
with John Daly, Ken Roberts, Harry

Marble; Stuart Mete, announcer
VPritor-Producer-Dlreetor: JR 0 b e r t

hewls: Shayon
BO Mins.; Mon,. 9 p.ni. :

giistainini:

WCBS-CBS, N. Y. y .

CBS has come up with a dramatic

program that opens up sources for a

wealth ol material lor future pres-

entation. Titled "CBS Is There,

this 30-minute program Uses the

on-the-spot technique of modern
radio journalism for the reenactment

Of major historic events,

On Monday's (7) initial program,

for example, CBS newsman .John

I)aly, equipped with . a portable

microphone, was on hand at Ford s

theatre in Washington the night that

Abraham Lincoln was assassmated.

Further utilizing the faciljlies of

present-day coverage there were
bickups from different parts of the

Wld, with CBS treating history as

If the network had assigned top

etafters to the event.

For the preem performance CBb
had the fine hand of Robert Lewis
Shayon as writer-producer-director.

An overall appraisal of this type

show could best be made after a

few broadcasts, or, at least, m all

fairness should not be based on the

Lincoln episode, for even a lesser

artist than Shayon could have made
one more highly moving dramatiza-

tion out of Lincoln's death. . ^
To attempt to carry the listening

audience back spme 80-odd years

and have them overhaul thew men-
tal picture of well-known facts IS

in itself an ambitious undertaking.

So, too, must have been the research

and corroborative detail that went
into the writing end of the reenact-

inent of the' news event of April,

Yet the transition that was re-

quired ior the listener to rearrange

his concepts was difficult, at best.

Pethaps with less well-known events

it may be simpler to put aside data

and just merfee the centuries, but
since this particular projection was
not intended to be only dramatic
but had as' its main idea a news
broadcast, horses hoofs assd a mike
didn't always jell.

When, in the closing 10 minutes of

the show, it reverted to a more
orthodox dramatic technique, Shayon
succeeded in capturing the tragedy
and feeling of a nation and its

people. In fact -those 10 minutes were
moving and wonderful radio. To
listeners conditioned within the past

decade to hearing on-the-spot cover-
age of all eventsi big and small, the
incongruity of pushing the milte,

hack into time and also back into

memory was difficult to cope with.
Superimposing the mike and the

news man on a bygone day, by hind-
sight, served to point up.present-
dav brashness with, startling clarity,

CBS gave it all hoopla of a wire-
recorder era. Pickups from the street

and within the theatre; capsule dia-
log from the show enacted on Ford's
stage; pickups from England, 'France,
etc.. for expressions of sympathy.; the
lamentations of the bereaved crowd—all were used,, with Shayon ex
tracting everything.
. The idea of "CBS Is There" is

good: it's exciting radio. But CBS
should be there in spirit only.' Let
the newsman be there, let him
describe what happened and how it

happened. But from the sidelines—
and his mike should only be flgura'
"tive. Rose.

TEX AND JINX
With Jinx FalkenbuTf, Tex McCrary,
Mary Martin, Billy Rose; Johnny
Guarnieri and orch; Danny Sey-
mour, announcer

Producer: Wesley McKee
Writer: Tex McCrary
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
BBISTOL-MTERS
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(YouTiff & Riibicom)

First network program of the Mo-
Crarys—who refer to themselves as

the first husband-and-wife .breakfast
team to stP^ on the air for dinner—
this is a cheerful, interesting con-

.versation piece. Its breezy, light

'banter and change of pace make it

good summer fare for the vacated
"Duffy's tavern" spot, Similar in

style somewhat to the Tex-Jinx local

breakfast airer. with' its interviews

and chatter on personalities, this

program (judged by the opening

session) is"just as good, and likely to^

stay so, so long as the good names
continue to appear on it.

Tex and Jinx, in introducing each

other to the network -audiehce at the

start, overplayed the introductions

and Orchids, which one assumes
won't happen hereatter. Intros and
biogs were too long and obvious. But
it fitted into format of the progranfi,

which had' two guests, and which
gave their life stories in bio brielies

and highlights. Tex and Jinx's light

quipping and friendly spirit kept
program going along on a bubblmg
key, while the guests, Mary Martin

and Billy Rose, gave the airer some
high-class voltage.

Miss Martin sang bits from songs

identified with her—"My Heart Be-
longs To Daddy," "Mountain High,

Valley Low," etc^—swung "II Bacio

for change of style and finished with

"There's No Business Like Show
Business," from "Annie Get Your
GUn" in which she's to tour next sea-

son. She chatted amusingly with the

McCrarys, and told them how she

once flunked an audition with Billy

Rose, who told her to stay home
in Texas and raise watermelons.

RosGi comihg on next, admitted his

mistake. In a hardboiled Broadway
lingo, Rose told the McCrarys the

facts of show biz life, and kidded
with .them about selecting pretty

girls for prizewinners.

Show also had the benefit of

some gifted piano work from
Johnnie Guarnieri, who led a quintet

for the musical breaks and accom-
paniments. Show's banter was good,

but it still could stand, a little

smarter scripting. -BroTii

DOORWAY TO LIFE
With Joan BanKs; Elliott Lewis, Ann

Whitfield
Writers: William S. Allen, Virginia
Mullen

Producer-Director: William N.
Robson

30 Mlns.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.
'

SustaininR-
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

Part of GBS' summer nighttime
schedule, "JSoorway to Life" is the
type of serious and substantial prO'
gramming that should earn an all

year-round berth. Program marks
one of the few times that radio has
attempted to invade the ; realm of
child Dsychology with the view of
educating parents to their complex
responsibilities. Produced in Holly-
wood under the supervision of Wil
liam N. Robson, tfiis show is com-
bining a highly sensitive .perception
of the problem with solid showman'
shio qualities.

Initial show (2-) dramatized the
emotional disturbances of a three
year old after his ex-GI father re^

< turned from the wars to talce his
place as head of the family: Avoid-
ing the technical psychoanalytic jar-
gon (so frequently and fatally used
by some experts on radio programs),
the dramatization gave a' powerful
irtsisht into Oedipus complex; the
conflict between the young male
child and the father for the affection
of the mother. Show lacked, of
cour.se. the: neatly tailored progres-
sion of a whodunit plot but the
dramat more than compensated for
this by the subtlety of its, inflections
and it.s unremitting honesty. At the
windup, a resum'e of the story was
given with a prescription to parents
on how to overcome such difficulties.

Scripting team of William S. Allen
and Virginia Mullen rate a .special

nod foi^ the way in which they in-
tegrated the soientifle material into
the body of the dramat without the
slightest pedantic note. Trio of
actors representing the domestic
triantjle also rendered their - roles
ifciUfully. Hcrwi

COL. STOOPNAGLE
With F. Chase Taylor, others

Fradacer: Tom Luckenblll
Dixector: Charles R, White, Jr.

30 Mios.; Monday, 10:30 p.m.
CAMEL
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Wm. EstV)

Col. Stoopnagle, now emceeing
the Bob Hawk show for a six-week
period while Hawk is --vacationing,

adds a bright, zany note to what is

One of the better interrogation air-

ers. Vet funster, who goes' way
back to crystal-set days, indicates

that his brand of humftr is still

fresh, and he's capaible of making
with pleasant all-around ,

divertis^e'

ment.

The Colonel (F. Chase Taylor),

known for his screwy inventions
and daffier ideas, imparted some of

them to the audience for excellent

results. There's, a pleasant blend of

reverse talk and screwtoall chatter

that shows MO signs of being dated
and is still fresh.

Incidental to the Stoopnagle
mental meanderin^s is the fact that

he's a capable contferencier. He
handles the quizzees handily and
maintains an even flow of gab even
when the contestants aren't too
bright. Some reverse switches have
been added, including the backward
spelling of Camel as the focal point
of the quiz. It's not a dwist of
genius, but that, like the show, is

sufficiently amusing for all con
cerned. '. Jose.

PROF. QUIZ
,A. B. C.

-

Saturdays for Amoco
Exclusive Manajgement
FRANKLIN H. SMALL

Hote) Abbey, New York City

MR. AND MRS. NORTH
With Joseph Curtin, Allice Frost,

Arthur Vinton, Bill Smith, Jean
Ellyn, Allan Hewitt, Frank Rea-
dick; Charles Stark, announcer

Writer: Robert Sloan
Producer-Directeir: John Loveton
85 Mins.; TUes., 8:30 p.m.
COLGATE
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Sherman & Marquette)
Returning to the air Tuesday (1)

Mr. tmd Mrs. North" proved itself

to be the same reliable screwball
mystery .of yore. Show has sus-

pense and humor that appeals.

Scripter's frothy dialog matches the
scatterbrained character of Mrs.
North, and performances by the cast

keep up 'the light, whimsical touch.

Opening program of the sleuth-

minded .book publisher and his in-

tuitive wife who lives on hunches
was tied in rather neatly with the
Fourth of July" holiday. It concerned
a mysterious roman candle, deliv-

ered iby error to the Norths, which
set off a train of fireworks in the
sense of assault, robbery, murder
and a few assorted thrills. It made
lor good listening, -with North ex-
asperated as usual at his wife's ran-
dom talk and silly ideas, and Mrs.
North rattling along at a dizzy pace,

but getting somewhere in the proc-
ess. :

Sponsor's plugs w«re modest and
non-intrusive, even for the middle
singin-g commercial. Bron.

KATE SMITH SINGS
With Kate Smith, Ted Collins

15 Mins., Mon. thru Fri.> 12,45 p. rA.

Sustaining ~

WOR, N. Y.

If Paul Whiteman and Tommy
Dorsey can do it, why not Kate
Smith? The buxom lady now turns

disk jockey, and the result is gpod.

Playing exclusively the recordings

of' that w.k. airwave personality,

Kate Smith, our hostess (aided and
abetted by the indispensible Ted
Collins) spiels off a pleasant quar-
ter-hour, her diskings interspersed

with chitchat in the warm, homey
Smith-Collins style. Chatter con-
cerns the various disks, personal
gossip, anecdotes and behind-the-

scenes stuff. Gab is brief and
friendly.

The airer; a sort of local shirttail

to the Mutual network "Kate Smith
Speaks" show a half-hour earlier,

presents a good choice of disks,

judging by the opening program
Monday (7). From the thousand or
so- platters Miss Smith has made,
there is material for a long series.

Premiere program offered "You and
X," "YOU Make Me Dream Too
Much" and "My Heart Sings," in a
good mixture of wellknown and not
so wellknown (as "Dream") pieces.

Perhaps, after the novelty of Kate
Smith disking Kate Smith wears off,

show may have to build up more of

a personality of its own, but initial

reaction is okay. Bron.

SCARLET QUEEN
With Elliott Lew's
Writers: Gil Doud. 'Bob Tallman
Producer: Jim Burton ,

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m,
Susfainine .

WOB-MBS, N. Y.

A good whodunit series, with the
tang and romance of the high seas,

js apparently in the making- with
"Scarlet Queen." Teeoff program
Thur.sday (3) had good acting, di-

rection and crisp scripting, and ex-
cellent suspense. Good sound effects

and music breaks helped, too.

In combined narration-dramatiza-
tion style, story unwound of a ship
ready to sail from San Francisco,
suddenly held up- becau.se the mate
had been tortured and murdered.
The captain was quizzed becau.se the
mate had received a $50,000 letter
of credit, which was mis.sing. and
because the ship was mysteriously
slocked with two years' supply of
stores. The captain knew he was
bound on a $10,000,000 treasure hunt,
but even he didn't know the boat's
destination. There was a woman in
the casie. of course, whose name the
captain found near the dead mate's
efl^ects, and whom he tried to trade
down. All good stuff for a who-
dunit.

Each program will be a complete
story in itself, to keep Ustencrs
moUifted. Bron.

SCOUT ABOUT TOWN
With Barry -Gray, MItzi Gt-eeh,

Sy-Iv4ni Levin and orch
Writer: Barry Gray
Producer: Arthur Van Horn '

15 Mins.; Tues., 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WOB-MBS, N. Y.

Title of, a stanza emceed by Hunt
Stromberg, Jr., up to several months
ago has been picked up for this new
Barry Gray item, which,, incidentally,

gives the erstwhile disk jockey two
summer airers on the Mutual web
in addition to his WOR stint. Snow,
however, is a guest-dominated
vehicle, with Gray modestly giving
the play to his "Barry" winner. Idea
is to present a weekly award "lor

outstanding performance in the- field

of show business" to the guesting

Mitzl Green gave the preem last

week (1) a boff sendoff with gingery
piping of numbers like "H's Love,
Love, Love" (with British, Latin
American and Brooklyn variations)

and "South America, Take It Away."
Clicko windup was her now stand-
ard Hildegarde act, a sock mimicking
number. Sylvan, Levin's musickers
gave' Miss Green able backing. In

itial: show didn't give Gray much
of a chance to spread himself. His
lines could stand a little punching
up. Way the airer is set up, how
ever, it'll stand or fall on its guests,

.
•

• Doon.

THE KUHNS
With Irene And, Rene Kuhn
15 Mins.; Sat., 1 p.m.
Sustaining \

WNBC, N. Y.

Now it's a mother-and-daughter
team to hit the airlanes, with Irene
Kuhn, asst. director of the NBC In-

formation Dept., and her authoress-
daughter, Rene, slotted into the 1 to

l;15 midday Saturday period for- a
weekly commentary on affairs of the

day,

Considering the variegated activi-

ties and ibroad background of both
knowledge and exfierienoe of the
team, particularly- in the case of
Mrs. Kuhn, the course they've
charted for themselves on this

WNBC series was quite a disap-
pointment on last week's (5) initial

airer. Actually they attempted noth-
ing different than any otlier femme
slanted program. Their innocuous
chit-chat concerning what the, stay-
at-homes should do on a holiday
weekend, tilus their Dorothy Dix
vox pop routine as their weekly
windup offered nothing that couldn't
have been turned out by any one
with a radio voice sans the.attributes

for which the Kuhns were obviously
chosen.

In addition, they fell into the
groovey pattern of tossftig alternate
lines to one' another, raising the
query: Avhy two participants where
one would suffice? It was simply
a case of dividing the job in com-
plementing one another instead of

adding spice by assuming contrary
viewpoints or stylizing their indi-

vidual contribs.

Certainly with such a wealth of
living to draw from (at 24 Rene has
already authored the prize-winning
"34 Charlton" novel and like 'her
mother has traveled extensively
throughout the world), one- could
have hoped for something different
and interesting. Yet they've chosen
merely to emulate the flock of day-
time gabbers who assume that this,

frothy nothing is all that the femme
listener is capable of absorbing.

,' Hose:

NAM SUMMER SHOW
With Song Spinners, Henry Hamil

ton, Jr., anniNincer
Producer-Director: Henry Dick
IS Mins.; Sat., 7 p. m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

Using the cuffoed time supplied
by the ABC net to both labor and
industry for their respective points
of view, the National Assn. of
Manufacturers is utilizing its quar-
ter-hour period without much imag-
ination, Session only features light

musical selections by the Song Spin
ners vocal team and a brief thumb
nail sketch ' of one of America's
captains of industry.

Under a "we ain't mad at nobody
attitude, program slipped over an
incidental free enterprise message
that made no impact on the dialer
whatsoever. Single comment on the
Taft-Hartley labor bill was "let's all

cooperate now to make America
great and prosperous." Two-minute
biog of Lt. Col. William S. Reedj
Jr., on the kickoff stanza (5) also
accented opportunities of a free
enterprise system. Pop and light
classical vocalizing by the Song
Spinners was pleasant, Herm.

VILLAGE STORE
With Eve Arden, Phil Harris, goestt
Bob Stanfon, Fountainaire^

Writers: Elon Pacl&ard, Stanley QaVls
Larry Klein, Jackie Ellinson

'

Producer: Boh Redd
30 Mins,; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
SBALTEST
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(McKee & AlbriaJit)

Eve Arden has taken over as sum-
mer proprietress of the Sealtest
"Village Store" during the interval
between the Jack Haley exit and
Jack Carson's upcoming stretch in
the fall. But if last Thursday's (3)
broadcast is indicative of what's in
store for the summer, perhaiss it

would have-been wiser to have hung'
out the "Closed; during July and
August" shingle., ,

. .: ,

Last, week's show was downright
bad.. The script boys obviously
worked overtime dragging in woe-
fully poor, gags and, puns that must
have certainly embarrassed Miss
Arden as they fell with a resounding
thud on unresponsive ears. The
empty spaces between lines that ob-
viously were intended to be occupied
by laughs left a void even among the
studio audience fand when a Coast
studio audience doesn't bite, even for
bum boffs, something's drastically
wrong).

The cast was courageous enough in
carrying along a production that be-
came more and more slipshod as
time progressed, so: that when sign-
off time came NBC had no alterna-
tive but to cut off the show in the
middle of a gag.

Summer format provides for
guestars and on the initial show Phil
Harris put in an appearance. But
it only served as an excuse to reprise
past the satiation point the Harris-
and-the-bottle routine.

There were a couple of vocal
interludes, one by the Fountainaires
quartet . and some pleasant soloing
by Bob Stanton.

Commercials accented the Seal-
test ice cream as a summer delicacy.

' Rose. :

MYSTERY WITHOUT MURDER
With Luther Adler>. Terry Kean,

others
Producer: Joseph F. Mansfield
Writer: Alfred Bester
30 Mins.; Saturday, 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

It's difficult to -determine whether
"Mystery Without Murder'f is meant
to be taken seriously or whether it's

to be a satire on all the whodunits
currently on the air. If the former,
it's undoubtedly one of the corniest
"priyate eye" shows yet. If it's

satire, it's clevery done—but
whether listeners will laugh at the
same type of facetious humor dur-
ing an entire summer series is some-
thing else, again.

Entire preem show, from script-
ing through acting, direction and
even the sound effects, carried an
air of faeetiousness. Tale revolved
around Peter, Gentle, a clever
shamus but one who wouldn't stand
for violence. Out to track down the
theft of a valuable crystal chess
piece; he ran into a gangster mas-
querading both as a French auc-
tioneer and a Turk, plus varied as-
sorted characters that even Ray-
mond Chandler and Dashiell Ham-
mett wouldn't countenance in their
stories. Every time a new problem
arose.. Gentle returned to his office
to think while stringing a bull fid-

dle, Anally apprehending the obvious
criminal through a neat switch of
catching the supposed lisper in a
sentence without any s's—hence no
lisp.

Luther Adlor carried off neatly
the role of Gentle but underplayed
it almost to a fault. He was lent
neat support by Terry Kean as his
ever-pre.sent secretary, and the rest
of the cast. Production was well-
mounted by Joseph Mansfield.

Stal.

ROOFTOPS OF THE CITY
With Lawson Zerlie, Allen Drake,
Chet Stratton. Gregory Morton,
Evelyn Siebold

Writers: Lawrence Menken, William
Kendall Clarke

Director: John Mosman
Producer: Werner IMUchel :

25 Mins.; Tinirs., 8:30 p. m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

After a gaudy intro promising a
series .of airers that would capture
the roar and glamor of the big city,

"Roofstops of the City" ebbed back
into routine channels on its initial

stanza (3). Dramat, titled "Obituary
Notice," was only a moderately in-

teresting scripting job which failed
to reach an adequate level of in-
tensity. In, structure^ it was strongly
reminiscent of Orson Welle's film
masterpiece, "Citizen Kane." but
tiie treatment lacked depth and con-
viction. Production end. of the
dramat was , competently - handled
with a strong assist from a good
group of thcspers.

Related in flashback sequences,
dramat told the story of an obnox-
ious egotist who licked the city but
lost his soul in the process. At the
pinnacle of success, he assigns a re-
porter to write his biography at the
suggestion of his ever-loving wife.
After reading, the hiog's first draft,
he goes beserk and drives over a
cliff when realizes he hasn't a friend-
in the world. This' was his wife's
intention.

Script didn't supply sufficient mo-
tivation for the central character
who was dilineated only as a two-
dimensional heel. Herm.

GBAMPS
With Edgar Stehli, Anii Seymour,

Craig McDonnel, Joan Lazec, Ed-
win Bruce

Writer: Welboiu-n Kelly
Producer: Daniel Sutter
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
Dennis Day's show time has "been

given over for the dogday.s to a
homey sustaining dramat that's 100%
pure and innocent all-famrly enter-
tainment. It's all about the editor of
a small-town paper, his wife and
their two children, and how the
trouble begins when Gramps comes
for a visit. Gramps is a well-meaning
old codger who inadvertently messes
things up—and just as inadvertently
comes out a hero in the end. The
scriptors dreamed up so many kinds
of Grramped-up trouble in the open-
ing episode last week (2) that it's

going to be interesting to see if he
can keep.up the pace.

One weakness of the item is that

Gramps doesn't consistently sound
his age. his Voice at moments having
a youihful tone. Cast is capable
throughout, however, and otherwise
the stanza is solid," unfrilly stuff for
the home folks.

Following what seems to be an
NBC policy for its summer fare, the
stanza comes on the air with
Gramps and his granddaughter mid-
way in chatter, preceding the title

and credits. Production is almost
bare of "settings." having organ-
music bridges and a bare minimum
of sound effects. It gets by mainly
on the story, scripting and direction

being par. Doan>
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FRONT AND CENTER
nlth Dorothy tamour, Crew Chiefs
' 1 Abbott & CostellOj Gene Kelly,

Henry Russell orch, Hal Gidney,

Mmouncer , '

Wfiter: Bill DanscTi

tV«dttcers: Glenhall Taylor, Bruce
jnunman
M Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.

Ss7 ARMY-NBC
WKAF-NBC, N. X. ^
V* (N.W. Ayer-mc)
Jointly sponsored by the U.- S.

Atmv and the National Broadcast-

Se Co., NBC's Bruce Kamman
iSares production credit with the

Aver agency's Glenhall Taylor in

tehioning this Army recruiting

Kinday night variety show. It s m
SVe owed Allen spot for 13 weeks

imtil the impresario of the Alley re-

turns Oct. 5. It's a good half-hour

considering thfe cause. The guestars

•will chiefly determine its appeal.

Dorothy Lamour is permanent

emcee, the sundry guest shots being

SiUed "front and center'* for their

Bneelalties in between Hal Gidney's

oungent commercials trailerizing -the

'anneal of the Army as a career for

the next three years. Opening pro-

gram pitch accented getting the

highschool grads. Some of the script

jreads like a cross between being

Dick Tracy and being Japped for

Skull & Bones. The Army training

school is given a neo-countryclub
appeal with courses in. science,

literature and mathematics. The
S«perteian-Dick Tracy influence

tt»ines from the technical courses

(jet propulsion and rockets), with
aviation cadet and officers' training

also on the liorizon for the recruits.

Prbgramming is orthodox, After the
opening billboard by Miss Lamour
she introed A&C whose specialty was
above par. Henry Russell's band
specialty on "Alamo" next, .

thence

Gene Kelly in a cops-and-robber

Skit wherein Miss lamour was better

-dramatically than as m.c. She Jiad
manifested some slight nervousness

in that direction. Trailer here, in-

cidentally, is given to "The Huck-
sters" and Clark Gable rather than
one of Kelly's own,Metro releases.

Which may be a new way to pay oH
the film studios for any tieups.

Miss Lamour's vocalistics included
"Great Day" and "Had to Be You,"
aided by the Crew Chiefs quartet.

In view of the Army Recruiting
auspices, NBC is donating the time,

MCA, which is supplying the talent,

has set token fees for the guestars.

This is the program offered Al Jol-

£on, who balked at the idea of tak
ing money for a patriotic program.

Abel.

AFFECMONALLY TOURS
With Shirley Fenne, Ken Ward
Froducei--:^;rect*r: Robert Spencer
IS Mitos.; Mon. thru Fri., 11 a.in.

Snstainins
WTAM, Cleveland
A comfortable 13 minutes of

music , is WTAM's latest effort to
capture the morning listening audi
ence on the 11 o'clock slot.

Ken Ward, tenor, and Shirley
Fenne at the Hammond orgEin team
up in a carefree, easy-to-take stanza
of light, pleasant, cooling summe/
music. There's no definite format of
song. Ward, who does the selecting,
lets his imagination roam...over the
Held of popular, show, and semi
classical pieces.
Ward sings three sele"ctions; He

has a nice tenor voice and makes
listening pleasurable. Miss Fenne
Usually takes two selections atid a
medley in which Ward joins in^ Miss
Fenne has a delicate touch on the

: jrgan keys.
All In all, a satisfactory show that

some sponsor should latch on to
sooii, l^ark.

REXALIi THEATRE
With Pat O'Brien, Lynn Bari, Fran-

cis X. Bushman, Nina Klowden,
Bobby Ellis, Luis Van Rooten, Lou
Merrill, Jane Webb

Writer: True Boardman
Director: Glenhall Taylor
30 Mins.; Wednesdays, 6:30 p:m.
REXALL ORDG
KFI-NBG, Bollywood

{N. W. Aver)
With the same casual air as one

might say, "let's go down to the
corner drug store," Rex'all's sum-
mer standin for Jimmy Durante
weaves that homey illusion around
the prime motivators^ Pat O'Brien
and Lynn Bari. Both from pictures
and none too mike-wise> they none-
theless turned to good listening
their- restrained portrayals of the
druggist and hospital nurse. The
booming voice of O'Brien has been
tempered to microphonic moderation
and Miss Bari has an easy delivery
with a coosome'quality^ Both are
surprisingly adept at the kilocycle
technique, not at all too common
among the cinemagicians.
Given as a tribute to the Ameri-

can druggist, a goodwill touch, the
plot and action of the quarterly
strawhatter will be rooted in Dan
Carson's drug store. . More the
trouble-shooter and psychologist
than a prescription filler, he gets
himself involved in the town's prob-
lems and quarrels but always com-
pounds the elixir of virtue and
happy ending. On the opener it was
a love affair that Dan played cupid
to and whaddya know, they clinched
when it all looked so hopeless.
Presiding over the mechanics are

two skilled craftsmen in such modest
dramatics, Glenhail Taylor and True
Boardman, who put many a show on
the air for Young & RubicElm. They
let O'Brien and Miss Bari act natural
without strain for dramatic effect.
It all rolled off so unaffectedly that
they could hardly be accused of act-
ing.

An epilogic feature will be a pre-
scription for the week, in this cas^
the timely admonition against reck-
less driving over the long holiday
weekend. For shirtsleeve listening
RexaU has mad6 a happy choice in
both the show's format and the
teaming of O'Brien and Miss Bari.

Helm.

COLONEL HUMPHREY FLACK
With Wendell Holmes, Frank Max-

well, Dick Dudley, announcer
Writers: Sheldon Stack, Tom Dougal
Producer: Edward Kine
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Snstainini;
WNBC-NBO^ N. Y.

It's quite a relief from the who-
dunits flooding the warm summer
ozone to hear an airy dramat like
this one, concerning itself with' the
amusing adventures of a sly, pom-
pous, walrus-mustached character
who lives by his wits and plays
Hobin Hood on the side. The char-
acter is patterned after that created
by Everett Rhodes Castle in his
Saturday Evening Post stories. NBC
has slotted the series in the time
"vacated for the summer by "Aldrich
Family," with an eye, of course, to
holding the family-type audience
biult by the latter stanza.

,

In the teeoff last -week (3) the
^sy - living colonel (Wendell
Holrnes) managed to pay off a
whopping hotel bill and simultane-
ously save a family homestead (in
tnis case a country lodge) by out-
witting a couple of operators just
a shade less shrewd than the colonel
Jnmself, All, this flirting with a
term in a chain gang did nothing to
quiet the ulcers of the colonel's
sidekick Garvey (Frank Maxwell).
flot was well contrived and tfie
scripting paced it neatly. Holmes
was clicko as the colonel. Support-
ing ca.st was standard.

Like many another stanza of the
.
moment, this one is introed with a
Slice of dialogue

,
preceding aft-.

npuncement of the program. As a
teaser, this device is clever, A lis-
tener ]ust turning to the station,
however, is wont to feel for a few
moments that he's missed something.

• , •: Doan.

CROSSWORD QUIZ
With Alan Prescott, Lea Griffith,
..'Others

Producer: Brent Gunts
Director: Bob- Stecn
Writers: Gunts, Georg^ Herz
30 Mins.; Sunday, 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WJZ, N. Y,

The radio version of the crossword
puzzle is somewhat less mentally
stimulating than the real thing, espe-
cially since the quiz is entirely too
easy for the fireside listener. This
type procedure may be a come-on to
get studio audiences flocking, but it

doesn't seem like good radio to sacri-
fice listener values in order to get a
full house at the transmission point.
Alan Prescott, emceeing the show,

is sufficientljr ebullient and enter-
taining for this type chore. He keeps
the "chatter going even when the
contestant's IQ brings forth silence,
and manages- to cover up the essen-
tial lacklustre of the program.
Modus operandi of this show calls

for two groups of four each. Pres-
cott starts with a definition calling
for a three letter word and builds up
to 10 letters, first letter starting off

with last letter of previous word.
Most active member of each team
then competes for an individual
prize.
Excitement doesn't run too high

in regard to the monetary values.
Everybody in the winning group
gets $10 and losers get $2. Jose.

ROBERT Q. LEWIS SHOW
With Kathy Norman, Georfre Wright

quartet, Mel Torme, guest.
Writer: Draper Lewis
Director: Jack Mosmani
30 Mins., Man. through Fri., Y p. m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

Robert Q. Lewis, who's shown
himself to be one of radio's bright
new faces on his neatly wrapped
ZS^minute weekly "Little Show,"
has been spread across the board as

the sparkplug of a nightly half-hour
variety session. Partly scripted,

partly ad-libbed, the show shapes
up as a highly' listenable potpourri
of music and chatter with Lewis'
free-wheeling gabbing style provid-
ing most of the wit and bounce.
Lewis cottons to a mike like a

Brooklynite to baseball and with a.s

much of a zany twist. If he su.?tains

the same level of off-the-cuff humor
reached on the first show (7) for the
duration, then CBS has made a good
bet with an odds-on payoff. And he
sings, too.

Kickoff stanza breezed along with
some sock assists from chirper
Kathy Norman and guest artist Mel
Torme who sang two numbers in his

svelte crooning style. Besides han-
dling the intros in am,usihg style,

Lewis contributed a couple of clever
routines of his own, His telephone
conversations with an off-stage hen-
pecking gal friend was on the,

familiar side, but his .takeoff on a

silent film serial had plenty of

yocks. Lewis-- also rendered, a

gagged-up version of Irving Berlin's

"The Girl That I Marry" without
pulling a ligament. George Wright s

instrumental combo backed up the

show smoothly, ,
Herm,

NORMAN

BROKENSHIRE
There's a, lot of fun and good

music on "Bi^okenshire Broadcast-
ing," a "WNBC feature across- the
board at 12:30 P.MT., BDST;
Renewed for third year U. S.

Steel's "Theatre Guild on the Air,"
ABC. Spots for Chesterfield; and
Lever Brothgrs. . ;

Personal Manager: DOUG 9T0RER
RKO Building, Radio City, New York

SATURDAY NIGHT SERENADE
With Vic Damone, Bollace Shaw,
Emil Cote chorus, Gus -Haenschen
orch, Arthur Godfrey, guest,
Martin S.wceney

Pi;oducer-Directoc-Writer: Roland
- Martini
30 Mins,; Sat. 10 p.m.
PET MILK
WCBS, CBS, N.Y.

(.Gardner)

Vic Damone is on% of the more
promising male singers, having made
a big s-plurge since he first appeared
'on the -Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts
show. This 19-year-old has a solid
vocal base upon which to build and
with proper handling can develop
into one of radio's hotter names.

It's evident that this Pet Milk
show is a better vehicle for him
than some of his predecessors. Given
competent colleagues with co-star

HoUace Shaw and the knowing back-
ing of Gus Haenschen's band and
•chorus under direction of Emil Cote,
entertainment burdens are equally
distributed and varied musical and
vocal efforts make for a smooth
blend that doesn't depend upon any
individual performer.

Result is a relaxing musical ses-
sion able to nab a large variety of
listeners ranging from adolescent to
adult. Damone has already built up
a following among the younger lis

teners, and there's enough of the
more mature type of music to inter-
est the older fans.
Preem show (5) • departed from

what will be the usual format by
having Godfrey intro Damone. His
spiel proved that the show could
stand a mite of comedy inasmuch as
Godfrey's informal banter con-
stituted a warming session that made
a welcome departure from the
show's confining musical pattern.
Damone's vocals, including "It's

Dream Time" and "Ivy" came over
nicely, -with Miss Shaw's two num-
bers also hitting its mark. Jose.

MYSTERY IN THE AIR
With Peter Xorre, Bob Bruce, Henry
Morgan, Ruth Perroti) Michael
Ray, announcer

Writer: Frank Wilson
Director: Cat Kuhl
Producer: Don Bernard
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.ni.

CAMEL'S
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(William Esty & Co.)

Peter Lorre brings his peculiar
talent: for spine-chilling into full

play in this, his first starring role in
radio. The stanza, in which he'll
star for 13 weeks, is Camels' flllin

for Abbott & Costello. It ought to
contribute to the consumption of
eiggies on Thursday nights across
the land, for it packs a terrific load
of nerve-edging shudders.
For his - preem last week (3)

Lorre-^who is distinguished in his
way, but doesn't need to be Mis-
tered by the producers—turned in a
boff "two-act'' performance of Edgar
Allan Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart."
Story was cunningly introed with a
thumping—the - beating of the
"hideous heart" of the old man for
whom Lorre works. Deranged by
an obsession, Lorre stealthily mur-
ders him, then- is driven to confes-
sion as the thumping comes back to
beat on his mind. .

Yarn was artfully adapted, with
Lorre carrying almost the entire
telling. Sound effects effectively
heightened the tenseness, which, in-
cidentally, Lorre eased as the stanza
signed off with a comment on the
classic chillers to come. . . ."or would
you rather have a hotfoot?"
C-am-el-s ditty in the commer-

cials is keyed to the heavy air of
the show, being sung m a whisper
ending in a menacing hiss. But
three commercials are too much.
Reynolds ought to be able to forego
the middle one, which breaks the
story in two. . Donn.

KING FOR A MINUTE
With Ed King, Lionel Poulton,
Stephanie Diamond, Jim West-
over; Aneurin Bodycowbe orch.

Writer: King
Wed.; 7:45 p.m.
Sustaining
KDKA, Pittsburgh

Little comedy show cooked up as

a summer filler should easily be
able to find a steady home for itr

self. Written by Ed King, who also

appears on it, program is bright,

cheerful, funny and slightly made in

the Henry Morgan manner. King's
got some original ideas—he also

scripts most of the KDKA noontime
"Brunch With Bill"—and a sort of

elfin sense of humor that's always
well in hand.
Most of local radio shows repre-

sent unrelieved diet of music and
talk, so "King for a Minute," a take-
off on the author-actor's moniker,
fills a needed slot in Pitt's air fare.

The guy's got'a flair all right and his

quarter-hour is a neatly-wrapped
and highly amusing, bundle of

laughs.
Excellent music provided in two

.•tpots by KDKA orch under baton of

Aneurin Bodycombe, but numbers
are too long for such a short show.

Cohen.

ROSE ROOM „

With Johnny Rose, Hank Kahout
15 Mine.; Tues. and Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WHK, Cleveland
This is a simply designed session

of straight pop music. Johnny Rose,

assisted by Hank Kahout at the
piano, handles both the emcee chore
and .

vocalizing in moderately good
fashion. Rose's pipes are not any-
thing special but. he manages, to get

by . with a voealistic style .on, the

order of Hoagy Carmieheal. ;Kjs

gabbing, is okay, being held dovvn to

the necessary minimum. .' .
•

Kahout lends nice supfport at the
piano. -

ESCAPE
With Herbert BawHnson, Erie Snow-

den, Raymond Lawrence, Peegy
Weber, Jack . Krutehen; Elliott
Lewis, Jack McCoy, announcers;
Cy Feurer, music

Adaptation: Les> Crutchfield
Producer: William N. Robsou
30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining:
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

Bill Robson has set out upon this
summer series with the laudable aim
of simply "telling a good story" and
has laudably chosen to dramatize
some of the works of short-story
masters, plus.' some tales of real adr
venture. Initial production this
week (7) was Kipling's "The Man
Who Would Be King." (Next week:
"Operation Fleur-de-lis," from the
OSS files. It would seem as though
the series could confine itself to
famous stories such as Kipling's and
earn more real appreciation from
listeners. OSS adventures don't
sound like "escape" for the war-
weary.)

Kipling's tale of the two Irishmen,
Daniel and Peachy, who went into
the hills of India to become self-
appointed kings, and the awful fate
that overtook them, was skilfully
scripted and the airer had full-scale
production flavor.: Robson gave it

adept handling and the cast was
good throughout. Music composed
and conducted by Cy Feurer, music
director of Republic Pictures, was
well keyed to the tale. More
dramats on this story level would
add to radio's stature. Doan..

KRAFT MUSIC, HALL .

With Nelson Eddy, Nadine Conner,
Leonard Fennario; Robert Arm-,
bruster's orch; Ken Carpenter, an-'
nouncer

Writer: Ed Helwick
Producer: Billy Wllgus
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
.KRAFT
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(J. W, Thompson)
Kraft's Eddy Duchin-Eddie Foy

replacement is a good summer-^or
for that matter, any part of the
year—show. Talent includes Nel-
son Eddy; Nadine Conner, lyric so«
prano from the Metropolitan Opera;
Leonard Fennario, concert pianist,
and Robert Armbruster's orchestra.
Emphasis is on light classical or
semi-classical pop music, in a good,
mixture.
Opening program Thursday (3)

showed Eddy in good voice and ex-
cellent^ ^irits, carrying on with
some emcee chores as well, and
filling in for a majority of the pro-
gram. The opening was breezy,
with a swingy- rhythm number sung
by- Eddy and chorus, "Oh, Listen to
the Band." Eddy's introductions of
Miss Conner and Pennario were a
little stiff and self-conscious, but not
badly enough to hurt. Miss Conner
appeared a little nervous in her first
number, a Scotch folk ballad, which
,she however carried off in good
style. With Eddy she also appeared
in duet in Friml's '.'Nearer and
Dearer." Eddy's other, substantial
contributions included the ballad,
"Beautiful Dreamer," and with the
chorus again in a novelty song, "Owl .

and the Bob Cat."
Pennario made an impressive ap-

pearance, playing de Fall's "Fire
Dance," although he sacrificed st-yle
for technique, and both for .^speed.

Cheerful gabbing between Miss Con-
ner, Eddy and announcer Ken Car-
penter helped to keep the program
on, a light, informal plane, to help
it along. Commercials were short,
and ijnfrequent. Bron.

KEEPING UP WITH THE WIG-
GLESWORTHS

With Bill Adams, Jack Ayres, Eu-
nice Howard, Floyd Buckley, Su-
san Douglas, Marilyn Erskine,
Sidney Slon, Ian MacAllister,
Larryi Robinson, Matt Crowley,
Tony Rivers

Producer-Director: Laurence Ham-
mond

Writers: Hammond, Turnley Walker
15 Mins.; Tuesday, 9 p.m.
WNEW, N. Y.
Format of "Keeping Up with the

Wigglesworths" Is one of the better
developments in educational radio.
Program utilizing drama and comedy
-techniques to put across capsuled
lessons in economics, which has
been on the air for a couple of years,
remains interesting from any point
of view, and constitutes a more
retentive method of putting over the
whys and wherefores of present day
economics with a minimum of pon^
tification and heavy handed ped-
anticism.
Transcribed session is made po.s-

sible by a grant from the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation and is supervised
by economists of tlie New Jersey
State Teachers College at Montclair.
The National Small Businessmen's
Assn.. pays for the production.- while
WNEW is now contributing its air-»

time.
Presentation is along the lines of

family comedies which permits the
economic theories be presented
naturally and with a grain of humor.
Preem session preached the cause
of advertising via of a small family
venture. Initial airer on WNEW un-
fortunately dissipated many of the
comedy aspects through long spiels
by- various characters. The -juve
actor might have had more lines
and some of. the proponents of

, ad-
vertising might have had their' say
in a briefer time, but these minor
defects couldn't dissipate the worthi-
ness and entertainment value of the
venture. Jose.

LET'S LOdK AT THE UNITED
NATIONS

With Meade Davids(i|n> guests; Fred
Barr, announcer

15 Mine.; Mondaysi 10 jt.m.
Sustaining:
WWRL, N. Y.

. This local 250-watt indie has
shown an enterprising spirit in air-
ing interviews with United Nations'
bigwigs. Idea behind the show js to
acquaint listeners with UN delegates
by avoiding controversial ' world
issues and accenting personal and
national background data. A good
idea, but apparently the UN dele-
gates are unable to let. their hair
down while they're speaking for the
record.
Case in point was the preem

stanza (June 30) on which U. S. rep
Warren R. Austin was interviewed
by WWRL news^commentator Meade .

Davidson. Perhaps nt was Davidson's
amateurish handling of the inter-
view, but Austin skirted any per-
sonal comments like the plague and
assumed a platform manner extoll-
ing the world organization with
senatorial rhetoric. Davidson, in-
stead of probing Austin for the
background material, confined him-
self to a yessing role. Herrti.

,

PIGFOOT PETE
with Bill Saunders
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a. m.
Sustaining
WIRY, Troy •
program of corn, sentiment,

neighborllness and hillbilly music
has pulled more than 6,000 letters
since it hit the air last . February,
Saundersi a Rhode Islander who
worked on an Army station over-
seas, is the drawling, folksy fore-
man of "the radio gang." He drips
in accent and sometimes in emotion,
but exudes a warmth and friendli-
ness that many listeners love. Show
is particularly potent with a small
town and rural audience. Should
be a good bet for sponsorship by a
mail order house or by a company
selling products to that type.
Saunders reads birthday an-

nouncements, asks get-well cards
for a daily "sunshine pardner" (usu-
ally a child), and otherwise plays
the role of ether Santa Claus. His
chatter is in Texas lingo. Saunders
sometimes sings, and fairly well,
with the platters—solo or duet. He
also whistles. Joco.

WERE YOU LISTENING?
With Jerry Lee, Melvin Winters,
Jack Foster, Dick Perry

Writer-Producer: Monte Klebftn
30 Mins.; Sat., 10 a.m. ,

WOAI, San Antonio
Latest audience participation quiz

show is this opus which is being
heard weekly from the .studios of -

WOAL Show is a nice bit of« pro-
motion for the station's advertisers
and should pay off with added
listeners.
Novel angle of the quiz is that all

questions pertain to progranis, per--
sQnalities on :the programs, times
the 'programs are aired and spot
announcements aired over the sta-
tion. All the listener needs to know
is when they are aired or the name
of the sponsor of a particular pro-
gram. Prize is a huge shopping list

of groceries of other advertisers on
the station plus an individual prize
of merchandise from the sponsor
whose question wais us^d.-
Variety is added with playback of

excerpts rfom the soap opera pro-
grams aired, plus music by Melvin

tContinued on page 78)
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STORY OF A PARLOR GAME * Great grandfathers"

and grandmothers of today's radio fans first played Truth

or Consequences when America was young and the Swiss

music box and stereoptieon foreshadowed radio and tele-

vision.. It reniained fpr Ralph Edwards to take the game -

but of the antimacassar age and streamline it to fit twen-

tieth century standards of hilarity.

Pennies have played in important role in Edwards'

hectic career. He was down to his last one when he had

the idea for Truth or Consequences, He went on the air

with the show in March 1940. Five months later, spon-

sored by Procter and Gamble, the man and his idea

moved to the Saturday night spot on NBC they have

occupied ever since. In 1943, as a "consequence,"

Edwards a^sked listeners to send a penny to a woman

who had missed her question. By- the end of the week

the bewildered woman had more than 300,000 jpennies.

She bought War Bonds for her 1 7-year-old Marine son.

Well-aimed custard pies and seltzer botdes; a trained

pig, an elephant, a camel and four bloodhounds; stunts

1-

AMERICA'S NO. 1 NETWORK
\



i that carry participant* from coast to coast; contests such

;

as the one that recently landed $18,0.00 worth of awards

In the lap ofa lady who Identified the voice of Mrs. Hush

'-all these are the "props" of Truth or Consequences,

f Wackiness and zanlness arc their stock in trade. Yet

A during the war Edwards and Truth or Consequences sold

i millions of dollars worth of War Bonds, and the contest

i

.

jhat awarded $18,000 worth of gifts incidentally garnered

1^ $400,000 for the March of Dimes, the largest single

! contribution ever made to that cause. Time and again

this program has demonstrated the power of the spoken

word to move people to action.

How to play a Parlor Game? Let a^'man who is the

life of any party make up the rules. Use the powerful

facilities ofNBC to put it into millions of parlors. Let the

vast NBC audience participate by proxy. Give it the

association of other great programs heard on NBC. The

consequence: a Saturday night must for all America—

a

program whose name is synonymous with the product it

advertises—a program that Duz everything for fun.
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From 1^ Production Centres

m mW YORK CITY . . .

IHewry Straker planed in Thursday (3) to take over duties as assistant

program director of BBC'S N. Y. -office. He's a native of London but

his mother, art American, lives in Virginia.. Lilian Supove, WNYC's
director of special events, on a three-week vacation at Alexandria Bay,

N. Y.....Dave Baylor, g.m. of Cleveland's new WJMO, in town to ink

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., as national rep. . . .CBS' Frances Farmer Wilder

talked oir "Daytime Programming" at the NYU Radio Workshop last

Thursdai' (3); ^Tomorrow (10) she'll do a reprise before the NBC North-

western Univ. Summer Radio Workshop in Chi....WOR plugging the

PAL (Police Athletic League) campaign for two weelcs with gratuitous

spots, guestspots, etc.v.WORprexy Theodore Streibert off Thursday (3)

for month's vacation. .. .Alice Frost, the ''Mrs." of "Mr. and Mrs. North,"

will make Franklin, Ni H., her summer home^ commuting to N. Y. for the

Colgate CBS show. .. .James Sheldon resigned as radio liiirector of Mac-
Farland, Aveyafd agency and checked in Monday (7) at WOR to take a

newly-createdl job as exec producer. Duties incorporate those handled

by, Tom JWoore as program coordinator. Latter resigned last week to re-

turn to the agency field,...Don Stauffer says- 'faint so, he's staying put

with SSB&C.
Paul Girard has stepped out of his job as exec producer in the radio

division of AP fo form his own transcription and program packaging firm

in N. Y., with Alexander Leftwich, Jr., who was program director of AP
radio productions, as his associate in charge of directing and casting.

Outfit's first item is a five-minute open-end novelty show, "Musical Mys-
teries". Don Bishop added to NBC's press staff ... .Henry Beichhold has

renewed the Detroit Symphony on ABC for a second year, . . .Compton
agency supplied all of its staff with a digest of its attorneys'; quotes re the

new rent law....Berry Kroeger into "Nick Carter", Sunday (13)... .Leon
Janney into "David Harum" %nd Burt Brazier adfled to "Lora Lawton"
cast. .. .Warren Bryan new to "Our Gal Sunday'',.. .Martin Wolfson with
"Backstage Wife". .. .Frank Papp, NBC producer, sent to Europe on a

: gpecial program assignment, has just arrived in Geneva after trips to Lon-
don, Holland, Belgium and France.

rJV HOLLYWOOD ...
Don Clark went off staff at BBD&O but continues to produce the

agency's ."Let George Do It'I . as a freelance . s ,Sam Fuller, ' relieved of his

duties as «adio director of Sherman & Marquette, closed the company's

THIS IS CHARLIE HOLMES . . .

. . . .Progrant Djrtctor of a BIG new Mutual station serving Virginia ^nd
North Carolina witk SiOOO watts from Danville: ~ .

Charlie is signaling for applause at our grand opening, Sunday night,

June 30th, In the City Auditorium before 2,000 enthusiastie spectators.

Charlie has stopped signaling now—he's busy directing llverwlre llve-

talent programs and supervising on ambitioui 19Vi-hour daily schedule.

But the applause is STILL THERGr.~echoing throughout two states the

immediate dominance of a BIG station. . . .with BIG programs. .. .and

BIG Ideas! The people have found HAPPINESS on the dial at 1250.

There's HAPPINESS there for you, too—in sales results. Choice

adfaeencles waiting for the first advertisers ta call the Walker. Company
and discover that. <

"There a Gold Mine in the AIR. .

.

in Danville, Virginia, on

raw

Hollywood office and took off on a vacation before "looking around",...

"Arthur's Place" is now being scripted by Bill Manhoff and Len Holton

after a slight seismographic disturbance..,;Nate Perlstein, adv chief of

PabSt, looking over the sports field lor tele sponsorship. . . .Cornwall Jack-

son and Gail Patrick double up July 25 and will honeymoon in Hawaii. . .

.

It's a rarity for NBC but last Friday not one show left the studio for the

transcontinental run..,.ABC picked Clyde Scott, manager of its KECA,
to take the three-week navy cruise aboard the U. 3. S. Iowa....Bob
Wamboldt moved out as 'ABC production manager and John (Bud)

Edwards moved in on a pencilled basis. ., .George Allen elevated to post

of commercial program manager at CBS, with Maurie Webster as his

aide. Both are promotions occasioned by the resignation of Tom Hargis

and unaffected is Hal, Hudson, who continues as program director of the

chain's western division Jack Kirkwo'od cut a record of his new
comedy format in which he plays only one character, that of a spinner

of tall tales a la Munchausen. . . .Norma Jean Nilsson won out in the

audition for the featured role .of Cookie in "Blondie.". . , .If Bob Burns
doesn't get a show.*f his own soon he may take the comedy spot with
Dick Haymes. . . .Garry Moore and Herb Sanford have a gag cooked up
reminiscent of the slave trade days. Those without shows, stars in*

eluded, will ba "auctioned off" on the block in Garry's back yard'. ..

.

Odd accident eaUsed five-year-old "son of Roy Bargy to lose the sight

of one eye. In : opening a bottle of Coke, the cap flew out and lodged
in liis' eye necessitating removal of the optica. .Earl Carroll will turn
over his theatre-restaurant' to the four major networks as a remote
origination if the unions continue to harass him and' the rental terms
are right....Bud Barry spent most of his time at the Hollywood Ad
Club, where he was guest speaker, being mitted and congratted on his

ascension to the top program spot at ABC. .. .Not content with getting

free ducats to the broadcasts, tourists go away panning the- stars and
others for their sartorial negligence. After all they're broadcasting
for the millions, 'not for the studio 'handful: and comfort seems to be
the keynote. . . .That hissing commercial on the " Camel-Peter Lorre
series is one of the year's cutes.

m CHICAGO ...
"Curtain Time" celebrated its second year on the «lr with Lew Valen-

tine, "Dr. I. Q.," in town for shindig. .. .Fred Killian, production nianagei;,

of ABC's Central, Division, will be guest speaker at Creighton University

Radio Institute in Omaha on July 18-19 Don Dowd in for surgery at

Swedish Covenant. . . .Pat Allen of NBC who was born in Limba, Central

Africa, applied for his first citizenship papers in Chi last week. . . .George

Roesler, formerly with Taylor-Howe-Snowden, made assistant radio di-

rector of Henrl-Hurst & McDonald. .. .Connee Russell will replace -Skip

Farrell for summer on Manor House Party beginning July 21. ...Bill

Brandt and Joe Cummiskey of New York in Chi to do pre-game show on
AU-Star Baseball game at Cubs Park. .. ,Janie Ford, late of . New York
nightclubs, is being heard as guest songstress on the "Breakfast Club".
William E. Otto joined WGN staff -as pianist. , . .Robert Morton, assistant
supervisor of transcription department, became father of baby girl last
week Johnny Coons spending the,summer with his wife and child in
Lebanon, Ind George Herro, head of publicity for Mutual, in Augus-
tana honpital, and Chuck Wiley, also with press department, at Evaniston
hosp....Val Sherman, program director for WBBM, up in noj'thern Wis-
consin for fishing trip.

St^ Hubert's' Grill has renewed sponsorship of Fulton LewLs, Jr., program
for 13 weeks on WGNB, . i^.Burr Lee was made ABC producer effective
.Tuly 6 Les Atlass and Frank Falknor spending three week? cruising
Lake Michigan on the Atlass yacht. .. .Pierre Andre Just returnedi .from
the Coast after almost two years as Hollywood .announcer, Ls back atWON and has added "Look Who's, Talking," new WBKB tele show, to his
already booming schedule. .. .Ward Quaal taking three weeks off for trip
to New England and up through Canada Johnnie Olseh in York, Pa.,
for special appearance at Firemen's Celebration on July 12. .. .Richard
Greene guested on "Meet the Stars" during his visit "Shopping With
the Missus" mobile unit doing shows from Gary, Munster, Ind., and Park
Ridge. .. .Mrs. Beulah Karney and Stella White, food! directors of ABC
and WAIT, gue.5ts at Hart£oord Products Corp, coffee parties last week
New Nelson Olmsted series which began several weeks ago has been
moved to 9 o'clock slot on Sunday evenings. . . .Andy Murphy starts, long
business trip to Nova Scotia this week. . . .Sarah Vaughn, currently at local
theatre, doubled on the Dave Garroway Sunday show* July 6 ...Ed
Prentiss set as announcer on the Toni half of "Ladies Be Seated"....
Mark Stevens and June Haver interviewed by Louise King on "Life, Love
and Louise"....Marj Tietjens of New York sales for ABC arrived in
Chicago last week for conferences with local atepts....Trudee Martin,
Ann Carley, Claire Young, Phyllis Kremer and Maizie Mouat of WBBm'
vacationing this week Gloria Van and cast of "Party Time" hosted
party for Joey Rumoro, who was married short time ago Colgate has
ordered 86 station breaks over WMAQ. . , .Stefan Halos and Chuck Romine
new scripting "Melody Lane."

Summertime I

SB Continued from page 89 ss^l
staff. Such other items as Bor-
den's "Arthur's Place," the brace
of ABC comedy sustainers with Phil
Silvers and Eddie Albert, etc., have
thus far proven maior disappointJ'
ments. ,,.(.

Musicals C'aTed Better
The musical sub shows appear to

have fared better on overall quality,
with Standard Brands' Alec Temple'
ton program, Johnson's Wax Fred :

Waring Show, Ford's Meredith Will-
son shov/ (despite its weakness of
too - much - gab - and ^ .too - little -

music). Maxwell House's Frances
Langford-Carmen Dragon stanza,
Raleigh's Sigmund Romberg show,
et. al., paying pfl, in better enter-
tainment dividends • than the other
formulas.
But with the exceptions of Waring

and Templeton, it's argued that
here, too, it's strictly a case of inter-
im programming.

American Repertory

Plans Series on Mutual
American Repertory Theatre looks

set to take to the air via WOR
(N.Y.) with a weekly series of

dramats' featuring Eva LeGallienns
and Margaret Webster, with scripts

by John Latouche. *

Half-hour stanzas would be slotted

Friday nights, but time hasn't defi-

nitely been set. Tentative teeofl

date is July 18.

"Worcester —- Judith Atkinson,
WAAB fashion commentator, parts
with station soon to: marry and take
up her abode in Minneapolis.

TONIGHT

BUDDY CLARK
SINGS

CBS

9 P.M., EDST

JAN ^

AUGUST
has switched to

ART FRANKLIN
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

* Piano Wizard whose "Mlsij
sold 1,000,000 Kecoras.

Art Franklin AuoeialM
214 Wait 42nd Street

BRyant 9-2898-9

Pearson and Alien
BB Continued from page 69

he would get a fair hearing on his

WBAL bid, if Jones is on the bench.

Jones, on the other hand, in his

counter-blasts at Pearson, .has made
much of the fact that the commenta-
tor has a "selfish axe to,, grind" .and

is trying to insure that he gets FCC
approval of a $1,000,000 deal." (Act=.

ually, the Hearst station is probably
worth more than that to Pearson.)

Hearst's gripe at- the FCC con»
eerned charges against operation of

WBAL; which the publisher claimed
were biased and discriminatory, sis

well as untrue. He wanted a hear-
ing on the validity of the Blue Book
charges before the matter of his

license renewal was taken up.

On another point, the U. S. Dis-
trict Court turned down FCC's mo-
tion to convene a three-judge court

to decide the issue. Judge Proctor
pointed out that Judge T. Alan
Goldsborough had already denied
this motion and he didn't' intend to

override, another judge in the same
court. '

WHN Has Chi Aspirations

Metro-owned N. Y. indie WH:n
is considering an attempt to hypo
its business originating in Chicago,
via installation oE a fulttime 'sales

rep in the Windy City, Thus .far

statipn execs say the plan is still

in the mulling stage,

William G. Rambeau Co. presently
reps WHN in Chi.

TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING

WITH WOV'S

Wc want you to be a WOV sponsor
with the knowledge of 5 AUfilTEft
AUDIENCES, each a definitely dif-

fcrcnt group of purchasers; each the
resiih of a penetrating; revealing Ijls«

tener survey. Get the facts on these
5 AUDITED AUDIENCES today and
..."take the cuess out of
buying:'

IMpfi N. ITiiH, Cenrrat Mamiftur
John E, Pearson C'i>., A'piiiwiol Reprnentalnlt
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ftitish Gov't Harkens To Newspaper

Opposition; Keeps BBC Out of Ad Biz
London, July 8.

Sponsored radio as far as the

British Broadcasting Corp. is con-

cerned is still out. The British gov-

ernment has nixed renewed appli-

cations from advertisers and M. P.s

that the BBC should be split into

commercial and non-commercial

programs.
Government stated that the News-

paper Proprietors Assn. were op-

posed in principle to the introduc-

tion of any system of sponsored

radio broadcasting in this country.

They considered it to bo detrimental

to the inerests of the public as

listeners, unnecessary from th e

point of view of advertising. This

jiad influenced the government,

CBSiETS READY

FOR FM ON COAST
Hollywood, July 8.

CBS has started construction of its

B0,OO0-watt FM transmitter atop Mt.
Wilson, 5,670 feet above sea level.

Equipment will be available for in-

stallation toward first of the year
and actual operation a few months
hence. ,

One-story building will house all

facilitiesj with 60,000-watt diesel

generator standing by for emergency
use. Site adjoins location of tele-

vision transmitter, to be constructed

at a later date.

Relicense Don Lee
Hollywood, July 8.

Pending the outcome of the FCC's
Investigation of its alleged network
broadcast irregularities, the Don
Lee chain has had its AM, FM and
television operations temporarily re-
licensed until Oct. 1.

Operations covered by the 90-day
ticket are Coast key outlet, KHJ,
KHJ-PM and \V6XAO, experimental
video station..

which thought that the views of the
newspapers should be taken into ac-
count.

The BBC resarch aepartment con-
ducted a public opinion poll on the
qusstion of the introduction of
commercial broadcasting. People
were asked whether they would or
would not favor its introduction in

either or both of two .forms.

One suggestion to raise more
money for the programs is that
time be sold to advertisers in ex-
change for allowing them to an-
nounce tHeir .products on the air.

The other question is whether Par-
liament should permit one or more
commercial stations financed by ad-
vertisers, to operate in this country
in opposition to the BBC.
But the fight for state-run spon-

sored radio is going on, and there
is strong Parliamentary support for
the idea. Reaction, to this growing
support is seen in the activities of
agents who are making tentative
secret contracts -with star entertain-
ment names to join them if spon-
sored radio wins.
One estimate of these secret con-

tracts in the hands ot a few agents
alone is $50,000,000; Topline BBC
producers and personalities also

have •-"gentlemen's agreements" to

work on commarcial radio shows
the moment that becomes possible.

Meanwhile, Luxembourg, Eire and
Monte Carlo are putting out com-
mercial programs, many of them
directed at British listeners, but re-

ception of these stations in Britain
isn't as good yet as prewar and the
improvement of BBC programs has
lost them a vast proportion of their

old listeners. Bestrictions on the

export of British currency for radio
advertising purposes are also still

hampering the expansion of these
Continental sponsored programs.
.Currency restrictions are unlikely to

be eased for some lime becau.se of

Britain's serious economic 'diilicul-

ties.

'What Am I Ofrered?*
Hollywood, July 8.

Gary Moore and director Herb
Sanford are pitching an "un-
employed party" in Hollywood
Saturday afternoon (12) and a
flock of the topdrawer names of
radio are on the guest list, ^

among them Dinah Shore,
Ginny Simms, Abbott Sc Cos-
tello, Alan Young, Eddie Brac-
keni Joan Davis, Bob Burns,
Rudy Vallee, Hoagy Carttiichael,
Jack Haley and Parkyakarkus.
Invites tell them to bring their
own refreshments.
Most popular feature of the

party will be a roped-off arena
in which talent buyers of the
top

, agencies will be invited to
look; over, .the ."availabilities."

KXLW Ordered to Vacate

6G Transmitter Site

Sti Louis, July 8. .

KXLW, with studios in Clayton,
St. Louis County, last week was
ordered by Circuit Judge Amandus
Brackman of Clayton- to move its

205-fodt transmission, tower that
was erected last January at a, cost
of $6,000. Station was given six

months m which to comply with the
court's order. . . - : .

Action was taken because execs
of the St. Louis Broadcasting -Co.,

owners of the station, are alleged
to have violated the zoning ordi-
nance of Olivette, residential dis-

trict in the county, by erecting the
tower in that area. Station con-
tended the zoning ordinance was
never enforced ftnd announced it

would appeal.

KYW'sVoxPopbytkeSea
Philadelphia, July 8.

The Boardwalk at Atlantic City,

Sunday (6), became the locale of a
new "Man On The Street" .show over
KYW, with Alan Scott interviewing
vacationers at the famous re.sort. .

Preem show originated at Steel
Pier. Future spots will be in front

of Cohvention Hall, the hotels, and
piers." -

•

Kearns Throws S-Point Indicbnent

Vs, Petrillo s AFM: It s a Monopoly

Petrillo Lauded Before

Canada Committee; U.S.

Press 'The Cause of It All'

Ottawa, July 8.

Couple of weeks ago a Member of
Parliament, on the parliamentary
radio committee, said James C.
Petrillo wasn't liked in Canada.
This week the American Federation
of Musicians got a chance to_ talk_

back to the committee.
Walter Murdoch, Canadian execu-

tive officer of AFM, told the com-
mittee in terms that the staid par-
liament doesn't often hear, that
Petrillo was not a dictator and the
Canadian section of AFM, to which

i

10,000 Canadian musicians belong,

! was "very proud" of him as presi-

dent.
^

Replying to a question, Murdoch
said if AFM in the U. S. decided to

go on strike, Canadian musicians
would go on strike, too.

Cal Miller, western MP; asked
Murdoch if Petrillo were not a dic-

tator, then why did Congress pass

restraining legislation? "If any
Member of the Canadian Ilou.se of

Commons proposed the kind of

damfool legislation that is proposed
in the U. S. Congress," Murdoch re-

plied, "he would be laughed out of
the House!" :

Murdoch blamed U. S. newspapers
for attacks on Petrillo, adding that

330 U; S, newspapers owned radio
stations and had to hire AFM mem-
bers so they iVrote stories and drew
cartoons lampooning Petrillo which,
SL'id Murdoch, the Canadian people
"swallow whole."
Murdoch also blasted Canadian

independent stations most of whichi
he claimed should not be licensed.

"AH they do' is milk the station and
live on recordings;"

Washington, July 8.

An eight - point indictment ' of
James C. Petrillo and the American
Federation of Musicians is contained
in the statement by. Rep. Carroll R,
Kearns (R., Pa.) with which th«
hearings of the House Labor sub-
committee opened yesterday (7).

Kearns; who carries an AFM card,
IS chairman of the sub-committee,
and sought to boil down the various
charges against the union and its

president which have come to the
committee from all parts of the
country.
He said in part in "his "statement:
"It has been developed during our

investigation that the American
Federation of Musicians is so unique
in its organization and operations
that there is some doubt whether or
not it is a regular : labor union en-
titled to, the protection and exempr
tions of our federal statutes, such
as the Norris-LaGuardia act.

"Pi-om the complaints filed with
this committee and the investigation
which it has conducted, it appears
that the AFM is distinctive from
other labor unions in the following
respects: ..

"That the vast majority of its

membership is compo.sed of people
who do not earn their entire liveli-

hood as musicians. It has been e.>!ti-

mated that not over 10% of your
mernbership are employed exclu.sive-
ty as musicians.

"In the average union payments
are made to its members for .serv-

ices actually rendered either on a
piece-work, hourly, daily, weekly or
monthly basis. The investigation oi

our committee indicates that your
federation, by means of a strike,

has forced the recording industry to

pay approxim'ately |2,000;000 as
tribute to all of the members of

your organization in order 'to secure
the continued services of' those mem-
bers of your federation who were

(Continued on page .89.)

TOP HATS DOR
UTE in WASHIMTOK

T\':i,shingtoniaiis are difFereni. They'll take a tophatted statesman in

their stride. But they'll hang on to every word of a hometown favorite,

vviil Ifsjten to such capital favorites as these AVTOPers:
.

,
*

Jay Cannody: On Sunday afternoons, itic Drama Editor of a Washington paper

Heals ^VTOi' listeners to news and notes about screen and stage entertainment in

Wii-vhington. Annual trips to Hollywood and monthly sojourns in New York give

C.iiriuody and \\ lOl' listeners iiiLiinale sLovits about tlic stars.

Aujstine Cassini: "The people other people follow" and hundreds o{ thou.sand.s of

; flio.se ''other people" read her society column in the Washington Tifhei Hertfld and

in more llian loo other newspapeis. Aiistine C.assini's D. C. (aiis alsw hear her three

times a week onWrOP—Washington's only 50,ooo-watt station.

John Cramcrt a37,ooo people— one out of every tli ice employed l^'ashingt.onians—
work (or Lntle Sara.'l'hcy keep tab on decisions that aflcct their lives—and livelihoods

— by keeping tuned to WTOP's "Government Reporter," John Cramcrj^a top-HlgUt

newspaper columnist who knows his government bureaus from A tO' Z. •

Arthur Godfrey: Although he has tiLs own CB.S nciwork .shows, Godfrey still broad-

casts his fint and most famous program—"Sundial"— (or early-inorning Godfrey tans

among WlGl''S s!6»,6go radio tkinilies C50-ioo' „ BMIJ Davtunc Audience)

.

EHnor Lee: \VTOP's Director of Women's 1'rograins < <)n(liit'(s AV'r'OP's"Hoine Sfn'i<:e

Daily"— cited by the National Adverli.smg .\gen(y Network for its "hou.sehold serviiM

and (or valuable work in the field of (amily relalioii.s". .Miss Lee has a 3.8 Hooper

rating (Deccmber-Apiil 1947). And keep in ini rid, this is at <)i:.i5 in the moiningl

Henry Mustin: He sits at WTOP's "City Desk"...ha.s a full-time

assignment to cover the city as a local news hieat. lor ten \eais

lepouer for the Wasliingloii Star, Mnstin goes 10 pies^ livi nights

it ^^cek and irpoiu on hometown happening?.

And so it goes—one local original ion aficr another...

each proving WTOP has a talent for finding stars who

have a tapital flavor.., uho <oniMiaii<l cipiial Aisoi, as

shown in every audience study ever made. If you want

to make an iinpresiion in Washington, get in toiuh with

A\"I"OP -Washington's only ^o.ooo-watt staiion-or

Radio .Sales— the Spot Broadosiing Division of C^B.S
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Tele's Ad Impact
Continued from pag« tl

have occult powers to predict What

effect television will have'' on other

media. :

CBS' answer to that question was
that tele is an "entirely new and
additional vehicle" and that '^history

shows that fears of one medium
supplanting another, are groundless."

ABC, answering in- general terms,

believes tele- will "supplement radio

up to a point, at which time radio

will probably be absorbed by tele-

vision proprietorship and continue

as a separate medium for many
years," Tele- may threaten low-bud-
.geted .films, according t' ABC, but
"if this proves to be trc television

will, be instrumental in el^vrating the
motion picture industry to a higher
degree of perfection,''

DuMont, with no radio interests

to worry about, believes video will

have a "drastic" effect on radio, be-

. cause the "radio audience is almost
certain to decline during the even-
ing hours to an extent almost parallel

to the increase in the available tele-

vision .audience." Film exhibitors

•may see sigps of 'television's in-

creasing popularity in their boxof-
flce receipts during the next three
years," . but Dul^ont believes this

will be overcome feventually by the*

'Igt. lUU CLAYTON
UNITIil> RISXAI.I. URi n GO
f4ida>-^CBS-«:S0. p.m., BUST

M-a-1Mp-^'*X{ltl» tW for tiw\m'
«'tt%feWii])prm>dl In Brooklyn"

"DOUBLE DATE
m •

NEW YORK"
Anitouneement Soon

Harold Gingrich - Ciiicago

atre tele. Web spolcesmen echoed
other tele officials in declaring that

sports events will be benefited by
tele through increased gates, same
as radio helped sports promoters.

More Costly Operation

Four webs concurred that tele

would be a more costly operation

than radio but NBC, citing the diffi-

culty of forming comparisons now,
declared that there's "been much
'experting' on costs apd other fea-

tures by those who do not know
what they're talking about." DuMont
believes tele facilities, including air

time, will probably level off in about
five years to approximately twice the

cost of radio facilities and time. ABC,
expressing the opinion that tele costs

will be "considerably higher" , be-
cause of the sight factor, pointed o"i

that all figuring will naturally be
based on an ultimate level of cir-

culation.

Web spokesmen disagreed on pre-
dicting .the number of sets that

would be in circulation during the
next few years and the extent of

tele networking. NBC sloughed off

the question -by referring to Radio
Manufacturers' Assn. figures and
those .of the FCC and American
Telephone & Telegraph. CBS, citin"

other sources, listed 13,421 sets now
in circulation, of which it claimed
879 were probably obsolete. Of
these, 9,272 are believed to be in the
N. Y. area alone. Dumont estimated
350,000 sets would be produced in
1947 alone, with another 650,000 ex-
pected in 1948, 1,000,000 in 1949 and
1,500,000 in 1950. Both ABC and Du-'
mont predicted good coast-to-coast
network service by 1950^ -

Limited Spots
.

Web officials concurred that spot
announcements on tele would prob*
ably be litfiited to "service" an-
nouncements, such as weather
reports and time signals. NBC be-
lieved the - station break will be
"non-existent as such in television."
Other broadcasters also agreed with
NBC in that "common sense and
good taste will be the accep-:;d
standard'' for length of video com-
mercials, although CBS pointed out
that it was presently •experimenting
with shows that are almost 100%
commercial and are still completely
acceptable to viewers.

Question of whether agencies or

networks should handle production

of shows followed the line carried
by broadcasters up until now. NBC,
adamant in that its own staff take
over a show when the show is

brought into the studio for airing,
quoted its production brochure in-
troduced to agencies immediately
after the war. ABC and CBS Cited
the dearth of experienced tele per-
sonnel but declared that agencies
might someday develop necessary
organizations to do the job. Dumont
could see no reason why advertisei-s

and agencies should not produce
complete shows "if they are properly

i

staffed with specialized personnel

I

capable of producing ,a professional
job." . .

Warwick & Legler was given as-
sistance on preparation of the "ad-
quiz" by Bruce Robertson, associate

editor of Broadcasting mag.

U.S. RUBBER TAKES

SUMMER TELE HIATUS
U. S. Rubber Co. has bowed out

temporarily as sponsor.- on the

"Campus Hoopla" television :
show,

aired Friday nights over WNBT
(NBC, N. v.). Show will continue

on a sustaining basis until footbau
season resumes next fall, at which
time U.' S. Rubber is expected • to

return.

Company has bankrolled the show
lor the last 10 months, plugging its

sports products in a format revolv-

ing around Columbia coach. ' Lou
Little for football and Long Island

Univ. coacln, Clair Bee for basket-
ball. Temporary hiatus_ ascribed
to general-economy, reasons during I

the off-season summer months.

'Phone Vision'
Continued from page Tl

Zoomar Tele Lens In

First Com'l Test Fri.

New _Zboinar lens , will get. its

first commercial trial Friday (11)

when WNB'T (NBC, N. Y.) plans to

use it both for the Giants -Cards

doubleheader ball game in the after-

noon and the Steve Belloise-A'rtie

Levine fight at Madison Sq. Garden
at night. .

Lens, manufactured by Jerry
Fairbanks, obviates the necessity of
cutting from one camera to another
in switching from a long shot to a
closeup; Attachment on the' lens en-
ables the cameraman to "zoom" in
for a change of shot with a mere
wrist manipulation. Lens was re-
cently demonstrated successfully at
a trial showing in the NBC tele
studios, N. Y.

Radio Reviews
^ Continued from page 73 s

Winters of the theme music of vari-
ous programs. '

Proirams are kept moving rather
fast dup to the nice work of Jerry
Lee and Dick Perry who handle the
"contestants ip. an easy manner, help-

I

ful with* hints, but not giving the
prizes away. This makes the con-
testant happy even when he loses,
wbish is rather rare.
Jack- Foster banc as program con-

tinuity in easy stvie. Andy.

ON TARGET

The only shots that count are those

that hit. Weed and Company's record

for "on target" selling is maintained

by the accurately directed efforts

of its experienced representatives

SI'OKTSMEN'S SHOWW th Frank McKeown, Frank
Herbert

orodncer: Beid Forsee
Writers: Jack Hambleton, Bob
Kestcn «

15 Min.; Vifed., 11:15 p.m.
CnVCBC, Trans-Canada,

I
This gab show got away to a weak

teeoff (25) but showed signs of im-
I provement with the announcement
that co-writer Jack Hambleton
would be a' regular beginning next
stanza. Hambleton, fishing editor- of
the Globe and Mail, Torbnto daily,
will probably a'M some showman-
shio to the airing.

I Drag in production was surprising

I

since Reid Forsee, top CBC talks pro-
ducer, has many years in the busi-

I

ness to draw on. Initial show was for
anglers only and, for them, had

I

plenty boff dope. After hearing it,

veteran and ambitious hook-tossers
could go out after muskies, lake
trout and pickerel not Only; with the
riPht equipment but to the right
places.

i Upped pace and fresh format will
send this quarter-hour into the all-
year class and ought to hpve sports
goods sponsors wide-eyed, Gorm. :

a phone subscriber needs to do is

pick out the desired show from an
advance listing which will also in-

dicate the price, and call the tele-

phone operator, who in turn "keys"
in the phone part of the transmis-
sion . to clarify the Image on the
screen. As shown by last week's
demonstration, without the phoned
part, only a blurred and scrambled
image appears. At the end of the
month, charges for the added serv-
ice would be paid with the regular
phone bill.

During the demonstration, signal
was transmitted by air f r o m
Zenith's experimental station,

W9ZY, plus a° regular"' p h 0 n e
hookup to clear the image'. It was
pointed out that sets currently in
use cannot be used for the special
programs since the unscrambling de-
vice cannot be attached to them.
Technical details of the device are
also being withheld, but McDonald
did say that because a complete tel-

evision picture requires the, trans-
mission of many frequencies which
no ordinary phone cable could
carry, it was decided to pipe only
a portion of the key frequencies
over the. tines and air. the oilers.
Although there are several legal

impediments which outlaw attach-
ments of gadgets to phones, McDon^
aid feels confident that these will
be straightened out with no great
difficulty. As a matter of fact, he
is anticipating availability of wired
television within the next six
nionths.

Mutual
Continued from pag;e 69

Hi

plays the title role in "The Shadow,"
in a singing dramat called "Song of
the Stranger." Stanza will be aired
sustaining on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days. All of the Pharmaco shows ar«
slated for full'net airing. The' Mori-
day night and daytime stanzas Will
be Pharmaco-sponsored starting
Sept. 29.

Pettengill, sponsored by America's
Future, pamphlet and book publish-
ing outfit, moves into the Sunday
1-1:15 p.m. period on the full net
starting Sept. ,7. Gabber's program
^xited ABC several weeks ago.'
Mutual may additionally ink the

Christian Science Moniter to sponsor
a news show starting in the fall. The
Boston newspaper presently has a
'•Views the News" quarter-houf on
ABC Thursday nights.

Deal is reported . hot, too, for a
bankroUer to pick, up the tab on
"Leave It To The Girls" for the '46-
'47 season.

All You Need Now' Is Pipe,

Fireplace, Dog & Drinks
Philadelphia, July 8.

The march of science has brought
.electricity, air-conditioning and
piped-in music to the American busi-
ness office. Now it appears television
is next. "

•

'

Gray & Rogers, Philly ad agency,
has installed a tele set in the lobby
of its offices in the downtown Phil-
adelphia Saving Fund Society Build-
ing—with fine results.

The set—when a baseball game is

in progress— attracts messengers,
^clients, suppliers,

^Follow-up Comment^
NBC has revived ''Ameripr;-

Novels" for the sumfner on its Uni-
versity o' the Air stanza slotted in
the 9 p. m. segments Fridaysr-Teeoff
session on initialer last- Week (4)
was "Moby Dick," adapted by Fred-
erick 'Schlick .and produced by
Homer Heck.
_
Pined out of Chicago, it chron-

icled the adventures of garrulous
captain ;alid crew scouting the briny
for while, albeit mythical whale of
fatle, blamed for all mishaps that
have befallen captain and crew. It
was well handled ki interesting
fashion to arrest and retain listener
-i-nt^test and-Bftakes-a-^ileasant sum-
mer feature.

Sponsor Reps to Handle

Coast Ball Matters
Hollywood, July 8.

Hollywood's baseball chieftains
will have little or no say in the re-
lease of radio and video rights of
games next season. Representatives
of the Wrigley interests will be on
hand here to conduct personally all

such business. Coming specially
from Chicago will be Howard Rett-
ing and others to handle diamond
matters for the air.

An indication of this was given
earlier this season when Wrangles
developed with Hollywood baseball
brass and localites seeking ins. Kel t-
ing helped- straighten matters out
with the management of the Los An-
geles Angels, which also, incident-
ally, controls the activities of the
Hollywood Stars and holds the ter-
ritorial franchise as well.

On hi^ last stop here Retting in-
timated that local baseball boys

•

were having matters taken out of
their hands to untangle the
wrangles. Now the story goes that
come spring they'll be cleaned from
all such off-the-ield proper deals.

"Shopping

by Radio"
New Program Idea

Creates New Audience

Lair year, WDRC's Progrcini

D«pt. qova yoM Hra "Marktt
Batket," the SHCcenful morning
(how that's doing a real selling

job for a full qaota of advtrfUtn.
Now, "Shopping by Radio," an-
othor original program,, alrtady
hat captured tho morning audi-

•9c« from 9:15 to 9:45 with on
•xeollent rating, in a few ihort

months. "Shopping by Rodio"
will sell your product to Hart-
ford fhoppor«^ Ask for dotaili.

Wffl. F. Mole, Commtrclal Mgr^

REPRESENTED BY RAYMER

OLAN SOULE
Sfarr'ng in

"GRAND MARQUEE"
NB&—Coast to Coast

, Utoyv* Cremo'Shafflpoo

WEED RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIVESflno comppinY
HtW YOIIK«BOSTON«CHICAGO'DETROIT*SAN FRANCISCO'ATUNTA'HOUYWOOD

Burns & Allen's Sunday afternoon
Treasury.show pitch was a pointed
yet soeko comedic^ballyhoo for War
Bonds, Fine. scripting and seasoned
showmanship paid off as well as do
Uncle Sam's bonds , . Jack Haley
rang the bell oh his Tony Martin
tuiester with one of those neo-oper-
f'tie specialties so identified with
Haley.. Wedding of. mundane Tin
Pan AUey lyrics to arias makes for
a wierd effect. Emcee Martin, on
his own, is surefire on ballads,' solo
or ducted with Evelyn Knight, but
his emceeing on occasion lacks the
necessary verve and authority.

for furlhar IntAmiaKan win, phtfn* ih wriM -
. /«hn Bitili A Co.r44aKonal Rajir«Mnta>iv»
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WHO OP Emergency Basis

During Flood Disaster

Des Moin?s, July 8.

WHO, DCs Moines, went on a full-

time emergency toasis when the

jreatest flood in 44 years hit the

city from two rivers last week.

Setting up lines in flood control

headquarters, 12 WHO staff mem-
bers fed 16 live shows plus five tape

recordings made at flood scenes

within a 15-hour period. WHO
stayed on the air during the entire

right to carry flood news and warn-

ings.

SPORTS CEIEB AIR SERIES
Chicago, July B.

New package flrnj dealing with

stories about sport celebrities was

formed here last week by Jack

Strausberg, who syndicates sports

feature, "Now I'll Tell One." Radio

series will cover same field. Firm

has over 10,000 Tories that have

been collected in past 20 years \iy

Strausberg.

Firm, which operates under name

of Jack Strausberg Co., will also

package stories for tele and other

Visual media. '

Making the hest

even
better!

79

Television Reviews
Continued from iiace 41 'I

ing his cameras through the crowded
studio to present a variety of shots.

Commercial, plugging Lady Borden's
Ice Cream, tied in neatly with the
show's format. Bob Wade's single

set was good; StaX.

HOBBV-tOBBY
With Dave Elman; BUest» : .

Producer: We« McKee
Director: Roger Muir
Writer: Elman
.SO IVIins.; Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
WN5T-NBC, N. X

. (Youne & Rubicom)
One of the chief faults found with

Dave Elman's "Hobby-Lobhy" show
when it toured the various radio

networkB several years ago wasUiat
too many of the hobbies demon-
strated needed some visual clarifioa-

tion. In transferring virtually the
same package to television, Elman:
has obtained that visual quality.

Whether the same format makes for

a good tele show, however, is . an-
other matter.

,j

Program, as preemed in the sec-

ond half of the General Foods slot

on WNBT Thursday f3) night, was
interesting enough. It will require
considerably more polish and pror
duction values, though, if it's to hold
on as permanent video fare. Evi-
dently believing that the tele me-
dium in and of itself was enough
background for the show, Elman and
Young & Rubicam producer Wes
McKee seemed to have forgotten
that tele presents its own problems.
As a result, Elman was often talking
before he appeared- on screen as he
roved from one set to another, some
ot the guests were left standing be
wilderedly idle after they'd finished
their stints, etc.

Elman handled himself well be:

fore the cameras and, with the aid

of his hobbyists, managed to hold
the viewers' interest. Show started
slowly with a demonstration of old
timepieces but' gained tempo rapidly
as Elman introed a trick typist who
made like Bill Robinson's tapping
feet and another .guy who owned the
calico robe in which George Wash
ington died, including some of the
alleged Washington . blood that
stained the robe.

JL^nable to influence any of its in
dividual member comimnies to bank'
roll the show, G-F took it on as an
institutional plug. Commercials,
consequently, were confined to the
opening and closing , credits. NBC
director Roger Muir handled his end
of the work well. Stal.

NOW-
along with

"The Texas Rangers"

A sure-fire give-away or

telf-liquidating offer I At-

tractive48-page6 ofOr^raaJ

Songs Tim Texat Rangers

Sing and scrap-book album;

Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!,

Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR I. CHURCH

. PRODUCTION
PICKWICK HOTIl, KANSAS CITY 6, MO

Radio Gossip Platter Cut
By Denver Post Air Critic

Hollywood, July 8.

This should be known as the critic
takes a chance,

'Backstage in Radio," new platter
show, is being whipped up here by
Ken White, radio editor of the Den-
ver Post, and Mai Boyd, radio and
film promotional liaison, with the
latter doing the producing.

Idea combines ether biz patter
a la, the Hollywood film patter shows
with interviews and a "radiotorial,"
all on

. a national basis. Initial test
disk has been made here and White
is ready to fly in.; for other record-
ing sessions if necessary.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Coast RDG Bides Thne
^

Hollywood, July 8.

Radio Directors Guild at a meet-
ing last (Monday) night decided to

Wait the arrival from . N. Y. of a
strategy committee of the N. Y. lo-

cal before voting on whether to sus-.

tain the eastern group.
Members' here want to know more

about the national negotiating com-
mittee before taking steps. Eastern
committeemen are due shortly.

• St. Xouis-^KXOK, which sponsors
a safety program tagged "So It Can't
Happen To You," last week dished
out ''Safe-Courteous" awards to 68

St. Louis autoists. Winners are se-

lected by a committee of 12 safety

conscious natives who ob.serve acts

of safety and courtesy on the city

streets. These are reported to a

jury of thr-ee which make the final

selections. Latest recipient of an
award is Mrs. Virginia Sexton, wife
of Jack Sexton, program director at

KMOX.

Pittsbureh—Harold Goldstein, for-

mer .head. .Of JKCAK. i:ontiniiity_(ie-

partment and more recently a free-

lance writer, has been named head
of production at WLOA, new station

in Braddock. Otto Krenn, al.so a

WCAE alumnus, has been appointed
program director and chief an-
nouncer. R.iy Scott, WCAE spieler,

has landed a five-times weekly news
broadcast, with a wine company do-
mg the bankrolling. Town's first

side-saddle disk jockey is Jane Gib-
son, who's had platters added to her

daily 'Women's Exchange" chat-

chat program on KQV,
Cleveland>-.-Studebaker Corp. has

renewed "Personalities in the News"
on WTAM for the remainder of. the
year. Five-minute stint, 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday has been on
since Oct., 1945. Having successfully
completed a 13-week stint, Jim
Brown Stores has signed Jim Chap-
man; the "Modern Farmer" tor 39
weeks, Monday, through Saturday,
from 6 to 6:45 a.m.

Murdoch also hit at the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, central body
for Canadian indie airmen, as an
organization which had never been
able to agree on a policy with AFM.

Philadelphia^Peter Roberts, with
KXW since 1942 as staff announcer,
has resigned to take staff announc-
ing post with NBC in New York.

Salt Lake CHy-^Slow down in re-
tail business is being met with heavy
load of spot announcements promot-
ing"Dowmtow'n Days" " ."

.

Variefy. July 2. 1947

New Act

WOR
Continued from page 69

World's e.t. customers to "come
over" and it's expected the World
pressing plant turning out WOR's
disks will limit its output to these

orders and its own library.

Muzak is .said also to : want to

withdraw from the *.t. field and
confine itself to its piped-music
operation. •

WHN is understood to be blue-

printing plans to invest approxi-

mately $500,000 into new equipment
and redecorating in connection with

its move into the Fifth Ave. quar-

ters, which wiU give the indie con-

siderably more floor s.pace. Loew's
is expected to take over WHN's
present offices and studios for other

operations.

It's expected MOM Records will

Use the new WHN studios for some
of its- platter-cutting sessions.

World Broadcasting, incidentally,

has a ne-w general manager, Alfred

J. Kendnck having been named, to

the post by Decca prexy Jack Kapp.

BERYL DAVIS
Songs
7 Mins.
Strand, N. Y;

Beryl Davis is a definite hew
song personality, wHettier for
theatres or smart cafes. And for
radio and records there can be
no questioning those media as
being her forte right now. She's,

got a voice, has this attractive
brunet from England, and it's

pleasant surprise to find, for a
change, a singer who uses a
mike but certainly manifests
enough to Indicate that, if need
be, she can do without it.

This is Miss Davis' first major
inperson engagement in Amer-
ica . . . But that voice, with its

careful phrasing and lyricizing

of ballad or rhythm numbers
(both of which she does well),

captures her audience from
the moment she walks on. An
excellent taste in gowning is no
small factor in her elicit,

There's no doubt though of

the immediate impression she
registers with the song because
of straight ability . . . Her inter-

pretation of "Love You" is really

socko. "Sunday Kind of Love'"

she whams over, a No. 1 sock by
a No. 1 songstress. With time
her RCA Victor disks should
prove another plus factor. Kahn.

"When he itarted trainlnit on Wheaties we had to switch to a boiler."

MANA6EMINT

30 ROCKEKUm PIAZA, NIW YORK
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Feist Sued On Basb of BMI-<ASCAP

Smt Decision Over Plug of Score
- Portion of the decision haaded-f

down in New York two years or so

ago by Justice Ferdinand Pecora- in

the suit by Broadcast Music and E.

B. Marks Music vs. the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers is the basis ot a suit

filed in N. Y. recently by song-

writers Frederick Loewe and Alan
Jay Lerner against Feist Music. In
his decision, Justice' Pecora . stated

that a publisher, in accepting a song
lor publication, is "obligated" to the
writer; that he is a sort of trustee

of the latter's interests, and is bound
to do his utmost 'in the writer's be-

half.

This statement is used by Fitelson

.St Miiyers, attorneys for Loewe and
X^rner, as the basis of a unique ac?

• tion by the pair against Feist, whic h,

in gist," accuses Feist of failing to

exert its promised utmost in ex-
ploiting the score of the musical
"Day Before Spring." In their suit,

Loewe and Lerner ask (1) for the
return of the copyrights and (2) for

monetary damages growing out of

Feist's failure to "plug" the sspre as

they thought it should '- have been
pushed.

. Latter part . of the case is also

unique though there have been prior

cases based on similar ideas. How
80 intangible a thing as flnancial

damage could be ascertained in re-

gard* to the hit possibilities in an
untried song is interesting to the-

atrical attorneys, since even the best
"experts" couldn't know utiti] a tune
be-:ame a hit or failed.

sFeist's general professional man-
ager Harry Link is supposed to have
paid $5,000 advance for- the score
and his contract is claimed to have
called for him to "work on" at least

five tunes from the show. He is to
• bi^xamined shortly, before trial of
' tlie action.

Loewe and Lerrier, incidentally,

are splitting up ,a°s a team. Their
current "Briggadoon"' score is per-
haps their last, unless the two have
other so far unpublished works

. completed.

Krnpa In Col. Pix
Gene Krupa's orchestra was signed

last week by Jonie Taps, of Colum-
bia Pictures, for a part in - the
studio's forthcopiing "Mary Lou."
.Krupa is now' at the Palladium
Bl'Hroom, Hollywood.
Columbia expects to sign several

move bands for musicals coming ujj
soon.

Yentura Band, Stewart

Into Chi's College Inn
Chicago, July 8.

McConkey Music Corp. this week

moved into what was strictly major

booking office territory by inking

an almost complete McConkey show

into the College Inn, Sherman hotel.

Charlie Ventura's orchestra opens

July '25 and Dick Stern, who han-

dled the deal, sold singer Jackie

Cain, and Ex-Gene Krupa vocalist.

Buddy Stewart in addition.

Policy is to feature currently pop-

ular recording favorites, and to use
a Windy City platter spinner as

emcee.

CAPITOL MAKES CAPITAL

OF ROSTER FOR BALLY
, Hollywood^ July 8,

Talent roster of Capitol Records is

increasingly being used by the com-

pany in a unique way—it approaches

being a stock company on almost

constant call for promotion use by

company clients, for house ballyhoo,

guest programs, trade and press

parties, and premieres. Cap, one of

the most publicity-conscious of all

diskers, even goes to the point o£

.

having ready at all times "A" and
"B" companies of its talent, avail-

able as outlined above at the drop
of a hint.

,

Among .the 'Vegulars comprising
the groups, are Peggy Lee, Andy
Russell, Margaret Whiting, Dave.
Barbour, Red Ingle, Jo Stafford, Hal
Derwin, Clark Dennis, Matt Dennis,

Tex Ritter, King Sisters, Stan Ken-
ton, King Cole Trio, Martha Tilton,

Merle .Travis and Cliffy Stone. And
occasionally even Johnny Mercer is

thrown in for good measure. '

Since a good portion of these
artists do a greater ; part of their

work in the Hollywood . area there's

always a presentable list available.

Their activities are, of course, con-
fined, to Coastal areas, but occasion-
ally inland jaunts, are possible. In
such cases requestees pay expenses.

Modem Disks, Carpenter

Split After Coin Hassles
Hollywood, July 8.

Modern Records, local odd-label,

and the Ike Carpenter orchestra

have split up, after long series of

wrangles, mostly over coin. Mod-
ern is reserving the right to market
a number of masters -as yet unre-

leased.

Climax to disagreements was
reached last week at a waxing ses-

sion just before Carpenter went
north for three weelts of vaude in

Pacific Northwest. •
:

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
' By George Frazier ' .

i
i-

Ellington%^s
To J-Yr. CoL Pact
Duke Ellington's orchestra prob-

ably will be signed later this week
to a contract with Columbia Records.
Ellington, ihis handlers,' the William
Morris agency, and Columbia's talent
and repertoire head, Manie Sacks,
have come to terms on a three-year
contract.

Details are undisclosed; it's, a safe

bet, however, othat they do not ap-
proach the deal Ellington got from
Musicratt, which could have' re-

turned the leader around $150,000
annually. He settled that contract
recently for $25,000, after having
been paid $45,000 in royalties, etc.

: Ellington's deal with Columbia
completes a switch of top Negro
orchestras and-brings him; back to. a
company to which he was tied for
a long time, until some years ago.

Last year Ellington moved out of

RCA-'Victor to go to Musicraft.
Later, Count Basic's orchestra moved
from Columbia to RCA to fill the
spot left by Ellington. Now Elling-

ton has moved into Basie's spot at

Columbia.

Marie Greene is apparently a girl

about whom we have had little

knowledge, But, Miss Greene sets us

straight rather handsomely this

week. Her Signature of "My Bill"

and "September Song" is a fine rec-

ord and one, we suspect, that
. wiH

not permit anyone who hears it to

forget her in a hurrjf. She's good. ,

Just what constitutes a sleeper,

we've never - been certain,- but it's

conceivable that this Signature is

one. In any event, Miss Greene pso-
jects these two standards like jet

propulsion. They're both takeij

slowlyc and without sugariness. In

'September," the band is led by
Dave Mann, who keeps the strings

subdued and pleasant. In "Bill," the

Merrymen provide the sensitive

background. Wemay be wrong, but

we think Marie Greene is quite a

vocal dish.

Nellie Lutcher ' is great, too, but

Jack Davis, head of Davis Music
Publishers .of Australia, planed
from London to New York yesterday
(Tuesday).

10 Bist Sellers on Coin-Maclunes

1. Peg O' My Heart <7) (Bobbin.).........
{ ?hTe°t^l^::::!f.rV^^^^^

2. Chi.Baba, Chi Baba (6) (Oxford)
j ^^Jif B^rSnV.;! i i ! ! iij:!?.?;

*. I wonder, I Wonder, (4) (Robbins)
| ^'pSr ido^ufea

Unusual RCA Dualing

Of Click Tunes By

3 Different Artists
RCA-Victor's pop-disk division

under Eli Oberstein has come up
with an unusual coupling of suc'

cersful tunes by three different
artists.

In recent months disks were mar.
keted by Perry Como, carrying "Chi.
Baba" on one side and "When You
Were Sweet Sixteen" on the other,

both of which are hits. Three Suns
came up with "Across the Alley
from the Alamo'* and "Peg O' My
Heart" backed up, and'Sammy Kaye
drew "Red Silk Stockings and
Green Perfume" and "That's My De-
sire" backed up.

Occasionally one artist on any
label will manage to get one hit

potential per disk,, but it's rare when
three on the same label wind* up
with both sides of one release carry.,

ing hits.

every day. Backing the "Feudin"*
number is a ballad, "How Can I Say
I Love You," which Gary Stevens
and the Moonlight Serenader.'j sing
pleasantly enough. Juke bOx lace is
"Feudin" and Fightin'," though.

Jack Smith joins with the' Clark
•Sisters and Earl Sheldon's band in
"Sweet Marie" and "The Turntable
Song" (Capitol). "Marie," a real
oldtimer, is being resurrected in
Warner Brothers' "Life With Father."
Smitli and company's adept handling,
and the fact that it's an altogether
hummable song, should help sales
considerably. Other side is regarded
in many quarters (especially Cap-
itol's) as amusing stuff, but you'll
pardon us if we're out to lunch
when it's played.

Wax Facts ..

The smaller Independent labels
probably aren't accorded the atten-

in an entirely different idiom. Like
|

tion they deserve by this depart

Julia Lee, Miss Lutchev sings and

Best Bets
Dance— "Fine Thing" , (Les

Brown), "There's That Lonely
Feeling Again" (Frankie Carle)

and "How Can I Say I Love
You" (Tex Beneke).
Folk—"I Hear You Talkin'

<Jimmy Wakely), and "Hard
Pain Blues" (T-Bone Walker).
Ballad—"My Bill"' and "Sep-

tember Song" (Marie Greene)
and "Smoke. Gets in 'JJour Eyes"
(Ray Dorey).
Hot—"He's a Real Gone Guy"

and "Let Me Love You Tonight"
(Nellie Lutcher) and "Blue Book
Boogie" and "That's the Way
She Feels" (Jesse Price).

plays piano,- but the similarity ends
there. Miss Lee is a pretty straight-

forward blues singer, with few frills

and vast artistic integrity, Miss
Lutcher, on the .9ther hand, is a

frisky performer who has plenty of , . . , _ „ ,

tricks and apparently is not above
! f^"^ .T!?^!..^,^'"-®.?'- ^Y^: ..X'^'i^l!""

ment, but the limitations of space
are the reason—that, and the re-

grettable fact that the smaller inde-
pendent labels ]ust don't produce
much exciting stuff. However, this

week's .dearth of releases enables us
to discuss a few independent issues

that have their points. On the Black
and White label, a girl named
Annette Warren does "How High the
Moon" and "Falling in Love Again"
quite promisingly. She tries a little

too hard, but there's a huskiness to

her . voice, that is quite appealing.

She . sounds worth following. Ac-
companiment is by Phil Moore and,
although, uneven, it demonstrates aij

altogether healthy disposition to

break away from the pat formula
that so many background groups are
jgoing in for these days... On the
same label, you'll find T-Bone
Walker, a outstanding blues singer,

;

doing ^'Hard Pain Blues" and "I'm
in An Awful Mood." He is given
excellent support by the Al Killtan
Quintet. . .Ca-Song is a label brand
new to us. but it makes a rather
good try with two sides by a Johnny
Blowers band--"Waiter-Pasta-Fazoo"

. . .„ ( Mills Bros, .Decca
4. Across Alley From Alamo (9) (Capitol).

^ woody Herman. . ..Columbia

5. Red Stocking, Green Pe're (4) (Morris). \ Ray McKlnley . . . .Miajestic

) Tony Pastor. ;. ... .Columbia

: . .Decca
.. .M-G-M

7. That's My Desire (13) (Mill.s> <
Frankie Laine Mercury

I Sammy Kaye .Victor

6. Mam'selle (6) (Feist) \
Haymes.

- ' ( Art Lund. ...

8. Sunday Kind, of Love. (10) (Maurice), ( Jo Stafford .Capitol

\ Claude Thornhill. .Columbia

9. When Were .Sweet 16 (1) tSh4piro-B). . Perry Como Victor

10. Feudin' and Fightin' (1) (Chappell).. .. Dorothy Shay Columbia

Coming Up
Temptation (Robljins) Ingle-Stafford... .-...Capitol

Ivy (Burke-VH)
1 v '^"'.^

' Vaughn Monroe. .... .Victor

Midnight Masquerade (S:«B).

Tallahassee (Famous)

i
Eddy Howard ..Majestic

!
: • .- • (Satiimy:Kaye; Victor

t Bing Crosby, . .. 4 . . . .Decca,

j Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra) ....... . Tommy Dorsey. ,., . sViCtor

Stella By Starlight (Beverly) (
Frank Sinatra Columbia

) Dick Haymes. . .. .Decca

My Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH). ( Tex Beneke Victor
* '

I
Ray Noblo. . . ... . . .Columbia

Dre,ams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion ).. i .. ,, Vaughn Monroe...... Victor

When I Write'My. Song' (Exclusive). Herb Jeffries. . , Exclusive

After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms ) . . . ... Sammy Kaye . . . i . ... ,. Victor

That's Where; Came. In (Bobbins,. l^^Z^'--.S^
1 Believe (Sinatra)

! A?mt/o«gV.^°!"v^?

Time After Time (Sinatra)
llZ^y'^"^^!^: I '^^'^T^^^^

Old Devil Moon (Crawford)..-
1 S^WTva^.^^^ar

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH)

.

( Tex Beneke Victor

i
Harry James. . . .Columbia

JIMMYMcHUGHJR.IS

NAMED MCA YEEPEE
Hollywood, July 8.

Jimmy McHugh, Jr., has been
elected a veepee of Music Corp. of

America. He currently heads MCA
London office. v' .

McHugh started as office boy with
MCA nine years ago and prior to

the war was with the Beverly Hills

office. He was detailed to London
after service in the Army.

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending June 26)

Loudon, June 27.

Gal in Calico. . .. ..... .'.Feldman
Marianne ......... Southern
Among My .Souvenirs. . . .Wright
Try £jittle Tenderness Connelly
People Will Say.... Chappell
You Went Away . . . . , .Box & Cox .

Hov» Lucky You Are Kassner
Anniversary Song Connelly
Suft in the Morning. . .Chappell
April Showers. . . ... . . .Chappell
Time AEter Time; ... . .. . .Morris
Beautiful Morning . . .Chappell

Second 12
Dear Old' Donegal .Leeds
Violelta . ..... .Dix
Harriet K. Prowse

• Old' Lamplighter. Dash
Heartaches Connelly
Old Sorrento. .. ......... Ricordi
Star.s Will Remember. Feldman
Imuginez ; .Noel Gay
Linda ......... .New World
Lovely Day , . Chappell
Up in the Morning. . . , Chappell
Oh, But I Do .Feldman

using them. But this is no slam' at

her. She is a flrst-rate performer.
Her coupling of "Let Me Love You
Tonight" and "He's a Real Gone
Guy" pj:ove that point. "Let Me
Love 'You," a derivaWon from the
Latin-American "Ne Te Importe
Saber" (which Bing Crosby recorded
a few years back) is taken at a slow,
tempo. Beat is ju.st about as insistent

as you'll find on an.y disjc this week.
In "Gone Guy" the beat is just as in-

sistent, but faster. - And here she
plays fine pjano to boot. As for Miss
Lutcher's singing, it is, for all its

obvious stylization. extremely effec-

tive. •

^

All in all, Mis.s Lutcher soundu to
us a little bit like Mel Torme would
sound if, he had any great gift

(which, if he has. he should stop
keeping it a secret). This Lutcher
coupling sounds like a cinch for
race spots and for spinning by the
more aware jocks, but it's general
is appeal is limited.

Frankie "^Jarle is really a pretty
capable man with that band of his;

week in, week out, he turns in some
of the most con.sistent work in the
music business. This week he is out
on Columbia with "There's That
Lonely Feeling Again" and "Lazy,
Mood," both slow ballads and
extremely agreeable jobs. What ap-
peals to us about Carle's waxings is

that he rarely tries' to get fancy,
Marjorie Hughes sings "Feeling"
quite well indeed, and the same can
be said of Gregg Lawrence's work in

"Mood." There's nothing sensational
about either face, but they should
do a commendable business in all the
.summer resort coin-machines.

Jimmy Wakely, the Western
singer, does a neat job on "I Hear
You Talkiif " (Capitol), which seemed
to this corner a rather dull number.

and herein. Ues the main' interest--*

are .by Delores Martin -of- the
"Finian's Bainbow" company. Sha

Suggested Programs
"Sometimes I'm Happy"—Ben-

ny Goodman (Victor)..

"Speak to Me of ; Love"—
Monica Lewis (Signature).

"Stardust — Jack Jenney
(Okeh).
"Never Swat a Fly"—McKin-

ney's Cotton Pickers (Victor).

"Ace in the Hole" ^ Red
McKenzie (National).

"There's That Lonely Feeling
Again"— Frankie Carle (Co-
(Columbia)

.

"I Can't Get Started"-»Bunny
Berigan (Vocalion).

Program No. 2
(For Men Only)

"The Best Man"—Les Brown
Columbia).

"I Must Have That Man"—

.

Billie Holiday <Columbia).
"The Man I Love"-^Eddie

Condon (Decca).
"You Can't Get i Man With a

Gun'^—Ethel Merman (Decca).

"or Man River"—Red Allen
(Okeh).
'"Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man"—

Margaret Whiting (Capitol).

"Man Here Plays Fine Piano"
—Benny Goodman (Columbia).

might work out okay on records,

but they should give her better

material. . .DeLuxe offers Ted Marfn
singing with Emil Coleman's band.

Tunes are "Softly As in a Morning
Sunrise" and "I Was Waiting for a

Dream.". Martin is something less

On the other side, he does a thing ^i " ?ff«'="l«'^' t , .J U
Of his own called "Song of h^ ^^'^^^^n*""
Sierras." Of it, Capitol's publicity I

^^''^ .' D^eam '^apparently a new

department says: '^'Weste^n iJ^l^A^^-^.^^^^^Zr^
agree that (it) may well become al -'i ia^
classic ot its kind.'.'. Wakely's a good '

man and Capitol's flacks are pretty
bright, boys, but who's kidding who,
pardner? As tar as we're concerned.
"Song of the Sierras" went tlrat-a-

way.

Tex Beneke takes a Dorothy Shay

Dorey, are on tap this

week. Farney does "Too Marvelous
for Words" and "Tenderly" to the

background of Paul Baron's band.

Unfortunately, he sings "Too Marvel-
ous" too slow for' effectiveness. Other

side's ttttter. Dorey gets an even

split too. One face, "Smoke Gets in

specialty, "Feudin' and Fightin'," for, Your Eyes," is fine; other, "There's
one of his Victor sides this week. He ' a Train Out for Dreamland." is

and the Moonlight Serenaders do awful. Les Brown has two really
an appropriately vigorous vocal, fine sides in his Columbia coupling
Beneke, by the way, is getting to of "Fine Thing" and "Oh. Mv Aehin'
sound more like Johnny Mercer

, Heart." These constitute A-1 disks.
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RCA-Victor Takes New Stance In

Repeated Release Date Disputes

Constant snarl between music pub-+-

^^'T:SZ'i:r:"::Z'' Nonce» U Whal

SDd the frequent violation of them

by ^iskers, took a new tack last

^eek< Eli Oberstein, head of RCA-
• Victor artists and repertoire division,

, threw the situation, in so far as it

applies to publishers of tunes stem-

ming from pictmes, back at the

latter. In the future, he states, RCA
will abide by all release dates im-

printed on new songs by pubs, but,

«t the same time; he's going to hold
•

to those dates when a film company

defers the general release of a film

lind the publishers of the tunes there-

in make an attempt to defer the disk

iiebut .of the songs.

' Oberstein asserts that the onus is

always on the' recording company

when one jumps a release date otj-

a song, but when a publisher oc-

casionally sets back a previously

'fixed date to coincide with the de-

ferred release ol a film, .the diskers

can't squawk. He asserts that such

.practices make a muddle out of

"schedules all tht way dbwn the line,

from the actual yanking of the disks

from already printed release schedr

uies to the temporary sidetracking

Of expensive promotion and exploi-

tation put behind them. He there-

fore will refuse to delay tunes in

£uch circumstances hereafter, cling-

ing always to the original release

,^ date.;"

Oberstejh pointed to' a tune called

"Stanley Steamer," from M-G's
"Spring Holiday" ("Ah, Wilderness").

Se had it recorded by Tony Martin

and the tune was selected because it

fitted into a certain pattern of Mar^

It Is to Baton at Carnegie
Carnegie Hall, New York, went

through a new experience last

week, after having become quite ac-

customed to the blasting of swing
and jazii bands within its hallowed
halls. Latest experience found
Sammy Kaye's sweet band set for

the finals of Kaye's second annual
nationwide "So You Want To Lead
a Band" contest.

Runoflf of the finals of the idea

which Kaye has developed into a

strong b.o. gimmick was conducted
with all the pomp and ceremony of

a New York PhjUharmonic concert.

And it turned up Rod Andrew, 17-

year-old Dayton schoolboy, as top
man with the guest wand. He won a
string of donated prizes as long as

his conducting arm, starting with
$500 in cash, . a three-w^ek all-ex-

pense trip to the West' Indies, an
RCA television set, etc. He won
out over a TO^year-old grandma
from San Francisco, one of four
sectional finalists.

HotelEdisoa^)^^

Maps Expansion

WName^^^F
Edison hotel. New York, apparfint-

tin releases. Robbins Music, which
j

ly intends going into a bigger name
published the tune, asked a delay on
it just prior to its release and gum-
jped up Victor^s entire schedule.

Dismissal Denied In

Peer Song Action Vs.

Disney, Santly-Joy
Walt Disney Productions and

Santly-Joy last week failed to win

dismissal of a complaint filed against

then) in Federal Court by gouthfern

Music in connection with publication
rights to the score by Ray Gilbert
for the Disney film, "Son of the
South." Defendants argued that the
court lacked jurisdiction but this
was denied by Judge Henry W.
Goddard. ,

Southern claims the rights under
two written contracts. First, dated
Feb. 23, 1943, provided for Southern
to retain exclusive publishing rights
to tunes written for Disney pictures.
Other pact was made .between Peer
International, Disney and Gilbert on
June 24, 1943, whereby Peer agreed
to release Gilbert to Disney for a
Mngwriting job. However, one con-
dition was that Disney would assign
exclusive publi.'shing rights to Peer
on Gilbert's tunes.

Charging that Gilbert wrote three
numbers for "Song of the South,"
oouthern claims Disney violated the
agreBment by copyrighting "Sooner
or Later," "Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Da," and
Jiverybody Has a Laughing Place"

, name and assigning the
publishing rights to Santly-Joy.
Disney made a general denial of
southern's allegations and counter-

. Claimed for .$600,000 damages against
southern for failure to properly
exploit and publish other tunes
under the Feb., 1943, contract.

Lang Joins Fisher Co.
Reactivation of the Fred Fisher

music catalog was further strength-
ened last week with the advent of
J-narlie Lang to the firm as general
manager. Previously, Marvin Fisher,
who had been working for some
ii.ine as a contactman for other
Publishers, had taken over his
mother's catalog as professional man-
ager.

Fi.sher's brother, Danny Fisher, is'

Handling the firm's Coast interest,
and s Chicago man will be added.

policy than one now prevailing, in

its Green Room. Ho.'itelry is plan-
ning to reopen the room that housed
the Folies Bergere nitery a few sea-

sons back and is supposed to have
made a bid for- Tommy Dorsey's
orchestra to ''open it in September,
which would be just about the time
Dorsey is due in N. Y. with his band
to help launch the first of his trans-

scribed disk-jockey shows over
WMCA. N. Y.

In moving its band policy to the
larger room, the Edison intends

keeping the current Green Room,
which housed Blue Barron's orches-
tra most of the past winter, in opera-

tion. A small cocktail combo would
be spotted thei'e.

Meanwhile, the Blue Room of the
nearby Lincoln hotel, also a name
band spot but one that used more
expensive, swing style bands before

and during the war, remains closed.

This spot shuttered for refurbishing

last year and just before it was to

have resumed it was Hooded due to

a broken pipe, and all the newly in-

stalled furnishings were ruined.

Both the Edison and Lincoln are

Maria Kramer operations.

T S[Em
II RECORD BIZ

James C. Petrillo's testimony Mon-
day (7),- Washington, D.C, during
hearings on a Congressional ' inves-
tigation into the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, at least gave re-

cording companies a clearer inkling
as to his intentions when the current
contract between them expires. Pe-
trillo made it clear to his questioners
that it is at the moment the inten-

tion of the APM not to renew the
current contractwith the disk man-
ufacturers, an agreement which de-

mands a royalty to the union pay-
ment on each recording sold. . This
clause is outlawed, by the T^t-Hsrtr
ley law. •

.

Petrillo also reiterated his recent
statement, made , at . the American
Federation of Musicians convention
in Detroit, that the AFM was study-
ing the possibilities of itself going
into the recording business, after it

had pulled its men off disking jobs.

So far, Petrillo statements in D. C.

have apparently made little impres-
sion on the. disK manufacturers.
They fully expect Petrillo tovrefuse

to renew the. contract now in force,

and it's a safe bet that the legal

staffs of all are delving deeply into

the' provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Act to determine to what extent

the law can effect a Petrillo move
in that direction..

As for the AFM going into the

disk business itself, virtually all

companies feel it's unlikely because
of the difficulties in establi.shing

such a setup. In addition, to sell re-

cordings, as most indie manufactur-
ers have found out since the end
of the war, requires good tunes,

firstly, backed by name artistsi And
since these artists are all under con-
tract to major companies—contracts

which aren't likely to be disturbed
by any Petrillo ruling against re-

cordings-^they're unafraid of Petril-

lo's plans.

Meanwhile, none of the companies
seems to be scheduling any extra
disk s'ession$ to stock up against a

po.ssible strike, although it's prob-
able that they will as the expiration

date of the contracts draws near.

Most of the majors are loaded with
material, some, asserting they could
go on releasing material for three
to four years if a strike was called

immediately.

HOLIDAY BIZ STRONG IN

EASTERN DANCE DATES
One-night and location biz in

dance dates all over the east did
fairly well over the long holiday
weekend, with generally good
weather helping to swell the take,

individual reports from various
operators did not indicate one bad
date, although there were a number
which barely broke even. Majority,

however, particularly the shore
spots, did well. \

In virtually all instances, how-
ever, the expected business on
Thursday (3). did not ,

materialize.

Apparently many in the eastern one-
night territoi'y were preparing for a

weekend trek and b.o. totals were
light in comparison to expectations.

Even shore locations : got the same
drubbing.

Jo Stafford's New Deal
Jo Stafford . and Capitol Records

have agreed to a new contract to re-

place one soon to expire. Singer is

now in New York and probably

won't actually sign untilJier return

to the Coast.

Wonders Leaves

GAC for Spike
Hollywood, July 8.

Long speculation as to the position

of Ralph Wonders with General Art-*

ists Corp., following the recent
switch of Spike Jones from that

agency to Music Corp. of America,
was resolved ]a.st week. Wonders
quit to become personal manager of

Jone-s' orche.stra.

Wonders, long head of the GAC
Coast office and said to have been a
v.p. of the firm, had been taking

care of Jones' bookings and business

for some time, spending all of his

time with the combo when it was on
the road. When Jones switched to

MCA several months back, after

years with GAC without a contract,

there was considerablie speculation as

to how Wonders would move, parties

ularly Since it has been no secret

that Milton Krasny, GAC general

manager, took over as head of the

Coast office of the agency last year.-

Wonders' split with GAC is .said to

be amicable. He arranged it with

GAC prez Thomas G, Rockwell,

now here on his semi-annual visit to

his Coast office. Wonders was. with

GAC 11 years.

Precedent-Making Decision Cuts

Sam Fox's ASCAP Obfagation to Palma

Joe Higfiins Joins GAC

St. L Diskbox Distrib

Clipped on Tax Rap
St. Louis, July 8.

Lee W. Turner, diskbox machine
distributor here, last week was fined

$7,500 by U. S. District Judge George
H. Moore when he pleaded nolo
contendere to three income tax eva-
sion charges. His attorney told the
court Turner had paid $46,000 to the

Internal Revenue Collector, repre-

senting the entire amount of delin-

quent 'taxes, penalty and interest

claimed by the Government.

. Indictment against Turner, charged
that for 1942 he paid a tax of $720

on a reported income of $4,850,

whereas his pctual income was $20,-

4,'50, on which he should have paid

$6,740. In 1943, the indictment

charged. Turner paid $8,580 on a re-

ported income of $21,690, but he
should have paid $16,830 on $34,790.

In 1944,. he was charged with having
paid only $10,940 on a reported in-

come of $26,480, whereas. he should
have paid J24,730 on an income of

$50,450. Jud^e Moore assessed a fine

of $2,500 ' on each count of the in-

dictment., . ,

f. After seven months' deliberation
Judge Henry- W. Goddard in N. Y.
federal court, ' in a novel decision,

.•sustained the objections of the Sam:
Fox Pub. Co. to a master's award
of ASCAP and synchronization fees

to Frank J. Palma, Jr. and Stanley
Warner. Palma and Warher insti-

tuted suit against Pox, on a contract
bf March 20, 1928<. under which they
vested in Fox the compositions in

the catalog of Palma Music,
Chicago jpub company. The principal :

I

dispute w^as over the proper alloca-
tion of ASCAP and synchronization
fees to the Palma compositions,
which had been calmbined with the
Fox catalog. After hearings ex-
tending over three years, the master
awarded plaintiffs, from 1928 to

date, $22,040.72 as ASCAP fees and;
$18,750.66 as synchroiiissation fees.-

Leonard Zissu appeared 'for plain-
tiffs and Fitelson & Mayers for Fox.
Julian T. Abeles was called, in as
counsel for Fox upon plaintiffs'

motion before Judge Goddard to

confirm the master's award.
The question whether the alloca-

tion of such fees should be on an ;

availability basis (in proportion to!

the total compositions made avail-:

able; for use) or on an actual use^

basis, has been a moot question for

which there is no prior legal prece-
dent. The master determined that
payment should be on the basis of
the number of principal composi-
tions made available for use, regard*
less of the extent of such use. Judge
Goddard sustained Abeles' argu-
ment, that as ASCAP has kept a
record of the important radio per-
formances from 1936 to date, such
performances should be the proper
basis for computation, and only
awarded $2,168.06 and interest,

which Fox conceded to be due for
that period. Judge Goddard said,

"The master's refusal to use actual
performance records -for 1936 to
date is not justified, for the records
themselves are the be.st evidence
of the performance value of the
plaintiffs' catalog for the period."
For the ASCAP pe -iod from 1928

to 1936, Judge Goddard remanded
the matter to the master for a
proper calculation.

It was Abeies' argument that such
a calculation w«uld only show

European Trip'

By ASCAP Reps

Cues Big Question
Contingent of American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publi.shers

representatives, who went to Lon-
don earlier this^^/nonth to attend the
International Congress of Copn-
po.sers. Authors and Publishers, only
to file ASCAP's resignation from the

group, will be "back in New York
next Wednesday (16). Meanwhile,
there have been quite a few ques-
tions asked in New Yorlc as to why
ASCAP footed the bill for nine
people to make the trip to Europe
when it knew in advance that the

only business the Society -would
|

!i>'4fil.55- and interest for that period,

enter into at the meet was to re-sign The Judge likewise sustained Abeles'

immediately upon the opening of the I

contention that the master's basis

convention, as a means of circum- !
of calculation of the synchronization

Joe Higgins joined the General

Artists Corp band dept. last week.

HiggiftS is slated to spend a good

deal of time on the road selling to

southern ;locations and one-nighters.

Before joining GAC, Higgins was

with Ralph Weinberg, Bluefield, W.

Va., promoter, and prior to that was

With the Moe Gale agency*

venting a suit by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Justice. Latter accused
ASCAP, through its ICAC member-
ship,' of being party to a world-
wide cartel on music. '

;

Answer to the reason that such a

large group went overseas for such
a brief* attendance was (a) the So-
ciety was requested to make a for-

midable showing dfespite its inten-

tions, and (b) regardless of whether
or not ASCAP intended to resign

from the International Congress it

still has reciprocal rights contracts

with a majority of the individual

members and had certain business

to clear up with each.

Of the group that went over, in-

cluding Mr. and Mrs. Deems Taylor,

Mr. and Mrs, Richard Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Finkelstein, Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Downey and Ru-
dolph Nissim. ASCAP foreign ex-
pert, all get back/ next week except-
ing Nissim; He'll remain for a while
on business.

RCA SETS PRIMA

TO 2-YEAR PACT
Louis Prima's orchestra was

signed to an RCA-Victor recording
contract last week, capping a series

of negotiations following Prima's
cutting of former ties with Majestic

Records. Leader signed a two-year
deal, effective Monday (7), which put

him back with Eli Oberstein, RGA
artists and repertoire head, who had
started Prima on his old Hit libel,

subsequently sold to Majectic.

Prima's contract with Majectic ex-

pired the middle of last week. He
had given the company 30 days' no-

tice, a."; per one of its clauses. His

first di.sk.s for RCA will be made in

New York later this month.

fees was in error, and remanded the
matter for a proper calculation.

Attorney argued that such a calcula-

tion would show that plaintiffs had
been paid in full fOr all 'synchroni-
zation fees on a proper calculation
of a per use basis. This novel deci-
sion will, create a formula for all

future allocations- of such fees, and
will be determinative of a number
of other pending controversies.

Salmon Awarded $800

By AFM in Tussle On

Cancelled Kenton Date
Dave Salmon, Syracuse one-night

promoter, emerged victorious over
General Artists Corp., la.st week in

a dispute with that agency 'over »
cancelled one-nighter by Stan Ken-
ton's band. American Federation of

Musicians executive board, during
its I'ecent convention in Detroit,

ruled that the agency must pay the
promoter $800 to reimburse him for

expenses incurred for explojtin.g

and other arrangements made ta
handle the cancelled date.

It all arose when the Paramount
theatre, N. Y;, moved Kenton's de-
but there up one . week earlier last

October. To do so Kenton and GAC
were forced to cancel a week of

one-nighters, one of which was held
by Salmon. He refused at first to

let Kenton out, but later agreed if

GAC would reimburse him for ex-
penses. GAC agreed, but changed
Its mind when Salmon asked for
$2,500, including $1,500 for "good-
will" of disappointed patrons.
Salmon filed a civil suit against the
leader and the,, agency, which th»
AFM nipped by threatening to lift

,

the promoter's license. Salmon then
agreed to trial before the AFM.
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On The Upbeat

Hollywood
Red Norvo finally has sweated out

full-membership card in Musicians'

Local 47; formed a six-piece combo
and will open at Socage July 15.

Phil Moore's combo current there...

Benny. Carter's new seven-pieoer,

now ensconced at Billy Berg's, em"
braces flocls of stylish sidemen: Dodo
Marmarosa, drums; Lucky Thomp-
son, tenor;, *Henry Coker, trom;
Tommy Moultrie, bass; Henry Tuck-
er, drums; Paar Jones, trumpet...
Jack Kurtze now handling band
booking for Frederick Bros.' local

outpost. . .Will • Osborne last niglit

(«) started stand . at Aragon ball-

room, sharing stand with Jack Bar-
rows' crew. i iJohnny White's crew
this week started indef stay at Hi-
Life, Las Vegas.

New York
Lynne Barrett jolnefi ViC Lom-

bardo orchestra as vpcalist; she

formerly was member of Copa, New
York nitery

""

show. . : .Joe • Galkin

added management of Blue Barron

orchestra to handling of Tommy
Tucker. . . Harry Romm and famr

ily headed for Coast Friday (11) ; . .

.

Bernie Scherer took over Ben

Bloom's spot as professional man-
ager of Advanced Music. ., .Robbins
Music continued sweep of first

three slots on Hit Parade last Sat-

urday for^second week in row. ...

Peter Potter recording a kiddie al>

bum for Majestic; he's Hollywood
disk jockey . . . . Kenny Marshall
joined Bill McCune band at Pelham
Heath Inn as vocalist .... Leon
Magerian, trumpeter, joined Jean
Goldliette orchestra at Hamid's
Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City

, , .Decca reissuing a stack of Vin»
c'ente Gomez guitlnr albums.
Tony Bari, who recently warbled

"Mama" and "Tango of Roses" lor
Apollo, donating part of his roy-
alties to the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund. . . Judith Arlen taking over

' at the Bagatelle, N. Y., while Dor-
othy Ross vacations .... "Zep"'
Meissner's Dixielanc" arrangements
being published in a pop edition for

the fitst time by Mills 'Music. .

;

New York Record Retailers Assn.
leased Manhattan Center, N. Y., for

a- September show—it's first official

function. Top disk artists are slated
to be on hand. . . .Eddy Kogers tran-
scribed several Mills standards in-

cluding "Margie," "Star Dust," etc.,

for the violin. ...Carl Bris^on opens
at Giro's, Hollywood,. July 11. •

Chicago
. Chicago, July 8. •

Dick Jur^ens band renewed at

Aragon Ballroom until first week in
August. ..Mercury Records signed
Marty Gould orchestra to cut quar-
tet of sides. Band is now supporting
Danny Thomas show at Chez Paree
. . . Art Kassell one-nights into Chi-
cago after closing Elitch's Gardens,
Denver, July 17. . .Entertainment
Managers' Assn. holding annual out*
ing July 10 at St. Andrew's Golf
Club. Group is composed of actors'

agents, bookers and managers...
Lionel Hampton took time off from
chores at Oriental theatre to offici-

ate at ceremonies of opening of new
South side colored children's play-
ground. . .Harry Cool into Planta-
tion Club, Nashville, Aug. 2S. . .Anita
O'Day; at Jumptown, local jazz spot

(Contimied on page 85)

Akron's Teen-Agers Get
Break at Special Hops

Akron, July 8.

Civic leaders are following with

interest . the policy, of Moonlight

Gardens, ballroom two miles south

of Akron which is holding a "teen-

agers" dance every Wednesday

night. No beer, wine, or liquor is

served at these affairs.

Carl Deason, owner, and Ray

Youngfflesh, manager, were inspired

by a letter to the editor, published

in the Akron Beacon-Journal, which
complained .that .te.en-agers have no
place to go "for good clean fun;" :.

'Music for ^founded'

Benefit Draws Fair

19G At H'wood Bowl
Hollywood, July 8.

American Federation of Musicians'

Local 47 netted $19,000 at its "Music
For the Wounded" benefit jn Holly-

wood Bowl la.st Wednesday (2),

down from its grab of $27,000 last

yeiar and $24,000 in 1945, when
stunt first flowered. Funds will be
used to pay 47 members at scale to

tinkle oft everything from boogie
to Bach in veterans' hospitals

through this area.

Lineup at benefit included Jack
Haley, Red Skelton, Dave Forrester,

Edgar Bergen, Irving Berlin, Jimmy
Durante, Virginia O'Brien, Ed Gard-
ner, G^^ Aatgy, prances Lang-
ford, Fratik Sinatra, Danny Kaye,
Frankie Laine, Pat McGeehan, Val
Delmar, J e f f A 1 e x a n d e r, Jerry
Vaughn, Matty Malneck, Carl Cot-
ner, Mark Wa'rnow, Roy Bargy, Ed-
die Paul, 'Axel Stordahl, Carmen
Dragon, Harry Geljer and _ Alfred
WaUenstein and 175-piece symph.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Band . Hotel I>I»y«d

Sammy
,
Kay«. . . . Astor Hoof (850; $1*$1.25) , ..... 3

Griff Williams*. ..Waldorf (400; $2) 7

Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (800; tl-$1.50)...^...., 2

Vic Lombardo* . . .New Yorker (400; $1..$1.50) . , 7

Johnny Pineapple.Lexington (300; $1-|1.50) , , . , 33

Coven Total
J'ast Covsn
Woek Onllato
3,675 12,025
2,850

1,550

1,275

050

22,179

4,575

9,975

32,025

Indtcotes Floor Show at Waldorf with, Phil Befiran. Ift Revut at New
yorker.

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Under the

big top revue. With 10,000 Klwanis Club memibers here steady rush,
crisp 3,500,

Henry Bttss« (Marine Room, Sd'gewater:, Beach; 700; $l;5Q-$2.50 - tnin,V,

Favorable weather had Beach Walk attracting handsome crowds for va-
riety show for slight boost 4,300.

Jack Fina (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Entire show with
Herb Shriner in la.st lap not bad 3,300.

Vide Mnsso (College Inn, Sherman; 900;' $2-$3,50 min.). Joe Mooriey
and June Christy at helm playing to what's left of young crowd now
vacationing and away for Fourth. Still hot 4,900. ,

Log Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambas-sador; 900; $1-$1.50). Town likes Howard and he's

approximating the.biz Freddy Martin did through six years. Around 3,000
tabs,. 'elegant,-' .

Snis Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Very nice 2,600 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Miirty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Danny Thomas responsible
for overflowing ropes up biz .seven nights a week doing torrid 6,100.

Dick Jurgens (Aragon} $0.90-'$1.15 adm.). One-nighter by Charley Spl-
vak on Sa.turday raised week to rousing 18,200^

Georgre Olsen (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). With Lawrence WelR com-
ing .in July «B, management expecting big jump above luke last week by
Olsen of 14.700.

Bay Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Continuing neat works band
draws plump 3,100.

(Los >lngeles)

Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 6th wk). Last week
best to' date in series of smash stanzas, with around 15,000 payees.

. Gene Krupa (Pallaaium, B, Hollywood, 4th wk)v Around 10,000 ad-
mishes, not bad, . .

"

\

SPA, MPPA STILL

AT ODDS ON ACCORD
Committees of the Songwriters

Protective Assn. and the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Assn. held their

first meeting last week in three
months over a new contract.
None of the many points still to be

settled were ironed out, virtually
the entire time o£ the meet having
been spent on one clause. . In this,

the writers sought to make it man?
datory that a publisher relinquish
his copyright hold on a tune if for
any reason he fails to pay royalties
on time. It was'knocked out.

Next meet of the two factions has
not been scheduled due to the fact
many members of both groups will
be out of town. There may be one
later this month. Meanwhile, the old
agreement has been ext«nded for an-
other 30 days. Next extension will
probably be for eo.

Ben Bornstein Resigns

Harms, Sylvan Spira Up
Ben Bornstein, professional mana»

ger of Harms, has resigned effectiva
July 15. He has no deflnite plans
and expects to take a vacation. For-
merly associated with Ben Bloom in

operating ' Advanced Music, ha
switched to his present post about
two years ago.

Succeeding Bornstein is Harry
Garfield who moves over from Wit-
mark where he was professional
manager following the departure of
Norman; Foley for Miller Mu.sic.

Sylvan Spira will be upped from
Witmark's contact

.
department to

replace Garfield.

I

dRBAKtUG FAST! g1
Recorded by , A

MERCURY No. 5052 iff

VIOLETS
(Offic/oi Song of

,

Sigma £psf/on)

I-, - c D f H. R. Green

Musk by h, V. Hill

Vfr^f. by Rudy Vatlce

n
lilt littiwnr « Niw York, N. y.

NAMr lINK, Can. Prof ,
Mgr.

C£0<tG£ OAUN,Prof.Mar>
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Small Pub Raps BMI Policy, Urges

Committee for Mutual Protection

Pericy Alexander,
o^ner of a music +

«ul)li9hing
'^^^

8ted with Broadcast Music, Inc., pre-

sumably under- one of the latter's

old $49-per-plug deals, began cir-

culating an open letter last week to

fellow-BMI affiliates condemning

the latter's tactics toward its small

publishers and endeavoring to es-

tablish a committee to right the

"wrongs." Under the ,
heading,

BMI Small Publishers Committee,

Alexander Js ajmiftg to do something

what's made clear as a profitless as-

sociation with the radio-owned per-

lol'mance rights group;

: Alexander begins his mimeo-

eraphed letter by stating that since

he started his BMI firm (presumably

'in 1944. but it's not made clear), he

has spent $12,000 in exploiting and

building a catalog, in addition to go-

ing $4,000 into debt. He saj^s his

total income from BMI during that

time has been less than $20, with one

check coming in for 65c,

Pointing out that the committee,

so far consisting of himself and sev-'

eral undisclosed BMI affiliates, ex-

pects to sit down with BMI exec-

utives to go over their grievances,

tHid "hopes to open up the iron cur-

tain which surrounds BMI in con-

nection with its relations with its

publishers."

Since Alexander mentions his suc-

cess with a later-formed Dubonnet

Music, which secured membership

jn the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, which

is now earning him about $1,000 a

year, some pubs suspect Alexan-

der's letter to be ASCAP propa-

ganda, although they don't see that

organization going in for such a

method of attacking BMI's practice

of financing publishing ventures.

MPPA Reps Testify

For Copyright Unit
' Representatives of the Music Pub-
lishers Protective; Assn. went to
Washington, D. G.,"last week to put
the organization's oar into a Senate
hearing for a boost in appropriation
for the Bureau of Copyrights of the
Library of Congress.

Recently, the legisla,tors had sliced'

the copyright division budget by
$71,000, which assertedly would have
cut the office's staff by Some 30 to

40 people. Since the copyright
division is essential to music pub-
lishers, and fast service is doubly de-
sirable; the MPPA reps voluntarily

contributed testimony in behalf of

the . bureau and its attempt to have
the cut restored.

Moe Jaffe Expelled By

MPCE, Put on 'Unfair

List' in Plug Hassle
"Music Publishers Contact Men's
Union last week "expelled" song-
writer Moe Jafle from membership
and placed him on its "unfair list"

as a result of the wrangling over
the song "Bell Bottom Trousers."

Several weeks before, MPCE
council had fined' Jafle $1,000 for

making what was- termed "confus-

ing statements" in delivering testi-

mohy^; in - the tune cfise, which had
been Involved in a payola rap. Jaffe

promptly resigned from the union
to avoid paying the fine, since he is

a songwriter firstly and • allegedly

holder of a cbntactman's card for no
other reason than to occasionally

help push his own songs along.

The MPCE's latest action is based
on its refusal to accept Jaffe's res-

ignation. It held his official withr
drawal until a council meet last

week, and then refused to accept itj

substituting its own action.

Maestro Turns Sleuth

To Recover P. A. System
'

,
Montreal, July 8.

Ernie Aldi, band leader at Nor-

mandie Roof, turned sleuth last

week to reco-yer an expensive am-
plifier stolen from his equipment.:

With no trace of the missing sound

system and with no word from
investigating police officers, Ardi

decided to do something about the

situation himself.

He started a tour of music shops

throughout the downtown section of

the city. One of the second-hand

shops had the missing piece, which

had been pawned the same, day- it

was found missing! . And it' cost:

Aldi $20 to buy it back!

THORNHILL, T.TUCKER

m ASCAP MEMBERSHIP
Two top name bandleaders, Claude

Thornhill and Tommy Tucker, were
among a group of writers admitted
to membership in the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers last week. Thornhill and
Tucker got in along with Larry
-Vincent, whose recording of "If I

Had My Life To Live Over" started

that song; "Ticker" Freeman, ar-

ranger for Dinah Shore, and Frank
Warren, George Tibbies, maestro
Eddy Rogers, Mae Mitchell, Sam
Martin, Donald Kahn, Ramez Idriss,

Cy Cohen, , Bernard Bierman and
Don Baker.

Publishers, a d m i 1 1 e d: Martin
Block's new firm. Standard Music
Publishers, a popular pub, and
Fanfare Music, both pop and stand-
ard.

Boomer s Death Seen Spur to Spirited

Agcy. Bids to Crack MCA Waldorf Hold

Blanket Finish
Big Three music combine ran

one - two - three on the "Hit
Parade" last Saturday (28).

Robbins' "I Wonder" was No. 1

with its "Peg O" My Heart" the
runnerup. Feist's "Mam'selle"
placed third.

Delay Kapp Testimony

OnPetrilloinD.CTill

After European Trip
Jack Kapp, head of . Decca Rec-

ords, in sailing on schedule last

Wednesday (30) for Europe, avoided
being served a subpoena by the sub-
committee of -the House Committee
on Education and Labor, which is in-

vestigating James C. Petrillo, presi-

dent of the American Federation of

Musicians. Due to Kapp's depar-
ture, the taking of testimony from
Kapp was postponed from Monday
(7) to after Labor Day, Milton Rack-
mil, exec Vip.-of Decca, however,
did testify, before the subr-committee
yesterday (Tuesday).
Kapp was to have been a star wit-

ness before- the sub-committee in

regard to Petrillo's dealings with
the recording industry. However,
since he had been planning the
jaunt to Europe for months, and was
obviously not taking the trip to duck
appearance before the legislators,

Irving G. McCann. counsel to the
sub-committee, willingly postponed
his appearance and. withdrew the

subpoena:

Recent death of Lucius Boomjer,

chairman of the board of the Hotel

Waldorf-Astoria, New York, and iti

talent buyer, has created a .situa-

tion among various major booking

agencies. .,

While Boomer *as alive none had
a chance to crack the hold of Sonny

Werblin, Music Corp. of America

v.p., on the hotel's business, and they

are awaiting the appointment of
Boomer's successor to see whether
that grip will be maintained.
Waldorf is perhaps the lushest

spot for bookings in the country, in

addition to the prestige it adds to

artists who have played there. And
Boomer, through Werblin. rarely

bought anything but MCA talent.

At the moment. General Artists

Corp. is offering Desi Arnaz's or^

chestra and Perry Como as a package
(not salary-wise) for the Waldorf's
Wedgwood Room for next fall. Talks
assertedly have been progressing
outside of MCA with Frank Ready*
president of the hotel.

AFM Local Head Quits
Louisville, July 8.

Edwin A. Lorenz, prez o' Local 11,

American Federation of Musicians,

has . resigned after 8 years in the post.

Member of the local for 42 years,

Lorenz was a band leader in World
War I. He has been leader at all ma-
jor local theatres and has also acted
as business agent of the local.

'

His successor is to be chosen next
month.

"

BOURNE, Inc.
'M SEVENTH SVE.. NTW YORK 19. N. Y.

LOUIS BERNSTEIN
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE

OF THE STREET
Huslc hy,,,
JIMMY McHUGH

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

PHILIPPM MAESTRO

HEADED FOR U S., S. A.
Manila, June 25.

Manila's Argentine-born rhumba-
tango band leader, Amando Federico,

left here last week by plane for the
U. S. and South America on a com-
bined business and pleasure trip.

Native of Buenos Aires, he will

vacation there, planning in the
meanwhile to advance the cause of

Philippine music abroad.

Federico's projects include a study
of new developments in S. A. music,

especially the latest on rhumba and
tango technique. He plans also to

acquire dance music instruments
which have not yet been introduced
to the Philippines.

A champion of Filipino music,
Federico believes that native Philip-

pine melodies, given a South Ameri-
can slant, will find enthusiastic au-
diences abroad. He says, "if Philip-

pine music could be arranged for

the rhumba and the tango, I am sure

the world would be eager to buy it."

Federico plans to pave the way
for this project by introducing
Philippine music, syncopated for

dancing, in various cities in the

United States.

The Argentine band leader has
been in the Philippines for almost
ten years. .

jr^HBtDifcot's

Herb Gordon Jains

Decca as Exec Aide
Herb Gordon, head of talent and

repertoire for : World Broadcasting,

a Decca Records subsid, has moved
into the latter setup as well. He joins

Decca as "administrative head of the

recording division," under Dave
Kapp. His duties will be to assist

Kapp .in talent-buying and sit in on
repertoire meetings, as well as con-

tinuing to guide World.
It's probable that Gordon will

eventually take over all talent and
repertoire duties from Kapp. to leave

the latter free for more important

things.

rMOSTPLAYED SONG
IN WE COUNTRY LAST WEEK

"Th* Ho. I torch son* off all time." ( Varlofy)
22 Records

//

VitacoUstic Records, Chi indie,

signed Jan Arnold orchestra. Group,

which is , heavy, on strings, was
formed recently by former sax man
of Carmen Cavallarp and Griff Wil-

liams bands..- . ,:

Other Great Joe Howard
Hits in the Same Film

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC COJIPORATION
RCA Building • Radio City • New York
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Indie T^' In

'R«cord' Sales
Harmonicats' recording of "Peg O'

My Heart," which is credited with

pushing the Sheet sales of the tune

into No. 1 slot, Is probably the big-

gest-selling disk ever marketed by an

independent company without press-

ing facilities of its own. So far, the

Vitacoustics disk has sold over 1,000,-

OOO copies, all pressed by three or

four : indie plants throughout the

country. Stat Piano plant at Rich-

mond, Indii alone got - out - close to

S0O,000 copies, shunting aside 6ther

indie jobs to do the job.

Tremendous click of the "Peg" re-

cording by the Harmonicats proves
it is possible for an indie company

• to crash through the great .power

, Ordinarily wielded by the major com-
panies with their top name talent

and by now almost inexhaustible

plant facilities. . And it is very prob-
able that the circumstance is givinef

hope to many other indies, struggling

to stay in business against tremen-
dous odds, lengthened in recent

weeks by the drop in disk sales.

COSMO CREDITORS TO

MEET IN N.Y. JULY 16
,
Cosmo Records, Inc and its asso-

ciate firms. Cosmopolitan .ReQords,

Inc., Automatic Industries, Inc. and
Dorbank Corp., having been ad-

judged bankrupt' as of July 1, first

creditors" meeting is slated to be
held July 16 at the Post Office Bldg.,

Jamaica, N. Y. Trustee will be ap-

pointed, bankrupts will be examined
and : a creditors committee is ex-

pected td be named 'among other

things.

Four corporations all had applied

for reorganization under section 128

of chapter X of the bankruptcy act.

Under a notice signed' by Sherman
D. 'Warner, referee in bankruptcy,
it was pointed out that proofs of

claim must be filed whether or not
the debt due the creditor is included
in the schedules of the bankrupts.

AFM WARNS AGENTS

TO FOLLOW THE REES
American Federation of Musicians

last week advised all band agents

in New "York that too many dates

were being played in the N. Y. area

for which too few agents were fol-

lowing prescribed AFM procedure.

Union asserted that failing to file

duplicate contracts with various

locals within whose jtirisdiction

dates booked by N. Y. jnen were
being played, was growing -and that

it should be stopped.
'

Note, over prez James C. Petrillo's

signature, did not threaten drastic

notion, as is usally the case in such
disregard of union rules.

Edgewater Beach H., Chi,

Beachwalk Turns Ballropm
Chicago, July 8.

Beachwallc, outdoor dancery of

Edgewater Beach, swank north side

hotel, has removed minimum
charges and becomes regular ball-

room, .Walk, which can take han-
dle over 3,000 customers has' $1.80

charge on .Saturday night and a $1.50

tab on week days; Customers that

have dinner in Marine Room of

hotel get a free pass to the Walk.
Spot is a short distance from

Aragon Ballroom, and figures to get

a play from Aragon customers.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, July 5)

Peg O' My Heart Robbins

.

I Wonder, I Wonder. ...Robbins

Chi-Baba .... . . . . ..... . .Oxford

That's My Desire Mills

Across Alley Alamo. Capitol

'

Linda .... , . . . ; . . ....... .MorriS'

Mam'selle .......... . . . . . .Feist

Adobe Hacienda ....... Peer

Sunday Kind Love : . , . .Maurice

Midnight Masquerade. Shapiro-B

Second 10
Ivy , . . . . .Burke-VH
Had Life Iiiv« Over General
Sweet -16 Shapiro-B
Anni Song Mood
Anyone -Who Knows. . .Witmark
After Graduation Day . . . .Harms
Red. Silk Stockings. Morris
Heartaches . ...... ...... . .Leeds
Time After Time ........ Sinatra

April Showers .....Harms

BEN POLLACK BACK ON

STAND WITH 5-PC. BAND
Hollywood, July 8,

Ben Pollack, who retired from ac-

tive musiking a few years ago, late

last week climbed back in harnejis,

heading up a flve-picce combo for

an indel stand at Lyons' Grill. "Vet

drummer will continue to operate

his Jewel Records here, saying he's

merely back on the stand for. kicks.

Nearly two decades ago Pollack

fronted a crew which made iaz? his-

tory. It was made up of men who
later were to become the band in-

dustry's greatest b.o. names. Among
them were Benny Goodman, Harry

James (who started ' with Pollack,

incidentally, as band boy), Jack

Teagarden, ^ Nappy Lamare, Eddi«-

Miller, Jimmy and, Tommy Dorsey
and many others. '

;

•

About 10 years ago Pollack settled

here, opening a talent agency. Three

years ago he founded Jewel, but had
to scrap hia booking office at the in-

.sibtpiici.' of AFM and AGVA.

Heidt May Soon

Resume Work
. ..

, y •

Horace Heidt came into New York
last week with Joe Glaser, head of

Associated Booking, with whosii

agency he may soon sign a manage-
ment contract. Heidt definitely in-
tends to resume work, but has been
awaiting a radio program deal cook-
ing for weeks, and his trip to N. Y.
is in connection with the program. If
and when Heidt wraps up the radig
agreement, he'll spread his work into'

other fields.

Heidt hasn't done any work as a
bandleader for the past coupla-"

years, since he broke up his orches-
tra due to a clash with Music Corf),

of America, His contract with that
agency ran out some moths ago, and
he' has been preparing a comeback ;

ever since, but preferred to start off

with a radio program.

Band Review

THANKS

JACKIE GLEASON

EDDIEandGEORGE
TAIIORS-TO JHS STAH^

Smart ntttav tor Acts and Bands

When in ffta fotf Coif ar Win
for ReprasantahVa wHh Sompfes

SOS 8, Brand St., Ph|I«.

Phone: KBnnrpacheT S-16S0

(14)

MANA-ZUCGA'S
Outstandliijt fioUK*

Two Little Shoes

° - In Loveland

Those Days Gone B/

The Cry of the Woman

: The Butcher the Baker
The Candlestickmakcr

PflULL^PIONEER MUSIC CORP.

SKITCH - HENDERSON ^ORCH
With Jean Blanc, Toby Dean ^
Pennsylvania Hotel, New Xork.
Skitch Henderson's new orchestra,

because of the attribute's he person-
ally brings to the combination, has
many potentialities. It got off on its

initial major date at the Hotel Penn-
sylvania's- Cafe Rouge three weeks
ago and has been held over onde and
may - stay until the fall, when
Charlie Spivak's prchestra is; a
probability.
Henderson's so-far brief career as

a pianist-bandleader ' parallels to
some extent that 'of 'Frankie- Carle.
He had been getting a' buildup as a
-joloist on Capitol fiec6rds, alter
work with Frank Sinatra and prior
to the decision tb form a band, pre-
sumably under the urging, of Music
Corp. of America. He debuted at
the Penn. But there the paralleling
ends—at least, for the present. When
Carla debuted he was a name on
disks, having sold 5^000,000 of 'em—
and he played a style of piano that
came naturally t» him and was just
>as natural for his followers to ab-
sorb.
Henderson, a big,., good-looking

towhead, plays piano 'that's much
more hep than Carle's, and h« seems
to be making a decided effort to
play down to the people. Keeping
it simple is commendable, for the
appearance he makes, the person-
ality he essudesi backed tip by a fair-
to-middlin' band that . puts forth a
good, easy-going dance beat, can
combine with Henderson's piano to
make him go places.
Combo behind the leader's piano

is made up of five sax, two trumpets,
three trombones, one French horri
and three rhythm. It's equipped
with pleasing arrangements, none of
which seems to go overboard after
unusual effects, and all are played
well by competent men.
Henderson uses two singers. When

caught the boy, Toby Dean, stood
head and shoulders over the femme
half, Jean Blanc, because of the
greater opportunities given him.
Howevet, there didn't seem, to be
much for the latter to do. ^ood.

Songs With Lainest Rado Andiences
The top 30 sonps of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey oj Popular Mu,sic Broadcost ouer Radio Wetieorfcs.

Published 'by the Office of Research, Inc., T>r. John C. Peatman, Director.

Survey Week of June 27-July 3,

A Sunday Kind of Love. .......................... ..... ....Maurice

Across the Alley From the Alamo Capitol

Almost Like Being In Love—*"Brigadoon" Sam Fox
As Long As I'm Dreaming—fWelcome Stranger'' . . . . . ... , .Burke-VH
Ask Anyone Who Knows ...Witmark
Cecilia ......ABC
Chi-Baba Chi-Baba .Oxford
Come To the Mardi Gras. ....Southern
Deep pown In You? Heart i . ....Triangle

Every' So Often ................... . ....Warren
Heartaches ...» .. . ...v^i ................... Leeds
I Believe—t"It Happened in Brooklyn" Sinatra

I Do Do Do Like You ... ^ ...ji.Harms
I May Be Wrong ....... .'. ... ........................ .Advanced
1 Wish I Didn't Love You So. ^ . ....Paramount
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now-^t"I- Wonder Now"fc . .. .M^rks
I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder ....Bobbins

Ivy—f'lvy"* ....Burke-VH
Linda .. ........ .'...Morris

Mam'selle Feist

Midnight Masquerade ... ..>;.. ...v.i.^. .... . . . ... .Shapiro-B :

l\ly Adobe Hacienda .... ..,....i...i...i..i..i..5,\i.. ....Southern

My Heart Is a Hobo—fWelcorae Strsinger''..., ........... .Burke-VH
Old- Devil Moon—*"Brigadoon". . . ... ................ . . ... .Crawford
Passing By ^ Chappell

Peg O' My Heart ....... .. .Robbins

Ked Silk Stockings and Green Perfume.... ..Morris

Roses In the Ram..... . ....Barton
rhat's My Desire Mills

.

Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn'! ....... , ....Sinatra

COAST TUNE PUSHERS

SWITCH PUBLISHERS
Hollywood, July 8.

As music bi^! sludges through sura- •

mer doldrums, the usual crop of

shifts in contact man affiliations

here has been taking place. Murray
Albert has jumped from BMI to rep
Jewel Music here; Max Lutz, forJi

merly with Barton, has hooked onto
Encore pub's payroll, and been . re-

placed at Barton.by Les Reis, whose
brother. Herb Rds> has become
Coast chief Of Mutual Music, vice

Murray Lazar.
Ted Grouya quit Freddy Martin

Music to head outpost here of new
Prankie Carle-Dave Dreyer com-
pany, and as yet has not been re-

placed at Martin. On the whole*

employment among Hollywood con-

tingent of Music Publishers' Contact

Employees has held up quite well.

Of 117..Iocal members of union, only

about a dozen are unreined at

present. .• •

The remaining ^ songs of the week, from the copyrighted ' ACl
(Peatman).
After Graduation Day—'"Barefoot Boy ;Whh Cheek". ..... .T. B. Harms
An Apple Blossom Wedding .Shapiro-B;

Anniversary Song—f'Jolson Story" ....Mood
As Years Go By Miller

At Sundown—f'Fabulous Dorseys" ..... ..... ....... v. ....... .Feist

Beside You—t"My Favorite Brunette". ...............,..> . .Famous
Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru V . . . .\ , . V . . . . .. .Sinatra

Feudin' and Fightin'. ....... ..i.. ....Chappell

If I Had My Life To Live Over ....i.;;..' ............^ ... .General

Illusion ....Pemora
I'm So Right Tonight. ...... .......... ................... Leeds
It Takes Time .London.
It's the Same Old Dream—t"If Happened In Bfo6'felyn^'r.-r.".'Sinatra

Kate ...i .li.v..; . , ..vi;. .i .i. . . . . . . .. ... .Berlin

Love and the Weather Berlin

Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky.. . .. ; . . ; .. . . . . .Mutual
Say No More ...................... .Advanced
Stella By Starlight .Beverly
Tallahasse—f'Variety Girl" .Famous
There's That Lonely Feeling Again ........ V .Mellen
Would You Believe Me—f'Love and Learn" , Remlck
You Should Have Told Me...... .......Jefferson.

t Pilmustcal. • Leirfr Musical.-

ANOTHER
•ENJAMIN AND WEISS'

HIT:

I CAN'T CET UP

THE NERVE TO
KISS YOU

SANTLY-JOY. INC.
lilf Broadway, New York

TOMDIY VXhXTSVO. Gen. Pro. Mgnr.

EMCEES-
Band leaders-*

DISC JOCKEYS!
Frsihen Your' Jargon with th»

"MUSIC PROGRAM TITLE-MAKER

AND PHRASE-FINDER"

27,000,000
Word Coinblnntlona

Pr!e«: $1 Each IPosfpald)
AIonry-'Biirk Ouaranw*
Prepaid Orders Only

WRITE: WM. T. MeBURNIE
385 Elm Straef

Buffalo 3. N. Y.

WHEN LOOKING FOR GREAT STANDARD SONGS-LOOK TO MILLS MUSIC!
STAR DUST»* GIRL OF MY
DREAMS • THE SHEm OF
ARABY • MARY LOU • DINAH
• I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING
BUTHOVE • STORMY WEATHER
• MARGIE • STARS FELL ON
ALABAMA • SOPHISTICATED
LADY • AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' •

HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE • IT

MUST BE TRUE • I SURRENDER,

DEAR • WHEN YOU'RE SMILING
• WHO'S SORRY NOW? • JEAL-

OUS • MOONGLOW • NO-
BODY'&SWEETMEART • FOR ME

',J^ND MY GAL • HOME • TO-

-NIGHT YOU BELONG tO ME *

BUGLE CALL RAG • LET A
SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA •

WEDDING BELLS ARE BREAKING

UP THAT OLD GANG OF MINE

SIDNEY MILLS, G<n. Prof. Mgr.

Aimriea's Fovorit* Song Hit!
'

THAT'S
MY

DESIRE

OUR NEXT NUMBER ONE SONG

IF IT'S TRUE
recorded by

JOH?4NY DESMOND with
Page Cavanauigh Trio

(Victor 20-231 2) More to Come

An ALL-TIME BALLAD Request

WHEN YOUR OLD
WEDDING RING WAS NEW

Featured In the SXhh Century-Fox Technicolor Musical "I Wonder Who's Kissinjj Her Now'

GOODBYE, MY LADY LOVE
MILLS MUSIC Ik., 1619 Broadway, New York 19 ««<w

BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE

DEEP BLUE SEA • IDAHO • I'VE

GOT THE WORLD ON A STRING

• LONESOME AND SORRY
• SERENADE IN THE NIGHT •.

SHOE SHINE BOY • SWEET ROSI^

O'GRADY • SUNBONNET SUE •

SCHOOL DAYS • MOOD INDIGO.

• DON'T WORRY 'BOUT ME • I

LET A SONG GO OUT OF MY

HEART • A BLUES SERENADE •

BUGLE CALL RAG • MINNIE THE

MOOCHER • DIGA DIGA DOO •

KIHEN ON THE KEYS • DIZZY

FINGERS • PAVANNE * CABIN

IN THE COTTON • GIVE ME ONE

HOUR • HELLO. SWANEE, HELLO

• ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY WITH

A DIXIE MELODY • AMERICA,

I LOVE YOU • MOONLIGHT

6533 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28
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Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

MaiestiiS Hecords probably was most happy recently to tender Eddy

flAv^rd » check for $26,000 as royalty payment for 1947 first quarter on

the singer's shellac sales. Howard is a ciinch to be selling singly more

than half the Majestic output. About one year ago he went into high on

•To Each His Own," and has since connected with a batch of hit tunes to

more firmly establish himself, including "Adobe Hacienda,'* "Hickety

Rickshaw Man," "Sentimental Reasons," and two fast moving current re-

teases, "I Wonder" and a reprise of "Ragtime Cowboy." Although Howard
indisputably sells as a vocalist, he insists he is a bandleader and through

his publicity iacets tries to center attention ori himself as a stick-swisher,

not a lark.
,

Being a family booster has turned into a thorn for Jose Iturbi. As a

ieD*rted condition of a Hollywood Bowl appearance this season, the

maestrO-lSianist insisted that his son-in-law, Stephan Hero, violinist, be

found a booking, niis the Bowl did, spotting him in between Iturbi's

Aug, 5 and Aug. 17 appearances. In the meantime, Iturbi has soured On

Hero, who" absconded Coast environs with his two children.

Sammy Friedman quit as Hollywood rep of Peter Maurice, to pick up

reins of Coast office of Shapiro-Bernstein, replacing Jose Granson.

Lou Levy will not fill the niche at Maurice until autumn, probably....

Peggy Jjfi^ audi Dave Barbour, who have been publishing ditties through

Capitol songs, have switched back to Porgie-Campbell for their new
fliiei "Jtist: An Old Love of Mine". . . .Murray Kaplan, Midwest indie rec-

ord distrib, in Hollywood squiggling new contracts to handle Modern,

Aladdin and Exclusive labels' dislts in raid-continental territory . . . .Eddie

Mesner, chief of Aladdin, a Coast indie waxery, in N. Y. to wax a batch

of sides with Wynonie Harris.... Alvy West's six-piece rhythm combo

ORCHeSTRAS-MiJSlC 8S

July

erV, .

• Freddy Martin-Vic. 20-2288
* Fernando Alvaret—Sig. 1SI45
• Dinning Sisters—Cop.*

Hit Tunes tor
(On Records)

COME TO THE MARDl GRAS
Xavief Cugat—Col. 37556

Victor Lombardo—Maj. 7243
Andrewt Sitters—Dec*

ILLUSrON I Pemora ) .

Hal Winltri-JoM Morand—Apollo 1034 * Don Jose—Gotham 3003
Xavier Ciigat-Col. 37319 • Bobby Deylc-Sig. 15079

John Parit-Vic. 26-9021

IT TAKES TIME (London)

Benny Goodman—Cop. 376 • Uuit Arnntreng—Vic. 20-2228
Doris Day—Ct>l. 37324 • Guy lambardd—Dm. 23865

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
1 . „ . (.Marks).

Perry 'tomo—Vic. 20-2315 ;* Ted Weems-Perry Come—Dec. 2S078
Danny Kaye—Dccca 24110. • Dick Robertton^-rDecca .1512

Four Vagabondii^-Apolla:' 1055 • Jack McLean^CAcist 8002
Frank Froibo-^Dec; 23602 .

• Bobby Deylo^Sig. 15057
D'Artega-^Sonero 2012 • Foy Willing-Maf. 6013

Dinning Sisters—Cap. 343 • > Yost Singert-Sonora 1084
Joe Howard—Deluxe 1036 • Marshall Youngr-Rainbow lOOOi.

. 'Jat«ph littau—Pilotone 5132 • Jerry Cooper—Diamond 2082
Ray Noble—Col. 37544 ' • Wayne King-Vic*

Jean Sablon—Vic*

LOUTA LOPEZ (Encor.) .

Freddy Marrin-Vi(. 2(K228& ' • Diitning Sitters-Cap.*

MY ADOBE HACIENDA (Peer)

Billy Williams—Vic. 20-2150 • Kenny Baker-Dec. 23846
Eddy Howard-Maf. 1117 • Esquire Trio-Rhaptody 102
Jack Mclean-Coait 8001 • Bobby True-Mercury 3057
Coffman Sitteri-Ent. 147 • H«mn)ondaira~Man 1037
louite Maitey—Col. 37332 • Dinning Sittert-Cap; 389

Art Kauel—Vogue 785 • BillyJiughct-King 609

MY PRETTY GIRL (Republic)

Spike Jones..~Vico 20-2023 • .Cliffie Stone-Cap. 178
lawrcnc* Wclk-Dec. 23878 • Ted Straeter-Sonora 2022

Dick Jurgeni—Col. 37398

THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU (Vogu.)
Bing Crotby-Dec. 23840 * Frank Sinatra-Col. 37231
Uuit Prima-Maf. 2107 • Eddy Arnold-Vic.- 20-1948
Alvino Reir-Cap. 363 • Wally Fawler-Merc 6031
Fred Kirby-Sonora 7023 • Red Foley-Dec 46028

THERE'S THAT LONELY FEELING AGAIN

I

Hal Mclntyre—M6M 10032
louii Prim«-Maj. 1145 «

Freddy Stewart—Cap. 426

(Mellin)
Connee Boswell—Apollo 1064
Charlie Spivok—Vic. 20-2287

• Frankic Carle-Col. 37484

COMING UP
AIN't NO HURRY, BABY (stu.r,)

EV'RYBODY AND HIS BROTHER (hmd
GOT A RING AROUND

ROSIE'S FINGER (Dawn)

HONEYMOON (Mark.i

IT'S SO NICE TO BE NICE (Tune hcu..)

JUST AN OLD LOVE OF MINE
(Campbell- Porgre)

THIS IS THE INSIDE STORY (steven,)

STORY OF SORRENTO (P.mo .)

WAIT'LL LGET MY SUNSHINE
IN THE MOONLIGHT (Vanguard)

* Soon to be re/enced

Pan-Am. Co. Creditors

Meeting on Assets Sale
Meeting of creditors of the bank-

rupt Pan-American Records~has been
called for next Tuesday (14) in Los
Angeles to decide whether or not 126

masters, listed among the assets of

the company, should be sold.

McHugh & Kalesky, a western com-
bination,' has offered $l,OflO for the

group and though that seems like a

giveaway there's another $6,000 or

so involved.

The $6,000 represents the demands
of the American Federation of MU--

sicians, in unpaid salaries due mu'-

sicians who made the disks. This

obligation must be taken over by
whoever takes-title-to^he-masters. -

AFM FREES AUGUST

FROM 2 PLY HOLD
Jan August, who created so much

comment in recent months with his
recordings of "Misirlou" and Others,
was set free last week from Diamond
Records ' and his manager, ' Irving
Gwirtz, by the American Federation
of Musicians. Gwirtz's contracts
with August were voided by the
AFM because he's beeij the pianist's

personal manager and employer at
the same time. Gwirtz operates the
Diamond label.

AFM regulations forbid anyone
from being both manager and
booker of an artist, and the em--
ployer angle is apparently looked
upon by the AFM as coming under
the booking heading. Gwirtz, how-
ever, is arguing, with the AFM de-
cision, since he has warned Music
Corp. of America, which b&oks
August, against selling him to any
other recording company.

'

'GloccaMorra' Claimed

To Be Piracy in Suit

Charging piracy of the tune, "How
Are Things in Glocca Morra," Wil-

liam- 3P. Pfeters brought suit in New
York Federal Court last week
against Crawford Music Corp., Play-
ers Music Corp., E. Y. (Yip) Har-
burg and Burton Lane, publishers

and listed authors of the tune. Ac-
cording to the complaint; plaintiff

claiins that the ''Glocca Morra" title,

lyrics and melody were written by
him in 1942 and copyrighted as an
unpublished work.

Defendant writers allegedly lifted

the tune for their own and music
publishers' benefit, Peters claims.

Prom 1942 until 1945, he states, he

peddled the tune to various mu.sic

publishing houses without success.-

He further clainns that the defend-

ants had access through submission

of the song to music publishers and
copied the title, lyrics and melody
as well as making slight unimportant
changes .without substantially chang-

ing the melody.

—JJeters 4barges. that__because of the

writers and music'pub'lishers' mem-
bership in the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

they utilized their power and influ-

ence to conspire to pirate the tune

and suppress and prevent all proof

of the plaintiff's ownership. An
injunction; damages, an accounting

of ptofits, plus a decree requiring

the defendants to a.ssign and ti-an.sfer

the copyright to him, are sought.

llpbeat
Conttnued from page 82

. . .Ci-jarlie Agnew band into Lake
Lawn Hotel, Delavan, July 15 for

one week. . .Benny Strong,': begins 12

weeks at the Hotel Stevens, Aug.

1. . .Jan Garber band on one night-

ers in this territory . . .Lawrence

Welk back at Trianon after months

at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York. .

.

Del Courtney at Million Dollar Ball-

room, Milwaukee, July 27... Har-
monicats; waxing 15-minute tran-

scribed army recruiting show en-

titled 'Musically Yours". ..Dean
Hudson at Peabody Hotel, Memphis
. . .Ru.ss Garlyle at Ideal Beach, Mon-
ticello, Indiana, until July 15, thence

to Blue Moon, Wichita, July J8. ..

Orrin Tucker vacationing until

opening July 22 at Peony Park,

Omaha . . .Mickey Prindl and Johnny
Knopp bands tailing turns at Ma-
dura's Ballroom for^ summer ses-

sions. . .Walled Lake, Detroit, spot-

light-s Sherman Hayes from July 18

to 31... King and Queen of the

Chicagoland Mu.sic Festival dance

contest spon.sorcd by Chicago Trib,

will be given one week engagement
at the Blackhawk restaurant.

A NEW STAR HAS RISEN

IN THE VOCAL FIRMAMENT

FRANKIE LAINE...HIS

DELIVERY OF THAT'S

MY DESIRE' IS REALLY

LE DERNIER CRIE
"

*English Translation "A new star has risen

in the vocal heavens. His delivery of 'That's

My Desire' is really The Last Word"

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N t

EW YORK . CHICAGO • HOILYWOOD

MERCURY
RECORDS
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TrenetPutsin Busy Stay in B. A. On

4-WayNitery,Radio,Disk,RiSkeii
: ; Buenos Aires, July 3. -f

Long a favorite with Argentine

disk lans, Charles Trenet has been

busy since arrival June 14, under

contract to Radio El Mundo fpr

broadcasts under Kolynos sponsors

Ship, and personal appearances at

the Cine-Teatro Metropolitan, oper-

ated by Clemente Lococo. Business

done by the singer in p.a.'s at the

Metropolitan has; proved disappoint-

ing, chiefly due to adverse audience

ruction to films shown simultane-

ouSy. "Lady in the Lake" was yanked
after one week. "The Show Off"

wasn't liked any better.

The Trenet radio programs have
been a knoclcout, with the red-

haired warbler exchanging repartee

in French and pidgin Spanish with

Jaime Font Saravia, Argentina's top

emcee. Louis Vola's combo provides

the accompaniment, both- on the air

and at the Metropolitan. Vola came
to Buenos Aires four years ago with

Ray Ventura's outfit, and sta/ed on
with a unit of his own.
Tonight (3) Trenet . also opens at-

the Embassy nitery, after midnight,

for" a 10-day stint, with Jacques
Georges' French house band accom-
panying. There has been a knock-

: down fight between nitery operators

to secure the French star; :. with
Arthur Kuscher of the Em'bass'y" out-

bidding.

Trenet planes back to. the U. S.

for New York p.a.'s July W before
going on to Hollywood. He is now
dickering with the Mundo net for

'another Argentine or South Ameri
pan tour in 1948. Sales of his music
and records have been spiraling

since his arrival and Columbia's
affiliate in Argentine (Fabricas e
Industries Electricas Odeon) have
been pressing his disks quantity.

Trenet is to make new recordings

for Odeoii while in Argentina.

Funk Doubling at N.Y. FB;

Agcy. Continues Expansion
Frederick Bros., N. Y., cocktail

dept. is now headed by Larry Funk
following resignation of Walter

Bloom and Nick Edwards. Funk,

who recently joined FB band dept.,

will continue to, work that sector as

well. .\
,

Bloom left FB to join agency
opened last week by Charlie Busch
and Bill Peterson, who left Consoli-

dated, Radio Artists July 1 to go on
their own. Edwards hasn't set his

next move. . ._

'Frederick Bros, is continuing, to

expand in other paL't:i of the coun-
try.. Agency, which . recently de-

cided to open a'San Francisco office,

has also settled Upon a Dallas

Branch.: Former layout is expected
to preem around Aug. 1 and will

be headed by Frank Duggan. who-
has been in the FB Coast office for

your years. Dallas is slated to open
in October:

COPAJIAMUDDSJOCK

TO PERK UP LATE BIZ
Miami Beach, July 8.

Disk jockey pitch to attract celeb-

concious patrons inaugrated by New
York niteries has been installed in

the Copacabana lounge here by OP
Murray Weinger, with results still

to be determined. Swank spot re-

opened July 3 with show featuring

Georgie Price.

Room did capacity biz over week-
end, but whether the 11:30 p.m. to

2 a:m. broadcast helped- or whether
it was just the heavy holiday Week-
end influx to this resort will be

found out this week. Aired over

MBS outlet WKAT, with Dick Stern

gabbing and handling the intervievys,

the -taToadeasts -have-attracted many
phone calls.

In season the spot attracts most o£

the biggies vacationing here and
toppers playing' rival cafes. It's a

cinch any celebs in town now, will

wind up at the Copa, since it's the

only big spot open on the beach.

Night Club Reviews

(BAMTONE)

Carrantly

ROXY
NEW YORK

Thanks to: SAMMY RAUCH,
alio BILLY ROSE, for 3 years at the

Diamond Horieshoo, New York;

~H}&X^F-««!it». for-A-months at the

-Carnival, New York, and to OLSEN
ondJOHNSON.

H. J. NELSON
502 N. BedWd Dr.

Beverly Hills, Col.

Tern Healey's SonTc

Reprise Dad's Nitery

On 50th Anniversary
Dan Healy, ; vailde and nitery

comic, and Gerald Healey, son of the

late Thomas Healey, who operated
Healey's Gold Glades, N. Y., in the
Prohibition era, hctve effected a
partnership to reopen ^ot as nitery

and banquet hall-i

Plans are under way to have it

preem Aug. 15, the 50th anniversary
of elder Healey's opening on same
corner with saloon and seafood bar
later catapulted into triumvirate of

niteries under same roof, which
amassed a fortune for him.
Spot will have tricked up bar in

front resembling a fight club, with
prize-ring motif, ropes all around
bar, and elevated revolving stage

at rear where the show can lie

viewed by those ; at the bar as

well as those in dining -room. Upper:
floor will have banquet rooms.

Dan Healy will head and super
vise entertainment features of spot

while partner will handle business

end of enterprise. Initial show will

I

have Healy and his frau, Helen
I Kane, topUning, Also Freddy
Werner, zany comic; Bobby Ross
handling vocals, versatile music
combo for dancing, and others to fill.

Billy Jackson, Vet agent; has ex?
elusive on booking spot.

ropaealiana, Miami
Miami Beach, July S.

Georgie Price, Patsy Shaw, Bob
Dixon, Germaine, June Taylor
Girls (7), Frank Linale Orch; no
minimum or cover.

Union Pulls Acts

When Mex Nitery's

Security Bounces
Monte Carlo, Reynosa, Mexico, is

back on the unfair 'list of American
Guild of Variety Artists after post-

ing a bouncer for $2,500 to cover

salaries of American acts "booked

into nitery. according to Matt Shel-

vey, national head of union.

Spot, which had been playing Mex
and American acts combo, recently

enlarged budget for U. S. acts, but

reportedly refused to post bond and
Sign basic agreement with AGVA,
which prompted unfair listing.

Two weeks ago Music Corp. of

America, booking spot, asked AGVA
for a clearance, -according to Shel-

vey, upon premise that its Dallas

branch, booking the spot, would iron

out former wrinldes. When union

was apprised that Ruben Gonzales,

operator, had posted check.for $2,500

ban was lilted and MCA permitted

to book in a show.;' Check was for-

warded to national AGVA last week
but bounced after deposit. Union
slapped former ban on spot and
notified MCA to pull acts.

BISHOP'S STORK BOOKING
':

. Pittsburgh, July 8.

Joey Bishop, booked for repeat at

Carousel nitery, Pittsburgh, has asked
out on date in order to be home in

New Yorlc when stork arrives at the
Bishop menage. He's agreed, how-
ever, to play date after recovery
from blessed event.

I Bishop clicked at Carousel on pre-
' vious date and is a fave in Pitt area.

Guild Collects Salary

Claim- for Buddy Lester

Frank Barbaro, Detroit nitery op-
erator, reputed to 'have dropped
plenty in operation of the Nevada-
Biltmore, Las Vegas, before bowout
some weeks ago, settled salary claim
of $1,000 due Buddy Lester, comedi- ;

an, attendant to foldo.

Amount, according to American
Guild o£ Variety Artists, which col-

lected sum this week, was due on
short payoff. Comic had been in spot

for several weeks before it folded.

Reopening of- this class spot for

its first attempt at a summer run
brought them out in large numbers
with the preem (3) looking like a

midwinter affair. Ca'pacity contin-

ued for all subsequent shows and
turnaways, Saturday. Whether this

situation will continue remains to be
seen, but . indications point to a

profit-side ' operation for owners
Murray Weinger and Ben Slutzlcy if

they continue the policy installed.

-Package—headed .up by Georgie
Price makes for a breezy, niftily

costumed 70-minute show. Produc-
tion wi.w, June Taylor has given her
line of lookers some imaginatively
devised routines. Standout is

"Granada" which features Bob
Dixon and the Castanet accomped
spin taps of Germaine. A -shapely

tapstress who works with the line

in the three group numbers, she
scores in her own spot witli her heel
«nd-.toe definings, topped by breath-
taking spins.
Pace is maintained by Dixon, a

good looking youngster, with his
neat versioiis of "Always," "Be-
cause" and the "Granada" solo.

Earns healthy applause.
Comedienne-singer Patsy Shaw,- a

lusty gal who has been playing
minor rooms here for several sea-
sons, does nicely in this smarter
layout. With her stuff trimmed of
former broad lines and broader de-
livery, she purveys a routine that
fits her zesty personality. Opens
with a straight version of "Mah-
Zel," then "Together" (rhythm
backed to special lyrics) and a zany
takeolf on Latin singers to "Leona
Negra." Encores with "No Can Do"
and "Stone Cold Dead In The Mar-
ket," which could be eliminated.
Had them all the way.
Topper Georgie ' Price wraps

things up with impreshes of con-
temporaries and stores about them.
Por_ older patrons it's a nostalgic
session while for the younger set it's

an intro to the vaude greats of yesr
teryear who are radio and film
names today. Parading . his incisive
takeoffs on Jolson, Richman, Jessel,
Cantor and Cohan, he keeps them
palm-pounding, then tops with the
income tax bit for a begoflf.
Frank Linale and his small Unit

rate kudoes for the manner in which
they back show. Composed of five
men they sound like a full blowh
orch. Group also okay by dance
seshes. Lary.

Laiin ^narter, riii
CiMcogo, July 3.

Ritz Bros., Jane Withers. The
Jansleys (3), Edwards-&L Diane, Line
m, Buddy Shaw Orcli (12) ; cover
$1.50, TOini-mum $3,50 plus $1.50 'ad-
ditional /or second show.

"Fiesta" number with rhumba
rhythm. All beat out fast tempo to
pace show.
The Jansleys in gray slack outfits

register with their sock risley. Act
has always been good but never as
hot as with Ritzes acting as straight
men. Edwards and Diane pace
through fast routine of ballroom
numbers with sexy samba, pert waltz
and conga encore to "Si, Si" to sign
off to appreciative applause. Their
smooth opener to "My Diane" is tops
in control spins and twirls.
Adding to the draw, Jane Withers,

the , forme* moppet filmster, clicks
withi her piping of a variety of tunes.
Buddy Shaw's orch give sharp

musical background to show.

$«>a||^pliir<> Itm^ TLas Vegas
(£L CORTEZ HOTEL)

Wally Vernon, Patricio Lj/nn, Jacfc
Riley Orch; no cover, no minimum.

The Cortez management has re-
stored floorshows in its Sapphire
Room with gratifying results.

Wally Vernon headlines and clicks.

He has plenty of new material,
works hard and tries to make each
show different; He starts with a
fast line of chatter weaving into
burlesque routines whicli had the
audience in hysterics.

. Holds floor
45 minutes and bows off with 'em
wanting more.

Patricia Lynn sings and sells a
song like a veteran. Gal wins 'em
easily, with, such items as "It's a

.

Grand' Night for Singing," "When
I'm Not Near the Boy I Love,'*
"Oklahoma!" medley. E-ncores with
"Cocltels ' and Muscles."
Band leader Jack Riley opens the

sliow 'with vibraharp on "Lady Be
Good", and an arrangement of his
own tune, "Scotclxin' With the Soda";
also does a neat job of emceeing.

Brig.

One Fifth Avenue. N. Y.
(HOTEL ONE FIFTH AVENUE)
Patricio BrieJit, Jocfc Kerr, High-

light, Bob Dorjeneyr Sc Harold Fon-
ville; jRTozel Webster; no cover, ' no.
minimum.

Sparked by good' entertainment
and its no cover-no minimum policy,
this room, which is probably the
most intimate in Manhattan, con-
tinues to lure steady patronage night
alter night. Club is so intimate that
the outside members of a quartet
are practically sitting on the ring-
siders* tables, but ample aircondi»

(Continued on page 88)

It's certain that complaints about
the nitery biz being offish in othe%
precincts doesn't hold here if tW
Ritz Bros.' opening, at the Latih
Quarter is any criterion.' ii

Ritzes dominated .entire show, get-

Lester took his woes to union andlj-'M.iilto every act for laughs. Theiy

when latter notified Barbaro he^^ through and into their mad
paid off pronto and -apologized- for

the mixup.'

SaranacLake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N; Y., July 8.
-

G. Albert Smith, N. Y. legit artist

Who had to leave the "State of
Union"' company because of break-
down, registered at the Will Rogers
hospital and getting general check-'

up wliiie taking rest routine.

Arthur Falck. recently from Jeru-
saiem, doing a bedside chat with Seai
'Okun. who is flasiling :<ikay clinic

reports. ,

,

Isabelle Rook, after a; long infirm-
ary siege, has; been uppe.d ,to one
meal a day.
Eugene VHugli;! .Carney, agog aver,

surprise "visit from Jack Wallum and
William Astey, Columbia Broadcast-
ing System staffers. .

.''"".dcline Ulimic.k,lia:for a summer
vf ih to be near her sisterj Lee
Kliinick, who graduated here and is
now a Will Rogers staffer.

.Set-bacl?s. have hit Eddie "Loew"
Slagus and Sig Mealy tliat will Iteep
them in bed indefinitely.
John Louden, ex-legit actor, took a

turn for the worse and is now doing
an infirmary jq^utine _at_JR£^^roo^
sanatorium, HaybrookT NTTf.

Mrs. Bill McCowan and Mildred
Welsii, accompanied by Judith Welsh,
planed in for chat with Victor
"lATSE" Gamba who recently drew
a good clinic report.
Elizabeth Cope, who is playing

with "Your Uncle Dudley" at" the
Lake Placid Club, took time out to
visit the former dancer, Alice Dud-
ley, who has okay clinic reports.
After one year in bed, Inez

Groething has been allowed to sit up
one hour daily.
Moe Gould coming out on top after

three stages of the thoracoplasty
operation.

(Write to those who are ill.)

routines giving two different shows
nightly, playing anywhere from 40
minutes to an hour depending upon
how much they've knocked tiiem- i

selves out on previous; show. Format
still holds the same basically -with
Jim and Al stooging for Harry, I

in their frequently heard "The
Guy, in the Middle Is the Funniest."
Previously the act pulled customer
off floor for the celery, water pistol

I

and cream pie beating. Now Harry
is the goat with much

. better re-
sults. .

Sharp new addition is rib buster,
panning popularity of Continental
entertainers. Harry does Chevalier;
Jim, Sablon and Al. Brisson. Bit is
sharpest satire boys have put to-
gether and like all their others,
works up to terrific crescendo as
Harry screams a Gallii switch of the
tobacco auctioneer with- horse race
results thrown in.

-

-In HnH- with "two different shows
a night policy, which is keeping
payees in longer, line numbers for
both shows also differ; First show
has two productions, "Sunday in the
Park," with gals in brief blue and
ros6 tot outfits -sporting balloons and
other, , '.'In Old Chicago" is skit in
varied old-*fashioned costumes. Sec-
ond show has South . American

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Bnncltea of Theatrirala
SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At ¥1.(10 Kttch, or
Nou. 1 Thru 1» for flO

Nos. 14 'Ibm n at $1.00 KucU
or 8KT Oil' %1, miMS tor $18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK -OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Votti. at $ao per -Vol., or

tSO for 3 Tols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Ovor 10 Spcrlnl-Written
Sock Paroaies 0>'IjY tS.W
"HOW TO MASTER THE

CEREMONIES];^

fi iteir Copy, litcl. % fing I'ilea

NO C.O.D.'S
Be Sure to Send Vernianent Address

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54* h St. New loi-Ic 10, \.

WANTED
Male dancer — Exhibition

Ballroom—^Experience pre-

ferred. VO. 5-3250, Ex. 607.

-SPEAKING OF FtYING- SAUCERS. . ....

I saw a olrl resembling Lann Turner lloatinD

in the sky. Boy. wliat a dish! I . . . For more

surefire gafls for radio and Btaie. get PUNCH
LINES fresh flies of original sngi on many
suhiects. Files numbers 1, 2, 3 or 4—«i

eatli tile, written by tep gagmen.

XH^D^S uniimiTED
276 W. 43 St. New York CHy

M^XINE
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M.. WNEW
PcnoiMl Managemtni;

ELiERT TERRY
'DiiwctlMi:- -

MillSIC CORK OF AMERICA

a J i» v A Hi I
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Unioii lifts Unfair Ban When Ml

Qrcnit Yields to Room-Board Oanse
An 11th hout truce effected be--f

«7<ipn operators ol mountain resorts

and American Guild of Variety Art-

ists last week precipitated lifting of

unfair action by union against num-

ber of spots, which would have

stymied holiday (4) weekend shows.

When operators of 10 t»p spots,

I ^ho previosuly refused to go along

with the union oft its terms for

housing and boarding talent, Dave

Vox head of N. Y. local of union,

ffljia'cked the ban on, warned agents

snd talent not to do business with

them.

Although most revolted on regu-

lations, union's strategy fooled the

ops. Latter figufed that blanket un-

fair action against several hundred

places using talent would bring re-

prisals from performer-members
i thrown out of employment- by union
,
'Ukase.,;'"

Fox .and Matt .
Shelvey, national

head of AGVA, strategically decided

to stagger such unfair actions, 10

at a time. Consequently when the

10 affected capitulated the others

'fell in .line.

Transport Snarl

Hassle between union and opera-

tors was over clause • in contracts

wherein operators unable to accom-
modate performers at places of em-
ployment were required to provide

adequate accommodations on par
with own establishments within a
radius of five miles of employment
and provide safe transportation to

and from such places. With con-

|roY«sy settled they'll now do it,

MEXVAUDER REOPENS

UNDER NEW MANAGMNT.
Mexico City, July 8.

Teatro Lirico, historic vaude-
revue house where Lupe Velez
started, has resumed to good trade,

after a- production that r^i} deep in

the red. House is now rUtf.by opera-
tors of the Follies Bergeres. It's get-

ting much of |the overflow from
Follies.

. Consuelo Moreno, Spanish song-
- stress-dancer, is currently topping

Ml, which includes Barton & Brady,
American comics, and Gaby, Fofo &
I/[ilki, Spanish clowns. Top is $5
(Mex).

.

«' .'j.- i :

:
Bosarlo A Antoqio set for Cas-

cades of Biltmore hotel, N. Y., start-
' ing July 29.

Susanna' Minstrel's 21G
At Utah Centennial Expo

Salt Lake City, July 8.

"Oh Susanna," Count Berni Vici's

minstrel show playing the Coliseum
at the Utah Centennial Exposition
for two weeks, hit a clinker on
opening night, but finished the first

week yesterday (7) , with; a fah:

$21,000 gross. Preem was snafued
by the sound system going haywire,
and the curtain going up a half hour
late. .

•
-

Good reviews helped, and by the

weekend "Susanna" was doing okay.

Show is playing at $2.40 top, and if

the second week gross hits $25,000,

which seems likely, it may hold over
for another week or two.

:

VIHCENT

LOPEZ
AND ORCHESTRA

LOEWS STATE

THEATRE
. iiiw YORK CITY

Wttk of JiiW lO*"

Bookerf by ^

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E 57th St , New York, N Y

WANTED
CALMOPK AND BlX)WIOIt. .STATE

COXDIXION A5)D I'lllCI!.

A. H. ALBEE
Box 18, Wolfeboro. N. H.

Nip Act Planning

A Jap Pan Time
Americanization of Japan since

the GI occupation is proceeding at a

faster pace than at any time since

Connmodore Perry opened up the

island to American trade. Ameri-
canization is,, in fact, going along so

rapidly that a former Ringling Bros,

and Barnum & Bailey act, Albert S.

Uyeno, is laying the groundwork
for a vaudeville circuit to consist of

approximately 25 weeks and using

U. S. sight acts.

Uyeno,> head of the Uyeno Japs
(5), played most circuses during a
long sojourn in the U: S. At the be-
ginning of the war he was touring
Australia and interned there for the
duration. At the war's end he re-

turned to Japan, where he's em-
ploy^ed as an Army interpreter.

Noting that the Nips have long
been fans of U. S. films, and any
natives whenever possible take m
USO-Camp Shows troupe. Uyeno has

been studying the possibilities of es-

tablishing a variety route. He has
some 25 houses throughout Japan al-

ready lined up, and has succeeded in

interesting Jap bankers to back the

proposition.

It's Uyeno's plan to use a majority
of native turns and buy American
talent that's already booked in Aus-
tralia. By doing this he can save
sizable sums on transportation.

Uyeno and hi.s backers are now
paving the way so that act importa-

tions can roll as soon as normal
U. S.-Nipponese commercial rela-

tions resume on a peacetime scale.

Prewar Japan always had high re-

gard for American vaude units,

sports, and films. Currently Ameri-
can films are cleaning up over there,

and prewar American baseball teams
hit sizable grosses on Jap tours.

In the variety field, the A. B. Mar-
cus unit was the major show to tour

the Island. One year. Marcus after

cleaning up with a lengthy tour

throughout the country, made an
additional profit by selling all the

scenery, props and costumes to Jap
producers. How they made out with

the show's physical assets afterwards

is not known.

Uyeno made known his plans to

Al Fonzell (3 Fonzells) on a recent

USO tour. FonzCll, who leaves this

week on the last USO-Camp show to

play Japan, is taking with him lists

of acts from ihe major outdoor tal-

ent agencies fo'r Uyeno's use,

-Onee the last USO unit leaves the

island at the end of the year, Jap-

anese wiir no longer see American
acts until Uyeno's circuit gets

started.

VAUDEVIULIS

*Water Follies*-Downey

Set for Omaha Date
. Omaha, July 8.

*"'Water Follies," aquatic spectacle

with tank clown Eddie Rose and
Morton Downey, singer, topping

show, opens for a week at Ak-Sar^^

Ben Field July 15.
' It inaugurates

the annual summer season of from
three to five major outdoor attrac-

tions..

Downey was secured in place of

Carmen Mitandaj.who wired she was
suffering with sinus trouble and
couldn't report.

Featherbedding Relax Ukder New

Laws May Cue More Vaude BiOs

Philly Mass Meeting

In Revolt Vs. AGVA

Gets Sparse Response
Philadelphia, July 8.

Mass meeting called by Dick
Jones, discharged head of Phila-
delphia local of American Guild
of Variety Artists, drew slim at-

tendance at Hotel Commodore last

week. Jones, whose status is yet to

be determined via pending suit in-

stituted by him in common pleas
court to negate dismissal by national
AGVA, called meeting to demand re-

turn of full autonomy from national
body. If not forthcoming, he said

local would secede from AGVA and
set up own union.

Although naUonal AGVA has 900
members listed in the . Philly area,

only part of the membership at.,,

tended the meeting, according to

Allan Nickerson, national AGVA
rep here. *

Matt Shelvey, national head of

AGVA, dismissed Jones some months
ago and ordered takeover of local

by national AGVA. Jones instituted

injunction suit 'to restrain takeover,
which, despite several hearings- held,

is yet to be decided by Judge Harry
McDevitt. Meanwhile national AGVA
has pacted all Philly spots and is

collecting dues from majority of

membership. Those who have strung
along with Jone_s have been declared
unfair by AGVA, with such action

suspended pending court decision on
injunction.

Colonna Sets Unit -

For Midwest Tour
New midwest roadshow unit has

been organized by Jerry Colonna
with first booking for the Orpheum,
Omaha, July 11. , Unit will tour for

six weeks.

Featured besides Colonna are Bob
Chester's orch, Walter Nilsson Snd
Al & Connie Fanton.

Timberg Nixes Hearing

But Settles With Comic
Conciliatory hearing at American

Guild of Variety Artists on com-
plaint of Marty Barrett, comic,
against Herman Timberg, producer
and material' writer, didn't come off.

Barrett filed complaint against

writer-producer that he liad paid
'Timberg $400 for what he termed
"unsatisfactory material." Dave Fox,
head of N. Y. local of AGVA, invited
Timberg in to talk things 'over, but
latter allegedly refused stressing he
was too busy. Later principals got
together and adjusted things.

Ball Park Vaude

Bows on Coast
Hollywood, July 8.

Ball park vaudeville, such as has

already been tried out in the east,

is making its bow at Wrigley Field,

Los Angeles, and in ball fields in

San Diego, Sacramento, Hollywood
and Oakland. 'Wrigley was leased

for Fourth of July night by Charlie
Hoover, who staged an outdoor show
followed by dancing for tl\e audi-
ence.

Hoover has scheduled similar pro-
ductions for other Coast League ball

parks. Program uses a portable stage

on the infield and all ball park con-
cessions; operate for the special show.

+ Vaudeville theatre operators fig-

ure upon elimination of the standby
bands next year because of constitu-

tionality of the Lea Anti-Petrillo
bill, and passage of the Taft-Hartley
law. It's figured that such action
would save ops sizable wads of coin.

Current strategy among vaudfilm
house operators is to stall negotia-
tions until present American Fed-
eration of Musicians contracts ex-
pire and then call for application of
the anti-featherbedding clauses in

the LaborrManagement law and the
Lea act.

Operators say that the current
Congressional probe of James C.
Petrillo, AFM prexy, is likely to
cause the union head to relax form-
er stance on standby crews in future,

contracts. If no such statement is

forthcoming from Petrillo, then it's

seen that some operators will defy
strikewby the AFM by firing the
standby crews.-

If issue is taken to court resulting
decision will then clarify things for.

all time.

Theatre operators feel that elimi-
nation of standbys and excess stage^
hands would encourage opening o{

.

more vaudeville time. They figure i

that once a house management de-
cides upon stageshows, all normal
expenses are immediately doubled
because of the necessity of hiring
help it doesn't actually need. Con^
sequently, most houses are unwill-
ing to take that chance under pres-
ent conditions.

Andrews Sisters 4 Wks. At

12iG, I At Riviera, N. J.

Highest guarantee ever shelled

out to a cafe act in the New York

area was set last week with the

pacting of the Andrews Sisters for

the Riviera, Ft, Lee, N. J„ at $12..')00

plus percentages. Singers start

July 24 for four weeks. It's their

first cafe date in the N. Y. vicinity

and the second of their career. They
played first cafe engagement recent-

ly at the Club Flamingo, Las Vegas.

Chandra-Kaly dancers have been
signed for the Andrews layout and
choice of comedian lies between.
Larry Storch and Phil Foster.

BILLINGSLEYSUESLA.

STORK CLUB ON INFRINGE
Hollywood, July 8,

New York Stork Club has damage
suit on file here against Los Angeles
Stork Club asking $35,000 damages
and injunction against L. A. outfit's

using the name. Claim is made that
$800,000 has been spent by New
York club in advertising its black-
and-white insignia of a stork with a
top hat and monacle.

Suit seeks to prevent L, A. club
from using insignia.''

Another Pitt. Cafe Folds
Pittsburgh, July 8.

Club Lu Marba shuttered Satur-
day (5) for July and August.

Spot, formerly the Villa Madrid,
had tough sledding lately, so a city

order that lighting system had to be
done- over to conform with fire reg-

ulations was a convenient out for

summer : shutdowii. _

Borrah Minevitch Rascals set for

the Casino „ theatre, London, in

October.

Curren'My

LOS ANGELES
Mgt. UNIVERSAI ATTRACTIONS

565 fifth Avenue. New York

I'm Appearing at LOEWS STATE, New York

WMk July 10th

Don't forget to be there!

HANK SIEMAN
with

Going on Tour With Jerry Colonno and

Tex Beneke, July, August and September

JACK KALCHEIM, Personal Mgr, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York

P.S.'Thanks to SIDNEY PIERMONT
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Producers Suing Mex Talent Union

. For 'Arbitrary Foldo of Ice Show
Mexico City, July 8.

Suit for $250,000 (Mex) damages

is being readied here by Ramon

Reachi, former ballroom dancer

(Hamon & Renita), now biz talent

booker-producer here, against Ju-

lian Soler, general secretary of the

Mexican Actors Assn., for sudden

closing June 30 of "Rhythm, on Ice"

at the Teatro Iris, sifter the produce

tion had run out nine days. Reachi

is CD-producer of "Rhythm," part

U. S. ice skating revue, parT^Mexi-

caa vaudCi with Arnie Hartman, ac-

cordionist; who manages show, and

O. E. Melone, local manufacturer.

Soler announced that he shuttered

"Rhythm" because the management
was in arrears . on wages to the

troupe.

Reachi said closing has "closed to

many persons the opportunity .to

work and besides mean^ a loss of

about $160,000 (Mex)." Eleven XT.' S.

members of the troupe, he said,

signed a petition that was presented

to the amusements supervision de-

partment of the local civic govern-

ment urging that the show be al-

lowed to reopen, and that stars of

the Mexican part of "Rhythm" favor

its reopening, Reachi asserted that

instead of the $26,000 (Mex) Soler

said the show owed in wages, only

$400 CMex) was owing on salaries

for night . before foldOi Soler cited

"wages due as reason for closing

show. Reachi said this has cost him
personally $54,000 (Mex).
While "Rhythm" remains shut-

tered, some U. S. acts of company
are filling dates at Club Mihuit nit-

erie, and the Follies Bergeres, vafude'

revue house.

Hartman said that during the

eight days the show played the Iris

its costs were $67,530 (Mex), of

which $32,114.28 (Mex) was used

to pay performers' wages, $13,000

the stage hands, $11,000 rent of the

theatre, $4,500 for advertising, and
the rest for other expenses. These
payments, he said, were certified by
the city government's amusements
department.

WA'APPEHS!
Amwiea's No. I Rumba PcrsoRolity

PUPI CAMPO
ond his orehestra

Now,..CMie]seaKotel

Atlantic City

««r Dir. G.A.C.

NITERIES GAVE W M
OF FLORIDA^ AMUS. TAX

Miami, July 8.

Greater Miami contributed 70 per
cent of the state of Florida's cabaret

taxes, in 1946, according to figures

released by the Bureau of Internal

Revenue branch in Miami this week.
Total for the state was $8,077,000.

Bureau ^icials, in releasing the
figures, were- optimistic about 1947's:

take, pointing out that one club paid

$97,000 for the first three months of

the year and another $37,000 for the
month of February.
Of the reported $6,000,000 • col-

lected in this area for amusement
taxes, one twelfth came ' from thea-
tres, with the balance from the 203
establishments paying caUaret taxes.

Jack Cole Dancers Set

For Harem, N.Y., Aug. 28
Jack Cole dancers have been

signed to open at the Harem, N, Y.,

new nitery venture on the Site of

the defunct Vanity Fair. Lou Wal-
ters and Nat Harris, Harem ops,

have also signed Mme. Kamerova,
who does the production at ,

the

Latin Quarter, for similar chores at

the new spot. .

Cafe, slated to open Aug. 28 in

time for the American Legion con-
vention, is shopping around tor ad-

ditional topliners. . :

THERE'S ONLY ONE

ROSS^FENTON FARM
Atibwy Parhr New Jtrscy

Direction: M.C.A.

Barney Gould's Boat

Nitery for San Francisco
Barney Gould, San Francisco legit

producer, will launch new river

boat nitery Oct. 1, He's acquired
old Sacramento Riv^r wheeler,
"Port of Stockton," and will anchor
at Hyde street on San Francisco
Bay. Policy will be oldtime metiers

and minstrel shows. \

The four decks of boat will be
converted' into a 500-seater theatre,

dining room and cafeteria. Gould
expects to cash in on forthcoming
California Centennial trade as well
as large tourist blz;

Sunkock Woes

l^^d to Prov.
Providence, July 8*

Larry Suntorock's ditflculties with

the police and bill collectors held

over into Cranston, near Providence,

when the U. S. Collector of Internal

Revenue seized some Sunbrock

Rodeo, equiiwnent in lieu of back

taxes on admissions. In addition

Cranston police reportedly sent out
an alarm over the teletypes for Sun-
brock's arrest on an assault w'ith a
dangerous weapon charge.

Sunbrock was accused of beating
Arthur Childers, owner of the HelU
drivers, act used in the rodeo.
Childers claims that Sunbrock struck
him and had two employees hold
him down while he was beaten with
a claw hammer. Childers had asked
for $200 additional for an extra per-
formance of his act.

In addition to the charges made;
by Cranston police, Sunbrock is fac-
ing charges in New York allegedly
for jumping bail and failing to pay
salaries.

Night Club Reviews
•7177; Continued from page

One Fifth Avenne, N. Y.
tioning takes care of the sultry

weather.
New summer show is headed by

Patricia Bright and Jack Kerr, faves

at this Spot, which might account lor

the S.R.O. crowd on night caught
(2). Miss Bright, who's been around
some of the swank uptown rooms,
draws .steady yocks with .her fresh

satires, demonstrating a brand of top
showmanship. Her opening takeoff

on Katharine Hepburn singing
'Glocc'a Morra" is good but emerges
as a warmup for her other numbecs,
a hilarious impression of a Flatbush
secretary explaining "I Had a Man'-'

and her incomparable satire on the
"incomparable" flildegarde. An al-

luring gown and bantering asides aid
considerably.
Kerr also pleases with his slightly

blue ditties a la Dwight Fiske, ac-

companied by own ptanistics. His
punch is aided by evident pleasure
he takes in his work. l>ading up
to the indigo tunes gradually, he
opens with a couple of standard pops
and then swings, into hif special ma-
terial, including a French-accented
tale of "Paree" and a parody on
"Miss Otis Regrets." It's good stuff

for neat returns.
Highlights, winners of this month's

amateur contests staged Tuesday
nights at thedub, are reviewed un-
der New Acts. Bob Downey and
Harold Fonville round out the eit^
tertainment with- a well-played rep-
ertoire of light music on twin pi-

anos. Hazel Webster furnishes the
musical interludes on piano. Stal.

Glass Hat, N. Y.
(HOTEL BELMONT-PLAZA)

Larry Daniels, DeMar & Denise,
Naomi Stevens; Eddie Stone Orch,
with Julie Wilson; JVino Rhumbo
Bond; $2.50 minimuTn.^

Wonderful World," "The Girl Thui, I
Marry," "Anniversary Song," "Old

'

Man River" and encores with Adams
clowning through "Sonny Boy,"
which takes -em off to riotous re*
turns. .

Mario and Florio, smooth and
smart dance team/ click with ball-
roomology. Open with a Strauss
Waltz, follow with a fiery Argentine
number, ti*rkey trot, rhumba, samba,
and finish with the "Merry Widow"
waltz to solid plaudits.

Nick Castle's Hollywood Dancing
Starlets, six lookers, open show and
come back for a circus number. Cos-
tumes are nifty and abbreviated
enough to let the line keep cool in
soaring temperature. - • —
Bob Millar

: and oreh baek neatly
and are also favorites with the dance
crowd. Binff.

Cascades, X. \.
(HOTEL BILTMORE)

(FOLliOWUP)
The Biltmore's summer operation, :

the Cascades, evidently invites com-
parison with the Waldorf-Asfbria'g
Starlight Roof. Difference is that
the -B.Umore nabs a tourist rather

,

than a - cosmopolitan trade, and
shows must be designed along that

'

level. , .

However, with current change in
'

bill wherein Cardini has been sub-
stituted for the Minevitch Har-
monica Rascals, the Cascades has an
act that will wear well with the
upper strata of payees. Cardini's
manipulation of cards, cigarets and
balls is probably the best, an^ cer--
tainly one of the smoothest m that
field, and never loses values: He's
able to get his illusions across to all
despite the layout of the room.

Jose.

HELENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dance Antics'

July 13, Atlonric City

nil'.: HATXir RaSBN

Two Niteries Bestore

Talent, Pact With AGVA
Club Shanghai, San Francisco,

which folded some time ago as cas-

ualty of the midnight closing law,

since amended until 2 a.m. re-

opens, this week. Spot has posted
cash security with American Guild
of Variety Artists under class B,

with $7S-5S scale, latter for line

gals..

Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe,
Nevada, also restored talent this

weeki posting $3,0Q0 with AGVA: to

cover weekly budget; Latter is .class

A spot, with $100-65 scale. Connee
Boswell heads the new show,- at

$3,600 weekly.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
it Oriiw Iron) our libfnry, one of tlir

Inrj^esf , most cnmprehrnsivo in
. Sliowhiv

!

IU47 Chtlllus I'KEEI
•At ExrIiiRlve fnnterltil our 8p«('falt.r'

J. & H. KLEfNMAN
2S.3I-K 30th Rood, I. I. City 2, N Y-

i'l-lcphonc: Astiiriu S-riSdTi

'Lost Colony' Revived
Raleigh, N. C, July 8.

Paul Green's symphonic folk

drama, "The Lost Colony," opened
its seventh season last week at the

Waterside theatre on Roanoke Island

off the North Carolina coast. J. C. B.

Ehringhaus, former governor of the

state and officer of the historical

association backing the production,

rfiade a pre-curtain speech to the

audience of 1,000.

There are 200 members in the

cast and almost as many tech-

nicians and members, of the theatre

staff. , Sam Selden is show's direc-

tor, having held that post from the

launching of the enterprise 10 years
ago. The production was in moth-
balls for three years during the war.

Court Ukase Vs. Setup Spots

Cnes Fold of St Loo Chd)
• • . St. Louis, July 8.

State ^supreme court ruling and a

few other obstacles forced Anthony
Scarpelli and Charles Bologna, co-

owners of Club Plantation, to toss

in the sponge. Owners have spot

and. lease on the block.

Scarpelli said their woes started

when supreme court recently ruled
that setu.p establishments were
amenable to the State Liquor Con-
trol Dept. and must close at 1:30 a.m.

weekdays, I a.m. Sunday and remain
closed all day on..t,be Sabbath. The
suit to determine "the , legality of the
law, passed by the Legislature last

year, was "-instituted by the owners
of the 400 Club, another midtown
nite spot.

'In the offing looms possibility of

Government taking over the prop-
erty as part of a site for a new vet-

erans' hospital. Catering to ofay
trade and supplying colored shows
the Plantation was one of the best

patronized spots in town until the
court clamped down on its policy of
remaining open all nigjrt because it

did not sell liquor but merely fur-

nished setups. Scarpelli said it was
necessary to stay open until the
early a.m. hours to make any profit

Now

LE RUBAN BLEU, New York

JUDY MAGEE
DISC MOCKERir

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

Glass Hat's new summer show is

nothing to get excited atoout, oflfer-

ing the maximum of mediocrity and
unoriginality. In an apparent cost-
cutting move during lackadaisical
dog days, the room offers only three
acts, all of which may be okay for
this club's topheavy tourist trade
but won't attract local nitery trade
who've seen the same stuff done
better before.
Show stars comic Larry Daniels,

who's chief claim to fame is the one-
week stand he played recently at
the Roxy, N. Y. Unless he changes
his delivery style and gets some
fresh material, it's doubtful that
he'll get another big booking again.
Guy tries hard but- his cornladen
^ags go over like & lead balloon.

, He se^s to have taken bis cue
from nitery comic Al Bernie, ac-
centing his- sentences with the iden-
tical inflection used by. Bernie. His
impressions of Hollywood celebs
are merely repetitions. However,
he displays wise showmanship in
saving best routine for finale. In
this one, he blacks up and imitates
Al Jolson singing "Mammy." Voice
and body motions are good and get
him off to fair returns.
Dance team -cf DeMar -and Denise

and songstress Naomi Stevens (both
new acts) complete the show. Eddie
Stone's' orch does a neat job of cut-
ting the show and offers excellent
dance music, with' Stone and Julie
Wilson handling the vocals. Nino
and his rhumba erew sit in for Latin
terping. sm.

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

rum'iitly

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

ATt.4,NTA, aA.
Weekt of July IS

« ZSth
Glen Renjievout
Nawpart. Ky.

Direction:

TOM FITZPATRICK
130 W. 421* St:. N.Y.

. PIWH.: |>E :>097S

Miller Forces 5-Yr. Lease

On Riviera, Ft. Lee, NJ.
Bill IMilier, operator of the

Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., last week
forced the signing of a five year
lease on spot. Miller declared that

pact was inked following his refusal
to fork over the rent un[til Sam Mar^
c us , who holds title to the property
gave him a lease as per previous
agreement.

Miller claimed agreement reached
prior to opening, Marcus was to re
linquiiih interest in operation in

exchange for property title and
issuance of a lease. l3fease was not
given and Miller held out until
inked. .

'

Riviera has been hitting top
grosses of any club in the area.
Miller says they have ranged from'
$55,000 to $67,000 weekly.

NAOMI
STEVENS
CHANTS WITH A CHUCKLE

Cunantly Appaariiig

GLASS HAT
'

B*lmont-4'lazo, New York

BAMnflnfi, Las Vegas
' (RANCHO VEOAS HOTEL)

Las Vegas, July 3.
Joey Adams, Tony Canzoneri,

Mark Plant, 'Mario & Floria, Nick
Castle's Hallywood Dancing Starlets
(6), Bob Minor's Orch; no minimum,
no cover.

Joey Adams whizzes through this
ihirthquaking show. It's easily one I

of the best here in many months.

'

Adams starts out with a few old
gags and gains momentum. When he
does his stuff with Tony Canzoneri
and Mark Plant he has audience in
the palm of hand. Emceeing the
show he works in and out of every
act. Canzoneri makes a perfect foil
for Adams".
Mark Plant garners plenty ap-

plause singing "It's a Great - Big

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.

139 E. 57th St.. N. Y. C. PL. 9-7470

BUVDY^CLAKK
BecoTOmends

LEO KAHN
VOC.^T. CO.^CH AND ARRANGKB
2V0 West 54th St. Circle 6-3973

New York City

BY APPOINTMENT

Currently r^DIO CITY MUSIC HAU

SID STONE
"THE GRimR"

Thanks to LEON LEONIDOPF—DiV.-JACK KALCHEIM

0&J for Steel Pier, A.C.
Olsen & Johnson and their "Jerks

Berserk" vaude unit, currently at
the Roxy, N, Y.., after protracted run
at Nicky Blair's Carnival, N. Y.,

have been pacted for Steel Pier,

Atlantic City, Aug. 11.

They're being set for -other dales
after Pier run. :

Curry, fiyrd «*» Le Roy
"BEOLAM IN THE BALLROOM"

ON TOUR
dUUB-nATICji HAKKV 4iRKKN
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Britain's World Tele Hopes
Continued Irom page U

visory Committee, which has the re-

«ionsibility of advising the govern-

ment on television development, to

iar with conviction what are the

proper lines for expanding television

coverage."

Once these tests have been made-,

expansion will leap ahead. The BBC

is already spending more than
•

«5 000,000 a year on television, and

wiU shortly -dojjble this amount. At

nresent, only a~small area ol the

country, including Greater London,

is covered by regular transmissions

from' Alexandra Palace. BBC esti-

mates say there are about 25,000

vision receiver sets in operation,

representing an approximate 100,000

audience for important programs.

Vision sets are now selling in the

I*ndon area four or five times as

fast as in prewar years, but owing

to the shortage of cathdde ray tubes

and other vital cornponents, total

production is only about 2,000 sets a

month. The development by Im-

perial Chemical Industries of a new
plastic lens ideal for cathode ray

tubes, simple and cheap to produce,

will alter this situation in the near

future when the ICI new lens fac-

tory goes into operation.

Home- Progrsiin Extension

But the government is well aware

that the advancement of Britain as a

television, power, with obvious ad-

vantages such as lucrative overseas

contracts, is completely reliant on

the speed of extensions in home pro-

gram;? which would automatically

bring down the "prices of sets.

• Before next June, four relay, sta-

tions consisting of a lattice mast 80

leet high, and single story building

20 feet square, will be built on hills

Mween Alexandra Palace and the
' new Birmingham relay station. When
i

ttie link sis completed, viewers in a
'

38 mile radius of Birmingham will

able: to receive the London pro-

jgrams, and those now seeing the

Alexandra Palace shows will also be

able to see important events in the

Birmingham district.

The subsequent plan is to extend

the London program to .other cities

by another chain of relay stations.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

has demonstrated its frequency mod-
ulated radio link, representing one

«f-the most recent developments in

radio science, with the object of

proving that sound and vision sig-

nals from' the Alexandra Palace
transmitters can be received at dis-

tant points and re-transmitted to a

*lill more distant point with extreme
Clearness and fidelity.

The new stations may continue to

work on the present definition of 405
lihe pictures. The majority of Brit-

Isli experts believe there is more in

ihe 405 line picture than meets the
viewer's eye. Despite the broad the-
ory that the more lines the better

the picture, they believe that the
practical difficulties in the way of

an immediate change would out-
weigh the advantages. There is need
for uniform standard here, and
.Worthwhile 'increase: in tBe number
Qt lines would increase the cost of
'Bets-

America uses 525 lines and France
is toying with 1,000. But most Brit-
ish experts say the American picture
is no better than the British. From
the export market point of view
though, one British firm is taking no

, ehances, offering a system of 605
lines to foreign countries.
New and more compact mobile

equipment is now on order for the
BBC to speed up and generally im-
prove outside television broadcasts.
The past year has Seen no radical
change in program standards or tech-
nique compared with prewar days,

' but there has been considerable
tightening up of production methods

Film Frosipccts

Television's future in the cinema
Mf at present very, much in J. Arthur
Rank's hands. His organization con-
trols Bush Radio, Baird Television,
.and Cinema Television. Application
has been made on behalf of Rank to
the Television Advisory Committee
for a charter to enable his organiza-
tion to televise programs.

.

If this is granted, programs will be
televised from a special private sta-
tion and seen on enlarged television
screens in cinemas of the Odeon and
t>aumont British circuits. Home re-
ceivers will also be able to pick up
the shows, Four West End Of Lon-
don cinemas are alrea.dy equipped
With latest television equipment and
jre able to receive programs sent out
from Alexandra Palace. A number
Of news cinemas are being similarly
equipped.

At present, the monopoly of trans-

mitting vision programs is held by
the BBC under the existing charter.

It is likely that; if permission is

granted to the Arthur Rank Organ-
ization to go ahead with the scheme,
other film companies with television

plans will also enter the field.

Petriiio
—

•

Continued fram pa-ge G9 s»

trade of the entire 'samusementof

industry?"

petrillo sidestepped the query and
later, during the lunch recess, ap-
parently talked it over with his at-

torney, Joseph Padway, who sat at

his elbow all th« time, he was testis

fying..

"I'm in the hopes we won't have
to- do the things we said tliis morn-
ing," Petrillo amended later in the
day. "We don't want to hurt a lot

of innocent people bnt how can we,
as musicians^ protect our liveli-

hood?"

In this afternoon's hearing. Rep.
Richard Nixon (R., Cal.) warned
Petrillo that he had better seek legal

counsel before invoking a proposed
ban on network musical shows,
pointing out that such action might
possibly violate the Taft-Hartley.
Act and the anti-trust laws.

Petrillo told the ' committee that
the networks wanted to duplicate

AM programs on FM affiliates with-
out firing .standby musicians, that
he was considering the matter and
would meet with the nets to talk it

over. But he added that no action

had been considered whereby indie

FM would be permitted to link jip

to AM nets for live musical shows.

In resumption of the heaHng this

morning " (Tues.) Petrillo agreed to

sit down with music educators of

the country to work out . a liberal-

ized AFM policy ;which would . per-
mit school bands to go on the air

under certain circumstances. He also

agreed to confer with heads of the
government's military departments
to worlc out an arrangement" where-
by military bands could make re-

cordings for use by schools.

Kearns asked Petrillo whether he
would sit down and write the school

superintendents of the country that

their bands could have freedom of

the air, but Petrillo d^lined such a
carte blanche order.

"I'm not going to give any such
order the way you put it," the AFM
boss declared. "They (school bands)
are playing sometimes commercially.
Second, I don't know of any case

where standbys have been ordered
for school bands. If you want to dp
something, let's do it right. A blan

ket order to my : people will not

work. Let's sit down and get this

thing straightened out. I've come
from the amateur class. I got my
first music education in the school

band. Jane Addaras bought me my
first trumpet. I am willing to meet
the music educators and work out a

program.

Kearns brought up the point that

school bands, unabje to hear mill

tary bands, are denied much they

could learn from them about playing

rharches, etc. Petrillo said he saw
nothing wrong in military bands
making records for school use . . .

"but when they get on the radio,

that's another story."

Again, however, Petrillo refused

to be pressed by Kearns' into a defi-

nite commitment. "Why ask me to

make a definite statement at this

this ,time?" he countered. "Why not

sit down with (military) department

heads and see what they have in

mind?"

Kearns thought that was fine.

"Okay, we'll do that," said Petrillo,

Kearns said he himself was going

to write the music educators sug-

gesting they contact Petrillo to ar-

range a meeting.

Geo. Jennings on Stand

George Jennings, director of radio

of the Chicago public schools, was
called to testify that the union has

so bottled up Chicago's school bands

that they can't even play on the city-

owned FM station without AFM
standbys. The bands also can't, pa-

rade, he said; they can only play

in school buildings.

"Chicago is still a part of the XJ. S.;

isn't it?" Rep. Graham Harden <D.,

N. C.) angrily interjected. "I was

about to make friends with Mr.

Petrillo, but when he bounces

around 600,000 school children, Tm
not so sure." -

.
.

Petrillo, re-called to the witness

stand, plaimed he knew nothing of

this situation. "If the board of
|

education has a station paid for by
|

the taxpayers,'? he said, "there's no i

reason why the local should inter-
fere. The matter has never come to

my attention;" He promised to look :

intoitandVadjust.it."
"Don't get me wrong, that I'm an

angel,'' he added. "We $11 make
niistal^es."

Harden cracked, "In the last few
minutes, I haven't been inclined in

that direction."

: James Thompson, Chicago, agent
for the Chicago Opera House and
Givic theatre, testified briefly re-

garding difficulties with the union-

regarding AFM demands on standby
musicians.

Other highlights of the opening
day: ,:

1. John Nuveen, president of the
Ghicago Sunday Evening Glub, a

religious group, claims he has had
to pay $20 each- Sunday for a stand-
by musician because he uses a non-
union piano player for a local pro-
granT of his club on the air. His
sliow goes out over the Ghicago
Tribune FM station. :

2. David Niedlander, Detroit thea-
tre owner, said he was compelled to

hire six musicians, although he
didn't need them. When he refused
to' sign with: AFM he said his stage-
hands threatened a walkout. Then
he went to court and won a decision
in - the Michigan supreme court.

Varietur Oills
WEEK OF JULY 9

Knm«rnl8 In conn««tittn with billii b«low inilirnte openiiifr ilny oT nhow
.
wlictlier full or split we«i<

Letter In pnr«nthvB«» ludkntrs.HrcuU; <I) Independtnti <X) Loew:
(l>) Pnnimvunt; (,K) .|(KO; :(W) Wnrnec

However, New York booking agents
told him they would not be able :

to

book his theatre unless he put the
musicians -back on the payroll.

Render Unto Caesar
Washington, July 8.1

House Labor subcommittee
which summoned James Caesar
Petrillo to Washington to heap
hot coals on his head was eat-
ing out of the AFM boss' hand
by the second morning of testi-

mony yesterday (Tues.), exr
changing verbal bouquets^ en-
joying his wisecracks, retorts,

etc.

Petrillo, obviously enjoying
himself, frequently had the en-
tire audience in an uproar of

guffaws. High mark of harmony
came after Petrillo, who several
times declared "I'm not a dic-

tator," told the committee that

he and his union intended to

abide by the Lea Act.

Rep. Graham Harden (D.,

N. C), who had jumped on
Petrillo lightly in an earlier ses-

sion, told him; "You know, I'm
beginning to think you're a
pretty human fellow."

Petrillo: "You ought to hear
me tell stories in a bar! Have
you fellows heard the one about
the fieas?" ,.

' '

:
!

•

(Laughter.) 'i;,'

At another point

—

Petrillo: "While we're talking

about it (a proposal to sit down
with music educators and U. S.

military chiefs to work out band-
playing agreements) why not do
the same with President Tru-
man? He plays the piano."

Rep. Carroll Kearns (R., Pa.):

"We'll employ him as a stand-

by!"
(Laughter.)

NEW \'OKK <'ITy
Capitol CI.) 1«

GeorBe Paxton Oi-c

Lena . Hol'ne
.tohuny Buvke
Ruby Ulnsr
IMuhIc Hull (n 10
Ijucietine &. Ashouv
Ilobt Sliftnley.

.Tanet- & Paul

.

BocKettes
< :orps Ballet .

.

Glee Olul)
Sym Ore
ParamfMiiit <!') ft

Phil SpitKlny All
Girl Ore

Eliis Talbot-Mariln
BoKy (I) »

Olsen & J'nson Rev
State (L) 10

Vineent Lopes Orc
Pann Merriman
Hfl.nk Sienian

Strand (W) 11
Vaughn Monroe Or
FTank Fontaine
Beryl Davie
The DunhlllB

.Tamalca (I) 9-1%
Alston & YounK .

Cieorffe Freema
Al Bault Co
Olson & Joy
Ro!3lyn Pa-ge
KliKsa Jayne
Tony :

Ijavelll
Ropcer Price
Fiske & Trama

AKKON
Palace (I) 10-18

'Desi A-rltaz Ore
Dulclna
The Noncha1!ante
Rutly Cardenan
.\TLANTIC CITY

CaNino (I) ?
Connie Haines
Behney Girls
Gary Morton : ^
Sechrlot & Dale
Duke Art Jr

: BAT..TIMORB
Hippodrome (I) 9
Kanazawa Japs
Mlldreil Bailey
Benson & Mann

'

Doli-noffs & Raya Rie
Stute (I) 10-12

Bohn & MathewQ
'

Bob Coffey
sia Rice
The Skyriders

is-te
The Houghtona
Ted fjester
.faok DeLeon
AHtor & Kenee

CAMBISN
Towem (1) 11-18

DMeon Sis
.lavie Lane & Birds
P MoWilliams Co
Coley Worth
i! Bright Spots

CHICAGO
ChicaKO (P) 11

Victor Borge
,To Staftord
Debonaires

Oriental <I) 10
Dale Evans
Harmonicats
Parr *; Bstes
Shyrettos

Polave (K) 10
Freddy Martiii ,Ui-c
P'hilha)'mi>ni('s
'rerry & Ralph Rio

COLl'MlirS
Palace (It) 14-ltl

Desi Arnaz .Ore
Nonohaiants
pulciriii

,

Rudy Cardenas
': MIAMI .1

Olympic (P) » .

ROM Sis ti White
Al .Ferguson
Henri Therrien
The Chords
Aci-omanlacf*

OMAHA
Oriilieum (P) 11

Jerry Coionna - >

Bob CMieslcr Bd
Waller Niisson ,

Al A Connie Fanton
PHILADKLPHIA
Carman <l) II

Thi Delairej
-

Hank Ladd .

Johnny l^arnes
^Tai'lln & Florens

HOCKFOKO
Palace (I) 11

Prof- Backwards
l^arlo & Jody Grey
Charles Ria.no
.Tackson & Nedra
The Gllpins
Paul Walker Ore
SALT LAKE CITV

I-yrIc (I) 7
Belita's "Bhapsody
On Tee"
SAN FRANCISCO

(inltlen (.ate (K) 9
Nelson .TflcUson
Roger "Westley .

The Colston'tt
BeHy Black
Rosenblootn -A. Baer
SPKINGFJlM.n

Court Si). (I) 10-13
Olln Walker ?

Jean Jack & Judy
.Tune Lorraine
The Duvale
Gleason A Sanborn
Al Gordon
W.ISHJNC.TON
Caiiitnl (I.) 10

Pritohard /i- Lord
HanT Pahbilt.
Bll *. Cora Buird
Fl'atiii Mii'-loxi'e

lONDON
CHISWICK
Kmldre ()> t

Dante Co
BDmmnuiH
.Vmplre (I) 7

Wilfred Pickles
iii;r.L

New (1) 7

I^aurel & Hardy Co
I.HWISHAM

Hlp|>e<lr<»ne (1) 7
Clilco M.irx Co

LONDON
Casino (I) All .Inly

Tjfnoran.ce Is Bliss
Vivian Blaine
.Tack Durant
Donald Chesney
Dick Henderson
Wazzan Troupe
Len * Bill Lowe .

Boy Foy
Bunin's Piipjpets
Toy & Wing

Hotel "Can
..Vincent Loper Ore
Oliarlie Prcw
No. I Slftb Ave
Pat Bright
.lack .Kerr;
Tlazel "Webster
Downey & FonvU)*
lii'^hiights

RIvlern
Jackie Miles
Grade Barrle .

. :

Beatrice -. Kraft.
.S' Morgan Dora

Co

Hay .Mafone
Tony Buvaar
Joel Herron Ore
Curbello .Qrc.
VillaKe ViiUKUard

J'axino Sullivan
.lay Marshall
Three Flamea
Dqn Ptye,

WIvcl
Bob Lea
Kay Carole •

^

Stuart Langley ,

Peggv Palmer
D'Oulncey ft OlVot

CHICAGO
niat'lilmwk

Ray PeAii
Sherman Brojn
Oren Morehouae

Danny Thomas
Miriam Lavalle
Dorothy .Porter
Many Gould
Hnrry Sherwood
Rodviduea & PhylUa
Chei Adovatlea (10)

Hotel lUsmari'b
Don Julian & Mitr
lionta Mallney
Eddie Fens Ore
Benno Dolson Oro
GIJ Hobtnaon

llelMlnR*
Sid FlshRr Oro
<''harlle Paere
King: & Zortta
MoiKle Utile
Dorothy Olaeh

.
Itot«1 Blackntane

Bill Snyder Ore
.Toe FrIscQ

II Edgowflter Beach
fTeiiry Busse Ore
Jrvrtle & Picaud
Haat^ Elephant
Preston Lambert
Rudplls
D Hill D'oers

Hotel Shermaif
Carl Marx ; . -

Hooney Quurtot
Stan Kenton Orq
VIrto Mii6«o
JUT)$ t'hristy .

Hotel Stevens
Henry Brandon Or
Frankff & Janyce
liola Amccho
.Bobby May
Lee GilmoL'o
Unulovn r-Dear*
Jaol' .Milttin

Latin Uuiirtcr
KUu Brothers (.1)

Jfine Withers
Diane & Edwai'-da
Latin Lovelies
I3uddy Shuw Ore ,

The a'anideys 1 4>
Palmer Htouee

Lihorace
I'^eddie Naiiel (Ire
Mj'cluiel Doiti;If)sr

Abbott D'nccrji <1J)
Oower & Bell

Bin Cnbana
The i>ovolies (ff)
Cei" Davidson Ore
Jan Murray
N'ftnt^y Donovan
(."arl( Broth*;rH

Vine Garilene
Dick Gale
Rlfunor Chrtttl:in .

P Daniele-J Danlce
Jaekto fioo

Cabaret Bills

NEW lOEE CITl

3. Petrillo charged that the phono-
graph record and other mechanical
devices were hurting the union and
putting musicians out; of -work

although he admitted under cross-

examination that the AFM has 216,-

000 members now, contrasted to

100,000 in 1920. "Oh, you've got to

grow a little bit," Petrillo said

mildly when asked about that. He
declared that "we make the Movie-
tone and Vitaphone that puts us out

of business; 500 men in: Hollywood
are making the music for the entire

world."
4. Petrillo predicted sharp unem-

ployment for his union in another

year. Ho .said thing.s are good at

present, "but that is due to war con-

ditions. Many good musicians are

going to be out. Half our people are

going to be walking the streets."

5: Petrillo said the union will take

in about $2,000,000 this year in roy-

alties from the record companies

but that up to the end of last year

only about $2,600,000 had been col

lected altogether. What he objected

to ptincipally in- the- Taft-Hartley

billj he said, was that he could not

use these funds in -the future for

the benefit of musicians who did not

make the records.

6. Rep. Richard Nixon (R., Cal.)

said the committee had- sent out

questionnaires to about 2,000 broad-

ca.sters, had gotten back answers

from about 1,500 and that "all but

one had complaints about dealings

with the AFM." The only one with

no cortiplaint, explained Nixon, was
the city-owned station in New York
City CWNYC).

Cafe BocTeli
(Downtotvn)

.Tames MacGoll
Mary Lou Willlame
Annabelle RIU
Bucic Miller Ore

CarnlTal
Bert -Wheeler,
Lou Holtz
Dlosa C'ostello
Wood & Kelly.
C & T Valilea
Yvonne Atlalr
.Tiinmy Ellison
Paul Gavotte
Michael Edwards
McManus Ore
Held Ore

China Doll
.Tohn Tie
Moo Soner
Fran Tans
.Tadine LI Bun
I'al SlngB .

Copacaban*
M.it2i Green ..

Mel Torme
Gopsey Sc Ayre»
Gorrl Sutton
Terry Allen
Nancy Doran ;

Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverea O

tTomCHline
La Pierre

Fer;
Diamond tTorneHlini*

Rosa &
Slrl
Herman Hyde
Turner Twlna.
Rosebuds
Billy Banks
Tables Davis
Renald & Kudy
.Tack Mathers .

Noble Slssle Oro
Syd Strance Oro

El Ohlco
C.oslta Rloa
Caballtros
Alice Farrar

ilavanu-Tandrid
R & Beyes
M A Luis
Lecuona Boye
Berticft Serrano
Chlno Ore .

Ittcland
Lucille Peterson
McGowan & Macli
.ferry Mapea
.Toanne McGoivan
T31impy Blank Ore
Tiny Clark

l.ntln Ounrtei
Willie Howard
Al Itelly
Masizone-Abbott D's
Ralph Young
Gloria Le Boy
-Cecil Lewln
Emlle Boreo
Plroaka
Miriam Gwynne

I Bon Vlvants

Chick Gladke
Vincent Travers i

: Uttlo OlOb
Walter Gross

.«aa * RiMM's
Elddle Davis
Ar* Waner Oro
Trudy Bictaarda
Tahja
Mayo Bros
Danny Sullivan
Judy Sargeant
Staepard Uhorus

Zlmmerman'is
Paul Smith
.lanczl Makula
Zaiga Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood
Gene Kardos O

Monto Carlo
Joel Shaw Ore
Rhumba Ore
Robertn
Hotel New Xorher
v. Lombardo Ore
Marlon Spelman .

June Arnold
Joo Sater Trio
Bissell & Farlev
Wal(lart*,1storla

Guy Lombardo Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore

Belniont-riaza
Bob Dixon
Tjarry Daniels
Payson Be. Ore
Nino Ore

'

Rnban Bleu
Sally ,Cha,pman
Muriel Gaines .

Glenn Pope
.Uidy MoGee
Cedric Wallace S
Wally Blacker

VersnMles
Bob Grant Oro
Carl Rava:&^a
PanPhlto Ore

Vlllniire Bnrn
Ahit pennla
Norman -JenRcn
.Stubby Ore
Lou Ceasar
Corday & Triano
Pappy Below

Hotel Ulltinore
Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Cavdinl
Hotel I.«xlUKton

'Alomas .Ilawallanp
Hotel Pcnnsylvanli
Sitltch Henderson
.-Ore, i -

Hotel ,Plerr»
Roberto & Alicia
Stan Pisher. ,

Chas Reader Ore
.

Hotel St RckIs
Milt Shaw
I.,as!Sla U Feptto
Pa,ul Sparr Ore

Kearns
±s Continued from - pace 77 Sa

their employees, and with whom
they had no dispute over wages,
hours or working conditions.

"That your federation, through
the threat of strikes and boycotts,
has required theatre operators
throughout the U. S. to employ
standby orchestras for many films,

shows or performances in which .

they did not need, want or use these
orchestras.

Dictate to .BcoadeMteri;

"That your federation has dictated
to the licensed broadcasters of the
U, S. who are amenable to federal
laws and regulations, the number of

musicians they should employ, the-

amount of money they should spend
for music, and has, in some in-

stances, required them to employ
musicians to render services whieh :

did not necessitate musical knowU
edge or talent to perform.

"That you and the AFM board
ar^ engaged in a concerted effort .

to hold back the technological ira*

provements in radio and television.

That you have denied the use of live

music through the networks to FM
oroadcasting stations. That you have
forced the fllm industry to sign con-
tracts denying the use of any sounds .

track made by members of . youi
federation to television.

"That your federation has inter-

fered with and restricted the in-

alienable right of the people of the

U. S. to enjoy freedom of religion

and education. Numerous complaints
have been made to the effect that
by virtue of the monopoly which
your federation exercises over the

:

radio and recording companies of
the U. S. amateur musicians are de-
nied the right to perform. Churches;

must pay standby fees for organist;

orchestras, bands and choruses in

many schools have been denied the
right to broadcast. The service bands
of the U. S. are denied the right

;

to make records and the entire pop-

-

ulation of the U, S. is denied the
right to enjoy the kind of music
which it may desire to hear,

"That your federation is a monop-
loy, which exercises the power of
licensing businesses, of licensing

agents to do business with your
members, whitfh undertakes to cir-

cumvent the right of individuals to

litigate in our courts, and autocratic-
ally determines the amount or
amounts of money whith must be
paid by non-union members to mem-
bers of your organization.

"That by the constitution and by-
laws of your organization, James C.

Petrillo, is given dictatorial powers
over the lives and work of the
members of the AFM; and that un-
der the constitution of the AFM as--

sumes such power over its member-
ship as to destroy the right of free
speech and the economic security oi
its members."
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Dream Girl' 'Joan,' U' in Big

Demand for Strawhat Showings

Three former Broadway hits ate

In highest demand among summer
stocks, the trio being "Dream Girl,"

"Joan of Lorraine" and "Dear Ruth."

At least one-third of the total num-
bef 6f slrawhats will play all three

plays once or more during the rural

show, season. ;,

There are 30 contracts for "Girl,"

with five more pending. "Joan" will

be played by at least 28 stock out-

fits, foul' more to be verified, while

''Buth" may top all in point of total

strawhat performances. Contracts

for 30 bookings have been set, but

it's expected that 50 stocks will have
played the comedy before Labor
Day.

Eight name actresses will appear

as "Joan," part .originated during the

past season by Ingrid Bergman, the
engagement drawing sensational

grosses on Broadway. "Joan" is

playing in three summer spots this

Week, with Sylvia Sidney at the

Flatbush, Brooklyn; Madge -JSvans

at Brattle Hall, Cambridge, Mass.,

and Diana Barrymore at the Crest,

Long Beach, N. Y. During the month
Julie IJaydon . will appear . as""Joan"

at St. Michael's, Burlington, Vt.,

Judith Evelyn plays it at' Ogunquit,

Me., and Luise Rainer at the Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.
There are now 121 summer stocks

registered with Equity.-

Mystery of Pitt Strawhat:
Pittsburgh, July 8,

Town's new strawhat, the Reper-
tory Players, operating at Frick
School Auditorium Thursday^ and
Friday nights only, has been having
tough sledding so far, but Francis
Mayville, director of groui), claims

they're going throughvWith 11-week
schedule just the same. *

• Oi>ening night of "Playboy of the

W^tern World" found only three
paying customers in the audience,

so they got their money back and
the performance was called off. Next
night Irish comedy-drama went on,

although there were less than 50

out front.

Troupe's backing is something of a
mystery; nobody knows who brought
company here and is keeping it go-

ing. Very little publicity on the

project has also added to the gen-
eral woes.

Peaks Island, Me., week July 22...

New summer stock preems at Burns-

ville, N.. C. Aug. 1 under direction

of W. R. Taylor and W. T.

Chichester.^ .Louise Allbritton. cur^

rent star in "Love From a Stranger"

at Westchester Playhouse, Mt, Kisco,

N. Y....Pocono Playhouse, Moun-

tainhome. Pa., preemed its prefab-

ricated steel theatre Monday (7)

with "Dear Ruth". . .Fifth show at

Green Hills theatre, Mohntqn, Pa., is

"Bishop Misbehaves," starting July

14. .."But Not Goodbye" sche'duled

for July 14 at Bennington, Vt,
Drama Festival . . . Paul Vincent
Gordon directing Frank Gabrielson's

"Act o£ Darkness" slated for tryout

at Theatre-in-the-'Dale, New Milford,

Conn., July 16...Zasu Pitts doing

"The Late Christopher Bean" this

wpek at dgunquit. Me., Playhouse, i.

Cumberland Players, near Harris-

burg, "Pa., preems Anthony Arms'
original two-character melodrama,
"Into My Parlor," starting July 17. ..

Muriel Hutchison has femme lead in

"Made in Heaven" at Lakewood the-

atre, Skowhegan, Me., this week...
Cobweb Playhouse, Noroton Heights,

Conn;, producing' "Nine Pine Street"

this week ... Mardi Bryant starring

in "Joan of Lorraine" for Port Play-

ers, Oconomowoc, Wis., theatre start-

ing July 9.. .Louise Kirtland has

femme lead in "Male Animal 'at Sail

Loft theatre, Germantown, N. Y.,

which opened yesterday (Tues.)....

Francesca Bruning guesting in this

Week's production of "Junior Miss"

at Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,

Mass. •

Gloria Swanson's "Goose for the

Gander" moves to McCarter theatre,

Princeton, N. J., week of July 14.^ .

Richard Barron topping cast in

"Junior Miss" this week at lake
Hopatcong, N.- J'., ; Former vmiddle-
•Oveight champ Mickey Walker has

lead in prizefight comedy, "Is Zat
So," at Burlington, Vt., strawhet
week of July 29. .'.Lawrence Langf
ner and Armina Marshall reviving

"Pursuit of Happiness" at Westport
Country Playhouse, Westport, Gonn.,
next month, , .Lois Wilson and Ed-
die Nugent' in "Dear Ruth" for

South Shore Players, Cohasset,

Mass., next Monday (14),

' Faxinou Replaces Cooper
Hollywood, .July 8.

Katina Paxinou replaces Gladys
Go.oper as star of La JoUa Play-
house production of "Ghosts," Miss
Cooper having been called to New
York by serious illness of her son,

John Buckmaster. Play opens July
2? for week's run.

Louis Jourdan and Beatrice Pear-
eon are also in ^ast, latter having
arrived from New York this week

' for reliearsals.

Garland's Brief Moment
Robert Garland, N. Y. Journal-

American drama reviewer, is essay-

ing a lead role in VioUa Rubber's
production of S. N. Behrman's
"Brief Moment," which starts a
strawhat tour at Hampton Play-
house, Bridgehampton, L. I., July
21. Other cast members include
Maria Gambarelli, Alan Hewitt and
Frederic Tozere.

Marjorie Hildreth is directing and
staging while Michael O'Shea has
been ink«d as assistant production
manager.

Ilka Chase in Tryout
W^)Odstock, N. Y., July 8.

Ilka Chase is heading cast of Lynn
Riggs' new comedy, "Laughter Prom
a Cloud," .which preems at Wood-
stock Playhouse July 15. Show is to

be done in five strawhats this sum-
mer, with Broadway tryout planned
for fall. Same cast (including Susan
Douglas, Edmon Ryan and Donald
McDonald, in addition, to Miss Chase
starred) would do Broadway show.
It's to be produced by Milton
Baron and Jerome Mayer. Latter is

directing.
;

' "ji;' '>:' v/.--

strawhat Jottinsfs

William E. Barry, who had been
touring with "State of the Union,"
now acting -as publicity director for

John Huntington's Spa theatre, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.. . .Frank McHugh
essaying "Ah, Wilderness"^ at Guy
Palmerton's Lake Whalom Play-

house, Fitehburg, Mass., this week. .

.

iPrlscilla Beach
,
theatre," Plymouth,

MasSi, doing "Importance of Being
Earnest" week of July 7 . , , Barbara
Willock and James Roberts slated as

leads in Ken Parker's new whodunit,
"Four Fhghts Up," due for tryout

at Greenwood Garden Playhouse,

Old Vic Aussie Sponsor

Still 3-Way Mystery
Sydney, June 30.

There still seems to be no definite

sponsoring of Sir Laurence Olivier

for proposed legit run here next
year. Various rumors have the Old
Vic Co. playing for Williamson-
Tait, Whitehall Productions and the
Fullers.

The Fuller group came in the field

this week by announcing that the
troupe might come into the May-
fair, Sydney, with the take-back of

house from Hoyts, switching from
pix to legit.

It had been figured that William-
son-Tait would run the troupe
through its Aussie legit loop. It was
indicated, too, that Whitehall Pro-
ductions, operating the Minerva
here, headed by Roland Walton and
Kathleen Robinson, would play Old
Vic in this zone.

HEARING FRDAY ON

AIR-CONDITIONERS
Court hearing of several Broad-

way legit theatre managers, upon

co.mplaint of the Fire Department in

connection with air conditioning

plants is now dated for Friday (11)

after a delay, Fire chiefs contend

that an engineer should be on duty

24 hours per day to care for cooling

nystems using freon gas, law requir-

ing such precaution for refrigerant

apparatus. -

Showmen concede the fire depart-

ment is technically correct but have
appealed to the Board of Standards

and Appeals for a revised interpreta-

tion of the regulation. Freon gas

cooling systems are the most modern
plants used in theatres and are oper-

ated comparatively'^ few hours daily.

Fireman claim, however; that as gas

remains in the pipes continuously,

there is possible danger although

the chemical is non-inflammable 'ex-

cept when subject to high heat. Only

a few houses where the systems are

used are involved, others being

dark, while a majority of legit^rs

use ice-cooling systems.

Jed Harris Sued

For20GAcctg.
Jed Harris is named defendant in

a suit for an accounting- of $20,000,

said to nave been invested in one or

more of his shows by Savoy Produc-
tions, Inc., which..buys in on Broad-

way attractions. Complainant is not
familiar to show people under its

trade label but is said to be a group
represented by Tony Williams, forr

merly with MacDonald - Heath,

socialite tailors. Upper East Siders

are" in his groupT

Williams is stated to have invested

in "Apple of His. Eye," produced two
seasons ago Harris, also in his

"Loco" last season, a flop. "Apple,"

in which a number of Broadwayites
(not managers) also invested, did

fairly Well at the Biltmore, N. Y.,

with better business on tour (Walter

Huston starred), but no statements

of possible profits have yet been re-

ceived by them.

One' court proceeding in which
Harris was also defendant concerned
"Our Town," which he re-produced
at the City Center. Dr. Louis Sun-
shine, who buys in on shows, asked
for an accounting of $35,000, claimed
to have been invested in the Thorn-
ton Wilder drama, but :the action

was dismissed. .

Harris was out of the city when
the Savoy suit was filed but a copy
of the summons and complaint was
nailed to the door of his Park
avenue apartmentj returnable in

N. Y. supreme court today (9).

Manager is said to be staying in a

midtown hotel. , .

Fred Finklehofle plans production
of "Washington Square," in associa-

tion with Harris, this fall. Play was
tried out last season by Oscar _Serlbi,

blade StnS-Legit
Walter Kerr, a leading figure in

,
the dramatic school at Catholic Uni-

versity, Washington, D. C, and an associate professor there, contributed
a significant article in the N, Y. Times Sunday (6) on the difference
between the community or non-professional theatre as contrasted with
Broadway. He argues that it is the non-pro outfits that constitute "the
dollars-and-cents theatre of America, shrewd, unyielding, willing to bet
only On the sure thing," rather than the professional theatre.; "And it is

New York which is tributary and' experimental," then he proceeds to try
and prove it. Kerr adds;

"Plays are the life blood of the theatre. That New York is the tr4butary
theatre of America needs, no proof at all. Indeed the amateur theatres
are ever more pressing in their demands, asking for earlier releases, for
faster tributary service. , , . But New York is also the experimental
theatre.

"Broadway produces more first plays by new and untried playwrights
thgn the entire' non-professional theatre put together. More producers
take more chances on more unknown quantities . . . than the forward-
looking idealists in the hinterlands . . . it is not really the community
theatres which find room for a Saroyan or a Tennessee Williams, ; They .

wait. They wait until Broadway has secured the investment, has given
the writer a salable name, has' created' a prestige and publicity value
that spells boxoffice."

Broad\yay puts $50,000 or moi'e in shows of brand new writers again
and again, always in the face of heavy odds that the investment will be
lost, Kerr argues, while Peoria won't take a chance on $2,000, approxi-
mately the cost of putting on an established hit in the sticks. Only ex-
ceptions among the non-professional theatres are those at Pasadena Play*
house, Clevel'ahd Playhouse, Carnegie Tech; U. of Iowa, Yale and Catholic
University, principally.

Kerr says the community theatre Is due for some gambling and a little

less money-grubbing if it is to mean anything important to the future of
the .theatre. He -concludes: "At Catholic University , . . we are presently

engaged in a full season, or 21 weeks, devoted to m'anuscript plays. We
are going to gamble our $2,000 seven times over seven new writers. We
may lose the entire amount; And then again we may turn up a new
playwright."
"'''•'-,'."•';.'

'

'.
, .

'\ ' '\: ^

Emile Littler, the London showman who, with Louis Dreyfus, presents
"Annie Get Your Gun" there at the Coliseum, addressed the original cast

at the Imperial, N. Y., last week. Ethel Merman responded for the com-
pany. Littler expressed thanks for the English cast for the opportunity
of appearing in such a success as "Annie," which has only two American
leads (Dolores Gray and, Bill Johnson). Visitor feels that the dual click

of .Broadway's current number one musical cannot but further the cordial
relations between the two countries, .

.
<

During preparations of the London "Annie," Littler told Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, show's American produ$ers, that it

was a difficult assignment to open so soon after "Oklahoma!" ''debutted in
the'West'End to the acclaim accorded that musical (written by R. & H,).

Fact that a deal with London's libraries (ticket agencies) extends to New
.Vear's day is more than an indication of how Britishers have accepted
"Annie," and that goes also for "Oklahoma!". . :>

Goell, Ostroff, Blackton

Team for Musical
Kermit Goell, songwriter and

music publisher, and Manning Ost-
roff, producer of the Eddie Cantor
radiO; show, have completed the book
for a new musical titled "Columbus
in America."

Goell, who came: east from Cali-
fornia over the weekend, now finds

himself headed .for Salt Lake City,

where he will work on the score
with Jay Blackton, currently con-
ducting symph orch in Salt Lake
City.

Opera Boflp in Mex
Mexico City, July 8.

-National Opera Co. season, pre-
sented by the Fine Arts Institute at

the Palace of t'ine Arts (National
theatre) is SRO for most shows.

Toppers of the season are Jan
Peerce, a smash in Mexico on his

first visit professionally; Evangelina
Magana, vet. Mexican soprano, and
a big name in Latin-America, and
Frencesco Valentino, Kurt Adler's

Orch conducting is also a standout. -

Marriage of producer Mike Todd to actress Joan Blondell in Las
Vegas Friday (4) was not a surprise to his New York intimates, who
knew that the couple was in the process of patching up differences. Be-
fore he planed west for the nuptials the showman said he made a mis-
take last season by virtually leaving Broadway for Hollywood, but he
announced he planned to produce several piclures in New York in addi-
tion to stage production. Union with Miss Blondell may change his
plans, however^ since the film star prefers the Coast to N. Y. .

A precocious five-year' old was referred to Louis Schonceit by John
Golden for the kid part in "The Stars Weep," forthcoming Harry Segall
drama, which marks Schonceit's debut as a producer. The moppet, ac-
companied by an aunt, spoke for herself, saying she'd like a part she
could "get her teeth into.'' Lass was given the script and learned the
lines overnight but, after an audition, didn't get the job. The author
and: Paul Stewart, who will stage VStars," felt she would run away with
the show. Vicki Cummings heads the cast. Youngster exited sobbingly.

Toledo Operettas

Bow With 'Marietta'

Toledo, July 8.

Season of light opera under the
stars gets under way in the amphi-
theatre of the Toledo Zoological
Park, Thursday (10), with "Naughty
Marietta," starring Michael Bart-
lett, for a four-day stand. Also
scheduled are "Blosso Time" and
"Vagabond King."

Operettas are presented by Fon-
taine Productions of New York,
each for a Thursday-through-Sun-
day stand.

'Dole' for H'wood
Hollywood, July 8.

Circle theatre, local little theatre
outfit, has set a Coast premiere of

"Love on the Dole" for July 18.

James Gow-Walter Greenwood
play introduced Wendy Hiller to

England in 1934 and to Broadway
two years later. • Film version, star-

ring Deborah Kerr, was released two
years ago.

No cast' has been -set yet for the
local run.

I. A. 'GALILEO' PREEM
Hollywood, July 8.

Premiere of the legiter, "Galileo,''

has been set for July 24 at the
Coronet. Charles Laughton, Hugo
Haas and Frances Heftin are set

for the Berthold Brecht piece, which
Laughton adapted in part.

Show goes to Broadway after the
local engagement.

Opening of the County Playhouse, Westport, Conn., drew a bunch
of New Yorkers last week for "The Girl of the Golden West," one of
David Belasco's toppers. A fluffed line during one performance in-
spired an unexpected bellylaugh. In the scene during which a lynching is
planned and the roughnecks want to keep it secret from the girl (played
by June Havoc), one character is supposed to look out the door and
exclaim: "Look 'out, boys, the girl is coming." What he said was: "Lo6k
out, girls, the boy is coming."

A shrine consecrated to St. Genesius, patron saint of actors, will prob-
ably be erected on the campus of Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
According to Roman martyrology Genesius had a theatrical troupe in

Rome which performed one day before the Roman emperor, Diocletian,
who pretended to receive baptism from the player but who went into
a rage and ordered the actor beheaded. In some communities Genesius
feast day is celebrated annually dn Aug. 28;

Call for the Government to release the old Belasco theatre, Washington,
to provide Washington with a second legit house, was taade editorially
Saturday (5) by the Washington-Host. The old house, its seats ripped out,
served as USO stagedoor canteen during the war, and is now used as a
warehouse by the Treasury Department.. Town's only legiter is the
National, which is currently shuttered because Of a lack of bookings, but
due to get "Oklahoma!"

Click impression of Ann Harrison in the Ingrid Bergman "Joan of
Lorraine role at the Hampton Playhouse, Bridgehampton, L, I., prompted
producer Gail Hillson to fly several Broadway critics to the Long Island
strawhat. Miss Harrison, in private life, is the wife Of Myron Sulzberger,
Jr. who ran for Congress from N. Y. last fall and is the son of Justice
Sulzberger,-.

Harry Kline, general manager for Oscar Berlin's "Life With Father,"
will be at liberty for the first time in 27 years when the record-run play
closes Saturday (12). Over that stretch he has been employed by only

o » ii..,v'^"*
managers. As press agent for the Globe, Kline was' withU a. Dillingham for 12 years, was managing director for the Chanin

theatres for seven and a half, and with the Serlin office for nearly eight.

Harry Abbott, Jr., electrician for "Alice "in Wonderland," which re*
cently closed in New York, received arm and leg fractures in an acci-
dent when putting the production in storage for the summer. Abbott
feu down an elevator shaft at Harry Schumer's warehouse and was
taken to St. Clare's hospital;

Tourists Hypo Eire Legit
Dublin, July 8.

With
.
tourists flocking from Great

Britain to Ireland for vacations legit

biz is on the upgrade, particulaily

for Irish-flavored plays. Abbey has
been closed for vacations, but Gaiety
made the grade with an old Abbey

piece—George Shells' comedy of

Dublin life, "Paul Twyning," follow-
ing on Sean O'Casey's "The Silver

Tassie."

Terps, vauders and- etiteries are

catching some 'of the coin, but film

houses are not in on the boom to the

same extent as even first-run cine-

mas are well behind London and

English key centre release dales.
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Broadway Legit Dips
Continued from page 1

i

^ t ,.n to iiine more closings are

belore the end of ther month.

Ififdefinite that the pace of half a

do en shows still lighted doffs not

Snt continuance, and some

Jtti^B are close to red operation

levels.
*

The exceptions to the trend are

w^w&sA by the top musicals, "Annie

?.Tyour Gun," "Finian's Rainbow"

and "Erigadoon." That" trio dipped

wffly at all, variance from the

previous week being only a few

hundred dollars. Each was virtually

cold out in advance, mostly through

mail orders and travel-taunst'com-

bination tickets.,At the agencies there

™aa little call for even those heavy-

wSghts. The ticket offices did more

jinSrness for the ball games than

fot theatres.

"Oklahoma!" got little benefit from

the agencies, and most of its pa-

tronage was directly through the

isoxoffice. Considering that it is in

the fifth year, takings last week

were astonishing. With the with-

drawal this week of "Life With

Father," it will be the longest run

show in town. Attendance for "Ice-

tiltie of 1948" was also surprising.

The skating revue in Radio City

(Center) is a. natural for visitors,

and it was the only attraction that

went up last week.

Talk 2d Company Of
'Medium/ 'Telephone'

sponsors of "The Medium" and
"The Telephcme," one of the spring's
surprises at the Barrymore,' N. Y.,

are talking of a second company.
Shows are definite to tour, so thai
the management is planning in the
fall to send both troupes put if biz
slumps enough to remove the Broad-
way company, or just the second
company if the original stays in

N. .Y.

Meantime, management is holding
auditions tomorrow (ThurS;) and
Friday for three understudies for

the current production. With show
on week-to-week basis, manage-
ment has never concerned it.sel£

with understudies. Marie Powers,
lead in "The Medium,", hasn't had
one, and management now feeLs she
should have a support.

mOK TO EUROPE

m SCOUTING TRIP

Lai^-PantsDeai

FerJr.Equityites

Seen in Easy^

Harvey Self-Conscious

About Stewart, Grows

A Little, Temporarily
When James Stewart steps into

"Harvey" next Monday (14), replac-
ing Prank Fay who goes on vacation,
tiarvey, the, rabbit referred to dur-
ing the performance—^but never seen
—is likely to have grown.

, Harvey is referred to as being six
feet one and one-half inches tall.

The film star is six feet three; it's

figured that the rabbit should be
taller. For that reason Stewart, as
the stewy screwball, is slated to
claim that - Harvey is six leet five
and one-half.

All the first string critics are due
to sit in for Stewart's ' first performr
anoe.

"Harvey" is no'\v definite for Cen-
tral City, Col., drama festival, com-
edy going on there for three weeks
starting Aug. 2. Fay will star in. the
showing, with the same supporting
cast that was with Joe E5. Brown on
the road during the past season.

;
Amendment to Equity's constitu-

tion whereby junior members can.

attain senior rating will be decided
by a referendum vote, ballots now
being readied for mailing to the

Possibility of a'Grand Guignol entire membership. Petition for the

t^ason in N. Y. next year, as well referendum was filed early last

as the appearance of several impor- week, there being more than the

tant attractions from Russia, is en- required 100 signatures of seniors in

visioned by Sol Hurok. Impresario good standing Amendment would

flew to Paris from N. Y. Sunday hive been adopted at the annual

(6) on his first scouting trip since meeting but was introduced so late

before the war. He'll be gone two t>^e session that the requisite

and a half months, visiting England, "^b^r of seniors had already

France, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy, walked out. Ballots will be mailed

Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, ^^P*--
l- ^ , j. .i. j

Poland and Russia.
It's anticipated that the amend-

, . ,, ment will be voted in easily. Juniors
-Hurok said he would give the

|
jjg.^j-^ijjjg ggn[pi,ity after

Grand Guignol repertory troupe a . Equityites for at least two
thorough looksee, with idea of brmg- provided they make 30
ing the Parisian horror-meller com- I g^^gg appearances within

Brown's Tour
Hollywood, July 8.

Joe E. Brown will appear in only
five cities when: he resumes on stage
with "Harvey" in the fall. Show
dpens in Detroit in September and
will play there 10 weeks. . «

Schedule calls for four weeks each
in Cleveland, Washington, Baltimore
and Pittsburgh. \

Emile Littler s Recordings of 'Annie

Preem Attest to Its London Smash

London's 2 U. S. Smashes
London, July 8,

"Oklahoma!" in its llth week,
and "Annie Get Your Gun," in

its sixth week, are the only two
shows selling out here. Both
are in large theatres, $4 top.

each. Included in that price is

$1.50 tax so: that the net : is =

. around .$2.50. per ticket,

Pace for each musical, both of

which originated and are cur*

rent on Brodaway, ' is around
$28,000 weekly, at the present

rate of exchange.

pany to N. Y. in early '48, for 12

wedss, plus an additional short tour

key cities- in U. S. and Canada.
He'd work this venture with the
Shuberts.

His trip to Russici is mainly to try

to. bring bacle three attractions,

Hurok said. Most desired is the
Misayev ensemble, a folk-dance
group of 100, doing native dances
of the various Soviet republics.

Hurok would also like to bring over
.the Red Army Chorus of 120, and
one of the ballet toupes. Even today,
Purok added, despite the interna-
tional temper of the times, the U. S.

State Dept. is anxious that Soviet
attractions come i«to this country
for cultural exchange, and im-
pressed hiih with this fact before
he left.

Hurok said he was also interested
in importing the Vienna Boys Choir
for the '48-'49 concert season. He
has an optim on a Slpanish dancer
nained Mariamne, now dancing in
Deauville, and may bring her over
for next winter. He'll attend the
several festivals in England, as well
as the one at Salzburg. Hurok said
he was looking for novelties, be-

.
cause he felt the U. S. music public
was now hungry for them. He also
pointed out that the film industry
was a new market for such novelties
^' the classical music line, since
Hollywood has been increasingly
calling on longhair artists for film

As to ballet, Hurok has options on
three companies—the Grand BalletM Mfonte Carlo, Ballet des Champs
Mysees and Original Ballet Russe—
apd will look over all three compa-
nies while abroad. He'll pick one
Mr hi$ ballet bookings for the com-
ing season. But he's StiU tryiiig to
organize an

. international dance
festival, to coincide with New York's
celebration of the SOth year of its

,
charter in '48.

that period, instead of the present

stipulation * of 50 weeks. Council
will have some leeway in electing

juniors who will have played a few
weeks less than 30* provided they

were in at least three' different

plays. / ."
;

Amendment includes members of

Chorus Equity who may become
principals and desire to join the

parent ' association. CE-ites w;ho

play parts need , not join Equity im-
mediately alter joining the cast.

Some name players' are known to

have, remained with the chorus
branch for more than a year before
switching!

'FATHER' CLOSING IMNX,

AFTER 7fYEAR RECORD
"Life With Father,' which recently

established a new Broadway run rec-

ord, will finally close Saturday (12),

when it will have played 3,205 per-

formances ower a period of seven
years and 37 weeks or 401 consecu-
tive weeks. Howard Lindsay-Russel
Grouse comedy, which opened at the

Empire in 1939, would .have com-
pleted eipht year.s next Nov. 8. There
was a. possibility that "Father" .would

be seen on both stage and screen at

the same time, Warners' film being
dated to start showing on Aug. 15.

Play could not continue through' an-

other summer except at a heavy loss.

After five years at the Empire
"Father" moved to the Bijoii, where
it continued until three weeks ago.

Jeeter's Gonna

&t Some More

DnmTurnips
'Tobacco Road" will play the road

again next .season, a tentative week-
stand route having been pencilled

in, with Chicago a possibility for a

run. A name lead is being sought
for the part originated by Henry
Hull, then played for years • by
James Barton, whose late uncle,'

John Barton, also had that assign-

ment out of town.

Barton, now Working in the Cag-
|

has the Annie Oakley role created

ney Productions "Time of Your
j
by Ethel Merman, whose style she

Life" film, in Hollywood, is under- I uses as closely as possible. Miss Gray
stood to have declined reappearing
in "Road." 'When the drama played
Chi years ago it was forced off by
then Mayor Kelly, but the adminr
istration has since been changed.

Barton : is under contract to the

Theatre Guild for "The Iceman
Cometh";, if the! Eugene O'NeiU
drama tours again he will be subject

By JACK PULASKI
The extraordinary London open-

ing of "Annie Get Your Gun'! fiv*

weeks ago at the Coliseum, London,

is authenticated by records taken at

the premiere's finale .through . a
microphone placed in the footlight

'

trough. The records were brought

to New York by Emile Littler,

London, showman, who: with Louis
Dreyfus produced "Annie" there. •

Dick Rodgers who produced the
show, currently Broadway's topperj
with Oscar Hammerstein, .2d, was
the first to hear the disks in Littler'g-

hotel suite and the composer-mana-
ger was fascinated. At the dress
rehearsal ("Annie" opened cold at

the Coliseum, whereas "Oklahoma,"
currently at the Drury Lane, Lon^ :

don, had a l?rief tryoui) , Littler had
a hunch that the first night might
be exGeptional and arranged for the
recordings. Irving Berlin, who
tunesmithed "Annie," was sent a
special set of records to the Coast,

but they were delayed in customs.
He came to New York to hear them./
Fhere are eight disks with the after-

performance proceedings.

Not Since Bernhardt

Around London's theatrical clubs
they said there had never been such a
first night since the initial appear-
ance there of Sarah Bernhardt. Dol-'
ores Gray, whose dressing room
door was immediately decorated with
a star, is a toast of the town. She

has appeared on Broadway and last

ye'ar was in "Are YoufWith; It?'' in

which sStfi' scored aithough the show
was a flop.

Because the CQliseum is a 2,000-
seater the "Annie" production there
is bigger th.an the original and there
are 20 more people in the company.
The costumes were patterned after

to call. Actor did iiot go to the road i
but are not.replicas of the originals

with "Iceman" last season, but re-

ceived salary each week it was
lighted. Barton having been replaced

at the insistence of the author. When
the show played Broadway Barton
was paid $1,000 weekly (six. per-

when it switched to the Alvin with fprmances) but when it went to tl^e

LEAGUE-EQUITY PACT

EXPIRING ON AUG. 31
League of New York Theatres has

been notified by Equity that the two-

I

year basic agreement between them
1 will expire Aug. 31. Managers were
fully aware: of the expiration dgte,

and the eommunicatioh is more or

less a formality, it having been cus-

tomary to date such notifications 60

days in advance. Heretofore, during

nrices cut in half (Sl.SO top), For
the first two weeks ait. reduced ;

rates

takings were satisfactory but : last

week it operated in the red, and the

closing notice went up,. When
"Father" opened the top for straight

plays was $3.60 generally, and

although many shows thereafter used,

higher scales thai; rate was never
disturbed until the 50% ..

reduction

experiment was made.
Warners and Serlin will host a

party. Of show people to Skowhegan,
Me., for the first showing of the

"Father" picture Aug. 14, the day

before it debuts on- Broadway. Sum-,

mer stock spot was chosen because

the play tried out there.

road his salary automatically went
up to $1,2.'50 as two matinees were
added. Same arrangements applies

for the new sea.son if arid when "Ice-

man" tours. As all the players were
under two season contracts, : each
will receive two weeks pay should

the Guild decide against a tour.

Barton, who has realty holdings

because of certain material, short-
ages, According to photographs the
English - made duds are even more:
ornate. London's critics who went
to town for "Oklahoma," seem to be
even more enthusiastic for "Annie."

Littler and his brother Prince
Littler are prominent London show-
men but Emile declares he never
hopes to have another ,';iiecess com-
parable to "Annie." He has the
British rights to "Finian's Rainbow,"
while his brother, who is- more a
West End theatre operator than pro-
ducer, has the rights to "Erigadoon.''

In a manlier Emile Littler re*
on Long Island, has revealed to ceived his early show training over
friends that he may liquidate the i here as did Charles B. Cochran. He .

properties and make his home on kvas here around 20 years ago, as-
the Coast. His baseball diamond at

New Hyde Park on Jericho Turn
pike is valued at $100,000, being

sociated with Charles Hopkins, in

"Michael and Mary" at the Punch
and Judy, a little theatre on 49th

equipped for night games. Home street, later changed to the Hopkins.

Install Seats for Lowe
Takeover in A. C.

: Atlantic City, July 8.

Workmen have installed 2,200

ramped seats in the ballroom of the

oceanfront municipal convention

the interval, the pact has been re- hall here following the signing last

Int'I Opera Co. In
Sept. Carnegie Return

International Opera Co., which
was skedded to'^nish its month's
season at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., last
night (8) with "Tosca." Will returnw Carnegie Sept. 15 for a fall sea-
son, opening with "Turandot,"

^
Group win do a series of five

standard operas, and in' addition
Present the premiere of Julia
^mith's "Cynthia Parker." Troupe
fiopes eventually to move to a mid-
town legit house. *.

vised but a hitch is anticipated this
|
week

.summer over Equity's stand on the

Negro segregation issue in Washing-
ton's National theatre.

A meeting of the League's board

was called fdr yesterday (8), and the

agenda called for preliminary con-

sideration of contracts with several

stage groups, agreements with which

are also expiring. As previously in-

dicated, there may be. no Equity

agreement tor 1947-48 should the ex-

pected dispute over segregation dic-

tation-develop.

Crilbert Huddles on Legiter
«• -Hollywood, July 8.

Jeff Bailey and Arthur Siegel are

here huddling with Billy Gilbert on
.scheduled Broadway production of

musical, "Up Pops Love." Gilbert

will produce and direct, show to

open in fall.

Book and lyrics are by Bailey,

and Siegel did the score.

(2) of a lease with David

Lowe, New York producer. Lowe
Is slated to offer ''Dear Ruth," as his

first show Monday night (14),

Under the terms of the lease, the

city will receive six percent of the

first $10,000, eight percent of the

next $5,000 and 10 percent of every-

thing above that. Terms are based

on gro.ss receipts, with the producer

to pay all expenses. : Top will be

$2.50 or $3.

team, a .semi-pro outfit which he
controls, is called Barton's. Night-

hawks, but plays games in daylighJ

also. Property includes a bar and
grill known as the "Tobacco Road
Tavern."

Road" will be seen in London
soon, Robert Henderson being there

in charge of casting and production.

Drama, which first opened in De-
cember, 1933, establi.shed a Broad-
way record until a new mark was
set by "Life With Father" recently.

Pitt Holds Gleason

Schwitrtz Due from Eurepe
After appearances in Paris and

London, plus a two-month tour of

DP camps, Yiddish actor-producer

Maurice Schwartz returns to N. ;Y.

next week

Pitt.sburgh, July 8.

.Jackie Gleaiion registered such a

big hit in "Rio Rita" at Pitt Stadium

last we<;k that William Wymetal,

managing director, upon learning

that Gleason had some open time,

immediately signed him for next

week's show, "Rosalie." He'll have

the role for Which Ro.ss Wyse, Jr,

had been originally signed, Wyse
staying on jiust to do his knockabout

specialty with June Mann.
At same time, Gleason is appear

ing this week at Bachelors Club,

East Liberty, exclusive membership
spot, with Emile P'etti's' band. He

Schwartz then begins work On his i opened there Friday (4), doubling

first production 6f his 28th season, j
from "Rio Rita' (Bachelons has

"Shylock's Daughter," opening Sept. lon'y one .show a night) and will re.

29 at the Yiddish Art theatre, N. Y. [main through Saturday (12).

It's now the World, foreign pic

policy. Littler also staged a num-
ber of plays for the Shuberts.

Littler sails back to London on
Friday (U).

Kent Smith Slated In

'Cleopatra' With Cornell
Hollywood, July 8.

Kent Smith will play opposite

Katharine Cornell in Broadway legit

production of "Anthony and Cleo-.

patra," scheduled to open in mid-
December. Smith got leaves of ab-
sence from RKO and Warners, to

both of which he is under contract

for two pix a year.

Rehearsals start in September:
Smith previously : appeared with
Miss Cornell in "Candida," "St.

Joan" and "Winged Victory.".

Lunts Set Juve Lead
Mt, Gretna, Pa., July 8.

Jay Robinson, appearing here this

week with the Gretna Playhouse
.strawhat troupe in Clifford Gold-
smith's "What A Life," will play the

juvenile lead with Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne when they take

their Broadway hit, "O' Mistress

Mine," on the road this fall.

Guild Lists 2 Definites

ForM^s., St; Paul in '48
7 Minneapolis, July 8,

New York Theatre Guild, an-
nouncing next season's subscription
season at the Lyceum here, lists two
attractions definitely, Ina Claire in

"The Fatal Weakness" and "Lady
Windermere's Fan" with Cornelia
Otis- Skinner.

Prospectus states there will be- two
other offerings, one. likely to bis "All
My Sons." The fourth still is not
decided upon.

Minneapolis, and St, Paul are two
of the Guild's- IS subscription season
cities;- ,.-,,.-.

Lynn'* Tough ftreak
Pittsburgh, Jtdy 8.

William Lynn, veteran comic play-

ing Chick Bean in "Rio Rita" at ipitt

Stadium last week, broke his left

wrist opening performance during *

dance. Couple of chorines were to

have caught him falling backwards
at one point in the number, and
when they didn't he tried to break
his fall and cracked the bone;

Lynn played out the week with
injured member in a cast, carrying
his arm aroUnd in a sling, and will

Gene Galvin. a regular member j have to do the same thing next week
of this sea.son's Gretna Playhouse
cast, has also been signed for the

cas-t..-.

in "Rosalinda" for St. Louis Muni-
cipal Opera. Wrist will be In a cast

for at least a month.
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No Breeze for B way From All Angles;

Icetime' an Excepition at Upped 44G,

Tather Folderoo; 18 orLe^ Shows
Broadway rightly expected grosses

to drop last week, which wound up
with the long Fourth of July weekr
end, but It was a debacle for most
attractions. Some shows given a.

chance through the summer are dis-

tinctly doubtful of continuing. At-
tendance is not expected to pick up
much this week and indications are

that boxofflees will get little except
from visitors for the balance ot July.
Continued sunny and hot weather
chased potential customers to the
country or seaside, the ebb over the

Fourth being what showmen always
have feared. One exception was
"Icetime of 1948," which went up
considerably with the aid of an extra

holiday matinee.

Closing of "Life With Father" this

V eek Will reduce the number ' of

shows further. Start of summer
Ftock at the City Center is the only

pew attraction- in sight.

Dstimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (.Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"All . My Sons," Coronet (23d

week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Went off

further but not as 'much as most
others; quoted slightly more than
¥14.000.

"Annie Get Your CtUn," Imperial
(60th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Some
empties during the week were more
than compensated by standee money;
capacity is $44,500, and count was
well over that.

"Borni Yesterday," Lyceum (75th

week) (C-993; $4.80), Straight-plaj*
leader did not escape the slump, go-r

Ing off around $2,500 for a gross of

slightly over $17,000.

^'Brigadoon," Ziegfeld - (17th week)
•fM-eae; $4.80). One of three musical
."•landouts hardly affected; minor de-

base, with gross quoted over $42,-

.
only $700 under capacity.

"Call Me MistW)," National (64th
i.gek) (R-1,104; $6). Felt slump
severely and dipped under $18,000;
w'll possibly move.

"FInian's Rainbow," 46th St. (26th
week) (C-920; $6). If any defection
here it was not indicated by the
statement; which again totaled
$42,000.

"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst
(36th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). As
with other stayers, there was a new
low last week, when takings were
estimated at under '$16,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. fl40th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Better than most
others; gross quoted at $14,500, and
next' Week, with James Stewart tak-
ing over lead, business should jump.
"Icctimc of 1948," Center (6th

week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Only show
that went up; gross' was quoted at
$44,000 with an extra performance
for a total of 10 times.

"J»hn Loves Mary," Music Box
(22d week). (C-979; $4.80). Had been
well up in the money, and will prob-

: ably pome back, but last week saw
a violent decline to around $12,000.

'Xifc With Father," Alvin (C-1,331;
$4.80). Final and 401st week for run
recordholder, which dipped under
$9,000; fall attraction for house will
be "Man and Superman," with
Maurice Evans.
"Laura/' Cort (1st week) (D-1,064;

$4.80). Came in just prior to the July
4 slump: very modest first full week;
around .'J5,000.

"Oklahoma!," St. James (221st
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Musical
champ got good percentage of visitor
patronage last week and registered
with $22,000; great for long runner.

"Portrait in Black," Booth. Added
to last week's casualties and with-
.drew after eight weeks, all in the

. ..red. • ...
•'State of the Union," Hudson (86th

week) (CD-I,057; $4.80). Got its

bumps, too. sand was figured to have
dipped under $10,000; may pick up.
"The Medium," and "The Tele-

phone/' Barrymore (10th week) (M-
1,064; $4.20). Eased off but got fah-

. share of business ' considering the
tough going; around $12,50.0. :

"The Voice of the Turtle," MorOsco
(109th week) (0-939: $3.60). Ex-
pected to slide, and did last week,
when takiiys were nearly $7,000.

"ITonng Man's Fancy," Plymouth

(10th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Never
got much, and last week takings
were around $4,000 or less; two-for-
ones no help.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco, (28th week)

(C-1,077; $4.80). Only two revivals
left; closing notice posted; figured
under $10,000.

"Sweethearts," S h u b e r t (24th
week) (M-1,382; $4,80). Felt the

slump as much as' any other show,
and the gross dived to an estimated
$19,000.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Joan of Lorraine," Flatbush,

Brooklyn.
"Annti Lucasta," Windsor, Bronx.

'OKLA.!' IN FURTHER

PHILLY SKID, TO 20G
Philadelphia, July 8.

"Oklahoma!," in a return engage-

ment at the Forrest, took another

sharp skid last week, what with the

torrid weather and the expected

Philly sxodus to. the Jersey shore

resorts. The. Il6dgersrHammerstein
piece sank to $20,000 in its fourth

week, which Is way under anything

it did during 19 weeks here in 1945.

However, at the same time, it was
announced that the Guild's record-
breaker would stay nine weeks on
this trip if biz shows any sign at all

of recovery gfter the expected holi-
day slump. This will take it up to
Aug. 9. . This week should tell

whether "Oklahoma!" can bounce
bacli to at least a profitable pace.

Wednwdlay,, July 9, 1947

'Okla.!' to D. C. Aug. 11
Washington, July 8.

National theatre, town's sole

legiteri which has been dark for

several weeks, opens its doors for. a

four-week run of "Oklahoma!" be-
ginning Aug. 11.

*

•The musical will be brought here
for its third D.C. run by the National
Company, now playing in Philly.

'LOVE' SRO BEFORE

OPENING IN BOSTON
Boston; July 8i

"Love For Lov«," making th«l Hub
through a Canadian bookin| situa-

tion (it wasn't scheduled for Boston),

opens the Colonial for a week thii

week on Quild-Theatre 'Society

auspices. It was about clean at

the b.o. before opening despite fact
subscription patrons are pretty
largely out of town this tiiiie of
year. "Dr?am Girl,'' Lucille' Ball
starring, reopens the Shubert for a
fortnight on July 28. Actress tried
out in this one. at the North Shore
strawhat last week. -

Hub's summer theatre at the New
England Mutual Hall did fairly Well
with "Joan of Lorraine," but second
week dropped off enough to hurt.
Totalled estimated $10,000 on fort-
night. "Glass Menagerie" at the dam-
bridge Summer theatre never
clicked, with poor $3,000 estimated.
Currently at the Boston strawhat is

premiere of the Harlman's revue,
''Heaven Help the Angels."

Other N. E; strawhatters reported
big on opening bills. Cape Playhouse
turns them away; South Shore
Players in Cohasset, with new Gay-,
nor revue, doing great on holdover;
North Shore very big with Lucille
Ball. All esta'blished strawhatters, in
fact, running well ahead of last year.

larietta'FiQe24G

InWeekatL'viUe
Louisville, July 8.

Teeoff of summer operetta season,

starting Tuesday (1) and winding
up initial stanza Sunday (6), with
"Naughty Marietta," resulted in fine

estimated $24,000 for six shows,
threatened ^ain holding down Sun-
day boxoffice at Iroquois Amphi-
theatre. Andzia Kusak, Morton Bowe,
Donald Bun-j Curtis*Cooksey, tred
Lightner and Violet Carlson clicked
big along with contr^ilto Mary Hop-
ple, and ballerina Olga Suarez.

"Rio Rita," with Lansing Hatfield
and Helene Arthur in the leads,
opens tonight (8).

Grand National Night
New Hope, Pa., July 7.

Theron Barnbeigor proclu9Ugn (by arranga*
)«nt *ltU Wai'£«tt P, Miinij^ll

) of melodrama by
(JJiliBtfa. Sttiri Braipi
DorlEi PatDton, JpTiUlp

•»i'lB Coa8{i.rt. Staged by J'iaiiltlj|i M. HgUer;

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1S30

Play, ^Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
i$K West 46Ui SlT^ot, Now York

16%A Suusnt Tllvtl., Holtyn'ooa 4«, C'al.

'Musketeers' 31G, L.A.;

'Skin' SRO $4,700 Again
Los. Angeles, July 8.

Phtlharmonic Aud went dark Sat-

urday night for a week's respite

after "The Three Musketeers"
crawled away from a poor three-

Week stand. Final frame, despite^

holiday weekend, registered poor

$31,000 to bring the three-week total

to a bad $111,900. Aud reopens Mon-
day (14) with fourth, and final, Civic
Light Opera Co. ofl:ering, "Louisiana
Purchase,"
In Hollywood, tiny Coronet had

another SRO $4,700 for, the third
full Week of "Skin of Our Teeth."
And Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
1947" at EI Capitan picked up extra
money with a holiday matinee to
register $17,600 for the 262nd frame.

Strawhat Reviews

'Rita' 50G, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, July 8.

Second high of the summer sea-
son was rolled up last week at titt
Stadium by "Rio Rita," which drew
around 36,000 persons and just a
few hundred bucks short of $50,000.
'Al fresco venture got another break
from the weather, all six perform-
ances being played under perfect
conditions. So far, in five- weeks
only one show has been rained out.
Long Fourth of July weekend,

which took thousands out of town,
kept "ilio Rita" from approximating
record-breaking biz the session be-
fore of "Roberta" since the holiday
attendance itself was 'way below
normal. This week attraction is

"Countess Maritza," featuring
Marita Fareli and Ralph Herbert.

'Rose Marie' Sets New
St. Loo Attendance Mark,

St. Louis, July 8.

With cool weather on tap, the

Municipal Theatre Assn.'s fifth

presentation of the current season,

the Fritz Kreisler-Victor Jacobi
musical, 'lApple Blossoms," teed off
a seven-night run last night (Mon-
day) in. the al fresco playhouse in
Forest Park. A mob of 10,000 thgjt
helped gross approximately $3,500
was on decic for the opening per-
fdrmance,

Two attendance marks were hung,
up during the abbreviated run (Jf

"Rose Marie," which wound up Sun-
day (6). After the opening per-
formance was washed off the boa|<Js,
an all-time one-performance ^tfehdr
ance mark of 11,247 was regisfered
Wednesday (2). The closing per-
formance drew 11,307 paye.es for an-
other new high. Despite loss of
one presentation "Marie" djew a
total of 67,200 for an estimatecl gross
of $42,000.

alien P, 3iliuriij^H jMid Berman
melodrama toy Dorothy and

lampbell (JJiliBtfe. Stiri Braipwell Fletcher;
satmesi Doris Patnton, JPtiUIp Tong*, Val-

-I'lB CoaofiVt. Staged by Fraiikllli M. HgUer
eeftlner, 6. iStyrJala, At fm'ka SftuRty Play
hoiisB, New Hope,. Pa,, ituly 7, '4T. .

Mortoti , .Neil Fitzgerald-
6erald Coate8,.......,...Braroweli Sletoher
Bab£i CQateu ..,'.^...'.....£>orlfl Pat^ton
Plilllp Balfour.. ...'............^hlllp Tonne
.loyoe Penrose..,. Valerie Cosaart
Buns Darflnfr...,...,. ,,...itt8lpU Sumpter
B'lnkie Collins, ..Dorla Patston
Detective JttwjS'tor Ayllng. . .Kdimrd Pratiz
Sergeant GibioB. . . . Walter Coy

"Grand National Night," British

import by Dorothy and Campbell
Christie, as seen in its American
preem . at Sucks County Playhouse,
§hapes up ax quiet and believable
nxelbdrama. Braniwell Fletcheri in

staining role created abroad by Les-'

lie Banks, sparks performance as ret-

icent wets Bnglish squire bogged
dawn by heavy-tippling, wife. Audi-
ence knows from prolog who com-
mits unintentional crime on night of
Cirand National race. Suspense i.s

contained in gambling chances murr
derer takes to avoid detection.

Christies' plot Is tight and Interest-
holding throughout, stamping "Grand
National" as topdrawer in its class.

May be too quiej and British to be-
come grossing Broadway attraction,
but single setting and eight-character
cast make it a better gamble than
producers Munsell and Bernstein's
previous importation, "Love Goes to
Press."

Doris Patston doubles effectively
as bottle-hitting wife in prolog and
as her vivacious sister in subsequent
.stanzas. "Valerie Gossart. playing a
neighboring sweetheart; Philip Tonge
•as friendly barrister, and Neil Fitz-
gerald, loyal valet, give admirable
support in generally excellent cast,

Ralph Sumpter is properly "what ho,
old chap" deadpan intruder. Eduard
Franz and Walter Coy are a bit
American in otherwise British ^ast,

as arms of the law: It is Fletcher,
however, in lengthy part, who is

most .creditable as amateur horseman
taking long s,hot.

Franklin Heller staged meller so
that it uncoils wiTth utmost suspense.
Production, including comfortable
country living rooin designed -vyith

taste by S. S'yrjala, is first rate. Per-
formance at preem far above usual
strawhat .level.. Soja. :

Current Road Shows
(Period covering July 7-19)

"Anna Lucasta" — Met., Seattle,
(7-12).

"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,
Hollywood (7-19).

"Oklahoma!" — Forrest, Philly
(7-19).

"Born Yesteraay"—Erfanger, , ©hi.
(7-19).

"Cay Me Mister" -r- Blacfcstone,
Ghi. (7-19).

"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (7-19).

"Design for Living" -- Shubert-
Lafayette, Det. (7-19).

"Louisiana Furiihase" — Philhar-
monic, L. A. '(14-19).

"The Bed Mill" — Opera House,
Chi. (7-19).

"The Three Musketeers"—^Gurran,
Frisco. (7-19).

AHthor seeks agent, Mealrlcal or

motion picture producer to produce

timely psycliiotrie force-comedy

ploy. Box 109, Variety, 154 West

46th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ttmrnrj-r

Canventions Don't Help Chi; Biz

Down; 'fkmd Tops at
Chicago, July 8.

Summer doldrums
,
hit Chi*s box-

otlioes last week despite the fact that
convention traffic is at its peak
period. Hotel capacities are over-
taxed to point where guests are be-
ing rerouted as far north as Mil-
waukee and as far south as Gary.
The four iGgiter's

:
in i town should

have fared much better, considering
the visitor' volume. ,

Actually, the dip last week was
anywhere from $2,500 to over
$10,000.
''II : J I i « '. 'j i 1. V I I

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," .firlanger (19th

wk) (1„334; $3.60). holiday week-
end helped this to slip to $13,500.

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (8th
wk) (1,358; $4,80). Took sharp drop
but still quite good at $^24,500.'

"CarouseV Shubert (6th wk)*(2,-
100; $4.80). Still holding top gross
in town with $40,000.
itthe Bed Mill," Civic Opera House

(6th wk) (3,800; $4,80). Took stilT-
est drop and was rated around $20.-
000; ,may moVjC^to petfoit Jijljf _28.

C ateh On Wltig
New Miiford, Gonn., July 4.

iiouis Xown^ehd pr^)dyf'tipn of coniedy iTi

three acts (Rye a^eji^s) iJy ftoy<^^rd Rlcliai'd-
lon anil Frahcea GroljS'rth. J>irj?ct^ ij'y .Tohn"*•-' -•>-« - JQ. Ktz^JJufgll.
At TKktri-TS-tlie-WW, New
July 2, '47; ?2.50 top.

. \

illlfora, Com

C. tl. C-iarnahan.

.

Gi;yStal ...

Saaie ChlWera,.,,
- "m ':.Bert'lia S^lq^l

Lw^ada Fl^mri".

Maude Ivy Oarnalian

, . . . . . JosOi'h Gorman
. .iMa'ry Lfe JuIitk^oii

(...... .Janet Randall
,,..<kspj^i» §immon.H

, .Ge\e iftt^jaiiehlill

Ma^^- Gjldea
Tyltn' rgriJ,ejitftr

. .(gloria "V^MlliH

•fed.m.Q",d l7e Cpmte
; . . . Millict^nt, Coleman

Here is a ^juoolic breakin that has
an opt^istie ^tonoe of landing
among the cf% cholcers if it's handled
pfoptfrljr, A sway-baok second stanza
is gbing'tp need considerable perking
to Brjng it to the flfst-aet Diane, and
an element of indecision wlU hav^ to
be eradicated from the third session,
but the overall injgredients comprise
pro.mise. There's gSbd comedy-drama
material for Soliywood.
« Story structure is absorbing in its

flasnpa'ck manner oruhfolding. "f^ch-
niqiie of playing scfenes as they
iseem. to be, and replaying them as
they actually are. adds Iflovelty to
plot progression;. There are two ex-
cellent character rbl'es, a pair ot
spins.ters, and some lesser thesp fod-
der that combine to provide an in-
teresting Qgs't founda.tion. Theme is

time^, reflecting inoidents that occur
following a short-notice "on the
wing" DDstwar marriage in a small
North Carolina community.

Spinsters, Sadie and Essie Ghilders,
have been left a farm and a hotel by
their late father. They have reared
a supposed orphqjn, Maude Ivy, who,
in reality, is Sadie's offspring, result
of a girlhood romance with a swain
who had been engaged to Essie, flay
opens as Maude lyy is ateut to bring
}iqme a sailor husband, (2. ft. Garna-
fian, she has acquired in a brief trip
tp Norfolk. Lad ia&B out to be a
disajgp.oiiitment to Sa'die, who bad
#jur6d on him tg take over her
farm. He ge.ts tbsse^ around by other
members of ijhe menage^ including
iwaiide Ivy, who agatn 1i|kes up phy-
^pally wKere sh.? ligd left off with
the star roomer in f^e hotel. Family
works up an aiijlulment so Maude
Ivy can m.arfy tlTg rdoifeei- b.ut she
i.s left holding tM bag when it's dis-
covered he already has a wife else-
where,

Aljthors have written considerable
liymor arid li',iie-J;6,-Jife cha'racteriza-
tipR into their s^ipt. A uniformly
good cast does okay. liiary Gil,dea
and Georgia Slmmom are dapitai as
the spinster dUo. Mulicent (joleman,
an .attractive ex|)o.n'fint of sex, "does
fine as Maude- Ivy. Jogeph Gorman
creates sygmathy for the misguided
sailor, Tyler G^rpfintsr, as the
roomer, and Gloria Wjllis, a neigh-
borhood looker, do well. Other sup-
port ranges from adequate to good.
CompUcatec^ ^et, v.s(lt^^remetlt!^ pose

a number of problem* which have
been inet satisfactorily by oombin,
ing a hotel lobby-liymg room and
an outside porch.
Welding of writing and staging has

been creditably aotSomplished as of
this preliminary stage. Basically the
pattern is set, and further develop-
ment should avoid the pitfalls oi
striking out in too varied directions!

— Bone.

After Hours
Cohasset, Mass., July 1

Mra. Alexander .DeHii; Frederick Burleigh
and Rit.-hard Hoover (Kouth Shore PlayeraV
production of I'evtte In 19 acenea wfln

'

akotghea, lyrics and muaic l>y Charles (3ay.
nor. ._Slar8 Jane Pickens. Musical numbers'
and dancea, Paiil G)odkln ; muaical dlrec*
tloii, .George Bauer; settinga, Robert I'os.
tello. At 'town Hall, Cohaaeft, Mass., June
30, '47; *2„40,,top.. .

'

Oast: Jarte Piclcena, Al Cheoce, Tony
Albert, Theodore Marouae, Nancy Wiuie
William Steele, Jenny Ijou Ijaw. Louis*
polibs. Kuaaell Fori, Orvin l,araBn, Cyn-
tjiia Blake, aally Parriali, Paul Qodkin,
lyCary Ctlbaon,. Arthur Sliarr, Verna White,
Beatrice Toinpklng. .

'

This one isn't quite .above th0
timber line. It's great strawhat fare^
giving Jane Pickens a chance to reg^
ister solidly in an intimate style. It.

also turns up a couple of promising
comedy talents, but without a mucft
higher percentage of hit numbers
(only about six out of: 19), it can't
risk a Broadway sortie.

Eevue's credited entirely to Charles
Gaynor, who—if he hits' it right--cail
turn up a pretty sharp sketch. He's
got a couple in this that are wows,
one a burlesque on the presidential
musical menage called "Pennsyl-
vania Avenue Jump," and the other
a travesty on opera called "Words
Without Song." Another one called
"Playgoers After Hours'' nearly does
it, while a fourth, a solo, satirizing a
f^mme folk ballad singer, smashes
over through the very considerable
comedy talents of Jenny Lou Law.
A couple of comedy son.gs clicks

too, one a trio burlesquing dim hero^
ines and the other a travesty on psy-
chiatry called "Neurotic You and
Psychopathic Me." " But this about
sums it up. The other sketches and
ensemble numbers just don't ignite.

Gaynor's songs are pleasant enough
throughout, but they're always so

reminiscent of something else you
can't relax for them. With one ot

.

them, indeed, you could hum "I've

Got You Under My Skin" as a per-
fect obbligato, '

-
'

Miss Pickens, however, looking
great, gives them plenty of style and
scores personally each time. Does
some fancy piano stutf in one oE

them. too. She more than holds her
own in the sketches, also, to finish

up. with much personal kudos. There,
are some nicely done dances by Paul
Godkin and fee.atrice 'Tompkins, in-

troduced as ballets to underscojre a
narrative sketch or so.

The comedy turned in by Al Chec
CO, ,a very di:oll and promising char-
acter, and the monolog by Mi§s Law
are the standout performances, but
the whoje cast is superior strawhat-
ter.y, with nice touches by Clancy
Wible, Cynthia Blake, LoulSe Dobbs
and Topy Albert, A nice production,
too, with lively ' two-pdano accom-
p.ahimwit arrang.ed Ijy Q^orge Bauer.
It's soeko for tms circuit, but pretty
treacherous stuff in a cold-weather
league.- "

. JBlie.

«fa«<»boweiky and the
Colonel

,
Berlin, July 2.

Hebbel th.eati'^ preeentat.i^on of coi'iedy-

dr^iim In aix ac^ta by Fraili; Werfel. Di-

rected bV Fianz ^elchert. Seta by Heiu-
rioh ttlifeer. At ftebbel, July J, 'VI.

.

Jacobpwafty .... HAnjii Herr^aann Schiiuriiys

Col. Stjerbinal<y......Walther HuesisCTsnili

Marlan'he .:. . .Iju Sgt«b''rl« ''

W.zab'unlewki! ........... .Kduar^ Waadicy
Madame Bouffner. Ursula K'l'-?

Ginett^ ..,]..Al6xa PflrembFlts'

SaloioQrt ........... . . . .Herliert .$ta8klewli'>s

Old "rtToman .Jtorlias taiiw'li

C'lemeritlne , .freulti fticiil.er

It may have been tlie heat wave
or it may have been hunger pains,

but a 'German audience of 9,00 per-

sons that attended -Franz Werffel|

"JacQbowsky and the eolonel'' at.

the Hebbel theatre lasf nisht, .«),

seemed utterly devoid of enfKusiasm
for ijhe prooluction which had. so suc-

G.gssful a run on Broadway. Spec-

tators who must have includ^^d per.^.

sons sympathetic to some exteht to

.

the anti-Nazi sentiment expfessea

in the play didn't applaud in the

rijht pla.ces and the laughs were on

blie whole soaring and subdued.
Although Hermann Schaufijs(5, aii

oldtime-Hlm star and legit/-Play^
does his best aS the shrewd Jewish

fuiitive from persecution—and tpK

perfofiBaftce is credilable—he fails

;

to elicit tnore Jthan occasional mur-
murs, which is in sharp contrast to

tli« side-splitting comedy iiispn'-"

by the sanie part in (SothSm. Wlicn,

as Jacobow'sky, he daiijris the Poll.- n

Colonel (played by -Waltjier Su-g:-

senglTth) as a potgnUal Hitler, the

applause is conspicuous by its com-

plete absence,: .

In the fifth scene, set in the cafe

Au Pere Clairon on the watertronl,

the players -touch oft sonii' '"^*r'^j
ity )». their presCntatio.i 'u£ Naz'

CContinued on page 95; ,
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Cuban Show Biz
Continued from page 1 ;

Metro which was strongest on the

idea, found t>y survey that 76% of

those quizzed on one check thumbs-
dowrted the idea, most because they
"felt we weren'i getting the real

stars we know." Of all Latino capi-

tals, incidentally. Havana is undoubt-
edly the one where most English
is spoken, a factor which accounts
for the continued interest o£ interior

points in the Espanol soundtrack.
But since Havana provides more of

the remittances than th?i rest, of the

country combined, it's the capital

reaction which determines what goes,

• 'Badio • .

Same -domfaiance- tjf- the—capitol-
over the interior shows itself in

radio. Cuba has 130 stations, 32 in

Havana and of the.se two networks,
RHC's 11-outlet chain and CMQ's
8-station web so dominate the coun-
try that there's hardly even a

strongly competitive situation. Na-
tionali.5t theme, with emphasis on
the Afro-Cuban music, folklore, his-

tory and personalities is the big

:^ent and the senoritaa will get first

mU in sfaont that or^M.

Heavy sugar available here comes

from just that source. Sugar's the

Np, 1 crop. Since it's been selling

at *8h all time high during and since

the war, and saies seem set for an-

Ather three years at the minimum,
•

cash available here has boomed

everything.

To partially alleviate the under-

rating situash, Warners have signed

a long term lease for a major house

in the new Rodiocentro Development

now going up in suburban Vedado

fa which the capital's whole growth

been turning. Metro has more

than $500,00 tied up in a lot on

Calle Liano, Havana's Broadway,

whete it's planning to build. Fox,

Which now has no downtown release

house, RKO, and the other majors

-arc reported mulling plana for lease-

built or Independent operations.

CJnemaa'

- ISemendous bi« being registered

by the Cine America, town's top

'Ijouse, which is almost an exact copy

. In miniature of Radio City down to

Ihft jr. size stage presentation, has

augmented the trend. America, a

1,700-seater finished during the war,
'

is run by Heiler Rodriguez, son of a

sugar millionaire who, with Jose

Valcarce, owner of the Radio Cine,

a two-feature subsequent run, op-

eiates one of . the two chains on the

Island.

Excepting the le^house Teatros

Unidos chain of Edelberto de Gar-

rera, president of the Exhibitors As-

sociation, all other exhib situations

.here are independent, small-scale

and often unreliable. Point has pro-

duced an extremely difficult setup

for Americ&n distribs and also been
partially responsible for 'the lack of

any large-'scale building to double

the 500 theatres now serving Cuba's

4,000,000 population.

Only in the last few months have
any great number of Cubans shown
any interest in investment in theatre

. building. In part it's the result of

tin over-all philosophy which makes
most heavy coin holders here want

• to keep everything in sugar-produc-
ing lands, a field they know, rathir

than diversify.

Another stumbling block now
holding up the unlimited expansion
which might normally come with
the easy local and tourist spending
cash, are the increasingly restrictive

labor measures. Exhibs, distribs,

cafe and nitery operators, for exam-
' pie,-, can't fire any employee who's
been on the payroll more than six

months without a special O. K. from
the Labor Ministry. And that's al-

most impossible to get, even if a

man's found with a fist in the till.

Result is that many established
show biz operators are overstaffed
and forced to retain two people for
every job which one really energetic
employee could handle. Yet they're
limited in the right to turn workers
over to new enterprises. Addition-
ally, salary increases are not deter-
mined in employer - union bargain-

| and",* duringthe December to'Mardi"
rog. xn many cases the workers '

group simply goes to the Labor
Ministry, . petitions for say a 50%
raise, as the Union Cinematographic
is currently doing, and gets demands
|>y. Presidential decree. Often pub-
lication of the issuance notice is the
ftrst Warning the employer gets.

Literati
British Pained at Probe

Several British newspaper pub-
lishers are getting steamed up over
the forthcoming probe by the Royal
Commission on the Press. The ques-
tionnaire sent out to the heads of
newspaper, businesses seems to be
partly based on the recent American
probe. It coasists of three closely-
typed pages, with 32 questions in all,

and dives deep at the roots of news-
paper control.

It seems directed chiefly at Lord
Kemsley, who controls a. newspaper
empire even wider in ' its ramiiJca-
tions;^than Hearst's was at its zenith.

. The National Union of Journalists,

which urged the inquiry, has sub-
mitted several briefs of evidence,
one consisting of no fewer than 20,-

000 words.

I SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

Sun to Face Trib
Marshall Field's liberal a.m. paper,

the Chicago Sun, is moving across
the street from its arch rival, Chi-
cago Tribune. Daily announced that
it was building as soon as materials
were available a seven-story edi-

'.orial structure and a three-story

, ress plant. Location is directly
trend which has come in with the

, north of the Chicago river, between
war. It's all but killed off U. S. ]ive.

which a few years ago dominated
Cuban radio.

About the only thing imported
now—^beside the advertiser's coin

which is about a third of all money
spent on local radio—are transla-

tions of romantic novels, often

skedded for simultaneous release

with pix on which they're based.

Otherwise Cuban radio concentrates
on local variety, comedy personali-
ties, quizzes and news and sports

commentary. •

Governmental control hasn't be-
come too severe despite the fact that
the top .radio draw in Cuba, bar
none, is a Senator "named Eduardo
Shibas who, every Sunday night, has
a half-hour network stanza a la

Piorello H. LaGuardIa in which he
exposes President Ramon Grau San
Martin, his onetime ' intimate, gives

recipes, ahd makes personal attacks

of the kind which regularly get him
challenged to duels,

Wabash avenue and Michigan boule-
vard. On the other side of the
boulevard is the home of the Trib.

Structure was originally set for

location one block southeast of Sun's
present rented space with Chicago
Daily News, but combination- of rail

and water facilities gave this site the
nod. There are no provisions for
radio and tele studios in the present
plans. In.fact, WJJD, Chi Field sta-

tion, is erecting an FM antenna on
present location on North Michigan
boulevard.

Pictorial Continuity Book
Now the amateur can make motion

pictures without a correspondence
school eoure with "Pictorial /Con-
tinuity," consider manual for the film

neophyte by Arthur L. Gaskill and
David A. Englander, published by
Duell, Sloan &- Pearce. Tome has
some 70 explanatory halftones and
10 drawings. Authors were in charge
of combat photographers' training

Amando Trinidad, self-made cigar ,

at the Army Photographic
:
School

during the war.millionaire' who built up the RHC
web, and Goar Mestre, a Yale grad,
former U. S. .advertising agency exec
who owns GMQ, together with other
radio operators here have in recent
months set up their own semi-offi-

cial radio '?John.ston office" to estab-
lish a code of ethics, and particularly

stem double, entendre music and
comedy which has resulted in occa-
sional suspensions. »

Nitery

On the nitery side, Tropieana and
San Souci have been registering the
heaviest biz despite the' fact that

both are located out in suburban
Marianao, a long taxi haul from
downtown. Both are strictly on the

tourist side in palm tree decor and
musicians in riiffled bed jackets, but
keep the rhythm bouncing so well

that mgny Cubans also frequent
them. The Cuban playboys also like

the Hotel Nacional where opportu-
nities to wolf the visiting eyefuls

from the U. S. are more plentiful

CHATXER
"Modern Knitting," new quarter-

ly publication, preems Aug. 25. Gizi

Alton is editor, .

Kenelrn Winslow, circulation

manager of the N, Y. Herald Trib-
une for some 18 years, retired last

week and was' succeeded by his as-

sistant, Richard A. H. Pinkham.
Meredith "Willson, the composer-

maestro, has completed a book of

memoirs in blank verse, dealini;

with show biz personalities. A
•sample of- his style is bylined' in

the current is.sue.

Herman Lowe, Variety's D. C.

mugg, won one of Sigma Delta Chi
journali.stic awards last week for a

series of special articles in the Phil-

adelphia Inquirer, as "example of

outstanding work in the field of

Washington correspondence during
1946."

season, concentrate on the Gran
Casino rjaciorial, the official rotilette

operation.

Jockey Club' U. S.^operated: con-

cession atop the Oriental Park race-

track, has also been doing a good
nitery and casino biz although sum-

mi,, rmer season when smaller spenders
•

J. neres a great deal of howling, of I

re around is naturally less than
course, but again money here has

| ^^jnier months. Sloppy Joe's, the I

^ lar been so abundant that profits : Pan-American, and similar in-townr

RKO Meet
Continued from p.ige ].*)

ventioners were Dore Schary, e.^ec

veepee in charge of production; Ed-
ward Dmytrykj director; James
Mulvey,_ prez of Goldwyn Produc-
tions; Roy Disney, prexy of Disney
Productions; Malcolm King.sberg,

theatre head; Ted O'Shea, sales

«tiU turn oui to be-up o roo% and ^.^/^ha^^ ^haS Theavy ;;c¥ub
-^ief fo^^ ("It's a Won-

inAtment, a fi_g-
|

^^rres^mp'tion ofcr^i.,e boa"
; f^d others"

" ' '

^re -which Cubans regard as far i t,.av<'l
."om excessive.

I

Pix Profits
Continued from page 3

Mex and British Upbeat
Strong influx of Mexican and Ar-

gentine product plus increasing flood
« independent and reissue features
^ave both strongly affected Holly-

, .

wood films, Mexican-mades are now ' .started in full force.

.
^imated to: have at least 40% of
•"^playing Ume outgide Havana city
«ntf are getting stronger despite lack
01 any great effort at selling via

tion °et^^

appearances, strong promo-

; .
"British films, on the other hand,

«ave been getting a terrific exploi-
,

^Hon push. Some film men say Uni-
yeriial-lnternafional's Ramon Garcia
" spending twice as much as any
"t'^er major to put across James
Ala.'-

Other corn-

Robert Mochrie, sales chief, ap-
pealed for heavier returns on pix

to rneet rising production co.sts.'

RKO features already completed
and definitely marked for release in

'47-'48 are "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer;" "Gros.sfire;" "Secret Life of

Walter Mitty" (Goldwyn); "Long
Night" (Hakim Bros.); "Magic
Town" (Riskin); "Fun and Fancy

panies, except Warner Bros., and

Columbia, have shown similar de-,

clines 'in revenues. They range
| Yrec" and a reissue of "Bambi" fDis-

fl'om RKO's 33 percent dip for itsj ney), "Tycoon" (Technicolor); "The
first quarter through Paramount's

J1ugiti.^,g.' (j'ord-Cooper);, "So Well
_7 percent drop for Jhe.MiruLPcriod; Remembered" (.RKG-Rankl;. "Riff

a' five percent slide for 20th-Fox,

! and a four percent dwindling o'

Metro's take lor 28 weeks, 'ended

March 13.

WB has turned out, a phenorrienal

son and other Briti.shers. Check

Raft';" 'FiRhting Father Dunne;"
"Indian Summer;" "Out of tfie Pa.st;"

"Man About Town" (Maurice Chev-
alier); "The Pearl" (RKO Aguila).

.Shootini:

Now before the camera and head-

ng for RKO relea.se dui'ing the next

Behi, N. D., July 6.

Television, as I see it, is in the pony-express stage of communication.

But the pony-express managed in Kit Carson's time to get across the
country and by today we p^;acticaHy have means of travel which go faster

than sound. So the future of television may suddenly pass us like a jet-

plane.

But its progress seems so slow 'and .so long when you have watched it

for 20 years. I suppo.se a hundred years from now the honors of the

perfected invention will be saddled on one man, but when you have
watched : scientists ;.in Germany,: ^

France, . England^ Russia and America
jiggering away at a gadget for half your lifei you -don't fall so completely
for the star system as applied to discoveries.

My choice of the scientLst who would have contributed most to tele-

vision is now a dead commander of the Navy, He had worked along
conventional scientific lines tor years in Germany, England and this coun-
try. His name was Ralph Lemert and 10 years ago he had sort of got

discouraged that the present system would ever get bigger than 14 by 10

portraits, and in any case the images would never free themselves from
the limitations of telephone lines and light bulbs.

Tumors Are Flying

The learned Lemert rather thought that shortwave would > widen the

horizons of television, and he actually was granted basic patents in this

field. Before he got very far, however, he was clipped from two direc-

tions---a tun>or on the adrenal glqnd. and war. While perfecting his in-r

ventions, I saw him carried off from Los Angeles to Palo Alto, more dead
than alive, paralyzed, blinded, blitzed. There surgeons performed an
operation about as delicate as. splitting a hair lengthwise. They assured

his wife that the operation would leave her a widow, but she insisted on
it anyway and, as happens now. and then, they were wrong.

In an hour his blood pressure dropped from 270 to 170 and within six

months his sight returned and practically all of his paralysis had disap-

.peared..- :. •:'„,

He hoped' to get. back to his television lab, but by then the armed
forces were desperately in need of all scientific services. He had de-

veloped certain techniques tor undersea detection, and while naval doctors

turned their stethoscopes on themselves instead of him he was passed

as physically' fit.

'

Slili In a Bolticnecli

So precious was his life that he was never left without armed guards,

but by 1945 even armed guards.could not save him. He keeled over dead,

and with him died the best hope of present-day television's getting out
of its bottleneck, said bottleneck being its ability to project as far as' it

can-see from mountain tops and sltyscrapers.

The other: great hope, within limitations of the cathode beam systems,

was Lee de Forest. Beyond Rudy Vallee, Si Newton, Bill Stearns, Mortte

Woolley, Cole Porter, Ted Coy, Lanny Ross and Lee de Forest, I do not

know many Yale men, as my interest in New Haven waned after 1912,

when Walter Camp's AU-Arhericans were no longer composed exclusively

of Yale men. But I have always retained an excited interest in Lee
de Forest. '

, ,
- .

For a while he was my neighbor in Hollywood, and I have sat with him'

and listened to him explain how television is like a child's memory and
the effect is fixed upon the screen about as briefly. He called it the

"retentivity of light." In my own idiom the transmitter, transmission

and receiver of televi.sion would be likened to charging a bottle of water,

transporting it open acro.ss town and recharging it on its arrival home..
At best it wouldn't seem to hold anything better than pinpoint carbonation. :

Trailers For Tea and Crumpets

The inventor of the three-clement vacuum tube told me becaii.se of.
coaxial cable costs and upkeep the hope of television rested for some
time on motion pictures, and if the producers of pictures were smart they
would yank their trailers out of picture houses (which is like taking
in your own washing) and project the teasers into homes on television

-screens as the advertising phase of an, otherwi.se free show. .

He impressed on me that television was really before my time and, to

a degree, before his. Paul Nipkovv, who died in 1940, built a television

machine in Germany as long ago as 1884. He vised a scanning di.sk and
May's discovery (1873) of a light sensitive selenium cell. Nipkow's in-

vention, because it lacked the Audion amplifier, was etoomed, de Forest
explained, to spend the next 40 years in laboratories.

After Nipkow, Boris Hosing (ssh, a Russian!) invented a television tube
which Braun, Wehnelt, Ryan, de Forest, Baird and Jenkins improved
upon Until we got to where Baird in England and Jenkins in America
-demonstrated their wireless television silhouets and even projected mov-
ing pictures on television screens. That's 'where I came in. That must
have been around 1928.

And Anaconda; Copper?

But by then American Tel. & Tel. was already in. In fact, in the spring

of 1927 they cooked up a production number whereby Herbert Hoover's
voice and image were transmitted tiom the Department of Commerce
building, Washington, to the Bell Laboratories, New Yorlc. Both his face

and his voice were a bit blurred, but that may have been due a great deal

to the fact that he had practically nothing to say.

From that time on things moved "rapidly," if you have a scientific

point of view of time, and .slower than an oxcart, if you share my Jm^
patience with plot development, before the manufacturers of this phase
of entertainment got on lyith the chase.

Philo T. Farnsworth, with his im.Tge riis.sec(or, and Campbell Swinton's
use of the cathode ray at both ends of the sy.stem were believed to have
moved' television mto the chase, but for me I feel that Nipkow's rotated

.scanning disk of 1884 and 525-line pictures of today are no further apart
than was, ''Broadway Melody" and"The Jazz Singer," Television for me
is still around the comer, and by the time I reach there the fight is

usually over.
Television Via Films Best

I realize that it would not take more than $30,000,000 to build a coaxial

cable from N.Y. to L.A. and, in tenns of loans to moth-eaten monarchies
in the Balkans, that's peanuts. But peaaiits are c.^pen-sive these, day.s, too. .

So I gue.ss we will have to shoot it on filn-Ls, jam it in cans and plane It

from city to city for the time being. Meaning, if y.ou're smart, you'll

invest in Eastman Kodak and, as long as Dore Schary is producing at
RKO, RKO-Radio.
But until the price of \ctevision sets are halved and the images doubled',

I'm afraid I'll find more pleasure listening to Lee de Forest tell his own
incredible story than in gluing my eyes and ears to a. television prcsen'
tation of Fantastic Pictures. Inc.

Oh, if I were .stuck on a rainy night in Rio and Joe Louis were sched-
uled to knock out 10 paloolcas from as many nations in 10 rounds, I guess

•

I'd stay home and catch it on television, but otherwise I'm waiting around
for that-stidden-dcvelopment which will -do-for-television what the atomic^
bomb did' for medieval warfare as practiced <^'hen knighthood and Marlon
Davies were in flower.

80 percent gain for the 13 weeks

of tipt„. .
-w,..,„>,.o. v"<=^'^ ended Nov, 30' While Columbia's ad-

imi s 1 i"^^"
reaction shows that vance Was -eight., perfcent^^^fe^ are

,

"The Bishop Wife

tellin 1

^ content and realistic weeks, ended March' 29. With U'sl (Goldwyn); "I Remember Mama"

new St
P'"* personality- appeal of half-year, now" in,: indications are

|
(George Stevens); "Miracle of the

to^<!iI^f*'^ *
™ Pi'fiw-'Uy re-

I that the company Wiir slide into Bells" i La.sky-Walter MacEwen);
i- MDie lor strong draw. .seventh spot in the proflt.s .sweep- '"Return of the Badmen"; '^Your Red
Hollywood-dubbed product, con- ' stakes since Coin .ibia, previously m

|
Wagon;" 'Koij"h'-hod;" and ."Tprzan

AM-rently, t-."s bvn daf -Iv i- 'the cellar no'.,;h. lia.s racked up and Ihe Me -iir ids'."

»y almost aU sources as 8 costly flop. $4,(540,000 for nine montlis, ' "Mourning Becomes Blectra,'

j
adaptation of the Eugene' O'Neill

play,' and "Memory of Love" are in

I

the editing rooms. In .preparation
'

I
are "The Robe" (Technicolor i;

'

]
"Ivanhoe" (Techni.); "Lewis and
Clark" (Techni.); "Pitt.sburgh E.sca-

: pade;" "White Tower;" "Captain Was
a Lady;" "Simon Bolivar;" "Mori-
page on Life;" "Education of the

Heart;" and "Btfyond AH Doubt."

I "Berlin Express"' will be filmed :

ill Berlin itself by Bert Granet, Oth-
eis neuring lensing are "The Hard-
er they Fall;" "The Window," to be
produced by Frederic UUman, Jr. at

RKO Pathe'.s New York studio; "The
Scl-Up;" "Stations West;" "Race
Street;" "The Boy With Green Hair;"
two Zane Grey westerns and four
other oatersi three Dick Tracy, pix;
•llirohlto't Children;" and "The
Road f0 OM|ichael*s."

—
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' Sardi's to shutter for vacation

July 12'28,

Judy CaOova left Saturday (5) via

Pan American for Rio.

Paul Douglas recuperating from a

leg operation at Midtown hospital.

Louis Prima's secy, Elinor Berkey

•weds. Ira Schuster's son, Wally, Aug.
15,

Sandra Slate, bride of Sid Slate

(B;ros.), debuted as a showgirl this

weelt at the Latin Quarter.

Ada DUfor, who fractured a leg

about two years ago, now at the
• Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.

Patricia Travers, violinist, back
ifom her fir.st European concert tour

aboard the America Friday (4).

U jLuba Malina had to skip a couple
of shows during her current"date ;at-

.' toew's State because of laryngitis.

Vet baritone Louis Graveure baclt

In U. S. after almost two decades,
and will give concert in Town Hall
Oct. 19.

Arthur I, Weinberg, son of Colum-
bia Pictures sales exec Louis Wein^
berg, engaged to' Eileen Kaplan of

New Center, Mass.
Maggi McNellis and Herb Sheldon

award $2,000 weekly' at Latin Quar-
ter, part of daily no'on audience par-
ficipatioh broadcasts.

. Henry (Here's) Morgan, who con*
eludes his radio program tonight (9 )
flies to Hollywood tomorrow for a
week's yisit with his mother.

Publicist Dayid'E, Green clippered
to Europe to open br&nches in Lon-
don, Paris, Brussels and possibly Zu-
rich on behalf of industrial clients.

Jerry Whyte, who returned . from
' London where he supervised "Okla-
homa," 'lost 14 pounds overseas and

. .complained about Scotch costing $18
per bottle.

\

Jess Walters, U. S. baritone who's
been singing at Covent Garden last

eight months, is returning July 15
. for vacation. He debuted in New
Op^ra Co.'tf "Macbeth" oh Broadway.
)Mrs. Ruby Schinasi to the Coast

. ior the summer. Her daughter
Bubbles (Mrs; Arthur Hornblow,
Jr.) sails with the Metro producer
Aug, 1 on a European holiday so
she wiU mind the baby, etc. •

Walter Jacobs* Lake Tarleton club,.

Pike, N. H., now loaded with Broad-
wayites, including Manie Sacks, Joe
Galkin, Joe Shribman and Joe

'Linsk. Theatre group there doing
i "Birds and Flowers" Sunday (13).

Baseball bookies have been taking
it on the chin the past few weeks,
mostly because of the surge to the
American League lead of the Yan-

, kees. At least three books have quit
because of the Yanks' current streak.

Conductor Maurice Abravanel
planed to Mexico Saturday (5) for
a month of operatic engagements at

. the Opera Nacional, then plays two
diates with the Toronto Philharmonic,
at its Promenade concerts, Toronto,
Aug. 7 and 14.

Georgain Price, daughter of
comedian George Price, who marks
her 13th birthday Sunday (13), made

I
her professional bow at the Sayvillg
'(L.I.) Playhous?. last night (Tues-
day) in "Dear Ruth."
Nan Wyiin returned to the Coast

over the weekend after three weeks
vacation visiting her family in the
east. Gave up Monte Proser's offer

. of a Copa date to carry .'out her
Hollywood wedding date with agent
Milt Pickman,
Mae Coooer, whose novel, "Lily

Henry,:' will be published by Dut-
ton next Fpbruaryi taking time out
from correcting sialley proofs this
week in "The First JWrs. Fraser,"
Oak Bluffs theatre, Martha's Vine-
yard, Mass., strawhat.
Dore 'Schary, RKO exec vice-

prexy, gets toasted at cocktail party
by One World Award Cornmittee
and American Nobel Anniversary
Committee for two of his produc-
tions, "The Farmer's Daughter" and
"Crossfire," at Hotel AstOr tomorrow
(10).

^

flre-swallowing act at New Hope
Fair.
Warren Munsell, Herman Bern-

stein and flack Leo Freedman in for

pi;eem Mon. (7) at Playhouse of

"Grand National Night," their Brit-

ish thriller.

Dorothy Sands signed to play
week of Aug. 11 at Clinton, N. J.,

in Florence Eldridge role in "Years
Ago." Miss Sands' is member of

New Hope troupe,
Harold Kennedy ringing b.O. bell

at Princeton with film' names, Esti-

mated llG for Lucille Ball in
"Dream Girl" opening week. Ed-
ward Everett Horton figured to tog,

that gross this week in "Springtime
for Henry."

- James Melton and-Richard-Tueker-
in Chicago for guest appearances.
Mrs. Spencer Tracy: m to address

sponsors of school for deaf children
here. ,

.

Joan Abbott aiid husband. . Ben
Gaines, here to complete business
deal.
Chicago Repertory Theatre opened

on July 5 at 11th St. theatre with
"Petrified Forest."
Sammy Stept spending a few days

here away from his song writing
duties on Coast.
Ann CroMirley, 17-year*old in

"Carousel," doing "Lights Go Out"
television guest spot.
Eugene Ormandy. conducted Chi-

cago Symphony orchestra in first

concert at Ravinia Park.
Jeanne Crain, Dick Haymes. and

Howard Hughes will fly to Chi and
Springfield for State Fair, Aug 13.

Mrs. Arthur Schwartz and son, at

the Ambassador to' greet localities,

before continuing to N. Y. for sum-
mer.
Lester Cowan in 'from Coast,

making arrangements with Danny
Thomas for work In "One Touch of
Venus."

Hildegarde, who is making an ap'

pearance at Chicago theatre, is also

on display at the Art Institute, via a
sculptured bust by Gwen Lux,

Phil Tyrell has leased the J!agle
River Stadium and will present box-
ing, and circuses during hot weather
hockey games and skating events
this winter.
The Roof Top of Hotel Sherman

was setting for cocktail party tossed
by George Jessel prelim to world
preem of "I Wonder 'Who's Kissing
Her Now," his new 20th-Fox film.

. Walter Winchell busy contacting
business and personal friends while
in town to present the University
of Chicago with $150,000 for its Can-
cer Hospital.

LondoD
"My Brides and I," new play by

Edward Percy, will be produced by
Henry Sherek at the Strand, July 14.

Valerie "White off to New York to

star in "The Winslow Boy," which
will be produced on Broadway this

fall. ..

George Schreek arrived here for

six w«eks vaudeville tour set up by
Leon Kimberly for K. & P. Produc-
tions. .

Burton Brown, Ahneriqan, who for

several years was standard vaude-
ville act here with Georgie Moon, is

teaming up with Eddie Connor. :

Cafe de Paris, which has been op-
erating as soldiers' spot by the Nuf-
field Center, reopens, some time in

rtfarch under Mecca Cafes manage^
ment; as dancehall.
Virginia Cowles, newspaper . re-

porter—and -co-auther—of—comedy,
"Love Goes to Press," awarded the
Order of British Empire for services
as war correspondent.
Roland Pertwee has just com-

pleted new play titled "School for
Spinsters," . which , will be produced
by E.. P. Clift for Reanco Produc-
tions in the West End.
"Maya," still banned for public

performance, was revived at the
Arts Theatre Club, July 2 with Vi-
vienne Bennett in title role, French
classic still unlikely to evad9 cen-
sor's veto. . .

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jaoobson

Stacy Keach in scouting for RKO.
Herman Shumlin weekending with

Doc Vorhaus; ditto Max Gordon at
_Mvss Harts.

.

Walter Slezak checking out on
17th from Ottsvllle farm to fly
Navion plane back to Coast solo.

Paula- Ijawrence set for "Dark
Eyes" at Yardley week of July 14
with Uta Hagen and Irina.Baronova.
Kenyon Nicholson shaping up play

on own at Raven Rock, N. J., farm,^
and working on another *ith (jharlie
Robinson.

\ The Joey Golds in to see son,
Michael Abbott, perform -at Yardley,,.
where he is member of resident
strawhat troupe. -

Frank Smith, manager of Broad-
way theatre, in from home at Mil-

. burn, N, J., with spouse to have
looksee at New Hope on 4th.

'

Ann Jackson, .Joyce and Mrs. Van
' Patten, Bill Lee, Emily Ross, in Tues.
(8) for "Dear Ruth" rehearsals at
N«w Hope, opening next week.

Paul Whiteman building' sound-
• proof studio at Ringoes, N. J., home,
so he can farm and operate daily
di.sk show over ABC at same time.
Barbara Robbins, spouse Bob Bell,

in with Augusta Rowland (Mrs.
Harry Essex) to see "Arsenic and
Old Lace" last week at New Hope;

St. John Terrell, founder of Play-
house, in from Chicago, combining
biz atid pleasure by appearing in

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Pat Whitney into Hotel Carlton's
Congo Room.

Sheila Barrett playing title roll of
"Dulcy" at Olney theatre.

Billy, Eckstine Shd foaiid, recently
signed with Metro Records, doing a
nitery stint here.
Radio coijtimentator George Reedy,

Sr., having' his stuff .regularly in-

serted in the Congressional Record.
Washington Post and D. C. Public

Library teaming to offer series of
free documentary films to the public.

Latest gimmick in niteries here
initiated this week at -Penguin,
which has added film shorts to its

floor show.
Paul Young selling out Romany

Room, one of town's niteries, along
with Roumanian Inn, straight eat-
ery, to local restaurant owner.
Robert Hoffman, former music

director of Arlington Methodist
Church, slated for I'e^e in"Music in

My Heart," due to Open in N. Y.,
July 28.

Jackie ("Homer") Kelk joined
local theatre .and nitery talent last

Sunday (6) in outdoor for civicvjuve
activities sponsored by radio station
WWDC.
Gene Ford, Capitol Theatre boss,

staged the impressive Cavalcade of
Freedom which drew 250,000 to
D, C.'s mammoth outdoor July 4
celebration.

Col. William McCraw, national
executive director of Variety Clubs,
due in July 23 for pow-wow with
Board of Governors of local Variety-
tent on preem of "Variety Girl."

Latest additions to local Variety
tent No. 11 are Carl Gebuhr. chief
flack for WTOP-CBS; Ike Weiner,
indie theatre owner, and

.
Seymour

Hoffman, Va. manager for District
Theatres, •sepia chain.

Miami Beach
By tarry . Solloway

Karole Singer into Fiesta.
Georgie Price at Hotel Martinique.
Chito Morales band into Black-

stone hotel.
Forest Inn, Jacksonville, shuttered

for summer.
Town jammed for weekend with

cafe biz zooming.
Flynn Stubblefield and Jimmy

Berg, former Wometco men, opened
auto agency.
Danny Davis offering to pay park-

ing ticket fines for tourists who at-

tend Kitty Davis' Airliner.
Jimmy Method held over at

Blackamoor Room along witli Lou
Vogle and Frank Froeba trio.

Frolics Club, which opened last

week as dancery with Carlos Molina
band, folded over weekend.

Diclc Stern, local disk jockey,
handling new platter - interview
show from Copacabana, lounge.
Vagabonds, current • at Clover

Club, set for August date at Del-
monico's, Saratoga, by ' Johnny
Greenhut.
Shanghai Restaurant switching to

nitery policy with Harry Rogers
band and show to be installed next
week by Charlie Wescourt. .

Miami Little Theatre presenting
"Midsummer Night's Dream" July
10-15, with part of receipts going to
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund.

Atlantic City

will visit Australia early next year.

Rank holds a 50% interest in the
Greater Unioih loop,
Percy Curtis, formerly in charge

of advertising for RKO, has returned
from U. S.-(jrahada trip, may tie up
with another pic unit. :.

Las Vegas
By BrIgluMn Townsend

Club Mondoray folded.
Al Smiley Flamingoing^
Franlcie Rapp to Detroit.
Pat Collins to the hospital,
Billy Whitney Flamingoing.
Silver Spur Club shuttered.
Louie Hayward Las Vegas bound.
Jack Dempsey turned down hotel

deal. ,
R. J* Dooley into the Las Vegas

Club.
Wally Vernon a Cortez click a

holdover. '
'

"

.

Sam Taylor ,
showing Soo Chan

about town.
Mitzi Triola and Downbeaters into

the Stork Club.
Jimmy Garland joins; Merry Macs

at the Flamingo.
Duke DuMay set for summer in

Cortez Sapphire Room.
Eddie Silton and Corina Mura are

resting at the Last Frontier.
Dave Aoollon and "Think-A-

Drink" Hoffman slated for the Fla-
mingo.

• Mario and Floria out of Hancho
yegas show after Mario strained a
muscle ,rehearsing.
Dane; Clark pulled up in front of

the' Flamingo in a beer truck when
his car broke down eight miles from
town. .

Bob Millar's band set for another
four weeks, at the Rancho Vegas.
Delta Rhythm Boys, Gloria Gilbert

and Ada Lynn into the Last Frontier.
. Joey Adams raised $1,000 with sale
of his book "From Gags To Riches"
the first week at Rancho Vegas, pro-
ceeds going to Damon Runyon Mem-
orial Fund?,

Hollywood

By Joseph W. Walker
Jimmy Dorsey at Clarldge during

engagement on Steel pier.
Connie Haines heads vaudeville at

.Steel pier this week with Randie
Brooks band due in week starting
July 7.

Dean. Martin and Jerry Lewis
opened at 500 Cafe on July 4. With
them in new show was Alzira
Camargo, the four Blues, Winn See
ley, and Bob Bell.
Louise Stone trio opened on July

5. in Shelburne's Boardwalk lounge.
Walk hotel also features Noncha-
lantS: in refurbished Shell bar and
Pete Russo in the grill.

"Ice-Capades" to open here on
July 9 in the Convention hall for
10^week run. First performance will
be for; benefit of local Boy Scout
camp with local Press club sponsor-
ing.

Cast of "Oklahoma!" down from
Philly to spend day on beach as
guests of George Hamid. Mayor: de-
clared the day "Oklahoma Day," and
cast was pictured on beijch in old
fashioned swimming togs.

Pittsburgh -
By, Hal Cohen

Anthony Nelli, ballet master for
summer opera company, has been
aiUng.
Harry Marshand in from Boston

with his music for ' flock of deb
parties. .

Herb Walton, the WB artist, and
his wife have pulled out for the
Poconos.

Josie Levine, wife of Harry Levine,
liquor salesman, is new owner of
Canary Inn.

Perry Nathans celebrated^ their
20th wedding anni intHoUywood on
a visit there.
Mother of Florence Sando, radio

commentator, underwent a major
operation last week.
Frank Smith has gone fishing in

Michigan following his resignation
as manager of WWSW.
Announcer Hilary Bogden had to

cancel vacation on account of seri
ous illneSs of his mother.
Ruth Daniels, of National Screen,

and Bernard Smolovitz have an
nounced their engagement.
William Lynn tore a tendon in

his wrist when he fell during a
dance on opening night of "Rio Rita."
Vladimir Balcaleinikoff, associate

conductor of Pitt Symph, directing
Indiana U's summer music festival.

Jim Long, new announcer at
WLOA in Braddock, is a brother of
Leslie Long, Carmen ' Cavallero's
thrush. .

Pee Wee Lewis coming around all

right after six weeks in hospital
and will be back on bandstand at
Don Metz' again soon.

Australia

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Mrs. Morris (jest also here;
Fred Schang to the Coast this

week.
Faith Baldwin vacationing in the

Adirondacks..
James Stewart visiting the Brock

Pemberton.s.
Edith Behrens of Columbia Rec-

ords, N. Y.. office here for summer,
i Fredric March and Florence Eld-
redge hosted by the Judson Creens.
Hunt Bros. Circus did big holiday

business on July 4 at South Norwalk.
' Donald Buka topping cast of "Out

of Frying Pan" at Alex Kirkland's
Ridgefteld Playhouse this week,

Philip Langner, sOn of Lawrence
Langner and . Armina Marshall, mak-
ing his stage debut at his parents'
Country Playhouse this summer.

I

By Eric Gorriok
John Charles Thomasjioing terrific

In Aussie for..Williamson.TTait. - : ^

Fuller's Majestic, Adelaide, back
to pix after run with vaude-revue.
"Dancing Years" is winding up

good run in Sydney for Williamson-
Tait.

"Life With Father" still b.o. draw
at Princess, Melbourne, for Garnet
Carroll.
Boyd Neel Orchestra giving fare-

well concerts here prior to New
Zealand tour.
Dorothy Brunton, former musical

star here, has. returned after long
stay in London.
Borovansky Ballet will give series

of solo recitals in Sydney for
Williamson-Tait.
Miklos Gafni, touted Hungarian

tenor, is here for the Australian
Broadcasting Commission.

Fire destroyed Roxy, Atherton,
operated by the Jack Morris loop.
Rebuild permission is being sought;

Flaubert's "Madame Bovary" is

being given a run by Doris Fritton
at Independent theatre, North Syd-
ney.
Bob Gersighty, former manager of

Will Mahoney, is now in charge of
the Dave Martin Tivoli loop in Bris-
bane.
Pretty definite that J. Arthur Rank.

Montreal
By Marc Thtbeault

Gayety, vaude and .
burlesque

house, closed for the summer.
George Temple, brother of Shirley,

wrestling for matchmaker Eddie
Quinn- at local Forum.
"Midsummer Night's Dream" will

be given in front of Mountain
Chalet, atop Mount: Royal, July 16
to 20.

Oscar Straus will lead orchestra
and soloists night of July 10 at Mol-
son Stadium in Old Vienna under,
the-stars concert.
Harry James band will do one,

night stand at Montreal Forum on
July 11, and at Ottawa Auditorium
on following- night. -

Jose Iturbi will conduct the or
chestra and play the piano at con-
cert in Molson Stadium series of
Montreal Festivals, July 30.
Tom Dowbiggin, Quebec district

manager for Par, celebrated 25 years
of company service last week. Got
Congrats from Zukor and Balaban
during party in his honor.

Joan- Leslie and mother back from
trip east.

^ Haven MacQuari-ie vacationing in
Vancouver, B. C.
Roy Chanslor scripting "Hazard"

for- Paramount.
Hal Rpach, Sr., back' at the studio'

from huntmg trip. : ^

• Dale Evans doing p.a.'s at Oriental
theatre m Chicago.
Jimmy McHugh, Jr., in town hud-

dhng with MCA execs.
John Fords celebrated their 27th

wedding anni last week.
Henry Ginsberg back from N. Y

confabs with Barney Balaban.
'

Victor Saville and family leave for
vacation in England on July 17.
Mitch Leisen brought "Dreain

Girl" in ahead of sked at Paramount.
Lizabeth Scott visited vets at.

Pasadena's McCormack General Hos-"
pital. - - .

Republic has built new road into
Agoura Ranch location for "The Red
Pony."

Betty Brady back at work at
Republic flackery after major
surgery.-
James Craig driving to Calgary to

open Calgary Stampede as grand
marshal.
Orson Welles suffering from

sprained back but still directinii
"Macbeth." ,

'

Bill Pine back from New York,
and his sidekick, Bill Thomas, due
in, July 15.

Johnny Grant in Honolulu to set
outlet for his transcribed "Johnhy-
on-the-Spot" show. *
Harriet Wolf, authofs' agent, in

from N. Y. and contacting: studio
story departments. :

Donald Nelson elected to board of
trustees of Los Angeles chapter,
American Red Cross.
Francis Watson, of British Infor-

mation Service, visitor on set of "If
Winter Comes" at Metro.
Robert Benjamin, here for the past

10 days for confabs with J. Arthur
Rank, headed back to N. Y.

Charles S. Boren, labor relations
manager of the Motion Picture Assn.,
bedded with fever in Fresno.
Hugh Findlay and Arthur Junge,

Metro English execs, headed home
after month of studio huddles.
Republic looking for print of

"Great Train Robbeiy" to show with
"Wyoming" preem at Cheyenne.
Mickey Rooney to have his- ton-

sils snajched immediately after, he,
finishes role in "Killer McCoy."
Edward J. White and William Wit-

ney back at Republic after two weeks'
visit with Tito Guizar in Las Vegas.
Margaret Levy, wife of Columbia

writer, Melvin Levy, in Cedars of
Lebanon^Hospital for major opera-
tion. .

Louis Armstrong and Lionel
Hampton checked in this week for
roles in Samuel Goldwyn's "That's
Life."

Russell Birdwell holding screen-
ing of "Monsieur Verdoux" for high
school students to get teensters' re-
action.
Ruth Cummings Rowland, wife of

Metro director Roy Rowland, re-
covering from emergency appen-
dectomy.
Joe E. Brown managing Sunset

League All-stars for their playoff
game with Anah&im Valencias at
Anaheim.
Frank Rosenberg back from New

York to prep "Man Eaters of
Kumaon" which he will produce
with Monty Shaft.

Cecil Kellaway returned east to
work in Selznick's "Portrait of
Jennie" after winding up Warners'
"Need for Each Other."

Eileen Erskine, British actress,

made her American stage debut this

week as femme lead in "Night Must
Fall" at La JoUa Playbouse,
Bud Abbott and family cruising

on chartered 150-foot boat in Mexi-
can waters this wfeek and will head
through Panama Canal for' east coast.

Producer Bert Granet and Asso-
ciate Producer Bill Dorfman planed
out to Paris last Sunday as'vanguard
of cast and crew of RKO's "Berlin
Express."
John Jones, Screen Guild prexy,

back from New York, and' Robert
Lippert, Guild veepee, back in San
Francisco office after huddle with

Jones here.
J. Arthur Rank guest of honor at'

luncheon of Academy board of gov-

ernors in FrTars'" Club. Guests in--

eluded Robert Benjamin. Arthu'
Krim, Ian Javal, Nate Blumberg,
Leo Spitz and William Goetz.

Budapest
By George Gaal

National Theatre will present Eu-
gene O'Neill's "The Iceman Coth-
eth," next season. "

Actress Lili Kertay left for Paris
to marry Robert Sabag, industrial-
ist. She has a French film contract
too.

"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
presented with go6d success at two
leading theatres here, Kamara and
City.
First Austrian picture to be shown

in Budapest, since war is "I 'Vli'afe

Nobody's," starriiSg Maria "Andergast
and Hans -fiDjtt

Copenhagen
By Victor Skaaruv

Erling Boggild, flack for M-G, is

leaving to go to U. S. with, his Ameri-

can bride.

—Mogon.r-Brandt7-fli«rk—for Norre-

bro theatre, appointed new editor

for trade magazine Biograf Bladet,

Eric John.ston due to discuss _wUh

Danish government renewal "l tne .

deal for iiiiport of American nlms

in Denmark after the present deal

expires in September,
• Music biz on downgrade here.

Music pubs handicapped by deartn

in both American and Danish rec-

ords. No exchange and no raw ma-

terial the reasons. _ „v
First film in Denmark with Franit

Sinatra and former Danish com
Victor Borge (here publioi'^d under

his Old name Borge Rosenbaumi ^
"Higher and Higher" (RKO), noW

at Roxy for two weeks.
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L OBITUARIES
CHARLOTTE LEABN GAttWTS

Mrs. John J. Garrity, 54, profes-

sionally known as Charlotte Learn,

died at her home in New York Sun-

day (6). She was the wife of John J.

Gairity, Sr., on exec staff of the

.ShUberts. y

They planned to leave for the

Coast day she passed away to visit

their son, who planed East to be at

her bedside..

. Misa Learh made her stage debut

at age of eight, being among the

youngsters who were handled by the

onetime Taliaferro agency near the

Empire theatre, that group including

such later names as Mary Pickford

and Helen Menken, She was in Wil-.

liam A. Brady attractions, starring

on. the road, and understudied for
" seven plays at the same time.

She was also well, known in radio

via yeai*s in "Mary Marlin," once a

topper among soap operas, and before

that with Aiiios 'n' Andy pro-

grams. She was descendant of Rose
Ettings, English actress, and X^ester

Wallick.
* Funeral services were held at

Campbell's Tuesday (8) and the re-

mains were taken to the Coast for

burial at Forest Lawn, Glendale,

Cal., next Monday (14). In addition

to her husband and son, John, Jr.,

a daughter survives.

PROF. DAVID OWEK
David Owen! 4iB/ assistant professor

.of speech at Univ. of Michigan and
^former radio producer, died in Ann
Arbor, Mich., July 4.

Born in N. Y., he matriculated in

drama at American Academy of
• Dramatic Arts. From 1927 to 1929 he
directed North Shore Theatre Guild,

Evanston, 111., and from then until

STONE, HAL. formarly kiWWn: at Al

Stall*, formwly wiHi Ston* and Ltc,

oir JuR* 15th in London, England.

Brother of Harry Kaplan, Now York
City, and Etta Sitren, Doborah
Meyer, Gertrude Butlwinicii, Etthor

Bcrkion, Louii Kaplan,, all of Lot
Angolo*.'

Fanorai MrvioM Thursday al 1 2:30
P. M., Itivonidc li4onieriar Chapel,
7ith (treat ond Amiterdant avenue.
New York City.

1941 was with Columbia Broadcast-,
ing System and National Broadcast-
ing in Chicago and Hollywood.
Among radio shows he directed

were Fibber McGee & Molly,"Lum &
Atai^, "Just Plain Bill," "Scatter-
$aod Bailies," and others.

» Prof.- Owen was on leave of ab-
sence from university .to establish
a radio division for a N. Y. adver-
tising agency.
Widow and'"*laughter survive him.

NELLIE BREWSTER
Mrs. Nellie Brewster Roberts, 67,

retired vaude and musicomedy
actress known professionally as
Nellie Brewster, suicided in N. Y.,
according to police, July 4. Latter
found the former actress dead from
gas poisoning after breaking into
apartment. Police said her husband,
Leroy, an electrician, died" of natural

'.cau.ses in same apartment three
weeks ago, and that Mrs. Roberts
had been despondent over his death.
Among effects in the shabby quar^

ters were faded clippings of 30 years
back, concerning her appearance in
Giis- Edwards productions, also with
Richard Carle in the Broadway
musicals, "The Spring Chicken" and
Nmety in the Shade."

SIDNEY WAGNER
Sidney Wagner, 47, one of the

-Sim industry's top cameramen, col-
lapsed and died in Hollywood July
A while driving to work at Metro.
He entered the film Industry shortly
alter his graduation from Hollywood
•High School, as assistant camera-
man at Fox in 1917.
He specialized in outdoorers and

recently was head cameraman at
Metro for "Fiesta," "High Barbaree"
and 'Romance of Rosy Ridge." He
was working on "Virtuous", when
he died.

Survived by widow and son.

THOMAS R. KILLILEA
Thomas Rijtledge Killilea, 55,

n.ewspaperman and forinerly on pub-

* 'if
staff of Rlngling Bros., Barnum

« Bailey Circus, died in New York,
July 4.

.After working on N. Y. World and
joined circus publicity

start in 1926, as advance agent, re-
'nainins with it for 10 years. -He

circus and more jrecently had been
publicity director of the Brockton
(Mass.) Fair.

MILTON A. PIXLEY
Milton A. Pixley, 68, pioneer

broadcaster, died suddenly July 1 in

Petoskey, Mich., of coronary throm-
bosis. ,

He was co-owner of WGOL, Co-
lujnbus, and had founded that city's

first station, WBAV, in 1922, in re-

sponse to complaints that crystal-set

owners there could not tune in

KDKA. The station eventually be-
came WAIU, and is now WHKC. He
originated.and developed many early

radio ideas. ;

His sqfi, Lloyd A:, was associated

with him in several enterprises, in-'

eluding the radio station. His widow,
soHj and a sister survive. :

.

.

ROBERT .I. McDonald
Robert J. McDonald, 49, attorney

and former veepee of William
Dieterle Productions, Iijc, died in

Minneapolis last week. He was asso-

ciated with several screen produc-
tions, such as "All That Money Can
Buy.'' "Syncopation" and "The Ad-
ventures of Martin Eden." McDon-
ald played the role of a judge in the
latter. He was a brother-in-law of

W. R. Frank, indie circuit owner in

Minneapolis and Hollywood pro-
ducer.

». Widow and two daughters survive
him.

HENRY MERRITT
Henry Men itt, 53. head of theatre

circuit, was fatally shot last-week at

Homewood, Ala.. Merritt operated
theatres in Alabama for 20 yeafs.

Merritt's body was found by his

wife after 'She ,sa.i.d she heard three
shots while she viias Jn the stables

adjacent to their home.
Coroner Joe Hilderbrand said Mrs/

Metrltt 'told him. that she heard
the three shots flried and found her
husband's body across the bed. He
had been shot twi'de in the head
and once in the chest, Hilderbrand
said. Police are investigating.

WILLIAM M. HARRIS
William M. Harris. 28. manager of

Station WHOB, Gardner, Mass.,

drowned last week when he fell

from a raft while lushing.. He had
gone to a small pond on a picnic
with his family.

Mrs. Harris i?a id he became ill and
slipped from the raft..

He had directed the station'* ac-
tivities since last March.-

.TOIIN LOVERIDGE
John Loveridge, manager of the

RKG Liberty theatre. New Orleans,
for the past five years, died July 5.

Remains were sent to Memphis,
Tenn., for burial.

He had been associated with thea-
tres throughout the country for the
past 30 years. Surviving are widow,
a son and a daughter.

HARRY A. DRAKE
Harry A. Drake, 66, theatre archi-

tect, died in Kansas City July 3.

He designed the Newman (now
Paramount), Regent and old Royal
theatres in Kansas City, and many
others.

Survived by widow.

Dr. Ai:th\ir Lee Koontz, associated

with B. S.' Suhleman chaiti and a
member of the West Virginia Thea-.
ter Owners A.«!sn., died at New Mar-
tinsville, W. Va.. July 1.

MARRIAGES
.Viola Shepherd to Teenie Trent,

Pittsburgh, June 27. He's a nitery
pianist.

Mary Carol to Gil Gorse, Pitts-
burgh, July 1. Both are on stall of
Bill Green's niter,v.

Marcella Mullen' to Morris Conrad,
Pittsburgh, June 25. Bride's With
WB theatre department.
Esther Zarconne to Walter Kessler,

Akron, O., July 1. He manages
Loew's, Columbus.

Elaine Mertes to Mike Irhmerman,
Chicago July 1. He's asst. manager
of Howard Theatre and son of Elmer
Immerman, personnel director * of
Balaban & Katz.

Scotty IVj^cLean to Charles Mac-
Innes, Chicago July 5. Bride is in
Balaban & Katz personnel depart-
ment. -

.

Adrian-Anderson to John Ander-
son, Las Vegas, June 28. Bride is in
Eagle-Lion casting dept. He's in
wardrobe dept. at Paramount.
Marian Hart to Frank Rogier,

New York, July 7. He's in ca.st of
"The Medium" and "Tlie Telephone."
Rosemarie Stanton to Walter Kes-

sler, Akron, ,0., July 1, He's mana-
ger of iLoew's Ohio, Columbus^
Joan Blondell to Mike Todd, Las

Vegas, July i. Bride is actress; he's
the Broadway producer.
Mrs. Harriet Thomen, to Donald

Dwight Davis, Tucson, July 3. He's
prexy of Station WHB, Kansas City.

Virginia Mayo to, Michael O'Shea,
Hollywood, July 5. Both are screen
players.

. Diane Rita Kalmenson to Burton
Saul Levine, New York, July 7.

Bride is daughter of Benjamin Kal-
menson, sales veepee at Warner Bros^

Patricia Stevens to Tom Fizdale,
Chicago, July 3. Bride is former
model and now heads own agency
in Chi; he's public relations: counsel.

. Helen Silverstein to Lester Wohl,
New York, July 2. Bride's secretary
to Charles F. O'Brien, Metro's in-

dustrial relations chief.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. William F. Country-
man, daughter, Los Angeles, July 5.

Father is in RKO's flackery.

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Sherman,
son, Santa Monica, Cal., June 30.

Father is Warner director; Mother
is. former Hedda Comorro, legit

actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Butner, son,

New York, June 30. Father is with
Johnny Long's orchestra.

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Blacketer,
son, Des Moines, June 23. Father is

an engineer with station WHO in

that city.

Mr. and .Mrs. Robert Morton,,

daughter, Chicago, June 29. Father
is asst. supervisor of NBC transcrip-

tion dept. in Chi.

Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Richardson,
daughter, Chicago, recently. Father
is with Southtown theatre; mother
is former dancer, Lorraine White.
Mr; and Mrs. Tony MacLean, son,

•Hollywood recently. Father is pub-
licist;

Mr. arid Mrs. Robert Chick, son,-

Hollywood, July 3. Mother is Mar-
cia Mae Jones, former child actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl George, son.

New York, July 1. Father is actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Anderson,
son, Brooklyn, N. Y., recently.

Father is composer-arranger for

Mills Music.

the park for « mild flirtation at $5

a session.

. Surprises for visiting I-ondpner is

the .display of,many popular brands

of English whiskey, such as Haig &
Haig, White Horse, respectively at

$6.99 and $5.99 (£l-15s. and £a-,"is.)

per bottle, in abundance in Broad-
way liquor store.s.

Another thrilling sight are the

newspapers, mostly of 32 to 48 pages,

and more, in comparison to London's'
four to six pages. Prices for these

are 3c. and 5c. daily. Sunday paper.s

are even bigger surprise, consisting
,

of as many as 10 sections, covering
over 100 pages, against London's
eight pages. New York papers are

mi;>ch more readable: than London's,
with advertisement layouts much
more attractive. Sunday sheets cost

10c. and 15c.

Broadway never seems to be
asleep, with restaurants and -soda

fountains and niteries always open.

Biggest misnomer seems to be the

drugstore. It sells- everything, from
liquor, cigars and dinners, but sel-

i

dom drugs.
Similarity between Broadway and

London's counterpart—Oxford Street

—is they are both chockfuU of fun-

fairs, where penny-in-the-slot ma-,

chines and pin-tables are the main
attractions, all doing a big trade. '

Hotel service in N. Y. Is very rea«

sonable, with plenty of comfort and
civility. But charge of 11c. for a 5e.

telephone call is beyond reason, even
accepting that there is a service

charge.

The Subway (Tube) is not as mod-
ern as London's, but lack of mod-
ernity is . more than compensated
by charge- of 5c. fare for any part

of New York, and fact that these
' are open all night. Subways also

have stores, which are open most
of the night, for the sale of almost
anything.

Surprise for. tripper to America
is charge made by Queen Elizabeth
for first class of $448 (£112)v while
charge made by the Mauretania is

$10 (£2) more. Excuse is that latter

takes a day longer to travel, although
it lacks a good many of the Eliza-

beth's amenities, making the extra
day far from a pleasure.

'

Peculiar thing noticed on travel
was that English travelers were
much more jovial on going to N. Y.
than on returning, which can b&
attributed to having to return to

life of austerity after having been
given" taste of the luxury prevailing
in America.

Video B.O. Cut-in
Continued from page 1 'ssfss

London vs. B'way
Ccntinuvd from page i ;

Father, 63, of Warner publicist
Fred Banker; died .• in .Hollywood

'

Jj.ine-30^ _ ^ . .„

Mother of Otto Kru8er, ftlm and
stage actor, died July 3 in Fremont,
O., after a heart attack while travel-

ing from Toledo, her lifetime home,
to visit friends.

Infant daughter of Marsha Hunt
and Robert Presnell, Jr., died July

2, 1947, in Hollywood 24 hours after

birth.

MEX UmOHS HUDDLING
Mexico City, July 8.

Reps of the National Cinemato-
graphic-Industry Workers Union
(STIC) and the Picture Production
Workers Union iSTPC) arc confab-
bing, with Dr. . Heclor Perez Mar-
tinez, Secretary of the . interior as

mediaT;or.

•Talks are expected to produce a

peace pact that will end more than
^en^reliu'ued to newspaper work in • two years' wrangling between these

IT, after which he rejoined the ' film labor outfits on jurisdiction.

To the foreigner they are sympathy
personified and always ready to chat

about their (the Londoner's) trou-

bles, past and present;

But, the most amazing are the

N; Y. cabbies, who are so helpful to

the foreigner, especially if he hap-
pens to be English, and they can
carry-on with him in their own lan-

guage. When a fare registers on the

clock 60a;.t3/-s.), Tie is very satisfied

with a 15c. (8d.) tip, whicW" would
bring abu.se if given to a London,
driver. This scrivener has actually

experienced a cabby who icfu.sed a

higher tip when offered one; somer
thing unheard of in London. ' It

might be a good idea if the London
Cab-Drivers Association were, to

send over some of their raentbers

to study their well-mannered N. Y.

counterpart. That would teach them
some greatly needed manners, Also

of interest is the .superiority of the

American cabs. One rarely sees a

decrepit vehicle; they are mostly
new or in very good condition. Also
of interest, worthy of being emulated
in England, is picture and license of

driver inside the vehicle for the

passenger to .see.

The old cabby and liis horse-bug-

gy, a rarity in London. these days,

seem to have migrated to N. Y. They
are to- be siecn around Central Park
South, cat-ring mo.stly to youn;;

couples who want a drive around

Play Abroad
Continued from page 92

Jaeobowsky
officers on a raid. The Berlin audi-
ence remained stolid and mani'estly
unmoved when the Gestapo entered
and began to push around the gray-
haired member of the French Acad-
emy. The scene is well acted and.,

moving, but there was no inkling
that its lesson had penetrated the
audience mentality.
The role of Marianne, played by

Lu Saufoerli(!h, is interpreted with
neither intelligence nor artistry.

Fraulein Sauberlich is pretty and
shapely, and her costumes are won-
derful. But she seems too tired to
do much more than get through
with it as quickly as possible. Her
devotion to the dashing if slightly
discredited Colonel is slightly stilted

and unimaginative. In the final
scene, when bidding him adieu be^
fore his departure to fighf in Eng-
land, her speech lacks any warmth
whatsoever.
The Berlin press is pitiless today

(2) in its criticism of the presenta-
tion. One reviewer declares that
Germans are not "ripe enough
politically" for a play ot this natur«,
while another complains against
changes made in the dialog "just for
the sake of weighted applause."
The Tagespiegal, leading U. S.-

licensed daily, criticizes the produc-
ers for treating a subject such as
persecution as a comedy. Germans,

i said the reviewer, cannoLJaugh at
so serious a matter. :

Rank Stresses
Continued rrom page 5

indicates that the sports promoters
may also feel tele's bite.

Today, of course, that bite is insig-

nificant because of the extremely
small number of tele sets in circula-

tion. Both sports, promoters and
film industry officials, moreover,,

are confident today that tele will

benefit them, via theatre tele for

the latter and more fans for- -the

former. ,

Despite claims by some owners
that installation of a video set lias

increased their business as much as

500%, there still remain a number of

diehards who refuse to have any-

thing to el 0 with tele. Their senti-

ment is best summed -up by- one bar

and grill owner who caters to .

«

steady patronage of show biz trade.

Guy shocked the salesman who came
in to sell him a tele set by asking,

"Why .should I want to. attract a

bunch of new customers?" Right

now. he explained, he's practically

assured that his regular easterners

will keep coming back. If he put in

a tele set he'd be drawing |i bunch
of riff-raff off the streets who would
crowd his regular customers away
from the bar and probably wouldn't

buy any drinks. In addition he de-

clared, his barkeep would probably
become so interested in watching
the telescreen that he wouldn't do
whatever drink-pushing he does
right now.

Pushing Drinks

Factor of pushing drinks is one of

location, as far as the set owners are

concerned. Unlike the bars in the

Times Square area, which cater al-

most exclusively to transient trade,

those in Greenwich Village,- along

Third Avenue and in other nabe dis-

tricts have at least 50% regular

patronage, who return to the same
bar, and often the same table. View
was pointed up by one Third Avenue
owner, who declared, "My customers
know I'm not in business just to

give them a free show.'! Waiters in

his place keep circulating, conse-

quently, but make no effort to force

the patrons to drink rapidly.

Because of their transient trade,

the Times Sq. operators are forced

to push their drinks to prevent a

bunch of deadheads collecting in

front of the tele set and sitting all

night over one drink. Most of these

operators have established an
"either buv drinks or fjet out" ukase.

Because they might never see the

-

same customers twice, they can af-

ford to take a chance on incurring

ill-will in this way. For the same
reason, several of those who for-

merly had their sets facing the street:

in full view Of all passersby have
reversed them, to niake certain peo-
ple can't line up oiitside their win-
dows to get a free show.

Juve Delinquency Angle

One interesting angle discovered

by several of the nabe operators,

and one over which they're consid-

erably perplexed, is that the bar
sets might lead to Juve delinquency.

Several of them spend most of their

time chasing kid fans out of their

emporiums. As one barkeep put It,

"I suppose it's better if the kids

come in here than go to their corner
poolrooms because it's certain we're
not going to sell them any drinks,"

But, he pointed out, permitting th#
kids to occupy tables or even stand
at the bar meant that much lesS:

room for the paying customers.
Hence, they're booted out as soon as

they appear.

Many of the regular customers al-

ready show an amazing knowledge
of tele's advantages and limitations,

indicating they'll be good customers
for home sets when manufacturers
begin putting them out at mob
prices, Instead - of - discussing intri-'-

cate play.s, for example, some of the
customers are found, huddling over
which network offers the best cov-
erage of ball games.. In several spots,

moreover, Vakie-it found a group of
viewers clustered around a radio set,

watching and listening at the same
time. "If the cameras miss a play,"
one of them explained, "the televi-

sion announcer doesn't bother to tell

us what happened."

While the large-screen projection
sets predominate in most of the bars
visited, a goodly number of small
sets with 10-inch screens were also
found. Most of these have been dis-
covered as plenty large enough for
a small' room, if pertfhed high above

along wonderfully for more than
two years.. We. are trying by deed,
by doing business together to prove
that international relations are pos-
sible on the finest level of decency.
Why: is it more difficult for the na-
tions?"

Reprinted in the preview's pro-
gram was a letter from Charles P.

Skouras to Rank in which the for-

mer wrote, • "We of . the National
Theatres and Fox-West Coast Thea-
tres will insure those of your films

|
the bar in full view of all~the cus-

chosen for American presentations tomers. Surprising number of bar
the same opportunity we offer Amer^
ican films. Ho'vever, we can only

' offei: the opportunity. It is up to

i your producers to create entcrtain-

j
ment which wiU justify this oppor-

I tunlty,"

.•)•(. J i 0 1.'

owners, moreover, have gone to the
expense of advertising video via

; neon signs in their windows and
' some have even had special mar-
.queeS: built with the word "televi-
Jsion" given top billing.

tidit .f!ii. -'.J v);U.-l5 .-, itc:- I 4tr*9-j^.i .-so.'i.ii,. I,.., ,;,t
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I'm taking Jow Crawford's tip! She Joon Crawford is ri^hi. You'll be
says: "It's wonderful the way Lux thrilled with these Lux Toilet

Soap facials give akin fresh new Soap facials-*the appealing fresh

beauty—lWtve^it«ofter, smoother!" new beauty they pve your skin.

You want skin that's lovely to

look at, thrilling to touch. These

Lux Toilet Soapfadals screen stars

recommend will help youto have it!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet SoQp—/ax^/y?&^r^ /^Ke//er/
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RECORD JOBS AS B. 0. BOOMER
Al JoIsiHis SdqiKl 'Story' May Stress

'Only Millionaire Who Did a Comeback'
By ABEL GREEN

.AI Jolson, who returned to the

Caasl yesterday (Tues.) following a

itopofl in Chicago for the Graziano-

;ale fight tonight (Wed.), says he is

in

set to do a seduel to "The Jolson

itoigr*' for Columbia Pictures even

ildtigh prexy Harry Cohn thinks

Star's 50-50 terms should be

'{eadjusted downward a.' bit, because

A lis A foUowup. "Jolson Story" has

•irpsSed' $9,200,000 so far, says the

itari of which $6,000,000 is profit to

-flate. Film cost $2,800,000, incluaing

|iverhead, advertising (large cam-
jaign). Technicolor prints, etc. Basic

Negative cost was $2,000,000.
' JLarry Parks again will do Al Jol-

|A& -iltad the story, will take the

tnedian's career from the mid-
Where it left' off. Jolson feels

that"this 'is even more" fertile biopic

material, showing him in the fullest

M^pn of his life's work, doing
)[egil; shows as he chose, radio pro-,

iraiiis, USO-Camp tours, etc. (It's

> pn" liistotical fa.ct that the malaria
fit i contracted ir\ North Africa, in
:^h« ejirly war days,- nearly took
folsdn's life),

Fifoin his preliminary ideas on the
MWel script, Jolson feels that the
second, film might even stress the
V (Continued on page 47)

Clergyman Converted

Right Up Allen's Alley

In Tolerance Sermon
, . . Boston, July 15.

.
Fred- Allen, summering at Har-

wich on Cape Cod, was the subject^
01 a sermon on race tolerance by .

Hev. Willard A. Page, pastor of the
west Dennis Community Church.
- .Sermon was in contrast to plenty

f r?f"* ^^'torials in the Pilot, offi-
aial Catholic organ of the diocese,
«eploring the "Allen's Alley'' radio
Character known as Ajax Cassidy.
t^uot is sensitive about hrogues, and
nas taken many a whack at Ed
l»ardner ("Duffy's Tavern") as well
«« Allen.
v;Cape God parson, however, inter-
viewed Allen at Harwich, and fol-
lowed with a -sermon stressing "the
Place of humor and the human qual-
ity or the people in Allen's Alley;
meir readiness to receive visitors,
ineir readiness to answer questions,

.„
'f.

readiness to live with one
;"?*'!«f,.and to accept the foibles
™« follies of each."

$500 Bequest to Station

For Shut-In Program
St. Louis, July 15.

A bequest of $500 :
to WEW,

owned and operated by St, Louis
Univ., wa.s included in ttie will of

Miss Olga Koerner who died In

January, 1946.

Bequest was in appreciation of the

station's daily "The Sacred Heart
Hour," designed . fot Shut-ins. Miss

Koerner was a shut-in for 15 years

prior to liRr dcatli.

SEE FULL SPllRTlProspectof NX's'SubwaySeries'

Places New Value on Tele Rights

Encores for Fom-

B'way Legit Hits

There's a growing list of shows
earmarked for repeat performances
on Broadway during future, seasons.

Such plans go for '^Oklahoma!,'"

Broadway's new run leader . now
that "Life With Father" is off the

boards. The latter, too, is slated for

seasonal engagements after its film

version has run^ its course, "Lute
Song," soon to, bg^presented in Lon-
don, may be the first repeajer on
Broadway, where it is due" isome-

time during the new season.

'ifiong" had a goodly run on Broad-
way, but exited -to the road without
earning -back any of its $180,000 pro-
duction cost. It did malce money on
the road, however, and indications

are 'that it will eventually be a fi-

nancial winner. Although forced out

of Chicago last winter for several

months because oC a house shortage

and sent to the Coast, which added
nore red,' "Song earhed $60,000 on
the season, retnrn date in Chi being
distinctly profitable. Statements in-

dicated a profit of $36,o6p, the bal-

ance being office and ^administrative

chargeotTs. Play has an unusual pro-
duction, its story being based on a

Chinese original.

"Father," which is slated for the

road despite the film's release next
month, is now in its sixth week in

London, where its reception was
variable. Corrected figures on the

(Continued on page 47)

While there's more optimism now
evident in the film industry than
there was a month ago for a spurt in
business in the , fall, check of the
major theatre circuits discloses the
b.o. rather seriously down this

month. Grosses are off about 10%
and attendance considerably mote
compared with last July.

Legit, radio,, bands, music, record
Sales and other facets of sffow biz,

are. down equally as much as films

and, in many cases, more so. But
like the picture industry, they're also

taking the attitude that' this is the
normal summer*slump and fall will

again see the B.o. jumping.
The optimism isn't all wishful

thinking by any means. One of the
most significant tr^iid-pointers for

show biz in many a month was the
Bureau of Labor Statistics report

last week that more than 60,000,000

(Continued on page 40)

-f Upcoming world series, through
the added impact of television, may
have the largest audience in the his-Plan Films to Educate

OvorsoiKi Aiiri«! nn TT S 1*°''^ °* baseball. And granting oJUVerseaS AUaS on U.O. ^.^^^^ rights-- to the serie.* is ex-
pected to add' a hefty chunk of
money to th# take-home pay of tha
winning ball teams and their owners.
WitH the N.Y. -yankees now lead-

ing the American League by a 10%
game #ar^ih; and the Brooklya

Hollywood, July 15.

Edward T. Cheytitz, assistant to

Eric Johnston, is here huddling with
studio execs on plans to produce
films dealing with certain phases of

American, life.

- Idea is to : get pictures angled
toward greater understanding of the

U. S. by audiertees abroad:

Largest Tele Screen
televisiort screen yet de-

nrl-
"^^si^ring 19 X 25 inches and

Piojecting a picture more than nine
"mes that furnished by a 10-inch
..rf^f'/iew screen, was offered this
week by U. S. Television Corp. Sets
?;*.li"ced at $1,995, plus another

for installation and guarantee,
resigned especially for bars, tav-

and other public, places,, the
lafSe-screen models also in-

"uae both AM ant} FM radio, some-
""ng not u.^ually found in bar sets,

in,? «*.^ are made of either mahog.
.•"V-nnish wood or leatherette.,

It Had to Happen: Songs

About Flying Saucers
Prompted by a query from the

United Pi-ess laist week inquiring y
the trade had a tune based on the

flying saucer mystery, Mills Music
registered "Flyin' Saucer" with the

Music Publishers' Protective Assn
and assigned staff writers Roy Brod-
sky and Sid Tepper to turn one out
Reportedly written in a half-hour,

their hillbilly number has already
been waxed on the Juke-Box and
Sterling labels.

Strong efforts to take advantage
of the saucer publicity while it

lasted was pointed up by rumors
that some 14 saucer songs had been

submitted to Steve Shores, BGA-
(Continued on page 47.)

.

Plenty of Hay For

Lucille Ball in 9 Wks.

On Barnyard Circuit

Proof that there's a lot more than
hay in the strawhat circuit for a

W.k. tbesp v is- seen in the, current

tour of Lucille Ball in "Dream
Girl." Aided by top percentage
deals, the actress* stands to make
mdr0 than $30,000 in a nine-week
tour "of the show, at least equal to

what she pulls down for her film

v/ork at Metro.

Show opened three weeks ago in

Princeton, N. J., where Miss Ball re-

ceived Sa.OOO on a flat deal. She was
then handed a percentage contract

for a week's run at Marblehead,

Mass., where she got $3,210. Per-
(Continued on page 40)

ALLIED HIGH COMMAND

BANS PLAY IN VIENNA
Vienna,' July 8.

The Allied High Commandi for the

first time here, has stepped in and

prohibited a premiere. Play is

(JeOrgeS Roland's - comedy, "Simone

and Peace," which had been re-

hearsed and playill twice for "in^

vited guests onljf" in the Kammer-
spiele.

Opening night seats were all sold

Out. Audience waited in vain for

curtain to rise more than two hours.

A few minutes before curtain time,

management had received orders to

hold up. Finally Allied ppHce ap-

peared and informed theatre of the

ban decision. Management of the-

atre points out that the manuscript

had been sent for approval, to the

Cultural Office of Vienna and had
been handed back without any ob-

jection.

Play is ,a satire on the "Big Four"

and actionless peace conferences.

Case wiir be argued by the mnragc-

I
ment and it is believci tl'-it a^ter

some elimina' ions, consent to stage

play will be given.

Burley Stripped

For N. Y. Action
Despite burlesque having been

banned in New York for past eight

years' and presumably . a forgotten
branch of show business so far as

N. Y. is concerned, it's very much
alive and clicking in 'other precincts,

according to Thomas J. Phillips,

prez and exec secretary of the
Burlesque Artists Assn. Latter is

an affiliate of A.ssOciated Actors and
Artistes of America;

Phillips returned to N. Y. from
field tour last week, stating that
past season has been best in years
for that type of e.itertainraent and
foresees considerable expansion in

field in forthcoming season.

Last season there were some 35

theatres .devoted to burlesque en-
tertainment, according to Phillips.

This number comprised 20 houses
playing wheel shows on fujl-week
stands, equally divided by the Izzy
Hirst Circuit in the east and Mid-
vvest Circuit "in that area. There
was also five weeks of playing time
in Ohio territory, operated by indie

Kane circuit, dubbed Burma Road
time by burlesquers. Also Follies

and Burbank theatres, Los Angeles,
operating as stocks, as well as eight
other stock houses.

Union, . whicTi has a membership
of over 1,000, has pacted all houses
and talent with exception of the
Hirst Circuit. Phiilips is moving in

on the latter this week and hopes to

(Continued- on page 41)

Jimmy Stewart Slated

To Head Air Force Ass'n
James Stewart is slated lor elec-

tion to the presidency of the Air
Force Assm at its national conven-
tion in Columbus in September.

rJimmy Doolittle is now prez of the
organization, which comprises men
and women who served with the
AAF in World War II.

Stewart, now appearing in the
legiter "Harvey'' iri New York, has
been active in Air Force promotion
since his release from the service
about 18 months ago. Appearing on

! the Tex McCreary-Jinx Falkenburg
' radio show last week, he made a
strong plea for passage of the Army-
Navy unification bill, which would

' provide an independent air arm.

Dodgers leading the national leagua
by three games, chances for an all- .

N.Y. series are considered good. If
the "subway series" works out^ the
baseball club owners are practically
asisured of at least 500,000 fans
watching the games in addition to
those that can cram their way Into
the ball py^s. Television audience
such as that is certain to catch th«
4ancy of top-coin advertisers and tha
team owners, recognizing that fact,
can be expected to lay the asking
price on Jieavily for tele b'roadcast-
ers. ,

. Just as the ball clubs will benefit
through increased revenue, such a
series is expected to provide the tela
industry with the final impetus

(Continued on page 47)

Critic Garland Fluffs

Too-Brief Moment As

Thesp, So Hamola led
Any idea entertained by N. Y:

drama critic Robert Garland about
turning actor has been completely
erased. Reviewer for the N. Y. Jour.
nal-American was supposed to ap-
pear in "Brief Moment." at Bridge-
hampton, L. I., next Monday (21 >,
but when he was cancelled out of
the casti the date was rubbed out
too. It seems that the writer
couldn't remember his .lines at re-
hearsals.

"Moment" originally included an- ;

other
, critic, the late Alexander

Woollcott in .the same part that Gar-
land was supposed to play, that of a
dilettante who spouts witty remarks
while constantly reclining ort a sofa.
Woollcott later played the lead in
"The Man Who Came to Dinner" out
of town.
Garland, joined Equity to play

"Moment," but he won't be per-
mitted to remain a member. Under ;

the rules he was "qualified" to join
up because he had a contract but;
because the contract will not be
fulfilled, he'll get his initiation fe»
of $100 back plus $9 for dues.
Garland has thus spoiled the whole

summer for VioUa Rubber, who was
to have toured him through th«
strawhats in "Moment." She en-
visioned easy money with th«
"jjame" nearly-an-a'ctor.

Cons' Hit Parade
Huntsville* Texas, July 15.

According to. the Echo, monthly
printed here by the inmates of the
State Penitentiary 310 prisoner*
were surveyed for favorite songs:

First place went to "Open th«
jDoori Richard," with f'DOn't Fence
I Me In" running a close second.



U.S. Hoppola at Locarno Pix Festival;

Entries, Nixed PA s, Disappoint
By JOSEF ISRAELS II

. L«carnoi July IS. .
:

"Le Silence Est D'Or" ('Si-

lence Is 'Golden')) French-lan-
Kuage film starring Maurice
Chevalier, captured first prize

here as tlie best pic submitted
at this film festival; Bene Clair

came out in front as top direc-

tor and Chevalier won the lau-

rels as best actor. . "Silence,"

equipped with a running Eng-
lish commentary recited by
Chevalier, will be released "in

the U. S. by RKO under the

label, '|Man About Town.*' Pio

also copped the Brussels World
Eilm Festival grand prize last

month.

Locarno, July 10.

Judging by the 12 days and more
than twice as many feature films (to

»ay nothing of shorts and documen-

_
taries) at Looamo's Second Inter-

nationa! Film Festival, fact is ap-

parent that America's part in the

wholesale screenings has been fi

floppola. Though Locarno, unlike
«ome other European Festivals,
offers no prizes or awards, the chat-

ter and writings of the couple of

hundred press and trade people
here is pretty good barometer of

how things go down.
Nearest thing to a hit so far

reaching here from Hollywood has
been Lubitsch's "Cluny Brown"
(ZOth), which wasn't on the Festi-

val program at all and got a. moi^i-

Ing screening in a series of extra

bowings. U. S. low point was
reached with screening before full

outdoor audience of 2,000 of same
tudio's "My DWarling Clementine,"
plus personal appeara'nce of Linda
.Darnell. Gustomers came away
from that one muttering. Similar
fioppos of "Song of Scheherazade"
<U.) and "Bandit of Sherwood For-
est" (Col) were at least mitigated

by Technicolor, still enough of a
novelty to make some difference' in

Europe
Entries from Austria, Germany,

Argentina, Italy, Mexico, Spain,
Czechoslovakia, Russia and France
were also disappointing, ranging
from* horrible to fair in their own
metiers. Nothing outside of "Cluny
Brown" and the French "Silence Is

Golden" with Maurice Chevalier has
spread much joy around town.

List of festival entries from Uv S.i

firms consisted of "A Stolen Lite"
(WB); "Bandit of Sherwood For-
est" (Col); "Lady in the Lake"
(M-Co) ; "Darling Clementine" (20th)

;

"Scheherazade" (U), and "Razor's
Edge" (20th).

v. S. Shows Most Fix
In number of pix shown in the

regular festival program U. S. took
the lead. England showed only one
and other nations likewise singles

with exception of Austria's two and
Italy, which had five entries. Lat-

ter is explainable mainly because
Locarno is center of Ticlno, Italian-

jipeaking c a n t o n of Switzerland
where Italian language films have
ready market; The British entry,

"Wanted for Murder," a better than
• vera g e psycho-whodunit, didn't
score too heavily either.

From spectator viewpoint, Lo-
carno's festival was a major exer-
cise 'in picture-watching endurance,
to say, nothing of testing: press and
trade visitors' party-attending and
Cpeech-hearing abilities. In all; 27
'feature length pix were scheduled
from June 26 through July 9. In
addition there were two solid days
of documentaries (with speeches)
under . joint auspices of UNESCO
and Swiss Film Chamber: Feature
programs usually included a couple
of shorts as well.

Some 140 press reps were checked
In at Festival office. Practically all

European countries were repre-
sented among press and distribution
people present. But what the crowd
missed, and squawked about, was
lack of celebrities to gape at. U. S.
had promised Linda Darnell, Rita
Hayworth, Marlene Dietrich and
others, but only Miss Darnell showed
for a quickie p.a. with "Clementine."

Russian hanaiing of its party in

:

the show was typical of Soviet
unilateralism. Soviet had domi-
nated last year's Locarno .show and
everyone vi(as surprised when Mos-
cow utterly ignored this year's invi-
tations sent out last January. But
after festivities were actually under
way Igor Semenov, Swi-ss rep for
Kremh'n Film inclu.sh-y, blew into
town with "Admiral Nakhimov" and'l
"Stone Flower" in his bag and de-

i

,
jnanded

,
a hearing. Ahxioiis to hurt

|

no one's feelings, commiitee sand-

wiched "Nakhimov" incongruously
onto program with Mex religious

production of "St. Francis of Asslsi"

and hung' "Stone Flower'? on an-
other evening's sked.

Latest international line from
Moscow is reflected in theme of
"Admiral Nakhimov." Where heav-
ies in Red pix used to be Germans
of any century, "Nakhimovi" glori-

fication of Russ naval commander in

19th century Crimean War, picks
English for the evildoers.

Winchell Sets Heavy

Guesdht Sked to Plug

Rnnyon Memorial Drive
Hollywood, July 15.

Walter Winchell is being sched-
uled for a hectic run of air gucstlngs
to hypo the ' Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund, following month's layoff from
his own program. Initialer is slated

for tonight (Tue.s.) when he airs a
pitch on Leo Guild's "Wizard of

Odds" over Mutual. He is tentatively

set for a shot on Jack Paar's show
next Sunday (20)..

While here he is expected to cut
some platters with Hollywood names
to further the drive. "The networks
have reportedly promised free plugs,

too. A special meeting of aU locally

situated press agents has been called
at 20th-Fax Thursday ( 17

)
' where

the columnist will ask the drum-
beaters to assist in mapping further
campaigns.

Friars Dine Winchell
The Friars are tossing a steak din-

ner for Winchell July 23., proceeds
going to the Damon Runyon Me-
morial. .

It's the second such dinner, first

honoring Jack Benny.

BODEC AND MORRISON

REJOIN 'VARIETY' IN NX
Ben Bodec has • returned to the

home office editorial staff, effective

immediately, as an associate editor,

' Kobe Morrison Is another former
Vahibtt staffer who rejoins- the New
York editorial department Aug. 1.

He resigned from Young & Rublcam
recently. Bodec has been with J.

Walter Tliompson, ABC network and
General Artists Corp.

Bea yilie Mulls British

Straight Piay as Mermaid
London, July 15.

There is a possibility that Beatrice
LUlie win make one <>f her rare ap-
pearances in a straight play In Lon-
don. Play is "Miranda," by Peter
Blackmore, which he is scripting for

film being produced by Sydney Box,
and which was recently tried out at

the Emba.s.sy, Swis."; Cottage.

Miss Lillie would play part of

"Miranda," who Is a mermaid, which
part was originally done by Genine
Graham, providing producers can gei

West End theatre very shortly, as

she is due to make a picture for UA
in Hollywood.
She is also considering offer to

appear in New York in the fall under
management of Theatre Guild. But
best project she is considering Is to
appear in an Andre Chariot revue
on Broadway, where she would co-
star with Gertrude Lawi-ence and
Jack Buchanan. Trio feels that it

owes it to Chariot, who discovered
them, in the '20s, in his "Chariot's
Revue," to help, him to stage a
comeback. Miss Lillie and Buchanan
arrived In N. Y. yesterday.

WcdnesJay, Juljr 16, 1947

Laurel & Hardy Pact

4-Week Paris Tour
Laurel and Hardy, currently in

London, will pla.y four to six weeks
of vaude dates in Paris, at termina-
tion of British engagements.

Pair continues British tour until
October, opening in Stockholm Oct.
4 and then swirling through Nor-
way, Denniark and Belgium before
Paris stint.

Sonja's Cinecolor Solo
Hollywood, July 15.

Sonia Hftiie is planning an inde-
pendent film production in Cine-
color, reports Walter Thompson,
former chief cutter for Darryl F.

Zamick, who will produce for the ice
star. Miss Hcnie left Monday (14)
for Europe.
Financing and .stavuijig date will be

lined- up wlicn she returns.

265th WEEK I

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capstan Theatre, Hollywaod« Cat.

"A comedy smash."
WILLIAM BENDIX.

Cominir soon "Bill and Goo'' a Ken
Murray production, featuring bur-
ton's Birds, Republic - release in
T-rucolor. ., i

Towers Preems Coward

Platters in N. Y.; Signs

Grade Fields to Series
Harry A15n Towers, 26'-year-old

British transcription packager, was
in New York la.st week showcasing
his newly waxed Noel Coward show.
He announced he had just signed
Grade Fields to do a .similar 13-

week series of half-hour plattered

airers and that he'd just sold Lever
Bros, on sponsoring a "Lux Radio
1'heatre" on Radio Mozambique in

Portuguese East Africa. -

He hopped up to Toronto for one
day to look in on the Canadian h.q.

of his Towers of London, Ltd., inter-

national transcription outfit. Satur-
day (12) he took off for Hollywood
to spend four, days recording shows
for Radio Luxembourg. After that

he's flying to Sydney to set up an
AustraHatL ofSee.

Towers, who's had hia waxworks
going a bare two years since he got
out of the Royal Air Forces, re-

ported he was setting deals to syndi-
cate transcribed radio shows in

practically every corner of the Brit-

ish empire as well at in the U, S.

(His U. S. rep is Oliver W. Nicoll of
Radio Features of America, N. -Y.)

Currently, he said, he Is producing
seven series of plattered programs
via his T-of-L operation in addition
to shows he is doing for BBC and
for the British armed forces outlets,

such as Malta. Latest, just set, 1$ a
"Scoland Yard" series starring CUve
Brook.

Coward show, which Is the first

airer the playwright-composer has
done, is Towers' prize package.
Coward recorded it in French as

well ap English and it's set for a
run on the French network. Towers
said. Stanza Is also to be sponsored
by Lever Bros., in addition to "Lux
Radio Theatre," on the South Afri-
can -Station. Both programs will tee

off Sept. 7. "Lux Theatre" will be
Towers' "London Playhouse" dramat
series, waxed as open-end transcrip-

tions.

Coward and Gi'acie shows repre-
sent the beginning of an "Interna-
tional celebrity series," 'Towers an-
nounced. He hopes to do two or
three 13-week stanzas In this cate-
gory yearly.

Although Towers twirled his

Coward platters for a number of
network and large station execs in

New York during his week's stay,

he declined to quote a price on the
show. Program director of a net-
work key station said he tried in-

vain to get Towers to name a figure,

but latter demurred, saying he was
only interested at this time in get-
ting opinions on the show.
Towers .said he couldn't elaborate

on the Hollywood plattering he was-
doing for -Radio fLux because it

would tip off:id#tity of the sponsor.
His new Sydney office will be

T-of-L's fifth. Towers said. Besides
Toronto and London, he has offices
in Paris and Johannesburg.

Harry Ruby Seriously 11^

Hollywood, July 15.

Two songwriters are seriously ail-

ing In local hospitals. Harry Ruby
is at Hollywood hospital with what
early diagnosis indicated to )3e a

brain tumor.

Walter Donaldson had a relapse
from hi.^j recent prolonged and grave
illness, and is back in Southern
California sanatorium.

Naa-Bedevilled Tenor

GregorSchelkan Finally

Gets His American Visa

By ART SETCEL

Berlin, July 4.

A man Who, sang his. way out of

the death chambers of Latvia, Po-

land and Germany, took off for the

U. S. A. this afternoon with his

bride of two months, to strike out in.

a hew career in a land where he is

confident the streets are paved with

gold and where liberty bells «ng on

every street corner. <>

Th« traveler is called Shelly by
bis friends but his name is Gregor

Schelkan. He is 33, fair, stocky and
powerful, with grey eyes" and light

brown hair. His bride. Birdie Ker-

son, is a native of New Haveii,

Conn., who wat employed bj. Office

of Military Government for Ger-

ttiany (US), Economics Division,- as

a secretary in the Reports Branch.

Shelly would have made good copy

even if he were not a tenor and once

the foremost singer in the Riga (Lat-

via) Opera. For. one thing, he was
the first Displaced Person in Berlin

who wooed and won an American
girl, all of which happened after he

had already received the coveted

and priceless visa to the United

States. For another, he gave a con-

cert out at the Schlachtensee theatre

the other evening which moved an

audience of 1,500 to tears- and laugh-

ter.

But Shelly's story starts In Riga,

Latvia, on J'une 22, 1941, -when two
million German troops marched
against Soviet Russia and stdrted on
the long road to collapse and an-

nihilation.

Shelley was 27 then, and riding on
top of his world. By virtue of ai

rare voice he was the darling of a

large and growing circle of admirers.

The adulation came from far-off

Vienna where he had graduated

from the finest music conservatorium

of Europe, and from Zurich, Basel,

Prague and Warsaw.

He was caught up in the backwash
of wars' Although he had served his

18 months of Army time, the mobil-
ization got him as it did all other

young men and his career was end-

ed. The Hun occupied Riga. Shelly

was hustled off .to the newly created

Riga ghetto, where for two years he
toiled for the master race.

Kalserwald, Stutthof near Danzig,

to Bingraben. Shelly • was ferried

back and forth between slave labor

battalions and the "Kazette." He
was stung by the lash of the whip.

He witnessed t-ns of thousands being

sent to their death in the flendigh

order of the madman. In chains, he
chanted the Kol Nidre on the

Hebrew Day of Repentance In the

hold of a ship which was transport-

ing Jews to Gdynia.

On the night before he Was to

have been sent to the ovens; Shelly
was recognized by someone who had
heard him in "Pagliaccl." He was
spared and found himself entertain-
ing German officers who kept him
alive for his golden "stlmme."

When the Germans started to "ad- I

vance in reverse" out and away :

from Russia, Shelly, after a night-
\

mare of six to nine weeks in line of
1

fire between the retreating Nazis ,

and pursuing Russians; found refuge I

in Thorn, Poland. Here his singing '

made him the town's favorite, and
after several month.^he found him-
self on the concert stage again, this

time singing for the Russian High
Command.

Shelly's return to the land of his
birth, Germany, which he had left

as a child, and the long wait for his
visa, is of itself a saga but he is the
only one who can tell it, He mar-
ried Miss Kerson, whose parents live
at 515 Rock Creek, Church Road,
Washington, D. C. He gave a fare-
well concert in Berlin a few nights
ago and today took his leave of
Europe.

Ra£o Lays Off

On 'Hucksters'

Despite Ribbing
"Top radio and ad agency execu-

tives are plenty peeved at the rough
treatment given radio in Metro's
"Hucksters," but are afraid to do
anything about it. As one network
prexy puts it, "If we put up a con-
certed complaint against the picture
Metro would probably use that at

the basis. ofJheir advertising, billing

the film
,
as one 'banned by radio.'

And then the pictiure would prob-
ably- do more business than it will
otherwise,"

None of the agency or radio top-
pers approached, consequently, would
offer any comment on the picture,

'

for what they termed "obvious rea»
sons." Metro, too, is keeping strictly

mum on what it knows of the op-
posing medium's reaction. Comment
cards were passed out among a
group of members representing the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies at a special screening held
for them by Metro. They agreed to
record their comment, however, only
if It was kept "strictly confidential,"
according to M-G ad-publicity vee-
pee Howard Dietz.

Only criticism forthcoming was of-

fered by the prexy of another radio
network who kidded Metro for the
way it plugs the picture. "They kid
the pants off singing commercials in
the picture," he pointed out. "Then
they turn around, and use the same
kind of singing commercials to ad*
vertise it on the radio."

WARNERS MAY MEET

JDWARD'S' 130G TAG
London, July 15.

Henry Sherek and Gilbert Miller's

"Edward, My Son" is only - British

legit show in the West End which is

doing big biz. It grossed |9,000 a

week ago, with last week's takings

showing an advance.

Warner Bros, has already bid
|

$100,000 for the film ri'ghts, but
'

Miller is asking for $130,000. WB '

wants it for vehicle for Bette Davis
,

and Edward G, Robinson, and i.s

likely to come through with the

,

price asked. :

Sailing Jamup, Hypoed By

Plane Crashes, Affects

Many Show Biz Celebs
Jamup of sailings publicly affected

two show business personalities but
privately has caused much shifting

of sailing plans, frequently seguelng
transatlantic passenger.? from .ship to

plane travel, despite themselves. In

fact, the recent number ot plane

crashes is one cause for the extraor-

dinary ship traffic.

Dennis Morgan, Warner Bros. con«
tract player, walked off the Manre*
tania this last sailing because th*

third bunk (with two other stranger*

in the same cabin) was too .short for

his 6-foot, 2-inch stature. Dorothy
Kirsten, the singer, got aboard that

boat finally after waiting in vain at

the Cunard pier the weelc before In

the hope of a last-minute cancella-

tion on the Queen Elizabeth. Metro'*
Alfred Junge was also aboard the

MauretaniBi

Tomorrow's (Thurs,) .sailing of tht

Queen EIizaJ)eth goes with a peak
load of show business pcrsonalitiei

including J. Arthur R;ink and hlB

wife; producer Herbert Wjlcox and,

his actress-wife, Anna Neajile: Par-

amount's James E. Perl;ins and Fred
Hutchinson; actor David Niven: Sam
Goldwyn's Alfred Crown; Metro'l

Hugh Findlay; Rank's 16m chief Ian

Javel; Paul Lukas; Mrs. Jack War-
ner; Kay Harrison, manaaing direc-

tor of Technicolor, Ltd., in London,

and his wife, and a mimbcr of

others. Also Variety's Abel Green

and Mrs. Green.

Bill Perlberg and Joe MnnkiewicJ,

20th-Fox producers, couldn't get ac-

commodations and are flvinR to Psrll

instead on Eriday (18). Swedi«h

actress Viveca Lindfors and Warner

producer Delmar Dave.s- left « v-ei

last weekend by plane for Paris, »•

did Merle Oberon.

The Cunard Line has been enil-

nently courteous and patient with

all these requests in view of th«

shortage of de luxe .shipping spac«

and It's hoped that with the addition

of the Queen Mary and the French

Line's DeGrasse, which comes bacit

into service late this month, tb**.

Some of the pressure will ease. ^ ,

The British consulate will not is-

sue visas without literally seeing

prospective -non'.Britislier.s' return

passage. Open-date bool<inc;s are not

honored..

It's obvious that the Cim.nnl Lin*

is greatly assisting in the Bnt'*"

government's quest for .ns much dol-

lar exchange as possible btvause *"

sailings are almost on a shutiw

.schedule. No delays m New Yo"

harbor or Southampton: iro

vo--age hooplas; sailin".<

before 10 a.m., resultinj; in minim""'

of visitors.
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FILMS FEEL THAT TELE TOUCH
No U. S. Ciinp to Little 3's Theatres?

• Surprisingly liberal stand taken by the U. S, Dept. of Justice towards

the now fizzled negotiations o£ the Si Fabian group and United

Artists' owners for a buyout of UA has trade circles wondering.

Special Ass't Attorney General Robert L. Wright, chief counsel in. the

anti-trust suit, followed the diclcerings closely but offered no objec-
''

tibns to adoseout. He was consulted in behalf of Fabian, et al., by

Thurman Arnold, former head of the Government's anti-trust divisioDj

who 'reps for the circuit operator in Washington.

Wright indicated the Government would not seelc to crimp the deal.

'Puzzling film lawyers-in that .stance is fact that whole gist af-equity.

. action is an attempt to break up integration of the majors. UA's sale

to Fabian would have tied the latter's large chaia of houses to the

distrib in a vertical setup.

Attitude is considered important as indicating the Government won t

piit Up a court battle over acquisition of theatres by the Little Three.

universal has already expressed an intention of so doing and UA, in

possible future developments, may be in the same position through

sale or otherwise.

Bagnall's 'Guest Prez' of UA Further

Strains Pickford-Chaplin Status

/ More than ^ix months of fever--'

heat negotiations to settle the un-

settled affairs of United Artists flnds

the company as much in need of a

geidlitz powder as ever. The rate of

progress might be termed zero since

David O. Selznidt departed in Feb-

ruary, and it was determined to set

UAout on a new course. Edward C.

Haftery remains prez and Charles

Chaplin and Mary Pickford the co-

owners—and, as far as the best

available crystal ball shows, they'll

remain so for a long time.

Even the negotiations are at a

standstill at the mom«nt, with Mi^s

Hcktord and Chaplin apparently at

opposite ends' of a vendetta. Al-

"though Miss Pickford was ready and
willing,, it looked like Chaplin was
deliberately ducking a meeting with

her in Hollywood this week to dis-

cuss the future of the company.
Reports from the Coast were that

Chaplin remains even more inter-

ested than Mis? Pickford in unload-

ing his UA holdings (despite his

press agent's statements to the con-
trary). However, he doesn't want to

make a move until after his "Mon-
sieur Verdoux" goes into release in

October. -He feels that the picture

might suffer from any announce-
ment that he's getting out of the
business.

.

' It was pretty much agreed in the

.
trade, in the meantime, that while
Chaplin might be helping "Verdoux,"
the comic opera aspects that the

(Continued on page 13)

Steel Export Firm Adds

Film Branch as Means

To Facilitate Exchange
As part of a long-range, program in

various European countries to en-
able them to buy badly needed dur-
able goods, steel exporting firm of
Charles A. Koons & Co. is. setting
W a foreign film division to stimu-
late dollar exchange for its products.
Basic idea behind the move, accord-
ing to Ivan Pochna, head of the
Arm's picture branch, is that motion
pictures represent some of Europe's
more tangible assets, and the com-

.

Pany by distributing a portion of
them in the. U. S. will divert dol-
Jars abroad for purchase of Ameri-
can capital goods.
- Unlike most 'Ur"Snnaie""foreign
aistributors who seek to buy over-
seas product for a song hoping to
stumble on an "Open City" or "WeU-
aigger's Daughter," with small in-
tentions of aiding the picture's orig-
inal producer, Pochna claims that
ms firm has entered the field with
the express aim of improving the
nnancial lot of the foreign film-
maker. In launching the venture he
stated last week that both the State
"ept. and the War Dept. have be-
stowed their blessings on the under-
taking.

Pochna, who leaves next month on
a European junket to line up prod-
uct _and make deals with foreign
producers, is now negotiating for a
ivew York showcase for his film im-
portations; also for theatres in other
cities.

Pochna is no tyro in the film busi-
ness. Prior to the War he was a.sso-
ciated with Gaumont - British Pic-
tures in its New York office. He re-
cently was discharged from the

Facelift for the Prez
When—and if—United Artists

lands itself a new president, he'll

find the delay hasn't been in
vain.

Interim time is being used to
paint .and redecorate the presi-

dential chambers. '

Ex-Vaude Houses

Due for Tax Cuts
• Columbus, July 15.

State supreme court decision here
paves the way to tax reductions for

many oldtime vaude houses scat-

tered through the country that now
dish straight film fare. Novel rul-

ing handed down last week holds
theatre space formerly devoted to

flesh entertainment and now usel&s
should entitle exhib to a tax slash

as a "functional depreciation" of the

property. Legalites think precedent

may be a money-saver in other in-

stances such as- the- closing-Off of

balconies or other parts of theatres.

RKO Palace theatre, built in 1926

as a vaude house, is the house in-

volved in current litigation. Evi-

dence showed that some 400,000 cubic

feet of building space which was
blueprinted for live entertainment is

no longer used. Property was valued

in '44 for tax purposes at $682,650

and reduced <Jn appeal to the Board
of Tax Appeals to $638,986. High
court ordered further cut in evalua-
tion.

"The record indicates that large

areas of this theatre, which were
built for the purpose of vaudeville

performances, and- the elaborate

public waiting rooms are no longer

needed or used," court said. 'Due
to necessary maintenance, they con-

stitute more of a liability than an
asset to the operator. These areas

have become sub.iect to what is

known as functional de^preciation

Functional depreciation occurs where
property, although still in good
physical condition, has become obso.

lete or useless due to changing busi-

ness conditions and thus to all in-

tentS; and purposes valueless to the

owner."

IN REEL FORMAT
Video, heralded since the war as

a potent future factor in the film
biz, had its first tangible impa-ct on
pix during the week. Developments
-which forecast, among other things,

a switch in the format of newsreels
occurred on three different but re-
lated fronts.

Initial skirmishes which may re-

sult ultimately in radical changes in

various phases of film practices
were:

1. Negotiations, now close to com-
pletion, for acquisition of RKO-
Pathe newsreel by Warner Bros.

2. Statement by. one newsreel
topper to Variety, and generally
agreed by others, that because, of

television, the reels as presently
constituted "will be deader than a
doornail within three years."

3. Signing of a pact by Warners
with RCA for a joint program of
large-screen tele.

Actually, the first doUars-and-
cents repercussion on ordinary fihn
biz activities is the proposed deal
whereby WB would take over RKO-
Pathe outright. RKO, parent or-
ganization of latter outfit, is willing
to sell, it's under.stood,' because it

fears early inroads by video on
newsreel receipts. RKOers think
the present reel will he obsolete
within a matter of years and that
the take, now 'dangerouslyjiow, will

be pure red ink by then. Hence^ the
current negotiations.

Sees Newsreels' Fadeout
That view is also taken by Oscar

Morgan, Paramount's sales chief for
shorts and newsreels, who declared

(Continued on page' 40)

Welles Completes

Rep's Ueth' On
'

Sked But 900G Budget
Hollywood, July 15.

Orson Welles'. "Macbeth" winds up
at Republic Saturday (19) right on
schedule. Welles completed the film
within his 24-day deadline, although
the original contemplated cost of

$750,000 was upped to $900,000 be-
cause of overtime and other unex-
pected costs.

Film, figured to run 90 minutes,
was shot on one stage on which-
grips prepared two setups while
company worked on one. Welles also

had 'the advantage of lengthy xe-r

hearsals before starting, including a
week's stand in the legit version at

Salt Lake City, a week's rehearsal
on Republic's sound stage.

«avy with a Lieut, (j.g.) commission, week,

SHARPE'S SHARP DEAL

ON RKO LOAN TO COL.
Albert Sharpe, actor imported

from Ireland for the lead role in the

"Pinian's Rainbow" legiter, and sub-
sequently pacted; for films by BKO,
will be loaned, out to Columbia be-
fore making his first RKO picture.

Sharpe is slated to leave for the

Coast July 28 to appear in "The
lloyal Mail" for Col. under a loan-

out from RKO. Under terms of the
deal set up by his agent, -Paul Small,

the actor gets paid half the loanout
money from Col., or about $20,000.

Figure compares to the $500 weekly
he got for "Finian's" and the $100-

$125 weekly he was earning in Ire-

land.

Sharpe is currently Winding up a

role in David O. Selznick's "Portrait

of Jenny." Film, being shot entirely

in the east, will, be completed this

Rathvon Again Talb ye of Odium's

Holdings in RKO to Wafl SL Group

J. L. Warner'* Views
Warner Bros, production 6hief

Jack L'. Warner gives his views
on Television in a special by-
lined piece in this week's issue

on page 25. He stresses that the
video and the screen must ulti-

mately move closer together.

Incidentally, this is No. 5 of a

series on Television by Show
biz and sports personalities.

Chi Exhib Nixes

250G Settlement
' Chicago, July 15.

With the Jackson Park decision
here loading the dice for exhib anti-
trust suits, largest settlement yet
reported has been offered K. Schoen-
stadt & Sons, Inc., operator of the
Piccadilly theatre in the immediate
neighborhood of the Jackson Park.
Cash offer, it's reliably reported, is

around $250,000, with added coin as

counsel fees for Schoenstadt's law-
yers; .

Majors' proffer has been nixed
so far by Schoenstadt despite its

whopping propositions. Plaintiff's

been advised by his lawyer that a
$1,000,000 verdict is better than an
even chance on trial. Consequently,
exhib has countered with £^,.demand
that the majors extend A playing
tinne to the Piccadilly for a period of
three years as a substitute settle-

ment. Part of deal, now being
gabbed, is that Piccadilly would pay
the same rentals for first-run nabe
showings as it now does for subse-
quent run.

Schoenstadt's suit -charges dis-

tribs with discrimination on runs for
all seasons from 1937-1942 with ac-
tion still unstarted for the later
years. Favored illegally over the
Piccadilly complaint claims, are
Warhers' Avalon and B&K's "Tower,
Tivoli and South Town.

Hollywood, July 15.

N. Peter Rathvon, RICO prexy, is

currently in New York trying to
ound up a syndicate of Wall Street

interests to buy a controlling stock
m .his _cpmpany . now held by Atlas
Corp. Understood the Atlas holdings!
can be secured for around $20,000,-
000.

Floyd Odium, who heads Atlas
Corp., has had several deals on to
sell his interest in RKO during the
past year, with Jules C. Stein, head
of Music Corp. of America, heading
the list; i William Paley, board
chairman of Columbia Broadcasting
Co., had a deal nearly closed which

.

was stymed by Rathvon. Latter
would- have been declared out' of the
transaction and company operation if

Paley's .deal had been cemented.
Rathvon, lifelong friend of Odium;
is understood to have prevailed on-,

the latter not to sell under those
conditions.

Atlas Corp. is reported on velvet
with respect, to its investment in
RKO, with Odium organization hav-i

ing unloaded enough of its stock on
the market at prices of 21 to 28 to bt
clear on its investment. Following
these sales, Atlas realized a consider-
able return on the left-over hold*

' (Continued on page 40)

Miriam Howell to Agent
Miriam Howell, eastern studio rep

for Samuel Goldwyn, is reported go-

ing back into the agency business
She was. formerly with the Myron
Selznick and the Leland Hayward
offices. .

:

'

Miss Howell's contract with the
Goldwyn studio expires as of the
end of August and ' she has notified

prexy James Mulvey that she won't
renew.

National Boxoffice Survey
Torrid Weather Clips Biz—Tauline,' 'Unfaithful,'

'Fiesta/ 'Ruth/ 'Kiksing/ 'Duel' the Big Six

Many key cities : are experiencing

the real impact of summer dog days

in present session, with exhibitors

scurrying around trying to spot in

pictures that will keep their theatres

oil black side of ledger. Result is

that actual money business is badly

split up among a whole batch of

newcomers and previously tested

winners. Torrid weather is hurting

many spots while others note "that

regular patrons are hitting the road

via railroad, bus and train, with re-

sultant drain on potential audience

for. straight theatres.

"Perils of Pauline", (Par) is dis-

playing greatest strength, getting up;

into important coin figures on only,

eight playdates. Pact that it opened
up sock in two L. A. houses and hit

a rousing $90,000 at the N. V. Para-

mount '

is giving it real strength.

However, picture is okay in second

session in Boston, is doing all right

on Minneapolis m'oveover and looks

nice ,for third Pliiladelphia frame,
indicating- its potentialities despite

unfavorable weather.

In second- position is "Unfaithful"

(WB), with some" 16 dates. It's

strongest in N. Y. ott its third round
with stageshow. (Others in the Big

Six, based on business done, number
of playdates and extent of reception

ifSk individual cities, are "Fiesta"

(M-^G), "Dear Ruth" (Par), "Won
der Who's Kii^sing Her Now" (20th) Pages 8-9)

and "Duel in Sun" (SRO). In run
ner-up classification due to uneven
biz reports from different spots or
absence of important money or
playdates are "Ivy" (U), "Great Ex-
pectations" (U), "Miracle on 34th
St." (20th) and "Egg and I" (U).

Last named now is mainly on ex
tended-run or second-run in bigger
keys but ---still - demonstrating its

pull."

"Miracle" shows in only a few
key cities as an opener, with hold
over and extended-runs naturally
cutting down total intake. "Ivy,"
while appearing in a number of

localities, Is a bit spotty. Film is

solid in Providence, mild in K. C
so-so in Washington, moderate in

Boston, good in Chicago but only
fairly good in San Francisco. "Great
Expectations" looks okay in Pitts

burgh, lusty in Chi, leader in Wa.sh
ington and nice in Boston, but not
enough spots to land big coin.

"Kissing Her 'Now" shapes as top
newcomer. Of other new entries

only "Brute Force" (U) hints big

possibilities. This picture, which tees

off in N. Y. this week, is solid in

L. A. "Cynthia" (M-G) looks none
too promising on four dates this

week. "New Orleans" (UA), wind-
ing up fifth week in N. Y., shapes as

solid in Louisville,

(.Complete Boxoffict Reports on

David Rose's Jas. Mason

Suit May Be Clarified

To Permit Korda's 2 Pix
Sir Alexander Korda is hoping

that a final adjudication of James
Mason's differences with producer
David Rose will be reached in court
this fall so that Mason can make his
first pic for Korda in Hollywood
early next year. Rose has a breach
of contract suit pending against
Mason in California, but Mason hat
never been served. He's unable to
go to Hollywood without chancing
service.

Slated to come up in New York
in the meantime is a suit by Mason
against Rose for a declaratory judg-
ment ntillifying their agreement. If

.

this comes out in Mason's favor this
fall, it would permit Mason to go to
the Coast for the Korda pic. In
addition there are reports that there
may be an out-of-court settlement.

Meantime, the British producer's
New York headquarters are con-
stantly burned by the stream of

(Continued on page
.
40)
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Anglo-UJS. Playdate Ded Gives French

Producers the Yen for Similar Outlets

> Paris, July 15.

Deal which J. ArthuK Rank made
with U. S. film companies in behalf

of British pix during his American
trip is reverberating here. The
French government now wants the

same sort of proposition, on a

smaller scale, to guarantee playing
time for Gallic films in the U. S.

plus a pact for the exchange of tal-

ent, similar to those currently i
being

sponsored in Anglo--American tieups.

Free French Coin
Paris, July 15.

Freneh managers lor U. S.

film companies are sticking close

to the capital althou^ this is

the traditional holiday season

when they would ordinarily be
Eummering elsewhere. Remit-
tance situation is growing hot

and some decision by the French
government is expected before

long on the jsnarled problem ot
frozen pix eoin.

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. prexy, has ^rived here
from Poland, for four days of;

meetings with film ^managers.
They'll brief him on last-min-

ute developments. Yank film

moneys have been blocked since

the outbreak of war in '39. Gov-
ernment has hinted it may un-
loose $11,500,000 for at least one
full year.

Thaxter's Col. Deal
Hollywood, July 15.

Phyllis Thaxter has been released

from her Metro contract and has

signed a two-pictura-a-year deal

with Columbia. First chore will be
in Irving Cummings' "The Sign of

the Ram," co-starring with Susan
Peters.

Miss Thaxter had been under
Metre contract for three years.^

.

' Repercussions of the Rank pact
are acting as a prim* hurdle in the

way 'Of U. S. attempts .to thaw frozen
rental coin which ^has accumulated
ever many years. Partial solution of

the- problem was recently reported
by State Dept. as likely 'with $11.-

500,000 slated for remittance to U.S.
Maiors^ Rank's 'deal, faoweveri has
^the fVench. fllm industry unhappy
utd pix toppers here,may well block
;the proposal unless the government
can wrangle a similar understanding.

Actually, the $11,500,000 is only a

fraction of the money frozen in

France and the government has the
whip-handle in countering to Amer-
ican suggestions for unloosening the

'coiiu The IVench wouldn't mind rer

moving restrictions on the export of

(Continued on page 40>

Must Play British

Fihns On Moits
New Orleans," July 15;

J. Arthur Rank told southern ex-

hibs here that he would be willing

to let British pix earn what they

deserve once the Dixie theatre men
had given them a break. "I've come
here to ask you for a helping hand,"

Rank said frankly. "Once we have
a real opportunity, then we are will-

ing to liave the pictures earn what,
they deserve strictly on. their- mer-
its," he declared.

He was deeply appreciative of the

work already done by Yank exhibs,

both inajor and indie, on behalf of
British films, Rank said. But much
more was needed.

Referring to his recent deals for-

American players, British biggie

said it was done to "help you put
over British pictures and British

stars in your theatres at this stage

of the game. We believe that we
are attracting an entirely new type
of audience to your theatres with our
pictureSk

"One American exhibitor told me
that no more than 20,000,000 Ameri-
cans out of your entire population
are regular picture-goers,'' he added.
"That is merely scratching the sur-
face. We, of British films, feel that
we are really helping you to pioneer

(Continued on page 40)

GEORGE GIVOT
Golden Gate Theatre, San Fran-

cisco. Week of July 23.

Thanks to HARRY ROMM

Rank Opposes Straight Diet of Brit.

Films%en For His Native England

Nelson to N. Y.
Hollywood, July 15.

Donald Nelson heads for New
York following currisnt confabs

with President Truman in Washing-
ton on his recent visits with Presi-

dent Miguel Aleman of Mexico. So-

ciety of Independent Motion Pictures

prexy planed east from Hollywood
He is due back on the Coast July

24.

. London, July 15.
When J. Arthur Rank returns here

next week He's expected to throw
his full weight, both as head of the
British Producers' Assn. and as big. r

gest circuit operator in England,
against imposition of new duties orj
American films. Top bracket Rank
officials say the British mogul will
work quietly to forestall added re-
strictions in any form because he
believes it-bad for aj^qoncerned.

RANK-SARNOFF MEET ON

TELE BEFORE SAILING
J, Arthur . Raii^ and his wifft sail

for England tomorrow (Thurs.) after

« crowded schedule in his last three

days on U. S. shores. Major company
heads and other -film biggies queued
up for final talks -during the three
days in New York which segued

. Rank's meeting with southern exhibs
in. New Orleans. Most of today
(Wed.) will be spent by the British

mogul in the company of David Sar-
noff, prexy of RCA, in the New
Jersey sticks.

Sarfloif has Rank under his wing
to show the latter progress of RCA
In the experimental television field.

Plant is located in Camden. Rank
then returns to New 'York to be
dinner guest of Robert R. Young,
controlling stockholder of Pathe In-

dustries.

His eye-opener today (Wed.) was
breakfast with Ned E. Depinet, exec
veepee of RKO, and Phil Reisman,
RKO's foreign chief. Yesterday's
(Tues.) events were breakfast with
J. Cheever Cowdin,: Universal's

board chairman; luncheon with
Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro's prez;

and an afternoon meet with Barney
Balaban, Paramount's chief. Sand-
wiched in was a huddle with I. W.
and M. A. Schlesinger, South Afri-

can entertainment biggies, who have
a tri-partite tieup with Rank and
Universal.

. Britain's ace -fllmmaker started

tarly Monday (14) by showing up
at a board meet of 20tb'Fox as the
guest of prexy Spyros Skouras.
Briton then met with E. A. Williford,

official of Ansco Film, and later with
Sam Schneider, veepee of Warner
'Bros. •

•

During the afternoon, Rank , also

confabbed with 'Matty Fox, U's exec
veepee; Rome: Betfs, head of the Re-
ligious Film Society; James Franey,
prez of U's narrow-gauge subsid.

United World Films; and Lewis
Blumberg, sales exec in Prestige
unit of U. He was guested at dinner
by Nate Blumberg, U's prexy, along
with British actor John Mills and
wife. Rank's daughter, Ursula, who
reached the U. S. over the weekend,
also was a guest.

ENGINEER TO DIRECT

TECHNOLOGICAL SETUP
Hollywood, July 15.

Film industry's long-range tech-

nological research program teed oil

with the signing of Wallace V.
Wolfe, motion picture engineer, as
director of research for the newlyr
incorporated Motion Picture Re-
search Council, Inc.

Appointment was announced by
Y. Frank Freeman, Council chair-
man and board chairman of the
As.sn. of Motion Picture Producers,
which will administer and finance
the Council's operations.

Dalton Han Seen

Toi^h to Enforce
While the ad valorem tax plan of

Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of Ex-
chequer for Great Britain, okayed
by Parliament, likely will not be
placed in effect for some time, it

is regarded in N. Y. as the most
logical ad valorem tax proposal ever
suggested by a foreign country,

Countless other such propositions
have been advocated and have come
close to passage in many foreign
countries but American distributors

always have been able to defeat
final installation of such imposts.

The main reason U. S. distribs have
been able to do this is that other
ad valorem tax- laws have been
proved unworkable.
American foreign staffers in N. Y.

are inclined to feel that the Dalton
proposition will be tough to defeat,

as bill ha% covered up loopholes in

previous proposals. The way the
Dalton plan worlcs is this. Distribs
sending in films would be forced to

estimate the probable amount of
revenue that the distribution com-
pany expected from Britain. The
distrib tlien would be taxed on that
amount even before the picture was
admitted into England. If the picture
failed to gross that sum, the British
government would allow a refund.
If the U. S. film grossed more, the
distrib would be taxed that much
additional via the ad valorem tax
setup.

While the Dalton idea has been
(Continued on page 40) '

Canadian Franchise To

Rank Pix in Litigation
Dispute over the Canadian fran-

chise to certain British pix of 'J.

Arthur Rank which Universal
handles in the U. S. landed in the
courts this week when Empire-
Universal Films and United World
Pictures of Canada filed action in

the New York federal court. Plain-
tiffs seek to hit Rank personally
with $1,000,000 in damages claiming
the Briton and a number of com-
panies acted wrongfully in cancel-
ling the franchise, held by Empire
and United World.

Also named as defendants are
Universal, General Cinema Finance
Corp., International Pictures Corp.,
Eagle-Lion Films, William Goetz
and Led Spitz. Suit seeks unfixed
damages against these parties and a
ruling that the nine-year franchise,
made in 1946, is still binding;
Pact allegedly gave "plaintiffs Ca-

nadian rights to films produced by
General Cinema in England which
were handled by UWP, Universal's
now defunct sv\hsld, in the U. S.

That deal was called off later in the
year when U merged with Interna-
tional and absorbed UWP.
Another cause of action asks the

court to hold that a franchise be-
tween Canadian Universal, prede-
ces-sor of Empire, and Universal is

still good. It gave distribution rights
in the Dominion on all Universal
product, complaint states. That
franchise was made in 1837 and re-
newed in '44 for 10 years.

Rad(,UQffii^

Showcase Rumor
J. Arthur Rank has no intention

of acquiring U. S. showcases either:

in the Times Sq. sector or elsewhere

through the country. . Rank told

southern exhibs in New Orleans last

week that he can't collect flickeries

here even if he /wanted to, since

strict British currency regulations

made the move impossible. There's

a hard-and-fast ban against ex-
penditure of precious American
dollars in investments in countries
outside the United Kingdom-

Nate Blumberg, Universal's prexy,
also assured southern theatre oper-
ators that U intends to keep out of

the exhibition field. Company, con-
sequently, won't front for Rank in

buying houses.

Name of Rank has been a handy
ghost to conjure during negotiation

on theatre leases, purchases, etc.

Hint ' that he's in th^ background,
ready to step in if .a deal falls

through, has been used more than
once by one or another negotiator
to advantage. Hence, the flock of
rumors which the British tycoon
hasn't felt strongly enough about
to specifically deny.

Recurrent report which has
cropped again has Rank dickering
for the lease to the Capitol theatre,
Metro's New York showcase. Lease^
now held jointly by M-G from
Messmore Kendall, owner, reported-
ly expires this year. Officials of the
Rank organization here flatly deny
the rumor.

Femme Slant
While J. Arthur Rank and his

wife were on the Co^t, the two
heard frequent references to E.
V. Richards, Paramount paxtneri
who later hosted for the dub in
New' Orleans. Richards is
familiarly referred to by the in-
dustry as "Evee."

"

When Rank was ready to leave
for New Orleans, he- .suggested
that his wife skip the southern
swing and go directly to New
York. "Oh no!'' her respon.se
was. "I've heard so much of
Evee Richards and I must see
this phenomenal female who
runs 60 cinemas.'*

22G AB LOSS SEEN IN

20TH'S YANKING
Withdrawal from release by 20th-

Fox of "Beta, Son of Battle," this
week found the company with com-
paratively little coin tied up in a
national ad campaign on the picture.
It was stated that only one small
mag ad had appeared, -at a cost of
less than $20,000.

Pulling of the pic from the Roxy,
N^ Y., vlhere it was to preem today
(Wednesday), likewise involved
only a small sum in advance adver-
tising. Fox was able to kill its

ads in the Herald Trib, News and
Mirror, getting caught only in the
Times and Journal-American. En-
tire cost was said to be about $2,000.
Film is to be retitled. It did very

poor biz in the midwest and Rocky
Mountain areas, much of the poten-
tial audience apparently figuring it

a war story. It will possibly go into
the Mayfair when it is decided again
to open in New York. Pox recently
made a deal for use of the Mayfair
for first-run product out. of which it

hopes to get extended engagements.
"Moss Rose" and Olsen & John-

son on the stage are being held over
at the Roxy until "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now" and Abbott &
Costellp Open next week.

Miranda's 1st Indie

Hollywood,. July 15,

First indie production by Carmen
Miranda and David Sebastian, her
husband, will be "Exchange Stu-
dent," an original by Stanley Rubins.
Miss Miranda and Sebastian head
for Mexico to line up studio facili-
ties as soon as she finishes p.a. at
Saratoga in mid-August.

Film, story of a South American
girl attending a smart U. S. college,
is set for fall production.

MEXLOCALED PROD. TOO

MANANA FOR ED SMALL
Hollywood, July 15.

Production of "Cagliostro" by
Edward Small Productions in Mexico
City has been abandoned, it's been
learned. Small made no' announce-
ment but' admitted under question-
ing that he had recalled director
Gregory Ratoff and the troupe and
that filming of "Cagliostro" south
of the border- is out.

Small made no statement as to
when, if and where the picture will
be completed. He was also silent
regarding the reason for the sudden
move. It's understood that he found
production in Mexico less rosy than
had been anticipated and that cost
angles are back of the decision to
abandon filming there.

Lazarus' Coast Meets
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., United Art-

ists pub-ad director, is On the Coast
this week for huddles with the com-
pany's producers on future cam-
paigns and on personal business
matters. ... - - ....

He has reservations at Banff next
Monday (21) for a two-week vaca-
tion, but whether he will go or re-
turn to New York is undetermined,
pending outcome of Charles Cbap-
lin-Mary Pickford confabs On the
future of UA.

L. A. to N. Y.
Maxwell Arnow
Bill Pine
Hal Roach
Marvin Schenck
Frank Seltzer
-Milton Sperling
Sidney Strotz

Europe to N. Y
Jack Buchanan
Wally Downey
Herman Finklestein
Beatrice Lillie

Kenneth MacKenna '

Dick Murray
Rudolph Nissim

New ;4nance hill which passed
Parliament last week is only per-
missive in character and Rank's say
should do much to slow its applica-
tion. Armed as he is with assurances
from U. S. majors resulting from
his American trip. Rank doesn't

want'the applecart upset now.
Rank still believes, officials aver

here,, that British films can't be
forced down the throats of Yank
patrons. By the same token, he feels

that the government can't compel
British customers to view a straight

diet of home-made product. He's
therefore going to work unrelent-
ingly in preventing any such think-

ing by the British government.
Parliament was told, prior to

okaying the itew finance bill, that

the Cabinet has no present power to

impose an extra levy on imported
films. Such duty, if applied, wouldn't

be unusually different imposition to

that placed on other imported mer-
chandise^ New levy would be prt-

scribed on value of individual films

as potential rental earner.

N. Y. to L. A.
Neil Agnew
Gracie Allen
Joseph August
Ethel Barrymor«
Irving Berlin
George Burns
Ruby Burns
Joseph Gotten
William Dieterla
Arthur Fellows
George Frazier
David Hempstead
Dan Hickson
Al Jolson
Jennifer Jones .

Evelyn Knight
Arthur Krim
Jock Lawrence
Cliff Lewis
James Mulvey .

'

Argyle Nelson
Arthur Pincus
Joseph Piatt

A. W. Schwalberg
David O. Selznick
Albert Sharpe
Matt Shelvey
Patrece Snyder
Ed Sullivan
Gloria Swanson
David Wayne •

Max Youngstein

N. Y. to Europe
Alfred Crown
Delmar Daves
William Dorfman
Louis EUiman
Hugh Findlay
Bert Granet
Abel Green
Kay Harrison
Fred Hutchinson :

Ian Javel
Alfred Junge
Dorothy Kirsten
Viveca Lindfors
Paul Lukas
Joe Mankiewicz
Dennis Morgan
Anna N«agle
David Niven
Merle Oberon
James E. Perkins
William Perlberg
J. Arthur Rank
Robert Ryan
Mrs. & Mrs. J.ncques T
Mia, Jack L. Warner .

^

Herbert Wilcox
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mm TaEAT RENTAIS GROWS
'Special' Award for Maritta Wolff's

Novel Stirs Story Eds Vs. Metro

Atlnouncement of a w a r d s in +

Metro's $150,000 prize novel contest

had story execs of other major com-

panies hottriH'arClifffw'Yijrk'SSide.

walks this week. Voeiffirous squawks

were based on. the fact that M-G
awarded two prizes -instead -of the

one promised in the brochure an-

nouncing the contest. Other story

edS claimed that was "subterfuge"

to avoid buying the sec(jnd book on

ih& open market, in accordance with

terms of the competition. ,

There were dark threats from

other companies of torpedoing, the

Metro contests in the future by boy-

cotting authors and agents who
made entries. Impartial observers

were of the opinion that when the

hue and heat subsided, all would be

^lorgotten—if not forgiven. In the

meantime, Metro had pulled a scoop

by snapping .up Maritta WolfE's

"About Lyddy Thomas" before any

other editor had.a chance to look at

n, let alone bid on it. "
•

Top prize, in the contest— first

under M-G's plan of running them
semi-annually— went to "Raintree

County," by Ross Lockridge, Jr. He
gets $150j000 and has a chance of

adding bonuses to that to bring the

total to $275,000. This is the first

novel by the 33-year-old author,

•who was a teacher at Simmons Col-

lege, Boston. Book is to be published

by Houghton-Mifflin and- is pres-

. ently slated to sell for $5, although

efforts are being made to bring

down that price, as it will militate

,against the novel's becoming a book
club choice.

- Miss Wolff's Special Award
Miss WolfE's book was . given a

,

'

'Special", award, which,'" like the
regular award, ' secures - for Metro

. screen and allied rights. Company
refused to state how much the prize

was, but it is understood to be
around - $100,000, with an escalator

clause based on book .sales, plus

other bonuses. Random House,
which will publish, also got an un-

; disclosed sum from M-G. Publisher
of th« prize-winning book ordinarily
gets $2S,000. RH is believed to be
getting about $10,000.

. Award to Miss Wolff has the. story
eds particularly burned inasmuch as
they were unable to see the book
because only one manuscript was
available; That was In the hands of

the publisher, being 'edited. To get
it into the contest, Metro had it

microfilmed and read it from a pro-
jection on a screen.
Charges by other companies

against Metro of "subterfuge to
avoid buying the Wolff book on the
open market" grow out of several
clauses in the contest announcement
brochure. One clause states: "The
judges will select one novel as the

(Continued on page 13)

Wilcox's Sale or Lease

Of Xourtneys' to Be Set

Today With Metro in N.Y.
Decision on whether Metro will

acquire outright Herbert Wilcox's
, 'Courtneys of Curzon Street" (Brit-
ish Lion) or whether Wilcox will
succeed in lining up a distribution
«eal for the film is expected to be
made today (Wednesday), prior to

' «ie Brftisfi"' producer's " return To'
,

England tomorrow.
Wilcox huddled all day yesterday

(Tuesday) with Metro prexy Nicho-
las M. Sohenck and Arthur M. Loew,
Prez o£ Loew's International. Latter
want to buy "Courtneys" outright for
distribution in the western hemi-
sphere in the same kind of deal they
made for Wilcox's "PiccadiUy Inci
dent." Producer, however, Is hold
ing out for a distribution deal on the
assumption that tieing in such
way with Metro will further his
aims for an exchange of talent be-
tween England and the U. S.

.

In line with this, Wilcox held con
labs on the Coast last week with
M-G studio chief Louis B. Mayer re
garding a possible talent-lending
aeal for Metro stars in exchange for
Anna Neagle, his wife, and Michael
.Wilding. Miss Neagle and Wilding
co-star in "Piccadilly," which Metro
win release soon in the U. S., and
also m "Courtneys."

2 Bills' Clarion Call

Hollywood, July 15. ;

Now they're typing producers.

Paramount toppers, evidently feeling

that Bill Pine and Bill Thomas are
definitely pegged in the public con-
sciousness as producers of moder-
ately budgeted thrillers, have issued

orders that their
,
names are not to

be used in; any way in. connection
with' bally for "Albuquerque."

Pine-Thomas made the picture un-
der the tag. Clarion Productions.

Film is a high budgeter and 'getting

full flackery treatment strictly as a
Clarion film.

Goldwyn to Give

litty' Limited

'Biitz Treatment
"Blitz" exhibition treatment —

simultaneous preems in a number of
theatres in the same city—is being
planned for Samuel Goldwyn's
forthcoming "Secret' Life of Walter
Mitty." Only previous recipient, of

the "blitz" treatment on a wide scale

was David O. Selznick's "Duel In the
Sun," although the' scheme is ex>
pected to become increasingly pop-
ular.

Goldwyn's plan is to employ the

day-andrdate setups on a much more
limited scale than did Selznick.

While DOS used as high as 54 thea-

tres in one territory, Goldwyn
doesn't intend to use more than five

or. six. He will also only use the

"blitz" policy in certain territories

especially adapted to it. New York
is among those where it will not be
attempted.

In contrast to tlie "blitz" policy,

Metro is using a "splash" opening for

The Hucksters." That consists of a

large nuniber of day-andrdate
(Continued on page .18)

%
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Increased strain put on majors"
sales forces by single picture sell-

ing under the *cbiiiS6nt dci:e'e'e ' iS

responsible for the growing move
'toward flat rental deals and away
from- percentages.- Distribution -top-

pers feel it is uneconomic to use the
sales manpower that would be nec-
essary to close percentage contracts
with the 6,000 to 7,000 minor houses
which account for a relatively small
proportion of a film's income.

In former days, when pii; peddlers
were able to negotiate in one swoop
a pact for a whole -season's product,"
it, of course, was, profitable for tliem
to expend the greatest effort on the
mo-st minor houses. Later, when
they sold in blocks of five, it became
less profitable, but was still plenty
worthwhile,; Now, when companies
are selling each picture singly, sales
.execs feel it too costly to build up
their forces to the size that would
be necessary to put real power be-
hand attempts to get percentage ac-
counts from the smallies. .

Flat rental deals can frequently
be made on the phone or, in any
'cas.e, with relatively little ' personal
contact by the the salesmen. Thus
they are left with time to concen-
trate their efforts on the larger and
more important houses which, are
capable of providing greater income
to the distrib.

Savings All Around
In addition, of course, the com-

pany takes no ichance of losing any
appreciable coin by the flat deals,

since any distrib which has dealt
with a theatre for a length of time

(Continued on page 13)

Krim Flirts Wanger and Other Top

Producers (Ind Their Top Stars)

To Bolster E-L; Brynie Foy Bosses B s

FULLCOLOR DEBUTS IN

TWO-TONE FILM HELD
Hollywood, July 15.

In the wake of Technicolor and

Cinecolor price reductions, Fullcolor

(Trimble Laboratories) this week
will '"a'nno'ii'nfce its bow into a two-

color process after previously limit-

ing itself to a three-color process

only. Installations were completed
Monday (14), it was learned, ,to

handle expansion with plant re-

ported capable of 1,200,000 feet ca-

pacity monthly on the new process

to ease the demand for the two color

work formerly handled by Cinecolor

and Magnacolor.

Tradepre.ss will be invited next

Monday (21) to inspect the equip-

ment and see screenings. New
process printing gear costs an esti-

mated $65,000.

By the end of the year, it's figured

firm will be handling 2,000,000 feet

monthly with added installations.

Howard Brown has been named
sales-managei'.

RKO Pix Backlog

At Peak by Fall

RKO's long-range plan to build an
adequate backlog of completed and
unreleased pix, announced early in
the year by prexy N. Peter Rathvon
in his report to stockholders, will

be polished off by the fall of this

year, according to Dore Schary, com-
pany exec veepee in charge of pro-
duction. RKO biggie, prior to push-
ing off for the Coast over the week-
end, detailed cofnpany's progress
towards the target and revealed
that the entire program for the '47-

'48 season would be scripted by
October or November.
With 20 out of RKO's 36 feature

releases already in the cans, outfit

now has the biggest inventory in its

history; Schary said. "By working a
good deal ahead of our actual dis-

tribution requirements," he added,

"we're able to bring the production
costs down. We, can blueprint pro-
duction carefully without the need
of rushing it through, consequently
there's less of the waste in retakes

caused by hasty scripting and shoot-

ing." • . »

The 20 pix on RKO's shelves will

(Continued on page 18)

Dore Schary. Producing

Treedom Train' Films

Dore Schary, RKO's exec veepee
in charge of production, will pro-

duce a two-reeler and trailer to be
used as advance agent for the Free-

dom Train, Government's rolling

museum of. histori(cal documents.
Schary has assumed the chores for

the National Heritage Foundation,

sponsor of the train. It's set for a

one-year barnstorming tour ol the

country beginning in the fall.
,

Exhibs throughout the U.; S. will

be asked to play the trailer two
weeks before the train pulls in and

then follow the trailer one week
later, with the two-reeler. Para-

mount wiir release the briefio after

RKO turns it out. . All majors will

join to foot production and distribu-

tion expenses.

Denver Restraint Suit

Denver, July 15.

Representatives of attorney Thur-
man Arnold ai^e in Denver this week
taking depositions iii the anti-trust

action ' against the majors' and the
Fox-Rocky Mountain circuit by-

Harris and John WoUberg, oper-
ators of the Broadway theatre here.

Suit claims that the defendants acted

in restraint of trade in withholding
product from the 1,300-seat theatre.

Wolfbergs operate under the name
of Cinema Amusements Corp., a
Delaware corporation. Suit is filed

in the Delaware courts.

Proper

'Ruth' Biz Shows

Value of

SeUing-Reagan
Oldtime showmanship, careful

merchandising and proper exploita-

tion are shoving Paramount's "Dear
Ruth" into the top-grossing 12-15

pix of the year from a inediocre
start which would have meant a
$2,000,000 return on the film, Charles
M. Reagan, company's sales head
said yesterday (Tues.). Reagan de-
tailed how radio saturation and a
swing in exploitation tactics, after

disappointing first returns, converted
"Ruth'' into a pic with terrific build-
up power, and a domestic gross po-
tential of $4,000,000.

"Because of our experience with
'Ruth,' Par topper said, "we've come
to the conclusion that there has been
a listlessness on the part of our peo-
ple in the industry becfiuse of the
lush war years that we've come
through. We've gotten away from the
old ideas of showmanship,"
Relating how Par pulled a saver

on "Ruth " Reagan said the film in

its first engagements in Washington,
San Francisco and Oakland showed
up as a $2,000,000 grosser. Trick was
turned :in Kansas City, he said, when
Par turnefd to a ^'barrelrfull of spot
announcements." Where ordinarily

(Continued on page 13)

UJA EMERGENCY MEET

TO UP LAGGING QUOTA
At a special emergency meeting in

behalf of the United Jewish Ap-
peal's 1947 drive held at the Hotel
Astor, N, Y., yesterday (15), mo-
tion picture industry leaders were
warned that in face of Europe's in-

creased needs, local quotas were not

being filled. To date, only $33,000,000

of New> York's quota of .'f65,000,000

ihad been donated while the enter-

tainment industry's quota of $2,100,-

000 'was also lagging behind sched-

ule. UJA motion picture campaign
leaders Barney Balaban and Spyros
Skouras moved to cut back the in-

dustry quota to the more realistic

figure of $1,750,000, since they had
voluntarily stepped up the figure.

At the Astor luncheon, Al Jolson

sparkplugged the campaign in be-

half of the hungry and de,stitute dis-

placed persons of Europe which Jol-

son symbolized by a picture of a

small boy in tattered clothing. Jol-

soii further dramatized at. a rendi-

tion of "Sonny Boy."

FULTON, B'WAY LEGITER

AWAITS FILM TENANT
Lack of suitable product is keep-

ing dark the Fulton, N. Y., accord-
ing to Maurice Maurer, operator of
theatre properties for City Investing
Co., which owns the house. Fulton,'

legiter just off Broadway, has just

had projection equipment installed

in it to open the way for lighting it

as a film house until it returns to

legit in the fall.

Maurer had a deal pending for
Eagle-Lion's "Green for Danger," but
company obtained a day-and-date
booking at Universal's Winter Gar-
den and Park avenue.

f Eagle-Lion's production program
for top-budgeters is undergoing a
complete revamping in the..hands .o£.i

Robert R. Young, controlling stock-
holder of parent org, Pathe Indus-
tries, and E-L's prexy, Arthur Krim.
Shift , is away from home-produced
expensive pix py Bryan Foy, com-
pany's studio chief, to a lineup
fashioned by big indie producers
who'll make them on E-L's lot. Foy
will continue in unchallenged con-
trol of top action films and the com--
pany's smaller pix.

Figuring in current negotiations
to reshape E-L's production plans
are three or four big-time indies
including Walter Wanger whose dis-

tribution pact with Universal is

winding up, Wanger has had pre-
liminary talks witi^ Krim on the
Coast and. is heading east this week
for further gabbing with Young.
E-L wants to pin its expensive,

prestige product to Wanger and
several other indie filmmakers. Com-
pany intends making long-term deals
which would insure delivery of four
or five double-A films yearly: by
these indies. Latter would be partly
bankrolled by the Young group so;.

that E-L Would have a financial in-
terest in profits of the pix besides
collecting its distribution fee.:

Foy's Programmers
In effect, revamping means taking

the play away from Foy on top pix
except for the big outdoor and ac-
tioners. Indies will work on the E-L
lot with autonomy to make their pix
as they see At. They'll consult with
Foy on production plans but won't

'

be subject to' his orders. He'll have
absolute say,' however, on home-
grown product such as "Red Stal-

lion," which the company is cur-
rently setting for release.

Krim returns to the Coast at the
end of the week to be on the scene :

when the new program tees off. He's

.

required there also to push negotia-
tions with other indies joining with
Wanger in the plan.

E-L's hot for the deals because the
big indies can bring potent marquee
names to the company: lot. Producers
such as Wanger have the call on a
number of topflight players either

through pact or prestige, E-L has
had difficulty latching on to star

personalities for its more ambitious
pix.

Wanger has one more film, "Tap-
roots," to. deliver to Universal. Pic ;

is now before the cameras. Diana
Productions, in which Wanger owns
a piece along with Fritz Lang anil

Joan Bennett, has just completed

'

"Secret Beyond the Door" lor Uni-
(Continued on page 13)

Peterson Exit May Cue

Army Pix Policy Change
Washington, July 15.

Resignation of iissistant secretary

of war Howard C. Petersen, to be
effective July 31, was accepted

yesterday (14) by President Truman.
It was Petersen who traveled to

Germany recently to check the

Army's policy on reviving the Ger-
man motion picture industry. On
his return, Petersen met with Eric

Johnston and made clear that the

War Dept. would not stand in the
way of the German film: revival.

Whether his departure will mean
any change in this policy is un-
certain. However, none is expected.

Petersen is leaving, he said, to go
into private business, but there is

also a strong belief that he was
ousted due to pressure from south*

ern cotton state Senators.

'

Selznick, Agnew To

Huddle on Distrib

Of Indie Product
David O. Selznick and Neil Agnew,

his distribution chief, will begin
talks in Hollywood this week on
acquisition of indie product for

handling by the Selznick Releasing
Organization, the producer disclosed

yesterday (Tuesday), DOS returned
to the Coa.st over the weekend from
New York, following a stopover in

Pittsburgh. Agnew joins him today:
fcir confabs on the indie releasing

deals.

Producer marked his Coast return,

after five months in the east, with a
lengthy press statement detailing re-

cent activities of himself and SRO
and laying .out future prospects. In
regard to the indie distribution
negotiations, he declared no picture
"vrould be taken on that was not
capable of multi'million - dollar
grosses."

Selznick's return west preceded
completion of New York shooting on
his "Portrait of Jennie" this week.
There are about five more weeks of
lensing of sequences described as
better suitable for making in Hol-
lywood. Producer David Hemp-
stead, director William Dieterle,

players Joseph Gotten, Ethel Barry-
more, David Wayne and other ac«

(Continued on page |3>
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^ ^^Has pulled no punches « • • a hard-hitting film . .

«

One Hollywood entry which is certainly unusual."

—Variety

* ^^The size of the boxofBce reception to this

daring attraction can be speljed^niash'/'

**Potent . . . ably played, 1

finely directed . . . Should receive :

widespread playing time."
—film Dai7y

;

• **Here's dynamltell ... A picture with a big heart'

and a strong fist , , . Should make the Industry and

oudiences stand up ond cheer."

'independent film Jowno[
|

WORLD l»REIVUERE AT B'WAY'S LONlIf

WATCH ITS DRAJVIA BLISTER Titi
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^ ^^Exceptionally good entertainment . . . certain to be one

of the most talked about pictures yet produced."

—S/iowmen's Trade Review

® forceful film that should set an audience back on its

heels . . . Suspense and action maintained at high pitch

fromf opening to smash finish.

® "RKO can really do some
whooping and hollering about Xross-^

fire' . . . It travels a straight line to a
climax that will set audiences cheer-

ing."

UN RIYOLI .A
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LA. Punchy With H.O;s Bat 'Pauline

Tall 50G, 2 Spots, 'Brute Forceful

63i/2G> 5; 'Other Love' Mildish 351/2G

Los Angeles, July 15. 4
Two socko new pictures are pac-

ing the firstruns here and helping

the overall total this week. Number
of holdovers in bigger theatres plus

lesser newcomers will add up to a

comparatively mild session, how-
ever. "Perils of Pauline" looks extra

fancy at $50,000 in two Paramount
houses while "Brute Force," in five

spots, is coming through with a solid

$63,500 or close.

"Other Love" is not stirring up
much trade in two situations, with
only $35,500 likely, but is holding.
"Corpse Came C. O. D." and "Last
of Redmen" shapes, as passably okay
In four spots. ' Second week 01
"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" appears just
fair $35,0001 in four theatres. Third
and iinal stanza of "Fiesta" is neat
$32,000 in three houses. Ifik Spots
are pushing "Scared to Death" to
ftout $25,000 at the Million Dollar.
"Unfaithful" will have $25,000 for
third, week in tBree Warner, opera-
tions.

: : Estimates for Xhis Week
BelDiibiit (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—

"Corpse Came C. O. D." (Col) and
'Xast of Redmen". (Col). Okay $4,-

60O. Last week, ^'Born to Kill"
(RKO) and "Likely Story" (RKO),

. slow $3,700.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld (824; 65-Sl) — "Dis-
honored Lady',' (UA) (2d wk). Scant
^,000. Last week, fair $4,500.

Citrthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50-
$1)—"Ivy" (U) (m.o.) (2d wk).

' Launched second frame ' today
(Tues.) after taking $4,000 first

week.
Clilnese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

80-$l)—"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) (2d
Wk). Neat $10,000. Last week, good
$16,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) (3d wk). Finales
at $10,000. Last , week, okay $15,000.
' Downtown Music: Hall (Blumen-
feld) (872; 50-$l> — t'Dishonored
Lady" (UA) . (2d wk). Near. $6,000.

- Last week, fair $10,500. . .— Efyptlan (FWC) (1,538; 50-$!)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) (3d wk). Nice $8,-
SOO. Last week, smart $13,000.

El Bey :(FWC) (861; 50-$l)—
"Corpse C. O. D." (Col) and 'Last
RedTmen" (Col). Oke $5,500. Last
week, "Born to Kill" (RKO) ' and
"Likely Stor^r'.' (RKO),>$4,500.

Es^nlre (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
• "This Happy Breed" (U) (7th wk).
Near $3,.W0. Last week, good $3,700.
Four Star (UA-WO) (900; 50-$l)—

"Great Expectations" (U) (m.o.).
Good $4,500. Last week, "Great
Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (6th wk-5
days), sharp $4,100. ,

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)—"Brute
Force"' (U). Stout $8,000 or over.
Last week, "Ivy" (U) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (PRC) (3d- wfc-3
days), $1,600.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld> (956;

$1)—"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d
wk)- Faint $2,500. Last week, thin
$3,800.

Hollywood (WJ) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Unfaithful" (WB) (3d wk). Final-
Ing at $7,000. Last week, fair $9,900.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (475; 50-85) — "Dishonored
Lady" (UA) (2d wk»: Only $2,000.
Last week, .slow $3,600.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Brute
Force:' (U). Hefty $8,000. Last week,
"Ivy" (U) (3d wk-3 days), scant
$1,400.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; -85)—"Tor-
ment" tlndie) (4th wk). Down to

$2i000. Lust week, oke $2,500.
X.oew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50-$l)
—"Ghost Mrs. Muir". 020th) and
"Born to Speed" (PRC) ' (2d wk),
Light $11,500. Last week slow
$20,000.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

-.6041)^"Fiesta" (M-G)- (3d wk).
Oood $16,000. Last week, strong
$28,200.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) (2d wk).
; Okay $6,000. Last week, good $8,600.

Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)—
"Henry V" (UA) (6th wk), Near
$4,000. Last week, neat $4,600.
Orpheum (D'toWn-WC) (2,210;

50-$l)—"Corpse C. O. W." (Col) and
"Last Redmen" (Col). Neat $15,000.
•Last Week, "Born to Kill" (RKO)
and "Likely Story" (RKO), pleasing
$18,000. ,

Million Dollar (D'town) (2il22;
65-98)—"Scared to Death" (SG)
with Ink Spots on stage, Stout $25,-
000. Last week, "Farmer's Daughter"
(RKO) and •'Web" (U) (2d run),
fair $4,500.
Vantages (Pan) (2,812? 50-$l) —

"Other Love" (UA) and "Desperate"
(RKO). Fair $17,000. Last week,
"Gunfighters" (Col) and "Love of
Busty" (Col) (2d wk), .$8,200.

Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 50-$l)
^"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Big
Town" (Par). Sock $32,000. Last
week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par) and
"That's My Gal" <Rep), slow $15,800.
paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451; 50-$l)—"Perils Pauline"' (Par).
Wa itiAnno. La-st week. "Perffcct

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $626,000

(Based on 18 theatres)

Last -irear. $721,000

(Based,w 17 tlicotres)

.

Duel' lightens

SL Loo, Wow 37G
St. liOuis, July 15.

A. hike in admission and solid raps
from all crix" has not discouraged
natives from going to see "Duel in
the Sun" in droves. It's smash at
Loew's. "Son of Battle" with "The
Trespasser'' is next best at the Fox.
"Dear Ruth" is wheeling into flfth-

stanza at. the St. Louis. .

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

—"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Strong
$12,000 after big $17,000 for second
round.

#ox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Son of
Battle" (20th) and "Trespasser"
(Rep). Okay $19^000. Last week,
"Trail Street" (RKO) and. "Devil
Tliumbs Ride" (BKO), mild $15,000.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 90-$1.25)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Wham $37,000
or better. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
and "Little Mister Jim" (M-G), fine

$23,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and "Hap-
pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono) (2d
wk). Oke $9,000 after neat $14,000
for first stanza.
Orpheum, (Loevv) (2,000; 50-75)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) .and "Little Mister
Jim" (M-G) (m.o.). Fancy $11,000.
Last week, "Living in a Big Way"
(M-G) and "Dark Delusion" (M-G)
(m.o.), $7,()00.

St Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Dear Euth" (Piar) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par> (5th- wk). Okay $7,000
after $9^000 for fourth chapter.

Cool Breezei No Help

To Seaide; 'Unfaithful'

NicelOG/Barbaree"14G
Seattle, July 15. .

Mid-summer coolness is no big
help at the wickets this week, even
several newcomers ' not boosting
overall total. "High BaiPbaree" and
"Unfaithful" look tops but neither
are very big.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (m.o.).

From Fifth Ave. Good $6,000. Last
week, "Tarzan Huntress" (RKO)
and "Code of West" (RKO) (2d wk),
$2,700.

Fifth Avenue. (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Unfaithful" (WB). Nice $10,000.
Last week, second of "Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO), big $10,200.
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—

"Guilt Janet Ames" (Col) and "Dis-
trict Attorney" (Col). Okay $8,00t).

Last week, "Calcutta" (Par) and
"Miss Broadway" (Col) (3d wk),
good $9,100.
Music Box (H-B) (850; 45-80)—

"Egg an* I" (U) (m.o.), Moved from
Orpheum for continu^fd run, being

(Continued on page 20)
'

Marriage" (Par) and "That's My
Gal" (Rep), nice $12,400.
RKO Hillstrett (RKO) (2,890

50-80)—"Other Love" (UA) and
"Desperate" (RKO). Mild $18,500.
Last week,. "Gunfighters" (Col) and
"Love of Rusty" (Col) (2d wk),
nice $12,000. -

Blti (FWC) (1,370; 50-$!)—"Brute
Force" (U). Big $12,500. Last week,
"Ivy" (U) (3d wk-3 days ), $2,700.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Brute Force" (U). Nitty $7,000.
Last week, "Ivy'.' (U) (3d MVk-3
days), $1,400.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)

—"Brute Force" (U). Great $28,000.
Last week, "Ivy" (U) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (PRC) t3d wk-3
days), $4,500.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Bom
to Speed" (PRC) (2d wk). • Nice
$7,500, Last week, good $11,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$!)-

"Corpse C. O. D." (Col) and "Last
Redmen" (Col). Good $6,000. Last
week, "Born to Kill" (RKO) and
"Likely Story" (RKO), okay $5,300.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—

"Fiesta" (M-G)" f3d. wk). Down to
$7,500. Last week, brisk $12,200.
Wlltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)—"Un-

faitWul" (WB) (3d' Wk).' Finales at
$8.WJ0. Last week, good $10,700,

'Ladies* Man'-Colonna
20G in Omaha Heat Wave

Omaha, July 15.

Current heat wave is hurting sev-
eral spots, but Orpheum with "Ladies
Man" and Jerry Colonna and Bob
Chester band on stage is sock. "Un«
faithful,'' at the small Brandeis, also
is brisk. "Open City" is getting a big
play at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates ) (3,000; 20-85

)

-^VLadies' Man" (Far) with Jerry
Colonna and Bob Chester orch 'on

stage. Sock $20,000 X.ast week,
"Boomerang" (20th) and ''Winter
Wonderland" (Rep), slow $8,800,. de-'

spite good press.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Bulldog
Drummond's Dilemma" (Col). Brisk
$9,000. Last week, "Woman on
Beadh" (RKO) and ''Sport of Kings"
(Col), so-so $6,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk).
Down to $8,000 this frame. First
week was wow $13,200.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Brother Talks to Horses" - (M-G)
and "Easy Come, Easy iGo" (Par).
Acceptable $8,000. , Last week,
"Michigan Kid" (U) and "The Chase"
(UA), $7,200 and over hopes.
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—

"Open City" (Indie). Near $6,500 or
over. First-run for this film -in town.
Last weelc, "Heart of New York"
(FC) and "Second Chorus" (FC) (re-

issues), big $5,000.

Ivy' No Poison

InProvJlS^
Providence, July 15; i

Weather still holding hot with
theatres the only cooLsRots in town.
Chilled houses are helping to hold,
surprisingly well. State's "Framed"
and Albee's "Ivy" are both hep.

' Estimates (or This Week
Albeei (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—"Ivy"

(U) and "Vigilantes Return" (U).
Upped by hefty weekend, looking for
solid $15,500. Last week, "Woman on
Beach" (RKO) and "High Conquest"
(Mono), $14,500.
Carlton (Fay-LOev?) (1,400; 44-65)

—"Homestretch" (^Oth) and "Jewels
of Brandenburg" (20th) (2d run).
Fair $4,000. t-ast week, "Magnificent
Obsession" (U) and "Stole a Million"
(U) (reissues), good .$4,500.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Sea

Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf*' (WB)
(reissues) (2d.wk). Fairly nice $5i500.
First stanza was strong $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Stepchild"
(PRC). Steady $12,000. Last week,
"Homestretch" (20th) and "Jewels
Brandenburg" (20th), $14,000.

State (Loe\v) - (3,200; 44-65)—
Framed" (Col) and "Corpse Came
CO D." (Col). Surprisingly strong at
$22,000. House also did nicely with
near capacity house on adult cartoon
midnight show experiment Friday
(11). Did near $1,400 , at 65c on 20-
cartoon show; ,Ijast week, "Fiesta"
(IVI-G) and "Little Misteir Jim"
(M-G), strong $26,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

—"Perils of Pauline" (Par). Started
Monday (14). Last 'week, "Return
Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Little Miss
Broadway" (Col), so-so $9^000.

,

Cincy Perking; 'Kissiiig'

Torrid $20,000,W
Big 16G/TroubleM2G

V Cincinnati, July 15.
Three smash new bills and solid

holdovers have all downtown houses
in the -groove currently. New-
comers in order of strength are
"Wonder Who's Xissing Her Now,''
"Angel and Barman'' and "Trouble
With Women." Theatres are getting
a breather from outdoor opposish,
the Cincy Reds being on road. River
Downs track ended a 43-day running
meet Saturday (12) and the Roy
Rogers Thrill Circus has moved on
after a successful week at Crosley
Field. — .

Estimates for This Week
A I bee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th). Smash $20,000, Last week,
"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G) and
Freddy Martin orch on stage, at 55-
9Sc. scale, super $29,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,()00; 50-75)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). 'trim $10,-
000 met socko $16,000 opeher, Holds
again.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75) —

"Trouble With Women'' (Par).
Sturdy $12,000 or near. Last week,
"Buck Privates Home" (U), sock
$14,000.

Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)—"Great
Expectations" (U) (3d wk). Good
$6,000 , trailing solid $8,000 second
frame.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—"Buck

Privates Home" (U) (m.o.). Lively
$6,000. Last week, "Affairs Bel Ami"
(UA) and "MiUerson Case" (Col),
sad $3,500 in 6 days.
Palace (RKO) (2,600 50-75)—"An-

gel and Badman" (Rep). Wham
$16,000. Last week, "Woman on I

Beach" fRKO), fairish $11,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) fm.O.) (2d
wk). Swell $8,.M0, Last week,
$8,500.

'Ruth' Surprises Pitt at Wham 276,

'Ghost'LHnpat7G;'Unfaithfuri2G,2d

Key Ci^ Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
this Week. . . .... ... $2,677,000

(Based on 20 cities, 201 thea-

. tres, chiefly Jirst runs, including

N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week '.

Last Year ........... $2,872,000

.

(Based on 21 cities, 184 thwtres)

'Ivy' 23G, 'Fiesta'

22G, Pace Phiily
' Philadelphia, July IS.

.

Biz continues in doldrums here
currently. A couple of films are get-
ting some attention, but there's little

to cheer about even them. "Fiesta"
and "Ivy" look like best bets, but
neither are'smash.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—

"Honeymoon" (RKO) (2d wk). Sad
$8,500. Last Week, $12,500.

. Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"High Barbaree" (M-G) (2d run).
Mild $4,500. Last week, "Cheyenne"
(WB), fair $5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Ivy"

(U). Best of lot this week at $23,000,
nice. Last week, "Trouble With
women" (Pay), mediocre $16,000.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 74-$1.20)—

"Best Years" (RKO) (m.o.), Okay
$17,000. Last week, "The Web" (U),
$15,000.
Fox (20th) (2,260$ 50-84).-«MOsS

Rose" (20th). Looks fairish $19,000.
Last week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th),
okfiy $19 000
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)

-"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (3d wk).
Good $19,000. ' Last week, fine $23,-
000.

Karltoi^ (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—"Y6arlihg'" (M-G) (8th wk). Slid-
ing .off to. $7,500. Last week, neat
$9,000:

Keith's. (Goldman) (1,300; 90-94)—
•'Cbpacabana" (UA) (2d run). Nice
$5,500. Last week, "Dishonored
Lady" (UA); blah $4,000 for second
rjm:
Masthaum (WB) (4,360; fiO-94)—

"UWaitbful'' (WB) (3dwk). Fairish
$16,500. Last week, trim $20,900.
Fix (Cummins) (500; 90-$1.2S)-^

JDwel in Sun" (SRO) (3d wk). Fair
$6,500. Last week, $7,000.
Stanley (WB) • (2,»S0; 50-94)—

"Fiesta" (M-G). Satisfactory $22,-
000. Last week, "Living in Big Way"
(M-G), disai^ointinK $15,000 in sec-
ond sesh.

staitton ^vm^ (1,475; 50-94)—
"Trail Street" (RKO) (2d wk). Sour
$7,500. East week, good $15,000.

mEANsTlGJ?V^
miEVEW 12G

Louisville. July 15.
Typijial summer business this

week, with lots of patrons away on
vacations. National, just a little off
the main stem, looks fine with "New
Orleans." - Small-seater Scoop is

causing a stir with "Carmen." "They
Won't Believe Me" is fairly good at
the Rialto,

Estimates for This Week
(Fourth Avenue) (1,200;40-60)—"Miracle 34th St." (2bth)

,"5** ,*?!°°''' I-ast week,
"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) and "Way
Out West" if6) (reis.sues), $4!oOO.
Kentucky .(Switow) (1,200; 30-40)— Guilt Janet Ames" (Col) and

:M}Shty McGurk" (M-G). Medium
W.iOO. Last week, "Imperfect Ladv"
(Par) and "Framed" (Col), same.
Mary Anderson (People's (1 100-

40-60 )-"Unfaithful"
. (W6) ?2d wk):

Sturdy $7,000. Last week, virile

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)

;r^'^.f'^.,2.'i*.^"C<^A) and "BruteMan' (PRC). Good summer fare
and caught crix fancy. Solid $11,000.
Last week, "Egg and I" (U), healthy
$7,500 on. return showing or total of
six weeks at this house.
^^Rlalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40-60)—"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
'Thunder Mountain" (RKO). Fairlv
good $12,000. Last week, "Miracle
34th St." (20th), rousing $20 OM
„„^,*"^P,.l^^°"'sville Theatres) (700;
26-31 )---"Carmen" (Indie). Sex angle
Stressed, and patrons are curious to
tune of warm $2,800. Last week
"One Million B. C." (Indie), about
same.
..State (Loew's (.3,300; 40-60)—
•Gunfighters" (Col) and "Corpse
Came C.O.D." (Col). Fairly nice
$12,000. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
and "Dark Delusion" (M-G), $13,000Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400-
''2:??^—"Alexander's Ragtime Band"'
(20th) and "Western Union" (20th)
(reissues). Oldfes are still potent,
$5,5(^0. Last week, "Bells San An-

fRe%,Wo.^"''

Pittsburgh, July 15.

Surprise smash of summer ha<
turned up at the Penn this week in

'P^f^ Comedy is doing
land-office, biz, putting house in I
spot since it easily rates another
stanza but "Hucksters" has already
been booked to open this Thursday
(17) as part of 1,000-theatre country,
wide premiere. At the same time
town also has one of the major flope'
roos in "Ghost and Mrs. Muir" at the
Harris, which is doing nothing at
all. f Couple of run pix^ "Duel in
Sun" at Ritz, and "Miracle on 34th
Street" at Senator, are both holding
up well. Twin bill of "Born to Kill''

^"3, 'A i"^^,!? ^sn't doing
badly at the Warner.

*

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"Great

Expectations" (U) (2d wk). Fbregn
pix, no matter what the quality, still
having tough going in these parts. An
American film receiving the same
kind of raves would have wowed
'em. This one's just doing fair, how-
ever. Down to $7,000 or less after

•

nice $10,000 opener.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th). They
don't want any part of this. Will be
lucky to get $7*01)0, rather sad for a
supposedly big picture. Indifferent
notices, Last week, "Son of Battle" •

(20th) hit a new low for house at
$5,000 despite holiday week. •

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par). Taking town by
storm. Nothin' like $27,000 expected,
but that's what this likely will do.
House in a quandary, with "Ruth"
rating an easy holdover and "Huck-
sters" (M-G) already widely-bally*
hooed for July 17. Last week, "Fiesta"
(M-G), okay $19,000.*
Eit« (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Duel

in Sun" (SRO) .(5th wk). Third
stanza at this small-seater following
fortnight at Penn. Still high at $6,500
on top of alnvost $8,000 last week.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

^'Miracle 34th St." (20th) (5th wk ).

Held over here after nearly three ;

weeks at Harris. Very little let-up-
at $4,000. Last week, fancy $5,000,

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70 )^"Un»
faithful" (WB) (2d wk). Will just
about get by this round at around
$12,000. Last week, $18,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40,70)—"Born

to Kill" (RKO) and "A Likely Story''
(RKO). Good $7,500, isn't bad for.

dualer. Last week, "Woman on.
Beach" (RKO), $6,500.

Hub Still in Dotdrums

But 'Expectations' 20G;

Xptliia'28G,2Spots
Boston, July 15.

No improvement noted, this week
in downtown houses. Only new bill*

is "Cynthia" day-date at the State

and Orpheum with reiissue of "Great
Waltz" and looks mild. Town is

largely subsequent runs and hold- ,

overs otherwise. "Great Expecta-
tions" looks nice In return date, but
at Boston instead of . Memorial this

time.

Estimates for This Week ,

Boston (RKO) (8,200; 40-80)-.
"Great Expectations" (U) and "King
Wild Horses" (Rep). This one went
into the Memorial a fortnight ago
and did well, but likely would have
been sock in the fall. A critic here
put the heat on for a return engage-
ment, and this is the result. Nice
$20,000. Last week, "Woman (OH
Beach" (RKO) and "Desperate"
(RKO), $15,000.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)—
"Carnegie Hall'' (UA) (4th *k).
Seems staying for prestige only,
$6,000. About sarnie last week.
Fenway (M-P) (l;373;.40-80)—"Un-

faithful" (WB) and "Blackmail"
(Col) (m.o.). Nothing doing at

$6,000. Last week, "Copacabana"
(UA) and "Web Danger" (Rep),
$7,000.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80 )-t
"Ivy" (U) and "Time Out of Mind"
(U) (2d wk), Down to $1€,000 after

passable $20,000 on first.

Afetropolitan (M?I>) (4,367; 40-80)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Fear to

Night" (Far) (2d wk). Okay $16,000

after modest $19,000 15rst.

Orpheum. (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)-*

"Cynthia" (M-6) and "Great Wfllta'

(M-G) (reissue). Only new bill

tqwn; so-so $19,000; Last week,
"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mr. Jim'
(M-G), $17,000.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)r-
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Blackmail'
(Col) (m.o.). Moderate $13,000. X«st
week, "Copacabana" (UA) and "Web
Danger" (Rep), $14,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Cy»Vr
thia" (M-G) and "Great Walt*

'

(M-G) (reissue). Fairly dull $9,00i),

Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G) and

"Little Mr. Jim" (M-G), $10,000.
Tfanslux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—

"Apache Rose" (Rep) and "Trail San
Anton" (Rep). Routine $4,000. Last

week, "Chamber Horrors" (Indies

and "Human Monster" Undie i, ditto-
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/Ruth'-Borge-StaiforiChi Leader

At Sock $75,(1), 'Expectations 25 G,

Ivy' 22G, 'Kissing -Stage Huge 65G, 2d
Chicago, July 15. -

Hftttest bill in town is "I Wonder

Who's Kissing Her Now." with Har-

Scats and Dale Evans headmg
SnffMhow at Oriental. Second frame,

Inoks terrific, tremendous $65,000

iftm- huge $80,000 opener, which was

over ho^es "Dear Ruth.", at Chicago

with Jo Stafford and Victor Borge

hiding iilage bill, appears weeks

leader with sock $75,000, or better
• "firpat Expectations," at United

Ar ists,- loolcs to do a lusty $25,000

Sivy- will push Palace to good

$22 000
Holdovers dominate other spots

ahil are indicating unusual strength

for this time of year. "Gunflghters,

at Garrlck, in second week; Egg and

T" in seventh week at .Grand, and

Wacle on 34th St.," in fifth week

4t Woods, are standout awoftg hola-

-, overs.

Estimates for This Week

« ApoUo (B&K) (1.200; 95)-"Stair.

way to Heaven" (U) C3d wk). Show-
Tg "gns of fading at $12,000. I^t

-_'^Cwigo°(B&K) (3,900; ^)-^'Itear

Ruth" (Par) with Jo StafTord and

Victor Borge heading stage bill.

Shows signs of soaring to sock *75,-

000 or over. Crix crpinions were very

favorable. Last week, "Imperfect

Lady" (Par) (1 wk) With Hildegarde,

Basil Rathbone and Henny Young-
man on stage. $65,000, considerably

^"^aW^) (900; 95)-"Gun.
fighters' (Col) and "Corpse Came
COD." (Col) (2d Wk). l-ooks dandy
$15,000. Last week, $18,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Egg
and I" (7th wk). Holding up very
steadily Wifli $15,000. Last week,
about same. '

„,..
Orientol (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) with Harmonicats and Dale
Evans heading stagebill (2d wk).
Bill continues terrific clip set last

Week -AS hottest show in town at

smash $65,000. Last week, carried by
gala opening day celebration to

colossal $80,000.
P«tace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Ivy"

(U) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(Gol). Opened With free Mercury
records of Vic Damone singing "Ivy"

- to first 200 women, and looks to hit

good $22,000. Last Week. "Woman on
Beach" (RKO) and "Singin' in Corn"
(Col). $17,000.
RIalto (Indie) (1,700; 95)—"Out-

law" (UA) (3d wk). As subsequent-
run doing hot business at $18,000.

. Last week, $24,000.
Rottsevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—

"Cheyenne" (WB) (4th "wk). Neat
$15,000. Last week. $18,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700;' 95)—
"Possessed" (WB) (4th wk). Keep-

ing, up sturdy pace at $19,000. Last
week, $23,000.

. united Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"Great Expectations" (U). Lusty
$25,000 or nedr. Last Week, "Livine
in Big Way" (M-G) (2d wk). $16^000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—

"IWiracle 34th St." (SOth) (5th wk).
Staying up in coin at $15,000. Last
week, $16,000,

'

World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;
75)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)
(5th wk). Fancy $5;00O: Ijast week,
$5,100.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e:/ with-;

out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing

percentage, hence the estimated

figures are net income.

The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in*

elude the U.S. amusement tax.

'Expectations* Best Bet
In Wash., Stout $22,000

Washington, July 15.
Two British newcomers are doing

the most to give the local boxoffice
Us brightest tinge in weeks. Both
..great; Expectations" at Earle and
Odd Man Out" at the Metropolitan,
Warner's smaller midtown house, are
standouts, with crix going overboard
singing their praises. "Cynthia," at
Loews Capitol with vaud'e, is faring
nicely, thanks to draw of crooner
Harry Babbitt on stage.

Estimates for This Week
,

Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
t^y"thia" (M-G) plus vaude, Nice

I^ast week, "Living in Big
.
Wjy- (M-G) plus vaude, $25,000.
^_^Colunibia- (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
.Mu-acle 34th St." (20th) (2d run).
Wice $10,000, comparatively better
wan its first-run week here. La.st
week, -Sea of GrasS" (IVI-G) (2d
tun), $8,500.

, - Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Great
topectations" (U). This week's
Champ with stout $22,000, best at this

f^-fuf weeks. Last week. "Un-

^TinnSV ^F^'- slipped to a poor
«4,0D0 for first full week after 3 days

,
snort Week;
_
Hilinodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—
Jfears Between" (U). Poor $2,000.

Tv!5 v,^^'^*^'^-
"Before Him Rome

AtemWed (Indie), average $2,500.

«t,, (1,838; 44-80)
'U' (2d wk). So-so $11,000

opemns with $15,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)-Wd Man Out" (U). Sturdy $12,000

|oi this siiiali-seater and type pf pic.

'Duel' Terrif 36G

Tj^Hfild Denver
. Denver, July 15.

"t)uel in Sun" is having little

trouble in landing top money here,

day-dating at Paramount and Esquire

at upped scale. It will hit a new rec-

ord at the Paramount. Most other

spots are oft'.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)--"Son

of Battle" (20th) and "Too Many
Winners" (PRC), after weel<' at Den-
ver, Webber. Fair S3,000. Last Week,
"Happened on Fitlh Ave." (Mono)
and ^'Bulldog Drummond at Bay"
(Col.) (m.o.), big $7,000.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35'-74)

—"Great HValtz" (.IVf-G) (reissue) and
"Specter of Rose" (Rep) (2d wk).
Sad $4,500. Last weeli; fine $7,500.

Denham- (Coclcrill) (1.750; 35-74)—
"Calcutta" (Par) I2d wk). Mild $9,-

000. Last week, fine $15,000.

Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)—"Un-
faithful" (WB) and "Philo Vance's

Gamble" (PRC), day-date with Web-
ber, Fair $13,500. Last week, "Son
of Battle" (20th) and "Many Win-
ner.s" (PRC), good $16,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 74-$1.20)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO), day-date with
Paramount. Big $7,000. Last week,
"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Winter
Wonderland" (Rep), $3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (35-74)—"Cyn-
thia" (M-G) and "Thunder Moun-
tain" (RKO). Thin $11,000. Last

week, ."Woman on Beach" (RKO)
and "Thirteenth Hour" (Col), mild

$10,500.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)

"Duel in Sun" (SRO), also Esquire-

New record ' $29,000.' Last week,
"Moss Rose" (20th) and "Winter
Wonderland" (Rep), nice $10,500.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Hap-
pened on Fitth Ave." (Mono) and
"Bulldog Drummond Bay" (Cm),

after week at Paramount, Esquire,

Aladdin. Fail' $3,000. Last week,

"Egg and I" (U) (m.o.), good $4,000.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Vio-

lence!" (Mono) and "High Conquest
(Mono), with stage show. Fine $12,r

000. Last week, "Bowery" (20th) and
"Sun Valley Serenade" (20th) (re-

issjues), good $8,000.

Webber (Fox) (750: 35-74)—"Un-
faithful" (WB ) and "Philo Vance's

Gamble" (PRC), also Denver. Fair

$2,000. Last week. "Son at Battle,

(20th) and "Many- Winners" (PRC),

fair $2,500. : ;
: .

RainsM lndDis. But

'Kissing' Dandy 113,000
'

,
Indianapolis, July. 15..

Film biz, hampered by frequent
rains, is spotty liere this week "I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" is

giving the Indiana its biggest talce in

several weeks.
\
"Happened on Fifth

Avenue" is slightly above average at

the Circle but "Living in a Big Way"
is offish at Loew's.

Estimates: for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40-

60)—"Happened on Fifth Ave."
(Mono) and. "The Guilty" (Mono).
Nice $11,000, Last week, "Honey-
moon" (RKO) and "King Wild
JHorses" (RKO), extra good $12,000.

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,.300; 40-
60)—"Wonder Who's Kissing , Her
Now" (20th) and "Crimson Key"
(-20th), Dandy $13,000. 'Last week,
"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Little

Iodine" (UA), $12,000.
Ke'th's (Gamble-Dolle) (1.300; 40-

60)—"Cheyenne": (WB) and "Little
Iodine" (UA) (m.o.)-. Mildish $4,500.

Last week. "Adam Had Four Sons"
(Col) and "Smith Goes to Washing-
ton". (Col) (reissues), $4,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450: 40-60)—
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G). Pair $10,-

000. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G) and:
"Little Mr. Jim" (M-G), $12,500.

Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1.600; 40-
60)—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and
"Banjo" (RKO). Tepid $5,500. Last
week, "Michigan Kid" (U) and "Time
Out of Mind" (U), about same.

Beach Lure Belts B'way But 'Perils,'

Spitahy Orch Sock $90,000; 'Copa'

Weak 14G; 'Ghost' Oby 130G, 3(1

Bead' Loud 20G

hi Dismal Del

44-70)-

Buff. Still Dull Albeit

'Miracle' Sturdy 15G
Buffalo, July 1,5-

TovVn is in doldrums this week,

even "Miracle on 3:4th. St." not shap- :

ing up too strongly.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) and "pari? Delu-

sion" (M-G); Modest $12,500 or near.

Last week, "Perils of Pauline", (Par),

solid $18,000. ^

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500 ;
40-70)

—"Miracle 34th St." (20th'). Good
$15,000. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
(2d wk), $7^200 in 4 days.

Hipp (Shea) : (2,000; ,

40-70 )—
"Perils Of Pauline" (Par) (m.o.).

Sturdy $9,000. -Last week. "Ramrod
(UA,) and "Killers at Large" (PRC),
$10,500,
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)-^"Duel

in Sun" (SRO V ( m.o.) (5th wk).

Over $7,500, fancy. Last week,
$10,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—
"Gunflghters" (Col) and "Alias Mr.
Twilight" (Col). Neat $12,000. Last
week, "Time Out of Mind" (U) and
"Vigilat'vte Return" (U), $11,000.

20tli Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;

40-70 )--"Tarzan Huntres.^" (RKO)
and "Dick Tracy Dilemma" (RKO

i

Detroit, July 15.

"The Unfaithful" at the Michigan
is doing top business here this week
which saw the return of wide open
spaces in the film theatres. Next in

line on biz is "Woman on the Beach"
at the Palms-State. Holdovers are
doing poorly in most spots, an ex-
ception being "Dear Ruth" in third
week at United Artists.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Great Waltz" (reissue i and "Banjo"
(RKO). Weak $9,000. Last Week,
"Yearling" (M-G) (7th wk), $8,000;
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

(3,309; 70-95)—"Perils of Pauline"
(Par) (m.o.) arid "Danger Street"
(Par) (m.o.). Acceptable $15,000.

Last week, "Stanley and Living-
stone" (Par) and "Les Miserables"
(Pat) (reissues), $11,000.
Downtawn (Balaban) (2,683; 70-

95)—"High Barbaree" (M-G) and
"Likely Story" (RKO) (2d wk). Un-
happy $7,000. Last week, okay $12,^

000.
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—

"Hitting a New High" (RKO) and
"Love Affair" (RKO) (reissue). Fair
$1,200. Last week, "100 Men, a
Girl" (U) and "CJlan't Cheat An Hon-
est Man" (U) (reissues) (2d wk),
$900.
Madison (UD) (1,866; 50-60)—

"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
'The Verdict" (WB). Usual $2,100

in 3 days. Last week, "Suddenly
Spring" (Par) and "Stairway to
Heaven" (U), $2,200 in 3 days.
Michigan (UD) (4,039 ;

70-95)—
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Dick Tracy's

Dilemma" (RKO). Neat $24,000.

Last week. "Perils of Pauline" (Par)

and "Danger Street" (Par) (2d wk),
sock $26,000. .

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)

—"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) (2d wk). Weak $14,000. Last

week, solid $22,000 bolstered by per-

sonal appearances of stars at preem.
Palms-State (UD) (2,976; 70-95)—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Heartaches" (Rep). Lusty $20,000.

Last week, "Living in Big Way'
(M-G) and "Killer at Large" (Par),

^^United Artists (UD) (1,941; 70-95)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Under-
cover Maisie", (M-G) (3rd wk).
Strong $14,000. : Last week, good
$18,000,

Continuance of - sweltering heat is

melting Broadway, flrstruhs this

week, and even stage-film theatres

generally will show a substantial

dip from previous (July 4 holiday )

stanza. Most N. Y, picture deluxers
reported a definite sag on both last

Saturday (12) and Sunday (13), this

naturally putting a crimp in the
week's totals. This resulted from
the exodus of New Yorkers to near-
by beaches which played to capacity
over the weekend. Managers, be-
lieve such a downbeat over week-
ends may continue this summer un-
til the weather cools off.

The boxoffice cake this stanza
goes to "Perils of Pauline" plus Phil
Spitalny band at the Paramount,
with initial week ended last (Tues.)
night striking a sock $90,000 or bet-
ter. Offish Saturday-Sunday trend
held house below $100,000 mark.
Film drew uniformly strong crix
appraisal and Par flagship had long
lines the first few days.

The outlook for straight-film
houses is a bit desolate tliis round.
"Trouble With Women," at the
Globe, is creating only a mild ripple
with a passably fair $17,500. "Copa-
cabana," at the out-of-way Broad-
way, will be lucky to go over $14,000
for initial week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.)v not big but about what
this theatre has been doing of late.

"Congorilla"-"Congo," reissue combo
at Gotham,' likely will hit a big
$16,000, best at this spot in weeks.

'

"Ghost and Mrs, Muir" fell back
in third weelc at Music Hall with
around $130,000 in sight, solid, but
nearly $19,000 off from second frame.
"Moss Rose," with Olsen-Johnson

revue heading stageshow at Roxy.
looks to wind up second session at
S75.000, Which is nearly $20,000
lower than opening -week. Combo
stavs a third, mainly because of a

switch in booking, 20th-Fox pulling
in "Son of Battle," due here this
week, for a new tag and possibly a
new campaign. "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," with Abbott-
Costello on stage, has been moved
up to. open on July 23.

"Unfaithful," plus Vaughn Monroe
band, at Strand, is doing near $60.-
000 in third round and might have
stayed lonser. Instead. "Cry 'Wolf"
plus Freddy Martin band tooning
stacebjll opens next Friday tlB).

Capitol, too. is changing its bill
this week although "Fiesta" with
Lena Horne and George Paxton band
will hit close to $68,000 in current,
third stanza. "Hucksters." with Tony
and Snllv De Marco, Charles Trenet
and Ted Straeter band heading
.stagebill, tees off tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion is launching "Brute Force"
todav (Wed.) at the Criterion.

"STave Girl" opens tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Winter Garden after
five weeks of "New Orleans."
There's a chance that "Slave" may
al.so go into the Park Avenue to play
day-date. with Winter Garden. Park
has been on the skids for several
weeks. Palace launches "They Won't
Believe Me" today (Wed.) after le?.<!
than three mild weeks of "Riff-
Raff."

_
"Egg and I," playing second-run,

IS doing exceptionally fine at $28,000
on .second week at the State, with
Vincent Lopez band heading new
Stagebill, Victoria will call it a day
with Duel in Sun" after six weeks
bnnamg in "Gunflghters" on July
24. "Duel" is down to about $13,500

second Stanza of "Ramrod" (UA),
$11,500.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)---

"Congorilla" (Indie) and "Congo"
(Indie) (reissues). Soaring to ex-
cellent $16,000 with lines over week-
end; biz is way ahead of recent ses-
sions at house. Holds. In aheadr
Corsican Bros." (PRC) and "South
Pago Pago" (PRC) (reissues) (2d
wk), $7,500.

Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)
—•'Possessed'! (WB) (7th Wk). Stay-
ing up around $16,000, fine with sixth
round atiout same. CJoes until Aug.
15 when "Life With Father" (WB):
is skedded to open.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—

"They ^on't Believe Me" (RKO).
Opens today (Wed.). In ahead, "RifE-
RafT" (RKO) (3d wk-4 days), pass- ..

ably fair $10,000 after $18,000 for
second frame, neither being solid.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)—"Perils of Pauline" (Par) with
Phil Spitalny orch heading stage-
bill (2d wk). Going great guns
with initial holdover stanza starting
today (Wed.). First week hit big
$90,000, especially fancy in view of
weather and offish tone, " May stay
four weelcs with a weather break,

.

fine stage layout contributing to
film's draw. Picture won uniformly
fine reviews. In ahead, fourth week
"Dear Ruth" (Par ) with Perry
Como, Lloyd Shaffer oroh, others,
on stage, big $81,000.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40) ;

—"They Were Sisters" (U). Not-
much at $5,000 or under. House may
bring in "Slave Girl" (U), playing
day-date with Winter Garden. Last
week, "Seventh Veil" (U), $6,200.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-
lers) .(5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Ghost Mrs.
Muir" (20th) and stageshow (3d wk).
Slipping from smash biz of second
frame but still strong at around
$130,000; second was $148,600. Stays
a fourth round or longer.

Bialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)-^'Dick
Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO). Okay
$6,000. In ahead, "Vigilantes Returrf'
(U), fine $13,000 in 12 days. "Green
Cockatoo" (Indie) opens next Sat-
urday (19).
RivoH (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)

—"Repeat Performance" .-(E-L) (3d
wk). Third stanza began yesterday
(Tues.). Second week held up well
at $12,000 after thin $15,000 opener.
Stays third frame, with "Crossfire"
(RKO) set to Open July 22.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
"Moss Rose" (20th) with Olden &
Johnson revue topping stageshow
(3d wk). Slipping to good $75,000

'

for second round concluded last
(Tues.) night but considerably un-
der rousing $94,400 opener. Combo
being held third week because "Son
of Battle" (20th) was recalled for
new title and campaign. House
opens "Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" (20th) with Abbott & Costello,
originally booked for this week,
heading stageshow on July 23.

State (Loew's). (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Egg and I" (U) (2d run) (2d wk)
with Vincent Lopez orch, 'Timmie
Rogers, others, on stage. Doing ex-;
ceptionally well at $28,000, in view of
being holdover picture. Last week,
"Egg" plus vaude headed by Lviba.
Malina, Wiere Bros., hit big $32,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$l,50)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) and Vaughn
Monroe orch heading stagebill (8d-
final wk). Still stoiit at $60,000 but
off from great $69,000 in second Ses-
sion, which was over hopes. "Cry

$a.ooo.

(Loew's) (2,370 _ _
Altair" (UA). Sluggish ! FWte $13,000 or better. Last week,

• \-^^^ week, "Fiesta" .(M-G). i"Woman on Beach". (RKO) and

sMnm?'?'', '^"wn to a lukewarm i "Saise Goes College" (Mono), solid
''(iqO.U. belONv- JiPVes. , , ,

'

$15,()00,. .
. , ...

,

"
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TERFORMANCE' 16G,

FRISCO; 'IVY' 19G
San Francisco. July 15.

Biz continues oflE all over town this

session, with the usual summer vaca-

tion exodus obviously hurting. There

are not enough out-of-town visitors

to takfe up the slack. "Honeymoon,"
with vaude headed by Max Baer and

Maxie Rosenbloom, at Golde,q Gate,

looks to be best gro.sser. Not big,

but not SO' bad considering this is the

second week for the picture. 'Re-

peat Performance'- shapes as mild,

while "They Were Sisters" is barely

passable. "Ivy" is no great gro.sser

at the Orpheum where likely to be

under $20,000. ^ — . ,
Estimates for This Week

^

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$I)
—"Honevmoon" <RKO) plus vaude
headed by Max Baer and Maxie Ro.v.

enbloom. Nice $23,000. Last week,
with opening: day Guy Madison p.a.

and vaude headed by Clark Dennis

and Joey Preston. Kuskv $.'52,000.

Fox iFWC) (4,051; 60-95)—"Under-
cover Maisie" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G). Li.-itless $10,500.

.'V. ,;
(Coati,nued,,9^ iPa|e 20;

^

, ^

on fifth week, still nice profit,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best - Years"
,
(RKO) : (34th wk).

UfT a bit from ]a.st week's bulll.sh
July 4 session but plenty okay at
$22,000 or a bit under: 33d week was
stout $24,000. "Life of Walter Mitty"
(RKO) opens Aug. 12. .

Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)—"Copacabana" (UA). On firsit week
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) will get
only $14,000 or thereabouts, disap-
pointing, but about in line with what
house has been doing lately.. Last
week. "Henry V". (UA) (5'th wk).
$11,000, which rounded out a few
days longer than 81 weeks flrstrun
In N. Y.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—"Fiesta" (M-G> with Lena Horne,
George Paxton orch heading stage-
show (3d wk). Down to nice $68,000
or less, still fancy after big $76,000
for second frame, which was over
expectancy. "Hucksters" (M-G) with
Tony and Sally De Marco, Charles
Trenet, Ted Straeter orch topping
stagebill opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Criterion (Loew'.s) (1.700; 60-$1.2.i)—"Brute Force" (U). Opens today
(Wed.) after three weeks of "Ivy"
(U). "Ivy" coheluded third week
last (Tue.s.) night with close to $14.-
000 alter $17,000 for second. Film ran
into July 4 exodus of natives leav-
ing town and hit skids with most
other straight-film hou-sc;.
Globe (Brandt) a.500; :70-$1.20i—"Troubie With Women" (Par.i.

Nothing to shout about but not too

Wolf" (WBJ with Freddy Martin
orch, Artie Dean, Jean, Jack & Judy,
others, on stage, opens next Friday
(18). - .

Victoria (Mauer) (720; 70-$1.20)—

.

"Duel in Sun" (SHO) (5th wk).
Saiiging to good $13,500 or Close
after big $16,000 last Week. Stay*
only until July 24 when "Gun-
figliters'' (Col) opens.

,

.Winter Garden (iJA) (1,312; 60-

$1.20) — "New Orleans" (UA) (Sth
wk). Winding up with close to

$10,000 after $13,000 for fourth.
"Slave Girl"' (U) o pe n s tomorrow
(Thurs.),

K.C. Light; Trained' Mild

13G, Ivy' Same, 3 Spots
Kansas City, July IS.

Grosses currently are moderate all
around the town, holdovers and
lighter fare slowing pace. Biggest
news is "Dear Ruth" which came
througVi-with a sock first week, and
still is strong in holdover at ' Par-
amount. "Ivy" day-date in Tower,
Uptown and Fairway, iS only fair,

as is "Framed" at the Midland.
Weather has been unseasonally mild
but the weekend turned plenty hot.

I

Estimates for This Week
I

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-
65)—"Born to " Speed"' (PRC) and

! ":Devil on Wheels" (PRC). Average
$4,500. La.st week, "Destry fijdfes

Again" (U) and "When Daltons
I Rode " lU) (reissues), about sajpe.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"Her
bad in view of other straight-Mmers I

First Affair" (Indie). Contiwes
at,$i;;.500, iHql^s, s.seepncV In-al\e^d, '

;

fContinueji qii page ,!^0.) , ,^
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PRK-PRODVCTION

'Jersey All^d s Figures on Number

Of Reissues Supports Coast Unions

Hollywood labor unions and talent-f

euilds were given a hefty boost in

xLrc demands for a share in the

nrofits on all reissues this week

hroufih a survey of the reissue sit-S conducted by Allied Theatres

nf New Jersey. Survey disclosed

tha'- Of 225 situations in the Greater

Wew Yorlc area, 105 houses, or al-

most 50%, were playing reissues.

Stuatiori, according to Allied spokes-

men has created an "artificial sur-

nliis" of pictures, resulting in a false

solution of last year's product short-

'^In'^'iM ^with the demands of the

unions for a cut of the profits, it

was also pointed out that some of

The 'studio production toppers get

Olenty of additional pay through re-

issue grosses. Metro's Louis B.

Mayer for one, reportedly gets

10% ot the gross profits on all

reissues, and other production chiefs

are believed to share in th€! profits

in the same way.

Union complaints, sizzling for

lothe times were brought to a head

• on the Coast last week when repre-

Bentatives of different unions met to

'
discuss plans for getting their point

across to the distributors. Present

at the huddles, held in the board

room of the Screen Writers* Guild,

were reps of both the Conference of

Studio Unions and the International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, currently warring against

wli' other in the Jtudios' jurisdic-

tional labor fight. Unions unani-

mously approved a plan for an im-

mediate survey of the situation, sub-

v ject to the' ratification of the guilds

snd unions involved. '

25% Oiaies In 19*6

It . was . pointed : out that of ap-

proximately 400 pictures released

duiring 1946, more than lOO, or 25%,
were oldies made in previous years.

Lester Cole, chairman of the .SWG
economic program committee, esti-

mated' that the reissues threw out of

work, at least 200 writers, 200 direc-

tors and producers and thousands of

(Continued on. pag« 13.)

Triple-Threat Exhib
Regina, Saslt, July 15.

. Triple-threat ex-Army aviator
in the theatre business hers is

22-year-old Bill Cook, who
ushers at the Met at night, ap-
prentices in the projection room

. at the Grand afternoons' and still

holds half-ownership in the Cen-
'

tury theatre at nearby Regina
Beach.

Coolf and Tony Biegler,. also

22, met when going- into the
Canadian air force, served over-
seas in the same squadron
and on fheir return bought a
dance hall at Regina Beach. They
rebuilt this' int,o a modern 300-

seater.

20th's $85,000 Buys

.

Slow, between-season. story mar-
ket.lvas given a hypo last weelc with
purchases by 20th-Fox of a mystery
and a novel. Former is "Waltz Into
Darkness," published last year. It's

by William Irish, a nom-de-pen used
by Cornell Woolrich. Fox paid
$35,000 for rights.

Novel is "Belvidere," by Gwen
Davenport. It is a modern romance,
published within the pa-sf month,
by Bobbs-Merrill. Studio paid
$EO,000.

Techni, Onecolor

Decrease Prices

ML VERNON NABE SUED

FOR PERCENTAGE CHIZ
Snowballing of percentage chisel-

ing suits in the courts is due tor
further action with the metropolitan
New York area as .the next arena.
Following the wide inspections of
exhib books, flurry of cases are ex-'

pected in the local courts.
Leadoft suits were filed last week

In the N. Y. federal court by 'Metro
and RKO against Parkway Theatre
Corp.; operator of the Parkway, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., and Nathan Stein-
berg and Leonard Finkelstein, of-
ficers of the outfit. Twin actions
charged defendants with having made
fraudulent boxollice reports since
1941.

Added slam is directed via claim
that exhibs "induced checkers to
sign certain of the written reports
pertaining to the boxoffice receipts
which had been falsified." t)efend-
ints omitted entirely many- entries
on grosses of percentage pix and
credited to flat rental films a portion
of the take that had, in fact, been
garnered from percentagers, it's

claimed.
; .

Hollywood, July 15.

Color cuts in price this week, with
both Technicolor and Cinecolor
announcing slice of Vic, a linear foot

on all 35m film. Technicolor price

drop does not apply to three-strip

and successive exposure negative,
price of which remains the same.

All customers of Cinecolor were
informed by individual wires over
the weekend of the price cut, Prexy
William T. Crespinel said.

New base price of Technicolor
theatrical release prints is 6.22G, per
foot, drop from e.72c. Cinecolor cuts

to 5.92c. per foot from 6.42c.
,

Technicolor reduction will appear
in all bills rendered from July 1 on
and will be efTetive till further no-
notice, Dr, Herbert Kalmus, com-
pany prexy, said. New figure is also

retroactive to last Aprill, beginning
of the quarter in which decreased
cost to 'Technicolor, on which cut is

based, occurred. Approximately
$285,000 will be returned to pro-

ducers under the retroactive ar-

rangement.

Teclini at Peak
Print operations for Technicolor

at its Hollywood plant during the

first six months of 1947 were the

highest in the history of the comr
pany. Net consolidated profits be-^

fore taxes for the- company for. the

quarter ending June 30, 1947, are

estimated at $800,000, equivalent to

88c. a sliare. This compares with

$483,200, or 53c. a share, for corre-

spending quarter in 1946.

Net take before taxes for previous

quarter of this year is estimated by
the company at $430,700, equivalent

to 47c. a share. This is nearly three

times the net con.solidated profit lor

the first quarter of 1946, which was
$149,700.'or 17c. per share.

The net consolidated profit of

Technicolor for the first six months
of this year thus is estimated at

$1,230,700, nearly double that of the

first six months of 1946.

Cowdin Reviews

U-I's New Policy
Changeover of Universal to its

new production policy; following
merger of the company with Inter-
national, has tapped the company's
cash reserve and necessitated bor-
rowing of $11,000,000, from banks, J.

Cheever Cowdin, U's board chair-
man, disclosed this week in a state-

ment to stockholders and employees.
Necessary

,
steps are virtually com-

pleted, Cowdin said, and "I am in-

clined to believe that the end result
will be favorable to the company ...

However, the sweeping changes , in

production and selling methods nat-
urally have affected current earn-
ings."'

Summing a roundup on economic
(Continued on page 13)

Small Budgeters Can't Compete

OnCosts With Major Producers,

Ask Unions to Revise Scales

Metro's Top Echelon

Rules Flack Be Given

Credit for Army Service
thspute over question whether a

film employee takes severance pay
for his stretch in the Armed Forces
was decided in the affirmative last

week by Metro's top echelon in

granting that coin to Leonard Weis-
berg, former company flack. Com-
pany toppers overruled their own
legal* department in awarding sev-

erance to Weisberg who, was re-

cently let out in an economy wave,
and his job was abolished,

Similar debate in Columbia was
decided on the same pattern when
Nate Spingold, veepee in charge of

publicity, vetoed lower brass ban on
severance payments for time in the

Army which intervened between
stints for the company. Screen Pub-
licists Guild claims selective service

act provides that Army time be in-

cluded in severance. Weisberg gets

double severance, because Guild

clause so provides when firing is for

economy purposes.

Case of Fred Hodson, recently dis-

missed from his spot as special fea-

ture writer for Paramount, is going

into arbitration because Par's law-

yer say he's not entitled to double

pay. His job was eliminated for

'Love* That Trailer
Bnterprise and United Artists

have made up a special trailer

on "The Other Love," to precede

the regular trailer into theatres.

,

It's made up of ivewsreel shots

of Barbara Stanwyck, star of the

film, and Robert Taylor, her
husband, at the preem of "Love"
in London last spring.

Reception' to the pair of stars

by the British public outside the

theatre was a hear-riot, which
the newsreels cauglit. Trailer

runs about 80 feet.

SAG, Producers

Extend Accord
Hollywood, July 15,

One-year extension of the present

contract between the major-pro-
ducers and the Screen Actors Guild
has been agreed upon subject to ap-

proval by the two indie producer
groups. Extension, which includes

basic conditions agreed upon during
past three months' negotiation, is

from Aug. 1, 1947, to Aug. 1, 1948.

Board of directors of the SAG
authorized negotiating committee to

seek the extension to beat Taft-

Hartley labor law deadline of Aug.
.22, after which no pacts can be
signed unless they comply fully with
the new legislation. Particularly

bad from SAG point of view is the

new law provision for a 30-day
period of grace before a worker has

to join a union under a union shop
contract. This was a strong factor

in move for an early agreement with
producers.
Amendments to be included in the

extended pact cover minimum
wages, hours and, any other points

on which agreement may be reached
before Aug, 1,

The SAG has modified its demand
for a 15-hour rest period between
work calls to a 12-hour period, and
demand for a 39-hour weekend rest

(Continued on page 40)

GoldwynitesontheLam
Samuel Goldwyn exec personnel

111 Nev. York is on ttie lam this
week. James Mulvey, distribution
™^{, leaves for the Coast Friday

:

lor several weeks of huddles
J™L-i&ij- producer,^ -wW^te-Jor-eigB

.

Mies hesd Alfred Crown sails for
Mrope on the Queen Elizabeth to-
morrow (Thursday) and pub-ad
topper Lynn Farnol is in Canada
on vacation.

Crqwn will be away about six
.weeks, visiting England, France,

if, b"^
Sweden, He will attend

jne RKO foreign convention in
."aly July 26 and may also go to

o^^^'^y to study the prospects of
Uoldwyn distributing independently

t,.i!!*'''-°'
returns from his fishing

ih^lfS.'",''"^^^- His vacash was cut»non by his attendance at the RKO
convention in New York last week.

COl.'S $1,08 DIVEDENB

PRODUCERS AND UN10J4S

DISCUSS TAFT-HARTLEY
Hollywood, July 15.

Two meetings are scheduled for

Wednesday (23) for discussions of

the Taft-Hartley law and its effect

on relations between studios and
unions. Motion Picture Assn. board
is set! to meet with its attorneys,

while—independen t-AFL - unions and
guilds are invited to similar meeting
set up by Ted Ellsworth of the Cos-
turners' ynion.

Latter meeting will be chairmanned
by George E. Bodle, labor attorney,

Leonard .Janofski, attorney, will

speak on changes in the National
Labor Relations Board involving un-
ion security. Other speakers include

Roy Brewer, ot the International Al-

liance Theatrical Stage. Employees,
and John C. Stevenson, Teamsters'
union attorney.

Col/s Added N.Y. Space
Cramped for space at its h,o.,

Columbia Pictures leased two floors

in 333-43 West 52d Street, N. Y.,> over
last weekend\(12) for ifnmediate oc-

HollywQod, July 15.

Drive to gain a separate contract
with unions and Guilds for inde-.\

pendently-produced small-budgeted
films gained impetus ' with agree-
ment by the International: Alliance
ot Theatrical Stage Employees to
study proposal thoroughly. .Already
Screen Directors Guild has agreed
to. name a committee for study of
the situation.

Independent .Motion Picture Pro-.'

dUcers Assn. hiet last .night (14) with
the. Screen Actors Guild to gain its

agreement, . .

IMPPA move, spearheaded by I.

E Chadwiclc, association prexy, with
William Stevens, seeks to eliminate
what it terms inequitable situation

,

wherein producers of small-budgeted
pictures must pay for labor, talent
on same basis as major producers.
IMPPA, with SnO. TATSE and SAG
out of -the way, expects to line up
huddles witli basic unions some time
during the week. Until meetings
with unioiLs and Guilds are out of
the way, the independent producers
are not likely to take up matter of
year's extension of actors' present
contract, already agreed to by the
Motion Picture Assn, and the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
Producers.

All three producer groups must
agree to exten.sion before it can go.
into effect Aug. 1, At la,st week'«
meeting with the lA. Roy IVI. Brewer,
international Hollywood represen-
tative for the labor organization, is

understood to- have told indies that
a number of lA members are pres-
ently out of work, and he indicated
he might favor a separate category
for smaller pictures if it meant pro-
viding more jobs. Session wound
up with Brewer agreeing there was
enough merit to proposal to warrant
appointing a committee for s full
study. Committee will probably be
named this week to meet with inde-
pendent producers committee.
Fear of MPA and SIMPP is that,

unless extension is inked by IMPPA
too, actors might fail to show up for
work after Aug. 1, date extension
was to have become eifective. In
the event IMPPA is the only thing
holding up extension, that group
will step aside and permit majors
to go ahead, according to Chadwick.
When negotiations . started with

SAG on the new pact, agreement'
was made that

, any deal must b|e.

signed by all three producer groups.

cupancy.
Columbia plans to shift its film

economy reasons but he wasn't in shipping department and other tech-

the Armed P'o' ccs. inical sections to the new quarters.

Briefs From the Lots

hold ^
p.i.vable Aug. 15 tO 'stock-

eis of record Aug. X.

Hollywood, July 15.

Morgan Farley, formerly member
of Orson Welles' Mercury theatre,

rejoins Welles in "Macbeth" . . .

Grace EnrieHt; of Metro cartoon de-

partment, . reeov'ering after emer-

ge;icy appendectomy . . . Edward
Smair iscreening rushes from' his

camera crew in Italy, filming back-

ground for "The Life of Rudolph

Valentino" . . . Herb Travis burned

on left hand in fire in cutting room
of 20th-Pox foreign department,

Travis tossed out film which caught

flre and ^ extinguished blaze'.' before'

fire ' companies arrived.-
.

' ,> ., ;Arthur
primir'tnTQiflOTrt'^^^^

for "Dangerous Years" from ZOth-

Fox . . . Burl Ives 'sings seven bal-

lads in RKO's "Stations VTest" . ..\

Robert Mitclium picked as lcad fpr

RKO's "Rachel" in poll of ;45P: dele-

gates tp sales convention :. . , JHteter

"SOndiriaard, jifew ' York air aCfresS

and sister of Gale ' Sondcrgaard,

makes film debut in Mark Hellin-

ger's "The Naked City", . . Para-

mount announces biopic:. Of Indian

fighter, Davey Crockett. With, Alan

Le May scripting'from 'Edwin JUstlis

. Mayer's stage play.
;

'

John Sheltoii and Ann Doran draw

the star i^oieS 'in 'Somerset produc-

tion. "The Dark Road" . . . Second

unit of "Miracle of the Bells,"

headed by Harry D'Arcy, back from

filmin,i> back.ejround footage in the

Pennsylvania coal area . . . Second
production of Tent Theatre group,

"Three's a Family." goes on the road

eight months, and walkout was in its at end of Sherman Oaks run, set to

second week when agreement was ! open in Santa Barbara July 26 . , .

reached. I Mark Stevens and Leo Genn set for

Settle Pitt Trucfeers StrikiR
' Pittsburgh, jiily 15..

'

I

Strike of APL Local 2ir of film !

Cnli K-
"
— —— truck drivers was settled here last

'

a ai.a"7'
1^ Pictures' board declared

. week after pay increa.=!e Of 20c. an

shai...
dividend of $l,06y4 per i hour was granted, Negotiations be-

ti
* •'"'"fany's $4.25 cumula- ! twen the union and Exhibitors

(Trin,- ,

'"^''^'*"'''^ St yesterday's , Serviec Co, had been under way
"lues.

I meet
Divv

top roles in 20th -Fox' "The Snake
Pit" . . . Carl Foreman and Herbert
Baker scripting Ring Lardner's "The
Big Town" for Screen Plays . . .

Louise Camii'bell, who quit films for

Broadway six years ago, back as

femme lead in Columbia's "Devil

Ship" . . . Edwin L. Marin directing

"Race Street" at RKO . , , George
O'Brien gets one ol lead roles in

John Ford-Merian Cooper's "War
Party" . . . James Mitchell checlts in

at Warners July 25 for screen tests

for one of i:omantic leads in Mike
Gurtiz' "Shadow of Fear.'^

R&ro,say Ames gets femme lead in

Republic serial, "-G'-Men Never For-
get", . .William T. Crespinel, Cine-

color prexy, celebrated his 57th

birthday and company's loth anni-

versary July 9,,. Richard Brooks
set to script Miltoa : Sperling's

"Dream Street", . .Edward. Golden's

"Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn''

starts len.sing on General Service

lot Aug. 4. . . Roy Rogers wind.s cir-

cus tour July 19 at Pittsburgh and
planes back to start role in, "The
Gay Ranchero" July 22,,, Everett

Freeman scripting "Lulu Belle" for

Benedict Bogeaus, , .Snub Pollard

doing featured role in Bill Boyd's

current "Hopalong Cas,sidy", ., Al-

bert J, Cohen in Mexico City final-

izing prep for shooting first pic of

his new indie setup at Churubusco
.studios. . .William Holdcn will co-

star with Loretta Young in RKO'S
"Rachel" on loanout from Para-
mount; . ,L«o Bobfn to do lyrics and

OLD PACT TORN UP,

NEW ONE FOR JESSEL
Hollywood, July 15.

George Jessel has been inked t»
new five-year producer contract at
an upped figure by 20th-Fox, Old
contract was torn up.
Company announced that "Waltz

Into Darkness." William Iri.sh's new
novel, has been purchased for pro-
duction by Jessel. Understood that
Jessel will gradually duck out of
musicals and go for straight dramatic
production.

Abeles & Bernstein's

Law Partnership
Julian T, Abeles and Arnold J.

Bernstein have formed a law part-
nership. The eldest son of the late
David Bernstein, one of the chief
Loew's, Inc., executives, was a
former partner of Abeles, During
the war he was Flag Secretary j)n_
the' staff "of" Admiral RosendahLwith

"

the rank of Lieut. Co.mmander.
The firm will continue to spe-

cialize in the law with relation to
motion pictures, literary property
and music. Among their clients in
this field are Loew's, 20th Century-
Fox and Universal Pictures, includ-
ing the Robbins' group of music
publishers (now controlled by Loew'a
and 20th-Fox».

PAINTING CAUSES UA SUIT
Copyright infringement suit

against United Artists wais filed last'

week in N. Y. federal court by Rob-
ert Freund, doing business as Twin
Editions. Plaintiff claims UA's pio,

"Mr. Ace.", used a reproduction of .

the painting "Portrait of a Youth";
without permission.
Freund contends ' he has excluslv*

rights to copy- the canvas whicti
Fredericic Hollander to. adapt .lohn hangs in the National Art Gallersp,

Gilbert .-icore for ''Lady in Ermine"
|

Washington. Injunction and aoooutti"

at 20th-Fox. 'ing are sought.
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WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
TECHNICOLOR

starring JUNE HAVER
MARK STEVENS with

MARTHA STEWART . REGINALD
GARDINER • tenore Aubert

William Frawley ( Gene '

Nelson • Truman Bradley

George Cleveland • Directed by

LLOYD BACON • Produced by
GEORGE JESSEL . Original

Screen Play by Lewis R. Foster

Additional Dialogue by'

Marion Turk • Dances Staged

-by Hermes Pan

A NEW ALL-TIME 20^" CENTURY-

FOX RECORD FOR ANY THEATRE,

ANY WEEK IN THE SHOW-
BUSINESS HISTORY OF CHICAGO!

knd in Detroit

:

THE BIGGEST OPENING
IN 20'" HISTORY AT THE HUGE fOX!
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UA Prez
Continued from page 3

Inside Staff-Pictures

Constructiorf of film sets, building o£ motion picture studios, etc., are

not under control of the Federal government any more. A query about

this from Jack Bryson. Motion Picture Assn. legislative, rep, to the

Office o£ Housing Expediter, brought out the point ol clarification, maki
w clear that there is sharp line between theatre construction (still

under controls.) and film studio activity- In response to Bryson's ques-

tion Askley Foard, assistant general counsel of the Housing Expeditor,

replied^
' "Motion picture sets, rhption picture studios and other facilities used for

the production of motion pictures are not included in Paragraph (e) of

"the Construction Limitation Regulation. Therefore, undgr the Housing

anol Rent Act of 1947 and the Construction Limitation Regulation, no per-

mit is required for, and no other limitation is imposed upon, the con'

(itructioii, maintenance and repair of such sets, studios and other lacilities,"

.. jjarth of Time and RKO-Pathe's VThis Is America," two competing
[

UA owners are nothing new in' the

documentaries, are both slated to release shorts on U. S. railroads next I Z8-year history of the company. But

'week. To heighten the competition, each of the shorts presents a different

version of the subject that are directly opposite to eash other. MOT fol-

lows the tacit recently taken by Chesapeake & Ohio boss Robert R..

young, in which he lashed out at inefficiencies in railroad operation,

terming it a "Toonerville TroIfey" setup. Young will be seen in the

shoft. Pathe's short, titled "Whislte in the Night," will attempt to show
that the railroads are operating in the .best public interest. String of

BmbasSy Newsreel theatres in New York are already advertising the

two shorts side by side.

UA negotiations have now taken are

certainly
,
not helping the company.

With the uncertainty surrounding
the future

,
of the distributing or-

ganization, a myriad of disturbing

rumors buzzed through, the indus-

try. From the general salesmanager
down, reports at :,one tlrtie or -.anr

other allege negotlatiohs for other

jobs. Whether true , or not, general

personnel morale has been effected.

More Strained 'Than Ever

Strained relationships between

New method of treating a newsreel story was introduced by RKO-Pathe
News this week' in its coverage of the yarn dealing with the theft of atom
bomb secrets, which was broken exclusively last week by the N. Y. Sun.

Pathe editor Al Butterfleld, in an attempt to show film , patrons both

sides of the story, assigned his cameraman to interview the Sun reporter

in Washington who scooped' the story, and also, lensed the Sun presses

rblling off the paper with its streamer headline on .the yarn. For the
other side; he shot interviews with security officers of the Atomic Energy
Commission, who minimized the Sun story. Viewers of the newsreel are
then left to draw their own conclusions as to who was right.

Universal-International's recent deal for "Gus the Great," novel by
Thom.as W. Duncan, is a' lO-year leasing arrangement, rights returning to

the author at the end of that time. He got $100,000 down for the rights

find can earn up to $301,000 on. them, through bonuses to be paid by XJ-I

On number o{ copies sold, condensations, serializations, 'etc. Book is to be
published by Lippincott Septi 17 and' is a September Book-of-the-Month
selection. Duncan recently sold another, novel, "Ring Horse,'! to Harry
Sherman Enterprise producer.

Agnew Huddles
S Conttnued from page 5 s

tors and technicians are.ejtpeeted to

leave over the weeltendi Jennifer
Jones left Sunday (13).

Regarding "Duel in the Sun," Selz-

nick said it had taken in more than,

"Gone With the Wind" during the
same length of time. . He added,

. however, that he did not expect the
picture to equal "GWTW's" gross.

. Despite plans to take on indie

.-product for release, producer as-

ierted his "conviction that his sell-

ing and exploitation organizations
should concentrate on one picture at

« time in order to get. their full

value." As a result, he said, "Jennie

Uncertainty of UA s Sale or Reerg

StaUs Fiimncing for Its Prods.

Flat Rentals
Continued from: page 5

have cr^pt in during war days-—and
there have been, some^and it is up
to the workers to- do their part by
making the most productive, use of
their equipment and time," lie said.;

"Admission prices of motion price
theatres^ including increased Fed-
eral taxes on admissions, are about
50% above their 1941 level," board
chairman continued; "The sum that
the average family must lay out to

go to the movies -has become a" sig-

.nificant item in their.
,
budget, and

there are signs of resistance in some
areas to current admission prices."

Referring to general conditions,

Cowdin said rise in prices, costs and
income has been so uneven that their

the Status at the moment seems even
below par. Miss Picktord gave vent

to. her .feelings, in a statement oyer

the weekend that was clearly larded

with a heavy , dose of between-the-

lines sarcasm to anyone familiar

with the situation. She told reporters

in Hollywood:

"AU news from now on must come
from • Charles. Chaplin. He is the

senior member of the firm. (Actual-

ly he owns the same 50% she does.)

Having been raised in a
.
family

where we loolted to the male
the leader, that's the deal. Or

.
you

might get in touch with
; my: good

:

friend, Russell Birdwell (Chaplin's

flack, who, at the moment, is hard-

ly; likely to be Miss Pickford's

'good friend.') At any rate, all

statements .henceforth will come
from Chaplin. You may quote me."

Chaplin Ahoy!
But there were; no statements

from Chaplin, He was ; out at sea—

^

literally. - The ubiquitous Birdwell,

however, ofEered:' "There's nothing

,

new Qrt that nonsense about. a new.

president. .Ed Raftery is still pres-

ident, Miss Pickford; made a state-

ment about George Bagnall being

prexy, then repudiated; it. We have
clarified. ,QUr position. There is

nothing left to say."

The tooth-and-nail routine, started

early last week when Miss Pickford,

in New; York, was on the verge of

selling her half interest in UA to

a group headed by Si Fabian for

$7,500,000, contingent on Fabian's

also getting Chaplin's half. Despite,

talks by Fabian himself with Chaplin

and With: his attorneys, Schwartz &
Frohlich, a statement "was suddenly
issued by Chaplin (via Birdwell)

that there were no negotiations,

never had been and wouldn't be.

That unexplained action naturally

knows exactly what to expect_out of

Virtually any. type epic- Thus"^ fair

deal can bemade with a great sav-

ing in paperwork, checking . and
other headaches, as well as in man-
power. .

Saving in ehecking, incidentally, is

only minor. Small houses were
never checked regularly, but only on
occasional pictures, so it wasn't a

very. large. item.-

The switch away from percentage

deals for the minor houses doesn'.t

mean they play every picture flat.

Most distribs figure on having at

least three or four pictures a year
play percentage. This is valuable

not only; in bringing in added in-

come for . special big pix, but. keeps
the distrib familiar with the the-

atre's potentialities. :
,

Incidentally, while single-selling is

one of the provisions of the decree

which has been stayed pending Su-
preme Court adjudication, most com-
panies are

,
nevertheless ; abiding by

that decree provision. However, they

are writing; four or five pix on the

same contract form to save labor

and trouble.. Attorneys have agreed
that us long as each" picture is sep-

arately negotiated for and not con-

tingent on the sale Of another, the

practice is legal.

Metro started the move toward
flat rentals about' a year ago and has
been gradually pushing up the num-
ber of such deals. 20th-Fox sales

ehief Andy Smith,' Jr., announced a
similar plan for experiment in the
New Haven territory a couple of

weeks ~ago. Paramoiint, is also; Ithown
to be doing the sanie thing in some
territories,;with other companies fol-

lowing or planning to follow.

distorted^a^ionship -'constituijes a,^^^
, Miss Pickford and

serious threat to our; .present high ||^™ «
"he former immediately

'Ruth' Big
Continued from page 5

would be held for release until next i ^''H.l'^^'" P^,?!,?." ' took'ofE for the Coast to confab with, and fourth weeks were ahead of the
inrm« • adjustments are made, however,

|
, ,„^. -n ,v,n„P first. Third Week in Detroit almostspring.

Laudy Lawrence,
S. ;Can look forward to a-substah-

i,,.. J ^ • ,. J, n tial pro.spexity for a considerablewas named v.p. m charge of foreign
^^^^^^^^ he stated.

who recently

Reissues
; Continued from page 11

and studio workers. "Our in

distribution, while presently in
Europe, DOS stated, Will acquire

I

theatres in principal cities and, set
|

up, dubbing and' superimposing
studios. Foreign offices are now oper-

|

operating, he added, in London, l

Paris, and Mexico City, and addi-

|

.

tional ones will be 'opened in the im- i
. r .v, r • +i, ,

mediate future ih' Rio de Jan^^^^^ <^"f'^"y f
°^ ^"

Buenos Aires where talents and skills of its work-

Studio now'has 15 complete siripts
^''' P«served on strips of celluloid,

Chaplin on vvhat if was all about

The Chaplin statement was not

responsible, however, for the col-

lapse of Fabian negotiations. Miss

Pickford decided to call the deal off

on the advice of tax experts.

$2,000 would have been spent. Par
doubled that figure.

Result was film's biz advanced
rapidly after the first few days so

that the second and third weeks'
take was ahead d£ the: .first. In St;

Louis, by the same tactics, "Ruth"
climbed so rapidly that the third

One of the perennial product

shortages which have plagued

United Artists looms at the end o.f

this year. Upset conditions within

the company, as result of tha

lengthy negotiations for its reor-

ganization or sale, have made banks

and lending agencies wary of loans

to UA producers. until they see what

turn avents take.

Result is that only three features

are now in «uch a state of progress

that they'll be available for releasa

after Jan. 1, 1948. How soon any

considerable number of others will

go into production hinges to a large

extent on the decisions as to com-
pany's future. And even if they

;

went before the; cameras at once,

of course, other pictures still';

couldn't be ready for release before
'

next March or April.

At a sales meeting in New York
last week, J. J. Unger, general sales
manager, announced 13 top^budget-
ers for release between now and
the first of the year, which will
give the company plenty of prod-
uct. Beyond that, however, the only
features that will be available—
aside from Hopalong Cassidy west-
erns and the. Hal Roach streamlined
comedies—are William Cagney's
"The Time of Your Life," Howard
Hughes' "Vendetta" and Howard
Hawks' "Stampede,"

Schedule for the rest of the year
calls for Enterprise's "Arch of Tri-
umph" to be issued as a special in
October. Other releases are: July

—

"The Other Love"' (Ent); August

—

"Carnegie ' I-JalV (Fedei al), "Body
and Soul" (Ent), "Comedy Carnival"
(Roach); September ."Lured".
(Stromberg), "Heaven Only Knows*
(Neb'enzal),

;
"Christmas Eve" (Bo-

geaus ) ; October—"Mad Wedneisday"
,

(Hughes), "Monsieur Verdoux"
(Chaplin); November—"A Miracla
Can Happen" (Bogeaus), "Sleep My
Love" (Triangle); December—"At-
lantis" (NebenzaU and "Intrigue"
(Bischofl;).

UA will also i;elease three Hop-
alOngs and a number o£ Lantz color
cartoons and David Loew musical
shorts.

first. Third week in Detroit almost
equalled its first. At the N. Y. Par-
amount, second was better than
first; third almost equal

. first; and
fourth better than third. ,

Convinced it had hit on right, way
Right before she left, however, she of selling "Ruth" by spot announce'

appeared at a UA sales meeting and, ments plugging its gay nature. Par

an ofT-the-record talk that was is grooving $200,000 on radio bud-

Metro Awards
; Continued trom page 5 ;

ready for production, Selznick said.

Cowdin Reviews
Continued from page 11

;
conditions in and out of films. Cow-:
ain^id V had anticipated the cur-
rent shopping by patrons on pix.
Expecting just such a trend, he de-
clared, U last year revised its basic
production policy by dropping Bs,
serials and oaters and concentrating
,«n .big pix. "The tremendous suc-
«ess Of 'The Egg and I,' which is
rolling up the largest earnings of
any picture in the company's his-
tory; 'The Dark Mirror,' 'Smash-Up.'
Song of Scheherazade' and a num-
ber of other current hits, testily to
the soundness of the company's
.new policy," he said, •

;

Anti-trust decree's ukase on sell^
mg had delayed U's distribution of
some pix and also brought about a
substantial increase in the cost oi
distributing .films, Cowdin declared.
i>witch in selling

. method has 'been,
completed, U's topper said, and the
sales forces are beginning to func-
tion smoothly and effectively, v ;

'

Recession in general busine.ss

can be nsed repeatedly without any
remuneration to the possessors of

those talents and skilLs,". Cole said.

"Thisi tact .
must be recognized, and

some plan is called for whereby com-
.pensation Will be paid for the re-

peated use of the creative and tech-

nical work of -those who make our

motion pictures."

Screen Actors Guild spokesmen
cited the increased distribution Ot

16m prints of old 35m films and de-

manded some form of compensation

for narrow-gauge distribjjtion. It

.Was;fioted that studio management
had always .

sidestepped ,
the issue

when presented by a single union by
replying that if a cut in the profits

were granted to one group, all other

labor uriion.s would demand it. Labor
reps agreed with this but said all

labor groups deserved to share in

th6 profits. It was agreed, however,

that distribution of such pay from

reissues would have to be decided by
the individual guilds and unions.

Stolas Aides Mirisch
Arnold StoUz . has joined Allied

!
Artists, Monogram's high - budget

production.unit, as.aide to v.p. Har-

— old Mirisch in . handling special

activity, should. it develop, need not
!
publicity - exploitation campaigns.

.
-. serious so far as. films ate con- Initial picture on which the pair are

.
cerned, he opihed. Because of its working is "Black Gold," which will

..
basic' stability, industry "tends to have its world preem in Oklahoma
hold up relatively better than most ' city this week.

; .

other major industries," he added,
|

Mirisch, in addition to directing

.; Pix biz, however, faces some seri- i
promotional campaigns, is handling

: ; ous: problems today, Cowdin supple- special sales duties in regard to AA
mented. Foremost is the fact that product. He's former film buyer for

ooth production and distribution the RICO circuit. Stoltz was formei-
costs are too high. "It is up to man- j

ly pub-ad manager for PRC and

agemeut to eliminate' any. extrava-' ! more recently was on the Samuel
gant or wasteful practices that may Goldwyn field publicity staff.

being phoned around the trade

hardly before she had ;
finished

speaking, stated that her idea for a

temporary solution to the company's,

problems was to name George
Bagnall prexy, Arthur W. .,

Kelly

exec v. p. and a board of advisers

to help them ruii UA affairs.

Bagnall is UA's v. p. in charge

of production on the Coast and
Kelly is a close associate of Chaplin's

and has held numerous top exec

posts' in the company.

Guest Prci

Publication of : Miss
.
Pickford's

ideas re Bagnall prior to consulting

Chaplin apparently burned him—
which sent him out on his yacht in

time to be unavailable When Miss

Pickford arrived back on the Coast

to huddle with him. And it ap-

parently, at least ; for: the moment,
killed the Bagnall Idoa.

'

In the meantime, Grad Sears, v.p.

:in charge 6£ distribution, is in Eng-
land and will probably remain there

until . late : August or September.

Raftery
,
.is In .-Buffalo defending 'UA

in an anti-trust action:

Where UA affairs go from here is

anyone's guess. But if things

proceed in the UA /tradition, any-

thing can happen. However, it

looks like all parties are. ready for

a breather and there may be some
quiet in the situation for at least

a couple of months.

get alone for the film. Other stunts

also were, pulled to add momentum,
Reagan said. In KG and- several

other locales, cufto screenings were
held for barberSi beauty operators,

hack drivers, etc. Since they meet
the public constantly, word-of-mo.uth
was promoted by this device.

:

In a number of spots, Par aided

its radio campaign by recording
comments of patrons leaving the

theatre. Curb.stone criticisms were
slotted into spot announcements with
point made that comments were re-

corded without knowledge on the

part of the customers making them.
Reagan declared it was important

for the trade as well as Par officials

to realize that a . film, properly^

tacfcled) can be put across; "We all

recognize that general busine-ss con-

ditions are off a little in our own
industry in. varying degrees," he

]

said. "This is one. way of overcom
ing that dip." ;

';''
:'-^:;.;;

:''

MEAKIN'S D.C. SPOT
Hardie Meakin. .RKO Theatres'

division manager, will make his

headquarters in Washington at the

Keith's Theatre,- effective immediT

ately..'
'

He will report directly to the;!

home oMce. Meakui will also 'act

Krim-Wanger
Continued from page S

versal release. -Its last to be slotted

to U, wili be "Winchester 73." Only
other committment that Wanger, has

is a solo pic stint on"joan of Arc"

for Metro release. He's making that

with Ingrid Bergman and Victor

A. A C'S Own Corp.
Hollywood, July 15.

Incorporated papers. for Abbott &
Costello Productions, Inc.. were filed

at Sacramento, Monday (14). Prin-

cipal stockholders are the comedians
and Milton Feld who'll produce their

"Noose Hangs High" at Eagle-Lion

studio. Studio will finance that re-

lease.

Election of officers in the new cor-

as RKO Theatres' Washington Hason. Iporation will be held this
,

week.

most: outstanding , . ." Another
clause states that "it is entirely pos-
sible that Metro will be interested in

buying rights to entries other, than
the prizewinner, "but should Metro ;

be interested in purchasing the mo-
tion picture rights to any of these

novels, it will bid' for them in the
open market in the usual way."

Metro's 'Conscience Clear'

Metro refused to comment on, the
squawks against it, execept for a
statement by one of its execs that

"the company's conscience is clear."

Bennett Cerf, of Random House, said

he thought the sale perfectly justl-.,

fied, since he, the author and the
agent (William Morris office), were
all satisfied with the deal Metro
'OH'ered.

Lockrldge's award for "Raintree
County" consists of $150,000 down,
plus 25c for each copy of the trade
edition over 25,000 up to 400,000. An
additional bonus of $25,000 will be
paid should the book be chosen by
Book of the Month or Literary Guild,

but the total, of this and the. per-,

copy bonus cannot exceed $250,000.

However, an additional $25,000 goes

to the author if the' book gets. the
Pulitzer prize. ;

Six years went into writing of the
tome, which is looaled: ''in an imag-
inary but symbolic county in th«
author's native'state of Indiana. The
time of the story alternates between
what is called a 'synoptic day,' the
Fourth of July, in the year 1892,
and a sequence of flashbacks begin-
ning in 1839 and covering the his-

tory of the American Republic in
peace and war for over a half-cen-
tury."

,

Miss Wolff's book, in which story
eds are exhibiting considerably more
interest than Lockrldge's, is a mod-
ern-day yarn about a gal who does
not love her husband and finally

leads him to kill himself. Author
previously wrote "Whistle Stop,"
which was filmed by Seymour Ne-
benzal for United Artists release and
which did very moderate biz. She
also wrote "Night Shift.'' :
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V«riet:f Girl
(PART COLOR—MUSICAL)

Piu-iUiiottnt. rt tease o£ Daniel Mate porfuc-

tiottv AJl-star- ftivamount cast inuluiWa

Blng (Jrua»Vi U>il'. Iloiie, GaW Coopur, Hay
jllttaniJi Alan l<add, Barbara Klauwyck,

&i?l«tW ttodilard, Horotby t,amour, \er-

onte Lake, .
s'litmy Tufts, Joan CaulficW,

Wm, HoWeni I-ii*4l!ietii tScott, Byrt tanras-

tfr Oall Jlussoll; Diana I.yiin, SlfM-lum

ilajTlen, Bubt. i'reston, Joliii LunO,

Beniife, Barry; FftzBerald, Cans
Howard DaSllva, Hilly DiiWuifc;

< 'arey, ; Arleeh AVhcli

Win,
D'l-ley,

Macclwnali5

Patric Knowles,

Mona Frteman, Cetiil
' Kellaway, Johnny

I'oy, Vii'iilnia Xi'ieia, Richara Webb, Stan-

ley 'cHemontai also director-prbdncerB Ocll

B DeMille, MUelicU Lelsen, Prank Butkr,

Georse Jl'arahall; other epWalties and hits

by Roger Uann, Pearl Bailey, Jim & Mil-

rtri'il Mulcay, Spike Jones & Olty Sliokers,

is; 0eWaynes, . Barney D=ean, Mary BawarUs,

virKlnift Welles, ' Nanette. Park,s, Wanrta
, Bendrijc, Andre Verne, „ Patricia WKItf.

June Harris, Kae Vattersqn, Mikhail Ra-

nu iniiy, George . Reeves." D.Irectea .by C.eorge

Mapshall, ort8lnaJ--:«!«e«jtey> •««»«««»

.Hiutroann, :Frai(k .TashUn; Bobt, ,^Velc-h,

Monte ni-lce. special Puppetnon (Te'-hn'"

'
tdlo'i') seciaenoES-Ur'TOurnton-Hee^na^wm.-

' Cottreil. Mu.>iio
' score and dlreotion, Joe

MHey; associate-, Troy .Sanders;: arrange-,,

rnents Van Cleave ;.Puppetoon score, Bd-

»-ai-d Plumb; special songs, Johhny Burke-

James Van Heusen, Allan Koberts-Dovis

iPioher, Frank toesser; e<lItor, IrfBoy Stone;

dances flilly Daniels and Bernard Pearce;

e.ssti dtreotor, George Templeton; camera

tionel I.indon, Stuatt Thompson; spei'ia

I

and process c.-imera, Gordon Jennings, FM-
eiot Kdouart. Tradeshowrt N. T., JUiy.,U, *T..

Running time, tW MjNS.. ^

;

Catherine Brown. ... . .. . . . . . . .Mt«nr Hatch<'r

Amber I-a Vonne. ./t. . .,. .Qtea .gan^JW

B^ltkei-""*''
•

' : .Wiman. Demarest

Wnse jlanaKer..
B. J. O'Oooncll.
BlUfarrls. _

Mrs. WehstPt Nella W
ilesiiUvailev, Brown Derby
Bnsboy. ... . i.,. , > •

.
"

Oa.shier, ............ ^ •
.
•••

Asst. to Mr. O'Ooonell. .

. AMt. to Assistant.

_

• WiiniiEeri Grauman's ChinMB.,Harry Il!>y'i^"

. Fir.st'ciri....,.;.V.,
gpcioml G h'l. .

.

r;irl wHh Hheep Dog
po?? Tra Iner . . ......

"ITa.irtlreHSPV. • •

. : ^HSt. Oirfiftor, ......

,ll;ikeup Mud. •

accented by showing him ortJeriag

the studio head off his set.

But m the main it's surefire. The
Technicolor cartoon sequence de-

picting the technique of vocal dub-
bing, sound effects, etc., is Iresh in-:

side stuff. Franli Loesser's "Talla-

hassee" is already a hit, and Dorothy
Lamour and Alan I,add handle this

like a Hit Parader. Pearl Bailey

mops up with "Tired,*^ good specialty

for tlie sepia songstress although

slightly overboard on footage. .
Bill

Bendix bollixes up Miss San Juan s

screentest in a socko sequence with

the real-life George Marshall, who
directed the entire production, play-

ing himself in an obvious horseplay

bit. The rest of the ribbing sequences

are likewise authentic.
DePorest Kelley looms as a good

new juvenile potential. . He person-'

ates the sympathetic talent scout. The
other players are bits, some with a.

more or less special appeal for iJi--

siders, such as Barney Dean playing

himself; or tliat fine acrobatic-wait-

ers specialty by the 6 DeWaynes,
among many others, Tipoff on the

amount of cut stuff is the large cast's

meagre footage, quite a few in only
tleetingly or completely iwced.

Abel,'

. DeForest Kelley
lHani' peijiarest
Prank Faylcn

..Frank FertsBson
.Glen Trynn

alker
. .Torben Meyer

. , .Jack Norton

.....Ulnine Riley
. . .Charles. Victor

.Gute Tayte
TTayden

.Janet Thomas
. KoUerta Jonay
...Wallace E:irl

.... Dick .Keene

..... Ann Doran

....Jerry James
Krio A1.flen

...Prank Mayo

Producer Danny Dare could .shoot

the credits, as above, and come out

a winner. How can it miss^with

Crosby. Hope, Cooper, Milland. Lada,

Stanwyck, Goddard, Lamour, and
ti'f> re.st of the glittering Par stable

of personalities? To the credit of all

conceTDeet it comes out even better,

because that type of all-star spe-

cialty sequencing brooks the constant

clsmfer of becoming a big short, va-

riPty Girl" skirts that and emerges

a socko entertainment.

Primed as an exploitation picture,

tied in with the Variety Clubs ol

America, that plot phase of it gets

a once-over-lightly but sufficient to

the purpose thereof.

Perhaps more to the point than the

alrt-ady established Par stars, or the

socko specialists like Spike Jones,

Pearl Bailey, the Mulcays. et al., is

the unfolding of two new personal-

ities to add to the Par stable. One is

Mary Hatcher, a winsome ingenue,

currently the femme^ lead in the

Broadway company of "Oklahoma! ,

and the other is Olga San Juan who
is less sultry and more a young Betty
Hutton in this, her best opportunity

ay a comedienne. Incidentally, Miss
Hutton is the only Par name not in

••'Variety Girl"—she was expecting at

the time of production.

Story is one Of those things. There's
«n opening and closing titular and
dialog attempt to tie in the Cather-
ine Variety Sheridan saga of the
nameless waif whose discovery in

John H. Harris' Sheridan theatre,

Pittsburgh, 18 years ago gave birth

to the Variety Clubs movement. Bob
O'DomieU and Harris are "R. J.

O'GotlncU" and "Bill Farris" in the

cast. Played by Frank Ferguson and
Glen Tryon they're the sparkplugs to

the plot to give "Catherine" iMiss

Hatcher) a screen test and an oppor-
: 'tunity in Hollywood.

Miss San Juan plays the opportunis-

tic brash antithesis to the trusting

Miss Hatcher, and the action revolves
chiefly around studio workings, har-

essed and temperamental producers
and directors, and is capped by the
Variety Club benefit show which Bob
Mope emcees. It's herein that he and
Crosby click with their "Harmony"
routine, a socko number for all its

paraphrasing of the "Friendship"
routine out of ''Du' Barry Was a
Lady" which Bert Lahr and Ethel
Merman made famous.

CloSeups on the Par studio, the
Blown Derby, the obviousness of

Hollywood aspirants, .swimming pool
parties, inside stuff on voice-dubbing
lor a George Pal "Puppetoon," Cros-
by's flip asides ("I don't want to run
this 'Father O'Malley' routine into
the ground"), Milland's bit with the
phoiie on the chandelier (a la "Lost
Weekend"), the subtle trailer for De-
Mille's upcoming epic, "Uncon-
qucred," a ditto trailer for "Perils
il' Pauline," the accent on DeMille's
,()ft-spoken credo, the intro of Roger
Dann, new French .iuve. in a test;

^nd all the rest of it is a sort of
vi.sual do.seup on Hollywood which,

' ibasically, is surefire fan appeal.

There are a couple of rather inane
Jnterlucles which, with the mass of

footage obviously excised, could also

have fione into the cutting room
V heap. The O'Connell ^.niu'acter, tbeq-

,1'eiically the head of the studio, is

; <1) the victim of an harassment
running gag, having to do with fall-

ing into pools. Or puddles, or being
. olb'erwi.se doused, that is strictly

from Laurel & Hardy: and <2) De-
Mille's autocracy and aiitynomy are

Seeroi IJfe of Walter

(COLOR—SONGS)
RTvd release of Samuel Gloldwyn prodUG

tion. Stars Danny Ivaye and Virginia
Mayo; ff;itures iJovis Karloff, Fay Bainter,
Ann Ruthertord. Directed by Normitn Z.
Mcleod, screenplay -by Ken EjiglMnd aJid

13yerett .Freeman from short story tiy James
Thurber; t;ameva (Technicolor), Ijee

Gamiea; special eftects, John PXilton: edi

tor.- Moiiiea" . t'olllni^swood:; acore, David
Raskin;. "Symphony for tTnstruhg Tongues'
atid- "Anatole of Paris" by Sylvia

:

Filfe.

Previewed at RKO With Street, N. T., July
10. MT. Running time, 108 MlNS.
Walter Mitty.... .Danny Kaye
Bosalind van Hobrn ..Virginia Mayo
Dr. Hollihgsheaa.. .Boris Karloff
airs. Mitty Fay Bainter
Gertrude Crris\\?oId'. . . . . Ann Ruthefoi
Bruce Pierce. .Thurston Hall
Tubby Wadsworth... , .Gordon Jonea
Mot. Gi'i-tivold . . .Florence Bates
Itter van .Hoorn. . . , . ; . .Konstantfn Shayne

,
Colonel ..... ...}....'.,.. . Keglnatld Denny

' Kendrtcft. ...... .......... , . . .Henry ..CW'den
1 Mrs. FoUinsbee. . . ..'.

.

, . .Doris I.Ibyd
, Anatole. 1 ...... ... .-. ...;"..Frit* Feld
Maasdana. ... . . .. .....

, , . .Prank . 'ReiGhor
Butler. ....... . .. . . . ... . . . ..MlUon. Parsons

Goldwyn Girls. .

Miniature Reviews
"Variety Girl" (Part Color)

(Musical ) (Par). All-star, fllmusi-»>

cal, sureflre b.o. anywhere.-
"Secret Life of Walter Mftty"

(Color-Songs) (RKO-Goldwyn).
Danny Kaye at his best in smash
screenplay of Thurber story.

Ti-emendous b.o.

"Slave GJrl" (Color) (U-I).

Lavishly produced broad farce

with Oriental background; mod-
erate' b.o.

"Xronbte With Woiaen" (Pai).

Mild coiiege-iiewspaper comedy,
mostly as support on twin bills.

'•Second Chance" (20th). Sus-
pen.seful cops-and-robbers yam
providing staunch fare in sup-

pffrting situation.?,

-"The Maranders" (UA>. Good
entry in the Hopalong Cassidy
series with William Boyd.
"Lured" (UA). Strong cast in

familiar murder mystery yarn
should do OK b.o.

"So WeH Remembered" (Brit-

ish) (RKO). . John Mills, Martha
Scott st;«:ring in James Hilton

novel; should be big grosser.

"Xhe Corpse Came. C.OJ>,"
(Col). Broadly played comedy-
mystery with Hollywood studio

locale. Okay.
"Last of the Redmen" (Color)

(Col).' Adaptation of "Last of

Moljicans," in Vitaeolor. Okay
summer fare.

"Scared to Death" (Color)

(SG). Mild melodrama with Bela'

Lugosi looms only' minor inter-

est for supporting' market.

most venerable cliches on the Holljf-

wQod shelf. After Brent gets hi-

jacked of his bullion by a gang ol

turbanned politicians' who _are trying

to finance a revolution, he spends

the rest of his time on a search for

the missing coin. Replete with danc-

ing girls, torture chambers, knock-

down-and-drag-out free-for-alls, film

finally winds up with Brent salvag-

ing hiff coin and Miss De t iirlo from

the clutches of the cruel Pasha and

the phohy revolutionists .
Herm.,

The Trmtble With
Women

:Paramourit .release '.Vt Ka»ry Tugend .pro-

duetioBi. Stars May Milland. Teresa Wright,

Brlaii Uoillevyi -iletviurea Bose Hobart, Jria

Adrlaii.' Directed tay .Sidney. Lanfield.

Screiripiay by Arthur .Sheekman, based on

story by Buth McKeiiney,. Richard Bran-

sten; camera. I^innel Miidon;- editor Wlllam

Shea; dances, Billy WanleUr, At Globe,

N. Y.. vreek July 12, Kimning time,

»« MINS.
Profe.sROr Gilbert Sedley
Kate Parrell

With the nation's boxoffices aching
at this particular moment for a smash
comedy, Samuel Gold'wyn has stepped
in with exactly the right prescrip-
tion. Better medicine for a b.o. siif-

fering from malnutrition of laughs
can hardly be imagined than this

combination of Danny Kaye and
James Thurber. Throw in a topnotoh
Technicolor job, Virginia : Mayo,
Boris Kailoff the Goldwyn Girls, a
couple of the best songs Sylvia Pine
has ever concocted for husband
Danny, and any exhib will find an
admixture that assures him fulsome
relief from the b;0. blues.

Some of the deepest-dyedThurber
fans may squeal at the • pic, since
there's naturally been considerable
change from the famed short story
On which the screenplay is built;

There's been a basic switch in the
plot that has been concocted around
the Mitty daydreams. Thurber's
whole conception of Mitty was an
inconsequential fellow from Perth
Amboy, N. J., to whom nothing—but
nothing-^ever happened and who, as
a result, lived a "secret life" via his
excursions into daydreaming. In
contra.st. the picture builds a spy-plot
around Mitty that is more fantastic
than even his wildest dream.
Although some of the critics and

the Thurber intelligentsia may reg-
ister objection to this providing of
Mitty with real-life adventure, the
va.st majority of tjiose who plunk
their coins on the boxoffiee sill will
find solid yaks all the way. As a mat-
ter of fact, many will get parlayed
laughs out of the fantastic plot,

which is actually a caricature of
Mitty's dreams.
Kaye without a doubt has never

been better. He reveals a greater
smoothness and polish thespically
and a perfection of timing in his
slapstick than lias ever been evident
in the past. Tlie role, of course, of
the milquetoast wlio dreams of high
adventure, is perfect for permitting
him to run tlirough a gamvit of char-
acterizations, from his true s*lf to
the most fanciful products . of his
imagination.

Exceedingly slick .job is dowe on
the segues from the real-lite Mitty
into the dream .sequences. Transi-
tions are not only exceptionally
smooth, but also give opportunity to
work in a pair of Kaye specialties
by his wife. Miss Fine. Both num-
bers have been previous standbys for
the comic. They are."SymphOn.v for
Un.strung Tongues" and "Anatole of
Paris."

Mitty's fantasies carry him through

able distance thespically, incident,

ally, in. this picture. Ann Rutherford
is depicted as -Mitty's not-so-bright
fiancee from whom he finally breaks
away in a burst of self-declaration.

Fay Bainter is Mitty's too-too-cau-
tious mother,, while Karloff is tied

up with the international jewel
thieves who push. Mitty- -into the
scalp-raising adventures that bother
him only because they make him
"late for the office." Karloff wins
heftiest yaks in a scene in which he
plays a phony psychiatrist convinc-
ing Mitty he's nuts.
Norman Z. McLeod's direction

keeps the action relatively fast and
sharp. Production in general is up
to the usual top Goldwyn standard.

. Herb.

Joe McBride. . ......

Dean Agnes Heeler. . ..

Ulyases S. Tones-. , . . .

;

Dr. Wilmei Bawaon..
Rita La, May
tJeegep, . ... , . . .-.^

,

Judge-, .. .. .....v. , i

.

Avery Wilson-. . .

•

Mrs. Wllmer Dd-wson.
Joefe. . . 1 .

.
•

Herman. ......
Peanuts. . . .. , . , . - •

Ray MUlanrt
. . .Tei-eaa WriRht
. . Brian Donlevy

Rose' I-Inbart

. . . .Charles Smith
....Itewla Bu.aaell

. . , .Iris Adrian
. . . .Frank Faylen
. . .Rhys wmia.ms
. . .;U6yd Bridges
. ...Norma Varden
...James Mllilsnn

. , . .Watt Me'Hugh
. . , .Jimmle .imlth

"Trouble With
the, way ,

in

intelligence is no deterrent to th(s
ensuing romance.

Cast is generally competent, with
Taylor and Miss Gurrie giving ma-
ture accoimts of themselves in the
central roles, while Larry Blalce
carries himself well as the ubiquitous
detective. Other featured role goes
to Dennis Hoey as the head of a
theft ring posing, as a jewel mer.
chant. "

,

A smooth job of direction by James
Tinling results in fast pacing and a
maximum aiROunt of suspense, and
the writers have endowed the flUii

with dialog that; sounds reasonable
at all times. Jose.

The MarandorK
. HfoUywood, July 11.

ITnl ted Artists release of .Lewis' .I'. Itfu'h-

mil production, Star,»- Williani Boyd; tea-
(urCH Andy Clyde. Rand Btool!.s.

.
Directed

i)y- George Arehai-nbaud. Origiiial screen-
play. .Chariea, Beldeib; based otl characters
<n'easted by ClarenjCa., JS. Mplfofd : camera^
Maclc aiopglet; editor, Fred W. rieigcr.

Tradeshown July 8»-
.

'4T, Bunnlng time^

(« J*I?(8.
Hopalong Casstdy, .;,'.,»»'-, ..:,willl.)im.., Boyd
Caltforiiia Carlson. ... Andy l'lytta

Lucky .Tenlcin». . . .- , -...^ » . .Kaod KroOka
Black. . . . - tan Wolfe
Wiisari; .. .... ..ii. . .porinda .

Clifton

Mrs, e*o:weIl'...i.., . . .M.-iry .Newton.

,

Black,...; . i-i V. i v..4...'.». .Harry Cordteg.
Clerk. 1 . . .; . ,.....•.•> .Uiarle llodKlns
an Driller. .Dick Bailey

Slave Cirl
(COLOR)

Unlversal-tfiternational release of Michael
Feasier and Ernest Pagana pi'oductlon.

Star.i George Brent, Yvonne Dp (;arlo; fea-
tures- Broderick Crajvford. Alliert UelAsr,
liOia Collier. Andy D'evine. Carl K^aiond,'
Arthur Treacher. Directed by (!harlea lA'^
rnont.

.
t,>i,-iginal Screenplay, Fesslei" & Pa-

Ka,no: camera (Technicolor), George Robin-
son;, editor, William Frltzschft; choreog-
raphy, Sl.Lan Chen; music. TVIiUoh Rosen,
Trade.shown J^'. T., July 14,- -^47. Running
time. SO .MJXS.
Francewa.. . ; .Tvonn* de Carlo
Matt Olalbourne. . .«e«r<e Brant
Chips- Jackson,,.,.-,, ...Brod,er»*k Cra-wford
Pasha , . , .. . . . .-.Albert Deklter
Aieta . . . tiOis Collier
Ben. . ..\mly Detvlne
El 1-lamid. . .<^o.rl Bismond
Liverpool. ..'V.rHiur Treacher
Yusef..... , ....... Philip V.Tn Xiindt
Tolok Taui-og.,... . .. . , , ..Dan Seymour

"Slave Girl," despite its grim title,

is a rainbow-colored spoof on pre-
vious cinematic epics which were
drenched in the romance and in-

trigue of North Africa's Barbary
Coast. Althouijh the pic's treatment
is spotty, there's enough chuckle ma-
terial in this parody to push it over
at the wickets,

Film unreels as "broad farce with
more stress laid on brilliant tints

than brilliant linesi Dominant fiaiv

of the pic. however, doesn't show up
in its lack of subtlety but itv the in-
consistency of the director's ap-
proach. With some sequences han-
dled in deadpan fashion and others
in a Keystone Kop style, film varies
too widely in mood for sock comedy
results. "''• '."

.
..

Chief laugh gimmick is a talking
camel, with a Brooklynese drawl,
which supplies a rumiing commen-
tary on the action. Popping in and
out of the story at re.-jular intervals,

the camel is deelced out -with sCime
fast lines that beat the patrons to the
punch by pointing up all the in-

tended (and unintended) absurdities
in the film. In short, the camel saves
the pic from itself. Intended or un-
intended, the pic also attains a qual-
ity of burlesque by virtue of its

super-colossal background settings,

its over-lavish Oriental costuming,
its hyper-melodramatic, action and

"Th6 Marauders" projects William
Boyd in hi.s standard Hopalong Cas-
sidy claaracters. for good results.

Saddle Opera shapes as neat fare for -

the western market, having, been:
weB-paced by Geqrge Archaihbaud's
direction and given smart prbiduetibh

values by Lewis J, Kachroil.
]

,.

The Charles Belden plot lia.s Cas--
'

sidy pitting wits and gunplay against

gang of heavies- who are trying to.

tear down a church in a gho.st town.
Villains made mistake of challenging
the oater hero, arousing his curiosity

enough to do a little sleuthing to

find' what's behind the destruction.

While outdoor drama, story injects

plenty of comedy by Andy Clyde '

that will pleas6 and at same time :

keeps eharacters plausible. Heavies
are aftier oil and Cassidy discovers

,

that gang's leader is responsible lor
series of mysterious death.? and other
calamity that throve settlers from the

.

town.- :
,

Boyd is smooth and beUeyablfe in

the Hoppy role and Clyde and Sank
Brooks make good saddle pals. laii:

Wolfe is the sanctimonious heavy .

masquerading as church deacon. Do»
rittda Clifton is okay as iettirne lead,

as is Mary Newton as her mother,
Earle Hodgins is neatly spotted, for .'

chuckles and Harry Cording is cOR- '

.

vincing tough' guy.
Productiftn credits measure up to

good standar<i of Series. Lenssihg by
Mack Stengler, tight editing by Fred
W. Berger, music background and
art direction all rate mention;. . .

...

Bxoia.

Lured ',

T^.fiitftd Ai'tlsts release of Hunt Sii-otiibei-g— — . prtKluctiOn. . Stars George Sandfu,-^, l.u<-Ulo

in an effort to breathe some life into Bail, Charle* Cobnm, Bori.s KarUift; fea-

tures Sir Cedric Hardwlcke, Alan Mowbray,
Joseph Calleia,. George Zucco, Directed by:
Douglae Sirk.' . 'Screenplaj^, . T.*h»: Rosten;
camera, AVilUam Danlela; edttiir, Jdbn If.,

Folcv ;. . niuslc^ MlchAl .. Mii-helet. Trade-
hown N. Y., Jul/ 11, '47. Running lime,
10?- MINS. ,

.

-

Roflert Flehilng. .Geofge Sandei-fi

.^andra Carpenter......... ljucUIe Ball
Inspector Temple.*...., ... -Charles Coburn
Maxwell- Alan iVJuwbriiy
Julian Wilde. ..... ..Sir Cedric - IliirOwicke
OfEIcer Barrett. .............. ,Geoi-ge Zuoco .

,Dr. Moi-yanl. ... ..rosefih Calleia
Lucy Barriardf *».<..^... . .TahiM. chandler
Artist. . . .. . ...>.. . ... .Boris Karloff:

Biggest trouble with
Women" is the story,

which it was adapted and produced

When an inept yam and routine di-

rection are given such capable stars

as Ray Milland, Brian Donlevy and

Teresa Wright even strong thespian

efforts fail. Result is a mild comedy
that will have to get most of its pesos

from dual bills.

Milland does not fit into the ab-

sent-minded professor role too well,

and he would be a lot happier if the

lines were smarts' and direction bet-

ter. He's pictu)r*d an instructor of

psychology at a midwest college,

who's just finished a hook about sub-
jugation of women, and who feels

that he's been misquoted in an in-

terview -in a local newspaper. In

fact, so much misquoted that he's

suing for ,$300,000.

In trying to squelch the lawsuit.

City editor Of the sheet, Donlevy. as-

signs the star gal reporter (who's
authored the damaging article) to try

and get something on Professor Mil-
land. Per film custom, he falls in

love with the fgiX (IMiss Wright) al-

though apparently engaged to wed
Rose Hobart, femme dean.

But the various limbs on which
story development is hung takes In

one of those cinematic burlesque-
theatre episodes in- which the college
tutor is photographed on the stage
trying to brush away from half-clad
chorines. There are several brighter
moments near the end of the story,

including the climactic comical court-
room scene, but by that lime the pro-
duction has gone over the dam.
Besides Milland's usual fine work

the college professor role, Donlevy
is passably good as the city editor,

despite a characterization that is not
even a fairly close facsimile. Miss
Wright, as the reporter, is much bet-
ter in the love scenes but unfortu-
nately they are few. Miss Hobart
makes a prim college dean while
Charles Smith is the wild-eyed stu-
dent on which too much footage is

wasted. Lewis Russell, Matt McHugh
and Iris Adrian head the support.
Latter does the gumchewing stripper
in the burley house. .

Sidney Lanfleld's direction keeps
at about the same level as the rou-
tine screenplay by Arthur Sheekman,
who adapted: it from story b.y Ruth
McKenney and Richard Bransten,

Wear.

Second €hanee
20t1\-Fox releasft of Sol M. ^Vurtzel pro-

duclJon." Features .Kent Taylor, Louise
Currre, Dennis Hoey, Lurry Blake. Dim'tcil
by James S. Tinling. Oriarinfcl story : by
IjOuIs Breslow, .Fohn Patrick; screenplay,
Arnold Belgard ; camera, Benjamin Kline;
editor, Frank Italdridge-. Tradeshown IN'. T.,
.July 14, '47. Running time, <f2 MIN.S.
Kendal Wolf. ................. .Kent Taylor
.loan J^ummcrs.
Roger Elwood. . . .,,:.. .....
Detective Sgt. fciharpe . . .

.

Dorks. .... ..............
Conra.d Martyn ,

.

Ni<-k.
Pinky. . ....:..:...

.rerry .

t^am. i...
l-lflrt. ............
Afohteiaire. . .

,'. ..

11 rs-. Davenport.

"Second Chance," while devoid of
any top marquee lures, has a better
selling potential than many cops-and-
Tobber yarns because' of skillful con-
struction and aiira of .suspense cre-
ated around the identity of a police

sessions' as a sea captain taking his ! tpP-budget takeoff on "A Night in a

schooner through a storm, a surgeon I
Turkish Harem-

performing a next-to-impossible Aside from the camel, Ca.st per-

some ham acting, all ' befitting to a i informant, However, despite the
t— i,.„i«„* — "A ATw,i,f i„ " I generally good quality of this film

operation, an RAF pilot, a Missis
sippi gambler, a cowpuncher and a
hat designer X "Anatole") TTiey're
all well-loaded with satire, as is the
real-life plot with pure slaostick. In-
cidentally, .screenwriter? Ken Jlns-
lund and Everett Freeman, with
commendable restraint, give no- e''-

fort at all toward making sense of
their plot. If the 1 iteral-ininded spec-
tator is/ completely confused by it.

let him go liome and figure it out
later. No'^ use halting the laughs for
explanations.

Mi;!,'? Ma.vo is Ihe beautiful vL^-a-
vis in botli the I'eal-life spy plot, and

|

tlie dreams. She comes a commend-

1

forraances rarely measure up to
comedy requirements. George Brent,
playing a U.S. diplomat, in the early
1800s on a mission to a bandit Pasha
who's holding 10 American seameR
for ran.som, wallcs through his paces
without spark. Yvonne De Carlo, as
3: mystery gal who's up to her
rings in pMitical intrigue, jjprfor
a coiiple of harem gavottes w
appropriate cooch iiisitiuation.si, but [hired by the insurance firm, but in

its short running time and modestly
budgeted production, it's unlikely
that ''Second Chance" will be used i

except in supporting situations.
j

: Yarn concerns a newly-formed!
team of jewel thieves, Kent Taylor I

and Louise Cuvrie, who hurriedly I

,

form a business partner.ship at a p^'V
bauble atelier, when Mfss Currie

Handsom'S roster of players plus a»
equally handsome production should
malce this pic a positive factor at the
b.o. "Lured," however, misses entry
into the jackpot class because of its

familiar and transparent scripting

job. Murder mystery, instead of

building tension 'ivith swift melo-
dramatic strokes, unfolds diffusely

with lots of complications and fevtr

surprises.
,

Story, based on the h<»|giicidal

operations of a madman, is In the

straight whodunit style without ariy

psycho overtones, which may prove a

,„,„„ welcome change. Localed in England,

, iiouise. :Currie {film is richly studded with London
. . Dennis fioev

I
background detail, including Scot-

AmT nm-?!; [land Yard appurtenances and a bevy
ot English-accented thespers'well-es-,
tablished with U. S. :

patrons. The
.slide production dress assisted isy

'^.'L'^i^^l?,'?.!,'! I some neat camera handling, highly

effective score and motion ful direc-

tion by Douglas Sirk almost, but lipt-

quite, succeed in obscuring flaws if
the underlying plot structure.

Story opens with the disappear-

ance and presumable murder of the

eiglith of a series of susceptible fe-

males who were lured: to their_ de-

mise by a honey-voiced killer. Only
cJues that Scotland Yard chieftain

Charles Coburn has on this operator

are his. pre(UUction lor gau(Jy Poetry.

in which his murders are preambled,

and his advertisements in the per-

sonal columns for lonely, but beau-

teous gals. One of the: film'.s high

points!, not sufficiently followed

through, is its spotlighting ?f

agony" ads which are good for solid

.^nn T):

-John I';l,iredKe

, faul Uiiilfoyle
VVllllam .Mnwell

, . . ,,. . :faarlCs Flynn
-.Edrtie Feieherston
... . . Francis Pierloi
....:. Betty Cbmp.son

Lucille Ball, stranded in En^lana

Otherwife relies .solely , on her: looks.
Aricqiiate .support is.givcn by Albert
Deklver. wlio pours it on as the heavy,
and Brodcriclc Crawford, as Brent's
bod.vgtiard.
Stoiy is » frank potpotiiri of the

each instance, police are a step
ahead, presumably : on information
furnished by one of the partnei's.
One of thfem is ultimately divul.ged
to be in the employ of an indemnity
firm,

. .But by that time that bit of

wering One ad, she meets tip w-ilh a

demented courtier played iii bioaa

style by Boris Karloff. Seqtieiii.e an

effective goose-pimplSr in it.-ielt. '»

entirely irrelevant to tlie t'*"'"?,,:

action, and Karloff's stay on '»*

(Continued on page 20)



SUCCESS STORY!!!
, Ours!!! Yours???

Paramount has an unusual comedy, from the stage play of the same name, called "DEAR RUTH"
which is ready for general release.

It is so entertaining to the entire family that audience comments from age 6 to 60 are amazing.

Paramount released it for test engagements in June with normal local exploitation.

Invariably, the opening days of the engagement resulted in business of the order of "Suddenly It*s

Spring".

In the later days of these test engagecpents, when those who saw the picture had told their friends

about it, the picture was doing business equal to that of "Two Years Before The Mast"

Paramount opened "DEAR RUTH" with Perry Como at the Paramount Theatre in New York. Of

course the first day's audience came to see Perry Como. They exclaimed in admiration at the picture

and told their friends about iu The second week's business exceeded the first. The third week almost

equalled the first. The fourth vyeek will be better than the third and approaching the first. This

sequence is unheard of.
'

Paramount. decided to try an engagement where a preview would be held and the preview audience

and critics' comments would be recorded and intensiyely presented to their friends and neighbors

by radio. THE FIRST WEEK OF THAT ENGAGEMENT—AT THE PARAMOUNT, KANSAS
CITY—IS JUST BEING COMPLETED. BUSINESS IN WHAT IS NORMALLY THE
WORST BOX-OFFICE WEEK OF THE YEAR* IS NOW WELL IN EXCESS OF
"CALIFORNIA" AND "MAST".

Meanwhile in St. Louis "DEAR RUTH" had opened with a first week gross 27% under

"Calcutta". But in its second week, in the face of a paralyzing streetcar strike and devastating floods,

it drew even with "Calcutta's" second stanza. The third week actually moved ahead of "Calcutta'*

figures. AND ON THE DAY THIS WAS WRITTEN, WHICH WAS THE FIFTH DAY OF
THE. FOURTH WEEK, THE GROSS HAD ALREADY TOPPED ALL THREE PREVIOUS
FULL WEEKS AND WAS MORE THAN DOUBLE* THE FOURTH FULL WEEK OF
"CALCUTTA'*.

Book "DEAR RUTH" for "Mast'- grosses and time. Arrange for Paramount to help you tell your

community about it. When your people find out what those who have seen it think about it they

will come in droves. OUR SUCCESS STORY CAN BE YOURS!

And when you remember that "DEAR RUTH" is just one of Paramount's July-August line-up

that includes such sure-fire, made-to-order box-office attractions as "WELCOME STRANGER"
with Crosby and Fitzgerald; the pre-sold "PERILS OF PAULINE" in Technicolor with Betty_ _ . ..

Hutton; Wallis' beautiful Technicolor drama "DESERT FURY"; and your own Variety Club's

"VARIETY GIRL" with Hope, Crosby and 40 other stars—it becomes increasingly clear why the

considered judgment of this industry is that PARAMOUNT IS PARAMOUNT. '

SO QUIT WORRYING ABOUT BUSINESS BEING BEHIND LAST YEAR. IT WILL BE
JHEJD, WHEN YOU PLAY THESE \

^ Normally do.wn 30% from the periods In

which "California" «nd i'Mast*' pllayed. Paramount Pictures
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U.S. Eases Check on Gennan Talent

To Aid in Artistic Rebuild
Berlin. July 5. •

Germans engaged in fields of the-
atre and music are no longer re-

quired to be registered with the

TJ. S. Office of Military Government
for Germany, except for certain key
personnel and licenses. Military Gov-
ernment announcement said today.

Eric T. Clarke, .chief of the Film-

Theatre - Music Branch (on leave'

from Ni Y.'s Metropolitan Opera
-Assn.), said thi.s is "another step in

keeping with Military Government
" policy "to" democratize theatre and
music by turning over additional re-

. sponsibillty to the German licensed

producers in these fields of culture."

While the end of registration was
effective as of May 31, persons in

possession of Military Government
registration issued up to June 30 will

be considered to have received

political clearance unless they have
• been sub.sequently placed in "un-
acceptable categories" by German
denazification courts.

These people who have been regis-

tered include cbnductors, directors,

; £tage managers, dramatizers, stage

designers, all groups of theatre de-

partments, actors, singers, dancers,

acrobats, clowns, instrumentalists,

rccitalists, variety artists and other

performers. The processing of ap-

plications received . prior to May 31

must have been completed by June
SO, Clarke said.

.: "Military Grovemment, : however,
will coBtimie to apply^ special politi-

cal -standard to the selection of key
personnel in the theatre-music

fields," he added. "In addition,

Ctrictly professional standards will

continue to be applied in the selec-

tion of licensees and key persons

euch as stage directors and drama-
gurgs (literary advisors). There-
fore the responsibility for the se-

lective process formerly applied

through Military Government regis-

tration to so-called minor theatrical

and musical employeeSj such as al-

ready enumerated, will 'devolve
. upon : the German theatrical and
musical licensed producers. These
persons with managerial powers will

continue to be heM fully responsible

for observing Military Government
regulations and policy instructions.

"Thus, the broad program of re-

building theatrical and musical arts

In Germany now becomes a major
objective and responsibility of the
German people themselves,". Clarke
explained.

"

The only persons, therrfore, who
will foe licensed' are intendents or

producers of theatrical and musical
enterprises and music record manu-
facturers. Additional special stand-

ards will continue to be applied in

the case of stage directors and liter-

ary advisors.

The scope of this work, Clarke ob*
: served, is seen in the lact that since

the capitulation of Germany, Mili-

tary Government has investigated

and ' registered 55,608 persons en-

gaged in theatrical-musical enter-

prises throughout the U. S.-occupied

areas of Germany. The predomi-
nant number of such registrations

was in Bavaria with a total of 18,031.

Begistrations in Wuerttemberg -

Baden numbered 14,116; in Hesse,

9,636; in: Bremen, 2,072, and in the

U. S. Sector of Berlin, 11,213.

The new departure in this phase
of Military Government is vitally

important to the German arts, ac-

cording to Benno ' Frank, chief of

the TheatrerMusic Control Section

in Information Control. Frank noted
that in this connection almost all

such arts disappeared during the
final phases of the war, when the

Hitler government, through Goeb-
bels and Himmler, suppressed them
so manpower could be drawn from
the artistic fields for the collapsing
JNazi war machine.

British Postwar Arctic

Trek to Be Filmed by Rank
London, July IS.

Documentary film recording the

findings of Britain's first postwar

Arctic expedition will be produced

by G-B Instructional, Ltd., a Rank
affiliate. Firm is sending; a director

and two cameramen with the group
when it leaves Aalesund, Norway,
today (Tues.) for exploration and
research on Jan Mayen island, oif

the east coast of northern Green-
land.

Film technicians will also turn
out educational pictures - on Arctic
animal and plant life as well as

reels on meteorology. Financed by
Oxford Univ. in conjunction with
the Royal Geographical Society, the
12-man expedition . expects to be
away some three months;

39 Wanger, Hop Cassidy

Reissues Snagged For

Britain by Indie Distri{b

In a deal involving a "consider-

able sum," International Film Rent-

ers, Ltd. of London has acquired the

United Kingdom rights to some 26

Walter Wanger and 13 Hopalong
Cassidy reissues. Purchase of the 39

films from Magnus Films, holder of

the worldwide- rights, was handled
by Intecnationars U. S. rep, A.
Benefico. Negotiations 'were in prog'
ress- for some time and were final-

ized recently with the British Treas-
ury's approval.

Pictures include silich films as

"Foreign Correspondent," "I Mar-
ried a Witch," "To Be or Not To
Be," "House Across the Bay," "Sun-
down;" "Trade Winds" and others.

One of the largest indie distributors

in England, International has eight
branches throughout the British

Isles.

Benefico, who returned from Eng-
land last week after an 18-day visit

in connection with the deal, de-
scribed film attendance as 25 to 30%
off in industrial areas since last

March. However, he thought that this

was a normal drop and added that

British industry is not as stable to-

day as it was months ago. Further-
morCj he said, former film patrons
are now saving their money rather
than splurging on luxuries;

Hylton Drops $16,000 On

London Musical Festival

London, July 15.

Jack Hylton and Frank Gentle's-

experiment in staging the Hartingay
Musical Festival at the Harringay
Arena for a month has lost pro-
moters around $16,000 but has
otherwise proved a success. Scheme,
which was arranged in -six weeks,

drew 160,000 in 25 concerts.

Opening slowly, with newspapers
not helping it any, bi? picked up
to such an extent that it played to

capacity for several performances,
with closing date having to turn

away several thousandsj Scheme is

intended to run next year, witli

preparations already started.

CANNES niM FESTIVAL

SET THIS YR. SETT. 12-25
Paris, July 8.

Cannes Film' Festival this year
will run from Sept 12 to 25, with
setup and.awards to be handled dif-

ferently than last year. Films will

be graded in different categories
love, adventure, historical, musical,
social drama—for separate awards,
Public will be jury, instead of spe-
cially selected judges.

All countries are being ipvited to

send in entries. New liSOO^seater
Palais des Festival is being readied
for the event. •

Coin Stymies Carne Pic
Paris, July 15.

"Waif's Island," starring Arletty,

and directed by Marcel Carne, cur-

rently filming on location on the At-
lantic coast, lias stopped in Its fourth

week of shooting due to lack Of

funds. Originally budgeted at

$560,000, pic has had $400,000 al-

ready spent on it. .

Carne is presently in Paris at-

tempting to raise 'funds, claiming

$600,000 is needed to complete shoot-

ing,

Wasteful production methods re-

ported as reason why film .money
here iS: increasingly difficult to raise.

U S. Pix Triple

Dutch Hurdle
American -films in the Nether-

lands are facing the triple liurdle of

a hard money famine, cultural dis-

crimination and some sharp competi-
tive tactics from the Bioscoopbond,
according to Arnold C. Lighthouse,
Motion Picture Export Assn. gen-
eral manager for Holland, twho re-
cently arrived in the U, S. At pres-
ent, he said, U. S. film companies,
limited to 28 weeks running- time
on the screen, are pressing for the

dissolution of all trade barriers

when the pact comesi up for rene-
gotiation Sept. 1. .

Distrib section of the Biosocoop-
bond, outfit comprising, both distrib

and exhib phases of the Holland
film industry, is

' agitating for in-

creased controls on American films.

Exhibit . element, however, con-
fronted with product shortage and
high grossing factor of U. S. films, is

expected to quash further import
obstacles to Hollywood offerings.

Lighthouse predicted that the like-

liest outcome would be an increase
of U. S. film running time to, 32
weeks, a proposal suggested by the
Ministry of Education which admin-
isters tiie film. pact.

New South Wales Puts Nix

On Pix Theatre Building

For the Next Three Years
Sydney, July 8.

Minister-for-Housing Clive Evatt,
in the McGirr, New South Wales
Labor Government, has issued an
edict that no new pix theatre "can
be erected anywhere in the state for

a ,period of three years at least.

Evatt stated that all building ma-
terials must go to providing homes
for the people. There would be no
easing of cinema ban under the span
proclaimed. ^
There had been some talk of

cinema loops erecting prefabricated
setups in certain nabe. spots on loop
expansion. Although licenses had
been okayed for spots where there
were, no cinemas, new restriction

edict would nix any prefabricated
bid.

Warner's appeal for a license to

build on own Sydney site when re-

strictions are lifted has concluded in

the district court here. Judgment is

awaited. Opposed to the Warner bid
were Hoyts, Greater Union, Carroll
Musgrove and other loops.

Dublin Gate Rep Troupe

Preps Canadian, U.S. Tours
Dublin, July 15.

Hilton Edwards and Michael Mac-
Liammoir, back from Italy, .are
readying the Dublin Gate Theatre
Co. for a fall visit to New York and
Canada.

Casting for transatlantic trip is

not complete but it is likely that forr

mer leading femme Meriel Moore
will rejoin from the Bristol Old Vic
Co. Eddie Byrne, w. k, legit and
vaude actor, has also been invited.

Company will do six to eight-week
season at Dublin Gaiety, opening in

September, before leaving for Can-
ada, later travelling to N. Y.
Plays under consideration for tour

include MacLiammoir's "111 Met By
Moonlight," a hit here and a flop in

London, and his - earlier piece,

"Where Stars Walk"; Bernard Shaw's
"John Bull's Other Island;" usually
regarded as Abbey theatre piece;

Denis Johnston's "The Old Lady
Says No," and possibly a verse play,

"Happy as Larry," by Donagh Mac-
Donagh. Choice here is regarded as

good and—^accepting Shaw's play as
a period pieoe-:-representative of the
modern Irish theatre.

Herbert Darchon, French pix pro-
ducer, is in Mexico City dickering
with Filmex to make two, perhaps
more, pix with a blend of Gallic and
Mexican theme and treatment;

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

London, July 15.

"Annie Gel Your Gun," Cors'm (6),

"Boys In Brawn,v Duchess (2).

. "Bless the Bride," Adelphla (12),

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (25).

"Boys On Brwwn," Duchess (3).

"Crime of Foley,? Comedy.
"Edward My Son," Majesty's (7),

"Ever Since Paradise," New ''(6).

"Here There," Palladium (13).
"Jane," Aldwych (24).

"Life With Father," Savoy (6);

"Noose," Saville (4).

"Off the Record," AppoUo (6).

"Oklah«maV' Drury Lane (11).

"Ferciunoe to Dre»ni," Hipp (117),

"Piccadilly Ba^ride," Wales (18),

"Present Lauichter," Haym'kt (13),

"Proudly Present," Yorfcs (11).
"Sleeping Olcr'Kyman," Crit. (4).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (63).

"Together Again," Vic Palace (13),

"Winslow Boy," Lyric (60).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (11).

Joimston Sees DaaishCwb on U. &

Fdms Less Severe Tiian Expected

Columbia, Filmex Try
Rural Preems in Mexico

Mexico. City, July 15.

' Columbia and Filmex, top Mexi-
can pic producer, are experimenting
with the idea of preeming their pix
in the provinces, instead of in Mex-
ico City,, the nation's hub. \

Columbia preemed "Paula!' to re-
portedly good results in Puebla City,

near here. Filmex showed its latest,

"Angel o Demonic" ("Angel or
Demon"), starring Armando Calvo,
Spanish actor, and Maria Antonieta
Pons, Cuban actress, in Guadalajara,
Mexico's second largest city. Oscar
Brooks, Filmex distribution chief,

and ex-WB manager here, produced
Angel."

Idea is to back pix with a big rep
in the provinces, a la tryouts in the

sticks of shows aimed at Broadway,
to make their presentation here
boffo.

Mex Film Economy Move

Shortsighted, Say Exbibs;

U.S. Competition Hurts
Mexico City, July 15.

Recently adopted retrenchment
policy of Pic producers, cutting pro-
duction costs, is shortsigbted, ac-

cording to Emilio A^carraga, opera-
tor of three firstrun cinemas here
and three local radio stations Azcar-
raga told a meeting of the exec com--

mittee of the Picture Production
Workers Union (STPC) . that no
brake should be put on expenses for

making a real quality Pic.

Saying that he opposes the pro-
ducers' policy of making all pix at

less than $100,000 each, Azcarraga
asserted that such holding down of

costs is to the quality detriment of

Mexican pix. He's tor spending
$200,000 or more, to produce a- top
pic.

Lack of sufficient showcases for

Mexican pix is a main problem of
Mexican films, Azcarraga also told

the committee. He said that if he
were producing pix, he wouldn't
hesitate to spend $600,000 on a film.

But, he added, going that high would
be. only justified when there were
enough showcases, and strong-

followup circuits, to play them.

So preferred are Hollywood pix
by exhibitors and customers from
Panama to the Argentine, that Mexi-
can films throughout that territory
have slowed :down sharply. Only
hope of Mexican producers to meet
this U. S. competition is to make
much better pictures.

That was the report of Max
Gomez, long time RKO manager in
Mexico, now RKO Latin American
sales manager, who returned to his

headquarters here after a two-
month tour of the principal South
American -countries.

Though the Argentine' is strictly

enforcing its law for the forced ex-
hibition of Argentinian pix on the
ratio of one per each of two foreign
films screened, Hollywood products
lead there, said Gomez. He sur-
veyed the Solth American field in
the interests of Ramex, RKO Mexi-
can producing subsidy.

New Producer Set For
Irish Abbey Theatre

Thomas McAnna, 22-year-old pro-
ducer, has been named as producer
to Ireland's famed Abbey theatre. He
succeeds Frank Deirmody, who re>^

signed to become associated with
Gabriel Pascal in film direction.

McAnna, whose daily occupation
was that of customs preventive of-
ficer, has been associated with the
Dundalk Little Theatre since he was
17. He is the author of about 25
radio plays, some of which have
been broadcast from' both Radio
Eireann and BBC in northern Ire-
land. Be takes up his new 'duties
at the Abbey theatre- immediately.

METRO'S SAIGON BRANCH
Metro has opened a new branch

office in Saigon, French Indo-China,
which will take over distribution of
MtG pix in that territory. Country
was formerly serviced out of Metro's
Singapore office.

Al Kahans, former Metro manager
in Chungking and later in Shanghai,
will supervise operations of the new
branch. -

Copenhagen, July 5. ;

With dwindling dollar exchange
prompting the government to clamp
restrictions on U. S. films after thS
current import agreement expire?
Sept. U Motion Picture Assn. ol
America trexy Eric Johnston, here
on a three-day visit, expressed op.
timism that the curbs would not be
severe as anticipated, He said the
new import deal probably would be
finalized some time after Aug. io
when Payette W. Allport, MPA Lon-
don rep, would arrive to handle ne-
gotiations with the government.
Although the situation is uncertain

for the U., S. distribs here, inde-
pendent buyers; it's understood, will
be allotted a greater amount of for-
eign exchange the coming year
whether tliey buy their film for fixed
prices in England, Sweden or the
U. S. It's expected also that Danish
film producers will win some tax re-
ductions' to ease their present diffi.

cult plight.

Adding fuel to the proposed
restriction fires against V. S. film im-
portations are frequent complaints
of the local press as to the quality
of Hollywood product here this year.
Critics roundly drubbed crime,
thriller and cheap musical program-
mers in the "B" and "C" class and
ashed why it was necessary to im-
port this type of picture when much
of the better, American films from
the War years had not as yet been
shown.
Just what form the propo.sed re-

skictions on U. S. Alms will take is

not as yet known. Amount of pic-

tures may be reduced to conform
with a quota or a portion of the
rental coin -may be frozen.' It's un--

derstood that there's a strong pos-
sibility that both these steps may be
taken.
During his brief stay here John-

ston was a luncheon guest of the

American Club. Attendance in-

cluded managers of major U. S. film

company brxmches as well as mem-
bers of the government's financial

and educational departments. Oddly
enough, his address before the gath-

ering was confined to world politics

and failed to touch film problems.
Following his visit here, he will

plane to Sweden and Norway.

m TECHNICIANS SENT

FOR AUSSiE WKA'
Sydney, July 8.

.

Michael Balcon is sending Charles
Wolveridge, Ealing art director, and
Tom Shenton, makeup expert, here
from London as advance guard of

Ealing , technicians to aid director
Harry Watt oti "Eureka Stockade."

Eric Williams, in charge of pro-
duction; Leslie Norman, associate

producer, 'and Walter Greenwood,
author-scripter, are already here.

Pic goes into production in Septem-
ber. Cast will include Chips Raf-
ferty and Gordon Jackson.

London, July 15.

Sydney Box, Rank producer, is to

visit New York late Augusi for se-

ries of film conferences, but will pass

up Hollywood trip. , . . Individual

Film's unit making "The Blue La-

goon," which stars Jean Simmons,,
leaves for location shots on Fijii

Islands around September as spon

as Miss, Simmons finishes her

Ophelia role in Laurence Olivier's

"Hamlet" . . . Goodwill personals by

flock of film stars under contract to

J. Arthur Rank expected to invade

U. S. this summer,, including Mar-

garet Lockwood, Sally Gray, Trevor

Howard and Alistail- Sim. . . . Paul

Gallico, here to script his story,

"SnowgoosCi" which Cineguild Films

is producing early next year with

David Lean directing. Kobert Siod-

mak expected here shortly to direct

'Precious Bane," which Paul Soskin

is producing for Two-Cities Films in

the fan.

Cyril Raymond has been given im-

portant role in Marcel Hellman'S

pic, "This Was a Woman," which

started shooting at River.side Studios

yesterday (14). . . . Derek Twist,

who just finished first directorial ais-

Signment of "The End of llie River'

for Archer's Films, has become as-

sociate producer and ;

production

manager for Ian Dalrymple, head of

Wessex Film Productions. Ltd. He

begins work on its lates-t filmi

."Esther Waters," some time .in

August, with Kathleen Ryan and

Dirk Bogarde in chief roles.
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He follows motion • • •

HE swings the camera . . . following

motion, keeping the object ofinterest

always frame-centered ... there yoii

have the culmination of years of expe-

rience—years in which the operative

cameraman learns how to get the most

from his equipment.

But he learns, in those years, some*

thing more—to understand the prob-

lems of the picture's director and of

the director ofphotography. From this

understanding comes his great abilitjr

to interpret their wishes creatively . , •

to devote his technical knowledge ta

giving them what they want from every

shot, every scene.

Because he must get so much from

every shot, his dependence on film of

superior quality and uniformity is

great. That's why you'll find so many

operative cameramen using the fainily

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHES T-ER A, N.Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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ydman Plans to Re<pn Erlanger,

Pyiy, as lst-Rim;Odier XclniigeNews
Philadelphia.

Wniiam Goldman has revealed,

through an aflfidavit filed in Federal

Court here that he is planning to

reopen the Erlanger on August 30

with first-run pictures. Goldman's

ection followed on the -heels of a
petition: filed by defendants in .

the
widely-publicized anti-trust suit:

anent the Erlanger, asking for a re-

View of case on the contention that

Goldman "never intended to reopen
the Erlanger." Also that he never
believed it to be a profitable enter-
prise, preferring to play first-run

films at the Goldman, Kariton and
Keith's.

Goldman's suit; under which , he
was awarded close to $400,000, con-
tended that the defendants—Warner
feros. and the major distributors

—

had conspired to freeze the .Erlanger
out of buying first-run film. The
£rlanger is now undergoing exten-
sive refurbishing preparatory to re-
opening. THe house has been used
•t times for legit shows. ^

Harry Herman and Stanley Kosit-
elcy, both formerly of Columbia, now
with Producers Releasing. Herman
is branch manager and Kositsky
branch sales manager.

' Al Shender, former manager of
the York, has entered private bust

ness. Sam Venus replaced him as
manager.
Dave Moliver has- bought the

Aurora, which will reopen Sept 1

following extensive rfmodeling..
Eagle-Lion moved into larger

quarters on Vine street, the ones
formerly occupied by Warners.
Nat Rosen, former 20th-Fox sales-

man for New Jersey, Bethlehem and.
Allentown, transferred to the city

and suburban territory formerly
covered by Herb Gillis. Howard
Smith takes over Rosen's old spot.

Jack Dinan gets Smith's former
territory in Scranton and Wilkes-
Barre.

RKO Huddles on 'Night'

Forty field reps of RKO were
given details of the company's in-'

tensive campaign to be made on
"The Ix)ng Night" at a meeting last

week by Terry Turner,- exploitation

chief; S. Barret McCormickt Ned
Depinet and Robert Mochrie. 'Turner

revealed that 336 playdates for

"Night'' have been set for New Eng-
land and upper N. Y. state when
the picture tees oR on Aug. 6, prob-
ably a record for simultaneous open-
ings. McGormick also went into de-
tails on the overall campaign.

Ten members of the field force

headed by Harry Reiners, eastern
supervisor, already have headed for

the New England territory to start

prelim plans on the picture. - .

Name 2 RKO Mgrc; in New Orleans
New Orleans.

Vincent Guarino was made resi-
dent manager of RKO Liberty and
Asa Booksh manager of RKO Or-
pheum. Guarino has been Or-
pheum treasurer and manager for
years, while Booksh . has been
treasurer, of Orpheum since 1932.
Joseph Favaza was made treasurer
of Orpheum. Guarino fills va-
cancy at Liberty caused by death of
John Loveridge, house manager.

Bingham Handles Gibson Houses
Houston.

Ewell Bingham, manager of the
Navaway, will take charge of all of

the theatre interests of Byron C.
Gibson, recently killed in an auto
accident. He was appointed by the
widow to take charge until the es-
tate is settled.

. Lake theatre at San Antonio, for-
merly owned and operated by Beta
Wolfe, bought by G. A. Lucchese,
operator of a group of local Spanish
language houses. House will feature
the Spanish films.

Install Seth-Fez Esees in D. C.
Washington.

Howard Minsky, newly appointed
20th-Fox mid-eastern division man-
ager, will be formally introduced to
exchange execs in this area at meet-
ings here July 17 and 18. Top com-

pany execs will trek here for pow-
wow. Sharing spotlight with Minsky,
will be Glen Norris, newly appointed
Atlantic District manager. Minsky
replaces the late C. K. Peppiatt, who
lost his life last month m a plane
crash. •

Slilnbaeli lipped to OU by V&O
Chicago.

Reshuffle of RKO Theatre per-

sonnel, affected here last week, in-

cluded moving J; J. Shinbach, former
city manager in Columbus,; O., up to

assistant to division manager Frank
Smith, He also will handle Chi's
Palace theatre. Lou Mbyer, formerly
manager of Palace, becomes man-
ager of Grand here. W. S. Briscoe,
formerly manager of Grand, was
transferred to Orpheum in Kansas
City. Louis Lutz is moving from De-
troit, where he managed Uptown to
Grand Rapids, Mich., as city manager
handling Regent and Keith theatres
formerly on Butterfield Circuit and
recently taken over by RKO. Walter
Ahrens of Cincinnati Was made man-
ager of Uptown in Detroit.

Daley Subs at Sp'gfield House
Springfield, Mass.

B. '& Q. Associates of Boston have
taken over operation of Bijou, down-
town independent, during the re-
cuperation of manager Al Anders.
Edward ^ Daley, last at Strand in
Rockland, is subbing for Anders,
convalescing at a Connecticut beach
upon doctor's orders. Daley said
B, & Q. will do supervision and op-
eration, and expects Anders back in
Septemlier. -.

$718,000for movies ainHpeanuts inREDBOOK, Virginia

That's wh»t Redbook waders ia

Virginia spend to see the prodiic-

vCions they have read about in their,

.favoritemajgazine—Redbook.They

ihave found thatRedbookgivesthem

r^he right motion picture answers.

' In Virginia, alone, Redbook read*

«rs push $718,000 under the ticket

windows ofmotion picture theatres.

$79 a page is the pro-rata cost of

reaching this avid motion picture

market— a bargain price at.whicfa

to register your best Production.

You're overlooking a real, bet if

your next list doesn't include

Redbook.

YOUTH IS THE ANSWER
You can't. beat the under-35 group as

a sales potential. More than 50% of
all Redbook families are in that group.

When they want to see a picture

advertised in Redbook, nothing stops
tliem until they see it. And when they

want Redbook, they jind the $4,500,-

000. a year to pay for it.

People like this will solve a lot of

sales problem.

Iffr FM WHEME
rUEYllVE,REDBOOKMSAI

ffftnd forlit KiJIiBtl^ tulhmi lunty •/ nccr4 and recardpUftt iuyiHi MUs, WriH
for ytHTjopf MiUjI IttMfvk, HI Mtuttton Avnut,' Ntw Yori 22, Ntiti Ytrk

*Mitty' Treatment
Continued from page s

preem,s, but only one theatre in
each city, in the conventional nlatt*
ner.

Following study of the Sclzniek
experiment, there's wide agreement
in the trade that the "blitz" method
has certain clear-cut advantages for
producer and distributot^as well aj
exhibitor—over the old system. It's
adaptable, of course, only to large,
heavily publicized pictures.
Normal industry conservatisrrt is

seen as holding back speedier entry
of other companies into the "blitz"
policy, although the majors may be
expected eventually to folltnw the
experimental

, paths being blazed by
the two indies. If and when the anti-
trust decree is fully applied, there
may also be more urge to go into

:

this specialized treatment.

ITniform Scale, But Not Vpped
Goldwyn plan is not to ask for

upped admissions for "Mitty," as are
now being sought for the producer's
"Best Years of Our Lives" and DOS
is asking for "Duel." However, all

the theatres which play"Mitty" day-
and-date in each territory will
charge the same as the top down-
town first-run house showing it in
that area—which does mean that the
nabe day-and-daters will raise their
prices.

One of the great advantaKes
claimed by Selznick pub-ad chief
Paul MacNamara for the "blitz" pol-

icy, and in which most of the trade
concurs, is the economy it allows in
advertising. Instead of spending, for

instance, $25,000 for an ad campaign
for a preem at one house seating

2,000 people, twice or three times as

much can economicalUy be spent
since many times the 2,000 seats are
available. Thus you get a greater
amount of advertising at less cost

per seat. MacNamara compares
present-day exhibition and adver-
tising policy with Lucky Strike, for.

instance, spending thousands of dol-

lars for ads and then only having
:the cigarets for sale in one store

which couldn't possibly handle the
volume to get back the cost,pf the
campaign.
Another advantage of the "blitz":

system, of course, is that with a

weak picture it allows for the old

circus technique of "get out of town
before they find out how lousy you
are." Goldwyn forces, on the other
hand, feel that: it is just as' advan-
tageous for a good picture 'which'
will build by word of month. As a
result they will not accept one week
locked dates, as Selznick did for
"Duel," but will Insist on having a

holdover figure that will permit
their film to stay in as long as .the

house 'is exceeding or equalling its

normal biz.

"Blitz" system, isn't entirely nejv,

It has been used regularly for some
years in the Los Angeles area, which
is particularly suited to it because it

is so geographically spread out.

RKO Backlog
as Continued from page 5 s5

act as an extra cu.shion for the com-
pany while -working on the other
16, RKOer declared. While there
isn't much chance of bringing costs

down substantially, Schary doesn't
expect the production nut to rise

further.

Company inventory hit an all-time
high at the close of '46 when value
of films completed and in work came
to $26,500,000. Since then backlog
has moimted sharply and it's re-

ported that RKO has some $35,-

000,000 tied in celluloid. Increase,

during '46 was approximately .
$11,'

000,000, financed by profitable opera-
tions and cash advanced to the prot

ducing company by the parent org.

Revolving Credits
Built-up inventory is being bank-

rolled by a revolving fund pacted

With outside banking firms. By
April, '47, borrowing aggregated

$2,500,000, but sum is considerably
higher now under- new five-year

credits worked out.

Schary has been tapped to front

for the film industry at the Nobel
Dinner slated for Dec. 10 at the

Astor hotel. Production exec was
drafted for the speaking chores by'

the American Nobel Anniver.'iary

Committee for the annual fete be-

cause of his backing of "Crossfire,"

HKO's treatise on anti-Semitisffli and
other work in and outside of the

industry. Last year's speaker was

producer Hal Wallis, while previous

gabbers included Harry M. Warner,
Daryl F. Zanuck and Spyrcs Skduras,

.

Schary was guested at a cocktail re- ,

ception by the anniversary commit-

tee while in New York for com-
pany's convention.
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Film Reviews
continued from page H

Inured

Bci'een is Umited to little more than

five minutes. Also during her police

work she cleans out a nest of \vhite

slavers headed by Joseph Calleia

who trafficks between England and

South America. But the killer is

still at large. „. , :.
• Mystery ,

starts rolhng when Miss

Ball crosses lines, with a duo of night

club operators in persons of George

Sanders and Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

Sanders, a devastating lady-killer

with ambiguous -character sweeps

the distaff copper off her feet with

his soft chatter and champagne. F»h
long arm of coincidence getting, a big

workout evidence is found pointing

to Sanders as the culprit just as^hes

obout to marry Miss Ball. Pic how-

ever, has already tipped its mitt re-

carding the guilty party, and the

final moment, Hardwicke gets

nabbed as the poet-strangler.

Performances are good down the

Itae d«!.spite many obvious situations.

Miss Ball registers best in comic b"s

as a wisecracking showgirl, and less

effectively in the emotionally dis-

traught scenes. Male contingent,'

headed by Sanders, Hardwicke and
Coburn, perform with their usual

finesse. In lesser roles, Alan Mow-
bray, as' an easy-money butler, and
George Zucco, as a Scotland Yard
Inspector, give highly capaWe sup

l»Ort.
Herm.

So Well Oemeinbered
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, July 9;

BKO Raalo release of AlUiince (Adniin

Sobtt) IM-oilui-tlon. stars John MllH, Martha

ficott, Patricia Roc. Trevor Howard, Rich-

Brfl Carlson. Directed by Edward Dmylryk.
Screenplay W John Paxton from James
Hilton's noveli camera, Fted TfouBft. At
Oileon, London, July 8, '4T. Bunrtlng time,

Ceorge BosweU
Olivia. ...V.i.. Martha Scott

Julie . ................. Patricia Roc
Whiteside Trevor Howard
Charles . . .Richard Carlson

ManEln Reginald Tate

Annie • • • Beatrice Varloy

Chanillng. . . .Frederick I-elster

Bpivey Ivor Barnard
Wetherall •'""?"„

'J' ^Jm''
Ba-by. Julie .v. . . .. . . . . .

-.Juliet Mills

S*orris......-....-........-..J"hn Turnbull

For the first joint RKO Radio
Hank picture, aimed at American and
world markets, the producers made
no mistake in choosing James Hil-

ton's best seller. Producer Adrian
Scott and director Edward Dmytryk
have translated it to the screen with

«n efficiency that should please their

Anglo-American promoters.

.

An excellent piece of pioneering,

it set a timie record at Denham Stu-

dios (75 days) where it was made
for $400,000 less than it would have
cost in Hollywood. Whatever short-

is little doubt it will . rake in big
grosses and will more than satisfy

general audiences.

Spotting of Martha Scott and Rich-
ard Carlson can only be justified by
the desire to have an Anglo-Ameri-
can cast and on their marquee value
in America, and RKO should know
whether their journeys were neces-
sary. Here their pull is slight, and
John Mills will be the main star at--

traction, with Trevor . Howard and
Pat Roc running him close,

Story begins with a stormy meet-
ing of the council of Browdley, a
northern English cotton town, when
the name .of Olivia Channing is put
forward as librarian; Her father,

former mill-owner, has a prison rec-

ord, but George BosweU, local editor

and councillor, champions Olivia and
secures her the job.

When her father is killed in a car
accident, she m&rries Gfeorge, deter-

mined to help him gain a political

career. But he resigns his parlia-

mentary candidacy when an epide-
mic sweeps the town, a warning
George ignored when it was given
him by his best friend, Whiteside, the
local medical health officer. Olivia

and George lose their baby son, and
finding that her husband refuses to

fight for social or political- honors,
she leaves him. Years^lapse, mainly
occupied by the bringing up of Julie,

an orphan of the epidemic/ adopted
by Whiteside.
Comes the war. Olivia, widow of

her second marriage, returns to

Browdley to reopen the onetime fam-
ily mills. She brings her flying

officer son George, who meets Jjalie.

They fall in love, but when he is

disfigured by a flying accident he
comes under the domineering influ-

ence of his selfish mother. George
intervenes, unites the estranged
lovers and in a showdown pays off

old scores to Olivia.

For no very good reason, story is

told in flashback on VE niglit, and
for an equally invalid reason James
Hilton indulges in yards of narrative.

But these are failings likely to be
forgiven by most audiences. What
the British will find hard to talce will

be the excessive rain—unnecessary
on most occasions—and the inexcusa-
ble behavior., of a medical health
officer. No English town would tol-

erate for one moment the drunken
creature Whiteside is supposed to be.
And this is doubly hard on Trevor
Howard, who gives the best perform-
ance of his career. It is not his fault

that he is a caricature. . It . is a tri-

umph that he makes him at all

credible.
John Mills plays the type of man

Americans like and consider typically
English. He gives a grand perform-
ance, mellowing nicely with,age, and
winning complete. - sympathy. If

100% attention it is not because of

her acting but for a slight miscasting
as the young Olivia, As she matures
she gains tremendously.

Richard- Carlson does all that is re-

quired of him rand the performance
of Pat Roc 'is a leather in Dmytryk's
cap. She has never been as good
or as natural. The smaller parts are-

played to perfection, but it .would
be ungenerous - not 'to mention the
cameo of Frederick -Leister. Itn is a
memorable etching." '

Production is first rate. There-are
none of the usual. Hollywood mis-
takes that creep into a picture set
in England, and direction should en-
hance. Dmytryk's rapidly-growing
reputation.
: The picture should be the forerun-
ner of a profitable RKO-Rank series.

Cone. .

The Corpse Caihe C.0.1I.
(SONG)
Hollywood, July 12.

Columbia release ol Samuel BischofC pro-
ductibii. ..Stars George Brent, Joan Bion-
dell; features Adele Jergens, Jim Bannon,
Jjeslle Brooks; John' Berkes, .Directed by
Henry Levin, Screenplay, George Bricker,
D.wiglrt Babcock; based on novel by Jimmy
S.tarr; camera, Lucien Andriot;. score,
George Dunning; song, Allen Roberts- and
Doris Fisher; :edltor, Jerome Thoms. At
Vogue, July 10, '47., Runnihtf time,m MINS.
Joe Medford . . . \ George Brent
Rosemary Durant. . . .......... .Joan Blondell
Mona Harrison, ..Adele Jergens
Detective Mark Wilson -....Jim Bannon
X'eggy Holmes. ....... .. , , , . . .Leslie Brooks
Larry Massey John Berkes
Detective Dave Short. ....Fred Sears
I'ields i ,..Willlain Trenk
Mitchell Edwards, .Gnint : MWcliell
Nora. . . ,UnA O'Connor
Rudy FrasEO.....,.,:....:..Marvln Miller
Lance Fowler. ......... . . ..William Forrest
Felice. ........... ...,>..,.,,., . .Mai^y Field
Emmett Wlllard. ..Cliff Clark
Maxwell Kenyon. . iWllton Grall

comings the picture may have from a „ . . ,

Wghb' critical point of view, there Martha Scott's portrait; does not hold

New York Theatres

JOAN CRAWFORD VAN HEFLIN

In Warner Bros. Hit

"POSSESSED"
. With ,

R«yinona Masiey ' • Geraldlne Brooki
Dircctect Dy Cnrtli Beirnhardt
Frodaced b}' Jerry Wald

nsnAitu/AV
WARNERS

A. 5i..$u..» HOLLYWOOD

BEmHUTTDH
JOHNUIHD'-

"an
"iimi,

'lUI-

CAPITOL

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES

THE MOST
HONORKD
FliMOF
OUR TIME!

35th Week

COOL

ASTOR
WAV A 4SIII ST

PALACE
ROetRiyOONG- SUSAN m'ARD

[ ln«y *' RITA JOHNSON

Errol FLYNN • fearbora STANWYCK
In Warner BrM, tut

"CRY WOLF"
with

V QCRAUDINE.MO.QIK ^.:;.r .

-

Frodoced by H«nry Blankc
In Person

FREDDY MARTIN
Bla "Sinring -ilBxaphon«" and

His Orchestra
and

THE COCOANUT CROVE REVUE
BROADWAY WARNERS'
AT mn STREET < T B A N D

~ RADIO CITY MUSIC HAll

^ I

Rocketeller Center

< Gene Bex George -

' TIERNEY • HARRISON • SANDERS

• >'THE GHOST and Mrs. MUIR"i
A %Oth Century-I'ox I'Icture

: [ SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

"The Corpse Came COX).'' is neat
summer film fare. It's a comedy
mystery with a broad treatment and
gains interest from Hollywoad studio
locale. Names are familiar and will
aid in selling. Film has been given
plushy-appearing production dress
by Samuel Bischoif to gear it for top
spot on twin bills.

Henry Levin's direction points up
fast pace and light touch to balance
melodramatics. Audience interest is

sustained .in unfoldment and villain
of piece concealed until the final
reel. Emphasis is on chuckles in the
script by .George Briclcer and Dwight
Babcock, although thrill moments
are not neglected. Yarn is based, on
novel of same title by Jimmy Starr
and throws in all the standard mys-
tery tricks. Dialog is light and niftily
handled by the cast.
A femme film star receives' a box

of dress goods and a corpse, c.o.d.,

and calls in a newspaper friend to
help her out of the mess. The re-

porter turns detective and chases
down clues that finaUy tie up the
dead man with a jewel^stealing ring.
There -was a load of hot ice in the
box and with several crooked fac-
tions after the loot, reporter- is' hard
put to keep hims&U whole vnatH
finale. Three killings pepper the plot
as chase leads through studios, Bev-
erly Hills and Hollywood, to wind
up when real heavy is e:cposed as
crooked police detective who has
loot and revenge on his miqd.
George Brent gives a good account

of himself as the reporter, injecting
light touch that foils perfectly with
Joan, Blondell's broadly treated char-
acter, of rival reporter. Adele Jer-
gens is whistle-bait as the glamorous
film star and shows up exceedingly
well. Jim Bannon is excellent as the

"taavys^^Aeslie Brooks is spotted only
briefly. John Berkes, Fred Sears,
William Trenk, Grant, Mitchell, Una
O'Connor, Marvin Miller and others
are good.

"He's Got a Warm Kiss" is solo
tune, spotted in nightclub sequence.
Lense work by Lucien Andriot takes
full advantage of values in art di
rection by Stephen Godsoon and
George Brooks, and set decorations
by Wilbur Menefee and James Crowe,
Editing is tight. Brog.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

Last week, "Son of Battle" (20th).

$15,000. V .

Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-95)-^

Unfaithful" (WB) (3d wk). Fair

$7,500 in 4 days. Last week, pleasihg

$16,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
Repeat Performance" (E-L). Modest

$16,000. Last week, "Spoilers of

North" (Rep) plus vaude headed by
Ink Spots, tremendous $44,800, and
way over hopes.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
They Were Sisters" (U). Passable

$9,000. Last week, "Trouble with
Women" (Par) (2d wk), nice $9,700.

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Ivy" (U). Fairly good- $19,000

or near. Last week, "Gunfighters"
(Col) (2d Wk), $10,500.
Cnited Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;

55-85)—"Great Expectations" (U)
(3d wk). Healthy $12,500. Last week,
good $14,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerraan) (350; 60-85)

"This Happy Breed" . (U) (ro.o.).

Excellent $2,300 for 10th downtown
week, Last week, "Storm in Tea-
cup" -^Indie) (reissue) (3d wk), $1,-

800.
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 33-

85)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)

(6th wk). Held to fine $4,SO0. Last
week, $4,800.^

Clay (Roesner ) (400 ; 65-85)—"Years
Between" (Indie). Okay $1,800 in 5

days. Last week. "Stormy Waters"
(Indie) (2d wk), $1,700.
Larfcfn (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

'Ivan Terrible" (Indie). About $1,-

900 in 5 days, nice. Last week, "Live
As I Please" (Indie) (2d wk), healthy
$2,137. .

•

United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-
85)—"Ghost Mi-s. Muir" (20th) (3d.

wk) (Hi.o.). Only $3,000. Last week,
Sluggish .$(),500.

-P<Hy CUMMINS • Victor MATURE
' Cllul ARRYMORE

'MOSS ROSE'
A Mth CenturU'Fox Picture

PLUS ON STA6E

OLSENandJOHNSON
.ROXY itli Ave «

SOth St.- .

ON SCREEN

Thurt., July 17

JAMES
MASON

i'ODD MAN
our

/N PERSON

HARRY BABBITT
CIRO RIMAC
and hit Bond

Ex'trof

SUE RYAN
Plu« OthcM

Showed liumorar Fix, Fined

Raleigh, July 15.

Francis Mahoney, manager of the
Astor theatre at Durham, charged
with exhibiting "immoral!" pictures

in his theatre, was fined $50 and
costs in the Durham, recorder's court

Last of the Redmen
(COLOR)

„ Hollywood, July 11.
Columbia release ct Sam Katzman pi-oiluc-

tion. Stars Jon Hall, Michael O'Shea; rca
tares Evelyn Ankers, Julie Bishop, Busier
Crabbe, Kick Vnllln, Buiiz Henry. Directed
by George Sherman. .Screenplay, Herbert
Dalmas, George H, Plympton; adapted Xrom
'The Last of the Mohicans." by .Tames
Fenlmore Cooper; camera (Vitaoolor), Ray
t crnstrom, Ira H, Morgan; editor. James
Sweeney, At- the VoKU«, July 10, '47. Run
nlng lime, 78 MIN8. . .

Major Heyward,.., jon Ilall
Hawk-TSye ..... .i , ., ..i .. , .Michael O'Shea
Alice Munro.. .Evelyn Ankers
Cora Munro.....,.„.,.;.,i,.,.. Julio Bishop
Alagua. i ........ ,;„... .. ... .Buster Crabhe
H"""'- • <.,...,.. ... ....... Rick Vallin
Davy . . .Buzz Hem-
General Munro. Guy Heaiun,
General Webb........ Frederic WorlooL
Pob Wheelwright ........... Emmett Vogan

.Tames Feniroore Cooper's classic,
"The Last of the Mohicans," has been
dressed up in color and a new title
It's aimed at extracting summer va-
cation admission coin from the juves
and as such should give an okay
account of itself. More adult ticket
buyers are likely to quibble at char,
acter and plot incongruities that
dampen grownup interest.
Production gains value from u.<!e of

Vitacolor hues, processed by Cine-
color^ It's almost all exteriors, rug-
ged scenery showing lip well in tint
as lensed by Ray Fernstrom and Ira
H. Morgan. Other production values
furnished by Sa'm Katzman make the
most of budget expenditure.
Jon Hall and Michael O'Shea wear

the characters of British Major Hey-

Picture Grosses

ward and scout Hawk-Eye, respec-
tively, with. an uneasy air, but will

get by with the kiddies anyway.
More suited is Buster Crabbe as the
treacherous. Iroquois Indian' Magua.
Because of the presyice of Crabbe
and Hall, there are several swim-
ming and water battle sequences
tossed in. for action touch. George
Sherman's direction spots a number
of other high action spots.

Script by Herbert Dalmas and
George H. Plympton depicts struggle
of Jon Hall to escort Evelyn Ankers,
Julie Bishop and. Buzz Henry, chil-
dren of a British general, safely
through Indian country. - Danger -is

more often invited than avoided as
scripted and only by aid of O'Shea
and his sidekick. Rick Vallin as Un-
cas,.the last of the Mohican Indians;
is the' party brought 'to its destina-
tion.
femmes have little to do. Others

in 'cast rheasure up to demands.
. ; Brog. .:

Seared to Death
(COLOR)
Hollywood,, July- 9.

iScreen Guild Producttons release of- Wll-
lium B. David production, 'Stars Bela Lu-
gpsl, Dougia-B Fowley: Teatui-es Joyce Comp-
ton, Qeorf?e Zucco, Nat Pendleton, Roland
Varno, Molly Lament. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. Original stoi-y and screenplay,
W. J. Abbott; eamern. (Cinecolor), Marcel
Ije Picard: editor, George McGulre. At the
Million Dollar, L. A., July !), 'ii. Running
time, 6S MIN8. -

Leonide Bela I-ugosi
Terry liCe. .Douglas Fowley
Tane , .Joyce Compton
D'r. Van Ee. . .George Zuccs
Raymond Nat Pendleton
Ward Van -Be.... ......... ..Roland Varno
.Laura Van Ee »...VoIly Lamont
Indigp i..,.t . , . .. . , . . Angelo RoSsltto
liilybell), . . . , .Gladys Blake
Rene. . j.Lee Bennett
Autopsy Surgeon..........!3tanlcy Andrews
Autopsy Surgeon .Stanley price

Summer Blues DogMpk
With liracle' Nice At

15G; 'Fiesta' Low lOG
Minneapolis, July 15.

The summer blues continues at the
flrstruns here. Clear, hot weather
has greased the skids and only
ceptional pictures get much atten-
tion any more. Only newcomer gar-
nering important money is "Miracle
on 34th Street" at the Radio City,
"Fiesta" shape* as modest at the
State.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30,-44)—"Big .

Town" (Par) and "Ghost Goes Wild"
(Rep). Faiir $2,000 in 5 days. Last
week, "Too Many Winners" (PRC)
and "Big Fix" (PRC) split with
"Fabulous- Suzanne" (Rep) and
"White Stallion" (Indie), $2,100 in 8
days.

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (m.o,).
Here after hefty first week at Radio
City. Fair at $6,000. Last week,
"The Unfaithful" (WB) (2d wk).
light $4,800.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)~"Bells

of San Angelo" (Rep) and "Twilight ,

on Rio Grande" (Rep). Fail-ly good
$4,000. Last week, "Undercover
Maisie" (M-G), $3,400.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 90-$1.25)-.

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk). Oke
$8,000. Last week, good $13,000.

PIjc (CoDwin) (300; 50-70)—"The
Raider" (Indie) (2d 'i-k). Only pre-
vious showing of this in city was by
Minnesota U Film Society on cam-
ouis. Looks like satisfactory $1,400
on six days. Last week,- good $1,700.
Radio City (Par) (4.000; .50-70)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Given a
fine campaign and also helped by ad-
vance reports, crix praise and word-
of-mo»th. Good $15,000 or^ over
looms. Last week, "Perils of Paul-
ine" (Par), good $14,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70) "Egg. and I"' (U) (3d wk). One
of the year's big winners, this round
being nice $12,000 after smash $16^
000 previous canto.,.
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 50-70)—

"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO). Steady
$8,000. Last week. "Woman on
Beach" (RKO), $6,000.

State (Par) (2,300: 50-70)—"Fiesta"
(M-G). Getting only fair boxoffice
play. Moderate $10,000. Last week,
"High Barbaree" (M-G), $11,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—

"Yearling" (M-G). First nabe show-
ing. Big $4,500. I^st week, "Cal-
cutta". (Par), $3,000.
World -(Mann) (350: 50-99)—

"Woman- on Beach" (RKO) (m.o.).
Modest $2,500. Last week, "Carnival
Costa Rica" (20th) <2d wk), $1,800.

"Scared to Death" never lives up
to title or story premise. It's a dull,
poorly put together melodrama that
fails to generate goosepimples ex-
pected by a Bela Lugosi vehicle.
-Made some time ago in Cinecolor,
picture is poor example of what that
process has achieved recently, al-
though tint doeis add modest value
for marketing in smaller houses.

Plot uses secret panels, faces at
windows and similar standard chiller
appurtenances in an effort to arouse
interest, hut effect comes through
seldom. It's a flashback yarn that
tries to explain why and how a girl
was killed without a mark. Title
gives the answer, otherwise audi-
ences would have trouble following
badly edited W. J. Abbott script,
which essentially was okay fof this
type film. Gal is not a pleasant crea-
ture and when her husband turns up
to haunt her, the strain finally does
her in.

About all Lugosi has to do is to
stand around and look mysterious.
CJeorge Zucco, another mysterious
character, gets a shade better break
Douglas Fowley is a poorly portrayed
reporter. Best of cast is Molly La-
mont, the gnl who's scared to death.
Nat Pendleton and Gladys Blake
team for a few chuckles. Others trv
hard.

Best, of the WillUnrn B, Davirl Pro-
duction is art direction by Harry
Reif

,
which obtains values for budget

expenditure. Christy Cabanne direct-
ed with uneven hand and Marcel Le
PiCard len.<ied. Bad editing is cred-
ited to George McGuire. Brog.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 9)

French language films here. Nice
$2,000. Last week, "Welldigger's
Daughter" (Indie) (2d run), $1,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Framed" (Col) and "District Attorn
ney" (Col). Mild $13,000. Last -week,
"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Little Mr. Jim''
(M-G), fine $16,000. :

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Seven Were
Saved" (Par) (2d Wk). Topped
hopes to stay ovet but dipped to
mUd $9,000. Last week, nice $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Dear Ruth" (2d wk). Sock $13,000
after great $16,000 opener.
Southtown (Ehner) (950; 65)—

"Life, Loves of Beethoven" (Indie)
and "Moonlight Sonata" (Indie) (2d
wk). Fine $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)^
"Ivy" (U). Bringing in only mild
$13,000. Last week, "Son of Battle"
(20th), one of worst weeks in recent
months, $9,000 being sub.'par. ;

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

fifth week downtown. Big $7,000.

Last week, "Fantasia" (RKO) (re-

issue), $6,200 in 9 days.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—

"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) mA
VMillerson Case" (Col).. Blah $S,OilO.

Last week, "Brother Talks to Horws''
(M-G ) and Hoosier Hot Shots pn
stage below expectations, at $13,000
on 55c-$l scale.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—

"High Barbaree" (M-G). Nice $14,-

000. Last week, fourth of "Egg"
/(U), big $11,300.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)-^

"Imperfect Lady" (Par) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par). Sad $5,000; pulled
after six days. Last week, "Son of
Battle" (20th), slow $7,200.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

—"Ramrod" (UA) (3d wk). Good
$4,000 in 4 days. Last week,: very
nice $5,100.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 46-80)

—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and
"Stella Dallas" (FC) (reissue). Fair
$3,200, Last week, "Carmen" (Indie),
no dice at $2,800.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;

25-50) — "Sinbad" (RKO) and
"Locket" (RKO) (3d run). Thin
$2,700. Last week, "Jolson" (WB),
solid $3,400.
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NBCS FIREWORKS-BY-THE-SEA
Pi.: Public Service Is Postscript

Yanking ot the NBC Symphony Orchestra tronv its long-established

gundity afternoon S-to-B tima into the Saturday evening 6:30-7:30

period in order to paye way tor the Ford 60-minute dramatic proi-

gram with its lucrative fliSOOiOCM) in billings, has excited nb little

comment in the trade.

Question uppermost in the minds ot many is: How will the FCC
react to the network's move? For the highly-budgeted symph' pro-

gram, which has been without a ^onsor since General Motors bowed
out last aeflson, has been the No. 1 pride on the NBC public service

' prwgramming roster. And the trade has not been unmlndlul of the

repeated assertions by web prexy Niles Trammell that 5-to-6 Sundays
would remain frozen tor the symph—that if any sponsor wanted to

buy. the time he would have to buy the program with it.

Switchover puts the symph program into station time, making it
'

optional for stations to pick it up, -although NBC publicity release

points out that it was done with the full blessing of maestro Arturo
Toscanini and that a minimum of IQO stations would pick it up. Fur-
ther, NBC contends that It will break up the heavy Sabbath dosage

•of longhair music, since the NBC Sylnphony follows by half-hour the

N. Y. Philharmonic on CBS.
However, with, its Saturday showcasing, the NBC stanza will simi-

larly be bracketed 30 minutes after the Philadelphia Orchestra on
CBS, and following the full afternoon Metropolitan Opera airing

on ABC. •

Fact that the mqveover has a doublerbarrelled public service angle,

. since it will mean yanking the NBC "Foreign Policy" show out of the
7-7:30 -segment to make way for the symph, has served, to intensify

speculation.
" With the wrapup of the Ford biz, NBC, long the envy of all the
other webs for its star-studded roster and its mounting billings, Can
now put out the SRO shingle. Thus the fact that the aboutrface comes
from the one well-heeled network on talent and boxoffice is seen
cueing the possibility of D. C. repercus-sions.

NBCGnMofSimOOOFonlSiww

fiHsDramat Void; SRO Sign Out
NBC has copped, the highly- -f

coveted Ford 60-minute dramatic
show, with its lucrative time-andr
talent billings of approximately
$1,500,000 a year.

It's one of the top single program
sales of the year and culminated
weeks of jockeying and hot-and-
heavy liidding by the various net-

works. Snaring of the hour-long
institutional program by NBC for

the Sunday afternoon 5 to 6 period
long^ occupied by the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra came as a particu-
lar blow. to.ABC. For a while it

looked as if the choice plum might
go to the latter network, which was
dangling the 9 to 10 (pre-Bing Cros-
by) Wednesday night slot before
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency An the
account.

However, Ford and K & E were
anxidug to move in on the Sunday
afternoon NBC time and when the
latter network succeeded in manipu-
lating the symph moveover to the
6:30-7:30 Saturday evening (station

Matmee Trade Puzzle
Upcoming 60-rainute Ford

show in the 5 to 6 Sunday after-
noon period on NBC has pro-
voked some interesting trade
comment, particularly as to the
Wisdom of slotting a full hour
dramatic stanza; for the "matinee
trade," even though it be the
Sabbath.

Some trade observers are of
the opinion that, in terms of
audience pull, it strilces a some-
what similar parallel to a mati-
nee legit performance and a
nighttime pertormance, with the
poxofflee odds overwhelmingly
m lavor of the latter.

It's recalled that "Lujt Radio
Theatre" was originally slotted
Sunday afternoons on the Red
skein ot the NBC network, and
that it was yanked after a year,

-lailinr to hit its stride until its
nighttime slotting.

Get Me Outa Here
Hollywood, July 15.

The agency will say '"it ain't

so" but it's fairly well estab''

lished that two AFRA actors
actually resigned from a show
because they could no > longer
stand the jibes of their friends.

Recently substituted for another
by a paying client on a national
web, the show has been roundly
blasted in the trade as a- new
low in comedy and the with-
drawing scale actors professed
their shame at being a part of

it.

Agency spokesman said
"changes were made in an effort

to improve the show." Not since

AFRA - was : organised has a
member turned his back on a

paycheck, that isi not up to

now.

IRIMELL PLAN

TO STIR yp MET
By GEORGE ROSEN

Plenty of fireworks-by-the-sea ap-
pear to be shaping up as the prelude
to the annual convention of. the
National Assn. of Broadcasters in
Atlantic City this September.

It all has to do with the ambitious
clean-up-the-air campaign being
waged by Niles Trammell, NBC
prexy. Trammell is convinced that
if the network affiliates subscribe to

his program standards proposals,
they'll be making a vital contribu-
tion toward giving radio a new
stature and dignity.

His plan to drastically overhaul
the chain-break formula so as to

limit them to one an hour, plus his

proposal to - eliminate cow-catchers
and hitch-hikers, eliminate middle
commercials on news programs,, and
revamp the NBC daytime program-
ming structure so that no more than
three serials will be braclteted to-

g({ther, will get a thorough going
over when the NBC brass meets
with the affiliates on the two days
preceding . the opening of the NAB
confab.

AfflUrte Opposition

But the affiliate forces led by
Harry Bannister, general manager
of WWJi Detroit, who have already
put themselves on record as opposed
to the Trammell plan, have been
quietly mapping their own cam-
paign to fight it tooth and nail.

They've scheduled their -own. meet-
ing at the shore resort for the day
preceding the NBC powwow. ;

What will happen in the cross-

pattern of conflicting viewpoints is

anybody's guess. And just hbw far

(Continued on page 30)

EdMurrow GivingUpCBS Exec Berth;

Returning to Air in Triple Pay Deal

CBS' New Format
Here's how the programming

dept. reshuffle at CBS, in the
wake of Edward R. Murrow's
return to the air, is expected to

resolve itself:

Best guess from authoritative

sources is that Davidson Taylor
will move over into the public
affairs programming spot being
vacated by Murrow, with Hub-
bell Robinson, Jr., joining the

network and going into Taylor's

present program berth. (Taylor
and Murrow have in the past

divided up the net's program-
ming functions, as veepees.)

time) period, both agency and client
grabbed at it. Symph stanza was
originally slotted on Saturdays priorw Its long occupancy of the Sunday
nme and "network says the switch
nacK to Saturday was done with full
accord of the symph's No. 1 maestro,
Arturo Toseanini.

ti^'cn*'
^ show, with a weekly

»",&00 talent-production nut, (net-
work time is $15,000 weekly), will

1^
we nature of a "Ford Theatre

rtt
'"^,.Air," with legit, film, book

ili"*, etc., and with name
^* the one void in NBC

Pfogramtmng-.-a top 60-minute dra-
^fanza to match ABC's "Thea-

lladif>"Th f""" ^^'S' "^•^'^

f„
" -"^atre." It also enables NBCw put out the SRO shingle, with

iii.i,<.^i'i^''^
exception o£ Monday

»»Sht 10:30 to 11, which is still for
•wie.; tord shows tees off Octobers.

Lever, CanMil Mull

Wholesale Shifts

Possible reshuffling of the whole
Camel cigarette network program-
ming roster by William Esty agency
has CBS crossing its fingers in ex-
pectancy that "Screen Guild Play-
ers" will continue on that network
under its new Camel commercial
auspices.

Under the Lady Esther banner
"Screen Guild" has been slotted 10

to 10:30 Monday night, following
"Lux Radio Theatre." Camel may
move the program into the Monday
10:30-11 p.m. period, which is occu-
pied by the Bob Hawk Camel show.
Wliich would mean Bob Hawk mov-
ing over to the Thursday-at-lO-NBC
slot being vacated by Abbott &
Costello.

Originally it was the reported in-

tention to' move "Screen Guild'' into

the A & C time on NBC, but J fr may
still hold, depending on decision by
Esty's Tom Luckenbill.
And witli Lever Bros, set to take

(Continued on page 30)

U.S. Rubber 800G

Orch Drop Cues

Symph Cycle Exit

United States Rubber Co.- has
dropped sponsorship of tlie New
Yoric Philharmonic Sunday after-

noon concerts on CBS. Company had
been picking up the tab on the
symph sessions, at an annual outlay
of $800,000, for the past four years,

with the decision this year to with-
draw cued to the current competi-
tive sweepstakes and "goods to sell"

era.

During the four-year period U. S.

Rubber had levied assessments upon
each division of the company to

bankroll the Institutional program-
ming, but it's a case ndw of plugging
the individual products, company
contending that each requires indi-

vidual ad treatment.

Whether U. S. Rubber returns, to

radio programming is still unde-
cided.

If CBS doesn't land a new sponsor

by the fall, symph program will go

on sustaining. Whether or not a new
bankroller : will be found is consid-

ered problematical. NBC tried to no
avail all last sea-son to sell its' Sun-

day afternoon symph concerts, fol-

(Continued on page 28)

Disk Jocks Can

Buy Canned Gab
Squeezing into the national Disk

Jockey Sweepstakes payoff picture,

an enterprising outfit on the Coast,

Hollywood .Broadcasters Service, is

issuing a complete mimeographed
service for gab-hungry jocks. Serv-

ice is going exclusive to one station

in an area in order to prevent dial-

ers from being shocked to hear two
pancake spinners from giving out

with identically worded "ad libs."

Illustration of how this division ot

labor will fill the air, not only with
canned music, but canned personali-
ties, is following announcement
which will be glibly passed off by
several hundred jockeys as presum-
ably their own improvisations: "Jf

you like tortillas and Latin songs,
you'll like the latest recordings of

'Et Caballo y La Montura' and 'A
Bailar el Minuet.* I hope I'm pro-
nouncing them correctly. If I'm not,

sue me. They were etched by Or-
lando Guerra and his orch. Pass the
beans, pleace. I could have said

that in Spanish, but why start an
international situation."

Everything's furnished neatly
packaged except the larynx.

Freedley, Jr., Ties Up With

FCB on Amer. Tobacco Acct
Vinton Freedly, Jr., son of the

legit producer, has resigned, from
American Tobacco Co. and has
checked in at Foote, Cone & Belding

agency, which handles the American
Tobacco busines.*, Freedley was sec-

retary to the late -GGorgc.. Washing-
ton Hill.

In his new capacity, he'll work
on the tobacco account in the radio

department.

One of the major reshuffles of th*
season among the higher network
echelon is about to transpire at
CttS^it's been learned, with Edward
R: Murrow stepping out of hi*
administrative berth as program*
ming veepee__in charge of public af.^
fairs to return to the ain It .also

means Murrow will relinquish, hla
v.p. title.

.

'
:

On Sept. 29 Murro'w will again be-
come a news commentator and ana-
lyst, replacing Bob Trout on tb#
Campbell Soup 7: 45-8 p. m. ctoss-the-
board stanza. It culminates an am*
bition of long standing, even dating
back to the days when he was Atill .

in London for CBS, on the part of

Out of the Soup
Return of Edward R. Murrow

to the airlanes for Campbell
Soups after an administrative
sabbatical at CBS is seen as giv-
ing considerable impetus to the
cause of the liberal commenta-
tor. Consensus in the case of
Murrow, however, is that he ha»
always managed to parlay in-
tegrity and honesty into a spiel-
ing job that has wow for him
universal • respect from . all fac-
tions.

'

It's significant tliat it was
Murrow who as a programming
veepee found himself in the
middle of the William L. Shirer
vs. CBS incident that sparked
the controversy over, liberal
commentators. It was Murrow
who gave Shirer his walking
papers, but under circumstances
that fairly well e-ftablished that
Murrow had acted in good faith
and was faced with no other
alternative.

ABC Romancing OG, While

Keeping It Guessing On

Chance of Crosby Switch
ABC from all accounts has a

lethal weapon in its constant threat

>to move the Bing Croisby Philco pro-
gram ahead one hour into the 9

o'clock Wednesday period. .

At least it has Old Gold in a state

of uncertainty as to whether it will

spot its upcoming $17,000 talent

package, comprising Frances Lang-
ford, Don Ameche and Frank Mor.'

gan, in the Wednesday night at 9

period on CBS. for OG doesn't

relish the thought of competing
against Crosby.

ABC is putting the threat to good
use, too, for it's trying to romance
the OG show into -its fold with

Ipromises of a choice time slot.

CBS Davenport Dismissal Accents

Murrow's Gripes in Brasshat Seat

Russell Davenport is no longer

with CBS. Broiight into tha net-

work by Edward R. Murrow, his

brief regime was strictly a hush-

hush operation from the start. It

reportedly sparked a major 20tK

floor controversy at 485 Madison

avenue, N.. Y., that split the CBS
board and executives wide, open.

And -his dlsmi.ssal is seen as but one

o£ several factors which led to Mur-
row's final decision to .shake his desk

brass and return to the air.

Nobody e\'eii today wants to talk

about the Davenport top secret in-

cident. He was brought in to write

CBS editorials in a move inaugu-

, 1 . ' I' •) I ) ; f - I i .1 > • ! ..

rated
,

by Murrow wliich, had it

borne fruition, was calculated to put
CBS way out on the editorial limb.

His dismissal, it's said, only served
to widen an already-existing breach
between Murrow and network
prexy Frank Stanton. The fact that

Murrow liad been passed over for a
director on the CBS board, plus the
fact that Joseph Ream liad been
picked for the executive vice-pre.si-

dency over Murrow, are also linked
to. the 2nth floor sf^hism And Mur-
row's feelings over his succession

of disappointments since board
chairman William 5' Pai*y in.stalled

him as a key administrator.
,

. ii ! I ». • I
• , ! ' ' . :

the soup company to ink Murrow to
a deal.

Despite the fact thaK CBS board
chairman William S. Paley brought
Murrow back to Amierica and in-
stalled him in the administrative
berth. Campbell Soup during the
past year continued its pitch. Fi-
nally the offer became so attractive
(more than tripling his current
salary as a key network exec), that
Murrow yielded.

Return of Murrow to the field of
commentary and analysis puts CBS
in the enviable positions of having
one of the prize news parlaySy with
Lowell Thomas going into the 6:45
to 7 slot for Procter & Gamble and
Murrow at 7:45.

Murrow's post as veepee in charge
o£ public affairs programming will

be filled, but there are many loose
ends to be straightened out before m
final decision is reached on a suc-
cessor.

GFs $1,250,000 .

Splurge for Y&R
Young & Rubicam is convinced

that all good things come in pairs.

Almost simultaneously with the an-
nouncement that Sylvester L, "Pal*"

Weaver is moving in as . top radio '

Tnan ifor the~"agency has 'come word
that General.; Foods, expanding
budget-wise in radio, is branching
out to the degree that at least
another $1,250,000 in billings will
accrue to the agency in the upcom-
ing season.

Now that the sugar situation has
eased, GF has decided to split .up
the Jello and Jello Puddings account
for a two-way nighttime program-
ming splurge. Last sea.son both were
getting the commercial ride on the
Fannie Brice CBS show.
The Brice show will continue to

plug Jello, and Y & R has recom-
mended" that the pudding account
get the Thursday night at 8 play on
NBC via the "Aldrich Family." Lat-
ter stanza has been plugging Grape
Nuts and Grape Nuts Flakes, and if

OF gnp.s along on. tl^e "Alr^''ich" plaa
the client will pick up the tab for
a- new show.

Either way, GF will need a new
nighttime program. ^
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NAB's Planned Ones Stnictnre Change

Slated to Go to ReftHrendum Vote
Washingtoui July 15;

Proposed change in NAB dues'

•truclur* to nip the big station earn-

ers a little less and the smaller

broadcasters a little more will go

to a referendum vote of the NAB
membership starting this week.

The~ change is not an overall boost

Jn NAB dues, it was stressedi but

merely a change in the income,

brackets on which present dues are

exacted. General hike in NAB levies

Is generally expected to be recom-

inehded by the NAB board either in

-September- or at its January meet-

ing. NAB prexy Justin Miller has

been urging such a move.
^

The present amendment will mean

that some of the big clear channel

stations and network m. and o.s

'Will hot have to kick in as large a

percentage of their take in NAB
dues. They had protested they were

hit harder percentage-:Wise than the

broadcasters lower down in the

revenue scale.

As a resulti NAB has set up sev-

eral new income brackets—26 or 27

iti all-'with graduating dues to

"eliminate the sudden jumps in

clues that occur under the present

schedule,"
Ah NAB spoke-sman. pointed out

the adjustments would not gross

inuch' more. They would /ipt, for

example, anywhere near make up

th'e- difference between the $20,000

Sand Piper
Hollywood, July 15.

Now it's down to the sea on
disks!

.

Having done about every-

thing else with its disk jockeys,

KFWB has now beached one.

Starting last Friday (11) Bill

Anson airs his one to four p.m.

stints on Wednesday and Friday
from a stand abaft the Ambassa-
dor hotel beachfront, at Santa
Monica.
Clad in swim suits, Anson, his

secretary and engineer operate

from the stand, interspersing

jockeying with beachcomber in-

terviews and cooling dips.

Hearst Appeal On

WBAL Decision
Washington, July 15.

Counsel for ' William Randolph
Hearst was ready this week to ap-
peal a Ui Si district court decision

which nixed Hearst's bid to' force

FCC to retract Blue Book charges on
the operation^ of Hearst-owned

thrfourTebs wouir'cont'rVute'as WBAL, Baltimore, and to hold ofl

associate members and the $65-70,000

three nets kicked in . as active

NAB'ers last year., .

Several other by-law amendments

are " up for* membership vote be-

tween now and Aug. 8. Vote pn the

amendments is being handled by

accpunting firm of Ernst & Ernst

andllncludes;
1. A proposal to let the NAB

board decide what areas will, be

included in each of the 17 NAB dis-

tricts. Limits are now spelled out

in the bylaws themselves.

2.'Recommendation that persons

©peratihg both AM and FM stations

in the same. town pay NAB dues on

basis of combined income of the two
transmitters. '

.3, Expansion of NAB directors-at-

la'rge to include two from ranks of

FM broadcasting (Class A and Class

B stations, one each), and one. each

from television and facsimile. There
. -would have to be at least 25 NAB
member stations in each classifica-

tion to qualify for representation on

the board.
NAB members have choice Of- two,

proposed amendments on method, of

nominating' and electing directors-

at-large. Majority view calls for

nomination and election-by active

member stations in each classifica-

tion. Minority view would have

directors nominated by only those

they would represent (FM, tele

broadcasters, small market stations,

etc.) but electee! by entire NAB
membership.

4. Change in method of electing

NAB district directors which would
provide for nomination by referen-

dum ballot and election during dis-

trict meetings. New bylaw would
also provide for nomination from

the floor during meetings.

5. Clearer definition of responsi-

bility of the NAB board, the presi-

dent and the secretary-treasurer.

All are given somewhat expanded
authority and responsibility.

Harris Gets N.Y. Bureau

Program Director Job
,

Albany, July 15.

David H. Harris, who as program-
production manager- of- WTAG,
Worcester, originated the "Worcester

and the World" United Nations

radio project that won 'for the sta-

tion the Vabiety, P.eabody and two
other major national awards, has

been appointed program director of

the New York State Radio Bureau.
His selection was made by Miles

Heberer, director of the state unit in

the Dept. of Commerce.
"The pcsition is a new one,"

Heberer told Variety. "Harris'

duties will be chiefly development."
Harris started with the King

Trendle Broadcasting Corp. (WXYZ)
in Detroit 15 years ago. Becoming
production manager, he worked lor

that organization two years. Alter
service with WTAG, Harris was
named program director of WOL,
Mutual's Washington outlet. Fol-

. lowing a tour of England and
France as guest of the British and
French Ministries of Information, he
opened a program packaging agency
in New York.

hearing on the license renewal of

the station until the Blue Book state-

ments were purged.
Dempsey & Koplovitz, lawyers for

WBAL, said they would make the
same request of the U. S. Court of

Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia. 1'he case could be carried to

the Supreme Court.
Meanwhile Hearst lost out on

another point here last Friday (11)

when District Court Judge James
Proctor refused to hold off FCC
hearing on' WBAL's license renewal
pending the publisher's appeal to a
higher court.

As a result, FCC can proceed with
the long - delayed hearing im-
mediately, though it is up to the six

remaining FGC Commissioners to
decide whether or not to wait out-
come of the Hearst-Blue Book con-
troversy in the Court of Appeals.
Dempsey told the court last week

that he believes Drew Peiirson and
Bob Allen, former Washington
Merry-Go-Round team, will with-
draw their competitive bid for the
license of WBAL, once the "false

and discriminatory" Blue Book state-

ments are off^ the books. At the
same time, he said, FCC set the sta-

tion's license for hearing principally
on basis of the Blue Book findings

and may now decide the station is

operating in the public interest 'and
need not go through fuss of a pub-
lic proceeding.

Director of News, Special Events

SHELDON W. PETERSON
- Just returned to head KLZ news
and special events department after
5-year absence during which he
picked up experience and ideas with
both NBC and CBS news depart
ments". •

KLZ, DENVER.

'Voice to Fade

. In 9 Nations
Washington, July 15.

'

The "Voice of America" and other
portions of the State Dept.'s Office of

Information and Cultural Activities

will cease in at least nine nations as

a result of the short budget allowed
Assistant- Secretary of State William
Benton. There is still some hope in

State Dept. circles that part of the
money will be restored in a supple-
mental appropriation bill, although
this does not seem likely at present.
Department is now preparing to

drop 1,700 employees here and
abroad, "Voice," which has been on
the . air a total of 57 hours a day
over the variou? DX transmitters,
will be limited to 35 hours daily.

State Dept. actually plans to Step
up operations to Russia, its satellites,

and to the Far East, feeling that the
most work needs to be done at those
points. On the other hand, it will
fold completely in Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, South Africa, Portugal.
Malaya, Dominican Republic, El Sal-

vador and Honduras. It may also

quit in other countries.
'

While the "Voice" broadcasts will

move along at a pretty good clip-»
they are what Congress, is most inter-

ested inr-rthe motion picture part of
the program will have to be whittled
down to token size, with only about
$200,000 to $300,000 a year: to be
spent on this worldwide.

BBC WHODUNIT SERIES

SET FOR WNEW AIRING
The BBC is helping to set up a

series of mystery and adventure
plays, which the N. Y. indie, WNEW,
will broadcast starting the third

week in August. Series, as yet un-
titled, will be half-hour transcrip-

tions from current BBC Hies, to be
aired Sundays, for 13 weeks,, at

8 p, m,
BBC's London office is currently

clearing the copyright on six pro-

grams of its "mystery and Imagina-
tion" series for the WNEW program,
the six being "The Church by the

Sea," "Evening Primrose," "Chinese
Magic," "Uncle Arthur," "Golden
Dragon City" and "The Celestial

Omnibus." They're planning to add
the following six program.<! from the
"Adventures of Julia" series: "Pre-

senting Miss Heron," "You'd Be
Surprised," '"Stormy Weather,"
"Mystery at Merling," "This Intui-

tion Business" and "This 'Other

Woman' Stuff," Although the "Julia"

series concerns the same character,

each program is a complete story.

Also continuing the goodwill move
of British offerings. BBC plans to

offer WNEW a serial in five episodes

titled "The Strange Case of Dr,

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Story isn't

completed until the final (fifth) pro-

gram is heard.

From the Production Centres i

Toledo-^Arch Shawd, exec vice-

president and general manager of

WTOL, Toledo, until December of

last year, and more recently serving
as sales manager, has resigned,

effective Aug. 17; and plans to open
an office as a radio consultant in the

fall.

BYRNES BUYS INTO

SPARTANBURG SETUP
Washington, July 15.

Former Secretary of State James

Byrnes acquired his first interest in

a radio station last Friday (11)

when the FCC okayed the sale of

WORD and WORD-FM, Spartan-

burg, S. C, to the Spartan Radio-

casting Co; for $85,000. Walter J.

Brown, former newspaper man and
aide to Byrnes, is president and
61% stockholder; the General News-
papers of Macon, Ga. will have a

33'/i% block; and Byrnes a 5%
piece of the 250-watter. Station has
an, ABC contract.

In the same transaction, the FCC
approved sale of WSPA and WSPA-
FM, Spartanburg, from a corpora-
tion controlled by Walter J. Brown
and his father-in-law, A. B, Taylor,
to the Sparttmburg Advertising Co,
for $4.50,000, .WSPA is a: 5kw, CBS
outlet.

CBS Lines Up Schedule

For ^Studio One' Series
Lineup of properties for CBS full-

hour series "Studio One" is as fol-

lows: ,

.

: "Ah Wilderneiis" by Eugene
O'Neill, adapted by Fletcher Markle;
"A Bill of Divorcement," by Clem-
ence Dane, adapted by Peter Lyons;
"Holiday," by Philip Barry, adapted
by Addie Richton and Lynn Stone.

In "Wilderness" the Canadian
actor Don Harron was introduced to

the . American radio audience /by di-

rector Markle; Latter, incidentally,
is now doing about one adaptation
in five instead of two in four. Too
much of a grind that way.

.f*« **>»».»**»»*»»»»»*>*»»»«MM »»t« M » »,

riV NEW YORK CITY ...
The Harry Ackermans summering in We«tport, Conn... ..Mary Alice

Thompson, who resigned as secretary at Y&R to take a job in the radio

department of the Humphrey 'agchoy, impulsively planed to St; Louis to

visit friendls the very weekend she was supposed to transfer, go she
started the new stint with a leave of absence Frank Telford, director

of MoUe "Mystery Theatre," recovered from week's illness. .. .The Morty
Beckers beat an expiring lease deadline by finding an apartment in Man-
hattan. .. .The Rob Weenolsens summering at Old Greenwich, Conn.. . ..

Harry Harding, Y&R v.p. on the General Foods account, bit the dust,

landing an Aircoupe at Rhinebeck, N. Y.* but insurance covered, the $1,800

damage to the plane Stan Anderson, radio ed of the Cleveland Press,

in town. .. .George McCoy, former man-Jn-street radio announcer, - now
back in the show biz via Marian Natkins' public relations -office on Fifth

avenue after taxirdriving fling. .

"Ward Wilson, who's done practically everything- in -radio,. Including _hia^

start as an engineer, celebrating his 19th year in radio. .. .Joe -Laurie, Jr.,

of all things, named most "lovable comedian on Broadway" by Florida's

"Lovable Girl of the Month," Conover model. Love (Yeh, that's right)

Lindsey; Stunt is a Conover promotioUj and Crest Room cocktail party

will be-held tomorrow (17) to make awards to other "lovables" in show
biz. .'. .Arthur Perles, of CBS press dept., planes to Mexico City tomorrow
(Thurs.) for week Of huddles with Mex officials as consultant on public

relations. ...Rudy Burns, writet-producer.for Armed Forces Radio Service,

resumes chores this week after a New York vacation, .CBS' Frances
Farmer Wilder to the Coast for a month. .. .David Randolph to take over'

as staff musicologist in CBS Program Writing Division during leave of

absence of Ben Hyam,s, who goes to Hawaii for the better part of a year.

Paul Roberts, NBC staffer, taking over direction of the "Gramp.s" sum-
mer stanza. .. ;From as far away as Louisiana, 20 "alumni" of last year's

NYU Summer Radio Workshop showed up last Friday night (11) to meet
50 members of the new cla.ss at a partyi in the NYU Faculty club ....

American Repertory Theatre series on WGR was called off at the 11th

hour. Couldn't agree on starting time, .. .Jim Harvey now handling audi-

tions at NBC. . . .Myron McCormick signed for lead in the new Ed Byron-
DeSoto show. .-. .WOR flack Bert Briller to do a critical radio column for

Readerscope mag starting with Oct, issue', ... John ("House of My.stery")

Griggs entertains neighborhood kids with showings of old films at his

Bay Head, 'N. J,, home, ,. .Edward P. Ehrich of ABC's sales presentations"

dept. did such a sock job of writing "commercials" for audition platters of
Whiteman's disk show that the four sponsors got ABC to assign him full

time as "integrator". . . .Dick Woods subbing for Bruce Elliot while latter

vacations from WOR's "Tello-test" show. .. .Composer-conductor Nathan
KroU of ABC's "Warriors of Peace" got an award for outstanding musi-
cianship Sunday (13) from the Associated Women's Clubs.
William H. Ensign, after 18 years as a CBS account exec, has moved

over to the network .sales staff of Louis G. Cowan's packaging outfit..,.

Gene Hamilton doing commentary for 'four-week Boston Syraph series

(ABC) from Berkshire festival....James G. Cominos, ex-BBDO radio
exec, named veepee and radio director of LeValley, Inca Chi agency....
Mrs. David Sarnoff set for guestshot on Betty Crocker's ABC show next
Monday (211 "County Fair's" Win Elliot emceeing two "Treasury Star
Parade" platter .shows featuring Mary Martin and Jinlmy Stewart. ...CBS
newsgabber Bill Henry doing his stint from the Coast for three weeks
prior to starting a three-week vacation Aug. 4. Ned Calmer to pinchhit
... .Russ Walker, formerly at WQXR, and Richard C. Landsman, ex-
WNOC, Norwich; Conn., added to WHN's sales staff. .. .Bob Henry upped
to program supervisor at WABF (FM), succeeding Anita DeMars. Dick
Carver, ex-WLIB, has joined the announcing staff.

fJV HOLLYWOOD . . .

Martin Gosch is back to his first radio love—writing. He's turning out
the scripts for the Peggy Lee-Woody Herman summer Electric Hour ...

.

No one is being spared by . Arthur Curlah in his $150,000 suit charging
plagiarism of his radio property, "My Sister Eileen." Now that Lever
Bros, has bought "My Friend Irma," alleged to be a carbon copy of
"Eileen," and Young & Rubicam has the billing, both were thrown in with
the defendant lot, . . , Special Hooperating taken on the Jack Paar show
of July 6 caught the comic's audience at 4,2. . . .Groucho Marx and Fred
Ziv are toying with a transcription idea similar to some of his other
pancaked series. .. .Coasters got a chuckle out of Henry Morgan's page
ad. in.,YABiET.Y's Rev.ieiKj^fl4 Preview issue Charlie Vanda produces
the hour-long, all-star show as a postscript to the industry's ,contribution
to the Cancer Hospital fund Harry Von Zell and Bill Goodwin' will
take over, for Jimmie Fiddler while the gabber is honeymooning fer four
weeks. He'll wax his editorials before leaving for integration into the
programs.
Milton Blow is flirting with Art Linkletter for "Take It Or Leave It"

after Phil Baker takes his leave. .. .Ken Hinks, accbunt exec on Lux for
the Thompson agency, stopped over enroute to Stanley Resor's ranch in
Wyoming ... "Corny" Jackson, head Thompsonite on the Coast, will boat
it to Hawaii after the riveting ceremony with Gail Patrick July 25, . . .Tom
Fizdale getting back into the publicity racket Wauhillau La Hay, top
drum beater for N. W. Ayer, will be guest speaker at Hollywood Ad Club
Aug. 4. She may also get profiled for the New Yorker bv Alvah Johnson,
who is around gathering material for hk tome on WUson Mizner,.,.
Frances Sawyer, after 15 years as commercial traffic manager at KFWB,
has been made an account executive, .. .Irving Atkins named Coa.st rep of
Cruttenden & Egers, Chicago agency. . . .Three of radio's top stockers—
Laurene Tuttle, Peggy Webber and Jeanette Nolah-^are working in Orson
Wellei;'- picturization of "Macbeth". ,. .ABC's Don Searle is buying free
feeds for tradesmen who have had ticker trouble, having been one of them
himself.

. , .KHJ-FlVt observed its sixth anni of high fidelity transmi-ssion
. .

,
.Coast friends of Pat Weaver are hailin'g his return to rad'io as headman

at Young & Rubicam. He got his istart out here.

IN CHICAGO . . .

"Hint Hunt" has been expanded from 1.5-minute .show to 25 minutes five
times weekly over CBS beginning July 21.. .Guy Savage show, "Mu.sical
Caravan,', initiating celebrity night each Friday, with appearances set for
screen, radio, stage, newspaper and sports headliners. .. .Walter Preston
spending his annual two weeks off in Sister Bay, Wi-s George Herro
recuperating in nortliern Wisconsin. .. .Jack Baus, violinist with NBC
Curtain Time" and ''Grand Marquee" orch, and his wife, have adopted

a baby son ,..E, W. Graves of Shreveport in for promotion talks with
H. C, Bonfig' ol Zenith Radio. ., .Jimmy Wakely in for rodeo appearances
visited the "Teeas and Tunes" club. . . .Patrica Callaghan and Bob Liv- .

mgston, both of CBS staff, were married here last week, with Jolm.

,

Akerman of same studios doing best man chores. .. .WTMJ has renewed
' Teen Age, Time" for the summer, presented Saturdays 2, p.m. to 3:45.

Show has local high school students acting as record emcees Les
Johnson, general manager of WHBF, back from Canadian vacation....
Jo Stafford, currently at the Chicago theatre, made first Chi appearance
on radio show July 14 in an interview over WJJD by Ernie Simon ....

:

Fairfax Cone, Bill Hunt, Bill Hollander and Stu Dawson made committee
heads of Cptnmunity Fund campaign divisions.
Jane Withers rising early after late Latin Quarter appearances I0 do

guest spot on "Bi-cakfa.st Club"^ , , .Mafalda Bufalini of WBBM in Pitt.s-

u/rl^ir

"
'7^'*. Amviica" -with Norman Clayton, boweil J'uily «

WTMJ.
. , .Lewis I. Sanders made director of newly-Created Jones Fiankel

television dept Crucible Co. of New Jersey assumed sponsorship for
another 62 weeks of "Ticonderoga Musical Notes", .. .Bculah Karney pro-
gram in new time slot at 4:45 to 5 p.m. five days weekly over WENB. -
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Petrillo Probe to Move West for Pix

Angle Involving Tele Contract Bars
Washington, July 15. -

james Caesar Petrillo is -due for

another session before. a House La-

bor Subcommittee here Sept. 15, to

renort on his pronused talks with

I'M broadcasters, the' music educa-

tor* «nd service bands.

Subcommittee Chairman Carroll

Keatns"<R., Pa-> said last Friday

nu he would hold Petrillo under

gutooena through that date so the

committee could check whether he

kept commitments made to them

during two days of hearing last

; week. ,

Meanwhile, Kearns and coipmittee

investigator Irving McCann will pick

up their earlier investigation of

American Federation of Musicians

activities on the Coast with ia week

of hearings in Los Angeles, begin-

ning Aug. 4. AFM contracts with

the pix producers forbidding rental

of musical films to television broad-

casters and restrictive practices of

the AFM in theatre and FM radio

fields are due for plenty of probing,

a Committee spokesman said.

Kearns and McCann will also pick

up where they left ofl on an earlier

Investigation of role played by the

.AJFIl in the jtorced closing of Earl

CanoU's giant theatre-restaurant in

Hollywood. Carroll is due to shutter

Aug. 1. •

McCann plaas to arrive in L. A.

geveral days in advance of the Aug.

Carrington Marathon
Something of a record in con-

tinuous scripting has been
chalked up by. Elaine Carring-
ton.

Last -Friday (11) marked, her
3,OO0th script on ''Pepper
Young's Family."
In addition, Miss Carrington

authors "When a Girl Marries*'
and "Rosemary,"

:
»

Petrillo Softens
Washington, July 15.

! James C. Petrillo hasn't exact-

ly g<Kie out of his way to date up
the ' music educators or the

broadcasters, but he has shown a
greater disposition to talk turkey
lince the House Labor Commit-
tee gave him a two-months pro-
bation here last week.:
Though the meet&Jg was strict-

ly unofficial, the music czar did
sit down in N.Y. last Friday (11)

to chat with J. N. "Bill" Bailey,

executive director of FM Assn.

No business was transacted, but
the door was left open for a later

jeet-iogether with the FM board.
Meanwhile, the House Labor

jSkiboommittee Chairman Carroll
Kearns (R., Pa.), has notified
Petrillo not to leave the country
until after his next appearance
on the witness stand Sept. 15.

The JCFM chief had planned to
take oft,for London shortly.

.
At the same time, it was be-

lieved that Petrillo might get
aootl?er summons from Kearns to'

attend a closed parley in Wash-
fcgton next week of the com-
mitteemen and music educators.
Plan was to set the meeting up
early in the week, if possible.

Sinuns Pact Cues

Singer Trend to

'Runnerup' Billing

Ginny Simms, whose CBS radio

show last season was cancelled by
Borden's, hag been pacted for the

new Percy Faith Coca-Cola Sunday
night program on CBS, which

I preems Aug. 17 in the spot vacated

'by General Foods and Eate Smith,

What is considered significant to

the trade in Miss Simms* signing up
for the musical stanza is the fact
that it points up. anew that the sing-
ers who held down their own pro-
grams in the past few seasons and;
failed to pay off rating-wise are one
by one establishing their new niche
in radio as auxiliary items.

'

Frank Sinatra, who got the Old
Gold heave-ho, returns to the air in

September as the featured male vo-
calist on the Lucky Strike Hit Pa-
rade. Dinah Shore, cancelled by
Ford, has no fall commitment as

yet. but it's considered "a certainty

that when and if she does return
she'll be integrated into the musical
pattern with another name.

While Kate Smith .has landed
co-op sponsorship for her noontime
Mutual gab and is disk jockeying on
WOR (N. Y.), as yet .ttiere are no
takers for her singing commercial, -

4 hearing date to contact local pix
and radio men. He is interested in
talking to Coast tele operators who
^•supposed to be working closely
Witti Bie pix people. It was believed
^« flf Paramount's tele station
K.TLA would be contacted to give
both sides of the story on the Pe-

(Continued on page 30)

M0RRIS.TO GOTO BAT

ON FUU JOLSON FEE
.
Apparently William Morris office

|»t. going to take that split com-
™ssmn on the Al Jolson -Kraft deal

!lf,
Morris agency feels it's

t ^° ^""^ ™* °"
'J'SflO weekly going to Jolson

.jw his_upc(,j„i„g enjgee job on the
Kraft Mi.isic Hall. And it says

«<»">e to fight it through.

th w
^'^^^^'1 itself 5% of fee on

th! i^'^ °' having originally opened
7'son-Kraft negotiations a year

Sr™L- ^ before Jolson signed withwoms agency for his radio activities.

lEVANT ON KRAFT SHOW
When the new' Kraft Music Hall-

oii Am^" tt^es off in the fall

' Levant will be
»'B<>.afi the permanent fixtures.

JrT'f"}' ^va.s pacted for tlie pro-
S"«a this week via J. Walter Thomp-son agency.

nm

FOB Splits Clti Office

Into Two Units; Foiifla To

Head Up Production Side
Chicago,' July 1!5.

Radical departure in. structure of

midwest agency radio departments

was. inaugurated here last week by

Fairfax Cone of Foote, Cone &
Belding following announcement that

Jim Fonda would take over as radio

director of the agency's Chicago
office as successor to "Stu" Dawson.
'Fonda is presently asKSOciate talent

buyer in the Hollywood offloe and
director of "Philip Marlowe."

Setup differs from otliers here in

that the business and production
ends of the radio department will

be two separate and distinct units.

Fonda, long a production man, will

devote his time to production and
Hany F. Dieter, account exec, will

[be in charge of the. business end.

I According to Cone, production and
i business talent are two widely sep-

arated abilities and real talent for

one is available only at the expense

of the other. This new setup: should
give top performance in. bD.tiji

In the meantime, till Fonda ar-

rives Sept. 15, Dick' Davis is running
the department. He le&ves for the

Coast when Fonda returns to take

over on the Hope show. Bill Ander-
son will be assistant to Jim Fonda. ;

Washington, July 15.

There is a strong feeling in some
FCC offices here that the present
chain network regulations should be
reviewed and overhauled to

strengthen the hand of affiliates in

their dealings with the webs. .Con-
cern arises from fact that with ad-
dition of 800 new standard broadcast
stations since the war, the webs are
in an all-powerful position in choosr
ing affiliates and, according to some
complaints reaching Washington, are

pushing this advantage to the pomt
of doubtful legality under the anti-

monopoly rules.

Commission spokesmen point out
the rules were put . on the books
when there were less than half as

many stations on the air and when
nets could not shift affiliations in the

big markets without loss of desirable

coverage. Now, with added competi-
tion up and down the line, value of

a net contract has risen In propor-
tion, to demand and webs may be us-

ing this fact to keep stations in line

—the chain rules notwithstanding.
It was believed that FCC would

not move, in any event, before fall

and would probably wait to see
.whether Congress voted new radio
legislation; A White bill provision
clipping net option time and incor-

porating the anti-monopoly rules

into legislation was hit at by FCC
which wanted to retain right to

write new regulations and by indus-
try which opposed either Govern-'

ment or Congress dipping into net-

work^station relationships.

One of the biggest gripes, accord-

ing to a lengthy statement filed with
FCC last week by former ABC af-

filiate WING, Dayton, is pressure by
the web to clear station option time
for chain shows. This is one of the

charges made by FCC against the

Don Lee Network, which went
through hearing last winter on al-

leged violation of the anti-monopoly
rules. FCC says it has had several

other informal complaints against

the major chains, thougli affiliates

with a mind to the future are re-

luctant to jeopardize their web status

with protests of this kindi

WING forwarded to FCC minutes

of meetings of the ABC Stations

Planning Committee and of joint ses-

sions with web officials to explain

why it no longer has an ABC fran-

chise. Station carefully refrained

from asking the Gomraission to probe
(Continued on page 30)

WB Buys Dorsey Disk Show
First sale of the Tommy Dorsey

disk jockey show in New York has

just Ijeeh Consummated.. :

Warner Bros, haa bought 12 of the

48 quarter-hour weekly .segments of

the show oh WMCA, with .
sponsor-:

ship .starting in September. Dear is

for 26 weelt-s and was negotiated via

Blaine Thompson.

F€C Gets 41)06

Mwem Budget
Washington, July 1.5.

Senate Appropriations Committee
last week met FCX; halfway and re-

stored $400,008 of the agency's 1948

budget reque.'it. recommending a 12-

montb kitty of $6,400,.000. House had
given FCC a straight $6,000,000 and
Chairman Charles R. Denny was ask-

ing the Senate for $875.fl0O additional.

Committee Recommendation now
goes before the Senate and then into

conference with a House Committee
to iron out differences . in. -the sums
tabbcfi for FCC ana other independ-

ent ofi-ieeSi-^..;-'.-.. .':'.';.:'.---,;-:-'T:''-i-

Senate group, headed by Republi-

can Clyde Reed of Kansas, added

another $.i,000 to FCC's travel budget.

makin.G: a total of $125,000 allotted

for FCC cars and: ti-avel next year.

If Senate recommendation prevails,

FCC. will have made out better on
its.fund.s request than most other

government offices here.

Now Whatdyaknow
Hollywood, July 15.

.

:

Office manager of an agency,

a distaffer unhappy with her lot,

answered a blind ad in Daily

Variety for a job similar to hers.

Next day when she opened the .

- Hiail. for her boss, up jumped
her letter. It was for her job

but the headman ncvev got to

see that one.

It's a matter, of conjecture
^

whether he got to sed any of

them.

Hudson Terminal
Saga of Tom Hudson and his

"Glocca Morra" commercial on
. th* closing Kate. Smith shpv,' for.

General Foods on CBS continues

-.{is- .the . Chuckie- ofe the -Weelt-in-
radio,

;
but .

with mOre serious

repercussions for Hudson.

Because of the Hudson faux
pas, in which the bowed out as.

announcer, of the , Kate Smith-
General Foods programming by
announcing on the Coast repeat
that "Sales of Postum are up 32

percent-^in Glocca Morra," last

week cost him the announcer's
job on .'Portia Faces Life."

Foote, Cone . & Belding had
him lined'up for the stanza fol-

lowing the GF-Kate Smith fold-

up, but later penalized him for
the craclt.

Trade considers it sporting of
• F-C-B, however, despite its

burn, that it's going to give Hud-
son a reprieve. *

Weaver Y&R

Return Cues

Thick Rumors
Sylvester L. "Pat'V Weaver re-

turns to the Young & Rubicam fold

as veepee in charge of radio and
television as successor to Tom Lewis,

who recently resigned under pres-

sure, with the move already spark-

ing a flock of rumors as to possible

repercussions. Y & R ; is Weaver's

original stamping ground. . Since

1936 he's been advertising munager
of American Tobacco Co.

On the one hand some are inclined

to view appointment as the prelude

to a move to woo into the Y & R
family at least part of the American
Tobacco billings which would help

offset the 30% loss in radio busine.<!S

encountered by the agency, and
which ; was re^ponsibte for the

wholesale Y & R axings. All the
American Tobacco business is cur-
rently held by Foote, Cone & Beld-
ing and it's reported that there's no
little apprehension, at FCB as to

what the Weaver-Y & R alliance
might precipitate.

On the other hand, it's contended
that there are no strings attached;
that Weaver wanted an out at Amer-
ican Tobacco despite his do-seness to

George Washington Hill, Jr., in the
prexy post following the death of

the senior G. W. Hill, and has since
been masterminding the operation.

The fact remains it's generally
acknowledged that Y & R i.s latching
on to a man with know-how tech-

nique who commands, universal ret

spect in the trade.

Weaver will headquarter in New
York, Y & R having decided that it

erred in previously setting up Coast
quarters for its radio topper.

Coast RWG Preps Demands

For N6C» ABC Newsrooms
Hollywood. July 15.

The Radio Writers Guild ih pre-

paring to make new newsroom writer

demands on NBC and ABC for local

staffs. The union's existing contract

with NBC expires July 31 and an
entirely new agreement will be

sought, .incliiding.wage hikes. Its

contract with ABC. which has a

year to go but which may be re-

opened for wage increases only, is

up in mid-August and wage hikes
will be sought there, too.

Union is .now casing "the teletp.ve

scribes to learn needs and desires

and will doubtless make initial

pitches witliln * fortnight.

Charles A, Seipmann, former
British Broadcasting Corp, official,

now a professor at New York Uni-
versity and a chief critic of Ameri-
can radio, has in 'lapt week's issue of
The Nation become a defender of
Canadian Government radip as
against. the_ private. statiQn operator?
in the Dominion,- His latest piece
bears the title:' "Radio; Tool of the
Reactionaries" and makes Seip-
mann's point of view considerably
clearer than heretofore. He speaks
of radio as "one of the big prizes
in the current struggle for. power
by reactionary private enterprise.*'

The Seipmann article has attracted
consideralile trade attention around
Manhattan. Some observers took the
article as indicating ho.w Seipmanri's'

.

views have hardened so that he is

now pretty out-and-out aga'iust any"
and all private operators and for
any radio vested in government—
and any government. The situation

in Canada is entirely, different from,
the U. S„ but Seipmann apparently
arrives at about the same slant.

In the last year or two Seipmann
has gotten himself well established
as a crusading professor but has un-
til recently been fairly careful in
his phraseology. The Canadian
analysis ia more openly biased, some
observers tliink, than anything he's

heretofore pitched up. He talks of
the private stations as conducting a
"one-sided" discussion, although
many broadcasters in both coun-
tries have contended that "one-
sided" was exactly what the CBC
itself has always been.
Arguments against the CBC are.

described by Seipmann as "spe-
cious," "contemptible" and "vicious,"

and he talks of a conspiracy by un-
known, mysterious forces to mis-
represent the situation. Conceding
that many Canadian listeners are
probably dissatisfied with the CBC
domination and might favor some-
thing like American radio, Seipmann
has made what some trade pundits
thought his most astonishing . com-
ment of all;

"Here surely is a case 'wher«
democracy and public interest are
not well served by deference to
popular opinion, which rests on very .

partial knowledge of the relevant
facts."' This lack of confidence in

the public as such was underscored
by many a broadcaster. In tlie same
paragraph Seipmami alludes to

American radio as ''allowed to get

away with murder.''

.

Jones Mum On

F(X) Moves
Washington, July 15-

' FCG's newest Commissioner, Rep.
Robert Franklin Jones (Ri, Ohio)
hopes to move ovei- to the Commis-
sion some time in August, but
will stay on Capitol Hill- until the
Jaly 26 reces.s and may sneak in a
brief vacation before taking the oath
of ofllce uptown. As a result, he is

making no commitments >on wheii
he'll lie ready to hang his hat up at
FCC.
Senate last Friday (11) recom-

mended his conflrmation in a voice
vote. Move was routine in view of

the unanimoiis (13-to-0) vote of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee membership sujjporting Jones
the day before (10)

.

Meanwhile, the Buckeye repre-
sentative is making no statements
eitlier on whether he will sue ABC
commentator Drew Pearson for
slander and libel. Pearson had tried
to balk Jones' confirmation by
charges that he was a one-tim«

(Continued on page 30)
'

Cugat's Short Haul
Hollywood, July 15.

In moving "Take It Or Leave If^

to NBC early next month, Biow
agency found a six-week hangb'ire!?

on its time contract at (JBS. ';So

Xavier Cugat, his band and .singers

will fill out tijiB span. .

Cugat will be busy'' working in pic-

tures at the time^ so the show «iira

from Hollywood,
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love That Soft Soap
Melro—producer of the forthcoming film about radio, "The Huck-

iters"—knows a good thing when it has one. Film .company, with a

publicity sense (and a sense of humor), has come with a series

of 10 spot announcements plugging the film that is terrific.

The spots, varying from 10 seconds to a minute in length, are a

burlesque on regular spots. They include some .smart takeoffs on such

W k singing commercials as Pepsi-Cola's, Bromo-Seltzer'Sj JRinsO:

White's. In all, they're a pretty nilty needling of the radio scene.

Where- the original "Hucksters" book, and the forthcoming film, slam

radio and slam it hard, these spots merely kid it. But the effect js as

jgtronsf 1

"Have you ever thought of strangling an announcer?" one of them
begins in a soft seductive voice, switching suddenly to a raucous an-

nouncement that blisters the ears, then as suddenly fini.shirig ^w.ith a

properlv^voiced pronouncement (praising the ''Hucksters," n^tch) to

show how it might be done. "Do you hate radio commercials?" an-

other wheedles, "the kind that scream at you like this" (giving .an

instance), "or the kind that sing like this" (adding another excruciat-

ing example), "or the kind that repeat it with sound effects like this

(with a shattering demonstration). Thea a moderate example is given.

And all the while, the film is getting a plug. Jingles, music, plugs,

announcements, have all the keen- edge of wit and taste. One spot

ends up with a Negro maid softly crooning: "Hi, hi; love that picture!

Carl Higrod, Donahue & Coe radio director, is credited with writing

»hd producing the spots, with Hank Sylvern supplying music and sound

effecte, and Ken Roberts and Frank Gallup splitting the announcer

chores. Latham Ovens assisted in the writing. Brm.

VPAYNE AND SHUSTEB
With Johnny Wayne, Frank Shuster,

Georgia Dey, Samuel Hersenhoren,
Herb May, announcer

Writers! Wayne and Shuster

Prvducer: William Di Byles

f» Mins., Sat., 8 p.m.

Susiaining
'

WNBC-NBC, N. y,

(nterestin'g angle hese is that NBC,

in findin'g a summer Mcupant for fte

Saturday evening spot vacated by

"life of Riley," has reached out into

Canada to pick up a pair of comics

whose brand of humor is strictly out

of the Hollywood and Vine and
Madison avenue files. Which is not

to say that Johnny Wayne and Frank
Sbuster don't merit showcasing in

the United States.

True, there's a ring of familiarity

sbout the whole 30-minute content of

theiic show; a sort of hodge-podge
and conventionally-formated variety-

comedy stanza that,(on the initial

program) borrowed a little here and
a little there. And that applies par-

ticularly to the material. They've

even keyed it to the current swing
toward satire (Henry Morgan, Robert

Q. Lewis, et al).

But it's to the credit of the boys
that, despite the lack of originality,

they've come up with a refreshing

interlude in hot weather program-
ming. There's a strictly professional

aura about the whole thing. They
know their way around the gag; their

timing and delivery are Gr^de A.

Nothing sensationally funny, but

wheH, for example, they do a tune

kidding the summer replacements,

they know what to do with it to ex-

tract maximum entertainment.

Georgia Day is the gal vocalist and
she fits pleasantly into the pattern.

Samuel Hersenhoren does a good job

With the orchestral assist. William D.

Byles is the convincer that Canada,
too, knows how to -produce a comedy
turn.

AMERICAN THEATRE WING
ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM

With Tom Slater, Byron Mcitlnney,
Russell Parr. Elwopd Hoffman,

g^^jj^jj^j^
Alice Yourman Hal Stnder, Bruce vvBBM, Chicago
Kimes, Alex Courtney, Opera] ,

v. i.,<i,8o

Workshop and Voice & ,
Diction

'

groups; Bert Cohen, announcer;
I

Kay Reed, organ

Writert Herb Jaffey
^

Produoer-director: George Wallach.

30 Mins.; Tues. (8.), 1«:30 p.m.

''Sustaining ,••

WNEW. N. y.

Radio Workshop of the American
Theatre Wing vyhipped this stanza to-

gethfer to maik the first anni of

ATW's vet retraining program. Airer
was a combo documentary-dramat
intended to explain the training pro.^

MAD MASTERS
With Monty and Natalie Masters,

Helen Klccd, Henry Leff, Paul
Waltie, Tony iFrceman's Orch

Producci>-Director: Dick Bertrandis
Writer: Moiity Masters
30 Mlns.; Sat., 8;30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBG, N. Y.

NBC's search for new comedy tal-

ent is giving usually unheard-from
areas a break. From San Francisco
comes the "Mad Masters" summer

;replacement for "Truth or Conse-
quences" which makes some attempt;

to emulate the daffine.ss of the per-
manent tenant Of that time slot, but
unfortunately lacks the "T or C"
savvy or purposefulncss.
"Mad Masters," with Monty and

Natalie Masters in the head posi-
tions, comprises a situation comedy
program that offers some amusing
moments—the same as a sophomore
high school play might. But this
session is, unfortunately, playing the
adult circuits. Items such as having
the central character blanked out
by a blow on the bean, and mentally
transporting him to the King Arthur
era, seems like an immature effort
especially when compared to Mark
Twain Jiandling of a similar situa
tio'n in "Connecticut Yankee."
Program establishes the male half

of the Masters as a small-town shoe
store ' owner, but ensuing wordage
goes far afield since there's no time
taken out for characterization. Show
imm.ediately works itself into an
operation that calls for multitudi-
nous stooges, many of whom deliver.
But even with delivery, there's lit-
tle ba.«is for ventral solidity.
Monty and Natalie Masters, how-

ever, impress as a potentially funny
pair, botfi with a good sense of com-
edy and timing, but bogged down
by the script, Masters' Own fault
since he's listed as the writer.
Musical relief is by- Tony Free-

man's band with Paul Waltie as
enor soloist, chiming in on the bits.

Jose.

REPORT UNCENSORED
With Fahey Flynn, Tony Pafrlsh
Frank Smjth orch

Producer-Wr'tcr: Ben Park
:{0 Minis.; Mon., 8 p.m.

EMILE COTE
Ij.Ting-Worth has combined the

EmilG Cote Glee Club and D'Ar-
tega'.s Concert Orchestra In a
lavish musical program for ad-
vertisers, v

Each unit has already earned
enviable Hooperatings over Lang-
Worth's transcription network. The
combination, In the opinion of sta-

tion, operators, tops any musical
program on the air.

LAN<f-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

SATURDAY MORNING STORY
FAIR

With Phil Sterling, AI Monti, Peggy
Tucker, Jane Harven, Albert
Arkus, May Questel, Jack Farren,
Joan Patsy Flicker, Monroe Mosko*
witz, Ruth Brcitman, Albert
Biondo, Nancy Kendall, Lewis
Brooks, Paul Ross; Douglas Town-
send, music

Writers: Beth Harber, Oscar Brand
Director: Asa Berlin
Producer: Alexander Marshak
55 Mins.; Sat.,. 10 a.m.
Sustaining
WN¥C, N. Y.

Municipal-owned station has here
undertaken its first major program-
ming effort on behalf of moppet
listeners. It's an ambitious under-
taking, requiring considerable pro-
duction and no small cast, since it's

been formatted as animaginary tour
of Lilliputian tent shows presenting
capsule plays, operas, symphonies
and other entertainment, all pitched
at knee-high listeners.

Undertaken on a network level, it

would involve pretty lavish expense.
The city ' indie is doing > it with
volunteer talent, amateur as well as
pro, and the fact: that the initial

stanza last Saturday (12) came off as
well as it did is no small tribute to
its producers.

Each "show" within the show is

SUMMER ELECTRIC HOUR
WH)i Woody Vcrman, Ttfgy hf,
Dave Barhotir orch; Diana Lynni
suestar; John Helatand. announcer'

Producer; Glenlnll Taylor
Director; Richard Dunn
Writer: James Bloodworth
30 Mins., Sun., 4:30 p.m.
ELECTRIC COS.
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(2y. W. Ayer)
Summer replacement for the

"Hour of Charm" show is a good
light popular program that will do.

Talent is varied, as .is format.

Woody Herman's crooning is bal-

anced by Peggy Lee's chirping, with
Dave Barbour's orchestra (and Bar-
bour's banjo) for' assist. Further
variety comes with, the gu^?tstar, in

the case of the premiere pianist-

film actress Diana Lynn.
HermaA is emcee as well as soloist,

and handles His. chores agreeably.

Opening program's chatter between
Herman and Miss Lee, or between
Hernian and Barbour vvas chaffy and
pleasant, and not. too great a strain

on the intellect. Dialog might have
been sharpened up a bit, but after

all, the weather's hot.

Herman warbled his way through
"Alamo" and "Ivy" rfn the opener,
and Miss Lee chimed in with "Hap-
piness." Barbour, who is Miss Lee's
husband, helped her in the duet,

"Chi-baba." Orchestra did some
neat accompanying, especially in the
number Miss Lynn offered as her
guest contribution, a piano swing
arrangeirient of the nursery rhyme,
'^Peter; Peter, Pumpkin Eater."
Commercials were brief, to good

taste and point. Bron.

LEST WE FORGET—THESE GREAT
AMERICANS

With Sam Levene, others
Writer-Director: Harold Franklin
15 Mins.; Tues., ^:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y,
This series of transcribed dramats,

distributed gratis to approximately
800 stations by the Institute for
Democratic Education, is still hitting

with undiminished power against the
legions of intolerance in: the U.,S.
Under expert direction of Harold
Franklin, the platters are featuring
such name personalities as Helen
Hayes, Fredric March. Paul Lukas,
Canada Lee, and others equally
prominent in frank, tightly knitted
playlets which stand on their own
feet as solid air entertainment aside
from their propaganda punch.

Initial dramat aired last week (8)

EDDY DUCHIN SHOW
With Ufa Kii;^, guest; Frank Wak
" decker, annovncer
Writer: Bob Smith
Producer-Director: John Halpern •

IS Mins., Mon.-Wcd.-Frl., 4:30 p.m.
KREMfi.
WJZ'ifiBC, N. Y.

(.Erwin Wasey)
In contrast to his Kratt Music Hall •

program on NBC last season, this 15-
minute stanza of the Eddy Diichin
keyboard virtuosity makes a lot.more
sense. Certainly better listening. For
it's Duchin in a more, natural habitat
--^a stanza that accents informality
aiid his stylized pianistics (backed by
a small combo), with only a mini,
mum of gab.

Sessionsi tao, are interspersed with
vocals, with Lisa Kirk, nitery singer,
as the initial guest on Monday (14 )..

Latter clicked nicely with "Those
Foolish Things." .

Show is heard three-timeS' weekly
and is bracketed with the Paul
WJhiteman di.sk jockey show. It

makes no attempt at pretentiousness;
has just the correct leisurely pace to
set off such Duchinesque gems as'
Cole Porter's "Easy to Love,'' etc.

Kreml commercials for hair tonic
and shampoo, before and alter, are
held down to a respectable minimum.

Rose,

WALT'S WAX- WORKS .

With Wa^t Locfatnan, Ken Heady»
anhottnicer

Producer: Ken fteady
'

3:30-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
KCMO, Kansas City
KCMO is following the

, Paul •

Whiteman record show on ABGl with •.

this half-hour of local origination.

Walt Lochman, station's sports chief
and former baseball aaiiouncer, has:

been drafted to pitch the chatter be-
tweeh disks, partly because of his
established loUpwing, partly because
of his so-called gift Of gab. Station
is aiming at a smooth session by •

coupling in Ken' Heady, prdductiori
chief,<to handle the announcements
aiid comebacks.
Show goes in for some variety in

the way of interviews with promi-
nent folks who come to town, bits of
local chit-chat or what have you.
It aims to lbe_ a true jockey show,
however, being completely ad-
libbed..

In its first , few sessions the half-

hoiir proved a considerable change
of pace froiia. the nettvork show it

follows, btit sums up moderately
good. Lochman is finding, more-

_„,,_,„ , . , . . over, there's a deal of difference be-
over WNEW, which IS given a one- u^gen sprightly ad-libbing and gab-
week beat on other stations carry- I !,;>,*> „™,R, -:™„ t • .„„.s.x*..

ing the same program, starred legit

and film actor Sam Levene in a piece
titled "Hey, Cabbie." Levene played
a Jewish hack driver who was made
the. target of a gang of vicious anti-
Semitic thugs in his neighborhood.
An attempt is made to enlist Levene's
neighbors in a campaign to drive
him out of his home, but Levene
only wins their admiration by his

compressed into flv^ or six minutes ^^^ '^i^^

WBBM dropped a bomb.shell in
Chicago, Monday (7) with its new
Report Uncensored," story dealing
with conditions in Cook County's

to guard against flagging moppet
interest, whole being tied up as a
day at the fair for four kids being
shown around by- a barker (Phil
Sterling). Al Monti was clicko as a
minstreling "sweep." Peggy Tucker
put zest into her role as a "Magic
Story Lady." .Tane Harven had a
difficult assignment as an "oracle"
who answered questions about N. Y.'s
recreational facilities; the device was
forced and must have sounded silly

even to kids. A play in whieh May
Questel and Jack Farren together
assayed 12 roles was aimed at teach-
ing the kiddies something about 'city

I government was too adult aiid far-
I fetched. A "penny opera" composed
and conducted by Douglas Townsend

by pulling off an heroic job for the
police. '

Complaint, from a formal pundit's
point of view, could be leveled at
the dramat for its artificially melo-
dramatic climax through which the
Jewish cabbie is finally made aacept-
abje tO' his neighbors. Jews (or
Negroes and other persecuted minori-
ties), it might be pointed out, have
inviolable personal rights not be-
cause of their heroism but simply
because of their .humanity. None-

these :platters still sock
a clear plug for equality
should, . have inestimable

Herm.

bing sports copy. Later ' session*
showed improvement over ' the
earlier ones, however, and what the
show needs in the way of smoothing
it likely will get with repetition.
First IS minutes is sponsored; second
quarter is sustaining. Quin.

public corrective institutions and l-was novel, told a simple tale and had
prisons, now heard as local replace- lilting moments, Tops, however, wasment for "Lux Radio theatre." Sta-
tion gave program its best time slot
jn order that listenership .should be
their biggest. Fir.st show was ac-
tually preface of what can be ex-
pected from the 13 week series in-
terviews with first offenders and
hardened criminals, causes for
crimes, etc. In later broadca.sts. sug

the "symphony," which c'onsisted of
a polka imaginatively, presented as
telling the story of "Mr, Zylophone.''

General, production was uneven,
backgrounding was thin, but the
framework is solid and the show has
possibilities of .developing into a
moppet "must.". .

.: Doan.

gram and to give a . sample of its l

and cure of present topheavy crime
products. Byron McKinney, co-super- w^e,

made for, prevention
I
UNlVERSl'jPY. GLIIB OF THE AIR
With Betsy Lewis, Dan O'Connor,

visor (With George Wallach) of the
radio-television division, did the ex-
plaining in a rather stilted interview
with ToiTx Slater, bringing in briet

recordings of classes in session. Rust
sell Parr, repping the Vets Adminis-
ti'ation, spolte a few words of tribute
to the ATW project,: saxing it had
"opefted tiew horizons.''

Teeoff had Val Sherman doing pro-
log which expressed .station's inter-
est and reasons for doing show, and
his appeal to public to learn the
facts was convincing and sincere
Text should- bring response both
pro. and con. .

_ A,s ^narrator-commentator, Fahey
Fiynn's performance was sensitive

theless,
across
which
value.

Second half of the stanza was a:i'^"f.„l"?"fy
and his -treatment of

dramatic sketch scripted by Herb
' f°i5r,!,"*

'^^^^ with mothers,.

Jaffey, a student of the workshop, ' {""'^if .^^^ murderers contributed

dealing with racial discrimination m
, n,,,??j;^";i:ll:!,*i,

P':'=-''e"'ji!i^

« college fraternity.

Intro and windup of the program voice, and working in "and out "ofsimulated a radio, rehearsal (babble show, left little to be desired
ot voices, including one from the

, Tony Parrish did as well as Flvnn
control booth), idea being to take announcing chores and character

.the. radio^ audience, backstage," but
, bits throughout, portraying several

devjce added nothing to the overall authorities and exneris who
effectiveness of the show, m^i,, hr^rf,, ! — ,. , , ,

,

uung factual parts of airer, Flynn ent and ready to probe pr
in

.
hi.s

!
their depths, are bound together in 9

Pauli Murray, Bob Kronemcycr
Marilyn Kaemmerle

30 Minis.; Xhurs., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WEVD, N. Y.
For dialers

,
who enjoy informal

aabbing. on an intellecttial level.
WEVD has placed a mike in the cen-
ter of a group of recent college grad-
uates, and told them to start talking.
What comes out is occasionally stim-
ulating, frecjuently platitudinous, and
generally aim)e§s. All of the young
collegian.'!, although individu^ly flu-

problemiS to

V Main Knriv-l „r,„i;y C t v'^^i''"'' '""'^ wt=".c iiiR lue .younger generation. Beg
<if thP nroeram had no nnrtic. lar re^ i^' """i

*° ?PP^»'' t'^^"^" ^'"^^ » discussion of the lelat

Slflr«J »if ^
l-'^l''*^^^

".".^ 4'^ remarkable job o£
,

between one's moral ideals andnearsai dir.
,

, , , I Professional. Others competitive world, the group thread
Recorded pickups from actual cla.ss

i

m cast, m for very brief spells, rated
1 ed their way finally to some criti

fraternity of attitude that excludes
the .yea.st of controver.sy.

.
on the initial session, the. "Univer-

sity Club" kicked around, some cur-
rent, and .<!OJne eternal questions fac-
ing the younger generation. Begin-

ion
the

HOUR OF MUSIC
With June Browne, Earl Tanner,
Bex Maupin, Honey Dreamers,
Studs Tcrkel, Sid Brcese, Norm
Gottschalk, Stan Gordon, Alma
PlattS, Phil Bowman, Cliff Norton

Producers: Hunter Reynolds, Burr
Lee

Writers: Mike Brown, Harry Bing.
ham

60 Mins., Sun., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
Hotweather ~ .sub for ^"Theatre

Guild on the Air" is a varied show
of varied merit. Program, running a
full hour, crowds in . a motley collec-
tion of song bits, story, music drama
and fantasy. The lazy, formless
style of program, going from one
number to another for quite a while
without -bothering -for introductions
or incidental chatter, has its merits.
Music,:,.ho we ver, is a little too
heavily arranged, .with soloists,

choi:us and orch called in . on every
shot instead of letting a few simple
sortgs come through unassisted for
better balance. And piece de re-
sistance of the program, a dramatic
vignette, was-^in the ca.se of the
premiere show—too long, too sta-
tistical, and somewhat pretentious
and on the dullish side.

First half of the opener offered 1

.TAKE'S JUKE BOX
With Gene Carroll, Marty McNeeley
Writer, Producer, Supervisor: Gene

Carroll
3 hours: Mon thru Sat.i 6-9 a.m.
Participation
WJMOi Cleveland
Back to his old stamping gronnds

for a summer hiatus comes. Gene
Carroll, of Jake and Lena, and the
maid of- the Fibber McGee show.
For three hours every morning,
Gene patters along with record and

'

talk. And of course he brings Lena
into play to help while away the
tim'e.

, «
- Station brought him to town lor
opening show, June 2, and is keep-
ing him for the summer. No ques-.
tion but Jfiike's Juke Box was an at-
tempt to cash in on Gene's reputa-
tion and bring listeners to the new
station. Judging from the number
of requests each morning, WJMd '

seems, to, have accomplished a goodly ;

share, of its objectives.
' As, for Jake, he pattered along
making comments and talk as to re-
quests; the people he knows; the or-
chestra leaders, musicians and song-
sters on the disks requested, For a
•while, he also read the news, gave
time signals, sport gossip, etc. How-
ever, the transition from Gene to

Lena to newscaster and sportscaster
proved a bit too hard on the lis^

teners.
., Mark.

fFollow-up Comment::

cisms of modern sooiet.y. Group is
slightly

, affected with a patronizing

sessions were sharp and provided in- 1,same commendation,
teresting glimpses of ATW activity. Ben Park was responsible for the
It's conceivable that McKjnney's de- intense research which involved

|
social " welfare view towards the

tailing of the training program could
j
over six months of study ahd 'masses; Herm

have been improved upon, from the preparation. Well equipped for the i

——
,

'——^— 1—
average ''listener's viewpoint, by in-

I
job. having handled most of WBBM's '

, . •
. .

jection of more such dramatic de-
|
public service shows, he has dug • School and Statesville

vices. Jaffey's sketch was.- well
j

deeply for what should be a dynamic ' obt.nining wire recorded
dratted and its enactment par. Show I start to .solving delinquency prob- -'**atement.s which will play impor-
as a whole, however, wasn't the taestjlem. During his compilation .of tant part in succeeding broadcasts,

thing ATW's done. |
Doon. I material, Park visited St. Charles ) Hunt,

Among the assorted assets of the
"Robert Q. Lewis Little Show" on
CBS is the repeated click of Ruth
Gilbert, who, in the role of I-ewis'.

girl friend, corrtbines an almost
Chaplinesque quality of pathos and
sadness with the humorous weekly
telephonic commentary. It's one of

the standout bit characterizatidns on
the summer kilocycles, with MiS'
Gilbert, who doubles from radi6 in-

to legit (she last appeared in

such items as a duet, "Bess, You Is I

O'Neill's "The Iseman Cometh'').

My Woman Now"; the orchestra in
^""8'ng to it a sense o£ timing and

"Falling In Love"; "Lonesome Road"; !^«JiV«''y s downright remwk-
"Almost Like Being In Love." fin-
Lshing up with an elaborate dramat
on the life of Edvard Grieg. Skit
endjed with. "Song of Norway"
music.
Second half hour liad lighter

fnusic than the first half, with the
same setup of songs, dramat. and
similar ups and downs in entertain-
ment draw. Program on the whole
is good for hot weather listening
and should bridge the gap till fall.

Bron,

able.
That weekly "Let's not fight it—,

it's bigger than both of us" reprise

:

is easily the top running gag of. the

season.',' '

"Inner Sanctum" on Monday
unraveled another yarn from the pen

01 Hank Warner, of CBS' N. Y. p^tss

copy desk, this one a sordid, sangu-

inary account, called "I Must Not

Die Alone," about a N. Y. ferryboat

(Continued on page 28j



WB Production Head Sees

Video Blended With Film Biz
By JACK L. WARNER

Shall try to tune in a few views +

regarding "the future gf video.

There is something familiar to us

at Warner Bros, about the hopes,

doubts predictions and general trib-

Illations of television. The situation,

reminds me of the uneasy couple of

veats wh'en syngjironlzed sound was

being coaxed out of the laboratory

and turned into a practical, element

of talking motion pictures.

This is nol to say, of course,: that

television is going to emerge—sud-
denly or ever^as a revolutionary

liiediutn of entertainment. For a

good 15 years, all' of us have been

-assured that television is just around

the corner. Scientifically, perhaps it

now has arrived. But commercially,

it is still lurking: somewhere beyond

'the vision of show business.
'

Just as Warner Bros, always has

been interested in new techniques,

and new ,
technologies in various

fields, we have been watching tele-

vision witb much interest. The en-

gineers still have some, goals to

/achieve. For example," I feel that

video is not lililtely to serve as

mass entertainment until it is satis'

factorily developed for lull-sized

screens in existing theatres. A big-

ger problem, perhaps, is the matter

of nati6n\yide network transmission.

In generair however,, it seems to

ine that science is nearly ready to

hand over television to showman-
ship and business. What these future

custodians will do it is anybody's

guess'. I think it likely that motion
pictures and television will be
blended, som,ehow, in a friendly and
.mutually helpful relationship.

Films As the Basis

Already it seems fairly sure that

111m will be the basis of most tele-

vision—not only for entertainment
but for the showing of sports and
news events. As in- the practice of

; recording and rebroadcasting audio-
radio programs at the most.desirable

. hours, television probably will want
to transcribe happenings on film lor

distribution and laler use. Entertain-
i

ment programs almost certainly will
|

be thus photographed for editing and
|

televising.

Such
: employment of motion pic-

tures by video inevitably will be
very costly, and it remains for the
showmen and businessmen to work
out m^ns and methods to make it

profitable. If television can make ad-
vantageous use of motion pictures,
It Seems entirely likely that motion
pictures can make use of televi.iiion.

Postpone Zoomar Preem
Scheduled preem of the . new

Zoomar television lens last ^ Friday

Ul) by WNBT (NBC, N.Y.) was in-

definitely postponed because NBC
cameramen believed they -were ."not

sufficiently acquainted with the lens

•to use , it 'properly.

Cameramen will continue experi-

menting with the lens and hope to

put it into use within the next sev
eral weeks. It was. to have been
used last Friday for the N.Y. Giants-

St. Louis Cardinals' baseball game,
as well at the Steve Belloise-Georgie

Abrams fight from Madisoii: Sq.

Garden at night.

I
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AUTHOR MEETS THE GRITICS
With John K. M. McCaffery, Dr.
Maryiana Farnham, Eugene O'Neill,

Jr., Eloise McElhone, Martin Stone,
others

Director: Fred Coe
Producer: Herb Xredcr
30 Mins.; Thurs., S p.m.
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
WNBT, N. \.

(Betiton k Bowles)
For anyone who has enjoyed listen-

ing to tills program, seeing it a.s well

simply makes it a good 50% more en-

tertaining. Viewer discovers, for in-

stance, that Eugene O'Neill, Jr.,

sports a Van Dyke. And how would
one know, simply listening, how
fetching Eloise McElhone (.of "Leave
It to tTie Girls") is in an of!-the-

shoulder dress? ,f
Or that Df. .Mary-

iana Farnham, author of ''Modern

Woman: The Lest Sex," is a rather

severe looking specimen of her sex
who dresse.«j in the severe garb it

seems to behoove, a woman doctor to

wear?
Wisely, the tele version has been

given a living-room setting (save for

moderator McCaffery's businesslike

(Continued on page 26)

TBA BLESSES TElTcON'S

MASTER ANTENNA PLAN
Television Broadcasters Assn, this

Week gave its blessing to the first

mastei: antenna systern to be ap-

proved by its engineering commit-

tees, thereby moving the, thorny

problem Of apartment house instal-

lations a step closer to solution.

,

System approved was Telicon's

Intra-Video method, which was re-

There is one good thing that we cently demonstrated successfully.
all know about showbusiness and
that is: entertainment, especially
when it is informative as well as
amusing, has no real - sales satura-
tion point, as does nearly every,
other product. Stimulating drama,
forcefully presented news and in-
teresting educational material are in
unlimited demand ^ no matter ^.^^...^ ..^
through What media they are pre-' ! distribution equipment,
tented..'

(Fifth In a. series on Television by
Prpminents In show business and
sports.)

System operates on only one antenna

for each channel in a city and can

service '\ip to 200 individual sets in a

building. TBA engineering commit-

tee;: terming Telicon's -system "fun-

damentally correct," declared that "a

sirriilar approach is being used by

other manufacturers -who are also

developing apartment house antenna

BERGEN RENAMED HEAD

OF TELE ACADEMY
Hollywood, July 15.

•Edgar Bergen: was reelected presi-
dent of the Academy of Television,
Arts and Sciences here last weekW unanimous nomination, following
me withdrawal of three ofher candi-
Jiates. It was a foregone conclusion
that he would be after having been
pressured by the Academy's board
to .run again though having previ-
ously stated he would not. Need for
* national name at the helm and
.?J9r .that the organization might
OTherwlse iipunder motivated.
Don MacNamara, of Telfllms, Inc.,

new treasurer, and • Dr. Ferenc
'Odor, of Audio Pictures, were also
elected by Unanimous consent, wiiileW Monfort, Los Angeles Times,
"rst v-p; Earl Ebi. J. Walter Thomp-
son* second v-p; Gayla Gitterman,
Metro, corre.sponding secretary, and
pmers went in on the vote route, allw terms of six months.

Tele Wage Scales May

Be Set at AFRA Meet
Decision settling jtirisdiction over

actors in television is expected to

be announced .this summer by the

Associated, Actors .arid .Artistes of

America, .parent
.
group of tal?nt,

unions. - A statement that will, at

least,,, name a group or groups tij

policfe' video and set up temporary
wage scales until medium is . func-;

tioning full blast, is expected to be

made i at the nationar convention of

AFRA Aug. 14-17 in N. Y.
Committee composed of reps of

• the various guilds now studying

(knotty probiem, - Which George

I

Heller, AFRA's executive Secretary,

heads, will turn the; recommenda-
tions over to the 4 A's board for

i

approval and . activation. Rules to

' be announced will by no means be

1
permanent, it's reported, but will

' serve only as interim. measures until

j

television ' is rolling.- Then the que^-
' tion of .fitial jurisdiction and regu-

1
lations -will be studied, -vyith tem-

porary mea.sures serving as yard-

! stick "by .which the problem, will

, have been further studied on an op-

j erating basis.

IDO[D SETS CUE

im SILES PITCH
.
Bulwarked' by a steadily-increas-

ing number of television sets iri" cir-
culation ,and\surveys showing video's
terrific mass advertising impact, ad
agencies for the first time are lur-
ing their clients into tele sponsor-
Ship, by .dangling the promise of in-
creased product sales before their
eyes..

:
Entire sales pitch has thus

been changed from the former ar-
guments .that .clients \Should enter
tele now.to gain experience for the
future and to sew up the best time
franchises.

Chief factor in the new sales pitch
to clients, according to a J. Walter
Thompson spokesman, is that agen-
cies can now lay facts before their
clients based on such surveys as
the Hooperating recently taken for
CBS videb. Survey showed the ex-
tremely high sponsor-identification
figure of 75%, a figure much higher
than, that held by radio. Such proof
of tele's ability to sell can't be
bypassed by clients, with tHe result
that an increasing number of them
are breaking ground in the^w me-
dium.

Just as important as tele's adi im-
pact; however-, is the steady rise in-

the number of sets now owned by
the public. An estimated 47,000
homes in the U. S. now have sets,

more than eight times the number
that existed before the war, accord-
ing to conservative figures compiled
by the CBS research department. Of
these, CBS estimates that approxi-
mately 31,000 sets;* or two-thirds of
the total, are in the Greater N'. Y.
area. More optimistic estimates,
have put the number of sets in op''

eration in N. Y; at from 33,000-

60,000.

Five Persons Per Show
Estimates have also shown that

each set has a niueh larger audi-
ence than that possessed by radio
sets. Consensus- for home sets is

about five persons for . each show.
In addition to that, a recent survey
conducted by U. S. Television Corp.
revealed that a.s many as 91 per-
sons watch a top sports event at the
same time on sets in bars and grills.

Although no figures exist on the
number of latter sets, it's estimated
that they number at least another
2,000 in N. Y. alone, adding about
180,000 people to the total audience
for such an event,

CBS estimates, based on produc-
tion figures released by the Radio
Manufacturers Assn., carry only
through May 31, thus omittihg the
number of sets nfenufactured and
sold in the last six weeks. Ad-
mitting: that it Was its own abortive
pitch for color tele that has stunned
production figures until 'now, CBS
toppers predict set production will

increase at a greatly-accelerated

tempo within the next several

months. Jt always takes at least

three months for a manufacturer to

set up a mass production line, they
point out. Since the color decision

didn't come through until iviarch,

most manufacturers are just . now
swinging into full operation. : '

;

RMA figures, based on only those
manufacturers who are members of

the assn., reveal the steady increase

in set production. Only 6,765. sets

were in existence before the war.

After the wartime hiatus, set manu-
facturers gradually got back on
their feet and managed to turn :out

'6,746 models: -during 1946, Produc-
tion for the month of January,'l94?,

almost equalled that figure, totaling

5,437; -.Subsequefit months have seen

6,243 sets produced in, February,.

6,639 in March, 7,886 'in April, and
8,690 in May.

Phone Co.'s Co-Ax Rates Unlikely to Go

Into Effect; DuMont s Counter Plan

Phone Juiifket
Hollywood, July 15.

Press junket a la film indus-

try will -be pulled by staid Amer,
Tel. & Tel, Co, here to bally its

transcontinental coaxial cable.,

, Phone heads are now mapping
plan for safari of company cars

to transport pre.s.s, including

some trade reps, to a point in

the desert to show off the new
: setup; probably some 'time this

month.

Coast Co-Ax Link

Now Completed
' Hollywood, July 15.

Amer. Telephone & Telegraph Co.

has completed the laying of the

Coast link of its transcontinental

coaxial cable, it's been learned. AH
that remains now is to set up booster

stations and finish splicing of the

line; It's in but good, six feet under-
ground from Los Angeles to Blythe.

Cal. .

The eight-tube liiie. covering 236

miles to the near-border town, from
whence it goes to Phoenix, is being
spliced in lj500-foot sections. It

should be. finished by late fa}l and
ready for action. The company is

now preparing a stbry on its $7,500,-

000 Coast link and is expected to tct

leafse it to trade and press some time
this week.

Each tube of the eight-tube cable

will have a capacity of 600 long lines

telephone conversations, or be cap-
able of carrying one television show.
With oTle video program replacing
such a great number of calls it is

easily seen why the tele toll is so

highly estimated.

Southern Cal, Bell's existing con-
duit between Whitewater and Los
Angeles also accommodates the coax-
ial. It is buried under the Colorado
River. In the area around White-
water, "flash flood country," it is

buried an extra two feet to a depth
of eight to circumvent washouts.

Booster stations will be set at ap-
proxirriately every eight miles. They
will be specially insulated against
cold and heat. In all, the cable will

pass through 32 buildings, 28 of them
new concrete .structures. The re-

mainder are standing telephone ex-
changes. The cable terminates at a
new 10-story building being erected
at Sixth and Grand streets in down-
town L. A., now nearing completion.

British 600-Line Setup

In Increased Demand
Washington, July 15.

British ielevLsion , manufacturers

are receiving orders from South

I

America and Europe for video

| transmitters and receivers handling
' equipment on the basis Of 600 lines

! per picture. Dept. of Commerce re-

i ports., :,

' This v.'ould provide sharper deffni-

,lion than the 525-line standard
' American broadcast and the British

i.4D5-Jine definition.

Vet Administration Hep

To Tele; Will Set Up New

Video Research Branch
Washington, July 15.

'Veterans':. Administration last
week became the first civilian Gov-

ernment agency to- take official

cognizance of the growing impor-

tance of televisioh. , VA, following
lead of the War and Navy Depart-
ments, enlarged its radio info di-

vision to the "Radio and Television
Branch'" with Hernando Silva given
the job of handling video research.

VA radio director Charles Dillon

said the agency hopes to turn out

some Video film.s next year and. get

the loan of a receiver to help ac-

quaint staffers with tele techniques.

Tele stations already on the :air.

he said; have made heavy use of

vets and GI training, etc. Philco

station ;jVPTZ, Philly. for example,
has televised series of ",Sad Sack''

cartoons by George Baker, who first

made his rep as cartoonist for Yank,
while Paramount's WBKB, Chicago,

has aired several programs showing
amputees at VA ho-spitals engaging
in sports and rehabilitation training.

Letters have gone out to all VA
branch offices urging their coopera-
tion in producing .shows for tele sta-

tions on the air, Dillon said.

Washington, July 15.

Revenue-poor tele : broadcasters

can take heart from the fact that ,

there isn't a chance in th€ "world

that' the Amer. Tel. -& Tel.. Co.'s sky-

high rates on networking v video
shows over its coaxial cable between
New York and Washington will go
into effect as planned Aug. 1. .

Assurances, to this effect came
from two quarters here la.st week.
FCC spokesmen indicated a willing-
ness to probe the rates in open hear-
ing—though no vote has been taken
on such an action to date—arid

William Roberts, counsel for DuMont
Labs, said his company will file : a .:

formal protest by July 20 if FCC .

itself has not moved before that
date. Under FCC regulations, pro-
tests must be on file within 10 days,-

of the deadline. on which the video
network rates would go into effect.

Concurrently, it was learned FCC
is giving serious consideration ' to a
plan filed rwith it last week by thei"

DuMont Labs outlining projected
costs and advantages of an intercity
radio relay over the co-ax between
New York City and the capital.

Presumably, DuMont would itself

undertake to cooperate with Philco,
General Electric and other video
licensees to operate the relay. The
phone company has no immediate
plans to activate such a system be-
tween these two cities.

The A. T. & T. cable rates are
pegged at $40 per circuit mile for
regular monthly use. Under the

'

rate for occasidnal pickups, D. C,
station would pay $825.25 for the
first hour of network shows out of
New York and $1,805 for four con-
secutive hours. Monthly subscrip-
tion rate between the two cities

wold cost $10,980 which video
licensees have unanimously con-
demned as "prohibitive.". ''

'

Under the DuMont plan—a follow-
up on one presented by the Labs
Director of Research T. T. Gold-
smith, Jr. at an engineering parley
in June—eight stations subiscribing

to a relay system between New York
City, and: 'Washington, with pickups
in the New York-New Jersey area,
Philly and Baltimore; would 'have
to ppy. about $5 an hour for net-
work shows. More conservative es-

;

timate on relay costs by Philco vee-
pee David Smith says they will be
one-fifth to one-fourth the rates
charged by the phone company for

use of its cable.

Commission recently gave Philco,

GE and Raytheon a green light to

revamp their experimental relay
hookups. FCC Chief : Engineer ;

George Sterling expects shortly to

make - a personal investigation of

their operations and then, report
back to the Commission.

Meanwhile, the . Commission, will

have before it this week a full re-

i port on an engineering parley of

1 common carriers and tele licensees

held here last month; Action to dcr

I

Jay the effective date of the phone
i.company's co-ax rates is expected
i
to come with consideration of this'

L report.

USD'S PHIUIPS HEADS

.

UP DUMONT NETWORK
Lawrence Phillips, exec vefepee ol

USO-Camp shows and heretofore
'

management consultant to ^DuMont

I

television, has been named director

1 of the DuMont tele network. In his •

new- po.st,. Phillips will supcrvi.se all

i

activities Of DuMont owned-and-
operated, stations, as far as network^
ing is concerned, and also lead the
pitch to sign on affiliates.

Present DuMont web comprises
WABD, N. Y., and WTTG; Washing-
ton, In addition, the outfit has been
granted a con.struclion permit for
Pittsburgh. Two other, application-!,

lor Cleveland and Cincinnati, are
pending before the FCC until it's

,

decided whether DuMont and Para-
mount are to be forced to brtah
from each other. Phillips will spend
all his time at BuMont but -will con'-

tinue to "toss « few Words of advlc*
now and then" to USO-Camp showi;
tit saidi
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Radio Sales Takes Over as WRVA

Rep in Limited Net Expansion Move
Launching a program of limited

•xpansion, Radio Sales, CBS' sales

reps for a selected group of network
O;' iSc o. station^ and some affiliate's,

has taken over the sales repping job
for WRVA in Richmond, 50-kilo-

watter network affiliate, switching
from Paul H. Ramey Co. after 11

years, will be repped by Radio Sales.

elTective Oct. 1.

According to Radio Sales general
sales manager John Van Volken-
burg, the CBS spot sales division,

which now will represent 10 key net
outlets, will call a halt to its. expan-
sion after adding three or four more
stations to its roster. Basic person-
nel • structure of Radio Sales, Van
Volkenburg pointed out, is now
geared to handle the few additional

stations and no general foray into

the sales rep field is being con-
sidered.

In recent years, Radio Sales has
hit a multi-'million dollar status

with its unique policy of pushing
live talent program advertising as
•gainst transcribed shows or spot
announcements. Outfit is the only
sales rep outfit which gives special
eommission incentives to its sales-

men for sale of local air talent. In
move to hypo this policy, Bob Ken-
netl, formerly WLW, Cincinnati

program director, was added to

Radio Sales' staff as special live

talent consultant.

Radio Sales has also been favored
as a rep outfit because oi its con-
tinuous and elaborate research serv*
ice which it has put at disposal of

its salesmen. Outfit currently em-
ploys five researchers in addition to.

Using facilities of the CBS net and
private research agencies.

At present, i^adio Sales is repre-
sentative f6r , WGBS, New York
flagship; WEKI, Boston; WTOP,
Washington; . WBBM, C h i c a g o

;

KMOX. St. Louis; WCCO, Minneap-
olis; KNX,- Hollywood; W.BT,. Char-
lotte, and WAPI, Birmingham. First

seven stations are CBS-owned sta-

tions:-. ..
.

.

•

WNYS Preps Sept. Opening
Albany, July 15.

WNYS, operated .by Patroon
Broadcasting Corp., with Leonard
Asch, of : WBCA, Schenectady, as

general managerj expects to be on
the air here, in ; "late- September,"
with a lOiOOO-watter. 'Asch told

Variety Monday (14).

Station has been assigned the 1540

k.c. band, on unlimited time;

PHILLY'S SWANK WFIL

STUDIO SREAI^GROUND
' Philadelphia, July 15.

Ground was broken last Wednes-

day (9) for construction of a new

building for the television studios of

WFIL-TV on the west siAe of the

Philadelphia Arena, - famous sports

emporium, with the station an-
nouncing plans to go on the air this

fall. The ground-breaking cere-

monies for the two-jitory building,

planned as the most modern build-

ing in the counti'y especially for

video, were attended by a number
of Philadelphia' Inquirer and WFIL
officials.

: These included Walter H. Annen-
berg, publisher of the Inquirer;

Joseph First, vice-prexy of the
newspaper; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL
general manager: Kenneth W. Stow-
man, WFIL tele director; Louis
Littlejohn, WFIL chief engineer,

and :John Furlow, designer of . the
proposed building.

First floor of the new building will

contain a tele studio, radio studio,

control roomsi :.a projection room,
property and electronics shops. A
foyer on the first floor will contain
special observation windows. Gen-
eral offices will be on the second
floor, as well as clients' viewing
room, photographic dark room, film

processing shop and dressing rooms
for men and wOmen, WFIL-TV has
been assigned channel six by the
FCC;

our news

Kow don't get us wrong. .

No one rams words down the throat of Howard

Chamberlain. It's just that WLWs News Director ii an

enthusiastic follower of muzzle-loading rifle shooting. An
expect ^ot with tlw "long Tom," he's always on hand

fOf the National Muzzle-Loading Rifle Association matches,

and has won the Croslejr Artists' Shoot for five consecu*

tive years. Howard also is adept at cabinet and furnitur* -

making, swimming and farming . . is presently en-

gaged in building a new home of his own design.

Chamberlain has demonstrated this same versatility in

cadio-^to which he has devoted 22 of his 40 years. He
started as a singer, graduated to announcing and later

worked into production and program direction. In his

teven years «t The Nation's Station he served two as Pro-

gram Director «nd the past two as News Director.

He supervises the activities of the t) writers, editors,

Aewscasteis and commentators who make up the Crosley

world-wide newsroom, and our own Washington News
Bureau. Included art such well-known names as Peter

Gram, General James E. Edmonds, Gil Kingsbury, Dal-

las DeWeese and Milton Chase, Howard also takes over

the microphone for three newscasts daily and presents

"Pulse of the Press" two nights weekly. He probably is

: known best, however, for his scholarly work as director

and moderator of "World Front," originated by WLW
to a Midwestern NBC network each Sunday.

. Each newscast originating from WLW is written and

prepared especially for our audience from the full leased-

wire services of Associated Press, United Press and Inter-

national News Service. The same is true of the daily on-

the-sceae broadcasts from Washington. ^ ,
•

'

Thus^ Chamberlain is responsible for the fulfilment of

WLW'i long-standing pledge-^that no effort or expense

will bt spared to keip our listeners the best-informed

radio audience io the world.

Television Reviews
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Commerciaf Announcements B/

desk), which gives a viewer the
feeling of being a silent member of
the circle. It would be better, how-
ever, if the participants sat back in

a more relaxed position, as friends
would at home. In. the preem stanza
last week (10) they were leaning
f orward, edge-of-chairish,' all the
time. Also, McCaffery seemed to be.;

seated too far away from the others.
These, however; are- minor, points.

Show was c o n s i d e r a b 1 y gim-
micked, but to good effect. It opened
with a Mrs. Wooton identifying her-
self as a.housewife and parttime tele

actress and saying she didn't think
women were the lost sex. Camera
then piclced up Mrs, McWeeney, a
Rye housewife, who said ditto. Mc-
Caffery 's mtro followed. Monotony
of camera shots switching from one
participant to another in ensuing
discussion was relieved by injection
of two enacted scenes and reproduc-
tion of- a Life mag pix layout to il-

lustrate McCaffery's comments on
Dr. Farnham's book,
McCaffery worked hard at need-

ling the author and crix into lively
debate without, in this case, too
much response except from the ani-
mated and articulate Miss McElhone.
Effect of McCaffery's technique is

to make the session airy and bright,
but not too seriously concerned with
fhe'subject at hand, which constitutes
a fault with serious-minded viewers.
An inherent weakness of the show,
of course, is that, traveling off-the-
cull as it aoes, it is dependent in part
each week on the uncertain ability
Of its guest authors to fence well
verbally. And authors, though they
may be keen thinkers and writers,
arepjt always firstrate spontaneous
talkers. This is not to say ttiat Dr.
Famham .couldn't speak well on her
subject, but it was obvious that she
found it hard to treat the subject in-

a light vein.
The crix, of course, can be hand-

picked for known ability. Since the
aim of the stanza in question seemed
to be to toy with rather diagnose the
f emme. problem. Miss McElhone
fitted in nicely, CJ'Neill, however,
was a disspirited critic-^or rather,
defender—of the book. He appeared
to be rather uninterested in the
whole siibject and sitting in on it

just to be polite.
Packager Martin Stone seems to

have joined his show's cast as a
permanent fixture. He came into
view (he was sitting beside McCaf-
fery all the time) in the windup to
announce next week's attraction.
Maxwell HoiLse commendably con-

fined itself to one commercial, albeit
a little dragged out, featuring a
coffee taster at his revolving table
sipping various grades of brew and
fingering trays of coffee beans as he
explains mixtures used in the MH
blend. Idea is effective. Taster
said, "Good to the la.st drop"—*Ut
didn't turn his cup up.

,
.

,
: Doan.

,

PAEENTS, PLEASE!
With Jim Holy, Heleii Mafcy, P^tsy

Cooean; Mri. Besi B. Lane, mod-
erator

Director: Miriam Tulin
.1* Mins.; Monday (14), 1:3* p.m.
Sustaining
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.

This show, slotted in" DuMont's
Monday night showcase time for the
benefit of potential sponsors, offers
an interesting idea in the way of pub-
lic service programs. Well-developed
and well-enacted, it still faltered
somewhat in a too slow pace and in
the obvious way it presented its
problem. More hep writing of future
scripts and a shot in the arm to speed
it up and it' would be a. good bet for
any bankroller.
. Show, packaged by Video Associ-
ates, attempted to depict for viewing
parents the simple problem of how to
malce their kids: go to bed on time.
Group ot actors, comprising a hus-
band, wife and moppet daughter, first
dramatized the incorrect way of han-
dling the situation. Studio audience
was then invited to comment on and
correct the technique and the cor-
rections were then included in a re-
peat of the skit. Mrs. Bess B. Lane
member of the N. Y. State Board of
Re;ients on parent education, introed
the problem and led the between-
skits discussion;

.

Although the actors went through
their paces nicely under , the capable
guidance of director Miriam "fulin
the initial skit lost interest through

,

lack of any subtlety. Some parents
may bat their kids' brains in if the
kids don't want to go to bed. as the
script implied, but if thev do, they
know they're wrong and a" tolo show
isnt going to set them right. In the
.same way, the revised technique used
in the second sltit was too much
sweetness and light. A happier me-
dium between the two would have
served better for both.

Cast was good. Jim Dalv, of the
current "Born Yesterday" legiter
looked and acted the part of the
father, and Helen Marcy made out
neatly as the mother. Patsy Coogan
was competent and, not too pr(»co-
cious as the child. Mr.s. Lane how-
ever, was too saccharine in her ap-
proach to be fully appreciated. Miss
Tulin's camera direction was good
tor the most part, except for tlie few
instances in which she missed the
cue in . picking up a member of the
studio audienc* who was speaking at
the time. staT.
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Pin s KQV Again Jumps Controversial

Gun: Communism Vs. Democracy Series

Pittsburgh, July 15.

G. S. (Pete) Wasser, general man-
ager of KQV> which launched the

Opiiiion-Aire for Mutual and rushed

in where others feared tc tread on

the subject of planned parenthood
recently, has jumped another con-

troversial gun with a new series of

programs, on the forum type show,
labeled "Communism and Democ-
racy." First program hit the air Fri-

day (U).

TAgged "'The Marshall Plan," it

had David Grant, executive secre-

tary of the Communist Party of

western Pennsylvania, and James
Dolson, local manager of the Daily

..Worker, spealting for Stalinism, and
Judge Blair F. Gunther of county
court here,, and Rob?^ Lieberman,
business agent for tiie AFL Betoil

Clerics, Local 1,365, defending de-

mocracy.

"It's high time," said Wasser, who's
noted for his radio first in Pitts-

burgh, "that we bring out into the
open the expression of both sides.

We, of KQV, consider it a public
service to our listeners .to bring
them firsthand information. Just as

long as there's a Russia, Communism
will remain in the news, and there's

no sense in anyone of us burying his

head in the sands and saying 'tain't

so.'

"With newspapers making page
one copy of the Soviets, the Marshall
Plan, their viewpoints on religion,

education, schools, etc., we of radio
should by the same token bring our
listening' audience the verbal view-
points of both sides, and that's ex-
actly what KQV plans to do."

"Communism and Democracy"
will be heard for half an hour each
Friday night at 9:30.

Flying Disk Jockey
Red Benson, 35-hour-a-week disk

jockey-comic on; WINS, N. Y., must
love his Work.
Monday <14) he shoved oil on a

two-week busman's holiday, during
which he'll look in on stations up
and down the Eastern seaboard—to
see how they run their {tl&tter spin-
ning stanzas.

Back on the air July 28 he'll give
listeners a report on his survey.

Pique at FCC Locations

Brings Gripes From Chi

.
AM-FM Indie Operators

Washington, July 15.

Non-affiliated AM-FM!ers and in-

die FM operators • are protesting

FCC channel assignments which peg
them too far from the audience-
pulling stations on the FM dial.

For example, ' dissatisfaction with
FCC's channel allocation in the Chi-
cago atea was shown here last week
when the Drovers Journal station

WAAF, told FCC it would have no
part of the No. 278 FM slot it had
been .given and wanted either the

No. 250, 238 or 258 channels. WAAF
pointed out its^resent spdt would
place it between a foreign-language
station and "the three Chicago labor
union stations on the FM dial.

"Placing the station outside the
orbit of network commercial opera-
tion will place it at a serious com-
petitive disadvantage in obtaining
listeners," WAAF's -petition, said.

Similar . gripe has already been filed

by WSBC Chi, a foreign-language
station which was spotted at the
extreme end of the FM dial,, next
door to another non-English station.

FCC spokesmen said several pro-
tests have come in from the smaller
outlets, urging a general policy of

KYWV 3 Sports Airers
Philadelphia, July 15.

Harry Robert, former sports writer

for the defunct Philadelphia Record,
began a daily sports show Monday
(14) on KYW, bringing! to three the

number Of sports .{krosrams on that

station..

Robert went with the old Becord
after 20 years in the sports depart-

ment of the Evening Bulletin. Other
KYW sportscasters are Bob AUman,
blind lawyer - athlete, and Joe
O'Byme, whose specialty is hunting
and fishing.

WINS' Political Show
Political show titled "Youth De-

mands The Answer" will tee. off on
WINS, N. Y. July 24, in the Thurs-
day 9 to 9:30 p.m. spot. Format will

have two adults, both w.k. political

figures, debating two sides of an
issue, with two college students

(also of opposing views) question-*

ing them at the conclusion. '

Producer-owner of the program is

Dan O'Keefe, 19-year-old Columbia
Univ. sophomore, who will act as

moderator. Q'Keete is also editor of

Achievement tttag.

alternating' network and indie chan-
nel assignments to give the non-
affiliates a break in drawing an FM
audience.

Radio Sak Sets

2% Penalty Bite
Setting Uf> a credit warning signal

Radio Sales, spot division of the CBS
net, has incorporated a 2% penalty
discount in its new rate card which
will go into effect July 27. Under
clause, agencies will be required to
pay full amount of air costs within
15 days in order to avoid a 2% re-
duction in their normal discounts.
Over past Jew years, local NAB

groups have consistently been turn-
ing down requests from the Assn. of
Advertising Agencies of America
for a 2% additional discount for cash
payments. CBS's Radio Sales, repi
ping nine key net stations, decided
to adopt the principle as a warning
bell on the financial solidity of their
clients in view ot uncertain times
ahead.

. Other rate provisions in the card
remain un'changed except for minor
modifications in ; time announce-
ments and participation plugs. Be-
sides revising format to conform
with suggestions of the NAB and
AAAA, the card also defines the
broadcast week as beginning on Sun-
day for discount purposes.

YOU.. agencies and advertisers alike . . . should know what
your particular time periods or program^ are doing . . . and WGN,
thiol the Nielsen Radio Index, is able to obtain this informaitioh foryou.

One sponsor, for example, recently learned that" his two widely

separated quarter-hour strips 6 days a week reach S7;2% of the total

homes in the Chicago Nielsen area in four weeks . -. . he knows, then,

that he is actually reaching 2,395,000 different homes at least once

(and most of them more often) each month.

WGN is the only Chicago station that can supply this information.

A Clear Channel Statio?i. .

,

Serving the Middle West

KFWB TO CARRY DONS

IN 60G FOOTBALL DEAL
.

" Hollywood, July 15,

Making its first big splash in sports •

in 10 years, 'Warners'. KFWB has set
deal to carry all games of Los
Angeles Dons football team this fall.

TJeal, set by Bemie Wilkins, station's
commercial .mana^r, with Warwick
and Legler agency and Bill Thayer,
gen. mgr. of Dons' dub; for Pabst
Beer, will bring cloSe to $60,000 to
station. ,

'

Dick Fishell will handle the play-
by-play, following team around
country for outside games. Harry
Von Zell will do color chatter for
game coverage that starts Sept. 29
In Chicago and runs throueh Thanks-,
giving Day.

NAB Does a Thorough Joh

In NYU Workshop Lecture
When Robert K. Richards, public

relations director of the NAB, lec-
tured last Thursday (10) for New
York University's Summer Radio
Workshop, he brought along the
NAB's legal counsel, Don Pettey, so
that both the public relations and
legal angles were presented for the
subject "The Role of Government
Regulation in American Radio."

The Workshop students had gotten
the opposing viewpoints that very
afternoon when Prof. Charles Seip-
mann, df another branch of N. Y. U.,
addressed them.

U. S. Rubber
Continued from page 21

lowing bowout of General Motors
at end of last season, finally deciding
last week to switch NBC Symphony
to Saturday night in order to clinch
the Ford dramatic show for the
Sunday time.

' Thus when the new fall season
rolls around' there won't be a single
sponsored symph program on the
air, with the exception of the Reich^
hold-sponsored Detroit symph on
ABC. John Hancock has reported-
ly decided against picking up the
tab again on the Bo.ston Symphony
on ABC. >CBS for some time has
been trying to peddle the Saturday
Philadelphia Orchestra sessions, but
without success.

Follow-up Comment
S Continued from page 24 s=

deckhand who becomes involved in

murder with a cold-blooded damS
who's hot stufT to him. Aside from
the question of whether this sort of

dramatized Sunday supplement crime
stuft is acceptable entertainment, tna .

piece was. neatly scripted, well cast
and trimly produced.. It failed in p«e
detail, from a script. Standpoiift—not
a word why the murderous dame
had her husband done in. Worst tea-

ture of ."Sanctum" is the stomach-
turning, grim humor o£ the emcee.

Topeka — :tVREN has added Paul

Mapon to its regular announcin.?

staff. He' will handle two dailv

newscasts as his main chores. Ma.soii

moves up from the position, of stu-

dent announcer he held down ior

the past year.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Tt's not all gravy and profit when one of its house packages are sold,

CBS in referring to such iteips as "My Friend Jrjna," recently ped-

^A\ \ -to Lever Bros, for $6,250 weekly, in addition to time. Such deals-

1 V very "doubly profitable" on- paper and In tfade papers, it's agreed,

fcf there are other .factors usually overlooked that change that picture

'derably. Way CBS sees It -is that filling its unsponsored time with

h'?Idirt<f shows such as Bill Goodwin, Sweeney and "March and Escape"

plenty of coin. There's an estimated $150,000 sunk in Sweeney and

Sch for instance. With CBS' possible margin of profit on -talent sale

flmired at $500 weekly—if the show is sold—it would require six years to

t back the initial investment. That, say CBS'ers, should burst the great

^rnflt babble. Net, it's said, can never break even on program building

neration, despite the rosy picture painted. And as far as exercising

sWct eoritrol goes, the net has informed agency and sponsor on "Irma"

'?Vwt anything they can add to _entertainment values will be "enthusiastic-

ifliected" into the show, and that if either can produce better pro-

d^eiB than its Bill Robeson or Cy Howard the net wiU be all for it;

Hassle developed, causing some red faces, at a luncheon gathering

Monday (14) of "the Vice Presidents' Club," informal group of N. Y.

station managers and program directors. Bunch had got together late

last spring with the idea of having luncheon powwows monthly 'to swap

suKfSestions and hash over mutual problems. This month the trade press

was invited—paying its own way. Grover Whalen, Gothem's greeter,

also came to give the station men some off-the-record info on upcoming

major events the broadcasters will want to cover.

Embarrassing situation arose when, after Whalen had finished, ques-

tion was raised by a network flagship rep of whether the luncheons were

going to be turned into a "formal operation," with guest speakers, cov-

erage by the press, etc. If so, he suggested naming a "steering commit-

tee," Although he phrased it as a question of whether the trade press

would "find anything to write about" in the meetings, the flagship exec

clearly was unhappy about the presence of the press, implying that it

dampered free discussion. The manager of an indie, after the matter had

been bandied about a couple of minutes, suggested, "We're holding up

our guests." Whalen took the cue for a quick bowout. But before the

trSde press guests could politely initiate a similar retreat, the awkward
discussion resumed. Finally an embarrassed station man suggested "the

meeting be adjourned'," The press reps gladly beat it-rwhile the station

meti hung around to reconvene in a hair-letting^down- atmosphere. -
'

Saturday Evening Post piece on radio censorship last week featured a

photo of "the mysterious Mr. Button, who 'edits for policy' on NBC night

programs," sternly grabbing a cringing Milton Berle by the shoulder.

NBC. press informers say there's no connection, however, between this

pic's publication and the fact that Bob Button. is no longer night program
manager of NBC in New York. He's now a spot salesman—has been for

three weekS; New 'night manager is Allin Robinson.

WPSU, New Orleans, is credited by city officials . with job of broad-
CMting safety warnings that, cut down the accident toll on highways lead-

ing to and from the city during the recent three-day July Fourth holidays.

^The airer broadcast over 200 warnings to drivers under the general
theme of "Don't Be Next on the List of Auto Victims." . Toll was lowest
in more' than .10 years, city and police officials stated, and credited the
ttatioir with doing the trick,

kal Benson, special events director of WDSU, spent the Fourth of July
.patroIiD|[ highway 90, leading arterjr, broadcasting warnings. Not a single

naftic death ,was reportecl on the highway.
'

Richmond Breaks Ground

For 600G Radio Center

To House 5,000w.WRNL
Richmond, July 15.

Ground was broken in the heart

of Richmond's business district last

week for a $600,000 Radio Center
which will become the new home of
WRNL, 5,000-watt ABC affiliate, and
WRNL-FM. Four-story structure,
which will be completed by the fall

of 1948, will house an auditorium
.studio seating 240, five other studios,

three control rooms, a master control
room and all executive and produc-
tion offices of the two stations.

Rear section of the building will
contain J;he FM transmitter and
serve as a base for the FM tower.
Which will rise 420 feet above the
street .level, •

New plant will be the South's
most modern broadcasting center,
being completely air-conditioned
and insulated for sound and vibra-
tion, its studios incorporating the
latest^, in high fidelity accoustical
treatment including polycylindrical
surfaces and splayed walls. AH of
the studios and control rooms will
be equipped for both AM and FM
operation.

Auditorium, designed specifically
for broadcasting, will have theatre-
type seats on a sloping level, a
raised stage capable of accomodating
a 30-piece orch, a studio organ on
tracks leading into a recess off the
stage, a sound control , booth of its

own and a sound motion picture
projection booth. E. S. Whitlock,
general manager of the station, an-
nounced the auditorium would be
made available for meetings and
events sponsored by local civic

groups.

WRNL^FM . has a construction
permit to operate on 102.1; me with
• radiated power of 44,000 watts.

W.E.'8 NEW PEEZ
Stanley Bracken, Western Electric

Co. veepee, was elected president of
the company last week to succeed
Clarence G. Stoll when he retires

next Sept. 30. :

StoU has been head of the . com-
pany since 1940 and his retirement
concludes 44 years with E:

Canada Radio Changes Due, With Fee

Till Open Confahs, New Progranmiing
> Ottawa'. July 15;

Sweeping changes: in Canadian

radio are due if the recommendar

tions of the Parliamentary Radio

Committee are carried out. 'The

Committee sessions folded a few

days before . the repoi't was tabled

in the House of Commons by Ralph
Maybank, Member' of Parliament
from Winnipeg, chairman of the
Committee.

One of the. things the report
recommended against was the sug-
gested establishment of a new body
to license and regulate radio in

Canada. Committee okayed the pres-

ent setup which includes the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corp., the federal

departments of transport (for li-

censes) and reconstruction . (for ju-

risdiction over the : Radio Act ).

Recommendations -in the tabled
report included: ;

:

CBC Board of Governors is urged
to hold public hearings on matters
pertaining to broadcasting regula-
tions and the granting of licenses. So
far, the CBC governors have met
behind closed doors and handed out
vague press releases. .

An increase in the fee for broad-
casting licenses is suggested to the
Transport Dept.

CBC is asked, to consider upping
the power ceiling fflve kilowatts)
oh private stations particularly

where some future potential cover-
age might be affected by the exist-

ing ceiling.

Committee wants CBC to speed its

expansion and development program
and to include in that program the
establishment of a second French
network. That would give CBC and
Canada four webs with the. existing

Trans-Cianada and Dominion nets in

English and a -French web in the
east.

Suggestion is that the license
period for broadcast licenses be
lengthened from one to three years.

PlH« NaUve Talent

More attention to the use of -Cana-
dian talent on private stations is

recommended to the CBC governors.
Without their own web, indie broad-
casters find it tough working up
regulars for their airers without.los-
ing them to the CBC network shows
or to the United States. Most of th^
present Canadian air- talent got its

start: on indie stations. Fletcher
Markle and Alan Young got their
teeofi: on a small Vancouver station,

but graduated to web stuff before
making progress.

Committee wants newspapers

treated the same as other applicants

for broadcasting licenses. This angle ,

got plenty attention during commit-
te muUings, the Canadian newspa-

"

pers burning for being singled out
as undesirables when applying for
broadcast licenses. This argument
brought in a lot of talk about TM,
television and facsimile which -got

everybody nowhere.

Suggestion is that non-license ;

holders get preference where appli-
cations include persons already
holding licenses.

Committee recommends the way
be cleared for granting FM licenses

to qualified applicants. This has been
held back presumably until FM re-
search and development had pro-
gressed, to an undefined- point, but
If committe's recommendation is

okayed, Canada Will get FM soon.
There have been a number of appli.^

cations submitted, several from
newspapers.

Television also gets a helping
hand from the committee which
asks thai licenses for experimental
video work be granted if the appli-
cant is set to teeoff soon. There js a
recommendation, too, that the radio
committee of the House of Commons
be made a ' standing committee to
meet each year to probe CBC opera-
tions. «/

An interim -report tabled a week
ago suggested the CBC get full rev-
enue from the $2.50-a-year ' radio
receiving license fee. CBC told the
committee it' needed more funds.
Under current operations, CBC pays
collection and administration costs
and nets about |2.15 a Ueehse. '

HARD FACTS
prove %}m WOK is the favorite nation buy among the majority of advertisers and agencies in the United State$

1

mutual

IB WOR regularly

earrtoft mora accounta

with a greater total

itoNar volumar than any

•latlan anywhtra.

2 a WOR frequently

carries more aeeounta

than the combined

total carried by

New York's three

other major stations*

3'a For years,WOR has regularly carried

more exclus/ve accounts than the combined

total carried by New York's three other

major stations.

Any station would be proud to attain even one of these three

achievements. WOR has consistently, year after year, been «

leader in all.

There's a reason for WOR's unique standing: More than half of

WOR's billing is based, as far as its sponsors are eoncernedv on

earned sales increases of merchandise sold. In other words,WO|t*s

got to pay through the cash register, or else.

Let's show you how we do it.

fx WOR- that power-fHil stotlon at 1440 Br«a4way,iii NewYofk
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Affiliates' 'Don't-Fence-Me-ln'
Continued liom pa(e 23 .

the matter, explaining it had an FM
bid on flle based on ABC program-
ming and merely wanted to get the
record- straight why it had parted
company with, the web.

WING reported that some 30 ABC
afCiliates in the second district this

spring passed a resolution oppos-
ing pressure by ABC to move local

shows for net offerings. The sta-

tions wanted ABC (1) to cease
further encroachment on their lime;

(2) to realign network option hours;

generally rather than on a few sta^

_
tions; or (3) to pay, them the regular
net rate plus. 50% additional com-
pensation when they moved - Iccal

shows for web programs.

Woods Talks Turkey

According to WING, ABC prexy
Mark Woods made no bones about
the fart thfit ABC stations were
supposed to dear: time for the net-
work, in or outside their option
time, or run risk of losing their af^

filiation contracts. In the minutes.
Woods is reported as saying: 'There
is no way for ABC to stop en-
croaching on your time . . . a net-

work is important to a station or it

Isn't . , . we are not asking you to

#5\

Kit. too cukrraN

Eyidar-«BS—«:»» ».ai., BDSX
!a-n-ia-»,''XMs TIom Mm Keepa"m UiPpeiMil to BrMklyn"

violate the law . . . but cannot con-

tinue with the situation as It is at

present." . ,
/ ^

.

When the affiliates heard these flat

stataments they did not press their

resolutions. Woods reminded his

stations a net contract now is worth
about $1,000,000; that NBC and CBS
are still getting "ovpr. the transom
busmess," while Mutual and ABC
have to do a real selling job.

He said all ABC m. and o, sta-

tions sell local time on the clear

understanding it will be moved for

net shows and this practice had to

stand, if ABC was; to get into the

big time. ABC cannot pay the "50%

additional compensation for use of

local option time until it sells out

"solid across the board." (NBC and
CBS pay the premium rate.) Woods
added that "CBS is vulnerable now"
and "we have got to sell our time."

; The ABC stations lose money
when they move local business for

the network. They also argue that

it upsets their program formats and
representations to the FCC on ratios

between local, Ijve and net shows.
Story of feud between WING and

ABC points up seriousness with

which ABC regards station failure

to carry web shows on request. Sta-

tion told FCe jt had refused to carry

"Pot of Gold," to clear station time
between 12-12:30 p. m. for ABC's
"Glamor Manor," and had inserted

a local five-minute newscast in Hie
9-t0'12 a. m. segment spotted for net
shows.
When it came time to renegotiate

a contract this spring, net wrote in a
six-month cancellation clause. Sta-

tion's 1944 contract called for a 12-

month CE^ncellation notice. WING de-

manded a firm two-year ariliation,

but ABC replied: "As you khow, we
have had 'serious differences con-

cerning your clearance of programs.
K these difficulties continue, it is

possible either or both of us might
decide . . . our affiliatioil will be-
come undesirable.",

WING station managa: . Florence
Dykstra wrote bade ini a rage: 'You
mean you prefer to remain in a
position where you can ^itch us and
put . in someone else."/ABC has a
choice now of ' signing up several

newcomers in the Dayton area, and
is reported committed fo one of the
more powerful groups.

executive director o£ stfttton WPFB,
which will go on the air there about
Sept. 1.

J. P. Williams, WING general
manager, put the station on an. indie

basis after refusing to sign ABC's
renewal contract containing a six-

month cancellation clause. Word in

trade circles is that the station's re-

sulting.Ioss in revenue has forced it

to make personnel cuts.

Daly Pulls out of WING
Dayton, July 15.

Recent withdrawal of WING here
from the ABC network; on the pre-
mise that it would serve the com-
munity better as an indie was seen
as a probable factor in the resigna-
tion, effective Aug. 1, of Banny
Daly, program director who has
been with the station since 1939.

'

Daly is moving to Middletown as

ON TARGET

J only shots that count are those

it hit. Weed and Company's record

r "on target" selling is maintained

/ the accurately directed efforts

f its experienced representotives

lUEED RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIVESpinD ccmpf:)n

Y

NEWYORK>IQSTON-CHICAGO-DETROIT-SAN FRANCISCO-AUAKTA-HOUYWOOD

Petriilo
Continued from page 23

Disks Across the Sea
Art Ford, WNBW, N. Y, emoee

on the "Milkman's Matinee" pro-
.gram, is planing to Europe for

a two-week vacation Aug. 12 to

26.

While in London, Ford will be
piped in to announce the rec-

ords which will be played^ in

N. Y. on his "Milkman's" pro-
gram—to gain the unusual dis-

tinction of' being the first tran-
Atlantic disk- jockey.

trillo contracts barring use of musi-
cal pix for video.

No Complaints Yet
On another count, a committee

spokesman said it was unlikely any
complaints against Petriilo would be
lodged with Justice Dept;' or any
other government at this time. Com-
mittee may wait for windup of its

ses.sions in the faU and outcome of
Petrillo's negotiations with webs
and recording companies before
recommending either new legisla-

tion or prosecution under the Taft-
Hartley Act or the anti-trust laws.

William Roberts, counsel for the
Television Broadcasters Assn., said
his group had no intention of going
to Justice Dept. now on the AFM-
pix producers' contracts. Industry
will wait for Congress to act first, it

was indicated. , -

For one thing, TBA members in-
clude NBC, ABC, CBS and standard
broadcasters, all of whom have more
interests at stake with Petriilo right
now in- the AM field. Only large tele
operator without standard broadcast
affiliations is DuMont and that com-
pany is half-owned by Paramount
Pictures, Inc., presumably one of the
pix producers involved in 'the tele
contracts the House Committee is

investjgating.

Roberts pointed out that news of
the contracts came as a surprise to
TBA members. The contracts do not
rule out use of films on tele entirely
but do call for separate negotiations
and separate AFM contracts before
pix can; be telecast. Up to this time,
he said the pix companies have not
refused to furnisb films but have
quoted prices which tiiey knew were
well out of reach of tele users. One
Class A film was offered to. tele for
plushy price dt |500,000 for a single
airing. ;

Pic Companies Tie In

WithWNEW'Newsreer

Sunday Platter Series
Several film companies, including

foreign, are now cooperating with

indie WNEW, N. Y., on its "Holly-

wood Newsreel" program. Airer,
which presents scenes from recent
films as well as interviews with prin-

cipal actors in the .film, teed off re-

cently with Paramount furnishing
the platters for the half-hour Sun-
day 4 p.m. program.

Now United Artists, Selznick, 20th-

Fox and others are providing record-
ings. In addition, the British Broad-
castihg Corp., which has several

similar-type film programs, has vol-

unteered to supply platters, first to

be a recording from the new English
pic, "Haihlet," plus interview with
director-star Laurence Olivier,

Interesting angle of the WNEW
series is that it provides a half-

hour Sunday show with some of the
biggest . stars in ' the entertainment
field on the air—at no cost to the

station. Platters are . furnished free
by the studios.

NBC
;
Continued from page 21

Trammell will go, even at the ex-
pense of incutiring increased ill

feeling' on the part of the web's
highly-prized affiliate stations, is

also anybody.* .guess. But it's con-
sidered likely that- the whole thing
may crystallize itself at the upcom-
ing sessions.'

Affiliate squawks stem chiefly
from the Ynove to eliminate all but
one. chain-break an hour, with dis-
cussions held thus far indicating
that the other proposals set forth
by Tram'mell are not insoluble.

The affiliates argue that the chain

-

break adds up to anywhere from
30% to 60% of their income, that
to accept Trammell's proposal would
be inviting financial suicide. On the
other hand, it's NBC's contention
that, limited to once an hour, chain-
brealcs would become a more valu-
able commodity JneriUng hiked
rates.

Lever, Camel
,
Continued from page 21

Over Monday at 10. on CBS for the
Swain Soap "My Friend Irma," it's

considered likely that the same
sponsor will retain the Monday 8:30
Swan period, moving Arthur God-
frey .(Lipton Tea) into the spot.
That would give L6ver 120..minutes
of consecutive Monday night pro-
gramming on CBS', including its
hour-long Lux show. Which would
be very much to CBS' liking.

"Screen Guild" is a $14,500 pack-
age and .deal is on a firm 52-week
contract with 13 off should Camel
care to take it.

Jones Mum
Continned from page 23

TRAILERS LIFT TAB

ON mOLN HIGHWAY'
Chicago, July 15.

MacDonald-Cook Co. has pacted
26-week deal between Frederic W.
Ziv Co. and sponsor Trailer Coach
Manufacturers Assn, to air half-
hour draraatip transcription show,
"Lincoln Highway," over 250 sta-
tions once a week.

Show, sponsored before .the war
by Shinola, is being refailored to fit

trailer industry and will be broad-
cast on co-op sponsor plan between
dealers and manufacturers. •

Initial broadcast is not expected
for at least another 60 days pending
lining up of station schedules. Over-
all format calls for Broadway and
Hollywood talent.

WAAT Plugging Sinatra,

Shore Disks for Cancer
Newark's (N. J.) WAAT is start-

ing a campaign for plugs of the
Frank SinatrarDinah - Shore record-
ing of "My Romance" and "Tea for
Two," proceeds pf which go to
Damon Runyon Memorial Fund to
fight cancer, which it hopes will re-
sult in 3,000 plugs daily from all
disk jockeys in the country.

Station is having its three daily
record shows plugs the tune and at
conclusion of program urges that
the record be bought in order to
help cancer research. Station has
asked Walter Winchell, sparkplug-
ging the campaign, to urge that disk
jockeys all over the country do
likewise at the end of every platter
show.

Heat's on Mutuars Heatter
Heat's apparently on Mutual to

give Gabriel Beatter's Mutual Bene^"
fit insurance stanza a time, slot'
where the competition on other nets
is less stiff and the listeners more
plentiful.. Show, which currently has
a 2.5 rating, is being: shifted next
Sunday (20) from its 10-10:30 Sun-
day night period to the 7:30-8 o'clock
slot. :'^'-'-':yVo'::;'^'i:

.

Late Sunday spot goes to Mutual's
new dramat series, "Quiet Please,"
how occupying a Sunday afternoon
period. "California Melodies," going
out of the spot Heatter gets, is ex-
pected to get another period.

member of Ohio's notorious Black
Legion, admitted offspring of th»
Ku Klux Klan. .

'

In preparation, FCC has had
former Commissioner Ray C. Wake-"
field's old office dolled up with a
new paint job for Jones. Jones, a
GOP conservative with strong en-
dorsements from Senators Robert
Taft and John Bricker, will take
over the offices adjoining those d£
Commissifiner. Clifford J. Durr,
Alabama Democrat and admittedly
FCC's most liberal afaii crusading
member. -

Jones, who- celebrated his 40th
birthday last month; will be the
FGC'S second younge_st member
(Chairman "Charles Denny i.s 35),
and only member of the FCC bench
to move up from Capitol Hill in the
past 10 years. He has no knowledge
of radio but has the reputation on
Capitol Hill of being an expert on
public power problems.

Making t\ie best

even
better!

NOW-
along with

«The Texas Raftgers*'

A sure-fire give-away or

8elf-liq[uidatiiig offer I At-

tractive48-pages ofOriginal

Songs The Texas Rangers

Sing and scrap-book album.

Provided sponsors of "The

Texas Rangers" at cost/

Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN' ARTHUR B. CHURCH

PRODUCTION
.PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

ART
FORD .V.

has switched to

ART FRANKLIN
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATES

'Famous pisc .Ipckoy

Art Franklin Associates

214 West 42nd Street

BRyant 9-2898-9

STOOPLIMENTS OF COLONEL COMPNAGLE
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U-ieigh—An application for a H

M.nw to operate a standard broad-

Sng station in Charlotte has been

S?Twith the FCC in Washington

Kharlotte (N. C.) News Publish-

fn# ro AppUcation asks for. authori-

zation to operate the station on a

freouency of »30 kilocycles, unlim-

time, and with 5,000 watt*

power both day and ttight.

Pittsburgh—George L. Young, for-

jner youngstown, O, radio tnan has

teen named manager of WPGH,
town's newest station, which will get

Imder way shortly. Mike Sheehy,

voung' tenor with outdoor opera

romoany, has landed a quarter-hour

«on« program called "Romance,"

three times weekly on WEDO in

McReesport. He's no longer with the

el fresco venture* Beckley Snnilii,

Jr. engineering student at Carnegie

^Cfech pnd son of the veteran news-

caster, has joined WJAS staff as a

, relief announcer during summer va-

cation period.

named continuity d.irector of KIRO,
CBS outlet for Seattle.

In other KIRO personnel changes,

Mildred Monk has succeeded Vivian
Ogden as head of the music library;

Ann Bowden, former home econo-

mist, has joined the continuity staff;

Evelyn Marble, McCloy's predeces-

sor, has become -KIRO's home econo-

mist, doing a five-a-week air stint

as "Judith Lane;" Ralph Hanson,
formerly with several small Oregon
stations, has joiaed the. sales staff,

and Bill Tucker, national ad man-
ager, has been named commercial
manager, a position which has not
existed on KIRO for more than five

years.

'college Station, Tex.--G. Byron

WinStead, program director for
WTAW here ias well as director for

information of Texas A&M College

since 1938, has resigned his post with

the college. Plans to open his own
public irelations office in Houstoni

Bocbester, N. Y.—WHAM marked
its 25th anniversary by sending in-

dividual birthday Cakes to clients

and friends here, as well as mention
on the air, but reserved its real

broadsides until its new Radio CUy
station opens the first of the year.

The three rival radio stations here,

WHEC, WSAY and WRNY paid
tribute to WHAM over the air.

Old Devil Commercial
WOR's (N. Y.) femme commen-

tator, Martha Deane, is turning her

stanza tomorrow morning (Thurs.)

into a forum session on the question,

"Are Radio Commercials Getting

Better?" Panel will be made up of

John McManus, radio editor of PM;
Carl Rigrod, of the Donahoe & Coe
ad agency; Rod Erlckson, WOR pro-
gram director, and Mrs. Harry
Schnurr, a "typical listener."

Originally the question was word-;
ed, '"Are Radio Commercials"X3etting
Worse?" Change in the Rist word
was suggested on the ground that
It might imply a touch of guilty con-
science on the station's part.

SPEREY EXITING lONG CO.
— --- Chicago, July 15.

E. J. "Pappy" Sperry, radio depart-
ment head of the W. Long Co. for
the past seven years, is leaving the
agency on Friday (.18)^ to go into

business for himself.

New head for the radio depart-
ment bas not yet been named but
during the interim period depart-
ment will be under active supervis-
ion of prexy Lloyd Wolfe.

Wisconsin's WHA & Univ. Hosts To

Radio Topp^s at Institute Meet
Madison, July 15.

Wisconsin state station WHA and
the Univ. of Wisconsin campus will

play host to top radio men from July

26 to Aug. 6; They'll act as leaders

and consultants for the Public Serv-
ice Radio Institute, held annually in

Madison.

Two sessions will center on "Writ-

ing Techniques" with illustrated lec-

tures by New York's Robert Shaw,
writer of "Mr. District Attorney."

The journey to MadLson will be a
return trip for Shaw; he was writ-

ing a student gossip column for the

campus daily 10 years ago.

Industry leaders heading sessions

include producers, writers, station

managers, educators, engineers and
government specialists.

A partial list includes Mitchell
Grayson .director of "One World,or
None" for WMCA, N. Y.; Clifford J.

Purr, Commissioner , for the FCC;
Edward R. Murrow. vice-president

and director of public affairs for

CBS; Iforris S. Novik, New York.

radio consultant; William B. Leven-
son, president of the Assn. for Edu-
cation by Radio; Edgar JKobak, MBS
president; Kenneth Bartlett, direc-
tor of Radio Workshop, Syracuse
Univ.; R. S. Lambert, educational
broadcasts supervisor for the Canar
dian Broadcasting Corp.; and . Ben
Park, WBBM producer.

BOBT, Q. LEWIS STSICKEN
Robert Q. Lewis was stricken with

Rocky Mountain fever last week
(11), three days after launching his

new across-the-board CBS nighttime
variety show.

Bill CuUen, emcee of CBS' "Winner
Take All" quiz show, volunteered to

pincbhit for Lewis on the Monday-
through-Friday series while night
club comedian Al Bernie subbed for

Lewis on his Friday night (11) "Lit-

tle Show."
Lewis IS in St. Claire's hospital,

N. Y., where his condition is re-

ported as satisfactory. He returns
to work next Monday (21).

Dallas—Claudine French Shannon

has been named continuity director

fcr WFAA here.

San Antonio—C. B. Spence and Ed

, Lake, formerly on the staff of KABC,
have resigned their posts to join

the staff of WEAR, Pensacola.

Dallas—The complete story of

WAA through the years since its in-

ception in 1923, titled "Stars and
Kilocycles," has been written by
Adams Calhoun, dean of southwest

announcers and the first WFAA
voice.

Nashville — All records were
hroken last :week at the Byman
Auditorium here when more ^han
6,000, the biggest crowd in the 21-

mar history of WSMV "Grand Qle
Opty,'* packed the haU. Another
"first" was scored when for the first

time the "Opry" played past its cus-
tomary midnight curtain time.

Cincinnati—A radiophone is enab
ling Robert E. Dunville, veepee and
general manager of the Crosley
Bfoadcasting Corp., to keep in con^
stant touch with affairs of WLW and
WINS while he and his family, plus
relays of friends, are on a five-week,
4,S0D-jnile yacht cruise from Cincy
to the Gr6at Lakes and return via
the Ohio and Illinois-rivers. Dun-
ville is a vet yachter and 4i6w pilots
« 35-foot craft.

Milwaukee—John M. Printup,-w.k.
In radio sales here for many years
and originator of several widely
aired "programs including "The
Memorial Hour," currently heard
on 121 stations, has been named
general manager of WEXT, new in-
die which will take to the air here
Aug. 31.

Canton— Robert K. Smiley, for-
merly with WAKR, and WATG,
Ashland, has joined the announcing
staff of WHBC.

^¥«apW»—George Faulder, former
WW: announcer who took time out
TO study law at the Univ. of Michi-
gan, joined WMPS here last week as
•n announcer.

,

St, touls — Jerry Bums, original
member of the KXOK gabbing staff

iMn\*^^*^*'°" went on the air
'

has returned to his old stamping
grounds as gabber and special events
raaJt Since his discharge from the

S. A. Bums was a featured gab-
ber at WDYL. Salt Lake.

Topeka—Work began last week on
r^Jf^itter building to house new
o,wo-v'att equipment for WREN,

is moving facilities here from
j-awrence, Kan. Wheat harvest had
«eJP up the work, but builders
moved into the tract east of town
«s soon as the last truckload of
wheat left last Thursday

Warren McCloy, formerly
nead of the radio division of the

ivu
Administration for the

:;''"?west and at one time continu-
wy director of KOMO here, has been
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Music Notes
Dave Dreyer back in N. Y. after jaunt to Coast to install Ted Grouya

as Coast rep of new Dreyer-Frj^oJ^ie Carle pub Arm.- .
Grouya, former

plugger with Freddy Martin Music, has a piece of new outfit.". , .Murrpy

Lazar tabbed as gen. mgr. of Martin Block Music Co., with Larry Taylor

aow devoting full-time to programltning the Block disk jockeying stints

.;..Hugo Friedhofer and Emil Newman jointly scoring Samuel Goldwyn's

"The Bishop's Wife", i . .Both Phil Harris and Tommy Dorsey crews sliced

sides for RCA-Victor last week on Coast; also Lotte Lehman. . . .Jane

Hussell cut another pair of sides for Columbia last week backed by AlVy
West's six-piece combo, recently inked by Col, . . .Pied Pipers etched three

faces for Capitol ...Sonny Burke signed a.s technical adviser on jazz

sequences for Samuel Goldwyn's "That's Life" Eddy ;
Howard cutting

second album for Majestic. ., .Jimmy Garland, brother of Judy, has joined

the Merry Macs. . . .Lee Wiley, Eddie Dean and Jack Leonard etched sides

for Majestic on Coast last week. .. .Harry Revel has earmarlted royalties

from his new "Birmingham Boogie" tune to Birmingham (Calif.) vets

hosp fund....Mark Sehreck, after jaunt to Hollywood lor confabs with
yNat Wineooff, Southern Music chief there, bade at his N. Y. deslc at Peer
International. . . .Clark Dennis sliced a pair for Capitol on Coast last week
before chugging to Ghi for College Inn stand. . ..Alvino Key band being
Jensed this week in Universal-International short. . . .Bob Hayward mated
with Meltones last week on two sides by Black & White RecorijISi...

Donald O'Connor, 'tween celluloid chores, cutting an album for Hamilton-
Whitney Productions Nelsori Eddy last week in Hollywood commenced

. a new Columbia album, with Goddard Lieberson suping. . . .Basin Street
• Boys and Lucky Thompson's group sliced four faces Mon. (14) for Exclu-
sive Records.

.

CqL Signs Hazel Scott

Columbia last week signed pian-

ist-singer Hazel Scott to a three-

year deal.

Miss Scott was last with Signa-

ture Records and before tliat with

Deeca.

Brit. Sheet Sales

Rim Into Slump
London, July 8.

Tin Pan Alley here is experienc-
ing, biggest sales slump in years,'

with some of the big publishers
having cut staffs by nearly 50%,
whilst 30% cuts are general.

In the good old days of two years
ago, a song, to get into best sellers

list, would sell around 40,000 copies
per week. But nowadays, a 5,000

weekly sale, can jump any song into

top sellers.
,

»»»»» »»»» » »»»»»>>>> M

On The Upbeat

New York
Name of Dixon's (Club 18) nitery

in New York, will be changed next

month With the debut there of Louis

Jordan's orchestra, to the Troubador
Club...Tony Cabot, leader of small

band at Pierre hotel for past year

or more, organizing 14-piece outfit

with Sonny Ray, former pianist-

vocalist at New Yorker hotel, as

singer. Mus-Art will book band. , .

Sammy Friedman took over from
Jose Granson as ShapirorBernstein

Hollywood rep.. .Jimmy . Palmer
band out of General Artists and to

Mus-Art agency . . . Teddy Powell
and Dick Rogers new team of song-

writers with "If You Had to Hurt
Someone" with Sun Music and "If

I Still Feel" the Same About You"
with Criterion. . .Russ Lyons, former
Music Corp. of America exec, Set-

tled on two and a half acres at Scots-

dale, Arizona. . .NBC Tele now tele-

Collegians Go for Modemtete

I KTfW YORK, July 5.-ElUot La^-

1

I Poll.~
9TH ANNUAL COLLEGE POLL

MOST PROMISING NEWER
' ORCHESTRAS

(Likely To Reach the Topj)
683

»t T.ftwrence. •

jgg
•I.
naayHowwd ••• •

3. Ray McKmley ^52
4. Boyd, RmJ*"*;,:; •

•

• . , 148
6. Claude ThornhiU •;

' .

{Remaining votes were scattered

several down ergwa.) .

crowning ^-^^^rarVrf-

„?versary presen^^^ t^ 2^

maestro, for It was exM^^^^
^^^^^

t!?*' T^nto *e ork swefpstakes for
himself

of a 10-week en-

j:^A*Mot:fp\^^^^^^^

^toSg tHe sweet^itK-a-be^^^

Lawrence ^\lted'''Ad p'ace
Howard, who «»"Vof Ws besU

,ing thoM.
'

i- Tommy DorseC 610

fi- I?."K*"> Monroe

|- Eddy Howard »1
10 r^^'y James?
12L2!!!ie TWhiv:

I*

vising trotting races at Westbury,
L. I. . . . Theatrical attorney Bernie
Miller being given testimonial din-
ner tonight (Wednesday) at New
Yorlcer hotel by Madison Jewish
Center.

Sidney Bechet cut album of "New
.Orleans Jazz" for Columbia Reciords
using group of 19 and 20 year-old
musicians ... Julie Stern, Broad-
cast Music prof. mgr. and Carl
Haverlin, BMI president, to Coast
. -.•Tiv'li^gie'fiond'^r'oup'ihto Ca*5illac~

Lounge, Cumberland, Md,
Dale Belmont inked exclusive

waxing contract with Mary Howard
Recordings . . . Billy Daniels cut
first disks for Apollo last week . , . :

Four Vagabonds slated for week'*
stand at Regal theatre, Chicago,
starting July 18 . , . Smilin' Eddie
Hill formed new "junk band" and
preems it this month on WMPS,
Memphis . . . Vox Records opened
Chicago office last week with Art
Cohen, former Mercury Record Dis-
tributing Co. sales manager, in

charge . , . Nat Lorman, former pub-
licity head for Apollo Records,
upped'to promotion director. Gerry
Colson replaces him in his former
post.

Chicago
Del Courtney follows Henry Busse

into Edgewater Beach hotel . . ,

Bill Snyder premiered his own com-
position, ''Chicago Concerto,'! at the
Blackstone hotel . . . Evelyn Stal-

lings, former Harry Cool thrush, dOr

ing a single; replaces Jackie Cain

who shifts to the College Inn, at

Beehive ... Bob Cfeester will be

guest band on "Teen Timer.s" show
July 19, broadcast originating from
Minneapolis . . . Harry Cool between
dates with his band doing a surprise ;

single at Helsing's . . . El Grotto,

sepia South Side nitery, folded last

week . . . Sherman Marks in New
York to cut transcriptions of ' th».

Ted Lewis show for Chartoc Col-

man. . . . Harry Moss in Chi from
Manhattan . . . Henry Busse signed

by Vita-Coustic Records and records

his first four sides this week . . *

Merriel Abbott has scheduled Flor-

ian Zabaoh orchestra, currently at

the Rayton Blltmore, for Patoet
House late this year . . . Mr. and

Mrs. Al Borde won both the men
and women's division in the golf

tournament at Entertainment Man-,

agers' picnic last week . ^ . . Vie

Angle, former drummer for Harry

Cool, is plugging songs for Re-

public Music here . , . Red Allen

and J. C. Higgenbotham begin week
at the Regal theatre Friday (18) ...

Bobby Byrne opens at Coney Island,

Cincinnati, July 25 . . . Ralph Sterl-

ing singing with Bill Snyder, who
will finish engagement at the May
fair, Aug. 1, in order that room may
be redecorated . Jimmy James at .

the Circle, Indianapolis, July 24 and

Palace, Akron, Aug. 1 ... . Joe Sand-

ers orchestra at the State Fair here

Aug. 1 . . . Tommie Sheridan does

four weeks at the Muehlbach, Kan-

sas City, begiiming July 22.

Levy,, Morris Others

In From Europe
Music men who headed for Eng-

land and the Continent weeks ago

are all back or will soon be on their

way. Lou Levy, head of Leeds

Music here and Leeds, Ltd., Lon-

don, flew into New York, Monday :

(14) morning and a few hours later

hopped a Platie for Hollywood. Ed-

win H. (Buddy) Morris got into

N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday) by boat.

His attornfiy; Lee Eastman, is still

abroad, In Switzerland, and is due

to sail from' England lor homf
July 31.

On tlie same boat with Morris

were the American Society pi Com-

posers, Authors and Publishers ex-

ecutives who went to London to at-

tend the annual convention of the

International Congress of Authors

and Composers, including Dick Mur-

ray, Herman Finkelstein. Wallace

Downey and Rudolph Nissim. Pres-

ident Deems Taylor remained
abroad. He'U be home on July 29.

While in London, Morris cojn-

:

pleted preliminary work on setting-

up Morris Music, Ltd., in conjunc-

tion with the Dreyfus interests there.

Guy Lombardo is transcribing

'Treasury programs lor Mutual net
,

use during August in order to take

vacation and participate in Gold Cup

speedboat race at Rockaw0y< If -
. ;*

Carmen Lom'bardo plans *o go »>

South America during layoff ano

lieibert Lombardo to England.

helped n^a*" o ou' s' :

happy or-Q

Wp ore i'fK '••i i ; qf 1*0^ '.-

' ! f ij h ci f.ftf- in the Al! Bcinds division.

\\'c\>: 'ttc-cughly en,oved 'bo pfv'leqf^ of

Dtoymq in >or for 'ho ^^lcl'•ni v.^ro

STEEL PIER years go by

ATLANTIC CITY THE ECHO SAID NO

STAN LEE BROZA GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
. , . ...... GtORGI B. fVA^^IS
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D.C. MAKES NEW FRIENDS FORAFM
New Writer C(m-Distrib Han Seen

Modded After PuUblKr Setup

Writer factioa of - the A;merican-f

Bociety of Composers, Authors and

Publishers is again fostering a new

method of revenue distribution ap-

olicable to their end of the Society's

annual melon. Said to be fashioned

tomewhat after the once-contro-

versial Ahlert-Leslie plan, the new

formula has been devised by George

W Meyer, memb*r of the Society's

hoard, and, after further cleaning

up. It Will be submitted to ASCAP
chiefs.

. , i . .,

New method is said to entail a

plan similar to the publisher distri-

bution, which calls for a payoff on

the basis of 55% for performances,

30^ for availability and 15% for

seniority. Meyer plans a writer

distribution on the basis of 50% for

availahiiity, 25% for seniority and

25% for performances. At the same

time, to protect those standard

writers now in the highest (AA)
classification a new category of AAA
would be installed, but how the dis-

tribution to this group would be

aevised is undisclosed. : •

.

There has, long been dissatisfac-

liott with the method of distributing

writer revenue by the Society. For

years plans have been laid and dis-

carded as unworkable. Up u^itil a

year and a half ago a fluctuating

participation scheme apptied only -to

those writers in a higher classifica-

tion, with those below receiving a

fixed amount annually. In April*'

194t, this was revised to call for all

classes >of writers to participate on

a percentage arrangement.
Meanwhile, the publisher faction

of the Society continues to work on
the re-evaluation .of catalogs and' a

consequent revision in publisher

: distribution, when and if availability

ratings now in existence are changed.
Publishers Classification Committee
has ' . been working for several

months on the. task of measuring
individual catalogs and have not
yet gotttfn through the 5,500-t)oint

firmsi which, with the exception of

Harms, Inc., are the highest-rated
firms in the ASCAP roster. Harms
is rated at 11,000.

Hampton's Weekend Dates

During Coast Pic Stay
, Lionel Hampton's orchestra will

play, four three-day weekends at

Metadowbrook Garden, Culver City,

Cal., during the time it is tied up
in Hollywood making a film with
Danny Kaye and a group of rival

maestroesi including Louis Arm-
strong, Benny Goodman, Tommy
Dorsey and Paul Whiteman. Film

"That's Life" (GoWwyn).
Hampton opens at Meadowbrook

Friday U8) in a deal completed
only last week. He- follows it with
a week attlTe Million Dollar theatre,

L.A., Aug. 12. Meadowbrook, in-

cidentally, has been using local

music since a band-vaude policy,

using Charlie Barnet's orchestra end
10 acts, failing to rouse the b.o. :

Londen

Setter

Penalty

Payelas
London, July 8.

'

'Way of life of London music pub-
lishers and talent which performs
their songs is being drastically
changed.
In the U. S:, paying for perform-

ances and arrangements of songs
while it may go on, is definitely
frowned upon. In London it was
more or less the expected thing un
til last week, when the executives of
Me Music Publishers Assn. and
British Broadcasting Corp. got to-

gether and decided to do something
about the situation.

:
After several rather secretive

meetings between the publishers'
group'and BBC, a code of operation
was established, with rather drastic
P^aUi^s for violators. From, here on,
»«» paying of any sort will be al-
Mwed, and any publishers or artists
caught in financial "collusion" con

* ^""8 will be barred by
•BBC for one year. -

Publishers' association will be its
own_ police, but BBC has appointed
William C. Crocker, prominent at
jorney, as arbiter. BBC and pubs
have ISjoth agreed to fully abide by
any Crocker decision.

-

Gray

Coast Promoters

Moan ^ew; Now

Too Few Names
Hollywood, July 15.

Coast one-nite promotes who
reach for the crying towel as regu-
larly as they reach for the aspirin

bottle, have bobbed up with a new
beef—too few name bands available
this summer. As explained in Variety
last winter, agencies sensed a diffi-

cult summer situation out here well
in advance and routed most of their

attractions elsewhere.^ Only -half as

many location dates are availabSe up
and down the western slopes as in

past, and unless stout, durable stands
are set, bands just can't afford to

trek across the country from the

greener pastures in the east and
midwest.

Yet the single-date promoter does

have a legitimate complaint, even if

no fair target at which to hurl it.

Marty Landau, largest one-nite op
in Southern California, actually is

keeping dark on occasional Saturday
nites in such towns as Santa Bar-
bara, San Bernardino and Long
Beach because he cannot always get.

a name and cannot continue repeat-

ing the same few bands. Situation is

duplicated around San Francisco,

where AI Bamford operates) and in

the Pacific Nortiiwest,

Duke is Busy

Just now the only orchestra Wil-

liam Morris has to offer through
August is Duke Ellington, currently

locationing at^ Rainbow Rendezvous,
Salt Lake City, and due for fort-

night at Giro's, July 25. Morrw
found eager buyers for Ellington,

who will gig 19 nites in and out of

the territory at $1,250 weekdays and

$1,500 Saturdays, against usual 60%
privilege.

General Artists Corp. likewise has

fewer attractions to offer.than at any
(Continued on page 36)

PETBILLO PIIIIT

i CASE ADIIIIRED
Testimony by James C. Petrillo,

American Federation of Musicians
president, on the stand- last week in

Washington before a House labor
committee investigating the AFM
and its head, made a deep impres-
sion on the music and other thea-
trical fields. Majority of opinions
agree that Petrillo scored heavily
in his fight against recordings and
network uses of live music. In some
cases, tradesmen who were dead
against Petrillo's ideas have exr
pressed a change of heart, at least

partially.

Petrillo's arguments are difficult

to refute, some feel. He pointed out
that to pay a musician scale or what-
ever coin he can command, to pro-
Vide music from a network origina-

HoHywood Payment of Lyric Rights

Doesn't Include Performance Okay

For Theatre Without Fee, Judge Rules

Got Your Equity Card?
James C. Petrillo, president of

the American Federation of
Musicians, is reaping healthy
beUylaughs on Broadway as an
actor. Houses playing Metro's
"News of the Day" reels have
Petrillo telling a story from the
stand during last, week's HouM :

Labor Committee investigation,

into the AFM, concerning a

monkey who krie'w the differ-

ence between fresh and cold
storage eggs. Story illustrates

Petrillo's arguments about
"canned" music vs. the fresh, or
live variety.

AFM head's timing, gestures,

etc, caught in a closeup by the

Metro cameraman provide plen-

ty of giggles. Petrillo himself
apparently likes his performance
since he's telling friends to

catch him in the newsreels.
Paramount's clip of the testi-

mony is in a serious vein.

tion point that may find outlet on
anywhere from a handful to hun-
dreds of hoookup stations, is basic-

ally inequitable. Each man paid
once for manning a network instru-

njjent displaces a local man on
every outlet.

Regarding recordings, Petrillo

pointed out that the men who make,
them are paid once, whereas their

creation goes on for years making
coin for others involved. This was
pointed out as an argument against

disk jockeys, who Petrillo feels are

making thousands from theeffortsof

mUsiciaas, who earn comparatively

minor s.ums.

Dailey Sets Top

Name Pattern

Gordon Wants To

Become Agcy. Salesman
Maestro Gray Gordon wants to be-

come an agent. Currently under con-
tact to Mus-Art Agency as a band-
wader, he is fluffing off almost a
Month of one-nighters lined up for
"'M m the midwest by Russ
«cchin© in order to stay in New
~ork and, on his own hook, sell

units for the agency.
.

.

Whether Gordon will work the
Pne-nighters is indefinite. He may
oe forced to fill them sihca they are
almost all defln|te |tontracts.

Indie Disker Claims

E.B. Marks Is Barking

Up the Wrong Tree
One of ik quartet of Federal Court

infringemant suits brought last

month by E. D. Marks against a flock

of indie recording companies was
answered by Seva Foullon, United
Masters, Inc., and Band Recordings,

Inc., in N. Y. federal court last

week. Defendants were speicflcally

charged with infringing upon Marks'

tune, "Malaguena."

According to papers filed with the

court, Foullon and the two firms

made a general denial of all allega-

tions and ask for dismissal of the

suit. Defendants allege that under

a May, 1946, contract they were

given the right to use the song.

Hence, they claim, they violated no

copyright nor did they infringe. M
plaintiff had any cause of action,, it's

averred, it would be for lax pay-

ment of royalties.

Cedar Grove, N. J.

Frank Dailey will reopen his

Meadowbrook, with a bang late in

August or the first week in Septem-
ber. He has only one band definitely

set so far, .Carmen Cavallaro, due to

open Seiit. 17, but in all probability

will debut Sept. 2 with Freddy Mar-
tin. Guy Lombardo's orchestra,

which has- never played Meadow-
brook, may follow Cavallaro either

Oct. 3 or 10. With the exception of

one or two new bands, Dailey will

adhere to the top names wherever
possible.

Dailey is making other changes.

He is replacing all male waiters with
gals and is adding a college gimmick.

He has selected 12 college boys from

nearby schools as ushers, rotating on_

slow, mid-week nights and used in'

force on weekends. Two each have
been selected from Princeton,

Rutgers, Seton Hall, Upsala^ Mont-
clair State Teachers and Bergen'

College. Design is to have. greet«rs

who will know school patrons, ns

well as to have an inside track on

the music tastes of youngsters with-

in the Meadowbrook area.

Another stunt Dailey is adding is a
' strolling" electric organ which will

circle the dance floor between sets.

It will be driven by an electric

motor controlled by the instru-

jraent's operator.

South Thumbs Oater Unit;

Jamboree $45,000 in Red
Hollywood, July 15.

All-Star Western Jamboree fea-

turing Tex Ritteri Bob Wills, Al
Dexter and "Carolina Cotton failed to

gross on Southern tour. Unit, sched-

uled for 28 playdates, worked only

18. Nine dates were lost in flood

areas and one in Columbus, Georgia,

due to a union blacklisting of the

auditorium in that city.

Show, backed by Art Linklettcr,

John Guedel and Bill Wagn.on, re-

portedly, lost $45,000 while support-

ing an $18,000 nut. '

MCA Aide Scored

Ry Rival Agents

In 1-Niter Abuse
Agents competing with Music

Corp. of Ameriipa are bitter . about
certain "tactics" being used by one
member of MCA's one-night divi-

sion.

The gripe is that this MCAite con-
sistently goes out of his way to dis-

parage the boxoffice results of rival

bands in talking to promoters in-

volved in negotiating deals, the hue
and cry is that rarely are -the '*tips"

truthful, and so the other agencies
are burning.

As a rule, one-night salesmen with
the various agencies are fairly help-
ful to one another, at least much
more so than natural rivalry permits
in other departments. In addition to

exchanging information, they fre-

quently .buy bands from one another
when they have no suitable talent

available for accounts.
Incidentally, one of MCA's one-

nighter men got into a deeper sit-

uation than the above a few weeks
back, and the affair has been fairly

successfully hushed. This agent, who
has a habit of selling bands twice on
the same night to different promoters,
recently bypassed an - accredited
buyer, for a widely known location,

going direct to the operator. He of-

fered a certain band.This info was
related to the buyer, who checked
on the availability of the outfit and
found it unavailable. Called on the
carpet before MCA executives for

offering an unavailable top name in

order to sell lesser ones, and con-
fronted by the buyer, he called the
latter a liar-^he had never offered

the band, he decried. Buyer, usually
a mild-mannered *uy, hung one on
his chin, and the one-night booker
was prevented from ; retaliating

—

with a chair.

Minneapolis, July 15.

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers won an im-^

portant point last week in Federal

.

court here. Judge Gunnar Nordbye
delivered a decision in a case in-'

volving ASCAP and Benny Berger,

operator of a chain of Minnesota

and Wisconsin theatres, and two
other exhibitors,; which sets a prec-
edent the Society has long been
seeking. He opined that when Hol-
lywood film producers pay music
publishers synchronization rights to
copyrighted songs, the act does not
grant the exhibitor of those pictures
the public performance rights' with-
out additional payment.

Decision grew out of ASCAP's
filing of an infringement suit against

.

Berger for the latter's failure to ob-
tain, an AI^CAP license, though he
exhibited pictures containing copy-
righted tunes. Berger retaliated by
instituting

, suit that ASCAP's
methods of licensing motion picture
exhibitors was in violation of the
Sherman anti-trust act. One of his

points was that the Society was not
-entitled to revenue from the film

;

exhibition end, since a fee had al-

ready been paid by the film pro-
ducers. His attorneys asked for sum-
mary judgment and dismissal of.

ASCAP's complaint last Dec. 4.

Judge Nordbye's decision was in

the nature of denying this move,
and he ordered the infringement ac-
tion to trial sometimie in October.
In addition to Berger, defendants
are Mrs. J, L. Jensen, AValon thea-
tre, White Bear, Minn., and Hastings
Theatre Corp., Hastings, Mich.
ASCAP is acting in behalf of pub-
lishers Santly-Joy, Witmark, Mills
and Harms, Inc. Society's attorney,
Louis D. Frohlich, was here for the

:

decision.

Rainbow Disks Previews

New Mnsical Comedy

Score in Platter Form
Harry Fromkes, vet legit show-

man, now president of Rainbow Rec-

ords, has transmuted the stage

musicomedy technique to platters

with an B-side waxed preview of a

forthcoming new musical titled

"Romeo Loves Juliet." Score and

libretto are by Larry Clinton and

Herb Hendler, with Clinton's band

baching Marshall Young and.'J'ahiitte

Davis, the titular leads, plus- Stai}>

Freeman's piano soloing, and ' the.

Toon -Timers for choral supporf;
Inside of the album inclttd^ff' iibe(

lyrics of virhat is called "a love' sibiy

set to music," Fromkes' idea is a

waxed preview of this production,

either for Broadway or Hollywood.
It's a switch on the disk technique of

waxing a show's score, with the

originalcast, after it opens on Broad-
way., ,

Fields Primes

'Rippfing Rhythm'
Shep Fields is planning- to revive

the "Rippling Rhythm"- orchestra
with which he became a top name in

the middle '30's. Band will be or-

ganized, and rehearse^ in. tim^ to

open at Fields-' own'. Olen Island
Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., Aug.
14, and perhaps fill out the re-

mainder of the season there, sue- :

ceeding the current Bobby Byrne
and Noro Morales orchestras.

Fields' "Rippling" crew was com-
posed of five sax, four rhythm, ac-

cordion, french horn, two trom-
bones, one trumpet. He still has the

library of arrangements to fit that
instrumentation but these will be
modernized and a number of new
ones added. . ,•

This outfit was broken up }ust.

prior to the war when- its usefulness

was adjudged outlived, and the
leader developed an »ll-reed com-
bination which was fairly successful

through the war years. This wag
broken up when the maestro ac-

quired the lease on Glen Island last

winter.

Disks Vs. Lire Music

Adds Up to Knifing
Toledo, July 15.

Canned and live music conflict

flared into violence in a bar here
last Thursday (10), sending Rupert
Boden to the Hospital with a stab
Wo'tila^L U seems Boden put a nickel
in' '«>.icUskbox at the same time two
i^ttfc^fertainerv began playing a

ntOUjih: organ and a guitar.

Boden wanted to hear the record,

the artists insisted on playing their

piece, the ensuing argument
drowned out the music and a knife

entered the scene and Boden. Two
musicians were booked for investi-

gation. Boden's condition is "fair,''
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Jocks, JukesandDisks
By George Frazier

Dinah Shore awd Frank. Sinatra's

"My Romance" and "Tea for Two"
(Columbia), constitute the record ol

the week, it not, indeed, of the year.

In the first place, here are duets by

two of the biggest names in show

business. In the second (and what

really matters), Miss Shore and

Sinatra turn in what may accurately

be described as dedicated perform-

«ttees. ehoosing two great stand-

Best Bets
Ballad—"My Romance" (Shore

and Sinatra), "Ain'tcha Ever

Comin Back?" (Frank Sinatra);

"I Have But One Heart' (Frank

Sinatra), attd "You Do" (Geor-
' gia Gibbs).

Rhythm—"Tea for Two"
(Shore and Sinatra), "Feudin'

'h' Fightln'" and "Ballin' the

Jack" (Georgia Gibbs).

Novelty — 'Bloop Bleep"

(Woody Herman) and "MahzeV?

(Estelle' Linden).

Hot Jazz—"Blue Book Boogie"

and "that's the Way Shfe Peels"

(Jesjie Price) and "Three Little

Words" (Ziggy Elman).
Dance — "Ballerina" (Jimmy

Dorsey) and "Liebefreud".

(Charlie Spivak).
Folk—"Take Them Cold Feet

Outa My Back" (Lonzo and
Oscar). .

ards, they interpret them with all

the talent at their command. Axel
Stbrdatal, who is quite a man with

ft baton, accompanies them. Results

are delicious. This record of "My
Romance" and "Tea for Two" can

*tand on its own, but since whatever
proceeds it realizes go to the I>ainon

|tuny0n Memorial Fund, if they
weren't' worthy, thi^re would be ex^

cellent reason for buying them any-

way.- As things stand a purchaser is

getting one fine record while doing
his share to arrest cancer, which is

wanted for murder. Every juke and
jock in the country will* or' should,

spin these faces to shreds.

.

Georcisi Gibbs' four latest Majes-
tic faces—"As Long As I'm Dream-
ing." "Ballin' the Jack," "Feudin'
'n' Fightin'," and "You Do"—demon-
strate again that here is one of the
most exciting female vocalists
ground. Of the four sides, "Feudin'

'n' Fightin*" sounds like the most
commercial. It is certainly a most

' accomplished,treatment. Miss Gibbs
does "Ballin* the Jack," the Eddie
Condon national anthem, with a fine

rhythmic sense and her customary
imm^aculate enunciation. She han'

dies the other two numbers—both
ballads—beautifully. In fact, our top

choice among the four is"You Do,"

a good tune which she projects so

well that most girl singers should
remain out to lunch. Miss Gibbs is

quite good.

June Christy's first solo efforts—

"If 1 should Love You"' and "Skip-
Rope" (Capitol )—are not in a class

with Miss Gibbs' Majestic faces. As
a' matter of fact, they're downright
dull. Miss Christy, due to rejoin

Stan Kenton when he resume' band-
leading in,the fall, may not be one
of the most accomplished gir". sing-

ers around, but she's certainly

capable of better work than she does
on these sides. We feel rather strong-

ly that Captiol has done her a vast

disservice by releasing them.

Frank Sinatra has two solo faces

on the counters this week. One is

"Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back?", in

which the Pied Pipers (through the
courtesy of Capitol) assist him. It's

a pleasant, and possibly a hit num-
ber, and Sinatra, The Pipers and
Axel Stordahl (who had a hand in

its composition) do it splendidly*

Backside is the ballad, "I, Have But
Onm Heart/' in which Sinatra in^

serts a twist by; doing it in Italian

as well as English. Both sides should
click with , coin-machines . and pan-
cake turners.

Jessie Price, one of Capitol's

sturdiest assets, sings >' something
more than solidly in "Blue Book
Boogie" and "That's the Way She
Feels." Not the ^ least of his assets

is a flair for delivery of, off-color

lines in a thoroughly ii^offensive

mann^ri In these faces he's backed
up by a first-rate ' band that 'plays
with a sturdy beat. . "Boogi^L- has
3ome rousing trumpet work-^masS'
ive, considered, and reminiscent of

MILU MUSIC prmMit
An KvaiilRg't SMrMiada

SERENADE IN THE NIGHT

HANDS ACROSS

THETABLE
V-nJ- » <

MQONGLOW
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.

U1» »widway. Waw Yprk 1»

Suggested Programi
(Jimmy Iionceford Program)
"Swingin'~ on C" (Columbia).
"Miss Otis Regrets" (Decca).
"Rock It for Me" (Columbia).
"Call the Police" (Majestic).

"My Blue Heaven" (Decca).
' ''Four Or Five Times*' (Decca).
"Harlem Shout" (Decca).
(George Gershwin ' Program)
"They Can't Take That Away

From Me"—Billy Butterfleld

(Capitol).

"Do It Again"—Billy Butter*
field (Capitol).

"Isn't It a JE^ty?"—George By-
ron (General). /

"I've Got a Crush On You"—
Lee Wiley (Liberty),

."My One and Only"—Eddie
Condon (Decca).
"Someone to Watch Over Me"

—^Lee Wiley (Liberty).
" S,w a n e e "— Eddie Condon

, (Decca).

Bunny Beriganr—by, they tell us,

one Pete Daley. AU in all, it's a

slashing rebuke to th« re-bop sill-

iness. Daley has as much inspired
grandeur as Dizzy Gillespie has con-
-tfiVed' exhibitionism:' This is giving
the game back to the boys, and we,
^lor one, are delighted; This^ to em*
ploy a shopworn word, is heartfelt;

This, in shorty .is jazz. There is also

some fine tenor saxophone on both

sides. (In "That's the Way*' it sounds
Bud Freemanish). Either face may
well become a racespot smash, but
our own feeling is that they deserve

a wider audience.

Woody Herman's Columbia of

"Bloop Bleep" is the best treatment
of the Frank Loesser novelty on the

market (we haven't heard Danny
Kaye's Decca yet). Herman, acconif
panied by an unidentified band, does
a good deal to highlight all the
values which Loesser obscured' in

his presumptuous attempt to inter-

pret , it on the M-G-M label. (Not
many . songwriters have Mercer's
versatility ana the sooner Loesser,
realizes it, the better). This is a
nickelodeon face. Backing it is

Herman's rendition of a pleasant
enough torch ioti • called. "Baby,,

Come Home."

Jimmy Dorsey's new M-GrM
couples "BalleriBia" and "Lazy
Mood." Dee Parker ' sings "Lazy
Mood;" Bob Carroll, "Ballerina.".

Faces add^up to 'good dansapation
and reasonably healthy juke play is

likely.

Benny Goodman's astounding com-
mand of the clarinet was never more
evident than in "Dizzy Fingers" and
'Tattletale" (Capitol). They're b^th
practically B. G. solos, by the way.
It would be a mistake to judge them
in terms of hot jazz, for they are pri-

marily virtuosic performances. Their
appeal is more clinical than esthetic.

If Artie Shaw hears them, he'll

probably throw away his clarinet—
which, everything considered,

wouldn't be a bad idea at all. "Dizzy
Fingers," thtt old Zez Confrey pianp
specialty, will do the bigger buffalg-

deon business. _ ,

Zieey Elman, who is back with
Tommy Dorsey at least for' the time
being, plays wonderfully well in his

M-G-M of "Three Little Words.'

This face, which has a vocal by Vir^

ginia Maxey, should do fairly well

on certain jukes. Reverse (also with
a vocal by Miss Maxey) is Elman's
own *composition, "And the Angels
Sing." It-memory serves us, Ziggy
duplicates the solo he used to do the
tune with the Goodman band. This
should be a big seller if the song
gets any kind of revival; Otherwise,
its appeal is pretty specialized.

Germalne Sablon*s" second coup-
ling on the Continental label has
"My Legionnaire" and "My Man'
back to back; The fact that Mile,

Sablon, who is Jean's sister, sings

entirely in Erench is obviously a
sales deterrent, but that is no knock
at her ability. She's really quite a
singer and it's even possible that

"My Man," because of its popularity
may catch on in the plushier cock'

taileries. Soulful is the word for her
interpretation.

Charlie Spivak's album of "I&eis-

ler Favorites" (Victor) is. a fine job,

Spivak's trumpet has rarely sounded
better than in "Caprice 'Viennois,''

"La Gitana," "Tambourin Chinois,'*

"Liebslied," "Schon Rosmarin," "The
Old Refrain," "Mighty Lak' a Rose,"

and "Liebesfreud," Several of the
faces, incidentally, are extremely
danceable. Xhey deserve a juke
play.

inrint Berlin*!' newest' ttme,>'"'Katff

(Have I Come too Early, too Late),"
makes its- shellac debUt on an M-G-M
by Four Chicks and Chuck. After
40 years of songwriting, Berlin is

doubtless immune to things like 'this,

but Four Chicks and Chuck (which
is a silly name for adults) really go
to extraordinary lengths to sully ,

as
unblemished reputation. This abomr
ination of desolation is a disk to be
forgotten as quickly as possible.

10 Best Sellers on Coiii-Machmes

1. P*gV«ty H«,rt (») (Bobbin.) {?SrTetrn^":;?.rVicto?

2. I wonkier,, I Wonder (5) (Bobbins) .......
j^o^kllo^'^.'^^V/.i^^.S

3. Chi Baba. Chi Baba. (7) (Oxford)
{^^7B?r™on.V.::::::iZa

4. Across Alley From Alamo' (10) (Capitol) j^^lfdy^^frmaniX.CoS^^

5. Red Stocking, Green Pe're (5) (Morris)." [^^^[yMpSt^irj/.toa

6, That's My Desire (14). (Mills)
ti^/, ''',...'.•,. ' *>,.

7. When Were Sweet 18 (2) (Shapiro-B)

.

8; Mam'selle (7 ) (Feist) . ,

S
Prankie Laina. . . . , .Mfircurjr

Saniffliy Kayc; • i.'...^ .Victgir

Perry Cbmo:. ., , ,,j ., .Victor

j Dick Haymes. Decca

X Art Lund . .......... .M-G-M

9. Sunday Kind of Love (ID <Maurice) . . .

{ J°^Stafford^^^^^^^^

10. Feudin* and Fightin* (2) * (Chappell) . . .* Dorothy Shay Columbia

Coming Up
^

Temptation (Bobbins) Ingle-Stafford Capitol

„ , . (Bing Crosby Decca
Tallahassee (Famous)

| Mercer-Pied Pipers, .Capitol

( Jo Stafford. , ; . ..... .Capitol

I Vaughn Monroe.... ..Victor

t Eddy Howard . ; . . . .Majestie

\ Sammy Kaye. , . , . , ...Victor

;

f Tex Beheke. ........ .Victor

I
Harry James ..... .Columbia

{Frank Sinatra . , , . .Columbia
DiGk Haymes . , , . . , . . .Decca

Ivy (Burke-VH)

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH) .

.

Stella By Starlight (Beverly)...;...,

It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra)............ Tommy Dorsey...,.,.Victor

. „ , - ,i , .ri V •rtt\ (Tex Beneke.;.... .Victor
My Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH) ^^^^ jj^^jg Columbia

Dreams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion) Vaughn Monroe Victor

After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms)....... Sammy Kaye Victor

When 1 Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive

. ,» ^- ,,e.j i_ A • .( Frank Sinatra Columbia
I Beheva (Sinatta)

| Louis Armstrong Victor

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke (American). ....... • Tex Williams. .... ...Capitol

^ '

//^ . j\ ( Margaret Whiting,,.. Capitol
Old Devil Moon (Crawford)

| Charlie Spivak Victor

Tomorrow (Morris) Charlie Spivak..;....Victor

Oatuner Bob Wills Tells

Agent to Set Theatres,

Concerts, Drop Dances
Hollywood, July 15.

Music Corp. of America band-

bookers here went into a tizzy over

weekend when Bob Wills opined

that henceforth he and his oatune

crew wanted to play concerts and
theatres solely and not dance halls.

Wills for more than a year has been
regularly playing stomps all over

the far west, and as regularly ring-

ing up solid grosses. ..When name
bands faltered and promoters glow-
ered, MCA soothed them by Shoot-

ing in Wills, who invariably has

turned profits. His barn dance fol-

lowing is stouter than that of any
other oatuner.

Wills reportedly also told MCA he
wants $1,000 per concert for his

nine-piecer, and that caused the

agency to catch its breath, since he
worked hoofing halls for $500 per,

liltis'lilieVti^'itsrs^' he' alntost' always
reached on dates. Wills last week
returned from, a barnstorming trek,

in which his crew was part of a unit

headed by Tex Hitter, Carolina.Cot-
ton and other singles. Show lost

•its shirt.

AI' Millet resigned as advertising

and publicity head of Continental
records in New York.

AFM H'wood Show

For Wounded Dropped
Hollywood, Juy 15.

American Federation of Musicians*

local 47 has dropped its annual

"Music For Wounded" shows since

the comparative failure at the b.o. of

this year's performance, staged re-

cently at the Hollywood Bowl.
Union realized a sum that won't ex?

ceed $4,000 with which to supply en«

tertainment to hospitals, as against

the $30,000 or so' piled up by last

year's affair.

Recent show cost the local approx-
imately $12,000 to produce; it played
to a $16,000 gross. Ballyhoo and ev-
erything else were considered equal
to any past show, but btz just wasn't
there.

y n t #» » » . I

THE NEXT NUMBER ONE SONG HIT!

AN APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING
By JIMMY KENNEDt (England's Great Lyrieis+l and NAT SIMON (America's Great Pop Tune-Smith)

Recorded by:
KENNY BAKER-RUSS MORGAN-Decca JERRY COOPER-Diamon(d JOE DOSH-Continentai SAMMY KAYE-Victor
BUDDY CLARK -CoiumtJia HAL DERWIN-CaDitol EDDY HOWARD-Majesiic GINNY SIMMS-Sonora

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO., Inc.
i.OMS BERNSTP:LN. President

GEORGE PINCUS..-Gen. Mgr. IVI U S4X- P-U B L I S H E R S 1 270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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Sengs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey o) Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks:

.published by the Office of Research, Inc., 'Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

>^ Sunday Kind of Love. , , . ..... . , , . , ; . ; . . . . . .. .Peter Maurice

Across the Alley Prom the Alamo. . . .Capitol

Almost Like Being In Love—*' 3rigadoon" . . ... ....Sara Fox

As Long As I'm Dreaming—fWelcome Stranger" . ........ .BiukerVH

As Years Go By Miller

Ask Anyone. Who Knows. .. i . . . . . ... . .Witmark
Cecilia . .

." >:• • • • • ••.•»•»/'•- •i . ..:;....>.,.. -ABC .. .,

Chi-Baba ................. .Oxforcl

Echo Said "No" , Lombardo
^-eudin'.and Fightin' ;. .. . .Chappell

Heartaches . . ............. ; ., .Leed.s

I Believe^f'It Happened in Brooklyn"....... .Sinatra

I Gan't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You. . .Santly-Joy

I Do Do Do Like You. . . . . . . ............ ; . ...Harmi!

I Wish I Didn't Love You So. , . ...... ... .,; . .... . .Paramount

'

I Wonder I Wonder" I Wonder .. . . Robbins

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now-rt"I Wondier Now". ....E. B. Marks
.Ivy_t"Ivy" .Burke-VH
Linda Morris

Mam'selle Feist

Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky. . . 4 . . .... . . . ... . .Mutual

My Adobe Hacienda , Sou thern

Old Devil Moon—'•"Brigadoon" ;

'

. . . .Crawford

Passing By . . ^ .Chappell

Peg O' My Heart ... .Rpbblns
.

Red Silk Stockings- and Green Perfume. ........ .. :.. J. ,.. .Morris /

Smoke Dreams . . , . . . . . . . . . : . . . . .
. . Stept

. That's My Desire .

." Mills

Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn''..: Sinatra

Would You Believe Me—f'Loveahd Learn" Remick

The rerridining 20 songi of the week, from the copyrighted ACl
(Peatmon)v-^. '

Alexander's Ragtime Band. ^ ....... .Berlin

Anniversary Song—f'Jolson Story". . . i . . -Mood'
April Showers—f'Jolson Story", . .Harms %

Beside : You—t"My Favorite Brunette" . I'amous
Come To the Mardi Gra.§—fCarniyal In Costa Rica" Southern
'Deep Down In Your Heart. ..i ...^Triangle

Dreams Are a Dime a Dozen. ...... ,.; ..Criterion

-Every So Often, .-. ................ . . . V. Warren
;i Want To Be Loved Melrose
I'm So Right Tonight. ."...i , Leeds
It Takes Time .... ............... ...... London
Je Vous Aime—f'Copacabana" ....Crawford
Midnight Masquerade .Shapiro-B
My Heart Is a Hobo—f'Welcome Stranger" , ...Burke'-VH

There Is No Greater.Love.. i. . ....World
• Santa Catalina . . ... . , > . . . Spina-Green

Say No More ................................... . . .

;

'. .... . Advanced
Stella By Starlight .... ....Beverly

Tallahassee— f'Variety Girl" ,

.

, .... ^ . . ... . . . .... . . . ; . . . ; . Famous
There's That Lonely Feeling Again ...... ....... ...Mellen

+ Filmusical. • Lejjit Musical .

10 Best Sheet Sellers
(Weefc Endine, July 5)

Peg O' My Heart Bobbins
I Wonder, I Wonder. .. .Bobbins
Chi-Baba Oxford
Across Alley Alamo. . .-. .Capitol
That's My; Desire. ........ nviills

Linda ;
.-.— :. .'.

. . . . ... .Mayfair
Midnight Masquerade .Shapiro-B
Sweet 16 Shapiro-B
Mam'selle ...Feist

Adobe Hacienda. ...... ... .Peer

Second 10
Anyone Who Knows,,. .Witmark
Anni Song.'!, . , ; . . . . . . . . . .Mood
Had Life Live Over. . . .General
Ivy . . . .Burke-VH
Sunday Kind Love. ... .Maurice
Red Silk Stockings. ...Morris

Who'is Kissing Her ... . 'Marks
Dime- A Dozen . . . . . Criterion
Tallahassee .... .'famous
l"m So Right Tonight. . Leeds

ss

To MCA Offer By

Horace Heidt
Hollywood, July 15.

Horace Heidt took another burn
at Music Corp. of America hist week
when, after the years, of hassling be-
tween the two culminated in Heidt's
laying off until his contract ran out,
the agency had what Heidt describes
as the "temerity" to make a new
bid for him by offering the maestro
a radio show. Heidt exploded when
the deal was proffered. His answer
was, in effect, that he would never
work again for MCA, even if it

meant never getting another job.

Heidt is independently wealthy, own-
ing hotels and other real estate.

Heidt. meanwhile, is hooked up
with Joe Glaser's Associated Book-
ing Corp., another idea MCA doesn't
like. GlaSer is said to be in the
middle of a deal to provide Heidt
with a radio commercial, but won't
say what sponsor is interested.

Glaser is here in connection with
Lionel Hampton's and Louis Arm-
strong's contracts to work in Danny
Kaye's "That's Life" film for Sam-
uel Goldwyn.

PetriOo, Aides Ln Chi Huddle

LottaWes Here
San Antonio, July 15.

Jimmy Revard, who gave up a

hillbilly band ' to become a c'epuiy

sheriff here, has , reorganized his

group, which was known as tlie

"Oklahoma Playboys." Group : is

well-known in the southwest.
Revard wiU continue as a deputy,

in. addition to fronting the band.

LUNCEFORD ORCH MAY

USE SUB MAESTRO
Jimmie Luncgford's orchestra may

go on with a substitute leadei- in the

future, following his unexpected
death Saturday . (iZX afternoon at

Seaside, Ore. Lunceford had 12

more one-night dates to play on his

interrupted tour, and it was expected

they would "be filled with Joe
Thomas, tenor sax man with the

band for 14 years, at the helm. After
that, however, a name performer
may l>e placed in front of the outfit.

Lunceford's body, was flown into
New York yesterday (Tuesday).
Later in the week it will be taken
to Memphis for interment.
Lunceford, who was 45 and for

years onef of the outstanding Negro
bandleaders, died unknown causes,

lie
,
became ill .during an appear-

ance at a Sea.side record shop, where
he was autographing recordings.

Rushed to a hospital, he was pro-
nounced dead on- arrival. Several
days .before he had complained, of

not feeling well. Only a few months^
ago he'd had a physicsil checkup
relative.to his pilot's license. He flew

his own plane. ^

Lunceford was born in Fulton.
Miss., and was a graduate of Fisk
University, Nashville. His home was
at White Plains, N. Y. Survived by
his .widow.

Sid Foley and Sammy Smith have
set up their own music publishing
outfit, called Smith-Foley Publica-
tions.

Qiicago, July 15.

Americian Federation Of Musician*'

executive board goes . into a huddle

ciuietly here tomorrow (16) and

Thursday (17), its principal subject
the recent .outlawing of the Form B,
contract by the U, S. Supreme ,<>)urt.

In addition to the board members,
headed by president James C.
Petrillo, the meet w'ill be attended
by AFM attorneys and Petrillo'*

as.si-stants from New York head-"

quarters.

Board will devote virtually all ol

it.v time to rewriting the. Form B
contract to eliminate clauses requir- -

ing buyers of bands to underwrite
the employer's portion of social
security and unemployment taxes.

As directed by tl->e Supreme Court,
these obligations will be transferrecJ

to . the bandleader himself,, which
poses another problem for the AFM.
Petrillo and his aides may provide,
that in cases where name bands ar«
not involved, the s.s. and unemploy-
ment taxes which nrusicians will

have to pay will be tacked onto
scale.

Another item vip for conSidera-,.

tion will be the revision of manage-
ment cont-acts for use by agencies,
to conform -with regulatipns promul-
gated at the recent AFM' conventioH
in Detroit, calling for a maximum
agency hold on a band of five year*,
plus a two-year option.
Meanwhile, agencies are strll using

the Form B blank in negotiating
band contracts, though the U. ,S.

Supreme Court recently knocked it

out in- delivering an opinion id th»
case involving the Crystal, Balirciom,
Dubuque, vs. the Government. Thi*
is only a formality, however; blank*
are being used because there is a*
yet no substitute and buyers «r«
ignoring the clauses calling for them
to assume responsibility for Q>e Ais-
puted taxes.

.

Al Donahue orchestra headed East
for first time since 1943. Has been
working out of Coast since then.
Works one-nighters on way through
New Mexico, Texas, etc.

'

I

T

^ OHmHHUPf
MAM'SELLE

A 9nUTH£WS0H9 TO KtMSMBOlt
Featured long in M G-M's "Song of The Thin Mon_

Starring Williom Powell and Mytno toy
I f loww***^ ;;J> ^

I lyric by Herb Magidson
msk by Ben OoMand

nms A w to opmronst
rh» flreofMt hillbilly comec/y iof>8 of th« yearl

By tht compo5«r of "Wyoming;'

I CAIN'T GET
OFFA MY HORSE

(Some Dirfy Dog Put Glu« On Tfi« SocfdW

By Adorty Am*f«rdam

m MOOIRNAIRK ^-..^--..XOUIMBIA R«or«b

HORN KOBBIERS V

1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19 • harry UUK, Gen Prof, Mgr._G£ORGf OMm, Prof. Mar
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

Runil Hotel

Sammy Kayc... Aslor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)...

Guy Lombardo . . Waldorf (400; $2:1 , ., . .:,

Skiteh Henderson . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$X.50)

.

Vic Lombardo*.. New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)..

Johnny Pineap'ple. Lexington (300; $l-$l-50) ...

Covers Total
I'UNt . Covers

I'lllyod Week 0n Diife

. 4 3,225 15,250

. 1 3,250 3,250

. 3 1,200 6,775

. 8 • 1,000 10,975

900 32,925

*/ce Rewue ofWeio Yorker.
^

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Band is

draw hete, with variety of acts; Conventioneers boosted biz to neat 3,900*

Henry Busse (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Des()ite not so hot weather, dining room plu-s heavy beaph walk dancing,

both featuring Busse, did tremendouis 14,000,

Vldo MUsso (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Joe Mooney
«o-featured, good convention spot. Firm 4,700.

Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Rousing 4,900.

Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room. Blackstone; 350; $2.5:0 min.; coyer $1).

Joe Frisco closed July 10, band continuing alone till room closes for re-

modeling Aug. 1. Slow 1,800.

Los Angeles
Eddy. Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Solid 2,700 tabs, v

Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Satisfactory 2,400 covers.

Location Job^, Not in Hotels
•• (C'neapo) ,

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min). Danny Thomas hottest in

town; sizzling 6,300.

Dick JUrireiis (Aragon; $0.90r$1.15 ad'm.). Local tav good 17,000.

Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Welk's first week equalled

record 19,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50'min.). Ritz Brothers and Jane
Withers, 5,800 chalked up so far.

(Los kagelns')

Win Osborne and Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 6th wk).
Osborne joined Barrows last week and pair of orchs managed adequate
8,700 admishes. .

•

Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 7th wk). Site is using

so many promotion dodges involving tree admish angles it is difficult to

discern the actual paying customers, but last stanza they totaled at least

12.000, excellent.

Gene Krupa (Falladiutn; B, Hollywood, 5th wk). Soggy 8,000 admishes.
Spot is having worst summer in its,history.

Disk Jock Airs From Minn.

Retail Store, With Prizes
Minneapolis, July 15.

Don Leary's largest local record

shop has been broadcasting a disk

jockey show weekly from its own
premises. Disk buyers and others

are given the chance to participate

and to win giveaways of records, al-

bums, theatre tickets and other

prizes.

Affair is called "Don Leary's Open
House" and is aired every Saturday
afternoon. There's a "warming up",

period, too. v

RED INGLE SIGNED

BY WM. MORRIS AGCY.
Hollywood, July 15.

Red Ingle, who has been the objec-

tive of Virtually every booking
agency since his recording of "Tejnp-

tation" clicked so big, has been
snagged by William Morris. Ingle

has signed a routine American Fed-
eration of Musicians contract with
Morris, and the, agency has already

begun submitting him for theatre

dates, which will be the first Held

he'll tackle in an attempt to ;cash in

on the Capitol disk. ,

Both Music Corp. of America and
General Artists Corp. are said to

have offered Jngle substantial cash

bonuses to sign with them. What
inducements Morris offered to snag

the hillbilly maestro is undisclosed.

Ingle's. "Temptation" recording
was made with Jo Stafford, who is

not billed on the label. It is the

vocal, however, that is conceded to

be selling the disk. RCA-Victor, in-

I

cidentally, has withdrawn its version

from production. When this disk,

by another hillbilly group, hit the
-Stands Capitol screamed l,ong and
loudly, and threatened suit.-. Dispute
wound up with Bobbins Music, pub-
lisher of the song, in the middle.

Here's aninstrumentthatdoe3"everything"!

Because, with the amazing Solovox'*, you
get the rich tonal effects of many instru-

ments, played to your own piano accompani-

ment. For night club or theater work, the

sax, clarinet^ trumpet, and many other tones

are easily played by a simple adjustment

of tone controls.

For ' long-haired renditions the Solovox

also gives you the effects- of the violin, Eng-

lish horn, bassoon, French horn, organ, etc.

Here is an instrument that is ideal for the

professional and offers him new income pos-

sibilities.

It is portable—is easily? attached to and

detached from any piano—and plugs in on

a regular electric circuit. It does not intern-

fere with the normal use of the piano and
gives a much wider variety of renditions to

every tune.

Find out more about this popular instru-

ment that couldn't be made fast enough^

even atj)re-war peak production. See^ your

dealer or piail the coupon below.

of iIm HMUnoncf Organ

Hammond Instrument Company . -

4248 ;W. Diversey Ave, Clwaito Illinois

Genilcnx^: Pleiisi^ send fur{her information about
the Solovox, and the flam«s of Sotovox dealrn near me.

Name

Address

City P. O. ZoY|6 SUte

Inside Stuif-Orch€stras#iisic
Robert Sylvester, New York Daily News amusement editor, wrote' ah

"open letter" to James C. Petrillo, American Federation o£ Mn.sicians
prez, la.st week which created a buzz of comment in music circles. Letter
which appeared in Sylvester's regular News column, was based on Petril-
lo's avowal in Washington, D. C„ to members of a labor committee inves-
tigating the AFM, that he would chase all disk jockeys off the air; Syl-
vester praised' the AFM head for. his: stand on platter-spinners, who,
Petrillo avers, are taking jobs away from musicians.
Naming names among the diskmen, except in the case of Barry Gray,

who was anonymously excoriated, Sylvester suggested that Ted Husing
should be "shunted back to sports, . which, at least, he knows something
about. And if Paul Whiteman,- Tommy Dorsey, et al, are going to take
up.i:adiQ time, let them play horns or sihg or wave a baton, or whatever
it is they know how to do."

Sylvester pulled his punches in referring to Freddy Robbins and Bea
Wain. He asserted Robbins does what he can to help musicians. As for
Miss Wain, Sylvester pointed out she does some singing on her program,
"so at least she works for. her dough."

Sylvester told a brief .story about two "famous" bandleaders as at least
partial basis for his attack on jockeys. He cited one as being "in such
dire straits he lives in a furnished room and has to turn over part of his
weekly earnings to N. Y. loca,l 802 tor. back debts." ' Another ''has been
posted because ot non-payment of union dues; Two -local disk jockeys
nightly play an average of three records each made by these men. Both
were big bandleaders once. One of the jocks makes a reported $65,000 a
year . . . the other around $25,000. None of this dough goes to either ol
those busted musicians."
Letter was headed "Just a timid little fan letter to a br^nd new musical

'

hero."

Unscrupulous practices to lure the gullible into so-called publication
contracts have been so "widespread,'' the N. Y. Better Business Bureau
stated last week, that- it has prepared a special bulletin on "Facts for
Anjateur Songwriters." Leaflet points out that more than 20,000 musical
compositions are annually copyrighted, but less than 200, chiefly' writteit :,

by professionals, bring substantial financial returns. Bureau warns that-'
the: neophyte steer clear of "self-styled" publishers, studios or music v
c.brnpanies that guarantee publication of his song upon payment of $50
and Hpward.s. "No high-class, genuine music publisher takes orders for
publishing or charges a composer for publishing," the bureau emphasizes. -

Jack Robbins has irtked Dr. Raymond Burrows, Dr. Harry Robert Wil-
son and Domenico Savino for a piano in.struction series. Dr. Burrows is

associate professor of music education at Teachers College, Columbia
University; Dr. Wilson holds varied musical posts. at the Same institution,
while composer-conductor Savino is music editor for J. J. Robljins & Sons.

Barclay Allcii, pianist with Freddy Martin's band and former musical
director of KLAC here, got into a disk dooley recently. Under contract
to Van-Es Records, Allen cut some sid-es for rival Enterprise company
and for Martin's own Ambassador label. But both jobs are destined for
the asli heap due to Allen's Van-Es binder. Latter has warned against

.

their release by Enterprise and Ambassador and wants the masters de-
stroyedi,;- - .

Marshall Young Set
*

. Marshall' Young's new orchestra,
which grew out of • the leader's sing-
ing chores on CBS with Authur God-
frey and his subsequent contract
with Rainbow Records, will play its

first location date in New York area
beginning next week. Outfit goes
into Post Lodge, Larohmont, : N. Y~
July 22 for four weeks.
Young played two days at Frank.

Dailey's Meadpwbrook, Cedar Grove,
N, J., earlier'in the year.

Coast Promoters
s£ Continued from page 33

time in past. Frankie Carle is here,
working his radio commercial and
waiting to open six-week stay at-
Palladium next Tuesday (22), but he
has worked few one-niters, largely
because his Palladium pact prohibits
appearing within 60 miles of ter-
palace until engagement ends.
GAG is asking $1,250 per nite for
Carle.

MCA Hard Hit
Gene Krupa closes this week at

Palladium, but goes directly into a
film at Columbia, and then will zoom
east. MCA has set what few dates
he can fill, at $1,250. Incidentally,
MCA is hardest hit of all the agen-
cies, it seems. Bookery hasn't any-
thing coming in at all, save pos-
sibility Harry James may - hop
around a bit locally when he re-
turns from, current .•trek through
east. MCA has Charlie Barnet ($1,-

000), Alvino Rey ($750) and Bob
Crosby ($1,000) available. Latter
must stick pfetty clo.se to Hollywood
(for his summer airshow, and further,
agericy

.
is meeting opposition on

that one^nite quotation since Crosby
last winter worked cheaper and pro-,
meters won't hold still when it is

explained that his radio band is bet-
ter than the old bunch.

Ontuners Beiient
Both Rey and Barnet are taking

time out for film shots, and both, too,
have repeatedly played all the sites.

About only crews benefitting from
current conditions ai-e- the oatuners.'
In past $500 was a top price, but Tex
Tyler now is asking, and getting,

$1,000, and Spade Cooiey and Tex
Williams are quoted at $750. State
of affairs has provided a bonanza for
such combos as King cole Trio and
Page Cavanaugh Trio. Both groups
are being widelj bought by: pro-
m.oters, Cole at <l,.5O0, Cavanaugh st

$750. ..Each threesome is used as a
special boxoltiee lure, go through
their routines, but the dansapation
is dished by a local band, which on
its own would have but a fMcker of
marquee magnetism.

LOUIS BERNSTEIN
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

ON THE
SUNNY S]DE

OF THE STREET
Music By . . .

JIMMY McHUOH
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

ETHWELL

EDDIE HANSON'S
OutHtnndliiK Sonfca

Only a Weaver of Dreams

Land of Lullaby* Dreami

Just Like th* Dawn

My Draam of Lov*

At the End of the
Sunset Trail

PAUll PIONEER MUSIC CORP. ''

1657 Broadway New York 19, N. Y,

THANKS

BUDDY LESTER

EDDIEandGEORGE
TAIIORS, rO THE ST>\R$

Sinnrt atUre tor Acts tiiid Panils

When" in »h* tost Call oi Win
for Rtpresentaliva wilh Samples

HOS 8. nroiid St., J'liila.

I'lloiie; rKniiypncker S-JCiSC

When Tonight

Is Just a Memory
By BENNIE BENJAMIN
And GEORGE WEISS

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

George Joyr Prev

1619 B"woy • New York 1'
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Miami's Lush Summer Biz Cues Top

Coin Again for Talent Next Winter
Miami Beach, July 12. +

Despite nationwide slump in cafe

biz, greater Miajfti hais more niterjes

junnJng in the so called "off season,"

than at any time in the resort's his-

losy.

Where in former years most spots

closed in "early .spring, majority of

the glitter rooms are open, or re-
|
Saratoga Springs, during the racing

opening, sans minimum or cover and
i

season, is planning td use Spa spot

La Martinique, N.Y., May

Pattern After Spa Spot
Dario; operafof of La Martinique,

N. y., in conjunction with Jimmy
Vernon, now managing Outwaite's,

low priced dinners (from $2.75 up)

plus shows.

• Optimism of ops was further bul-

warked by heavy biz July 4th week-

end. But some of the year round
vets are not too sure about the sit-

uation. They point out that where

just Kitty Davis' Glover Club and
some smaller rooms used to operate

come summer, there are now too

inany, with some bound to suffer

Irom competition. Insist that though

a goodly number of beachfront hotels

are open, plenty of the lusher hos-^

tclries are closed, with that many
less prospective sources of patronage

euch as the winter season offers.

Competing for the biz currently

are the Copacabana, Kitty Davis',

Clover Club, Club Bali, Blackamoor,

Club 22, Paddock, Bar of Music,

Mardi Gras, Fiesta, Jewel Box,

. Famous Door, Granada, Jungle Club
and a number of hotel patios which
feature Latin bands and dancers.

Most .expect heavy weekend
patronage to keep them in the

black. With operation costs at

minimum, the lower grosses from
the frugal tourists who come from
'small cities ahi^ towns, can still give

bistro owners reasonable profits.

Added income from the Latins, who
erfe the better spenders, adds nicely

to take. And with the conventions
elated for ensuing weeks, prospects

look, better.

COMEDY
PATTER

Fur All BrHnrlieB of Tlicntiirals

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
rUN'^MASTER GAG FILES

At ^1.00 Sach, oir

DM. ' 1 Thro i:< tor f10
Nod. 14 Thru le;: nt $l.ao Ennli
or SET Oir.««nlES for »18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
S VolM. )>t !|i20 |>«r Vol., or

1|I60 for :< Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Sp«cinl-WritU'n
8o«k I'»ro(1leN bNLY ^jlA.OO

"HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How to Be an Bnivec)
|3 per Copy, lliel. 2 Gag Files

NO C.O.D.'s
Be Snre to' Send l^criniinMit Address

PAULA SMITH
200 W. S4th St. Mew Xorlc 19; M. X.

as a testing ground for what may be

the future .La Martinique: policy,

Dario plans to .open with Emil

Coleman's, orch' and a X4 piece gypsy

orch at the beginning of the- season,

and will have Phil Regan headlining

Aug. 15.

If orchs work out as sufficient en-

tertainment, Dario may ' inaugurate

similar policy N. Y. spot in late Sep-
tember or October. Otherwise, he'll

he seeking, headliners or may - con-

vert La Martinique into a supper

club operation.

leers Plunge On

Exploitation To

Hold Top Biz

Ice show operators figure they'll

have to double advertising and ex-

ploitation budgets if last season's

grosses are to be maintained. Ac-
cording to current plans, icers will

advertise within a 100- mile radius

of the playdate instead of confining

exploitation activities to 50 miles as

was done in previous seasons.

Blades display managements are

figuring that current decline of

takes in every branch of showbusi-
ness line is bound to be reflected in

the tank shows. Consequently, the

greater area of exploitation. During
war years, there was little reason to

go beyond the 50 mile limit because
there were enough potential patrons
Within that area.

The icers are giving the heavier

accent on ads a try, figuring a great

number of people haven't beeu able

to. see a blades show since before
the war because of travel restric-

tions. Now that those bans are off,

they think that inarket is worth
capturing. .

Morrb Brass Huddling
On Chi Branch Changes

Reorganization of Chi branch of
William Morris agency will be set.*

tied this week, with Nat Lefkowitz
and Nat Kalcheim arriving today
(15) for confabs with Leo Salkin
anent changes.

Salkin, who has ; been with the
Chi office for the past eight years,

has been running the office since

Morris Silver left a couple of weeks
ago after selling his interest to the

parent organization in New York,
Silvers is expected to buy an inter-

est in two north side motion picture

houses.

Irving Greenberg, transferred

from N. Y. Morris office, no\y head-
ing cafe'dept. here.

Berle Inks $17,5i

Roxy, N.Y., Deal
Negotiations are currently on for

Milton Berle to play the Roxy the-

atre, N. Y., late next month. Deal

would give Berle the right to name
some of the surrounding acts. Sal-

ary is reported to be $17,500 for the

first week and $15^000 for subse-

quent sessions.

Berle, if set, wjU have "Mother
Wore Tights" (20th-Fox) as the
film. He'll follow the Ella Logan-
Jack Haley layout coming in after

the Abbott and Costello show openr
ing Wednesday (23).

Agencies Ask Bands, Acts to Take

Less Coin to Build More PlayingTnne

B.W. Frederick in Chi

Revamping Branch There

Chicago, July 15.

Reorganijiation of Chi branch of

Frederick Bros, agency was partial-

ly completed last week with B. W.
Frederick in town to supervise new
setup.

Plan as set up puts Herb Pauley in

charge of office and Joe Callam in

charge of one-nighters. Jane Darling

still heads act department and will

continue until replacement arrives,

after which she takes off for Fred-

erick's Hollywood office. Joe Musse
realns as head of cocktail depart-

ment, which has' been augmented to

a- three-man staff including Hay
Ponds, Tom Ma'ck and another

skedded to be added Aug. 1.

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.

139 E. 57tli SK. N. Y. C. PL. 9-7470

Hillbilly. Tunes Hep

Stuff to Iranian Playboys
Iranian audiences are taking to

hillbilly tunes, according ,,to Liddie

Murphy, U, S. singer now at the

Hotel Ritz, Teheran. She explains

that comedy renditions of such num-
bers constitutes the first time audi-

ences there have seen "American
comedy other than on the screen.

Miss Murphy adds Iranians are

still to catch up to IJ. S. songs.

TWost popular with Iranian ''n^tery

audiences are "Atchison, Topeka land

Santa Fe." "St. Louis Blues," and
"Hey Baba re Bob." ^

Vaude O'seas Okay, Aided

By U.S. Acts; Bnt Nitery

Biz Abroad on Downgrade
Foreign vaude houses in England

and Australia are hitting boom takes

on the strength of acts .iniported

from the United States. Many tne-

atres in other countries throughout
Europe would like to import U. S.

acts, but are hampered because of

restrictions on export of earned
monies and tax situations that

wouldn't permit a performer to -re-

tain a sizeable portion Of his earn-
ings.

Talent agencies have had calls for

American acts in most European
countries, but are advising acts to

skip countries outside of England,
France and Australia.

Simultaneously, nitery business in

most countries is on the downgrade.
Primary reason is the lack of an
abundance of food that would per-

mit operators a chance to realize

sufficient profit iii
. a night club.

Restaurant prices are high enough,

and operators cannot superimpose
the added ccsts of entertainment on
menus that have already reached
the highest points in history.

Absence^ of appreciable tourist

trade to take the place of the lush

wartime soldier attendance also ac-

counts for a sizable dip in nitery in-

come in foreign countries.

However, showmen report that the

major factor in lifting of vaude
grosses at expense of nitery takes is

caused by the fact that commodity
prices have risen in all countries.

Consequently people are patronizing

the lower-priced entertainments.

Shelvey Planes

West to Set AGV

A

Pre-Conv. Meets
Matt Shelvey, national head of

American Guild o* Variety Artists,

planed out Monday night (14) on a

western hop to set up modus operr
andi for membership meetings in

that territory for election of dele-

gates to forthcoming convention of

the talent union. . Meetings are
skedded for Sept. 2 to 12, with con-
vention planned for mid-October.

Shelvey, accompanied by his chief

aide Dave Fox, stopped off in Chi-
cago to set plans for meetings with
•Jack Irving, midwest, regional direc-
tor of AGVA, and then continues to

Omaha, Denver and other terri-

tories, with Hollywood ultimate
destination. Fox returns to N. Y.
after Chi confab' to take over as
acting national director of union in

Ni, Y. during Shelvey's absence.
Latter will spend « week on Coast;,

setting up meetings in that entire
area, with assistance of Florinc Bale,
head of Hollywood branch of AGVA,
and Max West, San Francisca.
branch head.
Shelvey will also set up branch

offices in Denver and Dallas to get
under deadline of Taft-Hartley bill,

becoming effective Aug. 22.

Talent agencies are asking bands

and acts to take less coin in the

event longer routes can be guaran-^

teed. The percenters are going along

on assumption that because of the

Taft-Hartley law, standby bands

will- be eliminated by the fall, and

are making pitches to vaude bookers

and indie theatre operators, along

lines that overhead and talent costs

will be reduced materially and live

talent will again pay off.

Agency men declare that unless

vaudeville makes a bigtime come-
back by the end of the year, causa

of live talent will be lost for another

five years. Basis for this is that \1

any theatre operator takes a con-
sistent loss with stageshows, he'll

stop playing them for a long time.
Consequently, agents are seeking

to prune costs for the operators by

-

getting bands and acts to take nomi-
nal salaries during trial period, They
figure that unless a band has suffl-

cient draw on its own, .salary

shouldn't exceed $4,500 - $5;000.
They're also taking stance that no
act is worth more than $1,000 weekly
on talent alone. Anything over that
price must be able to create sizable
draught at the boxoffice.

Agencies are confident that the
live show market will pick up once
the standby band situation is settled.

James C. Petrillo, head ,of the
American Federation of Musiciansj.
last week told a Congressional in^
vestigating committee that some- i

thing will be done on that situation.

Agency men figure_ -this change,
plus the scarcity of top drawing pix
available to indies,- will support
arguments for return of vaude.

THANKS TO

BERNARD DELFONT
For His Marvellous Co-operation in Making My

FOUR WEEKS At The

LONDON CASINO
A REAL PLEASURE

CHICOMARX

Jesse! to Headline

At Sacramento Fair
Hollywood, July 15.

George Jes.sel will be top attrac-
tion at the California State Fair at
Sacramento for four nights starting
Aug. 28. Deal was arranged through
Adrian Awan, producing and stag-
ing fair night attractions.

Fair runs through Sept. 7 from
Aug. 28, and has budget of $100,000
for talent and staging of night shows.

mm.

CMrrently

ORPHBUM THEAUl
.''Omaha. ,

.
.,

Moiiagew*"*

BRUCE GEAR

Booked fay

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E 57th St ,

Now York N Y

BUDDY CLARK
BevoMimendii

LEO KAHN
V0C.4iI. COACH AND AURANOliW
210 Wart S4th St. Circle «-3973

New York City

Br APPOINTMtNT

French Withhold Pays

Paris, July 15.

Despite official promises, Ameri-
can acts playing J'rance are practi-

cally unable to remit part of tbeir

salary to the U. S. Harrison &
Fisher, at the Club Lido lor the pa.st

few weeks, have had iheir tran.sfer

applications stonewalled by ex-

change control laws..

France, currently faced with a

shortage of American dollars, is at-

tempting to conserve its monetary
resources as much as: possible.

Carole Landis' 2 Weeks

OfVaudersat$3,000
Carole Landis, screen actress, ^has

been signed for two vaude dates

with others to follow. Miss Landis,

who's getting $3,000 weekly, opens

at Hippodrome theatre, Baltimore,

Aug. 7 and into RKO theatre, .Bos-

ton, Aug. 14.

William Morris agency set ihe

dates.:

Willis N. Wilson, who had. been as-

sistant ftianager Of Schine's Honey
Plaia hotel, Miami, is new manager
of the chain's .Ten Eyck hotel,

Albany.

Li I.

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

•iNMAi ixKVTivf orriffii

iOiW UILDINO AMNPX .



88 M Club Renews
*'Wsaillcs, 9i. If.

Cnrl Ravazza, Bob Grant and

PancUio Orchs; $3.50 and $4.50 mm.

Carl Ravazza is the Frisco band-

leader who shifted to tha Roxy. on

Broadway, in easy stages—including

a nitery engagement at La IVIar-

tiniqiie, N. Y., via Chi stopoff—and

ultimately threw his: band away_to
become a singing, single. He has

been clicking resoundingly in a

series of Roxy returners, aind is like-

wise encoring at the Versailles, in-

ditatihg that in the saloon circuits

' he is also highly commercial.

Somethingi however, has hap-

pened to Ravam in the meantiiiie.

A little too serious about his work,

a little • self-conscious of his per-

^^sonality and impact,, the crooner

, suffers chiefly from poor rOutiriing.

There is a seemingly new awareness

that. "personality'' is the thing, with

result he's more artificial than ever

before. He caresses the mike in ac-r

cented manner. He is trying for,

"style." He comes on sans mike,
presumably to prove he can perco-

late to the customers -without elec-

tronic amplification, but proves
nothing by the experiment. Since
he's fundamentally a mike singer

who knows pace and phrasing he
should focus his energies on tbe
pacing portion because right now
he's too static. He's too crooner.

Show biz standards are so chame-
leon that what was Sinatra's slow-
paced meat, circa '43, is Ravazza's
handicap in '47-48. Some of his
songs are cute; but there too. he
seems to punch it over by telling

the customers so, in that many
words. If he'd let the "Duenna"
(bells) lyric rest .where it was, with-
out footnote conunent, • the impact
would be better. After all, he is

catering to an adult audience, espe-
cially in a spot like Nick & Arnold's
Versailles. -

He tries for change of pace with
this type song, the"Pedro from Chi'
huahua" number, and with calypsos
like "Talking Is a Woman, Listening
/Is a Man," but none the less it's all

in same pace. "Just Like Old Times
(opener), "Acapulco," "That's My
Desire," "Encore Cheri" (a good

newie by J. -Frfsd Coots and Alice

Sim.ms, so announced), and "Italian

Street Song,"* in short, comprise a

lot Of ballad, Ravazza can change
pace because he's done it before.

He can also be the same unaffected
ingratiating personality, as hereto-

fore—one of his prime assets.

In between Bob. Grant and Pan-
chito do their straight and Latin
dansapation; and apparently sum-
mertime biz continues above par,

even though Nick Prounis and Ar-
nold ROssfield split the week vaca-
tioning. Which is OK, too, since

maitre d' Robert is an asset at the
He's attuned to the room likerope.

I the cash register. Abel,

Carnival, N. Y.
how Holte, Bert Wheeler, Barry

Wood & Patsy Kelly, Diosa Costello,
Yvonne Adair, Corinne & Tito Vol-
dez, James Allison, Paul Gavett
Line (16), Showgirls (7). Produced
by John Murray Anderson; dances
by Riphard Barstow, constumes by
Thomas Becher; songs by Henry
Sullivan & Ira - heff; <5horles Bloclc-

well Se Morty Reid Orchs; $3.50 win.

RacHptroting from Vae(Blioiiing

at WoHvr Jaeobi'

Lqk« TarJetoa^ New HamptKIr*

"Foaiered" W »
SOL TEPPER. RKO lldg.. N. Y. 20

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Oarreirtly

ROSS-FENTON FARM
Aibury Park, N«w Jerwy

OrrMiroH! M.C.A.

WA'APPENS!
America's No. 1 Rwnbo Per«enality

PUPI CAMPO
and his orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Per Dir. G.A.C.

Nicky Blair, mindful of Milton
Berle's .SRO biz at the Carnival,
N. Y., for 40 weeks, is hoping to re-

peat that stride with one of the niost

impressive layouts of headliners
grouped in same show in some time,

Blair comes up with a package
comprising Lou Holtz, Bert Wheeler,
Barry Wood & Patsy Kelly, and
Diosa Costello at a cost estimated to

be around $9,000. However, it's still

under what he shelled out for pre-
ceding Olsen & Johnson show,
which reputedly cost $10,000.

Show preemed Tuesday (8) with
proriiise of providing hefty dinner
business, also more sophisticated
patronage for late showings. Layout
for the most part has a familiar lone,

and opening session had all acts

throwing the book at payees in a

stanza running two-and-a-quarter
hours, which calls for judicious
pruning.
The display, naturally, has plenty

vitamins and will work- itself into
top diversion. The major laugh pro-
voking moments are collective rather
than individual efforts, consequently
the importance of Lou Holtz. This
master dialectician increases the en-
tertainment value of the varied
skits.'Working with virtually every-^

one in cast, he helps point up the
comedic values of all performers.
However, his individual spot shows
the need of some fresh stories.

Lapidus, lately, hasn't got into any
adventures worth talking about and
now shapes up as a stale character,
unless given fresher exploits.
Wheeler, with assistance by Artie

Rice, does his usual vaude routine
for varied results, but until he re-
prises sandwich^unching routine, is

nearlj; lost in the shuffle. Once- he
goes .into that bit, he's virtually a
show stopper. His sense of showman-
ship is all the more evident espe-
cially since he follows, rowdy routine
by Diosa Costello, which hit full
measure, of the house. Miss Costello
punches out her brand of Latiii
cooch and songs with highly eflEec-

tiv£ results. Her work in the- skits
is similarly effective.

Surprise of group, however, is

Barry Wood & Patsy Kelly, whoSe
brand of humor isn't too fresh,
Nonetheless they bat it out effec-
tively. Miss Kelly's broad zanyisms,
built around her manhunt, is ripe for
this huge seater, and Wood's songs
go over handily.
With all this sock talent, it's re-

grettable it employs an indigo mood
Much of it isn't, needed, and shoiild
be sapolioed.

Blair retains previous production
numbers. They still wear well and
Ht in nicely with present, batch of
topliners. Corinne and Tito Valdez
show up well ill the dance spots,

Yvonne Adair, James Allison and
Haul Gavett take care of the songs,
and Charles Blackman cuts a good
show. Morty Reid does the relief.

Jose.

Sophie Tucker show, but i.s relying

on solid showmanship. Consequently
it splurges on production and cos-

tuming, with the result that "Paris,

by Night" is a lively blend of enter-

tainment- that's tops by Broadway
standards.

Current layout is reminiscent Of

the show with which- Lou Walters
dedicated the LQ, Mazzone-Abbott
dancers present on the- first few
Shows are making a periodic come-
back, and the similar production
gimmicks such as the male balleteer

and floor-tilling routines by Mmev
Kamerova indicate that the formula
ha,s worn well these many years.

The name value in the layout is

Willie Howard and his double talk-

ing assistant, AI Kelly. Howard's act

contains the familiar but classic

routines, including his French pro-
fessor and his famous Quartet,

with Miriam Gwynne as the busty
Brunhilde, 'This section of his act,

is; as al.ways, productive, of..the...tQP
returns. Another' laUgh-provoker is

the tongue-twisting chatter by Kelly,

On the plus side also is hig trio take-

off. For added value, Howard does

a production number based on a sea
chanty which is the sole new item
and neatly handled. :

The Hermanos Williams trio with
Arhanda Williams in the song slot, i.s

showing a rebuilt act, Pablo Wil-
liams, long the mainstay of the turn,

is now on the sidelines. Two new
boys are doing the acro-tango, have
added more tricks and show almost
as well as the old turn. Naturally,

present group is strll to achieve the
pblish of the old combo, but that

will Come in time. Meanwhile, with
greater strength on acrobatics, act

still reaps good returns.
Emile Boreo. famed for his lingual

acrobatics, repeats his ton.gue-twist-

ing gibberish on two numbers in that

vein, and knocking off his oft-seen

"Wooden Soldiers" routine. He fits

in jiicely with the Frenchy decor of

show and gets over handily.
.

In the production vein, Gloria
Leroy displays a high degree of

charm with a series of comedy aoro
terps and son<r. Miss Gwvnne is

spotlighted in '"Holiday for Strings,"

and the singularly named Piroska
helps fast pace of the show-numbers
with a rapid turn of ballet leaps.

Costumes designed by Freddie
Wittop and Kathryn Kuhn have
taxed the spot's bankroll, Mme.
Kamerova's production is' up to her
usual oar. Vincent Travers or-

h^fitral' backing is topnotch. Jose.

PIERMONT SETS BILLS

FOR STATE, NX, TO OCT.
Loews state, N. v., is considerably

well heeled on advance bookings for

first time in several years. Sidney
Piermont, Loew vaude booker for

Capitol and State theatres, is set

with top talent for latter house until

next October.

For week of July 24 Piermont has

pacted Benny Fields, Paul Regan
and Adrian Rollini Trio, For follow-

ing week , Dean Martin & Jerry

Lewis, Gracie Barrie, Johnny Burke,

Herman Chittison Trio. George M.
Cohan, Jr., makes his N, Y, bow at

house Aug. 7 with Jean Carroll and
The Pitchmen on bill. Following

week will have Henny Youngman,
Everett Marshall and Red, Allen and
J, C, Higginbotham--Bandr -Hank

Ladd toplines Aug. 21, with Buck &
Bubbles the following week.
Ed Sullivan, N. Y. Daily News

columnist, his vaude unit and Har-
vest Moon Ball winners wi}l take

rostrum, as per custom, for weeks
of Sept. 4-11. John Calvert's magic
show comes in following week, with

Charles Trenet, French singer, play-

ing repeat- date Sept. 25. Bill Robin-
son. Oct. 2; Lew Parker, following

week and Harvey Stone week after

that,

Slian$;hal. Miami Beach
Miami : Beach, July 12.

Myron Cohen, The Martin.'s, Lee
Rigney, Debonairs iZ) , Harry Rogers
Orch: no minimum or coDer.

Latin <lnarter, Y.
"Paris by Night" with Willie Hoio-

ard, Al Kellj/, Hermanos Williams
Trio, Emi'.e Enreo, Mazzone-iAbbott
Danceri; (&). Gk>ria Leroy, Miriam
GtO!/nn!», Line (18); production, Mme
Kamerovn. ausiames, Freddie Wit-
top, Kat!i."y(i Kuhn; scenery, Kaj
Veldon; Vincent Trauer.'! Orcfi
Buddy Harlowe Orch; $3.50 min.

The Latin Quarter^summer layout
hasn't the b.o. draught of previous

THE INK SPOTS

ONE NITE .STANDS

SAN OIEGO, 17: PRESNO. 1«:

SACRAMENTa. 1Y; OAKLANP, aO
Mat.-UNIVER$M ATTRACnONSm nffli Av»nua« Nmr York

Latest entry in the summer run
here is this former Chine.se .eatery.

Owner Max Caldwell has installed a

stage and show, handed the mana-
gerial' reins - to Charlie Wescourt,
former talent agent, and is attempt-
ing to snare some of the influx of

Latin trade and guided "tourists"

Who have swelled potential cafe
patronage here.
Opening nieht was tribute -to

Myron Cohen's drawing ..power.

Capacity turnout was obviously the
dialectician's crowd as evidenced
from walkon reception. Date (for

five days) is gesture to Caldwell,
who gave him his first break at the
Terrace Club three years ago.

Delineator of garment trade char-
acters literally knocked himself out
at the preem. Uoubllngi as emcee,
he weaves his dialectums through-
out to bolster supporting show.
The Martins, terp team depending

on carefully conceived lifts and
spins, were hampered by a heavily
waxed floor. Despite this, displayed
enough in their blending of fox-trot,
waltz and Latin routines for happy
returns.

Songstress Lee Rifeney seems an
unfortimate booking. Better suited
for intime rooms and lounges, she
garners weak returns with a series
of pops and oldies. .

Rounding out lineup, the ' Debo-
nairs, trio of bass, guitar and ac-
cordion, blend straight arrangements
with comedy vocalistics for nice re-
turns.

In his own spot. Cohen could have
stayed on all ni.ttht from the manner
in which the payees howled at his
new tales Of Seventh Avenuers
foibles, and requests -for those done
before. It's going to be tough to
find as Sti-ong a draw to follow.
Harrv Rogers unit sounded under

rehearsed for most of the show.
Music for dancing, however, filled
the floor. Lary,

Itio ralinna. Tlii
Chicaffo, July -11.

Jnn Murray. Nancy Donovan.
Clark Bro.i. (2), Line (10), Cee
Davidson Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 mi?i.-

Earl Carroll Seals New

Deal With H'wood AFM
Hollywood, July 15.

Earl Carroll's long fight with Local
47 of the American Federation of

Musicians here was ended this week
with a "gentlemen's agreement,"
which is more of a victory for Car-
roll than for 47. Carroll had loudly
objected to 47's -"featherbedding"-

tactics, which demanded the employ-
ment of three more musicians than
he needed for his spot. He had cited

hLs case to Government labor inves-
tigators and at one time threatened
to close his theatre-restaurant com-
pletely.

New deal changes scale for the
13 men he used in his band. Whereas
he: had paid each of the 13 $120
weekly, and an extra $100 apiece for

the added three men, who worked
only during the show, not for

dancing, he will now pay $100 week-
ly for the 13 and $80 apiece to the
extras forced on' him by Local 47.

Earle, PhiUy,

Drops Vaude
Philadelphia, July 15.

Big-time vaudeville loolcs lilce a
dead duck here with the disclot-ura

Warner Bros, is not expected to re-

suine shows at the Earle- theatre. ^

Earle has been a vaudefiim iowae
virtually since it opened in 1923,
Policy shutting out vaude lea ves city
witK only one such house, the neigh-
borhood Carmen, which programs
small-time acts.

- Reasons behind. move to toss vaude
shows were reportedly the fact busi-

ness-has been. poor, plus. the difft--

culty of booking 52 weeks of box-
office clicks.

All factors totalled up to decision

to make house a first run for fihns.

However, it was bruited about, if a

really red hot stage attraction is.

available, it may be booked on a spot

basis for a week or two.

However, decision may bring re-

percussions from the musician.?'

union. Contract with the local ex-

pires September. 1, and, if it is not
renewed, may result in a row such
as experienced here a few years ago.

Last vaude show at the Earle was
headed by Louis Jordan and his

Tympany Five three weela ago. At
that time, vaude was reported to re-

sume August 1. .

Bows Out of Memphis
Memphis, July 15.

Bill Daugherty is pulling out of

the Silver Slipper, suburban niter.v

here, to return to Nashville, where
he is associated in construction of

the new Colonial Club.

Daugherty has been part owner of
Silver Slipper with Stanley Mc-
Donald for the. past year.

,
New show at the Rio Cabana is

bucking Some of the stiflfest competi
tion In addition to the general sum
mer .slump. Rather than retrench on
talent budget, Jacobson brothers
have put together a top show, Jan
Murray's opening was one of the
best performances he has put on in
this town. He cgrrlp'! the bill with
slick sunnort from Nancy Donovan,
songstress.

In line with policy, house has pro-
duced four new production numbers,
three of which go on at each show,
Alt are lavishly decked out with an

(Continued on page 39)

SaranacLake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y,, July 15."

Dolly Gallagher, from the War-
ners' Philly office, in for observa-
tion and rest. She was accompanied
by her mother, Marie Gallagher,
who made the .grade here two years
ago, .

The Harry Clans shot in from
Woodside, L. I,, to bedside Princess
Elda Benedict, now enjoying all

privileges.
Birthday salutations are in order

to Walter Romanik: and Helen Mor-
ris, Rogerites, who are perting up
OK.
Agnes Moorehead and Katherine

DeGrood in from Albany to visit
Hugh Carney, who expects an up
routine soon,
Marie Lalis bedsiding husband

Bill Lalis, who is taking routine like
a veteran.

Forrest "Slim" Glenn given an
OK clinic report that ups him for
all privileges; including downtown
shopping. Recently had all molars
yanked.
William O. Cairnes, ex-colonyite,

fomierly employed at the Birches
nitery here, and Elizabeth Schefer
were recently married in New
Rochelle, N, Y. Both "cured" here.

Parents of Louise Barnes in to
visit. She's resting comfortably'
after recent major operation,

Dr; M, W, Goldstein. N, Y, C, ac-
companied by Ben Goodman, of
Forest Hills, L. I,, holidaying Robert
J, Gold.stein; who is.- about ready for
that fall release.

H, J, Liverpool, of Boston, and
Alma Mia, songstress from Montreal,
visiting Inez Dolores, who has been
bedded while getting the o.o.

y John Eaton, ex-legit, who beat the
rap here, in for a general checkup;
Medico gave an all-clear and left for
Scranton, Pa., where he's a radio
announcer.

HEENE and HOWARD
'C«mMly Done* Antic^

Cnrreiitly

STEEL PIER
ATLANTIC CITY

Dir.: MMTS KO.SKN

MICHAEL

EDWARDS
ROXY, NEW YORK

H. J. Nelson
502 N. iadfartf Dr.

•veriy Hllli. CaL

WANTED
GENERAL MANAGER

Establlshod mussmcnt ctnter. Chicago «r«a.

Year round activity, roller ikatingt boxing, «to.

Applicant with executive capacity and record

o( sucevHfiil promotian will be paid in ac-

xofdanoe with ability. In reply state com*
pleta personal history, age and earnings. .

Box mtK^ Vnrfety.
860 X. Mtrliliran Ave^ tiil<>UKO 1. 111.

Parodies! Special Son^t! Bits!

if Dr»w from our library, on« of the
largest, mont comurvhciiuiTfl In
Showhlz!

^1947 Catalog l^KEI
if Exclusive material our npcciaUyr

J. 1^ H. KLEINMAN
25-31-K 30th Rood. L. I. Gity 2. N. Y

Tflloplione: Afttorin

MAXINE
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, r4ew York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays. 3>3:15 P.M.. WNEW
Pcrionol Managemcnr:

ELBERT TERRY
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. cr- \MERICA
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Nisht Club Reviews
Continued from page 38

Bio Cabana, Chi
addition of two featured dancers to

the line. •

Opener is "Morning in Trinidad"

with guys and gals in white outfits

exposing generous section of midriff,

sa«iaying to rapid island beat while

Jphil Crane, baritone, gives with
calypso lyrics. Dancers, Inez Clavejo

and Bon Flecher, spark with a

flashy Spanish rhythm.

Clark Bros, come on in white tux

fults. Impresh of Ink Spots to "If

^Didn't Care" brings additional
palm-whacking. _

'
"After Hours Blues," next produc-

tl<>n numbec, is purple
.
sequence in

which gals strut to slick southern
beat.
Nancy Donovan, glamorous, titian

haired gal, bows on and socks over
"Almost Like Being in Love," "Song
of Songs" and really cooking on
"Passing By," and "I Wonder, I Won-
der, I Wonder." She then switches
to pleasing Irish brogue for "Little

Bit of Heaven" for terrif applause
Encores with "Yiddishe Momrae" lor.

more plaudits.

Murray follows, coming on to

good reception and gets into nat-
ural groove of comedy that plants
him nicely. Poking fun at himself,

his anemic frame, etc., keeps 'em
happy and laughing. • His "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh" is sock as ever.
Special routine worked out with
Nancy Donovan wTiile they were
playing Riviera, N. J., together,
clicks again here. Miss Donovan
comes on to duet with comic on
"South America, -Take It Away."
Only word he gets in is "away." Off
to solid applause while final pro-
duction number, "East Indies
Harem," swings onto floor.

Cee Davidson with three sax, two
brass and three rhythms play show
neatly and for interim dancing.

Loop.

Ramona Riii., Ims Vogas
LAST FRONTIER HOTEL

Las Vegas, July 11.

Delto Rhythm' Boys (5), Ctloria
Gilbert, Ado Xynne, Dick & Dot
tlemv, Hollywood Tri-Tones, Ray
Herbech Orch (14); no cover or
tnJniVnum.

third repeat, with Ramona Room do-
ing top biz in town, Opening with
"Joshua Won the Battle of Jericho"
they glide into "September Song,"
whip over a swell arrangement of

"St. Louis Blues" then "Settin' and
a Rockin'," for hefty applause. Encore
with "Dry Bonea,'! "Adobe Hacienda"
and "East of the Sun" to register
solidly.

Ada Lynn, titian haired bundle of

energy, is a cross between Martha
Raye and Betty Hutton. She scores
with impersonations of La Hutton,
Carmen Miranda and her Jitterbug
routine, "Bitten by a Jitterbug."

After her fiery rendition of three
specials her almost straight version
of "South America Take It Away"
falls a -Itttle-flat.- _
" Gloria Gilbert dazzles with her
ballet terps and whirls, encoring
with ballet bit -in swing style. :

The opener, Dick and Dot Remy,
win plenty laughs. Dick, a Sinatra
-slim gent and Dot a hefty miss do a
fast-moving Bomedy acrobatic rou-
tine interspersed with ohatter,

Hollywood Tri-Tones work all over
the place doing a Ramona Room
stint and intermissions in the Gay
90's Room.
Ray Herbeck orch continues to

click with guests. Herbeck also does
a good job of "emceeing." Lorraine
Benson takes good care of the vocals.

Brig.

The Delta Rhythm Boys click

greater than ever before in their

AVAILABLE
NOW fo. 1948

Atlantic City

Boaidwalk Locations

20' to 40' Frontages

$250 io$1200

pel fiont (oot

lininidiate Inquiry Imperative

AiJBiarM-Gkbehfibld tCa|
A COMPLETE RrAL1C8TATC INSTITUTrON

I MM Pacific Ave., AtlMitic CHy, J.

BOB
BBOMLEY

4th

Manth

Oscar
'

Th««itr«,

Stockholm

Swcdtn

Havana Madrid, N.^ Y>
Lecuona Cuban Boys (14), Henry

Wtl.son, Cartto, Chino Rhumba Band;
$1.50 minitnuTO.

*

Summer-budgeted show currently

at the Havana Madrid is based prac-

tically on the hot music and high
jinks of the Lecuona Cuban Boys
orch. Bill, otherwise, is on abbrevi-
ated side with the 25.minute show

j

lacking of firstrate supporters. Biz
was lair on opening night (3).

LeGuona^ Boys, gaily garbed in

White ruffles and red sashes, beat
Out terrific chili rhythms to loud
plaudits of . the patrons. Aggregation,
consisting of 14 instrumentalists with
lieavy accent on the percusSion,?; flU

in about one-third of the floor show
with their playing. Band also fea-

tures two sock south-of-the-border
crooners, who give out with roman-
tic numbers in native tongue. Band's
rumba takeoff on the Russian "Dark
Eyes" is smart piece of showmanship,
and the combo's general vitality

adds only zestful touch to the bill.

In the opener. Garito. shimmies
through a couple of numbers without
distinction. Item is in the cooch
tradition which passed out long ago.

Other act on bill is Henry Wilson in

some pallid comedy efforts. Wilson's
sole laugh pitch revolves around I

pantomimic mouthing.s to background
music recorded by operatic vocalists.

After initial novelty wears off, act

has nothing to recommend,
\

China's Rhumba Band alternates

with the Lecuona Boys lor good
dansapation rbythm.s.. Herm.

El Morocco, Montreal
Montreal, Jiily 7.

Ponl Gr«]/. Pierre Cartier. The
MacArthurs, Milray Line (6) , JVorma
Hutton Orch, Havana Trio; no eover,

minimttm $1.50.

Paul Gray, comic-emcee has a

tough time stopping young French
magician Pierre Cartier" from steal-

ing current show. Cartier does good
trick.-!, considerably aided by snappy
dialogue and gags.

Gray lets Cartier gather all plau-

dits of the show's first part, then
1-egisters soundly in his own turn,

proving once again he is one of the

smartest' entertainers around. His
delivery, is on the droll, tongue-in-

cheek manner and puts him over
neatly. His satire of Ink Spots, of

the Eddy-MacDonald duo, Richman
and Jolson add to overall for solid

returns.
Norjna Hutton, leader-singer of

the Morocco's band, neatly delivers

"It's A Good Day." "Can't Help Lov-
' ihg -that- Man of Mine" and- "I Be-
lieve." Gal is particularly good in

swing number.-!. The MacArthurs
offer 'several ballroom routines for

nice appreciation. The. line is cos-

; tumed in taste and dance with pep.

Orchestra, under Leo Lafond's di-

rection, rates nod for expert back-
' ing and dansapation. Marc.

Lessy & Moore Sought
For Harem, N.Y., Show

' The Harem, N. Y., slated to open
Aug. 28 with Jack Cole dancers, is

dickering with Ben Lessy and Patti
Moore for opening show. Pinky Lee
may also be added^
Spot to be operated by Nat Harris,

currently manager of the Latin
Quarter, and Lou Walters, operator
of that spot, is currently undergoing
refurbishing. .

Nitery Package

Shows Looming
.
Cafe departments of talent agen-

cies/faced with an insufficient num-
ber of names to meet cafe needs,
are working toward the buildup of
nightclub packages. Agencies have
been, attempting to sell complete
shows in niteries for some time, but
trend is being spurred on by the de-
mand for names.
Present stance of the percenters

is built around draw shortages.
Agencies are increasingly telling
cafe owners that inasmuch as they're
supplying the names, they must by
necessity fill in the rest of the .<;how

in order to make the star look good.
They argue that' the wrong kind of
talent will offset the value of the
headliner,

; consequently are asking
lor the right to fill in the rest of the
layout.

'

These selling methods are worlc-
ing in the majority of cases. The
cafe owner, fearful of losing- the
star, will consent to these demands.

Indie agents see this type: of sell-
ing as a wedge toward .the building
up of a great number of exclusives.
Agencies, going a step further, are
expected, to pressure for sole repre-
sentation of, the cafe owner so that
the spot can be guaranteed 'a- Con-
sistent flow of headliners.

Ml Hotel Assn. Threatens Lockout

Of Acts When AGVA lists 4 Waff

SPA NITERIES PLUNGING

FOR NAME TALENT
Saratoga spots are continuing to

splurge heavily on talent. Latest
bookings there include Jackie Miles
at Delmonico's, Aug. 18; Mitzi Green
at Arrowhead, Aug, 17, and Jerry
Lewis and Dean Martin at Piping
Rock, Aug. 17.

Carmen Miranda, Sophie Tucker,
Joe E. Lewis and Harry Richman
have been previously set on Sara-
toga deals.

6 Meridian, Miss., Cafes

Sloughed by Dry Law
. Memphis, July 15.

Six Lauderdale County ni§ht clubs
operating on the outskirts of

Meridian, Miss., have been closed
following an appeal by five Meridian
ministers to ' Governor Wrights for

enforcement of the state's prohibi-
tion law.

Spots were all shuttered on orders
from Col. Tom Birdsong, executive
officer of the Mis.sissippi National
Guard, • acting under instructions
from the governor.
Action seeking to evade the order

is being taken in the various courts,)

Spots involved are Duffey's Tavern,
Club 45, The Little Red Wagon, Kil-

roy's Place, the Blue Horseshoe and
Skyview.

ILONA MASSEY HEADS

'MOVIELANDMUSiniNIT
Ilona Massey will head a unitj

"Music from Movieland," which
opens at Long Beach, Cal., Municipal
Auditorium July 24. Unit includes
Hollywood Symphony Orch con-
ducted by Alexander Laszlow, Dr.
Hoffman, and Paulena Carter, pian-
ist.

;

Miss Massey will sing songs from
her pictures "Holiday in Mexico" and
"Northwest Outpost." Orchestra
will play score from "Till the" Clouds
Roll By" and "Song of Bernadette."
Hoffman will use theramin presen-
talion of "Spellbound" score:.

Singer's Fluff Cues
Dancers Out of Show

, Pittsburgh, July 15.

Bobby Lane & Claire, vaude team,

had quite a time of it here last week.

Booked at last minute to do specialty

m "Counte.ss Maritza" at the Pitt

Stadium, they missed train to get

here in time for the dress rehearsal.
Came opening night, and they

were standing iri the wings ready to

step out and do their .stuff when
Marita Farell, playing title role in

"Maritza," dropped a cue and show
skipped right past team and they
didn't even get on. They made debut
next night.

Dropped cue by Miss Farell not
only eliminated the team but' also
sloughed dance specialty of Jere
McMahon, playing role of Baron
Zsupan.

-•f Shows, in the N. Y. state moun-
tain region have been temporarily

blacked, out by action of the . New*
york' State Hotelmen'S Assn., or-

ganization of mountain inn opera-

lors, which has notified several

agents and bookers that shows are

being cancelled in protest to the

American Guild of Variety Artists'

;

action in placing four spots on the

union's unfair list.

Agents and bookers are hopeful
that action wiU be rescinded by th«
end of the week, pending adjudica-
tion of the matter with AGVA.
Action followed a meeting Monday

(14) night of the hotelmen, who de-
clared the union had gone outside
of its understanding with innkeepers'

1 in putting, four spots booked by Jack

I
Segal on unfair list. Hotels are the
Lake House, Maple Lawn and Ala-
mac, Woodridge;

,
and Goldberg's,;

Loch Sheldrake, N. Y. It's under-
stood that individual hotel opera-;
tors are sending out separate wireS;
to their agents to back up. the as-,,

sociatibn,, .

'

, Declared lockout of the innkeep-..

ers has been caused by the union's
a.ction on the room and board policy.

AGVA's negotiations had the hotel-

men agreeing to r&b either on the
premises or similar accommodations
within five miles of the employment.

'Victor Rocco, handling resort ter-

ritory for'AGVA, claimed pacts with
other mountain spots save the four
mentioned.
Rocco said there had been several

breaches, by othejs but later reme-
died. Majority have lived up to tfbl^

gatiohs and have signed; such con-
tracts with AGVA. He claims Segal's

spots had been hedging but continu-

I

ing shows until union declared them
: unfair and notified agents, bookers

,

I

and talent they could not do busi--.

ness with them until ban is lifted.

Nitery Dancer Held For
Burgling Judge's Home

Camden. Me., July 15,

Mr.s. Frances Lennon, nitery
dancer, Snd two male coratanions,

were held in $5,000 bail on attempt
to burglarize the summer home of
Judge Curtis Bok of Philadelphia.

Dancer is charged with hpving
backed a truck to judge's home and
taking contents of eight room.s.

lUiss Lennon and accomplices, un-
able toj'urnish bail, were remanded
to .iail.

Now

LE RUBAN BLEU, New York
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Niiiiiernis in cATiiio'tioii with blllH below liiiliriite openinir ()»y of sliow
wlicthiu' full or Hi»Iit wepk

I.et(«r in narciitiiescs lndk-a4es clrciiU: (1) Jn<l«ii«nd«nt; <L) l.»ow>
<r) raramoaut; <K) KKO; (W) Warner

NISW YOKK CITV
CupUol (1.) 17

Tell HuaetBi' Ore
Till": DeMarcos;
CMi^trlea Trentit
Phiil WlnchB)!
J ft M Mulcay
nluKir HliU (I) 17
Ijucli-nns! St ABhour
Kiibt SUimley
Jani't * Paul
RocKftlles
Coipa <tB Bftllat

Uleis PUvb

^PttVamount (D 1*
PJill Si>ltamy Ore
Bllz THlVioJ-Marlin

R<H}' (I) 1«
Olseii & J'nson Kav

Slat* n
The Juvolyn
Grace DryflUale
Harry WabblU
Bflmttn a Mann
Sue .Ryan
Ctro, Blmac Bd

8ira«a <W) M
Freddy Martin Ore
Arlle Dann
Jt-an, Jaek & Judy

QIKENS
.Jamnirn (1) 16-10
Ma«e & Karr .

Bolin & Matthews
Harry Kose ,

JSleanor Bow«rs
Bob t'oltey
Andre & Verna

' Jaf.lt Oordon
RetajT Brits
Pluldy Worth
ATl.ANTIC CITV
Steel Pier (1) 13

jtit'e-linK Jewels
5 SSai-lp

Jai'K E- Xjeonard
Kilty Kalleit
Helene & Howard

HAiiTraomi:
HIpiHMlrome <I> 16
Jaclt Haley Show
Susan Miller
Tln?B«rreil«
Rlsa. & AValilo

State (1) rJ-l»
Kim Ten Soo
D & D PalBe
Plill l-eefls

E)l»un & Joy~ «o-2a
R & B Pickert
Ann Oakland
Seed It Bruce
Slai!a-M<"f'""" *

C'AMIJKN
Smlern (I) 1«-S«
Tile HouKhtona,
Tony Ijavelli

Alan Sierling
Hanlt Sienian
Tyler. Th'n & Rbts

CHICAGO
ChlniBO (P) 18

Victor Borge
Siaftord

i>fbiVna!rea
Oriental (l> 17

Pale Kvana
Hannonkats (J)
Barr Jfc Bates
Shyreltos <8.) ^

Keesl .<F|| 18
' Roeh^^ter
HiKKenbotbam Or
Klttv Murray
Hulst <fc Milady
Vagabonds

('I.KVISI,ANO
IHilaiie my 17

Perry "Como
4 Bvana

.

Mai'tlu Bros

Kddle Bartell '

Marlon Hutton
Lloyd Soharter Ore
INHIANAP0I.18
Circle <I) 17 .

Deal ATnaz Ore
Dulclna
Nonchalanta ;

Rudy Cardenas
MIAUri

Olymiula <P) la
Rute Davis- .

antle Sia
Raymond Balrd.
Marshall Bros
Pat & Sylvia
PHir.A»151-PHIA
Carman (I) 17

Olin Walltcr
Al Gordon
LasUa Sis :

Dale 3ia
ROCKFOBI)

Palnc« (I) 18
Jo* & Joey ;^aslt
Bob McBffby
GillctlB & Richards
S Dona a Donna
Harmona-Ouys (2)

Paul Walker Ore
SAI.T LAKK CITS

I.yrlc W) 14
3c T Schaller

K Mcljttuehlyn
Olsen & Bredlce
Burns & White
Benny Meyolf
9AN FBAMCIISCO
<i«lil«n (Sate (K) 16
N & V Collins.
Nieison Sis
Bonnie Baker
enny Gale
The Maxelloa

SPllINOFJI<3I.D
Court «<1 (1) 17-20
Peter Chan -

Tucker & Gloria
The Del Martins
Beau Jesters
.Tack Randall
WASUIN<lTOTJ
Callitol (li) 17

B Raeburn Ore
Pann Merryma,n
Don Cumming
Hownnl (I) 18

B Johnson Ore
Arnett Cobb 0

Harris & X-lllette

Sltp. Slap & Slide
Myrtle Dunedin
TOl'NCiSTOWN

State (1) . 10 only
Dr Nell's Madhouse

ol Mystery

MaiANB
BBISTOI'

HIiiVMlrome (I) 14
Liaurel Sc Hardy Co

Hlppodrmne . (1) U
Chico Marx Co

LONDON

.

Casino (I) All 'Inly

Ignorance I.s Blisi*

Vivian Blaine
Jack Durant
Roitnld Mhesney
I>l«k 'Henderson
Waxzan Troupe
Len A BUI Lowe
Boy Foy
Bunin's Puppets
Toy & Wing

SlINDKRli-AND
Empire <I) 14

WiKrad PlcUles Co
S\V\SSfi\

Bmplre (I) 14
Dante Co

Hotel Lexlnirtom
Alomas Hawaiian*
Hotel rennsylvniilr.
iSkltch Henderson

Ore
Hotel Pierre .

Roberto & Alicia ,

Stan Fisher
Chas .Reader Ore

Hotel !l*t R«Kl«.
Milt Shaw
Laszla .* Peplto
Paul .Sparr Ore
Ray Malone .

Tony Bavaar
Joel Hetroti Oro :

CUTbello Ore
Villaic*: Vanitimrll

Malclna Sullivan
.lay Marshall
Til re e Flame*
Don Fr.ye :

,
...WIvrt-..",'

Bob Lee
Kay Carol*
.Stuart Langley
IVft'ffy Palmer,
D'Qulnoey & Giv'n^

well as last year. It's the mediocre
Alms that are dying.

For .the six-month period ending
June 30, theatre income for the Big

; Five was from equal to about 5%
below the same period of 1946. At-
tendance was of! from 10% to 15%.
Profits, of course, are down much
more than grosses, since operating
costs have' gone up.

Overall foreign income variesjwith

the different distribs from even with
last year to about over, Eng-
land is the only foreign market that

is off froiri 1946 levels. Others are
all much better than a year ago, but
Britain, which is down 10% to 15%,
accounts for so much of American
income abroad that it pulls down
the oyerall average cpmiiderably,'.

CHICAGO
RlHclilmwb

Ray I'enrl
Shernia^h Broa (3)
Oven Morehousfe

Danny Thomas
.Miriam I^avalle
Dorothy . Porter
Marty Gould Ore
Barry Sherwoiid
Riidriquex & Phyllis
CheS! Adorables (10)

Hotiftl llisimirck
Don JuMan & Mar
liorittt Mallney
lOddie Fftns On- .

Ben no Delaon Ore
Qil Robinson .

Sia 'Ffshftr Oro
CharliC' Pa«;e .

Kln{( & Zorita

Dorothy Olsen
Hntt>l Bltt«*fc«tnnr

Bill Snyder Ore
Jn(* Friapo
H Edsewater Hencli
Henry Husjub Ore.
Mvrtle & Plpaud *

HanpTH Elephant
Preston Lambert
llurtella
D Hill D'cera

rarl Marx

Cain
Charlie Ventura Ore
Buddy Stewart

lloU'l ijtoento
Henry Brandon Oi
KrMnka & JanyCo
JioTa Amecho
Bobby May
Lee tSilmore
Boulevar-Uears
.U\r\- MHtori

rutin ' Itunrtcr
ii'tK Brothers t'.i)

tniM^ Withers
Diane & Edwa.-da
Latin Loveliea
Buddv Shaw Ore
The .lanaleys (4j

I.ih^^raee
Ti eddiu Na:»el ( rc
Mirlioel Dougli*!
Abbott D'ncertt Hi!)
C; jwer & Beilv

RIo €!abiina
'rU« I>nvcl1es: (6)
r*e* Dirvidson

"
.i«Tt Murray
Nanoy Donov«ti
C'lirk Brothers -

Vint* <ilnnl«ni
Dirk niilc
nv-ynor ChvU-tl:in
p Daniele-J Dai>4iw
;TA('kif*^ Soo -

Jn* Kifih Orr

Daiton Pfaii
Continued from page 4

Lucille Ball
Continned from page 1

centage was upped to 21% for the

first week in Detroit, where the

show grossed $23,874 and Miss Ball

took home $5,000. Show plays an-

other week in Detroit and then

moves to Toronto under the Bpon-
sorship of producer jules Leventhal,

who'll give Miss Ball there the en-

tire N. y. production inclyding the

sets recently purchased from Mmer
Rice, for $60,000.

"

From . Toronto, "Girl" moves to

Boston for two weeks and then
winds up with a week each in Flat-

bush and the Bronx, representing

N. Y.'s subway circuit. Miss Ball

figures to make another $^,000, in

Detroit and at least $3,000 in each
week during the rest of the tour.

NEW YOKE CITY

Cnfe Stottelj
(I>ownio'\n)

James MacColl
jVIary T-ou Willlamp
Annabelle Hill

• Buck Miller Ore
riirnlviil

Bert Wheeler
J.mi UoUa
Dioaa Costello
Wood & Kelly
C id T V'alciei!

Yvonne Adair
Jimtny E3in»on
Paul Gavotte

' Keld Oi'C

China Doll
Jolin Tlo
Moo Song
Fmn Yang •

Jad!ne I'i Sun
. Tai Sings

CoiiHciiUiina
; Mitzl Green

lilei Tomie
tvopscy & Ayrea
Oerri Sutton
Terry Allen
Nancy Doran
Michael Durao Ore
Fernando Alverei! O
Dlainonil Hor«<*wh«<*

-Eosa & La Pierre
Siri .

Herma.n Ilydo
Tuiner Twins
Itd^ebtidB
Bflty. Banks
Tables Davis
Renald ^ Rudy
Jaclt Mathers
Noble Siaslo Ore
Syd iStrantjo Ore

El ClllCO
P.osfita R(os
C'ftUalifToa
Alice Farrar
Hnvanu-Matknd

R & I. Reyes
M A l.uift

,
LeruoiiiV Bo> a-

Bertica Sei^rano
Cliino Ore

Itelaiid
McCowan & Mack
iTeri'y .Map^H .

Joanne jMcOOW.iin
,

MVinu'> Itlanli ..O)**!

I'iny t'laiit
l.itilu Oiiiirtek

Winir* Howard
Al ICflly
MaiK/.oii(»-Abbrtti D's
tHoria Roy
Kmllp Boreo

IMiCuiut flwyiiiia
Bon Yfi'anta

Uolel Taft
Vltippnt Lopez Ore

AveNo, 1 Fifth
Pat Bright
Jack Kerr
Hazel Webator
Downey & Fonvlll*
Hi'^hllghta

Rivlern
Jackie Mflea
Oracle Barrie
Beatrice Kraft
S Morgan Dcra
Vincent Travers O

Utile Clnb
Walter Gross

Hlddie Davis
Art Waher Ore
Trudy Kicharda
Tahja
Mayo Bros
Danny iiullivnn
Jmjy Sargeant*
SheTMird' Ohorua

Zlmmcrmtin't
Paul Smith
Jane^l Makultt
Z^iga Bela
Paulens-
Doris Haywood
Gene- Karrtoa- O

Aliiiite ritri(>

Joel: Sha\y Ore
Rhuinba Ore
Hobertfi! '

llotel Nmr' I'orkri
V. Lombardo Ore
Marlon Spelman
June Arnold
Jde Salter Trio
l^iaaell & Farlev
Waldorf-Afitortn

Guy XiombArdo Ore
MiKoha Borr Opp

Belmont- PTiixa
Blair & Dean^
Martha Kinft
Pro'f, Fabfrui
i'ltyson Re Oro
Nino Ore

Knimn Itleu
Sally Chapnirnv
.Muriel CJn.tnes
(iienn Pojie
Jii(;y liicGptf'
CedricTWaMacc I,

Wally, .
Blacker

,
.

-

1>>riRhlilei'

BobVGranf>-OVC "
'

('avl'Havuz.nai
Panr'Tiilo 'i*ir

* VllhiKo' KnVri
A pin .-Douni^g '

s;

Normal^ Jensen
Kl'iliby Ol'O
Lou Ccofiar
CnrtJfty it' Trfano
Papnv nelnw

Hold KdlHon
Geo Tiiwuc (Ire
.Hotel Itiltniorp

tlay Ifealherlon
Arthur Ravel Oi'c
CarUinf

1 * ' > • T »

B. 0. Boomer
i
Continued from page 1 5

persons are employed in the U. S,

That's the highest in history. And
inasmuch as the 60,000,000 jobholders

are' also getting the highest salaries

on record, that hardly looks like

hard times ahead.

In fact, there doesn't appear to be

any real reason- for the slump except

a general- uncertainty about the fu-

ture which has Johnny Public hang,

ing oil to his grouch bag—just^ in

case. With economists pointing to

inflationary trends all over the

place, that cautious feeling already

shows signs of decreasing.

First-runs, with their higher ad-

mission p r i c e s, it is generally
agreed, are oft considerably more

than subsequents. It also appears

the^west is " harder hit than other

parts of the count, y.

Aside from the general slump
in film b.o.s that started the last

week in .Tune, there's not .much of

a trend discernible. Some compa^
nies repbrt that June showed a pick-

up from May, but others stated 'the

two months were about the same.
There was general agreement, how-
ever, that both May and June were
Ijelow what they were a year ago.

Weather, of course, is, the inajor

factor in tlie dropoff of, the last three
weelcs. Pictures have been having
a -tough time competing with nature
on such weekend."; as that of the

4

given the gre^n light, feeling in

N. Y. is that it will be a long time be-
fore it actually will be invoked, if

at all.

The biggest threat just now against
American distribution in Britain is

the possibility of freezing a consid-

erable percentage of rental coin

collected from distribution in that

country. Also foreign departments of

film companies in N. Y. hear hints

of added taxation in the British

Isles. The wrinkle that American
distributors fail to understand on the
money freeze . possibility . is why
there should be any impounding of
funds since there is no law in Eng-
land just now calling for . such a

thing.

Also on the coin freeze, the point
has been raised vas to why U. S.

distributors should export screen
productions i at all into. Bngland if

they are not to be ^allowed to take

I

rental coin out of England. After all,

American film companies frankly
are not in business to supply Brit-

ish exhibitors with top product, and
then not be permitted to make use
of money collected from distribution
there.

Logic of impounding any consid-
erable amount of rental revenue in

England might be realized, perhaps
vividly, if the American government
should tu,rn around and freeze part
of the $12,000,000 net revenue Brit-

ish film companies are expected to

take from the U. S. this year. Ob-
viously such a two-way freeze' pro-
posal would prove appetizing 'to

British producers and distributors.

O'Brien's Aid
In the forefront of fight to give

American pictures a decent break in

the current, rather apparent anti-

U.S. film drive is Tojn O'Brien, gen-
eral secretary . of the National
Assn. of Theatre & Ktnemoto^
graph Employees, who is doing
all in his power to set up an
interchange of film technicians alid

other studio labor people between
the U. S. and Britain. During his

recent visit to America, O'Brien ob-
viously showed a friendly attitude

towards U. S. picturesi and a de^
sire to cooperate with the American
film industry. It was apparent theri

that he felt that the interests of the
film business in both countries
should be in common.
But the adverse attitude of certain

elements in Britain towards the
U. S. and the American film industry
in particular continues to baffle

many in the picture business in

N. Y. It will be recalled that the
various companies sent their em-
ployees in Britain food parcels and
other voluntary aid because feeling
that they were working under a
handicap in England. Yet in the face
of this and the U. S. loan to Britain,
some Britishers continue to take pot-
shots at the American picture busi-
ness. .. .

French Yen
Continued fr<tei ipAse 4

{

revenues both past and future, if

they could find the formula, a la

Rank, for upping returns on French
pix in the U. S.

Wh»t the government is seeking is

a comniitment by the majors to book
Gallic films in circuits located in

metropolitan centers. 'While Metro
and RKO have taken films for re-

lease on a limited basis and played

them in circuit houses, claim is that

the scattered few handled make
little difference on overall returns.

As for indie distribs handling

French films in America, they've

found that bookings in affiliated

houses frequently don't even pay off

print costs. In order to get circuit

bookings, distrib has to run off mini-

mum of 25 prints. Once the isolated'

circuit deal is played off, distrib has

a surplus of prints and no place to

go.

French feel that exchange of tal- .

ent deals could easily b/s made if the

majors gave their stars the green-

light and agreed to take on French
thesps for Yank pix. -Advices here
are that Ray Milland, Tyrone Power
and his wife, Annabella, Paulette

Goddard and others want to make
.French-language Alms for local pro-

ducers,' but contract commitments
stand in the way. These stars speak
French fluently and have told prot

ducers here that if a pact can be
worked out, they'd be available..

Frank McCarthys European head
for the Mj^tion Picture Assn., is do-

ing the talking with the government
for the U. S. majors. It's understood

he's advised officials something
could be done on both counts, but
the French want action first before

untyuis the puraestring.>i.
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have been taking it on the chin-
lately so far as profits are concerned
Warners is in a technically favor-,
able position, it's noted, because its'
theatres are highly centralized.
Switch in the foTtoat of newsreels

may be double-ply. While the reels
retreat from spot news coverage into
some form of magazine treatment of
current events, there's a belief in
the trade that tele will adopt the
reels' distribution tactics to blanket
the country on important events.

In short, it's predicted that video
industry, will turn ' to . fllnsing Ijig
sporting events, etc., and' then
knock out fast prints for distribu-
tion to local tele stations. Method
would provide smaller video stations,
located in fair-sized towns away
from big cities, with important pro-
grams on celluloid without too
much of a time lapse. Since tele
pickup is limited to line-of-sight
(radius of approximately 50 miles),
many smaller cities are currently .

out of the picture because of the
technical limitations.

OiHum Hoidings
Continued from page 3

Muson Sttit
Continued from pa.ge 3

press-agented stories fi'om various
sources detailing Mason's plans for
making pictures. Korda has a pact
with Mason by which the actor must
make his next two pix for him, unr
less he gets specific, permission to
work for another producei'—whioh
he hasn't got.

Korda's Hollywood plans envisage
the possibility of his filming the
Mason vehicle on the 20th-Fox lot.

He recently made a deal by. which
20th will release hi.s films in this
country. Second picture will be

stinshiny three-day July 4 holiday,
i f,,„„„^ „,,( !„*„, •„ 4u • t-

Old sol has been overly generous I
^^^^'^^ ''"^ ^^^^

With^his blessings .recently to suitj Carol-Reed and Alan Melville are

Product, too. is much more of a
factor than it wa.s: a year agd. Then
anything went. Now, the industry's
favorite cliche is "They're shop-
ping.'* That that old bromide is

plenty true it. evident from the fact 1 Korda, and Or.son Welles
lliat big iJictures are^doinig almpst ^ ' Ifave lat^r iij the year,.

now working on the screenplay of
the pifturp in which Cary Grant Will
appear for Korda in England. It's as
yet untitled, David : Nivea leaves
New York for London this week to
work in "Bonnie Prince Charfle" for

Will

ings. Odium has been hanging on
waiting for suitable offers which
would let his corporation get out

with a handsome profit.

As of Jan. 1, 194T, Atlas held 929,-

020 shares of common stock in RKO,
and 327,812 -warrants convertible into

common stock at $15 a share. Mon-
day stock on the New York board
closed at 13%. Figuring at about

this basis, Atlas stock, combined with

the warrants, would bring close to

$20,000,000. Rathvori is known to be
close to Sidney 'Weinberg of Gold-
man, Sachs & Co. It is likely Wein-
berg may become interested in form-
ing a syndicate which would take

over the Atlas holdings.

Tele Touch
Continued from page 3

last week that the reels as a spot

news medium are heading for the

junk heap. Par has already

whipped into shape a plan to change
the iormat of its reels when the

inevitable time comes, Morgan said,

and that time isn't far off.

"Spot news coverage by the reels

will be deader than a doornail

within three years," Morgan added.

"We won't be able to compete with
television on current or sporting

events. Consequently, I've made a
report of the situation to high com-
pany officials and we have our plans
set for changes."

RCA-WB agreement', announced
with considerable fanfare this week,
is. trumpeted as an advance of far-

reaching significance in mass enter-
tainment field with Frank M. Fol-
som. exec veepee of RCA in charge
of the Victor Division, drawing a
parallel on Warners' pioneering
work with soundfilms. New types
of black-and-white large-screen tele-

vision equipment have been devel-
oped by the RCA Engineering Prod-
ucts dept. and first elements Of this
tele equipment Will be shipped imr:
mediately to the Burbank studio,
Folsom said.

Additionally, RCA will provide
technical and research info and as-
sistance of engineering personnel
and field engineers. ;Col. Nathan
LevitiSbn, head of studio's technical
research, staff, has been designated
by Jack L. Warnerj WB's veepee in
charge of production, as heading the
experimental program.

'Video News into Theatres
Freely speculated ia the trade is

that WB's dickering with RKO and
its deal with RCA may be the fore-
runner to introduction of some form
of televised newsree.l in theatres by
Warners. ;Sudden disclosure by
Warners recently of its Intention to
start a neivsrcel company had those
in-the-kno^; puzzled since the reels

Brit. Merits
Continued from page

in new fields of untouched Audiences
through our pictures, if you give
them the helping hand they deserve."

Besides Rank and E. V. Richards,
Paramount partner who hosted the
affair, other speakers were Nate
Blumberg, Universal's prexy; Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox prez; Leonard
Goldenson, Par's theatre chief; Al
Schwalberg, sales chief for Eagle-
Lion;, Robert Wilby' and R. J. O'Don-
nell. Paramount theatre pards.

Need BritisK AUlaiicd

Skouras declared it was important
to have Britain an ally almost to
the degree" of losing money. Influ-

ence of British pix is good for Hol-
lywood, for exhibitors and for
America since it gives the public
an opportunity of knowing : more
about, the Briti^.
"America, and that means us^ must

do all within our power," Balaban
said. "There is no greater means
thai^^the films to let us know Britain
and British life. Trade follow-S the
film. We must do all we can to help
Rank attain his goals."
Skouras said; "There is a $600.-

000,000 adverse balance of trade
from England of which $78,000,000 or
so is for films. We must do our part
to level this off." Sole contrary note
was sounded by Wilby, son of a
Yorkshireman himself, who con-
ceded that British pix must be given

,

every chance but called Rank "im-
patient" about attaining results.
Rank came here in the private

railroad car of Robert R. Young, his
business associate. He was accom-
panied by his wife, Blumberg and
Jock Lawrence, American aide. He
was greeted officially by Mayor
Delesseps Morrison.

SAG-Producers
Continued from page 11

,

has been cut to 38 hours. Players
on term contracts will have a six-
day week, with extra pay for work
on seventh day. Freelance actors :

get s 48-hour week with extra pay
for Sundays and holidays worked.
Day players •will be on *'an eight-
hour day with pay for overtime.
Minimum salary of approximately

$55 has reportedly been established
for day players. SAG had asked $100
daily for such classification, subject
to negotiation.

Players " earning under $600.
weekly will receive pay for ward-
robe and makeup time, the studios;

heretofore having paid only the
smaller pay-bracket players for
such time. -

.
V:;.-;,

10 yr. Pact
Both the majors and the Society

of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers are currently working under
extension that carries; the 10-year
basic contract, which expired last

May 15, to Aug. 1. During the re-

maining time of that extension, nego-
tiating committees for SAG and the
majors will try to agree on condi-
tion$»now under discussion. Those -

not reached during the period, or

those on which they can't get lo-

.gether, are not likely to come up
until negotiatipns ;..sta.l't again next

.

summer. .

Those which will be stalled for

the year are believed to be tele-

vision, reissues, radio rights, etc.

The Chadwick group of .indies, the

Independent Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Assn., is still trying for a

separate deal to apply to the small-

budget films turned out by its mem-
bers. This type of feature will have
to be abandoned by small indies, it

is as.seited, unless costs can be ad-

justed to level of . market return'!

on small filras,

1 )

.'

'.

'
1 > . ' I- '

'
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Paramonnt, N. V.
• Phil SpiMny and Hour of Charm
nrch (35), ieaturina Evelyn. Joanne,

lean PWWips, Barbara Jones, Viola

%mith, Jeanette McClain, Marilynn
Martin; Elizabeth Talbot - Martin;

/•Perils of Pauline" {Par}, reviemd
in VabiIbtv, May 28, '47,

This Is a 12th anniversary lor Phil

Kpitalny. A dozen years ago Bob
Weitman, major domo of the Broad-
tvhy Paramount, first gave the maes-

tro pf this all-girl orchestra his first

opportunity and in that period Spi-

talny has certainly-made his "Hour of

Charm" music an American institu-

tion. The impact over the radio has

paid off in truly sensational concert

crosses, and Spitalny repeats the

wOw impression currently at the

same Par stand where he first de-

buted what was probably- then re-

garded as a freak—an all-femme
band.

•

It's a freak today only in the
amount of its b.o. boflf. Otherwise
there's nothing bizarre about the
orchestra, as a musical aggregation,
because whether a bunch of jacks or
jills, the music is there. The plus fac-

tors come not from the novelty of

the gender—although the sartorially
resplendent femmes are certainly
etisy on the orbs—but from the pace
and showmanship which Spitalny
evidences.
The repertoire runs the gamut

from jive to symphonized syncopa-
tion, plus musicomedy and operetta
overtones. For gutbucket stuif he has
Viola Smith murdering the skins and
Jeanette McClain tooting the horn in
jnedley, each doing it like a diva.
Marilyn Martin is a mistress of the
flute, in a duet with the femme
Krupa, Miss Smith. Jean Phillips':

clarion soprano gives^ "Siboney" ex-
tra points after the touchdown. On
top of it all the virtuoso of the band,
Evelyn and her violin, in solo and

, with a "singing strings'' quintet, just
about wraps it up with "Horo Stac-
cato," "Mam'selle," etc.

The pace is punchy. Comes a svelte
Interlude and then Spitalny picks it

Tight up 'with a bounceroo number.
Comes a $olo and then he .whams it

'oyer further with a choir of 11.

These, on top of the 24 musikers,
make the Par podium look like a
miniature roadshow. For the con-
vincer and, of course, good change
of pace, there's the Elizabeth Talbot-
Martin mimicing who clicks' with
her own specialty, notably the
Hildegarde takeoff. She has the
same range as the Milwaukee chan-
toosey and startlingly recreates the
same illusion.

. Productionally the house has done
right handsomely by Spitalny with
effective stereopticon motifs and set-
pieces to fittingly depict the mood ol
tach numbers -Musically the band is

undeniable; Showmanly ' it's in the
best ' tradition. Even the finale,
"American Patrol," is the right fiUipi

stirring -finale to « -weWioutined,
smartly presented and effectively
paced bandshow. Abel.

; Million Dollar, L. A.
Los Anoeles, Julv 11.

Ink Spots (4), June Richmond,
Lewis & White, Cole« & Atkins,
Johnny Otis Orch (16) ; "Scared to
Death" (PRC).

After being off stage-show policy
Ior;Some months, Million Dollar is

' again featuring flesh entertainment
and comes through this week with a
top show. Ink Spots are the draw,
•but entire lineup is solid.

Spots occupy closing slot and
*. gave customers plenty of satisfaction

With four numbers. Group's opener
IS "Can You Look in the Eyes,"
followed by "That's Where I Came
In," "You Can't See the Sun," featur-
ing pianist Harold Francis, and "If
I Didn't Care." Quartet 'is built
around Bill Kenny's high voice and
aeUvers in showmanly style, al-
though leader puts too much effect
into his work on final tune. He
sno^ld take another listen to his
orst recording of piece.
June Richmond was show stopper

«t performance caught and finally
oegged off after wrapping up "I

SS\*yf" "The Man That I Marry,"
;^ld Man River" and "Where and
When Her vocal vitality and size

, ?J0fed mightily. Coles & Atkins
make up smart dance team, demon-
grating clever footwork that sells,

i" ;o«nedy line, Lewis & White mix
patter and taps, also clicking solidly.

; . Musical end of bill is held up by
Jolinny Otis and orch. Band rates

lor Its version of "Rhapsody
'5 flue," "The Needle" as well as
Biving acts class backing. Brop.

Olympia, Miami
. Miami, July 11.

Henri Therrien, T)ie Chords, Alon
*erpuson, AcromaniaCs (3), Roberts

^hite, Les Rhoie House
Orch; "Blaze of Noon" (.Par).

ii«^?'"?P"®"*s of current layout add
.

"P to diverting vaude.
J Henri Therrien top.s lineup and
f«i "Kfy- *^«'s played the house
"S.?i"!'?"y and always goes well

-TrtI,
" venoring. Blends stint with
^^fl operetta numbers, of

«M, .
Donltey Serenade" and

tn c^i^^'f ai^e standouts. Away
'0 solid returns.

trn?.®-"*"^** SP*'*' Alan Ferguson in-
smooth fashion and in own

sequence utilwes a mixture of fa-

miliar and fresh comedy lor fair
laughs. Best as drunk bjt.
Roberts Sisters & White .teeoff

proceedings with a fast tap work on
a platform. It's a showmanly turn
that earns good, applause. -

Acromaniacs display carefully
worked out acro-tumbling,' sprinkled
with slapstick comedy to garner
salvos.

Parade of vocal takeoffs by the
Chords clicks. They carbon Harry
James, Henry Busse on the trumpet
and then Lombardos. Zany vefsion
of "The Bumblebee" gets howls. Top
with Spike Jones impresh.
Les Rhode and house orch back-

ground in usual capable manner.
Lary. :

Apollo, N. Y.
, Buddy Johnson Orch (15) , with
EUa Johnson ond Arthur Pri/sock,
Congaroos (4), Spo-De-O-Dee, Slip,
Stop & Slide (3), Patterson & Jack-
son; "13th Hour" (Col),

Show this stanza is a 'letdown
after Louis Armstrong, here the
preceding week. It offers little in
marquee lure. Buddy Johnson's out-
fit is an unpolished combo. Its

chief asset is plenty of enthusiasm.
There's too much emphasis on the
brass section as in the noisy opener;

Sextet steps off the stand for some
jammin'. Comprising bass, trom-
bone, sax, trumpet, drum and piano,
most are cut in for solos for good
returns. Four Congaroos, fast'
dancing turn, follow. Males in green
outfits and gals in short green
dresses, open with a brisk terp rou-
tine. Lads cpntrib some taps and
aero stuff while gals cut loose .with
more stepping, punctuated with wild
screams. Close with variation of
the Lindy to strong applause.

Band's vocalist, Arthur Prysock,
warbles "Night and Day" in slow
measured tones for fair reception.
Johnson does vocals on "Hey, Sweet
Potato," Backed by the band's brassy
interpretation, his voice occasionally
is drowned out. Spo-.Do-0-Dee is
a lean comic. His stint includes
comic monolog and songs; JV[at6rial
is dated but scores here.

Slip, Slap & Slide, tapsters clad
in tan suits, present neat appear-
ance. - Work in unison and also solo.
All above standard. Group together
on the fadeout for nice returns.
Band commendably offers a change
of pace in a "Concert Medley" but
doesn't quite get over. Pieces in-
clude some Gershwin along with
classics.

, Outfit, consisting of five
reed, three rhythm, seven brass,
also does a noisy "Letter Day."

Ella Johnson, sister of the maestro,
is a plump chirper, with wistful,
plaintive voice. Opens with "I
Dta't Know What- This World Is
Coming To," following with "You
Made Me Leave My Happy Home."
Songstress knows her Harlem audi-
ence and on closing number, "You'll
.Get. Them.'Bluesij'. rolls herc.ejtes^and
gives out with a couple of bumps
for hefty applause.

Patterson & Jackson, two portly
gents, register with hoofing, comedy
and singing. One does fast tap
routine while partner vocals a neat
"Old Man River." Also does good
Imitation of the Four Ravens,
Charioteers and Joe Louis for nice
response.

Capitol, Wasb.
Washington, July 12.

Pritchard & Lord, Harry Babbitt,
Bil & Coro Boird, Frank Marlouje,-
"Cvnfhio" (M-G).

Capitol comes up with a sock bill,

delighting the customers from start
to finish. Solid fare on stage ,of the
big Loew show case is doing much
to hypo b.o., proving that vaude is

not dead.
Biggest bait an bill is tenor Harry

Babbitt, of. the. Kay Kyser band.
Singer, just back from a west coast
stint, is show stopper at every per-
formance. Wholesome, straight-for-
ward style, pleasant voice, and selec-
tions along sentimental lines get the
gals,, both young arid old, with
plenty approval also from male
payees. Singer warms up with
"Linda," and follows with medley of
numbers including "That's My De-
sire," "Cecilia," and "If I Loved
You." Just to show what makes
vaude tick. Babbitt . rolls 'em in the
aisles with his baby-talk nursery
rhyme routine. Comes back for "Peg
O' My Heart" and "Mam'selle" and
has to beg off.

Bil & Cora Baird offer puppet act
with charm' and appeal. Team does
a niterjf routine on a lilliputian

stage, with an emcee gn strings and
all the trimmings. Standouts are a
hepcat number, a Harlem tap dance,
and a rousingly funny finale done by
three cats to an offstage Andrews
§ister recording. Net fine returns.

'

Frank Marlowe, ex of "Toplitsky
of Notre Dame" fills the comedy slot

with a conipletely unsubtle, slapstick
routine. Blanks bewildered look
helps put over the old falling-

down routine. Does some imitations
strictly for laugh, and much horse-
play with the orch. It's mostly old
stuff, but comic knocks him.self out
to please, and, judging from solid

mitt action, succeeds.
Pacers are Pritchard & Lord, vet-

eran terp team. Keep time to tap-

ping with castanets in the opening
number, and go on to an addagio
dance; Which combines classical ;toe

with modern ballroom twirlmg.
Operate smoothly and please^

Lowe.

:

Casino, London
L'bndon, July 7.

"Zonoronce Is Bliss," with Stewart
Macpherson, Harold Berens, Gladys
Hay, Jtfichael Moore and New Foul-
hormonic Orch (8); Virion Blotne,
Jacfc Durant, Ronald Chesney, Toy &
Wino, Dunin Puppets, Len & Bill
Lowe, Dick Hendersort, Boy Toy,
Ben Abdrahman Wazzen Troupe (5)

,

Harold Collins Orch.

- Second month of Bernard Delfont's
attempt to revive vaudeville in the
West End has a much better assembly
of talent than previous shbw, with
chances" brighter.
Ben Abdrahman Wazzan Troupe

of whirlwind acrobats, three men and
two gals, give bill fa.st sendoff with
speedy tumbling and pyramid work
to good results. Dick. Henderson fol-
lows with comedy patter and iew
songs, for equally good returns, .

Then follows string of American
importations. First are the Dunin
Puppets, a marionet twosome, with
some novel ideas, such as comedy
magician, apache dance for soclc^ re-
turns. Toy & Wing offer classy daliCe
offering, including jitterbugging, first

rate toe work by femme partner and
running splits by male, to good
response.
Jack Durant, on to fair reception,

with some of audience remembering
his success at the London Palladium
in 1938, came near stealing show.
Audience ate up everything he gave
them, including his realistic im-
pre hes of Gable, Grant, Jolson,
Greenstreet, Lorre,. and his funny
falls. Had to beg off.

: Vivian Blaine, stunning blonde,
scores with her songs, which include
"I Got Rhythm," "Papa Don't Preach
to Me,'' "We'll Be Sweethearts
Again," and a couple more.
Boy Foy, just back from America,

is effective opener of the second half
of program. Does juggling atop a
unicycle to neat applause. I^en & Bill
Lowe, on next, should develop into

first-rate comics. All they need is

better material which they, are
gradually acquiring. Ronald Ches-
ney, local harmonica virtuoso, tees
off with "Begin the Beguine,": fol-

lowed by Offenbach's overture, then
''Hand to Mouth Boogie," climaxing
with Rimsky-Korsikov's "Flight of
the Bumble Bee." Gets best re-
sponse of the British contingent.
"Ignorance Is Bliss," top radio fea-

ture, presented by maestro Malirice
Winnick, who acquired rights from
America where it's airfamous as "It
Pays to Be Ignorant," proved un-
suitable, and must have been dis-
appointing to its air fans. It seemed
to lack production, and failed to hold
audience. But withal, it will un-
doubtedly help to fill house for the
run, and will prove goldmine to
Winnick when he takes it 'on the
road. Resfe. .

Cliicago, Chi
..tj,^ Chicago, July 11.

Jo Stafford, Victor Borge, Debo'
naires (5) , Lou Breeze Orch (l*/)

;

"Dear Ruth" (Par).

Jo Stafford and Victor Borge may
hit one of the highest grosses here
since the summer heatwave started.

They top a well-balanced show.
Miss Stafford has come: a long

way since she last played house in
'41 as one of the Pied Pipers in

Tommy Dorsey's band. Most of her
numbers are ballads, typical of her
radio work, with "Ivy" topping
"Sunday Kinda Love" and "In the
Still of the Night." Her last num-
ber, which was what everyone was
waiting for, found her wearing old
straw hat, and "Tim-taysun" (Temp-
tation), was made even funnier by
the sequined bare shoulder gown
she wore. Gal has plenty savvy for
hillbilly styling.

Borge has always been a winner
and this time topping previous rec-
ord. He's a laugh getter all the
way. Wasting no time, he gets into
his impressions of the opera, vocally
and on piano. His punctuation story
clicks as usual and rates terrif ap-
plause,
The Debonaires are five attractive

gals, who present a unique idea in

singing and dancing. What begins
as rather adolescent gag song, "One
finger, one arm, keep moving etc.",

finishes as neat modern precision
dance, called "Machine Age" ex-
pressing in pantomime advantage of
mechanical devices. It's something
different and well received.

Completing' the well ^ balanced
show is Lou Breeze Orch, featured
in medley of tunes, "Horo Staccato,''

"Melancholy Baby," "Peg O' My
Heart." Deserve additional salvos
for good work on Debonaires orig-
inal score. Hunt.

Orphcnni, Omalia
Omaha, July 11.

Jerry Colonna, Bob Chester Orch
(16) , Wdlter. Wilsson, Al & Connie
Fanton, Alan Foster; "Ladies Man"
{Par).

The Orpheum presented a quickly
assembled show for the week' start-

ing July 11, ;
.

,

Jerry Colonna does a more or less

familiar routine smashing through
nicely with his "Wyoming" song and
a burlesque rendition of "Long Ago
and Far Away."
Comedian seems to have a tre-

mendous vogue with the juves who
jumped up and down and applauded

j
every gag and song. Also liked is

Walter Nilsson, monocycle wizard,
I whose gagging equals comedy stunts,

He rides one of those tiny bikes, a
unicycle and hokes act up with pat-
ter ro-jtine.

Al & Connie Fanton break away
from ordinary tap and aero routines
by using a rhythmic bouncing ball
stunt which they handle in tempo
with .various steps. Wind in whirl-
wind fashion for hefty applause,
Alan Poster sings a la Bing Crosby.

His two numbers hit nicely -with
bobbysoxers spearheading applause.
Standout of the Bob Chester band

is the use of small, intimate groups
from the ensemble. Solo work, toOj
is well likedt

Rnch.

State, N. Y.
Vincent Lopez Orch (14) with

Patti Dugan, Kris Weston, Buddy
Schutz; Timmie Roger.-!, Hank Sei-
mann, Pann Merryman; "The' Egg
and V' (U).

The State theatre has practically
abandoned bandshow policy, but is

Epparently making exception in the
case of Vincent; 'Lppez,- who's been
a N. Y. landmark' for years with
his marathon run at the nearby
Taft hotel.
Lopez has come in with a high-

powered group of sidemen includ-
ing drummer Buddy Schutz, who's,
been a mainstay with several name
bands. In fact the work of the crew
shows signs of being held too much
in check by maestro's usually re-
strained style. Nonetheless, the
crew comes through with satisfac*
tory job, hitting good response.
Band, corhprising six bra.ss, four

sax, four rhjLthms along with a sec-
ond piano for Lopez, who naturally
gets in his full quota of ivory arias.
Aside: from perennial "Kitten on
the Keys;" he doles out in good
commercial style "Misirlou," "Tico-
Tico" and "Hungarian Rhapsody."
The orch vocalists, Patti Dugan

and Kris Weston, fail to create any
appreciable rise in audience enthusi-
asm. Neither display the necessary
color and piping

. calibre is a .mite
above acceptability.
Surrounding layout is topped by

Timmie Rogers, the personable sepia
singing comic, who shows a pleasing
line of material including some bits
bordering on social significance. His
routine on inflation gets laughs de-
spite serious theme, but cowboy and
Yiddish numbers bring top returns.
Pann Merryman, acro-dancer, ana

ventriloquist Hank Seimann are both
New Acts. Jose.

Steel Pier, A.C.
Atlontic eitv, July 10.

Connie Haine."!, Jerry Morton,
Duke Art tc Junior Sechrist & Gale,
Bill Behney Girls, John McConnell
House Band; "Gas House Kids"
(PRC).

Connie Haines tops Steel Pier bill
this week with Jerry Morton acting
as emcee and getting much of the
spotlight with his stuff. A line, the
Bill Behney girls, part of the show,
which is average for this spot but
not as good as last week's layout.

Morton starts show and intro-
duces gals in nifty dance number.
Sechrist & Gale, clever accordionist
and dancer, follow, former doing
soft shoe and playing instrument
meanwhile.
Duk^ Art & Junior get nice re-

turns with their rapid sculpturing
act. Art working smart line of chat-
ter while modeling faces ranging
from his yearling through Sitting:
Bull, mother-in-law, etc.
Miss Haines contribs personality

and good piping on "It's a Good
Day" and "Mam'selle" and "Dinky's
Little Diner" for solid returns and
begoff.
Morton closes show with clever

takeoffs on film heavies. Tops with
impresh of. Larry Parks «nd Al Jol-
son giving out Wit* "ealifornia,"
worked up for sock, applause.

Wolfc.

New Acts
HARRY SEGViSLA
Songs
ZS Mins.
Palace Hotel, San Francisco
The French counser-invasion, with

distaff-crushers 'rrenet and Sablon
as the vanguard (Chevalier is of
another ilk), now has Harry Seguela,
who US^preetned in the Palace's
Rose Room (July 10), as another
musketeer to help swoon the Ameri-
can femmes with a haystack of love
lyrics of the conventional Gallic
type. Also conventional i.s Seguela's
voice which, while pleasant and
emotionally penetrating, is of about
the same range as Trenet and Sablon.

Seguela has more than an ordinary
share of dreamy looks, of the tall

and terrific type, and should interest
the Hollywood casters, but plenty.
Moreover, his crooning is equally as
socko as Trenet and Sablonj and his
choice of, numbers perhaps a shade
better. At 26, vet of the Casino de
Paris. Seguela should do well (parr
ticularly with his excellent command
of English ) 4n su.sceptible American
circlcK.

Leading off with "Pari.s. C'est la
Tour d' Eiffel," as a strong opener,
Seguela clicks with "(jolumbe/'
socks his, listeners with "Bing" which
is his best type of tune, carries on
with '^Mam'selle" ' for a passable

pkay, and finales with -"Pigalle" im
a good salvo. As encores, he does
"Coax Ms A Little .Bit" ia English
and "Le Petit Vin Blanc" to iood
effect. Jan Savitt backs him ex-
cellently. ' Ted,

CATRON BROS.
Comedy, Dancing
15 Mins.
Kilty Davis', Miami Beach
Looks: like every youngster start-

ing out in the business wants to be a
coflnedian. Youthful Catron Bros, are
a good example.

Discarding obvious talents for
smart hoofing,' which they reveal in
"all too brief routine- at' end of their
stint, the duo concentrate on a spe-
cially written series of comedy song.<!

and patter with little in the way of
laughs coming their way despite the
hard work put in.

T;he tap routine saves them from
going off to weak reception. Coming
as it does at the finish, it instead
brings them back, with the payees
looking for more in the same vein.
At sho>v caught they hadn't rehearsed
any additional terps and had to leave
them wanting more. A few more of
the zestful taps they display so briefly
would mark them more as a terp
team potential for the better cafes
and vaudfllmers. Lary.

KEN BARRY
Comedy :

35. Mins.
Kitty Davis', Miami Beacli

Ken Barry is a slim, young . comic
who is starting out on the cafe cir-
cuit equipped with an easy deliveryj
ingratiating approach and a flair for
ad libbing his way around the ring-
siders tc get them warmed up to his
Stint.'

Unfortunately, his act at present is
a blending of too many familiar lines.
It is to Barry's credit that he garners
a good portion of laughs; which again
points up his possibilities. Works
mostly in the patter and story vein
with the prop snake in a basket-card
bit his. strongest howl maker. Uses
some zany business with the ring-
siders to build the giggles into howls.
A good bet for the moderately

budgeted bistros right now, but he'll
have to get that tailored material if
he's to hit the higher brackets. "The
potentialities are there. ' Lary.

HANK SEIMANN
Ventriloquist
10 Mins.
Stat», N. Y. '

Hank Seimann has been around
for some time but has escaped at-
tention of Variety' New Act files.

Seimann displays an amusing line
of ventriloquy .with the aid of . a
personable dummy. He's okay tech-
nically, showing his skill in keeping
up a rapid fire conversation with
two people selected .from the audi-
ence

Material, however, could stand
considerable Improvement. Act is
filled with many sides of dialog that
have become too familiar with vaude
audiences. However, his technical
proficiency and a few unusual tricks
net him the desired results.

Windup of the act is his using
two audience selectees as : dummies.
Stint is no longer new and has been
done by others. However, Seimann
shows an edge in this routine inas-
much as the femme selectee is part
of his act, consequently is able to
get in a higher degree of smoothness.

- Jose.
-

PANN MERRYMAN
Dance .

5 Mins. ,

State, N. Y.

Pann Merryman, who's gleaned
plenty experience on the road, has
come into the N. Y. showcases with
a good commercial line of terps,
snhere of which encompasess aero,
hd'let and boogie. Efforts produce a
pleasing blend of dance which
should go well in all types of vauderi
as well as cafes.
Miss Merryman, during her stint,

shows a fast line of butterflies and
cartwheels which combined with
ballet steps and jive , interludes,
make for good entertainment. Re-
ception at this house was slowed by
several clinkers from the orchestral
backing, but despite these handicaps
manages to show up well.

She's tastefully costumed and lone
on looks to: make 'a good allaround
impression. Jose.

Burley Stripped
'^m^ Continued from page 1 ssaBSSt

have it signed for next season. If

deal is not set before teeoff of new
season in latter part of August sum-
mary action will be taken by union.
During summer Phillips will meet

with proper authorities to negotiate
for a comeback of burlesque in New
York. Since F, H. La Guardia, who
banished it, is no longer mayor, it's

felt that burlesque may be okayed
if shows are kept clean and run by
showmen instead of concessionaires,
which ran it out of N. Y. previously.

When Phillips was apprised that it

•.vould be next to impossible to get
Broadway or "Times Square locations

for the shows,' he agreed, but said
they might have to do a sneak back
in the nabes until downtowji stands
were available, .
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Quick Folds Seen for Some Sfrawhats;

First Casualty Occurs at Starafwd
Summer stock season, got off to a-*-

strong start as to (juantity at shows,

but already there are clear indica-

tions o£ attendance weaknesses. A
numtier ol quick folding strawhats

is anticipated. Some trouble in pay-

ing off Is also expected for, although

Equity has approximately $250,000

on - deposit t"o. guarantee salaries)

sonie stocks are believed not to have

posted -enough inohey to cover all

those engaged. First strawh'at casu-

alty is at Stamford, Conn. 'Actors

themselves are negligent in some in-

One-Woman Audience
One Connecticut summer stock

essayed to play a matinee on
July 4 but at curtain time one.

lone woman comprised the en*

tire paid audience.

.

The actors told her to please

come back at night, and the

perfornjanee was scratched.

"Years Ago" is Sbiith Shore Players'

' bill
,' next week at ' Town . Hall, Co-

hiisset, ]VIass,' . .Charl<)tte Buchwald's

new comedy, "Strawberries in Jan-

, . J. • uary," slated for tryout starting
stances by forgettmg to send copies

, ^^^^^y (21) at Chapel Playhouse,
of their contracts to Equity.

! Guil'ord, Conn. In top roles are

There are now more than 1,350 Constance Dowling and Paul Ham-

Bctors appearing in the more than

120 stocks, each company' 'having

around a dozen actors on the pay-
roll. In the ha!f dozen open-air

Ofieretta outfits there are, usually at

least a dozen -principais, with
choruses of 25 or more.

Name players in dramatic stocks

get fairly good money, the average
being $500, but a few are on per-

centage, and as high as $1,500 for a

single week is reported. Average
Stock player accepts the minimum of

$46.50, or slightly more. Making real

money in strawhats is rather a myth,
because most houses are small and

' capadty is between $8,000 and $9,-

DOO, tops varying, from $1.80 to $3.60.

Highest amount of salary guaran^

tee deposit is . $16^000, to cover the

operetta company at Dallas, while

the lowest figure is $9,000 for the

new outfit at Atlanta. Municipal

Opera Co. at St. Louis, the top open-
air outfit, is not required to- post

salary-guarantee money.
Straight stocks in tae east reported

. doing the best business so far -are

Westport, Ivoryton and Guilford,

Conn.; Dennis-, Stockbridge and
Worcestex-, Mass.; Bucks County,
Pa.; : Skowbegan, Me., and I^ince-

ton, N. J.

.' Olney Doing Okay
Washington, July 15.

Olney Theatre, strawhatter in

nearby Maryland, is well launched
here now and gaining in popularity

with a guest-star policy.

Nancy Carroll in Somerset Maug-
ham's "Too Many Husbands" was
the past week's attraction. Current-
ly guesting is Zasu Pitts in "The
Late Christopher Bean." with Ruth
Chatterton in "Little Foxes" follow-
ing on July 22. Latter will be real

test of troupe's b.o. appeal, since it

will be first show to have profes-
sional legit competition. National,
-which has been shuttered all sum-
mer, reopens with "Oklahoma"
July 21.

mohd. . iP. G. Wodehouse's "Candle

light" 'on Kennebunkport (Me.)

Playhouse's schedule next week. .

.

"Does the Lady Yield," political

drama by Eugene Lerner, due for a

tryout week of Aug. 12 at Cragsmoor
(N. Y:) theatre. . .ZaSu Pitts starring

in "Late Christopher Bean" at Lake
Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg, Mass.,

week of July 21 . . .Frank McHugh
has lead in "Ah Wilderness" this week
at Worcester (Mass.) Playhouse .

.

Elissa Land! current in "The Shining

Hour" at Cape theatre, Cape May,
N. J.. . Marie Powers starring in

Rosamond Chapin's new English

version of "Tristan and Isolde" at

Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival, Lee,

Mass'., Aug 1 and 8.

Ken Parker granted two-week
leave of absence from skating chores

in "Icetime of 1948" at Center, N.. Y.i

to direct tryout of his "Four Plights

Up" at Greenwood Garden Play-
house, Peaks Island, Me., starting

July 22.. "Dear Ruth" this week's
opus at Brattleboro (Vt.) Summer
Theatre. . .Margaret Wycherly play-
ing mother role in "Glass Menag-
erie" this week at Ridgefleld (Conn.)
summer theatre. ..Katherine Mes-
kill co-featured with' Walter Coy in

"State of the Union" at Bucks County
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., starting

July 21.. .Sara Seegar has mother
role in "Christopher Blake" week of

Aug. 4 at same sopt ..Red Barn
theatre, Westboro,- Mass., tries out
Otis Bigelow's "My Fair Lady" this,

week. . .Faye Emerson appearing in
"State of the Union" this week at
Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse. . ."Holi-
day- from Heaven," presented six

years ago by the Pasadena (Cal.)

Playhouse, due for an eastern tryout
at . Green Hills theatre, Mohpton,
Pa., starting July 21;

Paul and Grace Hartman move to

the. Berkshire, Playhouse, Stock-
bridge, Mass., week of July 21 in

their revue, "Heaven Help the An-
gels". . .William Eythe and Doris,

Dowling co-starring in "Dear Ruth"
at McCarter theatre, Princeton, N. J.i

starting Monday (21) .. .Edward R.
Mitchell new director at Kenne-
bunkport (Me.) Playhouse ... Ruth
Ann Brown,: representing Lebanon,
Pa., for title of Miss Pennsylvania
next month at Harrisburg, appearing
in "Dear Ruth" at Gretna Playhouse,
Mt. Gretna, Pa., starting Thursday
(17) . . .Queens Community theatre.

MAREK WINDHEIM
Now Appearing as "All Hakim"
(The Peddler) in The Theatre Guild
Production of ."Oklahoma!," at

Drury Lane Theatre, London.

Oppositmn Develops

On Amendment For

Jrs. Becoming Srs.

It's generally believed jn actor cir-

cles that the referendum vote on an

amendment to Equity's constitution,

whereby junior members would be-

come seniors after playing 30 weeks

instead of 50, w$s postponed to Sept.

15 primarily for a different reason

than that announced.

It was stated that the delay was
decided on because so many mem-
bers were widely dispersed in sum-
mer stocks, but that, it's held, was a

secondary reason^ Opposition to the

amendment, which was promised at

the annual -Equity meeting, has ma-
terialized, and those opposed insist

that their statement of objection be
mailed out with the referendum
ballots. Those favoring the junior
change demand an equal right, and
a statement favoring adoption will

also be sent out when the refer-

endum is put before the whole se-

nior membership.

Objectors contend that one pdrtion
of the amendment could make it

easier fo'i? juniors to obtain voting
privileges. Proponents believe that's

an "alarmist" stance, and think that
any actor who is a member for two
years, and appeared for the stipu-

lated number of weeics, should be-
come senior even though the coun-
cil has some leeway in ^levating
them. .

,

••1

hade Stiiff>~Legtt

Michael Myerberg, whose last- production on Broadway was "Lute
Song," revealed himself to be a dramatist as well as manager when con-
troversy arose over the scheduled tryout Aug. 4 of "Dear Judas" at the
Playhouse, Ogunquit, Me., a summer stock spot, with Margaret Wycherly,
E. G. Marshall and Ferdi Hoffman heading the cast. Drama is based on a
poem by Robinson Jeffers, published 18 years ago, Myerberg having
worked on the script for nearly half that time.

At a meeting held in the Maine strawhat ' early last week, Francis W.
Sullivan, an attorney and leading Catholic layman, of Portland, Me.i
asked that ih6 play be withdirawn, but author-manager asserted he would
fulfill his contract for the presentation, the show being due later intd the
Mansfield, N. Y., which Myerberg owns.

Sullivan stated that the very title, "Dear Judas," was abhorrent to hifti

and co-religionists, adding that if the drama is performed it would be
boycotted, presumably by the Catholic Church. Myerberg a-ssured Sullivan
that there is nothing offensive in. "Judas," The lawyer, in answer to a
query as to why the poem had not been objected to, declared that it was
among the secret bans in Rome.

It's indicated that pressure had been inspired by church official's: in
New York. ^ The lawyer was quoted saying he had been advised that
"Judas" was not acceptable as stage fare by "a higher source- than I could
possibly' quote." Manager said the script had been read by a N. Y. jurist,

also a loading Catholic layman, who found no offense and recommended
its presentation. Manager-author says that the play places the Biblical
character in a more favorable light than that indicated by Biblical history.

The Ogunquit jjouse is owned by Mrs. Maude Hartwig, who leased the
Playhouse to George Abbott for the summer.

.
The latter was not present-

at the controversial huddle.

Recent death o£ nonagenarian Mrs. Ernestine Kreling Leahy in San
Francisco recalled to oldtimers in N. Y. the golden operatic era on the-
Coast. The Krelings opened the Tivoli Opera House in Frisco in 1879-

with "H. M. S. Pinafore," and closed it only three nights before house
itself shut down in 1906—when President Garfield was assassinated, when
President McKinley was shot, and when William Kreling died. House is

believed to have staged every grand or comio opera ever given in the
U.'S,- Puccini's "La Boheme" had its first U. S. presentation there. Roster
of artists includ'ed Luisa Tetrazzini, Alice Nielsen, Dennis O'Sullivan and-
others. Mascagni conducted his "Cavalleria Rusticana" from the pit there,,

as did Leoncavallo with his "Pagliacci." When Mrs. Kreling staged the
opera "Wang," she called in Ashton Stevens, later to become the famed •

Chi drama critic; to teach the girls to. play a banjo number in the operaji

Lawrence Langner, Armina Marshall (Mrs. Langner) and John C.
Wilson, operators of the Westport County Playhouse, Conn., asked Equity
to- make a concession so that they could use Robert Flemyng, an English
actor, in the stock revival of ".The Second Man." Permission was denied
but it took the council a long time to argue it out. >

"Man" was presented originally by the Theatre Guild in with the
Lunts starred, and it was argued that if the play then didn't need an
imported player there was no reason why one should be necessary now*
Flemyng came from England with John Gielgud, appearing thisspring in
"The Importance of Being Earnest" and' ''Love For Love." Alien actors
are barred froip- stock by . Equity but there have been a few.i exceptions.

"The Merry Widow" case, on which there was a N. Y, Appellate divi-
sion decision recently, may he subject to further drawn-out controversy.
Case is that of the Tams-Witmark office vs. the New Opera Co., which
paid the former royalties during its season on Broadway but refused to

remit when oh the road on the ground that the operetta was public
domain. Contention of one attorney that the show was protected by a
common-law copyright is doubted by opposing counsel, who states
"Widow" was regularly copyrighted in 1907 but never renewed. New
Opera counsel contends it has the right to sue for $49,500 in royalties
that were paid but there is a reIeaserof>rights clause in the second con-
tract, entered into for the road, that may be sharply contested.

Pitt Group's Shaky Going
Pittsburgh, July 15.

With unidentified backers pulling

out after first three weeks. Reper-
tory Players, local group of summer
.players operating at Frick School
auditorium^ have gone co-operative
In an effort to last out the M-week Jamaica, L. I, presenting American
Khedule. Reps of troupe say they 11 Theatre in 'The Rope." Fri»ve It a fortnight s flng and if noth-

^ ^g) through Saturday (26)

.

ing develops in that time wiH have ^ ' " j
\

to fold.

Players are under the direction of

Francis Mayville, who also plays
leads, and have been having rough
going ever since the beginning.

Most of actors are from out of town
although a few. locals have joined
since the preem.

They present shows on Thursday
and Friday nightS: ,dnly and on a

couple of occasions haven't given
any performance at all because there
were so .few cash customers in the
audience.

Walter Starkey has lead in "Dear
Ruth" at Westchester Playljouse, Mt.
Kisco, N. Y., this week . . . Herbert

'TURTLE' HIT Hi LONDON;

'ROOTS' A MODERATE
London, July 15.

Moderate^ success is predicted for

the American importation "Deep

Are 'the ltoots,"^ whiph bowed at the

Wyndhams theatre last
j
Tuesday

(8). The Arnaud d'tTsseau-James

Gow drama, dealing with a Negro

vet's experences in the south, was
splendidly received, with Lionel Hale
of the Daily Mail the lone dissenter

He felt that the play was overlong
and too deliberately produced, but
conceded the cast's fine perform
ances.

"Voice of the Turtle" opened aus
piciously at the Piccadilly Wednes-

Clark, former Broadway actor who's
| day (9). Presented by Gilbert Mil

been operating the Students theatre,
1 1^,. ^^yi Margaret SuUavan and

Pittsburgh, for last two years, will
; Wendell Corey in lead roles, the

^i''^^!/*:."^^'"'"? """t
°" schedule

I

John Van Druten romantic-comedy
" ' was generally well received despite

press comments that the plot was
rather thin

at. Cedarhurst, L. ,1., .strawhatj.
"Night Must Fall," Southwest Surn-
mer theatre's second production ot

the; season, slated to open Thursday „, . .. , ,

(17) at Waco, Texas, hayloft. . .Re-
i

,Show is practically a sellout for

cent item in -Vabietv erroneously |^;^eks and is due tor a run. F.r.M

reported Bennington (Vt.) Drama I

S'^,"?*- .f-f,
""^"^ ^'''^

Festival as having all - male com- i

'"^"'^^^''''1' ?°'^°.P^' '-''

pany ... Spa theatre, Saratoga I

""^'^ Reviewers opinions

Frank Fay, who started on a seven-week vacation when fllmite James
Stewart started subbing for him in "Harvey" Monday (14), is likely to
have a profitable Interlude while- away from Broadway. He will spend
at lea.st three weeks playing "Harvey" at Central City, Colo., on per-
centage. The show can gross $24,000 in the historic opera house of the
forme)? mining town, a figure that is considerably higher than possible in
the 48th Street, N. Y., where "Harvey" is current. Only the road com-
pany headed by Joe E. Brown got bigger grosses than possible at Central-
City, when "Harvey" played larger-capacity theatres.

Sheila Mannering, found strangled to death last week in New York's
latest murder mystery, was given added publicity because she was sup-
posed to have been an actress. She was not a member of Equity nor the
other talent unions. Any possible professional participation was minor, if
any, although ifs claimed she did some film bit work.

Wolcott Gibbs, critic for the New Yorker, has recovered after hospital-
ization that kept him from first-highting most of last season. He attended
'Harvey'' Monday (14) for the debut of Jamgs Stewart in the lead part
originated by Frank Fay. John Lardner covered shows for the mag
during Gibbs' absence.

Springs, N, Y,, grossed hefty $4,100,

estimated, with "Glass Meiiagerie"
during first week's operation. Drama;

of her acting were mixed. Miller
most: likely will import stars to re-

place her and Corey, as the player's

Lawrence In Freem
Dennis, Mass., July 15.

Richard Aldrich. by special ar-
"taVrine'HkerMac^^^ ^ limited run due to film

rangement with John Golden, will ^l"'"^ ^^iltr^Zhf ^Lt^^^^ 1

ctmmitments.
present Gertrude Lawrenc* in the ' P^^^^"^ eight performances

American premiere ot "Lady Fitz- ' *2.50 top . . . Helert
. Johnson i

In the third opening, of the week,

vl^^-''\rth^T^^^\\^-.^oXLhr,'.^tl I heads cast in this week's production ' "Crime of Margaret Foley" preemed
Herbeit at the Cape May Playhouse

! ^ ^^,,„ j^^,^^^ Bridge. I at the Comedy Friday (11). Play

'Situation' Arises on U.S.
Preem of British Play

Unusual situation has been created
this summer with release of U.S.
amateur rights to a British produc-
tion before full professional exploi-
tation of the play.

Play is Roland Pertwee's "Pinlc
String and Sealing Wax," which had
a successful run in England in 1943.
Play is scheduled for fall production
on Broadway by Francis I, Curtis,
the deal having been negotiated by
agent John T, Elliott with Pertwee's
English agefit, Film Rights, Ltd,

York, and the royalties for the
Eagles Mere production had been
paid in advance.. Curtis is insisting, .

however, that the East Hampton
tryout is the American professional,

premiere of the play.

Aussie 'Annie' Preeming
Sat.; 'Dream Girl' Next
Australian version of "Annie Get

Your Gun," current Broadway musi-
cal hit,will open at His Majesty's,

Melbourne, Saturday (19), under
sponsorship of J. C, Williamson-
Theatres, Ltd, Webb Tilton, sent out

tryout at the John Drew Memorial
! of

fenr'Br~Tl%tt^hnt' ^^H^'N-Y^P^otle... Marsh McLeod
|

was well received and a fair run

m11,i, Vi^ rJT iZ I
starring in "Joan of Lorraine" at is anticipated on the strength oC a i was non-Equity and paying royaltiesNorah Howard will be the main
.v^^oodstock. N. Y., Playhouse start-

|

buy by the ticket brokers. Based
,

- - . - ...

Curtis is giyingjhe script a-strawhat
I
frpm the U. S.,.and Evie Hayes, wife.

Will Mahoney,, will play the

leadii.'

Williamson's N. Y. rep, iDorothjf.

.

Stewart, who set up the "Annie'.!

deal originally, has just closed deal

for Aussie rights to "Dream Girl."

theatre. East Hampton^ L:I., Aug. 4
|

to 9. On July . 6, Curtis said, he
learned the play was to open at the '

Playhouse, Eagles Mere, Pa., on July
9. Investigating the Pennsylvania
strawhat he learned further that it

.support.

Strawhat Jottings

"What A Life.'" with Harold Sliaw,

slated for Burlington, Vt., Drama
Festival starting Monday (21) . .

.

Betty Stuart essays title role in

"Trial of Mary Dugan" at Newport
Casino theatre, Newport, R. L, next
"Monday *•m) . . .'R 'a-tli' -O o r tit» n '

s

current offering at Harry Rosen's
Greenbush summer theatre, Blauvelt,

N. Y. . . . Fire in a Kingsport, Tenn.
high school theatre last week de-
stroyed $5,000 worth of scenery and
equipment for a Barter theatre pro-
duction of "East Lynne." Blaze broke
out only two hours before curtain

"time. .•<... » «• » ,

was splendidly acted by Arthur Sin-
clair and co-author Terence de
Marney. Piece has been tounn?
the provinces after a tryout at the
Embassy a year ago. It's under-
stood that Michael Myerberg and
Lee Shubert are bidding for the
production with a view toward
bringing it>4o'<Bn>adwiay.

on an amateur basis. Assuming that
the production was unauthorized, he
so notified Eagles Mere. '

; .

Then it developed that Eagles
Mere was authorized to do ah
amateur production of the play.
Through some oversight in London,
Curtis said, the English Theatre
Guild, amateur publisher of the
play, had given permission through
th« Dramatists' Play Service in New

New Coast Legit Group
.

- Hollywood, July 15.

New legit producing company
tabbed Carlton Holmes, Inc.. bows

here in September. First production

Will- be "Free for AH," satire on

communism bv Ralph Rose, Jr.

Incorporating tlie new outfit are

Carlton Holmes, Arnold Staunton

and Van Marke. :
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jlftorney John Whjrton Explains

Intricacies (rf Labor Act in Legit

•
, (T^« author oi the ioXloxeing or-

title i« o well-known attorney spe-

cioHzinff in theatrical law. He is

counsel member of the Play-

WtigM* Co.)

By JOHN F. WHAETON
The Taft-Hartley Act could, it is

Irue, completely disrupt the present

^orkidS conditions of the theatre.

On the other hand, it may prodiice

comparatively little effect. It might,

even bring about just a few ,salutary

Changes for all concerned. The end

result will, as always, depend upon

the attitude taken by the men and

women who earn their living in the

(iieatre.

The observations which follow are

not intended to be a detailed analy-

sis of the Act, nor to argue the case

for either the employers or the em-

ployees. This article is merely an

attempt to set out dispassionately a

few of the broader issues raised. To

do this, some sli^t sketch of pres-

ent conditions is necessary^

, Employers in the theatre are

primarily the producers and the the-

atre owners. They have—particu-
larly the producers—less economic

power in dealing with employees

than almost any other employer
group. There are a number of rea-

sons for this.

Producers only operate sporadi-

cally; even a "virell-established pro^

ducer. may: have no employee other

than a secretary for a year or more,

(A check made in 1941 showed that

only the Theatre Guild and Dwight
Deere Wiman had produced even as

much as one play a year for the

past 10 years). There is, therefore,

no continuity ,of the employment re-

lation; no employee feels that his

livelihood depends on any one em-
ployer. Moreover, anyone can be-

come a producer if he can find a

play and the money to produce it.

As there is a shortage of plays in

comparison with the number of peo-

ple who can raise money, it is a 99

to 1 probability that any good play

will reipeive production, Hence, the

refusal' of any individual producer

to meet a union demand is in no

wise a threat of less work for the

luiion members-^for the union can

feel 99 to 1 certain that some other

producer will put it on.

If the producers and theatre own-
«rB were so organized that they
could threaten to stop all produc-

tion, the situation would be differ-

ent However, such an organization,

fa, for practical purposes, impossible

vaiet existing anti-trust laws.

Makes Own Rules

'. The result is that the unions make
then; own rules and act, frequently

In star chamber proceedings, as

judge, jury, and executioner in in-

terpreting and enforcing the rules.

It is true that the union representa-

tives.meet with committees from the

League of New York Theatres. But
the League cannot control its mem-
bers and could not conceivably
threaten an industry lockout. So the

work of the' committees is really to

plead with the unions not to make
the rules too harsh.
The Taft-Hartley Act will alter

this situatioh to some extent. Un-
less, however, disputes become emo-
tional rather than practical (which
may happen), the alteration will

probably be much less than either

employers or employees expect. Let
us consider some of the main pro-
Visions of the Act.
On the ilrst reading.- it would ap-

pear that the abolition of the closed
*bop, the provisions making "feather-
bedding" (requiring employment of

men whom the employer asserts are
Uhnecessary) an. illegal labor prac-
tice, and the prohibition against
iurisdictional strikes and strikes in-

stigated because an employer deals
with a non-union supplier or non-
toion employees, are the three items
«)f^maior importance,

these provisions, it is

theoretically possible for a producer
to hire a non-Equity cast and non-
union stagehands; acquire his sets
and costumes from either union or
non-union soiurces; and put on a

> production where the actors, for ex-
ample, also handled the props. I
say "theoretically," because I think
It unlikely any producer would at-

.
Ifftjpt Such a course unless condi-
tions become even more desperate
than they are today. I believe most
producers would prefer union shop
agreements (which permit the em-
ployer to hire non-union employees,
UUt only if they will agree to jbin

Si""***" after a specified period)
most of the unions, provided

wtwfactory terms could be worked

out. This, however, may not be so
simple.

To begin with, a union shop clause
is only permitted if the employees
vote in a certified election, to in-

clude such a clause in a collective

bargaining agreement with the em-
ployer. A producer entering or re-

entering the field has no employees
until he. begins..production. Assum-
ing that he is willing to interrupt re-

hearsals to negotiate collective bar-
gaining agreements with all the un-
ions involved; he might well find

that before all the formalities of cer-

tified elections were over, the play
had opened and closed and he had no
more employees.

The Agreement

Probably, however, some way can
be found , to enable a; producer to

make a year's agreement with a
union, if he wishes to do so. As-
suming it can be found, the prob-
lems would revolve around the
preparation of the agreement.
An employer-employee agreement,

under tlie Act, can be a highly ex-
plosive document, for if its provi-

sions are violated either the em-
ployer or the union can be sued. It

would : seem, therefore, that the

preparation of such agreements in

the theatre, where so many issues

are in dispute, will not be a routine
matter but will require long nego-
tiations, in the course of which the
validity and workability of each
clause will have to be carefully con-
sidered. It: may turni out that some
producers will refuse to go through
with these negotiations when not re-

quired to do so. Let us look briefly

at some different types of unions.
Actors Equity Assn. has always

operated under the union shop agree-
ment principle; it will admit any
actor hired by any producer upon
payment of dues. It seems likely

that because of this, and because
most producers will want Equtty
actors and actresses, a collective

bargaining agreement will be
worked out. Some clauses in the

present Equity contract will have to

be revised and some, perhaps, elim-
inated; but on the whole no devastat-
ing change in the actor's position

seems inevitable. Indeed, it seems
to me quite possible that if Equity
revises its standard contracts in a

reasonable manner, most producers
will not ' even bother to seek col-

lective bargaining agreements, but
will operate much as they have in

the past. -I,'.".:'

The press agents and managers
present quite a different situation.

Their union restricts its member-
ship, and recently installed an ap-
prentice system (which, I am told,

has never been worliable except
under the now illegal closed shop).

It seems quite conceivable that a

producer beginning a new operation
might prefer to hire a non-union
press agent and, if he does so, I see

no way in which the union could

prevent or modify such action. The
union could not serve a demand for

collective bargaining because it

would not be the authorized repre-

sentative of the non-union employee.
The same situation would seem to

be more or less applicable to the de-
signers' union. Both unions seem
peculiarly vulnerable under the
abolition of the closed shop, and if

they try to escape through the route

of the union shop, they will have
to abolish their restrictions on mem-
bership and the apprentice system.

I would guess (and I should lilie to

emphasize that these guesses are Just

guesses and nothing more) that

most producers would be glad to

make: union shop agreements with
both the stage hands and musicians
unions. Both of these unions are

now closed shop unions. It is asserted

by some that the former ha.s re-

stricted its membership beyond all

reason; that even GI's cannot obtain

admission. Personally, 1 am igno-

rant of the exact restrictions imposed
by either union. I do know, how-
ever, that both have rigid classifica-

tions of work and have imposed
rules requiring producers to pay tot

services which the producer asserts

he does not need.

The major points here would,

therefore, seem to be (a) how much
pressure Will actually be brought otl

the stagehands union to open its

doors to new members, and (b)

the difficulties which will arise un-

der certain sections of the Act. These

are the sections which deal with a

union's power to limit the type of

work done by its members and itij

right to require pay for so-called

"standby services." Whether pro-

(Continued on page 44>

V for Vickie
Some strawhatters lure favo-

rite players to the sticks with
most attractive offers, but one
unusual bid, accepted, was ten-
dered Vicki Gummings.

She's been given a cottage,

car with driver, butler and maid,
gratis meals and $500 salary by
the stock company at Bridgeton,

Me* . V „

Mot Dues Hike

For Dramatists
A constitutional amendment to the

Authors League of America, to raise
the dues and assessments of the
Dramatists Guild membership, will
be voted upon July 31. The Guild
has increa.sed its staff, and proposed
increases are stated to be necessary
to finance upped operational costs;

Effective as of April .1,': 1947, dues
will be $20 annually for regular
members and $16 for associate mem-
bers, doubling the Guild's income
from those sources. Assessments
will likewise be doubled, effective

as of July 1. For dramatic shows
grossing up to $9,000 authors would
be required to pay $10 weekly in-

stead of the present $5; for grosses
between $9,000 and up to $15,000 the
weekly assessment goes from $10 to

$20, and for shows getting more than
$15,000 dramatists are to pay $30
instead of $15. For musicals the
present assessment of, $1 will be
tilted to $a for each 1% of royalty up
to a gross of $18,000. For the latter

level, up to $25,000 in gross the fee

will be $4 on each 1% of royalty,

with $6 applying over $25,000 in

gross.

Assessments on picture rights

money remains as is. Guild has re-

placed office equipmeut and has
started to microfilm old records to

save space and insu're permanency. :

Actor-Mgr. Pact L\pires Lakr Day,

But No Move Yet for New Accord

London 'Okla. V Replacing

U. S. Chorus in Shifts
London, July 15.

Chorus of "Oklahoma," the Amer-
ican musical jhit at the Drury Lane
theatre, which nurpbers around 40,

is gradually being' replaced by local

boys and girls. Changes are at rate

Of six each fortnight, with six re-

placements already taken place.

Americans are leaving for U. S. this

week. It's expected , that about 24

will be replaced altogether, as the

rest are understudies to some Of the

leading players. :
,

Meanwhile, .customers booking

seats in advance are always asking

if the show still has an all-American

.cast.' :': .,

TALLULAH'S WES'
.m FOR THE ROAD

"Private Lives,'' the Noel Coward
play which is being revived with
Tallulah Bankhead, will go to the
road after playing an opening straw-
hat date. It opened at the Westport,
Conn., Playhouse Monday (14), then
jumps to Chicago.

First daily ad there resulted in a

fiock of mail orders, and John C.

Wilson, who will present "Lives,"

will malce no further bookings until

he's able to approximate the length
of stay in the Loop. When the Cow-
ard show was played at Stamford,
Conn., last summer: it grossed

$11,000, which is exceptional for

summer stock. Westport date is re-

ported sold out in advance.
"Joan of Lorraine," with Sylvia

Sydney, which opened at the Wind-
sor, Bronx, Tue.'Mlay (15), is booked
for Atlantic City and, probably,

Detroit after N. Y. neighborhood
appearances.. Play is a possibility on
Broadway again next season, with
Miss Sidney , or another name ac-

tress.

Atlanta Operetta

In Coin Difficulty

Atlanta, July 15.

Among the outdoor operetta out-

fits operating this summer, that at

North Fulton Park, near this city,

is the only one reported in finan-

cial difficulties. Promoters, who are

understood to be Pittsburghers prin-

cipally, have put $75,000 into the

venture. Recent efforts to obtain

local support, have not been fruitful.

Performances were staged in the

Chastain Memorial Amphitheatre at

Fulton Park, about eight and a half

miles from the center of Atlanta. In

addition, bad-weather breaks were
accompanied by alleged bouncing
checks. It's claimed a chorus of 40

and ballet of 22 did not receive sal-

ary for a couple of weeks but the
enthusiastic youngsters continued
anyhow. Ensemble was locally en-
gaged. There was no salary guar-
antee bond deposited with Chorus
Equity,' :..,

•

First three attractions of the sea-

son, which .started June 16. were
"Naughty Marietta," "The Vagabond
King" and "Bitter Sweet." They
averaged around $14,000 each, which
was approximately 50% of the op-
erslting nut. . Indicated that most of

the receipts came from several
hundred thousand two-for-ones. Re-
cently musicians refused to enter

the pit unless paid and $1,800 was
hastily obtained from the boxofflce.

Eaves Costume Co. demanded $3,250 I
mands

'Call Me Mister' to

Shift B'way Theatres
'Call Me Mister," GI revue that

has been playing on Broadway for

well over a year, will move from
the National to the much larger

Majestic next Monday (21). The
scale will be lowered from $6 top to

$4.80 at that time. Latter top ap-.;

plied when the click musical first

opened but there was managerial ob-
jection from the show end' "when
"Mister" could not be given a larger-

capacity theatre, boosting the scale

being the alternative. Business

tapered during the late spring, then

was materially affected when the

July slump started.

"Mister" has tallied a profit of

$240,000, of which $125,000 has been

disbursed to the show's backers,

there being .$9,0,000 in a sinking fund.

Most recent diyvy was $25,000. "Mis-
ter" averaged better than $32,000

weekly' for approximately a year de-

spite changes in the leads.

Tandy Signed to Star

In Tenn. Williams Play
Hollywood, July 15.

Jessica Tandy is set to star in Ten-
nessee Williams' "A Streetcar Named
Desire," which Irene Selznick will

produce on Broadway in fall, Elia

Kazan will direct.

Rehearsals start early in Septem-
ber after Kazan completes his direc-

torial stint on "Gentlemen's Agree-
ment" at 20th-Fox.

for rental before costumes for "Ros-
alie," the fourth attraction, were re-

leased.

John H. Downes and attorney Pat-
rick McGrath, both of Pittsburgh,
are said to have invested $51,000 in

the operetta season, the first of its

kind laere, the corporate name of the
venture being The Greater Atlanta
Moonlight Opera Co. Harold C, Ja-
coby, who was managing director,

was taken ill with a heart .attack

while in New York on business for
the venture, Fred Schader, in charge
of publicity, withdrew" from the job
when salary was not paid, but two
weeks' pay was on deposit with the
agents and managers union, George
Ashby, who was in charge of the
ticket sales, also returned to New
York,

"f No move has yet: been made by

either the managers or the actors

towards- negotiating an extension of

tlieir basic agreement, although the
'

current pact expires Labor Day.

Indication.^ are that the Taft-Hart-

ley Act, designed to curb labor

unions, has caused Equity to pause .

before making possible demands on '

the managerial League of New York
Theatres,

Equity still hasn't received a legal

opinion as to what extent it comes
within the labor-curb law. With its

attorney on vacation such advice
will not be secured until next month,
and the same applies to an opinion
on Equity's damage-action risks if

it forces the Negro segregation issue

in Washington, Segregation seems
to be a roadblock for the agreement
but the Taft-Hartley law may pro-
vide a reason for Equity to postpone
action on the issue, a move that
would gratify the opposed managers.

Equity leaders state that, on segre- ;

gation, they have the support of a
large majority of actors, as indicated
at two membership meetings,. But
there has been no public reason ad-
vanced why the managers should be
asked to commit themselves a whole
season in advance, nor why Equity
should take an or-else stand. Be-

,

fusal by the League to agree to that:

edict may see the season of 1947-48
;

enter without a basic agreement.
Whether that would retard produc-
tion, now fraught with a numiber of

handicaps including expected union
demands, is a guess. Since the re-
cent labor legislation the attitude of
insistence appears to have eased,
and if Equity's legal department
•feels there is danger of damage
suits, segregation would be deferred
for a time, at least, it's indicated.

Equity has not hinted whether it:

will seek an increase in minimum;
salary, especially in face of uncer-
tainty that looms prior to the new
season's start. There is plenty of
talk on the matter, however, among,
actors. Some say that actors should
follow the lead of unions for manual
laborers, who, under the contention
that their work is seasonal, have
boosted wages to the highest levels.
The theatre is even more seasonal,
they argue, and they should be guar-
anteed a certain number of weeks
each year. If Equity asks a higher
minimum it will at least equal that
of the chorus branch, which wants
$75 on Broadway and $85 on tour
but has not actually made such de-

Equity's minimum is $60

Beck Theatre, N.Y., Gets

$10 Fine in Cooler Test
The Martin Beck theatre, N. Y.,

was fined $10 last week in- a test

case of a complaint by the N. Y.
Fire Department that several legit

theatres are using freon gas air-

conditioni.ng systems, without being
licensed t'o operate refrigeration

plants. Beck case was heard in city

court Friday (11),

Fact that no license was applied
for was conceded. House fined $10,

court' being satisfied that the air-

cooling plant was properly operated
and,: apparently, fire officials con-
curred.

Beck was the first legiter . to use

the moiit modern of air-cooling sys

tems, it has been in use for years.

Original report that fire officials

sought to have engineers on duty 24

hours daily was evidently incorrect.

It was explained to the court that a

watchman is On duty day and night,

and a licensed engineer is in charge
Of the cooling system when it's op-

erated, six nights weekly and two
matinees.

weekly.

' Scenic artists are reputedly map-
ping demands for doubling the fees
for designs, mentioning $1,000 for
the first set and $500 for each there-
after, plus royalties if productions
are duplicated or revised. - No de-
mands by the union have been made
to the League to date.

DE SET FOR MEX

PRODUCTION OF
Mexican production: of Jean Coc-

teau's "The Eagle Has Two Heads/'
to .star Dolores del Rio, has been
arranged by L. Arnold Weiss-
berger, theatrical attorney who re-
turned from Europe yesterday
(Tues.), During a nine-day stay in
Paris he also negotiated for rights
to a play by Picasso, the painter.

Junket of several weeks to Europe
was primarily to arrange for London
and Paris productions of "Th^ Me-
dium" and "The Telephone," Welss-
berger said. Stephen Mitchell will
produce in London.

Carmel's Terp Season
San Francisco, July 15.

Inesita, flamenco dancer who
scored in concerts at the Opera
House and Geary theatre here last
season, returns from a South
American tour to head the cast of
"A Night in Spain/' summer festi-

val of authentic Spanish dances,
.songs and music, to be presented at

tlie freon tfa<i annaratus said to be
Auditorium, Carmel, Aug.

H'® "^°"..f*l^?P^' -1^1-22-23 by Margaret Poole and
William Walker, Peninsula managers
who plan to make this an annual
event rivaling .the longhair Bach
festival.

Poole and Walker, who have a
swank clientele, are a].so launching
concert series during the 1947-48

season in Carmel, Santa Gruz and
San Jose. They will offer name
dancers and ballets exclusively.
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Broadway St31 Droopy; Viators

Eagerly Awaited; 'Annie' Retains

Lead at $45,000/Rainbow' $42,1

There was little change last week-*-

on Broadway in the slumping grosses

Of the Fourth of July week; Most
Broadway shows picked up a few
hundred dollars, and several went
Tip $1,000 or more, but the low-water
•marks were not materially changed.

Managers of attractions operating

in the red are hopeful, of improve-
ment with the advent of August but

: imay not survive until then. Influx

of buyers is soon due, but half a
dozen shows are on the verge of

shuttering.
Estimates tor Last Week

Kej/s: C (Comedi/), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"All My Sons," Coronet (24th

•week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Very little

difference m attendance, and the
gross approximated profitable $14,-

000.
. "Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(61st -week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Still

Broadway's leader and will hold
that position indefinitely; nearly
$45,000.

'•Born Yesterday," Lyceum (76th
•week) (C-993; $4.80). Had actually
dipped under $17,000, and about the
same pace applied last week, should
pick up; still making plenty.

"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (18th week)
(M-626; $4:80). Just a few empties
late last week, musical still is virtu-

tl
capacity, with gross close to $42,-

00.

"Call Mc Mister," National (65th
week) (R-1,104; $6). Got around
$18,000 again, or slightly less; moves
to the Majestic next week, when the
scale will be lowered.

'iFinian's Kainbow,". 46th St. (27th
week) (C-920; $6). No doubt about
this standout selling out despite
general slump; $42,000 again, which
ftieans standees throughout the week.
"Happy Bktliday," BroadhUrst

(37th week) (CD-U60; $4.80). No
change in attendance here, and the
.gross was around $16,000; expensive
straight show; indteated loss at this
figure.

"Harvey," 48th St. (141st week)
(C-920; $4.20). Slight gaiii, with
profitable gross of around $14,500;

• James Stewart took over lead from
Frank Fay Monday (14), and box-

. office is booming.
"Icetime of 1948," Center (7th

week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Skating revue
is doing plenty well with patronage
coming from Radio City crowds;
usual nine times last week; around
$40,000.

"Jolifi lioves Mary," Music Box"
(23d week) (C-979; $4.80). Picked
Up more than some others after a
^harp drop; nearly $13,000 quoted.

- "Laura," Cort (2d week) (D-1,064;
$4.80). Among doubtful shows; at-
tendance second week not any better;
around $S;Q0O.

Oklahoma!," St. James (222d
week) (M-I,305; $4.80). Longest-run
«how on Broadway sold out Thurs-
day matinee; picked up to around
$23,000.

"State of the Union," Hudson (87th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Another

; stayer that fared better than most
others but way under normal; ap-
proached $12;000.
"The Medium," and "The . Tele-

phone," Barrymoi;e (11th week)
(M-1,064; $4.20). Some improvement
to around $13,000 claimed; operatic
novelty makes money at that level.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

(170th week) {C-939; $8.60). Again
aroimd $7,000; may make a little

profit at that low mark' very modest
salaries in three-person show now.

"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(llth week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Pub-
licity should have had better results
but grosses about the lowest on list;

$4,000 for two-for-oner.
REVIVALS

"Burlesque," Belasco (29th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). Likely to slide out
any week after dropping under
$9,500 but has chance to get visitor

;
• trade If sticking.

"Sweethearts," Shubert (25th week)
(M-1,382; $4.80). Didn't recover from
the dive of the. Fourth of July week;

: last week around $18,000.
NEIGHBORHOOD

"Anna Lucasta," Flatbush, Brook-
lyn; repeating.
"Joan of Lorraine," Windsor,

Br6nx.
STOCK

i "Bip Vaii . Winkle/' City Center
(2,962; $2.40).

Tlederinaus' $3,300

In St. Louis Opeifing
St. Louis, July 15.

Johann Strauss' comic operetta,
"Die Fledermaus" ("The.Bat '), Jjrst
presented in the Municipal Theatre
Assn.'s al fresco playhouse in Forest
Park in 1923, is back for another
week's stand, toeing off last night

. (14) before a sweltering ipob of 9,-

500 that l^rought in an estimated $3,-

300 gross.
Seven-night stand of tjbie Fritz

Kreisler-Victor Jacobi musical corjii-

«dy, "Apple Blossoms," wound up its

engagement Sunday (13). Gross was
approximately $44,000.

*Okla.!' About 2V/2G,

PhillyWindupThis Wk.
Philadelphia, July 15.

After blowing hot and cold a num-
ber of times,. "Oklahoma'." finally
turned on the chilly side and it was
decided by the management to
shorten what had been intended to
be an ei^ht or nine-week engage"
ment to six. .

The big musical will wind up its

return visit at the Forrest this Satur^
day instead of continuing on to Aug.
9. .Last week's biz around $21,500
and judging by the b.o. rush so far
this weekj the ads announcing "final

week" will boost, getaway stanza con-
siderably.

lOVr COOS TUNEFUL

20G AS BOSTON SOLO
Boston, July 15.

"Love For Love," coming into the
Colonial due to a booking situation
in Canada^ Isnapped the rialto into
the running for one week only
though the Theatre Guild-American
Theatre Society crowd was out of
town. Snagged a great estimated
$20f000 on eight performances. Show
got censored a little but only enough
to make for additional publicity
following wow reviews. Colonial,
air-cooled, has nothing ahead at the
moment and is dark.
Strawhatters throughout New Eng-'

land not so sanguine as reported
last-Tveek. Many of them are off
after a big opening session that au-
gured more than subsequent events
have Shown. Cape Playhouse alone
appears to be sellout most perform-
ances; others NSH at the moment.
"Heaven Help the Angels" did a
pretty good estimated $8,S00 at New
England Mutual Hall first week and
stays another, now current. "Joan
of Lorraine," Madge Evans up, so-so
estimated $4,000 at Cambridge
strawhat.

» Current Road Shows
(Period covering July 14-26)

"Blackouts of 1941"—EF Capitan,
Hollywood (14-26).
"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

(14-26).
"Call Me Mister" Blackstone,

Chi, (14-26).
"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (14-26).

"Design for Living" — Shubert-
lafayette, Det. (14-19).
"Dream GIrlV—Koyal Alex., To-

ronto (21-26).
"I Remember Mama" ^ Ijobero,

Santa Barbara (25-26),
"Louisiana Purchase" Philhar-

monic, L. A; (14-19),
"Love for Love"—Capitol; Ottawa

(21-22); Savoy, Hamilton (24); Grand,
London (25-26).
"Oklahomar^Forrest, Philly (14-

19); Nat'l, Wash. (21-26).
"Private Lives"—Harris, • Chi. (21-

26).
"The Red Mill" — Opera House,

Chi. (14-26).
"The . Three Musketeers"—Curran,

Frisco (14-19),

Rain Balks 'Rio Rita'

In 22G L'viUe Gross
Louisville, July 13.

"Rio Rita" bill for the second
week at Iroquois Amphitheatre, saw
threatening weather most of the
week, hold down attendance.. Gross
was. estimated $22,000. Leads were
in the hands of Lansing Hatfield and
Helene Arthur. Due to indisposition
of Hatfield at Wednesday's "(9) per-
formance, Donald Biirr, who played
the Davalo^ role, was cast in the
Captain Jim part and played the
male singing lead the balance of the
week.
."Sunny" starts "Tuesday (15) with
Gil Lamb, comedian, and Maureen
Camion.

'Lucasta Nifty 22G
In 10 Days at Seattle

Seattle, July 15.

"Anna Lucasta," in 10 days at the
Metropolitan, seating 1,500, with
$3.75 top, garnered hefty $22,300.

Critics v'ery favorable, which
helped build after somewhat slow
start, with the holiday cutting in.

too.'

Clarence Jacobson, manager of the
company, reports the company goes
direct to N. Y. from Seattle, and
will sail next month for London to
open an .ittdef engagement there.

Play Out of Town

Sninmer and Smoke
Dallas; July 11.

Theatre '47 production of drama bjr Ten-
nessee Williams. Staged by Harga Jones.
Al GuW Oil Playhouse, Djillas.

Labor Aet fn^Legit
I
Continued from page 4S

i

Texans last week got first glimpse
of a new play, "Summer and Smoke,''
by Tennessee Williams, which is exv
pected to find its way to Broadway,
probably this" winter. It has the
potentialities to enjoy a healthy run,
"Summer and Smoke" was given

its world premiere by Theatre '47*

Margo Jones' repertory company in

Dallas' Gulf Oil playhouse. The
first-night audience acclaimed the
play as a hit. The cast is excellent.
A definite departure from the

fragile, poetic .quality of Williams'
"Glass Menagerie," "Summer and
Smoke" is full of highly-charged
plot and, lusty emotion. It's a sensi-
tive insight into human motivations,
and it has'the eloquent dialog which
characterizes Williams' work. He has
expertly captured the languid at-

mosphere of a southern summer and
the folk-flavor of a small southern
town. ,

Four-setter has been directed by
Miss Jones with vitality and keen
perception. It is a play of extremely
difficult technical requirements, espe-
cially for the "theatre-in-the-round"
medium of the Dallas house.
"Summer I and Smoke" is laid in

Glorious Hill, Miss., in the early
years of the 2()th century. Story con-
cerns the unrequited love of Alma
Winemiller, repressed daughter of a
minister, for the neighbor boy, John
Buchanan, Jr., reprobate son of the
village physioian. John, of brilliant
promise, graduates from Johns Hop-
kins- magna cum laude.
Cast is uniformly excellent. Kath-

arine Balfour, as the over-refined
Alma, and Tod Andrews, as John,
carry the-load of the play in their
heavy central roles and enact them
with great sensitivity. Miss Balfour
gives a moving performance of the
self-conscious girl. Andrews brings
power and understanding to the role

of the reprobate John, Investing him
with dash and charm. The quick-
change scenes reduce the rest of the
cast of 16 . to episodic appearances
but telling effect is made with
clearly etched delineations of vil-

lage characters. Partfcularly good
is Marga Ann Deighton's portrayal
of the difficult role of Alma^s addled
and malicious mother. A warm
characterization is Geoffrey Lumb's
portrayal of Dr. Buchanan.
Worthy of special note are Jona-

than Seymour, as a brash traveling
salesman, and Clinton Anderson, a
pompous swain. Raymond Van
Sickle is the resigned and em'
bittered- Rev. Winemiller, and Re
becca Hargis, Martin David, as Alma
and John in childhood, are highly
commendable. Berg.

'Carousel' Still Pacer at $40j

In Heat-Hit Chi, 'Mister' $25,000

'Sari' 14G, Memphis
.Memphis, July IS.

Memphis Open Air 'Theatre did
$14,000 the past week with "Sari,"
slight drop fr6m the $15,500 of the
previous ft'eek, "I'he Ijesert Song,"
which opened the season. Both
figures' are okay* however, and a hit

better than average for initial fort-

night. MOAT'S eight-week season is

budgeted at around $13,500 per week.
"Desert Song" had Charles Years-
ley, Margaret Spencer, A. J, Herb-
ert, Billy Sully and Davis Cunning-
ham. "Sari" was played by Mack
""arrell. Miss Speijcer, Cunningham,

. erbert and Helene Maye. Both
shows rated praise accorded by local
crix on smoothness -of production
and_ quality of performance.
"Robin Hood" is current, opening
onday night (14) with Frances

w'atkins, Kent Williams, John Gum-
ey, Earl Covert, Lulu Bates and
Helene Msiy»,

' Chicago, July 15.
Continuation of summer heat is

having its affect on the boxolfices
here with practically no indications
of a letup, in sight. Influx of conven-
tioneers, usually dependable for bol-
stering take, gave no spurt to busi-
ness although it helped sustain the
houses. "Carousel," hit with the
others, still rides the box office crest
wave here, with $40,500 for last week.

Tickets for "Private Lives" (Tal-
lulah Bankhead), skedded for open-
ing at the Harris July 22, went on
sale to the public Monday.

Estimates for Last- Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (20th

week) (1,334; $3.60). Affected with
all others but still good at $14,000.
"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (9th

week) (1,358; $4.80). Sunday per-
formance helps Ibis oiie; $25,000.
"Carousel," Shubert (7th week)

(2,100; $4.80). Not much off; .still top
grosser with $35,000.

"Tlie Bed Mill," Civic Opera
House (7th week) (3,800; $3.60).
Around $23,000; leaving for Detroit.

ducers and theatre owners can
reach agreement on the exact duties

performable by a carpenter, -prop-
erty man, electrician, operator and
general stagehand, and on just how
many stagehands and musicians are
necessary for any particular produc-
tion, does seem highly doubtful. The
problems here might well get so far

out of hand as to precipitate, indi'-

rectly, a strike which would par-
alyze the whole industry. ,

A 1st Skirmish

The first skirmish over the Act
may, however, come from, an iso-

lated transaction such as the dis-

covery, ill the middle of . rehearsals,

that a producer has purchased part
of his scenery, properties and cos-

tumes from a non-union supplier,

or that he is replacing discharged
union employees With non-union
employees. Every union will then
have to consider what position it

will take in the face of Section 8.

This section in effect makes it an
illegal labor practice for a labor
organization to strike, or refuse to

perform services, where the object

is to force an employer to cease

dealing with certain other -persons

(in this case, the non-union supplier,

or non-union employees). 1 assume
that the unions will obey the law,

but such a transaction might well

be the spark that touched ptt an ex-
plosive strike for, let us .say, higher
wages and shorter hours.

In the preceding paragraph I^de-

liberately used the phrase "dis-

covery in the middle of rehears-

als." This is because I am trying

to give practical examples: I be-
lieve that if a producer befran pro-
duction by hiring a few non-Equity
actors and non-imion stagehands, he
would find that, somehow or other.

Equity actors found the parts of-

fered them unsuitable and union
stagehands were all busy on other
jobs. Even the Taft-Hartley Act
cannot make a man Or woman accept
a job.

This does not mean, however, that

the unions can brazenly disregard
the ' Act. The producers, and theatre
owners ca-n force certain Issues, and
one misstep by a imion could cause
it plenty of embarrassment and
financial loss. Whether or not those
issues are forced may depend more
on ,the initial attitude of the unions
than that of the employers.
This article, as. stated above, can-

not attenipt to • cover all problems
or even highlight the basic prob-
lems of all the unions. A few words
should be said, however, about the
position of the Dramatists Guild.

I am told that in defending the
pending suit against the Guild for

damages under the anti-trust laws,

it has set up, as one defense, that it

is a union. So long as the Guild
asserts this position I do not see
how it can sign the present mini-
mum basic agreement, which is an
out-and-out closed-shop agreement,
with a new producer unless both are
openly willing to commit an illegal

labor practice. (Existing contracts
are valid under the Act unless and
until notice of termination is s'erved

by either side. ) If this is true, then,
since the play is the starting point of
all new operations, it would seem of

vital importance that this situation

be clarified immediately.

To sum up, there is plenty of
ground for cooperation and negotia-
tion if the parties want to cooperate.
There is also plenty of opportunity
for a fight to the finish if the parties
want to fight. If the latter course is

to be avoided, everyone should be-
gin now to give thought to his future
position. Moreover, so long as com-
plete uncertainty exists, it will be-
come increasingly difficult to raise
cajiital for theatrical ventures.

It is now nearly a quarter of a
century that I have been giving a
large part of my professional life

to the theatre. During that period I

have from time to time suggested
that the future of the theatre might
best be served through the estab-
lishment of ai system obtaining in
some other industries where dis-
putes are settled; not by jfidt of the
party holding thle power at the
moment, but by the democratic
method of arbitration. The research
I have done leads me to believe that
such a system could be set up, with-
out fear of legal complications, if

all cooperated. The suggestion has
never met with much enthusiasm,
The unions, quite naturally, have
been loathe to give up their existing
power, and, without full coopera-
tion, few producers have been will-
ing to spend the time, money and
energy necessary to explore such a
plan. I hesitate, therefore, to re-
new the suggestion at this time, But

as both employers and employees
begin to count up the cost, in time
energy and legal fees, of testing out
the meaning and construction of in.
numerable points of doubtful law it
might be worthwhile to remember
that there is at least a-possible other
way out.

HARVEY
(48th St., N. Y.)
(FOLLOW-UP)

It certainly was sultry Monday
(14) but Broadway first-nighters
turned out en masse to see James
Stewart take over the lead originated
by Frank Fay in the classic "Har-
vey," well on its way to complete a
third year at the 48th Street. Nearly
every critic sat in, too, interrupiing
their summer siestas to assess the
Hollywood star's interpretatioii of
Mary Chase's creation, that of one
Elwood P. Dowd, a mild fellow who
likes his liquor and travels around
with an invisible rabbit named Har-
vey.'

The charm of Stewart imbues his
acting.

.
.He may be somewhat gawky

in gesturing, for he's six foot three,
but Stewart has plenty on the ball,
and the seven weeks he will be in
the show, while Fay is having a
change of pace, should be highly
profitable for Brook Pemberton'a
outstander.

As for Stewart, whose previous
Broadway appearances were in mi-
nor parts, reappearance as a star is

a triumph for him. The rabbit is now
described as being six feet five and a
half Inches high, four inches more
than Fay's pal. When Elwood tells

Harvey to watch his head going
through doorways, that's the only
line changed in the script.'

Stewart was letter perfect in his
first performance. The part, of course,
is generally considered actor-proof.
While Fay may be the number one
Elwood, there is bound to be a dif-

ference of opinion among audiences
as to who is best in the role—Fay,
Joe E. Brown, Bert Wheeler or Stew-
art. [Stewart's legit stint, of course,
is figured to be a preview for his
film casting as Elwood when Uni-
versal 'films it. U-I paid $1,000,000
for the screen rights in 10 $100,000
payments.]

;

During the second act Josephine
Hull, back from vacation, scores on
the laugh register as Elwood's sister
Veta, but It is In that section of the
play that Stewart wins the house.
His scene with Dr. Chumley^ the psy-
chiatrist, who thinks he sees the big
rabbit, too, after a session in a bar
and grill, is highly amusing.

Several others of the original'cast
are still scoring. Fred Irving Lewis,
as the doctor, is excellent; also Jane
Van Duser, as Veta's flighty daugh-
ter. Mary Cooper is a recent re-
placement as the nurse, as is William
Sharon as the scrappy orderly.

Ibee.

BALL THE DREAM GIRL

FOR DETROIT AT 24G
Detroit, July 15.

Detroit's third legitimate house.
Music Ball, teed off (9). with
"Dream Girl," starring Lucille BaU.
For the^first nine performances at
a $3 top the 1,800-seat house did es-
timated $24,000.

Teeth' Bites Lush 23|G

In Los Angeles Stand
Los Angeles, July 15.

First real flood of summer visitors

blew into town last week and
promptly sent advance sale for Ken
Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" zoom-
ing. House is well sold out long in

advance, and indications are that the
usual $17,000 figure, racked up again
this week tor the 263rd frame, will

continue for some time.

Coronet, 255-seater, went dark
Sunday night (14), after five full

weeks of "The Skin of Our Teeth.
Final take, including special matinee
and evening performances Sunday,
reached $6,200 for the tiny house.
SRO business during entire stand
brought in a lush $23,500.

Greek theatre, which opened its

season last week with "Rose MariOt
registered $36,400 for the opening
frame, Second attraction is "Blos-

som Time,'' coming in next Monday:
(21).

Downtown legit, dark last week,
saw activity resumed last night

(14) when the Civic Light Oaera
Co. brought in "Louisiana Pur-
chase'' as the final offering of the

current season. Victor Moore-Wil-
liam Gaxtoh-Vera Zorina-Irene Bor-
doni starrer got off to hefty advance
and sweet notices. , .

Tonight (15) El Patio relights,

after several weeks of blankness, iqf

the first frame of a five-week visu

by the American Savoy Comic
Opera Co.
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'lA'l Abner' Disgruntled

Dissatisfied with United Feature

Syndicate's methods in peddling his

"Li'l Abner" strip, cartoonist Al

Capp brought suit in N. Y. federal

• court last week seeking to terminate

an agreement whereby the syndicate

has complete worldwide tights to

hig creation.- In six causes of action

he asks a total of $14,000,000 dam"-

flges Named as co-defendant was

the United Press, parent firm of

UFS.
In a contract inked in 1934 and

amended nine times, Capp claims he

agreed to furnish daily and Sunday

ttrips to the syndicate which re-

ceived the ri^ht to copyright his

•works in its own name as well as

acquiring book, radio, television and

novelty rights. Under the amended
pact, the agreement runs to Sept. 15,

1954! whtle Capp is due to receive,

according to the complaint, 65% ol

gross cash proceeds from Jan. 1,

1945 to Sept. 15, 1949, and 70% gross

-tash proceeds, thereafter.

However, the creator of such bu-

colic characters as "Daisy Mae,"

"Mammy and Pappy Yokum" and

the "Scragg Family" charges that be-

ginning in 1934 the syndicate "has

continually breached" its agreement

with him by failing to use its best

efforts to sell his works. Complaint

also alleges that the syndicate has

cooperated with United Press in

gelling "Li'l Abner" to various news-
papers on condition that they pur-

chase UP's wire service with the re-

sult that the latter has retained

payments which were actually pro-

¥eedff from "Li'l Abner."
t Benefits of a free and competitive

matket in selling "Li'l Abner" have

been depi^ived him, alleges Capp,

.wh« charges that beginning some

Ume prior to 1934 and continuously

to the time of filing the complaint,

the syndicate.has been in restraint

of interstate commerce by entering

into certain agreements with pror

ducera of other strips as well as

with authors and various column-

.IstS. This, he claims, is a violation

of the anti-trust laws and has dam-

aged him in the sum of $1,000,000.

Capp's attorneys are Poletti, Dia-

• mond, Rabin, Freidin & Miackay*

time ago to considerable success.

Fawcett's Today's Woman is a

changeover from one of its confes-

sions, and it has been prospering.

True Story mag, first of the con-

fessions, grew out of confessional

letters published in an early Mac-
fadden publication. Success of the

periodical prompted others, Fawcett
getting off True Confessions, Delar

corle his I Confess, and HiUman
such items as Real Romances and
Real Story.

rConfess got Delacorte into the

publishing bigtime, though he has

since dropped the mag. He still has

Modern Romances in the confession

field, but the bulk of the Delacorte

mags are on other subjects.

General Patt,on-s Own Story

Gen. George S. Patten's personal

war story, "War As I Knew It," will

be published in late, fall by Houghr
ton Mifflin Co., following a deal

with Mrs. Patton for the rights to

the 70,000 word script. Book will

have an introduction by Douglas
Southall Freeman.
Written primarily by the late

general for -his friends and family,

the book records much of the Third,

Army's campaigns of the war as

well as summarizing Patton's own
rules snd standards fQf conduct in

and out of cdmbat. Tome was com-
pleted shortly before his death and
royalties will be distributed to

members of his immediate family.

list wiU absorb the loss on that first

novel,.

Smaller publishers won't, or can't

afford, to work that way. Both edi-

tor and sales manager have to see
the likelihood of a 15,000 sale. As
tor the former practice of an occa-
sional prestige novel, a sure money
loser but one that would lend tone
to a list, that's out. Prestige is too
expensive nowadays.

It's claimed at Prentice-Hall that
it is to the author's best interests

that the firm is so choosey. Getting
a book published, as such, does little

more than satisfy the author's van-
ity. To get the volume to sell well
requires an extensive promotion and
sales campaign. ' A minimum sale of

15,000 copies will get that money
back.. .

. .

What this type ot a campaign will

do for a book is instanced by Pren-
tice-Hail in the case of "Miracle of
the Bells." The Russell Janney
novel has sold over 300,000. copies to

date, claimed exceptional in view of
ihk fact that it's not a book -club

selection.

Wcincter Not Exclusive

.. Question as to who has the ex-
'

- elusive right to use the name Web-
ster in the title of English diction-

ariesi which resulted in countless

court bailies the past half-century,

has been finally settled by a recent
' recommended decision . to the Fed-

eral Trade Commission by trial

examiner Andrew B. Duvall. His
, report contends that "Noah Webster
dictionaries and the trade name
'Webster's Dictionary' are in the

public, domain."
Chief claimant to the "execlusive

right" to the name Webster has

been publishers G. & C. Merriam.
Duvall points out in his decision

that this company and its predeces-
sors have been unsuccessful for

years in attempting to establish

their "exclusive" right to the word
1. . "Webster" through court action. He

added that four "Webster's Diction-

aries" were published prior to 1828,

' but ''there is no proof" that any of

them' assigned their rights to G. &
0/ Merriam.
Summoned to testify at interval.^

during the three years of hearings
vhich started following a proceed-
ing brought against the World
Publishing Co. of Cleveland by the
Federal Trade Commission, many
Clflcials in the book trade testified

that "Webster's" meant any diction-
ary and not a specific tome. In light

:
of the decision it appears that an
avenue has been opened for any
publisher to use the name "Webster"
In conjunction with printing a dic-

.
tionary without fear of: legal enr
tanglements.

Sun Loses Award Suit

W. A. S. Douglas, former feature
columnist of . Chicago Sun, was
awarded $S,340 by arbitrator George
W. .Lawrence last week under Illi-

nois workman's compensation laws
in his suit against publishers of Sun,
Field Errterprises, Inc., for broken
vertebra and injured jaw suffered

while he was war correspondent for

paper in France. W. K Kaiser,

chairman of Illinois -industrial com

-

misn.on, naadC' announcement point-

ing out that this was first such
award ever made here to a war
correspondent.
Testimony during hearing brought

out that Douglas' working hours
were reduced 50% as resulfor in-

juries. After being hurt, lie returned
to Chicago, December, 1944, and was
carried on payroll till November,
1946 when he was' discharged with
number of other employees. Insur-

ance company held that Douglas
had not filed claim' within year
specified by law but arbitrator ruled

this defense out.

More Sports Books

Corinne Griffith, ex^fllm star,

whose husband, George : lilarshall,

owns the Wa.shington Redskins, has
done a book on the pro football

team which she titles "My Life With
the Redskins;" Barnes is bringing
it out in September.
Same publishing house, which

specializes in sports boolcsr-has Tom
Meany's book on "Babe Ruth" up-
coming in October (foreward by
Christy Walsh); "Baseball's Hall of

Fame" by Ken Smith, the N. Y.
sportswriter (with foreword by Al-
bert B. Chandler); Bob Feller's

"Strikeout Story;" and Bill Brandt's

"Do,You Know Your Baseball?" also

on the agenda. Brandt 19 a racMo

sports commentator.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
« ^ By Frank Scully

Brooklyn Citixen On Block
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Citizen, vari-

ously reported as for sale, has def-

initely been placed on the block.

One ot that borough's two remain-
ing dailies, it has a price tag of

$500,000.

No interest thus far, the mitigat-

ing factor being the fact that the

paper has to vacate its home shortly.

Ancient building housing the daily

has been, condemned to make way
for Brooklyn's proposed new civic

center, and those to whom the paper
has been offered see the expense of

a new plant elsewhere as too costly

to be warranted.
Citizen's owner is David J.

McLean. Current circulation claimed
at around 30,000, but is believed less.

At one time Brooklyn had four

dailies. Standard-Union was ab-

sorbed by the Brooklyn Times, and
the Times in turn absorbed by the

Ea^le: Last-named paper doing no
more absorbing, though, having
turned down the Citizen.

Holmlng Ficeons

John Cecil Holm, co-author of

"Three Men On A Horse," and
presently represented on Broadway
with the 1946 libretto of the Bobby
Clark hit, "Sweethearts," is having a
novel published/by Rinehart and Co.,

July 31, called "McGarrity and the
Pigeons." Book is a tale of some
pigeons that live in a lamp on the
Sherry-Netherland hotel, and the
friendship they strike up with a

driver of a victoria stationed across

the street at the Plaza. Fantasy has
a good many keys and refs to con-
temporary Broadway people and
current fads.

"McGarrity" is Holm's "second
novel, the first having been "Sunday
Best," a series of recollections of his

Philadelphia boyhood. Holm has a
new play, "Gramercy Ghost," being
tried out at a Germant«v/n, N. Y.,

strawhat during Labor Day week.
He may act in it himself.

Macfadden's Confession Fade
Macfadden, which began an era in.

American mag publishing with the
confession story via its True Story,
JS on the way to write finis to it.

firm has begun a gradual overhaul-
mg of its confession-story publica-
tions reputedly to make them over
into general women's mags.

Rise in intelligence level is re-
ported the reason, femme nrtag read-
ers not going for stark confessions

f"j
nuniber they used to. Mac-

fadden will give the new treatment
W - its True Experiences and True
aomances, gradually pulling out the
«rst-person yarns and substituting,
»n| addition to third-person fiction,
articles and general picture stories.
Action of Macfadden follows that

°\^awcett, its close competitor,
wweh made a similar move some

Book Costs' Spiral

Book production costs have risen

to a point where a well-advertised,

and promoted book has to sell at

least 15,000 copies to turn a profit.

That figure represented an excellent

sale . in the pre-war pieriod, capable
of bringing in a very good return.

Now it's just the turn-of-the-corner

mark, Only at the 15,000-copy sales

point does a book go well into the

black now.
Minimum sales possibility of 15,-

000 copies is the new basis on which
Prentice-Hall, one of the most pro-

motion-minded of the book houses,

will make its manuscript selections

for the new publishing season. Dur-
ing wartime it was I0,"0OO copies, and
before the war it was about hall

that.

Some publishers with much bigger

trade book lists than Prentice-Hall

will chance a novel by a promising

new writer that likely will sell less

than 15,000 copies. Reason is to get

the author under contract for better

things to come, meanwhile giving

him a buildup to that end. At the

same time, a big profitable general

CHATTER
Harris Samonisky, former city

editor, Milmington, Del., Journal,

joined Mark Larkin public relations

office.

Gene Shefrin, radio flack,, has
piece on Guy Lombardo's penchant
for speedboat racing in August
Sportfolio mag.
"Murder in' a Lighter 'Vein," sixth

book written by Milton Raison,
Pine-Thomas scripter, is on the

stands this week.
Edwin Nassour contacting pub-r

lishers for suitable story material

for his $5,000,000 indie production
program for Allied Artists.

Ruth Rosdal, formerly with Caxton
House Publishing Co., joined motion
picture advertising divi,'3ion ot the

American Foreign Language Press,

n.;y^.-'".:'

John E. Miller, formerly ad exec
with Esquire, appointed advertising

manager of Coronet as latter maga-
zine begins its plans to carry adver-

tising in '48.

Harpers has contracted for 47

hitherto unpublished Zane Grey
novels and short .stories in a deal

with Stephen Schlesinger, repre-

senting the Zane Grey heirs.

Two Enterprise properties, Luke
Short's "Ramrod" and Nancy Mit-

ford's "Pursuit of Love" are being
pocket-booked by Popular Library.

First named gets a printing of

350,000 and the second 500,000.

Dick Mealand, former story editor

for Paramount, has inked a deal with

Good Housekeeping for a series of

12 short .stories. His first novel, "Let

Me Do the Talking," is to be pub-

lished in the fall by Doubleday and
he is now working on another.

Murdock Pembertori, legit p.a. and
adapter and brother of produ'cer

Brock Pemberton. had a nostalgic

piece in last week's New Yorker on

his native Emporia (which he re-

visited for first time in 18 years)

Titled "Town Without a Sage,'

piece mainly discussed the late Wil

liam Allen White's influence on Em
poria and the nation.

Aroma, Ind., July 12.

Twice in the picture version of "The Hucksters," which siiows that

Beautee Soap can clean up a book if not a sponsor, Clark Gable throws
money away. This is hard for most people to believe.

.

Gable did it at the beginning of the pic when Aubrey Mather; acting

as a valet, refused a tip as too large. To Mather's chagrin. Gable threw
the five bucks out the window. He did it again at the end, when driving

at dawn around Washington Market with Deborah Kerr. Here he threw
his last piece of change to a huckster like himself—one, however, oper-

ating on the curb level rather than high above Rockefeller Center.

Boswell Okays the Legend

Cruising through the late Jim Tully's works, I find this tossing away
of his last penny was in Gable's character, if a little hard to take in

his character's character.

Years ago in Akron, where he started acting. Gable joined his father

in the oil fields of Oklahoma, and then, left him tor a road company
playing churches, barns and empty corrals. The company got stranded
in Butte, Montana. Gable's assets were 26c.

Soon down to his la.st nickel, he "slept" sitting up in the railroad's

waiting room. He went to the washroom to clean up before buying a cup
of coffee. A colored boy cleaned him up.

Gable gave the gents' room attendant his last nickel. He spent the

rest of the day trying to panhandle from Butte to Portland, where his

family had friends. Finally a drunk asked him if he was hungry. Gable
asked the drunk how he gues.sed. "Oh I dunno," said the lush, "every-
body looks hungry in this damn town," .

Thai's 14V. a Night

The stew said his name was Jack Bates. He blew Gable to ham and
eggs, ordei^ed same for .self, decided he didn't want ham and eggs, there-

by giving Gable his first double-take.

Bates topped this with a $5 bill and told Gable they'd meet in Port-
land. Gable rode the rods, and while looking for Bates landed a profit-

sharing legit role in Portland. For 14 performances his take was $U.

From there to "The Last Mile" in L. A. is a long and wellworn story.

TuUy asked Gable at the top of his success what he would rather do
more than anything else in the world.
"Find Jack Bates," Gable replied.

. No Time for Coincidences

This is the only part of the lovely legend which seems apocryphal to

me. Finding Jack Bates, any Jack Bates, in fact, would be a .pu.5hover for
Metro's lamplighters, all of them possessed of better equipment for hunt-
ing out an honest man than was Diogenes.

Swallowing the story whole, I'm afraid I'd be told' next that when
Gable threw that five bucks out o£ a hotel window in "The Hucksters,"
it fell at the feet of Jack Bates. But I'm prepared to believe the color-
ful episode in the washroom in Butte. People who are broke and don't
want others to know it often put on a show. It seems that something
called their pride is involved.

. Brave New Metro .

Bravest thing attempted by M-G-M's cleanup squad assigned to
laundering '"The Hucksters" was the taking of the weak last half of
Frederic WakemanV book and building it into what they hoped wouM
be a 'Strong opening. But even, changing the wife of an oversefu; eolonet
.into the widow of a dead general couldn't quite clean up the ba$ic bad-

fless"bf the^boofe. •

That a widow, particularly a nice, clean mother of two orphans like
Deborah Kerr, could not bear 48 hours away from Gable, and would
thus have to fly from NY to LA, might be okay from Gable's angle, but
this particular widow must have been separated for much longer periods
as an army wife. Even •women learn restraint with training and this gal
had plentyi, .

Disc Jockeys Blow Tops

Matt Weinstock of the L;A, News' says there is an inventor with n
gadget which automatically tunes out commerciats..The race to suppr'ess
this thing should surpass P«38's for speed. Maybe all the disks flying
around come, from the destruction of this inventor's stockpile, though 1
hold to a more logical view that they are merely Earl Wilson's falsies

gags, which he aired to keep out the moths, only to have them caught
in a cyclone.

JUDGE
LANDIS

2S YEARS
OF BASEBALL

By J. G. Taylor Spink

Publisher of The Spotting Newt

BILL CORUM (N. Y. Journal- American)
Mays: "A good job . . . a hook that no real hase-

hall fan should he without."

JOHN LARD^iEII r/V. Y. Times Booh Revieu)
S»ys: "Largely sympathetic and wlially free of

rancor ... Mr. Spiiik extends his 'twenty-five years
of hasebair to nearly thirty, and misses few of

the highspote of the industry's great and prosper-

ous eare^er between wars .
.'

. a good piece of work
and a useful addition to the literatute of baseball

and of show business."

With photographs Get your copy today
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George Burns and Grade AUen
back to the Coast.

Lillian Scliary (Mrs. Paul) Small

alated for another eye op at Medical
Centr.e next week.

Barry Gray, WOR disk jock,
• bobbed his schnoz for a very good
reason: television.

Maurice Seidlitz, Loew N. Y. di"-

vision manager, has returned after

a minor operation.

Theatrical attorney Noah' L. Braun-
stein to the Coast for three, weeks
on combination business-pleasure,

Benny Fields volunteering his diet

at the drop of a calory; ne's lost

nearly 10 pounds with it recently.

Metro producer Sam Marx, back

in New York after a 10-day Cape

Schlanger, apprenticing at New Hopp
strawh9ttc!r.

Bill Kane, Trenton Variety mugg,
about again following six week's
siege and recuperation frpm opera-

tion at MorrisviUe home.
Terry Helburn and spouse Prof.

O. Opdyke down to visit county and
see Professor's hometown, Doyles-

town. Also caught "Grand National"

at New Hope. _
Thei-on Bamberger denies Coast

report that Michael Brown commg
east to stage "World and Julie" for

him. Never heard pf director or

script. Also nixes report he has
signed Van Johnson or Marjorie

Main.
Lee Shurbert, Ray Whittaker,

Monica McCall, Warren O'Hara,
Claude Rains, Margaret Linley, John
Girard, Ken Nicholson, John Root,

Bill Doll. Alf Shirley, Mort Nathan-
COd vacation, leaves sooi^ for the r son, Shirley Booth, K. Seidman, and
studios.

Dan Hickson, v.p. and g.m, of

Hunt Stromberg Studios, who's been
vacationing in New: England, returns

to the Coast this week.

Mbnty WooUey, 20th-Fox film

player, now in Saratoga, goes to the

Albany hospital, Albaily, N. Y., this

week for an operation.

Joe Laurie,. Jr.'s right gam kick-

ing ut> as result of his being mugged
on "Slh avenue some months ago.

Floating cartilege trouble. . .

Seymour (Rob) Robins motoring
to the Coast to take over as art di-

rector of the advertising-publicity
' department of the Selznick studios.

Albert Deane, Par International's

foreign censor chief, back from brief

vacation and recuperating from,
minor operation, performed in June.

Marvin Schenck; Metro eastern
Studio representative, back at the
homeoffice after two weeks of

huddles *ith studio toppers on the
Coast.

Dore Schary, production head of

EKO-Radio, bought a .Collier's short
short story from Billy Rose for $15i-
090, chiefly because of its novelty
ending.

Irving Lesser, formerly managing
director at Roxy, in town for RKO
convention as rep for his Ijrother,

' Sol Lesser; who produces for RKO
release.

Sophie Tucker, after record-break-
' ing stand at Latin Quarter, vaca-
tioning' at Atlantic City prior to
.opening; at Saratoga's Piping Rock
Aug. 1.

Lambs Club laugh supplied by one-
legged Jimmy Savo teaching Joe
Laurie, . Jr., how to walk. Laurie
caning it after torn ligament' in one

.
:, gam. . ...

'

, . Bob Gillham, eastern pub-ad direc-
tor for Selznick, back from Mexico
City Monday (14) after a week there
setting up campaign for multiple-
opening of "Duel in the Sun."

Al Kelly, the double-talker of
Willie Howard's act, doing the gib-
bersih stint as a newsboy in Mark
Hellinger's "Naked City" Which is

being made in New York.
" Kenneth' MaeKenna, head of Me-

tro's studio story department, planes
in from a two-week visit to England
tomorrow (Thursday) and leaves two
days later lor Hollywood. I

David (Skip) Weshner's 20'year-
old son to be released f rom: the
Army next month. He's been in the
Armed" Forces Radio Service in

Hollywood and New York.
Former Lt. Col. John B. Klein-

. 'Schmidt, demobilized last week after
six years with Signal Corps training
Aim center, back in circulation as
legit actor under stage name of Jay
Barney.

While still attending the EKO
convention in N. Y. last week, Ben
Gammack, company's southeastern
district manager, learned he had be-
come a father. Son was born in

Dallas July 9.

Herbert. Jacoby, co-boniface at the
Blue Angel, leaving France Sunday
(20) after a talent foraging expedi-
tion. Partner Max Gordpn, for a
switch, went abroad just for a holi-
day—no talent questing.

Irving Berlin back to the Coast by
plane, loaded with Lindy's goodies.
Songsmith maj; quickie to Honolulu
or Paris, with his 18-year-Dld
daughter, Mary Ellin, before "Easter
Parade" goes into production Sept.
15 at Metro. :

•

Mary Pickford will be honored
with the first "Humanitarian Award"
ever presented by the Epsilon Iota
chapter of the national Delta Theta

, Tau philanthropic sorority according
to word received by United Artists'
home office Monday CH). Citation
describes her as "the most deserving
person' in the motion picture colony
to receive the 'humanitarian award'."

Joe Cameron Cross in to catch
American preem last week of "Grand
National Night" at Playhouse.

London

Chicago
Dennis O'Keefe weekend visitor.

Paul Whiteman backstage at the

Oriental watching the "Harmonicats!'
perform.

Dorothy Porter ends her Chez
engagement, on' July 17 to do a pici

ture for Metro.

.

Merle Oberson, Lou Costello and
Jack Haley all checked in for short

stays last week. '

Pete . Jaeger at Audience' Recordis
in from N. Y. to helplva Withers
celebrate her birthday.
Patrica Stevens and Tommie Fiz--

dale in Cape Cod honeymooning
after last week's wedding.
Joan Blondell and bridegroom,

producer Mike Todd, are staying in
Chicago for several days on honey-
moon. ,

Dennis Morgan guest of honor at

?ump Room luncheon during his

stopover days before leaving for
Europe.

"

Tony Martin. George Raft, Eddie
Cantor, Gene Tunney, Barney Ross,
and J. Edgar Hoover here for the
Zale-Oraziano fight.

.Tack Dempsey and his young
daughters in to see the Zale-Graziano
fight, while Bob Hannagen was in

for the AU-Star game.
Mimi Chandler, accompanied by

her father, the baseball commis-
sioner, and the rest of her family
at Wrigley Field on AU-Star day

J^Iarvin Welt welcoming Al Jolson
before entraining to New York to
sign Kraft radio contract; Jolson
back from East for championship
bout at Stadium.

Jo Stafford paraded around in
Army jeep when she arrived.
Awarded army citation for troop en
tertainment, and honored at Am-
ba.ssador East party.
The Ritz Brothers will be guests of

honor at a party July 23, which
the Latin -Quarter management is

planning, to commemorate their
20th year in show business.

Bill Moss arrived in Chicago from
Texas picture promotion on "Kilroy
Was Here," to spend to snend a few
days with fiancee. Jane Withers, who
is making her first nitery appearance
at the Latin Quarter.

•Hermione Gingold back in cast of

"Sweetest and Lowest" at the Am-
bassadors aftei; brief vacation in

Capri.
Pamela Brown has been signed for

the Laurette Taylor role in the Lon-
don production of "The Glass Me-
nagerie." ^ ,

Reginald Denham, author and
scripter of "Ladies in Retirement,"
on honeymoon trip in London with
bride, former actress Mary Orr.
Anatole de Grunwald's next pio

for A.B.P.C. is to be titled "Bond
Street," with story based on fa-

mous London street of same name.
Claud Soman is talking of bring-

ing, over: Vera Zorinp to star in new
play, "The Boxer and the Ballerinaj"
which he is shortly producing at the
Playhouse.
Robert Henderson is -getting to-

gether cast for "Tobacto Road,"
which Btar,ts provincial tour some
time in September, after which it

comes to the West End.
West End legit biz getting worse

than ever, with even such suctfess

as "Born Yesterday" at the Garrick
theatre, having ' asked the cast to
accept a cut starting this week. .

James Agate, dramatic and book
critic, who died last June, left over'

$12,000. He left his two canes,
which originally belonged to George
Robey and Charlie Chaplin, to the
Savage Club.
Dario Borzani, while here re-

cently, signed Tommy Trinder for
season at La Martinique. N. Y., as
soon as He finishes in "Here, There
and Everywhere," currently at the
London Palladium.
Lee Bphraim's "Under the Coun-

ter," which ran at the Phoenix thea-
tre for .20 months, has been signed
by Lee Shubert for U. S. production.
Show is skedded to open at the
Shubert, New York, first week in
October, with cast sailing 'for
America,: on the' Queen Elizabeth,
Sept. 19.

'

new Desert Inn, now under con-
struction.
Hoot Gibson added restaurant and

cowboy band to his D-4-C Banch
attractions.
Spike Jones slated for Ranfjio

Vegas on Aug. 6 followed by Spohie
Tucker, Aug. 21.

Bill Snyder, formerly with William
Morris office in N. Y,,* is new man-
ager of Cortez hotel.

Cops play dealers* baseball game
on July 20: with proceeds going to
Damon Bunyon Cancer Fund.
Joey Adams set July 20 as Walter

Winchell Day and has raised $3,000
here to date for Bunyon Fund.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Actress Joyce Sullivan back to
Abbey theatre after U. S. vacation.

Neil Kearns and his band, back
from tour in EnglSInd,: top bill at
Olympia. : .

Discussions here tor memorial to
late F. J. McCoimick, veteran Abbey
Sctor, wJno died recently. .

Raymond Percy back from British
Navy as business manager for Ed-
wards-MacLiammoir Productions.

Phyllis Ryan inked by Mercury
Theatre Co.. for Pegeen Mike role
in Synge's, "Playboy of the Western
World.'^ :

Cyril Cusack and Eddie Byrne to
London for BBC production of
Denis Johnston's "Moon in the Yel-
low River.'' •

Washington

Bucks County, Pa.
.By Sol Jacobson

Paul McGraths and Ben Washer
weekending. ,

Playhouse putting dowij .concrete
floor on' scenic studio barn. ''

, .

Herman Levin and •Mr.'? • Levin'
weekending with Moss Harts.' '

*

JTerry Chodorov poun'dirtg type-
RTitej at his Buekmanville home.

Katharine Me^kill checked in July
14 at Logan Inn for "State of Union"
rehearisals at New Hope.

J. Cheever Cowdin. head of board
at Universal, in with Edgar Scott,
prexy of Philly stock exchange, for
look-see.
Marilyn Sdhl'alnger, daughter' of i,^anizationI

By Florence S. tiowe
J. Robert Rubin in town.
John Mills, British film star, in

town last week to beat the drums
for* "Great Expectations."

L. Baldwin - ("Doc") Harper, ex-
producer for WTOP-CBS here, made
program director of WKBN-GBS,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Albert Games, ex-local boy, p.a'd

over WTOP-CBS last week, intto*
ducing his latest tune. "Lolita Lopez,
Belle of El Salvador."
WOL-Mutual follows in the foot-

steps of tiny WQQW. local station,

with a new series of literary classics

read over the air in in.stallments.

Napoleon Reed, of the "Carmen
Jones" cast, and Mabel Jones Free-
man dance troupe will be featured
at negro music festival here July 19.

First live musical video series

series preemed on lacal scene last

Monday (14) when WTTG-Dumont;
featuring D. C. songstress Joby Rey-
nolds.
A Will Rogers memorial postage

.stamp was proposed in a resolution
in the House during the past week
by Hep. William (3. Stigler (D,.

Okla.).
National Bureau of Standards'

.scientists predict a combination rec-
ord player, F. M. and A. M. receiver,
and television set, all in one small
cabinet.
Albert C. Dripps, v.p. and general

manager of Potomac Amus. Co. and
film editor tor Ui .S..;Naval Photo
Center, added to roster of local
Variety tent.
John F. Baird of Cathdlic U's

Drama Dept. signed to direct the

j
new Paul Newman play, "Dollar

' Diplomacy," to be produced for

Broadway by Lassor CJrosberg.
Variety Club's annual golf tourna-

ment and dinner dance skedded for
Sept. 5. with Loew's Carter"Barron
and Columbia's Sam Galanty head-
ing committee on arrangerr.?nts.
George Copeland and George Gar-

Soufh Africa
'

.
' ' By joe HaMson

All records broken by advance
booking for Lawrence Tibbett in
Johannesburg.
Debroy Somers the English

bandleader, conducting: His Majesty's
theatre wchestra in stage shows.
American circus man Howard Y,

Bery in South Africa en route from
Central African search for animals.
Molly Picon arrived at Johan

nesburg, June 30 to open South
African tour at His Majesty's
theatre,- '

,

Swedish missionaries reported to
be making religious film in Southern
Rhodesia on lines of "Keys of the
Kingdom/'
Desire Defauw, ex-conductor of

Chicago Orchestra, to be guest Con-
ductor of Johannesburg Orchestra
in August and September.
.Plaza Cinema, Johannesburg (Afri

can theatres), formerly second-run
house, now reconditioned to show
first releases. First film will be
"Wicked Lady."

Minneapolis
:

- By Les. Rees^,
Plantation "strawhatter" offering

"Therese."
Will Baker, Republic district man-

ager, in town.
Del Courtney into Prom Ballroom

for five nights. •

Prom Ballroom gets Charlie Spivak
for one-nighter.
Max Roth, PRC district manager,

in from Chicago.
Curley's niterie has Aunt Jemima

(Tess Gardella).
'

Bert Waldron resigned from Mono-
gram sales staff.

Skippy. Anderson into Prom Ball-
room for three nights. -.

"Importance of Being Earnest"
current Old Log bill. -

Ben Marcus, Columbia district

mana,t:r, in from: Kansas City.

Ben Marcus, Columbia district

manager, in from Kansas City.
Maxine Andrews of Andrews Sis-

ters here looking for a farm to buy.
Dorothy Shay held over at Hotel

Radisson Flame Room for third
week.
Herman Goldberg, Warner's home-

office maintenance department rep,
a visitor.

Ralph Maw, Metro district man-
ager, visiting Omaha and Des'Moines
branches.
Elaine McConnell of Paramount

spent her vacation getting married to
Joe Mallet. .

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to ap-
:>ear at Minnesota State; Fair on
: jabor Day.
Remodeling and improving of

Lyceum, legitimate roadshow house,
under way.
Sid Caesar following Dorothy'Shay

into Hotel Radisson Flame Room
Thursday (17).

Betty Curtis, new North Central
Allied secretary, replacing Harriet
Cohen, designed.
Dezso Better into Andy's night-

club, with Joe Griffin and "Ador
ables" holdovers.
Engagement of Dorothy Lewis Ice

Show at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Terrace extended for another month
Old Log "strawhatter" has June

March, burlesque stripper, as guest
star in "Three Men on Horse."
Sev Widman, KSTP disc jockey,

playing return engagement at Ang.
lesey night club Disc Jockey Boom

William A. Scully, Universal sales
manager, here to discuss new prod-^
uct deal with Minnesota Amus. Co,
Lennart Bjorck, of Stockholm,

Sweden, theatre man, here learning
American business ropes with Min-
nesota Amus. Co.

Las Vegas
By Brierliam Tnwnscnd

.Greg Bautzer Flamingoing.
Gene Au.stin niter.y shopping.

—Tune Toppers back to Stork Club.
Sil Silver doing a Fiesta Room

solo.

Red Pepper headlines new Cortez
show. ,•;„,' :::.'!'/

Mike Werner's band in the Hi-
Life.

Hunt Stromberg, Jr., vacationing
here.
Club Mondoray and Silver Spur

folded.
Mr. and Mrs." Carl Brisson El

Ranchoing.
Von Terry an Embassy Club re

turn date.
Club Bingo opens July 24 with

running games.
Boh .Millar band set in Roundup

Room until .Januar.v; >

Harr.y Sicgel and Ben Hecht giv
ini; the town the 0.0.

Gus Shulman visiting Charlie
Reed, Rancho Vegas manager.
Desert Club reopens with. Troy

Hunt and Dean Pickett bosses!
Irving Rothschild's band returns to

W«T-nnr Bros. Phillv exec. Ed with N. Y. sqent Freda Fishbein.

Cortez Sapphire Room on July 21.

, .
Pat Collins, put of the hospital

rott, State Department flacks and
,

staojmg Sapphire Room shows again
both ex-New York Times, haVe ^ Jo.seph and Miranda Marais do-
placed a play on government reor-

,
inp; a concert for European Relief

called " "Public Bosom," . fu.-id

Wilbur Clark Installing theatre In

By Hal Cohen
Bandleader Bruce Carlton and his

wife are home from a rest in Florida.
Weela Gallez back into the Green

Acres with her naughty songs for
a run.
Melody Lane cutting down around

25 pounds for a nitery comeback
in the fall. ,/

"Grand Ole Opry" radio troupe
booked into, Funmovie for four days
this month.
Mildred Hugo filling in for Dorothy

Nesbitt at Gay Nineties Lounge for
couple of weeks.
Honeymooning Walter Kcsslers

were in town for a couple of days
on their way -east.

Gloria Walsh, with Phil Spitalny
all season, home to spend the .sum-
mer with her family.
Dick Lan^e, with RKO in Los

Angeles, visiting friends here en
route to New York.

Nikolai (Fatula) and his dancing
trio at the Hotel Jarasua in TrVi-
jillo. Dominican Republic.
Max Tarshis. no-w organizing his

own unit, filling in at piano at
Johnny Brown's Club in meantime
Marguerite Piazza and Wilbur

.Evans, leads in "Rio Rita," both
coming back next winter for Pitts-
burgh Opera dates.

Montreal
French singer Jean Clement,

popular here 'before the war, back
for a new tour.

Nan Blakstone in her I6th week
at Ruby Foo's Restaurant. Will be
followed by Rachel Carlay.

Rene Germain, head of Quebet
Productions Corp., back from
month's business and pleasure trip
in Holl,y-wood.

Pierrette AJarie, light soprano of
Met, signed to appear in "Rancons,"'
first French production '

of new
Renaissance Films' CD.
France-Film, distributors of French

pix in Quebec province, voted $500
to help reconstruction of bombed
St-Malo Cathedral in Francei

Hollywood
Helen Traubel to Omaha.
Edward Arnold back from Frisco
Clarence Brown back from Hono-

lulu. :
,

'

'
Frank Bull back from European

jaunt;

Ed, j Sullivan here for several
weeks visit.

Maggie McKay joining Joan Leslie
in Calgary.

Betty Hutton vacationing at Lake
Arrowhead.

Battle scenes in Republic's "Mac-
beth" took 500 extras. .

Jackie Cooper on p.a. tour of Texas
with "Kilroy Was Here."

Jean Hersholt celebrated' his 61st
birthday last Saturday.

Helen Morgan, ex-Lite StaffeJ',
joining CQlumbia flackery.
Smiley Bumette starts summer

p.a. tour Aug. 2 at Huntington,- Pa.
Hal Boach elected director of In-

vestors' Syndicate of America, Inc.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., vacations m

Europe after "Gass Timberlane''
winds.
Avon Long to return to Broadway '

after his stint in "Romance in
High C."
Barry Sullivan p.a.'s in England in

fall for London preem of "The
Gangster."
Ginny Simms and Hyatt Dehh

back from biz trip to N. Y., Buffalo
and Bermuda.
Sophie Rosenstein, Warners' tal-

ent coach, back from gandering
eastern strawhats.
James B. Grainger, Bepublic's

exec veepee, here for studio huddles
on 1947-48 production.

Lester Cole, Metro scribe,
. back

from^ month's vacation.
Carl Esmond to Cape Cod for re-

hearsals of "The Woman I Love" .

with Gertrude Lawrence.
Ernest L. Scanlon, chairman o{

board oi Selznick Beleasing Org«
here for confabs with David O. Selz* .

nick. . /

Vern Berg, exploiteer for Eagle-
Lion in southwest, moved headquar-
ters from San Francisco to Los An-
geles.

Buth Boberts, research as.sistant

to Victor Fleming on "Joan of Lor-
raine," recuperating from major
operation. »
American Savoy Comic Opera Co.

doing Gilbert and Sullivan reper-
toire at El Patio theatre here for
five weeks.

Philip Dorn to Holland to bring
back his 19-year-old daughter,
Femia, and will take out citizenship
papers on return.
Boberta Jonay gets leave of ab-

sence from Paramount to star in :

"Allegro" which New York Theatre
Guild will stage. ^

Jim Davis finished role in "Fab-
ulous Texan" and planed to Dear-
born, Mo., to bring his father, mayor '

of town, out here to live.
Bob Wachsman back from attend-

ing his mother's funeral in Chicago.
Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Doris

Day and Don De Fore prepping p.a.

tour to raise dough for Marine and
Naval Beserve Armory recruiting
program.
Annual Larry Adler-Paul Draper

concert tour starting at Las Vegas
with Adler soloing for three weeks
to be joined by Draper when latter

winds stint in "Time of Life."
Dore Schary and Perry Leiber

back from RKO sales convention ac-
companied by David Cantor and
Fred Calvin, Coast reps of Terry
Turner's exploitation department.
Henry Morgan, radio comedian,

here' for brief visit with his mother.
Beturns east next week to launch
rehearsals for 'The Man Who Came
To Dinner," Westport summer stock. '

: James A. Sixsmith, secretary-
treasurer for Paramount-Interna-
tional in Australia and New Zealand,
planes in July 20 for visits here and
in Portland. Then goes to N.' Y. for :

huddles with homeoffice.
Emmett Lavery, Screen Writers

Guild prexy, given life membership
in Catholic Theatre Conference, of-

ficial clearing house' of drama ac-

tivities of Catholic colleges, schools
and community theatre groups.
Seymour Bobins takes over this

week as general art director for: the

David O. Selznick flackery, under
supervLsion of Paul MacNamaia.
Robins has been active in eastern

advertising art circles for past IS

years. ..;;..•,.:.•

Westport> Conn.
By Humphrey Douleiis

Boyd Crawford weekending here.

Tom ScOtt has taken a house at

Wilton. ...
,

.

Dorothy Kirsten to Europe on: the

Mauretania.

Mrs. William Anthony McGulre
visiting the Arthur J. Levys,

John and Carly Wharton enter-

tained the theatre set on July 12.

Theresa Helburn motored to Bucks
County to give "Grand National" the

onceover.

Lawrence Langner talking to

Martha Scott about an appearance at

the Country Playhouse in August.

Tallulah Bankhead will break Jane

Cowl's 15-year record at Country

Playhouse this week in Coward S

"Private Lives."
,

Alexander Kirkland, Margaret

Wycherly and Edward Andrews top-

ping cast of "Glass Menagerie at

Bidgefteld Playhouse.
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OBITUARIES
KDWARD JOSEPH TAIT

Edward Joseph Tait, 69, managing

director of J. C. Williams- n Thea-

tres, Ltd., biggest legitimate theatre

chain in Australia-New - Zealand,

died at his home in Sydney, July 12.

fait was taken' ill while in N. Y. last

April, the veteran theatre man being

on his way back to Australia after

a business trip to America and Eng-

land. He was .still sick when he're-

turned to Sydney and never recov-

•eted to normal health before his

death.
. . , .x, , .

Tait had great plans with his

brothers, Frank and John, for the

rebirth •of the Aussie legitimate

theatre after the long siege of re-

vivals during the war. He had

fought the government bitterly to

have it unbend on the dollar salary

takeaway restrictions which would
have allowed Williamson to Import

top 17. S. stars.

While in N. Y., Tait bought Aus-
tralian rights for the Broadway
musical, "Annie Get Your Gun,"

which will be first of outfit's major
postwar legit shows. The production

preems j*i Melbourne this week.
While in the U. S. last December,
on his way to England, he was nego-
tialingifor a number of other Broad-
way legits including "Oklahoma"
and "Harvey." He had acquired
"The Red Mill" for his chain in 1938.

Incidentally, before his death, Tait

had costumes for "Annie" brought

to his bedside for personal ii^spec-

tion. He was a stickler for produc-
tion class.

; Company also owned J. A N. Tait,

concert managers. Tait recently im.-,

ported. John Charles Tbomas for an
Aussie tour.

In show business since a young-
ster* Tait had productions in every
field from pantomine to grand opera.

The Williamson-Tait firm had been
in business since 1874 and now. has

eight legitimate theatres.. Firm's
film theatres more than a year ago
were sold to a bigger circuit.

Presence of thousands of Ameri-
can troops in Australia and New
Zealand, prompted W-T to offer

shows consisting of about 80% XJ. S.

fare and 20% British productions.

Biggest hit to date was "Kiss and
Tell," which ran for 53 weeks in

Melbourne after its Aussie debut in

1944. "Belle of New York," which
was originally offered in Australia

in 1899, has been revived 50 times

since that year by W-T.

CHARLES WITHERS
Charles Withers, 58, veteran

character comedian, who had head-
lined bigtime vaude in his own pro-

duction acts for many years, died at

his home in Bayside, L. I., July 10.

Born in Louisville, Ky., he made
his stage debut with the Woodward
Stock Co. in Omaha, which also

spawned the late Frank Bacon of

"Lightnin' " fame and many others..

After several seasons in stock he
came to N. Y. and built up sizable

rep as delineator of lovable rube
characters. His portrayals and acts

were classics of that era.

Withers started his vaude career
in 1913 in association with vaude
producer C. B. Maddock. His first

venture, "For Pity's Sake," clicked
immediately and ran for 14 years.
During the World War I, Withers
was in the Army, having a substitute
in, his part, and on leaving the serv-
ice he made a huge success, playing
a year at the Palace theatre, Lon-
don.

^ On return to America another act,

^Wither.s' Opry," was produced for
him by Maddock, and also successful
for 20 years—four of which were
spent in Olson & Johnson's
'flelzapopppin." Withers also toured
Australia and the continent With usu-
al success. His act enjoyed the longest
run for any headliner, having played
the Palace, N. Y., 36 times, or twice
yearly, during that period. It is esti-
mated that he gave over 30,000 per-
formances and played to over 3,-
UUO.OOO persons. ^ :

'

His performances were full of
nch hokum comedy and his brand of
fiumor was always clean. In addi-
tion to vaude he also . appeared in
several legit musicals; including
"Itchy Koo/ v.-ith the late Ray-
n»oad Hitchcock.

ttcrt'J^** appearances were with

t«, ,
"'P Shows on a hospital

wur. Withers for 34 years was not
<='ose friend of C. B. Maddock,

Ihu
^^P' "P business relation-
durmg the entire period.

„,,,,
^«^vico in memory of Withers

22^ w .i"^'"^'
NVA clubhouse,

W.46lh St.. next Monday (21), at

civ mIJ'" '''^'"S arranged by a

Al'-IL" ,
^"ends including Charles

^"'loff, John Gorman, S, Jay Kauf-

man, Charles B. Maddocic and Shar-
on Stevens.
Besides his widow. May, who ap-

peared in many of his acts, he leaves
a daughter and father.

MARY YOUNG OREAZA
Mrs. Walter N. Greaza, 45, profes-

sionally known as Mary Young, died

in New York, Monday (14) of can-
cer. She had been operated on
aibout eight years ago and again last

year but little, indication of her seri-

ous condition was evident until or-

dered to a ho.spital late last week.
Couple were wed 25 years, having
met when playing vaudeville.

For some eight years they played
together in stock. Miss Young also

appearing on Broadway in "Hit the

Deck;" also in the Ghjeago company
of "Rain," and in "Burlesque," on
the subway circuit. Services will be
held today (16) at noon in the Little

Church Around the Corner.
Husband, who survives, is in pro-

ductions and radio. Until recently

he was an officer and council mem-
ber of Equity.

MME, CORINNE RIDER-REED
Mme. Corinne Rider-Reed, 70,

former opera soprano, who lived in

Toledo since 1926 following her
marriage to Lynnel Reed, Toledo
composer and violinist, died July
10. •

She sang with the St. Louis
Choral-Symphony Society in 1904,

in several of the annual music festi-

vals at Cincinnati, and with the New
York Oratorio Society, She filled

many oratorio and recital engage-
ments in Europe, and in America
sang with the New York Philhar-

monic Orchestra, the New York
Symphony Orchestra, tlie Boston
Symphony Orchestra, and the Chi-
oabo Symphony Orchestra.

For seven seasons she was a soloist

in the Ann- Arbor, Mich., music
festival. Of late years, her work
centered' in teaching and coaching.

LILLIAN FITZGERALD
Lillian Fitzgerald, comedienne

songstress, died in New York, July
9. She had appeared recently at

the Club 18, N. Y.

Born in New York, a daughter .of

Patrick and Mrs. Catherine Fitzger-

ald, Miss Fitzgerald took to the stage

at an early age, her father having
been a member of the Irish Players.

She was in the ; chorus with Weber
& Fields, and later with Ziegfeld,

and in several musicals with Eddie
Cantor, Ed Wynn and other stars.

She also was in vaudeville lor many
years. .

Both a singer and a dancer, her
specialty was burlesquing grand
opera stars. She was with Jack
White at the Club 18 arid later per-

formed there for Freddie Lamb.
Two sisters in San Francisco sur-

vive.

JENNIE KIMMEY
Jennie Kimmey, ill, former oper^

ator of the Kalenburg Costume Co.

in Troy, N. Y., and advi.ser to many
legit actors and producers on period
costumes, died July 12, in Scotia,

N. Y.
Miss Kimmey was in the costume

business in Troy for more than 50

years. She entered the - business

with an Albany firm in 1871 and
later traveled with an opera com-
pany as wai'drobe mistress.

RUSSELL B. MOON
Ru.s.seU B. Moon, 58. pioneer film

exploiter, died in , Van Nuys, : Gal;,

July 6.

Suffering . with sicutfr arthritis

tor, 10 years, Moon had formerly
been a member o£ the exploitation

staffs of RKO, 20th-Fox and original-

ly with Famous Players-Lasky when
that company establi.shed field ex-

ploitation service in. the early 1920's.

He held posts in New Haven, Chi-

cago and later in New York, where
he handled exploitation: for the 1926

apening of the Paramount theatre.

FAY COLE .

Fay Cole, 53, former vaude per-

forrrier who in private life was Mrs.

Irene Fay Peck,, died .at her home
in Brooklj'n, N. Y., July 10.

For many years she had appeared
on vaude circuits as member of

team of Mason & Cole, partnered

with former husband. Gene Mason,
After divorce in 1927, she married
Harry Peck, non-pro, and vetired,

She leaves husband, sister and
aunt. -" -

'

:

been in show business for 50 years,
connected mostly with repertory
companies.

.
He created role of Joel in "Lena

Rivers," opposite .Buelah Poj^nter,
and played it for seven years. He
came to Hollywood 12 years agOi
and retired after working briefly in
films, Survived by son.

ARLENE DOVE
A'rlene Mitchell, 52, died at the

Will Rogers Memorial hospital,

Saranae Lake, N, Y., .Tuly 7. She
was known professionally a* Arlene
Dove Of the standard vaude team
Mitchell & Dove,- who played the
old Keith,. Pantages and Loew cir-

cuits for number of years. '

MRS. BRITANN S. LAYMON
Mrs. Britann Streetcr (Billy) Lay-

inon, 67, assistant to Francis Scully,

radio commentator, died in Holly-
wood July 10.

She, had previously been associated
with Motion Picture Assn., Helen
Ferguson office and Hollywood
Women's Press Club.

DAVID NEGRETE
David Negrete, 65, father of Jorge

Negrete, Mexican pic actor-radio
singer, and David Negrete, Jr., Mex-
ican pic .producer, died July 10 at

his home in Mexico City.

He was a sound engineer for the
Mexican branch «f RCA Victor.

IRVIN E. GREEN
Irvin E. Green, 46, organist and

pianist, who performed at various
St. Louis niteries and hotels dur-
ing past 20 years, died in St. Louis
last week. Widow, son and mother
survive. -'

' -

W. E, S. WILCOX
W. E. S. ("Willie") Wilcox, former

D. C. theatre owner, and for many
years a Variety Club Barker, died
in Washington July 6.

He retired some years ago.

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD
Jimmie Lunceford, 45, bandleader;

died in Seaside, Ore., July 12. Fur-
ther details in Orchestras-Music
section.

Mrs. Ruby Bacon, 50, former wife
of film director Lloyd Bacon, and
aunt of Virginia O'Brien, died July
12 in. Hollywood. She operated the
Topper Club in Los Angeles.

Brother, 66, of sports columnist
and screenwriter Bob Considine,
died in Washington July 3.

Wife of George Almond, of Para-
mount electrical dept., died in Holly-
wood last week.

Joseph Fitterman, ,')9, Paramount
home office projectionist, died in
Brooklyn, N. Y., July 9.

Robert Schable, 74, character ac-
tor, died In Hollywood July 7.

EDWIN C. WINSCOTT
Edwin C. Winscntt. 73. known pro-

fessionally fi< Teddy V. Armand,
died July 12 in Los Angele.«. He had

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bergman, son,

Hollywood, July 8. Father is Metro
assistant director;

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Scovill. daughter.
Washington, July 7. .

Father is CBS
director of Talks and 'Special Events
in D. C.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W, Ham-
mock, son, Chicago, July 6. Mother
is former Marjorie Winston, flack,

for the Edgewater Beach hotel, Chi.

Mr. and Mrs. George Diefenderfer,

daughter, Chicago, July 7. Father is

NBC
^
Central division salesman.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Fowler, daugh-
ter, Hollywood, July 11. Father is

Paramount flack and son of Gene
Fowler, author-screen wright.

Mr. and Mrs; Jimmy Talmadge,
son, Hollywood, July . 11. Father is

son of Natalie and nephew of Con-
stance and Norma Talmadge, and is

in 20th-Fox still department!
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Dickin.son, daugh-

ter, June 28, Grove City, Pa. Mother
is Paula Kelly of Modernaires vocal

group; father Is member of same
quartet.

,Mr, and Mrs. Fred "Tex" Avery,
son, Hollywood, July 9; Father is

director of Metro cartoons.

Dr. and Mrs. Derry Devane. son,

Dublin, June 20. Mother is- ICathleen

Ryan, screen actres.s.

Mr, and Mrs. John Biggerstaff,

son, Dublin, July 2. Father is actor;

mother former scenic designer for

Abbey Theatre, Dublin.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Bob HoTleron, son,:

I

San Antonio, July 8. Father is sport.'-,

land special events director for KTSA
there,

I Mr, and Mrs. George Hcid, !<-n.

I
Pittsburgh, July 7, Father's in i. 'n

jarid heads transcriptibri itudio,
;

I Mr. and Mrs. Je.<i.«e Podkiil;. fpn,

Pittsburgh, July 2. Father in-... <.'(..^

Pltcairn- theati-e.

'Subway Series'
Continued from page l

needed to push it into a bigtime
operation. Last topflight sports

event available to video was the Joe
Louis-Pilly Conn fight in N.Y. in

June, 1946. An estimated 145,000

people Witnessed that bout on tele-

vision. Number of sets in the N.Y.
area has increased to such an extent
since that time that broadcasters and
manufacturers, as well as sports pro-
moters, cite the estimated 500,000

figure available for an all-N.Y. series

as being "cautious."

Which network will televise the
series, or whether it will-be split be-
tween two of them, remains to be
seen. Present contract between each
of" the N.Y. team^ "and "the web that

televises its games calls only for

airing of the 77 home games played
during the regular .season. Assign-

ment of all rights to the series will

be worked out by the owners of the

winning clubs and Commissiorier -A.

B. ("Happy") Chandler. It's expected
that the webs presently airing each

team's - games will be given first

crack at the series if they are

willing to pay the price asked. If

the Yankees win, consequently, Du-
Mont can be expected in on the
Yanks' home half of the series; CBS
will get the Dodgers, and NBC the
Giants.

. Prices
Evidence that the price the team-

owners might ask for tele rights -will

be heavy is seen in the price pres-

ently charged for televising the

home games of each club. Yankees,
for example, are getting $35,000 for

rights to their games from DuMont,
as long as the games are carried on a
sustaining basis. As' sben as . Du-
Mont hooks, onto a sponsor, however,
the price immediately jumps to $1,-

000 per game. In addition, DuMont
must pay announcer Bill Slater and
his assistant. Tele- broadcasters have
already evidenced considerable cha-
grin at what , they consider a hold-
up price and have Indicated they'll

fight before laying out so much
money next year. If the price asked
for rights to the series is too high,

consequently, considerable haggling
can be expected.
Yankees, with their current 10%^

game margin, can practically coast

into the series by playing only .500

ball for the remainder of the season,
giving DuMont almost a sure crack
at airing the big event/ Boston is

second in the National League. St.

Louis Cards and the Giants, though
tied for third at six games behind,
are also considered still in the run-
ning. .If the Cards win, their home
games in the series will probably
he televised by the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch tele station, which would
lessen- the number of viewers for

those games because of the fewer
number of sets in the St. Louis area.

Audiences .

With more than 2,000 sets in N.Y.
bars and grills, some of which lure

as many as 80 fans for an important
boxing match, in addition to more
than 30,000 home setb now in opera-
tion, N.Y. alone can play to almost
400,000 televiewers. In addition,

transmission of the games via coaxial

cable to Philadelphia, Washington
and Schenectady is expected to add
at least another 100,000 lookers by
the time the series rolls around.
What sponsors will bankroll a tele

broadcast of the series is also some-
thing for the future to decide. CBS,
with the Dodgers, is the . only web
currently to have sponsors, with
General Foods and Ford sharing the

games, Gillette, however, has already
sewed up radio rights to the series

and may have -some commitment al-

ready for, the tele rights. Accord-
ing to tele broadcasters, they won't
know about that until it happens.

parently. Kraft (Thompson) pay*
for all guesters, writers, producers,
et al. Jolson collects $7,500 net
.for his own stint as star of th«
program.

. ;
^yi-

,

He debuts Oct, 2 on NBC and may
originate from New York the first

4-6 weeks, depending On the Avail-

ability of guesters. If not hell
breeze to the Coast pronto, where a
plenitude of film and radio names
are permanently domiciled. When
in New York he will commute by
plane to his Florida home. On the
Coast he has razed his Palm Springs
manse (purchased from William S.

Haley ) and is building a more elab- ^

orate glass-encased, solarium type:
house. ,

-,

Jolson came east especially at
Barney Balaban's request to assist

in hypoing the show business quota
for the United Jewish Appeal which
is much behind schedule. A show
biz- get-together yesterday (Tues,)
was sparkplugged by Jolson.
Whether Sidney Skolsky and Sid-

ney Buchman will be in on the new
Jolson-Golumbia Pictures package
hasn't been set although the column-
ist, who first nursed "The Jolson

'

Story'! idea, will undoubtedly con-
tinue in the setup. Buchman's own
indie .production plans may preclude
his participation unless in emer-
gency,

; as before.

B'way Encores
Continued from page 1

Broadway run set the total number
of performances at 3,213,

"Oklahoma!" looks certain not
only to run through its fi'th summer
on Broadway but well into the new
season. It's- currently getting sizable
patronage from out-of-towners. Road
company will also play through the
summer; although the Philadelphia
repeat: engagement has been short-:
ened, it will play four weeks in
Washington.and then goes to Detroit.

Broadway's July slump is still on,
according to the month's second-
week grosses. Cooling systems evi-
dently have not bested the hot-
weather b.o. drawback, but ther»
are a dozen attractions operating to
excellent profits. One likely factor
in lowered attendance is adverse
news in out-of-town papers on tht
hotel rate situation, but the city had
adopted rent control regulations
which should mitigate the impres-
sion among prospective visitors
about excessive cost for accomoda-
tions;

Flying Saucers
Continued from page I

Victor specialty recording director.
This quantity, according to his sec-
retary, was exaggerated;- However,
she conceded that "several songs"
built around the flying disks had
been received for approval.

Color Is Blue
Memphis, July 15.

Three staff musicians at WSM in

Nashville jumped into the uproar
over the flying saucers last week
with a new hillbilly tune entitled
"Flying Saucer Blues." -

It was introduced over NBC net-
work by Red Foley on the "Grand
Ole Opry" program Saturday night
< 12) ; Authors are Owen Bradleyi .

Eddie Birnbeyer and Bill Graham^

Jolson's Sequel
Ssa Continued from page 1 isa

fact he's "the only millionaire who
did a comeback."

It's ironic to Jolson that he chose
the Kraft-Music Hall program from
five different sponsors after nobody
would have him the year before.

All of a sudden, focusing from "The
Jolson Story," the .star became hotter

than the latest bobbysoxer's delight

his Decca records sold like ceil-

ing-price Buicks, he delivered "The
Anniversary Song" into the No. 1

position for consistency, he knocked
<.fi an ea.sy $100,000 iri 1946-47 via

20 guest shots on sundry radio pro-
..ramS' at 5G per, and wound . up
with a rather fantastic deal with
Juhn U. Reber of J. Walter Thomp-
son agency. It gives him , two weeks
(iff every 13 weeks, and 3 or 4
weeks on the final 13 weeks. It's,

39 weeks straight.

There's no ceiling on talent *p-

MARRIAGES
Helen McLeod to Kenneth J..

Brown, Los Angeles, July 12. Bride
is stand-in for Hedy Lamarr.

Patricia Ann Hassett to Joseph I.

Breen, Jr., Beverly Hills, July 12.

He's son of Joseph I. Breen, produc-
tion code director of Motion Picturt
A.ssn.

Patrica Callaghan to Robert' Liv- i

ing.ston, Chicago, July 3, Bride Jt..

WBBM receptionist; he's WBBM rep
at CBS in New York.

Virginia Frances Clark, to Rob-
ert D. Olson, HoUis, L. I., July 4.

He's in flackery of 20th Fox Inter-
national.

Evelyn Hodgdon, daughter of Iat«
Jack and granddaughter of late S.

j

K. Hodgdon, Keith Vaudeville's gen-
leial manager, to L Morton Hart,
July 10, New York.
Jolene Musgrave to Jack Cohen,

Atlantic City, July 8. He's eastern
district manager of National Screen
Service.' ,v.

Jane Long to Delbert N«stor^

.

FuUerton, Gal., July 4;. Bride is sec-
retary at KMPC; he's' technician iit

same station.

Eve Bohne to Jack Lyman, Santa
Monica, Cal., July 12. Bride was
formerly with NB(3 production dept.;

he's an NBC producer.
Arlene Glogau to Larry Cotton,

Topcka, Kans,, July 11, He'i
.•alesmanager for Station WREN,
Topeka.
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BIZ NOSTALGIA PAYS OFF
M iUSEMENISJohnstonis Possible Dewey SidekickM-Hardey Labor Law Spurring

: Actor Unity in 1 Big Union Boost
'The actor's "one tig union," 4-

foandied about for years, is getting

its "biggest shot in the arfn currently

iy 9- realization of all unions that

they've got to stick together if

they're to negate the effects of the

bbor-restrictive Taft-Hartley Law.
The parent talent union, Ihe Asso-
ciated Actors and Artistes of Amer-
ica, plus its affiliate unions, is giv-

ing its strongest consideration so far

to the combined, single-union Idea.

Their premise is that the actor can

achieve his greatest victory In the

Current emergency by a stress on
unity of all talent.

.- There's a strong possibility that

the welding of the talent ,uniCHis will

civentuate during the coming season.

Much time and effort have been de-

YQted to the planned merger of the
actor unions during the past few
years but what seemed to be ir-

reconcilable differences prevented
consummation of the idea. It was

. once proposed that there be an over-

all expansion of Equity to take in

performers from all fields, but be-
cause each individual union pre-
ferred. to retain its identity, the plan
was tabled. Equity originally had
jurisdiction in the other flelds, ex-
cept in vau(ig and nightclubs. Though the American Society of
Expressed opinions are that the- Composers, Authors and Publishers

talent groups may be forced into a i has not yet been served with papeFs

Levant as Disk Joclj;?

Hollywood/ July 22.

Eyeing by name performers of
disk jockey situations to harvest
some of the hot coin being tossed
around in that field, took a new twist

this week. Oscar Levant is reported
interested in a disk stint—but in the
longhair field. ^

•

William Morris agency is repping
Levant in the expanding field of disk
spinners. While Levant probably
wouldn't be the first to ride herd on
a stack of highbrow platters, it's

very probable that he would be the
first name in that field to turn to

such a chore.

Removing Major

Cause Won't Kill

U.S. ASCAP Suit

combined union, and it's figured in

sOme quarters that such a setup
would rM only 'be economically
SOWd but a tactical solution to many
provisions of the new law.

Market for Services

Of Screenwriters Seen

Frozen at Low Ebb
Hollywood, .Tuly 22.

Screenwriters are complaining
that the market for their services is

not only at a low point but seems
"Heiy to be frozen there. Screen
writers Guild execs' say that writers
currently employed by majors total
258 as compared with 385 in June of
last y.ear. Number working for
indies is now 178 which, Guild sa. s,
IS up about 10% over July, 194P.

V ^Wef worry of scriptprs, hov c,

W that top-bracket writers, .lo
previou.sly have done a job or two
at majors and then pulled out, are
«Ovv staying on. Studios are show-
ing stronger tendency to pick up
options; result is that scripting workw m danger of being limited to
small group.

Writers guild membership totals
more than 1,000 but of that number
« least 300 are generally unavail-
•wie tor assignment.

er for *Electra' Pic
Hollywood, July 22.

J
am version of Eugene O'Neill's

Mourning Becomes Electra" will
"ave an intermission, the first such

ftS^^A"
"^"''^ "^""^ With the Wind."

fK? ^P''^*'*'^'® will 'wn about

r^fn!.,!
^°""' I'wause of O'Neill's

letusal to cut.

in a suit instituted a month ago by
the U. S. Department of Justice

charging ASCAP with being a mo-
nopoly and participant in a "world-
wide cartel," ASCAP chiefs do not
expect the action to be dropped.
Suit is based partially on the So-
ciety's membership in the Interna-

tional Confederation of Authors and
Composers, and because of this and
ASCAP's advance knowledge of the

suit, its representatives resigned

from the ICAC in London the same
day*' the Government- suit was filed

in N. Y..

Though ASCAP's move ostensibly

eliminates a major portion of the
Government's complaint, the So-

ciety's; attorneys, in expecting

(Continued on page 43)

the

L'VILLE DISK JOCK

LOYAL TO JAILED FAN
Louisville, July 22.

Jim Lounsbury, disk jockey on
"Kentucky Calls America," midnight

to five a.m., proved his loyalty to a

fail last week when Norman "Willie"

Ramsey, of Lebanon, Ky., about 60

miles from Louisville, was jailed for.

tuning in too loudly :
on the show.

Hamsey's neighbors had complained

to the gendarmes. .
*:

Wlien Lounsbury arrived with two
other WHAS staff members, he pre-

sented: Ramsey, who is slightly hard,

of hearing, with a pair Of 'earphones.

By attaching : them to his' radio set,

the fan can listen to his favorite rec-

ord jock . without disturbing the

peace. Loun.sbury reimbursed his

admirer for the $14.65 fine he paid

in police court, and made a record-

ing Of the police chief talking over

the episode with Ramsey, which he

intends to play on his air stint.

OF yESTEfiyEi
Show business is looking back

over its shoulder and finding public
nostalgia one of its biggest boxof-
fice factors. The American public,

keyed up by four years of war, has
been seeking escape from that

jazzed-up feeling by digging deep
into its chest of souvenirs. Produc-
ers in all phases of the entertain-

ment industry have gambled on
nostalgia, or show business of the
past, and found it pays off in solid

sugar.
, Best example is the comeback of

Al Jolson. Bulwarked by Columbia's
filmization of "The Jolson' Story," in

which he sang many of the songs
he made famous years ago, Jolson
has again emerged as one of the top
names in show biz. His Decca, album
of recordings was the first in history

to go over the 1,000,000 mark in

sales.

Without benefit of his ;own radio

show, Jolson raised the Hooperat-
ings of every show on which . he
guested and, after being pursued by
every top-spending sponsor and ad
agency in the industry, he was
finally corralled to star on the
"Kraft Music' Hall" next fall. In

addition, he's now planning a sequel

to "Jolson Storyj" in which . he
hopes to play himself.

Success story inherent in the nos-

(Gontinued on Page 18)

Ed, Keenan Wynn

15G Air Package
The Philip Moi-ris programming

plans for the fall, in a state of flux

at the momenlj reportedly find the
ciggie client washing out on the
Milton Berle Tuesday night NBC
program and eyeing a new $15,000

weekly comedy paclcage starring Ed
and Keenan (father and son) Wynn.
Show has been packaged by A & S
Lyons agency, with the high talent

nut said to be the only facto*- hold-

ing up negotiations. Such a deal
would mean loss of the account by
Milton Biow, which has the Berle
show, to Cecil & Presbrey- agency.

,

NBC is also interested in pack-
aging the Wynns for a comedy pro-
gram.

,

:'':.': '/:-:.:•':<]
,

Ed Wynn is currently atound New
York, staying close to the two-way
negotiations and mulling a six-week
vaude engagement for the fall.

Jesscl as Hollywood
Envoy to Be Feted

Georgia .Tessel, as Hollywood's
"best" .goodwill ambassador, 'by vir-

tue of his personal appearances and
other -war efforts, will be accoladed
in Washington by the national Va-
riety Clubs, Sept. 20, at a big te.sti-

monial at the Hotel Mayflower, ac-

cording to plan.s now in progress.

The Chinese and Grand ballrooms

of the Mayflower would be taken

over :
for the occasion. President

Truman is expected to attend.

Seen Aid in Hollywood Maneuvers

Kate Smith Sez Nix
It's not exactly a trade secret that

General Foods and Kate Smith, after

an association of many years via

her CBS programming, parted under
far from amiable circumstances.

Miss Smith checked off her two GF
programs several weeks back. •

But just how serious the split has
become is revealed in the fact that

GF wanted to join as a participating
bankroUer in Miss Smith's new co-
op noontime show on Mutual. Miss
Smith said "no dice."

Mebox Tele

Impractical Sez

Farnsworth Prez
Chicago, July 22.

Arguments over practicality of
"phone vision" again made the
rounds last weelc when E. A. Nicho-
las, president of Farnsworth Tele-
vision and Radio Corp., assailed the
"jukebox" television scheme of Eu-
gene F. McDonald; president > of
Zenith Radio Corp., before the con-
vening members of the Farnsworth
distributors convention. '

He branded "phone vision'' as im-
practical and unnecessary and called
McDonald's contention that televi-

sion must have a boxoffice as the
"same old bogey . of - early radio
days." He cited the fact that "the
free program system of radio has
proved fully successful and satis-

factory to all concerned, including
the advertiser who pays the bill, and

(Continued on page 42)

+ Sudden emergence of Eric John-
ston as a possible' vice-presidential

running-mate to Gov. Thomas E;

Dewey in the 1948 election is viewed
approvingly in the film industry.

It's felt that the chance of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn. prexy'? holding-

high office gives him added stature

'

in his current dealings on the in-

dustry's behalf here and abroad.
Johnston is due back this weekend

from a six-week tour of Europt,
Drive by politicos in his home stat«
of Washington to have him ;run with
Dewey wasn't disclosed until tha
end of last week. Industry toppers
regret that the publicity didn't comt
sooner, as it woiild have^beei) ex*
ceptionally helpful throughout * alt

of the European tour.

Aside from the benefits derived
from .deference shown to the MPA
chief because he might become an

:

influential Government figure, th«
industry has' always lookea on John"
stones, political ambitions with «
somewhat jaundiced eye. There's

been a feeling that his actions hav*
been so conditioned by his hope of

,

high office that his first thoughts
haven't always been of the industry
that pays him $100,000. a year t» t

look out for its interests.

On the other hand, while Dewey,
Harold B. Stassen, Gov. Earl War*
ren of California and other would-
be chief execs have been touring the
country and confabbing with local

politicos like mad, Johnston hag
appeared^on the*surface, at least'—

to have been inactive ori" the 1948

(Continued on page 43)

'annie; 'finian,' 'brig;

pay investors fully
"Annie Get Your Gun,'' "Finian's

Rainbow" and "Brigadoon," Broad-
way's musical leaders, wilj have fully

refunded the investments to their

backers. . Latest to come into the
clear was "Brigadoon," checks in

full being distributed over tlie

weekend. Payoff on that show was
one of the fastest on record, it hav-
ing more than recaptured its total

cost by the end of the fourth month.
'Brigadoon" cost $171,000, though

$200,000 Was put up by the backers.
On hand is a sinking fund amount-
ing to $42,000. Disbursements from
now on will be actual profits. "Fin-
ian" has been on the boards six

months,. and will recapture all of its

$220,000 investment In August. "An-
nie" was more costly to produce and
operate, but started registering ac-
tual profits last May, a year after

the premiere. Show, w h i c h cost

$340,000, was backed by 20th-Fox,
the other brace having Individual
investors.

91 Subpoenas Out

In Washington Quiz

Of Hollywood Strike
Washington, July 22,

A minimum of two weelcg of hear-
ings on the long, dra^ged-out Holly-
wood jurisdictional strike will b*
conducted by the House Labor sub-
committee, which opens an investi-

gation of the situation on the Coast
Aug. 4. ,•

Rep. CSrroU Kearns. (R., Pa.),

chairman of the sub-committee, re*
veals that 91 subpoenas for the hear-
ings are already out and that virtu-

ally every important figure con-
nected with the rowing studio un-
ions, as well as studio execs, will go
on the witness stand, "We will sit

six days a week and will have at

least two weeks of sessions,*' he ex-
(Continued on page 2)

Nickel Quiz Kidder
Chicago, July 22.

'

Telecoin Corp. of New York has
introduced a new machine at coin*
machine show here. New nickel lura
looks like a jukebox and takes coins
lik« a juke but. instead of giving
a selection Of 'tunes, (filers a chuic*
of quiz-kid questions.
Per nickel, box offers five ques-

tions. There are 60,000 different

mental-twisters to the accompani-
ment of flashing red and green
lights.
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Films' $U30.miO Set Pace

For Amusements in 1946 Income
"Washington, July 22. -f-

Motion pictures maintained their

vide margin as king of American
»musemfents last year, on the basis

ot national income statistics issued

Sunday (20) by theU- S. Department
of Commerce.
Here is the story of the amuse-

ment biz, as told in government
figures.

During 1946, $1,130,000,000 of the

national income came - from pix. An-
other $214,000,000 came from radio

fcroadeasting, and $656,000,000 from
all other amusements and recreation.

Figures in each of the three cate-

gories "was an all-time high, the pre-

vious records having been set in

1945.

Last year the public spent a

record - busting $7,942,000,000, on
every type of recreartion and amuse-
ment, of which spectator amuse-
ments drew a gate of about $1,688,-

000,000. There is no brealtdown
available yefon how much went to

film houses, but on the basis of

Similar figures for previous years,

the picture theatres probably took

in about $1,350,000,000 of the total.

Legit and opera together got an-

other $90,000,000; and .professional

sports probably grossed well over

$40,000,00.

This last figure includes admissions

to horse and dogtraclcs but not the

take of the pari mutuel machines.

The mutuels netted an estimated

$160,000,000. more. College football

draws a bigger gate than -generally

realized. It was in the vicinity of

$48,000,000, to $50,000^000 last year,

better than even pro baseball by
nearly a . two-to-one margin.

Rest of the recreation expenditure

went to such varied things as books,

bowling, dancing, amusement parks,

boating, purchase of musical instru-

> meats, photography, etc.

Over $1,000,000,000, for instance,

•was spent by the public last year
: to the purchase of musical instru

ments, including radios, phonographs
and records. Another $1,000,000,000

went for magazines, newspapers and
sheet music.

In 1946, all branches of the film

industry paid out a whopping $706,-

000,000 in wages and salaries, which
was well above the $550,000,000 of

1945, the previous high. The broad-
casters put out $133,000,000 for that

purpose last year, while- the total

for all other amusements and recre-

ations came to $468,000,000. In other

words, pictures alone paid out more
wages than every other branch of

amusements combined; "Sn addition

Little Miss Marker's

Gonna Have a Baby
Hollywood, July 22.

Shirley Temple reveals she's ex-
pecting a baby next. January. She had
advised David Q. Selznick, to whom
she and her husband, John Agar, are
under contract, that she wishes to
continue working, as long as pos-
sible... V :

Miss Temple is now on loanout to
Argosy Pictures for "War Party,"

Benny Heads Group

' To Provide Shows-

For Disabled Vets
Chicago, July 22.

Headed by Jack Benny,- a new
Hospitalized Veterans Foundation
has formulated plans to assume some
of the functions of the wartime USO
whereby it will arrange entertain-

ment for disabled veLs in nearly 200

nationwide Government hospitals

and veterans' homes. Foundation is

organizing a group of traveling units

for the hospital circuit.

Non-profit, non-sectarian and non-
political, the foundation was organ-

ized by -such showbiz figures as Eddie

Cantor, Perry Como, Herbert Mar-
shall, Joseph Gotten, Art Linkletter,

Sophie Tucker, Larry Adler, Walter
Pidgeon, Kudy Vallee and Sammy
Kaye, among others.

Board of directors is composed of

some 60 prominent Americans from
all business fields and all sections of

the country.

P.A.'s Up 33%
Hollywood, July 22.

Film players were 33% more ac-

tive ill entertaining at veterans hos-

pitals and charitable events during

the'first half of 1947 than they were
in the corresponding period last

year, according to George Murphy,
chairman of the Hollywood Co-ordi-

nating Committee.
Semi-annual report discloses . a

total of 1,212 appearances.

Sen. Taylor Uses

'Harvey' to Rib Morse
Washington, July 22.

Senator Glen H. Taylor (D., Ida.),

.266th WEEK

!

KEN MURRAY'S
'C'BLACKOJJTS OF 1947"

El^apitari Thaatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"I can't remember having enjoyed
a show more."

CARY GRANT.
Coming soon "Bill and Coo,"aKen

Murray produotion, featuring Bur-
ton's Birds, Republic release in

Trucolor, ' r

HeDb Eddie, This Is Georgie . .

.

Eddie Cantor has learned how not to have a vacation.
Georgie- Jessel, en route to San Francisco to hypo the opening of

his 20th-Fox production, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," went to
say good-bye to Cantor. Cantor said,' "I don't envy you, doing five,
six shows a day. Thank Heaven I'm through for a while, not going
to do a , stitch of work: until my radio program starts in September.
I'm ioirig t0 Lake Tahoe and ]Ust take it easy."
"Why don't you ride with me as far as Frisco," said Jessel, "and go

to Tahoe from, there." So they left for San Francisco. .

That night there was a dinner in Jessel's honor, so Cantor stayed Over
to make an after-dinner speech. , Jessel said, "That was awfully riice of
you, Eddie. Have a good sleep and go to Lake Tahoe in the morning.
I'll get up with you because 1 have an 8 o'clock broadcast."
The following morning Cantor did the 8 o'clock bro'adcast with

Jessel, but since' the latter had . to do another one at 10 in the sam*
building,' Cantor stayed over and appeared on that show,
"That was awfully nice of -you, Eddie," said Jessel. ''Now I gotta
go to the theatre and do five shows—and you're going on your vaca-

.'tion." :•
.

"I'll walk as far as. the theatre with you," Cantor replied. He did
five complete shows.

Jessel left for New York. By mistake he says he took Cantor's vaca-
tion bag, with the bathing suits and suntan. At. last reports, according
to Jessel, Cantor was stiU oA thfe stage in San Francisco,

to thrrbove, Pi.^^^^^^^^^^^^
fo>^"^*^ly in «howbiz, not infrequent-

$25!o00,000 for old-age pensions, un- ^"'"'^ ^^^8^ for^,icturesque

employment compensation, workmn's
compensation, etc., while radio put

$9,000,000 in this, and the remain
ing amusements and recreations paid

$13,000,000.

Films .Corporate $316,000,000

Before taxes the corporate profits

of pictures last year hit an astro-

nomical $316,000,(ro0. After Federal
and state taxes, a very nice $190,000,-

000 remained, of which $74,000,000

was dished out in dividends. In

addition, the industry kept for itself

a plush cushion of $116,000,000 in

examples, in . his speeches on th.e

floor. ''Harvey" is the latest to be so

used.

The other day Taylor was ribbing

Senatory Wayne Morse (R., Ore.),

one of the most liberal of the Re-
publioans. who believes there are

quite a few other liberals in his

party. ..
'

"The Senator from Oregon," said

Taylor, "has repeatedly used the ex-

pression, 'We Liberal Republicans'.

I think the Senator has a sort of

'Harvey' complex. Perhaps the sen-

ators may have heard of the play on
undistributed profits

! Broadway in which the puncipal
Broadcasting .profits before taxes

. invisible

^^IlPA^?^!"^' .'^^^I'l^L'^^^^^^^^ ^hSk the'lS Repubt
cans to whom the senator refers are

H wood Plugged

Twice in Congress
Washington, July 22,

Two top film indu-stry plugs went
into > the Congressional Record last

week where they will be able to help
counteract the sour inmpressions of
Hollywood held by some members
of Congress.
Warm commendation for Warner

Bros, historical color shorts was
read into the Record by -Senator

Edward Martin (R, Pa.), who com-'
mented on the- series made a few
years ago and now being revived:

"This is a good time to take note
of these fine productions. World af-

fairs are in an uncertain state, and
there is a tug-of-war between our
kind of country and communistic
dictatorship. Our people tend to

take America for granted, and to

forget why it came -about and the

heroism and sacrifice which went
into making our nation's greatness.

"So I am glad that this splendid
series of motion pictures is avail-

able. It is proper and fitting that

Warner Bros, should be commended
here in the.United States Senate for
this important contribution to good
citizenship. It is an outstanding ex-
ample of the kind of service that

motion pictures can render to the
nation."

Two days earlier. Rep. Gordon ti.

McDonough, of the Hollywood dis-

trict, inserted in the Appendix of

the Record the speech which Louis
B. Mayer delivered on "the motion
picture and the world today" before
the newspaper advertising execu-
tives', convention in Frisco. In an
introductory remark, McDonough
commented:

"It is good to know that one of
the great : leaders in this industry
fully realizes the tremendous influ-

ence that motion pictures have upon
the public mind and character, and
the need of the motion picture in-
dustry carefully scrutinizing and
publicizing its own releases to pro-
tect the public welfare.

''Clean wholesome motion- pictures
can do a great deal of good."-

H'wood Subpoenas
Continued from' pace I

reached in 1944. After taxes, this fell

to $42,000,000, substantially above the

$25,000,000 net of 1944, when the tax

rates were higher. The broadcasters

paid out dividends of $15,000,000 la.st

year, greatest in the industry's his-

tory,
'

Jn. the other amusements, accord-

ing to the Commerce Department
figures, the' corporate profits before

taxes were a record-breaking $70,-

000,000 last year, falling away to

$38i000,000 after the federal and state

bites. A $15,000,000 melon was given

to the stockholders.

. The various unincorporated en-,

terprises in the picture business

had an income of $76.000,000—also

a new records last year. Unin-

his 'Harvey'. He likes to.talk about
them, and I suppose inr his estiraatioh

they are big, but when we get. down
to bare facts, 'Harvey' just is,n't

there.''

Blanchard-Davis

Pic Winding Up
Hollywood, July 22.

"On Parade,'' Doc Blanchard-
Gleiin Davis football picture, being
produced by John W, Rogers and:

Harry Joe Brown under Bro-Rog
banner for Film Classics releasei is,

.scheduled to wind up next Monday
after Ki^day shooting - schedule,

corporated broadcasters had a started July 10, it's being rushed
: take of $2,000,000. In the o t h e r

,
through in order to get ex-West

branches of amusement, income of j.point pig.'-'k'n stars back to Army
the

.
unincorporated; was a terrific duties, and to hit screen in time for

$105,000,000.

Mis* Darnell in Swis's Alps

Zurich, July 15.

Combining business with pleasure,

Linda Darnell, recently arrived from
Paris, took_in a press reception here
as well as the Locarno Film Festival.

She now is vacationing at the Swiss
mountain resort at Zermatt.
VGai'deii 'party for Miss Darnell

was arranged by 20th-Fox. Later,

she went to Locarno to attend Swiss
oreem of "Darling Clementine."

comin,^ football season;
,

Budget on picture is close to $400;-

000, wifh Blanchard and Davis re-
portedly cut in for $50,000 apiece.

Fix Again for Bev Bayne
Hollywood, July 22.

Silent film star Beverly Bayne re-
turns to pix, after 20-yeaf absence,
for Mark Hcllinger's "The Naked'
City.-' .

She's been in legit and radio work
in N. Y. lor past 10 years.

BBC Gets a Comm'i
Bonson lightei s will get some free

plugs on the non-commercial BBC
next Saturday (26), when the British
network pielcs up Mutual's airing of
"20 Questions." Rea.son for the pick-
up is tliat Jack Train, English comic,
currently visiting the U.S.;- who sits,

on the panel of BBC's version of"20
Questions," will be guesting on the
Mutual program.
BBC v/ill knock off the pickup

while the commercials are being
aired-^but can't very well::edit out
the giveaways of Ronson . lighters
during the quiz session.

N. Y. to L. A.
Ann. Corio
Thea Dispecker
W. Ray Johnston
Burt LaYicasler

Gian-Carlo Mcnotti
Sigmund Romberg
Lew Wasscrman

plained. "I expect to have such top

leaders as Walsh and Sorrell before

us to tell their sides of the story.

Other developments: -

1. Kearns will have James C.

Petrillo here this week for a private

conference on getting the American

Federation of Musicians straightened,

out with 'the music educators. The
invitation to PetriUo went out last

Thursday (17).;

2. The probe on the Coast will go
intensively into the contracts be-
tween Petrillo and the studios.
Kearns wants to determine basic

responsibility for the inclusion of

the clause barring mm soundtracks
from television. Kearns wants to
find out whether it' was wholly
Petrillo's idea of whether film big-

gies, afraid of the competition ' of

video, are trying to stymie the com-
petition.

3. Father George Dunne, West
Coast priest, was in town last week,
seeking a solution to the studio

strike. He conferred with Kearns
and Rep. .Fred A. Hartley, Jr. (R.,

N. J.), chairman of the House Labor
committee. Dunne proposed several
points on which mediation may be
based Dunne contends that the
studio heads and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ^
ers are responsible for continuance
of the strike and feels there is much
justice on the side of the Conference
of Studio Unions. He failed to make
too mucli" of an impression upon the
congressmen, although the sub-com-
mittee will have his ideas in mind
when the hearings open in L. A.,

next month. Father Dunne also

conferrei^ here with William L.
Green, AFL proxy, in an effort to

4nd a formula for the studio strike.

However, nothing came of this

either. The AFL for weeks has had
a special committee seeking to find

a way to end' jurisdictional strikes,

with particular emphasis on the one
in the film industry. . .

;

'.

4. Kearns is trying to persuade
Hartley to sit on the Coast with the
sub-committee.

5.The Labor sub-committee, con-
trary to some reports, does not in-

tend to ask the House Un-Ameritan
Activities Committee to delve into
the studio strike. "As far as 1 am
concerned," commented' Kearns, :'i

feel there is probably more for the'

Un-American Activities Committee
.to investigate among the ; stars and
high-salaried people than among tlie

:

labor group. If we find'any .cbrnmu-;
nism angle, of course We shall bring
that out.

.
However, ,tha't :is not', v/iiy

we are going out there." - .;:;^^ .^'v
Name 2 FBI Aides

Stepping up preparation for late
September , hearings on Communism
in Hollywdod, Rep. 'J. Parnell Thom-
as ,(B.j N. J.), cliairman of the House
Un-American Activities Committee,,
yesterday .(21) announced appoint-
ment of two former FBI agents to
push the committee's Coast probe.

H. A. Smith, former FBI agent in
L. A. for a number of years and a
graduate of University of Southern
California Law School, was appoint-
ed .special investigator for California.
A. B, Leckie, another FBI man on
the^ Coast, was appointed to aid
Smith. Latter was in town last week
conferring with 'Thomas.

Arrivals in New York
from Europe

Joseph Auerbach, Eric Johnston,
Charles Lcmac, Alexandor Liebei;-

man, Grad Sears, Joseph Siritzky,
Helen Van Tonger.son

Defo' ^pyright

Hearings Until

Next Winter
Washington, July 22.

. The Seriate. Foreign Relations
Committee is not expected to begin
hearings on the new Inter-American
Copyright Convention until next
January or February, it was in-
dicated here after the convention
was introduced in the Senate last
Thursday (17). The agreement was
worked out in 1946 and signed on
June 22 of last year by the U. S.
and the other -20 American republics.
Since then it had been under wraps
of secrecy.
Both the film and broadca.sting in-

dustries are raising objections to
some phases of the bill and have de-
manded public hearings before this
country acts finally. Probably the
most highly controversial section- is

Article II,- which declares:
"The author of any cop.vrighted

work, in disposing ot his copyright
therein , by sale, assignment, or
otherwise, retains the right to claim
the paternity of the work and to op-
pose any modification or uise of it

which is prejudicial to his reputation
as an author, unless he has con-
sented, or consents before, at the
time, or after the modification or
use is made, to dispo.se of or waive
this right in accordance with the
provisions of the law of the state
where the contract is made." Feel-
ing is that this might considerably
hobble the makers of a motion pic-
ture, for example.
Operation prevents an author's

rights from being sho^, from under
him Article 5 which states that:

"All translations, adaotations, com-
pilations, arrangements, abridge-
ments, dramatizations or other ver-
sions of literary,, scientific, and ar-
tistic works, including pliotographie
and cinematographic adaptations,

' .shall be protected as original works,

i
without prejudice to the; copyright

' in the original works."

Sailings
July 2<) (New 'i'ork to London)

Billy Wilder (America)
Aug. 7

,
(London to New York

)

Sydney and Betty Box (.Queen Eliza-
beth)

L. A. to N. Y.
William Bendix
Bruce Cabot
Erik Charell
Jack Conant
David Diamond
James Englander
Eddie Foy, Jr.

Norman Freeman

.

Eva Gabor
Sid Garfield
Benny Goodman
James R. Grainger
Gary Grant
Steve .Hannagan
June Haver
Arthur Hornblow, Jr
Leigh Jason
George Jessel

David Jones
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmi s

Charles Korviii
Earl McClintock
Joannie McKeon .

Colin Miller
Elliott Nugent
Luis .Oliveira

Sherry O'Neil
Arthur 'Plncus
Robert Ryan
Bernard L. Schubc; .

Fred UUman, Jr.

Duke Wales
E. J. Wolfson

By Air to Europe
Don : Golenpaul. Son.iii Ht^mei

Gregory Batoff, Dario SatJilfliOt

Lisa Sergio
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BIGGER GAMBLE ON B%Y DATES
Metro Seeks to Win Over Disney ?

To Indie Stable; O'Brien as Lure
' Metro is on the make to add Walt-f'

Disney Productions to its Ust of big
'

indie producers. With a Disney

four-picture commitment to RKO,
three down and one to go, M-G is

currently flirting the animator in an

effort to win him over to Metro as

ivbrldwide distrib . outlet,, it's re-

liably reported. Initial bait on the

hook, it's understood, is an offer by
metro for the use of Margaret

O'Brien, moppet star, to play the

lead in Disney's forthcoming "Alice

in Wonderland." .

M-G wants to take on distribution

oil "Alice," figuring' the pic's foreign

b.o. pull should be terrific, uom-
ipany prides itself on its overseas

take, which is still tops in the biz,

and thinks the combo with Disney,

Who rates high abroad, to be a

natural. Company would like to

take over on future Disney feature

production in addition to the ani-

mator's program of 16 shorts yearly,

it's said, with "Alice" as leadoff in a
distribution deal.

Siiice Disney has strong ties to

HKO, it's still; problematical whether
he'll accept anv such proposition,

iae and RKO, miwever, have failed

to date to reach agreement on the

jnajor's proposal to lease the Disney
lot for a number of pix including
^'Miracle of the Bells." Protracted
negotiations have been carried on

,ior a number of months without re-

euits. :

'

Disney, it's understood, as price

for leasing the lot, which holds two
Hound stages plus two more under

. ionstraction, wants RKO to take

over part of the heavy coin belong-

ing to the animator and now frozen
in foreign cities. He's asking RKO
to adyance cash in the neighborhood

. of $1,000,000 in return for a transfer

of that sum overseas to the com-
pany. So far, RKO has refused to

go for the deal.

When Disney turns over "So Dear
to My Heart" to RKO before the

:

- year is up, his pact with, the latter

expires. His agreement called for

four pix. First two were "Malce
Mine Music" and "Song of the
j^outh," already released. Third,

"fun and Fancy Free," will hit the
•creens this fall.

UI Sets Up One-Pic

Deal for John Mills
Holly\frood, July 22.

Universal-International is setting

up a one-picture deal for British

actor John Mills, here on two-week
vacation as house guest of Rex Har-
rison and Lilli Palmer after personal
appearances in the east with J. Ar-
thur Rank's- "Great Expectations,"

in Wljich he's starred. Mills recently,

signed a straight seven-year contract

with Rank. .

• Setup for MUls is part of Rank's
long range lend^ease program with
Hollywood.

Story Backlog Builds

* As Studios Postpone

Pix Until Next Year
Hollywood, July 22.

Hollywood . studios rapidly are
storing

. up backlog of story prop-
erties for production next year, set

back from announced start this year
by variety of reasons. Nearly every
studio on Coast has one or more
which originally was to have gone
this year, but now is Slated for film-
ing next season.
Metro had jilanned to put "Green

Mansions" before cameras during
I947i.but starting date now has been
set back until some time next year.
Intention is to. send troupe to Vene-
zuela for Pandro Herman production.
Twentieth-Fox has announced that

"Chicken Every Sunday" is off the
slate this year. Several weeks ago,
announcement was formally issued
that due to advanced costs of pro-
duction, and high budget which
necessarily would be needed, "Black
Rose" had been postponed until next
spring by 20fli.

.Another feature which' 20th-Fox
has set back until next seasonv
necessitated by script trouble, is

.Down to the Sea in Ships." Pic-
ture .was scheduled originally for this
year, but difficulty in whipping cer-
tain story problems—which now

(Continued on page 23)

Korda Stresses

British Quality As

Key to World Mkt.
London, July 22.

It's not the quantity but the

quality o£ films produced by the
British that will determine their in-

come on the world market. Sir

Alexander Korda declared in a
lengthy letter to The Tittles of lion
don last Friday (18). : The letter

grew out of a publicly-aired dispute
o.n how many pix the British- indus'

try uoi'ld turn out. .

"If the British film industry is to

live and prosper,
' it does not have

to produce an enormous number of

fiims," Korda wrote. "What it must
do is to produce as many films as

it can of the highest, possible
quality."

Noting that creative manpower
was increasing, the producer
prophesied that from now on, Brit-

ain should be able to turn out ap-
proximately cne4hird of the films

needed to keep its theatres alight.

If the pix are good, he said, by ,ld49

they should bring in from the. ex-
port and Empire; market Bbout a
third of the money American films'

are costing the country today.
'

"It might be interesting to note,"

Korda added, "that out of all the

films available in this country about
the top 25% earn something like

75% of the gross. The remainder
earn the remaining 25%."
Declaring that "if we can send to

America films the' American public!

likes and which are profitable to

show," Korda said, "there will be
no resistance, organized or not, to

(Continued on page 25)

PLIiy 'EM llNyi!

TO GET PRESTIGE
Slump at film boxoffices on Broad-

way recently presents producers and

distribs with a peculiar paradox.

They are virtually certain before

they even open a picture in any one

of half the first-runners on the Stem
that they'll take a; loss on the en-

gagement. .

Aside from the occasional picture

that squeezes out an exceptional run,

distrib is almost positive to end up
in the r^d ink department when he
opens currently at the Broadway,
Globe, Gotham, Park Avenue, Rivoli,

'Victoria, Winter Garden and State

(when it plays first-runs). These are

the only theatres available to a good
many' indie producers, and even the
majors must frequently play some
of their product in them.

There are a flock- of reasons why^

—

despite the fact that producers and
distribs know they are going to take

a loss—that they choose to have a

first-run engagement on Broadway.
Reasons run all the way from pure
producer vanity., to good, hard busi-

ness sense. And not the least of

them, of course, is the old saying:

"Hope springs eternal in the human
breast." Almost every producer, no
matter what the previous experience
with his picture may have been, re-

tains that little glimmer of hope that

it might be the exception which
otrereomes the critics' needles and
knocks 'em dead on Manhattan's
Main st^et.

Cause of the almost sure loss at

the eight Broadway houses is the
terms they offer, plus the advertising

burden the' producer must shoulder

(Continued on page 23)

New Plan Would Return UA

To Producer Co-op in Buyout

From Co. of Chaplin, Pickford

WB Drops Proposed

Bix Beiderbecke Biog
Hollywood, July 22.

"Young Man. With A Horn" has

been dropped from Warners' pro-

duction schedule. ,
Difficulties with

script ,on Dorothy Baker novel,

based on life of late trumpeter, Bix
Beiderbecke, reportedly . cancelled

.pic. v.- ..

Jerry Wald was to have produced.

BacktoN^Y.
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., United Artists

pub-ad chief, has been forced to
cancel his slated Banff vacation by
nece.ssity of drawing up campaigns
•tor heavy quantity of upcoming
product and by general company un-
certainty. He was supposed to have
iMt from the Coast over the week-
end for the Canadian resort.
Current plans are for him to re-

•jurn to his New York headquarters
the middle of next week.

BROADWAY Pi/S PUT

DUKES INTO PIC BIZ
A pair of Broadway press agents

have put Duke International, New
York export-import firm headed by
Angier Biddle Duke and Anthony
Drexel Duke, into the pictures busi-

ness. William Friedberg and Alfred

Katz, who were fiacking for the firm,

have been financed by it in purchase
of American rights to a French film,

"Voyage of Surprise."

Duke has also purchased Brazilian

rights to a Mexican-made, "Pepita

Jimenez," with F&K sharini! in the

prolits, Deal has been made with

United Artists to handle the release

in Brazil.
.

Duke was in abortive negotiations

last fall for entry into the fllrn biz.

Company talked with Frederick

Brisson on financing production of

Independent Artists,^ indie unit

owned by Brisson and his wife

Rosalind Russell.
:

'

Denise and Roland Tual, producers

Of "'Voyage," started the chain that

got Duke International into the new
deal after meeting F&K in New
York and Mexico last year. They

proffered American rights to the

p.a.s. and Duke offered to put up.the

necessary coin. As -a result Frifed-

berg went to Paris last January to

clo-se the deal. Film is now playing

in France, where it has received ex

cellent notices.

Eyssell Sees Music Hall

Gross Topping $7,000,000

Despite General B.O. Dip
Despite the current dip at theatre

boxoffices generally, the Radio City

Music Hall, N. Y., is heading for its

biggest year in point of gross busi-

ness. G..S. Eyssell, managing direc-

tor of the Hall, anticipates the gross

revenue for 1947 will be in excess
of $7,000,000.

Last year, the Hall's total was
slightly under that figure. The the-
atre already has rolled up $4,026,000

to date, based on YAHiBTr weekly
actual figures and predicated on an
estimate of $113,000 for "Ghost and
Mrs. Muir" (20th), in fourth week
ending today (Wed.).

Ey.ssell said he is convinced that

(Continued from page IB)

50 Documentaries

Slated as Ballyhoo

For Fflm Industry
Joint industry promotional job of

the Motion Picture Assn. and the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences calls for the production
of 50 documentary shorts to be dis-

tributed throughout the country,

according to Grant Leenhouts, newly
tagged coordinator-producer of the
project. In knocking out the shorts,

Leenhouts said, he'll have a call on
all stars or lesser players from any
studio. He can also put the bee on
top directors, scripters and techni-
cians of any major.

Leenhouts heads for the. Coast
Aug. 1 to take up his new chores.

A board consisting of N. Peter Rath

-

von, RKO's prexy, representing the
producers; and a delegate from each
of the Guilds will supervise his

work, new exec said. His contract
runs for a year with the understand-
ing it'll be renewed if the job suits

both ways.

Any players, writers, etc., chip-
ping in on the briefies will be paid
for their work, Leenhouts added.
All shorts are intended to' depict one
phase or another of the industry
with the idea of explaining its work-
ings to the public.

First group of shorts will concen-
trate on the exhib's part in the film
biz., "My idea for a first short is one
showing a smalltown exhibitor and
the important rols he plays in the
community," Leenhouts declared.

Leenhouts was recently in chvge
of the Navy's training film produc-
tion program. Prior to that he was
a writer who secured recognition
after a stint in the merchant marine.

•f Sweeping, new plan to return
United Artists to its original status
as a cooperative of its producers is

being discussed on the Coast this
week With some of the producers by
Jacques Grinieff, New York financier
and foreign distrib. Under Grinieff's . .

comprehensive scheme, for which he
wbuld set the financing, the indies,
could take over from, and .pay off

owners Charles Chaplin and Mary
Pickford without advancing any
coin of their own. >
Meantime, however, it has been

^

authoritatively learned, that, despite
announcements to the contrary, the
group headed by Si Fabian and
Serge Semenenko still is making ac-
tive eft'orts to close a deal for pur-
chase of UA control; Semenenko,
Boston bankeiv is presently on the
Coast continuing with riegotiations. -

The Fabian-Semenenko activities,

as a matter of fact, are keeping
Grinieff from presenting his plan
officially to the UA producers or
owners. He has been associated with
Semenenko in several deals and
will not step in unless; and until,

the Fabian-Semenenko deal is fin-

ally buried. Despite their previous
association. Semenenko is not. in-
volved with Grinieff in the latter's

UA plan. It is possible, however,
that the First National Bank of
Boston, o£ which Semenenko is v.p.,

might provide part of the financing.
Grinieli's plan is to form three

companies out of UA. One would be
a U. S. distrib, one' an overseas dis-,

(Continued on page 11)

SKOURAS HEADS GROUP

TO CANADA SALES MEET
Contingent of 20th-Fox homeoffic*

executives, headed by prexy Spyros
Skouras and sales manager Andy
Smith, Jr., is slated to leave for
Toronto tomorrow (Thursday) to at-
tend a two-day meet qf 20th's Cana-
dian sales force Friday and Satur-

'

day.

Accompanying Skouras and Smith
on the trip will be assistant general
salesmanager William C. Gehring,
shorts salesmanager Peter G. Leva-
thes and Martin Moskowitz, exec as-
sistant to Smith. Group will lead
discussions on merchandising 20th's

upcoming production crop.

National Boxoffice Survey
Cooler Weather Helps Biz— 'Huckster*/ 'Perils,'

• 'Kissing/ 'Ruth/ 'Possessed' Pace Field

Heavy rainfall, which ended the

year's first long heatwave this year

in many keys, is helping exhibitors

this session. But return of hot
weather to Los Angeles and other
far west cities js clipping biz. How-
eT^er, it will not keep "The Huck-
sters" (M-G) from soaring to a

huge' nation-wide total, Gable-Kerr
opus being spotted in 17 theatres Of

keys covered this week by Variests-.

' "Hucksters" is pacing Boston, Det-
troit, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Denver,
Seattle, L. A.; Philadelphia and San
Francisco, Picture is not lagging in

any other of the big keys, ranging

from fine to sOck or record. It will

hit a new high in K.C. and a non-
holiday record in N. Y.

Others in the Big Six. list are

"Perils of Pauline" (Par), "Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th),

"Dear Ruth" (Par), "Possessed"

(WB) and "Brute Force" (U),

standing nationally being based on
strength shown in various playdates

and number of spots playing. Honors

are badly divided among others this

stanza. .

Despite its holdover position, in

most key cities this week "Ruth" is

baffling veteran exhibitors by its

staying power. In many spots, pic-
ture has been doing better or equal-
ling "California" and "Tmijo Years
Before the Mast," two- recent top
grossers .of Paramount. Radio adver-

'

tising has been used in many cities

to tip the public off, this method be-
ing especially effective in K. C.

where it's still strong in third ses-

sion. Word-df-rnOuth has helped
film to big extended runs.

"Brute Force," with new record
in N. Y., shapes as one of top new
entries, total from five L. A. houses
giving it a sock total this frame.
"Possessed" is getting out into keys
this week, being okay in L, A'., nice

in Boston and solid in St. Louis.

"Welcome Stranger" (Par), "Cry
Wolf" CWB) and "Won't Believe
Me" (RKO) shape as ace newcomers
likely to be heard from in greater

degree' in the future. First-named is

doing colossal biz at Frisco small-
seater and leader in Minneapolis.
"Believe Me" is collecting nice coin
in some four cities currently, "Wolf"
looks big on N. Y. preem,

(Complete Boxoffice tLiporU on
Pages 14-16).
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Bfetyhcfysays

RKO
PRESENTS

JAN[

GREER
in

they Wonf
elieve Me /

with

RITA JOHKSON *TeM POWERS

Directed by IRVING PICHEL • Produced by JOAN HARRISON

Screen Ptoy by JONATHAN lATtMER • losed on th* Story by GORDON McOONEU

RKO
RADIO
531

KAmMAUY MDVEItmD TO MORE
mn SIXTYmum chnmatioh!

. . . including Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post,

Collier's, American, True Confessions, True
Story, Fan List and the 44 important iSunday

newspaper supplements of American Weekly
ond This Week.
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Hollywood Reporter Says It!

"Pulls no punches . . . very ably directed

and sfalw«rHy performed."

Bvity Varhiy Sdys M

"Rates OS moneymaker . . . Smash finish

will leave audiences lolking."

fioxoffice Says W.

"Slick ond brittle, with an emotionol wal-

lop thot will have the customers tense with

interest and suspense . . . Rates high ...

Gold'-assurance of plenty of business."

M. P. Herald Soys It!

"Tense and exciting . . . climaxed by a

spectacular conclusion . . , Many dramatic

moments, well presented by able per-

formers."

M. P. Daily Soys It!

"Suspense thriller in the Hitchcock tradi-

tion . . , Highly polished, well-stacked with

nomes . . . aimed at sizable grosses."

Film Daily Says It!

"Has names and performances to lift it well

over mark . . . Unfolds in solid, engrossing

style that mounts to sharp, exciting con-

clusion."

The fxfiib/for Soys It!

"Absorbing drama . . . holds interest all

the way . . . rates with the better entries of

its kind."

The Independent Says It!

"Good performances^ high production val-

ues and « strong, surprise finale."

film Bitihtin Says W.

"Exploitable and suspenseful

ing character study."

. engross-

Sftowmen's Trode Review Says it!

"One of the most suspenseful and thrilling

dramas ever to come out of Hollywood ...

Should be a humdinger ot ticket windows^

coast to coast, large houses or stnalL"
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ATA. MPTOA Effect Unybtkm By

TaUing (Niestion on Trade Practices

Agreement to weld American -f

Theatres Assn. and the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Americsi

into one organization, reached over
the weekend, was eflected by tabling,

the hot trade practices question.'

Makeshift compromise Which made
the merger possible permits the two
groups to continue as entities and
push their separate pleas for relief

with the U. S. Supreme Court when
the anti-trust suit comes up for hear-

ing in the > fall. Officials concede,

however,' t h a t t h e question of

whether the new group, labelled

Theatre Owners of America, will

launch into intra-industry problems)
must be threshed out before the year
is up.

Compromise was pulled out of the
hat by the duo's boards at the Hotel
Astor, N. Y., to hold the affiliates in

line and still make the marriage of

the groups possible. Affiliate /Cir-

cuits had threatened to walk if the
new oufit took a stand -in favor of
continuing ATA's intervention in the
Government action. They're mem-
bers of MPTOA but several, notably
RKO and Loew's, left ATA because
of the latter's intervention stand.

Resolution unanimously adopted
by the boards of both orgs, provided
for raerger subject to ratiflcftion of
rank-mid-ille at a convention set for

Washington in September. Affiliate

reps, including Malcolm Kingsberg
and Major Leroy Thompson of RKO;
Joseph Vogel and Oscar Doob,
Loew's; Dan Michalove, National
Theatres, and Leonard Goldenson,
Paramount) joined hi approving the
merger.

A shell will be maintained of both
groups tQ permit ATA to intervene

. and. IiIPTOA to file a brief, amicus
curiae. During the meet, discussions

of whether TOA should handle trade
practices were kicked around and
then shelved for the time being. It's

understood that a number of toppers
in each group think it's impossible
to lay off that touchy subject for
long. Point is also made that
National Allied will make inroads on
the new group's membership unless
TOA ultimately makes, entry into
the field.

Officers and directors of both ATA
and MPTOA will constitute an in-

terim board to complete plans for
the welding. Real work will be in

the hands of a managing committee
set. up at the end of the confabs.
That body consists of Si Fabian,
Fred Wehrenberg,.. Ted Gamble,
Lewen Pizor, E. V. Richards, Harry
Lowenstein, Robert W. Coyne and
Herman M. Levy.
;TOA will have an initial metnber-

Bhip of from -8,000 to 9,000 theatres,
making it the top exhib outfit in the
country. ATA currently claims 6,300
thea'tres and MPTOA 6,000, but
there' s considerable overlapping.
Membership includes some 2,500 af-
filiates.

Prexy Snag
Thre? most likely candidates

for prexy of Theatre Owners, of

America, national exhib group
emerging from the merger of

the Amt'-'oan Theatres Assn.

and Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, disqualified

themselves during the joint

board meet in New York. Si

Fabian, ATA prexyi Ted Gam-
ble, board chairman of the group;

and Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA
prez, each in turn refused to run

for the office, telling the con-

ferees they were not available.

Indications are that none of

the trio will back down on the

nix despite pressure to win them
over. Name of Bob O'Donnell,

totsper of Interstate Circuit, is fig-

uring in current speculation.

Biggest hurdle to his selection is

his status as a Paramount part-

ner, , since there's considerable

suspicion directed against any
hookup with a major.
Convention to ratify the merr

ger deal will be held in Wash-
ington, Sept. 22-23, at the Hotel

Shoreham. There's the possi-

bility of considerable election-

eering at that time. ,

.

McGure Choice

Eases Overseas

Picture Stuation

GEORGE GIVOT
Currently appearing on stage and

screen ("Rlff-Rall") at the Golden
Gate theatre In San Francisco.

Thanks to Harry Romrri and
Dan Friendly

'Joan' Using 5 Stages,

May Force Hal Roach

Out of His Own Studio
rial Roach, who owns one of the

most active rental studios on the
Coast, may find himself in the
peculiar position of having to rent
outside space for his own production
when he's ready to start shooting
again in September. Roach has con-
tracted his studio to the Walter
Wanger - Ingrid Bergman - Victor
Fleming unit makiifg "Joan of Lor-
raine.'-' Pic was to have started
shooting Monday (14), but is de-
layed.

Roach was prepping a late summer
start for the next of his "Comedy
Carnivar' streamliners in color, "Mr.
Wilmer." AU five stages on the lot.

It now appears, however, will be in
use for "Joan." So Roach may be
forced off his own lot to maintain
his schedule.

Producer is now in the east. He
returns to New York today (Wednes-
day) from a vacation with his wife
in. Canada and next week will begin
a swing around United Artists ex-
changes to promote interest in the
first two pairs of releases in his
"C. C." He'll be accompanied on the
tour by Jules Seltzer, who came
east with him.

Tremendous simplification of, the
industry's problem of selection of
pictures for occupied countries is re

suiting from assignment three weeks
ago by the Army of Brig. Gen. RCb-
ert A. McCIure to head the New
York field office of the Civil Affairs

Division. General McClure was for-

merly in charge of the Information
Control Division in Germany, han-
dling films, press and radio, and so is

thoroughly familiar with the selec-

tion problem.
Industry, through the Motion Pic-

ture Export Assn.^ which handles the
occupied areas for the eight majors,
has been in a practically continuous
hassle with the Army and State
Dept. since the end of the war on
selection of films. Pix have to be
okayed by State Dept., the War
Dept., commanders in the various
areas and the companies themselves.
The battling among the various
groups was frequently hot, heavy
and protracted, with the result that
only about 80 pictures have gone
abroad so far.

General McClure's takeover of the
newly-created New York field, post
immediately began to clear the situ-

ation. He has the final say on what
goes over and funnels the various
okays of the other groups. In addi-
tion, the MPEA has appointed a liai-

(Continued on page 25)

U's $1,06 Diwy
Universal's board of directors has

declared a dividend of $I.06'A per
share on the iVi% cumulative pre-
ferred stock.

Melon is payable Sept. 1 to stock-
holders of record Aug. 15.

M-G Africa Pact

Aimed at Rank
In a move reportedly designed to

offset J. Arthur Rank's recent dis-

tribution deal With African Consoli-

dated Theatres, Loew's International

has extended its contract for 10

years with that circuit for the play^

ing of all Metro releases.

Metro is thus believed to be in an

especially favorable position in

Africa,, as far as other companies

are concerned. Circuitj headed up

by I. W. Schleshiger, recently inked

a merger with Rank which included

a clause that the British producer's

films must get terms equal to the

best given any other company's.

Loew's new franchisBj however,

guarantees Metro films at least as

much playing time as they received

under the old deal ahd, since it pre-

dates the Rank pact, it is not sub-

ject to the Rank "favored-picture"

policy. It was for this reason that

Samuel Goldwyn recently turned,
over distribution of four films in

Africa to Loew's.

Deal was consummated in N. Y.

Monday (21) by Arthur M. Loew,
prexy of Loew's International, and
Schlesinger. Loew's already operates
firstrun showcase theatres in Johan-
nesburg and Durban, and also serves
most of the indie theatres in Africa:

New pact now assures Metro play-
dates for 10 years also in South
Africa, British Southwest Africa,

Rhodesia, Tanganyika and Kenya,
covering not only present SchlesinR

Hetro's 40% INve in 3rd-Quarta^ Net

Shows Upped Costs Cutting the Take

Disney Story Hnddle
Walt Disney scripter Larry Wat-

kin is due in New York,Friday (25)

for huddles with Al Sindlinger, of

New Entertainment Workshop, prior

to Watkin'i departure for Ireland.

He's to do research in Eire on "The
Little People," story of leprechauns,

which Disney is planning; President

Eamon de Valera, of Ireland, has

offered to cooperate, wanting live-

action sequences filmed in actual lo-

cales, .

Sindlinger confabs are result of

tieup his NEW just made With Dis-

ney. NEW will work oa research

and development of three Disney
stories, "Little People," «So Dear to

My Heart" and an original to be de-

veloped entirely by the Sindlinger

organization. Aside from working
with Watkin on "Little People''

script, NEW "is doing public-opinion

research on how ; American audi-

ences will accept the leprechaun
myth and how to present it,

Watkin, author of tiie novel, "On
Borrowed Time," leaves for Cobh
July 31. He'll spend six weeks in

Eire, following work, done there^by
Disney last December.

'Outlaw' Get^

PkntyCoinOn

Repeat Dates
"The Outlaw" is running up

something of a record as a champ
repeat engagement' film. Inasmuch
as Howard Hughes' sexed-up boss
opry can't play a good portion of

the country because of church .and

other censorial pressure, attempts to

compensate are being -made by: re-

peat dating in the spots wher^ it

can run. Result is that it has been
back at least once—^and often more
than that—to over half of the houses
it has played.
Record repeater is probably the

400-seat Roxy in Norfolk, Va.,

w^here the Jan Russell-starrer has
been back five times in nine months.
The repeats were booked despite the
fact that the pio played through the
whole regular-run setup in the
town.

Here's the "Outlaw" record at the
Roxy (which ordinarily averages
about $750 weekly): July 12, 1946,

4 days, $1,620; Oct. 17, 3 days, $1,-

384; Nov. 8, 3 days, $1,208; Dec. 14,

8 days, $2,403; March 29, 3 days, $1,-

+ Boost in cost of producing pix
and a parallel climb in majors' dig.
tribution expenses over the past year
is currently showing graphically in
companies* profit and loss state-
ments. Metroes 40-week report, last
week, disclosed a 40% dip in the
company's' third quarter net while
the gross take for that period slid a
mere three points. M-G's take for
the thhrd 12-week period totalled $2 -

308,000 against $3,627,000 for the
comparative stanza of the year be-
fore.

Gross sales and operating revenues
for the. 12 weeks ended June 5
came to $43,371,000, only a ."slight

slide from $45,754,000 garnered in
'46. Which means that while Metro
handled approximately the same
amount of biz as the previous year,
its proportion of profit from those
revenues dived steeply. That's at-
tributable to more expensive pro-
duction outlay which spells heavier
amortization plus mounting cost i

to distribute the flickers.

Slipping third-quarter took its toll

on the company's 'net for the entire
40 weeks which shaped up at $10,.

904,821 against $12,579,245 in '46.

Fact that the dip is only 15% was
due to M-G's much stronger show-:
ing in the flrst .half-year when its

net was roughly equal to the same
period of the year before. Earnings
for the 40 weeks "were equivalent to

$2.12 per share, compared with $2.47

last year.

Pay boosts for exchange workers,
sales staffers and generally upped
administration expenses is cutting
sharply into the amount of pay dirt

that a major can extract from its

gross rentals. Decree selling which
makes it mandatory to peddle pic-

ture - by - picture and theatre - by -

theatre, with its added paper work
and expanded staffs, is also' thinning

'

the gravy.
Ballooning of production costs'

40% since the war's end is beginning
to hurt for real. That added ex-
pense didn't turn up last year be-
cause the companies were drawing
on their backlog, which was product
polished off during the war years.

Costlier pix are now being distrib-

uted—those lensed since V-J Day

—

and amortization charges ' on the
,

celluloid are chopping at net re-

turns.

20TH'S IST-RUN PITCH

FOR N. Y. MAYFAIR
Tjventieth-Fox,. which begins slot-

ting some of its top product into
Brandt's Mayfair theatre on Broad-
way Aug. 15, expects to encounter
considerable difficulty in convinc-
ing fllmgoers that the house has been
converted to a :

first-run operation.
Brandt has used it as a thi^d and
fourth-run house and, before that,

Loew's operated it third-run.

. To emphasize the Mayfair's new
status as a long-run showcase, 20th
is planning a special publicity cam-
paign that will break prior to the
opening of its first film there. Teeoff
picture has not been selected but
it's expected to be "Bob, Son of
Battle," Technicolor opus that was
canceled out of the Roxy, N. Y.,

last week to be taken back to the
studio for a change of title. "Kiss of
Death" which was recently filmed
in N. Y., will probably follow, with
possibility that roadshows of "For-
ever Amber," and "Captain from
Castile" will also go into the May-
fair.

Woodworth Back in Pix
Hollywood, July 22.

Marjorie Wqodworth, who bowed
out of films to travel with USO
Camp Show.^, is set to return to

screen with featured role in Colum-
bia's "Devil Ship."

Gander at the records on the film
ilso show some other unusual

er theatres but also any that may i grosses for tiny houses. For instance,
be built during the circuit's lonfi- . (Continued on page 25)
range building program. Enterprise

'

Productions, distributed abroad by
Loew's International, are also in-

cluded in the deal.

Metro product has played Schle-
singer theatres for the last 12 years
but only on short-term contracts
until now. New pact gives Metro
exclusive playing time in several of
the circuit's theatres. «.

Theatre Tele 2 Years Off,

Fifan Council Reports
Hollywood, July 22.

Practical use of television in
theatres is still a good way off and
its development will require more
than the two years predicted by
equipment manufacturers,- accord-
ing to a report by the Motion Pic-
ture Council.

Report was turned in by Thomas
Moulton, 20th-Fox; John Aalberg,
RKO; Daniel Bloomberg, Republic;
Parciot Edouart, Paramount; Ber-
nard Herzbrun, Universal -Interna-
tional; Nathan Levinson, Warners;
John Lividary, Columbia; Elmer
Raguse, Hal Roach; Gordon Sawyer,
Goldwyn,. and Douglas Shearer,
Metro.

55 FOR MONO-AA
With their joint national three-day

convention winding up in Oklahoma
City Saturday (19), Monogram and
Allied Artists Productions an-
nounced a combined program of.

some 66 features for 1947-48.

More than lOO delegates , attended
the conclave.

RKO, WB OK DETAILS

ON NEWSREEL SALE
RKO and Warner Bros, have

agreed or. principle in the acquisi-
tion of HKO-Pathe newsreel by
Warners, and company legalites are
currently prepping papers .for sig-
nature. Announcement of a closing
of the deal is expected within a
week, unless difficulties crop up.
One of the problems that need

untangling is sharing by the two
companies of the film and musiC li-

brary, now owned by RKO-Pathe.
These Include stock shots plus clips
on important news.events. Regard-
less of whether or not RKO sells the
reel company, it'll require a free
hand with library shots since they're
frequently used for both features
and shorts.

Despite rumors, RKO won't dis-
continue making shorts in the east
should the sale be completed. It's

stressed that the acquisition of the
newsreel company alone is involved
in the negotiations.

Gassner, Col. May Part
John Gassner, head of Columbia's

play department in New York, may
leave the company, it is understood,
with expiration of his current con-
tract in September. He is planning
going into legit production if new
contract terms are not worked out.

There'.s also a possibility that he
may remain with Col, with a con-
tractual provision that he may at the
spme time produce, He's been with
the company three years.

Jersey Exhibs Muster

Opposition to LegaOzing

Bingo as They Get Chill

With a public hearing due Monday
(28

) , on a proposed amendment to

the New Jersey State Constitution
providing for the legalization of

bingo and other games of chance.
New Jersey exhibs are marshaling
their fonrces to oppose the amend-
ment. : Constitutional convention at

New Brunswick • last week indicated
there may be a referendum this fall

where the voter has the choice of

either okaying pari-mutuel betting
alone or, in addition, authorizing the

Legislature to regulate various
forms of gambling.
As the amendment now stands,

only bonafide religious, educational,
charitable, veterans or fraternal or-

ganizations would be permitted to

conduct such games. Film theatres
arfe left out in the cold. Allied Thea-
tre Owners of New Jersey roundly
condemned the proposed amend-
ment at a general membership
meeting la^t spring. As introduced
Feb, 10 in the legislature, the pro-

posal "gets beyond th^ scope of en-

tertainment," pre»y Edward Lach-
man said.

Silverstone in Ireland

With New Chief, Kupper
Dublin, July 22.

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox for-

eign chief, with William J. Kupper^
newly-appointed managing director

for Great Britain, visited here last

week to introduce Kupper to the

Irish territory. Escorting the party

was London general sales manager
James F. Pattinson.
Junket included lunch attended

by leading Irish exhibitors at Shel-

bourne Hotel with veteran exhib

Maurice Elliman, now vice-chairman
Odeon (Ireland) Ltd., in charge.

Dublin manager of 20th-Fox, Mnui ice

Moss, organized the trip with liie

party leaving for Liverpool by air

to continue the inspection oi

branches throughout Kupper's terri-

tory.
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TINTERS' HEAVY PRODUCTION
Pressing Iteihands To Save Force

fates to tilling

UA in Middle of Distrib Situation

Involving Mi^A on Foreign Rights

"Contracting of foreign rights to-f-

the same pictures by two different

distribs at the same time has United

Artists currently in the middle of

an embarrassing situation. Motion

picture Export Assn. and Jacques

Grinieff, indie dealer in foreign

rights both maintain they hold valid

contracts from UA for an identical

group of 39 films.

There was some talk several

weelcs ago of the MPEA's bringing

suit for a declaratory judgment to

insure it exclusive rights to the

films, since its contract preceded

that of Grinieff. It appears almost

certain at the moment, however,

that UA will be able to reach a set-

tlement with Grinieff and obviate a

legal battle.

Films involved are wholly owned

by UA rather than by its indie pro-

diicers. They include the 12 the

company bought from Paramount
when it was short of product a few
years ago, some Hopalong Cassidy

westerns and 17 films made by Wal-

ter Wanger. Wanger's unit at UA,
before he moved over to Universal,

was 50% owned by the distrib.

Wh^n he left, UA' took all the nega-

tives and Wanger got $250,000 and
all the unproduced story properties.

Upon formation of the MPEA
after the war by the major com-
panies to distribute their product

jointly in 13 countries, UA signed

with the association. It cpuldtt't

commit the pix of its indie pro-

ducers without their okay, but it did
automatically commit at once the 39

films which it itself owned. Thus
• MPEA began making plans to dis-

tribute a number of them.
Then, last January, when nego-

tiations were on by UA partners

Charles Chaplin and Mary Pickford

to buy out the third pard, David O.

Selznick, it is understood that cash

Was required. Apparently as result

of an oversight, the fact was missed
that the 39 pix were committed to

MPEA, and an offer for them was
accepted from Grinieff to give the

company the needed cash.

Grinieff paid $800,000, plus a guar-
antee of a percentage of his income.
Not having any distribution facili-

ties himself, he immediately began
Selling the rights to local distribs in

various countries. His contracteeS'

and the MPEA suddenly began to

butt heads in the MPEA territories.

Grinieff has since stopped selling in

those countries whera he hadn't'

already closed deals.
He has expressed himself as sym«

pathetic to UA's position and anx-
ious to come to a compromise with
the company so a court battle can
be avoided; An agreement can per-
haps be reached giving him rights
to countries' other than the 13 cov-
ered by MPEA, although it is prob-
able that UA will have to return
part of his purchase

,
price or other-

wise compensate him for the rights
he gives up.

Reps Douglas in Paris
Hollywood, July . 22..

Jackson Leighter, personal rep for

Melvyn Douglas, planed to Pari's to

set deal for thesp to star in' film

there.

Leigliter had been 10 days hud-
dling with Douglas on offer made
by J. P. Frosenai, prexy of French
Motion Picture Producers Assn.

Schoeastadt Gets

Top Tin^, Refuses

Cash, in Cbi Suit

Chicago, July 22.

Peculiar settlement, possibly the
first of its kind, has been reached
by the majors and H. Schoenstadt &
Sons, Inc., operator of the Piccadilly

theatre, in winding up an anti-trust

triple-damager against the distribs.

Instead of the usual cash balm,
Schoenstadt's house for the next
three years is going to get A play-
ing-time in its sector in placS of its

former subsequent runs.

An added factor which makes the
deal a juicy one for the operator is

a proviso that the majors will serv-
ice the Piccadilly, first-run, at the
same rentals which the house pre-
viously paid for subsequent-run
bookings.

:
Piccadilly is in the same

bailiwick as the Jackson Park, which
won a judicial revamping of the Chi
release system.
'Schoenstadt took a long-range

viewpoint iq. pacting the current
terms of settlement. Majors had of-

fered him $250,000, or thereabouts,,

to drop his action, a proposal he
promptly nixed. Jackson Park de-
cision had him maintaining that a
$1,000,000 verdict by the courts was
a reasonable expectancy.

Suit charged distribs with discrim-
ination on runs from 1937-1942.

'Warner's Ayalon and Balaban &
Katz's Tower, Tivoli and South Town
were given the illegal break on pix,

complaint asserted.

4lllLL(IEIBy

RELEASE, 31 TO Gil

By MIKE CONNOLl,*
Hollywood, July 22.

Greatest number of color pictures
in history is awaiting release, de-
spite those highly publicized short-
ages. And there's another flock inked
to go before the cameras this year.
There'd be a lot more than the 44 at

the wire, the 12 in production, the 31

for which commitments have been
secured, and the eight on the "may-
be'" list for lensing this year, but
those commitments are still pretty

hard to get. Lack of equipment is

still the big drawback.
The 44 inked for release the re-

mainder of this year, and the early
part of next, include 28 in Techni-
color, 10 in Cinecolor, five in Tru-
color and two that were shot . in

'Vitacolor, but were processed by
Cinecolor when the 'Vitacolor plant
couldn't grind out prints fast enough
to meet Columbia's release schedule
These latter two are "The Return ojj

Rin Tin Tin" and "Last of the Red-'

:men.",
'

Pix; now before the lenses include

10 in Technicolor And one apiece in

(Continued on page 25)

Up Van Upp at Col.

Hollywood, July 22.

Seven year writer-producer pact

has been inked by 'Virginia Van Upp
at Columbia. New contract replaces

Old deal, which had two years to

run.
She first joined Colutnbia five

years ago to .write Rita Hayworth
musical, "Cover Girl."

Mono Deal Nears For

Mex Selznick Distrib

Deal is close to the ink stage for

handling of Selznick product in

Mexico by Monogram. It was em-"
phasized by the Selznick Releasing
Organization in New York, how-
ever, that the arrangement is for

physical distribution only. SRO's
own organization will be in charge
of selling, •

Selznick's sales rep in Mexico is

Alfredo Holgui,' formerly an exec
in Metro's setup there. He works
under Manny Reiner, Latin Ameri-
csn salesmanager. .

"Blitz" openings similar to those
in this country, are planned for

SRO's "Duel in the Sun" in Mexico
City, Sept. 12. Preem will be in four

houses for four weeks, then two
houses for two weeks, then two
other houses for two weeks and
finally 11 houses for as long as they
can run.

Fulton, B'way Legiter,

Goes Films on Aug. 13;

Would Return to Shows
Fulton theatre, Broadway legit

house whose conversion to films> was
^delayed through lack . of , product,
found itself a tenant this week in J.

Arthur Rank's "Black Narcissus,"
Teclmicolored British-import star-
ring Deborah Kerr. Pic, distributed
by Universal, will preem at the "ex-
legiter Aug: 13 under a deal closed
between Robert W. Dowling, prexy
of the City Investing Co.. and Wil-
liam J. Heineman, sales chief for U's
Rank unit.

C.)nversion to celluloid may not be
,

a permanent policy of the Pulton,
according to Maurice Maurer, thea-.
tres managing director. Construc-
tural changeover is such, he said,
that Pulton can swing bact to live
entertainment; on a day's : notice.

.

Fulton's policy will be to operate as
a mmi?ry so long as it's profitable
but to revert to legit if something

J^SJu'' '"^'^3t line comes along.
Theatre will erect a large sign

winch will plug the pic. If futuremm tenants don't want to use it.
Maurer said, then it would be soldWr commercial ads.

Reissue of '35 Jolson

Pic Fizzles in Bid To

Cash in on 'Story' 6.0.
Warner Bros.' efforts to cash in on

the demonstrated b,o. strength of

"The Jolson Story" (Col) by reiiisu-

ing a 1935 Al Jolson starrer has
fizzled. Company, after trial engage-
ments of "Go Into Your Dance," has
withdrawn the film from circulation.

If likewise has abandoned the. idea

of " reissuing the James Melton,
starrer. "Sing Me a Love Song."
which, was twinned "witii ''Dance" in

the tryout dates.

As a result Of the- flOppolai. War-
ners has decided on another- pair of

reissues, "Marked . Woman", and
"Dust Be My Destiny." They go into

the Strand on, Broadway Labor Day
for two weeks, with the house drop-

ping its stageshow for the stanza.

Dual bill then hits the RKO circuit

in New York.
"Marked Woman," originally re-

leased in 1937, stars Bette Davis and

Yates, H. Goetz

Parry Again In

Rep. Policies

Battle between Harry Goetz and
Herbert J. Yates over management
policies pursued by Republic will

be continued today (Wednesday) at

the annual stockholders' meeting of

Associated Motion Picture Indus-;

tries. Inc., in Wilmington, Del. As-
sociated is a holding company, the

principal assets of which are Repub-
lic stock.

Goetz, as a major stockholder and
director of Rep, has been taking
strenuous objection to ' certain ac-

tivities of Yates as prexy. Goetz .
is

also a major stockholder of Asso-

I

ciated, holding 33,000 shares of the

total of 189,000 outstanding. . Asso-
ciated owns 175,000 shares of Rep
stock, or Slightly under 10%.
As a re.sult of the dispute between

Yates and Goetz, latter is not up for

reelection to the board 'of Associ-
ated, Goetz is understood to have
declined to have, his name placed on
the ticket on the proxy statement,
inasmuch as his stock holdings in

Associated aren't sufficient to give
him any power in its operation in

any case.

Also dropped from the past year's
directorate

,
is Samuel A. Adamson.

This is a personal matter; however,
and has no connection with the

(Continued on page 23)

Hollywood, July 22.

With the Harry Goetz interests

p r e s s i n g heavy demands for the
trimming of Republic's production
costs, Herbert .T, Yates, company
-prexy, is laying down the law to

Rep's producers. After informing
his producers that because of busi-
ness conditions he was placing , an
absolute budget limit on all pix,

Yates has made a first move by can-
celling the producer-director, con-
tract of Alfred Santell.

Pact was wiped out after negotia-
tions between Santell and Yates
didn't pan out, Frank Borzage : has
received a warning as have all other

:

producers, that they must eiither-

stay within their allotted budgets or
leave. -

Yates statement of a new policy

was made after summoning all pro^
ducers to a studio huddle. Report-
edly his action is in response to a;
Goetz-Brulatour ukase that costs

must be cut or there'd be further ;

fireworks. ' ' •

Borzage is on the spot since he's

been informed by Yales that he
must stay within^ bounds of the
written figure of his contract. This
is reported to be $950,000 per pic-

ture, without Borzage's drawing
account or certain other expenses
he may incur.

It's understood that Borzage has
an iron-clad contract which gives

him free rein in filmmaking. Start

of his next film, "Crosswinds," has
been postponed until he can have
further talks with Yates. Report-
edly, he's disappointed with the way
the company .sells his films.

Yates fiat to his producers is that

if they went ahead with a. budget,
,

then topped this figure, they could
be. expected to leave the lot. San-
tell's deal with Rep called for two
pictures yearly. Their falling-out re-

sulted from an inability to agree. on
a budget for "Sea of Darkness,''

,

which Santell was prepping as hi«
next film.

Briefs From the Lots

Hollywood, July 22.

Production unit oh "Mark Hellinger's.

"Naked City," currently filming the

story on location in New York,; is

slated to return to the Coast Aug. 1

for four weeks of additional shoot-

ing at Universal. HelUnger, there-

fore,- follows the pattern sef by
David O. Selznick's "Portrait of

Jennie" crew, which returned to the
Coast last week after lensing most
of the film in the east.

"To the Ends Of the Earth" is the
new tag on "Assigned to Treasury"

at Columbia i . . Peggy' Cummins'
mother, Margaret Tracy, will make
her film bow in "The Sign of the

Ram" at Columbia . . . Josephine
Hutchinson signed for the wife role

in the Joe. E.' .B.rbwn starrer, : "'The

Tender Years" . . , Billy Daniels

draws a three-way- chore as direc-

tor, dance director and actor in

'•SambanJahia," Technicolor short at
Paramount . . . Paramount's ; "The
Sainted Sisters" is slated for a Sep-
tember start with Richard Maibaum

iPumpBrey Bogart. "Destiny," which producing.

appeared, in 1939, has John Garfield

and Priscilla Lane heading the cast.

Strand booking has been set de-

spite weak biz done by another pair

of WB reissues earlier this year.

They were 'The Sea Hawk" and
'The Sea Wolf." Bill did rather well

around the country, but failed to

draw at the distrib's Broadway flag-

ship, which dropped its in-person

show for the engagement.
There are several reasons behind

the Strand hooking despite tiie lack

of strength by the previous pair. One
is that the film (rental is all gravy.

Since cost of the pic has long since

been amortized. Another is that- the „ „
prestige of the pix for later runs is 1

Victor" at Warnei-s. .
.Qucntin Key

greatly enhanced by the Broadway I nolds will, play the voice of a radio

. .
. I commentator in the Lssky-MacEwen

Republic's "The Fabulous Texan"
has more than 100 speaking parts

but only three femmes in the cast

.Arthur Miller, three^time Oscar
winner," is lensing his 158th feature;

"Qentleman's Agreement," at 20th-'

Fox and celebrating his 37th year as

a cameraman...John ShcHon and
Ann Doran playing romantic leads

in "The Dark Road," with 'Walter

Colmes producing and' directing for

Somerset Productions ... Sol M.
Wurtzel borrowed Arthur Plerson

j^'om 20th-Fox to direct "Dangerous
years." which went into work at

Motion Picture Centre. . .Zachary

Scott drew a key role in "To the

production, "The Miracle of the
Bells," after collaborating on the
screenplay.

Republic bought "Another Dawn,"
a novelet by Earl I<'enton, for $50,-

000 and turned it over to John H.
Auer for production. . .Hiram S.

Brown, Jr., in charge of serials at

Republic before the war, checked in

at "Vanguard as business assistant to

David O. Selstnick. . ."Off to Buffalo"
will be released by 20th-Fox as

"Give My Regards to Broadway". .

.

Dr. Ferenz H. Fodor, chief of Audio
pictures, closed a deal for the pro-
duction of three educatidnal shorts

on the muscular art known as judo.

RKO bought "Mister Music," a
tale, of Tin Pan Alley authored by
Jerry Horwin . . . Gordon Oliver
signed for a key role in "Stations
West," to be produced by Robert
Sparks for RKOi,,Maury Gartiuntm
assigned as chief cameraman on
"Rachel" at RKO. . James -Barton
wound up his chore in William Cag-
ney's "The Time of Your Life," and
is mulling an ofl'er to do apo.ther

road tour with "Tobacco Road,'-

starting in Chicago in autumn.
William Cllne to South America to

shoot backgrounds for "Romance in.

High C "
. . . Kathleen 0'MaU«y

draws a featured role in ''Sign of the
Ram" at Columbia. . .Mary Grant,
Broadway costume designer, signed
to create wardrobe for "Up in Cen-
tral Park" at Univer.sal-International

. . . Alan Le May signed to screenplay
"Sunrise in My Pocket" for Para-,

mount . , . Richard Whorf will di-

rect "Luxury Liner," Metro tuiiefilrn,

starting Aug. 5 . / . Maurice Marsac,
French actor, makes his American
film bow in "The Crime Doctor's
Gamble ' at Columbia . . . 'Virginia

Hunter draws the femme lead in

1 Columbia's "Phantom Valley."

Bill Rodgers to Probe

Canadian ProUems At

Metro Toronto Meet
Metro veepee over sales William

F. Rodgers and assistant sales man-^

ager Eddie Aaron ^ will get their

initial flrstharld information since

before the war on Canadian sales

problems when they attend the an-
nual meet of Metro's Canadian sales

force, in Toronto Aug. 12-13.

Meet is the first general assembly :

of all Canadian branch managers
and salesmen held in many years.

Henry L. Nathanson, prez of Regal
Films, Metro's Canadian affiliate,

and Ted Gouldi general sales chief

for Canada, will jointly lead the two.
days', huddles.. ; Also slated to attend'
from Metro's homeoffice are Jay
Eisenberg, liaison between the sales

and legal departments; Irving Hel-
font, home office a.ssistant on Cana-
dian sales, and M. L. ("Mike")
Simons, assistant exhibitor relations

chief and editor of Metro's .Dis-

tributor mag.

With Canada still selling via
blockbooking, Rodgers and Aaron
reportedly believe it will be a good
idea to gain firsthand knowledge of

how the system has worked there :

since it was outlawed in the U. S.

Since no decision has yet been made
on whether the decree will affect

distribution in Canada, it's also con-
sidered a good bet to give the
Canadian sales force an idea of how
the decree has operated so far in
the U. S. Meet will thus feature an
interchange of ideas on : sales; as
well as ad-publicity methodSi:

Flacks OK CSU Break
Hollywood, July 22.

Screen Publicists Guild voted 160 .

to 115 to secede from the Conference
of Studio Unions. Other groups
which withdrew from CSU in recent
months were the screen story ana-
lysts, the studio janitors and elec*.

triciahs.

ITwo factions o£ SPC have been at

war since the studio strike in 1945,

which: t^je Guild did not vote to

support.
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The boys are really going places
with paramounts two^'sweet

Topping "Blonde" and "Brunette"*

business in Philadelphia, Kansas City,

Boston, Atlanta, Minneapolis and
scores of other spots . . . and

SHE'S MAKING THE N.Y. PARAMOUNT
"THE HAPPIEST SPOT ON BROADWAY"

I 1 , —iV. Y. World-Telegram
because she s

A KNOCKOUT !"-M,>ror

A BONANZA!"-™
"A HONEY!"->«™«/-^«.

"SOMETHING TO $W-HeraU Trib.

"WONDERFUL !"-

"DISPLAYING GREATEST STRENGTH
OF ALL CURRENT RELEASES." ^-^nv^y

in July 16th Weekly National B.O. Survey

-'^*
,

'



m

1,

It's the truth . . . there never was a

gal like "Ruth". . .

Her 2nd week in Kansas City topped

"California" by 30% -and "Two
Years Before the Mast'' and ''Calcutta"

by even bigger margins ! . , *

Her 28th day at N. Y. Paramount

was only 1% under opening day . . .

and she broke the all-time 4th of

July record in her 3rd week!

In St. Louis her 4th week's gross

was 2\% over first week ! . . .

And Pittsburgh's 6th day nearly

trebles ''California"— nearly doubles

"Brunette" and "Calcutta," in same

or smaller houses

!

screen PloV^^

11
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Song of Love
. Metro release ot Clareiuie Bi'own produce
,.tion. Stars. Katharine Hepburn, Paul Hen-

. reid, , Jiobert "Walker; features lletiry

Panlell, lico G., Carroll, Else Janssen. Di»
reeled by Brown. Screenplay, Ivan Tors,

. Ivmsard von Cube, Allen Vincent, Robert
>rarey, from play by Bernard .Schubert and
Harig Siiva: camera, Harry Stradllngi edi-
tor, Robert ". J, Kern': rhuslcal direction,
BronIsla;u iCaper; M-G symphony ort'h eon-
yiucted by WiUiarh- Steinberg.. Tradeshoxvn
U, Y,, July 16, '47. Uunning time, 117

Clara WiecK Schumann. Katharine Hepburn
iKibert Schumann, i. ^ i. Paul Henreid
Johannes Brahms. .. i iRobert Wallter
Pranz Liszt. ..... . . . , i Henry Daniell
Professor Wieck. .I*oo G. Carroll.
Bertha. ..... .v.i .... . . .Else .lanasen
Julie. ...... ., ,, ... ; . ....... . . .Gigl Perreau
Felix. . . . .. . ...... ...... . ..."Tinker'* Furlong
3V]arie. .Ann Carter
KuKenie. .. ..... ..... .Janlne Perreau
I.udwiK .Jimmie Hunt
Ferdinand....... ....Anthony ,Sydes

Elise. Eilenfi' .Tanssen

Dr, Hoftman. .............. .Roman Bohnen
Hasllnger. ilmdwiB Stossel

Princess Valerie Hohentela. . . . > .Tal& Birell

Judge ....... J .......... i . , .ICuvt Katch
King Albert. ......... . . ..Henry Stephenson
Belnecke...,...^. ..Konstantin Shayne

Something in ilie Wind
(SONGS)
Hollywood, July 19.

Unlver'sal-Tntei'nattonal release of Joseph
Sistrom production. Stars Deanna Durbin,
Donald O'Connor, ' John Dal); .

features

Charlea Winninger, Jacqueline de Wit,
Helena Carter, Margaret W.vcherly, Jan
Peerce. Directed by IrvinE Plchel. Screen-
play. Harry Ifurnit!!, William Bowers;
baaed On story by JSrlt? Rotter: and .Charles.

O'Neal ; oamerai Milton . Kratiner;
,

.special

Dhotosraphy, , David S. Horsley; music,

composed alia directed by Johnny Green;

'lyrick I.eo . Robin; .editor,-. Otto .Ludwig.
Tradeshown HoJlywood, July 18, •i'l. Run-

, . . , . .Deanna Durbin
.. . .Donald O'Connor

. . ...John Dali
. .Charles Winninger
... Helena Carter

, . Margaret Wycherly
. .Jan Peerce

ning timei
Mary Collins.
Charlie Read.
Donald Read. .....

.

Uncle ChPster. . . i

Clarissa. Prentice
Grandma Read. .

.

Totiy
Aunt Mary Collins. ............ .Jean Adaif
.Singing Quartette .

The Pour Williams Brothers.

Saleslady .............. . JaoQueline 'de Wit
J* e. . .................... ..William Ching
Model .....................Patricia Alphin
BeamlB .....,'..,......... ....Chester Clute

Masterson ....Franlt Wilcox

"Song Of Love" will have varying

reactions in different situations.

Story of the lives, loves and music
' of Robert and Clara Schumann and

Johannes Brahms, it has a good cast,

entertaining tale and the usual top

Metro production mountings to make
it a sure draw in the key-city firstr

runs. Its longhair aspects may mili-

tate against it, though, in subsequent-

runs and in the hinterlands. But tak-

ing into consideration the general

public's growing acceptance of long-

hair music and grosses rolled up by

such films as Columbia's "A. Song to

Kemember," this one has a good
chance of doing well all down the

line.

Picture offers a goldmine of thesp-

ing opportunities to its thfee stars,

Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid

and Robert 'Walker, all of whom play
it to the hilt. AU three> moreover,
show a surprising adeptness at the
pianisticE, which is highly necessary
despite the fact that Artur Rubin-

' Stein ghosted for them all. Camera
at many points is moved in for a
-closeup of their playing, and^the dub-
bing job is done so expertly that
«nly a well-trained student could be
wise to the lact that somebne else
provided the actual soundtrack mu-
sic. Music itself comprises the best
works of Schumann, Brahms and
Franz Liszt. Because of the extreme
classicism of the three composers,
however, only a small pact of it will

be familiar to the majority of .audi-

. ences.

Screenplay, , based, on a play by
Bernard Schubert and Marip Silva,

is : overlong, 'with the result that
there's a slowness of pace through-
out. Four different scripters had a
hand in the adaptation. A little pref-
ace warns audiences that "certain
necessary liberties have been taken
'With incident and chronology," step
probably being taken to ward off

such complaints as followed Jerome
Kern's biopic, "Till the Clouds Roll
By," "The Jolson Story," etc. Pic-
ture, however,' follows more closely

. the comfiosers' liviss than is custom-
ary in scripters' dreams.

Yarn picks up the young Clara
Wieck as an already popular concert

• pianist in the early, part of the last

century, at the time of her: marriage
to «Schumann, a struggling young
composer. Duo promptly, by screen
time, have seven children, for whose
care Frau Schumann sacrifices her-
concert work. The young Brahms

: enfers the household as a student and
promptly complicates things by fall-

ing for Clara. Schumann, meanwhile,
continues to struggle to gain recog-
nition fof his works, but without
success. Strain aijd overwork affect
his mind, and he's taken to a mental
institution where he dies. Brahms,
who's become one of the top com-
posers in Europe, later proposes to
Clara (seven kids and all), but .she

turns him down in favor of returning
to the concert stage to perpetuate the
works of her late husband. Time then
•jumps 40 or so years to show Madame
Schumann in her farewell appea.r-
ancQ, gaining kudos for her hu.s-

. Band's compositions.

,

' Miss Hejpbufnis fine as Clara, show-
ing in her' work touches of the ex-
pert direction of Clarence Brown

.. She progresses neatly from emotion
. to emotion and registers solidly in
both comedy and pathos. Henreid Is

. a little'too austere, as . Schumann but
comes off well in a role suited more

: :to his talents than some of-his recfent

films. Walker is surprisingly good as

.. Brahms, underplaying the part and
making it seem at all times authentic.
Supporting cast is uniformly good,
with Henry Dahiell standout as Liszt
and Else Janssen contributing a neat
performance as the rriaid in the Schu'
mann menage. .

Erown doubled as pi-oducer. Sets
and .oostuttles are good and technical

. .credits .are excellent. Camera work,
linder the supervision of Harry
Stradling, adds much to the film's

varying moods;, his final shot, in
which the carh'era moves from a

V closeup of Miss Hepburn at the piano
to an extremely long shot of an en-
tire auditorium, is exceptionally
good, Special nods are due Bronis-

. laii Knper for his intelligent musical
direction and to the Metro orch un-
der the capable direction of William
Steinberg. Stal,

"Something in the Wind" affords

Deanna Durbin a warmth and s.a.

lacking in most of her previous ve-
JiicleS; It also gives her opportunity
to display vocal ability on six num-
bers, both popular and classic, so the
appeal to her fans should be wide.
Film is light musical comedy with a
broad treatment and sufficient

chuckles to augur okay b.o. return.

Sales will be ^ided by draw of

Donald O'Connor, co-starring.

Music and lyrics by Johnny Green
and Leo Robin are very listenable

and get strong , selling by Miss
Durbin. In the popular style are
"The Turntable Song", and "You
Wanna Keep Your Baby Lookin'
Right." Latter, a gold-digger num-
ber; is punched over solidly by Miss
Durbin, who gives it a sexy, blues
treatment. Standout on classic end is

teaming of Miss Durbin and Jan
Peerce on "Miserere" from "II Trova-
tore."The title tune, "It's Only
Love," and "Happy Go Lucky and
Free" are others pleasing' the ear.

O'Connor sings and dances to '"I

Love a Mystery," a takeoff on ether
chill shows, and also terps again in

finale production number. Aiding
vocals are the four •'Williams brothers
and a mixed chorus. Quartet gives
good note-blending to back Miss
Durbin on title song.

Plot is on the thin side, but suf-

ficient backing for the music and
laughs. Irving Pichel's direction paces
it Well. Scripted by Harry Kurnitz
and William Bowers, from a story by
Fritz Rotter and Charles O'Neal, plot

deals with mistaken, identity and at-

tempts of wealthy family to buy off a
girl it believes was supported by the
late head of the clan.

Miss Durbin. a disk jockey, is the
girl. John Dall is the priggish scion

of wealth.' An antagonistic romance
grows between two, aided and
abetted by O'Connor, poor third
cousin of the wealthy, and Charles
Winninger, a poor uncle. Expected
finale clinch brings lovers together
after romantic trials and tribulations
that aren't too well premised in the
writing.

Picture has not been well-edited.
Otherwise, Joseph Sistrom's pro-
duction guidance has shaped it ex-
pertly. Cast handles characteriza-

tions deftly. Helena Carter does okay
by small spot as Dall's fiancee, Mar-
garet Wycherly Is good as his snob-
bish mother, J«an Adair, Jacqueline
de Wit, Chester Clute, .Frank Wilcox
and others are competent..
Miss Durbin has heen attractively

gowned by Orry Kelly and, as

further treat for ladies, a style show
is thrown in as. background for the
"Baby„.Lookin' Right" tune. Art di-

rection provides lush settings, and
Milton Kr'asner's camera take's full

advantage of the production dress

and players. Figuring on credit side

are the orchestrations by Ted Duncan
and George Siravo. 'and set deco-
rations. Brog.

Miniature Reviews
"Song of Love" (M-G). Kath-
iirine Hepburn, Paul Henreid,

Robert Walker in longhair -tale

of Schumanns and Brahms; sure-

fire for top situations.

"Something in the Wind" (UI)

(Songs). Good Deanna Durbin
musical comedy, with added
value of Donald - O'Connor
clowning, for good biz.

"Merton ot the Movies" (M-G),
Top comedy with Red Skel-
ton's funning slanting remake
for nifty grosses.

"Her Husband's Attalr" (Col).

Screwball comedy with a laugh-

a-minute pace. Sturdy escapist

entertainment.
"They Won't Believe Me"

(RKO). Sound scripting and
acting give this character study
solid potentialities.

"Sons .
of Thin Man" (M.G)

(Song). 'William Powell, Myr-
na Loy in resumption of "Thin
Man" sleuth yarns; strong b.o.

"Springtime in the Sierras!^

(Rep) (Color). Topnotch Roy
Rogers oatuner in Trucolor, Will

.be a solid pleaser in its market.
"The Red Stallion" (Color)

(E-L). Good outdoor pie of

horse, boy and dog, with a bear
as heavy; goo.d grosser.

"Gas House Kids Go West"
(PRC). Badly-made comedy
melodrama.

van Simon brings the crdckpot doings
to life for strong audience reaction.

His pace is perfect and he welds
zaney situations into socko laughs.
Motivation : lor rhuch of the comedy
comes from Tone's sponsorship of a
screwball inventor and the products
that he develops while searching for
the perfect embalming fluid. Gentle
fun is poked at advertising agencies
and bigshot sponsors and public fig-

ures.
Mikhail Rasumny i..? the crazy in-

ventor and wraps up the role for
honors. Edward Everett Horton,
Gene Lockhart, a business tycoon;
Nana Bryant, his wife, and Jonathan
Hale are among others who keep the
laughs busy.
Raphael Hakim has given produc-

tion polish in all- departments. -

•, .Bros.. •

Tliey Won't Itdlove Mo
RICO release of Joan HarrLson production

(Jack Gross, exeoUti'^^e producer), .stars
Robert 'young,, Susaii Hayward, Jane Greer;
features Rita; Johnson, Tom Powers. XH^.
rected by Irving Plchel. Screenplay. .Jo-

nathan Latimer, based on stoi'y by Gordon
HoDonell; camera, Harry J. Wild; editor,
Elmo Williams. . At Palace, N. Y., week
July 17, '4Ti Running time, »B WINS,'.
Lari-y Robert 'Young
Vernn. . . . . .Susan Hayward
Janice.'. .......................... .Jane Oreer
Grotta. . 1 ... ... .. . . . ,Kita Johnson
Trenton. . . ..Tom Powers
I.t. Cai'r. .George Tyne
Thomason. ..Don Beddoe
Cahlll . . Krank Fei-guson
Judge Fletcher. i . . .. . .Harry Harvey

MorAon of ilie Movies
Hollywood, July 12.

^feiro release of Albert Lewis production
Rtiu'S Red . Skelton; features Virginia^
O'Bi'ien, l^eOn Ames. Gloria Grahame, AUm
Mowbray. Directed by Robert Alton.
Screenplay. George Wells and Lou BreKiow:
l))ised on novel by Harry Leon Wilson and
play by George. S. Kaufinnn and Marc
<'oiinpllv : camera, Paul C. Vogel; score, Da-
vid SncU; edilor, T'rank E, Hull. 'I'rarte-

.«ho\Vn July!), '47. 'Running time. ;*.t MINS
Merton 0111.

Phylli.*^ Stohtague.
Beulah Baxter . . , , .

T .awren ce Hupert j

.

' .

Fi'ank Mulvaney. . .

,

.left Baird. . ..».,. .,.*.

Von HI rutt. .......;..

Mr, Gaahwiler. ... t.,

Jtar

.'...Wed .Skelton
....Virginia O'Brien
..'., .'Gloria Grahame

. . . .Leon Ames
..iV....Alan Mowbiiay
..-iCh'ai'le.s D. Brown

.Hugo Haais
.... ..ITai'ry Hayden.

• 'Fom Trout

depicting scenery-chewing tech-
niques practiced in the early days.
Robert Alton puts the players

through their paces with sure direct
torial touch that milks comedy in-

herent in fable of smalltown, film-
struck youth who battles Hollywood
to win fame and fortune. The Skel-
ton comedy has substance under-
neath that draws full audience sym-
pathy. There's none of the brash,
forward technique usually used by
him ijn grabbing laughs and it adds
up to anifty pace switch.
Virginia O'Brien proves herself a

capable leading lady without re-
course to deadpan vocaling. Erst-
while canary doesn't have a number
to chirp throughout and sells her-
self strictly on talent merits in the
romantic lead opposite Skelton.
Manner in which she delivers should
further her career.

Plot of the old Harry Leon Wilson
novel, SQripted by George Wells and
Lou Breslow, has Skelton, small-
town theatre usher, brought to
Hollywood as publicity gag to aid
career of fading film star portrayed
by Leon Ame.s. He soon finds it's a
quick brushofl: but sticks around to
carry out aims of being a dramatic
star himself. Recognizing his com-
edy talents, Miss O'Brien sets him
in film burlesquing Ames. Skelton
plays it straight and- winds up a new
star with a happy romance.
^•Gloria Grahame has herself a
time as an oldtime screen vamp.
Ames is excellent as the fading star.
Alan Mowbray, early-day director;
Charles D. Brown, producer; Doug-
las Fowley, brash flack, and Others
come through with solid support.
Production h^s been given first-

rate lensing by Paul C. Vogel, and
art direction, settings, editing, music
score and other credits are topnotch
in backing fun intentions. Brog.

Ilor Hnsliand's Affairs
Hollywood, July 18.

Columbia release of Cornell production
(Jtapbael Hakim, associate -produeer). Stare'
LtlTjill^ Ball, Franc'hot Tone; features Ed-
ward Everett Hprlon, Mikhail Rasumny,
Ofne Lookhart. Directed by S, Sylvan Si-
mon^ Screenplay. Ben Hccht, Charles Led-
erer; camera, Charles Lawton, Jr.; editor,
Al , Clark: '

:
Previe'wcd at the Pantages,

IjjOlIywood, July 17, '47. Hunntng time,

Marga ret ' Hveldbn
.

'. . . . . , . . , i . . .Lucille- Ball
>V'illian) Weldon: . . . ...... . . .Francliot Tone
' B. Cruilt,shank,.Hdward Everett:.,Hortbn

Itikhall Rasunlny
. . .Gene ,LocHh.art
. .

. , .Na:na.Brya'nt

.Jonathan Hale
.Paul Stanton

......Mabel Paige
Slarrett.... . . . .Frank Mayo
Beiller. i'ierre : W.Tlltin
Brady. •. c.'arl Levlne.«a
'Nichclstin . . , . • • l)i<'k Gordon

..D,>u,tfUl..=i Wood
.... ..Jack nice
. .'. , ... . .('liinr'y, t'noper
... .Charles c. tvilson
, .t'hfirlc.'^ Trowbridge

. ... ..SelmPr Jack.son
Arthur .space

A modest budgeter embellished
with ?i soundly rounded pivot-role
and scripting that sparkles, RKO's
"They Won't Believe Me" drives an-
other spike through the whilom
gospel tliat you can only get out of a
pic the coin you put in: To sell, it'll

need high-tension exploitation, but
word-of-mouth will help.
This film scores in its tri-dimen-

sional portrayal of its chief char-
acters-Jji male no-gooder and the
three gals in his life. Unerring cast-
ing has them at the inside rail from
the gun with some neat thesping
and writing. Camera focuses on Rob-
ert Young in a practically continuous
take. Playing a photogenic weakling
who's caviar to the femmes, Young
donates, depth and perception to an
intrinsically unsympathetic part..

Susan Hayward, JanS Greer and Rita
Johnson are the women in his life.

Credits seg.ue into a courtroom
where Young is on- trial fpr homi*-
cide. Via flashbacks, he testifies in
his own behalf and biogs the actions
leading to the event. He's shown as
a weak sister who marries one wom-
an (Miss Johnson) for her shekels
and is about to lam out with another
,(Miss Greer) • Key to his character
is deftly signalled early in the game
when he drops his getaway idea be-
cause his wife baits him with a stock-
brokerage partnership and a home
on the Coast.
Brief matrimonial reformation

tunnels into a second affair with his
partner's secretary (Miss Hayward)
and a second walkout move. Pie
takes a melodramatic twist with the
accidental death of Miss Hayward
and the wife's suicide. He's tried on
a charge of murdering his girl friend.
Film skirts possible Breen code com-
plications by a solution which is a
touch too obvious in its irony.
Steady directorial hand of Irving

Pichel is apparent throughout. Cam-
era and script are above par. Wit.

Song of the Thin Man
(ONE SONG)

Metro release of Nat terrin production.
Stars William Powell, Myrna Loy; features
Keenan Wynn, Ralph Mm-gjin, Philip Reed,
Jayne Meadows, Dean iiStockwell. Directed
by Edward Buzzell." Screenplay, Steve
Fisher and Nat Perrin, from .itory hy Stan
ley Roberts, based on characters Created
by Dashieli Hammett; additional dialog,
James Q'Hanlon, Harry Crane; camera,
Charles Roaher; editor, Gene Ruggiero
song, "You're Not So Easy to Forget," by
Herb Magidaon, Ben Oakland. Previewed
in N. Y., July IT, '47. Running time,
,86 MINS. .

INick Charles. .William Powell
Nora. Charles Myfna I/oy
Clarence "Clinker" K.rau."e. .Keenan Wynn

I'hil. . . ...... , .. ... ;v.. , : . . . .Douglaa Fowle
Chick. ,...........••.•. . .Dick ^ye,<,'^ell

"Merton of tlie Movies" i.sn't a
tailor-made vehicle for Red Skel-
ton but his: master clowning makes
light Of that fact and gears film as

a xvinner on laughs, A burlesque
on Hollywood that's been made be-
fore and also legit-staged, ','Merton"
should register heftily at the ticket

windows in all situations. Albert
Lewis' production slant makes ap-'

propriate use of Skelton's talents in

shaping showmanly presentation
that will pay off.

There may be a 'cycle of old-time
.flicker rebirth.^ in the making as this

is second in the current season fea-
turing megaplione-and-puttees days,
other being "Perils of Pauline."
Such films are graphic examples of
how far industry has come technic-
ally and artistically and at same
time furnish- sure laugh . material in

Professor Glinka
Peter Winterbottom
Aft-s. Winterbottom.
(lovernor Fo.\......
Dr, Friizce
Mrfi. Jnsper. ......

.

Vicfi-Pi'e.sident

Vice-President
Vice-.Presiilent
Vicc-7'rcsitlent
'I'appel^ •,:,;..
,Slocuiii

, , .-. ,,'.,.•

Window Wather,
J'olii^e Captaip,:..
Brewste.1^. . l. . . ;.

,

.ludge. ; , ;:. ; . . .i.

,

Di.slrict Attorney

"Her Husband's Affairs" should
come as a welcome relief to a box-
office overrun with psychosis melo-
drama. It's zaney, well-preniised fun
that has a laugh a minute. There's
production polish, sure direction and
cxtrei-nely. deft performances that
add ' up to, pleasurable entertainment
for any theatre. It should garner
strong receipts if properly exploited.
As a cotnedy team, Lucille Ball

and Franchot Tone excel. Deispite
comedy eijiphasis there are several
pash romantic sequences between the
two as husband and wife tliat raise
the temperature. Tone is slightly
screwball advertising-slogan genius
while.. Miss Ball is his ever-loving
wife who somehow always winds up
with the credit for' his spectacular
stunts.
Unusual twist-s and sti'ong planting

of events feature the excellent orig-
inal .script by Ben Hccht and Charles
Lederer. With his direction, S. Syl-

Nick Charles, Jr.

.

Tommy
' Edlon Drake;

.

Phyllis 'J'albln;,.. .

Mit«hell Talliln....',.;,
Fran Jjedue .Page.....
•Tanet Tba.var, , . , . , . . .,
David I. 'I'hajarv,...,..
Jes.sica' Thfiyar, . . . . ...

.

Buddy HoHis. . .,,
Br. .Monolaw.

.

i'hil Orval Brant......
Bertha. , , . / .,. ,

The Neem. .

.

A I Alniioy
Helen Arnlioy. . . . , , , . .

,

.Dean Stockweil
.......Philip Reed
...Patricia Moriwon.

... ..Leon Ames
...(Gloria Grahame
...^Jayne Meadows
, . . . .Ritlph Morgan

,
* . .... BeKs .Flowers
i... . . . . .Don Taylor

. .'NA'firner Anderson
.-. .Bruce Cowling
...t'onnie Gilchrist.
.... •••Henry Nemo
. . . . \^'illiam Bishop
. , . ..ilurie Wind.sor

Initial "Thin Man"' picture since'
.1945, this new Dashieli Hammett de-
tective, thriller 'puts the Metro series
right back in full stride, "Song of
Thin. Man" is one of the better Wil-
liarti. Powell-Myrna Loy pictures in
the ;'"rhih. Man" grouping. It's likely
to get top boxoffice.
Per usual, Powell, as -Nick Charles,

super sleuth,, is .persuaded to come
out of retirement and solve a slay-
ing on a big gambling ship, And^
as usual, there are . other killings
before Powell rounds up the real
culprit besides sever^il attempts
made on his, own lite^ Scripters
Steve Fisher and Nat Porrin have
tossed in Dlenty of confusin,g details
for the Stanley Robert.^i story but
interest i.s never lo.st, Edward Buz-
7.ell has directed -with a nice touch,
keeping it^tere.st at high pitch.
As customary, Miss Loy. as Pow-

ell's wife, has a narrow escape from
one _ of the murder su.snects, Asia
(their pet ^og) not , only supplies
several comical moments but figures

in the plot, and their own son be-
comes the object of the mobsters
Powell and Miss Loy, as his al-

ways inquisitive wife, fit ideally into
the starring roles. They've played
these characters ever since Nick and
Nora Charles were first projected on
the screen in "The Thin Man." Dean
Stockwell, as Nick Charles, Jr also
does well.
Keenan Wynn clicks as "Clinker"

Krause, hep clarinetist who steers
the detective into many hangouts of
after-hour musicians in trying to
locate a missing bandsman. It's
nothing like anything Wynn has
previously dohe. Jayne Meadows
as the society gal who elopes witli

•
the gambler (Bcuce Cowling), looks
like a comer, although overly dra-
matic in earlier scenes. Ralph Mof-
gan, Gloria Grahame and Philip
Reed top an unusually strong sup-
porting cast. :

•

Aside from Buzzell's slick direc-
tion and Charles Rosher's topflight

'

photography, James O'Hanlon and
Harry Crane have contributed some
witty dialog. Wc«r.

Springtime In the Sierras
, (COLOR; SONGS)^

Hollywood, July 19
Republic release. of Kdvvard J.. While pio-

dUQtion, Stars Hoy Rogers; features .Tans
Frazee, Andy Devlne. Directed by William
Witney. Screenplay, A. Clean Nibley:
camera: (Teohhioolor), Jack Marta; edito'r
Tony MartlnelU; musical direotor, Wofl6n-
Scott;, songs, Jack Elliott, Bob vNoian, Tlni
,^p6ncer. Previewed, in Hollywood, July is
''»7. Running time, 75 Mim- ,

Royr Rogers.. . Roy Rogers
Taffy Baker. ..Jane Frazee
Cookie BuUflncher. . .,, . .... . . , Andy .Deviiie
Tean Lorlng. .Stephanie Bachelor
Bert Baker..4,..............,.Hal Landon
Captain Foster. ........ .Harry V. Cheshire
Matt Wilkes..... Boy Bavcrntt
Old Timer ..Chester Conklln
Old Timer, . . .Hank Patterson
Henchman , .. .Whitey chrisly
Henchman. .,•..,. ... ......., . .Pascals Perry
Bob Nolan and the Sons ot the P.loneer».- . '.'

"Springtime in the Sierras" makes
a pitch against indiscriminate de-
struction of wild game in between
the load of standard western action.
The two combine neatly, giving Boy

'

Rogers one ot his best action vehicles. •

There are spectacular stunts, hard
riding, fisticuffs and gunplay as red
meat for the action fan, along with
a story that hangs together nicely.

In this one, Rogers breaks up a
ring dealing in fancy game killed out
of season. In doing so he nearly
ends up as a frozen stiff in the gang's
meat-locker. Aiding his range detec-
tive work are the Sons of the Pion-
eers and Andy Devine, as a western
photographer and clown.
Rogers, the Pioneers and Jane

Frazee have been given total of six
tunes to blend into the action. Rogers
and the Pioneers work over the title

number, "A Cowboy Has to Sing,"
and "The Quilting Party." Rogers
and Devine do "Oh, What a Piature,"
while Miss Frazee teams with Rogers
on "Pedro from Acapulco." Pioneers
do ';What Are Wte Gonna ,Do Then."
William Witney's direction sends

the A. Sloan Nibley original screen-
play through fast paces to keep the
action on tfie run. Stephanie Bache-
lor heads the gang dealing in illegal

game, with Roy Barcroft as chief
henchman. 'When a game warden
friend of Rogers is murdered by Miss
Bachelor, cowpoke goes into action. -

It isn't long before he's able to back-
track the slaughtering to Miss Bache-
lor's ranch. Gang spot him and toss
him into freezing room. Rogers
finally gets lopse and the cleanup is

staged with swift action.
Trucolor print on this one gives

faded hues , to players and scenery
and proves to be an eye distractor.

Otherwise, the ilack Marta leasing is

sharp, Editing by Tony Martinelli Is'

good, and other •production values
lined up by Edward J. White give
the picture expert framing., ' Brog,

Tlie Red StolliOn
(COLOR)

Eagle-Lion release of Bi-yan Fny prpdu(!*

tlon (Ben Stoloff, associate producer). Staru.
Ted Donaldson, Jane Darwell; fealuien
Robert Paige, Noreen Nash, Bay (.'ollins,

Guy ICibbee, , Robert Bice, Pierre Walkih,
Bill Cartledge, Directed hy.LeKicy fieliindfr.

Screenplay, Robert E. Kent, Crane Wilbur;
camei'a, Virgil Miller; editor, Pred .Allen,

Tradeshown N, Y., July iit^ .'47. l(unni"g
time, «1 MINS.:
Andy MoBrido. . .

.

Ellen Reynolds,..
Joel C'urtiH; ......
Mrs, <:urtiSi . .'i .

.

Barton.

.

Of. 'Thompson, . .

.

Jaclcsbri.

Ho-Na. . . .....
Richard MOreslij;.
Johnny. Wtevei-iH, .

;

Roliert Paiee
...... . .Noi'ccn ?Ciish

, . i . .'fed Diiiuil<l'<"n

......Jane ll:u'Well

. ...Ray CclllnB

..... . . ,Cnv Kilibee-

,

., ,.. Willie. Best

...... ..Rolifit Bicei

.Pierre; Wntkirt

.... ,. i , .Bill t'arrledge

Big Red, , ,.. .. . ,
rlimwlj

Dai.sy . ... lln.'iell

Bryan . Foy's medicine men have
tossed together a canny mixture m
"The Red Stallion," Cinecolored out-

door spectacular with broad appeal

to all levels. It's a parlay of a horse,

a boy and a dog, with a bear as ine

heavy. And the animal kiiigclom

makes for fancy enter.tainm.ent. 'The

exhib should gallop home on "Stal-

lion'' with , more than spuri a-,img-

,

ling.

There aren't Sny potent marquee
names in this pic but the exploitittion

angle is obvious. It's a buildup. .iM.ai.n-/

ly of a .story about a miglit,'/ bear vS,,

horse that spells nifty climax"'*
Credit the camerti. also with .some

;

pretty mountain country. Racing

scenes play up the ponies nicel.v to

clinch the appeal to horse Jovei's.

Dimming the film's lustre are some

overly saccharine sequences revolv-

ing about the boy (Ted DonaTdson)

and his grandmother's (Jane Uar-

(Continued on page 23)
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Raises, 12-Hour Rest Between Calls,

Premium Pay in SAG Interim Pact
Hollywood, July 22. 4

(Screen Actors Guild and major

ftudios agreed to a. one-year interim

working contract, effective Aug. 1

end running through July 31, 1948.

Interim agreement is a compromise,

leaving several problems open for

discussion. These points will be ne-

gotiated during the y«ir, so that a

pew 10-year basic contract may be

ready for signatures before Aug. 1,

194S, Negotiations between*SAG and

the Society of Independent Motion

Picture, Producers are still under

way, with a settlement expected this

/'Veelc.- .

'
'^'i;'

' New wage ; minimums under the

one-year pact are:

Day players, increased from $35

to $55 a day.
Freelance players^ from $115 to

$175 a week.
Contract players, exp.erienced, in-

creased from $60 and $73 to $120 a

week for those under 30 years of

age; increased to $160 a week for

those 30 years of age. and over.

Beginners ijnder contract, with

little or no professidnal experience,

$60 a week for the first six months,

$75 a week thereafter, with no actor

to remain in the beginner classifica-

tion for more than 18 months.
Singers, same as day players and

weekly freelance minimums.
Stunters, increased from $35 to

$55 a day and from $200 to $300 a

week. »

These increases are retroactive to

May 15, 1947. with the exception of

contract players signed before May
15, whose raises start. with the next

option period.

Working conditions include make-
^

up and wardrobe time for all day
j

players and all other actors who i

have weekly hour limitations; pre-

mium pav for Sunday work; a -12-

hour daily rest period for all actors

lind a 35-hour rest period once every

even days. . .
.

Guild committee which carried on

the negotiations consisted of Ronald
'Keagan, chairman; Louise Beavers,

Joseph CaUeia, George Chandler,

Harry Cording. Joseph Crehan, Paul

Harvey. William Holden, IVIarsha

Hunt, Gene Kelly, Boris Karloff,

Cliff Lyons, Kermit Maynard, George
Murphy, .Walter Pidgeon, Anne
Revere, Frederick Satitley, Larry.

'

Steers. Regis ToonAey, Tudor Wil-

liams. Jane Wyman, John Dales, Jr.t

Pat Somerset. Laurence W. Beileh-

so^i and' William Berger.

2 More Suits Vs. Par's

Stock Incentive Plan
Pararaount's new Incentive bonus

plan for key execs came in for con-

tinued legal barrage last week when
two more actions by stockholders
Vrere filed in the N. Y. federal court.

PljiitltifEs were Saul Garick: and Hy-
man Horowitz in the separate suits

.
which charged ^vaste of corporate
iBBsets. Par's scheme, approved by
two-thirds stockholders' vote re-

cently, would set up a new company
to invest in Paramount common for

the benefit of top employees.
Complaints argue that the com-

pany can derive no benefit from the
new' plan. In each instance, an in-
junction is asked to restrain Par's
top echelon from putting the scheme
into operation,

In a companion action filed simul-
taneously, Horowitz also attacked
the deal made between Par and Bar-
ney Balaban, company prexy, in
which latter assumed $2,000,000 of

,

Par's debt with the right to convert
the promissory notes into common

.

stock at $25 per share. Conspiracy
IS charged and officers and directors

.nampd us defendants in the action
are attacked as .ioining in a waste.

Indie Proposal Mulled
Hollywood, July 22. < :

Screen Actors Guild board of
directors last night (Monday)
discussed a proposal from the
Independent Motion Picture
Producers Assn. that separate
working conditions be permitted
for small-budgeted, films;

SAG representatives had liiet

IMPPA last Friday on move but
no decision was reached.

UAM to Decide

Sears' Brit Setup

At N. Y. Parley
Whether Grad Sears returns to

England within a few weeks to con-
tinue his battle for playing time on
the circuits there probably will be
determined by the United Artists'

board at a N. Y. meeting tomorrow
(Thursday). UA v.p. in charge of
distribution returned to the U. S.

from England last weekend to make
his report to the dii-ectorate.

Sears had been in England for
more than a month huddling with
John Davis, J. Arthur Rank's top
lieutenant, and other British indus-
tryites, in an effort to break the
stymie which-is keeping UA product
off Rank's circuits, Gdeon and, Gau-
mont-British. It is understood he
made little progress.

As an alternative, UA, distribution

topper has been lining up indie cir-

cuits to provide playing time. This
is understood to be one of the major
points on which Sears will talk with
the board. Members will determine
whether he should continue along
that line.

.Situation in Britain is getting
more and more difficult for UA,
with product piling up. It's said
that company will shortly have 26
pictures awaiting playoff there.

Sears had a talk with Rank him-
self in the U. S. recentiyi but crossed
paths with the British film tycopn
over, the weekend. , Rank arrived
back in Eii gland yesterday (Tues-
day).

Aside frojn the Sears report, there
is nothing but routine business on
the board's agenda for tomorrow.
Meeting has been twice postponed
by lack of a quorum. Six of the
eight members are. required, and
with Arth'ur W. i Kelly and Arnold
Grant in Hollywood, Charles
Sotiwartz at Lake Placid and Ed-
ward C. Raftery iii Buffalo last

.week, there was an insufficient

number of directors in town. Kelly:

is returning to New York tomorrow
morning and Raftery is already
back, so only Schwartz and Grant
will be abse^nti

UA Buyout
Continued from pate S '

Tag 'Gone' Reissue
Plug to 'Hucksters'

Novel method of plugging its
lotthcominH reissue of "Gone With
tha Wmd" ha.s been introduced by
Metro via a short piece of tag foot-
age spliced to the end of each print
01 Hucksters." both of which pic-
tures star Clark Gable.
Footage notes that 'many of our

patrons have expressed interest in

S''"'""
"^""^le « 'Gone With

" you too would like to
"^"standing production,

Please signify your wish by signing

c«rH-'™''
l°''by" Scroll, ac-

cording to the note, will then be sent

Pictu?« i

A",theatres booking the

Dan J'?''
^'^'^^ «^vised of the

th^ c,''
to installthe scvoll for their patrons' slgna-

MIDWEST FLOODS BOP

TRAVELING EXHIB BIZ
St. Louis. July 22.

It will be several weeks before

owners of portable circuits, both, 35m.
and 16m, who visit the hinterlands

in Missouri, Illinois and Iowa will be
able to swing back into action. Re-
cent floods that approached a 103-

year record for devastation has left

unpaved roads that are still unpass-

able and: residents in these remote
coiiiinunities have little appetite for

film shows until they recovei:' losses

suffered from the floods.

. Although expres.s .shipments of

films to towns and .areas affected by

the flood were able to get through

these traveling exhibs tossed in the

sponge until conditions i m p r o v e.

About 20 towns were visited by the

portable circuit exhibs in this area.

trib and the third would be a finan-

cing compan3' to put up second
money for filmaking by the firm's

producer-owners. This , latter would
be an important aspect of the reor-

ganization, as it would be a consid-
erable help in assuring the outfit

product, one of its principal head-
aches. It also would increase the
company's income, since UA would
thus siiar'e in the;, profits of pictures.

Division of Profits

Profits of a"ll tliree companies
would be divided among the pro-
ducers, according to their stock hold-
ings. Thus they would wltitttle down
the cost of distribution and financing
by having returned to them incorhe

over the, company's actual Operating
expenses.

Producers wouldn't have to ad-
vance any. coin : to obtain stock
shares, but would have to guarantee
production of a certain number of
pictures over a specified period.

They then would pay off the cost

of their stock out of the income of

these films. This is exactly the way
David O. Selznick and Sir Alexander
Korda obtained their stock in the
company, which tliey've since sold
back. ~

Grinieff is certain tliat he could
get the necessary financing from
banks and other sources to float the

idea. His interest would be the ob-
taining of a fee for his services in

setting the whole thing up. It's undei'-

stood he'd also be Interested in pos-
sibly heading the foreign distribu-

tion unit, as he has many contacts

abroad and is familiar with the
overseas market. He also has some
extensive plans for getting coin out
of foreign countries by producitig

abroad. . .

OTercomes a Nov of .Defects

Grinieff's plan is : said to over-
come a number of defects that have
held up the Fabian-Semenenko ne-
gotiations. One of these is the tax

problem faced by Miss Pickford if

she is bought out. Under Grinieff's

scheme, she'd get stock in the three
companies and would get her payoff
in installments. Also she'd retain her
active interest, in the management of

UA--which she is loathe to give up
—since, as a producer, she'd be on
the board of the three companies.
A White Russian who came to the

U. S. in 1937, Griniefl: has suddenly
sprung to prominence in the industry
in the past year. This has been prin-

cipally through deals in which he
bought rights from American pro-
ducers for distribution of their filtns

abroad. He has no setup for such
distribution, but resells the rights to

local people in each country. In most
cases, large sums of cash in dollars

were needed and Grinieff had the

coin right at hand.
Prior to coming to the U. S:. he

produced films in Paris and was ac-

tive in distribution there. A short

time after he came here, he ceased
all worlc, however, as a result of

personal tragedy. His daughter was
killed in an auto accident and his

wife became seriously ill. It was
upon her death at>out A year ago
that he again became actix'e in the
industry.

He is understood to be bankrolled
b.y a syndicate of wealth.y merchants
and manufacturers headed by Joe
Harris, New York insurance man.
Harris is a partner in Harris-Broder,
which recently, through Grinieff.

bought reissue rights to most of

Universpl's; product of the past 10

years. Srmenenko's' bank put up
considerable of the money involved.

Mexico as New Film Prod. Center

For Latin Yarns Forecast by Golden

Korda's 16m Deal
Los Angeles, July 22.

Contracts covering exclusive dis-

tribution of 24 Alexander Korda
features throughout the United
States and Canada has been closed

by . Scotty Brown, head of Erabro,

16m company, and Arnold Grant,
Korda attorney:

Six of pictCires are in color. Dis-

tribution will -be through local

camera shops throughout tliis coun-
try and Canada.

Near-Shutdown

Of Congressional

library Pic Unit
Washington, July 22.

Wiping out the Library of Con-
gress motion picture project is the
most crushing blow, thus far, tor the
film activities of tlie Government
and comes close to shutting them
down. In the past couple of years,

the Library had become not only the

depository of copyrighted commer-
cial films, but also the collection

body for the bulk of all pictures to

be kept as historical records. For in-

stance, tjie Library had received
nearly all of the film which had been
stored in the National Archives, in-

cluding many foreign pictures seized

by the Army during the war.
There is not much idea in official

circles what tlie ultimate outcome
will be. Congress has suggested a

committee to Study the situation.

However; if -such a committee were
put to worlc, nothing could be done
to reverse last weelc's slaughter be-
fore next year.

The other agencies which, have
been heavily clipped by the con
gressional .economy wave have been
the film section of the Department
of Agriculture and the State Depart-
ment's Office of International In«
formation and Cultural Affairs.

Former has been tlie biggest pro-
ducer in the government, turning out
fact films for other departments -.as

well as : for Agricultui'e. However,
all of the departments have had , ,.. ,- ,,

their funds so sharply clipped in that ;

""'^ productions annually,

direction that there will be far less
\

for the Agriculture film setup to do

Washington, July 22.

Mexico looms as a new film pro*
duction center to be' used- b.v Holl.y-:

wood for Latin stories, with sav-
ing.s of 40 to 50% as a re,suLt. sayi
Na.than D. Golden, film tor Oflfiee Of
International Trade oi Commerce
Department. Recently back froivi a
governmental trip to Mexico City. li»

points out nevertheless that the Mcx
indu.stry is knee deep in trouble,
largely because of the rimaway labor
union situation, -

In a report issued today. Golden
writes: .

'.^

"To keep the existing studios oper»'
ating, American film producers are.,

being invited to utilize studio spaca
in Mexico. Several American com-
panies have made pictures in Mex-
ican studios in the past six mohfhSi
Two Hollywood companies are shoot-
ing films at the Churubusco studios.
U.S. producers now working in Mex-

'

ico claim that their production costs
'

are from 40 to 5()% less in Mexico:
than tn Hollywood. Then. too. they
feel that, where specialized Latin-
American baclsground and highest
authenticity are ' essential, Mexico
offers these things in 'natural form,'
obviating the necessity of reproduc-
ing them in Hollywood.
"The newest film produced in.

Mexico is John Steinbeck's story 'La
Perla de. la Paz'.. Both Mexican and
American money went into this pic-
ture. It was produced in both Span-
ish and Eijglish and may blaze the
trail for the regular production of
bi-lingulas in Mexicp."
Discussing Mexican production.

Golden says:

"In tne lush days during the war,
Mexican motion pictures found
themselves in great demand in all
markets of Latin America. This was
largely at the expense of Argentine
films, which were severely curtailed
in consequence of raw stock shortr
ages. This profitable production
and sale of Mexican films led to tht

.

springing up in Mexico of numerous
film producers; many of these had
never had any experience in the in-
dustry." Golden cited that a level-
ing oft of production started in 1946,
native producers finding it mor*
difficult to get playdates. Result
has been fewer Mexican productions
in recent months.
The Credito Cinematograftco Mex-

icana, launched last Februar.v, will
lend up to 40% of production costs,
says Golden, but plans to flnanea

this year. In addition, its own funds
have been cropped severely. Work
oj State Department's QIC is to be
limited to furnishing foreign-Ian*

guage soundtracks for pictures made
by others, and its New Yoi'k and
Washington operation is having the
staff cut in less than half.

CoL Decides on Sharp

Cut for Its Pressbooks
As result of a survey conducted

by it, Golumbia has decided on •(

sharp, ciit in the size Of its press-
books. Company, heretofore, had ttt*
most elaborate books in the indus-
try, officials state. Survey disclosed,
it's said, that books actually ' had
seven times more material in them'
than exHib could possibly use on a
film. Deiisipn to pare Ijoplcs there-
upon fplldwed.
Move is part of action by Colum-

bia to tighten 6ri expenses. Coin-
pany has also let out four field ex-

Features will consist of Ipioiters as part of the shaving pro-,
starters and three holdovers ' cess..

Welles Ends lacbeth'

Day Under Schedule
Hollywood, July 22.

Orson Welles wound up produc-

tion of "Macbeth" at Republic in 20

days, one day ahead, of schedule and

slightly under the budget.

in addition to his producer chores,

Welles functioned &% director,

scripler and star. Cast consisted

largely of Mercury Theatre players,

many of whom had no previous ex-

periepf«; in .pictures,. , ,
.

,

N. Central Allied Pushes

St. Paul Fi^ht Against

10^ City Admission Tax
'Minneapolis. July 22.

North Central Allied will usje full-

page newspaper' ads, and screen

trailers in an effort to avert a
:
IC;

city admission tax :.wl.iich the St,

Paul , city council proposes along

with substantial iKiosts in theatre
j

license, fees. Petition also will be
circulated and presented . 40 tiie

|

council requesting that pi'opbsal .be

dropped.
.'

Ads and trailers will point .
out

that admission tax' could not be ab-

sorbed by exhibitors but would have
to be passed on to the public -

. .

\'

Bennie Berger. NCA president,

declares the boxulTice already is

slipping, and a new tax would push,

it further down. With curtailment in

patronage and high film costs, exr

hibitors will be "dead ducks." he

Claims. {

George Gran.stroni, proininem ex-

hibitor, is chairmai! of cominiltee

leading flghi,, agatn!Jl,.i,»i!c, , .; ; .

COL. AT PEAK IN AUG.

WITH 12 IN PRODUCTION
Hollywood, July 22.

Production at Columbia will reach
its 1947 peak next tnonth with 12

features and four two-reelers facing
the lenses;

nine
from July. ~

Newcomers will be "Royal Mail."

"In a Little Spanish Town." "Port
Said," "Blondie's Anniversary," "Wo-
man from Tangiers," "Prince Of the

Stallions," "Silverado." "Rose of

Santa Rosa" and "Bright Eyes."
Hangovers are "The Black Arrow,"
"The' Mating of Millie", and "The
Sign of the Ram.";

''

Del Ruth's Bambino Biopic

Skedded for September
kollywood. July 22: ,

BasebaU Career of Babe Ruth will

be filmed by Roy Del Ruth for Allied

Artists release, starting early in

January, with Joe Kaufman as asso-

ciate producer and Bob Considine
screenplaying his own book, "Bam-
bino."

Ruth 'will not appear in the pic-

utre but will draw $li50,000. plus a

percentage of the profits, for permis-
sion to screen the story.

Allied, Artists, utilizing ' a 'squeeze

play never seen ori s; baseball field,

took the play away from Republic
in getting the Babe Ruth story. Rep
had been considered to have the in-

side track on the" ijlory, so much so

that Rep prexy Herbert J. Yates an-
nounced several months ago that his

tftudio wouldi iiliViRuthX eareer, «

Open First Hollywood
Quonset Hut Theatre

Hollywood, July 22.
" The Village theatre, the area's
first quonset hut theatre, has just
opened in Roger Young. 'Village,

quonset hut
. deveiopment for veter-

ans here; House, is stiJl subject to
approval hy Los 'Angeles Building
and Safety Council.

Lee Naify and Joe Farsb, oper*
j.atots," have, built in : cement walln
and taken other protective measures
m the projection booth that cost an
added $10,000.

.
Total cost of con-

yefsion of giant hut, cbnstrtiction
land equipment is estimated at $50,-
• 000.

WB. Signs Geo. Bruc«
George, Bruce, whose last studio

affiliation was with Metro, inked a
term v,rriter-producer. : pact with
Wariiers Ov«i:^ tile weekend. First
assignment -is scripting "The Per.sian

Cat" on William Jacobs' production
schedule.
Bruce recently wound up screen-

plays of "Cagliostro" and "Lif«of
Rudolph 'Valentino" for Edward'
Small. His last stint for Metro wM
••Fiesta-,;' ,'•

.< j r
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CHARLES MOSS,
Managing Director^ Loew's Criterion, New York,

says this:

We never believed it possible ihat the

CriterioiT Thecstre ccuSd hit an cpenin9 cicsy

figure such as we did on BRUTE FORCE, which

broke all records by 30%. Audiences of all

types literally stormed the doors. There is no

doubt about BRUTE FORCE being a big^hit/'

Get In early on this big business. Date it now*

and as the women on the "owfsWe"

mmi ANN EllA ANITA

DeCARLO BLYTH RAINES COLBY

a MARK HELLiNGER Pfoductfon - Directed by JULES DASSIN • smmH feyMP brooks • rram a story Dy febett pajterson

Associate P/o<)ucer. JULES BUCK A UNIVERSAl-IN-""

*Ako breaking records in the phenomenal fiye-theatre run,

Los Angeles. fUmted Artists, Fox Riiz, GuH Ms,.Studio City.)
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Break in Heat Gives Spurt to B way;

'Hucksters -De Marcos-Treaet HOG,

'Brute Wow 64G, W-Martin 67G
Break in prolonged heat wave last

Saturday (19) is just what the
Broadway deluxers needed. The dewy
weather and a flock of new films are
making the Times Square firstrun

picture look better than it has In
weeks. Influx of holiday "vacationers
on a larger scale also was noted over
the past week, being tipped by big
hotel bookings.
Weather hypo is helping both the

Capitol and Criterion to new records,
and gave the Strand a summer non-
holiday weekend high. Cap. with
"The Huckirters" and stafees..-»w head-
ed by Tony and Sally De Marco and
Charles Trenet, looks to: hit $110,000
or better. This figure is a new non-
holiday week mark, and may come
.near the alltime record. •

"Brute Force" seems certain of
cracking the former mark at the Cri-

terion, with $64,000, or near, in pros-
pect. This beats tlie high held by
''Bandit of Sherwood Forest." Strong
ad campaign and bally, plus upped
scale at night and grind until nearly
4 a.m. are contributing to .smash ses-

sion. Also, the film is short, allowing
speedy turnover.
"Cry Wolf," with Freddy Martin

band, Artie Dann and others on stage.

Is giving the Strand a big $67,000.

Another new entry that's doing well'

Is "They Won't Believe Me," which
looks to land a trim $26,000 in fir.st

stanza at the Palace. The other new
picture is "Slave Girl," playing day-
date at Winter Garden and Park
Avenue. It's disappointing at both
houses, with mild $18,000 or less

likely at the former and mere $6,000
. at the Park Avenue.

"Grossfire'i opened yesterday (Tues-
day) at the Eivoli after three dull
^veeks with "Repeat Performance."
"Apache Rose" and "Sioux City Sue"
»lso teed off yesterday at the Rialto.

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" comes
into the Music Hall tomorrow (Thurs-
day) after four nice weeks with
"Ghost Mrs. Muir." On the same day,
"Gunflghters" opens at the Victoria
after six highly profitable weeks with
"Duel in Sun." Also opening Thurs-
day is "Wyoming" at the Globe fol-

iowing. 12 thin days . with "Trouble
With Women."

Big opening today (Wednesday) is

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,"
with Abbott & Costello heading
Etageshow, at the Roxy. It follows
tlir'ee nice weeks of "Moss Rose,"
plus Olsen-Johnson revue on stage.

Reissue combo of "Congorilla" and
"Borneo," at the Gotham, is holding
uell a $12,500 for second frame after

Kn->ash $17,500 opener. Holding a
third session, which is first time this

hiis happened with dualers here. ,

"Perils of Pauline,'' with Phil Spl-
talny band on the stage, is giving the

Paramount a fine $75,000 on its sec-
ond week.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best Years" (RKO) (35th wk).
liolding its own well at $22,000 after

$23,000 for 34th week, both fine for
this ; stage of run. Stays until

Aug.'14.
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50>—

"Copacabana" (UA) (2d wk). For
initial holdover session ending to-

morrow (Thursday) loolt-s to get
only $10,000 or less after $14,000
opener. Both are unexciting, but

, about the pace for this house re-

; cently.; Likely
,
to call it off this,

. 'Week, and house then may shutter.
C'tpitol ('Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)

—"Hucksters" (M-G) with Tony and
Solly DeMarco, Charles Trenet, Ted
Stvceter, oreh heading stagebill.

Terrific, with new non-holiday rec-
, ord assured and possibly new all-

: time high under current policy.
: First ^^..W $110,000 or
better. Gpening day played to big-
gest attendance mark here. Holds,
natch! In ahead, "Fiesta" (M-G)
with Lena Horne, George Paxton
oi-ch topping stage show (3d wk),
$(" 000.

Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: G0-$1.85)—"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). Sec-
: end stanza starts today (Wednes-
day ).:Initiarweek hit hew high here

• at f?64,000 or hear. Scale of $1.50 at
: lii^ht boosting take. '

'Ift ahead,
.

: "ivy" (U) (3d Wk), h,S.h; $12,000 at
xi.'sual prices.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
"Trouble With Womfen" (Par) (2d
\vk-5 days). Slipping to mild $8,500

•fi, 1" abbreviated stanza after modest
$15,500 opener. "Wyoming" (Rep)
op'ihs tombrro\y (Thursday).
Gotham (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)—

"Congorilla" (Indie) and - "Borneo"
(Indie) (reissues) (2d wk). Jungle-
picture combo doing sensationally,
holding to .strong $12,,500 in initial

holdover stanza after, gitot $17,500
.tpp.ifT. Latter is over expectancy,
and best coin done on present' dual
policy. Stays a third.
HoIlywooA (WB) (1,499; 70-161.10)

—"Possessed" (WB). (8th wk).
Climbing a bit to $17,000. as against
okay $16,500 for last week. Still in

coin, and remains here' until mid-
August.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 80-$1.20)—
"They Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
(2d wk). Second stanza starts today

(Wednesday); First week hit trim
$26,000, best here; in weeks; Helped
by surprisingly nice notices. Last
week, "RifiF-RafE" (RKO) (3d wk-
4 days), $10,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)

—"Perils of ' Pauline" (Par) and
Phil Spitalny orch on stage (3d wk).
Third frame opens today (Wed.).
Held up nicely in second session,

in view of competition on street, to

land $75,00(5 after big $89,000 open-
ing week.
Park Avettue (U) (583; $1.20-2.40)

—"Slave Girl" (U). No dice at $6,000
or under in initial week ending to-

day (Wednesday), playing day-date
with Winter Garden. May hold. Last
week, "They Were Sisters" (U) very
minor $4,000.
Badio City Music Hall (Rocke-

feller.s) (5,945; 70-$2.40) — "Ghost
Mrs; Muir" (20th) and stageshow
(4th-flnal wk). Slipping to $113,000
or near, not strong as compared with
big $130,000 for third week. "Bache-
lor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) opens
tomorrow (Thursday).

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"Apache' Rose" (Sep) and' "Sioux
City Sue" (Rep). Opened yesterday
(Tuesday). Five days of "Green
Cockatoo" (Indie), in ahead, hit fine

$5,000. Previou-s fuU wee^c, "Dick
Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO), $6,000.
Kivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)

.—"Crossfire" (RKO). Started here
yesterday (Tuesday). In ahead, "Re-
peat Performance" (E-L) (3d wk-6
days), down to- $7,000 after thin $11,-

000 second week, very disappointing.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; i 80-$1.50)-^

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) with Abbott & Costello head-
ing stageshow. Opens here today
(Wednesday). Third week of "Moss
Rose" (20th) plus Olsen & Johnson
revue on stage was down to $65,000
or less after stout $75.00 for second.

State (Loew'.s) (3,4,W; 43-$1.10)—
"Odd Man "Out" (U) (2d run) with
Giro Rimac orch. Harry Babbitt,
'Sue- Ryan heading vaude. Doing
fairly well at $26,500. Last week,
"Egg and I" (U) (2d run) (2d wk)
with Vincent Lonez orch, others, on
stage, nice $25,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—

"Cry Wolf" (WB) plus Freddy Mar-
tin orch, Cocoanut Grove revue,
Artie Dann heading stagebill. Head-
ing for smash $67,000. Stavs on, Last
week. "Unfaithful" (WB) plus
Vaughn Monroe orch heading stage-
show (3d wk), rou.sing $66,000, over
hopes, and ending unusually big
three weeks.

Victoria (City Investing) (720;
70-$1.20)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO)
((U,h-finai wk). Down to $13,500;
after $15,500 last round. "Gun-
fighters" (Col) opens tomorroiv
(Thursday).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.20)—"Slave Girl" (U). Disappoint-
ing at mild $18,000 or less, after
taking, beating from many of crix.
However, holds. Last week, fifth of
"New Orleans" (UA), $9,000.

L'ville Still Lags, But

'Hucksters' Fine $17,000;

TerOs' Smart $14,000
Louisville, July 22.

Summer biz continues to be so-so,
with a varied assortment of product
to lure the patrons.' "Perils of
Pauline" at the Rialto and "Huck-
sters" at Loew's State, both heavily
exploited, will grab top coin. H.o's
are just jogging along.

- Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40-

60)—"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (3d
jidowntown wk). Poteht at $4,000.
La.st week, lively at $5,000.
Kentucky .(Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

—"Blaze of Noon" (Par)- and "Trail
Street" (RKO). Good $3,100. La.st
week, "Guilt Janet Ames" (Col) and
"Mighty McGuik" (M-G), $3.200.
Mary Anderson (People's (1,100;

40-60)—"Unfaithful" (WB) (3d wk).
Moderate .$4,000. Last week, fairi.sH

$5,000. •
.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
—"Odd Mail Out" (U), . Got crix
raves, bvit public reaction is mild
and so is $7,000. Last week, "New
Orleans" (UA) and "Brute Man"
(PRC), $6,500.
Bialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)—"Perils

Pauline" <Par) and - "Cover Big
Town" (Par). Okay $14,000 or a
bit over. Liist weoic, "Won't Believe
Me" (RKO) >md "Thunder Mountain"
(RKO), $10,000. AV

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Big noi.se of
week, fine $17,000. La.st week, "Gun-
fighters" (Col) and- "Corpse Came
C.O.D." ((Sol), $12,000.
Scoop (Loui.sville Theatres) (700;

40-60)—"Carmen" (Indie) (2d wk).
Trim $2,000 after initial week's
punchy $2,800.
Strand (F^t) il.400; 46-60)—"AIpx-

ander's Ragtiriie Baud" (20th) and
"Western Uniiin" i20lh) (2d wkl (re-
isstie.s). Mild $4,!j00, not so bad, after
first week's $6,000.

'POSSESSED' mm
$18,000 IN ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, July 22.

Holdovers and re-issues predom-
inate the main stem currently but
gro-sses are fairly good. "Possessed''
teamed with "Philo Vance Returns"
looks best of newcomers.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

—"Possessed" (WB) and "Philo
Vance Returns" (PRC), Solid $18;-
000. Last week, "Egg and I" (U)
(3d wk), big $12,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—

"Likely Story" (RKO) and "Tarzan
Huntress" (RKO). Modest $16,000.

Last week, "Son of Battle" (20th)
and "The Trespasser" (Rep), $19,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

"Happened On 5th Ave." (Mono)
and "Miracle 34th St." (20th) (2d
wk). Oke $9,000 after $13,000 first

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"In Old California" (Rep) and "Sis
Hopkins'^ (Rep) • (reissues). Neat
$8,500. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
and "Little Mister ' Jim" - (M-G)
(m.o.), fancy $11,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par) (6th wk). Okay
$6,500 after good' $8,000 fifth ses-
sion..-

'llHd[stm' Sets

Pli% Jtfir«, 42fi

Philadelphia, July 22.

"Hucksters" is 'setting dull Philly
afire with-»the hottest biz since early
in the year. Nothing along Film
Row is even in the same league with
the Gable-Kerr starrer. "Possessed"
and "Ramrod" are getting a fair
play among 'the newcomers. "Woman
on Beach" and "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
are receiving only scant attention. .

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO). Sad
$8,000. Last week, ^'Honeymoon"
(RKO), $7,i>00 on second week.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—

"Living in Big Way" (M-G) (2d
run). So-so $4,500. Last week,
"High Barbaree" (M-G), $4,200 sec-
ond run.
Boyd (WB) (2:350; 50-94)—"Ivy"

(U) (2d wk). Dipping to fairish
$16,500 after okay $23,500 opener.

Eai-Ie (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Huck-
sters" (M-G). Superb $42,000. Last
week, "Best Years" (JRKO ), good
$21,5(H) on moveover from Karlton,
at $1.20- top.
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)—"Ghost

Mrs. Muir" (20th). Mild $19,000.
Last week, "Moss Rose" (20th), be-
low expectations at .$17,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300: 50-94)

—"Perils Pauline" (Par) (4th wk).
Nice $16,000. La.st week, $19,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)

—"Time Out of Mind" (U). Pale
$8,000. Last week, "Yearling" (M-G)
(8th wk), fair $7,000.
Keith's (Goldman ) (1,300: 50-9|4)

—"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (2d run).
Good $8,000. Last week, "Copa-
cabana" (UA), $5.oeo»second run.
MCastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)

"Possessed" (WB). Oke $27,500.
Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB), mild
$16,500 third week,
Pix (Cummins) (500; 90-$1.25)—

'Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk)
(m.o.). Fair $8,000. Last week,
$6,500.

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-94)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). Mild $16,-
oOO. Opener last week was nice
$21,500. '

Sianton (WB) (1,475: 50-94)—
"Ramrod" (UA). Fine $14,000. Last
week, "Trail Street" (RKO), $8,000
second week. ;

Chi Oby; Homestretch' Sturdy ISG,

'5thAve;i8G,U'-^tageB^6SG,2d

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, 1.8., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors,
share on net tak-e, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however^ as Indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Buff. Mildish Albeit

'Hucksters' Big $22,500
Buffalo. July 22.

Big news here this .stanza is "The
Hucfcsters,"

.
with great week ^t the

Great Lakes, "Ghost arid Mrs. Muir"
is disappointing- at the Buffalo,

Estimates for This Week
BuiTalo (Shea). (3.500; 40-70)—

'Ghost Mr.s. Muir" (20th) and "Cover
Big Town" (Par) Modest $12,000.
.Last week, "Unfa ithftil"- f^B) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G), fine $16,000
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Hucksters" (M-G). Great $22,500.
Last week. "Miracle 34th St." (20th)
fine $15,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Un-

faithful" (WB) and: "Dark: Delusion"
(M-G) (ni.o.). Okay .$8,500. La.st
week. "Perils of Pauline" (Par)
(m.o.), same. -"-^

Teck (Shea) (1,400; 90-$1.25)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (mio.) (6th
wk). Nice $6,000. Last week, $6..'>00.

Lafayeiie (Bii.sii) (3,000; 40-70)

—

"The Web" (U) and "Sport of King.s"
(Indie). Fairly good $11,000. Last
week, "Gunfifihters" (Col) and "Alias
Mr. Twilight" (Col), ditto.

20th Century (20th Cent.) (3.000;
40-70)—"Repeat Performance" (E-L)
and "Heartache.s'' (PRC). Slo-w
$9,000. La.st week, "Tarzan Huntre.s.s"
(RKO) imd "Dick Tiacy'.s Dilemma:'"
(RKO), fairly good $12,000.

Taulme' Pa^

Pitt. M l\^f^
Pittsburgh, July 22.

Big noise this week is "Perils of
Pauline" which is giving the Stan-
ley its best gross in weeks. "I Won-
der "Who's Kissing Her Now" also
is strong at the smaller Fulton.
"Dear Ruth" at Pehn, in second
week, is continuing to surprise
everyone. Warner with "Trouble
With Women" is doing nicely.

Estimates for TJhis'Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing ' Her Now"
(20th). Heading for smart $12,500.
Last week, "Great Expectations"
(U) (2d wk), $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—

"Gunflghters" (Col) Fair $7,500.
Last week, "Ghost Mrs. • Muir'V
<20th), dull $6,000. *s>

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d wk).
Healthy and holding to big $18,000.
Last week, smash $29,500.3
Eiti (Loew's) (800; 90-1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk).
Fine $5,500. Last week, $6,500.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Time Out of Mind" (U) and
"Vigilantes Return" (U). Fair $3,500.
Last week, "Miracle 34th St." C20th)
(5th wk), $3,750.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—

"Perils of Pauline" (Par). Big $21,-
500. Sold as musical instead of
serial queen biog and results are
big. Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB)
(2d wk), $13,800.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—

"Trouble With Women" (Par). Nice
$9,000, Last week," "JBorn to Kill"
(BKO) and "Likely Story" (RKO),
fair $7,000.

'Hucksters' Big News h
Del; Smash at $43,000;

'Believe Me' Fast nC
Detroit, July 22.

"The Hucksters," at Michigan, is"

heads and shoulders above all com-
petition here this week. Its nearest
competitors, "Odd Man Out," at the
Downtown and "The Web," at the
large Fox, are way behind its sock
week. Of the holdovers, "Unfaithful"
is doing well at the Broadway-
Capitol. .

- Estimates for Tliis Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) and
"Banjo" (2d wk). Mild $9,000. Last
week, aboxit same.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

(3,309; 70-95) — "Unfaithful" (WB)
and "Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO

)

(m.o.). Stout $14,000. La.st week.
"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Danger
Street" (Par), swell $15,000, also on
m.o.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)

—"Odd Man Out" (U). Tall $20,000.
Last week, "High Barbaree" (M-G)
and "Likely Story" (2d wk), unhappy
$7,000. .

Cinema (Marten) >(250; 60-90)—
"Alexander's /Ragtime Band" :(20th)
(reissue). Slim, $1,500. -I^ast week.
"Hitting New High" (ItKO) and
Love Affair" (RKO) (reissues), fair

$1,200. ,

Madison (UD) (1.866; ' 50-60)—
"Johnny O'CJock" (Col) and "Hit
Parade 1947" (Rep). Average $2,100
in .3 days. Last week, "Tirouble- Wiih
Women" (Par) and "The Verdict"
(WB). okay $2,000 in 3 days.
Michigan (UD) -(4,039; 70-95)—

"Hucksters" (M-G). Smash $43,000,
La.st week, "Unfaithful" (WB).and
'Dick Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO), tall
$24,000.

'

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.100; 70-95)
—"The Web" (U) and "King Wild
Horiies" (Col). Fairly good $22,000.
Last week, "Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now" (20th) (2d wk), down to
S14;000.

Palnss-State (UD) (2,378; 70-35)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Thunder Mountain" (RKO). Lustv
$17,000 or over.tJ.«ist week, "Woman
on Beach" (RKJn and "Heartaches"
(RKO), stout $20,000.
United Artists (UD) (1,941; 70-95)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Under-
cover Mai,sie", (M-G) (4th wk). Still
good at $14,000. Last week, strong
$16,000.

^. .. . Chicago, July 22.
Chi's Loop pictures, all holdoveri

except two, are showing good hold-
ing power due to impact: from con-
ventidneers, many of them forego,
ing usual nitery rounds for less- ex*'
pensive film entertainment.
Of newcomers, "Happened On

Fifth Ave.," at Apollo, looks sturd^F
$18,000 and "Homestretch." at Roose.
velt, indicates a neat $19,000.
Top take appears a toss-up be- :

tween two vaudt^ix houses. "I
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,"
at Oriental with Harmonicats aiid^
Dale Evans on stage, appears great
$60,000 in third week. "Dear Ruth,"
in second session at Chicago with
Jo Stafford and' Victor Borge on
.stage, will be sock $65,000 or near,
"Great Expectations" is still strong
on its second United Artists week.

EsthnstM lor IViis Week
Apollo (BfltK) (1,200; 95)—"Hap.

pened On Fifth Ave." (Mono).
Sturdy $18,000. Last week. "Stair-
way to Heaven"- (U) (3d wk).:
$12,000.

'

Cliicago (B&K) (3,900; 95 )—"Dear
Ruth" (Par)) with Jo Stafford and
Victor Borge heading staee show
(2d wk). Big $65,000. Last week, .

sock $75,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900: 95)—"Gun-

lighters" (Col) and "Corpse Came
C.O.D." (Col) (3d wk). Still stout
at $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Egg

and I" (U) (8th wk). Exits with

:

about $13,500. Last week, bitf

$15,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3.400; .95)-ij

."Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now*'
(20th) with Harmonicats and Dal#
Evans on stage (3d wk). Great
$60,000 or near. 'Will stay .mother
week, Last week, tremendouj
S65.000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Ivy'»

(U) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(U) (2d wk). Fair $16,000, Last
week, nice $22,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)—"Out-
law" (UA) (4th wk). Still doing
well at $16,000 for subsequent-run.
Last week, $18,000.
Soosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 95)—

""homestretch" (20th). Sturdy $19,»
000. Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB)
(4th wk)', $15,000.
Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)-.

"Possessed" (WB) (5th wk).
Staunch $17,000. Last week, $19,000.
United Aritists (B&K) (1.700; «5}

—"Great Expectations". (U) (2d
wk). Strbng at $21,000. Last week.
$25,000.

•

Woods (Essaness) '(1,073; 95)—
"Repeat Performance (E-L) ca^m*
in Monday (21). In ahead, "Mlracl*
34th St." (20th). (6th wk—5 days),
oke $9,000 after $15,000 for fiftrf

week. ,

World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587:
75)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (6th wk)
(reissue). Fancy $3,500. Last weeli,
$5,000. . '

:

'Stranger' Huge 30G la

Frisco; 'Kissing' OK 27G,

'Hucksters' Secko 37iG
San Francisco. July 22.

Personal appearances by (3eorg«
Je.ssel, Eddie Cantor, Martlia Stew-
art, June Haver and others on open-
ing day of "Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now" at the Fox, gave house
$7,500 teeoff .but week's total is only
rated as healthy.
Another preem, ''Welcom*

Stranger," at ^t. Franci.s, is doing
much better. This small-sealer is

heading for a colossal session, with
prospects that the take will beat the
big-seater Fox. St. Francis is open«
ing at 9; a.m., giving fast turnover.
Other big opening, "The Huckster;;,'*
looks to land a sock week at th«
Warfleld:

Bstitttixtes for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2:844: 65-1.00)

—"Woman On Beach" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by W«e Bonnie Baker,
Oke $20,500. Last week, "Honey-
moon" (RKO) plus vaude headed by
Max Baer and Maxie RosGnbloom,
nice $23,000.
Fox (FWG) (4,651; 60-95)—"Won.

der Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th)
and "Crimson Key" (20th). Healthy
$27,000 or near. Last week."Under*
cover Maisie" (M-G) and ' "Dark ..

DelUiiion". (M-G), $16,500. ' *
:

Warflcld (FWC) (2.6!56 : 60-85 )-i
"The Hucksters" (M-G). Sock $37.*
500. Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB)
(3d wk 5, pleasing $7,500 in 4 days.
Paramount (Par) (2,646: 55-8.'))—

"Possessed" (WB). Big $25,000. Last-
week; "Repeat Performance" (E-L),
$16,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)-t
"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Colosi<al
$?0.000 or close. Lasrt week, "Tliey
Were Sisters" (U) *!• ROn
Orplievm (Blumenfeld) (2.448: .'i.'S.

85)—"Ivy" (U) (2d wk). Fair $12,-

000. Last week, solid $18,500.
United Artists; (Blumenfeld) (1,20 1;

55-85)— "Great . Expcxtta* ions" 'U)
'

(4th wk). Nice $10,000. Ln.st week,
$12,500. : -v -

Staffcdoor (Ackcrmani (.ISO; fiO-fi.'iJ

—"This Ha^py
.
Breed" (U i, illth wk)

(Continued on page 23)



THE NEXT IMPORTANT INDUSTRY DATE IS

FOLKS IN THE KNOW OUT IN HOLLYWOOD ARE ALL TALKING ABOUT A

GREAT NEW TECHNICOLOR PICTURE FROM 20TH CENTURY-FOX!

The tim& 20th Centui^yHFi»K whose^ 1 WpNPIIl^

KISSING HER NOW set a liew alM
week in Chicago---a new alMime 20th openirig record, in Detroit

•

a sensational pace in IndicincipoUs, Cine

IT'S THE FIRST TRUE STORY OF SHOW BUSINESS-NOT AS IT'S BEEN TOLD

A HUNDRED TIMES IN BACKSTAGE PLOT, BUT AS WE IN SHOW BUSINESS

REALLY KMONA^ ITi / just as everybody in show business is talking about the Miracleflgurei

I being set by MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET everywhere—and the miracle

1 holdover and move-over runs!

THIS PiaURE IS "MOTHER WORE TIGHTS""^ AND IT IS THE NEXT GREAT

20TH CENTURY-FO)^ ATTRACTION TO OPEN iN NEW YORK! -

New Yorkers will olso soon be seeing KISS OF DEATH, FOXES OF \
HARROW, NIGHTMARE ALLEY, DAISY KENYON — and FOREVER I

AMBER in Technicolor, CENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT and CAPTAIN I

FROM CASTILE iii Tachnliolorl • ' /

MOTHER'S GREAT DAY WILL BE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20TH, WHEN

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS" opens at the roxyi every showman

WILL REMEMBER MOTHER'S OPENING DAY!

CENTURY.FO)C

Mother is BETTY GRABLE—Dad is new-star .DAN

DAiLEY-and the kids are MONA FREEMAN and

CONNIE MARSHALL It was directed by WALTER

LANG and produced by LAMAR TROTTI. Lyrics

and music by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow.
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Heat Dulls LA But 'Hucksters Sock

in 3 Spots; 'Possessed' Nice

55G, 3; topa' 26G, 4; 'Perils 37G, 2d
. Los Angeles, July 22.- -f'

"Major firstrun interest current ,1s

going to ''The Hucksters," which is

siihting a magnificent $80,000 or near
111 tliree theatres. Most other, spots

are being affected.By the heat, par-
ticularly those in the downtown sec-

tor. Light matinees are the rule.

"Possessed" is heading for a pleas-

ing $55,000 in three Warner houses.
''Copacabana", looks okay at $26,000

in lour spots. Reissue bill of "Ari-

;oria" and, "Texas" shapes for neat
SDjOOO it) four locations.

Holdover biz is not too forte al-

thougU "Perils of Pftuline," in two
Paramount houses, is solid $37,000 or
near in second frame. "Brute Force"

ie slipping down to $34,000-for. second

Iveek in five spots. "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
looks only $22,500 in four houses for

last six days of third stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont tFWC)' (1,532; 50-$l)—

"Arizona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col)

(reissues). Neat $4,000. Last week,
"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) and
"Last of Redmen" (Col), fair $4,000.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)—"Copaca-
fcana" (CTA). Okay

,
$5,000, Last

week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d

wk)i slow $2,200.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50-

$1)—"Corpse (J.O.D," (Col) and "Last

Of Redmen" (Col) (m.o.). Slight

$3,000. Last week, "Ivy" (U) (m.o.)

(8 days), $4,400 in 8. days.
Chinese. (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

80-$l) — "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th)
' (5d wk-6 day.s). Held six extra days
beeause of booking change; down to

$7,000. Last week, neat $10,500.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—
"Possessed" (WB). Good $20,000.

tast week, "Unfaithful" (WB) (3d

'fcfk-S days), $10,4eO.

Downtown Music Hall (Blunnen-
feld) (872; 50-$l)—"Copacabana"
(UA). Okay $12,000. Last week,
"Dishonored Lady'' (UA) (2d wk),
6,000. . ,

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Wow $20,000.

Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G) (3d wk),
|7,600. , ^ „ .

.

El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Ari-
zona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col) (re-

Issues). About $4,500. Last week,
"Corpse C.O.D." (Col) and "Last Red-
men" (Col), nice $5,200.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"This Happy Breed" (U) (8th wk).
Down to $2,500. liSSt week, steady

f3,600. , , ,

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 5(5-$4)—

"Great Expectations" (U) (m.o.) (2d

wk). Even $4,000. Last week, $4,600.

. Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )—'"Brute
Force" (U) (2d wk). Dropping to

84,000 or close. Lpst week, nifty $8,-

{oo.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;

{0-$l)—"Copacabana" (UA). Fair
5,000. Last week, "Dishonored
.ady" (UA) (2d wk), dim $1,800.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Possessed" (WB). Good $17,000. Last
•week, "Unfaithful" (WB) (3d wk-
8 days), $7,100.

'

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-
feld) (475; 50-85)—"Copacabana"
(UA). Oke $4,000. Last week, "Dis-
honored Lady" (UA) (2d wk),' scant

f1.800.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Brute
rorce" (U) (2d wk). Near $4,000.

Last week, sturdy $7,700.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; . 85)—

"Stormy Waters" (M-G). Weak
$1,500. Last week, "Torment" (Indie)

: (4th wk), $i;900.

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50-

il)^"Ghost Mi-s. Muir" (20th) and
*Born to Speed" (PRC) (3d wk-6
days). Scant $7,000. Last week, thin
$10,000.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097;

C0-$1)—"Hucksters" (M-G). Sock
. $39,000. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G

)

(3d wk), $15,400.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)—

"(5host Mrs. Muir" (20th) (3d wk-
e days). Fair $4,500. Last week, oke
$5,800. '

Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-l.BO)—
"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Nice
$3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210; 50-

$1)—"Arizona" (Col) and "Texas"
(Col) (reissues). About $15,000. Last
Week, "Corpse C O. D." (Col) and
"Last Redmen" (Col), neat $14,600.
MiUion Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 55-

J)8)—"Bringing Up Father" (Mofio)
with Meet the Missus radio show on.
stage. Good $18,000. Last week;
"Scared to Death" (SG). with Ink
Spots on stage, stout $24,700.

Pantafrcs (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Desperate"
giKO) (2d wk). glow $8,000. Last
ftfeek, fair $16,700.
Paramount (P&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—

^

"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Big
Town'^ (Par) (2d wk). Nice $20*500.

Last week, fancy $30,000.
- Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
(1,451; 50-$l)—"Perils Pauline" (Par)
(2d wk). Sturdy $16,500. Last week,

. socko ,$20,400.

KKO Hills-trcct (RKO) (2,890; SO-

SO)—"Other Love" (UA) and "Des-
perate" (RKO) (2d wk). Light
$10,000. Last week, $18,200.

Bltz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Brute

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gritss

This Week ... ..... $66(!,000

(Based on 18 theatre^') .

Last Year ......... .. .$683,000'

(Based on 17 theatre.?)

'Hucksters' 28G,

Terik' 23G, Wash.
Washington, July 22.

With two big mid-town houses
going great , guns over the week^
end, general biz average is again
up this week. "Hucksters," at
Palace and "Perils of Pauline," at
Earle, both have been getting lines,

and will be big. A wet weekend
also helped hypo trade.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)^

"Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par), plus
Boyd Raeburn orch on stage. Mod-
est $21,000. Last week, "Cynthia"
(M-G) With vaiide. good $26,000.
Coiumbia (Loew's) (2,263; 44-70)

—"Michigan Kid" (U). Satisfactory
.$9,000. Last week, "Miracle 34th
Street" (20th), same. '

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par). Fine $23,000
or over. Last week, "Great Expecta-
tions" (U), $22,000.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—

"Magic Bow" (U) . Nice $3,000.
Last week, VYears Between" (U),
poor $1,500.

Keith's (RKO) 1,838; 44-80)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO). Near
$13,000. Last week, "Ivy" (U) (2d
wk), so-so $10,000.
.Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-74)

—"Unfaithful" (WB) (2d run). Slim
$7,500. Last week, "Odd Sfen Out"
(U), sturdy $12,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—

"Hucksters" (M-G). Smash $28,000
or better, to legd town. Last week,
"Macpmber Atlair" (UA), disap-
pointing $15,000.

Cincy Up; 'Hucksters'

Huge ¥22,000,V 8G
Cincinnati, July 22.

Biz is on upb.eat at the major
theatres here, five showing new
bills this session. Three of new-
comers are clicks. "Hucksters" is
topping city by a wide margin. "Un-
faithful" is okay and "Gunfighters,"
looks solid. "Ivy" shapes as above
par for Keith's but "Moss Rose", is

only fairish at the Grand. "Wonder
Who's KJiBing Her Now" is hold-
ing strong in second downtown
week.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RkO) ('3,1()0; 50-75)—"Un-

faithful" (WB). Okay $14;Q00. Last
week, "Wpnder .Who's Kissing Her
Now" (20th), sock $21,000.

Capitol (RKO') (2,000; 50-75)—
"Hucksters" (M-G.) Giant $22,000.
Holds. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
(2d wk), moderate $7,000.
Grand (RKQ) (1,400; 50-75)—

"Moss Rose" (20th). Fairish' $7,000.
Last week, "Trouble With Women"
(Par), neat $10,000.
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75)^"Ivy"

(U). dood $8,000. Last week,
"Great Expectations" (U> (3d wto),
$5,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400;- SO-75)—
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) (m.o.).
So-so $4,000. Last week, "Buck Pri-
vates Home" (U) (m o.), $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)-^

"GunfTghters" "tCol). Pleasing $14,
000. Last week, "Angel and Bad
man" (Rep), about same.

S'hubert (RlTO) (2,100; 50-75)-
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now'
{20th) (m.p.). Great $10,000. Last
week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th)
(m.o.) (2d wk), nifty $5,500. .

XarroUs' $14,500, Mont'l
Montreal, July 22.

Trade is slowly picking up but ex-
hibs are afraid of risking holdovers.
Tops currently is "2 Mrs. Carrolls,"

but not sock.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (C.T.) (2,610; 30-45-62)—

'IStallion Road" (WB).. Good $9,500,
Last week, "Macomber Affair" (UA),
$10,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)—

"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
"Winter Wonderland" (Rep ). Strong
$5,000 or near, Last week, "Bulldog
tJrummond at Bay" (Col) and "King
•Wild Horses" (Col), $5,000,
Loew's (C.T.) (3,115; 35-47-67)—

"Two Mrs. Carrolls" CWB). Neat $14,-

500. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G) (2d
wk), fancy $13,000. . ,

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,119; 30-40-60)—
"Ne le Criez: les Tbits"' (E-L) and
''Dernier Metro" (B-L). Solid $5,500.

Last week,"Le Chant :de Bernadette"
(.20th). $2,700.
Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)—

"Calcutta" (Par). Nice $11,500. Last
week, "Dishonored Lady" (UA), $10,-

500.
Princess (C.T.) (2,270; 30-40-53)—

"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
and "Little Mr. Jim" (M-G). Hot
$7,000 or over. Last week, "Way With
Women" (WB) and "Pilgrim Lady"
(Rep), nice $8,000. •

Cooler Weather Boosts

Prov.; 'Hucksters' Hot

29G, 'Perils' Tall 15G
Providence, July 22.

State's "Huckster's" is tops this
week as the weatherman relented
and cut down on the humidity.
Other houses also hep are Majestic's
"Unfaithful" and' Strand's "Perils of
Pauline."

Estimates for This' Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Won't Believe Me" (HKOX and
"Banjo" (RKO). Opened today
(Tues). In' ahead, gave, part of
week's holdover to "Ivy" (U) and
"Vigilantes Return" (U) for good
$12,000. First stanza was solid
$15,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)

—"Cheyenne" (WB) and "Step-
child" (PRC) (2d run). Okay $4,000.
Last week, "Homestretch" (20th)
and "Jewels of Brandenburg" (20th).
(2d run), same.
Fay's . (Fay) (1,400; 44t65)—"West-

ern Union" (20th) and "Ox-Bow In-
cident" (20th) (reissues). Peppy
$6,500. Last week, "Sea Hawk"
(WB) and "Sea Wolf" (WB) (reis-
sues) (2d wk), fine $5,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Killer at
Large" (PRC). Fancy $13,000. Last,
weekj "Cheyenne" (WB) and "Step-
child" (PRC), $12,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Plugging to-
ward big $29,000 and holdover. Last
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Corpse
Came C.O.D." (Col), $22,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Perils of Pauline" (Par). Into

second week yesterday (Mon.),
First week was sturdy $15,000.

Hub Higkir Wit!) Unckstm' Wow

$45,000 in 2 Spots; 'Kisdng Loud 24G

Force" (U) (2d wk).. Fancy $8,000.
Last week, strong $12,100.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). Fair
$3,500. Last week, nifty $6,800.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)

—"Brute i'orce" (U) (2d wk). Good
$15,000. Last week, great $28,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (2Gth) and "Born
to Speed" (PRC) (3d wk-6 days).
Only $4,000. Last week, $6,100.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$l)—"Ari-

zona" (Co!) and "Texa,?" t.Col) (re-

issues). "T^eat $5,500. Last week-,
"Corpse C. O. D." (Col) and "Last
Redmen" I (Col), nice $5,600.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Great $21^000.
Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB) (3d
closed with $7,000,
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; 50-$l)—

"Possessed" (WB). Good $18,000.
Last w«ek. "UnJ^ithful" (WB) (3d
wk-8 days), $7,900.

Heat Bops Seattle But

'Hucksters' Fat $19,000
Seattle, July 22.

Return of hot weather- is no real
drawback currently to "The Huck-
sters," great at Music Hall. "Miracle
34th St." also is big at the Fifth Ave-
nue. .

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)-*

"•Unfaithfiil" (WB) (Zd wk). Fair $4,-
000. Last week, "Farmer's Daugh-
ter" (RKO) (3d wkj, oke $6,900 in 9
days;,
Fifth AVenue (H-E)' (2,349: 45-80)

—"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Big $12,-
000. Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB),
nice $11,200 in 9 days.

"

Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)
''Framed" (Col ) and ''Sport of Kings"
(Col). Solid $9,500: Last Week,
"Janet Ames" (Col) and "Mr. D, A."
(Col); fancy $8,400.
Music Box (H-E) (850;<45-80)-

"Egg" (6th wk). Strong $5,000. Last
week, socko $7,100.
: Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-GO. (iiant $19,000,
Last' week, "Undercover Maisie"
(M-G) and "Millerson Case" (Col),
no dice at .$4,500.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
"Barbaree" (M-G) (2d wk).- Fancy
$8,000. Last week, big $14,700.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—

"Blaze of Noon" (Par) and "Crimson
Key" (20th). Slow $7,000. Last week,
"Imperfect Lady" (Par), $4,800 in 6
days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45.-a0)-

"DLshonored Lady" (UA). New pol-
icy of lilms sans vaude for summer
doing well. Good $6,1500. Last week,
"Ramrtid" (UA) (3d wk). $3,000 in 4
days,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)-

"Ramrod" (UA) (m.o.). Big $4,000.
Last, week, "Stairway to Heaven"
(UI) and "Stella Dallas" (FC), $3,100.

. Winter Garden (Sterling) (80O; 25-
50)—"Song of Sahara" (U) and
"Alexander's Band" (20th) (reissue)
(3d run). Trim $2,800. Last week.
"Sinbad" (RKO) and "Locket"
(RKO), $2,700 for 3d runs.

Key. City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ......... .$2,846,900

(Based on 22 cities, 199 thea-

tres, chiefly JTrsc runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ..$2,890,000

' (Based on 21 cities, 180 theatres)

'Stranger^sk

$26,0i in Mpls.
Minneapolis, July 22.,

Pictures have . terrific opposition
from local Aquatennial summer
mardi gras attractions this, week.
But the three important newcomers,
''Welcome Stranger," "Cynthia" and
"Cheyenne" are making fairly good
progress. First-named, -on one of
first playdates, is "being helped by
fact that Joan Caulfield, one of its

stars, was here as Aquatennial
princess during first two days of
run. '

,',

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"City

Without Men". (Indie) and "Prison
Without Bars" (Indie) (reissues).
Okay $2j200 in 5 days. Last . week;
"Big Town" (Par) and "Ghost Goes
Wild". (Rep) split with "Queen of
Yukon" (Mono) and "Wolf Call"
(Mono), satisfactory $2,000 in 8
days.

.

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) (m.o.).
Still showing vitality at satisfactory
$6,000. Last week, "Perils of
Pauline" (Par) (2d wk), $6,200.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)-T"Corpse
Came : C.O.D." (Col). Better than
usual run for , this house at $3,700.
Last week, "Bells San Angelo"
(Rep) and ''Twilight on Rio
Grande" (Rep), good $4,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Per-

ils Pauline" (Par) (m.o.) . Third
week downtown for this one, pke
$4,500. Last week, "Duel in Sun"
(SRO) (4th wk) (90-$1.25), fine
$8,000.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—

"North Star" (FC) (reissue). Satis-
factory $1,800. Last week, "Raider"
(Indie) (,2d wk), good $1,200 in 6
days.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Any
Bing Crosby picture is sure box-
office here, i'his one, helped by
Joan Caulfield's P. A. on opening
day and world preem of Warner
short, "Celebration Days," filming
of 1946 local Aquatennial festival,
looks to do terrific $26,000 or better.
Last week, "Miracle 34th St." (20th),
good $15,000.
BKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—"Cheyenne" (WB). Nice $12,i

000 or near. Last week, "Egg and I"
(U) {3d wk), big $11,000. .

BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Egg and 1" (U) (m.o.). Still hefty
at near $9,000. Last week, "Tar-
zan and Huntress" (RKO), okay
$7,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Cyn-
thia" (M-G). Okay $11,000. Last
week, "Fiesta" (M-G), $10,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—

"Trouble With Women" (Par). First
nabe showing. Fair $3,600. Last
week, "Yearling" (M-G), $5,000.
World (Mann)- (350; 90-$1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.). Here
after week at Century and Lyric,
day and date, plus three more weeks
at, latter house, making it fifth
week downtown. Big $6,000. Last
week, "Woman on Beach" (RKO),
mild $2,000.

'Perils' Rousing $14,000,

Denver; 'Hucksters' 22G
Denver, July 22.

''The Hucksters" will grab top
coin, with a sock session at Or-
pheum, this week. "Perils of Paul-
ine" is solid enough to rate a hold-
over at the Denham.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (35-74)—"Unfaith-

ful" (WB) and "Philo Vance's Gam-
ble" (PRC), after week at Denver,
Webber. Fair $3,000. Last week,
"Son of Battle" (20th) and "Too
Many Winners" (PRC) (m.o.), fair
$3,000. • •

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
—"Stanley, Livingstone" (20th) and
"Les Miserables" (UA) (reissues).
Thin $5,C0O or less. Last week,'
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) and^
"Spectre of Rose" (Rep) (2d wk),
$4;500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par).' Rouging
$14,000, and holds. La.st week,"Cal-
cutta" (Par) (2d wk), $9,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—

"Great Expectations" (U) and

I (Continued on page 23)

Boston, July 22,

Picture is brighter here this week
with "Hucksters", day-date at the

'

State and Orpheum and "I Wondei?
Who's. Kissing, Her Now" at the
Memorial hypoing the long-ailing'
film houses. "Possessed," at the Met,
also is helping. ..Biz is figured still
about 20% on over last, summer.

Estimates for /This W«ek
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)-^:

"They Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
and "Philo Vance Gamble" (PRC)
Fairly . good ^ $17,000, : Last, week,
"Great Expectations" -'(U) and "King
Wild Horses" (Rep). Okay $22,000
on subseijuent-rUn,

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $1,80)—
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (5th wk).
Hanging on by teeth at $4,500; last'
$5,500.

Fenway (M-P) (i;373; 40-80)-^'
"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Fear in
Night'; (Par) (m.o,). Fairly good
$9,000, I,,ast week, "Unfaithful" (WB)
and "Blackmail" (Col), $6,000,

Keiimore (Indie) . (900: 40-65)—
"Stone Flower" (Indie). Nice $2,000.
La.st week, subsequent run.

Memorial (RKO) '

(2,900; 40-80)—
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) and "Seven Keys Baldpate"
(RKO). Advance build-up paving off
at fine $24,000, nearly like old times.
Last week, "Ivy" (U) and "Time Out
of Mind" (U), $16,000 for second
week, fancy. :

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
"Possessed" . (WB) and "News

Hounds" (Indie). Encouraging pick-
up to $23,000. Last week,"Perils
Pauline" (Par) and "Fear in Night"
(Par ), nice $16,000, second.

Old South (Siritsky) (700'; 40-65)—
"Col. Chabert" (Indie) and "Dark
Eyes" (Indie). Thin $2,000. Last
week, subsequent-runs.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Sock $28,000.
Last week, "Cynthia" . (M-G) and
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue),
$18,000.
PxramouBt (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"Perils Pauline" (Par)*and "Fear in
Night" (Par) (m.o.). Okay $15,000.
Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB) and
"Blackmail" (Col), $13,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Very" big $17,000,
and wow for this season of year.
Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G) and
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue),,

$9,000,
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—

"Spoilers North" (Indie) and "Bat-
tling Hoofer" (Indie). Usual $4,500.
Last week, "Apache Rose" (Rep) and
"Trail Saii Antonio" (Rep), $4,000.

K.C. Perking; 'Hucksters'

$30,000, Near New High;

'Miracle' 19G, 'Beach' 13G
Kansas City, July 22„

Turnstiles are humming and city
will get its biggest session seen in
many weeks. Big films and cooler
weather is the answer. "Hucksters"
heads the list, rolling them in at the
Midland single feature, and may hit

'

a house record. "Miracle of 34th
Street" in Tower, Uptown and Fair-
way also looks strong. Orpheum
initiates a new single feature policy
with "Woman on the Beach" for a
grWifying week. "Dear Riith," in
third week at Paramount, also is big.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-65)

—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and
"Vigilantes Return" (U), Average

;

$4,500. Last week, ''Born to Speed"
(PRC) and "Devil on Wheels" (PRC).
$5,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—

"Sister's Secret" (PRC) and "It's

Joke Son" (E-L). Moderate $2,000.

Last week, "First Affair" (Indie),

$1 200
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Hucksters" (M-G). Doing topnotch
,:

biZ; at this big house. Headed for
;

$30,000, new record at regular ad-- ,

mission scale. Will hold. Last week,
'

"Framed" (Col) and "District At-
torney" (Col), so-so $1»,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Woman on Beach" (RKO).* Near
$13,000, and over average. Last week,
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Seven Were
Saved" (Par) (2d wk), $8,500.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d wk). Show-
ing unusual staying power at nice
$12,000. Probably will move out for
"Welcome Stranger" on Wednesday.
Last week, big $14,000 for second
stanza. With first week's $16,000 film
well hit best record at house since
"Blue Skies" (Par) early in year.
SOuthtown (Elmer) (950; 46-65)—

"On . Approval" (Indie) and "Pearls'
Of Crown" (Indie). Fair $2,500. Last
week, "Life, Loves Beethoven'
(Indie) and "Moonlight Sonata"
(Indie) (2d wk), nice $2,500.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Mid-

west)' (2,100; 2,043; 700; '.45-65)—
"Miracle 34th St." <20th) With
powerful ad campaign and extra
plugging from Macy's subsid. John
Taylor's store here looks to do big
$19,000. Holds. Last week, "Ivy" (U),
$14,000.
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Berlin's Ace V. S.

Easily the biggest

.'Staffers- :

story since

World Waf II is the U. S. occupa-
tion of Germany. Newsmen who
have this beat—headquartered at

Bei-lin—include some of the best in

the business. Job calls for scribes

who not only have the traditional

nose for news but also the necessary
know-how on such tough israckers

as reparations formulas, trade bal-

ances, level of industry, restitution

policy and Reichsmark conversion

rates. .

.

Though Berlin's U. S. correspond-

ents are inundated with official

ihandouts produced by a crack staff,

of public relations teams, most of

them ex-pundits themselves, they
dig and find their own copy with
skill and finesse which would have
made Joseph Pulitzer proud. Most
of them are under 30, although there

are some oldtimers who know more
about Germany than the Germans.
The British, French and Russian
press have staffs here too, but their

output pales , alongside ot [,the U.S.

dispatches. The Americans are
merciless in tjie way they go after

phonys in and out of government
but they give credit when it is due.

Their relations with Gen. Lucius
v. Clay, hard-hitting Commander-
in-Chief of European Command and
also Military Governor, are warm
and covdial. They have made a hero
of the "old man" who . like them-
selves, is young and tough and un-
afraid, and the feeling of respect

is mutual. Every once in a while
one of the press corps makes a bad
slip like the Satevepost contributor

who did a piece describing the
dripping luxury in which Americans
live over here. There was a storm
of protest against the misrepresenta-
tions and .exaggerations in article.

But in general the press coverage
Is fair, adequate and wholesome.
The AP Berlin Bureau is staffed

by four of that, association's, ace
reporters. Wes . Gallagher is bureau
chief. Four are Godfrey Anderson,
Lynn Heinzerling and Edwin Shanke
who covered prewar Germany, and
Dick Kasischke. Hank Burroughs is

AP photographer.
The UP office is stafEed by Mike

Handler, whose Moscow experience
stands him in gopd stead in cut and
quartered Berlin; Johnny . McDer-
mott,' who came into .Germany with'
the Third Army; Bob Haeger and
Ann Stringer.. INS is represented by
George Herald.

Joe Evans of the Wall Street

Journal, who was discharged from
the Army in Berlin while employed
as a public relations officer for

Military Government, is making a
reputation as a writer on economics
and finance. His series entitled

"Chaos in Germany," which his
paper reprinted in booklet form, and
his coverage' of the International
Trade Conferences in Geneva, put
him in the top class of press men
in Berlin.

The New Yorlc Times is repre-
sented by Delbert Clark, former
B.C. bureau chief; Ed Morrow, who
covers the British 'zone; Jack Ray-
mond, who used to cover housing
in New York; Dana Schmidt, sta
tioned in Frankfurt, and Kathleen
McLaughlin, in Munich. In addition
the Times has two full-time pho.
tographers.
John Scott, perhaps the best

known correspondent in Berlin,
heads up the Time and Life bureau,
which is staffed by Walter Sanders,
photographer; Simon Bourgin and
yercy Knauth. James O'Donnell
and Toni Howard covet for News
week. The Herald Tribune desk is

operated by oldtimer John. Elliott;

Marguerite Higgins, and Edward
Hartrich in Franlrfurt.
Kendall Foss, New York Post

columnist; Betty Gaskill, Trans-
Badio Press; David Nichol of the
Chicago News; Larry Rue of the
Chicago Tribune; John Brewer of
the Los Angeles News; Jack Christiei

rf)f McGraw Hill Publications; Lan-
drum Boiling, of Overseas News
Agency; Barbara Neblett of the
Miami Herald; Emlyn Williarhs Of

. the Christian Science.
: Monitor,

.
complete the list. NBC is covered by
Ed Haaker, CBS by Stephen Laird
_and ABC by Lyford Moore.

These are some of the correspond-
ents who are permanently stationed
In Berlin. There are many others
who are in and out.

wartime. Advertising went begging
then because publishers had to

severely ration space- due to keen
paper shortage. Established„ mass-
circulation mags able to accommo-
date advertisers then" . could have
gotten a great deal of biz merely
upon notification that they would
accept it.

Ad selling job now is harder,

which is why those publications now
planning to take ads are doing ex;-

tensive preliminary promotion and
selling jobs. At. least one feels it

won't be too difficult, however.
Coronet, the David- Smart pub; won't

take anything smaller than full-ipage

units. Sniart's selling job is some-
what easier than that of the others

because of aid from the ad staff of

his other mag. Esquire. There has
never been any paucity of advertis-

ing in that one^

Other of the pocket-size mags
which are now to take ads are

Magazine Digest and Reader's Scope,

Reader's Digest is continuing adless,

but its numerous international edi-

tions have been accepting paid space
from the inception of each.

Harwich Shedding Trades :

Harry P. Harwich, Massachusetts
publisher, is placing his trade and
other publishing ^properties on the
market, to concentrate on his news-
paper- properties. He will, however,
retain Newspaperman, craft paper
for newspeople.
Some of the Massachusetts papers

published by Harwich are the Nor-
wood Daily Messenger, Hyde Park
Tribune, Mattapan Tribune, Rox-
bury Citizen and Jamaica Plain
Citizen.

Posthumous Zane Greyi Tome
Harper's will issue 47 hitherto un-

published stories by the late Zane
Grey, there being 20 novels among
the scripts. Understood that the
specialist in westerns averaged three
books annually but because of his

personal evaluation of his writings,

submitted only one for publication.

Grey, a native of Zanesville,"0.,

was a baseball pitcher through which
he gained a scholarship at the Univ.
of Pennsylvania, becoming a dentist,

as was. his father. Discarding his

profession he turned to writing and
it's estimated the number of copies
of his books, sold was in the millions.

Pocket Mass' Ad Problem
Trade opinion, is that

. the adless
pocket-size mags which are now
preparing to accept paid : space
muft'ed a chance to get off to a fly

ing start as advertising mediums by
not making .the changeover during

O. J. Elder, who declared that none
of the mags specializing in such
stories in the past would: depart
from that policy.

Ziff Davis foringittg out an an-
thology, "Bedside Book of Marriage,"
edited by Arnold Shaw of Leeds.
Music, for spring publication. ,

-

Louis Sobol is developing writer's

cramp autographing his new tome<»

"Some Days Were Happy," mem-
orabilia of his boyhood days in

Waterbury, Conn., which Random
House is publishing. Book is hav-
ing its greatest .advances sale in the
class N. Y: bistros, including The
Stork, 21, etc.

Screenplays Into Novels

Trend the past few years of put-
ting screenplays into novel form, to

be published simultaneously with
release of the film, was evident in

two cases this week. "Kiss jf Death,"
20th-FOx's Victor Mature starrer.

Will be released day-and-date with
Penguin Books' 25c pocket edition
of the yarn. Story is ' the first try
of a former New York assistant dis-

trict attorney, Eleazar Lipsky. He
sold the script to 20th under the
pseudonym of Iiawrence Blaine, but
his real name, will appear on the
book.
Second film also to appear as a

novel is "Survivors," filmed in Pal-
estine by Herbert Kline and Meyer
Levin. Latter wrote the screenplay
and has put th'e material into a
novel to be published by Viking as
"My Father's HqusC' , Release is set
for mid-August.

CHATTER
Robert Ellis 'named Hollywood

editor of Ebony, Negro mag.
Norman Sedowie, drama editor of

the Vancouver Sun, gandering Hoi.
lywood studios.

Mozelle Britton Dinehart signed
staff writer for Screen Guide and
Movieland mags.
May Mann appointeci West Coast

representative for Movie-Teen and
Movie Fan mags.
The Richard Lockridges, authors

of "Mr. and Mrs. North,"; have sold
their 12th mystery to Lippincott. "

Mag writer Jack H. Pollack has
done an intimate profile of Barney
Baruch which is tlie lead story in

Sept. Pageant.
Paul Gardner scribfed features for

Collier's, American Legion, Holiday
and True mags. All due for Sep-tem-
ber publication. .

Paul Hunter, yeepee of Liberty
mag, named publisher of the mag's
Hunter Screen Unit, which super-
vises publication of Screenland, Sil-

ver Screen and Movie Show,
Second edition of Sammy Kaye's

"Sunday Serenade Book of Poetry"
hit,the stalls this week. Published by
Serenade Publishing Co. First
volume sold some 100,000 copies.

Reports that Macfadden Publica-
tions plans to abandon its True Story
motif by substituting third person
fiction have been denied by prexy

Nostalgia
— Continued from page X ss

talgia personified by Jolson is re-

flected throughout the film industry.

Producers repently have concen-
trated on almost any type film with
a nostalgic theme, on titles of old-

time song hits and on remakes of

films turned out a generation ago.

Both Paramount's "Perils of Paul-
ine" and Metro's "Merton of the

Movies," for example, are grossing
heavily at the boxoffice because the

yocks they give the audience are

laden with memories.

Oldtime song titles have been
seen on many marquees during the

last year because they pay off.

"Margie," turned out by 20th-Fox,

was followed by "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," the biog of Joe
E. Howard, produced by George Jes-

sel. Warners has. already released
"Man I Love" and Enterprise is

coming up ,next month with "Body
and Soul." In addition, 20th re-

cently reissued "Alexander's Rag-
time Band," featuring a string of

Irving Berlin oldies. Then, too, Ed-
die Cantor is doing his film biog,

"If You Knew Susie,": produced by
himself for Warner Bros, release.

Besides those old tunes revived by
pictures, the nostalgic trend is re-

flected in the music industry by the
flock of oldies that returned to pub-
lic favor this year on their own
plugging; for instance, "Heart-

aches," "April Showers," "Peg O'
My Heart" and "When You Were
Sweet 16," to., name just a few. In
addition-, the music industry has seen
a gradual switch in public interest

from swing to sweet music, consid-

ered another indication of the pub-
lic's desire to ease up on the war-
imposed tension.

In radio, besides Jolson, there is

the planned comeback of Ed Wynn,
for years one of the established stars

of musicomedy, radio and vaude-
ville.

Broadway stage has seen more re-

vivals during 4he^ last year or two
than at any time since before the
war ai^d most of them have achieved
good runs. Such shows as "Burles-
que" (Bert Lahr,) and "Sweet-
hearts" (Bobby Clark) are still run-
ning. Musical revivals especially

have raked in good grosses, with
shows like "Red Mill" and "Show-
boat" eliciting good response. And
.of course, there is Frank Fay, star

of vaude's two-a-day, who made his
comeback in "Harvey."

Nostalgic theme has been especi-
ally prevalent in vaude and niteries,

with such veteran stars as Sophie
Tucker, Willie Howard, Carl Brisson,
Ruth Etting and Benny Fields now
drawing at least as well a,s they ever
did. Trend is probably best noted
in the current show at the Carnival,
N. Y. nitery, where Lou Holtz and
Bert Wheeler are heading the bill.

Eyssell
Continued from page 3

i

j SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK i

» * * * By Frank Scully tn m .

a good • picture will make money
despite any tendency of the box-
office to taper off. However, in or-

der to hit an alltime high- at the
Hall, the house will have to use
more pictures than in tlie last four
years, because of current films' in-

ability to achieve lasting quality.

Theatre's top executive anticipates

having to use at least 12 features

this year as against eight last year,
nine in 1945, 10 in 1944 and 11 in

1943.

"Bachelor and Bobby - Soxer"
(RKO), which tees off tomorrow
(Thurs.), will be the seventh pic-

ture to play the house .this year.

Oddly enough, one of the biggest

grossers at the Hall so far has been
"Great Expectations," British-made
film with no names familiar to U. S.

audiences, racking up $648,000 in

five weeks. This was topped only
by "George. Apley," and then, only
by about $34,000.

The Music Hall is now in its iSth
year,-, -,

--

Morgantown, W, Va., July 18.

"My dear ; sir,*' said the tall* light and handsome between-ager at the
wheel of a Fordham-colored 1940 open car, "how does one get off this

hill?" --

"If you're smart," I said, "you won't."

"I'm smart, but who are you?" demanded the guy who didn't even kno*
his way home. .

"H'ye Dave. I'm Scully," I saidl

"Dave?" he said. "Who's Dave?"
"Smart." I said, "he's Dave."
"I'm smart, and I'm Par," he said.

"For this course Par is 72."

"My dear sir," he said, "and you are none of these;"

"Oh, that Paar," I said, "the guy who has Jack Benny as a wintt<v re-

placement—the LS/MFT boy. And what are you doing on Whitley
Heights?"'. -, . ,

- -.

"I'm looking for Larry Parks. Now may I go home?"
I looked at him. He should have been playing opposite Hedy Lamarr

in "Ecstasy.'' He smiled. But not at me. He was looking at the brass
knocker on the door of Scully's Bedside Manor,

"I've knocked a lot of brass in my time, too,'^ he said. .

,

"What did' it get you?"
"A $35 apartment for $125 and agents- who have 110% of me. Now msy

'

I go home?" , ;
,

"Why didn!i you ask that in the first place," I said, "You go around
this circle; and if a carnival shill tells you he has the merry-go-round
concession and demands a dime, ignore him. You pass Barbara La Marr's'

old house, Valentino^s old house, Francis X. Bushman's old place, Chester
Morris' old place, Eugene O'Brien's old place." His eyes sparkled,

,

"Say.," he said, "rm in show business, too, you know.' The live end,
Mikes," -, - .

„-,,.,,--, ,,,

, "Yeah, I know," 1 said. "Summer radio. The Henry Morgan of dog
days." -

,. -
-

,
,

-

"Henry Morgan!" he cried as if pierced by a Hooper, ^"Listen, why is

;

everybody trying to put me in a feud with Henry .Morgan?"
"Ask his mother; She lives right down the hillj on Whitley avenue."

"I love Henry Morgan and aside from that the only-thing we have iti

common Ls that both of us were born after Stoopnagle and Budd, and so,

for that matter, was Garry Moore. ,

'

"Henry Morgan never did anything I didn't do first and the only reason
he was behind me was because I began in radio a year before he did
Surprises you, eh? Well, it's true. I'm only 28, but I began broadcasting

for the Gerry Society in Cleveland at the age of three. • ,

"The only break Morgan got which let him catch up was that I was
pulled off the air completely for a couple of years, whereas, he was pulled
off by a new sponsor every couple of weeks. I was not only pulled off

the air, I was; inducted into the army, shijiped to Guadalcanal and ordered ,,

to be fuimy three times a day in front of guys who were eating only twice

a day.

"Okay, Morgan insults his sponsor once a week. If they don't lilce it,

they can fire him. Well, my sponsor was the most powerful in the world
arid I insulted my sponsors 21 times a week and if they didn't like it they
could put me on K. P., shoot me or send^me to Leavenwprth for 108 years.

So you see I've been cited for bravery under ire, too. But as a GI per-
forming before GIs and officers, I got my fill of insulting my superiors.

In fact, I got pretty tired of it."

"How about your producers at RKO?"
"Listen. How would you like it if you were on a studio list of con«

tracted players and hadn't been asked to open your mouth for a year?"
"Fine," I said. '

'

"How would you like, it if they handed you a scene,explaining the studio
tops were running through their roster to see which options to exercise.

If you felt you were going to be dropped anyway, wouldn't' you throw-
your script in the ashcan and let the studio brass have it?"

"No."'
"Well, that's what I did. It took me 55 minutes to tell them off, one by

one. They thought it was one of my South Pacific routines with changes
of names, of course, here and there. They loved it. What's more they
exercised the option so I am still a contract player at RKO."

"Sure," I said. "They have a part fowyou-^if you can play the guitar;
They want you to replace Burl- Ives."

"Say, you get' around, don't you? I can't play even a Pickatune."
, "I know, but you can understand eight languages-^including F. B,

Boone-."

Smiles and Kaypee
He smiled. It's a million-dollar smile with lips you'd love to hiss and!

teeth that really belonged on the Pepsodent show. That smile must hav9
got him out of a lot of K.P. I told him so.

"No, what saved my neck is a long story."
"Some other time, eh?"
"I was ordered to entertain 5,000 sailors and marines in the South

Pacific and I didn't realize that the Navy brass has lots more dignity than
the Army. The show couldn't start until the commodore Jiad arrived, been
saluted and had sat down. We waited around, a balf hour, an hour. Gobs
started clapping. So I went out and started v^arming the show up. One
was a blue gag that was a true gag. About officers and USO girls. I had
hardly pulled it when the commodore came in on the arm of a USO gal.

Everybody got up to salute but I went right On talking. He must have
heard the gag, and since it applied to him I didn^t help the situation by
asking as he passed the platform, "Where do you think you're going? A
short cut to Bougainville?"
"The next thing I iuiew I was yanked from the stage and placed' under

.

arrest. The commodore dismissed the show."
'|He liked you like Patton liked Bill Mauldin."
"Exactly. But my commanding officer asked for my release on the

grounds that while I might have used bad judgment as a performer I

had a good record as a soldier. Besides he insisted that the commodore
would have to make his request through his admiral to our general.
Otherwise our CO. would have to order me returned to the Army. Well,
nobody wanted to make a cause celebre out of a jerk like me, so the
commodore said' he'd release me on condition that I Was sent immediately
to Okinawa. In those days that was the equivalent of being shot out of a
cannon against the Palisades. My CO. agreed'. Meanwhile, I was allowed
to entertain troops on condition that I never referred to the naval arrest.

So I would show up and apologize for being late. "Had a hard time get-

ting here," I'd say and then take my hand ox^t of my pocket, A handcuff
would be dangling from it.

"Meanwhile my deportation to the graveyard kept beiiig delayed and
naturally more guys died off. So in time I rose to the rank of sergeant,

That gave me a chance to. peek at the records. There I discovered, to

both my horror and delight, that I was listed as: 'Emotionally unstable-
Class 4. Limited duty Only.'
"Now, this was a medical order. Not even the President coulcj overrule

it. So it was a kind M.D. who saved me from being the late Jaclt Paar."
"You're late enough," 1 said, "Would you like to stay for lunch'.'" I

"Oh, could I? ' I mean would it be alright?"
"Alright? Why it would even be all right."
"This is so homeUke," he said, wandering around Bedside Manor. "Guess

you liave to have at least $10,000, to, plank down oh a house like this.

Maybe I could earn extra money as a writer. You know in Canton, In-

dianapolis, Youngstown, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and the South Pacific I wrote
all my own material. -Now I have four writers. One of them .says 'Okay
once a week, For that he gets $1,000 a week. Do Variety miiggs write

their own material?"

1 said we not only wrote it, we rewrote it; Or somebody did.
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Only Better French Pix OK in U.S.,

Sez N.Y. Indie; Weakies Sour Market
Paris; July 13. -f

There's no prajudlcc in favor of

French Films in America, and Gallic

jiroducers must not take it for

Vranted that their product, will be

Vrelcomed in that market, according

to Andre Lelarge, New York inde-

pendent distributor, who recently

arrived here to buy products. Ha
pointed out that inferior, French

films tend to cast a poor reflection

on the standing of the entire Indus-

: try.

However, Lelarge declared, if

various U. S. distribs exercise dis-

crimination by purchasing the better

French productions in which the

typical Gallic slant has been care-

fully developed, they'll find many
exhibitors willing to' handle their

imports. " .

Head of European Copyrights and
Distribution, Inc., Lelarge already

has acquired two post-war French

films, "Non Coupable" and "L'Hon-

orable Catherine," 'during his stay

here.
Prior to returning to U. S. late in

August, Lelarga expects to bring

back several other pictures with

him. An Ariane- Films production

starring Michel Simon, "Non Coup^.

able" recently was . bought by the

J. Arthur Rank organizatipn for dis-

tribution in- Great Britain.' Simon,
Incidentally, was adjudged the "best

male aetor" a.t the Locarno Film
Festival.

Chevalier to P.A. With
'Golden' in England

London, July 15.

Maurice Chevalier notified British

distributors of his "Silence . is

Golden" that he's planning special

series of personal appearances when
film is launched in England.
Maurice is now engaged adding

commentary to explain the French
to Englisii-speaking audiences.

U. S. HLMS EXPECT

BETTER DUTCH DATES
The Hague,; July 15.

Motion picture industry of Hoi'
land expects a new release quota
schedule to be set within the next

"few weeks, and American pictures

ate confidently expected to get ad-

ditional playing time. Up to the

pre.sent, U. S. distributors have
worked under serious handicap since

exhibitors were forced by Bioscoop-

bohd and the government to allow

American product only 2B weeks
maximum screentime per year.

During the visit of Eric Johnston,

head of U. S. Motion Picture Assn.,

to Holland, he talked with Bioscoop-

bond officials and gave them an en-

tirely new conception of playing

time in relation to American prod-

uct.-

Axing by Syd Box

Stirs British Trade;

Talk of His Qutting
London, July 15.

Latest uneasiness in the film trade,

which is causing plenty of comment,
stems from wholesale firing of top
executives of the Sydney Box or-
ganization. Started off with the exit

of Michael Chorlton, director of

"Miranda," who was suddenly re-

placed by Ken Annikim, director of
Holiday Camp.*' ;

This was followed by the exit of
Bernard Knowles, former camera
man turned film director. Next to

get the gate was Maurice Elvey, who
was skedded to ditect two racing
pics, Edgar Wallace's "The Calen-
dar," and "Becher's Brook." He was
replaced by Arthur Crabtree, former
camera man.
Next to be out is Les Klieman,

studio manager, followed by Ernest
Gartside, production controller.

Others axed were Tony Skene and
Joe Mendoza, who were to direct pic,

"Street Paved With Water," which
was cancelled.

Reported also that Box, who has
two more years to go with J. Arthur
Rank as chief of ; Gainsborough
Films and Gaumont-British Studios,
Shepherd's Bush is not entirely sat-

isfied with his job, and is anxious
to quit after termination of contract,
preferring to work on his own.

Bally TI. S. Stars in Berlin

An exhibit containing photos,

heralds and other material aimed to

acquaint the German film fan with
new Hollywood faces gets underway
this week in the British zone of

Berlin. Sponsored by the Motion
Picture Assn., the project will por-

tray all phases of Hollywood.
It was conceived by the MPEA's

Germ-an putalicist^S. H. Fuehr.

: London, July 15.

Josef Somlo, head of Two-Cities
Films, sighed Ivor Novello as film

producer, with Novello to turn his

'musical successes into ftlmusicals. .

.

Dulcie Lambrick, who has painted
portraits of Greta Gynt, Basil
Radford and Margaret Johnston, is

•to paint Eric Portman .. .Robert Si
odmak arrived from N. Y. on July
18 to direct "Precious Bane" for
Paul Soskin,«which he is making for
J. Arthur Rank. It stars Robert
Donat. Shooting of exteriors starts
November, with interiors, to be shot
pt Denham studios. Femme lead will
be either Ann Todd or Joan Green^
wood, .

, :

Slim Dexter, Canadian soldier
who recently returned to the
Rothschild family a Gsrman-looted
van de Veldc painting, ^iven Bmail
role in Columbia-Bdifrish Pictures'
The First Gentleman. . .D a n Ish
nder Lilian Wittmack given a film
contract by agents Linnit & Dunfee.
_
Film studio plasterers, who have

been striking for more wages, are
returning to work . . . Sydney and
Munel Box leave for N. Y. on the
yueen Elizabeth on Aug. 7.' Main
object oi: visit is to discuss future
plans with James Mason for picture
work in England . . . Mrs. Hal Wal-
iis and son off to Switzerland for
Short vacation . . . General Film
distributors' sales drive in "Tribute

, ^I'i^'^^ hss dosfed with
Mick Yasne (Sheffield), Douglas
-Thomas (Cardiff), Sam Bedford
Manchester) and Oliver Ward
(Nottingham) the winners.

Mex Union Bars Producer
Mexico City, July 15.

Miguel Contreras Torres, pioneer
producer, has been suspended for

six months from using any of its

facilities, by the Picture Production
Workers Union (STPC).
This includes studios, ' players,

directors and other technicians. Un-
ion took action due to criticisms of
it which Torres made in an inter-

view with a local mag.

Yank Pix on H O.

In 7 Cmmtries
Healthy grosses and holdovers for

U. S. films are refiected in a box-
office survey made last week by the
Motion Picture Export Assn. in seven
countries where the organization is

distributing. Leaders include , Par's
"Holiday Inn" which is winding up
its: first month at; Kronen theatre,,

Berlin, and passing the third week at

Apollo, Vienna;
Escapist films are popular; in Po-

land where , 20th-FoXi "Sun Valley
Serenade" is elickihg, This is the first

MPEA musical to be released day-
date iu that country. "Holiday Inn"
also; has vindicated that type of

booking by chalking up strong, busi-

ness at five Tokyo theatres.

Despite torrid temperatures in
Czechoslovakia and Hiingary, such
films as .Metro's "Two Girls and a
Sailor" and 20th's "Rains Came"
both have passed their sixth week
in Prague houses while Columbia's
"Gilda" and Par's "Lost Weekend"
have been doing well there.

"*\o

Metro Opens New Pix

In Buenois Aires; 'Life'

Hits $95,000 in 4 Wks.
Buenos Aires, July 15.

,

Metro has lined up the full pro-
gram of its 1946 pix for exhibition

in Argentina with both original Eng-
lish dialog and Spanish subtitles.

These will be shown at the Ideal,

Suipacha and Normandie theatres

and mark the end of the policy of
showing only Spanish dubbed films.

"The Picture of Dorian Gray," first

of these new releases, started at

Ideal theatre, June 27, and did sock
business for two weeks. Then it

made way for second-run' of

"Carnegie Hall."

DIFA, French pix distributors in

Buenos Aires, is getting set to

pre em its f i r s t production with
Spanish dubbing, made in Argentine
laboratories with Argentine voices.

First sample of this dubbing will be
"Florence Has a Complex," for

which the radio voices of Blanca del

Prado, Jose Trecenza, Maritza de
Castro, Osvaldo Canonica, Roberto
de Negri and Mario Pocovi have
been used, and credit given to these

actors. Picture, is slated to open at

Biarritz theatre.

"Best Years" has run for three

weeks at the Luxor theatre, grossing

$18,500, $16,250, and $15,000 respec-

tively for the first, second and third

weeks.'

"It's & Wonderful Life" grossed

$95,000 in the first four weeks' run
and is still doing sock business at

the Gran Palace on second-run.

Local film fails have really gone for

"Wonder f u 1 L if e." Universal

preemed the Britisher, "Odd Man
iit," at Broadway theatre on July 9.

UN nim Board Catalog

Publication of four international

catalogs" of Useful films is being

planned by the United Nations Film

Board. Currently producers are in-

vited to submit titles of features and
shorts of four categories.

These include films on the United

Nations, health and hygiene, agricul-

ture Snd nutrition.

UA's Chinese Rep Tells

Thriller of Smugglipg

Prints From Under Nips
Real life, wartime meller of how

prints of 12 United Artists pictures

were smuggled out of occupied
Hong Kong in 1942 under the noses'

of the Japanese military ^forces, was
finally recited by Constantine
Golden, UA's rep in China. Cur-
rently in New York, he was central
figure of the drama. Golden ob-
tained his present job with UA at

the time by cabling horheoffice execs
the following peremptory message:
"Taking charge your interests in free

China. Am smuggling prints from
Hong Kong. Please confirm."

, UA execs had never heard of

Golden before then,: but decided to

ride along with him since there
wasn't much else they could do. Be-
fore the Japanese occupation;
Golden had been a theatre operator
in China. After Hong Kong's fall to

the conquering Nipponese, Golden,
who is a Russian-born, naturalized

Britisher, was given a neutral's pass-

port and allowed free movement in

Japanese-occupied territory. Taking
advantage of his circumstances, he
was able to smuggle the UA prints

out of the territory despite death-

penalty warnings issued by the Jap-
anese to all persons possessing un-
registered films.

Discussing current Chinese prob-
lems, Golden declared that the un-
settled political situation piled onto
the hard money famine; dimmed all

possibilities of coin remittances from
China to the U. S. on present film

earnings. Several of the major dis-

tributors there, he said, were util-

izing their earnings to buy Chinese

real estate, in the major cities but
the critical. shoi?tage of materials

made theatre building also a remote
activity.

Golden declared that the 400 the-

atres in 'China's major cities were
in .urgent need of repair, together

with replacement of obsolete projec-

tion equipment. Chinese govern-
ment, however, is ,not permitting

any importation of' such machines
fronuthe U. S, at; the present time.

Activity In the 16m field, he spid,

was-nractlcaUy at a standstill since

few exhibitors were willing to Ven-
ture into the. countryside . under
present circumstances.

Korda Sets de Grunwali Rattigan,

Asquith in Bid Vs. Rank Leadership

Turnbull To U.S. For
Huddles With 20th-Fox

Sydney, July 15.

Ernest Turnbull, Hoyts circuit

chief, going to the U. S. soon for

postwar huddles with Spyros and
Charles Skouras. Johnny Gla.ss will

take charge while he's away.
James Sixsmith, . secretary of

Paramount's local setup, will plane

to the U. S. this month for a visit.

Mex Union Now Producer
:
V ; Mexico City. July 15.

Naiional Cinematographic Indus-

try porkers Union (STIC) , Mexico's

pioneer pic labor organization, has

definitely turned film producer with

the- inauguration of studios at Cluer-

navaca, nearby tourist resort, for

the making of full-length features

and documentaries.
STIC announced that <. Mexicans

will be preferred as players for pix

the studios produce. Manuel
Ramirez Vazquez. Sub-Secretary of

Labor, attended the studios inaugu-

ration. .'

German Studios

Launch Big U. S.

Dubbing Program
Berlin, July 15.

Military Government has procured
sufficient raw film stock, part im^
ported from U. S. and Sonne re-

processed . from old stockpiles, to

launch a major program of : syn-
chronization of American films into

German language.
"Lost Angel," "Random Harvest''

and "Suspicion," are being synchron-
ized at the Templehof studios here.

In Munich, "Adventures of Mark
Twain," "Shop Around Corner,'; "All
This and Heaven Too," "Anna, King
of Siam" and • "Two Years Before
Mast" are having the dubbing done.

Five Motion Picture Export Assn.
documentaries have been completed,
being "Brazil Today," "Great Lakes,"
"Power Unlimited," "Port of New
York" and "Northern Rampart."
For the first time since 'VE-.Day,

production got under way this week
on a big German feature with an all-

star cast, "Between Yesterday and
Tomorrow." This is being produced
by the Bavarian Pilmkunst in

Munich. Film is being done strictly

according to - German tastes- which
demand plenty of laughs but can't

take overly heavy drama. Theory
is that the people have plenty of

troubles of their own just now and
go to the cinema to forget them.
As of May 31, there were 962 film

houses operating in U. S.-ocoupied
areas of Germany, including: Bremen
and Berlin.

Rank Gets 3d Interest

In Big Dutch Circuit;

John Davis on Board
The Hague, July 15.

J. Arthur ^ank moved into the

Holland theatre situation this week
with signaturing of pact with Dutch

Tuschinski, Ltd., which now has 12

theatres here, Amsterdam and in

Rotterdam. : Rank group secured a

third interest in Tuschinski, which

recently secured a deal with an-

other Dutch company, the Royal.
John Davis, of Rank organization,

gets seat on the board.
The enlarged Tuschinski company

has virtual control over some of the
largest houses in Holland's key
cities, including the Tuschinski and
Royal • in Amsterdam, Arena and
Capitol in Rotterdam and the Pa.ss-

age here.

Deal marks the first oSElcial in-

filtration of British capital into Hol-
land theatre operations and gives

Frits Strengholt, a director in

Tuschinski setups a powerful posi-

tion in the Dutch film industry.

Form Mexico Theatre Co.
• . Mexico City, July 15.

Acquiring or constructing cinemas,

theatres and other paid public diver-

sion centers is the aim of E.specta-

culos Teatrales CinematograflcOs,

capitalized for $25.0,000.

Firm has,- been organized here by
a syndicate headed by. Fernando
Huerta.

West. Electric Chief in Sydney
Sydney, July 15.

Eugene L. Gregg, general man-
ager of Western Electric, here from
N. Y. viewing the sound setup in

tills zone.

Gregg will do a complete cover-

age of the Aussie territory before

returning to U. S,

London, July 22.

With the addition last week of
three of England's top indies to

produce under his London Film?
banner, Sir Alexander Korda has
sewed up a baker's dozen of impor-

'

tant independent: filmmakers. It.

places him in position eventually to
become a formidable competitor to.

J. Arthur Rank for film leadersliip in

this'CQuntry.- ' ';

Latest additions to Korda's stabls
are Anatole de GfUnwaldt Terence
Rattigan and Anthony Asquith. Their
initial pic is to be a filmization of
Rattigan's London stage hit, "The
Wmslow Boy." Asquith will direct.

De Grunwald worked on scripts of
"Major Barbara," "Pimpernel Smith" :

and other pix. Asquith directecj

"UndergVound," "Pygmalion".
"French Without,Tears" and "Fanny
by Gaslight." Rattigan wrote
"French Without. Tears," "Love ia
Idleness" and others.

,

Other indies producing for Lon-
don films include The Archers
(Emeric Pressburger and Michael
Powell), Carol Reed. Herbert Wil-
cox. Ivor McClaren, Edward Black,
Harold Huth, Anthony Kimmins,
George King and , Zoltan Korda.
Korda provides all or partial financ-
ing for them and physical facilities

'

for production.
Distribution in England is via

Korda's British Lion. Producers
have the option of making their own
releasing deals abroad. King, for

instance, has set his "Shop at Sly
Corner'' with Republic in the U.S.
and Wilcox has.a deal on with Mex-
ico for "Courtneys of Curzon Street"
in that country. Korda's own pro-
ductions are handled in the U. S. by
20th-Fox.
Archers have set "The Promotion

of the Admiral" for their next film,

to go into production early in 1948,

with Ralph Richardson starred.
Richardson is now working in "Anna
Karenina," with Vivian Leigh, for
Korda.
McClaren has just finished "White

Cradle Inn" with Madeleine Carroll,

.Black has done "Man About the
House," now in release, and "West
End Central," not yet in distribution.

He's about to start shooting on
"Bonnie Prince Charlie," with David
Niven starred. -

Kimmins has just completed "Mine
Own Executioner," with Burgess
Meredith in the top role. Huth jii.'St

finished producing-directing "Night
Beat." featuring Leslie Howard's
son, Ronald. Zoltan Korda may do
either "Magic Mountain," the Thomai
Mann story, or Daphne Du Maurier's
"The Ring's General." Sir Alex
himself is producing-directing "An .

Ideal Husband," starring Paulette
Goddard.

SET WRITER ON NEW

CROSBY BRfTlSH PIX
London, July 15.

Writing a.ssignment lor the Bing

Crosby British film to be made next

year under the Rank banner, goes,to
Warren Chetham-Strode. He author*
ed top stage successes '-'The Gleam,"
"The Guinea Pig" and "Young Mrs.
Barrington."
Chetham-Strpde flew to France

this week for s'tory confab with Wes-
ley Ruggles, who will direct the
Crosby product. Plot is still hush-
hush, but understood it has two.
equal starring roles for Bing and
"London Town" Sid Field. It's based
on real-life Chetham-Strode experi-
ence. Author is regular visitor to
the Field show, "Piccadilly Hayride,''
for study of comedian's style.

Memorial To Teddy Brown
London, July 15i

: Members of the Grand Order of

Water Rats and Variety Artists'

Federation were out in force at
Golder's Green Crernatorium for tha-

unveiling of a tablet memorial .'to

Teddy Brown, who died ' April ' 30
last year.

Among those attending were Bud
Flanagan, King Rat; Georgie 'Wood,
Mrs. Sophie Brown, Mills and Bob-
"t>ie, George Jackley, Cyril Fercival,
Jack Christie, Chesney Allen, Ben
Warriss, Cyril Smith, Freddie Fosg,
Dave Carter, Miriam Warner, and
Arthur Prince. :

Mexico's first 16m cinema circuit,

covering as an experiment towri
that lack cinemas, is being readied
by Arturo Garcia Formenti, lawyer.
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ANOTHER GREAT
mUBLE-ACTION PACKAGE
JOLTING THE NATION'S

BOX OffiaS!

Edward Small

'^Screen Masterpieces"

re-released by

Producers Releasing

Corporation

Right on the heels of "Kit Carson" and
"Last of the Mohicans"- that exhibitor-

exhilarating power package-comes...

II

AleKondre Dumas' Amazing Advenfure

THE CORSICAN BROTHERS
starring DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

I

and

VISOUTH OF PAGO PAGO

"

with JON HALL and VICTOR McLAGLEN
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

RKO salesmen almost flogped from their chairs when given explicit in*

itructiohs by sales chief Bob Koch rie not to aak exhibs' either for extended

Jr preferred playing time.for Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives."

Mbchrie was acting oni orders from Goldwyn distrib topper James Mulvey.
' Since every producer's perpetual battle cry is for extended and preferred

pjaying time, salesmen did a double-take when the orders were: reversed.

Mulvey explained the switch as a good.AviU move by Goldwyn to exhibs.'

He said a Study of the ,
engagements- played .by "Be^t. Years" showed it

could play during the middle of the week and exceed a house's normal

weekend biz. Therefore, it was common sens?,, as Jar as an exhib is con-

cerned, to play it midweek and give the preferred Saturday^Sunday time

to a lesser film which wouldn't attract much audienfie othermse. ;

.;; .Furthermore, lie said,..his studies showed that "Best Years" didn't do/ a.

gteat deal more business .weekends than midweek and so' it- became pro-

portionately more profitable to the exhib than to Goldwyn tcS play it. during

non-preferred time. As for not askin,? for extended, time, Mulvey declared

that studies showed the picture played to almost as many people in three

days, for instance, as it did in ioiif or five* Audiences concentrated their

theatre-going while the pic was there, salesmen were told, so it didn't

make a lot of diSerence in income if the extra days were: obtained or not.

Mulvey conceded that he hoped , to more than compensate for any
diminution of income through not seeking the^xtended or preferred time

by the goodwill it piles up. Recompense will come, he said, in willingness

of exhibs to re-bodk "Best Years" and give favorable' terras to other

Goldwyn pix in appreciation of the understanding by the producer; of the

exWbitor'.s problem.

Charges by the Conference of Studio Unions that Willie Bioff still runs
tffairs oi the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees were

' decried last week by New York Post labor editor Victor Riesel, who re-

ported that Bioff is in "abject hid'jng":-for fear of his Jife. Kiesel said he
obtained his information from E. Fred Sweet, chief probation Officer of

the U. S. southern district court, who declared that the gangsters whom
Bioff allegedly double-crossed are still out to get him.
Lauding lA prexy Richard Walsh for having cleaned up the union after

the Bioff fiasco, Riesel lashed out at the CSU for using the Taft-Hartley law
to sue its rival union. "Only the Taft-HarOey law permits a union to be

; fued,'' Riesel pointed out. "So who's doing the suing? Who sets the prece-
dent for suing a labor organization under the new aot^and for $43,000,000

at that? Another set of labor organisations. How can labor expect public
ympathy after such an exhibition?"

Value of a timely release date in getting hypoed publicity space and
playdates for a film was evidenced this* week in the top breaks given RKO-
Pathe's "Passport to Nowhere." Regular short In the "This Is America"
series, "Passport" deals with displaced, persons problem and so ties In
directly with the Stratton bill now pendin? in Congress.
Where such a film would usually have made only the Cinema column in

Time mag, its timeliness shoved it up to page 2, where it was given four
pictures and tied in "Hwith Congressional' news. N Y. Times gave the short
«ight inches of editorial recommendation and Walter Winchell advised that
"it should be shown to legislators." Tiein with the Citizens' Committee
Oij Displaced ;Per8ons gave the short a number of extra bookings, and
the Washington Times-Herald devoted a full page to it.

'

Picture Grosses

B'way Dates
Continued from page 3

Arnaz Ups 'Honeymoon'

Solid $23,000 in Indpls.

Indianapolis, July 22.

First run biz is on the mend here
though still spottv. Desi Arflaz band
is boasting ''Jjost Honeymoon" at Cir-
cle to one of its best stanzas of year
to lead tojvn. "Hucksters," at
Loew's, will top the straight filmers.

Estimates tor This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800;- 48-

74 )---"Lost Honeymoon': (PRC) with
De.si AiT?z orch on stage. Solid
{23,000. Last week, "Happened on
Fifth Ave." (Mono-) ' and "The
Guilty" (-IVIono), nice $11,000 at 40-
60c. .scale.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 40-60)—
"Ivy" (U) and "Millie's Daughter"
<U). Slow $10,000. Last week,
"Wonder Who's Kissing Now" (20th)
Bnd^^'jCrimsQn Key" (20th), dandy

Keith's '(G-D) (1,300; 40-60)—
Kissing Her Now" (20th) and
Crimson Key" (20th) (m.o.). Okay

,f5,000.
Last week, "Cheyenne"

(WB) and "Little Iodine" (UA)
(m.o.), $4,500.
Loew's (Loew's) '

(2,450: 40-60)—
•Hucksters" (M-G). Fancy $20,000
Wd „.holds. .Last week, "Living
Jn Big Way" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G), $10,Q00.

Mj^'^'i" (1.600; 40-60)—
Web (U) and "Jungle Flight"

,\Par). Nice $T,500. Last week,
..|™Tway to Heaven" (U) and
"Banjo" (RKO), $5,500.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 14)

(m o.) oke $1,700. Last •week, ex-
cellent $2,300. •

Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35-

7?;r Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)
wth wk). Smooth, $4,200 or near.
Lagt week, $4,.500.

'

(Roesner)- (400; 65-85)—

1inf^'»T -S^*"^^"'" <U-P)' (2d wk).

» day!

''T^'"''''5
(Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

cl^?" Terrible" (Indie) (2d wk).Sohd $2,200. Last week, $1,900 in 5

arF"!***" Nations (PWC) (1.149; 60-

(rnTT^ WB) (4th wk)
'•rw; *1>™- Last week,g ô j

».'<^°^-^> '^^^^

Ramsey Co. Shifts to Dallas

n„ ,
Dallas, July 22.

nfflli"'^^,?
^"''''^s Corp. has opened

?nrin!; to produce
jndu,5tnai pix.

»nrt'"^?
toi-merly in New York•M (Oklahoma City, and has been" in

neia 16 years.

DENVER
(Continued from page 16)

"That's My Gal" (Rep), day-date
with Webber. Modest $14,000. Last
week, "Unfaithful"; (W;B) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" ' (PRC),- same as
Webber, fair $13,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 74-l6r.20)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk). Fair
$2,500. Last , week, big , $7,000.
Ol-pbeum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) and "Alias Mr.
Twilight" (Col). Smash $22,000 or
near. Last week. "Cynthia" (M-G)
and ."Thunder Mountain" (RKO),
only $11,000.
paramount (Fox) (2,200: 74-$l.20)

—"Duel" (SRO) (2d wk). Fine $15,-
000. Last week, record $29,000.

Rialto' (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Un-
tamed Fury" (PRC) and "Scared to
Death" (SG). Fair $3,i50O. Last
week, "Happened on Fifth Ave."
(Mono) and "Bulldog Drummond at
Bay" (Col), after week, at Para-
mount, Esquire, Aladdin, fair $3,000.

Taboi- (Fox) (1.967; 35-74)—"Sea
Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf" (WB)
(rei.ssues). Modest $8,000. Last
week, ''Violence" (Mono) and "High
Conquest" (Mono), with stage show,
fine' $12,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—

"Great Expectations" (U) and
"That's My Gal" (Refi). day-date
with Denver. Fair $2,000. Last week,
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (PRC), same.

. Xheyefflie' 116, Omak
Omaha, July 22.

Boxoffice is tip a little on this
week. "Late George Apley." at Or-
pheum; "Cheyenne," at Paramount,
and "Tarzan and Huntress," at
Brandeis, all look good.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)

—"Late George Apley" (20th) and
"Hit Parade of '47" (Rep). Okay
$12,500. Last week, "Ladies' Man"
(Par) with Jerry Colonna and Bob
Chester orch on stage, big $20,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2.800; 16-

65)—"Cheyenne" (WB). Nice $11,-

0()0. Last week, "Yearling"' (M-0)
(2d wk), o(? to thin .$8,000.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,!500; 16-65)—
"Tarzan Hunti-ess" (RKO) and
"Likely Story" (RKO). Rousing
$8,000 and may holdover. Last week.
"Unfaithful'" (WE) and "BuUda?
Drummond's Dilemma" (Col), $8,200,

Omaha (Tristate."!) (2.000; 16-65)—
"Wicked LadV" (U) and "Brasher
Doubloon"" (2()th). Mild $9,500. Last
week. "Brother Talks to . Horses"-
(M-G) and "Easy Come, Easy Go"
(Par), $8,000.

State (Goldberg') (865; 15-50)—
"Sea of Gras."}" (M-G). Good $4,000.

Last week, "Opon City" (Indie), way
over average at $6,800.

if he expects to make any "kind of

opening impfeission, Most of the

houbes give t!ie distrib 25% up to a

certain figure- ,(wliich varies from

theatre to theatre) and 75% after

that. In some cases advertising is

taken out after the ,25''£' -figure ends

and before the 75 "i, begins. In, Other

cases, the distrib absorbs the, ,
whole

cost of advertising, which
,
includes

signs over, - -'the , Itieatres , and' 'the

"fronts."

Broadway Oamble

Most -producerjs' and ' dislribs con-
sider the Broadway openings a gam-
ble. They're willing to assume, a
sure loss on' the etigagement on, the
prospect , that it' will increase the
picture's earnings in later runs. One
aspect of this is, the "presfige" the

Broadway opening gives a pic—al-
though this sometimes seems doubt-
ful when it does a complete floppola,

as a number, of films have done on
the Big Street recently.-

A more important fact of the gam-
ble, however, is that the Boadway
engagement can puts the distrib in

a better bargaining position in re-

gard to making a deal for playing
Loew's or RKO circuit in New York
and the numerous ; other circuits

which pattern after Loew's and
RKO in booking. Frequently de-

.ter'mined from the ,strength a film

shows on Broadway is which of the
four positions the circuits will place
it in when it plays their houses.

That is, the top of the double bill,

during the long portion of the split.

Week (five days)* at the bottom dur-

ing the' long ,
portion, at the top dur-

ing the short portion (two days) or

at the bottom diiring the short por-

tion. There's a great difference in

revenue from these various posi-

tions, obviously.

'

If a filrh doesn't play Broadway at

all, it has ho chance but to be bot-

tom-billed on the circuits. Some
inside producers recently, recogniz-

ing the quality—or lack of quality—
of their product, have elected to skip

the first-run; knowing they'll end up
at the bottom of the ; bill anyway.
Thus they save the cost of the Broad-
way date.

,
, « ,

,
,

Most Clioose to Take Gamble

Most producers and distribs, how-
ever, choose to take the gamble of

dropping $5,00() to more than $50,000

in a first-run . engagement with the

hope Of showing tip well enough to

get themselves at the top of Loew's
or RKO bill. This also assures them
similar: billing on the indie circuits

which follow.

Crood fexample of how the whole
situation works out is in a typical.

Broadway house at which the split

comes at $16,000 and the distrib pays

all -
, advertising. : A better-than-

usual picture doing very well at the

theatre will bring .in an average of

$25,000 a week for a. six-week run.

The distrib gets $4,000 out of the first

$16,000 and $6,000 in rental out of

the remaining $9,000 of the $25,000

gross. Thus he gets SIO.OOO a week:
for six weeks, or $60,000.

Now, prior to his opening and for

his first week, his newspaper adver-

tising
;
costs him $25,000; subway

cards and /or other types of publicity

and: ad'i'ertising cost-
,
hirn

,
$10,000

more and the "front" on the theatre

sets him back another $10,000. That's

.$45,000. For the next five weeks of

the run, he reduces his advertising

to $8,000. a: week. That's $40,000,

making the total
, ad bill $85,000.

Inasmuch as he took in $60,000 and
spent $85,000, it's obvious that the

engagement has cost him $25,000.'

The: longer the run, ,
of course, the

more weeks to, amortize the initial

ad campaign cost and the closer the

distrib comes to making money.
Where the ad charges come out be-

fbr^ the, ,75-25: split begins, the loss

is aiso lessened somewhat.
,
Corners

can be cut, too, with , it possible to

do a pre-opening newspaper cam-
paign, to run anywhere from $7,500

to $75,000. A* least $35,000 is Usually

spent on a big picture. A theatre

front can cost from $4,500 up to $51.-.

000, for instance, spent recently on

"Carnegie Hall" at the Winter Gar-

den,

-

Certain types of pix produce much
greater film rental by playing

smalle.r houses for- longer runs. That

gives an opportunity to amortize ad-

vertising over a .stretched-out period.

Samut-i Goldwyn has had much suc-

cess with that policy 6ft the A.stor.

AncT Universal's "Brief Encounter,"

playing the sureseater. Little Car-'

negie, art hou.se on 57th street, took

out $77,000 in film rental in 33

weeks.

Blocked Currency Creates Stew

In France on American Pix

Orsatti Announces
Agency's Expansion

Hollywood, July 22.

' Victor Orsatti announced an ex-

pansion; program for the Orsatti

Agftnci'.and Orsatti & Co., Inc., call-

ing, for greater cooperation between
j
unsnarled

the New, York play, story and radio

markets, and those in' Hollywood and
London: Meanwhile, he- will spend
most of his time in • the,' Hollywood
office,' with general supervision over
the eastern and British branches.

Under the expansion schedule
Alfred ,P. Ofsatti will .function as

executive associate to the manage
mg director. Ernie Orsatti will go
to New York and Irwin Allen to

London to open new offices, later re-

turning when these offices are run-

ning smoothly. Harva.y Orkin will

head the new talent department and
Joe D. Brown will continue as chief

of the contract department, with add-
ed duties as members of the policy

forming committee.^

Story Backlog
s Continued from page 3 ;

have been- accomplished, incidental-

ly—led studio to setting it back un-
til later.

RKO was all set this winter to

send entire company to Switzerland
for 'The White Tower." Certain
technical difficulties, however, inter-

fered with plans, and it was decided
that best effects could be obtained

by putting its start oflE until next
summer. Plan then is for Edward

I

Dmytryk to head troupe, as pro*
ducer-director, in junket to Switzer-
land. ,

Koss Set for Robe

Frank Ross, who will produce
Lloyd C. Douglas' bOok, "The Robe,"
for RKO* now has set start of his

picture, which _he's been working oh
for several years, for some time after

the first of the year? Casting always
has been stumbling block with this

property, but even more serious is

amount of stage space required. It

is figured that all difficulties will be
iro: ed out by first of

,
year, to enable

Ross to give final go-signal.

RKO also has set "Simon Bolivar"
for production some time next year,

probably early in spring. ,;;This,is the

property which Metro had planned
for this year's production, but due
to. research involved had postponed
it repeatedly. Metro finally decided
to call it a day for yarn, so sold it

to RKO; '

Costs of postponed production are

expected to hit bel?ween $25,000,000
' and $30,000,000 mark. By time set-

back films are ready to take off,

production prices, it's hoped, will be
down. They're now at an all-time

high. :
-

Yates-Goetz
Continued: from page 7

Goetz-Yates feud. There are no
nominees to replace Goetz and
Adamson, thus reducing the board
from 10 members to eight.

That leaves the only independent
major stockholdeirs still

;
on the

board William J, German, executor
of the estate of Jules Brulatour,
which owns 32,000 shares of Asso-
ciated, and Joseph D. Eagan, v.p. of

Wilmer & Vincent, which owns a

smaller share,

,The other nominees, all named by
Yatfis, own hone or minor quanti-'

ties of Associated share.?. They are
Frederick R. Ryan, prexy and gen-
eral counsel of the company; John
A. Pfeifer, general manager. Ameri-
can Maracaibo Co.; Carl B. Heine,
r'etired; Albert W, Lind, partner in

Sterling, Grace & Co.; Milton C.

Green, purchasing agent for Repub-
lic, and Robert Delson, attorney.

Goetz and his attorney, Samuel
Becker, are going to Wilmington to-

day for the stockholders' meeting.
Goetz arrived in New York from
the (^oast over the weekehd imd will

remain east for the Rep directors'

conclave July 31, •

AssociatGd's pririCipiil ss"ct, aside

from Republic, is oil royalty inter-

ests estimated in the company's bal-

ance sheet to be worth $563,446.

Income from oil royalties and rentals

amounted to $54,808,' Total income
was $112,670.

Net income for Associated for the
year ending Dec. 31* 1948, according
to tlie statement, was $75,007.

Paris, July 22.

The 35-40 big , American, films

which the Office of War Information
rushed to this country close: pn.:th«
heels of the liberating forces m
1944, to fill the gaps in local playing-
time, now are kicking up quite a fuss
in blocked-currency negotiations!
Problem, which ^ has : never - be;eh

whether the 'majors will

be able to coUeqt the take on these
pix---is one of the prime issues in

the effbrts d£ 'S'ank film distribs to
,

unloosen, a goodly- part of frozen
coin., ' -

OWI obtained these films before.

D-Day from American compahies-
for rapid distribution, in French,
flickeries " following their planned
liberation. Knowing that these
theatres, once German pix were
barred from the screens, would be
suffering from a- dearth of bookings,
majors' slotted a "number of their
best productions to the OWI. Ideai

also, was to get Yank pix to the
Gallic houses without delay to

revive an appetite for Hollywood**
celluloid.

Following V-E Day, OWI turned
over these prints to the majors la

France. Distribs immediately fol»

lowed through on a program of
large-scale releases of the pix
throughout France. The rub devel-

oped when the French government
promptly inaugurated a .system of

licensing foreign pix and held the

OWI crop to be unlicensed.

Money garnered from these films

has been in the bankers' tills for

some time. Question now is whether
the French will relent on their stand
that the films are unlicensed and
grant permission for transfer of the

currency to the U. S.

Film Reviews
Continued from page 10

The Ut»il Stallion
well) efforts to save the ranch from
the traditional foreclosure. These
scenes, especially an overlong prayer
closeup, could stand judicious scis-

soring. First hall of pic needs gen-
eral pepping. '

,

Once the camera moves into high
to depict the bear-horse fracas and
the race that follows, pace pickup is

sharp and effective. For the story,

simply, is how a boy finds a foal, falls

in love with it, and trains it to be a
great racer. And the prelims are
loaded for, the second-half explosion.

In winning the race and tliereby in-

ducing a stable-tycoon to buy a share
in the nag. it's obvious that the old
homestead is saved.
Hardly secondary is the horse's ha-:

tred for bears and the vendetta tliat'a

Liquidated in the epic battle. Note-
worthy, also, is a Phi Beta Kappa
dog, Daisy, which does some scene-

larceny on its own. Donaldson as the

boy is adequate. , :

Camtra v/ork is good. The animal
scenes must have taken considerable;'

doing; Direction wavers at firat .But

finds itself , in the closeout reels, :

^ Wit.

Gas House Kids C«o M'e»t
Hollywood, July 14.

PRC release of ^lam JJaerwiiz proilucUon,

-Poaliires CHrl '-Alfalf;!" Swilzfiv Bennle
,£{ai'tlett. Ruily Wlsslev, Tuiimiy Boiul. Dt-
rocteil by -VVilUam Beii-udliie. Scrfenplity,

Robert B. Kent, Hobert A. .vfcCmvuii, Ku-
geiie Conrad; orlKinul sioiy, Sura IJiierwif/.;

oumera, WUliiun .Siokncr: eilitor, H.-vnT

Reynolds. Previewed in HoUywouil, July

14, 'il. Running tlinp, 8!S .WINS.
tiftt. Casey,
.v.'i ri Crowley .

.

Sreve.
Jim Kingfstey.

.

ij-ra., Crowley,!

.

Ptiluskl. , . . . .

C:'orky, . . .:. .....

Alfalfa
Or,viP.-i„.,. .....
S(*!it . , , . . .-. .i ....... .HOily WjRMler

Chimp . ... Tolliniy Bond

KhioiT Parnell
.....(^lili WHHanm
.,,.Vt>n"p namett
. ..WlUlikm WrlKht

r.£la litlian

. .Tiohn M:irvln
..-ii.Riiy Doleiame
, i . , . .C'jirl ,iS\vUKPr:

Binirile Hartlolt-

PRC's Gas House Kids series

won't, live long i£ others are as

poorly turned out as "Gas House;
Kids Go West." There's nothing to

recommend this one for any. bpok-^
ing. •

original story by Sam Bae:-witz>

offers okay, /premise for stringing:,

together comedy and melodrama
but, as producer,- Baerwitz displays
little knowledge. William Beaudine's
direction also misses badly, and
Robert A. Kent, Robert A. MoGowan
and Eugene Conrad, turned out a
consistently bad screenplay.

Plot has ga.shouse gang heading
west for vacation on a ranch, along
with a policeman friend. They
maneuver job of driving car to Call-:,

fornia,: not knowing it's a hot job.
They find ranch is being used by
crooked- foreman as hideout for hot
cars and trap the gang and save the
rancher's daughter from a marriage
with foreman.
Dialog is crammed with cliches

that will arouse audience groans.
Cast does nothing to Improve gaga
and situations. Lensing and othar '

production credits are adequate.
Brog.
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•fellsIfmVIWYl
Sure I'm bursting with PRIDE...who

wouldn't he . . . after WOMAN'S HOME
COMPANION'S exhaustive research...

revealing that 31% of your patrons are

induced to see your pictures . . . through

the forceful selling message . . . contained

in TRAILERS...proving once again...that

you G6t BIG results ... at LOW COST. .

.

from the PRIZE BABY.

Stars m picture

Reviews in rriagazi'ies
, J

Reviews m new^pape's
|

Preview of coming attractions
f

Advertisements in magazines
|

Advertisements m newspapers
|

Approval of Naiiono! Board of Review
j

Title of p'Cture . i
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Tinters' Heavy Production
Continued from page 1

Cinecolor and Trucolor. Inked for

starts this summer are 19 in Technt-

color, seven in Cinecolor and five in

Trucplor. There are also eight with

Technicolor commitments that may

or may not go this year, depending

on various factors.

Breakdown of backlogs, studio by

studio, discloses the unusual fact that

Metro has more tinters in its back-

Jiig and more in production than

20th-roXi which of late has

Ifnown as "color heaven."
• i>o the Lion has a grand total of

six in the can against 20th's lour.

They are "Qood News," "The Pirate,"

"The Birds and the Bees," "This Time

for Keeps," "The Unfinished Dance"

and "Summer Holiday." That's in

jddition»to two in production, "On

ari Island With You" and "The Kis.?-

jng Bandit," and three coming up,

"Luxury Liner," "The Three Mus-
keteers" and Sierra Pictures' "Joan

of Lorraine." Two others that may
go this year, but next for sure, are

"Annie Get Your Gun", and "Easter

Parade." •
.

Quartet awaiting release at 20th

ere ''Forever Amber," "Captain

from Castile," "Mother Wore Tights"

and "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay." In

production is ."Green Grass of

Wyoming." Coming up out West-
wood way are "Wabash Avenue,"
"The Flapper Age," "On to Oregon,"
"Circuit Rider's Wife" and "The
Ballad Furnace Creek." "Missouri
Waltz" and "Dick Turpin" will also,

be rainbow-hued, but starting dates

are uncertain. - •'

Paramount has no tinters: in .pro-

duction now, but has eight in its

backlog. Tliey are "Emperor Waltz,''

Bing Crosby starrer; Cecil B.

deMille's "Unconquered"; Hal Wallis'

"Desert Fury" and "Whispering
Smith," all in Technicolor. These are

in addition to the Pine-Thomas Cine-
color output for Par release,

"Shaggy," "Adventure Island" and
"Albuquerqnje,". latter made under
Clarion Productions' banner. Bob
Hope's "The Paleface" is skedded to

start later this month, and Crosby's
"Connecticut Yankee"- guns in Sep-
tember.
Columbia. is also well stacked, with

$even in the can, one in production
and three coming up. Those await-

ing release arq^the Technicolor ''Re-

lentless'! (formerly "Three Were
Thoroughbreds"), ''Man from Colo-
rado," "Down to Earth" and ; "The
Swordsman," plus Cinecolor's "Prince
of Thieves" and 'V.itacolor's"Rin Tin i son with the commanders in the oc

terey." ; Shooting are Leonard Gold-
stein's "Black Bart, Highwayman"
and Walter Wanger's "Tap Roots."
Goldstein's "River Lady" and' ICarl

Tunberg's "Up in Central Park":-\viil:

start later this year,

Disney's 'Fun' Ready
Walt ; Disney's ."Pun and

.
Fancy

Free" is ready to be shipped, ''How
Dear to My Heart" and"Sing About
SoiTietfiing" are in animation- "Alice

been.
I In .Wonderland" is now on Disney's
"story boards" and will probably
Start through ' animation late this

year. Samuel Gbldwyn's "The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty" is ready and
"That's Life" is shooting. Both- are
Danny Kaye starrers, .

-

Republic, which owns Trucolor,
has five set for the market. Three
are Roy Rogers starrers

—"Spring-
time in the Sierras," "On the Old
Spanish Trail" and"'Balls of San
Angelo," '. plus Ken Murray's "Bill

and Coo" and Monte Hale's "Along
the Oregon Trail." "Under Colo-
rado Skies" is shooting, and coming
up this summer are "The Gay

;

Ranchero," "The Golden Stalliori,-'

"Song of the Golden West," "Cali-

fornia .- Firebrand" and "Tiniber

Trail/' And, of course, the Charles
Feldman-Lewis Milestone Techni-
color, "The Red Pony," is rollitig,

too.

RKO and Eagle-Lion have one
apiece finished and one each being

prepped. "Red Stallion'' has wound Up
at E-L, and "Wild Conquest," the
one they'll make at the Duke of

Windsor's ranch near Calgary, is

starting soon; RKO has, in Techtii-

novel, will have to fight that one out.

Allied. Artists has "Black Gold,"

in. Cinecolor, ready for Monogram
release, and Mono will also dis-

tribute William Wyler's 45-min.ute'

Technicolor Arm.y Air J'orces' docU'^

mentary, "Thunderb9lt." Mono will

also release Edward NassQUr's

"Panamint City," now in tlie wl-iting

mill.

George Pal is readying two Tech-
nicolor feature-length cartoons, "Torn
Thumb" and ''Rip Van Winkle." Also
scheduled to start soon,, in Technic
color, are Boris Morros' "Babes in

Toyland". and the Mary Pickford*
Lester Cowan "One Touch of Venus,"

Harry Brandt Sees Good
Pix as British Antidote

Hollywood, July 22#

There is nothing to fear from: an

Invasion of British pictures as- long',

as Hollywood producers turn out

good pictures. Harry Brandt, prexy

ot the -Independent Theatre Owners
Assn., summed it up bluntly in a
talk to the Independent Motion Pic-
ture Assn.
"Make good pictures and you

won't have, any problems. Make bad
pictures and you deserve to have
problems."

McClure Choice
Continued from page 6

Tin" and "Redmen.'
Lensing at- Col, is Gene Autry's

Cinecolored "Strawberry Roan,"
with fowboy star's "In a Little

Spanish Town" set to follow in

August. "Royal Mail," in Techni-
cbier, starts next -nionth, too, and
the Cinecolored. "Gallant Blade" tees
off; in September.
Warners has three Technicolor

dishes -ready. They are "Two Guys
from Texas," "My Wild Irish Rose"
and "Life With Father," Michael
Curtiz's "Romance in High C" is

rolling now, and "Adventures of Don
Juan" guns later this year.

Universal - International, whose
Technicolor commitments seem to be
settling down Jo about six. a year,
has a pair ready, a pair in produc-
tion, a- pair inked for summer or fall
starts, and another pair—"Song of
Norway" and a second awaiting
studio toppers' decisioO'^ap possible
added starters.

_ Those ready at U-I are the Mike
Fcssier-Ernest Pagano "Slave Girl"

,

and Paul Malvern's "Pirates ol Mon-

+^ • » » I « « « « M « « « * * 4 4 * « *

;
;»©AR F. LUCKENBACH ESTATE

? AUCTION
2 LONG ISLAND ESTATES JIMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY OR FOR

DEVELOPMENT T
ON HEMPSTEAD HARBOR

SANDS PT., Long Island

"ElM COURT'' "SHOREWOOff"
J2.B.1,°m*^"?. .64 Acro«
,«-B«(ini Resitfenj, |2-Ro«m Rtjidente '

. 4 Pr[vat« Homes

:
[Offered separately and os a whole ^

I SAT., AUG. 9.
2 P.M. ,n "Elm Court"' Pr»mi!e«

AsK (or Botkltt V-l

AUCTIONEERS:
. F'irfltlil p. D«y, V. P.
"•plien A. McDoniilil. V. P.

EHSYSLER BLDG., N. Y. l^,' LEx. 2-5000

j

cupied areas. Harold Srrjrith repre-

sents the Association, in Germany,
Wolfgang Wolf in '

Austria and
Charles Mayer in Japan.
As the setup now functions, film

companies supply MPEA with a list

o£ available films. MPEA's and the

Motion Picture Assn.'s combined
selectivity committee eliminates

what it feels uhsuitable for export.

The culled list is .then sent to the

liaison officers (arrangements are

now being made also to send -sample

prints), who get .the area coiri.mand-

ers' selections. Lists are next
;
gone

over by the State Dept., and finally

by General McClure. As can be
imagined, before all the approvals

are obtained, the lists have been
plenty trimmed. .' '

Ten additional pix have^ just been
okayed and are ofl the way to Ger-

many and Austria or are being

printed. They are "Valley of De-
cision" (.M-G), "Palm Beach Story"

(Par), "Lo^t Weekend" (Par), "Af-
fairs of Si-isan" (Par), "Rh|J)Sody in

Blue" (WB), '"Dragon Seed". (M-G),
"Mrs. Parkington" (M-G), "The Spi-

ral Staircase" (RKO), "C.luny
Brown" (20th) and 'The Great
John L." (UA-Crosby).
In addition to General McClure's

appointment,' another thing that has

simpiifled the MPEA's dealings with

the Army has been the departure of

Pare Lorentz fi-om the. Civil Affairs

Division office in New York, where
he had charge of selection. : The for-

m,er documentary producer had very
definite ideas' as to the type :df prod-
uct that should go to the occupied

countries—and they seldoin agreed
with those - of the' film;, companies.
The result was a continuous battle.

"Death Watch" For Marathon

"The Death Watch," an original

story by. Max Wilk and Jerry Blank-r

tort, will be the initial production of

Marathon Pictures. Marathon is

owned by Brandt, Peter. Mayer, son

of Arthur Mayer, owner of the Rial-

tp, .N. Y., and Frank Satenstein, an.

agent. Shooting starts Aug. 1 and
pic will be released via PRC,

.

Oemmons Holdings in Texas Sold

For $l,10DKfi:OtliirXcliai%e News

Korda
Continued from page 3

Sistrom, Binyon Draw
UI's 'Saxon Charm'

Hollywood, .July 22.

Universal - International . . handed
Joseph Sistroni production reins on
the'; film version of the. FredeVip.

Wakemaii . novel, ''The .
Saxon

Charm," which Claude Binyon will

script and direct.

Same producer - director - writer

combination is also working on the

MacKinlay KantOr yarp, "Midnight

Lace," which will star Claudette

Colbert.

playing our films. Because of the

. . i decrease in American .film pro-

duction, the .American film" market

could . easily absorb 40 to 50 of our

fii'st'rate films every year; And this

is riot, only my opinion. I am quot-

ing one of the most experienced film

men in the world, a man who is the

head of one of the biggest and most
successful film and cinema enter-

prises in the world."

Korda also took a shot at British

exhibs. He wrote: "The great waste
in handling films today . in Great
Britain results from the policy of

some of the larger circuits in only

playing films for one week, how-
ever much the public may want to

.see them. We saw several examples
of this last year when One of our
largest circuits took first-rate Brit-

ish films out of their theatres after

one w*?k in order to. put in what
often proved: a much inferior : ar-

ticle. This is a practice that does
not exist any more in any other
country in the world.;

"Surely if British films are good,
and if the public is willing to sup-
port them for more than a week, it

cannot be against the interest of any
individual cinema and 'can be very
much in- the national interest to

keep them for as long as there is

a sufficiently large pUbli* willing to

pay to see them. This would give
good and popular British pictures
longer playing time and a larger in-

come and would eliminate the ne-
cessity of showing a number of
mediocre films."

'Outlaw' Dates
. Gontimied from page 6

in Natalia, Tex., a town with 278

population, pic has been back to Ihe

Dawn theatre three times. Against

a hou.se average of $65, "Outlaw"

did $235 last October; $527 in Janu^

ary and $274 in April.

A peculiar a.spect of "Outlaw's"
cdnstant brushes with the Catholic
Church and local religiou."; and civic

organizations is the fact that it has
been helped by "Duel in the Sun."
Selznick fi-l.m likewise being : an
overgrown western heavy in the

amour department, some towns
which refused permission to "Out-
law" and. then okayed "Duel," re-

versed thfeir decision on the Hughes
pic when the Similarities were
pointed out to them. That .was the
case in New; London,. Conn., for; in-

stance. "Outlaw," incidentally, out-

grossed "Duel" there and played
two weeks against"Duers". one.

Both played the Victory theatre.

"Duel" got 90c and $1.20, while
"Outlaw" charged the regular ;55c.

top.;; "Duel's" groFs, nevertheless,

was ,$6,100 against $6,400 for "Out.-;

law" for the first seven days.

"Duel" has been able to .play with
virtually no; censorial difficulties, in

conti'ast to ''Outlaw,"; largely
. be-

cause of Selinick's kidglove hanr
-clling of the situation and willing-
ness to oomprorfiise. 'with the :phut:Ch

on ."iapdlioing. Hughes, on the other
hand, took a belligersnt attitude.

Result is more than evident in the

total earr(,i_ng? of the two piclures,

despite "Outlaw's" apparent
, su-

periority at ' the b.o. "Duel," in re-

lease c(ily since, last May 7, has piled

up more than t-wice a.' much in film

rentals 1han"Outlaw." although the

latter started into distributior^

most 18' months ti£o. .

Beaumont, Texas.
Holdings of J.'C. Clemmon.'i e'state

in the Jefferson Amus. Co., centering

here, sold to East Texas Theatres,
Inc., for $1,100,000, according to

Julius Gordon; head of both com-
panies. .

Sam Wheeler, sales manager; of

Film Classics, named Jake -Lutzer

branch manager at Dallas with .J. ;E;

MitcheU as: sales manager.
:
Luti:er

was with Universal for years.

Connie Dreher named zone man-
ager of west Texas and Don Clark
of east Texas for Screen Guild of

Texas by John Franconi. local fran-

chise holder. Dreher and Clark both

were salesmen in -Dallas area.

Theatre Enterpri-ses, Inc.. of

Dallas, in a.ssociation with Harry
Lowenstein, purcha-sed tl\e Wade-
Tex theatre holdings at Gainesville,

Wisdom Joins flexer Theatres
Memphis.

J. H. Wisdom, formerly with Grif-

fith Circuit in Oklahoma for 17

years, ,ioined Flexer theatres here

as executive in charge of houses in

Missis-sippi and Tennessee. Flexer
gave $50 prizes for outstanding ex-

ploitation work to Mrs- Mary Aiken,
manager of Tower, Sardis.: Miss.,

and Eugene Boggs, of Varsity arid

Strand, Amory, Mis.Si

I

the FCC, a Wa.shington attorney re-

I

vealed that Col. Charles E. Walsh,
1 Jr.. of Albany, would succeed Aron-
!
owilz in Van Curler,

j
Bill Rosenow, former Paramount

I booker in Buffalo and ; sale.sman;

j
here, now covering those territories
for Selznick Releasing.
Another former . . service man,

Nicholas Natale,; has become an ex- :

hibitor in the Albany zone. He hai

;

leased' the Worcester theatre there/

Dillon New Charlotte marshal
Charlotte, N. C.

Cy Dillon, manager of Charlotte
branch for Republic, appointed fire

marshal for film ' exchanges, here,
succeeding R. M. Simril, of National
Screen Service.

.
Harry' Williams, salesman for

United . Artists, entered . Meqj.brial.

hospital here for treatment.
P. F. Rosian, Southern district

manage^ of Universal-International,
here frofti Cincinnati

,
headquarters

to huddle with Charlotte branch
manager Jim Frew. .

Ben Caplon, branch manager for
Columbia out of Washington, came
here to talk with. Harry JPickett, of
Crr,ver theatres.
Walter Heard; cashier for Warner

branch in Charlotte, resigned.

• Aronowiiz Sells Radio Stock
Albany.

Samuel E. Aronowitz.. a director
and general counsel for WTRY in
T'roy, has sold his 10% stock inter-

est in Van Curler Broadcasting Corp.
to. President. William .W. Farley.
Film .Row .developer and theatre
owner. Farley is pooled in three
Schenectady houses with the Fabian
interests who hold the controlling
stock in Van Curler, applicant witfi

two other companies for WOKO's
wavelength. In proceedings before

- SI. Louis' Beshvffle
St. Louis.

Exchanges on film row have been
reshuft'led following the move o-t

Universal into new quarters. Re-
public has taken over the quarters
abandoned by U. PRC, Eagle-Lion
now occupy the old Republic site,

and Film Classics goes into the quar-
ters abandoned by PRC. Screen
Guild now shares quarWrs with th«
International Theatrical and Tele-,
vi.sion Corp., also on film row.

. Kerasotes Bros, will close theit;
750-seat Senate, in Springfield, 111.,

for a $75,000 face-lifting.

O. L.; Turner, Jr., Harri.sburg, 111.,

exhib convalescing from a major op-
eration. ,

Paul Bock, home office rep of
RKO, recovered from an appendec*
lomy.
Tom Edwards, of Edwards & Har-

rJs Circuit, Farmington, Mo., build-
ing a new ranch type house on city's

outskirts.

.

Singer Waterloo Corp., purchased
Orpheura, 1,700-seater in Waterloo
la., for a reported $85,000.
The Flexer Drive-In Theatres, Inc..

Memphis, Tenn., awarded a contract
for construction of a $55,000 Drive- .

I:: near Sappington, St. Louis county.

Cramblet's New Berth
Ralph Cramblet, vet United Art-

ists bl anch manager in Minneapolis,
named to post of midwestern dis-
trict manager. He will operate out
of Chicago, handling territory cover->
ing Chi, Indianapolis, Milwaukee
and Minneapolis. He succeeds Rud
Lohrenz, who recently resigned to
become an exhibitor and has been
with UA for 18 years.

E. M. Loew Buys in; Worcester
Worcester.

E. M. Loew's Tlieatres, which op-
erates the Plymouth, Olympia, Fam-
ily and Royal here, last week pur-
chased a three-story brick ware-
house in the center of the city and
a lot containing 5,(199 square feet.
Indicated the sellin;? price was $15,-'

000. Same interests hope to ob,tai«
more land to erect a 1,600-seat film
house. "

New York Theatres

Errol FlYNN • Barbara STANWYCK
In Wnrniir Bros. Hit

'CRY WOLF''
GERALDINE BROOKS

Frof1ii4;ed hy Henry Bliinke

In Ff^rson

FREDDY MARTIN
HiN "Sin8:infr Siixnphone" timl

Hin Or<<li<!8tra

and
THE COCOANUT GROVE REVUE
BROADWAY WARXEKS'
AT 47TH STREET C T D A M H

JOAN CRAWFORD VAN HEFLIN
In Warner Broi. Hir

"POSSESSED"
With

Rn.vmorKl Mnnfiey • Geruhllne Brookft
Pfrvcted by .CiirtiB llGrnlmnlt
Produced bj Jerry WnUl

BROADWAY ..WARNERS'
A«si.ts»r..i HOLLYWOOD

-- • ON SCREEN.
Tllufs., .luly 24

VA.V

JOHNSON
.h;ms

ALLYSON
in jVl-«-M's

^^^'High Barbare«'

IN PERSON

BENNY FIELDS

Adrian ROLIINI
Trio

Exlraf

Paul REGAN
Plui OTHERS

in SUrtlnit

BEiryHUTTDH
JOHHLUHD

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF

OUR TIME!

36th Week ASTOR

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW"

«itll MABK STEVENS - JUNE HAVER
A aoih (Vnlucy*F(tx PJctui-e In Te' Iiiili-olor

PLUS ON STAGE'tN person:

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
Extra! MAURICE ROCCO
DrtW'"' *.nWV I noti< St.

^ RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU—

-

T Fiocliefeller Center

T Cary . Myrna Shirley

J GRANT LOY TEMPLt

t'Th* BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER

^ An KKO KiIrtio Picture

X SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION t

VDE

trnm.
CURK CABLE

DEBORAH KERR

^aUCKSTERS

INKB*
lONY&SAUV

Di MARCO

T«l STRAETER
MMOMA

Pwl wiNCIIEI,L

PALACE
ROBEBT YOUNG

JANE GREER

SUSAN HAYWARD

An«y RITA JOHNJOHNSON
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Nets Yen Quid Huddle widi PetriHo

To ClearWay for AM-FM Duplication

;

' Washington, July 22;
.
4

Prospects for a speedy duplication

«f network musical shows on FM
are brighter, following a meeting

here last (Monday) night of net-

work and FM Assn.. ofEicials. The

nets, after learning from J. N. "Bill"

Bailey, FM Assn. director, that Rep.

Carroll Kearns, chairman of a Hou.se

labor ' subcommittee probing the

American Federation of Musicians,

had promised assistance in seeing

that James G. Petrillo permits du-

plication, took heart and promptly

voted to confer With the AFM chief

In double-quick time. , .

It was reported that web officials,

meeting earlier in the day with the

National Assn. of Broadcasters' em-
ployee-employer relations commit-
tee, had' poiifted to AFM-net con-

tracts as possible barriers in the

way of duplicating musical shows.
The release that finally came out of

NAB headquarters late in .the eve-

ningi however, put all lour nets on
record as ready to confer with Pe-
trillo on the duplication problem as

"quickly as possible." They strength-

ened their stand, it was understood,

following the evening session with

PMA men';

FMA director Bailey 'said net-

work^AFM contracts "make no ref-

•rence to FM at all. Neither are-

they confined to AM broadcasting.

They cover employment of mu-
gicians for radio broadcasting pur-
poses, and FM is certainly included

in this category."

Network men present included Wil-

liam Hedges, Henry Ladner, Gustav
Margraf and John McDonald, of

NBC; Frank White and Howard
Hausman, of CBS; Joseph McDon-
ald and -Ken Berkeley, of ABC, and
Bob Swezey, of Mutual. FMA reps
included Bailey, Gordon Gray and
counsel Leonard Marks. Impact of

the Taft-Hartley. Act on broadcast-
ers, meanwhile, was rsummarized
by John Blmer, WCBM, chairman of

the NAB labor relations committee.
He declared:

1. "The secondary boycott has
been responsible for more bad feel-

ing between broadcasters and unions
than any other factor." Outlawing
It fihould lead to greater cooperation
and mutual understanding,

2. Radio contracts with closed-

shop agreements are prohibited.

"The guild shop of one radio union
contorms to the spiri(>.but not the
letter of the T-H union shop pro-
vision."

3. The act gives employers more
discretion in deciding whether they
must discharge employees thrown
out of the union, where there are
union-shop agreements and bans on
featherbedding practices.

Happy Day
. Hollywood, July 22,

They're closing up shop at the

Thompson agency Friday (25) so

. all hands, cian go down to the

harbor to see their boss, Gorn-
well Jackson, take the vows with

Gail Patrick, film actress.

• Nuptials will be performed on
the boat that takes the newly-
weds to Ha"waii, and the flill-day

holiday . was declared because of

the long haul down to Wilming-..

ton. .
,

From the Production Centres

Winchell Scrams

With Hooper Palm
Walter. Winchell reprispd an old

custom by winding up in the No. 1

Hooper summertime slot prior to his

own scrameroo. New Hooper Pocket-

piece gives Winchell a 12,1 rating for

the leadofC spot, though he was up

against the toughest parlay of net-
work competition for the Sunday-
at-9 period, which included "Man-
hattan Merry - Go - Round" (6.8)

;

"Corliiss Archer" (5.3).

Oddity of the listings is that, even
at midsummer stretch, only three
replacement shows managed to

creep into the coveted Top 15 (Fred
Waring, "Philip Marlowe" an* Col.

Stoopnagle in the Bob Hawk spot.)

, Here's how Hooper rates 'ew:
Walter Winchell 12.1

"Crime Doctor" .10.7

"Take It-Leave It" 10.1

"Mr. D. A." . . . , , . .... . . . ..... . . .10.1

"Screen Guild Players" ........ .16.0

"Life of Riley" . , 8.4

"Can You Top This" 8.3

"Dr. I. Q."...; 8.2

Fred Waring 8.0

"Philip Marlowe";,..;..:........ 8.0

"T or C". ... ... . i...... 7.9

Col. Stoopnagle. 7.9

•"Hit Parade" 7.8

"Inner Sanctivra". . . . . ...... 7.7

Paints Daily Sport* Picture*

mark: SCHREIEfER
Denver Po.st nports authority and

c6lumnl!5t fiivcs a. comprehensive
roundup oC »i>ort.s n^ws. scores and
dope seven days a weelc with fre-

quent Interviews with prominent
sports personalities. ' •

KLZ, DENVER

Hiroshima Epilog

OnABCV-JSked
Network documentary coverage of

the "two-ye»rs-after-V-J": period
will find ABC coming up with an
unusual presentation, scheduled for
Aug. 6 airing. No definite time, slot:

has been set as yet.

Under supervis!ion of Tom Velotta.
ABC's director of news and special
events, the web will build its half-
hour program afpund Hiroshima as I matter. We hope and think a federa

N.Y. State Fed. of Labor

Seeks Albany Station

To Figbt 'Anti' Faction

Utica, July 22,

New York State Federation of La-
bor Convention, in its closing session
here, unanimou.sly adopted a resolu-
tion from its press and radio com-
fnittee authorizing application to the
FCC for a license to operate a radio
station in Albany—"to offset anti-

labor propaganda by the press and
radio."

.Executive Secretary Harold C.

Hanover, who with prexy Thomas A,
Murra_y and the executive council
will submit the application, told
Variety: "We should have done this

10 years ago. The press and radio
committee has long advocated an up-
State labor station."

Hanover, who has frequently
broadcast over stations in New York-
City and Buffalo but not in the Al-
bany area, added: "We have no illu-

sion about starting big, with a 50-000-

watt outlet. We will start small and
woric up. The State Federation of
Labor is very determined in this

ABC Answers

WING Gripe On

Net 'Pressure
The WING (Dayton) vs. ABC net-

work controversy apparently is still

going full blast, although ces.sation

of affiliation goes back to June 15.

In answer to WING's gripe to the
Federal Conimunicatlons Comnfiis-

sion that the network had exerted
pressure to clear station option time
for chain shows, and that ABC liter-

ally : threw the book at them in an
effort to yank local shows for net
programs, ABC this week told

Vauiet* its own version of What
transpired.

(Dayton station, incidentally,

denied it has lost business since

severing ties with ABC; claims, in

fact, that it has taken on new clients

with upped billings.)

: Here's how ABC squares oflt:

"We offered WING a renewal of
its affiliation agreement with ABC,
identical with that under which the
station had maintained affiliation

with the network for the last two
years. This standard affiliation

agreement contained a provision

whereby either ABC or WING could
terminate the contract at any time
on 12 months'; notice. The manage-
ment of WING insisted upon a firm

two-year contract, which ABC was
unwilling to accept, because of the

possibility that its service to the

people of Dayton and vicinity might
be improved and strengthened in

the event .that licenses for other
radio stations were allotted by the
FCC to that city.

'

ABC's original offer on renewal
. . (Continued on page 34j

an epilog to the John Hersey ABC
documentary of some time back,
which was based on Hersey's New
Yorker mag piece.

ABC has sent Ray Palk to Japan
with a wire recorder to find the per-
sonalities who were highlighted in

the Hersey document. He'll be
joined by Julian Anthony, who will

fly from Washington with ,an Army
Air Force escort, and Anthony will

go on the program, live, from New

tion station could be put on a pay-
ing basi.s, although we would not ex-
pect to make much money."

WEISKOPF FOR HIKEN

SEEN ON ALLEN SHOW
Now that Nat Hiken has. tendered

his resignation to Fred AUen'as chief
|

commrtment

writer on his Sunday night NBC
York to give a word picture of I show, it looks like Harry Weiskopf,
Hiroshima "Two years after," sup-
plemented by Falk's wire-recorder
pickups.
Other outstanding V-J anni docu-

mentary, of course, is that being
prepared by the CBS documentary

another Allen scripter, will rtiove

into the head writer slot.

Despite Hiken's resignation, how-
ever, there's some speculation as to

whether Hiken , may not finally

check in again for Allen when the
unit. Network sent correspondents

; fan rolls around. That would hinge
to Europe and the Pacific areas to

retrace the invasion steps and to

give the "two-years-after" story.

Cagaey in GAC Exit
Warren Cagney, of General Artists

Corp. radio department, has resigned
effective Aug. I. No replacement set

yet.

Duties will be assuAied by Danny
HollywQoA BiPA FraDlo Hobbs.. .

ported,* on the st?tu.*^ of the

Milton Berle show in the fall (no-

body wants to confirm it, but it's re-

ported show has been cancelled),

Hiken is head scrjpter for Berle's

Philip Morris program. AUen pre*^

fers that Hiken solo it on the Allen
routine and not spread himself. If

there's a Berle fadeout, it's viewed
as likely that. Hiken will return* to

AUen.

P&G Seeks To Boost

7-7:15 in New Season;

Hold Off on R. Q. Lewis
Procter & Gamble is still wrest-

ling with the problem of strength-
ening its 7 to 7:30 p.m. cros.s-the-

board programming : on CBS in the
fall. Jack Smith is all set for an-
other season's whirl in' the '7:15 to

7:30 sIot,-'but P & G has been anx-
ious to build up the first 15-minute
p'eriod^ Client is still committed to

the "Mystery of the Week" show for
another 13 weeks when the fall sea-
son resumes,, but is surveying the
availabilities for a replacement
show.
CBS has been pitching up Robert

Q. Lewis to P & G, but the soap
people have been holding off on any

Leave It to the
Girls," re-forrned as a IS^mlnute
five-time.s-a-weck show, was audi-
tioned by the company and re-
jected.

_
:,

P & G in the fall will expand to

45-minutes at dinnertime, al.so tak-
ing over 6:45 to 7 on CBS for the
Lowell Thomas newscast.

Latest comedy package making the
agency rounds (with a few sponsor-
ship nibbles already reported) is

"The Fun "of the Week" show. It's

a Joe Laurie, Jr., property.
Half-hoiu' program, aimed at onees.

weekly nighttime slotting, is a digest

of all "the humor on radio, screen,

stftge, newspapers and books.

rJV mw YORK CITY ...
Lou Cowan resting at home after several weeks in Harkness Pavilion

hosp following gall bladder operation. .Radio actress Mary Hunter has
taken leave of absence from Theatre Wing schools for a number of weeks
in order to stage direct new Monte Proser musical, "High Top Shoes'',.,,

Lynn Stone visiting relatives in Michigan and Ohio for two weeks. She
and collaborator Addie Richton had their second "Studio One" adaptation,
"Holiday," on air last night (Tues.) .... Draper Lewis is head writer for
Robert Q, Lewis five-a-week gag show, with three outsiders, including
Robert Cone helping and/ Jack Mosman, directing for CBS. . /.Harry
Ackerman of Young & Rubicam was guest lecturer for Robert J, Landry :

at NYU Summer Workshop last Thursday evening.
'
George Rosen, radio

editor of Variety, also skedded for a guest shot. .. .Jean Stewart replac-
ing Dorothy Day (on vacation) at WINS. .. .Ed Thorgersen auditioned for
the Milo Boulton spot on "We the People". .. .Priscilla Kent coastward to

write for "Cavalcade of America". .. .Ed Jurist, of the "Aldrich Family"
writing staff,, a papa. Six-and-a^half-pound boy, Stephen, born la.st.Wed.

Bill Griifis, actor-announcer on NBC's "Believe It Or Not," has become
foster papa of a nlne»year-old war orphan, Hendrik Strijker ol Amster-
dam,- Holland. . ..Jerry Danzig, WINS program director, takes off Friday

,

(25) on a three-week flying vacation to Mexico City and California .. . .

Robert Carpenter, Mutual station relations field rep in Oklahoma City,

brought into the home office for briefing on h.q. operations. Other field

reps will follow .... Composer-conductor Nathan KroU of ABC's "Warriors
of Peace" shoved off after Sunday's (20) broadcast for a Lake Placid va-

cation. . . .Morey Amsterdam returns to his WHN show Monday (28) fol-

lowing a hurried visit to the Coast to see his a'iling mother;
'

Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak returned yesterday (Tues.) from- a three-

week vacation at Pine Orchard, Conn.. 4 . .Jimmy Dolan, former assistant

CBS sports director, doing publicity lor the Atlantic City Racing Assn......

Edward' J. Devney, formerly with the Howard Wilson Co., radio reps, joins

Headley-Reed outfit Aug. 1. . ,:Rudy Blesh shoving off Aug. 2 to originate

two of his Mutual "So This Is Jazz" shows from the Coast, first Aug. 9

via KHJ (Hollywood) with Kid Ory's band, second following week via

KFRC (Frisco) with Lou ' Walters' tribe..,. Billy Redfleld signatured a

three-year pact Friday (18) for the title role in "Willie Piper," which GE
will sponsor on AB^ this fall....CBS h.q. at the NAB convention in

Atlantic City in September will be the BitZi : >
Ellis Sard, formerly with LaRoche & Ellis agieney,' has joined Kenyon &

Eckhardt's radio and' tele dept.. .'

. .Linda Watkins and Paul Potter into

"Rose bf My Dreams" cast. Marie Kenny in "Lorenzo Jones." Chuck
Rollins added to "Just Plain Bill" Howard Teichman named co-editor

,

of scripts for "Ford Tlieatre" Bernard Herrmann, CBS symphonic con- :

ductor who wrote the score for Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" film, to make
his N. Y. Stadium concert debut next Tues;day (29) when he batons his

original composition, "Welles Raises Kane"....General Foods switching

agencies for "When A Girl Marries"—from Benton & Bowles to Young
& Rubieani—to plug a different GF product. .Mutual's UN reporter and
ex-war correspondent Les Nichols, who has three small children, got

word' from the family doctor last week that he's soon to be the father ol

twins! '

.

".

Elaine Carrington's son, Bob, a budding magician who recently did a
guestshot on Tex & Jinx's television show, teaming up with a 19-year-old

pal, Stu Daniels, to put on a "Magic Unlimited" show at Bridgehampton,
L. I.| Aug. 8 and 9. . . .Catherine Walsh, of CBS press dept., engaged to

George Muldowney, Acme news photog. .. .Beryl Davis feted by English
war brides last night (Tues.) at the English Speaking Union,
Elsa "Chiquita Banana" Miranda planes in tomorrow (Thurs.) from

Puerto Rico to spend a week here cutting a series of platters for Ford
Motors. Then she'll return south for niteip' bookings at Havana, San
Juan and Dominican Republic. .. .Norman Corwin booked for a wee,k of

lectures at the Banff Sehool of Fine Arts, Univ. of Alberta, Canada, in

mid-August. '

.

IIS HOLLYWOOD ...
Groucho Marx and Garry Moore are the latest to make test records for

"Take It Or Leave It" should Eversharp and Phil Baker part company in

the fall. Criticism of Baker has been that he doesn't handle the con-

testants with enough finesse Bill Henry back home to do his newscasts'
-from KNX for the next three weeks. Bruce Dodge here from N. Y. to

run things at the Blow agency, while Jack Runyon is east to talk over
things with Milton B....Terry Hayward, with Young & Rubicam before
the war, joined the Wade agency here as assistant production manager. ...

Wauhillau La Hay shoved -Off after setting up publicity campaigns for

N. W. Ayer's five summer .shows. .. .Sandra Gould (Mrs. Larry Berns)
making her picture bow at Warners. She's Miss Duffy on "Duff,y's Tavern"
....Sam Hayes resumes in the fall with his football roundup for General
Petroleum Sid Strotz east to talk over his Coast television setup with
NBC brass.

Harry Von Zell and Bill Goodwin will split^ up four" weeks as Jimmy
Fid'ler's summer subs. He'll record his editorials for integration into the
chatter session. . . .Ken Carson, newest of the crooner crop, gets a buildup
by NBC in a half-hour muiiical with Lucille Norman and Henry Norman's
orchestra. .. .Mutual has draped Ben Alexander around a turntable as its

newest entry in the disk jock sweepstakes. .-. .Jack Creamer left MCA to

go on his own in personal management. ,. .Another "rugged individualist"
IS Al Kabaker, who will handle a list of writers in addition to his .duties
as Hollywood rep of Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sam.ple . . . .Chuck Koren has
taken his leave, as head of Nat Goldstone's radio department. .Frank
Pittman is trying out writing teams to take over "Gildersleeve" in the fall.

Sam Moore and' John Whedon, who have been turning out the scripts for

five years,- are more intere.sted in a stage play they've written than th«
whimsy of Hal Peary & Co.. . . .Hilliard"Hicky" Marks will handle pro-
duction for Jack Benny . next season so that Bob-Ballin, Coast radio head
of Foote, Cone & Belding, can have more time to,devote to the agency**
Coast originations.

lis CHICAGO ...
I. E. Showerman. of NBC, Gene Dailey and Art ChurviS Of WBBM

were on initial flight of the new Chicago to Miami Constellation . . . . John
Scott Keck leaves NBC recording division here in August to become mem-
ber of. sales staff in New York.... Joan Blondell, Mike Todd and Basil
Rathbone guesting on Bob Elson's "On the Century". .. .200 Catholic nuns
here for convention toured NBC studios and were present at rehearsals for

"Curtain Time" show....E. R. Boroff, Jeff. Wade, Art Jacobson. Olena
Snyder, Fran Allison, Plul Bowman, L. S. "Duffy" Swartz, and John Piatt-

appointed committee heads of the Chi Radio Committee campaign for 1947
....Dave Atchison, fromer editor of Veterans magazine, appointed staff

writer for NBC press department.
Mr, and' lyirs. Hoy McLaughlin (he's general manager of WENB) were

feted on their .29th wfedding anni by radio friends on July 20. . . .Dave Gar-
roway's show over NBC network at 5:30 p.m., moves into 3:30 p.m. slot

beginning Aug. 3. .. .Jim Ameche now headlining on sUstainer, "Grand
Marquee" spot, vacated by Olan Soule. . . .El Henry, publicity head of
ABC. writes froni' Northern Wisfepnsjn that he made his first "hole in one"
during recent golf game Harry Creighton joins the "Dress Up Quiz '

on WGN as announcer Kenny LeBahn, WBBM staff musician, and
Glad.vs Usher, were married recently ... .Charles Foidart now violist with
WGN's Philharmonic orchestra "Ladies Be Seated" will be in New
Holland, Pa., op Aug. 2. ... Eric Danielson and Mrs. Danielson are parent*
of an adopted' baby boy since July 16, .. .WGN was given Fire Under-
writers award for public service promotion jobs. .. .Harve Fischraan ln»

tervlfewed Scotty Becketrfrom Hollywood for the "Junior Junction" show
last Saturday (19). Show Is 'moving to new time next week and will be
heard at 10:30 a.m. '

'
" '

t
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MORE DRAMA UPS STORY NEED
Murrow Vs. Kaltenborn

In the fall, when Edward R. Murrow returns to the air as tha Camp-
bell Soup commentator, it will be a case of CfiS' No. 1 newsman pitted

against NBC's Nd^ J, 'man, H. V. Kaltenborn, with each slotted in op-

position to one another at 7:45 p.m. jRight now around the networks
they're laying odds as to whether Murrow or Kaltenborn, with their

tiflde divergencies in manner of delivery and ideologies, will come out

'cn top with the biggest audience pulL

It'll be the more incisive, gutsy approach of Kaltenborn, with his

leaning-toward-the-^right, stacked up against the highly-polished, mora
classic dielivery and liberal viewpoint of Murrow.

. Kaltenborn, sponsored by Pure Oil, will only be on three nights a
week, with likelihood of Henry Cassidy going in for the other two
starizas.

iY HIVE TO DIG ICantor. Jolson. Burns & AOen NBC

10 FILL 001 SKEDi
^^^"^ ^^^^

Mnrrow Leaves Marii as Imaginative

Program MaiH-'No Further Changes'
;. Major reshuffles at CBS, as de-+

tailed in last week's VARiKTr, which
'

had a bombshell effect on network
personnel, continued to excite-'con-

siderable interest this week.
With circulating the trade, upper'-

Kiost question has been: What other

^(!hange8 ef major consequence has
CBS 111 mind? On the heels of

'Varibtt's revelation that Edward R.

Murrow was relinquishing his CBS
administrative berth and vice-presi-

dency to return to the air for Camp-
Isell Soups, and that Davidson Taylor

would move into Murrow's spot, with
Bvbbell Robinson, Jr., joining the

web as a programming veepee, prexy
Frank Stanton put through an inner-

office memo. He announced that in

the new alignment of programming
responsibilities, William Fineshriber
continues as assistant director of

broadcasts, serving both Taylor and
Hobineon, and that no other changes
are contemplated.

'

Speculate on Robinson :

Just how the Robinson ascendancy
into network operation (it's his

second fling at a web administrative

post, having served as ABC program-
ming veepee between his Young &
Rubicam and Foote, Cone & Belding

Miracle on Madison Ave.
Radio had its counterpart over the

weekend of' the Macy-Gimbel love-

fest as . depicted in 20th-Fox's "Mir-
acle on 34th Street," when Harry
Ackerman, Young & Rubicam radio

veepee. Invited the entire cast of the

Milton Berle-Philip Morris show to

his Westport (Conn.) summc home.
The Berle show is out of the rival

Milton Biow office.

There is a connection, however.
Mary Shlpp, who portrays the role

of Berle's wife, in the Tuesday night
NBC ^comedy show, is Mrs, Acker-
man. .

Deny Murrow Friction
Reports that Edward R. Mur-

row's decision to return to the
air rather than continue as a
CBS administrator stemmed
from friction among the upper
hierarchy has brought forth

vehement denials from CBS
chieftains.

It's a case of Murrow preferring

a mike to a desk; of finally suc-
cumbing to a deal made irresisti-

bly attractive by Ward Whee-
lock on behalf of Campbell
Soups.

agency -regimes) would affect CBS
programming operations has particu-
larly cued wide speculation. Both
William S. Paley, CBS board , chair-
man, and Stanton are convinced the
Robinson appointment' adds up to a
tUis factor, a view generally shared
by the trade, in view of his agency
background, his dealings with clients
and his overall savvy, and showman-
ship flair. .

Another factor cueing speculation
Is the fact that Paley, matrimony-
bound (with his divorce imminent,
he's marrying Mrs. Barbara' Cashing
Mortimer ), sails- Aug. 1 for a several-
inonth sojourn in Europe, during
which time Stanton will take over
the programming operation. (Re-
•ports. that programming , will be
-Stanton's permanent "baby" rather
than Paley's as in the past" are de-
nied).

Murrow as Asset
The fact .that Murrow prefers a

mike to a brass de.sk is generally re-
garded as a distinct asset in terms of

,

hypoing CBS news broadcasting. In
,JiiS brief regime as a deskman Mur-
row, It's agreed, has left an undeni-

^"^'^^le mark, bringing crafts-
manship and imagination into the
.network's serious programming^ It

(Continued on page 30)

Burrows' 1-Man Show
,
Abe Biurrows will do a one-man

Show for CBS starting this Saturday
'•^b) in the 10:30-10:4.9 p.m. slot.

' „ ."""W"' wfio wrote tlie comedy
n?'P*» "Duffy's Tavern," the

nii^j- program, etc., will do

oniT**"'.
^^"^ travelogs, etc., with

'
Will 1? accompaniment. Showwui have a Hollywood origination.

.

Pay or No Play,

Disk Jocks Told

On Pk Players
Hollywood, July 22.

Disk jocks who want players from

pictures for a round of repartee will

have to pay the commercial fee, it

has been ruled by Radio Committee

of Producers Assn. Representations

had been made on behalf of Paul

Whiteman and Tommy Dorsey on a

basis of "mutual cooperation," but
the studios, sensing a trend that

might get out of hand, rejected their

plea* 'of APRA scale payoff. Freelance

players are unaffected by the ruling

and contractees paid the commercial
rate will be cleared by their studios.

Committee was agreeable to fur-

nishing music directors, scorers and
composers for a picture credit pay-

off but refused sanction of stars and
featured players for the, minimum
rate on sponsored programs.

Kay Kyser Re-Signed

By Colgate; Gets Sat.

NBC Slot in Reshuffle

There was a lot of fast-and-thick

huddling at Colgate hdqs. in Jer-^

sey City yesterday (Tues.) with

.execs of Ted. Bates agency, whicli

handles the multi-million dollar at-

count. And late in the 'afternoon

here's how the Colgate programming

for the fall resolved itself; , ,

:

Kay Kyser was re-.signed for ani-

other year. , For a while it-appeared

a tossup whether it, would be Kyser

or a third Dennis .Day show, a

musical. (Day . is .also featured on

the Jack Benny Lucky Strike stanza

and has his ovvn Colgate situation

comedy show Wednesdays on NBC.)

In a, reshuflle . of the C^olgate.

airers, Kyser will go into the Satur-

day at 10 period on NBC, with Judy
Canova, who previnu.'ily held down
the spot, moving into 9:30. That

means "Can You Top This" goes into

Friday night at 8:30 on NBC,

Friday period wa."! ,
{originally, in-

tended "for Rexall, ibut Bates agency

effected a swap with Rexall for lat-

ter's Jimmy Durante • show, giving

Durante the ex-Ky.ser period: 'Wed*

nesday night£ at 10:30.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Four instances do not represent

a "trend" but, nonetheless, program-
wise observers have been impressed
that Ford has chosen to place a full-
hour dramatic series on NBG Sun-
day afternoons this coming fall. This
will make four 60-minute dramatic
series on the air: Lux, the daddy;
Ford, the newest; "Theatre Guild of
the Air" (U. S. Steel) and CBS' un-
sporjsored T u e s d a y night entry,
•'Studio One,"

It's foreseen that a considerable
boom in literary properties may de-
velop and that adaptations of stage
plays and films may not suffice as
source material, with the choice,
perhaps, eventually turning; atcleasf

in part, to originals.

. The upsurge in 60-minute dra-
matic programming comes as a con-
siderable boon' to freelance radio
scripters, who have complained in
recent months that the "rat race"
is really on in earnest. They say
that the bottom has practically

dropped out of the. market, that with
so few "freelance shows": to shoot
at the competition has probably
reached a new high.

And it's not only a dearth of shows
for which they can compete, but
prices for freelance scripts have hit

a new low in recent months. Where
a script could command $100 in the
past, today they're lucky if it will

fetch $60, they complain—"and it's

that way up and down the scale,"

as one put it.

Type of material and operating
setup

.
Used by the four full-hour

shows is about as follows: i

Lux: Operated by J. Walter
Thompson agency, from Hollywood,
Uses fairly current screen stories

mostly and pays top prices and rates

as a film star deluxe tieup. Lux
formula loads show with Hollywood
beauty glamour and names. Heavy
on credits, all and sundry being
mentioned deliberately. As high as

50 names have been credited on a

single show. Orchestra of '20.

Ford: Will be operated by Kenyon
& Eckhardt agency, with George
Zachary and George Faulkner as

$1,000 " each supervisor - editor

combo. Will use stage plays, novels,

some originals. Reliance on scripts

but probably will utilize stars. Or-
chestra of 24 for background,

"Theatre Guild of the Air:" Guild's

own staff, plus Carol Irwin and
BBD&O's Homer Fickett as director.

This show is famous for the galaxy
of executives who participate in

selection of material and th£i casting

and production problems. Relies

pretty much on Broadway stage

properties and stage-screen players.

Orchestra of 24.

"Studio One:" The CBS candidate.

Operated by Robert J. Landry as

supervisor and Fletcher Markle as

director, latter recently brought
down from (Canada at reputedly
highest salary now paid -any sustain-

ing director, By deliberate policy,

"Studio One" does not use any mo-
tion picture properties at all,. Also

I

avoids whimsy,, fantasy and narra-

tions, Has used such unusual novels

as "Under the Volcano," "Romantic
I
Comedians," "Mysterious Mickey
Finn" and such tried-and-true items
as "Topaze," "Dodsworth" and "Ah,
Wilderness," Has Everett Sloane
under contract for leads, but

.
other-

wise relies on AFRA actors. Or-
chestra of 20. .

.

,

Coke Mulls Spike Jones

For CBS Downey Show
Coca-Cola is. mulling Spike Jones

for second billing on the. company's
I Morion Downey .show on CBS this
'

fall. Audition platter was cut by
Jones recently on the Coast, Deal

1 would give Jones his first network'

I

air spot since he did a summer
; Etandin , with Frances. LangfOfd a

couple of seasons bacli, , ,

Coke outfit is experiencing some
difficulty in -setting a band lor the

Downey stanza, it's said, because the

show will be traveled^ Orch signed

for the touring airer. must be free of

conflicting cqmrnitmente. .

Say It Ain't So, Boys!
There's been no little eye*

brow-raising over the failure of
either the Pau'. Whiteman ABC
disk jockey show or the Martin
Block platter whirl on Mutual
to make any dent in the opposi-
tion programming, despite all

that advance ballyhoo, partic-

ularly on behalf of Whiteman.
Rating-wise, neither of the
afternoon shows -is in the Hooper
money.
Whiteman 60-minute stanza,

broken down in quarter-hour
segments, copped 1.5-1,8-2.0-1.5,

-with the CBS, NBC and Mutual
competition all . in higher
brackets. Similarly, Block came
through with 2.1-1.4-1.8-2.1, and
here, too, the opposition stanzas
on the other three webs batted
higher Hoopers,

Hancock Backs

'Sublime' Return,

On Full Network
"Point Sublime," at one time one

of the top-rated shows on the Coast
and which subsequently folded when
its headliners. Cliff Arquette and
Mel Blanc, decided they "wanted
coast-to-coast billing, has been re-
a.ssembled—this time for full net-
work showcasing.

John . Hancock Insurance Co.,

which last season sponsored the
Boston Symphony on ABC, has just
bought "Sublime." It's scheduled for
an October preem. All the webs are
pitching for the show, with CBS
at the moment having the inside
track. ' Along with Arquette and
Blanc, Jane Morgan, Verna Felton
and Earle Ross will return to the
show, which in its Coast sponsorship
days was bankrolled by Union Oil
Co,

Bob Redd, wrifer-producer-owner
of the package, is huddling on the
Coast this week *ith Russ Johnston,
veepee in charge of programs for

McCann-Erlcfcson, agency on the
account, Johnston having flown out
in his own plane Monday (21) to
wrap up negotiations.
Move by Hancock is significant

Since it spotlights anew the. trend
away from high-cost institutional

programming into ma'ss-appeal radio.

4 Significant factor in the revamped
programming schedule on tap for

NBC in the fall, now . that ,it'g ac-

quired a flock, of new talent in th«

switchover of shows and clients from
CBS, is the strengthened position of ;:

both the Thursday . and -
. Saturday

night rosters. .

Time was—and not so long ago—

.

when Saturday time was strictly in
the hard-to-sell category. As for
Thursdays, it was once NBC's pride-
and-joy night, with its onetime Bing
Crosby-Fannie Brice-Frank Morgan-
Rudy Vallee-Joan Davis parlay, But
in recent years it had dwindled^to a
degree that was creating no little

alarm among the network brass.

Picture takes on a much brighter
hue this fall, however, with Thurs-
day, in particular, approximating the
closest thing yet to the old Palace
(N. y. ) vaude lineup. For the Thurs-
day night parlay now includes Al
Jolson, who starts his new Kraft
Music Hall emcee job; Eddie Cantor
(Pab.st) and Burns & Allen (Maxwell
House), As added starters, the Thurs-
day sweepstakes also includes Jack
Garson, who goes into the Sealtest
.show, and the General Foods "Aid-
rich Family." .

Added' to the returning Saturday
night roster of "Life of Riley,"

"Truth or Consequences,'? Judy
Canova and "Grand Ole Opry" will
be Frank Sinatra on the "Hit
"Parade" and Kay Kyser taking over
tl\c Colgate spot in the Colgate pro-
gram reshuffle.

Sunday and Tuesday, of course,
remain NBC's top nights, with its

star-studded back-to-back program-

;

ming (Jack Benriy-Phil Harris-

Edgar Bergen-Fred Allen on Sun-
days and "Fibber McGee & Molly"-
Bob Hope-Red Skelton on Tuesdays).
The Wednesday lineup of "Gilder-
sleeve," "Duffy's Tavern," Dennis
Day and ''Mr. D. A.",, gets a hypo
with Jimmy Durante-Rexall show

.

acquired from CBS.
Mondays is now considered the

web's weakest link, with its semi-
longhair musical combo of Firestone,

"Telephone Hour," plus "Cavalcade
of America" and "Dr. I. Q." "

'

Lipton's Wary Of

Godfrey Giving Its

Tea a Shot of Gin
This week's premiere of the Ar-

thur Godfrey "Talent Scout" show
on CBS-under Lipton's Tea auspices
(previously it had been a sustainer):
has sparked considerable apprehen-
sion by both the client and the
agency, Young & Rubicam, For
tliere's an unusual..clause, in.the God-
frey-Lipton's Tea contract.

Whereas the usual radio sponsor
considers

.
himself extremely fortu-

nate if the star of his program will

give an assist on the
.
commercial

plug. Lipton's Tea has stipulated that
Godfrey stick to hiS entertainment
and lay off the commercials, .Godfrey
is considered one of the be.'^t an-
nouncers, in the business wlten it

comes to , tossing off a. commercial,
but Lipton's Tea thinks the. plugs
should be given the dignified treat-

ment. And that's not the Godfrey
technique.

Around, the trade they were lay-
ing odds, ,on the; eve of, this Friday
night'.s preem as a sponsored show,
that Godfrey, contract or no con-,

tract, would get in his plug innings.

And that's what's been worrying the
client.

Godfrey show, incidentally, moves
from Friday night - into Monday at
8:30 starting next week (28) in the
Lever Bros, reshuffle of its CBS pro-
gramming. ,

ABC Co-op Deal

Eyed for A. & C.
Biggest hypo to cooperative pro-

gramming to date is in the car.ds for
''ABC with- likelihood that Abbott &
Costello may go on the network this

fall under a mutiple-sponsorship
deal, A & C Thursday night NBC;
shows was dropped at end of the
season by R. f. Reynolds (Camel),
with comedy team on the "availabil-
ity" list ever since.

ABC network has a two-week op-
tion on A & C and if the deal goes
through it'll mark- the first major
comedy invasion into the co-op pro»
gramming field.

(Indicative of how co-op show*
have become a bigtime' industry op-
eration is the fact that Kate Smith,
now sold

;
locally on 290 stations oh.

her mutual ed-op ;deal, is ../grabbing

herself a fast $10,000 weekly.) ,

Final determination will probabaly
rest on reaction to ABC sounding
out its, affiliates oh the idea, which
will be done over the two-week op-
tion .span. ,

'

Auto-Lite Beacons

Lillie as Haymes Pard
Ruthrauft' & Ryan agency, on be-

half of Auto-Lite, has initiated
overtures to pact Beatrice Lillie to
the Dick Haymes CBS show next
season.

Miss Lillie is current in the coun-
try on s six-week visa arid she's
holding off on any decision until she
finally decides whether she'll return
to the U. S. in the fall or do »
London musical.
The Lillie-Haymes combo would

shoot the Auto-Lite show talent nut
up by several thousand dollans.
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PluHips Il^QiitMy UsM h
New Aatonoiras Setqi forWABD

With the appointment of Lawrence
Phillips last weelc to head up the

network operations of DuMont tele-

vision, the video outfit now enters

on a new phase of its activity in

which the station operation will be

conipletely segregated from the

manufacturing and sale . of equip-

ment and receivers. New setup will

give DuMont an operation similar

fo that of NBC and its parent com-

pany, RCA, with the broadcasting

stations operating as separate di-

visions of DuMont LabSj Inc., ac-

cording to Phillips.

Veepee Leonard F., Cramer, who's

been supervising operation of WABD,
N. Y., and his assistant, Paul Eshle-

man, have returned to Passaic, N. J,,

site of the labs, where they'll work
with prexy Allen B. DuMont on the

oompany's general overall policy.

t»hillips henceforth will supervi.se

all phases of the broadcasting and
network activity. John McNeill,

who recently resigned as station

manager of WJZ in New York, will

continue as manager of WABD.
Several plans are in the woriks for

expansion of both the programming
. activities of WABD and the Du-
Mont web, according to Phillips, but

It's "still too early to talk about

them." He declared that DuMont
henceforth "will be playing the game
for keeps and with great uontidence

In the future of television. The day

1« over when broadcasters can play

around. Now we must further de-

v*Iop the medium as an added part

of show business."
. Phillips declined to talk yet about

signing on ailjliates for the tele web.

6utflt currently owns and operates

WTTG, Washington, la addition to

WABD, and has been granted a con-

struction permit for a station in

Pittsburgh. Application for station

grants in Cleveland and Cincinnati

are being delayed by the FCC pend-

ing a decision on whether DuMont
and Paramount will be forced to

sever relations. Even if the break
goes through, however,- it's believed

In the trade that the two webs might
combine .broadcasting operations,

thereby giving them both a network
of 10 stations with which to start.

Good to the Last Drop
Benton & Bowlas-produeed

commercial for Maxwtll House
on the WNBT (N.Y.) "Author
Meets the Critics" features a

coJfee taster sitting at a revolv-

ing table and sipping from cups

seated around the rim. He sips

and swallows, supposedly.

Fact is that coffee tasters
' don't swallow the strong, bitter

brew they're sampling. There's

a handy, bucket right beside

them, Agency's producer Herb
Leder figured a little license

was permissible in this respect.

Aside from the unsavorinesa of

the expectoration, it was diffi-

cult to see how the taster could

sigh, "Good to the last drop,"

after having just hit the bucket.

KMPCKTLAMun

Tele-AM Tkup
Hollywood, July 22.

An independent radio station op-
eration and a planned network tele-

vision operation of different par-
entage maybe wed here—-if the
modus operandi can be found. Talk-

, Ing over such a cooperative deal are
Q. A. RiCiiards' KMPC and Para-
mount's KTLA, respectively repped
by Bob Reynolds, v-p and g.m. of

S09n-to-be BO.OOO-watter KMPC, and
Klaus Landesberg, director of Tele-
vision Productions, Inc.

If talk to effect a working agreei-

ment on respective programming,
presumably both commercial and
sustaining, results in a deal it will

be one of the most precedental ether

enterprises effected.

Reynolds admits tliat' he and
Landesberg are currently exploring

' the ^'w's" of such a step, though
heretofore the matter was kept very
hush-hush, and recently denied at

Paf altogether. The FCC'S little book
of rules must also enter into the
discussion, it's presumed.
Move is a logical one for both

parties, though actually . a followup
Of a step recently taken, by Don
Lee's K'tSL, experimental station,

now daily airing the broadcast of

"Queen For A Day," it's own stand-

ard ether baby. Indie operator Rich-
ards is the sole large scale radio

op hereabout with a toe in tele's

d6or; Little else is left open except
the planned operation of the Los
Angeles Time.s. Other licensees are

NBC. ABC, KFI and KLAC, all very
much in the -standard- arefia them-
selves and just as very unlikely to

talk turkey with Richards. Warners
KFWB has its motion picture "in"

In video, besides, the Warners ro-

mancing of David Sarnoff.

Senate Pigeon-Holes

Proposed D.C. Ban On

Residential Tele Towers
Washington, July 22.

A House-approved bill (H.R. 2982)

to prevent erection of television, FM
or facsimile towers in residential or
semi-residential areas in the District

of Columbia will not be reported

out by the Senate District Commit-
tee, it was learned here today
(Tues.)i Television men, who were
caught off guard when the bill

slipped through the House, got to

Senate members in time to point

out dangers of such all-inclusive

prohibitions on radio construction.

The bill would have banned towers
in restricted and semi-restricted

residential areas and wo^ld have
given the D. C. Commissioners
authority to limit the height of any
structures to protect homes, play-

grounds, recreational facilities, "the

orderly development of adjacent
residential property,, property values,

or the beauty of the Nation's capital,"

Rep. Joseph O'Hara (R., Minn.)

had said on the House floor the

measure would- not apply to any of

the four existing tele permittees'

here—NBC, The Evening Star, Bam-
berger Broadcasting Service and the

Allen B. Dumont Laboratories.

July 28, IHI

D'ARTEGA
One will get you ten that Lang-

Worth's new i-adlo show will be a
leading network feature next fail

and winter.
The happy conibination of D'Ar-

tega's Orchestra and the Emile Goto
Glee Glub is a "natural." The ex-
ceptional popularity ratings enjoyed
by each group will guarantee in-

stant •pubUo acceptance.

LANG-WORTH, INC, NEW YORK

Bavis' Video Talent Hunt
Owen Davis, Jr., NBC television

script and casting dir'^ctor, is slated

to- leave F'riday (25) on a three-

weeks' tour of summer theatres in a
search for new talent for video.

He'll wind up his tour at the

^kowhegan strawhatter in Lake-
iffOoA, Me., in which he's one of the

directors.

B&K Resume Chi Video
Chicago, July 22.

Chicago's only video outlet, Bala-

ban & Katz's WBKB. returned to

the air Saturday (19) after being
dark for 12 days while new bat wing
antenna was being installed. En-
gineers have been busy working in

several shifts to complete in two
weeks a job which ordinarily would
require from four to eight weeks.
New antenna gives station in-

creased transmission power, 7,4

times greater tlian under old setup.^»»
I

Television Reviews i»
BORDEN'S LlTTIiE SHOW
With Ma|^ Chase Puppets; Tom
Beddy, announcer

Producer: Garth Montgomery
Director: Fred Coe
15 Mins.; Sunday (20), 9 pm.
BOBDKN
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

(Kcni/on & Eckhardt)
"Little Show" represented the

third step in Borden's expanded
television experimentation, which
includes tryouts of variety shows,
films and dramats, in addition to

the puppets used on this one. Idea
is to select the best format from
among the four and concentrate on
that in the future. From the looks
o£ the "Little ghow," it s«ems that
the puppets definitely won't ; get the
final nod.
Marionettes may be okay for a

small spot in a show or for a com-
mercial but cannot be used for an
entire show, mostly because it's im-
possible to instill enough action
into the antics of the little figures
to sustain audience interest for
more than a- few minutes. Mary
Chase puppets used in the show
constitute one of the best such acts

extant, but even in niteries and
in vaude they're only one of sev-
eral acts. Fact that it's almost im-
possible in tele to conceal the
strings controlling the figures also
militates against them on this

medium.
Show Sunday (20) night com-

prised two short skits featuring
puppets representing Bing Crosby
and an Indian snake charmer, with
eacl;! doing a single and then get-

(Contlnued on page 84)

NBC Tele Signs

For N. Y. Giants,

Navy Grid Games
NBC led oe the fall television

sports parade this week, pacting for
all home games of the N. Y. Giants
pro team and also for four Navy
games. In addition, NBC is expected
to line up the Army games, which
if carried last fall, and will also

have access to games played by the
Baltimore Colts of the All-American
Conference and the Philadelphia,
Eagles, thereby assuring the web of
a game every Saturday and Sunday
throughout the season.

Giants* games, which will be aired
by the WNBT Cfew from th* Polo
Ground!!, N. Y.,-'will be sponsored
by Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer through
the Warwick & Legler ad agency.
Jt hasn't been determined yet
whether Pabst or Hoffman Bever-
ages, a Pabst soft-drink affiliate, will

be plugged, but the contract marks
the company's initial appearance as

a tele bankroUer. Schedule calls for
eight games, teeing off Sept. 3 with
a night game between the Giants
and the Eastern All-Stars in the
ninth annual N. Y. Herald Tribune
Fresh Air Fund contest. Arthur
Daly, N. Y. Times sportswriter, and
NBC's Bob Stanton will handle the
play-by-play.

Navy games include the Columbia
game from Annapolis oft Qct. 4, and
three games to be played in Balti-

more: Navy-Duke, Oct. 11; Navy-
Georgia Tech, November 8, and
Navy-Penn State, Nov. 15. With
WBAL-TV, NBC's Baltimore tele
affiliate, expected to be on the air

by that time, games will be trans-
mitted from Schenectady down
through N. Y., Philadelphia,' Balti-
more and Washington: WPTZ (Phll-

co, Philly) Is expected to carry again
this year games of both the Univ.
of Pennsylvania team and the Philly
Eagles and WNBW (NBC, Wash.)
will have the Balto. Colts, all of
which will be available to NBC in
N. Y. on open dates.

B.O. BUST BRINGS TELE

BOUTBANINLOSANGELE
Hollywood, July 22.

Impression being' gained in the
east anent video making for vacant
seats at sports events is having a
repercussion here, too. Following
Following the feeling first demon-
strated elsewhere, the Olympic
Stadium in downtown . Los Angeles
has cancelled glomming of its lights

by Paramount's KTLA.
The nix is said to be based on

the ,
refusal of certain fighters to

permit it. but insiders declare that
the Stadium heads themselves feel
the b.o. is also taking a beating from
television. Station's agreement is

said to have been only one with the
house and that individual okays had
to be obtained from maulers to be
mugged. That, apparently, was used
as the stadium's "out." Agreement
on wrestling matches continues In
efleet—so far.

Productloned Songs
WiU Come With Television

By OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2D
Anyone who has, devot«d live minutes thought to television knows of

the many diflticuUies and hurdles that bar its progress Ui the entertain-
ment world. Anyon* jyho faaa been alive ior tb« past SO years, and has
seen the development dt silent picture;^ then radio, then talking pictures
knows that in some way television will some day surmount all these ob-
stacles and will become a vital and Important part of otw lives.

In its early stages there is a natural disposition on the part of television

producers to lean upon the literary products of other mediums—mainly
the stage and screen. This can not go on for long.- Once television
achieves an audience running into millions, it will constitute a serious
opposition to these other mediums of entertainment. Owners of stage
and screen properties will not permit the material to be televised con-
current with theatre presentations. It would smother them. A Broadway
hit will not be available for television until after It has had its theatre
run. The same will go for screenplays.

There is only one answer. Television will have to develop its own
group of authors and directors in addition to raiding the ranks o£ radio,

the screen and the theatre. It will gobble up literary material much
faster than all the authors in the country can create it.

In addition to these original television plays and shows there will be a
great deal of adapting of old plays, pictures and novels. Music, of course,

will be a very big part of television, but in my opinion, it-wiU have to be
"dressed up.'' The audience will not be satisfied with mere band andi
singer renditions but 'will become educated to songs being produced .with
costume and scenery, "and perhaps a dialog story introduction. Thus,
popular songs will, in the future, carry with them "production rights."

The television directors, not being able to secure the rights to reproduce
the songs that are in current musical plays and after using up reproduc-
tions of songs in old musical plays, will use their ingenuity to create pro- ,

duction backgrounds for current popular songs unattached to: plays or
pictures. This will undoubtedly influence the work of the popular song
lyricist. This use of a song, being something in between a smaW right
and a grand right, is one of the problems that must be worked out be-
tween television and the American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers;' But I am convinced that it will be worked out just as I am
convinced that the scientific and technical problems will eventually be
solved.

It would be unreal to laugh off the danger of this competition to the"

stage, screen and xadio, but t can not help believing that the same old

law of epj;ertainment will prevail. 'The good plays, the good pictures, th?

good radio shows and the good video shows will attract audiences and
the bad, ones will not.

'' (Sixth in » series On Television)

Tele Gets Extended Free Ride On

Co-Ax Cable as A.T.&T. Ices Tariff

fORD BANKROLLING

KSD TELE BALLCASTS
St. Louis, July 22.

Ford Motor last week inked a
pact,: through J. Walter Thompson
agency, to bankroll telecasts I over
KSD-TV of one-half of the baseball

games to be played in St. Louis after

Saturday (26). Contract calls for 11

gajnes, both day and night.

•Tha commercials will be dubbed
in'and will be of an Institutional na-
ture, with mention of product and
reminder to motorists to use the

services of Ford distributors. The
"live" section of the commercials
will be made by members of the

KSD-TV staff. In addition to the
current contract, the Ford company
has obtained an option to repeat dur-
ing the 1948 season.

Tde Sd Output

Only lOth Of

Way to '47 Goal
Washington, July 22.

Though television manufacturers
earll«r pegged 1947 ; production as

high as 480,000 sets, it now looks as
ii less than half that number of

video, units will roll off the assem-
bly lines this year.
Aooording to a breakdown of set

produj>Mon released over the week*
ei&d by the Radio Manufacturers
./^ssn., a total of slightly more than
46,00"6 video receivers was turned
out in the first six months of '47-*

which means the industry is only
one-tenth of the way toward its

goal.

RMA report said 11,484 tele sets

were turned out in June—more than
were manufactured during the en-
tire year of 1948 and 3,000 more
than rolled off the lines , in May.

Cjhack of video distributors here
indicates toig-screen sets for cafe,i,

dubs and restaurarits ars going like
ho.^caheg, but home models art
piling up on dealers' shelves. The
distributors attribute the slack buy-
ing to genferal Uncertainty about the
future and to the summer buying
lull.

Fact that home sales are not
booming, they feel, may mean man-
ufacturers will not go all-out On

.(Continued on page 33)

Washington, July 22.
•

Television broadcasters can con-
tinue to get a free ride on the Amer-
ican Telephone Sc Telegraph Co.'s

coaxial cable between New York
City and Washington for at least

several more months as result of
phone company action here yester-
day (21).

Hard-pressed by both FCC and
the entire video industry, A.T,&'<f.

withdrew tariffs which would have
slapped a $40 - per - circuit « mile
monthly subscription on tele's use
of its co-ax to network shows be-
tween these points. Explanation was
that it was pulling out the proposed
charges "without prejudice" to sub-
sequent tar iff s which would be

'

filed after its "technical people
undertake further studies with the
television industry."''

Phone company took the move in

the knowledge that William Roberts,

counsel for Allen B. DuMont Lab-
oratories and for Television Broad-
casters Assn., had a protest ready to

drop in tlie hopper yesterday, FCC
deadline for any industry kicks

against the co-ax rates. (Roberts look '

no action, following the A.T.&T. an-
nouncement.) At the same time, al-

though the Commission had taken
no official steps to cancel the tariffs,

FCC men took the position that the

cable should be kept in an experi-

mental category a little longer. It

was also felt that it was too early

to determine operating costs and
equitable charges for the service.

Telephone company did not endear
iUself to the local press in its man-
ner of releasing its action. Although
the entire industry Icnew what was
coming, a query directed to the ot-

ftee of the A.T.&T. Washington rep-

resentatives within two hours of the

action brought a brief "no comment."

KANSAS TEACHERS GET

OWN VIDEO OPERATION
- Kansas City, July 22.

Kansas State College at Manhat-
tan is setting up full television broad-

casting facilities, but the only re-

ceiving clients will be the college's

own engineering department. The
school's new $100,000 television fta-

tion is expected to be ready for tej*

broadcasts early in the fall, accord-

ing to K. L. Martin, professor of the,

electdcdrl engineering department.

This will g J V* Kansas State the

only telecaster In the . a r e a, the

closest believed to be at St. Louis or

Omaha. The Station will operate as

WXBV and is expected to cover a

range ot about 20 miles.
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SPREADING ITS
mobilize Indies for Fight in Move

By 'Clears to Push Them Off Air
Washington, July 22. 4

A new attempt to organize the

small, independent stations to fight

pressures from the bigtime clear

channel broadcasters is .under way

ihere. It is the second move of its

kind since the FCC hearing to decide

whether or not spotting of hundreds

'of sun-up to sundown stations on the

favored channels Iwas caiisinjg inter-

ference to the clears. At that tinie,

topnotch presentation of the wealthy

50 kilowatters overwhelmed argu-

ments of the few daytimers who put

in an appearance.
Latest mobilization movement is

masterminded by J, Mark Kerans,

head of a moth-proofing concern

Kere, who professes no knowledge of

radio beyond attendance at several

recent FCC hearings. It is believed

that Kerans Is working with a radio

lawyer' here in town on the project.

A letter to sonie 800 stations Went
i)Ut over Keran's signature early in

jTuIy. suggesting ;that the Commission
would probably halt further daytime

grants on clears until a thorough
investigation is made. In which case,

he urged the wee watters to present

a united front on future problems of

this kind. Kerans said a $425 annual
dues from each indie would foot the

Jsills for such an organization.

To date, he said he has gottfen "a

much better than expected response,"

with well over 50 replies in during

the past two weeks. Most stations,

however, protested the j425 bite,

which is wefl over the dues charged

by NAB, FM Assn. or another newly-
organized indies' group. It was be-

lieved the Keran's project hasn't a

chance of rounding up bulk of the

wee watters so long as the levy re-

mains in the $400 bracket. Many of

the daytimers are still trying to save

Up enough dough to get into NAB
and are not likely to go all out for

a single-purpose organization at this

price. FM Association dues are $100

a year, while the Daytime Petition

ers' Assn., headed by Howard Hayes,
manager of WPIK, Alexandria, Va
charges its members a top of $300

yearly.

Hayes is also behind an earlier

movement to organize all daytime
stations to fight attempts of the

(Continued on page 34)

'Evening With Kobak' As

One-Shot on Wise. Sked
Ma'dison, July 22.

Couple of highlights of the Public

Service Badio Institute upcoming
at the Univ. of Wisconsin are an
Aug. 4 forum on "Is Badio Meeting
the Challenge of Our Time?" and
an Aug. 2 "Informal Evening With
Edgar Kobak."
The forum, taking over the Aug. 4

spot in the regular weekly series of

university forums airing vital issues

of the day, will pit FCC Commis-
sioner Clifford J. Durr against Ed-
ward B. Mufrow, veepee and direc-

tor of public affairs for CBSi Added
participant , will be E. 'S. Lambert,
supervisor of educational broadcasts

for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

who'll speak from the international

viewpoint. Lambert was a delegate

to a UNESCO parley on radio plan-

ning in Paris last fall.

"Evening with Kobak"v will give

institute attendees a chance" to meet
and gab with the Mutual .prexy, Chil-

dren's programming is expected to be
one of the major topics in view of his

net's many excursions into that field.

Hail White Hearing

As Turning Point'

For a Free Radio

REX HARRISON VAMPS

EVE ARDEN NBC SHOW
Hollywood, July 22.

Rex 'Harrison ankled the Sealtest

"Village Store" air show 10 minutes
before the regular Monday (21)

evening preview was to go on for a

«tudio audience. Actor, is reported
to have given as his reason for bow-
ing out of the guest spot at the last

minute the fact that he felt the script

made fun of the English. Eve Arden
airer broadcasts Thursday.
Danny Kaye, who chanced to be

in the station, took over for 45
minutes of impromptu .entertaining
of the preview audience, .assisted by
the Sportsmen's Quartet, Bob San-
ders and Miss Arden,
Producers of the show are trying

to figure a new guest artist and
whether or not the- script will have

: to be rewritten.

Washington, July 22.

Unanimous endorsement of "the
vigorous stand made for freedom of

radio" by NAB prexy Justin Miller

when he opposed the White radio

bill before the Senate Interstate

Commerce subcommittee last month
headlined a meeting of NAB's public

Relations Executive Committee here
last week. Similar enthusiasm for

Miller's stand was expressed earlier

by heads of all four net works.
Comhaittee chairman Gilmore

NNunn (prexy of WLAP, WBIR,
WCMI, KDFA and WMOB) — de-

clared: "It is the unanimous feeling

of this committee that these hearings

marked a turning point in the Amer-
ican system of broadcasting." He
added: "We feel . that, 'for the first

time in our history, broadcasters

have had expressed publicly the

principle of freedom for which they

stand and for which, they will fight."

Other actions of the public re-

lations committee included: 1. A
resolution that "all possible public

relations facilities of the NAB be

employed inside and outside the in-

dustry to bring about general accept-

ance of BMB and its operations."

2. Approval of a study on how
broadcasters can more effectively

. (Continued*on page 34)

mvmmm
REP, REGOIlDliS
From reports in the trade CBS'

latest move in the station represen-
tation field is bilt one of two major
phases in a new program of ex-
pansion, Columbia, according to the
reports, is about to mOVe into the
transcription' business on a g r a h; d
scale. The network is negotiating for

a rnaj or independent recorded li-

brary service in New York and an
open-end transcription

, company in

Chicago.

Columbia uncovered the initial

p base of its expansion plans the
week before; by adding WRVA,
Richmond 50,000-watter, to the rep-
resfentatioii'lis't of Radio Sales, a

CBS affiliate. The expansion blue-
print for Badio Sales, according to

the reports, envisages the eventual,
enlistment of four more 50,000-watt

stations now affiliated with the net-

work. Two of the foursome are in

the south, one is in the west and
the fourth is- on the Atlantic -sea-

board.-

The representation list of Badio
Sales as it now stands, inclusive of
WBVA, taltes in seven stations.

They are WCBS, New Yor'k; WTOP,
Washington; WBBM, Chicago; WBT,
Charlotte; WCCO, Minneapolis, and
KNX, Los Angeles. In terms of

power • this lineup of 12 stations

would easily rate as the greatest con-
centration of coverage for any one
station representative organization.

The purchase of the recorded li-

brary service and the open-end
transcription setup will for the first

time put the network into those
divisions of the recording field, and
also for the first time give CBS a
subsidiary operation parallel to

NBC's Thesaurus.

Harmon Will Pick

'Em on Durante Show
Hollywood, July 22.

Tom Harmon, one of football's

.
greats, will have, a spot on the Jini'-.

vay Durante show to review the
week's grid happenings and tab the
Winners of following weekend
Sames. -. \, ;.

Still undecided whether to use a
group or vocalist in the music spot.

Treacher First Casting

,: Hollywood, July 22.
Jimmy Durante

: made- his first
casting for next season, that -of Ar-
thur Treacher as his man-in-wait-
ing. Likely that a femme vocalist
^"1 be abandoned in favor of a
group because of.the guestar policy,
wnich will bring many singers to
the prograrfi.

Writing battery will comprise
Stanley Davis, Elon Packard, Bud
«erson and Les White.

WQXQ's Fax Set

For Fall Preem
WQXQ, FM affiliate of the N. Y.

Times-owned WQXR, expects to be
on the air before the end of the fall

with new General- Electric-built

facsimile equipment turning out per-
haps four 15-minute editions daily,

according to John V. L. Hogan,
prexy otthe stations.

Whether the fax airer will be is-

sued under .the masthead of the N. Y.
Times or simply be a WQXQ News
hasn't yet been determined, he
added. -

Plan is to spot an as yet unde-
termined nuinber of receivers
around the metropolitan area at the

outset to test reception. Receivers
as well as transmitters are being
turned out by GE. A N. Yv transmit-
ter manufacturing firm, Temco, also

is working on equipment using
Faximile processes invented by
Hogan. .

Fax operation won't force WQXQ
to cut sound programs off the air,

Hogan pointed out, because the sta-

tion has both , its old low band (45.9

mc) and its new "upstairs" wave-
length (96.3 mc) in. operation and

(Continued on page 34)

Blue Book Station (WQQW) Folds

In Failure of Longhair Policy;

Flock of Bids Loom for D.C. Indie

D.C's FM Picture
Washington, July 22.

Two more FM permits were
handed out in the D. C. area
last week when- CBS nicked off

one of Washington's two . re^

served FM slots and the FCC
awarded a community-type
franchise to the Montgomery
FM Broadcasting Corpi for Sil--

ver Spring, Md. .-
,

Action means that all four
networks are. now In the FM
picture. CBS pulled "out a bid

for Minneapolis in order to get

a Washington outlet and still

stay within FCC limit of only
six stations to a customer.
Brash bidders for the Silver

Spring FM indie are grocery
store owners Sidney Alpert and
wife Ann. Everett Dillard's pio-

neer WASH is the only inde-

pendgnt FM station now broad-
casting from Washington.

KWK in St. Loo Drops

16 Staff Tooters Under

New Federal Lea Act
St. Louis, July 22.

" KWK, owned by the Thomas Pat-

rick, Inc., and Mutual outlet, last

week became the first local station to

take advantage under the :xecently

enacted Federal Lea' Act and on Sat-

urday (2) dropped. 10 of the 16

union tooters employed at the sta-

tion.

Bay Dady, v.p. and gen. mgr. of

KWK, said the tooters dropped had

been ei5j|)loyed at; the station for

about 10 years and were "laid off"

until further notice. The station is

retaining Carl .Hohengarten, vet

meastro; ar-staff organist, and four

transcription men, who play and

index records,
" $am Meyers, financial sec. of AFM,
Local No. 2, said none of the other

stations had Intimated they .
would

follow KWK's lead. He said 21 toot- _
. .

ers are employed at KMOX, CBS. the ,
prjncisal snag. Plan is to con-

outlet' 13 at KKSD, NBC outlet, and
|
tinue "Ethel and Albert" in another

12 at 'kXOK, ABC outlet. time slot.
_ ,

STERLING DRUGS WOULD

HYPO mm NEIGHBOR
ABC network is planning a re-

vamp of its afternoon co-op pro-
gramming, with particular emphasis
on the 2:15-2:30 period currently
occupied by the five-times-a-week
"Ethel and Albert" show.
Move stems .primarily from re-

ported squawks by Sterling Drugs,
which sponsors the 2:30-3 "Bride and
Groom" show. Client feels it should,

be backed up with a stronger show,
-rating-wise, in the preceding period.

Latest Hooper t'allies give both

stanzas a 3,2 rating.

ABC is kicking around a number
of ideas .for the 2:1,5 slot, including

possibility of Joan Crawford doing

a femme-slanted gab stanza on a

co-op basis. Cost, howeVer, may be

Durr, Hyde, Jett,

Jones as FCCs

'Beast Division
Washington, July 22.

Broadcasters have a big stake in

selection of the four FCC members
who will be named to handle broad-
cast matters under a new division
setup due to be tried out by the
FCC this fall.

Plan calls for three divisions
(broadcast, common-carrier and non-
broadcast radio), each made up of
four FCC commissioners. FCC chair-
man will serve on all divisions but
not as chairman, of any one. JThree
individual division chairmen will
serve on one division only, with
three FCC'ers serving on two divi-

sions each.
It was felt that commissioners E.

K. Jett, Clifford J. Curr, Rosel Hyde
and Robert F. Jones would be named
to the broadcast division, with Jett
or Hyde standing the best chance of
becoming chairman. Plan will be
tried out through March; 1948, and
may then be made permanent or dis-
carded.

PITT'S MAN-ON-STREET

GETS THE BUM'S RUSH
Pittsburgh, July 22.

,

Pittsburgh's newest Station, WPIT,
got billing in the police reporters'
notebooks last week, and Bill Ewing,
the chief announcer, almost landed
in jail. It alF happened when a
Pittsburgh traffic cop interrupted a
Man - On - the - S.treet program aild
forced it off the air.

:
,

E-wing had just started the quar-
ter-hour show on a downtown street
corner when the bluecoat broke in
and wanted to know what was go-
ing on. Spieler told him, and officer
wanted to know if he had a permit.
When Ewing said truthfully that he
didn't, cop told him he'd have to
move, all of this conversation going
out over the air.

So Swing moved his mike to an-
other sidewalk, but it wasn't long be-
fore the same policeman was on the
air again. This time announcer had
no alternative and show faded in

the middle.
Later George E, A. Fairley, Pitts-

burgh director of public safety, said
it vi'as all a misunderstanding. After
investigating

,
the

,
incident, he. re-

ferred the matter to the traffic in-
.spector, who said measures had been
taken to .<;ee that the broadcast was
not mole.'^ted any more. '

The - traffic inspector said the
policeman who broke up the pro-
gram was substitutihg for the reg-
ular patrolman, on vacation,

. and
didn't realize that the station's FCC
licen.se was sufficient permit for

broadcasting from the city's streets.

Washington, July 22J

Several bidders have feelers out
for indie WQQW, Washington day-
timer which last Friday (18) became
the first post-war outlet here to hang
put a "for sale" sign. Willingness of
the so-called Blue Book station

—

which made nationwide headlines
when it took to the ether six months
ago—to thro-w in the towel reflects

the pincih-of competition which saw
the number of local stations leap
from six pre-war to the present top-
heavy 13.

"

It is also looked on as proof of the
difficulties of running a long-hair
music station aimed at a select but
numerically small audience: Of im-
portance also is the fact that WQQW
is owned by 202 local governmentj
newspaper , and professional people,
few with radio savvy and none of
them overly chip-heavy.

A'vco Denies C. Bid
Two newspaper interests, a prom-

inent D. C. real estate operator, a
labor union and a couple of out-of-
towners with station experience and
an eye out for a bargain are re-
ported dickering for the indie. Gus
Ring, local realtor, is in the picture.
Scripps - Howard and Eleanor
"Cissy" Patterson both have dailies

here and had FM bids in the pot at
one time, The former is reported to
have a feeler out for the station,

along with several other names in
the news. Aviation Corp. reps de-
nied knowledge of another fast-fly-

ing rumor that "Victor Emanuel was
toying with the idea of a D: C. outlet.

Meanwhile, reports' place at least
two more daytimers here in the "for
sale" category, though both have
denied it. One is "WOOK, cwned by
WOL commentator Richard Eaton.
This is the newest AM outlet
on the air and had the mis-
fortune to snag a bad frequency
(1590 kc) in addition to bucking
competition from a dozen other wat-
ters. Suburban Virginia .and Mary-
land stations are not having an easy
time, with two of them frankly ad-

(Continued on piage 34)

MBS'ColeMilling.

National GuardKz
Mutual, finally- getting the hooks

into some new business following
an extended dry spell, followed up
its nailing of- a $1,250,000 Pharmaco
deal by closing pacts during the past
week with Cole Milling for a Sundajr
half-hour and with the National
Guard' for the new "Block Party"
program Thursday nights. Both
pieces of biz came through the
Gardner agency.

Cole (Omega Flour) signed for
the Sunday 3 p. m. period currently
occupied by a sustainer called "Re-
union." Milling outfit, which spon-
sored a quarter-hour of Smilin' Ed
MoConnell's Saturday ayem stint on
Mutual until June 28, hasn't decided,
however, on a show. Word is that
McConnell, who's also, sponsored by
Brown Shoes on NBG Saturday
noons, - isn't likely to get the nod,
bankroller feeling a different type
of program is preferable for the
Sunday spot New Cole show will
tee off Oct. 5.

Net is donating the time on the/
Army Recruiting deal in behalf Of

'

(Continued on page 34)

'Timid Soul' Creator Thinks

Radio's Here to Stay
Half-hour weekly show baised on

H. T. Webster's "Timid Soul" strip
is currently in preparation by ' Pro-
gram Productions outfit. Max Wylle,
formerly of.Young & Rubicam radio
dept., is editor and chief writer of
the series.

Unusual angle in Webster's okay
for the series is the fact that in hi|

syndicated strip the "Timid Soul"
creator has always taken a tongue-
in-cheek attitude toward radio.
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Congress Gets $1,600,000 Yearly Free

Radio Time Through Platter Setup

Washington, July 22.

Congress is getting itself free

radio time at the rate of better than

$1,600,000 a year and the figure is

still moving up, according to Robert

Coar, director of the Congressional

radio room in the House of Repre'

sentatives office building. Facilities

are used by both Senators and Kep-:

resentatives. »

Virtually all of the radio time Is

Used for transcribed speeches, with

the' Congressional radio studios turnr

ing out in the neighborhood of 400

platters pec Vsreek when Congress is

in session.

Coar has been using his own ap-

paratus and selUng the platters to

the legislators at $4 for a four-and-

a-half-minute disk and $6 for a 15-

minute burble. The space is given

minute burble. The space is given free

by Congress, however. Bill Ijas just

been passed to take over the deal

and to make Coar "coordinator of ra-

dio information facility," a Congres-

sional employee. Result of this would

be lowering cost of the records to

$2.50 for a large one and $1,25 fpr a

small one.

However, while the member of

Congress would save money, the tax-

payers would take'- over the nut, pay-

ing for the saving; This" would add

about $17,000 a year to the budget

of Congress for operating the room.

Bill has passed . both the Senate

and the House; Radio Correspond-

ents Assn. is up in arms over

one section of it which -frould give

Coar the title of "coordinator of

tadio information facility." Cor-

respondents claim this infers that
' Coar has some control over the

House and Senate radio galleries.

Actually Coar has no connection at

all and his work is only the making
o£ transcriptions. -

Up to now, newspaper correspond"

ents who make platters for use by
local stations connected with their

newspapers have alsoUsed the facili'

ties of Coar's unit at the same cost

as members of Congress pay. Under
the new law, they would be barred

from the radio platter room.
In discussing his setup with a

House Appropriations Subcommittee,

Coar explained that "the amount of

broadcast time being given free to

members' of the House and Senate

across the country on a Weekly

basis amounts to a little over $31,000

a week. If they had to pay for that

time, as they would during a politi-

cal campaign; they would have to

pay a little over this amount for the

radio time that the members are

now given free." Asked the aver-

age length of the broadcasts, Coar

gave one more proof that the poli--

ticians are as longwinded as ever.

"They vary from fourrand-a-ha}£>

which is' the time we recommend,"

he said, "to 14 minutes." In a fpur-

and^a-half-minute program we gen-

erally are able to have the station

schedule the talk after a .
regular

news broadcast, which assures a

considerable larger audience than if

they wei-e presertHng a straight 14-

minute talk..

,

"There has never been, a member
who has used the service who has

not found it extremely, valuable."

Most members, he indicated, make

the longer talks.

RADIO SOURPUSSES GET

REPLY VIAmi PLAYS'
"Radio's Best Plays" (Greenberg,

$3), a collection of 20 plays for radio

selected and edited by Joseph Liss,

an answer to many of radio's

critics, at least those who condemn

the medium in toto, without allow-

ing for its obvious flaws or pom-

mending 'its vital contributions. Liss'

choice of plays makes toward ex-

citing and rewarding reading from

a literary Standpoint and positively

disposes of the argument that writ-

ing for radio produces nothing of

permanent value-

True, radio writing for the most

part is, of necessity, a one-shot ef-

fort. But this handicap, and many
other arguments clarifying the posi-

tion of the radio writer, is advanced

in the prefatory notes that are in-

cluded with each play, wherein the

comments of the author on radio

writing and radio's hopes are suc-

cinctly and emphatically presented,

Unfortunately for the radio listen-

er, the pessimism of many of radio's

gifted writers toward their future

in radio doesn't leave much hope for

continued volumes of "Radio's Best

Plays."

Volume includes such notable air

contribs as Arnold Perl's "The

Kmpty Noose," Archibald Mac-
Leish's "The Fall of the City," Ar-.

thur Laurents' "The Face," Millard

Lampbell's "October Morning," Nor-

man Corwin's "Daybreak," Marc
Blitzstein's "The Airborne" (which

belongs more to the symphonic

literature but which was first pro-

duced on the air )v Erik Barnouw's

"The Story They'll Never Print,"

Norman Rosten's "The Big Road,"

with Morton 'Wishengrad, John

Faulk, Fletcher Markle, Liss, Lu-
cille Fletcher, Al Morgan and Liss

himself among the others repre-

sented. Rose.

NORMAN
BROKENSHIRE

Listen to "Broltenshire Broadcast-

ing" It might give you some new
Ideas for that new fall show.
In between the WNBC daily stint

at 12:30 noon, EDST, the Theatre

Guild on tlie Air on Sunday nights

at $:30, EDST, The Saturday
Stapleton Show and transcriptions,

for Chesterfteld aaid Lever Bros.,

I can be had,: .

Minneapolis—HVTCN is donating

three baseball bullpens to the St.

Paul municipal playgrounds. Its

sports announcer, Dick Seibert, for-

mer big league first baseman, is

making the presentations.

EOKBackchecks

Fidii^s of BMB
St. Louis, July 22,

To backcheck the BMB report of

its station KXOK, owned and op-

erated by the St. Louis Star-Times,

the p.m. sheet, has just completed a

30-county telephone survey under

the supervision of Edward G.

Doody & Co. The survey, one of

the largest of its kind in this area,

was made to determine by I5-minute

periods the audience coverage of

KXOK and the competing stations

in the 30-county area surrounding St-

Louis, but excluding the city and
adjacent St- Louis County.

Significance is attached to the fact

that the survey is broken down into

hourly periods to determine the ex-

tent of listening audiences in each

of the individual counties, and thus

backstop the radio industry's BMB
report of Ijjst year for KXOK. More
than 109,000 completed telephone

calls were made in the area sur-

veyed, more ' than an adequate

sample to determine the conclusions.

The counties selected for the

KXOK area study were determined
through the BMB area report. In
order to limit the size of the survey
only counties showing 59 percent or

more BMB listening to KXOK, day-

time and nighttime, were included in

the Doody survey. The physical dis

tance extended to a 100-mile radius

from St. Louis.

The survey was programmed to

cover a period of two weeks, with

the largest town in each county as

the base of telephone operations.

BMB is interested in the results of

the survey, with the possibility of a
relationship between this type of
survey and the BMB study of last

year.

In^ Stuff-Radio
Couple of radio's youngest broadcasters, 13-year-old twins, who oper-

ate a one-watt station in an upper Manhattan (N.Y.) apartment house,

were dug up by Bill Berns, WOK gabher, to guest on the teeoft last week
(14) of a new daytime strip he's doing, 4:45-5 p.m. Berns calls the stanza

"15 Minutes" and invites in a couple of juves each day, spinning platters

they bring with them.

Twin guesters. Jay and Bruce Colen, told how^ they got permission from
FCC—by telephone!--^to operate their "campus-type" one-lunger at UOQ
kc. It reaches out perhaps 1,000 feet. Boys have their "master control"

in their mother's linen closet, They have disk-jockey shows, boy-in-the-

street interviews, etc. They even wage air campaigns, such as appealing

to parents to increase their children's money allowances, etc.

Radio eds around N- Y. are beating their chests, with a pair of toilet

plungers yet, compliments of WOB. Dick (the flack) Pack sent out the
plungers (with which sound eHeets men simulate hoofbeats) accompanied
by invites to a studio clambake tomorrow (Thurs.) in honor of "the un-
sung men-behind-the-scenes," WOR's 14 sound eftectsters.

Idea, says Pack, is to uncork a little praise for the guys who make the

noises that make radio dramats more realistic. Couple of kegs of Piisner

Urquell, from the first batch of this brew to be imported since the war,

also will be uncorked.

L'Observatore Romano, semi-otficial organ of the Vatican, devotes gen-
erous space to an account of Father Patrick Peyton andJils '-Family The-
atre" on the Mutual network. U. S. Catholic circles regarded the article

as an unusual tribute to the priest and program, and some Catholic papers
front-paged it. "For the past two or three years a priest of Irish origin

has been acquiring a well-merited reputation in the Catholic world of

America," said the paper, telling in detail of Father Peyton's struggle to

launch the apostolate. for family prayer via network radio. Article pointed

out that "Family Theatre" is aired on 300 stations (Father Jerome Lawyer,
Father Peyton's assistant in Albany, N. Y., said the program now is on 32t

Mutual stations, 16 shortwave stations beaming it across' the Atlantic, and
a 90 kw outlet in Stuttgart, Germany) and the Vatican paper addied; that.

Pope Pius XII is personally aware of Father Peyton's project.

Idea to supplement WCKY's (Cincinnati) mail-pull showing has been.
instituted with interesting results by Nelson. King* tiie station's "Jamboree" •

platter spinner. He recognizes all long-distance phone calls received
during his four-hour nighttime hillbtUy-western disk session. In six

nights, July 3-9, 710 listeners from 23 states, Washington, D. C, and
Canada phoned in. Some of the calls were piped directly to King on a

:

studio phone. Calls reached a peak of 142 on July 9, originating from as

far away as Florida, Louisiana, New York and Massachusetts.

KCMO and WHB, Kansas City, opposing network affiliates, crossed

olt their usual differences to pool efforts on a broadcast of the Soapbox
Derby trials on Sunday (20). The derby presented an excellent chance^
for civic promotion, but line charges for the outdoor affair ranVunusually
high. ^ John Schilling of WHB, the Mutual Outlet, and E. JK. Harten-
bower : of KCMO,- AiBC station, made a pool broadcast of the affair and
went whole-hog by pooling personnel also. Dick Smith, special events
chief for WHB and Walt Lochman, sports director of KCMO, joined
forces on the Sunday afternoon event. Both stations carried tlie event,

WHB an early trial heat, and KCMO a later round, with both carrying
the finale. Deal marlcs the second time within recent months that Kansas
City stations have worked together on a local coverage, an occasion which
has rarely occurred in the past.

-

Mutual execs are so impressed with a 22-minute "Symphonic Diary",
composed by a Brooklyn Army sergeant now stationed in Vienna that
they've scheduled its preem aii'iag as the featuro of a full-hour special
concert by the Chicago. Pliilharmonic. Stanza will be a pre-VJ Day annl
program on the net Tuesday, Aug. 12, 5:30-10:30 'p.m.

ON TARGET

Murrow
S Continues from page 21 jsggi

was Murrow who inaugurated the

CBS Documentary Unit, which has
firmly entrenched itself as one of the

vital postwar contributions in broad-
casting. It was Murrow who reju-

venated the network's "talks" sched-

ule, put meaning into the web's
"Open Hearings" programs, launched
the provocative "CBS Views the
Press" weekend show, and is respon-
sible for the -current "Doorway to

Life" weekly serlesi generally cred-

ited as one of radio's top summer
shows.

Only WTAG covers
Central New England*

WUtH fou iuif tim» -

The only shots that count ore thoso

that hit. Weed and Company's record

for "on target" telling Is maintained

by the accurately directed efforts

of its experienced represenfativej

WEED KADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

ALF LANDON BID FOR

COLO. STATION OKAYED
Washington, July 22.

Alfred M. Land on, Republican

presidential candidate }n 1936, won
his first radio station permit last

week in Englewood, Colo. Landon,

an ardent booster of Senator Bobert
Taft of Ohio to head the GOP ticket

next year, is the only stockholder in

the Englewood company which has
authorized to operate with 1 kw
power on the 1250 kci slot, during
daylight hours only. Landon has
other standard broadcast bids pend-
ing in L i b e r a 1 and Leavenworth,
Kans.'
Out Arizona way, novelist and pix

writer Erskine Calldwell got FCC
approval last Friday (18) to switch
partners in his newly-licensed AM
station KCNA, Tucson. His original

partners got cold feet when FCC
handed out three standard broadcast

permits there m a single action.

Caldwell's new colleagues are
wealthy newspaper men who publish

the -Arizona Baity Star and the Tuc-
son Daily Citizen..

Fort • Wayne—Robert F. Skeetz,

formerly of the Indianapolis Star,

has joined the continuity depart-

ment of WOWO.
E S t t R

MW Y0M(*|0ff0N*CHICA60VMn0IT*SM rMNCiSCO'ATMNTA-HOUm

Salt Ijike City—Wayne Wiscomb,
formerly with KSL, and Paul Co-
burn, formerly with KEIO, have
joined the announcing staff at

KALL.

\NAL1ER WINCHELL says ....
The Bigtime:

"MARILYNE TOWNE'S vocallure on WMCA" . . .

MARILYKE TOWNE
Singing Star of tii« N*w

"THREE LiniE SACHS SHOW"
Sundays. 1:30 P.M., WMCA

SID WEISS, Radio Daily, says ....
Love 'n' Kisses:

"MARILYNE TOWNE'S chirping on her new
WAACA show."

^ J^^ Pftrional Management; Voeat Coach

HALL. STILLMAN A SOLTERS JIMMY RICH



AN UNBEATABLE TEAM!

The MAKE BEUEVE BALLROOM
Makes music for listenerSf

money for odvertisers • • •

IO-ll:30a*m. 5:35-7:30 p. m.

Moiulay thru Saturdoy

Ever since 1935 martin block and the make believe

BALLROOM have been part of the pulsating life of this me?

tropolis.Theymakehearts-'andmercbandii^-'moyefasterl

For more than 12 years the make believe ballroom has

been a New York show—tailored for New York listeners

and custom-made for advertisers who want to sell them!

It's a BIG show—and like all big shows it appeals to all

ages! Hit tunes, top bands, new stars—you hear them all

and youMar them first when martin block entertains at

the make believe baleroom with two big performances

daily, six days a week.

Yes, he's No. 1 in. the No. 1 Market!

So listen to martin block at his best—on the make

believe ballroom!

Buy martin block where he's biggest-ronWNEW in

Greater New York!

John Blair and Co.

SERVING NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 24 HOURS A DAY

1130
ON YOUR

DIAL
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THE BIG BRBAK
With Eddie Dowliits, emcee; Mary

Martin, Oscar Hammerstein, 2d,

. guests; Ray Block orcli, David
Koss, announcer, others :

Writer: Welboum Kelley
Producer: Lester O'Keeie
30 Mins., Sun., 10:30 p.m.
ADAM HATS

. WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
(Milton Blow)

Here's another ambitious attempt
to give' talent a brealc. It's paid off

on the Arthur Godfrey CBS show,
and now Eddie Dowling, Adam Hats
and NBC have joined forces to sift

promising talent in the various cities

around the country.

For example, "Big Break's" initial

broadcast Sunday (20) spotlighted a

group of Philadelphians a pop.

singer, a baritone, an actress with
dramatic aspirations and a girl pian-

ist. Dowling is the permanent host

oh the "show, and there's a weekly
guestar (Mary Martin jippeareS on
the preem ) to reprise the bit that

projected the star into the bigtime.

As an added starter, program also

brings on a top showman COscar
Hammerstein, 2d, appeared on Sun-
day) to select thfe winner. In this

. instance it was the baritone (Anr
drew Gainey) who won. He'll be
sprung to a Town- Hall .concert in

JSfcw York. '
, , ,

Obviously, it all adds up to a fairly

expensive layout. It's not strictly

an amateur show, for there was a

definite pro quality throughout the
. opening show. As such, success of

the program will depend largely on
whether subsequent cities (Boston
iiext week), can yield the same type

. of talent as that found in Philadel-
' phia.
• Opening show moved along at a
nice clip, with Dowling, as emcee,
wisely restricted to a role of more
or less getting the talent on and off

(although he appeared to much bet-

ter advantage in teaming with one
Of the femme contestants in a brief

scene from "Accent on Youth").
Whatever the admirable intent of

"Big Break," the fact remains that
the Mary Martin contrib was the
show's sock standout.

Lateness of the hour (show is

Slotted at Sundays, 10:30-11) may
mitigate against its audience pull.

For it's asking an audience, at a
time when it prefers the relaxation
of sustaining continuity or musical
fare to sit in judgment on talent.

There's a two - way commercial
spread accenting the Adam Event
summer topper that doesn't go too
overboard. Rose.

LIGHTS OUT . _ „ „ ...
With Borb K»rlofl. Tom Collins,

Lurene TuttJe; Ken Niles, unnoun-
oer; Leith Stevens, music

Writers: W«H» Coopejr, Paul Pierce

Director; Bill Lkwrence
Producer: Larry Robertson
30 Mins.; wed., 10:30 pjm;
EVEftSHABF
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(Biow)

Henry Morgan hoped, in liis clos-

ing minutes on the air this season,

that nobody would buy any Ever-
sharp-Schick razors while he was
vacationing during the next eight

weeks. He ought to get his wish, if

his summer repfacement has any in-

fluence on listeners' buying habits.

Mystery, detective and crime shows
seem like good clean fun alongside

this horror of horrors. Why anyone
without a barely latent thirst for

blood would care to inflict these

ghoulish goings-on on themselves of

a-hot summer night is hard to under-
stand.

Chillers, under the heading of

"Lights Out," were originally aired
more than a decade ago. The cur-

rent-series will revive some of the
blood curdlers "most popular" on
previous airings. Boris Karloff,

guestaring on the opener (16), was
right in his element as a doctor who
conspired with a medic friend to ex-
periment on the corpse of his wife,

killed in an auto crash, and bring
her back to life with a secret for-

mula. The formula works, but the
wife has lost her soul while on "the
other side," and she runs amok, killnf

ing one of the medics, before she's

put away for good. Thing is fraught
with a lot of screams and fiendish
fol-de-rol.
Karloff did .iustiee to his role. In

fact, aside from question of whether
such grisliness is good entertainment,
the stanza was well tailored and ef-

fectively presented.
Commercials are standard. Doan.

rating books. Judged by the preem
last Sunday (20), the stanza has no
special allure, save for the lemmes
who might care about the. fashion

expert guesting on each edition.

Apparently, however, the format
satisfies Jergens. It has been used,

with slight variations, for a number
of flllin seasons.

Ben Grauer kicks off the period

with «( straight newscast, sans any
touch of Wiiichellism, but ' with the

capability of an old hand at the
biz. Ed Thorgersen follows with a
fast-paced roundup of the week's
sports highlights, reeled off in his

best newsreel-commentatlng man-
ner. On the teeoff airing, the guest
style authority was Madame Valen-;

tina who, speaking via transcription

from Paris, tossed the girls some
timeless tips on how to correct

nature's shortcomings and look your
best. Mme. Valentina's interestingly

accented voice came through nicely.

(Next Week: John Frederics.)
Jergens' commercials were the

usual thing, a free trial offer, an
anonymous femme testimonial, «tc.

Doan.

Transcription Review

THREE VIEWS OF THE NEWS
With Ben Grauer, Ed Thorgersen,

Valentina; Les Tramayne, an-
nouncer

Writer: Jesse Maas
Director: John Hoagland .

Producer: John T. Madigam
15 Mins.; Sun., 9 pm.
ANDREW JERGENS CO.-
WJZ-.^BC, N. y.

(.Robert W. Orr)
This is a three-ply attempt to

hang on, for the coming six weeks,
to as much as possible of Walter
Winchell's audience, which at last

count was the largest on Hooper's ine

WORMWOOD FOREST
With Tom Tichenor, Jane Dabncy,
Elmer Alley, J9hn Cnlley, Chris-
tine Tlbbott

Producer: Maa-jorle Cooney
Writer: Tom Tichenor
15 Mins.; Sat , 11:15 a.m.
WSM, Nashville
With elimination of some of the

saccharin character of "Wormwood
Forest," WSM would have a show
meeting . network standards . and
capable of enticing- aw adult audi-

ence as well. " Layout has moments
that are reminiscent of a Disney
cartoon and, with some lifting of the
age-level of its appeal without los-

ing any of its essential charm, show
would rate a top category for juves.

Script, telling of the exploits of a

group of animal denizens of the for-

est, gives the critters some fairly

human problems. Central character
is a frog who's been told off by his
girl friend because of his lack of
drive. He sets about on a business
venture to prove his worthiness.
As it is, show seems to be tailored

for the very young and except for
the Saturday ayem time slot,

wouldn't entice the older kids, most
of whom would rather listen to:

cops-and-robbers opera.
Production and enactments are of

high standards and once script loses
the talking down attitude, "Worm-
wood Forest" would be an outstand

example of local programming.

For Immediate Delivery - - -

Minden, 30 miles east of KWKH, is the leading city

o( Webster Parish, Louisiana. State Department of

Revenue figures show that last year some 34,000

;
W spent more than $15,375,000 on retail

goods. During the first four months of 1947, they

have already spent nearly $5,500,000, or almost 23%
more than the same period last year. Webster's

6,930 radio families show an pverwhelming prefer-

ence* for KWKH. Be sure they know about your

product . . . on KWKH, the station heard by
most and preferred by most in the $1,000,000,000

' Ark-La-Tex.

<=BMB Study No. 1-^1946

KWKH .... 98%
Station "B" . , 75%
Station "C" . . 15%

TED LEWIS SHOW .

With Geraldlne DuBois, Paul Arnold,
guest, oroh.

Writers: Sherman MM;k»,j Shev Chwr-
toc

Director: Marks
30 Mins.. Once Weekly
Partlcipat:ng

(Cftartoc-Golmon)
This 39-week series "of transcribed

musical shows marks Ted Lewis'
initial bigtime splurge into radio
(previously he had confined himself
to guest shots). And the verdict is

all in Lewis' favor.
Chalk it up, indeed, as a tribute

to a vet showman who fits as much
into the present'^ay pattern of show
biz as he did a generation ago. Here
is a show which, based On the in-

itial transcription (which is set for
an August teeoff in upwards of 50
markets) succeeds in parlaying
schmaltzy nostalgia and a modern,
up-to-ithe-minute-tempoed musical
melange into a sock stanza of enter-
tainment. It's tailored down to the
250-watter and up to the 50kw. top-
circulation station, calculated to
satisfy everyone. .

Chartoc - Colman Productions has
gone off the deep end budget-
wise on this one, sinking an approxi-
mate $6,000 weekly talent^production
nut to launch a new phase in the
career of the vet showman. But
they've come up with a prize pack'
age. It's loosely formated to provide
for guest stars, but wisely they've
started off with a simple pattern
aimed specifically at projecting the
Lewis personality.
Prom his opening "When My

Baby Smiles At Me," through his
Jolson medley. Into /'Sunny' Side of
the Street," "I'll Close My Eyes,"
then back through memory lane, the
clarinet-spotlighted "St. Louis Blues'"
and the "Baby" reprise fadeout, all

the familiar Lewis shadings get full
play.

,
.

Lewis 18-piece orch is grooved
mainly for juve appeal, getting in
plenty of its own hot licks. Geral-
dine DuBois, his femme vocalist, is

a permanent on the show; a decided
asset, as was Paul Arnold's gjiesling

for the inltialer with his "They Say
'It's Wonderful" vocalizing.

The answer to the Lewis "Is
Everybody Happy?" tagline will be
reflected in the Chartoc-Colman
billings. Rose.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
With cnests, Lou Snlder's Or«h; tut'-
nounoer, Elwood Glover

jproducer: John Adaskln
Director: Ian Bei^i "

Writer: Valda Maridiall
30 Mine; Wed., 8:3* p,m,
Sustalningr
CJBCtCBC, Toronto
John Adaskin's "Opportunity

Knocks" is a variation of the audi-
tion tormula except that it uses peo-
ple of profe^ional calibre and also
gets'them jobs. Two of the five en-
trants on the first program have al-
ready been given contracts on CBC
fall programs. - Audience show is

staged at CBC Theatre studio, with
applause-meter governing standing.
Entrants get minimum actor's scale
or regular musician's union scale,
with topper getting an additional $50
on every program. Winner of the
first 13-weeks' segment will also be
given a screentest at Toronto stui
dios of Ji Arthur Rank. Program is

being carried by 28 stations of the
CBC Dominion network and produc-
tion costs are not being stinted.

Teeoff quintet included Victoria
Pitchot, pops singer; John Knight,
former guest-ipianist with the To-
ronto Symphony and just out of the
Royal Canadian Air Force; Dennis
Gonet, baritone, another R.C.A.F.
veteran; Louise Robertson, come-
dienne and voice imitator. Good
stunt was having Gonet .singing a
duet with himself • to a* recording
made when he was a 13-year-old
tenor prodigy in British music halls.

Adaskin is also giving would-be
announcers an opportunity, with one
a week being judged by four of
Canada's leading announcers-^Lorne
Green, Byng Whitteker, Allan Mc-
Fee and Herb May. Entrant was
Eldon Wilcox, who was handed a
snap script with intentional fluffs in
the typing but quick-wittedly es-^
caped them.

Whole program is brisk in execu-,;
tion, fresh in its approach, and a iiSr;.

tenable revival of the radio break-
in gimmick; and, already manifestly,
a job-getter up here. McStay.

************

fFollow-up Comment :

T
» » » »

John McManus, radio ed of PM
(N. Y.), delivered a commercial for
the N. Y. Herald Tribune last Thurs-
day (17) on Martha Deane's WOR
(N. Y.> program. He did a good job
adlibbed at that!—albeit employing

the testimonial technique. It came
about at the close of a panel discus-
sion on radio commercials. Partici-
pants, besides McManus, were Carl
Rigrod of the Donahue & Coe ad
agency, who produced a series of
commercial-kidding radio spots for
the "Hucksters'^ film; Rod Erickson,
program director of WOR, and Mrs.
Eleanor Schnurr, a "typical listener."

In general, Rigrod and Erickson de-
fended commercials, McManus and
Mrs. Schnurr assailed them, argu-
ments being standard. Fortyrflve-
minute, off-the-cuff gabfest was get.
ting repetitious toward the close.

(Even so, the station got more lis-

tener calls during the airing than
Miss Deane has ever received.)
Reminded when five minutes re-

mained that she had sonie sponsors
to "take care of," Miss Deane sug-
gested McManus and Mrs. Schnurr
do her commercials. Both readily
agreed, the PM critic stipulating,
however, the products had to be ones
of which he approved. Miss Deane
named her sponsors and didn't sup-
pose McManus would care to do the
one of the Herald Trib. "On the con-
trary," he replied, "I wouldn't mind
at jilL It's a very fine newspaper."
Where was the text of "the 'commer-
cial? Miss Deane said she just had
a couple of notes because she ad-
libbed, and he'd have to. So he did,
as.serting the H-T was "a newspaper-
man's newspaper," with which he did
not always agree; but it was a sound,
solid recorder of international affairs,
etc.

"That," cried Miss Deane, "is one
of. the best commercials I've ever
heard!" Thgt it was, to any listener
irritated by trick and trip-hammer
commercial techniques. Question fol-
lows, of course, of whether McManus,
or anyone else, even given products
he personally believed in, could plug
them with the same informal, quietly
enthusiastic touch on- a five-times-
weekly, week-in-and-out basis. .It's

a knack few now on the air have.

Fire Prevention Award To

Travelers Insurance Station

Hartford, July 22.

WTIC has been awarded the 1946
Gold'Medal Award to Radio for out-
standing public service in fire pre*
vention and protection by the Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters.
Station is the first in the east to re-

ceive the $500 award, the sixth in an
annual series presented by the un-
derwriters.

The station was cited "for its con-
sistent, year around effort to encour-
age better fire prevention and pro-
tection and for the skillful planning,
ingenuity and breadth of its pro-
gramming,"

Of interest Is the fact that WTIC
is owned and operated by the Trav-
elers Insurance Cos. through the
Travelers Broadcasting Co.

' [RETAIN In Y«Hr FiM

Crosley Subsid Buys

Out Open Ball Time
The ISiminute segments preceding

and following the New York Yankees
ballcasts on WINS are now com-
pletely sold out, with Crosley Dis-
tributing Co. (a subsidiary of Cros-
ley Broadcasting, which owns the
station), buying alternate days for a
sports roundup.
Paradise Wine sponsors the "pre

and post" periods three days a week.

M|t.: LOU CLAYTON
ONITISD KKXALL OKCG CO
irrldajr--cnS—9:30 p.m., EDSX

.<ll-0-M-^"XhU XUne for K«pi»>',

"It Happened in BrooMy"
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Zoomar Zooms Tele Along
Bevolutionary new Zoomar television lens, after a series of delays,

.

•was finally given its first commercial test Monday (21) by WCBS-TV
(CBS-N.Y.) in the station's airing of the Brooklyn Dodgers-Cincinnati

Reds baseball game and emerged as the best thing that's happened to

television sports since the invention of ,the RCA image orthicon tube.
', Designed to obviate the necessity of cutting from one camera to

'anpther "zooming" from a short-distance qloseup to a long-distance

shot, the lens worked similarly to a huinan eye. If a batter at the plate

jiit a Jong one to the outfield, the camera caught all the action, fol-

lowing the ball in flight with, its "zoom" and giving viewers a perfect

Closeup of the outfielder making the catch. Picture retained excellent

clarity and focus in the zoom and the sweep of the camera was per-

fectly easy on the eyes.

Successful, use of the lens Monday indicates . its tremendous possi-

bilities for video. Good as it is for baseball, it will be even better for

football when the cameras can catch the players in a huddle and
then zoom'in for a closeup of the man with the ball, picking up much,

of the action missed during past seasons when it was neces.sary to

cut. Elimination of the cutting procedure also makes for economy,
since broadcasters could do as good a job, both on remotes and studio

'shows, with two cameras equipped with the Zloonjar as they now do
with three or four standard turret lens models. Zoomar was in-

vented and developed by Dr. Frank Back and is Ijeing distributed by
Jerry Fairbanks. Stdl.

Hearings Move to D. C.

In Complicated Byplay

For WOKO Wavelength
- Albany, July 22.

FCC, which conducted a three-day

hearing here last week on the com-
peting applications of three compa-
nies for a license to operate on the

1460 kc waveband now ,^eld by
WOKO, will resume the hearing in

Washington, D, C, next Monday
(28) , with three star witnesses
scheduled to take the stand. Trio are
Raymond M. Curtis, New York City
money backer of the Joseph Henry
Broadcasting Corp., one of the appli-

cUits; Deuel Richardson^ assistant

general manager of WOKO .and
WABY,' and Jim Healy, spearhead
of the all-local, "blueprint-of-radio-
operation" Governor Dongan Broad-
casting Corp., another of the appli-

cants.

Third applicant is the Van Curler
Broadcasting Corp., controlled by
the S. H. Fabian theatre interests.

This group abstained from active
participation in the hearings here

—

and is expected to take no part in

next week's—on grounds that the
hearings are illegal. Attorney John
P. Southmayd of Washington, the
Van Curler counsel, contended the

MARLOWE QUITS ABC

VIDEO; GOES ON OWN
Harvey Marlowe has resigned as

ABC television production chief to

start his own video package and
consultation firm under the title of

Harvey Marlowe Television Asso-
ciates, Inc. New. outfit, iri' addition

to packaging live .shows and offering

production service to advertisers,

agencies and stations, will produce:

films f6r busineps .finris, trade asso-

ciations, etc.,. : for distribution on
tele.

]\9!ai"16v/e expects . to place special

emphasis on films for productions
.wherever possible and will seek to

interest 'companies in sponsoring
documentaries on tele as

, a ,
public

relations pitch. , New quarters in-:

elude a rehearsal studio, projection

room and talent, casting and prop-
erty departments. Don Giesy, for*

mer publicity chief for ABC tele,

Jias joined Marlowe in the same ca-

pacity.

Quiz Shows^ Disk Jockeys to Ride

Making the best

even
betterl

FCC should have acted first on his

client's application filed 18 months
ago and concluded as to testimony
last November.-

.

(FCC held the WOKO-length ap-
plications open pending a : Supreme
Court ruling on the commission's
order cancelling the present station's

license for reasons of stock conceal-
rirent. The Supreme C!our,t upheld
FCC's decision last spring.)

Richardson and. Curtis Mi^ere ex-
pected to take the stand here last

Tuesday (15) to clear up many de-
tails in the Henry corporate setup
and policies, on which several em-
ployee-stockholders were vague in

earlier testimony. It was decided,
however, to reserve the two men's
appearances, along with Healy's, un-
til next week, in fairness to all.

Examiner Jack P. Blume, who
conducted the hearings here, had
Southmayd produce one witness for

the Van Curler Corp. to bring its

record up to date. He was Eugene
J. Fitzpatrick, Van Curler veepee
and editor of the International Pa-
per Makers' Union journal. He testi-

fied that the Van Curler group was
still ready to buy or lease—prefer-
ably lease—WOKO's facilities pend-
ing construction of Van Curler's new
5 kw. transmitter.

Blume asked Samuel Jacobs, sec-
retary of WOKO and counsel for
the Joseph Henry Corp., whether
the WOKO facilities would be avail-

able to the Dongan and Van Curler
outfits if the Henry application were
rejected. Jacobs said it was his

thought such an offer should be
made.
One of the first things to be

cleared away in the cpmplicated
structure of the WOKO-WABV op-
eration is . an application by Frank
Gannett's Press Co. (.Knickerbocker
News), which now has a financial

interest in both stations, for author-
ity to take over operation of WAB'Y,
a Mutual affliate. Knickerbocker
News is scheduled to move WAB'Y
out of Radio Center, which it shares
with WOKO.
Harold E. Smith, gener^ manager

of WOKQ, is to be paid ^180,000 for

his stock. He is "through" with the

station's operation, ei¥eotiv« Aug. 31,

and i^ said to be entering the potato

chip business.

Curtis, who will be sole stock

holder in WOKO, agreed to turn
over assets to the Henry Corp. In

return he was given 45% of the vot

ing stock in Henry, the emplo.yees

retaining 55%. If the Henry Cor-p.

fails to get WOKO's license, Smith
will be reimbursed for his stock

from the WOKO treasury, 'as will

the employees who have subscribed

for slock.

NOW—
along with

*'The Texas Rangers"

A Sure-fire give-away or

*elf.Uquidating offer I At-
tractive48-page8 of Original
Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing and scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at nost!
Write for fuU details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH

PRODUCTION
"WWICK HOTCl, KANSAS CITY 6, MO,

1st of Fairbanks'

Tele Pix Completed
Shooting on the first - of Jerry

Fairbanks' new series of entertain-

ment films for television .was com-'
pleted on' the Coast Monday (21)

and is now in the process of, editing.

First print is expected in N. Y.
within the next 10 days, at which
time it will be shown to advertisers,

agencies and station operators for
possible sale.

Series is titled "Public Prose-
cutor," with the first story named
"Case of the Missing Bullets." Cast
includes some w.k. film and stage
actors, indicating the films carry a

higher budget than any yet pro-
duced especially for video broad-
casting. : Topping the cast is John
Howardi .now co-starring in Los An-
geles with Jan Clayton in a legit

presentation of "Rose Marie'' and
recently' in the Broadway cast of

Portrait in Black." Before the war,
Howard appeared i,i such Holly-
wood productions as "Lost Horizon"
and "Disputed Passage."
Also in the: cast are Anne Gwynne

and (Mary Beth Hughes, both with
a number of screen credits. Don-
ald MacBride, vet Hollywood char-
acter actor; Dewey Robinson, now
working on the Metro lot, and Lou
Lubin, who plays "Shorty, the bar-
ber" on the "Amos and Andy" radio
.show,, complete the cast. Series will

include 17 different subjects, which
will be offered for rental on a sta-

tion-to-station basiS; Films wiU run.

approximately half^an-Kour and
have opening and closing spaces for
the addition of a commercial.

Washington; July 22^ i

Hospitalized veterans with a yen

to produce radio shows are getting

the chance to try their hand at it

through Use of fully equipped radio

studios in some 30 hospitals. Vet-

erans Administration announced
Sunday (20). v s

' The home-brewed programs range

from disk i 0 c k e y stints to quiz

shows atid are, transmitted to the

bedsides of the ,GI's through inter-

hospital networks of earphone, re-

ceiving sets,, ,

One such disk jockey program, for

example, is produced in the VA hos-

pital at " Minneapolis by patient

Harry Settergren, who was on
ABC's production staff before he en-

tered the hospital. His show airs

popular records interspersed with
takeofts on radio commercials.
Weekly quiz show put on at the

VA hospital in Hines, 111. broadcasts

recorded conversations by hospital

employees and calls on the patients

to identify the voices. Inmates of

the hospital at Ft. Howard, Md. take

part in sports quizzers conducted by
Tommy Dukehart, sports editor of

the Baltimore News Post, and Jesse

Linthicum of the Baltimore Sun.

Interviews with patients broad-

cast from the hospital at Ft. Harri-

son, Mont, are picked up by station

KXLJ, Helena, and relayed to other

stations on the Z-Bar Network. Title

of this show is "Meet- "Vour Hos-
pitalized , Veteran."
"Swing High," disk pockey show

produced by a patient in the Van

Nuys, Calif, hospital, plays request

records and advertises products on
.sale in the hospital canteen. The
Van Nuys bedside network added
foiu' ne* shows to its schedule this

spring, including -'Swap
,
Shop.'' a

15-rainute program during which
patients swap, han.d-made articles;

"For the- Kids," a Sunday morning
reading of the ; funnies; "Platter

'

Chatter," a daily hour-long show of

recorded music; and "Betty i Bryant
Broadcasts,'' ; ah ,

interview with pro-
'

fessional- entertainers brought to the

hospital by Betty Bryaiil, in private

life, tiie wife; of Les Carhitie.s. author
,

of "ThC' Saint" novels,
,

;

Patients in the VA hosspital at Jef-
,;

ferson Barracks, Mo., get a helping ,;

hand from the newsmen of KWK, St.

Louis. The hospital newjicaster tele-

phones KWK just before each broad-
cast to pick up last-minute news
bulletins. :

,

VA said only one-fourth of its

hospitals have been equipped with
broadcasting studios to date, though ;

more units are under construction.

Almost all hospitals, however, have
beside receiving sets, capable of re-

ceiving at least one radio signal.

Pfanstiehl to WTOP
Washington, July 22,,

;

Cody Pfanstiehl, for, 11 months a
publicity staffer for Warner Bros,

theatres here, has moved over as
Director of Press Information for

WTOP-CBS.
He succeeds Carl Gebuhr who was

promoted to the WTOP Sales "Dept.

Tele Output
sgg Continued from page 28

video set production unless distribu-

tors and dealers, give them the high

sign.,','

Same RMA survey showed a

healthy 8,500,000 sets of all kinds

turned out from January through

June, 1947. Slightly less than a hall-

million of these were AM-J'M units.

June was a bad month, however, for

both AM and FM production. Drop
was anticipated as-part oj the isea-

.sonal decline and also in view <Jf the

fact that Zenith Sadie Corj^ shut

down to give its employees vacation

;leayes. ; . ^ :

Table models siiii hog piuductlon

lines in both sound and picture ra-

dio fields. Of the 46,389 tele sets,

32,769 were table units. Small s?ts

accounted for 63% of the standard

broadcast output. "
(

Tele Price War Seen

As Farnsworth Lists Its

New Low-Cost Models
Chicago, July 22.

What has all the earmarks of a
price war in television sets was in-

dicated here last week during the
the Farnsworth distributors conven-
tion at which table model television

sets with lO-inch direct view picture

tubes were listed to sell at $349.50

retail, without installation costs or

federal taxes. This compaires to

models with the same size picture

tube being retailed by RCA at $375
and by Philco at $395, also without
installation or tax costs.

Keynoting the price war spirit

was statement by Farnsworth's
prexy, E. A. Nicholas, who said, "It

is only- competitive borse^sense that

every manufacturer wilL keep his-

television products at the lowest pos-

sible price, levels."

Although supply of sets is now and
will be for some time to come, inade-

quate to supply the demand,, taper-

ing prices are being, observed by
video broadcasters as one^ of the best

indications to date' to assure maxi-
mum set ;distribution when produc-
tion troubles are over.

iSan Antonio—Rudy Carrasco has

joined the mercbandisipg and prp-

motion staff of KABC, San Antonio.

COAST AFRA SENDING

20 DELEGATES TO N.Y.
July 22.

of Radio
Hollywood,

American Federation

Artists will iSeiid a iviin

and po.ssibly a few more delegates

to the national convention in New
York, Aug. 14 to 17. They will hold

proxies for the 104 delegates al-

lowed.
An estimated $10,000 ; will be

raised via already approved volun-

tary pro rated levy on members to

defray costs.

THREE firsts in a row/

WWJ is a name long associated with "firsts" in Detroit.

WWJ was the (irs,t AM station in America, htiving

;

begun broadcasting commercially way back in

1920. WWj-FM was the first FM scatiort in

Detroit-on the air regularly since 1940. And now

WWJ-TV, newest sister station, is the first and only

television station in Detroit-^already broadcasting

commercial and sustaining features, among which

are tclevized broadcasts of the Oett'ou Tigers

baseball games. It is, this pioneering instinct so ',

consistently identified with the letters WWJ,

that has given The Detroit News its well-earned

leadership in Detroit's radio field.

Batk NtC Aimit
Astocicrl*m SMha WWJ-FM

950 KILOCYCLES

/ioOO WATTS

FIRST IN DETItOIT...Own*if widOptraftdby THE DETROIT NEWS
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Television Reviews
;

Continued'^irom pitge 28

ting together for the finale. ]\fusic,

of course, was dubbed in frpm re-
cordings. Puppets wei'e controlled
competently enough but it's doubt-
ful if even the kids in the audi-
ence found them entertaining.
Opening and closing announce-

ments, featuring other puppets of
Elsie, the cow, ahd.the little door-
man of "Borden's theatre," were
good'. Intimate chatter between
Elsie, and announcer Tom Reddy
was novel and carried off well,
Commercial, confined to a - middle
plug, was,, integrated neatly into the
script for good returns. Stal.

LOOK WHO'S TALKING
With Pierre Andre
Producer-Director: Lorraine liarson
Writers: Jimmy Savage, Hugh McKay
}5 Mins,; Tues., 8:30-8:45 p.in.

WBKB, Chicago

This is one of a showcase series
which is being developed for pros-
pective sponsorship, idea of series
being to give opportunity to adver-
tising agencies or individuals to use
facilities in order to present pack-
Aged programs; in effort to discover
new talent and video ideas to sell.

"Look Who's Talking," scripted by
Jimmy Savage, oldtimer at. Balaban
& Katz, and Hugh McKay, had Pierre
Andre, recent Coast returnee, at^the
reins, interviewing contestants, and
assisting in presentation of clues in

aud participation show. Andre turns'
In his always good performance,
with the camera an addec^ asset he-
<:ause he is one of few announcers
who look as good as their voices
sound. After much success in radio
circles, more of same work on tele

acreen^ will establish him as a much
sought after .video actor.

,

Show utilizes motion picture
identification game as theme, using
sound track for first clue in naming
artist appearing in scene from film,

and flashes on actual picture as
second step; First hint hardly, gives
contestants fair chance for answer
because track lasts only 10 seconds;
Judging from opening show con-
testants, unless screen education is

unlimited, it's tough coming up with
coyrect reply,' Show is fine challenge
to enthusiastic theatregoers. Third
clue has Andre giving background
of particular . individual; 'This is

where show missed. Would he perfect
spot for more emphasis on visual
clues, like using a sarong for La-
mour, a pipe for Crosby,, or a trum-
pet for James, and:,would also gjye.

more reason for being a television
show,. .

Lorraine Larson managed to rig

up convincing scenery for stage
effect, but her camera co-workers
would have done more justice to her
efforts, .had they used a few longer
shots. They'll have to be on their

toes with this one, not knowing what
interesting reactions might . spring
from amateur participators.,

Spectators were energetic about
solving the queries and had fun
amongst themselves watching show.
After .screening was, over, they
gagged about fact that although
Savage works for B&K, all picture
insertions were from films released
at the Oriental, an Essaness' house.

ANA RADIO COUNCIL

ELECTS HALVERSTADT
Radio Council form.ed last year

by radio-using members of the Assn.

of National Advertisers has elected

A. N. Halverstadt, manager of Proc-

ter &: Gamble's radio media division,

to succeed Robert F. Elder of Lever
Bros, as chairman. Halverstadt is a

former, member of the Broadcastt
Measurement Bureau board.

Group also engaged I, Digges,

counsel for ANA for the past 16

years,, as general counsel.

iSalverstadt is expected to name
Several subcjjmmittpes shortly to look

into., various
,
problems

!

concerning

radio advertisers. Specific subjects

they will be assigned, h o w e v er

,

wereri't disclosedi Council mfembers
include Joseph M. Allen of Bristol-

Myers; Stanley I. Clark of Sterling

Drug, Elder, S, C. -Gale, of General
Mills, Harry F. Jones of Campbell
Soup, Charles G, Mortimer, Jr,, of

General Foods, W, M. Stedman of

American Home Products and D. B.

Stetler of Standard Brands, Between
them, they control more than half of

network radio's bilUngs.

'Clears'
SB Continued from page 139 ss

clears to push them off the air.

Hayes has over 50 favorable replies

from the indies who presumably
would join: forces with the 26 mem-
bers of the Daytime Petitioners'

Assn, This group is trying to win
24-hour-a-day operation for those
U, S; stations assigned on Mexican
clear channels. .

'

.

WCPS Victory Vs. WJR
Washington, July 22,

A U, S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia last Friday
(18) upheld the right of tiny day-
timer, WCPS, Tarbofo, N. C. to share'

the ether with clear channel station

WJRf Detroit.

Station liad been earlier stayed by
the court from continuing to broads
cast on WJR's 760 kc channel, so

that last Friday's order represented
a complete .legal aboutrface.

Omnibook's CBS Airer

Omnibook magazine is down for a

bid for increased femme readership

via network radio; Omnibook Corp,,

publisher of the mag, has signed for

a 15-minute.. airer Saturdays at 10:15

p.m. on CBS, stanza to feature Lee
Adams with commentaries 'of in-

terest to' housewives.
Adams, who currently has his own

show on KMOX-owned station in St.

Louis, will originate his Omnibook
program from Chicago.

Hail White
;
Continued from page 29

NEW
ORLEANS

nBO kc
WDSU ABC

Aliiiiol*

participate in college radio clinics

throughout the country. A threeman
subcommittee was named to explore
the subject, with A. A. Schechter,
Mutual veepee as chairman; Buryl
liottridge, general : manager WOC,
Davenport, la.; and Craig Lawrence,
general manager WCOP, Boston.

3. Recommendations for an all-out

campaign to "sell radio by radio,"
with NAB activity along this line

given special commendation.
4. Kudos for activities of the NAB

research department and adoption
of a motion urging broadcast stations

to cooperate fully in answering NAB
queries.

Present in Washington for the
two-day session were: Gilmore Nunn;
A. A. Schecter, MBS; Buryl Lott'

ridge, WOC; Craig Lawrence, WCOP:
William S. Hedges, NBC; Clarence
Worden, CBS; Merrill Lindsay
WSOY, Decatur, 111.; Richard Mason,
WPTP, Raleigh, N. C; and Harold
Whaelahan, WSMB, New Orleans

ABC-WING
IS Continued from page 26 sss

to WING was on the basis of a

mutual six-month cancellation priv-

ilege. However, when the manage-

ment of WING objected to this

shorter cancellation privilege, ABC
agreed to offer WING the identical

contract under which it was operat-
ing at the tiitae. This contract pro-
vided for a mutual one-year termina-
tion privilege. At the same time the
renewal of affiliation was offered to

WING, rene^Aral affiliation was also

offered to WIZE, Springfield, O.,

which is owned and operated by the
same company that owns and oper-
ates WING. Although this contract
contained a mutual six-month can-
cellation privilege, no objection was
raised by the management of WIZE
to the contract, and this Springfield

station is now operating as an af-

filiate of ABC under tba Tterms of
this contract. *

"The reason that ABC originally
offered WING a two-year contract
with a six months mutual termina-
tion period was because of dissatisfac-.

tion on the part of ABC relating to

the release of its programs to the
people of Dayton. The cooperation
given ABC by WING was not com-
parable to that given the 'network
by its other affiliates, and it was
felt that ABC programming in Day-
ton was sufforing."

WOQW
BSj Continued from page 39'

mitting they are still operating in

the red.

News of WQQW's readiness to sell

lealced out following a vote of the

six-man board of directors here last

week. Notices went out to the sta-

tion's stockholders and word was
promptly picked up by the press.

Result is that, though there is still

no price set on the station,' bids are

cami'ng in. Stockholders wili meet
Sept. 1 to consider, the board action

and are expected to take the best

offer. '• •

May Not Recoup Losses

The station reports a total invest-

ment—-including operating losses

—

of $181,000, but may not recoup this

much through sale.

The station has dropped its orig-

inal high-sounding policy of separat-

ing all Commercials by 15-minute
shows and limiting spots to four an
hour. Under a vigorous sales and
promotion campaign sparked by new
sales chief Mort Nusbaum, . the sta-

tion also dropped its taboo on sing^

ing commercials and is now. selling

commercial shows back-torback with
no double spots and a limit on one-
minute on all plugs.

Station won fame as' a Blue Book
operation^by virtue of fact that man-
ager Edward Brecher was one of the
authors of the FCC report.

Station's Hooper has always been
near the bottom, but WQQW prob-
ably has a bigger file of fan letters

than most other daytimers in the
area. An American University sur-
vey pegs its audience at 49,000 D. C.

families. ,

Wanted More Classical Music

An analysis by National Analysts,

Inc. found WQQW's small audience
among the ujpper-income-bracket
and best educated D. C. groups

—

neither of which has put the station

in the black. This study polled 1,100

listeners who had written the sta-

tion and found that most wanted
more rather than less classical music
on WQQW. They also turned thumbs
down on the jazz now.aired by the
station.

AH of which goes to show that if

minority tastes are to be adequately
served in radio, it takes plenty of
dough and savvy on the management
end of 1 i s t e n e r.s themselves have
to ante up. And that kind of radio
has not made its appearance here
yet.

Three-Way Squeeze On

Airing of Race Info;

NAB Code May Nix It

Washington, July 22.

Whether the Federal Trade Com-
mission should assume jurisdiction
over race-information broadeasta
which might be regarded as "unfair
competition" was hashed over in a
closed meeting of the FCC and FTG
general counsels here last Friday
(18). National Assn. of Broadcasters'
code committee, meanwhile, pre-
pared today (Tuts.) to vote on
whether to write into its new code a
sanction against broadcasts of odds
and prices paid at. racetracks, oh the
.assumption that such programs;
could be used by bookies and num-
bers /rficketeers for illegal purposes.

Question assumes importance in
vi^w of the fact' that four D. C. sta-
tions are now broadcasting racing
info, the most recent addition being
WOL, Mutual network station here.
It's believed stations elsewhere will
turn to suoh audience-pulling shows
wherever the going gets, rough. FCC
has urged FTC to invoke its statute"
against the shows, and NAB, which
questions FCC's authority here, also
prefers to have the FTC -wield the
stick:,'

Argument is made that FTC can
move quickly wherever it. is shown
that the broadcasts constitute an un-.

:

fair trade practice. FCC has author-
ity whereifthB shows are clearly used
for illegal purposes but can act only
when the offending station's license

comes up for renewal,

FTC has before it a complaint filed

by WWDC, local indie, against rac»
shows carried by WGAT^, Silver ,

Spring, Md. WWDG broadcasts rac*

'

ing info but not prices. WEAM,
Arlington, Va., started a racing stint

early this summer, but tries not to be
on the air first with the prices.

s

Mutual Biz
S3 Continued from paga 29 gEg

the National Guard. "Block Party,"

which preemed a couple of weeks
ago in the Thursday 9:30-10 slot,

features Ray Bloch's musickers play-

ing pop tunes selected by disk

jockey Martin Block. ; Tentative

starting date for the NG sponsorship
is Aug. 14, second anniversary of
V-J Day. Show presumably will

have to be shifted to a new time
come fall, inasmuch as it is occupy
ing the "Treasure Hour of Song"
period.

Stanza will hypo the Guard's
recruiting drive,- which for some
time has been plugged via Paul
Whiteman's "Assembly" concerts on
the ABC network.

"Block Party" will be hypoed via
addition of a chorus and guest stars
as part of a buildup for a National
Guard recruiting drive slated to tee
off - Sept, 18 for a two-month nation
wide ran. Guard's deal on the Mu-
tual musical stanza, however, is set

up for one year. Talent c'osts haven't
been definitely determined, accord-
ing to the agency, but probably will
run well in excess of $2,500 weekly.

NG recruiting campaign will Beek
extensive support from broadcasters
through the airing of courtesy spots,
special programs, etc.

WFAX
Continued from page 29

can use the former for fax while
airing sound on the latter.

Industry hopes that th« FCC will
set fax standards by fall. Meantime,
FM broadcasters have permission to
use their wavebands for fax trans-
missions,

WQXQ will be the first to receive
the GK equipment. The Miami
Herald, one of a score of news-
papers xjooperating with Hpgan's
Radio Inventions, Inc., the Faximile
development, is anxious to get into
operation and will be one of the
first following WQXQ to get a trans-
mitter and test receivers.

Cost to an FM broadcaster of get-
ting on the air with fax is placed at
the moment at approximately $10,-
000. Present cost of receivers is

about $500-$600. All of these costs
will drop as production increases;

OLAN SOULE

_ _
Starring in

''GRANDMARQUEE"
NBC—Coast to Cooit

Rayvo Crtmo Shampoo

•0
Mi

"What you need Is a basket.'^
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Writer Sues to Establish Alleged

Authorship of Revived 'Kissing Now'
Suit to establish alleged author-^

ship rights to the song, " I Wonder

Who's Kissing Her Now," was filed

vesterday (22} by composer Harold

Orlob in N. Y. supreme court

asainst Joe E. Howard listed as

composer ot the song; its publishersi

E. B. Marks, Charles K. Harris and

Jerry Vofiel,*who co-own the copy-

right renewal, and 20th-Fox, pro-

ducer of the film of the same title.

Bfeoausc of the pic the song has

been 'geiting a revival plug.

Orlob seeks to recover interest in

the melody of the standard and to

have himself recognized as its com-

poser. He seeks no damages or an

injunction against the film* et al.,

but a simple declaration of rights.
, .

oOrlob asserts that between 19»5

and 1910 he worked for Howard,

then a producer and vaude perform-

er, composing songs which he turned

over to Howard. Among, some 100

tunes written under this arrange-

ment was the tune in dispute, which
subsequently was handed by How-
ard to lyricists Will M. Hough and

Frank H. Adams (they are not listed

as defendants), and the finished

song was thereafter used in the

show, "The Prince of Tonight," with.

Howard sharing author credit with

Hough and Adams.

Asserting in his action that it is

common knowledgie in the music
business that he is, the actual writer

of the melody, Orlob cites dates and
places wherein Howard is said to

have admitted to witnesses that Or-
iob was the composer of "Kissing."

He claims he is suffering in his pro-

fessional standing due to the wide
circulation given Howard's name as

the song's composer.

Det. Symph Head Set

Tp Dispute Booking

Tabetics of €CI,NCAC
Detroit, July 22.

" Henry H. Reichhold, multi-mil-
lionaire, cliemical magnate and
music lover, has declared open war
on what he calls the "ruinous tac-

tics t)f established New York concert

-bureaus." He has formed his own
concert booking agency.

Reichhold, president of - the De-
troit Symphony and owner of the

Kusic Hall here, admitted that his

light with Columbia Concerts, Inc.,

and the National Concert and Artists

Corporation, is due -to his decision

•to 'his refusal to yield' to what
amounts to an artistic dictatorship.

These bureaus are withholding from
^he Music Hall top artists whom I

^ivquld have gladly signed to appear
with the.synfphony," Reichhold said.

Reichhold says:

''First, I don't like and refuse to

accept 'package deals' whereby, in

.order to get one~ artist, we want,
we're forced to engage two or three
otherp We cfon't want and who don't
fit- in with plans we have for the
symphony season. Secondly, I re-

, sent the practice of making the mid-
dle west and other; areas pay
through the nose for artists who
t)lay for peanuts in New York and
other eastern cultural centers."

He declared that Columbia and
NCAC, to build up the reputations
of their artists, book them with the
New York Philharmonic, the Bcston

: ;
;Syinphony and other major -orches-
tras for a fraction of the fee de-
manded from Detroit, Indianapolis,
Chicago and' other western cities.

Reichhold is confident He says
: his org will go to Europe, too, if

necessary, and bring in fre-sh talent
' for bxiildup. "We've got a record
company cVOX),*which soon will be
producing recordings of our sym-
phony and bur, recitalists on low-
cost unbreakable records. And we've

• got a chemical company that will
Aiake, the plastics for the records."

• "We're bringing in excellent artr
ists for whom I need to oiBEer no

- apologies," he said. "I recognize
that our transition

: from big-name
stars has been a bit abrupt, but it's
a step that we had to make in order
to begin building up a more free
find^a j*ore brilliant musical center

.
in Detroit."

How About Sunday?
Hollywood, July 22.

James C. Petrillo, president of

American Federation: of. Musicians,
has' ruled that no union effort will be
expended to get film producers to

time studio musicians' chores so, all

may be free to attend Local 47 gener-
al membershijj meetings, held after-

noon of fourth Monday of each
month.

,
'

,

'

Contingent of film musicians, after

repeatedly taking matter to J. . W.
Gillette, international studio rep for

the American Federation of Musi-
cians, who continually nixed bid,

final^ insisted that he contact

Petrillo.

Windjammers claim few have been
able to -attend afternoon meetings due
to work calls and hence are missing
out on voting on Local 47 legislation.

PromotionStunts

On Dorothy Shay

Hit a New High
One of the wildest set of exploita-

tion and promotion ideas ever
promulgated to push an artist and
her recordings gets going tomorrow
(Thursday) at Flat River, Mo., in

behalf of Dorothy Shay, the "Park
Avenue Hillbilly," and her Columbia
disks of "Pightin', Feudin' and'
Fussin' " and "Plat River, Mo." Miss
Shay, instead of taking a vacation
before heading for Europe soon, goes
to the small town to participate . in
"Dorothy Shay Day," which actually
has been declared a holiday by the
town. ,

Here are . some of the gags de-
veloped: "Presidential" procession
from St. Louis (train) to Flat River,
68 miles away, with trooper escorts,

mayor, etc. Sky-writing of singer's

name above the town. Luncheon and
dinner . affair?. KMOX, St, Louis,
special events broadcast, film trail-

ers, plus a flock of other stunts.

Columbia Records is in the thing
with both feet, spending over $1,000

and sending promotion reps out

from N. Y. It also is shipping a wire
recorder crew to record everything
for dubbing later for the u.se of disk

jockeys. Company's distributors also

have spotted albums for sale in

every-store in the town regardless

of type.
;

Payoff came, however,, when some
150 wires to disk jockeys;, etc., ad-

vising of the shindig w.'ere filed for

di.'Spatch from the town* . for the

benefit of the dateline. It seems the
wireless operator in Flat River is

the agent of a o.ne-lung railroad. He
almost ran the filer of 150 individual

wires out of town on the business

end of a gun. And the wires are still

reaching, addre.ssees though they
were filed last week.

King-McCormack to Hook
Up for RCA-Victor Album

Chicago, July 22,

Album by Wayne King's orchestra
and Franklyn McCormack will be
cut in August for release this spring
by RCA-Victor. Package will fol-

low format established on McCor-
mack's radio program, "Book of
Memories."
King will do the background mu->

Sic and McCormack will recite the
poetry. Both poetry /and music have
been submitted and okayed for cut-
ting.

Philly Click Clubs

Top Salary Policy

Stirs Resentment
Click Club, Philadelphia, probably

the only remaining warborn name
band nitery in the country that ad-
heres to paying the sort of prices
established by the defunct 400 Club,
and Aquarium, New York, has a
very powerful lineup ,of bands set

to start its fall season. Meanwhile,
however, operators of spots in other
pkrjs . of the country are

.
not very

partial to the Click's salary disburse-
ments. They feel that the prices it

is paying are helping . in a large

measure to sustain a wartime, salary
level for the top names, which they
can ill afford.

Click has Desi Arnaz due in Aug.
21 for two weeks, Tex Beneke for
four days opening Aug. 28, Elliot

Lawrence following for one week,
tl^en Sammy Kaye on Sept. 29 for

one, Harry James Nov. 24 for two
and Xavier Cugat. Cugat's opening
date isn't set. Salaries being paid
all; the above are being kept care-
fully under cover,- but they're said
to be substantial. 'James' is return-
ing to the spot on the basis of the
business he did over the July 4
weekend, ..when he was paid a
claimed $7,500 for three days. Click,

incidentally, gives no percentage
deals, biit does come, up with bonuses
if biz is exceptional.

Sammy Kaye, MCA Sue

St. Louis Promoter

For $3,900 Salary
St. Loi.iis, July 22.

Sammy Kaye. dance maestro, and

j

the Music Corp. of America last

I
week filed suit in St. Louis Circuit

against Sam D'Ago.stino, westend
dance promoter, for $3,900i Sum is

unpaid balance alleged to be due on
a one-nighter contract.

Petition charges that D'Agostino
promised to pay $7„500 foi' Kaye and
his band for three appearahqes here
and one each in Terre Haute and
Evansville, Ind., during July, 1946
It is alleged that D'Agostino has only
paid $3,600 and has refused to fork
over the rest.

Julie Losch, Hollywood rep for
Mood Music (Shapiro-Bernstein sub-
*Jd), is being "replaced by Jose
i^ran.son. Granson was replaced as
West Coast rep of Shapiro-Bernstein
Music only two weeks ago by Sam-my Frisdman. who shifted from
ijcods.

MOIs Music Plans

British Branch
Mills Mu.sic will open: a London

branch under thie management of

vet British music, man. 'H.': Gi Wat-
kins. A.s yet Mills Music. Ltd., the

new suhsidiary has not been fully

.

organized. Jack Mills, firm's head

said he expects to sail for Lon-
don July 30 to lay operational plans

for the new .setup.

Upon Mills' arrival he may formu-
late a professional .staff and ^there's

a possibility the British company
may also represent other American
pubs. Formation of the London
branch was con.sidered for years,

Mills di.'iolosed, but the war delayed

its establishment.. . Last spring
,
his

brother, Irving, laid the ground-

work on a brief visit to Britain.:

According to pi'exy Mills the, nCW
ofifloe will <v:t, as. . a liaison, between
Lawrence Wright and other pub-

lishers v.'ho already represent vari-

ous. pOrtioris.of the .Mills catalog.

E. H. Morris, Irving Berlin and
teeds are other U. S, pubs who have
estaWi-shed London offices, all in

conjunction -with Bi'iti.sh firms.

Bandsmen Await U. S. Directive

On Form B Wiping Slate Gean

False Pretenses
Pittsburgh, July 2Z.

Sim Jam Trio, booked into Oasis

last week, arrived in town with two

substitutes for men who regularly

make up the threesome, and unit

was promptly cancelled out after

the first night. Management agreed
at leastito give them a hearing, but
was dissatisfied with the results.

As a result, Oasis was without a

combo for its Tropical Bar for sev-

eral days, so Red Ketter, playing for
dancing in an adjoining room, quick-
ly organized a trio from his unit and
doubled. -

Leo Picpcr orchestra set at Dono-
hue's. Mountain View, N. J. Opens
Friday i25) for 16 weeks.

STAN KENTON DUE TO

RESUME WORK SEPT. 15
Hollywood, July 22.

Stan Kentoji will reorganize his

orchestra and hit the road again

about Sept. 15, Fully, recovered in

health following a physical break-

down in April, the batoneer will re'-

form here and re.'JUine via a string

o.f bne-nitcrs up the Coiist. General

Artists Corp. thCn will route hind-

east, and agency already is pitching

for a- stand- at the Hotel J'ennsyi-:

vania, N. Y,, which .the band was
supposed to havf played la.st fall,

but withdrew from, voluntarily.

Most of Kenton's original sidemen
will be back, with posisible exception

of Vido Mus.so, who may again try a
crew of his own.. . It is. doubtful; that

chirp June Christy will return, since
|

she has been getting $600 weekly as ;

a; single, to -which she turned when
Kenton disbanded. That' figure about

trebles what ^he got with thg orch,

and as both Kenton and Mi.ss Chri.sty

are handled by Carlos Ga.stel, the

manager easily can arrange th'e mat*.

ter. ALSO, Miss Christy is out on
her own as a .singer with Capitol

Records, and Ga.stel envisions build-

ing- the thrush into a single-o person-

ality.

AFM lading Time

On Form B Action

Pending D.C. Edict

, . Chicago, July 22.

Executives and attorneys of the
American Federation of Musicians
met here at the Blackstone hotel last

Wednesday and Thursday fl6-17) to

determine the AFM's. course follow-
ing the recent outlawing of the Form
B blank by the U. S. Supreme Court
It's claimed nothing was arrived at

pending further word' from the U. S.

Treasury Department, with whom
union attorneys have met since

the high court decision, and that

there will be another meeting on
policy following work from the D. C.

coin gang. '

Meet was attended by president
James C. Petrillo, attorneys Joseph
Padway and Wilson, Rex Riccardi
and Clair Meeder of the New York
national headquarters, plus the en-
tire executive board. "They decided
that any move in the direction of the
elimination of Form B,' which, inci-

dentally, was off as of July 1 last,

will await word from the Treasury;
Meanwhile, the AFM men came up

with two suggestions for the pro-
tection of leaders who in the future
will be forced to pay the employer's
.share Of' social security anh unem-
ployment taxes for the musicians
they hire. One was to raise leader,

scales only enough to cover the siims

they will have to pay the Treasury;
the second was to add a flat 5"n to

the contract price of a band to cover
the added expense.

Insofar as the standby situation

was concerned, the men in meet
agreed that this was one re.striction

of the recently promulgated Taft-

Hartley bill with which they were
in accord. Natiolial office of the
AFM never liked the forcing of

standby rules on band buyei-s (these

make it mandatory upon the buyer
Of a "travelling" band to pay salar-

ies commensurate with the number
of men in the secured combo to

members of .
the AFM local within

whose jurisdiction the band is put to

work) and is a.'j.sertedly glad, it's

knocked out. ; Standby rules,
,
are en-',

tirejy the doings of. individual- lo-

cals.', ,

Washington, July 22.

Treasury Department is expected
to issue a directivft within the next
week or so which will govern th#
behavior of the American Federa-.
tion of Musicians^ band agencies,
bandleaders and others caught iH
the squeeze of the recent reversal by
the U. S. Supreme Court of th«
AFM's Form B contract. -

Form B, put into effect almosli

10 years ago, cited the user of •
band, not its leader, as the employsr
of the musicians and made him re«
sponsible for withholding Social Se-
curity and unemployment taxes..

Most band buyers have for years ob-
jected to its terms but could d*
nothing until the Crystal Ballroom,
la., began suit and won out in Su*i

pi eme Court after a victory and r«-
ver-sal by state courts.

Paper the Treasury- is developing
is expected to advise that ballroom,
hotel and other band buyers who
have been considering, or who
already have moved, to sue th«
Treasury for reimbursement of
the protested taxes, will recover
them without argument. Plus which
—and this is the imp<frtant angle in-
sofar as the band business is con-
cerned^the Treasury does not an-
ticipate dunning bandleaders , fqt th»
sums returned to operators. It's ex-
pected that the, slate will be wiped v

clean—with everyone starting from
scratch,

Latter angle was the biggest fear
among maestroes and their account-
ants. It was felt that if and when
employers for whom they worked
under Form B sued and recovered
the disputed taxes that the Treasury
might dun them for coin. Sine*
many leaders had never anticipated
a reversal of Form B and did not put
sums comparable to those paid un-
der proteijt by buyers into escrow
(as others did) they figured to be
•badly hurt financially if the Treas-
ury forced them to cough up.
Treasury is assertedly taking th«

forgiving attitude on the di-sputed
coin on the theory that the mlxui>
involving Form B was partially Its

own fault. It has always backed th»
terras of the AFM'S contract blank
whereas, the Internal Revenue
partment had always opposed.

Sia Bakal,, foi'mf.rly .with the Wil-

liam Morris agency. i')!'i'ther with

Michey Calama.s, Coast songwriter,

defied a tuiie about the Brooklyn
Dodgers, titled "Tliose Great Big

Beautiful Bums."

ASCAPtoStepUp

Radio Pact Talks
American Society of Composers,

Authors and .Publishers' and repre-
sentative^ of radio will soon quicken
the. pace of negotiations to develop
a new contract, which, when it is

finally set up, is expected to take the
place of tile current agreement,
which expires the end of 1949.

There has been a luU in talks be-
tween the committees representing
both faction.?-,and the sub-committees
named to look into certain phases of
the new contract, notably televi.sion,

due to the fact that the summer
vacations have kept executives out
of cifculation,

But since it is intended to have a

draft of a new contract ready for
the National A.s.sn.. of Broadcasters
annual convention, siet. for Sept. 14
at Atlantic City, there isn't much
time left. As a result, radio people
have been requesting that ASCAP
heads arrange to resume meetings
as soon as pos.sible.

Walter Donaldson Dies

At 54; Turned Out String

Of Hits Spanning 30 Yrs.
Walter Donaldson, 54, One of th*

trade's outstanding songwriters, died
last Tuesday (15) in Santa Monica,
Cal., after an illness which kept him
under physician's care for more tharft

a year. His death quickly followed n
relapse from a liver ailment which
had comedose to causing his death
almost a year ago,
Donaldson, the son of a music

teacher, was born in Brooklyn. He
wrote his first song, "We'll Have a
Jubilee In My Kentucky Home," in

1915 when he was 19 and thereafter
collaborated with some of the best
lyric writers available to the music
industry to turn out a string of hits

that have since become ."standards.".

He wrote with Gus Kahan and sever-

:

al other top lyricists, and turned sev-
eial hundred tunes, the outstanding
ones including "My Mammy," "My
Blue Heaven/' "My Buddy," "How
You Gonna Keep 'Em Down On the
Farm," "Yes Sir, That's My Baby,"
"Little, 'White Lies," "CWhat Can I
Say, Dear), After I Say I'm Sorry,"
"At Sundown," "Daughter of Rosi«
O'Grady," "Good Night, A Thousand
CJoodnights," ^^'I Wonder

;
Where My

Baby Is Tonight," "Carolina In the
'

Morning"
, and ihahy others.

Donald-sdl at one time became «
music publisher, forming Donaldsoh,
Douglas & Gumble. Firm stayed in
business 10 years and the catalog
subsequently was sold to Mills Mu.sic.
He held an "AA" rating in th«
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers, the highest
rathig a writer can achieve.

In recent years, Donaidiion spent
almost all of his time on the Coast,

I

where he turned out tunes for Metro
and other studios. His home was in
Santa Monica and services were held

.
there last Thursday (17) morning.'

I

His body was theni shipped to
New York where services wrre
again held at St. Patrick's Cathedral
yesterday (Tuesday) moijning and

I

the body interred at Hfely -'Cross

j

Cemetery, Brooklyn,

I Donaldson is survived by .Mrs.
Dorothy Donaldson, from wiiom h*
was separated in. 1942, and two

I daughters.
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Jocks. Jukes and Disks
By George Frazier

Hollywood, July 22.

Martha riiton's best record in a

Jong while couples "All of Me'' and
"Every So Often" (Capitol). She
•ings the first, a 15-year-oldie getting

ii new plug these days, in a swingin'

light tempo that's extremely effec-

tive. It may be the Ernie Filice

background or it may be something
•Ise, but .Miss; Tilton; here has an ease

.

lacking in most ot her previous
. work. "Every So Often," by Harry
IVarren-Johnny Mercer^ is a swell

slow ballad which sounds like a

hit. Miss Tilton projects it in a way
ttiat should please its writers and

Best Bets
Ballad—"Every So Often"

(Martha Tilton), "Ask Anyone
Who Knows" (Joe Dosh), "You
Do" (Margaret Whiting), "What
Are You Doing New Year's Eve?"
(Att Luiid), and "Don't Tell Me"
(Tony Martin).
Dance—"I Wonder Who's Kiss-

ing Her Now" (Bay Noble), "The
, Echo Said , No" (Elliott . Law-

rence), "When the Summer Is

Gone" and "Without Music"
(Tex Beiieke), "Fine Thing"
(Charlie Spivak), ahd "What

: Are You Doing New Year's
: live?" (Kay Kyser).

Novelty—"That's What" (King
: Cole Trio).

Hillbillor — " D a n g e r o u s

Grounds" (Jimmy Lawson). -

audiences. Here, as on the backside,

there is none of the straining which
flawed many of her past records.

Subdued accompaniment is by the
.nUce group. If "Every So Often"
inakes the grade as a tune, you can
lopk for this to click on the jukes.

, Vaughn Monroe also revives "All
•f Me" (Victor), this semester. He
aings it a '^ood deal more slowly

.'than Miss Tilton and, for us any^
way, not' so well. Monroe's Wurlit-
»er draw should do • business for it,

.however.. On the other side, he sings

"In Dreams I 'Kiss -Your Hand,
.Madam," from Bing Crosby's "The
Smperor Waltz." Taki];ig it at a

moderate tempo, he manages to get

a lot of value out of the' lyric. Both
faces are vocals with subdued band
accompaniments.

Ktaie Cole's singing is right up
«ur alley. He doesn'* let down in

•ither "That's What" or "Naughty
Angeline," which constitute his

latest CapitoL "That's What" is

primarily one long scat vocal by
Cole. Race locations will eat it up.
On ' the other side, "NaugRTy Ange-
line'.' is at a meditim tempo. Tune
i« good and might build. If so, this

Is the preferred version.

Joe Dosh, the young man who
. used to be identified merely as "Joe"
', when he sang on The Hit Parade,
continues to sound more like Sinatra
than Sinatra does. On a new Con-
tinental he does "Apple Blossom
/Wedding" and "Ask Anyone Who
Knows." "Apple" we do not order;
"Ask ; Anyone Who Knows," how-
ever, has a lot on the ball. Dosh
interprets it just about as Sinatra
would. Which, to us, does not Seem
bad. Justin Stowe batons the accom-
panying orchestra. This face has

' eoin.-box possibilities.

Btay N<|)ble (or somebody Who
. works for him) has a lot of in-

venti'veness. His "Linda" had a
pretty good switch that didn't hurt
sales a bit. Same thing holds true
of his Columbia of "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now." Taken at a

danceable tempOj it has a vocal by
The Sportsmen, the quartet which
appeared with Jack ^enny last

season. They cut up comedy touches
which make this treatment a little

bit different. We think it's a cinch
for the nickelodeons. So, if to a

lesser extent, is the backing, "April
Showers," which, starts slowly and

' then doubles time. Snooky Lanson
sings along with The Sportsmen—
and quite engagingly too.

Elliot Lawrence also provide.? Co-
lumbia with a potential winner this

week. His treatment of "The Echo
Said No" is a pleasant combination
of novelty and melodiousness which

,.»hould bring nickels. We don't know
Whether or not there's any signifi-

cance to the incident, but during
a'lO-oiinute breather in ^ Albuquer-
«[Ue last weekj we observed several
Indians sitting contentedly outside

a music store from which blared
forth this face. They seemed pretty

aatisfied by Rosalind Patton's vocal.

We think they showed excellent

taste. Backing the "Echo" is "As

Years Go By," based on Brahm.?'
"Hungarian. Oahce , 'No. 4" and
featured in "Song of Love." Tune
is pleasant enough and Jack Hunter
sings it agreeably, but the face lacks

the resourcefulness of "The Echo
Said No.";.;.

Margaret Whttingr does one of her
father's tunes, "My Future Just

Passed," and a new number, "You
Do," on her latest Capitol. She
handles "Future" with considerable

feeling,, but we Wish she and Frank
DeVol had taken it; at. a brisker

tempo. Their version has a tendency
to drag. "You Do," an extract from
"Mother Wore Tights," strikes us as

by tar the better face. If the

number gets any kind of exploita-

tion, the Whiting treatment will be
a buffalodeon favorite.

Tex Bencke's "When the Summer
Is Gone" and "Without Music" (Vic-

tor) should do quite nicely with the

younger set. "Summer," if no wow,
is a nice slow tunte. with a yearning
quality that has vast appeal. It's

sung by Gary Stevens and The
Moonlight Serenaders. "Without
Music," which, is faster, features the
latter group. There's nothing es-

pecially distinctive about either face,

but they, both exhibit taste and an
ability to furnish a danceable beat.

Jimmy Lawson is Columbia's en-
try in the hillbilly . field this week.
His "Some Folks Call It Texas" cuts

no swath with us, but the reverse,

"Dangerous Ground," has a lot to

recommend it. A moralizing num-
ber, it is sung with casual masculin-
ity by Lawson. 1

Kay Kyser's three-ring circus try

"On the Old Spanish Trail"' and
"What Are You Doing New Year's
Eve?" on Columbia. Vocals in both
instances are by Harry Babbitt and
The Campus Kids. "Spanish Trail"

is the sort of, sagebrush sophistry

that certain people will find a peachy
face. More to our fancy is "What
Are You Doing New Year's Eve?",
a' good tune with an intelligent lyric.

Kyser performs it danceably and
with plenty of showmanship. Both
are juke sides.

Wax Facts
'Tony Martin sings two slow bal-

lads, "You're Not So Easy to Forget"
and "Don't Tell Me" (Victor) in a
boudoir voice that i should entice
sales. Victor Young and a vocal

Suggested Programs
"The Echo Said No"—Elliott

Lawrence (Golumbia)i'
"Say It Simple"—Jack Teagarr

den (Victor). ;

'

"Lady. Be Good"—Ella. Pitz-

gerald (Decca).
"One O'clock Jump"—Harry

*

James (Columbia).
'^Anrll Showers"—Al Jolson

and Guy Lombardo (Columbia).
"Feudin' 'n' Fightin' "~Geor-

gia Gibbs (Majestic).

"Blue "Book Boogie"—Jessie
Price 'Capitol).

Program No. 2
"Anything You Can Do I Can

Do Better"-Ethel Merman and
Ray Middleton (Decca).
"You Go to My Head''—Frank

Sinatra (Columbia).
"The Japanese Sandman"—

Paul Whiteman (Victor).

"Timtayshun" — Red Ingle
(Capilol).

"You Do"—Vic Damone (Mer-
cury).

"Brazil"—Xavier Cugat (Col-
umbia).
Sugar"—^Jimmy MacPartland

(Decca)

Program No. 3
"Tea for Two"—Dinah Shore

and Frank Sinatra (Columbia).
"Drop Me Off at Harlem"—

Duke Ellington (Brunswick).
"Isn't It a Pity?"—George By-

ron (General).
"Marie"—Tommy Dorsey (Vio-

tor).

"A Faded Summer Love"—
Bing Crosby (Brunswck).

"I Guess I'll Have to Change
My PU'ns" — Johnny, Mercer
(Capitol)..

"St. Louis Blues"—Louis Arm-
strong. (Okeh). :[

group back him up. Of the two faces,

"Don't Tell Me" (from "The Huck-
sters") is the sounder bet . . ,

-

Charlie Splvak's "Fine Thing"
(Victor) is a good job. Played at a
moderate tempo, it has an agreeable
vocal by Tommy Mercer. We were
unimpressed by "Slop Throwin'
Rocks at the Devil,": the other side...

Art Lund, MGM label's strongest
asset, teams with Johnny Thompson
and his band in a bracketing of

"What Are You Doing New Year's
Eve?" and "Naughty Angeline."
These interpretations of two potenr
tially-hit numbers should keep" him
among the top sellers, You will

notice that we carefully sidestepped
any discussion of their intrinsic

merit. After all, if people think Art
Lund is great, this is what they de-
serve.

Rainbow's Pix Technique

Applied to Exploitation

On New 'Romeo' Album
Rainbow Records, New York Indie

disk label set up earlier this year

by Harry Fromkes and Herb Hend-
ler, applied a new technique last

week to the marketing of their new
Romeo Loves Juliet" album. Tak-

ing a page from the methods, infre-

quently used by picture distributors

in saturating the country with prints

of new Alms, such as was done with
"Duel In the Sun," Rainbow applied

the technique to the exploiting of

the album. ,
>

Company set last Thursday (17)

as "D Day." It shipped in advance
more than 500 vinyliteTdisk albums
to record jockeys and followed up
with wires to each requesting.that the

album be performed, on their shows
starting as of midnight (17). Com-
pany received affirmative answers
from more than 60% and feels that

a better percentage was achieved
via jockeys ,who didn't bother an-
swering.
At any rate, the recordings in the

album hit major and minor cities

and disk stations all over the coun-
try on the same day, providing a

sort of "saturation"' idea in exploita-

tion. It was deemed successful in

making a large slice of the record-
buying public aware of the album,
which consists of original tunes writ-

ten for an idea by Hendler and Larry
Clinton, arranger and former band-
leader. ;

WAYNE KING PLANS

-SEPT. CONCERT TOUR
Chicago, July 22.

A six- to seven^week concert tour
of one-nighters is skedded for Wayne
King's orchestra beginning Sept.
20th. King will feature a company
of about 30 persons, including an 18-

pieee orchestra, mixed chorus of

eight, two soloists and a dance team.
Entire tour will be definitely a

concert stint except for four or five

college play dates where orchestra
will follow concert with short period
of dance music-

Arch Oboler Signs For

3 Decca Dramat Albums
Arch Oboler, radio's dramatist,

signed st contract with Decca Rec-
ords last week to pen and direct the
making of three drama albums.
First cutting, entitled "Thi^ Lonely
Heart," will spotlight Bette Davis in
an adaptation of the story o' Tschai-
kowsky and Madame Von Meek.
Others will be titled, "Bill of Rights"
and "The Living Book." Former Will
be done in cooperation with the
U. S. Government's "Freedom
Train" series. "Living Book" will
dramatize incidents from the Bible.
• Victor Young, at the helm of a
concert orchestra, will background
all three books.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending July 10 '47)

. London, July 11.

Souvenirs .... . . . .... Wright
Gal in Calico. Feldman
People Will Say ........ Chappell
A Little Tenderness. , . .Connelly
Marianne ...... .Southern
Sun in the Morning. ., .Chappell
Time After Time.: .E. H. Morris
Anniversary SOng. . . , .Connelly'
Old Spanish Trail ..Maurice
How Lucky You Are. .. .Ka-ssner
Heartaches .......... ..Connelly
April Showers Chappeil

Second 12
Rainy Night in Rio. . . .Feldman
Dear Old Donegal Leeds
You V.'cnt Av.-ay... .Box & Cox
Oh Beautiful Morning. .Chappell
Sorrento . , . . . . . ... . . . , .Ricordi
Violetta Dix
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Harriet .Keith Prowse
It's Never Too Late. .Strauss*M.
Oh, But I Do... ....... .Feldman
Linda New-World
AU Over Again.., Dash

10 Best Sdlers on Coin-Madiines
1. Peg O' My Heart (9) (Robbins)

2. I Wonder, J Wonder (6) (BpbJjiijs)

3. Chi Baba, Chi Baba (8) (Oxford)

4. That's My Desire ' (15) (Mills) . . .......

.

5. Across Alley. From Alamo^ (11) (Capitol)

6. Red Stocking, Green Te're (S) (Morris).

7. When Were Sweet 16 (3) . (Shapiro-B)

8. Mam'selle (8 ) (Feist ) . . . .

:

9. Sunday Kind of Love (12) (Maurice)...

10. Temptation (I) (Bobbins) ..........

( Harmonieats . . ..Vitacoustics
( Three Suns. .Victor

( Martha Tilton Capitol
iTony Pastor Columbia
f Perry Como.

, .Victor
I Blue Barron.-...

.M-G-lvt

( Prankie Laine, .... .Mercury
I Sammy Kaye. ..... .. .Victor

S
Mills Bros .J ........ Decca

I Woody Herman. ...Columbia

1 Ray McKinley,... .Majestic

( Tony Pastor Columbia
Perry Como Victor

( Dick Haymes...,.i..., Decca
( Art Lund M-G-M
(Jo Stafford Capilol
( Claude Thornhill. ^Columbia

Ingle-Stafford Capitol

Coming Up
Feudin' and Fightin' (Chappell) .

Tallahassee (Famous) . .

.

i . .

.

Ivy (Burke-VH)

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH).

IVIidnlght Masquerade (S-B). . . . ;

.

Smoke, Smoke, Smoke (American)

.

Stella By Starlight (Beverly ) . , . .

.

It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra)....

I Believe (Sinatra) .

.

My Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH)

Dreams Are Dime Dozen (Criterion).

Old Devil Moon . (Crawford) .........

After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms)...,.,

When I Write My Song (Exclusive).;.....,,

Tomorrow (Morris)

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark)
,

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her (E. B. Marks)

.

Bloop Bleep (Morris) .... ............

Je Vous Aime (Crawford)....;...,.

Lady From 29 Palms (Martin)

Come to Mardi Gras (Southern) ............

Dorothy Shay. . . . .Columbia

\ B ing Crosby ......... Decca
( Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

i Jo Stafford Capitol

( Vaughn Monroe. ... . .Victor

j Tex Beneke Victor

(
Harry James. . , .", .Columbia

I Eddy Howard. . . . . .Majestio

l
Sammy Kaye. .... ."..Victor

. Tex Williams Capitol

{ Frank Sinatra . , , . . Colum.bia

( Dick Haymes. , . , , .Decca

Tommy Dorsey. . . . . .Victor

( Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia

( Louis Armstrong. . . . .Victor

( Tex Beneke Victor

) Ray Noble ..iColumbia

Vaughn Monroe...... Victor

(Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol

( Charlie Spivak. ..... .Victor

Sammy Kaye. . . . ... .Victor^

Herb Jeffries. .... .Exclusive.

Charlie Spivak... Victor

Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol

Perry Como. ......... .Victor

Danny Kaye.. ....... .Decca

Andy Russell Capitol

Freddy .Martin. .... . .Victor

^ Dick Jurgens...... .Columbia
( Three Suns . ,

.".
.. . . . . .Victor

Inside Orchestras-Music
General Amusement Corp. is receiving a number of calls for copies of

a pamphlet developed recently by its one-night booker, Howard Sinnott,

titled, "How To Promote a Name Band." Covering 16 pages of normal-
sized 8x10 paper, the compilation, gotten together by Sinnott after months
of work, is a clear course of procedure for the tyro promoter in staging a
dance. It was written when it was found that so

,
many inexperienced

promoters were coming into^the field' who knew nothing at all about the
basic problems of .staging, promotion, etc. Another item which caused
Sinnott to compile the book was his visiting' of various one-night "jjro-

moters in the eastern area and his noticing that one px-omoter used ideas
and promotion gimmicks that another hadn't thought of and vice versa.
He began operating as a clearing house for these ideas and subsequently
hit on the printed compilation of as many of them as possible, intertwined
with standard promotion practices. *

'

Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., being run on lease from the
Westchester Park Commission by maestro Sbep Fields, has been having
difficulties that haven't helped the 'spot's season. One evening during the
July 4 holiday weekend a fire developed under the bandstand and a week
ago Saturday night (12) a short circuit doused' the spot's lights at 9:15,
and they weren't repaired until almost closing time. Fire was caused by
hot pipes being too dose to wood, a condition that had existed for years
without incident: Short caused the blowing of a fuse in a box somewhere
on the island itself (spot is on Cflen Island, hence the name) and the dif-
ficulty couldn't be found until next day. Meanwhile candles were used on
each table and' at 1 a.m. a portable generator from nearby Fort Slocum
finally was hooked into the building's wiring. By then it was too ISte.

Executives of American Federation of Musicians, Local 47, are being
plagued again by the appointment of union firebrands to Central Labor
Council. Seems appoititees are from among the late and unlamented Union
Activities Committee, which all last year, raised hob with 47 brass and
which also went over loear heads to president James C. Petrillo on film
studio problems. .:

-
'^

Unthinkingly, union toppers named trouble.some members to CLC and
now have them back on their hands as a semi-organized group about which
httle can be done. Petrillo has ruled against intra-organi-zation cliques,
committees, etc., but official status of new CLC group lends immunity
that IS now bemg employed to harass board meetings and union heads
with suggestions, resolutions, etc; '

-

Tommy Dorsey's 96-foot yacht, the "Sentimentalist," is currently on its

Z^^,
^"'^""^ waterway to New York, major domoed by George

Mario. When it arrives the boat will be anchored off City Island, N. Y.
(Dorsey is a member of City Island Yacht Club.) Since Dorsey sv/apped
ms 40-ioot Consolidated cruiser and some $30,000 for the larger ex-Walter
P. Chrysler boat, it has been -in drydock in Florida. Originally, Dor.se.v
intended having if -go through the Panama Canal to Santa Monica. Cal

,

so he could live on it^through his current Casino Gardens, Ocean Park,
cai., date. Latter closes late in August and the leader wiU pome east, to
get a few weeks' use of the ship before starting on a theatre tour some
time in October. He flew a full crew from N. Y. to Florida, incidentally,
to.,bring the boat north. . :

Fact that Capitol Records did not renew vocalist Matt Dennis When
Baritones contract expired recently came as no real surpi;ise. Cap long
has labored to overcome conHiction in public mind over Clark and Matt

'

Dennis, both of whom have worked for the label for some time. Recorder
tound It difficult to pump put publicity that sharply differentiated be-
tween the two warblers, and there were frequent mixups in handling
orders from dealer.s. Cap mi"4e Up its mind after Clark scored solidly
with reprise of "Peg O' My Heart," first hit of sizable proportions either
singer made from the firm. •
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Hey, Ruba' Cries Cosmo Over Tnba'

Cf^yright Snafu as Decca Moves In

ORCHESTRAS-MrSIC »7

rosrao Kecords. which oflficiaUy-f

•«.«ed out of the picture a few

Sago via a bankruptcy filed by

. Hrt^ee named by the court to look

i!. thp firm's possibilities, is still

SiS a bit via its "Tubby the

alburn. This album was the

„ne item that Cosmo turned out

i^ iii
comparatively brief run that

!,'»<; of big league characterv based

nn the reaction to it. Kven the ma-

jors at various times have tried to

At^^any' rate, Decca Records has

made its own version of the album,

with Danny Kaye, and is said to

il holding up its release pending a

current court action by George

Kleiningeit, writer of the music, and

Paul Tripp, who penned the story,

tdr the recovery from Cosmo of the

copyright. Decca and the writers
'

assume that this suit will be success-

ful Cosmo doesn't think so.

kleininger and Tripp are using

the complaint that Cosmo did not

live up to the circulation terms of

the original contract between them

in an endeavor to regain control of

/ the work. This Cosmo again disputes
'

and undoubtedly will battle the

writers' suit to the finish since the

"Tubby" album is the most valuable

item in its catalog and can in some
measure help reimburse stockhold'

ers in the defunct venture.

There are other ,
ramifications. It

seems that Cosmo's former operators

put the "Tubby" album masters up

as collateral for a loan secured when
Cosmo needed coin in a hurry. They
also put up a later album, "Cluny

tlie Clown" in a similar deal.

Now, recording retailers are being

fipproached with copies of "Tubby"
•ior sale and people formerly con-

nected with Cosmo feel that they can

only be bootleg copies. How they

were made is a question both they

and the men currently .concerned

. with Cosmo's death throes are try-

Ing to find out.

Vatican Choir Due To
Open Tour inNX Aug. 2
With the arrival of the ' Vatican

Choir in New York, July"29, group
iftarts on a tour of some 99 U. S. Snd
Canadian cities, including Honolulu.
Choristers comprise some 54 voices

?nd are under the direction of Rt.

Rev. Msgr. Licinio Refice.

Sponsored by an inter-faith com-
,
mittee of Protestants, Jews and
Catholics, the tour will include two
Nfw York concerts. First is sched-

. tiled, at the Polo Grounds, Aug. 2,

While the other is slated for Ebbets
Field, Brooklyn, Aug 7. Part of the
entire tour's proceeds will be ear.-

marke'd for charity.

Billy Eckstine Wants No
Part of Big Band Hassles
Billy Eckstine, who gave up his

big band several months back after

a long hassle with payrolls and
other worries of the type confront-

ing all maestros today, isn't likely

to reorganize. He's going, to con^
tinue working as, a single, he says,

and won't even form a small combo
to work behind him, as he did in

Hollywood recently. Eckstine is

now at the Onyx Club, N. Y.

On M-G-M Records; Eckstine will

work with background combos sup-
plied and conducted by the firm's

musical directors. He made disks

in Hollywood . recently with Sonny
Burke and will do others in N. Y.

with a band conducted by arranger

Hugo Winterhalter.

James Oicks On

Latest 1-Nite Tour
Harry James' second one-nighter.

and summer location tour in the

;east has been very successful at the

b.o. Starting at the Click, Philadel-

phia nitery, fcfr three; days (July

3-S) where he's claimed to have
piled up a $27,000 gross in three

days, James did well on every one-
nighter with the exception of a date

at Ocean Beach, New London,,

Conn., which apparently wasn't his

fault.

He is claimed to have worked to

2,500 jpeople at Riverside Park,
Springfield, Mass.;. 2,600 at Old
Orchard Pier, Old Orchard, Me.; 2,-

400 at Bedford Grove, Manchester,
N.. H.; 2,550 at Mallett's Pavilion,

Burlington, Vt.; 12,000 at Forum,
Montreal; 7,5 00 at Auditorium,
Ottawa; 2,900 at $2 per at Sylvan
Beach; Syracuse; 2,300 at Armory^
Elmira; 2,485 at Mecca Temple,
Seranton. He's now at Convention
Hall, Asbury Park.
New London date, the first out of

the Click, was hurt by a series of
mishaps. Bus carrying the band
from Philadelphia broke down, a re-

placement picked the musici'ans up
and also broke down. Men were
transferred to a train and it also

had trouble. Band finally reached
the date at 11 p.m. James had gone
ahead, however, and he did what he
could to hold the crowd, staging

amateur contests, etc. When his out-

fit arrived, it worked until 4 a.m.

Salt Lake Offjoo
Salt Lake City, July 22.

'

Duke Ellington's orchestra wound
up an eightrday stand at Jerry
Jones' Randevu Saturday (19), with
business only fair. Spot operates
with $1.50 admission Monday
through Thursday, $1.70 on Friday,
and $2 Saturday, plus a 25c table

charge on Friday and Saturday.
Week finished . with attendance

definitely off the war time standard,

and owner Jerry Jones squawking
about guarantees staying at peak
levels while business settles into the
doldrums.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Covers Total

WpehH Vant Covera
Band llotrl rinj'ed Week On Date

Bammy Kaye..... A.stor Roof (850; $1 -$1.25) 5 3,250. 18,500

Guy Lombardo ..Waldorf (400; $2) 2 3,050 6,300

pltitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) 4 1,325 8,100
Vic Lombardo*. . New Yorker (400; $1-$1,50)..... . ... 9 1,150 12,025
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (30p; $1-$1.50), 38 875 33,850

•Ice Revue at New Yorker. >

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Boulevard RoOm, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Circus

*ays revue. Light 3,100.
Henry Busse (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min,).

Band bringing this up another 2,000 for total of 6.000 covers.
yjdo Musso (College Inn, Sherman; 900; .$2-$3.50 min ). Steady 4,300.

Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min ). 4,400.
Btli Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50 min.-cover $1). Slight

nop this week; 2,000 covers.

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900: $1-$1.50). Sturdy 2,500 labs.

. Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). ' Okay 2,000 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

, (Chicaga) , ,

.
Jilarty Gould (Chez Paree: 650: $3.50 min?5.. Danny Thomas going the

limit with 6,500. Fight mobs helped.
,uick Jurgens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Cool weather equalled con-

»lstent 17,000.
>

f. f

Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$l,15 adm.). . Just What place needed to
•lire slack summer trade. Hefty 18,500.

dm ^"""'^ CBlaclthawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Got share of out-ol-towners;

.^"ddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Rilz Brothers and Jane
Withers running close second in night club race. Top 6,000.

(liOs Angeles) '

Chi I-
and Jack Barrows (Aragon, B. Ocean Park, 7th wk).

7 dnn
*"''"et piled onto the stand over weekend and helped to good

lAvO admishes.

Disk Execs, Band

Biz See Brighter

Boxoifice Hue
Band business and recording ex-

ecutives took a, much more optimis-
tic attitude the beginning of this

week toward the sales and b.o.

doldrums in which both fields have
been mired. Perk of bandsmen is

due to a definitely brighter showing
made last week in the east and mid-
west oji the average one-nightej- and
in major location dates and, the im-
proved enthusiasm displayed by
buyers and owners of these spots.

In so far as the disk business is

concerned, the. item that has . them a
bit more, cheerful, it's claimed, is a
noticeable resumption of . actiyity in,

the reordering of material already
marketed. For some time now the
initial orders placed by distributors

for new releases have been dwin-
dling steadily, indicating a willing-

ness by distribs to wait , until songs
proved themselves and a demand
was created.

sn^i?'?"^
Dorsey (Ca.sino Gardens, B, Ocean Park.

R^^'li'
"^"^ ^^5'"' cu.stomers still splendid,

linn i!
^^'aUadium, B, Hollywood*. 6th wk). Windup, frame fair

ouyerg, Franbie Curie opened last nite tTue&day).

8th wk). Pace eased

MPPA Puts Lamplighter

Label Into Bankruptcy;

Also After Jewel Outfit
Music Publishers Protective Assn

has tossed another independent disk
company into bankruptcy and is

sighting on another.. Firm for which
a bankruptcy petition was asked
is the Lamplighter label, a Los
Angeles outfit, and similar wheels
have been piit in motion against the
owners of the 'Jewel label.

Sum owed music publishers b'y the
Lamplighter outfit amounts to less

than $600, but Harry Fox, MPPA's
general manager, took the inove due
to his Inability to secure anything
on account. What Jewel owes pub-
lishers is uncertain due to the com-
pany's failure to file statements.

Several: others have been warned
by Fox to get up the coin owed
publishers in royalties or follow
Lamplighter and the others into in-

voluntary bankruptcy. These are,

the Asch Recording Co. • of New
York; Vogue label, Detroit, which
owes some $9,000 and Signature
Records, also N. Y., which has been
given until Augi 15 to pay up some
$14,000 in arrearages.

Prior to the moves above, the
MPPA's Fox had put the Pan-
American label, a Hollywood out-

fit, into bankruptcy for falling to

pay royalties and had figured in the

ARA and Cosino bankruptcies.

Joe Merman, former pianist with
Al Ravelin's orchestra, heading his

own rhumba unit at The Broolc,

Summit, N. J. operated by Joe Zieg-

ler, formed vaudevillian &nd Gus
Steck formerly musical director of

WAAT, Newark.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, July 19)'

Peg O' My Heart Robbins
Chi-Baba Oxford"
1 Wonder, t Wonder. . . .Robbins
Across Alley Alamo. . . . .Capitol

That's My Desire ..Mills

Anyone Who Knows. . .Wilmark
Who's Kissing Her. . , . . .Marks
Sweet 16 Shapiro-B-

Anni Song; -..Mood

Linda Mayfair

Second 10
Ivy Burke-VH
AdoVip Hacienda Peer
Midnight Masquerade . Shapiro-B

"Sunday Kind Love. .. . .Maurice
Mam'selle ........... Feist

Red Silk Stockings. ... . .MorHs
It's Same Old Dream Sinatra

I Believe .Sinatra

Had Life Live Over. ,. .General

Je Vous Aime.!..^.>.. ; Crawford

ASCAP Decides to Proceed With

Plans to Boost Theatre Revenue

Masters Follows T. D.

At Casino Gardens, Cal.
Hollywood,' July 22.

,

Tommy Dorsey will wind up his

current successful stand at his own
Casino Gardens , ballroom. Ocean
Park, Aug. 29, and Frankie Masters'
crew will take over the stand. Dor-
sey, upon closing, flips to New York
for a week on his radio transcrip-

tion deal, then bounces back here
by Septi 13, picks up his band and
starts working on a cross-country
trek.

Tour will chiefly be one-niterSi al-

though: several short locations will
be sifted in, such as a stand Sept;
22-27 at the annual corn festival at

Mitchell, S; D. Band then goes into
theatres. •

BBC Payola Probe

Takes New Turn
London, July 22.

Situation involving the recent
halting of payolas in the music in-
dustry on this side of the water took
a new twist yesterday (Monday) ^ In
a secret meeting the IViisic Pub-
lishers Assn. decided to stop buying
for special arrangements for broad-
casting by bands unless the arrange-
ments are made by men connected
with the bands themselves.

This resolution was drawn up and
submitted to Valentine Holmes,
King's Counsel, who has been ; head-
ing, the investigation into the payola
evil here and it's based on the
squawk by local bandleaders that
they cannot afford necessary special
arrangements. This, of course, is

looked upon as a clear impression
of what the payola system meant to
British maestros.- Tooj the musicians'
union here is looking for increased
fees to bandleaders as the result of
the cutting off of publisher coin for
the perforanee of songs.

American Society of Gomposern
Authors and Publishers definitely

has decided to proceed with its in-

tention of seeliing more 'levenu*

'

from motion picture theatres -for
the performance of music in pic»

;

tures. Go ahead signal was given
to ASCAP executives at a special
board meeting in New York Monday
121) althougli no definite rate pat- ,

tern ha.s asyet been .worked out.v
Board is said to have listened to

report by Herman. Greenberg, one of
ASCAP's four operating heads, who
recently made a swing around some

,

of the Society's branch offices for
the purpose of cheeking into the the-;

aire situation, Greenberg is due for
another trip to branches not covered
on the first swing, for the. same purr
pose.

Meanwhile, more than 200 inde-
pendent New York metropolitan the-
tres through their attorneys, Weis-
maHj Geller, "Quinn, Allan & Spett,
have requested ASCAP to furnish
the nature and extent of propo.sed
additional music changes to film
exhibs as well as the^ate when it

is intended to make such fees ef-
fective. Legal test of the propriety
of any, additional charge would then,
be made upon receipt of the inform
mation.
The N. Y. indies originally filed

suit again.st ASCAP .some four years
ago charging it with violations of the
Sherman and Clayton Acts. Pro-
ceedings were dormant during the
war but were revived last April.
ASCAP has mulled a boost in ex-
hibitors* music fees for years and
with the recent return of most of
its execs from a London' meeting of
the International Confederation ot
Authors and Composers, it's ex-
pected that renewed huddles will b»
held to hike the present seat scales.

San A. .Gets AFM Coin
San Antonio, July 22.

Scries of free concerts will b»
held at the Sunken Garden, Brack-
enridge Park her^ by San Antonio
Local 23, American i^j^deration of
Musicians. ' \
Band of SO musicians; will be di-

rected by Jean Sarli,

Songs Witli Largest Radio Audiences
The top 33 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Col)'

erage Index Survey o1 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Network$,
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director,'

Survey Week of July 11-17, 1947.

A Sunday Kind of Love. . . , ./.Maurics
Across the Alley From the Alamo. Capitol
Almost Like Being In Love—*"Brigado6n"; . ..^.SamFox
As Long As I'm Dreaming—f'Welcome Stranger" Burke-VH
Ask Anyone Who Knows..,.. ....Witmarlc
Cecilia :..ABC
Chi-Bab« Oxford
Echo Said "No".... ....Lombardo
Feudin' and Fightin'—f'Sons O' Guns" Chappell
I Belieye—fit Happened in Brooklyn". .............. v.^ .Sinatra
I Wish I Didn't Love You So—f'Perils of Pauline" .. .V. ....Paramount
I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder., ............. ...... ....Robbins
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now—t"I Wonder Nbw". ..< .E. B. Marki
If I Had My Life To Live Over ...'.General
I'm So Right Tonight, i.. .... i....... .. ...Leeds
Ivy-t"Ivy" Burke-VH
Je Vous Aime—f'Copacabana" Crawford
•-inda .' ......Morris
Love and the Weather .Berlin
IMam'selle

. ..i ......... .. ; , .. . .Feist
Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky. ............... .Mutual
My Adobe Hacienda .... ....Southern
My Heart Is a Hobo— [-"Welcome Stranger". . . , .... . . . .Burke-VH
My Young and Foolish Heart. . . . Morris
Passing By Chappell
Peg O' My Heart , Robbins
Ked Silk Stockings and Green Perfume , ....Morris
Stella By Starlight Beverly
Tallahassee—t'Variety Girl" Famous ,

That's My Desire ' Mills
There's That Lonely Feeling Again Mellen
Turntable Song ; Miller
Would You Believe Me—f'Love and Learn" , Aemick

The remaining 17 sonss of the week, from the copyrighted A<H
(Peatman). ,

, :

Alexander's Ragtime Band. i i, .,._,Berljn
An Apple Blossom Wedding. i. ....,„;,., ...' .Shapiro-B
As Years Go By.... i .. iMiller
Come To the Mardi Gia.s—+"Carnival In Costa Rica" Southern
Deep Down In Your Heart. ...... .... t... ,, .Triangle
Don't Tell Me—f'HuckSters" i

'. 'Robbing
Every So Often Warren
Heartaches . . i . . . ,v.. Leeds
I Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You. . ,.. ;Santly-Joy
I Had a Wonderful Time In Columbus. ..... . . ......... ^ ...Hudson
If This Isn't Love—'*"Flnian's Rainbow" '...".Crawford
It's a\ Good Day .... .Vi i ...... .Capitol
Midnight Ma.squerade .... Shapiro-B
Old Devil Moon—""Finian's Rainbow". . .......... i. i ... .Crawford
Old Ferris Wheel .,; ....'.Goldmin*
Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn".. . ...Sinatra
Whiflenpool Song .4. . .'.^.t ...i,. . .. ... .Miller

tFilmustcaL * Legit Musical.
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On The Upbeat

Hollywood
Dave Cavanaugh, who arranged

anti: sat in with numerous bands, last

With Bobby Sherwood, has formed
own crew. Frankie Carle, cur-

rent at Palladium, being lensed in si

two-reeler at RKO. . . Slam Stewart
snapped a bone in ankle last: week'
and is out of his combo at Toddle'
House for at least three stanzas .

.'

Jack MeVea's five-piecer"inked for

.
four fratnes at, Billy Berg's opening
July 30... Phil Carreon into Avo-
don next weekend. . .Kay Starr set

for eight weeks at Morocco, teeing

Aug. 13. . .Chuy Heyes' crew today
(Wednesday) starts indef stay at

Club Brazil, Catalina . . Emma Lou
Welch reorganizing trlo...T. Tex
Tyler oatune troupe off on South-
west gig jaunt- . .Barbara Nelson, ex-
sax with Boyd Baeburn, rehearsing
le^piece crew of men which she'll

front. . .Marilyn Grady now chirping
with Garwood Van aggregation at

Flamingo, Las Vegas. . .King Cole
Trio returns to Bocage for three
weeks, Aug. 6 , .Ansell Hill inked
into L. A.'s Million Dollar theatre
week of Aug. 1*. . .Hal Derwin, now
fronting for dances the tZ-piece

Mu<Uc BoA*t To Jlioe

crew he has /been using on Capitol

Records; set Aug, 1-2 at Pasadena
eivic. .Red Norvo, at the Bocage,
has a six-piece combo consisting of

the rhyihm section from Woody
Herman's disbanded her J — piariist

Fred Otis, drummer Don Lamond,^.
tenor Jack Simms, trumpeter Ray'
Lynn, bassist Joe Mondragon.,.
Spade Cooley set for Reno's (Nev.)-

annual jamboree, Aug. 14-16.

New York
Frank (Pee-Wee Monte) drew a

free room last week from a Scran-
ton, Pa.,, hotel in return fpr putting

tip Harry James' band there, finally

convincing bandsmen Who know

,

'about it that the war is over
Consolidated Edison of N. Y., which
underwrites park department dates

by name bands, promoting the hops*

which are free to dancers, via radio

spots. .'. .Charlie . Ventura . band's
opening at Sherman hotel, Chicago,
Friday -(25) was set by Harry Moss
and Don Palmer with hotel's Marty
Bloom, not by MoConkey Agency.

.

Benny Goodman in New York on
visit from Qoa'sf. . . .Atnett Cobb, ex-.

Lionel Hampton sxs, creating quite
a stir with small combo Teri
Josefovits elected to membership in
American' -Society 'of Composers,
Authors; Publishers. . , Capitol Songs"
pulled unique promotion stunt on
Johnny Mercer-Eddie Miller new
song, "Lazy Mood^". shipping out
facsimiles of title, page whicii actu-
ally has a recording' of tune tn-

sci:ibed i in center . . , .Count Basie
band holds over at Paradise, At-
lantic City> through Labor Day, .

Pittsburgh
Jack Fina band into Bill Green's

for two weeks . , Denny Breckner at

Vogue Terrace . . Jim Jam Trio
opened limited run at. Oasis, suc»
ceeding Lucienaires. . .Bob Rhodes
band,' formerly staff crew at WCAE,
at Lake ^Ddavan, Wis., for remain-
der of summer,

Chicago

BOURNE, Inc
793 SEVENTH AVE.. ^fEW YORK 19. N, Y.
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HARRy ilNJC, G»n. Prof.Mgr.

GEORGE DAtlN,Prof.Wgr.
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Dave Garroway presented his

thirdoazz .concert at Terrace Casino
with Charlie Ventura, June Christy,

-Anita O'Day and Doc Evans . . .Ijouis

Jordan , awarded the Robert VaJjn
memorial plaque at Regal theatre

by Pittsburgh Courier ... Bobby
Meeker begins four-weeks at the

Muehlebach Hotel, /Kansas City, Aug.
13. . .Charley Fiske opens indefinite

run at" the Pla-Mor Ballroom, K. C,
July 29,.. After Will Back finishes

his stay at Plantation, Nashville,

Aug. 3, he" goes into Melody Mill Ball-

room: 'for three weeks. . . Jan .Garber
plays one week at Redwood, Minn.,

celebrati&n July 31; then one-nights
through middlewest for' .rnohth. ..

Henry ' King back to the Aragon
Aug: 1 after' a year's absence . .Blue
Barron in' this' territory iriiddle of

August' f6r"dne-nighfers. ,. Sherman
Hayes » into Plantation, Nashville,

Aug. 4 to 17 and then does string

of one-nighters here for two weeks
. ..Freddie Shaffer's all-girl orches-
tra set for Forest Park Highlands,
St. ' Louis, Aug, 3 to 16... ;W. C.

Handy wiir appear at the 8th Musi-
cal Festival in Comiskey Park and
also' on "Democracy, U." S. A.".

Chappeir» in London
Closes Three Subsids

lUondon, July 22.

Drastic slump in sheet music has
caused Louis Dreyfus, head of Chap-
pell's and other music companies, to

shutter three subsidiaries, New World,
Sterling and Victoria, Latter is re-

openirig this fall.

Dreyfus hopes to absorb, the; staffs'

of those closed.

Vet in Limceford

Band To Take Over
, Jiramie . Lunceford's ; orchestra

probably will be 'taken over by one
of Ave musicians who have, played
with that band for the pas-t 12 years
.or more, instead of the original
thought of placing a name at the
helm. Musicians, who continued a
one-nighter tour on the. West Coast
following - Lunceford's deathj are
being led by (tenor sax Joe Thomas,-
with Lunceford for 14 years and
when these dates are completed the
band will return to New York where
voting among the men will select the
new leader. Thereafter the combo
will be known as "Jimmie Lunce-
ford's Orchestra, Conducted By—"
Although the idea of perpetuating

the band of a deceased leader had
been attempted several times be-
foi'e the war, not one had ever been
successful. This is due mainly to
the fact that, despite the musical
reputation a band may have estab-
lished, the leader's presence has al-

ways been a vital personal touch.
And without him the band usually
cannot sustain selling price,' hence
cannot sustain -the operating costs

that might have originally made it

successful. Glenn Miller's band, now
under Tex Beneke, however, Is look-
ed upon In Lunceford's case as a fa-
vorable precedent.

""

Incidentally, an autopsy performed
last week is said to have determined
Luncefftrd's death due to a heart
attack. Services were held in N.Y.
last Saturday '(19) and the body
shipped to Memphis for burial.

WANTED
SoTncoiip wUli tnimlcnV - truinlufc ' nr
hiifltKroiiTiil to <-»l]»boruie in iicrfe^'t"

C. GROTH, 3115 Sedgwick Av«.
Bronx. New York. N. Y.

Our No..ONE Song

'THEBAOHELOR

AND THE

BOBBY-SnXER'

All Material Available

PflULl-PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
-1657 Broadway New York 19. N- Y.

Coast Disk Presser

Forms CoH)p Plant

And Distrib Setup
Hollywood, July 22.

First cooperative company to

make and market records for small
labels Itas been formed here by
Johnny Clein, who long has operated
a 20-press plant and biscuit mill in

Long Beach. Clein has tagged his

.outfit United Artist Records, and
says, his, setup frankly Is patterned
after United Artists' film setup.

Already brought under the Clein
banner are Urban, Rhapsody, 'Minor,
Hit and Hucksters— firms— indies
which sprang up here and found dif-

ficulty gettmg national distribution.
All will be sold under UA label,

with individual- identifications sub-
billed, and each participating label
will draw a percentage of profits on
sales. ,

.:.;.•.;,'; '^^

Clein started the cooperative be-
cause biz at his plants has been poor
of late, due to fact he pre'ssed- for
number of indies and the odd-labels
haven't been moving very strongly.
Some hayts been limping because
cr e d i tor s were pressuring, and
others, like Urban, became fouled up
with musicians' union. Clein is at-

tempting to take them all off the
hook.
B e f o r e; Clein envisions his idea

clicking appreciably he hopes to

have_. lined up at least 20 labels,

which lie claims will assure liim o£

strong national distribution because
he willJiave a wide and steady flow
of releases.

Music Notes
Lou Levy on Coast for a stretch. .. .Karen Morley inked by Enterprise

Records to wax a satirical album, "Just Between Us," which will slant
ribbing takeoffs on film personalities Artie 'Wayne signed by Majestic
Records.... Dick Stabile and Benny Carter signed to arrange for the
orche.^tra Miguelito Valdes is forming on the Coast. .-. .Mildred Cavanaugh
lone femme songplugger working Hollywood, last week quit post at
Criterion Music Carl Haverlin, BMI prexy, and his professional man-
ager, Julie Stern, visiting Hollywood Dick Haymes, flanked by Gordon'
Jenkins' orch, sliced four sides for Decca. .. .Cass County Boys, oatuners
habitually working with Gene Autry, signed by Variety Records. . . .Milton
Racfcmill, Decca exec v.p., in Hollywood hobnobbing with Morty Palitz.
Ink- Spots and Danny Kaye cutting for Decca this week Spike Jojiej
gouged four sides for RCA-Victor this week. . . .Bill Savitt, 'Wilmark plugypr
on the Hollywood scene, recuperating from operation at Cedars of Leb-
anon Frances 'Wayne cut four sides for Exclusive over weekend
Frederick Hollander loaned by RKO to which he is under pact, to 20thl
Fox to collab with Leo Robin oh ' tunes for Ernst Lubitsch's "Ladies in

,

Ermine". .. .Robert Emmott Dol^n has secured leave of eight weeks from
Paramount studio, to clef tunes, with Johnny Mercer lyricizing, on legit
musical, which will have a book by John.'Whedon and Sam Moore. Project
as yet is untitled Barry Sullivan signed by Mercury Records' to etch
album of Christmas stories.

Shep Fields Plans To

Continue New Combination

Beyond Glen Island Date
Shep Fields will continue his re-

organized "Rippling Rhythm" or-

chestra beyond the Glen Island-

Casino season. He opens the new
band there, Aug. 14 to fill the final"

part of" the spot's season and, since

Glen Island isn't likely to continue

its full-week policy of operation

through the winter, as originally in-

tended, the new combo will hit the

road after the New Rochelle, N. Y.,

date.

Fields had been with Music Corp.

of' America, but his contract expired

last winter and' he's not now with
any agency. He'll probably sign with
one before going .out on the road.

MCA and Fields, incidentally, have
not been getting along and he's not

likely to be with that agency, Due
to, circumstances, involving getting

his release, a. feeling developed
which hasn't been improved by the

fact that he hasn't been able to buy
one MCA»controlled band name for

Glen Isltad this, summer.

New band, currently in rehearsal

in N.Y., is composed of four fiddles,

five sax, . three trumpets, accordion,

piano, bass, drums. It's different

from the original "RR'' crew.

Brenner's 'Mystery Disk'

Promotion Buildup
Paul Brenner, rider of a request

disk show on WAAT, Newark, N. J.,

has begun, an unusual promotion. idea

with the aid of :RCA-Victor, Colum-

bia. Majestic, Mercury, Signature
and Sonora record companies. He's
running "mystery disk" contest six

nights a week, each using a current
disk of the different companies and
awarding 100 free records nightly to

winners. .

Idea is worked by the playing of

the "unknown" dislc nightly and the

first 100 correct audience answers
draw a letter redeeraaiile .for one
disk of any selection at any retail

dealer, the label governed, by. what-
ever one was played the night -the

prize was won. These letters are in

turn relayed to distributors for each
company, who reimburse the dealer
with a new disk.

Cugat's Mex Plans
Xavier Cugat goes to Mexico for a

vacation sometime-during the com-
ing fall and while there he may
make recordings for Columbia Rec-
ords. Plans are not too clear on the
arrangement, apparently, but it's

supposed to call for Cugat to gather
and direct a crew of local tooters
for the dates.

LOUIS BERNSTEIN '

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR ritOGRAM

ON THE
SUNNY SIDE

OF THE STREET
Music by . . .

JIMMY UMVOn
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

^ » -t » * t ii-i>»tt'»

l^tiat are

j^eto gear's; \

€be?

BANDLEADERS
The recent Supreme Court decision on th« Form B Contract rsquirei

that lh« Leader pay the Social Security Taxas and b* retponiiblt for

rha withholding taxes.

BOB DIAMENT'S OFFICE (lormerly Cu«at) If Mpwially atiMippcd to

handle your payroll problems from New Y'ork or Hollywaoil.

ROBERT DIAMENT
1819 Broadway New York

CIrelo «'7iS2

MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

IF irS TRUE

WHEN YOUR OLD
WEDDING RING
WAS NEW

MOONLIGHT
Ted Weoms (Otccd Racord 25105}

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619 Broflidway New York 19

Sinatra Signs New 5-Yr.

Pact With Col Records
Hollywood, July 22.

Frank Sinatra renewed with Co-
lumbia Records last week, signing
an agreement extending his current
pact another five years. Agreement
now in force has another 17 months
to go. .

Several weeks back it was re-
ported that Sinatra ' had renewed

I

with Columbia . and Manie Sacks.
(Columbia artists' and repertoire
head, denied it in N. Y. It now cornes

I
out that the contract had at that4.

time been signed by one of the
parties and n6t the other; Deal be-
came official Friday (18).

Col. Settles With Engineers
New 18-month pact recently ne-

gotiated by Local 1212, Radio & Tel-
evision. Broadcast Engineers Union,
with Columbia Recording Corp., sets

up salaries on an escalator basis.

Wages start at $67:50 weeltly to a
peak of $127.,50 after three years
service.

, i

Supervisors' pay is a flat $153^ '

while an additional 10 percent goes.)

to rnen who work bet\veei> .6 p.m. :

and 7 a.m. Broader vacation .bene-

j

fits have been secured engineers who I

have five years or more with the
]

company. •>
.\

THANKS

JOEY BISHOP

EDDIE andGEORGE
TA/IORS TO THE STARS

Smart ntitire for -Ants niid Bands

When in f/ia las\ Call or Wire

lor Representativo with Samples

30S S.'BrniKl St.. I'itiln.

Plionc; ri-.nii> |>ii<-lc('i'

Herman Ruby, songwriter, under-
goes brain operation • at Hollywood
hospital next Monday, (29). .

ANOTHER
BENJAMIN AND WEISS'

HIT:

I GAN'T GET UP
THE NERVE TO

KI$S YOU
SANTtY-JOY. INC.

1619 Broadway. New York
rOMSir TAT.ANno. (t«n, 'Pra. Ugt.

FLYING DISCS
Discs are flying all over the country
—^and if yours aren't being spun

often »nough by the disc jockeys

—

you'd beiter iwHch to RECORD
PROMOTION ASSOCIATES and

make certain your record* get

playedj Inquiries invited.

Record Promotion AsspcSates

57 William St.. New York 5, N. Y.

Chicago Hollywaad , .
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The 20th Century-Fox Technicolor musical

MOTHER WORE TrGHTS
Sfarrmg BETTY GRABLE

^^^^^^^^^^

KOKOMO. INDIANA
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A SONG

THIS IS MY FAVORITE CITY

FARE-THEE-WELL, DEAR ALMA MATER

(Rolling Down Bowling Green

ON A LITTLE TWO-SEAT TANDEM

Lyrics and Music by MACK GORDON and JOSEF MYROW

^^^^^

^^^^^

ords-i
TWO TON" BAKER (Mercury) • RAY BLOCK (Signature) • CARMEN CAVALLARO fDecco;

BING CROSBY fDecco) • VIC DAMONE (Mercury) • LARRY DOUGLAS (Signature)

^^^^^^^^

HELEN FORREST (M G M) • FOUR CHICKS AND A CHUCK (M G-M) » GEORGIA GIBBS (Ma^esiul

VICTOR LOMBARDO f/^aiesticj • VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

DINAH SHORE (Columbia) • MEL TORME (Mus croff) . MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)
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Warner Houses Sans Vaude First

Time in Years, But Not Pmnanently
Double feature run at the Strand;

theatre; N^ Y., starting Aug. 8, will

mark the first time in many years
-that the . Warner . circuit will be
without vaude. Strahd is dropping
vaude for two weeks of reissues,

"Marked Woman" and "Dust Be My
Destiny." This is second time' with-
in: three months that double features

have 1 nudged stageshows out of

house. . Strand previously had pair
of revivalsr ''sea Hawk" and "The
Sea Woli." May 23.

However, bookers stress excur-
sion into straight pictures will not
be permanent. House will pick up
stage fare immediately afterward,
altnough bill hasn't been set yet.

House has commitments for

Prankie Carle, Vaughn Monroe,
. L'onel Hampton and Bob Crosby
orchs. No dates have been set for

them.
During previous vaude exit War-

rers retained vaude at Earle, Phila-
delphia. But since then, that house
has dropped stageshows, perhaps
permanently.

A few years ago, Warners was a
large user of vaude, having shows
at Strand, Earle theatres in Phila-
delphia and Washington; Stanley,

Pittsburgh, and spot shows in other
towns. Today only the Strand re-

mains, although Colonial, Utica, has
occasional stageshow.

Tliere is talk that they'll reopen
Stanley, Pittsburgh, with vaudfilm
policy, also Warner theatre, Okla-
homa City.

SALKIN VICE SILVER

IN CHI MORRIS AGCY.
Nat Kalcheim, treasurer, and Nat

Lefkowitz, head of band and act
dspt. of William Morris Agency, re-
tui-ned from Chicago last week after

' installing Leo Salkin as head of that
olTice. He suceeds MorriS : Silver.

Salkin will be assisted by Irvjng
Greene, formerly of N. Y. Morris
cafe dept. Pat Lombard continues to

head band sector and Billy McDon-
ald the one-nighters. Sidney Epstein
will head contract section.

Liquor.Sales' 30% Drop
Washington, July 22.

Big drop in liquor consump-
tion year comes largely from the

decline- in night club biz, accord-

ing to a spokesmen for the Dis-

tilled Spirits Institute.

During first four months of

the year, it was 30% under the

"same peri(>d of 1946, and the

drop has continued ever since

then. Actually consumption is

slightly higher than in the pre-

war years, but is skidding stead-

ily from the high figures of the

war years.

The biggest drop, ; percentage-

wise has been In the niteries, it

. was explained.

NVA Hiking Dues 50^

To Bolster Welfare Fund
National Variety Artists will tilt

membership dues from current $6 a

year to $9; effective September 1.

Action for rise was taken at recent
meeting of board of governors of or-

ganization to meet increased operate

ing expenses and to augment wel-.

tare fund of organization.

Although the Will Rogers fund
provides burial and sanitarium care
for needy of the profession via the
NifA, latter is called upon for

temporary assistance, and other

medical care, according to Lou Han-
din, exec secretary.

Rise, amounting to a ^% hike, is

comparable to that of the Jewish and
Catholic Actors guilds.

Loppy Bryant Injured

When Prop Gun Backfires
Pittsburgh, July 22.

Lobby Bryant, brother of Slim
Bryant, whose Wildcats are aired

over KDKA, suffered injuries which
sent him to the hospital when blank
cartridge backfired during act while
playing stage date at West View
Park. Bit, which act has used for

a concluding laugh for years, went
haywire for first time, the cartridge

just missing, according to doctors,

muscles which would have para-
lyzed him.

,

Accident happened at first of two
shows Wildcats had scheduled, at

amusement center and they did the

second, with only four instead of
customary five» Bryant will rejoin

act next week. '

'

Larry Adler Follows Boyer
At N.Y. Cafe Soc. Uptown
Larry Adler has been signed to

play Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.,

starting Nov. 24 upon completion of

Lucienne Boyer's stand. Spot is cur-

rently closed for the summer but
will reopen Sept. 8.

Elsa Lanchester, who starts Jan.

7, will follow Adler.

Nellie Lutcher, who records for

Capitol, .will open at Cafe Society
Downtown, N. Y., Sept, 16.

Andy Russell Settles

Sam Stiefel Suit By

Payment of $17,500
Andy Russel and Sam Stiefel, his

former manager, settled their differ-

ences on the Coast last week with
the payment by RusseU of $17>S00 to

Stiefel. This arrangement settled all

claims Stiefel might have had on the
singer and part of the deal involved
the dissolution of Russell, Inc.* and
Personalities, Ltd., the former built

around the singer himself and-'the
latter as a nianagement agency.

Stiefel had sued Russell for $343,-

000 for breach of contract. George
("Bullets") Durgom, now Russell's

manager, and who at one time had
been partnered with Stiefel in Per-
sonalities, Ltdi, had withdrawn from
that outfit before the actions;

THE

SISTERS
'

Currenily

RIVIERA
Fort Uei N.W Jer.*V

,

.Memagemenl

LOU VEtl

ItARRY A. ROMM
38 E. 57th St New York, N Y

New leer Set for N.Y. Cafe
Iceland Restaurant, N.Y., will

preem new summer ice revue
Thursday, July 31. Headlining are

the Four Learys in trick comedy
routine. .v

. Other? featured. In blader are:

Florence Budny fc Jo Ann Axtell,

Jane Petrie, June Payne, Johanna
Schultz, Ray Hoyt and Margie
Rooney. Choreography is by Paul
van: Gassner, music by Blimpy
Blank, costumes by Jac Lewis. Noel
Lee is producer. .

ADV. BLIMP TO BALLY

'ICE CAPADES' IN A.C.

Arena Managers Assn., organiza-

tion 'of arena operators, which pro-
duces "Ice Capades," has hired the
Douglas Leigh advertising dirigible

to publicize the Atlantic City en^
gagement of that icer. Step is in line

with AMA's newly announced pol-

icy of exploiting events under AMA
auspices within a radius of 100 miles
or more from spot where show is

playing. »

The Leigh dirigible, which lights

up letters on a ribbon 170 feet

in length, was previously used by
M-Cf-M films for its exploitation.

Metro {Said $19,000 monthly for the

airship. AMA is believed to be pay-
ing a similar'-amount.

British Shore Resorts

Slump Hits Show Bie;

London, July 15.

British seaside resorts, which used

to yield a real harvest for show pro-

ducers, often balancing their West
End summer losses, are having lean

pickings this year. Most prominent
of these spots, Blackpool, a gold-

mine for many years, is suHering
from its worst slump in 20 years.

Spots, such as the Opera House,
Tower Circus, Grand theatrei the
Palace, and pier shows, have
dropped down to 50% of their regu-
lar intakes or worse. ^

Hotels at Blackpool, -which were
booked annually for months ahead,
with the summer seasott always a

sellout, are half empty. Many hotels

complain they will suffer heavy
losses this year. Same applies to

Scottish resorts^ the Isle of Wight,
Isle of Man, and many other resorts.

Main reason for falling off are the
higli prices charged at hotels, with
towns packed with day-trippers,
who bring their own food in many
cases. •

Restaurants, however, are still do-
ing a big trade from these one-day
trippers.

Howard Remembers Stage

Charities in 20G Estate
Charles Howard, v6t comedian, who

died several weeks ago after a heart
attack while: visiting performer
friends at Shubert theatre, N. Y., left

an estate of over $20,000.

In a will drawn up two years ago
by Lou Handin, N. Y. attorney,
comedian bequeathed $500 each to

Actors' Fundi Jewish Theatrical
GUUd and N. Y. Elks.

Howard undoubtedly had not ap-
prised relatives about codicil. Han-
din had been out of town when he
died and when apprised of death
communicated with Howard's
widow, who receives bulk of estate
with their two sons. ,

Wheeler Again

Tops Miami Award
,^

Miami, July 22.

Miami n^spaper and radio station
amusement editors, balloting jn;

second aniilial awards for mythical
all-star vaude show from acts Which
played the Olympia theatre here in
past year, named Bert Wheeler as
best comic again.

Only repeater on the slate. Wheeler
topped Willie Howard in the voting
by one vote. Others selected were:
Jan Bart, best male singer, with
Jbhn Boles the runner up; DeCastro
Sisters, femme vocalists, with Gracie
Barrie and Yvette tied for the second
spot; Four Evans from the dance acts
and juggler Rudy- Carderias fronji the

.

novelty turns. ,
:: '

.
; ,

.,

Winners wiU be awarded silver

trophies and have names inscribed
on plaque backstage at the Olympia;

MIAM! ADOPl^ 5^

TAX ON TOURISTS
Miami, July 22.

The Miami City Commission, this

week, passed an ordinance levying

a 5% tax on hotel and apartments
for transients. Tax measure passed
Commission after second reading.

Bill was opposed by hotel and^
apartment owners, who contended
measure would create ill will

toward Miami and force visitors to

other Florida cities.

Garitien Miianda's Vnudeift

Carmen Miranda is being submitted
for vaude dates at the conclusion of

her stand at the Arrowhead Inn,

Saratoga,. Aug. 1.

William Morris agency is sub-
mitting her at $8,500.

No dates signed yet.

SEE THE SUPERB DANCING OF

MANOR andHON
AT

LOEWS STATE, New York
OPENING JULY 24

ny Thanks to SIDNEY PIERMONT and JACK EDWARDS
:- For Ifflfflediat* .Bookings Contact . /

NICK MANOR
348 West 47th Street, New York City

Circle 6-5958

Curry, Byril*"URoy
"BEDLAM IN THE MUROOM"

ON TOUR
OfarmHM MAtm A08EM CMMB-PATKB OiMMX GfSMOSK

SaranacLake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., July 22.

J. J. McFadden, Jr., Philadelphia
RKO staffer, took time out from
RKO convention in N. Y., to visit

Sam "RKO" Lefko who was just

handed a good clinic.

Kitty Bernard, who is progressing
rapidly after recently mastering a
minor operation, agog over sneak
visit from Pauline Russel. They last

met in» Detroit 32 years ago while
playing the Temple theatre.'*^

Frances Grupp planed in from
N. Y. to bedside "of her daughter,
Helen Grupp, who is mafitering the
routme with top honors. Will vacar
tion in the colony for balance of
summer. '

Inez Dolofse Liverpool cheered up
by surprise visit from George Baily
Geo Finlay, Johnny Concahnon and
Kim Chisholm, all from Boston.

Peter Schmith of the Madison
Square Garden staff in to see and
chat with Margie Regan who has
been in bed for a long time.

Peter Hagan giving his daughter.
Edna Hagan, the once-over and
elated over her progress. Joe Taft
.shot in from Rosedale, L. I., to see
his wife. Rose, who is flashing good
clinic reports.

Arthur Slattery, from N. Y., reg-
istered as a new arrival.

Lillian "Par" Bergson thrilled by
bedside visit of the Burt Kleins, ac-
companied by Gene Bergson and
Stanley Klein whp motored in from
N. Y.

Richard Menin, New Rochelle
band leader, rated a good clinic that
upped him for ail meals. Forest
"Slim" Glenn drew one hour of
added outdoor exercise.
Sam Schulman was given the all-

clear signal to go home this fall.

Charles LaGrassa, of N. Y.. in to
chat with Frank "RKO" Schedell.
Walter Hoban "& Kelly" handed his
first-up for one meal daily after
mastering three stages of thoraco-
plasty operation. »

SeniOkun, writer and author, got
his -first real okay, clinic giving him
one daily meal. A real comeback.

Betty Blessing excited oviir the
latest good clinic that her medico
handed her. She may resume work
sooH; A former Paramount staffer,
she recently acted as Dr. Edgar
Mayer's sec,

(Write to tbose who are UI.)

Puleo Vamping Minevitch

To Head His Own Unit
Johnny Puleo, lower case comic

with Borrah Minevitch's Harmonica
Rascals for years,, is pulling out of
the setup, claiming that the new
Taft - Hartley bill gives him an
out. He'll take six of the Rascals
along with him in an act of his own.
Puleo has already signed a con-

tract to open Aug 4 at the Mercur
Music Bar, Pittsburgh, for two
weeks with options.

Puleo has been with Minevitch
for dozen years or more. He's been
feuding for a breakaway for some
time, but had been dissuaded by
American Guild of Variety Artists.

Dobson With Goldstone
Ned Dobson resigned from 'the

Paul Small agency, K. Y., to join- the
Nat. Goldstone agency, Hollywood.
Dobson, prior to joining Small, was
with the William Morris Coast office.

However, Dobson will continue to
work on some matters with Small
inasmuch as Small represents Gold-
stone in the east.

Adler Pays $3,000,000

For Flamingo, Las Vegas
Sanford D. Adler, operator of El

Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, has pur-
chased the Flamingo hotel in same
town for a reported $3,000,000. Adler
is still to set the entertainment pol-

icy for his new acquisition but will

continue name shows at the El
Rancho.

Spike Jones is current at the
Rancho, and will be followed by
Sophie Tucker, Harvey Stone and
Frances Faye.

Flamingo was owned by Bugsy
Siegel, recently slain mobster.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Branches of Tbeatrlrals

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At $1.00 Kairb, or
Ko8. 1 Thru 1» for $10

NoA. 14 'i'hru 22 at ¥1.00 Kucli
or SET Ot' 22 I'lLES for ¥18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"ROOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
t VolH. at ¥20 per Vol., or

SiQ for 3 Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIEV^
Ovrr 10 SpecinJ-Written
Sock FiiTodicg ¥''>.00

"HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How to Be an Kmcee)
fS per Cajtr,, Incl. « 6as tU'a

• NO C.O;»/»
Be Sure to Send Permanent Addreiiis

PAULA SMITH
300 W. &-UU St. New York J», N. V.

MAXIME
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays. 3-S:1S P.M.. WNEW
Pcftonal MaRageintMt:

ELBERT TERRY
Directioa;

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

GRINGO DO TAMBOURINE
Sensational Brazilian Rhythms

Now Appearing at

LOEW'S STATE, New York

(Week July 17th)

WITH CIRO RIMAC BAND
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SduzophreDology
4»

At on« of th« topflight New England mountain-peak resorts where

iM tab runs from $26 to' $B0 per person per day, the exclusive dining

lalon is presided over by tl headwaiter who combines a keen sense

of handout hos:pitality with an astute touch of showmanship. As a
sideline to his more routine duties, this major dome operates ad'i

• lacent to his own living quarters a Screwball Rumpus Room where, for

a customary fee, the heavy sugar guests are initiated into mountain

night life complete with .champagne; song, zany signs, pratfall gadgets

and other devious devices. For next morning breakfast, the head
joker clowns about the dining room in cap and bells dispensing gags

ind aspirin to his swank private customers with hangovers.

From mid-September to mid-June this seemingly goofy character

doubtes as teacher of economics in a Greater Boston High School. •

Smalltime Acts m Pitt Area

Making Hay on Barbecue (Srcuit

Pittsburgh, July 22.

Smalltime vaud© and cafe acts,

bit bard by the recession along the

iooze Belt, are finding an unex-
pected bonanza this summer in

something new. Big picnics held by
Industrial firms and fraternal so-

cieties are going in for paid enter-,

tairimentl^aiid local boofcers are bus-

ier than they sometimes are during
Tegular season. : :

: There's hardly an outdoor affair in

these parts any more than doesn't

put in a call for anywhere from
three to seven acts, and turns that
generally seel? outside employment
during the warm months are prac-
ticing their trade and making a very
good living.

. One agent here spent five years
building up an out'^doorsy clientele

and now it's beginning to pay off.

Th6( deviled egg circuit is the big-

gest 'break, however, for the per-
formers. Especially those who. for-

merly, couldn't count on much be-
tween banquet seasons.

In Fall Show at Copa, N.Y.
Copacabana, N. Y., ushers In fall

season on Sept. 11 with Joe E.

Lewis, who is slated to foWow run
of Lena Home opening next Thurs-
day (31) . Mario and Floria have
been set to go in with Lewis.
Monte Proser, Copa's operator, in-

tends to round out the year with
Tony IVTartin, Peter Lind Hayes and
Rose Marie.

Yeggs Pass Up Show Folk
In Croyden, Chi, Stickup

' Chicago, July 22.

Forty customers, mostly show peo-

ple >-j;el8,3{jJig after performances,

hit the floor of the Croyden Hotel
cocktail lounge here last week when
two gunmen held up the bar at three
p. m.

Bandits escaped with $1,000 from
the cash register making no at-

tempt 'to rob the show folks. No one
was;hurt although one . bandit fired

and' missed couple running out the
side -door when hold up order was
given.

GINNY SIMMS SET ON

WALDORF ROOF, N. Y.
Ginny Simms plays her first New

York solo date when she opens at

I^wis Follows Lena Hornefc^^^^^'^l^,^;^^^^^
IV,Cola show starting Sunday, Aug,

on CBS.

Jack Fina and Mischa Borr or-
chestras are also part of the Waldorf
show.

Mpls. Anti-Gambling Law

Seen Stymying Fairs
Minneapolis, July 22.

Confusion over Gov. L. D. Young-
dahl's anti-'gambling edict has caused

Wallace Bros, show to cancel five

Minnesota county fairs, darkening

the fairs' midway with possible re-

sultant financial losses.

The governor is determined to stop
all games of chance in the state and
carnival .shows that already have
played here have been hard hit by
enforcement. Show operators are
wondering .what they can and cannot
bring into the state and don't want
to take any chances, it's explained
by . Allan Doran, secretary of the
Minnesota Federation of Courity
Fairs.

Boran says fair managers at the
five places will make every attempt
to nrocure some type of rides.

"If they do not,", says Doran,
"these fairs may take a huge loss be-
cause proceeds from the midway at-

tractions go a long way toward pay-
ing the costs of the fairs."

Mt. Hotel As^. CaiHtulates to AGVA

Terms, Averting Threatened Lockout
Threatened lockout of vaude acts,

in N. Y. mountain resort area in

repr.isal for American Guild of Va*
riety Artists having banned four

spots as unfair, didn't come off. In-

stead, . operators , tendered olive

branch to talent union and after

capitulating to latter's' demands for

proper housing and boarding of acts

booked into their spots, were given

the greenlight:by Dave. Fox, acting

national head of AGVA in absence
of Malt Shelvey, but not until they

WA'APPENS!
Amtriea's No. 1 Rumba Pertonallty

PUPI CAMPO
and his orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Per Dir. G.A.C.

Ross Fenton Farms Fades

Owing Frances Faye 4G
Ross Fenton Farms, West Endy

N.J., folded last week after short-
lived summer operation. Spot had a

bill topped by Frances Faye, .who
went out allegedly being owed $4,000.

BJiss Faye was set at $2,250 weekly.
However, it's likely that she'll re-

cover the money inasmuch as Farms
was operated by Rocky Camera, who
also has Greenwich Village Inn,

N. Y. American Guild of Variety
Artists, it's felt, will demand pay-
ment to songstress.

, Ross Fehton Farms for many years

Operated on the profits of the casino.

Since gaming is outlawed this sea-

son, spot apparently couldn't make
a go of it on a straight- policy,

GIRO RIMAC
AND HIS BAND

"The new vaudeville show at the Stale is excellenl, due
primarily to the knockout act of Ciro Rimac and His
Band. They have a smooth Brazilian style and some
swell Brazilian singers and dancers who knot the show
Wp." Best of these is Alzira Camargo, a Latin Betty
Rulton, who sings and gyrates with bang and humor."

Jack Thompson, N. Y. Mirror, July 20th, 1947.

NOW LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
(Week July 17)

Diret tion; HARRY ROMM, 38 E. 57th Street, New York

LA IVIINERVA
FLAMINQO DANCER

"Rimoc's eome up with a first-rate gypsy and flaminco
dancer in La Minerva, who looks and works like a younger
Carmen Amaya." —VARIETY, May 7th.

NOW AT

LOEWS STATE, New York
With CIRO RIMAC

A.C/s Garden Pier May

Be Returned to Private

Ownership in Tax Deal
Atlantic Gity, July 22.-

The, Garden Pier, once one of the
resort's . most popular amusement
spots, now owned by the city via tax
foreclosure -proceedings, may he re-

turned to private ownership this

week.
Mrs. Miriam Sylvia Richmond

Levin, of Bala, Pa., sought return of
the property, claiming that she
wasn't given due notice of the fore,-

closure suit and that thus had been
deprived of an opportunity to protect
her interests. She claimed that .she

was serving in the WAC during the
war and that the work was so con-
fidential that she wasn't permitted to

receive personal mail. It was during
this time the city served notice of
intent to foreclose.
Vice-chancellor Vincent S. Hane-

man is expected to sign a formal
order this week permitting Mrs.
Levin to regain title to the property
provided she pays

,

all taxes, interests

and the city's costs of foreclosure at

a. stipulated date. This will .total

more than $200,000, since $150,000 was
the total of delinquent , taxes when
the City gained possession of the
property on April 5, 1944. The vice-
chancellor has upheld: Mrs. Levin's
claim that she wasn't given due
notice of the foreclosure suit.

Mrs. Levin is prepared to bring
the pier up to date if she secures
possession again, it is reported. She
would reopen it next summer. The
pier has been a white elephant as far
as the city is Concerned. The, resort
had no funds to improve it and make
it a public park. It could not sell it

becau.se of deed restrictions.

Gal Aerialist Faints Atop

Pole, Rescued by Partner
Atlantic City, July 22.

[

Spectators viewing the' water cir-

cus on, Steel pier Friday night (18)

got an unexpected thrill when a girl

performer pollapsed 165 feet over

their heads and was rescued by male

partner. ;

Marian Foster, 2S, of Boston, and
Ludwig Berosini were hoisted to the
tops of poles despite heavy gale

wind. '

Suddenly the girl yelled to partner
who swung; from his pole and
worked way across 50 foot on sway-
ing wire to her.

She was lowered to the deck and
treated in her dressing room, where
she said that she had completely
blacked out and did not even re-

member how she had braced herself

against falling.

Shanghai, Miami, Folds

Owing Acts, Band Dough
Miami Beach, July 22,

New Shanghai Club folded Thurs
day (17), after one , week of opera
tion which saw a strong opening
fade until acts . were working to

sparse attendance thereafter.

Myron Cohen, dialectician, who
opened room as a favor to owner
Max Caldwell, worked for five days
and turned spot over to Eddie Shaef-
fer, comic, in New York with Harry
Adier, agent who repped Caldwell

Shaeft'er and supporting acts, the
Debonairs and the Martins, arrived
for Thursday night stint and were
told the room was closed and all

would be paid the following after

noon. After waiting several hours
they were told there'd be no. payoff.

La Martinique, N.Y., To
Reopen as Supper Club

liidicatiohs that La Martinique will

preem for the fall Season as a supper
club came this week with the sign-

ing of Ruby Hill for the> initial show.
Booking indicates that Payip ,

and
Jimmy Vernon, spot's bonifaces, : will

attempt intimate late hour entertain
ment policy, ,

Other acts are still to be set.

U. S. Acts for Panama
Hotel International;

,
Panama City,

is slated to open Friday (25) with a

show comprising the Richards-Adair
f'lnncers, Helen Parrish and Reggie

Spot is operated by Bill'Liebo^v
owner of the International hotels

in Havana and Miami Beach.

ILL. BILL WOULD BAN

CAMERA GALS IN CAFES
Chicago, July 22.

Night club camera girls are burned
over bill passed by Illinois state

legislature which outlaws their busi-
ness. Bill, which now awaits Gov-
ernor Dwight H, Green's signature,

was spearheaded by Senator Roland
Libonati of Chicago, who claimed
that "men in public life, legislators

and out'OfTtowners have been em-
barrassed by roving camera girls"
and that sometimes there were
shakedowns."
Gals have been burrows since

charges were made, calling accu-
sations and bill "silly" and move to

deprive tliem of earning a living.

Teeth to the bill are fines of $100
to $500 and jail term of 00 days, or
both, for cafe owners entering into

contracts with camera girls.

had signed contracts to that effect.

However, some of the spots not

involved in. fuss but who had
cancelled, shows because of the ban
on fellow members, were without
shows last weekend through inabil-

ity to set talent in after Fox had
made his decision late Friday night

Crux of controversy, accprdihgi to
.

i^ox, was the .
refusal of spoti in-:

y.ojved, (Lake Hous,ei- M,aple Lawn
and Alamac, Woodridge,: and Gold-
berg's, Loch Sheldrake) to abide by
AGVA's clause that acts employed
should get room and board on prem-
ises

,
or Gornparable tjuarters within

five mile radius of employment,-
plus safe transportation back and ,

forth for meals, rehearsals, eti;, All
others but four involved, booked by
Jack Segali who also runs a room-
ing house for his acts, had lived up ;

to contracts.

After the Mountain Hotel Men's
Assn. declared last week (14) that
they'd toss shows unless ban was

;

lifted, AGVA characterized action

as a lockout and was about to take
retaliatory s t ep s via Musicians*
union. That had: been Shelvey's in*

,

structlons to Fox from Chicago,
where former is confabbing on
forthcoming convention setup;

A committee of resort owners not
involved in the mixup, .spearheaded
by Paul Grossinger, of Grossinger's,
angled a conciliatory deal from FOK
that permitted spots to light with;
talent as usual. Truce was effected
only after four trouble spots signed
contracts providing for room and
board on their premises, union hav-
ing lifted the five-mile stipulation as
to them as a punitive measure.
Others will operate either way as
formerly.
One aftermath of the AGVA-

borscht hotel fracas is the filing of
a $5,000 damage and injunction suit
against the union by Jack Segal,
Hearing is slated for today (Wed-

nesday) in the N, Y. Supreme court.
However, there ' is the possibility

that action will be dropped becaus*
of Friday's settlement of the issue.

MCA Setting Sinatra

Dates for East in Fall

Frank Sinatra probably will come
east in the fall to work theatres and
it's probable he will ,again play the
Hotel Waldorf-As.tqna,
Music Corp, of America is nego-

tiating theatre deals for the singer
which may confine him to the Para-
mount, N. Y., and the Chicago in

Chi, They would be played during
October and November. "Waldorf
deal would be later.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Currently

EL RANCHO
' Im Vegas

Diraclien: M.C.A.

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.

139 E. 57th St.. N. Y. C. fL. 9-7470
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Night Qi^ Reviews

: Leon & Eddie's,
EtTdie Davis, Catl Conway, Marsha

Store, HoUowav Sisters (2), Shirley

tiayward, Frank Shepherd line {10)

,

Art Warner OrCh; ^.50 Min.

teddie Davis, operating spot solo

since recent business chism from I

liSon Enken, his partner of 18 years,

!

is maintaining format which has I

made this eafe a legend on 52d, street.
|

As always, the major draw is

g?tsthrbugh "Sonny Boy" which
'em off to heavy applause.

Dave ApoUon is well received with
two lookers accompanying, talented.

ItSveme Guslafson on piano and Lois
Bannerman on harp. ApoUon's pro-
gram included "Beguine," "Summer^
time," "Man I Love," "Hungarian
Rhapsody" .and a Boogie Woogie
encore.- .

Think -A- Drink- Hoffman goes
through bartender's manual produ-
cing everything from scotch to a

pavls' songs 'and minehosUng Those
|

Sie^^lways^S"rSu?n !

ter and preUy gal assistant, sell for

because Of the intimate touch
i ^''"'^/^^norben dancers open with

proceedings.

It still holds true that, due to the

high laugh value in Davis' 30-mmute
stint, the spot can afiord to utilize

rest of the floor show to spawn new
talent. Batch Of neviffiomers this trip,

looks lilte they'H be set on the cafe

circuit. Of the layout, Marsha Stone's

singing shows up in the most polished

professional manner. She show^
savvy in selection of numbers and

has 'a good feeling for interpretation.

Bill is emceed by Carl Conway
(New Acts), with dance interludes

coming from Shirley Hayward and
Holloway Sisters (both" New Acts).

Tahja, a holdover here, does her
exotic teroing in a manner thats

okay for the visiting firemen trade.

The Frank Shepherd line (tO) shows
up nicely in a pair of production

numbers. Art Waner's «roh, as usual,

does competent backing. Jose.

FIWHdngOi, Las Vegas
Los Vegos, Jttlu 20.

Joey A^ams, Mark Plant, Tony
Ganzoneri, Dove ApoHon loitfi La-
Veme Gvstafson Sc. Ldis Bannerman,
Thinfc-A-DrinJc Hoffman, Dorothy
Dorben Dancers (7) , Garwood Van's

Orch. (13); no cover or minimum.

The moment Santord Adler and
associates acquired the Flammgo
they switched Joey Adams, Tony
Canzoneri and Mark Plant into top,

spot from the Rancho Vegas another

Adler operated hostelry where the

trio were in third week.
Adams starts off show by inter-

viewing a couple of youngsters, ad
libbing gags that garner plenty

laughs. Emceeing, he works; in and
out of every' act. Canzoneri ntiakes a
good foil.

Plant scores with Ms renditions of

"It's A Great Big Wonderful World,"
niedley of Irving Berlin tunes,

"September Song," *'Old Man River,"

and encores with Adams clowning

Merry Widow number and return
for colorful oriental dance. IJatalie

Schilling is featured. ;

Garwood Van's orch plays a meat
show. .

• Bfig.

Village Barn, Y.
Ann Dennis, Cordoy & Trtano.

Capt. Stub bi/ & Buccaneers (5), Lew
Cecii, Pappj/ Below; no cover or.

minimum.

Martin Kent. Working in the swoon-
style he purveys "That's For Me,"
"111 Be Passing.By," and "Prisoner
Of Love." Encores with ""'Peg O'
My Heart."

Acro-adagio terpers Andre & Del-
phine click with smooth lifts, bal-
ancees and spine. Routines are a bit

too slowly paced to garner best re-
turns. :

Al Nesor, in closing spot," is a
brash comic with reminiscent gags.
Most are slanted at oversized schnozz
for laughs. "Cockeyed Murray" tops
his sequence; Encores with the hoary
subway panto bit. However, it

seemed new to most patrons.

Line spaces with three stereotyped
routines. Johnny Silvers orch backs
show competently and handles dance
music in okay fashion. Lary.

Cfopacakaiia, Miami il'eh
Miami Beach, July 18.

Slate Brothers with Fay Cartoll,

Duke Art & Junior; Bob Diicon, Ger-
maine, June Taylor Girls (.1), Frank
Linale Orch; no minimum or couer.

HELENEand HOWARD
'Comedy Dime* Antics'

CmtaMj
CARMEN THEATRE

PHILADELPHIA
DiTvi HATTY ROaKM

THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

Currantly
^

GLEN
, RENDEZVOUS
NEWPORT, KY.

Weeks of

July 18 and 25

Direction;

TOM FITZPATRICK
130 W. 42ll St., N.Y.
Phtne: PE 6-0976

Meyer S. Horowitz's Village Barn,
N. Y., which for years has been a
popular diversion center in Green-
wich Village for several decades, has
one of its sockiest layouts in new
.summer show. Sparked by attrac-

tive Ann Dennis, erstwhile prima of
"Polonaise" and "Yours Is My
Heart;" Corday & Triana, as nifty a

terp team that's around, plus CJapt.

Stubby & Buccanneers for funstering
and instrumentation, it can't miss
taking the bucolic nitery out of

usual summer doldrums.
Stubby and lads are the slickest

combo the Barn has had in some
time—and they've had' others plenty
good. They've a .

youthful group,
comprising Tom Fouts (Stubby),
Tiny Stokes, Jerry Richards, Sunny
Fleming, Tony Walberg, who double
on instruments, vocals and clowning
in merry style. Touts' batons and
handles comedy numbers such as

"Barnacle Bill" but really kills them
with his suppressed falsetto version
of "Who's That Knocking At My
Door," flanked by lads and worked
up for top comedy bit. Stokes clicks
with his neat tenoring'.on "Irish Lul-
laby,'' "Glocca Morra" and "Peg O'
My Heart," Walberg and Richards
GOntrib nice version of "Bumble
Bee" on clary and accordion. Lads
do 20-minute. floor stint that's socko
all the way and provides hep tunes
for dansapation. Instrumentation for
latter comprise piano, bass, accor-
dion, guitar, washboard and other
gadgets. Though a zany combo their
funstering is modulated ' and gets
away from more blatant contem-
poraries.

• Miss Dennis provides class touch
in her song stanza (New Acts) . Ditto
for Corday & Riano, whose smooth
and ingenious terp contribs are top-

drawer stuff. Couple previously made
somewhat of a rep playing class

spots like the Versailles and Persian
room of Plaza hotel until interrupted
two years ago when Triano under-
went operation on 'leg. " There's no
evidence of such handicap in their
work here and they look set Jor an-
other whirl around the class cafe.=:.

Their routines are Imaginative, well
thought out and neatly executed;
Teeing oft with classy waltz to
Chopin's Nocturne and seguing into
animated foxtrot to "Fine and
Dandy," they effect another change
of pace in a pantomimic conceit to
"Beautiful Morning," with Stokes
tenoring vocal, for prolonged salvos.
Encore with Polish majurka,for more
applause.
Lew Cecil, holding over from pre-

vious show, pleases with fiddling and
tunes on toy ballroom. Also fiddles
for square dances and musical chairs
stunts, handled by Pappy Below in

candy-striped overalls to maintain
bucolic motif, and providing plenty
additional fun. Edba.

There's been a slump in biz for
niteries running on the Beach, with
the Gopa affected as well as most
others. The hotels are doing nicely,

as are their dance patios. But the
clubs, outside of weekends, aren't.

Production installed July 4 is a
bright, fast-moving 70 minutes.

New to this area, the Slate Bros,
are a hard working trio of zanies
with fresh material. Mixture of
cros-sfire patter; impreshes and the
penny arcade, . wrestling and base-
ball game takeofls get howls, Inter-
lude with Fay Carroll is all too
short. Looker impresses with her
song, despite comedy biz injected by
the trio. It's a funny sequence, but
the payees wanted to hear more
from her.

Supporting lineup builds strongly.
Production numbers are imaginative,
with the attractive June Taylor girls
handling routines with sparkle. Ger-
maine, holdover, scores with her tap
weavings and spins. Bob Dixon, an-
other holdover, applies vocal talents
to production numbers and reaps
good returns for "Lover Come Back
To Me" and "Granada."
Duke Art and Junior add novelty

via their fast clay modeling. His
figures, accomped by past patter,
make for a satisfying sequence. Car-
icatures include- baby, mother-in-
law, glamor gal into old age, and
for a topper. Uncle Sam.
Frank Linale and small unit back

show in good style and get them up
for dansapation. ' Lary.

New Acts
JANE WITHERS
Songs
14 jpins.
Latin' Quarter, Chicago

Jane Withers, ex-moppet screen
star who began her vaude career in

Chicago at the age of seven, makes
nitery bow here also, with her ap-
pearance at the Latin Quarter.

She has abundant fresh material
and capable accompanist. In a
powder blue and black lace affair,

she pro.iects nice singing voice; also
a flair for comedy.
Opening with "Annie Get Your

Gun" medley, she incorporates ef-
fervescent personality which has
made her a favorite in films and pre-
vious vaude dates.: .''Willie the Wolf
of the -West," which she Offers at
alternating performances with "Jack,
Jack, Jack," (latter done with Ritz
Bros.) songalogs her experience
with a western wolf. Also medley
including, "Mr. Five by Five," "Deep
in the Heart of Texas," "Not Mine,"
and "Temptation."

For a windup she does old reliable
theatre holdover,"HoUyw6od Glam-
or," tale of a fllm queen's artificial

store beauty. Her routine has punch,
her voice is strong, and wins solid
response. She's a good bet for
either vaude or plush niteries.

Hunt.

Jukebox" Tele
Centinncd fiom page 1

ANN DENNIS

8 Mins.
Village Barn, N. Y.

Ann Dennis is an attractive titian
with vibrant personality and splen-
did singing voice, who is trying her
vaude and nitery wings here after a
turn at principal roles of "Polonaise"
and ""Vours Is My Heart" on Broad-
way. From reception and ability
displayed she will continue to go
places.

Wearing an off shoulder attractive
black net gown, with skyblue acces-
sories, she projects charm from
walkon and sustains it throughout
songs. Introing with "It's a Grand
Day" for neat response she segues
into "September Song" for change of
pace and winds with a Jerome Kern
medley, wliich provides plenty
flexibility for range, for more hefty
salvos.

. Gal's a good bet for any branch of
showbiz—vaude, productions or tbe
swankier boites. Bdbo.

that's too unhep to surprise steady
vaude patrons.

However, with better material
team might work into standard act
category. Benson is a funny littlS
guy, both in appearance and projec-
tion, Mann, as straight, hasn't yet ac.
quired that, sharp edge of timing to
increase laugh value of gags, in tke
applause joust, he should try .some-
thing other tlian weak line of tei'ps.

Jose',

HOLLOWAT SISTERS (9)
Dance
8 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. ¥.

The Holloway Sisters are a pair of
well-garbed and nicely appearing
tapsters with energetic routines.
Tliey show some nice turns, pre-
cision work is good, but need con-
siderably more polish in execution.

When more fluidify is achieved,
they'll do in terp spot in family
vauders.- Jose.

CARL CONWAT
Songs •

.

8 Mins.
Leon iS; Eddie's, N. Y.

As evidenced from his singing
chores at Leon & Eddie's, Carl Con*
way is yet to determine whether he
wants to be classifled as a baritone
or tenor; >fatural voice indicates
greater volume in the higher regis-
ters, but it seems that he's forcing
pipes down a few pitches resulting
in loss of quality.

Once he gets his placement set,

many kinks' now evident will be
ironed out. He's okay on ballads, and
also: emcees handily. : Jose.

THREE FLAMES ,.

Instrumental
IS .Mins.

.

y.llage Vanguard, N. Y,

The Three Flames are far from
being a new act, having already
achieved a high degree of eminence
with their version of "Open thie

Door Richard," still on the best sell-
ing lists in England, For Vahietv's

I

file records, they're a sock bet on the
that "radio could not bo the success I cafe and cocktail lounge circuit and

it is if the advertiser had not real- i

"'=.<^? ""'y .few additionat gim-
micks to mold mto a good vaude act.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
it -Urn IV from onr Ubiary; ane of tlw

larj^est, moBt , comprelienstYe In
ShoivDiz!

A 1047 Ciitaloc irRKBI
it Kxcluslvn material our specially'

J. & H. KLEINMAN
25-3I-K 30tli Road, L. I. Gty 2, N. V.

Tricplione: Astoria B-696r>

WLUty Davis% Miami
Miami Beach., Jiiliy 17.

Al Nesor, Ken Barry, Martin Kent,
Andre It Delphine, hine (6); Johnny
Silvers Orch; no miniwiMni or cover.

Nothing otstanding in c ur r e n t

package though layout is entertain-
ing most of the way.
Ken Barry holds over as emcee

and keeps things moving. In own
spot comic applies easy delivery to
a familiar line of patter, with fresh
angles added to garner giggles. Tops
stint with the prOp-snake iii a basket
bit for howls and hearty salvos.
Singing spot is capably held by I

THE INK SPOTS

ONE NITE STANDS
OiSE, 24: SALT LAKE
CITY, 2S: BURLCr. 2«

Mg».~UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
565 Hflli Avenw*, New York .

ized long ago that returns on adver-
tising by radio are good. He is learn-
ing now that returns on television
will be even better."

"The American people are accus-
tomed to the radio way," he averred,
"They pay no tax; they drop no
nickels in slots; they receive no bills

from anyone. They expect the same
from television and they are going
to get the same from television."

To refute McDonald's stand that
advertising alone cannot support top
drawer video programs, he pointed
to the increasing interest being
shown by advertisers. .'*Sixty-two
advertisers, including many of the
nation's largest companies,, are now
sponsoring television programs. Only
a short month ago that number was
46. So we have had an increase of
16 in 3Q days or 33%," This he em-
phasized was during the seasonal
decline of radio advertising.

He warned that selling sets as
"home Jukeboxes" w o u 1 d actually
depress sales . smce only a limited
number of people could aflord the
perpetual expense on top of the
initial

,
cost of a set, which in. turn

would actually reduce the amount
of revenue rather than increase it.

He cited the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., which is partially supported
by listener fees, as an example of a
red ink operation when an extra
charge is made for listening.

E. R. Bonflg, v.p. of Zenith, scoffed
at these charges, claiming that the
combination of free television pro-
grams plus "phone vision" was just
the thing needed to "lift television
from the doldrums in which it has
languished for years." He pointed
out that Zenith's, system, "instead of
competing with ordinary television,

will be an added service of great
value to both the public and the
television industry."

"In addition," he said, "phone vi-

sion will enable set owners to see in

their homes, for a moderate fee, new
movies; , theatrical spectacles and
other costly features. Entertainment
of this type has never been avail-

able to the public free of charge, and
never will be, by televiiiion or any
other means."

With an instrumentation of piano,
bass and amplified guitar, this sepia
combo has style, melody, a strong
beat and good concept of comedy.
Many of their numbers are slanted
for comedy with such titles as "Don't
Be Ridiculous, Nicholas," together
with varied calypsos.
Can handle dance assignments

equally well. Jose.

SHIRLEY HAYWARD
Aero-Dance',
6 Mins;
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.

Shirley Hayward, youthful con-
trol dancer, has developed a set of
nifty aero tricks, nice ' backbendsi
and other items which make for ap-
plause-winning returns. However,
she could enhance value with greater
concentration on dance part of act.

The straight terps are still in de-
<-velopment , stage and need polish;
but once she uses' sapient mixture
of both, she'll be ready for the more
lucrative spots,

She's a looker, .makes a nice ap-
pearance* and tastefully garbed.

Jose.

Columbus Nitery Burgled
Columbus, O., July 22.

A 500-pound safe containing $3,-

000 was taken from the Kit-Kat Club
early July 13 by thieves who sawed

'

through tworinch iron bars across

,

a rear-window, police reported.

Detectives said the safe was rolled

out the back door and loaded onto

a small truck with several cases of

liquor.

JAY MARSHALL
Comedv
IZ Mink
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

Jay Marshall uses his magic as a
premise for an entertaining comedy
act. While some of his tricks are
applau.se winners, he relies mainly
upon literate and fetching monology.
Lad centers most of gab around

stunts such as interlocking fings,
paper formations, and finally knock-
ing off a bit of ventro, using gloves
shaped into a rabbit as dummy. He
gets plenty laughs on all tricks.

He's ready for class cafes. Jose.

MIRIAM SEABOLD
"BciMerina with a Sense of Humor"

Just Completed:
Dallas Operette

"Blossomtime"
Current/y:

Poppy's Showland, Dallas

nooKKi) .soi.ii)

MARCH .31 .AUGUST 11TH
TlianUs io

NORMAN STAPPE E. O. STACY
MCA. Dolios

MANN & BENSON -

Comedy
10 Mins.
State, N. Y.

Jack Mann and Irving BenSon, who
recently toured with the Leo Fuld
unit, "Fun for Your Money," and
have since teamed on own, have
welded a partly commercial act from
stray bits of corn and hoke that fre-
quently bring laughs. But as pres-
ently set up, turn is too familiar in
gags and routining to be bigtime.
They do such fanjiliars as the deaf

men witli single hearing device; di-
|

viding house for applause solicita-!
tiou. and show a line of verbiage'

= USO Hospital Unit 11

"VOICE COACH TO
THE STARS"

LEO KAHN
vocaij coach and ahuakokh
21 0 Watt 54th St. Circle 6-3973

N«w York City

nr APPOINTMENT

ALZIRA CAMARGO
SENSATIONAL BKAZILIAN SINGER

Now at Loew's State, New York
(WEEK JULY T7)

APPEARING WITH GIRO RIMAC BAND
"CIro Rimac has toma swell Brazilian singers and dancers . . . best of

these is: Aliiro Camargo, a Latin Betty Hutton, who sings Und gyrates

with bong and humor." -^ack Thompson, N. Y. Mirror, July 20th, "47.

DirActieti: HARRY ROMM
38 East S7th Street. New York
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Tod Straeter OrcJt wit?» Kitty

i,,,/ord; Jimmi/ & Mildred Mulcay,

^^^mncm, De Marcos, Charles

.^eMh "The Hucksters" (M-G), re-

&Z in VAHiEiv July 2, '47.

vor versatility and playing per-

lorroance. there aren't many bills

iSd that can equal the current

.how at Loew's New York flagship.

The Mulcays. with their standard

harmonica wizardry- Paul Winchell

and his expert ventriloquial act; the

Sizilini! De Marcos, in their ever-

ijjnert ballroomology, and Charles

Sretiet, the French swooner, cpm-

nrlse a bill that can play anywhere.

SSd Ted Straeter's orch? Well, that's

the weak spot.

The Mulcays are the opening act,

as such, barring the Straeter orch

contributions. And, as always, they

«how the dexterity they've bfeen pass-

ing off through the years with their

linouthwork.
Winchell, with the dummy that he

calls Jerry Mahoney, is as good as

any voice-thrower around, always

striving tot something new; That
ooes for both material as :

well as

fittle bits of business that come un-

4er the heading of novelty. And
achieving novelty in an act of this

type is a trick in itself*

It's .almost a shame that the De
Marcos have: to t)e restricted as they

are by the small elevated platform

on which the whole layout works.
But they overcome this handicap as

best as they can, though to the

trained eye it's obvious that Tony
arid the always gorgeously costumed
Sally De Marco would like to spread
their wings and really fly. What
wouldn't they do for that nearby
Eoxy stage!

- As for Trenet, this is his second
. Broadway theatre date in several
months, and as he displayed at

lioew's State down the street re-

eently, his Gallic personality and
warbling are cliekos wherever he
may play. The trick that Trenet has
gastered is to' sing those French

rics and have a typically N. Y.
audience maintain its interest though
ttiey might not know their meaning.
The lyrics don't have to mean a

thing; the Frenchy's personality and
taiow-how are clearly ^manifested,

we fact that he closes this show, tol-

lowing the spectacular De Marcos, is

a clear demonstration of his bofEola.

Hothing here could follow him.
StraOTer's orch seems listless in

playing for the show behind, the
negative personality of the leader.
Its own innings are just stage waits.

Kitty Crawford, with the band, is

cute-looking and does one tune
nicely. Kahn.

Strand, N. Y.
Freddy Martin Orch. (19) witfi

Stuart Wade, Clyde Rogers, Glenn
.Hughes, Barclay Alisn, Gene Conk-
lin & Martin Men (5); Jean, Jack &
My. Artie Dann, "Cry Wolf"
<WB), remetoed in Variety July 2.
'41. .

' Freddy Martin's orchestra,- which
for years has been a p.ower on rec-

• ords almost consistently, waited a
long time to work a Broadway
vaudfilm house. A perennial at the
Cocoanut Grove, Ambassador hotel.
liOs Angeles, Martin has never be-
fore played the important bandfilm
houses. Yeairs ago, when he hit the
disk jackpot with his "Piano Con-
certo," Music Corp. of America di-
verted him into locations. Yet, per-
haps it was all for the best since he
tes issued a fair number of hits on
BCA-Victer disks the past year or
wore and his b.o. value is that much
better.

Martin puts on one of the best
«tage shows the Strand has ever
.Pj3sented. It's unfortunate that one
Of the acts used with him doesn't
measure up, to standard he sets, but
that's not his fault. With no femme
singer (and ndt missed) and a pas*
sel of singing musicians, plus a large
dose of intelligence applied to minu-
test detail, this band serves enter-
WMjment that without exception
Waws heavy audience response for
each individual bit. That in itself is
lecommendation e n o u g h, since to-
«ay s bandfilm audiences have de-
veloped considerable lethargy toward
Wiimaginative scripts used by most
™5?'''s-working maestros.
Martin's application of gray mat-

ter starts from the opening. His band
cotaes out of the pit immaculately
attired in dark trousers, white
S>orts jackets (pressed, too) black
ties

,
snd hankies and black and

White shoes. It doesn't sound like
jnuch until one reflects on the
woppy dress of so many contempor-
ary bands. Then starts the parade
5M'"8ers and the show moves so

:

last that, when it's over, it actually
seems too long since so much has
Happened in some 62 ihinutes.
„-,VPe,ner is an arrangement of
Iheres no Business Like Show

pusiness into which is interpo-
lated a handful of past hits, such as
,.^ymphony," "To Each His Own,"
_Uoin' What Comes Nat'rally," "Ma-
S„„"^ Nicaragua" and employing

^^^^"^ "Wade, Clyde Rogerl
f"2

the Martm Men. It's a smart,

IhW * P^®<=*' excellently paced by
ine following Debussy's "Clair De
Jt=!3^'.u^.

deluxe arrangement for

fht?f^^' is niftily lighted. Above
were s a crack about attention to de-

tail; An example: Martin does a
sax solo in this, lighted by a spot
from the wings. As he winds up he
begins turning around just as the
spots begin to fade. It's a small item,
but it adds up to a standout overall
picture.
As things proceed, Martin trot.s

out all of his tricks. There's a sax
man (Gene Conlclin) who whistles,
"Nola" and "Hora Staccata." Pian-
ist Barclay Allen gets his inning and
proves an excellent

. performer on
"Bumble Boogie," '•Cumawa," a
samba he wrote himself^ and "Misir-
lou." He's perhaps a better key-
board man than Jack Fina and Mur-
ray Arnold, both of whom exited
Martin's combo to start , their own
combos (this band is built around
piano and the chair must be held by
an accomplished workman). Mar-
tin shows more good judgment, too,
in performing the hits of the day,
whether he has recorded them or
not, inserting them between the two
outside acts and covering, "Peg O'
My Heart," "I Wonder," "That's My
Desire." At the finale, the band
delivers a "Concerto" medley, which
holds its audience to the finish; a
smart spotting of material with
which the combo has become identi-
fied.

Performance-wise, Martin's com-
bo also rates a big "E." But here
again it's smart thinking that does
the trick. ' This is essentially a hotel
band (and one of the best, by the
way, based on a viewing by the
writer at the Cocoanut Grove).
That is to say its beat never varies,
its five brass never become over-
talkative (all the ingredients that
for a dull, dime-a-dozen two-beat
outfit, looking at it from any per-
spective other than a SO^year old).
But, th^ choice of tunest the excel-
lence of its arrangements, the
method of staging, the constant use
of soloists, trios, quintets—in other
words, smart showmanship turns
this combo into one of the outstand-
ing bands available. Add to that one
other item and the picture is com-
plete. This band is an organization.
Its attention to dress, its stage de-
portment and everything else com-
bines to cite that e v e r y member
of the outfit takes his job seriously.
" Jean. Jack & Judy present a good
act in itself. But it's a bit mis-
placed on this show. When they
come on Martin has held the stage
for 25 minutes alone and their turn-,
bling and aero stuff jars loose' his
hold on audience. • "Too, the act's
costumes this, showing were n.s.g.

A class dance act would have been
the right ticket.
Artie Dann is a comedian who

isn't very impressive in his open-
ings gags, but winds ub like Assault
and has to beg off. He uses re-
verse psychology in routines that
deprecate 'his unusual nose, includ-
ing a parody of "Sam You Made the
Pants too Long" and gets his audi-
ence going his way with it. There-
after, he's a shoo-in and inevitably
he begins a series of imitations, the
performance of which makes it ob-
vious that Jimmy Durante will be
the capper. The guy's very funny,
however, except for those opening
gags and well worth the salvos he
gets. Wood.

Steel S»ter, A. C.
Atlantic City, July 18.

Kitty Kollen, Jacfc D. Leonard,
Elaine Howard, Skating Earls, Jugg-
lino Jewels, John O'CJonnell House
Orch; "Thunder Mountain'" (RKO)

.

Glamorous Kitty Kallen, song-
stress, tops the Steel pier bill this
week supported by other good acts.
With rotund Jack D. Leonard

emceeing, show opens with Juggling
Jewels, four gals who keep out-
fronters interested with nice club
and hoop juggling for nice returns.
Elaine & Howard score with their

comedy terping appearing on pier
in some time. Girl's ability to man-
handle partner big laugh spot.
Garner meet applause.
Miss .'KaUen' tees off with VBlue

Skies'' and follows with "Please
Take Me Home" which goes over
with a bang... Then, a medley com-
prising "Besame Mucho," "I'll Buy
That Dream," and "Long, Long
Time," for additional salvos. Comes
back for "Glocca Morra'" and "Hun-
dred Years from Today."
Leonard next takes spot for own

stint which is mixture of clowning
and lakeoffs on Hollywood celebs
that are unused up for lots of fun.

Skating Earls, gal and two lads,
close with fast interlude on roller
.skates. Hefty femme stooge adds to
merriment of act,-.

Big good at show caught.
. Walk.

Olympia, Miami
'

. Miami, July 17,

Rufe Davis, Marshall Bros., Pat
Burke & Sylvia Rhodest Raymond
Baird, hes Rhode House Orch; "The
Imperfect Lady" (Par).

Solid fare most of the way in lay-
out here this week, with Rufe Davis'
comedy the chief lure.

Gets them all the way with his
hillbilly songs, sound effects . and
patter. Vocal tricks are standout.
Oft to, terrif response.
Supporting lineup sets a zirigy pace,

with the Castle sisters in the teeoff
slot clicking with their terping. Ray-
.mond Baird, sax-clarinetist,- goes
over nicely in his spot with his
tootling. Tops with "Jealousy," done
with two saxes, , l

Sylvia Rhodes and Pat Burke are
a pair of youngsters who have been
playing local boites and this house
for several years. In current stint
they show development into a solid
song due. Gal displays sparkling
personality and zesty delivery in solo
spots. Burke's tenor goes well and
when pair duet pops and oldies for
solid returns.
Marshall brothers, also familiar

here, do okay with their jmpreshes
of the radio plugs; crooners, lilm
stars and others. Fresh angles, via
comedy patter, make stint socko.
Les Rhode house orch backs show

in neat fashion. Lory.

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JUtV Sa

Kumtrftl* in connection with bills below Indicate opcnlni ilnjr of show
whether tuU or split week

Letter In -parenthese/i ImtlcKtcs circnit; (1) Indeiiendenti (I,) l.oeW|-
(P) rarnimmnt; (») RKOj (W) Wnrner

State, Y.
Sue Ryan, Harry Babhitti Giro Ri-

mac Orch (11) with Charlie Boy,
Alizira Camargo, La Minerva, Rein-
ita; Les Juvelys, Grace Drysdale,
Mann & Benson; "Odd Man Out"
(U-I)

While current State layout has
some off-moments, it's basically a
strong show that gets a high degree
of audience receptivity. It's well-
balanced and has enough variety to
make it entertaining fare.

Toppers are Sue Ryan and Harry
Babbitt. Miss Ryan, who always
does well at this house, gets
her strong mittings despite current
material not being up to her u.sual

par. Special material built around
"Guy Named Joe" and "Chi Baba"
show up effectively, but it's gal's

innate ability to handle com e d y
that puts her into the sock class.

Babbitt, who reached a degree of
name value via his long -tenure
as soloist with the-Kay Kyser orch,
hits the measure of this house de-
spite several vocal clinkers on show
caught. He builds up to a good re-

sponse, but for many in the audience
good work is nullified by falsetto

rendition of "Cecilia" doubly wrong
since he does number previously in

serious vein.
Probably the strongest turn on the

layout is by Ciro Rimac crew. They
offer- a lively Latin session with an
11-piece band, plus vocals and dance
turns. Rimac is omnipresent during
the long turn as maestro, .singer and
d_ncer, doing all energeticly for ap-
plause building results. As usual,

Charlie Boy dances, and Alzira Ca-
margo gives out with s.a. and song,
both for nice results. Newcomers
with crew are La Minerva, who
shows promise in the flamenco terp

line, and Reinita, w)io chips in in

additional terps. Turn is colorful,

fast and entertaining.
Opener is by Les .Tuvelys, who get

top mitts on intricate- head balanc-
ing. Grace Drysdale, in the duce,

shows hand puppets to good ad-
vantage. Mann & Benson are under
New Acts. Jose,

Indianapolis, July 19.

Desi Arnaz Orch, tuith Dulcina, 3
Nonchalants, Rudy Cardenas; "Lost
Honeymoon" (PRC).

NiSW VOKK CITS
Cmiitul (I.) 24

Ted Striielen' Ore
The- DeMarcot)
ohiiiles Trenet

'

Paul Wiiiohcll
J & M Mulcay
Mlisi<r Hull (I)

Paul Haakon
.Joseph .

Levinpff
-atephHtiie Antje
Oiia ,

yei-ovii

M Willianison
Earl Covert
t?orp8 do Ballet
Rocket tea
Kym Ore :.

ruruniouat (P) i'i

Phil Spilalny Ore
Bliz Talbot-Martin

Koxy (1) 2»
Abbott & CostelU)
Hermanpa -Williams
Amanda
Audrey -young- ; :

Jlaurlne. Rocco ;

8tute (1^) 24
the .Winter Sis • .

Adrian Rollini 8
Paul. Re.(?an
Pansy the Horse
Heiiny Fields
Manor Ac MiKnon

Stnnul (W) 25
Freddy Martin Ore
Artie Dann
Jean, Jaclc & Judy

Jiunaica (I) 28-26
Nils .& Nadine
r.eon Fields
4 Melody Masters
Ted Jjester

B Alvndado
Henry Lamarr
2 ColleBiana
Astor /fc Rene
Betty I.OU Holt

. AKRON
Pala«e <I) !M-2S
Dr NefC's ftfadhoufe

of Mystery
ATMNTIC CITS
OHdino (I) to

The Howellfi
llenny Youngman
IMatk Triplet*
Gleason & Sanborn
Roxyettee

BAr.TiMont:
Hipitodronie : (V) tS
Pann Slerryman
.Toey Preston .

Tsli Kablbble
Ifarry Babbit;
Loon Navara

State (I) 24-26
DeDioa Circus
Purcell & Ray
Bobby RoUina
Beau Jesters .

27-80
I'^lsa Greenwell
nailer & JInyden
Olin Walker
Ropsili.tnos

t'AMKEN
Tone™ (1) 25-27
H H. B Pickert
.\nn Oakland
The Brianls
George Freeme
StagK-McMann S

CHICACO
ChicaKO (P) 2S

Victor Borgie
Jo- Stafford .

-

Debonaira
: ;

Desi Arnaz and his rhumba band
are putting a new kick in the stage
show situation at the Circle, where
band attractions haven't been doing
so well lately. He opened strong
and held to a solid pace right into
the weekend. His spicy rythms,
choice of supporting acts 'and nice
presentation are making a definite
hit with the locals. Show opens fast
with a slick arrangement of "The
Continental,". . emphasizing, brass.
The torrid Dulcina then gives out on
"Mama Y Quero"' and ''Para Vigo
Me Voy."
Arnaz hits the mid-show climax

with his .parody, "Notth America,
Take It Away," in which he and
Dulcina demonstrate that the Lindy
Hop is much rougher on the sac-
roiliac than the ' rhumba or conga.
Band has its big moment in the
classy "Malaguena," presented as
piano concerto. After doing "Cuban
Pete," Arnaz goes to tom-tom for
exciting finale in "Ba-^Ba-Lu," a
highly seasoned Latin novelty with
.solid beat. -

Rudy Cardenas, 18-year-old Mex
juggler, is fanciest practitioner seen
here in a long time. He's a whiz
with balls and hats, bounced oif the
brow. The Nonchalants get plenty
laughs for their Smooth acrobatic
clowning. . Corb,

Apollo, Y.
Illinois Jacquet Orch (7), Tommy

Reynolds Orch (14), Lourel Watson,
Kenny & Lloyd, Sid Gary , Count Le
Roy, Spider Br^e, John Vigal, Vi-
vian Harris. "Brute Man" (.PRC)

It's a fast show current stanza at

this Harlem showcase. And better-
than-average business- when caught
Friday (18) reflected the draw o£

tenor saxman Illinois Jacquet,
coupled with Tommy Reynolds mixed
outfit. Latter opens with a sock
"After You've Gone" paving the way
for blues singer Laurel Watson. Clad
in a form-fitting go-wn, she tees off

with "I Don't Want a Million Dol-
lars." then really cuts loose with
"Can't Believe That You're in Love
With. Me." Closed to nice reception.

Sparked by Reynolds, tooting a

torrid Clarinet, his sidemen register

with "I Got Rhythm." Outfit con.sists

of three rhvthm, four reed (plus

Reynold.s) and six brass. Lads tend

(Continued on page 47)
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Oriental (I) U
S HartnonicHts
D»Ie Gvans
Barr & Estea
3 Shyrettos:
Ray T.ant? Ore
IXDIANAirOI-IS
Circle (I) U

Jerry Colonna
,1iininy- Jaine.s Ore
Hank Sieinan
Mattesi & IHUta

MIA.MI
Olympia d")

Tjetvia. & Van
^C Ohristopber .:

Lew Nelson
Dolly Dawn
Rosa Wy.le .Tv

rHir.Ai>Ei.i'niA
CHrniun (l> 24

Seldon & .Toyce
.Helene & Howard
Jack Leonard
Roberta WeUli

ROCKFORD
Falace (1) jtt

3 Diacolfs: ,

Dillon A Pa,rlow -

chuck Brown -

Missing Bros
June Hart
Del Breece
SALT I^KE CITY

l..vrli! (1) 21
Eddie Dean
.Golden -West Revue
-Benny Meroff -

SAS FKANt'lSCO
tMlden date <R). 2S.
Whjvts Name, of
That Song?

George Givot
Val .Setz

Radio Winners
SPHINOFIRT.D

Court 6<i (I) 24-27
Benfjon & Sfann
ulordon & Pawis
Jack Oleeon
Colen-ian Clark Co
Mary McL^tnahan .

TUKNTON
Ciipitol (li) 30 only
.Asylum of, Horroraf
WASHINOTON
Capitol <S) 24

The Juvelys
George Frentice
Sue Ryan
Andre, Andree

A; Bonnie

ENGLAND
r.lRDITF ^

New Tlicatre (I) 21
Dante Co

MVERPOOIj
Empire (I) 21

-Wilfred Pickles -Co
LONDON

Casino (1) All Jnly
Ignorance Ta Bliss
Vivian Blaine
Jack Durant
Ronald Chesney
Dick. Henderaon
Wezzan Tronp©
Len & Bill Low«
Boy-Foy
Bumln's- ' Puppets
Toy & Wing
MANCMESTER

Hippoilrnme (I) 21
Laurel & Hardy Co

28
Laurel & Hardy Co.

Hotel Billmore
Ray Heathorton
Arthur Ravel Oro
('a-dinl -.

.

Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Curbelio Ore '

VillaKe Vaiicnard
i'axine Sullivan

Jay Marshall-
Three Flames
Don Frye

Wlvcl
Bob Le»
Kay Carole
Stuart Lang-ley
l^eggy Palmer
D'Quincey . Giv'ni:.

CHICAGO

Cabaret Bt

NEW lOEK CITY

Cnfe Bot-'Tety

<Downtocva)
Stanley Prater
Mai-y Lou WjlUamB
Amiabelle Hill
Butik Miller Oro

Carnlvnl
Bert .Wheeler
Lou lloltai

Diosa Cotitello
Wood & Kelly
C & T Valdea
Yvonne Adialr
Jimmy Ellison
Paul Gavotte
Reid Ore

Cliina Poll
John Tio
Moo Song .

Fran Yang
•TaiJine Li Sun
Tal Singfi

Coiiucnnan*
Mitzl Green :

Mel Torme
r.opsey & Ayru
Gerrl Sutton
Nancy Boran
Michael Durao Oro
Fernando Alvorez O
Diamond BotbchHou
Ross & La Pierre
Sirl
Hernnan Hyd*
Turner Twins
Rosebuda
Billy Banks
TablCB Davio
Renald & Rufly
Jack Mathere
Nobje SIssIe Ore
Syd Stranjje Oro

El Chlco
P.oe'lta Hifia
Caballf ros .

Alice Farrar
UuvnnH-Madrid .

R & h Reyea
M A Luis.
Lefuona Boy*
Clijno Ore

Itfelund
McGowan & Maeh
Jerry M(),pe.s

,

Joanne >lcGowan
BHnipy Blank Ore
Tiny Clark

Ijitin OuarUi
Willie Howard
Al Kelly
M a ssisone -AUl>oit P'«
Gloria Xe Roy
Kmlle Boreo
I'iroslia
.Miriari* Gv.-ynne
Boti Vlvants
Vincent Tra,ver» O

Hotel 'Satt
Vlneent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew
Hotel JLexlngtoii

AlomUs Hawaiian*
Hotel P«iinBylTanU
Ski tch, Henderson
Oro

Hotel Pierre
Roberto & AUcla
Stan Fisher
Chas Reader Oro

Hotel St Retfls
Milt Shaw
Las^ila & Peplto
Paul Sparr Ore
Ray Maione
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Pat Bright
Jaclc Kerr
Haatel Webster
Downey & Fonvlllfl
XfiSthlJffhts

Rlvlern
Andrews Sis
Henny Youngman
Sensationalists
Cliandra-Kaly Dcrs

IJttle Chib
Walter Gross

Keoo Sj fSddle'ft
Eddie DaviS'
Art Waner Ore
Holloway pis
Tah.la
Shirley Hay ward
Carl Conway
Marsha Stone
Shepard Cborua

Zimmerman's
Paul Smith
JanciEl Makula
Zaiga Bela
Paulen8
Doris, Haywood
Geno Kardoa O

Monte Curio .

Joel Shaw Ore
Rhumba Ore
Roberto
Jloiel Nfliv^ Torfcer
Jerry Wakl Ore
Marlon .Spelman
June Arnold
Joo Sater Trio
Biesell Farlov
WaldorNAsi ortfi

Guy Lombai'do Ore
Mlsnha Bprr Oro

,

BcInHint^praza
Blnir iic J>fa.n
Martha King
Pnif. Fabian
Payson Ho Ore
XJno Ore

Rubiin.HIoii
Sally Chapman
Muriel Games
Glenn Pope
Jady McGeo
Gedric Wallace I
Wally Blacker

Vernnines
Bob Grant Oro

P'anrhlto , Ore,
VUlnnre Burn

Anii Dennis
Norman Jensen
HtMbby Ore
iC.ou Ceaaar
Corday & Trtano
Pappy Below

Geo Towne Ore

Blavbhawk
Ray Feaii
.Sherman Bros (3) .

Oren IHorehoUBe

Chex Paree
Daniiy Thpmas
Miriam Lavalle .

^Marty Gould Ore
iJurry Sherwood
Rotlrmuez He Phyllis
Chez Adorablos (10)

Hotel BiBinarck
Don Julian & Mar
Lorita Mallney
Eddie' Fens pre
Benno Delson Oro

'

Gil Robinson
Helslnxs

Sid Fisher Oro
ifarry Cool
Jill Adams
Phil lyRey
Dorothy Olsen
lintel BIn<'liRt»n«

.Rill Snyder Ore
H JEldKowuter Kea«h
Henry Kusso Ore
Myrtle: & PUraud
iraaKS Elephant
Harold & Lola
Orantoa fS)
Royal Hockete (8)
Song Stylists (4-)

Marian ne Fedele
Hotel Shermna

CarJ Marx

.lacUie' Cain
,

.("harlfe- A'f ntura-'Oro. .-

Clark Dennis .

Hotel Stevens
JHenry Brantlon Or
Pranks & Janyce
Lola Anieche
Bobby May
Lee Gilmare
Boulovar-Dcars
jaci> Milton

Latin (tnartcr
li!tz Brothers <3)
ln.n*^ .

Withers
Dinne Kdwa*"ds
Latin Lovelies
Buddy Shaw Oro
The jansleya i^l

Palmer Hons*
T.iborace
Freddie Nairel Crt
Michael Dougrlas-
Abbott D'noers (II)
Gjwer & Bell

Klo Cabana;
;The (.ovclieg (6)
Cefr Davidfion Ore
Jan Murray
Nancy Donovan •

CVrk Brothu's
Vine Gardens ;

Dick Gale:
Dl*;inor Chrlfittan'. ,

P Danie1e-.T Dant!p«>
Jackie Soo
Jo* Kish 'Oro

Johnston-Dewey
Condnned from paee L .

political front. His only excursioni

have been the writing of numerous
articles and giving of many speeches
on world affairs and participation in

many committees afield from films.

This has irked some industry policy-

malters to the lextent that Johnston,

is seldom at his desk when . they
want him.

Satisfied As Veepee?
Although the MPA topper made

few obvious motions like a ; man
seeking the presidency, not many
of his associates doubt that he hasn't

always carried the po.ssibility in

mind. Query that is now being
bandied among them is whether
he'll be satisfied with the v.p. nomi-
nation. They'll be surprised: if he
is.. Since the secondary .spot on the
ticket has so traditionally, been , a
political burying ground, some of

Johnston's associates are of the
opinion that he might choose to wait
until 1952.

Possibility is seen, too, of coui;se,

that, the wrangle for the top pQsition

might get so hot among the other

candidates and thei^ supporters that -

Johnston's name could emerge as a
dark-horse compromise. •

It is thought unlikely, however,
that the State of Washington delega-

tion that met with Dewey on Satur-
day (19) at Bozeman, Mont., did so

without the. full knowledge of

Johnston. Johnston, before he left

for Europe, was^ invited by Dewey
to spend a weekend with him on his

return. Whether or not he accepts
this invitation might be indicative

of his receptivity to a secondary-

place on the ballot.

-

Johnston's name came up at the

governor's conference in Salt Lake
City lasl week. As ; a resident of
Spokane, Wash.,. Johnston would
lend geographical balance to a
Dewey ticket. He has also generally
taken a more liberal viewpoint than.

Dewey, which might likewise be
valuable to the GOP as vote-bait

ASGAP
Continued from page 1

action to be pressed, explain that

the Government's delay in serving
papers is probably due to the ab-
sence of Deems Taylor, prez.

Another angle of tne suit which
probably would prevent its cancel-
lation is the Government'.^ second
cause of action. This levels a "mc)»
nopoly" rap due to ASCAP's indi-
vidual, exclusive contract.?

,
with

some 25 foreign societies, all mem-
bers of the ICAC,
This angle ASCAP men find in-

teresting. They point out that the
possibility of the Justice Department
forcing ASCAP to relinqui.* these
exclusive reciprocal liglits deals is

present, but how th^ Gdfernment
would go about forcing the foreign,
societies into making similar deals .

with any other U. S. performance
rights society, notably Broadcast
Music, Inc., Is a moot problem.
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10 New Plays Getting Preem

On Strawhat Circuit This Wk.
Ten new plays are being tried out-f

in the summer stocks this week and

another is in rehearsal for a Broad-

way showing Aug. 19, it being^the

only listing for next month so far.

tatter is "The Magic Touch," billed

as a comedy, slated at the Interna-

tional,; Columbus Circle, which will

be operated by Max J. Jelin, current

lessee of Belasco. Howard Smith and
Frances Comstock will play the leads

in "Touch," authored by Charles
Raddock and Charles Sherman; Try-
out is dated for BuffalQ, Aug. 4, with
Newark to follow.

In the strawhats the new plays

listed this week are: "So Small a
World," Clinton, Conn; "Bonfire,"

Bridgeton, Me.; "Four Flights .Up,"

Peak's Island, Me.; "Strawberries in

January," Oullford, Conn.; "Mon-
day Man," Oaks Bluff, Me.; "Holi-

day From Heaven," Reading, Pa.,

"Among Ourselves," Moylan, Pa.;

"The Shining Threshold," Falmouth,
Mass.," "Third Cousin," Dallas,
also "Hi Ho Figaro," Provincetown
Playhou$e, N. Y.

'Ruth' 8%G, A. C.

Atlantic City, July 22.

"Dear Ruth," ivi'th Jean Lewis in

the title role, did $8,500 gross in the

Auditorium last week. The-play was
the first offered in this- summer
house. Backers expect Sylvia Sid-

. ney, in "Joan of Lorraine," which
opened yesterday (21), to do better.

Theatre running in competition

with "Ice-Capades," housed on rink

in main auditorium while summer
plays are staged in large ballroom

*ith seats ramped to accommodate
2,000.

Ball-'Dream Girl' Up to 24G

Detroit, July 22.

"Dream Girl," starring Lucille Ball,

increased its business in the second

and closing week at Music Hall when
it did $26,000 against $24,000 ior the

first week.

"Claudia," starring Kim Hunter
and John Craven, opens at Music
Hall tonight. (22).

:^'Dream .
Girl" played nine per-

formances last week at a $3 top for

• the 1,800-seat house.
;

ZaSu's Olntjy $4,300

Washington, July 22.

Olney theatre, town's only pro

fessional strawhatter, hit the jackpot

past week with ZaSu Pittp in "The
Late Christopher Bean." Actress'

draw was so great, that, despite the

rainy week, house had standees for

every performance, with cash cus^

tomers frequently turned away for

lack of floor space.

With a $2.40 top, and a 432 seat-

ing, capacity, Olney grossed $4,300.

Large bite in profits was taken by
lai'ge nut invested ' in four guest

players. (Frank Wilcox, Zolya Talma
and Nancy Davis are the others)

.

Pitt Troupe Folds

Pittsburgh, July 22.

Repertory Players, strawhat group
operating at the Frick School audi-

torium, have given up the ghost
after four weeks of a planned 11-

week schedule. Outfit nsver really

got started and had rough sledding
right from the beginning.

Troupe, playing only Thursday
and Friday nights, lost its backer at

the end of the third week of opera-
fion ^nd then decided to go cooper-

ative for remainder of season. How-
. ever) after one show, Noel Coward's
"Blithe Spirit,'' Which didn't even
draw 50 people in two performances,
company decided it was no use and
folded.

Repertory Players were under the
. direction of Fi-ancis Mayville, who
also acted leading roles.

Strawhat Jottingrs

Edith Atwater, starring in "The-

atre," which opened Monday (21)

at Ridgefteld (Conn.) strawhat...

Donald Devlin, 12-year-old, set for

title role in "Christopher Blake" at

Bucks County Playhouse, Nev/ Hope,

Pa., week. Aug. 4... Richard Base-

hart and Beatrice Pearson in "The

Hasty Heart" at La Jolla (Calif.)

Playhouse this weelc . .Janet Cantor,

youngest daughter of Eddie Cantor,

legit-debuted last night (Tues.) in

"Personal Appearance" at Rochester

(N. H.) summer theatre . . . "The

Vortex," Noel Coward drama, is

week's bill at Lakewood theatre,

Skowhegan, Me. . ."Barretts of Wim-
pole Street" tees off today (Wed.)

at Josephine E. Holmes' Barn Play-

house, New London, N, H.. . .Film

writer Ralph A. Jason's psycholog-

ical script, "The People Are Run-
ning," slated for pre-Broadway test

at Hayloft theatre, Guthsville, Pa.,

next month. . .Noel Coward's current

"Blithe Spirit," the 300th play to

have ^ been presented at PriscjUa

Beach' theatre, Plymouth, Mass.,

since spot's organization in 1934...

Lois Wilson and Eddie Nugent in

Kiss and Tell" at Brattleboro (Vt.)

summer theatre starting Monday
(28). . ."The Shape of Things," satiri-

cal revue, slated for tryout next
Monday (28) at John. Drew, theatre,;

East Hampton, L. I. . "Dream Girl"
this week's opus at Sayville, L. I.,

Playhouse. . .Elissa' Landi and Bran-
don Peters have top roles , in "The-
atre" st»tlir)g^J5§,ftday (-28) at Town
Hall, Cohasset, Mass . . . Olga Bac-
lanova inked for Gian-Carlo Menot-
ti's "A Copy of Madame Aupic," to

be tested week of Augi 27 at The-
atre-in-the-Dale, New Milford, Conn.
. . iPort Players of Oconomowoc,
Wise, celebrating their lOOth pro-
duction this week with "The Bishop
Misbehaves". . .New play by Horton
Foote, "Return," set for, tryout July
30 by Perry-Mansfield theatre work-
shop, Steamboat Springs, Colo.

"Three Men on a Horse" slated
for Weston, Vt.j Playhouse starting
Thursday (31) . . . "Trial of Mary
Dugan" rolls Monday {28) at Ben^
nington, Vt., Drama Festival . . .

"Morton DaCosta, managing director,

of Cragsmoor theatre, Cragsmoor,
N. v., plays Sheridan Whiteside in

"Man Who Came to Dinner" week
of July 29 . . . Tonio Selwart star-

ring in "Topaze" this week at Fingw:
Lakes Drama Festival, Ithaca, N. Y.
. , . Putnam County Playhouse,
Mahopac, N. Y., using revolving
stage this week in presenting John
Galsworthy's "Escape" in 10 scenes
. . Frank McHugh and his son,

Peter, appear in "Ah, Wilderness,"
which tees off Monday (28) at West-
chester Playhouse, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
. . . Stella Roman, Metopera soprano,
sings in "La Boheme" next Tuesday
(29) at the Cincinnati , Summer
Opera . ; Raymond Greenleaf and
Elizabeth Eustis inked for roles in
"Pink: String and Sealing Wax,"
opening Aug. 4 at the John Drew
theatre. East Hampton, L. I. . . .

"High Tor" next week's offering at

the Van- Wyck Playhouse; Fishkill,

N. Y. . . . "'Trial Honeymoon," com-
edy by Conrad Smith, tested last

month at Greenbush theatre, Blau-
velt, N. Y., set for return booking at
same spot Starting Aug. 5.

Faye Emerson appears in Charles
and Michael Robinson's new- play,
"Profile," at Cape Playhouse, Den-
nis, Mass., North Shore theatre,

Marblehead, Mass., and winds up
last week in August at Spa theatre,

Saratoga Springs, N. Y. ... Paul and
Grace Hartman current at the Berk-
shire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.,
in their touring revue, "Heaven
Help the Angels" . . . Julie Haydon
has lead femme role in "Glass
Menagerie" this week at St.

Michael's theatre, Burlington Vt.

. .• . "Joan of Ijorraine," with Madge
Evans, garnered an estimated $4,700
in eight performances through Sun-
day (20) at Spa theatre, Saratoga
Springs,- N.Y. ... "There's Always
Juliet," with Miriam Hoplcins, gross-
ed about $6,800 at Boston Summer
theatre last week . . . Edward Ever-
ett Horton, making the rounds in

"Springtime for Henry/' plays Mar-
tha's Vineyard, week of July 28,

DRAKE HEADS UTAH

GONIAL DRAMA
Salt Lake City, July 22.

The most pretentious production of

the Utah Centennial bowed in last

night (21), when "The Promised

Valley," starring Alfred Drake,

preemed at the University of Utah
stadium. "Promised Valley" features

a oast of 150 topped by Drake, who
is supported by Jet MacDonald.

The show is billed as a drama with
music, in an effort to- shake loose

from the idea it's a pageant, and tells

the story of the pioneer trek of the
Mormons from Illinois to Salt Lake
a century ago. ,

The advance sale topped $30,000,

a record^ for Utah. Show plays 18

performances, Heavy advance was
largely due to the potent sales ef-

fort put on by the Mormon Church,
which appointed 1,300 ticket agents
to cover every ward (parish) in the
country. Result was a sale of 5,000

fix in Los Angeles alone.

Music for "Valley" is by Crawford
Gates, book by Arnold Sundgaard,
musical direction handled by Jay
Blackton, while the dances are by
Helen Tamiris. Nelle Fisher and
Barton Mumaw take the dancing
leads. The show is directed by C.
Lowell Lees, director of the local
university theatre.

With 9,000 seats .available in the
stadium, and prices scaled from $3
down to 50c for kids, the opus can
show a healthy profit playing capac-
ity. But indications are this would
be practically Impossible, and it is

understood the Centennial Commis-
sion is ready to write off a $95,000
loss!/ •

After "Valley" closes Aug. 9,

Drake will head for Westport to do
"Pursuit of Happiness," and when
that closes he expects to go into re-
hearsal with "The Liar," a play with
music he co-scrfpted. - V :' V

'

Tallulah's "Lives" IViG SRO
Westporti Conn., July 22.

Tallulah Bankhead hit new high
Bummer business for Westport Coun-
try Playhouse last week in "Private
Lives" revival; which John C. Wil-
son will send to Chicago' for a run.

6ross neared $7,500 for complete
aellout. More seats at $3 this season
accounted for $300 jump over last

summer high of $7,200 for Olivia

«le . Bavilland in "What Every Woman
Knows."

.Engagement drew comment in

.

New York dailies when reports of : Cape Playhouse, Cape May, N.J.,

•tar's capers" at tempestuous final re-
1
Aug. 4, and Spa theatre, Saratoga,

hearsals reached the breakfast tables Aug. 11 , . . "Papa Is All" bill at
.here of commuting drama reporters | Bass Bocks theatre, Gloucester^

I Broadway press agents. | Mass., starting next Tuesday (29).

Jelin in Conrt to Reply
On 5V2G Judgment

Max Jelin, operator of the Belasco.

theatre, N. Y., is slated to appear

today (Wed.) in N. Y. supreme court

to answer Alexander Gross' request

for summary judgment on ^5,S00

claimed to be owed Gross.

Grdss, who says he advanced' $5,-

000 to Jelin for a play that was
never produced, already had a $4,-

393 judgment against Jelin when he
advanced the coin for the play, ac-
cording to petition to the court. Ad-
vance was submitted by Jelin in his
recent bankruptcy plea, and in or-
der to get satisfaction for the judg-
ment and clean up the $5,000 debt.
Gross contends that Jelin gave him
55 $100 notes and says that no
payment has been made on them;

Gross aslted for immediate hear-
ing for his request for summary
judgment inasmuch as Jelin's lease
on the Belasco expires in two
months and, with lease's expiration,
Jelin's assets would be dissipated.

Mpls. Lyceum's Facelift

Minneapolis, July 22.

Remodeling of the Lyceum, legit

roadshow house here, expected to

cost approximately $50,000, is under
way following receipt of a Govern-
ment permit.

Tlie 2,100-seat house, managed by
Leo Murray, reopens in October
With Ina Claire in "The Fatal Weak-
ness." .

Wednesdajr, July 23, 1947

Strawhat
Avt of Darkness
New Milford, Conn., July 18.

Louis Town-scnd productiqn of meiodrama
In three acts (Ave scenes) by Frank Oabrfel-
.lon. Stars Feggry ConlcUn, E). O. Marshall,
directed by Paul Vincent Oordeni settings
by 3. D. Fltz-Hugh. Opened at TheatTC-
)n-lhe-Dnle, New MlKord, Gonn., July 10,

'IT; ?2,50 top.

I.ucy Gatie. Peggy Conklln
Piotessoi' Chris Qade Jfi. U. Marshall
Cora Littlefleia,..,........CeIe Moliaughlin
Professor Harold lilttlefleld.Alexander Clark
Madeline Hughes. Jeri Sauvinet
Tea Petty. . . . . . . . . ...... . ..Bruce Carlisle
Dr. .Tohn Williams.*.. ..William Olbbersou
Dr. Hendricks. .Kdmond Le Comte
Dr. Maxell... . ...... ...William Robertson
Nurse Walshv, ........ ....Georgia Simmons

Reviews

"Darkness" is typical of that type
of play that crops up not infrequently
in the strawhat belt; plays that indi-
cate potential depth but which a nec-
essarily limited preparatory setup
hampers probing: that depth to its ul-
timate values.

Unquestionably the author has an
interesting premise here, It's built
around the theme of a somewhat em-
bittered college prof who deliber-'
ately brings pregnancy upon his wife,
gambling that the resultant strain
on hev impaired physical capacities
will cause her death, thus leaving
him free to mSrry one of his stu-
dents with whom he is having an af-
fair. That this production has failed
to capitalize fully on the melodra-
matic possibilities inherent in this
situation is due more to insuiiicient
development rather than a lack of
basic material. It is worthy of fur-
ther exjperimentation.
Aside from a number of reminis-

cent: facets which have been em-
bodied in other plays, script strikes
out on a ; highway of its own via a
frank discussion of the marital af-
fairs of this thwarted smalltown pro-
fessor and the wife he accuses of
smothering his opportunities for a
literary career.
Writing is okay as to continuity,

but erratic on dialog, many of the
lines handed to male lead being list-

less literature, strictly from the-flrst
.primer. Despite extreme frankness
of subject matter on obstetrics, and
kindred topics, wordage is not of-
fensive, with one or two exceptions.
A gutter reference to enceinte is not
only in bad taste but also out of
character as part of the vocabulary
of the particular prof who utters it.

Peggy Conklin makes a capital
Lucy, wife of the disgruntled prof.
Latter is played by E. G. Marshall,
who thesps efficiently but doesn't
seem to contribute the qualities that
would bring about a series of co-ed
crushes. Alexander Clark and Cele
McLau,r?hlin offer reliable support,
and Bruce Carlisle adds an ingratiat-
ing bit as a ^ude. William Gibberson
is personable, but stiff, as- Lucy's
onetime flame, now her medic, Jeri
Sauvinet underplays the co-ed role
satisfactorily.
Two budget-conscious sets, a liv-

ing-.room and a hospital room, fill the
bill, and ditto for the staging.

•;; Bone.

Current London Shows
iFigwe shows weeks of run)

London, July 22.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Col's'm (7)
"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (13).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (26).

"Boys On Brown,'' Duchess (4).

"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhaus (2)

"Crime of Foley,? Comedy (2).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (8),

"Ever Since Paradise," New (7).

"Here There," Palladium (16).

"Jane," Aldwych (25).

"Ufa With Father," SaVoy (7).
"Nightingale," Princes (1).

"Noose," Saville (5).

"Off the Record," Apollo (7).

"Olclahoma," Drury .Lane (12).
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (118).
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales (19).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (14)
"Proudly Present," Yorto (12).

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (5).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (64).
"Together Again," Vic Palace (14)
"Trespass," Globe' (1).

"Voice of Turae," Piccadilly (2)
"Winslow Boy," Lytic (61),

"Worm'f Vlew,'> Whitehall (12).

Bent Halo
Great Neck, N. Y., July 14.

Chapel theatre produotton of : comedy in
three acts (one set) by William Corlngton.
Stars June Duprez and Stephen Chase.
Staged by Si Varlo; set, Paul Bertelsen.
At Chapel theatre, Great Neck, N. Y.,
July U, '47; $2.40 top.

'

Carlo Vasari. Si Varlo
Allegra Bollng. ............... .June Duprez
Christopher Spire... . . ... . . .jPeter Fernandez
Mitzi Boll .Ruth Morrison
Miranda Spire,.,... .....liadelelne Marshall
Frank Spire Stephen Chase
Dawson Bollng Rudulph Watson
Cella Payne...... .....Phoebe Folger
Rudl von Recklow, Anton Dlffrlhg

"Bent Halo," by William Coring-
ton, given strawhat preem by the
Chapel Players, with June Duprez
and Stephen Chase guestarring in
central roles, shapes up as a likeable,
sophisticated comedy: However, it
will need->considerable working over,
especially sharper editing and more
bristling dialog, for Broadway.
While plot is somewhat familiar,

Cprington has peopled it with some
interesting characters. Miss Duprez,
from films and who last season ap-
peared with American Repertory The-
atre, is a particularly happy choice
lor the main femme role. As the
spoiled Allegra Boling, whose globe-
trotting dart has catered to her every
whim. Miss Duprez reveals a vibrant
personality as well as sharp sense of
comedy At . opening of play she is
displaying interest in young Chris
Spire (Peter Fernandez), adolescent
but plenty hep son of Frank Spire
(Chase), stuflled-shirt Park avenue
medico. The icy guy, figuring his lad
is being taken by a money-grabbing
sharpy, ventures to AUegra's swanky
Greenwich Village abode to buy her
off. Instead, he is fascinated by the
gal. After imbibing a succession
of stingers, he romances her fast and
furiously.
Gal has seemingly played the field

without scorching. When previous
lovers had gotten to proposing stage
she managed to brush them' off. How-
ever, it's Spire who 'does the brush-
ing now, and she can't take it,

There are good performances also
by Chase, Rudulph Watson, in cork-
ingly good delineation of the girl's
father; Fernandez, the youthful ad-
mirer; Si Vario, a Latin nitery owner;
Madeleine Marshall, the doc's hus-
band-hunting sister; Phoebe Folger,
a nitwit ballet dancer, and Anton

Diflring, as one of AUegra's former
Victims.
Staging by Vario keeps comedy

moving ^at happy pace. Lone settitii

-

by Paul Bertelsen is attractive
Edba,

My Fatr Lady
,
Westboro, Mass. July 22

_
Jlobert Dagget and Robert Hang prodic.

tion of comedy in three acta. By Otis Blee.
low. 'Staged by William Corrlgan; settings
Robert Dnggott. At Red Barn theatre'
Westboro, Mass., Julv IB, '47.

( --"'le,

Clem Moore Tena Slarlr
Somrtjy Joe Bush
Del Warren Boberi Lauritzen
Hugh Grant. .Moultrie PatteS

'

-Bonbon Parker McCOrmlek
I-aura Landis Grant. ...Vega Kennn
Mao Clelland . , . i . , John Glendlnnini
Mra.

,
Peterson Phillips. .. .liouise Galloway

Dr. Brlggs. .Rloliard Hughes

Otis Bigelow member of the Red
Barn theatre cast, has broken out
with a comedy titled"My Fair Lady."
It appears to have a better chance of
making the grade than his drama of ;

last year, "God's Island."
Comedy deals with efforts of Laura

Grant .to enter politics while her
author-husband, Hugh, takes her
antics in stride with as much grace
as possible. ' Usual family rows are
frequent until Laura learns that an
"act of God" is to take place, which
upsets the applecart as far as her
political aspirations are concerned.
Dialog, at which Bigelow is quite
adept, is bright and spicy. But the
chief -adverse criticism is that it's far
too wordy at times. More bluei
penciling is needed generally. '

Cast is uniformly good, though at
times Vega Keane overacts. She's a
looker, however. Outstanding per-
formance is that by Parker McCor.
mick, as a muchly divorced gaj.
Bigelow is at his best in this char- i

acter, and Miss McCormick leaves
nothing to be desired in the manner
in which she handles the part.
John C. Wilson, Broadway pro-

ducer, was among the first nighterg,
Lorfc.

Play on Broadway

Rip Van Winkle
New York City Theatre Co. revival of

Joseph Jefferson-Dion Bouoicault comedy in

two-acts (seven scenes). Staged.-.by; Herbert
Bevghof: designed and lighted by Carl ICent;
music, Andre Singer; masks. Remo Butuno.
At City Center, N. Y., July 15, '4T; IfH.lO

t(!P. -„

Gretchen. Rip's Wife. ..... ....Grace Coppln
Minnie. .Rip's Child ; . . ... . . .'.Jimsey SomerS
Nick Vedder, The Innkeeper

Martin Wolfson
Derriclt Van Beekman Byron McGrath
Peter, Nick's Child .....Edwin Bruce
Cockles, Derirck's Nephew. . .Jack Manning
Rip Van Winkle ....Philip Bourneuf
Jacob Stein..........'.. Jack Bittner
Town Crier. ..Del Hughes
Seth, The New Innkeeper Jack Bittner
Katie. His W'ife. ,. .Haila Stoddard
Minnie, Grown Up. .Frances ,Beid
Peter, Gfown Up. Arthur Franz
Children of the Village: Patti Foster,

Mary PoDe, Betty Tjou Keim, Alan Shay,
Dickie Orlan, Bobby Nick.
Villagers: -William Bales, Del Hushes,

Colin Craig, Gerald Prosk, Fredd Wayne. .

Women of the Village: Mil Mann, Carol,

Harriton, Anne Feris,
,
Mary Anthony, ...

Florence Aquino.

New York's in-town stock troupe,

New York City Theatre Co., seems to

have made an unhappy choice in

resurrecting "Rip Van Winkle" as

initialer of its new, experimental,
summer series at City Center theatre.

The Joseph Jefferson classic, which
may have been something to conjure
with half a century back, should

have been left undisturbed in tlie

cedarchest of memories. Its chances
are nil even for the two-week period

allotted.

Production-wise the group has

done neatly by the lovable character

of Sleepy Hollow. Philip Bourneuf a

portrayal of Rip is at times inspir..'

rational. But even that's not sufficient

to overcome the general tediousiiess

and slow pace of story.
Better results mighU have been

accomplished had the. cast not played
it so straight. As it was, many of the

first-night audience walked after the

first .stanza.

"Rip" will be recalled as the yarn

about the bibulous playboy Pf .g"
earlier century who barters tne

mythical village of Waterfall, N. Y.,

acre by acre, to scheming, penurious

Derrick Van Beekman, whom he had

beaten out for hand of the oncerfaff

,

Gretchen. It's DVB's way of making
revenge pay two ways by keeping

the tippler in alcohol and his family

in want. The shrewish Gretchen

blows top and order's Rip out. tie

takes to the hills and meets up with

spirits of Hendrik Hudson and nis

lower-case pals, who ply him wn
mountain brew that sends him into

slumber for 20 years. Awakening
with long beard and rheumatic, tie

wanders back to the valley, barely

escaping being jugged as a crackpo'

until his daughter recognizes him.

Latter's childhood sweetie, now a

barrister, finds the loophole which

returns to Rip his former property

and banishes the dastard and his son.

Traditionally, "Rip" had been a

dressed*up, monolog for Jefferson.

It's the same again here, with sup-

porting cast getting little, opportunity

to match things with central P}ay^^
However. Grace Coppin, JW^y
Somers, Martin Wolfson, Haila Stod-

dard and most Of the others manage

to stand out occasionally. Carl K-em s

settings and Ughtlng are picturesque.
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JSyff out of 16 defendants who, as members of the Joint Anti-Fascist

Btfugee Committee, -were convicted ot contempt of Congress, told the

cpurt in Washington, P, C, they had resigned from the committee and

desired to pui^e them.Jelves of^the contempt. Judge Richmond B, Keech

tliereupon fined each $500 and they were given suspended sentences of

three months in prison last Wednesday (Wi Legit producer Herman

Shumlin was of the quintet, he being the only Broadway official of the

coi8B>ittee. Leverett Gleason, a magazine publisher, also escaped, im^

nrisonment, but Howard Fast, the authoi-', was among those ordered jailed,

as'was Marjorie CKodorov, while Prof. Ed'wa.rd K. Barsky; head of the

group, got six months plus ft $500 fine.

^ jegit company m.Mager is alleged to have solicited money for a

dfeffeose fund on behalf of Shumlin, but it's not clear whether the show-

jnan was aware of that activity. When it became known that Shumlin

had 'Walked out on the committee, the solicitor was advised to return

Whatever sum he collected, it any. Several show people asked to donate

• are known to have flatly refused.

Shumlin, who was inactive last season, is slated to present two shows in

tlie fall. One is called "The Scenic Route" by Mignon and Robert Mc-
Laughlin, the other being an untitled musical.

To ballyhoo "A Young Man's Fancy," a loudspeaker, under the canopy

of the Plymouth, N. Y., > gave forth with raucous noises one night last

week until cops on the 45th street theatre block ordered a fast fadeout.

Bliiecoats stated that unless a i)ermit was secured the stunt was out, and

Henry Adrian, who presents "Fancy,"' decided it was useless- to apply for

one; Amplified disk, apparently recorded from the audience during a per-

formance indicated loud laughter and was supposed to lure theatregoers

for about 15 minutes before the first curtain. It's claimed that Lee Shu-

bert, who operates the house, said the amplifier was okay as far as he
was concerned, but the stunt was not favored by other showmen in the

block nor guests in the Piccadilly hotel across .the street. Friday (18)

• evenpg the loudspeaker was turned on again for a few minutes but
stbpped after a second warning. It had been planned to coax a court

sumnSbns, with hopedrfor attendant publicity. Sergeant on duty was
.catted to the bouse but declined to issue the summons, amplifier being
then turned off.

Robert Garland, N. Y. Journal-American drama critic, who was slated

to appear in a summer stock showing of "Brief Moment," which was can-
celled, appears to have been the victim of his own kidding. He doesn't

concede that the lost chance to become an actor was a disappointment but
evinces no further plans to trod the boards professionally or otherwise.

When he told Equity that the Show was'ofE, Garland was advised that he'd
,get back the. money 'he paid to join,' When asked why he
withdrew, reviewer repHe* that he gtiessed he couldn't learn his lines.

That was just a first impulse excuse, says he; actually, though, he knows
the part verbatim, he swears, at least for the first two acts. He oilers
to prove it by reciting the lines to any and all who'll listen;

'

Understood Maria Gambarelli, who was to have played the femme lead,
decided the part wasn't suited to her after three days of readings, so
"Moment" was actually scratched for that reason. She was to have sup-
plied the backing.

Dance team of Enrico and Novella got the shock of their lives when they
picked up paycheck for Pittsburgh appearance in outdoor production of
"Rio Rita." • They noticed that around $216 had been deducted from their
salary and asked how come. They were told: Equity initiating and dues
for a year. Seems dancers hadn't been told they would have to join
Equity, figuring that their membersliip in American Guild Of Variety
Artists was sufficient. They stormed around a bit;about it but were
told there wasn't anything they could do.

Gary Merrill is /leaving "Born- Yesterday" (Lyceum, N. Y.) and will
concentrate on radio assignments,- he now having several daytime pro-
grams. Larry Hugo, who plays the same part in the Chicago company,
will replace Charles E. Robbins, understudy there, stepping into the Chi

.casfc'
•

Paul Douglas, show's male lead, is due back in the Broadway "Yester-
day" soon. After a leg operation, instead of a vacation, Douglas went
to Montauk Point, L. L, to recuperate.

Jarnes Stroock of the Brooks Costume Co., who went to the Coast latem the spring, was hospitalized for a month out there, was then ordered
to rest completely for an indefinite period. Contract of Geraldine Brooks,
one of his two daughters, currently featured in two films current on Broad-
7 1 ,

^""^ "Possessed"), has been renewed by Warners, in-
cidentally. Elder daughter, Gloria Stroock, has returned east for appear-

bISII'".,!'"*
S"n"ner stocks, one a new play to be tried out. by Arthur

aecMiardt at Falmouth, Mass., the other being "Dream "Girl" at Dennis,

Brooks Atkinson covered for the N. Y. Times "The Common Glory,"

tlw„ "^^ dramatic pageant, which wa.<: presented at the open air

vpnl "i-i l"^**"""^' - He was the only N. Y. critic on the

hM. L„ "7 ^ companion-piece to Green's "The Lost Colony," which

d«i „hII^"*?'""*'* P^'st 10 swwraws on Roanoke Island, Va. Both

the • ,X American history. In the new show Thomas Jefferson isine jinncipal character.

Weil h^?'*
P'^esented in the open at the Casino, Dallas, last

''PritMa IV numbers, "Nobody Makes a Pass at Me" and

minut!v»
^^"'^ ^^^^ 3= .specialties by Violet Carlson, di-

1-eads in„?T!, credited with nearly stopping the show.

Johnhy Do
Deering, Joseph Macaulay, Raymond Walburn and

'"^^^u""^^^^' operated the Playhouse, N. Y., during the
f backers

Menagerie"^ and who is among the
,
two dozen "Brig,

Juliet.'

run of

ers tc "i.
- ""'""c ,

Brigadoon"
IS interested m an unproduced musical called "Romeo Loves
Being in the disk-making business now (Rainbow Record's), he'srecorrierl t^. 4.

ui»«-iiiaKing Dusiness
«<-orcled four tunes of the proposed show.

and'jospnh n^"^
°* "ew legit firm of Allen Adler

Of "The R",nt°**
^^^^"^ *° ^^^^^ t'^^ir attractions, with the exception

late Jacoh 19 A...
"'" ^ possibility. Allen is the grandson of the

«nd Stella Adl
Yiddi.sh stafie, who was the father of Luther

1W6HTINGALE' LOOKS

MODEST LONDON HIT
^. London, July 22.

hJv^- entries la.st week.

NiEhiPnl?/"?,''
comedy, "The

succe^r^.« • ^PP^-^^^<^ a moderate

on jiii ,c
^" aaspiciou.s opening

Whii„ , .

the Princes theatre.

Portirt
^^""'^'y produced at a rc-

"«ea press whicli deemed the of-

fering old fashioned and lacking
comedy. Audience, however, which
included Decca Record prexy Jack
Kapp and J. J. Shubert, liked the
masical and gave, femme lead, Mimi
Benzell, an ovation.

Lone other teeoff was Emiyn Wil-
liams', '"Trepass," which bowed : at.

Globe, Wednesday (16). Author also
starred in this thriller which delves
into the occult Well acted by the-

entire ca-st, this play should enjoy a
fair run on the WUliitms' uatne.

Equity Suspends Agent
For Overcharging Clients
Eve Gincher, legit talent agent,

adjudged guilty of charging oVer
legal rate of commission for engage-
ments negotiated for four clients by
Equity council, yesterday (Tues.)
had her Equity license suspended for
one year.

It was further stipulated that un-
less she returned coverages to those
overcharged within 60 days her
license would be revoked.

Dallas Strong

Operetta Rival

To St. L Troupe
St. Louis' Municipal Opera is rated

the number one outdoor summer
stock company for operettas, but
among the half dozen similar projects
the outfit at Dallas appears to vie
with St. Loo, if not cop top honors.
That especially goes for. salaries paid
players in the Texas stand, said to be
operating to excellent profits. Among
other open air musical stocks, the
company in Los

.
Angeles (Greek

theatre, Griffith Park) is reported
prospering, the only distinct flop in
the field being at Atlanta, .

Gertrude Nie.sen is under contract
for $.5,000 to appear in "Roberta" at

the Fair Park Casino, Dallas, which
is operated by the State Fair of
Texas. Although the same salary has
been paid occasionally for names, it

is the highe.st recorded this season.
Salaries of $3,500 and $2,500 have
been paid for open-air operetta ap-
pearances, but are claimed to be
more prevalent in Dallas.

Miss Niesen may not be able to
play the Dallas date, however, be-
cause of illness; she is resting at her
Connecticut home. She was slated to

appear at Dennis, MasS.j in '''Personal

Appearance." at $1,500, but cancelled
because of her health. Highest guar-
anteed stock salar.y for a straight
play went to Tallulah Bankhead last

summer, when she also drew $5,000
in "Private Lives," in which she is

now playing in CHiicago, after ap-
pearing in it at Westport, Conn., last

week. .

There are a number of name actors
currently in sumnjer stock getting

between $500 and $1,250, - indicating

that not a few profe.'isionals are far-

ing well during what is ordinarily a

vacation period.

Equity Probing

Sunnner Stock
Investigation of summer stocks has

been started by Equity and a com-
mittee named to recommend changes
in regulations for ; the strawhats.
Such revisions would apply next sea-
son.

Equity reveals that strawhat work-
ing conditions are due for a thorough
overhauling.: One possible change
may be an increase of minimum
pay, which is $46 weekly for res-

ident actors.

• Committee of Frederick Tozere,
Bert Lahr, .Kathryn Givney and
Margalo Gillmore will ask Equityites

appearing in stocks to make any sug-
gestions they consider would make
for an improvement in the hide-

away appearances. Among ' stray

complaints received, which led

to the committee's appoint-
ment, ' was one that Working in

summer stock is much harder than
appearing oil Broadway, as most of

the daylight hours are consumed . in

rehearsal for , the next week'.s show.
That has always been true of stock,

whether in the sticks or cities. In

that way many professionals haVe
gotten basic acting experience; it's

pointed out.

There is much more opportunity
for engagements in the strawhats
than on Broadway or the road at this

time. Number of legiters in N. Y,

is 18, while around 120 stocks are op-

erating. Latter field is fertile for

Equity, 128 new members having
joined during June, nearly all being
newcomer-s in strawhats.

Fay-'Harvey in Kaycee
Kansas City, July 22.

Legit followers will get a glimpse

j
of "Harvey.'" which has been set for

i
the Music Hall Aug. 29-30. Company

I is the Frank Fay outfit, which will

•be on the way east from its (Central

City, Colo.. sum.Tier stand.

i

Show played here two .sea.sons ago

witn Joe E. Brown in the lead. :

On Effects (rfyrarAtladMgr. Pact

Sponsor Plays in Mpls.

As Tolerance Booster
Minneapolis, July 22.

As part of its fight against re-

ligious and racial discrimination

here. Mayor H. H. Humphrey's coun-

cil on human relations is planning to

undertake sponsorship of plays, se-

lected on the basis of its recom-
mendation, to be presented by North
Star, Drama Guild, leading local

civic theatre group. ,

Cooperation with ,the Guild will

Early this week, Equity, undeter»
mined about its liability under the
Taft-Hartley law; was still awaiting
an opinion on the labor act from its

attorneys, especiallj' as it affects its

basic
.
agreement with the, managers.

Equity reps, headed by Paul Dullzell
and Paul Turner, Equity counsel,

will open negotiations with League
ot N. Y. Theatres on Friday (25) for
renewal of agreement' which expired
thiS; year.

Equity desires to have the pact,
if there is to be a renewal, signa-
tured before Aug. 22, when the new
labor law actually becomes opera-
tive. If the agreement is delayed

be for the, purpose of having plays
,
beyond that date, it will be neces-

presented "which will stimulate con-

structive thought and action in the

field of intergroup relations."
•

sary to file a, niaze of documents;
required frdtn uhiOhs which hayie ho
contracts with employers. ^

One of the ;• points Equity wants,
clarified is the stand on Negro seg-
regation in Washington's .National-

theatre. If Equity should i-iul afoul
of the new law, in deciding that the
actors are to boycott the theatre,
there would be, it's held, a logical

rea.son for setting back its segreHar
tion edict. If deciding not to with-
draw on: , the

,;
^segregation issue,

I

Equity may lay itself open to in-
open-air operetta venture came to a junc-tive proceedings and possible

Atlanta Operettas

Fold in 1% Hop
Financial troubles of Atlanta's first

climax Friday (18) when its per-

formance was abruptly called off

and the audience, largest since the

season opened, was dismis.sed. Prices

had been reduced from $3.60 top to

$2.40, with some 6,000 rush seats at

$1.20. Equity sent salary money it

had on deposit to pay the actors for

the past' two:
,
#eeks, and. although

there were huddles between the pro-
moters and localities who would like

to see the shows resumed out of

civic pride; but no deal was con-
summated for relightirvg. ..

"The Merry Widow"- was .sched-

uled to go on this week. One of the

stipulations was that each craft stage

union would require two weeks' pay

damage .suits.

Control of Membersi .

Sought for clarification, too, 'is

whether Equity, under the new law,
can control its member.?; as hereto-
fore. Apparently the labor curb per-
mits casts in each show to decide-
for themselves whether to follow the
rules of the association. A possibility

is that, casts could vote to play th»
National, for instance, even if or-
dered not to appear; and, at that,

! it's questionable if they'd be liable

I

to punishment by E q u i t y . Even
I
legalities are vague on some inter-
pretations of the Taft-Hartley act.

Employee-employer contracts cx-
i.stent prior to the date Congre.ss
oveiTode President Truman.s' veto of

to be posted before relighting could [the bill remain in full force, so that
eventuate, and the same went for the agreement between the League
actors. The two principal backers
were Pittsburghers, and an Atlantan
invested $20,000 in the $75,000 flop.

of New York theatres, and the Assi).

of Theatrical Agents and" Managers
remains as is. ATAM is one of the

One item to be liquidated is $6,000 unions named by John F. WhartOn
backpay to musicians, the men hav- |;is vulnerable to the new law, but
ing been paid off nightly when the I the agreement evidently can legally
management was remis.s. . Bond for remain in force until 194.0, There
the actors amounted to $9,000, repre- may be discussions over the effect
senting two weeks' salary but that

, of the law in respect to other stage
doesn't include the locally recruited ' unions^ particularly ;the musicians -

chorus. - and stagehands, but letter's contract
with tile managers extends until
next February.

All agreements entered into since
the Taft-Hartley act are limited to

one year, so that should Equity and
the League renew the basic pact, it

would expire prior to the season of

1948r49, at which time Equity pro-
poses its segS-egatipH' ban, w^ be-
come -.-operative^

Bain Held Factor

Atlanta, July 22.

Collapse of open-air operetta in

the Chastian Memorial Amphithea-
tre, North Fulton Park, last Friday
(18), after four weeks of a sched-
uled 10-week -season, is attributed
mostly to rain having, dented the
project's chances during the first

two weeks.

Although the principals were
paid, the chorus received only one
week's pay ''but was willing to ap-
pear anyhow. Promoters faced fi-

nancial obligations that could not be
liquidated, however.

lister' Folds Satdee

Unless Business Perks
"C&n Me Mister," the GI revue

which was a cleanup on Broadway
until last spring, will fold Saturday

(26) unless business perks materially

at the Majestic, where it moved from
the National Monday (21), when the
scale was lowered from .$6 to '!P4.80

topi Management : recently an-
nounced that a goodly slice of profits

had been di,sbur,sed among the back-
ers, that there was $90,000 in ,a sink-
ing fund and the intention is not to
deplete the bankroll Ihrough oper-
ating losses.. "Mister" had announced
holiday . : matinees through the
autumn. :

The orchestra ot 22 moved with the
show,- musicians union also insisting

that the house bunch of four also be
paid. National is a so-called "penalty
house," not using house orchestra
ordinarily, and when "Mister" opened
there the increa.«ed scale for mu-
sicians in such theatres applied. Pit

bunch has been paid over $15,000

since "Mister"- gpened, in excess of

the regular pay. Tlie men are under
run-of-the-play contracts. Additional
expense for the Majestic house men
is $446 weekly, .: ,j

John Patrick's "The Hasty Heart"
will be given brief showing in Syd-
ney prior to Aussie company taking
play to Japan.

Rip Shoidda

Stood in Bed
Group of actors first known as the

Company of Twelve, then the New
York -City Theatre Cp., Istarted doubt-
fully at the City Center last week
with "Rip Van Winkle." Although a
second week (current) is due to be
completed, outfit's chances of sur-
viving are uncertain. Second per-
formance saw the script cut around
40 minutes. First seven times drew
around $5,000; which meant a loss of
acound $2,500 despite the sharing
plan of the players,

Outfit used most of its limited
bankroll to present "Rip," which
cost $12,000. It's possible that "Good-
bye Again" will be the second at-
traction, dependent" on whether Jo.se

Ferrer, now appearing in a strawhat,
will be able to stage the play. Most
of those in the new group, first stock
try on Broadway in many years, have
appeared in "Again," and so the show
could be readied pronto. Season at
the Center was slated for 10 weeks
and booking - agreement with the
Center, a city-owned hou.se, stipu-

lates that a similar period during the
regular season would be available.
Players are under Equity's minimum
.salary, but are to share in profits, il

any, when the date is completed.

Nips Yen Nudes
Tokyo, July 8.

For the first time in Jap entertain-
ment hLstory, nude shows have be-

I come popular. Show with the most
, i)ude$ has consistently been eDjoying
I the biggest b.o, on Tokyo's Ginza.
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Stewart Boosts Broadway 'Harvey

Tom Otherwise Biz Spotty;

Musicals Clicko, 'Burlesque Red 9^2^
Appearance of James Stewart as

replacement in the Broadway, "Har-
vey" created a boxoflfice surge, and
business was virtually, capacity '

for

the comedy, :
including Saturday',

matinee, wKich sold' out mucli iJi

advance. Gross , was close to tpp win-
ter figures, and only, reviewers, who
sat in to' gander the film star, kept
takings from going higher. Critics

•were inclined to be somewhat critical

but the . popularity and fine per-

formance of the filmite were con-

ceded, generally during the week,
as Stewart improved steadily,
- tast week was one. of continued
heat, humidity and . frequent ,

rain,

. so busine-ss along Broadway was not
improved, nor was it expe6ted. Stock
showing of "Rip Van Winkle" came

' a,-cropper. i

Estimates for Last Week
Keys; C (Comedy), D' (Drwrm),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
. M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"All My Sons," Coronet (SSth

week) (D-1,095; $4.80)-. Somewhat
over-estimated; last week was around

. $12,500, which is claimed to have
vbettei-ed even break.

'

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(62d week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Easily
the |op show, and hgs been since

. opening; probablj? a "few hundred
better than' previous week, close to

$45,000.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (77th

•week) (C-93;>$4.80). Approximated
$15,500 but that provides cortsider-

^able profit for this long runner,
which will likely pick up soon.

"Brigafloon," Ziegfeld (19th week)
(M-626; $4.80). One of the three
leading musicals; only slightly af-

fected, and figures to run well into

new season; $42,000.
"Call Me Mister," Majestic (66th

, week) (R-1,659; $4:80). Moved here
Monday (21) from National, where
takings approximated $17,000 last

week; scale lowered from $6 top.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (28th

week). (C-290;.. $6). No change to
the capacity-plus pace of this mem-
ber of the musical "big three," and
tl''> ''ount WPS $42,000 again.
"Happy BirtBday," Broadhurst

(38th week) CCD-1,160; $4.80). Not
certain of pofng through summer but
is expected to pick up after July;
arnirad S16.000 estimated.

. ''Harvey," 48th St, (142d week)
, (e»920; $4.20). Weather or not, buifi-

: ness jumped around $4,000, takings
were quoted at $18,500; not much
under capacity; entrance of James
Stewart into cast accounts for un-

. usual .lump in attendance.
"Icetlme .of .1948," .Center .(8th

week) (M-2.994; $2.40). Holds to ex-
cellent business,, with skating rCvue
figured to play well into new season;
$B9,000 quoted.

"John . Loves Mary," Music Box
(24th week) (C-979; $4.80). Nearly
six months for laugh show that is

also slated into new season despite
offishness this month; around $13,000.

"Laura," Cort (3d week) (D-1,064;
$4.«n). Low 'Grosser hasn't fared much
better but claimed over $5,000 with
Bid of two-for*ones.

"Oklahoma!," St. James (223d
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Power of
new run leader to draw visitors in-

dicates it will be around well into

fall: eased to $21,500 last week.
"State of the Vnion," Hudson (88th

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Around
$12,000 quoted; .that's hardly profit-
able operation for play of it's type
but improvement anticipated. '

"The Medium," and "The Tele-
phone," Barrymore (12th week)
(M-1,064; $4.20) . After slow start this
novelty also slated into autumn;
around $13,000, which provides some
profit for miniature, operas,
"Voice ' of the Turtle," ' Morosco

(171st week) (C-939; $3.60). Takings
appt<»ach $7,000, and that appears
to get three-.person play by.
"Young Man's Fancy,"' Plymouth

(12th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Some-
what better than indicated; takings
bit over $5,000, also two-for-oner.

, REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (30th week)

(C-l,077v $4.80). Around $9,500,
which means .red operation, unless
attendance improves may soon bow
'out.

"Sweethearts," S h u b e r t (26th
week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Must pick
up to stick; rated around $17,000;
"Under The Counter" musical frtim
London slated here in September.

NEIGHBOBHOOD
"I Remember Mamai" Flatbush,

Bi-ooklyn.
''Anna Lucasta," Windsor; Bronx;

repeating again.
;''STOCK. •

"Rip Van Winkle," City Center
(2,962; $2.40): $5,000, first week; clos-
ing this week.

For Long Term Lease
(To Responsible People or

WILL SELL)
THE BEAUTIFUL

El Patio Playhouse
800 NEW SEATS
7080 Hollywood Blvd.

(Just l>^ lilock8 East ot
' ' Oraumnn's Chinese)

*V1UTE — PHONE — WIRE
H. E: WOpLEVER. Owner.

: At, 3409, Flnley Avenue
NewiioTt 'lleach, Calif.

'

:

Breniniiisi Phone BneboT 1408111
»a.rs: Beacon

la. Purchase'

W«w50i/2G.LA
Los Angeles, July 22.

Civic Light Opera Assn. opened
its final presentation o£ the season,
"Louisiana Purchase," last week;
and box office crew at the Phil-
harmonic auditorium started to go
quietly nuts. Lush $50,500. came , in
for initial frame.

"Blossom Time," second of the
Greek Theatre's season, opened last
night (21) and Savoyards' , second,
"Patience," bows tonight. Scheduled
world preem of "Galileo," starring
Charles Laughton, Was postponed to
July 30.. Producer T. Edward Ham-
bleton operating under aegis of
Pelican Productions which first of-
fered "Skin," announced that the
detail attendant on presenting the
50-charapter, 13-scene play jnecessi-
tated the delay.

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947"
waltzed through the 265th frame
with the usual $17,000 at El Capitan.
At El Patio, Savoyards "H. M. S.
Pinafore," with curtain-raiser, "Trial
By Jury," which- opened Tuesday,
kept house half-filled during week
for $3,800. Greek theatre's "Rose
Marie" flnaled with a building
$39,000 to register $75,400 fo* sweet
two weeks.

Las Palmas, with "Skin of Our
Teeth," on.moveo'ver. played to SRO
opening two nights last week (Fri.,

Sat.) to register a perfect $1,900 for
start of new stand. Philharmonic
Aud's. "Louisiana Purchase" with
original stars. William Gaxton, Vic-
tor Moore, Vera Zorina and Irene
Bordoni, saw 'possibility of equaling
house record with building advance.

*Okia.i' In Return
To D.C. for 4 Wks.

Washington, July .22.

"Oklahoma" bowed into National
past Monday (21) in a return four
week stint here. Musical has re-
opened the F Street house, town's
sole legitj which has been shuttered
for lack of bookings since June 14,

when "Lute Song" wound up.

Since house was air-conditioned
last season, and public interest in
show appears bigh b.o. prospects
look bright. ,

'

. . :
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WALTER IDONALDSOK
Walter Donaldson, 54, songwriter,

died in Santa Monica, Cah, July 15,

Details in Orchestras-Music section.

ASSURED FUTURE
[''or a responsible man ,

wlio
. lias been

accustomed to making f 6,000 or bet-
tor. One . who 'has . foreEtlgrht .^nougrli
td establish him;self now in a nation-
n'itle iiipmi -professional business. As-
signttrent as Independent Manager to
fnllow training: period in Manhattan.
Karnitigs while in training.

Call MR. BATES for an interview

MUrray Hill 2-0177

'Carousel's' 38G

Tops Chi/Mill' 25G
Chicago, July 22.

No great change was registered

here to relieve the almost Static pace I

of. last few- weeks, just about every
boxolfice experiencing slight dip

since last -week. "Ited Mill" picked
up to $25,000 due to final closing no-
tices, it leaves for Detroit the 28th.
"Cairousel" still leads the field with
$38,000.

"Private Lives," with Tallulah
Bankhead, relights the Harris to-
night (22).

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (21s{

week) (1,334; $3.()0). Managed, to
hold up to just about the same as last
week with fair $14,000.

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (10th
week) (1,358; $4:80). Sunday per-
formances helping this but midweek
not so hot, $20,000.

"Carousel," Shubert (8th wk)
(2,100; $4.80). . Wednesday wasn't too
good but otherwise holding up as
top grosser with $38,000.

"The Red Mill," Civic Opera
House (8th week) (3,800; $3.60).
Been busy with final takers liefore
moving to Detroit next week. Upped
take to $25,000.

MARRIAGES
Claire Gagnier to Raymond

bionne, Montreal, July 14. Bride is

French-Canadian radio and concert
songstress.

Elsie Louise Helm" to Charles
Richard Lierley, Hollywood, July 19.

He's Technicolor executive.

Edna Berger to Gerald Marks, Pt.

Pleasant, Pa., July 18. Bride is

organizer for Newspaper Guild;' he's

a composer.
Beverly Carroll to Lionel New-

man, Beverly Hills, Cal., July 19.

Bride is an actress and niece of Earl
Carroll; he's a musical director.

Margo Woode to Bill Burton, Las
Vegas, July 19. Bride is actress.

He's personal manager for screen
players.

Dorothy Michels to Richard Cooke,
Los Angeles, July 28. Bride is traf-

fic manager at station KFWB.
Martha O'Driscoll to Arthur I.

Appleton, Las Vegas, July 20. Bride
is film actress. >

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCIC 1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives,
9S Went 46th Stroot, Now Vo'-k

SuHHrt Blvd., Ubllyuooil 46, Cal.

'Sunny' Neat $27,000
' In Week at .L'ville

Louisville, July 22.

"Sunny," Jerome Kern operetta,
third in the current summer series
at Iroquois Amphitheatre, grossed a
neat $27,000 last week ending Sun-
day (2fi). Critics praised Gil Lamb,
MaurWti Cannon, Dick Smart and
Dorothy Keller in lead roles.

"Vagabond :King,". with Edward
Roecker and Marie Nash as singing
leads is bill starting tonight (22),

Current Road Shows
(Ph'iod covering Jiilj/ 21-AMg. 2)
"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (21-2).
"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

(21-2).
"Call Me Mister"— Blackstone,

Chi. (21-2). if.

"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (21-2).
"Dream Girl"-^^Royal Alex., To-

ronto (21-26); Shubert, Host, (28-2).
"I Remember Mama" Lobero,

Santa Barbara (25-26)
; Geary, Frisco

(28-2).

"Joan of Lorraine" — Shubert-
Lafayette, Det. (28-2).
"Love for Love"—Capitol, Ottawa

(21-22); Savoy. Hamilton (24);
Grand, London (25-26).
"Oklahoma!"—Nat'l, Wash. (21-2).
"Private Lives"—Harris, Chi. (21-

2). \
"The Bed Mill" — Opera House,

Chi. (21-26),'. Cass, Det. (28-2).

HENRY KOLKER
Henry Kolker, '!'3, stage and screen

actor, , died July 15 in Los Angeles,
as a result of injuries- sustained in

a fall two months ago. His last screen
role 'vyas in the Charles Chaplin pro-
duction, "Monsieur Verdoux."
Kolker's gteatest promitience was

achieved on the stage where he made
his bow with Gei:rnan stock com-
pany in Milwaukee in 1894. Shifting
to the English-speaking stage, he
trouped with Ada Rehan, Bertha
Kalich, Margaret Anglin, Alia Na-
zimova and other yesteryear stars.

On Broadway he appeared in ^ch
plays as "The Great Name," "Our
Wives," "Our Children," "Help
Wanted" and "Over, the Phone;" His
first film role was in "Don't Marry,"
produced by Fox in 1925, followed
by scores of appearances on most of

the major lots. .

He was a member of The Lambs
in New York and Jhe Players Club
in Hollywood. Surviving is v his

widow, Margaret:

with the late E. B. Cupler, o£ Wash.'
ington, Pa., whose daughter still
operates the Court there.
At the time of his death, I)r;.

KoontE was in partnership sj^ith
Bertrand Muhleman in the operation
of the Lincoln and

. Temple, in New
Martinsville. The houses are oper-
ated, by Dr. Koontz's son-in-law;.
Geoi;ge Delich, former Univ. 0£ Pitt
football star, and Dr.; C. Aw One-
acre, Muhloman's .son-in-law.

;
Surviving are widbw and daughter,^

LT. HAROLD D. BANKS
Lt. Harold D. Banks, who was on

WB
,
managerial staff in. Pittsburgh

before going into service, was killed

'

recently when his plane crashed on
a flight to Lu^ion in the Philippine
Islands. Banks held a dozen hero
medals and ribbons as the result of
his war-time record with the ISti
Air Force in Italy.

, He leaves widow and an 11-month-
old son,- who were to have • joined
hhn in the Philippines on Aug. 1 to
make their home there.

JACK MURPHY.
Jack Murphy, 86, vet vaude per-t

former and author of the Adam
Sowerguy series in Variety many
years ago, died at the Actors Fund
home in Englewood, N. J., July 21.

He had been a guest there since his

retirement from stage.

Murphy had been in vaude for
many years, teamed with various
partners, but for tW lqst 30 .years
he had been teamed with his wife,
Eloise Willard, who survives him.
Murphy & Willard had toured

practically 'every vaude circuit in
the U. S. and abroad in their stand-
ard comedy act "Have a Doughnut."
His Sowerguy letters, published

some 30 years ago in Variety, were
in the show biz-, idiom, narrating
comic incidents on family time cir-

cuits and other entertaining data,
Some years after the originals apv
peared, the series was reprised by
Variety.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Higgins, son

New York, July 19. Father is legit

and radio actor.

Mr. and Mrs. . LeRoy Miller, a
daughter, July 17. Father is "'Musical

Clock" disk jockey at WFIL, Philly,

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. O'Hern
son, Long Beach, Cal., July 19.

Father, is publicist with Margaret
Ettinger agency. .

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wood's, son. New
York, July 16/ Father is songwriter.
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Schacter, son,

NeMV York, July 17. Mother is JOan
Edwards, vaude-radio songstress;
father is musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan" Sweetbw, son

Chicago, July 13. Father is radio
producer-writer at Malcolm' HoW'
ard Agency, Chi.

Mr, and Mrs. George Glass, son,
Los Angeles, July 16. Father is vee-
pee of Screen Plays, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. George Diskant,
daughter, Hollywood, July 14. Father
is a cameraman at RKO.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sennes,

daughter, Cleveland, July 16. .Father
is nitery booker in that city.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Beetley[ daugh-
ter, Santa Monica, July 11. Father
is a film editor at RKO.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherburne J. Hutch-

inson, son,- Albany, N.Y., July 13.

Father is manager' of Warners' Madi-.,
son theatre in. that city;

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fanning, son,
New York, • July 16. Mother is

Margaret Perry, former actress and
daughter of the late Antoinette
Perry.

Mr. and Mrs. Claude F. Fulks,
daughter,

. San Antonio, July 2. He's
engineer at station WOAI there,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bliss. Daughter,

Los Angeles, July 19. Father is pro-
ducer at Young & Rubicam Coast
Agency*

KATHRYN CARVER HALL
Kathryn Carver Hall, 41, former

screen star, died at Mmhurst, Long
Island, July 18. '

Mrs. Hall, • who was the former
wife of film star Adolphe Menjou,
had a meteoric career in Holly-
wood after being educated at the
Ursuline Convent, N; Y.
She retired from films in 1934

at the height of her career.
First husband was Ira L. Hill, the

New York protogra'pher. After be-
ing divorced from him in 1927, she
was married to Menjou in 1928.

In 1930, the strain of her film
work and her strenuous social pro-
gram brought on a nervous condi-
tion which forced the actress to en-
ter a sanitarium.
She was divorced from Mehjou in

1934 and t-cvo years later married
Paul Vincent Hall, N. Y. broker.

LOUIS G. SPECTOR
^ Louis G. Specter, 26, Hamilton,
Ontario; Canada, press agent for Al-
lied Artists Productions, died after
a heart attack July »17, while being
interviewed on WINN by announcer
Ed Kallay.

'

Specter, who was accompanied by
Harry Newton, Strahd manager, and
four Indians,

:
who arrived in town

previous day for a promotion cam-
paign on "Black Gold," had just
been asked by the announces- to
state his name, when he suddenly
slipped from his chair arid fell
against the mike. The station was
cut off the air for a few : moments
while the police- emergency squad
was called. - -

,

MICHAEL CUPERO
Michael Cupero, vet cornet soloist,

who played with John Philip Sousa,
Lew Dookstader minstrels and
Creatore's band, died: July 16 fn New
Orleans. In recent years he was
instructor of the Jesuit High school
and the New Orleans Police Depart-
ment bands.

'

He was also convposer of "Jesuit
Alma Mater", and "Marche Pontifl-
cati"

His widow, a son and tWd daugh-
ters survive.

PAUL REVERE BAUGH
Paul Revere Baugh, 52, an ac-

odunt exec with Batten, Bartdn,
Durstine & Osborn, Inc., N. Y; ad*
vertising agency, died July 19 at.,the

home of friends in Babylon, L, I.

•Born in Terra Haute, Ind., he had
been in advertising business the
greater, part Of his life, having
worked with Fuller, Smith & Ross
agency, Cleveland, before coming to
BBD&O.
Survived by widow, father, sisters

and brother.

FRANK D. FULLER
Frank D. Fuller, 78, secretary-

manager of the Mid-South Pair at
Memphis for three decades until re-
tirement in 1938, 'died July 14 in
Jonesboro; Ark.
He became assistant secretary ot

the Tennessee State Fair in Nash-
ville and in 1910 took charge of the
Tri-State Fair, which was to become
the Mid-South Fair, in Memphis, He
had also served two ternas in the
State Senate.
Surviving are widow and daughter.

BRANDON HUBST
Brandon Hurst, 81, character ac-

tor who appeared on stage and
screen for many- years, died in
Hollywood last week.
Born in London, he played

"Charley" in original production of
"Charley's Aunt" and later in many'
other productions. Among films in
which he appeared were "Seventh
Heaven," "Suez," "Stanley and Liv-
ingstone," "The Blue Bird" and "If

I Had My Way."

WILLIAM HUNZECKER
William Hunzecker, 63, Pittsburgh

backstage veteran, died in a hos-
pital there lastWeek,
Beginning in 1932, Hunzecker had

been stage manager for Stanley
theatre, WB's ace downtown Pitt

house, and served until presentations
were dropped few years ago. Since
then he had been on staff as chief

electrician,

MARGARET C, GOODMAN
Margaret Campbell Goodman, 72,

former midwestern newspaper
wofnan, died at St. Vincent's hospi-
tal, N.Y., July 18. For a time she

was a contributor to Variety.
Mrs. Goodman had been in New

York for many years and in her

earlier years participated in stunts

for publication purposes, one being

deep sea salvaging.

DR. ARTHUR L. KOONKZ
Dr. Arthur Lee Koontz, an ex-

hibitor for nearly 35 years, died last
week in New Martinsville, W. Va., of
cancer. A practicing dentist since
around the turn of the century. Dr.
Koont? went into exhibition in 1913

JENNIE KIMMEV
Jennie Kimmey, 91, who became'

wardrobe mistress for the Corrine

Opera Co. when she was iS; died

July 12 at Scotia, N, Y.
N. Y.
Miss Kimmey Owned and operated

a costume shop in Troy, N. Y., for

more than 50 years. For years she

was consultant to costumers in New
York.

,

HARRY B.McCLUBE
Harry B. McGlUre, 68,.for 10 years,

prior to his retirement in 1945, di-

rector of Dept. CI Agriculture's mo-

tion picture service and film librar"

ian f6r the agency, died in Washing-

ton July 17.

Agriculture's film library, one ot

largest in Government, bears his

name. .
,

.

ALLAN KAMINACK
Allan Kaminack, 23, manager of

the Roxy theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

was accidentally drowned while,

sw'imming near Yorkton, Sask.

He is survived by his parents,

brother and sister, .

j
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BrAadwaV
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Singer Frances Faye bought As-

^Vlo^''s%ev and Harlan

mson visiting from' Coast
'

nSie French bragging about .a

three-pound salmon, he hooked in

^vn'i Terry Turner and Harry

Re^?e?s in Boston exploiting "The

who audited
Equity's books for 30 years, passed

Bwav last week. \„ , ,
" Edward L. Walton, RepuWw's as-

sistant sales manager, back m N. Y.

after two-week swing through mid-

^Berf'and Mary' Gardner, former

li>i«it and vaUde actors, in town from

their Binghamton, N. Y., home for

Altlwugh kitchen alterations dark-

enpd Sardi's last week and this, the

luncheon at Sardi's broadcasts con-

*"joan'^^Ma'rloW£ and Betty Blake

'skipped issuing their Theatre In-

formation Bulletin for two weeks
while they vacationed.

Shirley Graff, formerly on amuse-

ment staff of The Mirror, and Hy
Gardner; Broadway p.a., to coUab

on a Broadway column for PM.
Theodore R. Kupferman, qf^T/Var-

ners' homeofSce legal department,
. named a member of the N. Y. City

Bar Assn.'s copyright committee.-

Georgie Jegsel in from Hollywood
to help plug his 20th-Fox produc-
tion, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now," debuting at Roxy today (23).

Al Brower, N. Y. field rep of

American Guild of Variety Artists,

planed to Miami over weekend to

visit sister and huddle with AGVA
rep there.

Arthur Schwartz, of the law firm

Of Schwartz & Frohlich, has been
tapped for the post of chairman of

the executive committee of the N-. Y.
' City Bar A:Ssn.

Hose Bampton, Metop soprano,

planes Thursday (24) for Buenos
Aires, where she'll sing in some 14

operas at the Teatro Colon, Aug^ 1

through Oct. 10.

Damon Runyon Memorial Fund
night at the Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J.,

Monday (21), brought out guest ap-
pearances from George Jessel, Lou
Costello, Eddie Davis, Myron Cohen,
Betty Kean and Fay McKenzie.

Barbara Day, daughter oj^ E, L.
McEvoy, short subjects sales man-
ager of Univer.sal, leaving United
World Films publicity dept. to join

Fred Astaire dance studios as pub-
licity directorv

Spyros Skouras chairmanned a

luncheon for 70 persons of the en-
tertainment and financial fields for

. the United Jewish Appeal at .the

Waldorf-Astoria hotel, yesterday
(Tuesday). Barney Balaban, Para-

' mount president, arid Attbrftey Gren-
eral Tom Clark were among' the

• speakers.

rived for huddle's with their spon-
sor on fall radio plans.

Clark Dennis plays his first local
engagement in . five years at Hotel
Sherman^ beginning July 25.

The Variety Club's annual golf

tournament and dinner held at

Westward-Ho Club, July 12.

Eddie "Rochester" Anderson joins

the Four Vagabonds and Red Allen
at the Regal theatre, for week.
Ernie Burnett recuperating from

injuries regeived ifi fall from horse
during liis rodeo performance.
Sonja Henie here for second viait

m two weeks, this time to witne.ss

middleweight champion&liip bout.
Mark Hellinger and Burt Lan-

caster hosted press at luncheon .and
preview of their new release, "Brute
Force." at Civic Opera Building.

Carl Sands will replace the Ray
Lang orchestra as staff, band at the'

Oriental theatre. Lang had been
with ' the theatre almost ' 10 years.

Toois Shor, Tony Martin, Bob
Hannegan, Joe . E. Brown, (3eorge
Raft and Harry James had ringside
seats at Stadium the night Graziano
won crown.
Marie McDonald, Joan Loring,

Jane Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Bill

Lundigan, Mr;,and Mrs. Kent Smith,
and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Russell
among film celebs flown in, on
maiden nonstop flight from Los
Angeles. ^

,
- ,

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Jose Ferrer and Harold Clurman
in to gaiider Yardley.
Donald Devlin signed for title

role in "Christopher Blake" at New
Hope, Aug. 4.

Elsie, Morris, Philly radio -thesp*
in for stay ;at Ben Snyder's farm
in New Hope.
Jack Kirldand pounding on new

play at Springtown; ditto Sam
Raphaelson at Spring Valley.

Princeton's McCarter
,
following

New Hope, this week with "Dear
Ruth" and "Union" next week.
Frank and Arlene Goodman, Joe

Abels, Orrin Keepnews. Betty Balz-
ert" and Ernie Busiimillers in for
weekend. '

Ken Nicholson to Clinton last
weelc to catch Bert Lytell in "Ap-
ple^ of His Eye," first strawhat ver-
sion of his play. New Hope muU^
ing san>e bill with Wm. A. Lee.
Margaret Mullen (Mrs. John Root)"*

had to relearn role as femme lead in
"State of Union" this week at Play-
house. Since she understudied' leads
in N. Y. more than year ago, top-
ical winner has been rewritten to
fit' front pages. Katherine Meskill
and Marion Green, of Chicago
Union," also in Playhouse troupe,

London
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Washington
. By Florence S. Lowe
Harold ("Best Years") Russell in

town to assist Veterans Administra-
tion in an exhibit of devices for
disabled.

Local Variety Tent has added
these members: Ken Clark, John

• Egan, Victor Orsinger and William
Wagganan.

.
_
Zastt Pitts; a smash hit last week

in summer stock revival of "Late
Christopher Bean," feted at a party
by American Newspaper Women's
Cliib.

Cody Pfanstiehl has left Warner's
local publicity staff to become chief
Hack for WTOP-CBS, succeeding
Carl Gebuhr, who goes on to sales
department.

.

Thomas A. De Veau, manager of
Sheraton hotel here, has swapped
places with James Patterson, man-
ager of Sheraton's Hotel Keystone
In Pittsburgh. :

Bob Knight, ex of Horace Heidt's
• Dfch, and currently WSL-Mutual's

'Man Behind the Band," a nightly
.airer, goes, into Loew's Capitol for
^a vaude stint on July 24,.

Fred MacMiUan, manager of
Warner's Earle, did a- video stint
when he was pressed into service
by a contestant in a' scavenger hunt
who had to turn "one live theatre
manager" into 'WTTG-DuMont.

tfcorge
. Middleton, ex-Broadway

-playwright and currently trade
,
Specialist in international copy-
wright (or Office of Alien Property,
has had hi.s autobiography published
under title, "These Things Are
Mine."

By Larry Sollowky
Graham Sisters into Eieista Club
Bob Burns severed connections

with Club 22.

Pat Burke and Sylvia Rhodes into
Kitty Davis' July 23.

Bob Johnson, singer, set for
Blackamoor Room, opening July 25
Mel Murray, boogie woogie pian-

ist, set for Olympia theatre, August
20.

Dick Buckley and Tony Bari
head show at reopened Famous
Door.
Mickey Gra.sso planed to Havana

to , set new aira^atin sbbW" for' his
Club 22.

B. S. PuHy and H. S. Gump plus
Beverly Brunelle in new show at
Paddock Club.
Patsy Shaw back into Copacabana

show last Sunday (20). Come-
dienne closed with the Georgie
Price show last Wednesday.

Benefit , for Karyl Norman at

Jewel Box took in close to $1,000.

Vet impersonator recuping from seri-

ous illness iii Ft. Laude*d^le.

,

Amory Brothers set to follow
Vagabonds into Clover Club , on
August 6. Vagabonds set , 'for ,15

week run at; mainland spot in

January. ,

Ted Shapiro combining vacash
with biz while here. Leaves ,

this

weekend for north, and Sophie
Tuckers Saratoga engagement.
Meanwhile he's attending to his , real
estate holdings pn the Beach and in

Miami.
''

Comedian George Clarke left

around $128,000, all to his wife.

Celia Johnson and Patricia Burke
are joining the Old Vic Company
this autumn.,. ..

Dennis Noble, English opera
singer, is an expert ,

cricketer and
expects to play in several cricket
matches this season. .

Sylvia Cecil replaced Muriel Bar-
ron: in dual starring roles in "Per-
chance to Dream" at Hippodrome
at its 917th performance.

Most London niteries will close
for two weeks starting on July 30,

Only exceptions are , the Milroy,
Nightingale and Churchill.

H. M. Tenncnt, Ltd., to do "I Re-
member Mama" by John Vgn Dru-
ten early in September in conjunc-
tion with John C. Wilson.
Ralph Lynn and Robertson Hare

are to reunite in Ben Travers' new
farce which he has just completed,
titled "Outrageous Fortune."
Toots Camarata in town to make

recordings of British vaudeville and
musical comedy names for Decca,
which will be released in U. S.

Fred Emney will not be in the
next month's Casino bill for Bern-
ard Delfont. He is holding- over
Jack Durant, owing to the hit he
scored'..

Arthur Lane, newcomer to show
biz, is reviving "The Dubarry," for
which he has imported Irene Man-
ning and John Hendrik from
America.

1,066 and All That" being trans-
ferred to Palace theatre from
Strand, on July 28, which makes
third' change of West End houses
for play.
Receiving order in bankruptcy has

been made against comedian Hal
Monty in the High Court. Monty
told reporters he intends to pay his
debts in full.

First theatre to change its^ mind
over later evening opening hour is

the Saville where: "Noose" is play
ing to better business since it

changed the time from eight to
seven., ;

:

Emile Littler will produqed "Pin-
ian's Rainbow" at the Palace some-
time in October with Arthur Sin-
clair, who was originally wanted
for the N. Y.' production, to play the
Albert Sharpe role.

Don Leonardo and his Caribbeans
opened at the Cocoa Nut Grove on
July 14 for indelnite run. Given two
television and radio broadcasts by
the British Broadcasting Corp.
Ramon and his orchestra from

Embassy and Giro's clubs opens at
Palm Beach Casino, Cannes, Aug. 2
for summer season. This is first Eng-
lish band to play France without
any reciprocal arrangement.
Abe Aronsohn off to -Paris and

Cannes for three weeks holiday and
business. Will make airangements
to book Pieritio Gamba, nine year
old Italian symphony orchestra
leader, now in Paris, for U. S.
Another play from . pen of the

author of "Now Barabbas," William
Douglas Home is set to succeed it

at the Vaudeville, Aug. 25. Comedy
is called "The Chiltern Hundreds,"
A. E. Matthews, Marjorie Fielding
and Michael Shepley head the cast.

H. J. Barlow, Birmingham busi-
ness man, who recently acquired a
long lease of Whitehall theatre from
owner Lou Cooper, is closing deal
tor Itnjg- tease of St; Martin's the-
atre. First play there will, be
"Bless the Bride," recently tried
out at Brighton and Croydon.

will do "Ladies of Retirement" here
in August. _

;

W^ard Jirench, rcC-uperating from
a broken leg, now getting to- N. Y.
office once weekly.
Henry Souvaine huddling with

Predriff March and Paul Osborne at

Newtown.
'

Henry Morgan, Marta Linden and
Katharine Bard judging booths at

Yankee Doodle Street fair here tins

week.
Michael ,

Clayton Huttcih,, author

of "Power Without Glory," whi.ch:

John - C. Wilson may do, next season

with the Shuberts, visiting, the Wil-
sons here.
John Mills, Christie MacDonald,

Billy Re<lfield, Mainbocher, Paul
Feigay, Michel Mok, Gladys Swarth-
out. Rose Franken, Mort Singer,

James Melton, Danton' Walker,
Frank Chapman, William Eythe,
Martha Lipton and Ward Morehouse
here to catch Tallulah Bankhead in

Private Lives."

Hollywood

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Bill Kelly, WCAE- praise-agent,

gets his degree from Pitt U In Sep-
tember. ,

'

Priscilla Dodge a member of resi-

dent company at Jennerstowu, Pa.,

strawhat.
Murray Minster, WJAS announcer,

hospitalized at Mercy with a throat
infection.
Louis Kauffmaii, the newscaster,

out of hospital after undergoing two
operations.
Dorothy Guzan, "Miss Pittsburgh

of 1945," and her mother sailed for

visit to Czechoslovakia.
, ,Al 'White's father On from PhiU
adelphia for a visit with the sum-
mer opera dance director.

-

Sally Starr, former stage and
screen actres-s, will be coming back
to the home town ' to live.

Dudley Clowes, who acted the

Scot in "Hasty Heart" at Playhouse,
doing role in several ^tra^hatSi
Al Golden, co-author of "A Young

Man's Fancy," came home over
weekend for visit with his folks,

H. K. Brennen, who owns WJAS,
orx a flying trip to Europe with
Father Cox's Lourdes exp«iition,
Couple of Carnegie Tech drama

grads, Ray Boyle and Gerry Jedd,
acting at Barter theatre this sum-
mer.

'

Jenny Lou Law and Nancy Wible,
who went to Cohasset for Charlie
Gaynor' revue, held over (there for
"Dear Ruth."

Billy Leach, formerly of local air

waves, begins a new program next
month over 'WBBM in Chi with Irv
Kupcinetj the columnist.

Atlantic City

Chicagc
John Conte has left the , cast of

.Larousel."-
Claude Kirchner now doing com-

fflcntator chores at Grant Park con-
,"Certs.

Show Folks of America- held' their
annual picnic at CaldweU' Woods
last week.

.
Hilda Ohlin leaving U. S. on July
{ff^etober concert date atPleyel

,.,5?' P"^^ Withers left for Holly-

L-v?'^'^'. several weeks here with
daughter, Jane.
.|- Al .T<)lson ahriounced signing

,;VjR(;ar Levant for his new radio
.Show for Kraft. -

,.f'l;f"'\ek Trailer Corp. purchased
I

By Eric Gorrick
Bill p.sborn. Monogram rep, due;

to; make New Zealand, looksee this

month. ,

'

Miklos Gafni began concert season
here, for Aui;traiian
(iommi.ssion July 14.

,

Hoyts holding important postwar
,cbnf6rehce, under leadership of, , Er-
nest Turnbtill in ,Sydney. :

Sir Ben Fuller appointed prexy
of International Migration Service,

a voluntary setup to a.ssist migrants.
Dave Martin in .New- Zealand ar-

ranging additional playing time for

Tivnli loop units over the! Kerridgg
chain. -,':,,

"Life With Father" winding 11

i'ecks' run at, Priiicess., Melbourne,
for Cjarnet , (iarroll. -

' "O ,
Mjstl'fes

Mine" in next. : ,v,
'

Wirth'g Circus doing okay biz on,

the road. Phil Wirfh. now: but bf
khald. has taken over management
frrim ii,''tcv Dori.";.

Ketoet Tuntri. known as "Soura

By Joe W. Walker
Jean Goldkette still in at Hamid's.
Night club busihe.ss spotty and a

little below average!

Stockholm
By Sven G. Winqiilst

Inga Ijandgre going back to Holly-
wood in the autumn.
Claes Goeran Gentele clebuting as

director with "Crime in the Sun." It

will be AU Kjellin's last film before
going to Hollywood,
Swedish cameraman Hilding Bladh

in' Norway,
,
photogi'aphing , the

French-Norwegian film about the
atomic bomb at Rjukan.
Danish producer Stig Lommer

here, negotiating with Gustav Wally
and Bengt Sterner about introducing
a Danish show in Stockholm.
"The Girl from the Marshcroft"

filmed again, this time by Kungsfilm.
The silent film, after the novel by
Selma Lagerlov, was a great success.

House Reviews
Continued from page 43

Al Jolson trained in from N, \,

Bill Lundigan in from New York.

Sam Marks back from Broadway.

Brenda Joyce to Acapuloo, Mexico.

Robert Cummings laid up with
flu.

Jack Cooper into Enterprise flack--

ery.
Harry Luboke on vacation, in Ore-

gon. "
,

.

Bill Pine and Bill Thomas in from
N. Yi' ^ ' -s:,''-*,

Flo Browne laid up with pneu-
monia.-- .

,

"' '., -'.^,'-,.
' ;:;.

Victor Mature on siesta in Las
Vesas. -,

Howie Mayer to Chicago for three
weelts.

.laclde Cooper in from Colorado
Springs.
Al Sloey recovering from major

surgeryj.' '

William Burch recovering from
surgery.
Clarence Brown returned from

Honolulu. :

Harold de Becker recuperating ,

from surgery.
Sol Siegel hospitalized for a phy-

sical checkup.
Adolph Zukor, II, in town for Ji :

summer siesta.

Bob Hope returned from his Latin*
American tour.
Gene Autry to Ogden, Utah, to

join his rodeo show.
Jeanne Brown won the annual

"Miss Hollywood" title.

Arthur Hornblow, Jr.f will sail on
Queen Elizabeth Aug. 1.

Billy Wilder sails for Europe on
the SS America July 29.

Roy Disney checked in from RKO
sales convention in N. Y.
Al Hall started his 12th year n*

directbr on Columbia lot.

David Jones in from England for
;

publicity huddles at RKO.
Mrs. Daniel O'Shea to Worcester, ,

Mass., for father's funeral.
George "Gabby." Hayes to Cana-

dian Rockies on fishing trip.'

Charles Boren returrted to his
desk after a week of illness.

Jack Carson donated $5,000 to b«
used for drama scholarships.
Ingo Preminger, Otto's brother,

joined Nat Goldstone agency.
George Jessel will emcee fir.^t four

days of California State Fair.
FrEfnkie Hyers opens at Charlie

Pr>-'q vnllev nitery next week.
Claudette Colbert to Lake Arrow-

head to recuperate from illness.

Victor Saville leaves , for England
Aug. 3 for three-week vacation.
William Elliott to Cheyenne for

the world preem of "Wyoming."
Dr. Harry Martin out of the hos-

pital and recuperating at home.
Janis Paige named Coronation

Queen for the Pan-American Ball.
Mischa Elman ogled production at

Metro as a guest of Frank Sinatra.
.lames 'A. FitzPatrick to Mackinac

Island for the annual yacht races;
,

Herbert J. Yates and Vera Ralston;
to Cheyenne for "Wyoming" pre-
miere, '

:

'

Jim TuUy's will left his estate, :

valued "in excess of $10,000," to his
wifiow.

Neil AgneW in town for Sales con- :

fabs with Selznick Releasing Organ-
ization.,

Richard Basehart to La Jolla ''or

the strawhat production of "The
Hasty, Heart." , -

Gene Raymond reported for two
weeks' active service with Army Air
Corps Reserve. ;

•

Charles Hoffman taking four
months' leave from Warners to com-
plete new book.
Lion Feuchtwanger back after

huddles with his N. Y. publishers
about "Proud Destiny."
Murvyn Vye checked in from

N. Y. for role in "Connecticut
,

Yankee" at Paramount.
Harold Nebenzal to San Diego for

a three-week reserve training course,'

,

Ap(i»lio« Hi. Y.^ ; ,

:

to emphasize the bra.ss but neVcrthe ...

Sylvia Sidne.y at the , Claridge I less are audience-pleasers. Kenny & at Marine headquarters
uii. _^ A.

I yoyd, two males in grey coats and
j .Edward Arnold and LaUritz Mel-

black trouserSj.eon.trib standard hoot- ! chior: tb Sah Franeiscd fbr, the
ology routines. They solo and then

, Bohemian Grove festival: :

teem for comic terping, to fair ,ap-
j .loan Fontaine broke two rihs in

I

plause.
, , . i a fall from a horse while riding in

I

Reynold^ ' bass player Sid . Gary
j

the,,Santa, Monica: Moun^^^
croons a so-so "That's My De.sirg'' I

: -.Bobfert -MontgDmery-niim^S'chaifr
' followed by 'a fast arrangement of '' man, b"';. the Ihterhatibrial Rescue and.

while playing at Auditorium thea-
tre,

Mr., and Mrs. Texi Beneke at Had-
dbn Hall during his engagement on
Steel Pier, July 17-20.

Celebrity Night drew big crowd
at Hotel' Chelsea on July 20 .where
PUpi Campo is .playin,g:

Elliot Lawrence in Steel
, Pier - "old Man Hi-ver" for strong return.s.

ballroom July ,21-26. Harry James
I
Count Le Roy, aero -roller skate

comes in: next week, July 2()-30 with
|
dancer, is a poli.shed arti.st who does

Carrnen Cavallaro- for, Ji-ily
,
Sl-Aug.

2 ',week.
'

'i i I* Steel Pier, vaudeville for week of

AlKllTiilia '
' 'July 2V-Aug. 2: to feature "Hit

,

xxuoti uun
,

., Parade Revue," with Jeniy Wayne,
Al Schenk. Gocd 'Steve, and ' Eddie,,
Martin and Flore'hz '-anA'- - Barbara
Barrie. i''

'

Playing at hotel spote are ,,Louise
Stone trio and Jes.sie Griffiths at

Broadcasting Shelburne, Josp (Tnrbclo at Hotel
President,, Cal Gilford orchestra at

Traymore and Jerry Shard wit
•Tudy Roberts, and Gbarlptte at, May-
flbwen--, ',„:-

- neat' hoofing atop a small;: (Square

i
table. While: his footwork and agilit.y;

; in this routine are; topflight, he .steps

off on to floor for .some Smash in-
terpretations ^f Bill Robin.son, ElcSr
nor Powell and the Nicholas Bros.
Encores with imitat'on of the Condos

j
Bros, whistle.s and palmwhacks.

In closing spot. Jacquet's outfit irri-

Rel ief Committee's Hollywood uii it.

,;Jay Richard Kennedy to Wa.shing-
ton for Goverriment huddle's in co,n-
nection with Columbia's "Assigned
to Treasury."
Frank- Borzage

;
will stage his, third

ainttual Motion Picture Golf TOurna-
ment, Aug. 3, ior Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund.

Jeffrey Berfierd cited- by National
ConXerohce of Christians and Jew.<i
for tolerance plea in his picture,.

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

V Theresa Helburrt; off to.,.Maine.

'

Edna' Ferber ehtertaiiifng the -Max
Gordons.
Zamah Cunninghaih visiiting the

John Whartoas;
- Bob a 'h d /Peggy Lloyd,

; j n t o

Charles' Inh; on the i>«orwalk line.

Yul Brynner and 'Virginia ;
Gil-

more vi.sitins the Richard Halliday.s,

'Henny You'numan weekending
' ' Ea.stmun at Long.'-ihoro

Kansas City

prevue trailer negative library from
,
baya Sue." di-ic

,
t*x her. radjo .work. '

with Carl
-"Vie.xander Prevue Co. ! from Sourabaya during the war Club.

, r i.. c,.hnn-Bob Hope and Jerry Colonna ar- 1 years, is visiting Sydney. ) E.stolle Winwood and Irit/i .Sfhefl

presses as one of the better smaller ! ^l'""^'*^
'

, ., . ,

units that have .played Apollo and „ Josep" Mo.skowitz ,m. from New
similar stands. Impeccably; dressed in -York to confer with Joseph M.
.lue trousers and light blue coiits,.| Schenck and Da.rryl F. Zanuck, on
boys are fronted , by Jacquet. who 2,0th -Fox matters,

jsporls a tWo-toned brown suit.- ClaK.s, is

the keynote ;of 'thi.s group which tcini-

prise piano, bass, drums, baritone,
.sax, tenor sax and two trumpot.s.

Ooerier is a hot blues followed by By John Quinn
"Robbins Nest" with, Jacquet stand- Cole Bros. CircUs in on July 21 for
out oh .solo. Arrangements leave

j
3-day stand.

plenty of room for improvising as! Jim Ca.stle, Paramount exploiteeri
in: "How High the Moon' where; to Coast for' looksee at studio.s.

rhythm section tees off, :then number
i Joah Caulfield tossing out the first

fades into the usual jammin'. "Bot-
; ball at Penny Ice benefit baiSebalX

toms Up" is the blowoff.and Jacquet i game.
doe.s it up brown in torrid sax .soJo, 1 Julia Lee and Baby T-ovett ve-
Glo.se to hefty

.
return.s. , cehtly

,
back; froffi_^:Cqaat whe'ie. they

. Spider Bruce, John Vigal and "'
'

- •• - - -.
-

Vivian Harris, supply house's stand-
ard comedy bit. Their efl'ort.s. per
usual, ;iTae.et /with ,ettthus,iastie recep-
tion.:

d id ;1 S .sides for Capital

.

Madaline La Dell, trapeze act.
Skating Kellys ice troupe booked,
into Fairyland Park as .extra : at-
tractions for hot months.
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Charles Chaplin will bring you

his greatest motion picture.,,

"Monsieur Verdoux." It is the

fabulous story of a- modern

French Bluebeard... it is some-'

thing you have never before

seen on the screen. In "Monsieur

Verdoux" there is a peculiar in-

tensigr of drama...an even more

peculiar hysteria oflaughter—and

a strange love story that hurts.

But with all its strangeness...

there is a pathos and beauty and

richness—devoted to the love

story that will haunt you until

motion pictures are no longer

made. The genius of Chaplin

holds a copyright on his type of

love story...a love-story that will

possess you, that will frighten

' you, that will stay with you as

a lingering memory. Charles

Chaplin has dared to create for

your unforgettable entertainment

the diabolical but amusing story

once told in whispers—in whis-

pers—the story of "Monsieur

Verdoux' —the story of a modern

French Bluebeard. Remember...

in October.'

^e/emJdm (UniieJ
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RADIO'S HOT-WEATHER GOLD FEET
j&oadway Legit Unlikely to Face

Acute Theatre Need This Sbson
i Broadway legit season of 1947-48

13 a question mark productively but

'is slowly taking some form. •

V Three shows are in rehearsal, cur-

rently. Number of new musicals is

^specially problematical, the reac-

Aian to managerial manipulation ap-
4>baring to have scared off potential

backers.
There are four or five new .dramas

,yrhich are well regarded by those

4n the know and which will attract

•investors. Not included are straw-

•hat tryouts, steadily growing in

inumber, A few. new plays in the

'^ummer stocks are rated as Broad-
.ijiray possibilities biii there have been

••§'0 many 'disappointments in that

iheld that those scouting material

tor regular production are skeptical.

Indications are that the Shuberts
will be more active in presenting

new shows than for a decade. There
is a limited : number of new pro-
dtictions seeking Broadway houses,

and unless other managers step up
.their schedules, if any, the theatre

'shortage that has been present sea-
• sonally for years will be absent Tl\e

Sliuberts have arranged to import
(Continued on page 52)

Vuleo Ruled asW
By Pa< Court, Thus

Requiring Licenses
Philadelphia, July 29.

The Batrphin County (Pa.)- s&sri
yesterday; (Mon.) ruled that tele-

vision shows were "motion pictures"

.and that taprooms and taverns with
; Video receivers must get entertafn-
inent licenses costing $120 yearly.
The decision, which is expected

to have far-reaching consequences,
.
afEects more than 50% of all the
liquor-dispensing establishments in
this area.

. *The court was asked to rule on
•the matter last IVlarch when the use
ot tele sets became widespread in
taprooms, and the State Liquor

• Board ordered the spots to apply tor
..entertainment permits. The tap-

,;
rooms, fighting the liquor board's
decision, claiwied that the word
"television" did not appear in the
statute books. Judge William H.
Hargest, president judge of the
Dauphin court, declared that mor
tion pictures were covered in the
law and that tele and films accom-
plished the same end—"visual En-
tertainment of patrons."
The court said only an amend-

nient in the law by the legislature
would exempt the taproom opera-^
tors. •

Theatre Supply Co. Pops
Suit at Popless Popcorn

. Minneapolis, July 29.

Theatre popcorn that allegedly
failed to pop as guaranteed — in-

creasing in volume only 16 times
instead of 32 when popped—has re-^

suited in the filing ot a $108,900
'

federal district court damage suit by
the Poppers Supply Go. of Minne-
apolis, distributors of theatre pop-
corn machines and supplies, and
others- against the Nebraska Seed Co.
The amount of popcorn involved

is 2|000,000 pounds. Damage 'to pres^

tige is claimed in suit.

'

Tele Talent Feels

Strawhat Pinch;

Fix Raids Also On
Television produc^r.s, already

bucking terrific odds in trying to

sign le:|it talent for dramatic
show.s, have found themselves con-

fronted with a new pinch this sum-
mer — from strawhat theatres and
maior film production.

Citing the large number of sum-
mer theatres in . operation this year^

NBC tele's casting director Owen
ixsvis, Jr.. declared practically every
young actor he's tried to call re-

cently for a video show is away for

the summer. And if that isn't bad
enough, Davis said, almost all those

that remained in N. Y. tor the sum-
mer have been signed by Hollywood
film producers who. are shooting

films in N. Y.

Because of the extremely low
prices that tele can afford to pay
actors now, most of those willing

to do video shows ha.ve been re-

cruited- from the ranks of young
radio thespers— With tele always
having to take a back seat. Instead

(Continued ,on page 50)

Dempsey, Kearns Peddle
Ex-Champ's Pic Biog

" Hollywood, July 29.
Jack Dempsey and his former

Manager, Jack Kearns, called off
tnelr old feud and got together in
an effort to sell "The Manassa
Mauler." the former champ's life
story, for film pvoductiftn.
Understood the Kine Brothers

nave made a tentative Offer to film
the yarn.

UNDERSELLING OF

SUMMER SROWS
By GEORGE llOSEN

Summer radio is being sold short.

. . The conviction that suramfertime
audiences are being undersold, with
a resultant brushoff on program-
ming, Is definitely growing in trade

circles. .
:

•

Partial blame for this situation is

placed on the audience measure-
ments. It's claimed that while there
are obviously fewer sets in use dur-
ing the hotweather months, there is

laclcing an accurate gauge of the full

summertime potential among lis-

teners. .

The situation, it's contended, is not
as bleak as the Hoopers would have
one believe, for while the checks on
listeners are made among the stay-

at-homes, no consideration whatever
is given to the summertime tune-ins

via the millions of portables and
auto radios.

Let the Hooper boys take to the
road or to any of the beaches and
summer resorts, it's argued, and the
chances are it will reveal an interest

in summer programming that would
merit a complete .re-evaluation.

The reason why some observers
are hot and bothered over the situa-

tion is that they see the underesti-

mating of audience pull as the basic

cause for making summer radio

. (Continued on page 22)

~Sisatra-as Priest to Sing
Hollywood, July 29.

"Father Paul ' doesn't sing in "IWir-

acie of the Bells," but then again
Franlc Sinatra has the role.

So producers Jesse Lasky and Wal-
ter MacEwen, are looking for a spot

in the script where the Voice can
warble.. .•

B way Amusement Ops See No Benefit

In hvasion by 100»000 Legionnaires

Await Ruling on 2416
Claim by Fields' Widow

Los Angeles, July 29-.

Mrs. W. C. Fields' claim for $241,-

225 on the estate of her late hus-
band will be decided Aug. 14 by
Judge Harold Jeffrey in L. A. su-

perior court. This amount is in ad-
dition to the $10,000 bequeathed her
in the will.

Widow declares the actor gave
$482,450 to eight women friends, and
asserts she is ' entitled to halt that
amount under the community prop-
erty law. Estate is estimated at

$750,000.

MPAJo Head Off

Outlaw Ads Via

Code Revision
After taking the rap for years for

the lurid andlHamboyant film adver-
tising indulged in by certain inde-

pendent producers and exhibitors,

major film companies are finally

taking steps to make certain the in-

dies lay off such antics in tlie fu-

ture. Move will combine an in-

tensive public relations "campaign
and a strengthening of the advertis-

ing code via a general revision.

Education campaign, to be con-
ducted both within and without the
industry, will emphasize the; job of
self-policing done by the majors in

their advertising during the last 25

1 (Continued from page 25)

More than 100,000 delegates to the
American Legion's first postwar na-

"

tional convention are expected to
descend on New York for four days
beginning Aug. 27, but Broadway
show business operators do not look
tor the convention , to improve their
business. In fact, most film legit
and nitery operators, predict the af--'

fair will prove a serious detriment
at the boxoffice.

Pessimistic outlook is based on
happenings during the Legion's last
national convention in N. Y., in Sep-
tember, 1937. With the promis^e then
that the 100,000 tourists in town
would spend at leE^pt $1,000,000 for
.show biz entertainment, the operators
found they'd been 'gravely in error
after the tumult and shouting had
died. Broadway niteries and cinemai
fared- badly because of the Mardl
Gras atmosphere in the streets, with
the Legionnaires turning Times
Square into a typical New Year's
Eve and staging better shows, for
free, in front of the theatres than
Were found inside.

Native New Yorkers, unwilling to
buck the tremendous crowd;; jam-
ming the sti^eets or tal^e a chance on

. (Continued on page 22) . >

Probe Racket On
Getting-Into-Pix

Columbus, O., July 29.

Better Business Bureau is probing

what may be a nationwide racket to

fleece proud parents on the chance

that their kids can land in pix. The
Burpau revealed a Columbus couple

with an H-year-old " daughter re-

ceived literature from a Hollywood
organization asking them to send

$10 for one year's "dues" and prom-
ising that their child would be

' properly classified as to type and
"turned over to Central Casting

,
when her type ,

is requested."

The parents sent . the $10 fee and
I received a "membership" cart', then

j
turned the matter over to the local

! BBB. Latter learned that the or-

iganization was not affiliated with

j
either the Screen Actors Guild or

the Screen Extras Guild.

National Advertisers Cut in Hollywood

For Millions in For-Free Exploitation

By MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood, July 29.

National advertisers will cut the

film industry in on $100,000,000

worth of free ballyhoo within the

next 12 month.s. Sound overboard?

Figure is described as conservative

by major studio tie-in chiefs.

Astronomical figure signals a radi-

cal switch on the old days, when
many topflight stars disdained

ins as cheap publicity. Then came
the palmy Lux, Woodbury, Max
Factor and Westraore days—not to

mention Pierce-Arrow, Rolls Royce,

Cadillac, Packard, etc.—when the

cinema cuties were glad to look

pretty for a backcover spread^ or

even a nice inside doubletruck.

Thesps' in those days raked in a;

lot of e.Klra coin and/or staples—
' anywheie fiom a convertible coupe

I
to a couple of G"s—for an endor.se-

ment. But those days are gone. The
'Studios handle, all details now, and

it's no deal unless the star's picture

gets a mention, too. : .

No coin changes hands in the new
scheme of things. The star's mugg
and his name don't mean a thing un-
less the studio ; gets a break, except
in the case of freelance thesps, and
latter deals are few and far between.
Why should a manufacturer shell

out when he can get it for free from
tlie .studios merely by including a
line of type or two to the effect that
the gal shown is Oona Rooney, star

of Stratosphere Pictures' "Schizo-
phrenia on 52nd Street?"

And brother, he's getting 'em. A
good idea o£ what's going on can be
gleaned at Paramount. Studio has
lined up the most ambitious pro-
gram in the history of the industry
for the upcoming fall and. winter
soason. but the others are by no
moans idle.

Par's two "naturals" are Bing
Crosby-Philco and Bob Hope-Pep-

(Continuedirom page 16)

Johnston Office Probes

Cuffo Radio Guesting

Stress Air's Value to Pix
Hollywood", July 29.

Have you an Illegal radio plug in
youi? house? That burningquestion
will, be asked of picture studios

'

here this wepk by the Johnston of-

fice, now plenty concerned over
what appears to_ be a general break-
ing of the traces on cuffo guestings,
transcriptions and disc jockeys. But
what everyone seems to be over-
looking is that the infractions in-
curring disfavor by the Mott6n Pic-
ture Assn. are also an admission-.of
the value of the airwaves to c^iUu^
loid.

Paramount started It with its

"takeover" of the Erslcine Johnson
,

show on Mutual for two weeks dur-
ing the commentator's vacation. Com-
plaint was that Par's wholesale use
of its talent roster, interviewed by
MacDonald Carey, violated MPA'a
ban on cuffo guestings by. fllni p-lay-

ers. Par, however, bases its im-
munit,.' on "ownership," however
teui'jorary, since^ the MPA agree-
ment specifically exempts studios
using (Stars on their own programs—

-

(Continued on page 20)

Merman's Guest Shot
An Audition—^For Free

Guest appearance of Ethel Mer-
man on last Sunday's (27) "Silver
Theatre" show on CBS was, in
reality, an actual audition on behalf
of Young & Rubicam, which handles
the International Silver program.
Agency has" an option on the legit

musical comedienne tor a radio
series and u.sed the opportunity to .

size up the Bill Stuart-Jerry..JSictt*

t scripted situation comedy.
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Taft-Hartley Law Lone Legislation to

AlfectAinns.MnchatSOth Coni^ess
Washington, July 29. +

The first session of the 8Dth Con-
gress hit show business fore and aft

with a broadside of investigations

but affected it little in a legislative

way, except for the Taft-Hartley

labor law, which was not specifically

aimed at any segment of the enters

tainnaent industry. ^

Any chance of reduced admissions

taxes for the season of 1947-48 was

eliminated upon the ending of the

Congressional session Saturday (26).

Showmen had some hope of favors

able consideration during the spring,

but before the legislators denarted

from Washington the only lowering

of excise taxe.s applied to jewelry

»nd other items not priced more
than t25.

Until Congress convenes in Janu-
.*ry a revision of the entire tax

structure will be studied by man-
agers, authors, actors and others in

show business whose , incomes are

variable rather than fired as in

year-round busine.'sses. They h a v e

proDosed stinulftions which would
permit taxes to be spread over three

or more years.

Gontfintion which is beine enter-

tained in Washinfrton is thnt one

season may be prosnerous, but the

foIldwinB' year? mav be lean, which
often hannens. F^ualizat'on of levies

In relation to ; chanpe'ble incomes
was concp'''>d in hp. locical by Con-
pressman H^'i-.nld A. Knuteon, of the

Wavs and Means committee, to a

:le.'>ding -sbowmsi.n recently,
• Here are the deveionipents of the

tesslon-^and it must be rememberei'

that any bill whifh nas.s(>d one house
©r got any kind of .start in 'ife in the

past seven months, is • eligible to

move forward from that point when
Congrps.? reconvenes. This adjourn-

ment does not kill pending legisla-

tion..;'

TMVFIRTmATIOMS
COMMtJinSSir: The House TTn-

Amcrican Activities Committee,
which made fiiti'e and abortive

efforts in the 7flth Concress to prohe

the red situation in Hollywood, really

pot under way this time. It held pi^-

liminary, secret hearines on 'the

Coast early in the.vear and has laid

the groundwork for fancy public

hearings here, beginning the end of

SentPmher, which are expected to be
headlinpi-^rabbers from the word
"go." The committee is passing out

subnenas a'Dp»ii» tv^o big iniiustry

names on the Coast like neanuts. and
' can't fail to pet a heavy play

Whether or not it manages to prove
tmHh'n*. •

.

PETRILLO; The House Labor
Committee put a sub-committee to

work on the activities of James C.

Petrillo and the*' American Federa-
. tion of MusioJan."! and came ud with

a oounio of (lavs of hot hearinss In

Which Petrillo threatened to call oft

network musical broadcasts and aLso

the making of records." However, the
SPS.sions wound un in a'iine "Waltz

' Me Around Again, Willie" spirit,

with everybody loving everybody.
Petrillo agreed to let the Army and
Navy bands make nhonograph rec-

ords exclusively for the use of
educational institutions and to work
«ut a deal with the music educators.
This latterj among other things, will

permit school bands to return to the
air. Hearings here also uncovered
as positive fact the previously
"secret" cl.-juse in the AFM contracts
with the film ."Studios whereby the
studios acreed to withhold sound-
tracks from television. This may be
attacked as a violation of the anti-

trust laws; and FetrUIo's income
taxes are now under investigation by
the Bureau of Internal {Revenue.
HOLLYWOOD STBIKK: The same

Hou.se Labor sub-committee returns

to Hollywood to open hearings on
the studio strike, in an effort to work

, out a solution to tliat long, drawn-
nut jurisdictional impas.se.

HOWARD HUGHES: Not strictly

Industry is the Senate probe of How-
ard Hughes' contracts with the Gov-
ernment to build planes. However,
plenty of Hollywood party angle has
been worked into it by the Senators,
to give it the color wUlch will get
it' headlines. ,

VOICE OF AMEBICA: At the llth

hour, the Senate laid aside the
House-approved Mundt bill, which
auttiorized the over.seas information
activities of the State Department.
Instead, the Senate approved 4 reso-

lution, for a full investigation of- the

Sports Shorts
Fight in' Madison Square Gar-

den Friday (25) between Elmer
(Violent) Ray and Ezzard
Charles, both colored scrapiJers,

proved a fjasco. Lattferj: a- 1 to 2-

shot, lost the decision although

mnny observers tho\isht he wori
by a wide margin. That toOj was
inilicated when it was announced
that one judge awarded eight

of the 10 rounds tl> Charles, but

the other judge and referee Ed-

die Joseph gave six rounds to the

"winner" and four to Charles.

At any rate, neither showed
enough to warrant a match with
Joe Louis.

Madison Square Garden an^

nounced a record total attend-

ance during its Hscal year, draw-
ing a total of 5,438,941 fans of

one sport or another. Fight,
shows were attended by 951,587

for 49 dates. There were four

championship matches in the

Garden- and three outdoor pro-

grams attended by 123,587 mitt

addicts. Basketball was a big

moneymaker, and 508,382 fans

saw 28 college games and 182,763

the professionals. Sonja Henie
and- her ice revue drew 250,200

in 17 performances, while the

"Ice Follies" was witnessel by
160,440. Ringling circus was at-

tended by 836,074 in 65 perform-

267th WEEK !

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat

Coming soon, the KESN MURRAT
PVOduction, "KILL AND COO."
A feature lengrth film in Trucolor,

Republic Release,
'

Why P.iU Are fit to Be Tied
Recent mania In Hollywood;^ to jockey titles of pix prior, to relea.se

has driven company press agents to the point of cutting paper doilies
out of their pressbooks. An Eagle-Lion ribster, demonstrating his
disapproval of the industry habit, posted the following notice on the
company board last week:
"The picture, 'The Noose Hangs High,' will be retitled 'Laugliter

on the Gallows.'
" 'The Noose Hangs'Hlgh' was formerly titled "The Tight Necktie' and

was adapted from the novel, 'Give Him Some Rope.'
"In all communications please refer to the picture as 'Laughter on

the Gallows.' A '
rough print; unscored, now has the worlcing title,

'Laugh Till You Choke^' The finished print will carry the final title.

If further title changes come through you will, be advised.
" 'Laughter on the Gallows' was once a play Which closed out of

town with the title, 'Hemp Jig.'

"Please change all stories on 'The Noose Hangs High' to read
"Laughter On the Gallows." The title of the'radio serial based on the
play and the- novel, was 'Wife's- Other John'.'*

Unesco's Int'l Theatre

Group Plans Official

Status for Troupers
> Paris, July 29.

Key theatrical figures from 10 na-
tions are meeting here this weelc in

an effort to galvanize- the theatrical

end of the international program
envisaged' by the United Nations
Educational, Social and Cultural Or-
ganization. Charter - for the Inter-

national Theatre Institute is being
drafted and national centers are be-
ing planned with machinery to clear

the way for the interchange of

representative theatrical companies.
' Such exchanges, under the'ITrs

plans, would be given'* an official

status to encourage migrations both
ways across the ocean. That status

was notably lacking, for example,
during the recent visit of the Old
Vic to the U. S. and the earlier call

by the Moscow Arts theatre, accord-
ing to Clarence Derwent, {irexy of

Equity and a member of the Amer-
ican delegation. Machinery would
also be used to establish interna-
tional theatrical information centers
to disseminate data to all 'parts of
the world.
Russia is con.spicuous by its ab-

sence. UNESCO officials are still

musing over the crack by a Russian
embassy official who recently vis-

ited UNESCO to explain that his

country wouldn't be represented at

the theatre panel. He said: "When
Ru.s.=ia comes into UNESCO, it won't
be through the stage door."

Housing Expediter In

160 Amusement OK's
Washington, July 29.

In its first 25 days of exercising
control only over amusements, the
U. S. Office of Housing Expediter
has approved 160 amusement ap-
plications for construction and re-
pairs and rejected another 357.

Period of July 1-25, that reported on
by tlie office, total approved costs

run to $3,72!),698 and those nixed to

$11,952,729.

Okayed were 82 theatre projects
with a nut of $2,092,318 while 134
othera were denied which would
have cost $5,707,505. Five canteens
and dancchall operations; two
gambling establishments; eight out-
door sports sites and six indoors; 27
alcoholic beverage establishments;
fir.d five water sport spots were in^

Hudcd in those given the green-
light.

Welles to En^and

To Learn Fdnung'
Ofson Welles, delivering a back-

handed slap at Hollywood at La
Guacdia Field, N. on Monday
(28), decl^rfed prior to his departure
on an American Overseas Airliner
that he was en route to England and
the Continent to learn more about
film technique. The thesp-producer-
director is slated to spend a week in

London with Sir Alexitnder Korda
to discuss three pictures and a pos-
sible stage production.
British film producers, said Welles,

"have something to teach us, and
I'm going there to learn. Some of
the films imported from England
lately should force Hollywood to
make better pictures."

'

Welles and Korda, after spending
several days in. London, will then
take- their huddles to the Riviera.
Duo will decide then on the first

picture to be made, with Welles hav-
ing five separate possibilities in mind
and Korda having three. Lattet in-

clude a filmization of "Salome," a
Biblical story of some kind, or a
picture based on "Around the World
in 80 Days,** legiter Which Welles
staged last year on Broadway and to

which Korda bought screen rights.

Welles - expects to return to the
U. S. about Aug. 20 to begin final

editing on his film version of "Mac-
beth," which he made for Republic.
Initial rough cuts are now being
made in the film by studio cutters.

Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Assn., returned
from London last week. (Further de-
tails on page three.)

Betty Jane Watson, of the London
cast of "Oklahoma!" returned to

New York aboard a Pan .American
plane. She's having a baby.
Flying to Berlin, to take part in

the first postwar film to have the
devastated German capital as a set
ting, actor Charles Korvin left La
Guardia on Trans World Air Line
last week. The pic is "Berlin Ex-
press." .

During his . two-month visit to
Europe the former cameraman may
also complete a photo assignment
for Look magazine.
Keith Weeks, Universal's produc

tion manager, aired to Paris on an
Air France plane. He will complete
arrangements for the filming of
actual native backgrounds for two
forthcoming pictures, "Song of
Norway" and "Casbah."
Dina Dore, French radio actress

and publicity representative»of Uni-
v€r,sal studios, left for Paris on an
Air France plane. She was going
home for the first time in eight
years; she'll visit her -family in Ihe
French capital.

Guild^U.S. Steel 'Mouse'

Airer Runs Into Legal

Snarl as Wm. Brady Sues
Production of the Ladislaus Fodor

play, "A Church Mouse," on "Thea-
tre Guild of the Air," sponsored by
U. S. Steel over th» ABC net last

June 8, is likely to prove costlier

than orginally anticipated. William

A. Brady and WiUiam A. Bradyi Ltd.,

brought suit in N. Y. federal court

Monday (28) charging Theatre Guild,

Inc., ABC network and U. S. Steel

with infringing upon the show's
copyright which the plaintiffs claim
to have been assigned in 1931.

Brady alleges that prior to June
5, 1947, he was advised - that the

Theatre Guild proposed to produce a
radio version of "Mouse." According
to the complaint he notified the de-

fendants that he was the copyright

owner of the play but they disre-

garded his rights and produced it

anyway. Show's cast included Basil

Rathbone, Pamela Brown and Mar-
tha Sleeper, .among others.

Brady aslis an injunction, damages,
plus an accounting of profits derived
by the. Guild from the radio per-
formance of the play, which orig-

inally was produced by Brady at the
Playhouse, N. Y. Oct. 12, 1931. With
a cast headed by £ert Lytell and
Ruth Gordon, play received mixed
notices.

Metro Inks Menotti
Hollywood, July 29.

Metro handed a tWo-ply contract
as wdterr-director to. Gian-Carlo , _ _

foreign information programs of the Mpnotti, whoe two operettas, "The
|
debuts in Metro's '"The Big City,'

State Department and other
.
gov- Medium" and "The Telephone," are Margaret O'Brien starreri

HENRY MORGAN INKS

FOR HIS 1ST PICTURE
Hollywood, July 29.

Henry Morgan, radio comic, will

make his.screen bow in "So This Is

New York," slated as the first pro-
duction by Screen Plays, Inc., a new
indie 'company headed by Stanley
Kramer. Morgan's bit under the
cdntract is $100,000, plus a percent-
age of the profits, with an option
for his second appearance on the
screen.

Picture Is slated to start on the
Enterprise lot in September with a
budget reported at $1,250,000,

Sneak Preview

Of Theatre Tele

For N-Y, Theatre
Big^'Screen theatre television in

one of the Broadway firstruris ig

due to be quietly unveiled within
the next 45 days. It's going to be
tossed on the Paramount theatre
screen unexpectedly and unan-
noimced.

There are three reasons for Par's
desire to bring in televiiiion quietly:

(1), Officials are not sure how an
audience will react to the vastly en>
larged, current television; (2), com-
pany has no idea of what audience
preferences will be; whether they
will go for routine wrestling
matches, secondary fights, baseball,
etc., (3), r no hand-picked or pro-
television crowd is -wanted. Instead,
Par is reported as wanting to flash
on tele "cold" so that, patrons will
not be prepared to criticize one way
or the other.

Par now has its intermediiite film
television method down to 30 sec-
onds but will use a 60-second setup
because of its better results. This
means that the company is able to

flash the tele story on the theatre
screen one minute after receipt oa
the television tube. Whole arrange-
ment calls for this to be imprinted
on film, then developed and ready
for projection within 60 seconds.

BILL HUNT RESIGNS

AS 'VARIETY' CHI MGR.
Bill Hunt has resigned as manager

of Variety's Chicago office, effective
immediately.

Ben. Bodec, out of the N. Y. home
office, will bie in charge of the' Chi-
cago branch temporarily, until a re-
placement is made.

Gftrrett in Pic Debut
Hollywood, July 29.

Betty Garrett, star of "Call Me
Mister." Broadway hit musical, film-

ernroent units which may have such now on Broadway,
•r programs However, this will not 1

: Hit> first job under the new pact
-" <Cofititiued from page 2S> • I will be an original story.

Danny Thomas is reteamed with
moppet in film after having played
with her in "The Unfinished Dance."

Crippled 12 Years Ago,
Clicks in Ha. Comeback

Miami Beach, July 29.

The word "comeback" took on po-
tent meaning here last week when
Leon Kramer, former vaude, radio
and operetta performer opened a
one-week engagement at the Copa-
cabana here. Sidelined for 12 years
by a stage accident which left his
right leg useless .and has kept him
on crutches despite a series Of 6p-
eration.s, Kramer drew a packed
house at his opening.
Following the stint, he heads for

a Chicago hospital and war-devel-
oped series of treatments that doc-
tors hope will have him walking
again, Despite the handicap, Kramer
kept a hand in show biz, owning
and operating niteries in Columbus,
O., Key West, Fla., New York and
during the war years, in USO en-
tertainment units.

Preem show evidenced his reten-
tion of the sock tenor and: showman-
ship which marked him a comer be-
fore his accident.

L. A. to nI Y.

Neil Agnew
Maurice Benjamin
Charles S. Boren
Muriel Campbell .

Eddie . Donahoe
Y. Frank Freeman
Ruth Gordon
Martin Qosch
Cary Grant
James Hanna
John. Hansel
Stanley Horsley
Leigh Jason
Garson Kanin
Percy Kilbride

, Milton Kusell
Jeffrey Lynn
Guy Madison
Eddie Mannix
'Stanley Meyer
Joseph H. Moskowiti
James Mulvey
Dudley Nichols
Arthur Sachson
James A. Sixsmith

.

Franchot Tone
Nick Tronolone
Jean Wallace
Jack Warner
Jacqueline White

Wooiiey's siici»r

Monty WooUey, screen-stage actor
and resident of- Sai'atoga Springs, is

recovering from an operation per'
formed in Albany hospital.

'He had twice been in the hospital
during recent months for observa-
tion and treatment.

N. Y. to L. A.
Peg La Centra
Tom Connors
June Haver
George Jesscl

Ben Washer
Ed Weiner

'

Europe to N. Y.
Al Burnett
Rene Clair
Noel Coward
Alfred de Xiagre, Jr.

John van Druten
Kirsten Flagstad
Alf Kjellin
Joseph Siritzky

Diana Wynyard
Richard F. Walsh

N. Y. to Europe
Jean Arthur- •

Steve Broidy
Buddy Coleman
Alfred Crown
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

Henry Koster
Jules Levey
Alan Macauley
Norton V. Ritchey
Dorothy Shay
Frederick Spencer
Orson Welles
William Wilder
Dewey Wrigley
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COMPROISE ON BRmSH TAKE?
JOINSTON SEES

Br HERB GOLDEN
Eric Johnston will inform IT. S.

fllm industry chiefs, at a meeting

N6W Yorlc today (Wednesday),

that he has come to the conclusion,

as a result of his recent European

visit, that American producers have

no alternative but to accept a reduc-

tion—temporarily, at least-r-in their

income from England; He has, how-
ever, worked out. several alternate

pr6t>o'salS for Britain's Dalton plan

and will present his ideas at the

meeting to get the opinions of those

present on their feasibility.

The proposals all take cognizance

Of the fact that the British dollar

squeeze is so great there's nothing

else for the American companies to

do but accept gracefully the idea of

a slice in income. All of Johnston's

proposals are in the form of com-
promises by which . the industry

would not permanently lose the in-

come, hut would push oif its receipt

in- this country until Britain is bet-

ter able to afford to pay.
. The Motion Picture Assn. prexy,

in other words, wants to be able

to propose to the -British that they
drop the Dalton plan of heavy tax-
ation on American product in favor
of some form of blocking dollar ex-
change, as they did during the war.
Among the schemes that Johnston
will offer for thought at today's con-
clave will be the making of a mag-
nanimous gesture by putting a
heavy hunk of U. S. earnings in

. :(Contlnued from page 25

)

'Peonage' Charged By

Parks in Pact Suit

^ Against Col. Picts

Hollywood, July 29.

An unusual test suit here involv-

ing the alleged "peonage" of actor

Larry Parks at the hands of Colum-
bia Pictures was filed here Monday
(28) in state supreme court. Co-
lombia, in turn, filed a countersuit,
charging breach«of-coHtract, in fed-
eral court
Parks' suit is based on what he

claims is an , enforced employment
of his services by Col., in violation
of California law. In 194^1 he con-
tracted with Col., and in 1945, prior
to his being set for the lead role in
"The Jolson Story," he alleges he
was forced to scrap the '41 pact, at
a slight increase in pay, for a new
deal.

The .element of salary doipsn't en-
ter into it. It's purely a matter of
equity. Parks doesn't want to be

(Continued on page 25) ;

Johnston to Rest
Eric Johnston, in New York today

(Wednesday) for 'a meeting of the
Motion Picture Assn.'s board of di-
rectors and a report on his foreign
trip, will head for Spokane this
weekend. He will spend two to three
weeks resting at his home there,
seeing his family and tending to'his
private business inte'rests in Wash-
ington.

MPA prexy returned from Eng-
land last Friday (25) and went di-
rectly to Washington. Monday (28)
he addressed a luncheon of the Na-
tional Assn. of Credit Jewelers in
^mcago. He came from Chi to New
Sfork Monday night and will leave

f-y. tonight for Washington prior
to the Spokane trip.
With him in New York are Joyce

"yara, his assistant, and Ken Clark,m^A public relations director,

^ Freddie's 'Candida'
Saratoga. Springs, N. Y., July 29.
Freddie Bartholomew is sched-

uled to go to Dublin, where he's setwr the role of Marchbanks in a
^auriel Pascal production of George
Bernard Shaw's "Candida" as soon
as construction on studios there is
completed. •

One-time moppet star appeared at

s»t T^r^^ ^^^^ 'as* week in "Pur-
"*'t«>in6ss." He's been troup-

m.l.?*,?'*'^*'^* in "Happi-

S^^^'y,
Hasty Heart" and "Charley's

Joe Schenck as Intermediary In UA^s

Scrambled Affairs Awaits Chaplin OK
Hollywood, July 29.

Whether Joseph M, Schenck would

accept the post of United Artists'

savior hinged late, this afternoon

(29) on Charles Chaplin's handing

him a power of attorney. Schenck

already had. been given the proxy of

Mary Pickfofd, Chaplin's co-owner

in the company. The / 2Qth-Fox «xec
refused to make a mo<re, hoWever,
toward settling the company's
scrambled affairs until he had a

clear mandate from Chaplin, who
was only prepared to give Schenck
authority to name a president.

Chaplin's attorneys were review-
ing, with him the proposal that
Schenck be a voluntary conciliator^

"a cool head from the outside"—to
name a prexy for UA and get the

company properly operating -again.

With a proxy only from Miss Piok^
ford, Schenc]s refused to act, since

he would be in a one-sided position

that might find him in a battle with
Ghaplin^-a possibility he wouldn't
consider. Arthur W. Kelly, Chap-
lin's rep, is said to have assured
Schenck the proxy would be forth-

coming;
Plan, - as proposed to Schenck by

Arnold Grant, Miss Pickford's at-

torney, last week, calls for him to

name the new prexy, who will serve
with four representatives, two apiece
from Miss Pickford and Chaplin. In
case of a tie between reps of the

two owners, the prez would have
the deciding vote.

Power of attorneys would do away
with the old bylaw of the corpora-
tion which called for unanimous

agreement of the owners. This has
resulted in bickering and dissention

through the years.
Announcement of Schenck's taker

over was made by Sears at a meet-
ing of ; United Artists producers at

the Beverly-Wilshire hotel. Sears

made known the company's new
trouble-shooter following what he
described after the meeting as some
"cross of gold speeches" by several
ptoduceits about dire effects the
management problem was having on

their credit with banks.

Sears said Schenck will not re-

linquish any of his duties with Fox.
He will receive no compensation
whatsoever. He is doing it. Sears
stressed, because Chaplin and Miss
Pickford are his. friends of long
standing and because he has a great

(Continued on page 23)

WaU St Backing.

In fC Expansion
Plans for Wall Street to finance

further expansion, of . Film Classics

by underwriting a' $1,000,000 .pre-

ferred stock issue are currently be-
ing worked out and are expected to

be completed within the next month.
FC had hoped. to have the financing
completed by this time, but the con-
templated deal originally negotiated
with White, Weld & Co. fell

through.
Money is to be used to buy out

its remaining franchised exchanges
and also to line up deals for the
distribution of new product. Con-
fining Its activities heretofore to re^
issues, FC hopes to "sign on indie
producers by offering them partial
financing for their pictures.

Edward L. Alperson, co-owner of
FC with Joseph Bernhard, may sell

his remaining 50% interest to Bern-
hard when the deal goes through.
Wrapped up in his own production
activities under his releasing deal
with 20th-Fox, Alperson has taken
little active part in 'FC operation
since Bernhard bought into the
company last year.

Extras' Hazards Bring

U-I Pic's Pay Boost
Hollywood, July 29.

Salary adjustment is on the
agenda for extras working in Uni-
versal-International's "Tap Roots,"
as the result of a complaint launched
with the Screen Extras Guild by
supers, that work in the film is haz-
ardous.

Trouble started last 'Saturday (26)

when the extras noticed a couple of

truckloads of dynamite' being moved
onto the back lot. They complained
to director George Marshall, who
called in production manager Jim
Pratt. After consulting with the

SEG, Pratt, agreed to let the unioh
chiefs inspect daily rushes to decide
whether the extras are entitled to

extra pay.
Scenes involve blasting a huge

tree and burning down a mansion,
with Susan Hayward. Van Heflin,

Ward Bond and Julie London also

in the sequence. Forty extras were'

in the Saturday incident but there'll

be between 300-400 used before
shooting winds.

Rank's Aide Strikes Oil
John Frame, J. Arthur Rank's

unofficial financial advisor and
head of Cinema Corp., company
which bankrolls Canadian pix,

was due in New York on a num»
ber of film deals but cancelled
his trip at the last moment;
Frame, instead, hurried to west-
ern Canada, where he has land
holdings.

Reason for the change in trek
^was that engineers wired him
they had struck oil on his land.

COPLAN DUE TO RESIGN

UA TO JOIN NEW FIRM
London, July 29.

David Coplan, ; British distribution

chief for United Artists, is about to

turn in his resignation. He is join-

ing- Sir Edward Villiei's in the for-

mation of a new Britisii_ producing

company. . Unit is said to have a

pipeline to the rupee storehouse of

an Indian rajah, which will give it

almost unlimited financing.

Villiers is British' rep for UA pro-

ducer Sam Coslow and handles
other American product here. Cop*
Ian, former Canadian topper for UA,
has been in the middle of that com-
pany's troubles with J. Arthur Rank
in getting playing time on Rank's
Odeon and Gaumont-British circuits.

There is understood to have been a
long strained relationship between
Coplan and certain UA execs, with
frequent talk of their parting com-
pany. ,•, .'

Report Harrison

Technicolor Head
" Kay Harrison, managing director

of British Technicolor, is reported
succeeding Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus as

prexy and general manager of the
worldwide Technicolor enterprises.

Dr. Kalmus would, concentrate, his
activities in the less-arduous spot of

board chairman, by which he would
thus remove himself from day-to-
day detailed operation and permit
him a broader scope of activities in

regard to research and expansion,
Harrison recently returned to

Britain from extensive confabs with
Dr. Kalmus iu the U.S., .

during
which time the new setup reported-
ly was agreed upon. Resignation
recently of Ge/ald F. Rackett as v.p.

and: assistant general manager has
thrown more work on Kalmus and
left the outfit short of top exec
personnel.
Kalmus denies the above move is

contemplated.
Harrison, in London, denies re-

placing Kalmus, but he expects to
move to New York with his family
next spring.

Reissue 'Marker' In

Runyon Fund Setup
_ Hollywood, July 29.

An early reissue of "Little Miss
Marker," Damon Runyon-scripted
Shirley Temple starrer, is planned
by 20th-Foxi
Proceeds t6 the Runyon Memorial

Fund.

National Boxoffice Survey
Hot Weather Slows Up Biz—'Hucksters,' 'Kissing,'

'Possessed,' 'Brute,' *Ruth,^ 'Stranger' Tops

Martin Block, Actor
• Hollywood, July 29.

Martin Block's going into pictures.

Disk jock will produce, direct and
be featured in a series of shorts for

Metro,
Terms call for a minimum of four

and maximum of eight shorts annu-
ally. They will be fashioned on his

familiar disk-jockey program with a
broadcast background.

DWAN'S NEW, REP. PACT
• Hollywood, July 29.

Allan Dwan has inked a new
producer-director-writer pact at Re-
public, running until September,
1949.

First film under the,new deal will

be "End of the Rainbow."

Return of hot weather in many
sections of the country is wilting

business in numerous key cities .cov-

ered by Variety, but the summer
dog days are failing to hurt big top
grossers. The past seven, days saw
several new pictures getting around
in the keys. Most new entries shape
up strongly.

Leader again this week is "The
Hucksters" (M-G) despite the fact

that it currently is playing second
weeks in most spots: Marked fea-

ture in several
.
keys was the way it

fell off as compared with smash or

record business of initial session.

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)

is second best nationally, but it is

taking a socko session, at the N. Y.-

Roxy, where film is abetted by Ab-
bott & Costello on stage, to reach

this slot,.'

Others among top six leading

grossers in order of showing made
at boxoffice and playdates are "Pos-

sessed" (WB), "Brute Fprce" (U),-

"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Weleome
Stranger" (Par). Last-named is

making this fine showing although

orly in four cities currently. This

new Bing Crosby, starrer is great on

its second Minneapolis week, near

record at huge $23,000 in K. C, the

Detroit ace with .a new high of $35,-

000 in a smalUseater and big $23,000

for second San Francisco week.
"Stranger" is not far away, from

"Blue Skies" (Par) business, which

is all the more remarkable consider-
ing season of year. Film actually is

holding up better in most keys than
''Skies'' did. In K. C. the showing
is better than Christmas week for
"Skies." "Ruth" is the standout pic-
ture in Philadelphia, is great leader
in Cincinnati, big on third Chi stanza
and holding* well on Pittsburgh
moveover. "Brute" is rated sock in

Chi and big on N; Y. second frame,
albeit way off from record first

week. .

Of newcomers, "Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) looks the most
promising with a terrific session at
N. Y. Music Hall, and shaping as one
of top summer weeks there. "Cross-
fire" (RKO), also smash in N. Y.,

too shapes as a big grosser from its

initial playdate. ''Black Gold"
(Mono) is doing well in two cities.

(Complete Boa;o//ice Reports on
Pages 12-13)

mm joii TAX

London, July S9.

Chances for application of the
proposed British ad valorem tax '

are believed 'remote as a result
of the conferences among; J.

Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Korda, Hugh Dalton and Sir
Stafford. Cr'pps. '«

Return of Eric Johnston to the
V. S. to make certain the prom-
ised American playing' time for '

Rank and Korda product ma*
terializcs is expected to be a hig
factor In killingr the Dalton tax
proposal.

By ABEL GREEN
London, July 29.

Despite opposition voiced during
the past week by both Eric Johnston
and J. Arthur . Rank to Chancellor'
of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton'a
proposed restrictions on American
film imports, feeling persists that the
front-page barrage ol slogans here-^
"Food or Films," "Bacon or Bogart,"
etc.—must -result in a compromise on
funds taken out of Britain by U. S.
companies.

Result, may be as much as 50%
of American film income voluntarily
frozen at this end-r-and certainly at
least 25%—until Britain's dollar-ex-
change position is better clarified.

Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin's sig-
nificant address forecasting "two
more years" may be the barometer
of the time needed, it's held.
Meantime, Dalton is expected to

make an important announcement
(Continued from page 16)

Pickford to Testify

In La Cava Pact Suit
Hollywood, July 29.

Mary Pickford is slatecl to testify
next Tuesday (5) in Superior court
in the breach-of-contract suit N
brought against her by Gregory La
Cava. Miss Pickford was called by
the plaintiff.

'

Also scheduled to testify is Bill
Blowitz, Miss Pickford's press agent
at the time the contract was made.
Winnie Kay, La Cava's secretary. It
also slated to testify.

La Cava charges Miss Pickford
failed to carry out the contract for
him to produce and direct "One
Touch of Venus"' for heh
Amount sought is $1,650,000.

Gable's 'Homecoming'
* Hollywood, July 29.

Clark Gable checks in at Metra
Aug. 15 for his ijext starrer, "Home-

j

coming,", originally known as '-'The

Homecoming of Ulysses," a tale of

the postwar problems of an Army
surgeon. .

Picture will be Mervyn LeRoy's
first chore as director since his re-

turn to the Metro lot.
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U,E-L DropNX Day-Dating as RKO,

Loew s Balk B way Multi-heems
Spfead of dayrand-dafing system •

t6 New York has been stymied by
insistence of the RKO and Loew's

circuits on application of a long-

etanding clearance rule against mul-

tiple Broadway openings. The cir-

cuits' stance last week almost barred

tJniversal's "Slave Girl" faom their

key situations in deluxe houses.

After a week's negotiations, net re-

sult was that U discontinued its

newly-laUnched policy of day-and-

dating pix into the Winter Garden

aiid Park Ave. theatres while RKO
and Loew's waived their objections

so far as "Slave Girl" is concerned.

Dropping of double preems forced

Eagle-Lion to slot its British-made

"Green for Danger" into the Winter

Garden alone this week instead of

that theatre and the Park Ave. as

originally announced. "Slave Girl"

had played both houses for a two-

week run. With "Green" one of J.

Arthur Rank's pix handled by E-L,

Robert Benjamin, prexy of Rank's

U, S. organization, had attempted in

vain to: win the circuits' okay to the

double opening,

Clearance rule is against any pic

playing more than one Broadway

That Elusive Time
Jamup on ftrst-run Broadway

houses, noticeable a year ago
when majors were hard put to

find theatres for opening New
York dates, is now a thing of

the past- Actually, the problem

has reversed itself, and the outer

fringe mainstem flickeries are

facing, real difficulties in snar-

ing first-runs.

. Product problem was played

up this week when two flrst-run

theatres, the Park Ave. and the

Broadway, switched to reissues.

Park Ave., 'operated'liy Uniyer-

sal, will play "100 Men And a

Girl,'^ Deanna Durbin oldie,

while Broadway takes on "Lady

of Burlesque" and "The Great

John L." Broadway is operated

by United Artists.

Rank's Report
London, July 29.

Following a dinner tendered

him yesterday (Monday) by
executives of his various or-

ganizations, J. .Arthur .Rank re-

ported to his colleagues on the

enthusiastic reception given him
in the U. S.

He paid special tribute to Bar-

ney Balaban, Charles Skouras,

Harry M. Warner, Nicholas M.
Schenck and Nate Blumberg, for

being generally cooperative.

tun unless it's on a roadshow
basis. Roadshow exception permitted

United Artists' "Carnegie Hall" to be

booked into both the Winter Garden
and Park Ave. without subsequent

damage. Neither RKO nor Loew's

will play any film violating the re-

. striction in their deluxers, which are

actually second-run throughout the

city. Universal splits its product be-

tween the two chains.

Day-and-dating, generally known
In the trade as the "Los Angeles
«ystem," because it caught on first

In that city, has had a powerful im-

petus, nation-wide, as a result of

the postwar climb in production

costs. System has extended to many
• towns, including Denver and Kansas
City, as a way of cornering more
first-run coin. First dent in New
York was the switch to that habit

by the two Universal - operated

:bause$.
^

.'Duel' Campaisn
Multiple openings also registered

in isolated instances such as "Duel

in the Sun" blitz campaign. Rule
didn't apply in that case because pix

played at advance prices. RKO and
Loew's claim a .spread of the habit

would hit their deluxe biz hard.

System, however, has been hailed

by a number of pix biggies as: the

. coming thing. It's , been pointed up
as the best way to boost the number
of first-runs without building more
theatres.

Return of the Piuk Ave. to a solo

fir.i"c-run operation again puts in a

€j: mdary on how to handle the house.

Iv's ,
main dii^iculty is a lack of

product. U's top pix are committed
to the Criterion, hou.se operated
jointly by Metro and Charles Moss.
Winter Garden, a smaller theatre,

gets second crnck, with the Park
• Aye. in the orphan spot.

House does all right with the right

kird of product but there isn't

enough of it to go around. U pays

a ."'SdO weekly rental to Walter
Eiacie, owner of the theatre, and
needs close to $5^000 weeltly to break
even. With its location off the inain

stem and only 583. .seats to fill, it

requires fairly strong product to

make the grade.

Rank Needs 750G

Avge. in '48 Bid
For J. Arthur Rank to ring the

bell at $15,000,000 from the U. S.

market in 1948, the 28 pix which
he plans to release in America in

the coming year must average $750,-

000 gross rentals, it was learned
from an authoritative source,, this

week. His films, in short, would have
to gamer domestically the same as

small Yank pictures.'

Figure of $15,000,000 is up for

speculation in trade circles since

Rank told London interviewers last

week that he hoped to hit that marlc

next year. Britisher refused to fore-

cast what he would do here during
the current stanza.

Rank has a reverse escalator clause

With Universal and Eagle-Lion on
distribution fees in this country,

a top Rank official told Varibtt. If

his films do solid biz at Yank houses,

the British mogul will receive ipore

than half of the gross rentals in

currency exchange after deduction

of distriBution charges and adver-
tising costs.

Under U's deal with Rank, top
handling charge is 3S%, which is

scaled ddwn as the grosses climb.

It's so fixed; exec said, -that for the
Britisher to bring home $19,000,000,

U and E-L must garner $21,000,000

in rentals. For a $10,000,000 goal
(unofficially aimed at this year),

rentals must equal $17,000,000 while
for $5,000,000, distribs' coin would
have to total $9,000,000.

Britisher's films are being sold at

the same terms as those of a favored
major, it's "said. While deals are
ihighly flexible, varying with the
theatre and film, overall scale is

from 25% to 50%, with the gross

biz a strong factor. Since the average
is roughly one-third, Yank audiences
will have to turn in someJ63,000,000
in . dimes, quarters and dollars for

Rank to bag his $15,000,000.

With four British . films already
released this year by U, company
hopes to get five to six more to U. S.

screens before the .stanza is up. Next
two in line are "Black Narcissus,"

Michael Powell's Technicolor opus,

and "The Upturned Glass," last film

made for Rank, with James Mason
in lead. Additionally, Rank's Pres-
tige unit of U has ei.ght films making
the art house rounds.
E-L has relea-sed "Bedelia" and

"The Adventuress," with "Green for

Banger" and "Caravan" on deck.
Company will have a total of six

Rank pix released before 1947 call^

it a day, or year.

GEORGE GIVOT
Watch for New Recordings

The first four sides will include

"The Gr«ek Ambassadoi-" and ""The

Glory Road."

I New Territorial Groups (100 lliea.)

Approved for Natl iUlied Membership

Cancels Festival Tirip
"

Hollywood, July 29,

Hollywood's "indifference"' to film

festivals in Europe resulted in the
cancellation of Margare't Herrick's

scheduled trip to Venice and Cannes
as representative of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

When the Academy learned that

most of the Hollywood lots were
passing up the exhibitions, the board
members decided there was no use

in sending the executive secretary

abroad.

mm Paid

By Warners For

Pathe Newsreel
Warner Bros, will pay RKO a

purchase price of $4,000,000 in mid-

August when it takes over the phys-

ical assets of RKO. Pathe newsreel.

That sum will be in a lump pay-

toent and RKO expects approxi-

mately $3*000,000 to be reflected in

the company's annual 1947 earnings,

after deduction of all items, including

capital gains taxes. In selling the

reel, RKO agreed to lay off pro-

duction or distribution of newsreels"

for a period of 10 years.

While no decision has been made
by RKO-ers as yet, tliere's a good
chance that the coin- will be used

as^ part of RKO's new revolving

fund created to finance .a film back"-

log. As things now stand, that cash

has been derived from bank loans

but interest payments can be saved

by use of the WB cash. At any rate,

it's said, the money wiU show UP in

• (Continued on page 27)

Levy May Counsel

Single Exhib Org.
' While biggies in both the Ameri-
can Theatres Assn. and the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
continue puzzling on who to tap for

the top spot of prexy in Theatre
Owners of America, new org that'U

be birthed from merger of . the two
exhib outfits, post of general counsel
has been practically grooved al-

ready; It'U he offered to Herman
Levy, New Haven attorney, one of

the prime movers in thcmerger and
incumbent general counsel for the
MPTOA.

Proffec will be made to Levy, it's

said, at the Washington ratification

convention, Sept. 19-20, ticvy could
have the job of exec director of

TOA, but it's thought that he'd pre
fer counsel chores to a" full time
stint which would probably require
retirement from his private practice.

Robert Coyne, current exec direc-

tor of ATA, is, now slotted to hold
over temporarily in the equivalent
TOA post after the IDC meet. Coyne,
however, wants to step out of exhib
orgs mto private business and in

(Continued on page 23)

• NegulcBco un Belinda.

Hollywood, July 29.'

Jean Negule.sc© has been set by
Wai-ners to direct "Johnny Belinda,"

s Jane Wyraan starrer.
' Negulesco leaves on a location

.iunket to the northwest, propping
for a late August starting date.

Jerry Wald will produce.

Agnew BMck to N.Y.
Neil Agnew, distribution chief for

David' O. Selznick, returns to New
York over the weekend from Hol-
lywood. Milt Kusell, general sales

nianager, returns tomorrow (Thurs-
day). Milton Kramer, SRO board
chairman and coun.sel, returned
Saturday (26) after a two-day visit.

They have been working out re-

leasing plans for "Intermezzo" re-

Issue and '"The Paradine Ca.se."

which are next on the distribution

schedule of Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization.

Selznick Will Learn

How to Be a linguist;

Has Big Foreign Stable

With the arrival of Swedish actor

Alt Kjellin in New York yesterday

(Tues.) aboard the Gripsholm, Itevid

O. Selznick's talent stable is Swell-

ing with foreign players. Inked sev-

eral months'ago, Kjellin joins pro-

ducer-writer-director Mario Oldati,

actress Alida Valli, Louis Jourdan
and Philip Friend in the Selznick

fold.

Both the Italian Miss Valli and the

French Jourdan recently completed

roles in Selznick's forthcoming

"Paradine Case," Pending further

activity on the honie lot, former has
been farmed out to Jesse Lasky for

the femme lead in "Miracle of the

Bells," while Jourdan has been
loaned to Rampart Productions as

Joan Fontame's vis-a-vis in "Letter

From an Unknown Woman," based

on a story by Stefan Zweig and
slated for Universal-International

release.

Winner Of the Venice and Cannes
awards for film direction, Oldati is

due to arrive from Italy in Septem-
ber. . His first chore will be to write

a screenplay co-starring Miss Valli,

whom he directed in Rome,, and
Jourdan. British actor Philip

Friend ,as yet has had no assign-

ment. .

'

$17,000,000 FOUR GET

NOV.'DEC. FOX RELEASE
Hollywood, July 29.

Four^most expensive films on this

year's 20th-Fox production program

will be released in November and

December. Qua'rtetj consisting of

"Forever Amber," "Captain from

Castile," "Nightmare Alley" and
"Gentleman's Agreement," represent

a total outlay of more than $17,-

000,000.

Studio executives said ' they are
confident of an Upsurge in turnstile

receipts in the next few months and
might as well cash ; these expensive
pictures while they can. "Amber"
will be the first . unveiled, followed
by "Castile," "Alley" and "Agree
ment" in that order.

Technicolor will start process
work on 'Amber" more than
month ahead of schedule, the result

of rush Jobs by the scoring and re

cording departments. Picture will go
to the tinting laboratory in mid-
August, instead of Sept; as 'origi-

nally scheduled. ''
:

Silverstone Squires
' Kupper in England

London, July 29.

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox'sPlans for SRO handling of other , . , . . .-

indie product were al.so discu.ssed ^°'^<^\&^^ distribution chief, is remain

but are only in the most elementary
stages.

Jules Levey to Europe
Jules Levey, United Artists pro-

ducer, leaves for England with his

wife on the Queen Mary Aug. 1.

He'll work out plans for the opening
there of his current film,"New Or-
leans," ,nnd for distribution on the
continent. ,

Departure from London for the

U. S. is scheduled far Sept. 4.

ing in London this week to , introduce
William Kupper, company's new
British topper, to local film biggies.

Silverstone and Kupper an'ived last

wecK on the Queen Elizabeth. Kup-
per is former general salesmanager
for 1 he company in the U. S.

Arthur Silversfonc, Murray's
brother, who has been serving 20th
in Britain as a special .sales aide,

will return to the U. S. early in

August. It's understood a dLsagree-

ment with Murray resulted in his

recall to the home office.

'Song of Love' for Hall
Metro's "Song of Love," starring

Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henrcid
and Robert Walker, is scheduled to

preem at Radio City Music Hall,
N. Y., the end of September. Picture
won't be booked anywhere else in

the country until the Music Hall
run, which is to be limited, is com-
pleted.

Following that, "Song" will be
booked as a special on a city-by-city

basis, similar to the selected open-
ings chosen by Metro for "Yearling."
Despite Metro's tagging it a special,

it will be sold at regular tcrmlf and
at no advance in admission prices.
Film follows Columbia's "Down to
Earth" into the Hall, which in turn
follows the current "Bachelor and
the Bobby Soxer" (RKO).

Washington, July 29
Two new territorial groups Were

approved for membership in the Al.
lied States Assn. of Motion Picture
Exhibitors today (Tuesday), as the
Allied executive committee began a
two-day session in advance of the
coming (neeting'of the bopra of di.
rectors.

Allied also named William t, -

Ain.sworth' prez of Independent The-
atre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper •

Michigan, as chairman of its con-
vention, slated for Milwaukee, Dec. :

3. Plans for the national confab
were approved.
Well over 100 more theatres were

added to the Allied list through the
okay for membership of Allied The-
atre Owners of the Gulf States and.
the Allied Rocky Mountain Inde-
pendent Theatres. ^ In addition, the
executive committee studied re-
quests from several other territories

which requested help in organizinjf
local, associations to be *^iliated
with the national body.
The committee indicated that or-

ganization help would be .given to

several of these areas, but refused
to disclose from where the appeals
had, come. The Allied spokcsmea
said they were shaping up an ag-
gress.ive membership campaign. Also
shaped up, according to Abram F.

Myers, board chairman and general
counsel, was a grass roots push
toward repeal of the 20% admis-i

sions tax. Allied groups all over:
the nation will be asked to contact
their congressmen during the long
congressional recess to explain the
theatre situation to them and the
need for abolishing the tax.

It is figured that by asking for'

complete elimination of the bite, the

theatres are more likely to get back ^

to the old 10% level than if they
,

announce that as their objective.
The members also approved prep,

aration and introduction of an
amicus curiae brief in the appeal of

the big motion picture anti-trust

suit before the Supreme Court. The
document will be offered when the

court calls up the case for a . hear.!

ing. „. '„

Also on the agenda for the cur-

rent meeting is a further study of

the plan to procure additional prod-
uct for indie theatres, even through
the medium of aiding independent
production. However, this matter, it

was decided, would be considered.by :

the full board of directors at its

:

next meeting;
Not acted upon today was the

question of a test case to settle the

legal status of the American Society

of Authors, Composers and Publish-

ers. This situation has come into

prominence due to the decision of

ASCAP to up the bite on theatres.

The question is whether there is a :

pending case' which will solve the

problem for the exhibitors or

whether a new suit should be
launched.
The executive committee also had

before" it the plan of its president.

Jack Kirsch, to handle exhibitor

complaints against distributors via

joint action of the association rather

than by individual theatres. Tied,. ;

in with' this was a study of plans to

increase generally the service given

by Allied to its members.
Present at the meeting, in addi-

tion to Kirsch and Myers, are Col.

H. A. Cole, M. A.' Rosenberg, Sidney

E. Samuelson, Martin G. Smitli,.

Nathan Yamins and William L.

.

Ainsworth, president of Independent

Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and

Upper Michigan.

GOLDING TO JOIN KORDA
David Golding has resigned as

British publicity representative Of
Samuel Goldwyn to join Sir Alex-
ander Korda. He will serve in Lon-
don as personal representative of
Morris Helprin, Korda's American
rep.

Golding leaves England for the
U. S. on the Queen M;'ry tomorrow
(.11), and will remain here in hud-
dles with Helprin for a month.

Farnol, Goldwyn To
Huddle on 'Wife'

Lynn Farnol, publicity-advertising

chief for Samuel Goldwyn. heads

Coastward from New York next

week for huddles with -the producer

on the campaign for "The Bishon's

Wife," Cary Grant-Lorelta Young-

David Niven starrer. Pic follows,

"Secret Life of Walter Mit1y"_ on .

Goldwyn's release' schedule and is to

be given the same type oi^ exten-

sive eanipaign as Gcil.dwyn's "Best

Years of Our Lives." ,

Film will be retitled before re-

lea.se, with Farnol , slated to .^it in

on confabs on the new moniker.,

James , Mulvey, Selznick: distrib,,

chief; Arthur Sachson, sale.s m.in-

ager, and Alfred Crown, foreign dis-

tribution topper, returned over tlie

weskend from huddles with Gok(-

wvn. during which time tbf-y viewed

"Wife." Crown leaves Friday 1
1 > on

the Queen Elizabeth for six wecJt*

in £urope.
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NO FOOLIN' ON SLASHED COSTS
Boxoffice Reports Indicate Optimisin

I FULL-SGILE PUSH

For Film Biz Throughout the Nation
' Widespread industry opinion that^'

the worst of the b.o. recession is

over and grosses from now on will

hit the. upgrade was strengthened

last week by reports from all over

the country. Some of the gilt was

tak«h off the optimism, however, by

a slide in boxoffice take over the

weekend. At least part of that was
attributed to extra-pleasant weather

sending potential ; Stubholders to

open-air pursuits.

;

BroadwSy hit the bonanza .trail

with three new boxoffice records,

while key cities and small towns

also gave indication that the hoped-

for Upswing might be at hand. No
small part of the improvement could

be pinned on, increasing boxoffice

quality of pictures.

Biz is undouDtedly still off in

Jnany situations, which is another

factor tempering optimism. ; How-
ever, with that now-famous industry

cliche—"there's, nothing wrong with

the business that gobd pictures can't

cure"—undoubtedly as true .now as

ever, a survey of upcoming re-

leases indicates a welcome supply

of potential' top-grossers. Product
outlook is tremendously improved
over the first half of 1947,

B'way Becord3
New Broadway records were set

by Metro's "Hucksters" at the Cap-
itol, 20th-Fox's "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now" at the Boxy, and
Vniversal-International's "Brute

(Continued from page 16)

The War's Over
Here's another indication of

why the war must now be of-

ficially declared at an end.

Biz on New York's grind rowj
42nd Street between Seventh
and Eighth avenues, where some
10 subsequent-run film houses
are jammed marquee to mar-
quee, is way ofii from what, it

was during^ the war years. .

.

During the 1941-45 period
they were constantly : jammed
by transients, servicemen, et al.,

at all times of the day or night,

with the most obsolete pix im-
aginable. Anything did biz.

20th's 50G in 'AUegro'

Just a Lotta Gravy Out

Of 2 Other R-H Shows
The $50,000 which i!Oth-Fox is put

ting into,, the legit production of

"AUgero" this; fall is all gravy as far

as the company' is concerned. It's

the third Rodgers and Hamrnerstein
musical In which 20th has invested,

with the previous pair still grinding

in coin at a rate that makes likely

at least a $500,000 profit , for the
studio.

Kreviously angeled were "Annie
Get Your Gun" and "Carousel."
Company put up the entire $340,000
nut on "Annie" and it has turned
out to be the most profitable Broad-
way investment ever made by a film

company. Profit of anywhere from
100 percent to 200 percent is an-
ticipated.

Original investment has already
been paid off and a profit of $6,000
to $8,000 a week is rolling in. Fox
gets half of that as backer. Metro
bought screen rights to the hit musi-
cal for $650,000 with Pox's share of
that $130,000 after producer's and

. authors' portions come out.
Unlike "Annie," "Carousel" has

shuttered in New York. It's still

paying off in Chicago, however. Fox
put up only $30,000 of the $200,000
budget, so its income is considerably
less than from "Annie," although it

^as long since gotten its investment
back and everything now is profit.
Fox's $50,000 in "Allegro" will be

only one-fifth of the total capitaliza-
tion. Musical, which will be present-
ed by the Theatre Guild, opten in New
Haven Sept. 4, and in New York
Oct. 6.

H. M., Major Warner

. Talk at N.Y. Sales Meet
Harry M. Wariler, Warner Bros.

-Prexy, and Major - Albert Warner,
veepee, will head the speakers at

WB's opening session of the com-
pany's three-day New York sales

Wjeet. Confab" tees off tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Hotel Waldorf-As-
toria, with sales chief Ben Kalmen-
wn wielding the gavel. Jack L,.

Warner, veepee and exec producer,
won t show up at the N. Y. meet but
Will put in an appearance at the
>-mcago convention, Aug. 4-6.
Industry's present economic status

and future prospects Will be dis-
cussed by Harry^ Warner. He'll also
Play up the role of pix as an educa-

Vh^^}
and public service. . Meet is

me first in five years in which WB
employees wUl see the company top-
Pers. •

*,

M-G'sUppedProd.

Boosts Releases

To 3 Pix Monthly
With its production sights aimed

at turning out .more pictures this

year than at any time since before

the war, Metro is expected to step

up its release schedule to at least

three new films a month starting

shortly after the first of the year.
Increase would be one a month over
the current rate, which has been
maintained at that pace almost con-
sistently over the last several years
with the exception of an occasicnal

reissue added to the release roster.

Although the boost in
,

production
has been in the works for the last

several months, Metro sales officials

have maintained they would boost
their releases concurrently only if

it was felt that the market could
absorb more pix. With most of the
key city first^run theatres now hold-

ing films for shorter runs than here-
tofore, it's felt the time is ripe for a

release stepup. Metro's policy, con-
sequently, is almost diametrically

opposite to that of execs of other
companies, who maintained that

production costs would force them
to cut down on the number of films

turned out and that exhibitors would
therefore have to play each picture

longer in order to spread them
around.
Metro plans eventually, according

to one homeoffice official, to catch

up with its prewar production sched-

ule, when 50-52 pix a year were
turned out at the studios and re-

leased to exhibs. Present schedule,

which calls for nine pictures to roll

within the next two months, is the
first step in that direction. Instead

of boosting its release' rate immedi-
ately, however, the company wants
first to establish a backlog of some
sort, since the number of films al-

ready completed and not yet re-

leas,ed is down to a bare minimum.
Metro, although it might not go

for the policy, concedes that exhibs

might have a point in wishing to

bring in a new picture, rather than

play a current film for another

couple of days or a week. If runs
are going to be shorter, conse-
quently, the company hopes to be
able to have the product to fill the
breach-" ' ,

ON H'lOO iOTS
Those high nrodnctign costs which

have had mniakers: moaning the
blues the past few years are finally

facing a full-scale attack by the
industry. Study oi .•(ntiaiLt budgets
reveals some downward trend al-

ready noticeable, but lots more niay
be expected in the next few months..
With proportionate b.o. income up

'

to this year outstripping budget in-

creases, plenty of industry wailing
on tilted costs has been in the shape
of crocodile tears. There was no
real squeeze. Needless to say, thoaghi
those happy days in Dixie are over.

Much more careful planning before

a picture gets near a sound stage

is accounting for a lot of the cost

decline already feU and will be
responsible for plenty more. The
writing and idea-changing that
once went on during: the time a story

was actually before the cameras is

rapidly being decreed a thing of the
pisi. Another cost-shaver that di-

rectors and producers are recogniz-
ing more and more is the plan of
extensive rehearsals before a cast

hits the stages.

Prexy Herbent Yates' tough talk

to producers Alfred Santell . and
Frank Borzage at Republic last week
gave public evidence of the new
attitude on budgets being taken by
toppers of all companies. With the
balance of costs versus income more
and more out of whack, the kidding's

over. The budgets not only have to

be tightened,: but once they are set,

producers have to stay within them
—or else.

Special Situation

Rep situation is a special one,

caused partially by criticism of

Yates by a segment of the company's
ownership. That's probably why the
prexy's rough words were made
public. But there's not a doubt that

the same thing is going 'on more
quietly on every lot in Hollywood.
Much of the additional expense

(Continued, on page 23)

MASON'S PIX FOR KORDA

SNARLED BY ROSE SUIT
James Mason's plans to make a

brace r of pix fo* Sir Alexander
Korda took a setback last week
when N. Y. federal court judge John
C. Knox denied his application for a
September trial of his suit against

David Rose. Court tossed out the

pled without prejudice to a renewal
in November. Mason hoped to make
his first Korda pic in Hollywood in'

January but time lapse for hearings

-plus -almost cerJtaia appeal makes
that schedule improbable.
Rose opposed the move for a fast

trial claiming he needed more time
to prep and bring over witnesses

from England. Mason is suing to
invalidate a pact with Rose which
would have created a production

company employing the actor's ser^

vices. Rose filed suit originally on
the Coast but has been unable to

serve process on Mason, who'.s stick-

ing close to the east.

U-I, Graetz in Deal

For France, Us. Prod.
Hollywood, July 29.

Universal-International reportedly

has made a deal with Paul Graetz
whereby he'll produce for the com-
pany both in this country and in

France. He recently completed "Le
Diable au Corps" in Paris with U-I
financing.

U-I wanted Graetz to work ex-

clusively in France, but he .insisted

on also making some pix here. \

Tec]inicolor's 25c Divvy
Board of Technicolor Motion Pic-

ture Corp. . has declared a 25c per
share dividend. .

Pie will be cut Aug. 15, payable

to stockholders of record Aug. 4.

Report Possibility of Goetz Sale

To Yates of His Republic Holdings

Play About Mag Biz

Sold by Par to WB
An unproduced play, "Featured

for June," has been Sold by Para-

mount to Warner Bros. Yarn, writ-

ten by Eileen Tighe, is about the

magazine business. Par has owned
it for about two years an4 hasn't.

been able to cast it.

WB handed Par $50,000 for the

opus, same as Par paid for it. Play

has kicked around among Broadway
producers for some years and has

several times been optioned. It's

still a possibility for legit produc-

tion in the fall, with Carl Fisher the

latest to indicate interest.

Map Ent. Campaigns
Robert S. Taplinger, Enterprise

veepee in charge of ad-publicity, is

in New York from the Coast with a

print of "Body and Soul."

He will meet with George Schaeter

and Donohue & Coc ad. agency to

map "Body" and "Arch of Triumph"

ballyhoo and arrange for screenings

I of the former.

Hollywood Co-op
Hollywood, July 29.

An . example of cooperation
between studios wSs evidenced
here when Henry Fonda re--

ported to John: Ford for start

of a role in Argosy's "War
Party," on location in Mon*
ument Valley, Arizt • Fonda
wasn't scheduled to finish his

role in "Daisy Kenyon" at 20th-

Tox Until Aug. 15. Before leav-

ing for location last week, how-
ever. Ford' contacted Otto Prera-

inger, producer-director of
"Kenyon," and explained that

due to his own prior commit-
ments "Party" had to roll last

Saturday. If Fonda was not im-
mediately: available cost 'of the

film would go up several hun-
dred thousand dollars, due to the

fact that Fonda was in the
majority of scenes.

Preminger revised/ his shoot-

ing schedule so that all of

Fonda's scenes were bunched to-

gether, and actor finished Satur«
day (26).

WB Skyrockets

To $19,134,000 In

9-Mo. Eanni^s
Warner Bros.* > earnings for the

nine months ended May 31 rocketed

to $19,134,000, after federal taxes
totalling $11,900,000, for fin all-time
three-quarter peak for the company.
Its net compares with $14,749,000
raked in during the same period last

year, when $14,000,000 was forked
out on taxes.

WB's total gross for the nine
months ballooned to $125,078,000
against $116,971,000 last year. In
hitting the record figurd, company
earned $2-.6Q per share on outstand-
ing common stock compared with
$1.99 in the first three-quarters of
'46.

Take for the third quarter alone
totaled $5,121,000, which adds to the
half-year earnings of $14,013,000.
Since May 31, company announced,
it has acquired 44,880 more shares
of its own common, boosting the
total company holdings to 105,380
shares. With the stock acquired in
the range , of_15-16 points, tdtal exX,
penditure comes to approximately
$],-,600,000.

Profits showing of Warners is con-
sidered --remarkable in trade circles
in view of the fact that thfe take of
most other majors is down from last
year. While its third-quarter dipped
from the record of the first halt-
year, total take is still some 25%
ahead of last year.

$8,500,000 LOAN TO

PATHE AWAITS SIGNING
Plans for the loan of $8,500,000 to

Pathe Industries by five banking
firms have been completed; inking
of the deal awaits only the prepara-
tion of final papers by attorneys
representing the various outfits in-

volved. Banks putting up the money,
in -the order of size of their iP'vest-

ments, are the First National of
Boston, Bank of Manhattan, Marine
Midland Bank, Continental Bank
and Empire Trust Co.
Pathe expects to use the money

in financing production of PRC and
Eagle-Lion, its two subsidiary com-
panies, with negatives of the films
turned out pledged as collateral.

Loan is a revolving credit, running
two years.

Brent in 1st Musical
Hollywood, July 29.

George ' Brent, in Honolulu after

a yacht race, was pacted by cable
fAr hlsjfiwt musical. Metro's "Ijuxury
Liner."

Starts Aug. 11, day after his re-

turn.

.It was reported late yester-

day' (Tuesday) afternoDn that
lawyers for Harry . Goetz anil

Herbert Jf, Yates were worklns
on a compromise plan to settle

the differences between them
over Ooetz's objections to man-
ner of operation of Republic,.

'

Deal included a possibility, it

was said, that Goetz might sell

his entire holdings In Bep to
Yates and bow out. Goetz has
reportedly put a price on his
stock and if Yates is willing to
meet it, deal may be con-
summa'ted in time for announce-
ment at tomorrow's board meet-
ing in New York.

Not much in the way of fireworks
-^or. perliaps, a permanent compro-
mise peace—is expected at Repub-
lic's board meeting in New "Vork
tomorrow (Thursday). Lacking the
unqualified support of the reps of the
Brulatour interests, director Harry
Goetz, it is anticipated, will confine
himself to seeking additional info on
the company^s aifairs.

Goetz, since the beginning of the
year, has been making strenuous ob-
jection to some of the operating pol-
icies of prexy Herbert J. Yates.
Battle was started with Goetz hoping
for the backing of William German,
executor of the Jules Brulatour
estate. Goetz and his family, and
the Brulatour interests, between
them hold sufficient stock to put up a
stiff fight against the Yates interests
for control.

German, however, has been non-
committal, since Brulatour, Inc.,

which he heads, is in a peculiar posi-
tion o in regard to Rep. Bnilatour^

.

Inc., is not only a large stockholder
in the company, but also counts it

and its lab among its major custom-
ers. Brulatour, Inc., is the sales
agent for Eastman-Kodak film and
thus German must show Yates some

(Clfontinued on' page 23)

Study Labor Costs

For Possible Slash

OnLow-Budgeters
' Hollywood, July 29.

As a result of a meeting between
Independent Motion Picture Pro-'
ducers Assn, and representatives ot
most studio unions, special subcom-
mittees are ?being formed to study
effect of labor costs on low-budgeters.
Subcommittees will investigate situ-

ation within each craft and pro-
ducers will supply detailed cost

sheets of various pix in order to aid
ihe investigsUoii.

It's hoped that definite decisions
on IMPPA move to place small-
budgeters in different category than
large features will be reached this

week. . Meeting was given over to
frank, full discussion regarding
IMPPA request of unions, wherever
possible, to make concessions to at-
tempt to reduce cost of small bud-
geters so more of tl^ese pix can, be
made. •

It's indicated the unions are will-
ing to cooRprate if the study shows
that working conditions demanded
by the crafts upped costs beyond
profitable range. With breakdown
of costs, on individual pix available
for study by subcommittee, it's ex-
pected that an early decision will be
possible.

SHOOT UP YANK ZONE

IN BERLIN-FOR HLM
Paramount stars and technicians

will cress the Rhine to shoot back-
ground shots, for "A Foreign Affair"
in the American zone in Berlin.
First group, including Billy Wilder,
director; Buddy Coleman, his first

assistant, and Jean Arthur, who stars,

sails aboard the S.S, America today
(Wed.). .

They'll be followed by a second
group consisting of Dewey Wrigley,
chief cameraman; James Hawley, his .

assistant; Gerd Oswald, a^s't direc-
tor; and Harold Long, auditor. They
plane for Berlin, leaving the Coast
Aug. 6. Unit will work in Berlin
three weeks and remain abroad
seven.
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Down, to Earth.
(MUSICAL; COLOR)

CuiUuiWtt releass of Don Hartman sm-
euciioii. Stars Rita Huyworth and hiiny
Parks; teatures Maro PUitt, Roland Culver,

. anwes Gleason, Edward Everett Hortoii,

A<l«le Jerii'ens, GeorKO MacKeady and Wll-

)lam Frawley. Directed l)y Alexander Hall.

Original screenplay by Hartman and Bd-
-wln Blum, with "Jordan" characters talten

iroiji play, "Heaven Can Wait," by Harry
Segall; camera, Rudolph Mate; editor,

; Viola tawrence'; songs, Allan Roberts and
Doris Fisher, with additional music by
George Duning and Heinz Roemheld. Pre-

viewed in New York July 28, '«. Running
time, 100 MINS. .

Terpsichore Rita Hayworth
Danny Miller Larry ^j^s
3*,l/lle M-aro Matt
Mr. .Tonlah Poland .Gulvw
Jlax Coricle ..,......Ja|neB Owason
Wesscnger 701:) Edward Everett Hortoji

Georgia Evans. ...... J-., . .-Adele lergens

Joe Mannion. . . , . . . ... . ..O«orge MaeReaay
Police Lieutenant, ...William Frawley

Betty. . , . . . Jean Donahue
Dolly. .......... . » . . ' . • .Kathleen O'Malley
Spil<e . . . . . ........ . . . i . .... ."William Haade
Kelly. ... i ....... i

.'. .... . James Burke
ferChcstMa Lcirter .Fred Sears

Doscrt Fury
(COLOK)
Hollywood, July 24.

Paramount release ot Hal B. Wallls pro-

duction. Stars Lizabeth Scott, John Hodiak,
Burt Lancnstor; features Mary Astor, Wen-
dell Corey. Directed by Lewis Allen.

Screenplay, Robert Rossen; from Colliers

mag novel by Ramona Stewart; camera
(Technicolor), Charles Lang, Edwatd Cron-

Jager; music, MikloB Rozsa; editor, Warron
Low. Tradeshown at Los Angeles. July 22,

'47, Runnini; time, 94 MINS.
Kddie Bendix....
Paula Hatler,...
Tom Hanson. . .•>

Johnny Byanr...
Frltzio Haller...,
Claire t.biclqul«t

.

Judge Berle Iiindaiilst .

.

.John Hodlaft
...I<lsibetlv Scott

, . .Burt Lancaster
...Wendell Corey
...i.;Mary Astor
. . .Kristlne MlUer
William. Harrlgan

Pit"j<ih«iBi>n. . . i i ..... . i : . • i . .James I'laviB

Mrs. I.tndqtii£t; . ; . . . i . i ... . i . . .Jane Novak
Rosft........... .Ana Camargo

A flock of exceptionally good tunes,

an excellent cast and brilliant Tech-

nicolor production job should make
this Columbia musical a strong po-

tential- at the b.o. That they toill

looks uncertain, however, as even the

best of other attributes have an' im-

possible time overcoming the slow,

tiresome and unacceptable plot. Pic

looks set for nothing better than

comparatively mediocre grosses.

Cast names should help consider-

ably, since this is Rita Hayworth's
first since the . highly successful;

"Gilda" and Larry Parks' initialer

since "The Jolson Story." In addi-

tion, there's Marc Piatt, a fine dancer
but who, by some inexplicable rea-

soning, never gets a chance, to dance.

Yarn is one of those tricky ideaS

that looks so much better on paper
than celluloid. It picks up the char-

• acters from Harry SegalTs play,

"Heaven Can Wait," filmed by Co-
lumbia in 1941 as the tremendously
successful "Here Comes Mr. Jordan,"
and puts them down in a new setting.

"Mr. Jordan" was about an angelized
prizefighter who: comes back to, earth
In someone else's body. "Down- to

Earth" is a typical- backstage story
i-and putting it in the "Mr. Jordan"
setting is certainly the hard way .ol

getting a- twist on the old, standard
musical. . - -

.

The first requisite" of fantasy iS'

that it be believable in its frame of-

reference and thus a<;cepted by the
audience. "Down to E!ari}i" misses
that entirely and as a result has an
Ujifaill battle all the way.

Not that it will matter much to the
paying guests, but producer Don
Hartman has carried out hiS cute
idea to the extent ofusing ^some of
the same cast as "Jordan." James
Gleason is back as an ' agent and
Edward Everett Horton is seen once
again as the messenger who accom-
panies the spirit down to earth. Bo-
lanid Culver subs-Jot Caaude Haines
in the Mr. Jordan lote, the guy who
runs Heaven.
Miss Hayworth is pictured as Terp-

sichore, the Greek muse of the the-

atre. Looking down from Heaven
she's unhappy over a Broadway
musical about the nine muses, being
done in- jazz by producer Larry
Parks. She maikes a request to go
down and help him so she can dean
the show up. She lands in the' star

role and there's the usual falling-in-

love with the vis-a-vis—in this case
Parks—the disagreements and break-
ing up, and the return. Finally, she's
recalled to Heaven, busting up her
romance, -but it's all patched up when
farks dies some years later and
joins her above the clouds. .

Explanation necessary to get all

this across—and plenty not even at-

tempted in the plot summary above

—

takes interminable time and con-
stantly slows even the angels to a
lazy walk. Making things worse, is

the fact that aU the gags which
should give the yarn a bit of peitper
fall flat:

Definitely on the credit side are
the five tunes provided by Allan
Koberts and Doris Fisher. Certainly
to be heardmore of are' "This Can't
Be Legal," "They Can't Convince
Me," fiAd "Let's Stay Young Forever."
Also creditable are the excellent col-

or camera work on the cloud and
theatre backgrounds, and in making
the most of Miss Hayworth's natural
attractions.
Parks sings one tune-^ moment

that many in the audience* remem-
bering "Jolson," will be waiting for.

Ifs definitely a letdown. He's okay
on the acting, but when it comes to
singing. Parks should always have

. Jolson. Miss Hayworth does better
. in the vocal department and, of
course,' is fine in the terp routines.
Piatt is pictured as a member of the
legit musical's cast and does a num-
ber of routines with Parks and Miss
Hayworth, but never gets away into
one of his spectacular solos.
Alexander Hall's direction is

spotty. The excess of lines is tough,
but his megging does nothing to

speed up the proceedings and oft-

times adds to the slowness. On the
other hand, dance director Jack Cole
pra&tically goes frantic—and almost
gets the audience that way—in an

' excess of zeal to give speed to the
production numbers.

Overall effect is regret that so
much potential b.o. value has been
bogged down in a mass of plot and

. .misguidance. Uet\>.
,

"Desert Fury" has exploitation

values and a Paramount release to

assure it initial boxoflice attention.

If backed with hypoed .sellinf! cam-
paign, its grossing potentialities in

key runs are okay;
.

As a Hal Wallis production, film

reflects top-booking values, namely
in the assists of growing marquee
draw of its star names and the Tech-
nicolor hues' in- which its starkly

beautiful western backgrounds have
been photographed. And there's the
added fillip of a sports.-style parade
by femme star Lizabeth Scott. • But
despite those b.o. exploitable values,

the picture falls short of entertain-

ment credits earned by Wallis in

previous films.
-Story characters carry little audi-

ence sympathy and there is a "so

what" attitude about their eventual
fate. Dramatic punch that could
have been given to the plot resolution
comes out' only as a strictly cliche

clinch that falls completely flat.

It's-.- a confused development of

characters whose motivations are in-

definitely pointed out in explanatory
dialog rather than action. Flashbacks
would have gone a long way in clear-

ing up the plot, which is filled with
characters going through meaning-
less action. Final reels attempt to
premise the previous doings but gen-
eral audiences are not likely to sort

out the psychological and physical
reasons motivating the unsympa-
thetic roles.
Robert Rossen's screenplay hews to"

an uncensorable development of Ra-
mona Stewart's novel. : Censorship
angles take the punch out of what-,
ever interesting factors the original
mag story might have had. On that
basis, Lewis Allen's direction has had
to compromise. He often gets spec-
tacular beauty in the staging of
scenes but there is little reality for
the average ticketbuyer:,in the char-
acters he puts through their pace^.
There is an occasional lift in an in-

dividual scene because, of playing
and dialog, but the mood is not sus-
tained.
Standing out among the players is

Wendell Corey. He gives punch to

his part as John Hodiak's mentor.
In a few, bare scenes, Buit I>ancaster
is enabled by -good, honest dialog to
make them register strongly.. Hodiak

a bit too brittle as the hideaway
gambler who takes advantage of
lizabeth Scott's 19-year-old inno-
cence. Miss Scott is a- wonderful
clotheshorse for the far-west"outdoOr
costumes provided by Edith Head.
Otherwise, the role of a frustrated
daughter of a gambling "house"
madame fails to project the interest
or sympathy it ^ould. Mary Astor
is good as the madame -who wants
her daughter to grow up right. Others
are bits.

Picture has been given magnificent
color lensing by Charles Lang and
Edward Crenjager. Raw western
scenery, night shots and interiors
are beautiful. Intense art direction
by Perry Ferguson and the set dec-
orations by Sam Comer and Syd
Moore; the special effects by Gordon
Jennings and editing by Warren Low
are all first class. Miklos Rozsa's
music score is efiEective. Brog.

Miniature Keviews
''Down to Earth" (Col)

(Musieal; "Color). Pata Hay=
worth-Iiarry Parks in musical
fantasy that disappoints.

"Desert Fury" (Color) (Par).

Western beautifully photo-
graphed in color; exploitable
values will aid b.o.

"The Untlnishea Datiee"

(M-G). Presenting beautiful bal-

let in magnificent -«oIor, star*

ring Margaret O'Brien.-

"Deep V»Uey" (WB). Strong
melodrama with top perform-,
ances to put it over.

"Heaven Only Knows" (UA).
Amusing fantasy of an angel
visiting earth; should find . good
general acceptance.
"Sport of Kings" (Col). Minor

programmer of southern horsp
racing.

"Ghost Town Renegades"
(PRC); So-so oater in the "Lash"
La Hue series.

"Wyoming" (Rep). Quality
western that should do well at

the b.o.

. "Sepia Cinderella" (Herald)
Musical). Negro musical solely

for houses catering to colored
clientele.

"Green CockatoV (British)

(Devonshire). John Mills, Rob-
ert Newton in antiquated gang-
ster film.

The IJnfinished Danee
(MUSICAL: COLOR)

' Hollywood, July 26.

Metro release of Joe Pastemalt produc-
tion. Stars Margaret O'Brien, Oyd ChariMse,
Karin Booth, .Danny .Thomas; features
BEther Dale, Thurston Hall, Harry Uayden,
Mary Eleanor Donahue, Directed by Henry
Koster. Screenplay, Myles Connolly; based
on- the etory, "La Mort Du Cygne," by
Paul Morand; camera (Technicolor), Rob-
ert Surteea; musical score. Herbert Stot-
hart; associate, Lothar Perl; dance direc-
tion, David Lichine; .editor,. Douglass Biggs.
Tradeshown In Hollywood, '.July 24, '47.

Running time, 100 MIMS,
"Mej;!' Merlin.. .Margaret O'Brien
Mile. Ariane Boutihet...;.-.h...Cyd Charisse
La Darina....i. ............. ..Karin Booth
Mr. Paneros.........,.,...Dnnny Thomas
Olga.. Esther Dalo
Mr. Ronaell.. ................ Thurstoix. Hall
Murphy Harry Hnyden
Josie.. .......Mary Eleanor Donahue
Phyllis. .Connie Cornell
Miss Merlin Ruth Brady
Fred Carleton ........... Charles Gradstreet
Mme. Borodin. .Ann Codce
Jacqueo Lacpste. ....Oregory Gay

have been'igiven elegant color lens-
ing by Robert Surtees. His is an elo-
quent camera that contributes full
measure to the sight appeal and pro-
vides a mobility that is spectacular
in some sequences. Climaxing the
dance . artistry is "Strings" ballet,
which reaches breath-taking heights
of beauty and movement as staged
by David Lichine.. Throughout film
are ballet dance, moments that add
to interest, all tellingly done by Cyd
Charisse. The effective music score
that backs tlie entire production earns
top credit for Herbert Stothart and
his associate, Lothar Perl.

Commanding direction by Henry
Koster gets the best £rom the tear-
jerker story that surrounds the music
and dancing. Well-written for human
interest, story depicts a little girl
who wants to be a ballerina. She fas-
tens her afiiections on Miss Charisse
and when she f^els her mentor's suc-
cess is threatened by a foreign ballet
star she arranges an accident that
cripples the latter. Motivation gives
Miss O'Brien opportunity to run the
full gamut of emotions, and she de-
livers for strong fan favor. There is
a happy ending when she finds a new
friend in the star she has crippled.
Myles, Connolly screenplayed from
the Paul Morand story; "La Mort Du
Cygne."

Miss Charisse handles herself well
in the acting assignment but, natur-
ally, shines best when displaying her
dance magic. Karin Booth does a
strong job as the rival star, making
it a standout piece of work. She and
Miss O'Brien rate additional credit
for the manner iji which they sim.
ulate toe work;

Filnj introduces Danny .Thomas to
pieturegoers. He's no nightclub clown
in this, delivering a semi-serious
portrayal of the little girl's friend
that has plenty of merit. Esther Dale,
Thurston HaU, Harry Hayden and
Gregory Gay are among .other
grownups giving excellent accounts
of themselves. Mary Eleanor Dona^
hue and Connie Cornell are among
the good moppets.
There is class art direction by Ced-

ric Gibbons and Daniel B. Cath-
cart; smooth editing by Douglass
Biggs; fine set decorations by Edwin
B. Willis and Hugh Hunt; beautiful
costumes by Helen Rose under Irene's
supervision and other potent produc-
tion factors to back the picture -with
outstanding physical values'. Btog.

ence sympathy and interest from her
opening scene to the finale.

Story deals with girl who for 10

years has known no love in her fam-
ily. In a convict working on a road
gang constructing a new coast high-
way in the Big Sur country of Cali-

fornia she recojgnizes a kindred soul.

When the convict escapes ' during a
rainstorm and landslide,- she shelters
him, first in a. hideaway cabin, then
in the loft of Ker lather's barn, while
posses comb the hills.' The Salka
J^rtel-Stephen Morehouse Avery
script builds.tension and suspense in
these scenes of manhunt and escape.
Dialog is realistic and climax does
not resolve oil into a happy ending.
When his hiding place is finally dis-

covered, Clark makes' a break, is

gunned down and crawls away into

the woods to die a violent but peace-
ful death in Miss Lupine's arms.

It's strongi uncompromising drama,
and Jean- Negulesco's direction
punches it over forcefully.- He sus-
tains a mood of desperation and
pending violence that carries the
spectator aloqg, and draws perform-
ances from the cast that click big.

Wajme Morris, construction super-
intendent on the highway, capably
fills the third co-starring part. His
role is not as colorful but he gives
it competent delivery to hold his
own; Fay Bainter and Henry Hull,
as the hating parents, stand out
strongly with characterizations that
set the melodramatic pattern of
fru!!tration. Willard Robertson is ef-
fective as the sheriff who enjoys his
work of hunting down criminals."
Max Steiner's music score punches

over the dramatics with a terrific

effect, playing. an important part in
maintaining tension. Very- good are
the camera work by Ted McCord, the
art direction and other factors back-
ing- the production. Brog.

"The Unfinished Dance" carries
sock appeal to the eye and ear. With
music taken from the best ballet
scores of the past, plus a magnificent
ballet staging of "Holiday for Strings"
finale, picture carries class distinc-
tion. For general audience appeal
there is a moppet human interest
yarn dominated by little Margaret
O'Brien. Joe Pasternak earns him-
self a showmanly credit for combin-
ing the varied interests and £or back-
ing the film with the plushiest of
physical trappings.

The beautiful spectacles of ballet

dance running through , the picture

Sport of King.s
. Hollywood, July 25

Columbia release oi; William Mluom m-o.
ductlon, Features Paul Campbell, CHgrIa
Henry.. Hurrv-. Da.vcnnort; .Marl* ne..«t-
Harry Cheshire; CUntoii Rosemond. Dii-scti
ed by Robert Gordon. .ScrcenpUiy, Edwaid
I-Juebach; based on story by Gordon Grand-
camam, Henry IVeuIlch; editor, Aariin
Stell. At Fantages, Hollywood, ,Tuiv
'4T, Running time, 6* MINS. ' " '

Tom Cloud....' ,....Paul Canniljell
Doc Richardson. . .. I . .Gloria llehry
ll.-ijor Denning tiarry Davenport
Blft qioijd...t. ...,4..,,.,,,...MaHc DennI*
Theodore McKeogh;. ...... .Hairy Cheshire
Josiah...., ...».,.....«.,.Clinton Rosemond
Bertie. . Louis .Vkisoh
Judge Sellers;. ......... O-TOvr O'shea
Alf . . . .. ................... .lirncst Anderson

Heaven Only Knows
Hollywood, July 26.

United Artists release of Seymour Neben-
zal production. Star^ Robert. Cummings,
Brian Donlevy; features M^Jorle Reynolds,
Jorja Curtright. Directed by Albert S. Ro-
gell. Screenplay, Art Arthur,' Rowland
Leigh; adaptation, Ernest Haycox; original,
story, Aubrey Wisberg; . camera, .Karl
Struss;. music score and direction, Helhz
Hoemheld; editor, Edward Mann. Pre-
viewed in Hollywood, July 25, '47. Run-
ning time, 97 MlNSi.:
Milte. ..... ...... ..... ... .Robert Cummlngs
Duke.; .Brian Donlevy
Ginger Marjorie Reynolds
Drusilla: . . . ,. JorJa Curtright
Plumber. . . .Bill Goodwin
Sheriff. . ...Stuai't Erwin
The Reverend .John Litel
Speck O'Donnell ..........Peter Miles
Jud, r.Edgar Kennedy
Treason, i .Gerald Mohr
Mrs. O'Donnell. .Lurene Tuttle
Freel... .Ray Gennett

'^Sport of Kings" is a routine pro-
grammer. Film has an occasional
lift, despite obvious marketing des-
tination. There's a horserace finish*
that will excite bangtail followers,
and some good performances to help
put it over in supporting po.sitions.

Plot is corncob affair with benefit
of a new twist that isn't developed
strongly enough. Robert Gordon's di-
rection is as slow-paced as script by
Edward Huebsch, based on story by
Gordon Grand. »

Yarn concerns two northern lads
who' inherit a Kentucky plantation,
won by their gambling father from a
southern horse-racing colonel. Deep-
south prejudice against Yankees
make the heirs' life tough until they
hit on scheme to take in the original
owner under guise he was left a trust

fund by the. father. The old colonel
eventually finds, out the scheme and
is outraged but when Yanks enter his
horse in the big race, and he wins,
everyone's face is saved.
» As to be expected, Harry Daven».
port lends a lift to proceedings by
,
^ving the southern colonel role some
"mportance. Paul Campbell, the older
heir; Mark. Dennis, his younger
brother; Gloria Henry, femme. lead,

and others are acceptable. Clinton
Rosemond turns in dignified chore
as the faithful old retainer.
William Bloom produced with

minor budget, which shows in such :

things as Southern California race?
tracks substituting for greener hills

and ovals of Kentucky. Technical
functions are adequate. . Brog.

Deep Valley
Hollywood, July 26,

Warners release of Henry Blanke pro-
duction. Stars Id.a Lupino, Dane Clark,
Wayne Morris; features Fay Bainter, Henry
Hull, Willard Robertson. Directed by Jean
Negule.soo. .Screenplay,. Salka' Viertel,
Stephen Morehouse Avery; from the novel
by D'an Tdtheroh; camera, Ted McCord;
music. 'Max Steiner; editor, Owen Marks.
Tradeshown in Hollywood^ July 24, '47.

Running time, 103 MINS.
Llbby, . .Ida Lupino
Barry. .Dane Clark
Barker Wayne Morris
Mrs. Saul. ....Fay Bainter
Mr. .Saul ... .Henry Hull
Sheriff.. 'Willard Robertson

"Deep Valley" is first-class melo-
drama, marked-^ by distinctive per-
formances. It will thoroughly please
audiences who shop for moody vio-
lence and strongly-mptivated, un-
leavened action; Sustained mood,
austere settings and other physical
props are surely applied by Henry
Blanke's production to make this one
stand out in the melodrama market.
Film affords Dane Clark his first

real acting opportunity in films and
he comes through with a credible
performance that boosts his stock
considerably. His interpretation of
an escaped convict, who finds tem-
porary happiness with a girl as frus-
trated a.s he, is a fine job that should
aid his future. Ida Lupino, the love-
starved girl, chalks up . one of the
finest performances she has ever
turned in, tellingly carrying audi-

"Heaven Only Knows" is an amus-
ing fantasy done in an almost straight
manner to give it credence. There
are no astonishing miracles of heav-
enly power, no fantastic "nUarps and
wings to stretch the imagination too
far. It's a tongue-in-cheek treatment
that lends a lightness to what, other-
A(rise, could have been -rather heavy
drama. Seymour Nebenzal^ produc
tion has shaped it well for general
release, and cast names, headed by
Robert - Cummings and Brian Don-
levy, add to selling values.

Story ^concerns an angel visiting
earth to rectify a heavejily book
keeping error. He had permitted a
man to run loose without a soul be-
cause his destiny hadn't been prop-
erly entered in the books. On earth,
he finds the soulless creature .'just

that. He's a ruthless killer operating
a saloon in the Territory of Mon^
tana. .

The stngel's chore is to bring to-

gether the killer and the school-
marm because, according; to heaven's
books, they should have been mar-
ried for two years. Since the angel
is not permitted to work any miracles,
his .iob is not an easy one but he
finally brings the killer and Kis soul
together, and does a good job of
playing cupid. .

Robert Cummings plays the visit-
ing angel with just the right touch.
There's a refreshing naiveness in the
angel's conduct in the tough western
raining town; his openly friendly ap-
proach to his task and occasional
Chagrin when he encounters a situa
tion where a miracle would have
been a big help. Brian- Donlevy, too,
sparks his assignment as the man
without a soul, changing from ruth-
less killer to bewildered -tough guy
to, finally, a contented man.

Jorja Curtright is the schoolmarm
and demonstrates talent. Unfortu
nately, makeup, hairstyling and cam-
era do not treat her kindly. Marjorie
Reynolds portrays dancehall queen
who goes for the angel, an uncom-
fortable situation for that heavenly
person. Bill Goodwin is good as
Donlevy's arch rival.for power in the
town. Gerald Mohr, Donlevy's gun-
man, gets the proper satanish inflec-
tion into the character. Stuart Erwin
is permitted to bverplay the sheriff
role. Little Peter Miles is good as a
kid, as is John Litel as the preacher.
Overall good effect is achieved by

Albert S. Rogell's direction. He gen-
erally overcomes some script heavi-
ness and shines best in getting light-
ness into what, otherwise, would
have been very strong melodrama.
Screenplay by Art Arthur and Row-
land Leigh has good dialog for punch
and interesting characters. Ernest
Haycox did the adaptation from the.
Aubrey Wisberg original story.
Karl Struss' lensing, special pho-

tographic effects by Ray Binger, Ed-
ward Mann's editing, music score by
Heinz Roemhold, art direction and
^et decorations all provide expert
backing for the fantasy^ V Brog,

Ghost Town Renegades
PRC release of Jerry Thomas production.

Stars "Lash" La Rue, AI "Fuzzy" St.

John; features Jennifer Holt, Jack Ingram,
Terry Frost. Directed by Ray Taylor.
Screenplay, Patricia Harper: camera,
Ernest Miller; editor, .Toe- Gluck; music,
Walter Greene. Tradeshown N. Y., July
i!4, '47. Running time, 57 MINS.
Cheyenne. ."Lash" La Rue
Fuzzy.,.. Al "Fuzzy" St. John
Diane. Jennifer Holt
Sharpe. ..................... ..Jack Ingram'
Flint .......>.'..:.....'.,......; .Terry .BVost

Trent. ......... .............i.-... ritevef^lark
Johnson. ......Lee Roberts
Wace. Lane Bradford
Jennings. .. ; Henry llall

Watson * .'William Fawcett

Well stocked with standard oater
cliches, "Ghost Town Renegades" is

a run-of-the-mill actioner in the
Lash" La Rue series. Picture's mar-
ket will be limited to the nabes-
where juvenile patronage is partial .

to saddle sagas. Names of La Rue
and Al "Fuzzy" St. John may help
some in situations where they've
built a following.
Yarn has La Riie in his customary

role as an investigator for the U. S.

marshal. With his partner, St, John,

he tries to foil the plot of Jack In-

gram to take over an abandoned
mining town from -its rightful own-
ers. There's a rich gold vein on the

premises, and if the proprietors are

rubbed out, Ingram would clean up.

Script too often forces a halt in

action, especially in a sequence
where La Rue, St. John, plus two
others are awaiting to trap the cul-

prits.- Much footage is wasted there

on St. John's alleged comic antics.
_

Acting is so-so, with La Rue stand-

ing out. St. John creates a nice com-
edy, change of . pace when spotted

correctly. Jennifer Holt, ^s one ol

the heirs, is adequate in the lone

femme part while Ingram convinces

as the' heavy; Bay Taylor's direction

is halting upon occasion in this Jerry

Thomas production. Ernest Millers

lensing is good while other technical

credits are fair.

Wyoming
Republic release of Joseph Kane pvo.luo-

tion. Stars William. Blliott, -Vera llalston,

John Carroll; features George "tJaiibj

Hayes, Albert Dekker, Virginia (ircy, .\lnie,

Maria Ouspenskaya. Directed .by K.n.ne., .

Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard and (ieraia

Gci-agbty; camera, John Alton; .- muff;-.
.Vathan O. Scott and Ernest Gold; musjcal

director. Cy Feuer; editor, Arthur 'Roberts.

Tradeshown S. T., July 23, '47. BunnlW
time, 84 MINS. ,

-
, „,„- ,;

Charles Alderson AVUIiam E llott

.

liaren Vera Balaton

Glen Forrester ....John (.a™'';

Windy Gibson. . . . . .George "«n''''y'' ,",'7*'

Duke Lasslter Albert Deiilter

Lila Regan. -i ; .
Virgmia (iiey

Maria Mme. Maria OsupensliaXi

Joe Sublette..,. ........i^..Grant '^V,;"""
Ben Jackson ""' 'y ^^<'°'','

Quoenie , Minna (.ombeil

lid Lasslter n\ck ("uitis

sherirt NUeu.: ...Ruy
Timmons 'lYevor

Judge .Sheridan... ......Paul H""ey
Ifaren (9 years) Loui-ie K»ne
.Tennings fom London

Wolff George Chcwbrq
Karen (. .

years). - • V"'!^'''n.«hea
Bartender Jack O ^hea

Latest in the celluloid sencs

glorifying the western states. Re-

public's "Wyoming" is a better-than-

average giddyapper that should reap

strong returns in action situations,

With a story more logical than m
most pictures of this type, along v."!!"

good prrduction valuci, film al-'^o nas

the nr - "f VriiTpm Elliott. Vera

(Continued on page 27)
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HOLLYWOOD RACKS OPENING UP

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ k
Industry Chiefs in New York Huddles

On Renewal of Basic Union Pacts
studio labor huddles, participated

+

In by a group of Coast executives

and company' presidents, wound up

Ih'^New York over the Iweekend,:

with the industry offlcials discussing

the renewal of basic union contracts.

Taft-Hartley labor law established a

deadline of Aug. 22 for inking new

contracts under old terms.

Coast group huddling with com-

pany chieftains comprised Metro's

Eddie Mannix and Maurice Ben-

tanvin, Paramount's Y. Frank Free-

matii and Charles S. Boreri, latter

'the Coast labor representative of the

Motion Picture' Assn. Mannix, Ben-
jainin and Boren returned to Hol-

lywood over the weekend, but Free-

man remained in N. Y. for a few
days' extra huddles with Par home-
oiflce execs on company business.

With the majority of present basic

pacts' expiring Dec. 31, Coast group
sought the reaction of company
prexies on renewals and drafting of

new pacts under the T-H' regula-

tions, Major studios still have con-

tracts with, the International Al-

liance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and the Amefican Federation of Mu-
sicians that have years yet to run,

but there are 12 unions with which
the studios have'no pacts at present,

and concern is felt over just what
form the new contracts should take
when- negotiated.

French Invasion Of
H'wood; 27 in One Pic

Hollywood, July 29.

While HoUywoodites are talking
about the British : invasion, French
thesps are doing, a pretty good job
of infiltration in "The Crime Doc-
tor's Gamble" at Columbia. Total
of 27 Gallic actors, many ,of them
making their American film bows,
are in speaking roles, out of a grand
total of 30. .

'

The other; three parts are played
by Warner Baxter, Eduardo Cianelli

and Steven Geray.

ROADSHOW PLANS FOR

'LIFE WITH FATHER*
Plans to roadshow "Life With

Father," following §kowhegan, Me.,
preem in August, are being made by
Warners.
Deal calls- for $1,20 top, and War-

ners reportedly "wiU bow it in se-

lected .spots, like United Artists'

"Henry V" setups.

Arguments for a national relea.se

the first week'in September are be-
ing met with proposals to push it

back to early October, when weather
Will likely be more favorable.
Warners*'' last advanced admission

liiras. for "Adventures of Mark Twain."
Koadshows died for awhile after that
but there's a definite upswing now
following the success of "Henry^'

. "Best Years" and "Duel in the Sun."

Oct. 1 Start for 'Rope/

Hitchy-Bemstein's 1st
Hollywood, July 29.

,
"Rope," first production of

Transatlantic Films, in which Alfred
Hitchcock and Sidney L. Bernstein
are partners, is scheduled to go on
the floor Oct. 1 at either the HKO-
Pathe or Hal Roach studios here.
'Vtidet Capricorn," the: outfit's
second film, which will Star Ingrid
Bergman, goes before the cameras'
to England in February or March.
Hitchcock is currently worlcing on

the script of "Rope," which is to
be lensed in Technicolor. Victor
Peers, Transatlantic production man-
ager, is slated to arrive in New
York from England this week and
will fly immediately to the Coast,

K where he'll remain pntil "Rope'' is
flnished sometime in December. He
returns then to England to prepare
(-apricorn" for shooting, at either
Denham or Metro's Elstree studios.
Former production manager for
Gaumont-British, Peers worked with
H'tchcock in England before the
War. •

.
Bern.stein,' meanwhile, who's been

>n the U. S. for the last six months,
»s scheduled to return to England
in August on business for his Gra-

Sf*"*
theatre circuit. He'll return tome Coajit about Sept. 1 to help pre-

pare "Rope" for shooting and to sit

'v.. L, Hitchcock on releasing plan
nuddles for Transatlantic product.
Keleasmg deal will reportedly be
worked out with either Metro or the

w!!'?''
Releasing Organization.

«M-il 1,
i'lteriors for "Capricorn"

fl„ ;u
^ i" England, exteriors

A,,
picture, which is a story of

Australia, will be lensed in Call-

SOPEG Contract

Extended to Aug. 8

For Furt^r Tabs
Present contract between front-

offlce exchange workers of Local
109, Screen Office and Professional
Employees Guild, and four of the
majors, which is slated to expire to-
morfow (Thursday ), has been ex-
tended uhtil Aug. 8 to permit further
huddles on inking of a new pact.
Homeoffice employees belonging to
the same local, meanwhile, have ex-
ercised their wage-reopening plause
with the majors by submitting a
petition for upped wages.
Exchange contract exists between

105 SOPEG members and Loew's,
United Artists, 20th-FOx and Colum-
bia. Employees of the other majors
are affiliated with the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees. Main demands asked by
SOPEG in the new pact include a
wage increase of 30%, or $10 weekly,
\yhichever is higher; a 35-hour week
instead of the present 40-hour week,
and an improved holiday schedule,
which currently is not as good -as
that enjoyed by homeoffice em-
ployees.-

After meeting last Friday (25) and
Monday (28), the' delegates are
slated to meet again Friday (1) and
Monday (41 in the office of Clarence
A. Hill, 20lh representative in the
negotiations. Representing the other
ma.iors are Charles O'Brien of
Loew's, Harry Buckley of UA and
Henry Kaufman of Col. SOPEG is

repped by secretary-treasurer Otto
Langer and a committee of 20 em-
ployees.

Proposals for homeoffice salary in-

creases for 2,500 employees of

Loew's, Col, 20th, Paramount, Re-
public- and National Screen Service
were submitted to the companies
Monday (28) under the wage-re-
opening clause, expiring Sept, 28.

Homeoffice employees ask the same
increase of 30%, or $10, basing their
demands on a budget-survey brief
showing cost-of-living increases and
the profits made by the companies
this year. UA, whose homeoffice
wage clause expired May 31, will

join the negotiations, and whatever
increases are won will be retroac-

tive to May 31 for UA employees;
SOPEG is also asking for a guarr

aMteed 15% increase or the minirtium
of the new classification, whichever
is higher, when an employee is pro-
moted, citing, several instances in

which companies have promoted an
employee without granting him a
wage increase when the employee
is already receiving the minimum
of his new classification.

OOWN, STITS UP
Hollywood, July 29.

With wartime restraints gradually

fading, into oblivion, newspaper cor-

respohdents covering the studios
.
are

once more becoming aware of the

fact that' Hollywood is a de-lootful

place. Flackeries are beginning to

open- up?-their bags of tricks again
; to keep current product fresh in the
minds of the scriveners.

; Entirely apart from the, usual
Christmas gratuities, press corps
covering Hollywood can generally
expect during the course of the year
to have most of their needs taken
care «f by exploiteers. Gimmicks of

all kinds, ranging from food delicSi-

cies to desk ornaments, flooded the
mails in pre-war days and ar6- again
beginning to appear -'as examples
of press agent ingenuity.

Mo^ notable recent effort ema-
nated from Metro's home office when
selected correspondents and editors;-

here and in Icey. cities around the
country, received deeds to an acre
of land each as a gimmick for "Sea
of Grass." Stunt' immediately evoked
daydreams of lush

.
retirement, but

when the rib spread that the land
was infested' with reptiles, charac-
ters, , most newspapermen biegan

wishing studio had sent out somen
thing for snake-bite.

Liquid refreshment is. not uncom-
mony Enterprise recently doled out
bottles of Calvados : brandy as a
plug for ''Arch of Triumph," in

: (Continued x>n page 16)

Sorrell, Skelton Seek

Stay in Labor Probe

To Attend Convention
Hollywood, July 29.

Herbert Sorrell and James Skel-
ton, labor leadersi' ^sked for a stay

of their appearance before the Con-
gressional sub-committee; investigat--

ing working conditions in Holly-
wood studios. They are delegates to

the California Federation of Labor
convention which opens in Sacra-
mento Aug. 3, the day before the
investigation opens.

Other Hollywood unionists, sub-
poenaed for the . hearings, may ask
for delays to attend the convention.

They include Roy M. Brewster, Jo-
seph Touhy, John Martin, Ca^py
Duval and Harold Smith.

Being Non-Guild No
Bar to Job for Extra

Hollywood,: july 29.
.

,

A screen, extra has the right to

work even though not a member of

the Screen Extras Guild,- superior

court Judge Frank Gi Swain ruled in

issuing an injurictioti against the

SEG and the studios.

Court held that three plaintiffs

suing the Guild aiid the studios must
either be admitted to membership
or permitted to work Without ber-

doming members. Trio had charged

that the SEG had refused them
avembership. As a result, the studios

wouldn't employ them as extras,

O'Dwyer Ma^

Easing

m lYians

ofN.Y.

Producing Setup
Proposals to take the bugs out of

pix
.
production in New York City

are expected from Mayor William

O'Dwyer's office shortly in the

form of a letter to the major film

companies. Letter will invite the
majors to comment on hizzoner's

plan to clear away red tape and to

elaborate on the -specific points.

As previously indicated in huddles
between Edward C. Maguire, the

mayor's film coordinator, and indus-
try reps, the : city will propose the
channelling of all permits through
one city official. Producers have
complained that filmmaking is

slowed by necessity of extracting
multiple permits from various de-
partments, including the police, fire,

etc, ,

'
•-,

Non-Theatricals Scout 'Shift'

Efforts'" to "lure" and "shift" the
film industry to the New York area
were scouted last week by the Allied
Non-Theatrical Film Assn. in a let-

ter to Mayor O'Dwyer. Organiza-
tion, comprising some 200 non-the-
atrical motion picture producers,
pointed: out, through its prexy, Wil-
liam F. Kruse,' that, actually, what
is needed are additional facilities

here but this "would supplement
rather than replace that on the west
coast."

Briefs From the Lots

forni a. since it's felt the California
countryside
the Australian terrain,

more nearly resembles

Pickford Names Dem-bow
Hollywood, July 29.

Sam Dembow, Jr., president of

Producers Service Corp., was named
by Mary Pickford, president of Tri-

angle Productions, to be worldwide
sales rep for the Buddy Rogers-
Ralph Cohn production, "Sleep My
Love." Dembow leaves here Thurs-
day (31) for a tour to contact United
Artist branch managers and sales-

men in connection With the picture.

Dembow is now conferring with

Paul La7.aru.<!, Jr., UA publicity chief,

and Joseph Curtis, of Wei.ss & Geller,

on national advertising and exploitar

tion campaign for the film.

Hollywood, July 29.

Richard Wallace checked in to

start work as director on "The
Stray Lamb," William Cagney pro-

duction, which goes before the

lenses Aug. 22, with James Gagney
starring, . .Bruce Bennett signed for

a featured role in "To the Victor,"

co-starring Viveca Lindors and Den-
nis Morgan at Warners ... Interior

shooting on "Roughshod*' started at

RJCO after a month on location in

Bridgeport ... Charles Coburn and
Lloyd Nolan returned from Kanab,
Utah, where the rest of the "Green
Grass of Wyoming" cast has several

more :WeekSv bf .
location filming . .

,

Paramount loaned Deforest Kclley

to Apex Film Corp. for a religious

feature to be produced by Jack

Ctaertok and directed by Sammy
Lee.' ,

Marathon Pictures, new indie out-

fit headed by Frank Satenstein, will

make four features during its first

year of production, starting in three

weeks . . Stanley Bubin is scripting

"Middle East," to be produced by
Sam Katzman at Columbia > . .

Helen Tamlrls checked in I'rom Lon-

don to arrange dance routine for

"Up in Central Park" at . Universal-

International ... Truman Bradley

narrated "A Nation on Skis," a Tech-

nicolor short filmed in Norway by

Dougla.<^ Sinclair and produced by

Gordon UoUiijKshead at Warners . . .

David O. Selznick resumed shooting

of "Portrait of Jennie'' on the Cul-

ver City lot after several weeks on

location in New York.

"Always Together" is the final tag
ners . . , Harry Seymour, former
vaude player, will play a picnic
emcee in' "Ever the Beginning" at

Warners . . , Adele .Tergens draws
another siren role in "Blondie's An-
niversary" at Columbia . . . Sol Les-
ser is injecting vocal music into

"Tarzan and the Mermaids," with
John I^aurenz, radio songbird,
warbling two numbers to a bevy of

Mex'ican bathing gals . . . Arthur
Black led a camera crew to San An-
tonio to shoot Texas backgrounds
for "State of the Union," which Frank
Capra will produce under the Lib-
erty banner for Metro release . .

RKO's "Stations West" troupe, num-
bering 275, left for Flagstaff for .six

weeks of location shooting, with
Robert Sparks producing: and Sidney
Xiangfield directing . . ,

.

Herman Schlom, RKO producer,
started shooting "Wild Horse Mesa"
at Lone Pine and will follow immedi-
ately with "Under Arizona Skies" on
the same location, with Tim Holt
Starring ' in. ,both pictures'. : . .Jack
Searle, recently discharged from the

Army, will play his first film role

since 1941 in the Bob Hope starrer,

"Paleface;" at P a r a m o u n t. . .

.

"Brothers of the Ea.st Side" at Metro
will be released as "The Big City"

Rampart Productions borrowed Louis
Jourdan for the male lead in "Letter

from an Unknown Woman". ., .Bill

Grady, Jr., signed as assistant to

Producer Leonard Goldstein on
"River Lady" at Universal-Interna-

tional. „•
,

" New type distrib operation of

double-baiting the hook by package :

ing two pix of the same kind for dual

bill fare is currently on a sharp up-

swing. Practice was ,recently,.started

by reissue companies and the majors ,

are latching onto it for their oldies :

after test releases scored heavily.

idea,.'Which is now -winning major

company converts, is to groove to-

gether similar-genre pix, generally

reissues, figuring thenjtfor a double

impact and added pull wjth the cus-

tomers. Plan is used by 20th-Fox in
selling "Tobacco Road" and "Grapes
of Wrath," sociological studies of the

'

sticks, as one bill, Warner Bros,
tried it out recently with "The Sea
Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf," and this

week followed througli with "Dust
Be My Destiny'' and "Marked Worn-:
an."

Both are dramas of the same : ilk

aimed for the same bracket of pa-
trons. Warners figures the two-pic
parlay to be good for grosses of an
average first-run release, company
spofcesifian said. Consequently, WB
will release two to three packages
of this kind yearly in the future. .

"Hawk" and "Wolf" went over big,

it's said, helped by an exploitation

tie-in with the Navy. Service arm,
plugged the romance of the sea in its

enlistment drive, using the two sea
pix as support. Packaging of a com-
edy and drama, or two films that
appeal separately to adults and chil<

dren are out so- far as Warners is

concerned, company oflficial said.

Film Classics, 'Originator' :

Largest number of double-baiters
;

are currently handled by Film Clas*
sics, with that outfit claiming to be
originators of the technique. Com-
pany now has eight such twin bills,

which include "Return of Scarlet
Pimpernel" and "The Scarlet Pim-

;

pernel"; "Kid from Spain" and "Kid
Millions" (both Eddie Cantor star- •

rers); "I Was a Criminal" and "Mur-
der on Diamond Row"; "Dead End";
and "Barbary Coast"; "Resurrection"
and "Wuthering Heights"; "Spy in
Black" and "Secret Clouds Over Eu-
rope" Latest is the H, G.. Wells'
combo, "Things to Come" and "The
Man Who Gould Work Miracles," now
in its fifth week at the N. Y. Squire.

First tester for PRC, Edward
Small's "Kit Carson" and "Last of
Mohicans," now looks like $1,000,000

in rentals,' abeording to Harold' Duhn,
sales chief. Clairning phenomenal biz
for the twcsome, PRC is currently
prepping "The Son of Monte Cristo"
and "The Count of Monte Cristo" for
early release. First package, Dunn
said, is being booked in class A; first-'

run hoases, including Loew's, RKOj
Paramount, Warners and Schine cir-

cuits.

"Congorilla" and "BorrieO; Devil
Beast," handled by tyro distrib Irv-
ing Lesser, racked up a remarkable
$16,000'"' in its, first week at the
Gotham, N. Y. Films are being held
for a second stanza at that Broad-
way house. Combine broke a num-
ber of house records outside of New
York, Lesser said, and is holding up
strongly all along the line.

Combo has appeal because "it looks
like a great big bargain," an FC
exec opined. Idea is to slug away •

with blatant copy appealing to one
emotion, he added. "It captures the
mind's eye of the type of moviegoer
who can't get enough of this type of
entertainment out of one picture."

Dissenting opinion has been ex-
pressed by Bob Savini, head of Astor
Pictures, another reissue outfit. '1

think the practice is ifoolish," Savini .

asserted. "Sooner or later, it'll drive
people out of the theatres because
there's too much sameness. One com-
pany does it and the rest follow suit ;'

without much consideration."
Coupling two pix of opposite types

have had embarrassing results at

times, trade observers note. Latest /

classic is double-billing of "Scheher»
azade" and "Brief Encounter,',' the
first an Oriental melodrama and the
second a British prestige drama of
hopeless extra-marital 1 o v e. Cu.s-

tomers who boughtv ducats to see
"Brief", couldn't stomach "Schehera-
zade," while lalter's devotees audibly
guffawed at longhair sequences of
"Brief."
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''Crossfire" cracks Rivoli

(N. Y.) records as press/radio

and public thunder

praiise

!

"MOVIE OF THE WEEKI
Deals with an important current is>

fue. An out of tlie ordinary picture

. . . o grade-A thriller! Reflects con-'

siderable credit on the movie in-*

dustry!" ^un magazins

]A VIOLENT, SHOCK-
ING, ENGROSSING
proof-proving picture . . . you should

ske 'Crossfire'. But i don't believe I

ho^e to tell you this-you willl"

^ -'SIDNEY SKOISKY

. fin nationally iifndkaftd tohmni

"ANIMPORTANT,STIR-
RING FILM is ftKO's biitx

ogainsi intolerance. Taut, fast-mov-

ing melodramal ROBERT RYAN
gives one of the performances of

the year!" «.n. y. OAivi MmoR



BOXOFFICE ! ...

"AN UNQUAUFIED A
for effort is due producers DORE
SCHARY, ADRIAN SCOTT and every-
one else ot RKO who had a hand in
its making! . . . A grimly absorbing
melodromo!" "

-n. y. times

"SAVAGEMELODRAMA
which keys the problem of race
hatred into an unusual murder story

• • as grimly realistic as a punch in
the (owl ROBERT MITCHUM is per-
fect . . . GLORIA GRAHAJME does o
brilliant turn! Proves that real enter-
toinment quality is a product of
courageous oifistry!"

-N. Y. mttAiD umne

''ABSORBING FROM ITS

OPENING SCENE! Exciting

melodromo . . . hard-hitting murder
story that sets hate as the motive

for killing! High suspense and grip-

ping realism! Credit goes to

EDWARD DMYTRYK for vigorous di-

rection, to JOHN PAXTON for his

crisp, incisive writing! ROBERT
YOUNG gives the finest performance

of his entire career!"

-hr. K. JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"RKO HAS BEATEN
EVERYONE ELSE to the
punch! A good forceful film . . . o
melodrama with a message! En-

grossing ^ . . with suspense and ex-

citement all the way!" ., „

"11 HAS THE GUTS
to be important. Has something to

soy and isn't afraid to say it . . . and

says it with boxing gloves, not

doncing pumps. When you see it.

you'll be proud it could have been

made in this country!"

-tlLLY ROSE

tin his notiono)// t/ndicofed cofvmn) .

"THE BEST PICTURE OF
THE WEEK is ^Crossfire'. You'll

come out of the theatre thinking and

talking after you've seen it!"

•-JIMMY FIDLER

(ASC HttworkI

"I'M PROUD OF HOLLY-

WOOD for making pictures such

as 'Crossfire'!**
"LOUELLA PARSONS

(over ABC Ntworki

"A DARING EXPOSE of

intolerance in the United States with

all the dramatic wallop of a pile

driverl" -erskjne johnson
fMKNifworU

,

"SHOULD BE GREETED
WITH UNRESERVED
CHEERSI.A subject Hollywood

considers explosive . . . woven info

on intriguing story and peopled with

vigorous characters."

-N. y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"A FILM TO BE
PRAISED, praised again, and
seen by all! Excellent! Not merely a
step forward . . ^ it's a step into

another world of thinking and do-

ing. Deserves major credit for pio-

neering. Maybe all studios should

make a writer their Executive Pro-

ducer." —N. V. POST

"ONE OF THE MOST
STARTLING PICTURES
ever to come out of Hollywood . . .

Calls a spade a spade! Will un-

doubtedly arouse a good deal of

discussion. The more discussion, the

more people will see it, and the

more people see it, the more it will

stand as a triumph for the Americon

screen!" >n. y. morning telegraph

"SHATTERING TABOO,
names names, packs thrills, wins our

deep gratitude! Above all a knock-*

out job of movie-making . . . wholly

absorbing^ virile, direct, dramatic,

suspense-packed! Still shaken by its

impact, I can't remember direction,

editing and writing more'eloquent

and yet terse, more savage ond yet

tender! Go see it to see o thrilling

movie!" -pM

"PRODUCER DORE
SCHARY BLAZES A
NEW TRAIL for the movies!An
absorbing murder yarn . . . a
straight 7 from - the - shoulder argu-

ment against Intolerance! Never
sacrifices entertainment . . . has sus*

tained suspenseand excitement!"

-BROOKLYN £AGU
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EO/s, Heat DimLA Aliieit 'Kissing

God $71,(100, 3 Spots; 'Beach' Mild

31G in 2, TerformaDce' Thin 27G, 4
't,os Angeles, July 29. -

Hot weather still is dulling local

firstruns although night trade is

comparatively brisk. Outstanding

newcomer, "Wonder Who's Kissing

Her" Is pointing for good $71,000 in

five situations to pace city. "Woman
«n Beach" looks slow $31,000 in two

theatres for nine .days. "Repeat Per-

formance" is heading for light $27,-

OOO in four spots.

"Brute Force," holding for nine-

day third week, will be slow $23,-

SOO or near in five houses. "Huck-

"eters" is dropping to $52,000 in sec-

end frame for three locations after

mighty *$81,500 first week. "Pcs-

eessed" is dipping to $40,000 in sec-

ond frame, three spots. "Copacabana"

loolcs fair $21,000 on 10-day second
weekp lour spots.

' Bstimates-for Tbis Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)

"Repeat. Performance" (E-L) and
"Green for Danger" (E-L). Fair $4,-

Broadway Grosses

Estimated ;Total Gross
This Week $696,080

(Based, on 18 theatres) .

last Year $754,500

(BasKd on 17 tliedtres)

600. Last week, "Arizona" (Gol) and
"Texas" (Col) (reissueis), $3,500.

Beverlv Hills Music Hall OG&S-
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l) — "Copa-
cabana" (UA) (2d wk). Only $4,000
In 10 days. Last week, okay $5,000.

Carthay Circle (FWC ) (1,518: 50-
$1) — "Who's Kissing Her" (20th).

Oke $7,,^00. Last week, "Corpse
CO D." (Col) and "Last Redmen"
,(Col) (m.o.), slight $2,800..*

Ohinese (Grauman-WC ) ^(2,048; 50-
$1)—"Kissing Her" (20th). Just $17,-

000. Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
<20th) (3d wk-6 days), fair $6,800.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l) ~

"Posseesed" (WB) (2d xyk). Neat
fl.'s.OOO. Last week, solid $21,700.,
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

fe'd) (872; 50-$l) — "Copacabana"
(UA) (2d wk). Down to $8;500 in 10
days. Last week,. okay $12,300.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk); Way
«£F ' at $14,000 but profitable. Last
vreek, mighty $21,200.

El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Re-
neat Performance" (E-L) and "Green
Danger" (E-L). Pleasing $5,000. Last
•weeki ''Arizona" (Col) and "Texas"
(Col) (reissues)j oke $4,100.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"Happy Breed'" (U) (9th wk). Near
t20,000. Last week, about same.

Font Stat" (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—
"Great Expectations'" (U) (m.o.) (3d
Wk), Only $3,500. Last week, $3,900.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )—"Brute
Force" (U) (3d wk). Near $2,500 in

fi days. Last' week, $3,600.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;

80 $1) — "Copacabana" (UA> (2d
itvk). Good $4,500 in 10 days. Last
week, nice $5,900.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Prssessed" (WB) (2d wk). Passable

f12,000. Last week, bright $20,000.

Hollywood Music Hall (Bnimen-
feld) (475; 50-85)—"Copacabana"
(UA) (2d wk). Just $4,000 in 10

dsys. Last week, good $5,000.

Ms (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Brute
Force" (U) (3d wk). Slow $2,500

In 9 days. Last week,' $3,900.
Laurel (ROsener) (890; 85)—

"Genius and Nightingale" (Indie)
• and- ''Broken Love": (Indie), Scant
$1,500. Last week, "Stormy Waters"
(M-G> (reissue), about same.
LOew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50-

*!)—"Kissing Her" (20th) and
''Crimson Key" (20th). Good $26,-

COO. Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
(20th) and "Born to Speed" (PRC)
.(3d wk-6 days), faint $6,800.

Los AHfreles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

60-$l)—"Hucksters"- (M-G) (2d wk).
Sagging to modest $23,000. Last
Week, socko $38,900.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)—

"Kissing Her" (20th). Good $9,500.

Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th)
<3d wkr6 days), dull $4,000.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.8Q)—

"Henry V" (UA) (8th wk). About
f3,500. Last Week, $4,000.

O'l-pheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50-
$1)—"Repeat Performance" (E-L)
and "Green for Danger" (E-L). Slow
$12,000. Last .week, "Arizona" (Col)
«nd"Texas" (Col) (reissues), oltay

: $15,100.
?/IilIion Dollar (D'town) (2.122; 55-

88,—"Shoot to Kill" (SG) with King
Cole Trio on stage. Brisk $24,000.
Last week, "Bringing Up Father"
(Mopo). with"Meet the Missus" ra-
dio show on stage, good $17,400.
Pautagcs (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l) —

"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Sport of Kings" (Col). Slow $15,-

000 in 9 days. Last week. "Other
Love" (UA) and "Desperate" (RKO)
(2d wk), fair $9,300.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—

"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "Big
Town" (Par) (3d wk). Light $14,000.
La.st week, okay $19,400.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451; 50-$l )—"Perils Pauline" (Par)
<3d wk). Good $10,000, Last week,
Stout $15,600.
BKO Hillstreet 'RKO) (2.890; SO-

SO)—"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and
"Sport, of Kjngs" (C£)J)..lVliW $16,000.

I^st vi)edi;'^"(3ther LoVe'* ^UA) and

'Believe Me' Trim

$15,000 in Prov.
Providence, July 29.

Heat wave has levelled off trade
here but it's still above last year.
"They Won't Believe Me" at Albee
looks tops of newcomers. Loew's
State still is hot with "The Huck-
sters" in second frame. Strand is

in third with "Perils' of Pauline" and
solid.

Estimates for This Week >

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Banjo" (RKO). Hefty $15,000. Last
week, "Ivy" (U) and "Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U) (2d wk), fine $12,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)

—"Unfaithful" (WB ) and "Killer at
Large" (PRC) (2d run): Fair $4,500.
Last week, "Cheyenne" (WB) and
Stepchild" (PRC) (2d run), $4,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44r65)—"To-

bacco"-Road" ..(20th) and "Grapes of
Wrath" (20th) (reissues). Fairly
good $6,000. Last week, 'SWestem
Union" (20th) and "Ox-Bow Inci-
dent" (20th) (reissues), $6,500.

niajestic (Fay) (2,200: 44-65)—
"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
"Crimson Key" (20th). Fairly nice
$11,000. Last week, ''Unfaithful"
(WB) and "Killer at Large" (PRC),
$13-,000.

Stiite (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Hefty
$16,000 after knocking off wow $29,-
000 in first wclek.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Perils Pauline" (Par) (3d wk).
Promising .$7,000 after neat $10,000
in secona.

'Perils' Smash $19,000,

Omaha; 'Barbaree* iOG
Omaha, July 29.

"Perils of Pauline" is overcoming
heat and summer slump to land
smash week at Orpheum. Paramount,
with"High Barbaree," also is okay.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"Possessed" (WB) and "Keeper of

Bees" (Col). Lively $9,000 and may
hold. Last week, "Tarzan Huntress"
(RRO) and "Likely Story" (RKO),
$8,200.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)'r-
"Destry Rides Again" (U) and "When
Daltons Rode" (U) (reissues). ; Fine
$9,500. Last week, "Wicked Lady"
(U) and "Brasher Doubloon" (20th).

$10,200.

Orpheum CTristates) (3.000; 16-
65)—"Perils Pauline" (Par) and
"Fear in Night" (Par). Smash $19,-

000. Last week, "George Apley"
(20th) and "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep),
oke $12,000.

Paramount .(Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"High Barbaree" (M-G). Neat
^10,000. Last week, "Cheyenne"
(WB), $10,800.

State (Goldberg).. (865; 15-50)—
"Last of Mohicans^' (PRC) and "Kit
Carson" (PRC) (reissues). Solid $3,-

500. Last week, "Sea of Grass" ,(M-
G) and "Dangerous Money'! (Mono),
nice $2,000 for first half; "Bells San
Angelo" (Rep ) and "Hard-Boiled
Mahoney" (Mono), big $2,800 in last

half.

'Stranger' Terrif $35,000, New High

In Bet.; •Duel' Hot 35G. 'Cynthia 14G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week i ....... , ,$2,815,250

(Bosed on 21 cities, 197 thea-

tres, chiefly fail rtins, inclttdintr

N. Y.) ' •

Total Gross 9iiU« Week
Last Year ..,..$2,928,200

(Bflssd on 20 cities, 175 theotres)

Stranger Wham

; K.C. Ace

'Possessed' Tops Buff

With Rousing $17,000
Buffalo, July 29.

Biz is generally off this session.
Best bet of newcomers is "Possessed"
at Buffalo. "Hucksters" is holding
fairly well in second week at the
Lakes.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70) —

"Posses.sed" (WB). Big $17,000. Last
week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
"Cover Big Town" (Par), mild $11,-
500. .•

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
—"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Solid
$15,000 after terrific $25,600 last
week.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)--"Great

Expectations" (U) and "Philo Vance
Returns" (PRC). Fairly good $8,500;
Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G), $9,500.

Teck' tSheS) (1,400; 90-$1.25) —
"Duel in Sun" tSRO) (7th wk).
Okay $6,000 after S6,900 last stanza.
• Xafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70) —
"Odd Man Out" (U) and "Little
Miss Broadway" (U). Modest ,$11,000,
Last week. "*rhe Web" (U) and
"Snort of Kings"; (Indie), $10,400.

20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
40-70)—"That's Mv Man" (Rep) and
"Hit Parade 1947" (Rep). Moderate
$11,000 looks about all. Last Week,
"Repeat Pefformance'.' (E-L) and
"Heartaches" (PRC ), $10,500.

Mpls. Mild; 'Believe Me'

$10,000, 'Time' Slow 5G,

^anger^Wow 19G;2d
Minneapolis, July 29.

Few newcomers here this week,
sole major entries being "It Hap-
pened on 5th Avenue," ''They Won't
Believe Me" and "Time Out of Mind,"
none being smash. Result is a typ-
ically tepid summer week. As a mat-
ter of fact, one of the four hold-
overs, "Welcome Stranger," continues
to be the hottest turnstile item al-

though in its second week.
Estimates for This Week

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)--"WoU
Call" (Mono) and "<aueen of Yukon"
(Mono) (reissues). Okay $2,000 in S
days. Last week, "City Without ^/len"
(Indie) and "Prison Without Bars"
(Indie) (reissues), split with "West
Dodge City" (Col) and "Pilgrim
Lady" (Rep), good $2,600 in 9 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)-

"Time Out of Mind" (U). Mild $5,-

000. La.st week, "Miracle 34th St."

(20th) (2d wk), good $7,00a
Gopher (Par") (1,600; 50^70 )^'*Born

to Kill" (RKO). Slapped hard by
crix. Mild $3,000. Last -week, "Corpse
Came C.O.D." (Col), $2,800.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Miracle

34th St." (20th) (m.o.). Third week
downtown, Nice $4,50[). Last week,
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (3d wk), neat
$4,500.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)^"Of

Mice and Men" (Indie) and "Nevada"
(Indie) (reissues). Good $2,400. Last
week, "North Star" (FC) (reissue),

$1,400.
Radio City (Pat) (4,400; 50-70)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk).
Going great guns on holdover. Fancy
$19,000 , or near. Last .week, terrific

$27,000;
BKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)_"Won't Believe Me" (RKO).-
Highly praised picture looks fairly
good at $10,000. Last week, Chey-
enne" (WB), $11,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)-t-

"Egg and I" (U) (5th wk). Final
week for this ace looks good $8,000.
Last week, fine $7,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Hap-
pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono). Trim
$10,000. Last week', "Cynthia" (M-
G). $10,500.
Vptbwn (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—"Two

Mrs. Carrolls" (WB). First nabe
showing. Mild $3,000. Last week,
"Trouble with Women" (Par), $3,500.
World (Mann) (360; 50-99)—"Chey-

enne" (WB) (m.o.). Good $3,000.

Last week, "Duel in Sun'' (SRO) (5th
wk) (90-$1.25). Good $4,500.

"Desperate" (RKO) (2d wk), light
$9 900
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$!)-"Brute

Force" (U) (3d wk). Close to $5,500
in 9 .dgys. Last week, 'nice $7,500.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l) —
"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk). Just
$3,000 in 9 days. Last Week, fair $3,-
400.

,

'

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)
—"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk). Down
to $10,000 in 9 days. Last week, good
$14,900.

Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-Sl) —
"Who's Kissing" (20th) and "Crim-
son Key" (20th). Good $11,000, Last
week, "Gho.st Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
"Born to Speed" (PRC) (3d Wk'6
days), slow $3,800.
Vogue (FWC) (885; .50-$! )—"Re-

peat Performance" (E-L) and
"Green for Dan.^er" (E-L). Okay
.$5,500. La.st week. "Arizona" (Col)
and "Texas" OCol) (reissues), nice
$5,000.

Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; 50-$l) —
"Hucksters'^ (M-G) (2d wk). Near
$15,000. big dip frqm great $21,400
last week.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l) —

"Possessed" (WB) (2rt wk). Better-
'iti^ $1^,000. Last' w<^^k; sharp- $20;000.

Kansas Cityv July 29,
'

Town . continues at rosy ijace at

tprnstiles With "Welcome Stranger"

at the Paramount leading the parade

with likel.y house record in si^t.

Film paclced them in from '.opening

gun, and biz comparable to "Blue

Skies" on Xmas week is sure.

'Hucksters" at Midland and' "Miracle

on 34th. Street" likewise at Tower-
Uptown-Fjairway combo, both sec-

ond weeks are still , strong. ''Odd

Man Out" is ^oing okay. Other
flrstruns are only moderate. Weather
warmed ' up considerably'" over the.

weekend.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire (FOx-Midwest) (820; 45^'

65)-r-"Odd Man Out" (-U) and "Stole
a Million" (U) (reissue). Nice $6,000.
Last week, "Stairway to Heaven"
(U) and "Vigilantes Return" (U),
$5,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—

"Sirocco" (Indie). Takes house back
to foreign films. Slow $1,500. Last
week, "Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
"Joke Son" (E-L), $1,000 was rock--
bottom, .

. Midland (Loew's) (3,5(10: 45^65)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Con-
tinues strong at $18,000. Last week,
padded 'em in at $30,000, new house
•record for regular scale.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO); Fair,
$11,000. Last wee.k, "Woman on
Beach" (RKO), $10,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)--

"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Most
welcome sight at boxoffice here in
months. Terrif $23,000,. and may
be house record. ' Going at Xmas
week pace. Sure to hold. Last
week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d wk),
fine $12,000.
^Southtown (Blmer) (950; 45-65)—
"Schubert's Serenade" (Indie) - and
"First Film Concert" (Indie). Fair
$1,750, Last week, "On Approval"
(Indie) and "Pearls of Crown"
(Indie), thin $1,000 in 5 days.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox-

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (2d Wk).
Solid $14,000. Last week, big $19,000,
strongest in several months for 3-
house combo.

Heat Warps Denver's

B.O.; 'Possessed' 18G
Denver, July 29.

: Heat IS driving people out of town
into the nearby mountains, with all

theatres suffering as a result. Be.st

newcomer is "Pcssessed.''
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin ' (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"Great Expectations" (U) and "That's
My Gal" (Rep), after week at Den-
ver. Webber. Good $3,500. Last
week. "Unfaithful" (WB) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (PRC) (m.o.).
.$3,000.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500: 35-74)
—"Stanley, Livingstone'' '(20th) and
"Les Miserables" (UA) i2d wk),
SOur $4,000. Last week, $4,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-70)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk).
Down to fair $9,000. Last week,
fine $14,000.
Denver (Fox) (2.52,'): 3,'j.74)—

"Posses.sed" (WB) and ''Ketjpcr of
Bees" (Col), day-date wijh Webber.
Trim $15,000. La.st week. "Great
Expectations" (U) and "Th.ifs My

(Contihufed oh Jjagc

'NEW ORLEANS'-VAUDE

SOCK $19,000, BALTO
Baltimore, July 29.

Business is taking a decided lift
here this week with the entire down-
town sector reflecting the upward
swing. "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" is giving the New its best
action in months. "New Orleans,"
.spliced to a smart vaude layout at
the combo Hippodrome, is also sur-
prisingly big.. Solid, too, is 'fThe
Perils of Pauline" at the Stanley. ^

Estimates for This week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding well at $17,000 after wow
$23,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

25-70)—"New Orleans" (UA) plus
vaude headed by Henry Babbitt and
Ish Kabibble. Magic in film title and
strong stage

, layout lifting house to
best in week.s, $19,000. Last week,
"Time Out of Mind" (U) and vaude.
fair $14,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d wk).
Starts third round today (Tues.) after
fine second week at $11,000. First was
big $15,800.
Mayfalr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—

"Springtime in Sierras" (Rep). Fair
$5,000. Last week, "Fun on Week-
end" (UA). mild $4,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

"Who's Kissing Her Now"- (20th).
Booming $18,000 or near. Last week,
"Son of Battle" (20th ), drew fine re-
views but only $11,000 in 10 day.s.
Stanley (WB)( 3,280; 25-75)—"Per-

ils Pauline" (Par). Strong $18,500
I

likely. Last week, second of •''Un-
faithful" (WB), $11,800.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-65)—

"Fanta.sia" . (RKO) (reLssue). Sold
strongly and looks steady $12,000.
La.st week, "Won't Believe Me"
(RKO), mild $8,600i

'

Detroit, July 29,
"Welcome Stranger" is soaring to

a new record at the United Artists
this session with giant total; "Duel
in sun" also looks strong at the Fox
but not comparatively as big. "Duel"
also Is playing at 19 nabes. "Wel-
come Stranger" reacted solidly to a
smash publicity campaign which
brought in Joan Caulfleld. for a block
party attended by 25,000? Star
danced with Detroit's Mayor Edward
Jeffries and other councilmen. To
offset this, the Fox had Guy Madi-
son and Jacqueline White doing pet».
sonal appearances first three days.

Estimates for Tliis Week
' Adams, (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Cynthia" (M-p) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G). Stout $14,000. Last
week, "Great Waltz" (M-G) (re-
issue) and "Banjo" (RKO) (2d wk),
weak $9,000.

Broadway - CapKoI (United De.^

troit) (3,309; 70-95)—"Gunfighters"
(Col) and "Corpse' Came C.O.D."
(Gol). Stale $10,000. Last week,
"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Diclc
Tracy's Dilemma" (RKO) (m.o.).
stout $14,000,
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)

—"Odd Man Out" (U) (2d wk).
Tepid $7,000. Last week, tall $18,000.
Cinema (Marteli)' (250; 60-90)—

"Ivan, Terrible" (Indie). Tall . $2,500.
Last week,"Ragtime BanS" (20th)
(reissue), $1,500. \
Madison (UD) ^1,866; 50-60)—

"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"Red House" (UA). Slick $2,400 in
3 days. Last week, "Johnny O'Clock"
(Col) and "Hit Parade of 1947"
(Rep), $2,100 in 3 days.
MichiKan (UD)' (4,039; 70-95)-^

."Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Sock
$27,000. Last week, great $43,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) ' (5,100; $1-

$1.25)—"Duel in Sun" (20th). Loud
$35,000. Last week,"The Web" (U)
and "King of Wild Horses" (Col >,

sock $22,000. .

Palms-State (UD) (2,976: 70-95)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and ^

"Thunder Mountain" (RKO) (2d
wk). Fair $12,000. Last week, lusty
$16;000. -

•

United Artists (UD) (1,941; 70-95)—"Welcome Stranger" (Par) ana
"Boy and His Dog." Colos.sal $35,-
000 or near for house record. Last
week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Un.
dercover Maisie" (M-G) (4ai wk),
big $HO00.'

Baseball Sloughs Pitt

Albeit 'Hucksters' Fat •

$26,000; 'Web' Okay lOG
Pittsburgh, July 29.

The Penn is far ahead of the pack
this week with "The Hucksters" but

even it's feeling the pinch of this '

baseball-crazy town. Nobody can ac-

count for the fact that a seventh-

place team (the Pirates) drew better

than 100,000 people in three clashes ,
.

with Brooklyn, but those are the
figures and they're sloughing the
film business here. Nothing very
exciting among the other new pix,
with "Biff-Rjfi" at Warners and "The
Web" at Harris doing just so-so.

Among the holdovers, "Perils of Pau-
line" at the' Stanley is getting the
best break.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)'-^

"Wonder Who's Kissing" (20th) (2d
wk). Dropping off to about $7,500
but probably will stick three extra

days in order to get "Egg and 1" (U)
off to » Saturday start. Last week,
nice $12,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—

"The Web" (U). Not doing too badly
for a picture with so ' few names.
Oke $10,000. Last week, second of

"Gunfighters" (Col), fine $14,500 in

10 days.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300: 40-70)—

"Hucksters" (M-G). Ballyhoo, name
value and fairly good notices couldn t

help this catch on. Heavy ba.sebaU

weekend kept it dovn and heavy
rain Sunday night (27) probably also

hurt. Should still do close to $26,000,

however, and that rates sure hold-

over. Last week, second of "Dear;

Ruth" (Par), smash $18,000.
Rita; (Loew's) (800: 40-70)—"Dear

Ruth',' (Par) (m.o.). Smash comedy s

still on beam and this small-seater

likely will grab better than $4,000.

May hold. Last week, sixth down-
town for "Duel" (SRO), good $5,000

at 90-$1.25 scale.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)--

"Wines of Morning" (20th) (reissue)

and ''Hit Parade '47" (Rep). Moder-
ate $2,500. Last week, "Corpse Canie

C.O.D." (Col) and "Little Miss Broad-

way" (Col), pulled after 3 days at

sad $1,500. . „^
Stan'ey (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Per-

ils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk). Not too

bad at $13,000 for the wind-up after

wow $22,500 last week. „
•

Warner (WB) (2.000: 40-70)-!

"Riff-Raff" (RKO). Modest at $8,-

000. Last week, "Trouble With Wom-
1 en" (Par). $7,500j '

^'
'

' •
-

'

-
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Qd Hotsy; 'Hucbters Sock $59j

'Brute HugemWVaude 56G, 3(1

Chicago, July 29.

Very strong newcomers plus hefty

holdovers will make this a better-

thpn-average week. "Hucksters," at

State-Lake, newcomer, looks to do

jOcko $59,000. "Brute Force," hypoed

. by splashy publicity, likely will hit

terrific $33,000 at Grand. Other new-

comeri "They Won't Believe Me," at

-Palace, looks to do lair -$20,000.

"Dear Ruth," alt Oiicago, with Jt

Staftora aftd Victor Borge heading

stage show, is expected to reap big

ISWOO IOJ" its third irame.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Hap-

pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono) (2d

Wk).' Okie $10,000. Last week, nice

$15,000 but below hopes.

Chicajfo (B&K) -(3,900; 95)—"Dear
Ruth" (Par) with Jo Stafford and
Victor Borge heading stage show (3d

wk). Big $56,000. Last week, sock
160,000 for second.

/ Oarrick (B&K) (900-. 85)—"Gun-
» fighters ' (Col) and "Corpse Came
C.O.D." (Col> (4th wk). Beginning
to fade fast at $9,500. Last week, nice

111,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Brute

Force" (U). Brisk-4)ace heading this

for $33,000, terrific for houses Last
week, "Egg and I" (U) (8th wk),
*1S,500.

. Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
. "Wonder Wha's Kissdng Her Now"
(20th) with Hamonicats; Dale Evans,
others, on stage (4th wk). Solid' $.'50,-

000 after $60,000 third.
Palaee (RKO) <2;500: 95)—"Won't

Believe Me" (RKO) and "Blondie's
Holiday" (Col). Fairish $20,000 or
better. Last week, "Ivy" (U) and
"Little Miss Broadway" (U) (2d wk),
$15,000.
Bislto (Indie) .(1,700; 95)—"Out-

law" (UA) (5th wk). Staunch $13,-

iOO. Last week, $16,000.
. KooKTel* (B&K) (1,5(K); 9a)-r
^Homestretch" (20th) (2d wk). Looks
neat $18,000. Last week, nifty $22,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—

"Hucksters" (M-G>. Tops in town at

treat $59,800. Last week, "Posses-sed"

(WB) (5th wk), $15,500 in last 5 days.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—

"Great Expectations" (U) (3d wk).
Fair $I4v000. Last week, $17,000.

Waods (Essaness) (1.073; 95)—"Re-
peat performance" (E-L) (2d wk).
Mild $11,000. Last week. $15,000.
Warld (Playhouse) (Indle) (587;

75)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)

(7th wk). Staunch $3,200. Last
week, $3,700.

WF-RAFF-VilOBE

.
0K£$22MFEBCa

' San Francisco, July 29.

Balmy, summer weather is taking
a heavy toll this week, with 'all the-
atres suffering. However, "Riff-

• Ball" is doing okay at the Golden
Gate with nice vaudeville backing,
and "Brute Force" is fairly trim at
the Orpheum. Sole holdover to sur-
mount downbeat is "Welcome
Stranger," which continues great in

. second stanza at the small St. Fran -

/ «iS. : ^
.

,

Estimates for This Week
Clar (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

•JChildren of Paradise" (Indie). Sock
$4,000 or near. Last week, "Years

, Between" (U) (2d wk), disappointing
$1,700.

Fox (PWC) (4,651; 80-95)^"Won-
der Who's Kissing Her" <20th) and
"Crimson Key" (20th) (2d wk). Very
thin $14,500. Last week, healthy
)^6,000.

Goiaen crate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)
--"Riff-Raff" (RKO) plus vaude
headed by "Dud" Williamson, and
"What's Name of Song." Okay $22.-
000 or near. Last week, "Honey-
rnioon" (RKO) and "Woman on the
Beach" (RKO) plus vaude headed
py Wee Bonnie Baker, $20,000.

Guild (Lippcrt) (400; 35-85)—
• Great Waltz" (M-G) (8th wk).
Down to $3,500. Last week, fine $4,-

_
tarkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
Captive Heart" (U) and "Storm in
a Teacup" (Indie) (m.o.) (4th wk).
Smooth $1,700.
Oiphciim (Blumenfcld) (2,448; 55-

hnn~^^^'"''^^'»^ce" (U). Trim $26,-
UOU. Last week, "Ivy," fair $11,500.

,
^Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)—
Possessed" (WB) (2d wk) Off to

$25 000^
S14,500. Last week, big

Stagedoor (Aclierman) (350; 60-85)

rtn\%u^?* "Happy Breed"
<*;

'y'" wk) (m.o,), nice $1,700.

.t?*:
""nets (Par) (1.400; 60-85)-

Stm
"""^ Stranger" (Par) (2d wk)

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith trora the vari-

ous key cities, aremet, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Di$tributois
share on net take, when playins
percentage; hence the estimated
figures are net Income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indf"^*'^, in-

clude the U.S amu.sement tax

Huth' Smash 31G,

PhiDy; love 17G
Philadelphia. July 29.

"Hucksters" is continuing to hold
top honors in second week at the
Earle. Biggest newcomer is "Dear
Ruth" at the smaller (Soldman. Other
new pix, "Cynthia," and "The Other
Love" are not so good.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303: ,')0-94) —

"Cynthip" (M-G). Oke $12,500, Ln.st
week. "Woman on Beach" (RKO),
$7..5O0. ;

,

Arcadia (SaWn^ky) (700: 50-94)—
"Efe and I" (Par) (2d run). Nice
me.OOO. Last week. "Living Big Way''
(M-G), S.'i.'SOO second run.
Bovd rWB) (2.3.'i0: 50-94)—"Other

Love" (UA). MiW Sn.OOO. Last week,
"Ivv" (U) iSlS.'^nn on holdover.
Earle (WB) (2.760: 50.94)'-."Huek-

sters" (M-G) (2d wk). Bomnro $35,-
000. Opener was torrid S42.000.
Fox (20fh) (•"'SO; 50^94WGhost

Mrs. Mnir" (20th) (2d wk>. Weak
$l.'i 00n_ Last tveek. mild «t7.000.
OMnaa (OnW^an) (1 300: 50-94>—"Bepr Biith" (Par). Looks like

,«!Ock *,lt.00n. La.'it week. "Perfls
Pauline" (Par), nice $15,000 for
foi:"-th canto.

Karltaui (Goldm.•>^^ (l.OOO: 50-94)
^ "Unfeithful" (WB) (2d run).
Rouse mine T:>-<ck =«H:ond-nin for
tl'is nicture. fi»e .*7.'>nO. Last week,
"Time Out of Mind" (U), $7,500 not

t
!?o<vl as first run.
Keith's <Oii>1dnian) ft.?00: 50-94)—

"T*«irarte 34th St." f?Oth) (2d run)
(2d wk). Newt $6,000. Last week,

000
ixastbaum fWW) (^ .^RO: 50-94) —

"PoRoes-scd" (WB) (2d wk). Okay
$2t 009. Otiener was nent $30 000.
' Ifix (Cummins) (500: 50-9-1) —
"Great Wfilt?!" (M-G) frei.=^'sne). Hnnd
$7,000. La.st wcpk. "Duel" (SRO).
fair $6,000 fourth week at upped
scale.

Stanlev (WB) (2.9.'^0: ."50-94) —
"Fiesta" (M-G) '(Sd iv^'V Moderate
$1.'5 000. Last week. SIR'iGO,.

Stanton (WB) (t.475: .'50-94) —
"Ramrod" (UA) (2d wk). Pole $8,-

000. Opener was neat $13,500.

D.C Sizzles BntB.O.

Dips; Tossessed' 20G
. Washinitton; July 29.

Boxoffice here is sluggish all along

the line this week, With no real

standout. With department stores

and government offices all closed

Saturdays, and the town^ back to its

normal summer sizzling, populace

stays away from the midrcity.
"Hucksters," which had sock open-
ing at Loew's Palace last week, took
a nose dive in its second session.
"Possessed" ; looks okay at Earle.

Estimated for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) plus
vaude. Mild $20,000. Last week,
"Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par) with
vaude, $21,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)

—"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d run). Satis-
factory $8,500. Last week, "Michigan
Kid'-' (U), disappointing $7,000.

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Pos-
ses.sed" (WB). Okay $20,000. Last
week, 'Perils Pauline" (PaiO,,$21,000
but below hopes.

Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
"Brute Force" (U). Fair $14,000 or
less. Last week, "Won't Believe Me"
(RKO), thin $11,000.
MetropontaB (WB) (1,153; 44-74)

—"Great Expectation,s" (U) (2d
run). Average $7,500. Last week,
"UnfaitWul" (WB) (2d run), $6,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Satis-
factory $18,000 after smash $28,000
opening week.

Heat Nips B way But 'Bachelor' Sock

$150,000, 'Kissing -A&C, Big 120G;

'Hucksters 94G, 2d, 'Cro^fre 52G

'Guniighters Big

in St. Loo

,?>"cat at $23,000. Last week,
coKssal $27,000

9n?."«*o= (Blumenfeld) (1,-
55-85)—"Other Love" (UA). Un-happy $10,000 or less. Lcist .week,

si^^^i Expectations" (U) (4th wk),
smooth $10,500

' rp:F"?t5* Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-

Fas?*^ffiSf'^T <KKO) (reissue).

ftfv'Mii;'^''?^
w«ek. "Unfaitb-

lul (WB) (m.o.). $1,700.

"wJ^^w"'*" . '^^C) (2,656; 60-85)-

eh^ff (2d wk). Sag-

"f'tei •f^S-OOO <^ close. Lastweek, sock $37,000.,,.;.
J J

, ,

Heat Wilts Cincy ButW Great 19G;W
BigUG/BelieveMe lOG

Cincinnati, July 29.

Theatre biz is at midsummer level

this round. Of three new bills. "Dear

Ruth" is sock, "Black Gold" is hot, (

I and "They Won't Believe Me" is mod-
|

I

erate. Holdovers are spotty, leaders i

j

being "Hucksters" and "Wonder
i

Who's Kissing Her Now."
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—"Dear
Ruth" (Par). Socko $19,000. Last
week. "UnfaithfuV (WB), $14,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Solid
$13,000 on heels of terrif $22,000 tee-
off.

Grand (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)—
"Black Gold" .(Mono). Excellent
$11,000. Last week, "Moss • Rose"
(20th), $8,,100. '

Keith's (CI) (1..542; 50-75)— 'lv.y"

(U) {2d wk). Trim $6,000. Last
week, neat $8,000.

Wric (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)—"Un-
faithful" . (WB ) (m.o.). Fairish $4.-1

500. Last week. "Angel and Badman"
(Rep) (m.O.). $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (2.600: 50-75)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO). Mod-
erate $10,000. Last week, "Gunfight-
ers" (Col). $10..')00.

Shnbert (RKO) (2.100; 50-75)^
"Wonder' Who's Kissing: Her Now"
(20th) (m.o.) (2d wk). Fine $f500
after great $10,000 last week.

M-G's Postwar linivi
'

Hollywood. July ; J

Metro is lining up. a seque tc

its wartime, picture "Mrs. Jhn-

iver," starring Greer Garson, wl:.y

.suggested the idea. \
,

Picture, dealing with conditions

in po.stwar England, is .slated for the

1947-48 release p^.i^pra.. '

,. .,. ,

St. Louis, July 29,

Steady grosses are being, racked
here currently despite rising mercu-
ry. Hot ba.seball race in the Na-
tional league has Tesulted in many
out-of-towners flocking in for the
Braves and Dodger series ivith the
Cards. "Gunfighters" and "The
Corpse Came C.O.D." will grab
standout coin. "Honeymoon" and
"Second Chance," another dualer. is

a strong entry also. "Dear Ruth" is
wheeling into seventh week.

Estimates for This Week
AmbassadoK (F&M) (3.0OO: 50-75)

—"Honeymoon'" (RKO) and "Sec-
ond Chance" (20th). Nice S18.000.
Last week,

.
"Po.s.ces.sed" (W.B) and

"Philo V.incc Returns'" (PRC), same.
Fox (F&M) (5,000: 50-75)—"They

Won't Believe^ Me" (RKO) and
"Yankee Fakir'* (Rep). Mild $15,000,
La.st week, "A.L'kely Story" (RKO)
and.^ "Tarzan Huntress" (RKO),
$16,000.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172: 50-75)
"Gunfiehters" (Col) and "Corp.se
Came C.O.D." (Col). Fancy $22,000.
Last week. "Duel" (SRO) (2d wk),
bis S20.000.

Missouri (F&M) (3.000: 50-75) —
"Possessed" (WB) and "Philo Vance
Returns" (PRC) (m.o.)., Trim S12.000.
Lpst week, ''Happened "on Fifth Ave."
(Mono) and "Miracle 34th St." (20th)
(3d wk). bif? .M 0.000. .

Orpheum (Loew) (2.000: 90-$1.25)—"DuiB]" (SRO) (m.o.). Trim $14,000.
Last week. "In Old C?ilifornia" (Rep)
and "Si.s Hopkins" (Rep) (rei.ssues),

.$8.,50O

St. Louis (F&M) (4.000: 50-75) —
"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par) (7th wk). Good $6,500
after neat IS7.50O for this remarkable
long-run film.

•

Warmer in Indpis. But

Biz Isn't; Colonna Ups

'Web' to Fancy $19,000
Indianapolis. July 29.

Late July thaw, ending record
summer cold

;

snap^
:
finds .film biz

running in same old groove down-
town. Jerry Colonna is . boosting
"Web of .Dan.ger" at Circle to a nice
week. "The Hucksters" is sagging
badly in its second week at Loew's.
"The Unfaithful" is only fair at. the
Indiana, .

estimates for This Wcclt
CU'cle (Gamljlc-Dollc) (2,800; 48-

74)_-''.'Wob of Danger"' (Rep) with
Jerry Colonna. Jimmie Jame.s orch.

others, on stage. Dandy $19,000.

Lai-t week. "Ln.st Honeymoon" (PRC)
with Deai Ariiaz orch on stage, solid

$21,000.
Indiana (G-D) (3.300: .40-60,)—

"Unfahhtui" (WB) and "Singiii' in

Corn" (CoH. Mild $10,000. Last
week, "Ivv" (U) and "Millie's

Daughter" -(U). $9,000;

Keith's (G-D) (1..300: .40-60)—

"Westerner" (FC) and "Come and
Gel It" (FC) (reissues). Modest
$6.1)00. Last week. "Wonder Who's
Kiating Her Now" (20th) and "Crim-
son Key" (20th) (m.o.). about same.

Ivoi'w's (Loew's) (2.450; 40 fiO)—
"Huciisters" (M-G) (2d wk), Down
to $10,000 after sock $20,000 opener.

Lyrte (G-D) (1.600: 40-60 )—"Black
C'uld" ^Mono) and "Kilroy Wa.s
H.n-e" (Mono). Neat $7,000. Last
vtoek, "Web" (Ui and "Jungle

Hot summer weather, which re-
turned to N. Y. last weekend, is tak-
ing its toll at Broadway picture
houses this week. High tempera-
tures and humidity are being espe-
cially reflected at straight film the-
atres, as well as at .spots playing
holdover or longrun bills. When
mercury climbed on Saturday (26)
and Sunday (27), it produced the
usual trek to the beaches, with first-

run managers reporting a consider-
able dip in trade on Saturday and
an even heavier decline on Sunday.
Monday (28) rains did not help
much.
Pacemaker this stanza will be

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer." which
is soaring to smash $150,000 at the
Music Hall. "This will give the Hall
one of its biggest -summer weeks, coin
being far ahead of any other house,
Abbott & Costello on stage, with
Maurice Rocco and Joe Howard
heading support, are pushing "Won-
der Wlio's Kissing Her Now." to
great .$121,000 at the Roxy. Money
is not far from what A. & C. diri

two years ago at the same house
when July 4 was included in total.

Despite the heat and tough sled-
ding many straight-pix houses have
been experiencing this summer on
Broadwav. "Crossfire" landed a
smash $52,000 on its initial w('<>k nt
the Rivoli. Film started like a
three-alarm blaze only to be damo-
ened a bit by weekend humid itv.

However, this figure is the be.st at
the Riv in months. Nearly all crix
lauded it strongly.
The number of westerns on Broad-

way made it seem like wild-west
week. ''Gunfighters." at the sma''l
Victoria, is pacing this group with
a solid $23,000. Right across 46th
Street, the; Globe is not doing so
well with "Wyoming." < at $12500.
The Rialto also is no great shakes
at $5,000 with "Sioux Cit3' Sue" and
"Aoache Rose." ' «.

Strand, Capitol and Criterion all

slipped badly on their intial hold-
over sessions. First-named, with
"Cry Wolf" (which part of public
seems to think is a western) plus
Freddy Martin band, is sagging over
.$20,000 to land around $43,000 on its

second week. "Hucksters" with
Tony and SaUy De Marco and
Charles Trenet heading stagebill at
the Cap. »lsO' will be off . about as
much from first week. Second ses-
sion looks around $94,000. ,big.

"Brute Force." which hit a new
h).'?h at the Criterion openin" we(3k,
will be down to around $.35,000 in
first holdover frame, a drop of over
)!!27.000 from tee-off .stanz.i. '^Won't
Pclieve Me" is down $8,000 from
first week at Palace, with $18,000 in

siffht.

"Welcome Stranfer." nlu.s .s*''''e-

.show headi^d bv Carmen Cavai'nro
band, comes into the Paramount
next Wednesday (6) after four nice
weeks with 'Terils of Pauline" and
Phil Spitainv band, Third\stanz'i of
latter combo wilted with other
houses to $60,000.
Broadwav and Park Avenue are

bringing in reissues this week after
finding the going ton''h with Prst-
runs. Former i? hittin" rck-bot-
tom in third week of "Coriar,->h->"->"

and- wi'i .be lucky to get $5,000.
"Slave Girl" also is way off in .Sec-

onal week pt Park.
Fclton. former lesit house, opens

on Aug. 13 imder aesis of Citv In-
vesting, with "Black Na'cissus."
Briti.sh-made film hpina distributed
by Univers,il. as initi.-'l vit'^-e.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Citv Inv.) (1.300: 9.5-$2.40)

—"Best Yenrs" (RKO) (3Gth wk).
Slinping with the others to around
$20,000 after okay $22,000 last ses-
sion. Stavs a couple of more wepjj.=.

with "Life Walter Mitty" (RKO)
opening Aug. 14.

Broadwav rUA) (1.895: 70-$1,50)—
"Copacabana" (UA) (3d-lin?I "wk).
Dropping out of sight oii blnw.off:

with around $5,000 about all. plenty
in fpd. Second frame was al'o slow
at $!) 000. "Lady of BurT^^sque" (UA)
arid"Great John L." (UA) (reissues)
will be brought in . tomorrow
(Thurs.).
CsoHol (Loew's) (4,820: 70-$1.50)'

—'"Hpokster.s" fM-{3) With Tonv and .

Rally De Marco, .Charles Trenet. Ted
Straeter orch ofi stage . (2d . Wk).
Way off from first round but still

mishty bis at $94,000 or near. First

week, soared above expectancv to i

new house record of $H4.,")00. tcri'ifl?.

Cool . weather helped thc!m ju.-^t a.=

hot weather is melting trade this,

round. .
'

'I

Criterion (Loew'.«) (1.700; 60-1
$1.25)—"Brute Force" (U) <3ri wk).

,

Starts' third .st.inza today (Wed.).
|

Second session is dropping badly '

from first week's record figure
|

Looks to drop down to .$35,000 but
:

still fancy profit. First was record
$62 000.

!

Globe (Brandt) (1,500: 70-$l,20)— I

'Wvoming" (Rep), Not too good at
|

$12,500 with opposition of nearby i

western epics hurting. Stays one
more. In • ahead, "Trouble With !

Women" (Par) (2d wk-5 days), only
SS.500.

Gotliam (Brandt) (900: .70-$1.40)—
"Diilinger" (Mono) and "Miitinv
Pjgjlousg'; (Mvyq) ,(rql."svip^). iC^jqn

today (Wed.). House definitely com-
mitted ; on this combo and had to
quit on other reissue setup. Previous
combo was "Congorilla" (Indie) and
"Borneo" (Indie) (reis-sues), still big
at $8,000 for four days of third frame
after solid $12,500 second.

Hollywood (WB) , (1.499; 70-$1.10)
—"Possessed" CWB) (9th wk). This
still is okay at around $13^000: eitihtli
was- $16,500. "Life With Father"
(WB) opens Aug. 1,5.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l,20)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) (3d wk).
On second round ended last (Tues.)
night hit fine $18,000, after fancv
$26,000 initial week. Likely . will
stay only this third frame.
Paramoiint (Par) (S,664; 70-$1.50)

—"Perils Pauline'' (Ps>r) with Phil
Spitalny oi-ch (4th -final wk). FIi-Jal
week starts today (Wed.). Third
round sagged to $60,000 while second-
was sturdy $77,000. "Welcome
Stranger" fPar) with Carmen Cav-
allaro orch opens next Wednesday.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.46)

—"Slave Girl" (U) (2d-final wk).
Down to $4,000 or less on blowciff;
First also was thin at $6,000. "100
Men and Gin" (TO (reissue) opens
tomorrow (Thurs.). . ,

.,

"adio Citv IWns'c Hall (Rocke-
fel'ei-s) (5.945: 70-*!'' 40)—"Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) and stasre-
show. Roaring ahead to one of big-
gest summer weeks this house ever
en^nvr-l. Looks to reach nii"hty
$150,000 in init'-il session." Holds.
Last week, fom'th for "Ghost Mrs.
MUir" (2ntT^^ -nd stage^ow. slid
down to *J 12 000, ' .'

'*iaHo (Mavpf ) f!>94: 3.5-85)—"Key
Witness" (Col). Ooened vestevdav
CTues ). In ab"ad. ."S'oux Citv Sue"
.cr»ep) pnH "Apfifhe Rosf" (Rop),
dull $5000."Grepn Cockntoo"
^fln^iip), in previouslv. did nice $4 500
in ?> da vs.
H'voV (UA-P^-) (9n<V2: 60-$) 9r,y—

"Crossfire" .fPKO) (?f1 wk). Initial
week cnn"'iirled Mondav (28) hit
smash $.'i?.:000. b^it tbis' house has
done in many weeks, olacimr it bark
in big monev class again. Keim-d by
"tronf reviews from n*''!*"'"*'' all crix.

fT!'-T,1 (?H ,„'--(? d->"<!) $7 000.
".OXV (•<rs^y^ CfiRlfi-.

'

qil-*!

"Wor>dPr Wb-'sr «^'"°"Tig H*>-" f90th)
nlns Abbntt !>' <^r»st"''o. Joe Woiv-jrd
h":r.ri;ntr stao'P'iho"' wk^ Tiipri off
u'lfh rtrpat '^npniTTf Hnv. wbi'»b was
aidpd bv opr^^onals hw cipcvae .Tesscl
and .Time .Wiver. Tbiu hit hif.ce.st
oofining atten'1an'>p n"->rk in lo yonrs.
F'^-t week loo'"-- *>> .<!tTikp r»rc-nt .

"SI'" 000 or npar. '"'bi'? is Hoop to
*'''"'.000 hit bv ^' C: nf sami' hnime
t'vo ye=<rs ttm hut that Week in-

Tr. pthef^. Knw" r'OtV)
OUen & .Tp*'-?<'m revue on stage
(?•' v'k). *fi4.ono.
Slate fT,^,ew'.«^ (». 4S<); 43-$1.10)

—

"T.T,-„h T»arV)arp"" (M-n) (?'' run)
ii"th P'onnv KHeMs. ^-rtrim RollinI
'''Ho, T^m HRrSn'.+ be-adini* vaude.
>W ,0 hot at *»o "^00 or reiir. With
V^^n .Totinsoti on?*- ivn w/.rprtn big
''pId. Lo=t wp"*- <'rt*^ Mon Oi't" fU)

rur> 9nA Cii-o ^'-nnp r^—yi Sue
Bi'^n. pthp-0 $>". noo.

ofm»wji (VOTf^ ('"j'^.K- 7S-'';t.!5rc»

"if^ry Wi"if'^ ''"R'i Ti"+>i yrpddv 1^/^ar-
tln Oi'^'^h. Cpwinpvit Gr*%ve r'^vne,
Artip Dn^n nt'-ipro. on stn^p ('>r\ wk).
rni+ir»t b'^^.^n.,,...* cf.vn.7a wrVli bp down
*o s"ho"t WOOO. o'-"!' h>it rrii big.
Onenin? wnek ws stmtt »B4 00n biit
bplow hopes. In for only three
\\7nr\^rs' ....

—"'^.iinfi'-Mpr-" 'r'-.n. Tepi"'^ off
""th so'id *^'» 00i V—V wood con

-

sVlprinf! westP'TTi ni«o»itjon on street
t)^iw 9e*'."ip« IT/vlrle- ^b(fnrT Qivth'
WPnV of "•ni..\"'

'
(cor»\ w»<: 'SI ? .'in()

wiiitr- «l*r<«pn fTTAl (1S1?-; ro.;
»i 20)—"Sl'vo n-rr rii) vk).
Down trv $13 000 t)^'-- round affef
eoupllv 'ioanr.i.ntinci Jil7fl()n initial
wpek. "Grpon For Danger" (E-L) is
next in here,

'Possessed' B^ $8,000,

LottisYiile,W Ditto
Loui.svilIe. July 29;

Big noise of week is "Black (Jold*'
at the Strand. Pic had lots of bally
to get one of finest weeks house has
had in a year. , "Posse.s.<!ed" at the
Mary Anderson is hitting a neat hot
weather figure.

Estimates forThi.<> Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200;

40-60)—"Perils Pauline" (Par) and
"Cover Big Town" (Par) (m.o,). Fine
.Sa.OOO. Last week. "Miracle 34tii St."
(20th) (3d downtown wk). $4,500,
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)

—"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) and
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G). Oke
.$3,300. Last week, "Blaze of Noon"
(Par) and "Trail Street" (RKO),
$3100.
Mary Anderson (Peoplp'.s) (1,100;

40-60) — "POiSscssed" (WB). Solid
$8,000. Last week, "Unfaithful"' (WB)
(3d wk), $4,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)—"Dracula" (U) and "'Fraiiken-

,
([Continued on .paTie 27) ; V

.
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HENRY HATHAWM
Screen Play by Ben Hecht and Charles Lej

frodmd with the sme stunning /mpacf and straight-bom -life -greatness
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IPO IS TERRIFIC! A GRIPPING AND

A MACHINE GUN!' -WALTER WIHCHELL

COLEEN GRAY
LMES • HOWARD SMITH • KARL MALDEN

• w^edbyFRED KOHLMAR
erer • Based on a Story by Eleazar Lipsky

0$ 'The House on 92nd Street/' '13 Rue liHadeleine" and "Boomerang!"
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Ask $6,577,500 Treble Balm In Two

Anti-Tnist Suits Filed in South

Brace of anti-trust suits were filed-*-

this week against the majors by ex-

hibs below the Mason Dixon line.

Heavy damager which demands

$6,500,000 in triple balm, was
brought in Federal court, western

district of South Carolina, by Fred

S., Edmund C. and James W. Curdts,

operators of the Ritz in Greenville.

Eight majors—Republic, Wilby-Kin-

cey Service Corp. and Greenville

Enterprises, Inc.—are named.

Second action, filed in the Federal

court, middle district of Georgia,

asked $67,500, plus $10,000 counsel

fees, against all majors except Uni-

versal and Columbia. Plaintiffs, C.

McLellan, Walter B. Tron and Wil-

lard Quick, operate the Sowega Auto

theatre, open-air. filmery, in Putney,

Curdts' suit charges defendants

•with combining to give. Greenville

Enterprises' theatres—Carolina, Biv-

oli and Center in Greenville—all A
product and fixing "unfair" three^

month clearance. , By successive

management contracts, complaint as-

serts,- Paramount-controlled houses

have set up common buying and

booking agencies which call the tune

on clearance and run. Plaintiffs'

Kitz, it's alleged, is forced to charge

prices equal or higher than the

first-runs.

Sowega action is along the same
lines. Complaint alsrf names- A. C.

and I. e. Gortalowsky as defendants

and charges that their houses—the
Albanv, Liberty, Clair and State

—

all in Albany, Ga., have a monopoly
on A product.

'Joan' in 'Miracle*

Hollywood, July 29.

Character of Joan of Arc will ap-

pear on the screen in "The Miracle
of the ' Bells," currently in produc-
tion by Jesse L. Lasky and Walter
MacEwen, long before completion

of the Irigrid Bergman starrer,

"Joan of Lorraine."'

Sequence will be a picture within

a picture, written specially for

"Bells" by Ben Hecht and calling for

about 10 days of shooting, with
Valli in the Joan role,

H'wood Flacks
Continued from page 9

which Charles Boyer and Ingrid

B. 0. Optimism
^ Continned ftom page 5 s

jporce" at the Criterion. Unfor-

tunately, however, none of the trio is

showing the Staying power that was

hoped for, and second 'week biz is

oil". Weekend slack is in a large

measure responsible.

"Hucksters," cttalking up $114,500

in its initial week, .set a new weekly

high for both gross and attend-

ance in the 28-year history of Loew"s

Broadway showcase. ' "Kissing,"

bulwarked by Abbott & CosteUo on

the stage and opening-day personal

appearances of George Jessel, the

film's producer, and June Haver, its

star, teed off with a new opening-

day attendance record at the Roxy.

It's $20,800 gross was surpassed only

by "Razor;s Edge," which played at

the upped admissions.

"Brute Force," with $62,000, set a

new weekly record for the Criterion.

Second-week drofS is extreme, how-
ever, take sinking to $35,000. Not
a record, but the best week the

house had hafi since the war's end
was hit ' by the Rivoli with "Cross-

fire." It wound up its first week yes-

teday with $52,000.

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" is

landing ' one of biggest summer
weeks ever, at the Music Hall with
$150,000.

With most of the majors sending
top product into pre-release or reg-
ular engagements now, it's hoped
grosses, by fall, may near the peak
levels established in 1946. Set for

release by 20th before Jan. 1 are

"Forever Amber," "Captain from
Castile," "Gentleman's Agreement,"
"Mother Wore Tights" and "Kiss of

Death." Already completed are

"ScUdda Hoo, Scudda Hay" and
"Foxes of Harrow," with "Snake
Pit," "Green Grass of Wyoming,"
"Nightmare Alley" and "Daisy Ken-
yon" currently being wound up be-

fore the cameras.
- Upcoming from Metro are such
pix as "Sonff ofNLove," "Bird's and
the Bees," "Kissirtg Bandit," "On An
Island With You" and "Killer Mc-
Coy," plus its .special "Green Dol-
'Y>hin Street." Warners has sched-
uled, among others, "Life With

. Father." RKO will release soon
Sam Goldwyn's "Secret Lifeof Walter

. Mitty," starring Danny Kaye, along
with "I Remember Mama" and
•^Miracle of the Bells." Sar has
"Welcome Stranger** and "Variety
Girl'' topping its list, along, with
Cecil B. deMille's "Unconquered,"
while U-I has sk'edded Walter Wan-
ger's "Tap Roots," Mark Hellinger's

"Naked City" and its own "Senator
Was Indiscreet." Also scheduled for

early fall release are Enterprise's

"Arch of Triumph" and "Body and
SouU*'-'- ' ' '

'

Bergman use the firewater.

Another recent gift to sate the

inner man ' came froin Xou Smith
shortly after he moved in as head
of the Columbia flackery; Publicizing

Gene Autry's ' "The Strawberry
Roan," Smith bombarded press corps

with baskets of strawberries which
graced countless breakfast tables in

Hollywood the next morning. Studio
also jumped on a British censorship
angle in "Her Husband's Affairs."

Advised that beds )-would have to be
at least a foot apart to avoid shock-
ing our British cousins, Columbia
promptly sent out 12-inch rulers and
invited newsmen to measure the

space themselves. •

Les Kaufman, handling the ex-
ploitation on Universal-Internation-

al's "The Egg and I," went all out
on press gifts. Scribes were deluged
with cartons of eggs, egg-beaters,, a

chocolate Easter egg and, finally,

hand-painted*' Orry Kelly "Egg and
r' ties, at. $5 a throw. A hand mirror
reminded correspondents of "The
Dark Mirror," and gifts of long,

black see-gars affe planned for "The
Senator Was Indiscreet." .

EKO Boek-ifh

RKO is more sedate about the
whole thing, being content to for-

ward copies of books due for fllmi-

zation. Wherever possible, studio
has the tomes suitably autographed
by the writer. : -t

Paramount also uses books but
comes up occasionally with some-
thing for the "more illiterate" mem-
bers of the press corps. For "Perils

of Pauline" phonograph records of

Betty Hutton singing some of the
pictunes boosted the discollection of
newsmen who like platters. For the
souvenir book presumably kept by all

covering Hollywood, studio sent out
what amounted to a "wanted for
murder" poster. Carefully inscribed
with the name of the newspaperman^
the poster was an in-vitaition to visit

the set of "Whispering Smith."
Warner staff had itself some fun

while getting in a plug for "Pur-
sued," United States Pictures pro-
duction released through the Bur-
bank studio. Flacks corralled Tom
Kee, a Navajo medicine man, and
got his scrawl on Scores of parch-
ment proclamations/ each of which
made honorary Indian chiefs out of
working newspapermen., Scribes
were given Indian-sounding names
like "He who speaks with the voice
like thunder on a distant hill." How
much the voice like thunder bel-
lowed in favor of "Pursued" hasn't
been determined yet.

.

Three - sheets were plastered all

over town for Warner's "Whiplash."
Framed like fight posters^ the .sheets

carried pictures of Dane Clark and
Freddie Steele and bore the legend
"Boxing Tonight. Stage 10. Warners."

DOS Ooes All-out

• Of all the postwar bally cam-
paigns. Hollywood scribes still are
gasping over the heat generated by
David O. Selznick .staff for "Duel in

the Sun." Practically nothing was
overlooked. Scribes igot penciLs,

electric light bulbs with the "DITS"
insignia, ash trays, blotters and any-
thing else that'carae tb mind. Cam-:
paign was topped oft by gifting 50
top columnists and editors with
Hermes typewriters, purchased from
Macy's at $60 a crack. To pound
home the message, letters in film

title stood out in red paint on the

keyboards of the portables.

Right itowi correspondents are
giggling to thnnselves over what
they hope is in the olTjng. Hope is

running high that Enterprise will

come through. Forgotten is the
Calvados and the Stetson hats sent

out to plug "Ramrod." A more titil-

lating .gift is hoped for^ The- studio's

next ofTering is "Body and Soul."

H'wood Ad Cut
— Continued from paee 1 ss

sodenti But the entire contract list

will be plugging the following prod-

ucts in the mags, on billboards, car

cards and elsewhere during the

coming year:

California Cling Peaches, .
McKes-

son Drugs, Personna Blades, iMX,
Woodbury, Factor, Pepsodent, Phil-

co, Samson Luggage, Fleer's Gum,
Stratford Pen, Deltah Pearls, Roylie

Doilies, Windbreaker Coats, Sch«/inn

Bicycles; « Chrysler, House of West'

more, Quinlc, Simmons Beautyrest,

Frederic's Truj-Curl, Planters Pea-

nuts, "

; l !>: ^

Not to mentiijri MJB Coffee, Streit

Chairs, "Ljpton's Tea, RC Cola, Dari-

Rich, Chris ...Craft, Window Shade
Institute' of Attierica, Hoffman Trail-

ers, SUmmerette Play Shoes and
Quaker Oats.

Small Firms Go Too
The faith advertisers have that

readers who flip through magazines
will pause at the page on which a

film star's face appears is dempn-
strated by one of the "medium-
budgeters" in the above lineup. That
woiild be RC Cola, falling some-
where between Chesterfield's giant

outlay and Roylie Doilies' more
modest one. Soft drink company
sponsors three $350,000 ' campaigns
annually, including six billboards,

with Par inked for four out of the

Inside Stuff-Pichires
There is considerable question in picture circles whether Eric John-

ston's activities in connection with the International situation will not hurt
as much as help American films in the international market.

In his press conference in Washington last Friday, and in his luncheon
address In JChicago on Monday, Johnston got tough with the Russians

and the Eastern European setup. The studios have never go'tten much
footage into Russia^ but they have enjoyed a fair market in such Eastern'

European states as Poland and Czechoslovakia, which are among what
Johnston calls Rus.sia's "vassal states;" '-•

'
i

There does not seem to be any doubt that these countries are dom-
inated by the Soviet Union. Question in some industry circles, however,
is whether Johnston is being paid $100,000 a year to make public speeches
raising merry ned with the Eastern European market. When Johnston
malces those speeches he is always introduced . as the front guy for the
industry..

Johnston's- haggage back from Europe included a film gift from the
Polish government to • President Truman. The picture,, titled "War-
saw Dead, Warsaw Lives and Warsaw in th6 Spring," was described by
the prejcy of the Motion Picture Assn. as a "splendid atmospheric film"

and plotless, although not exactly a documentary. Johnston explained:

he would turn the picture over to the White House in the next few days
and then would' try to borrow the print from the President for a special

screening to Hollywood producers. .

During the war $7,000,000 worth
of advertising plugged Par's "So
Proudly We Hail"—and the product,

of course. McKesson's "Good Looks,

Good Health Week" window dis-

plays—7,000 of them—will give a
big chunk of space to Par's good'

lookmg, healthy stars.

One - amusing—but occasionally

'embarrassing—trade angle to the
jWhole fabulous setup' is the three^

way struggle that goes with all the

deals, with the Motion Picture Assn,

in one corner, film companies and
manufacturers in another, and local

distributors in the third. The latter

aren't always too keen on the cam-
paigns mapped by the big guys be'

cause they very ofteni' have ideas of

'

their own on how to sell certain

merchandise in their own communi-
ties. Occasionally they have what
they regard as brilliant ideas for

local ti#-ins. They get them all set;

and then the layouts featuring the

stars come along and blow their lit-

tle deals sky-high.

Fix Plug Product -

Film companies are always look-

ing for angles to return the compli-
ment to the advertisers, by giving

the product a plug in the picture,

feeling you'll "Love That Picture!"

more by virtue of that extra line in

the soap ad—brought on, in turn, by
a fleeting glance of a bar of that
particular brand of soap in the' film.

And that's where the MPA steps in

to restrain the over-ambitious stu-

dios.

Metro, 20tb-Fox, Warners- and
RKO are also in Uiere pitching, with
deals lined up with many of the ad-
vertisers on Par's agenda, plus
others. But the big deals are by
no means limited to the majors.
David O. Selznick, for instance, can
be cited for the tremendous amount
of free bally he got for "Duel in the
Sun."
Then there's Universal-Interna-

tional's well-i:epaid setup with the
Poultry and Egg Institute of Amer-
ica on "The Egg and I," and Enter-
prise's splurges on "Ramrod,'' "The
Other Love" and the upcoming
"Arch of Triumph." ; .

Just what a little, outfit can do in
this line is demonstrated graphically
by Ent's "Arch" campaign. It in-
cludes Butterick Patterns for , the
clothes designed for Ingrid Berg-
man 'by Edith Head, and Marion
Harwood Keyes' outfits for Ruth
Warrick; Arpad's "Arch" prints, de-
signed by Robaix for dresses,

blouses, vscarve-s, playsuits and a
bolero, as well as Arpad's jewelry
line*

Then- there are "AqUatog's rain-

coat', adapted from Miss Bergman's
raincoat in the picture; Dieltah
Pearls; Lily Dache "Arch" hat;

Emma- Domb's Dresses; Bemberg
Dresses: California Authentics; Co-
blenz Handbags; Coro Jewelry;
Sulka Ties; Knox Hats; Dorothy
Gray Cosmetics; Florists Telegraph
Ddivery Smice.
Also set are Helbros Watches; Na-

tional Society of Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists' plugs for Miss Berg-
man's unusual short bob; Magnavox;
Chesterfield, featuring Charles
Boyer; "21" Brand Calvados; Strat-

ford Pen, featuring Charles Laugh-
ton; Scripto Pencils,- featuring Lewis
Milestone. And, last but definitely
not least, - M>1«.stone in one of Gal-
vert's "Men of Distinction" ads.

Usual audience squawk about a picture—that it doesn't follow the play
or book from which it was adapted—won't apply to WiUiam Cagney's
current production of William Saroyan's "Time of Your Life." Cagney
has made no changes in the.original Saroyan lines exc^t to d'elete or
modify those which wouldn't get by; the Breen office. likewise, screen-
play follows the legiter in being done completely i» a Siingle set^ except
for one scene. Set bears close resemblance to the barroom of the Broadway
version, v

Close adherence to the original lines and the shooting of the film in a
single set are such departures from standard practice that Cagney re-

cently predicted the pic either will be the biggest succe-ss or the biggest
flop ever to come out of Hollywood. Film, with James Cagney starred,

has completed shooting and is now being scored. It is being rushed for

release by United j^rtists before the end of the year, so it can figure

as a contender .for the Aeademy awards; Charles Leonard^ Cagney's rep,

is expected in New York from the Coast Aug. '15 to prepare ad and sales

campaigns. Hell remain east until after the film'^is released.-

Samuel Goldwyn headquarters in New York labeled '^absolutely false"

a statement last weelc in the bulletin of Allied Rocky Mountain Indepen-
dent Theatre Owners that a deal had been approved on "Best Years of
Oy Lives" calling for terms- of 30% with a sliding scale to 40%. Gold-'
wynites maintain they are sticking to their 70% demands. - Spokesman
declared the Allied' bulletin must have the 70-30 percentage divvy '^'in-

reverse."

After a slow and disappointing teeoff , Metro Is now figuring on "The
Yearling" for a gross of about $4,500,000. Pic hit below-par for an
Academy-a-ward contender in all of its big city dates, but it is more than
compensating in. the later runs.

Brit Tax Compromise
Continued from page 3';

regarding the film tax at a secret

meeting of Labor Party members of

Parliament tomorrow (Wednesday).
Prime Minister Clement Atlee will

be present. A public statem'ent is

thought unlikely, however, until

Dalton confers with Rank and re-

ceives Johnston's recommendations.
Rank is expected to stress to Dal-

ton that the recently-approved act
permitting imposition of an ad
valorem tax is a sword of Damocles
hanging over the . entire ^industry,

both for American distributors here
and for Eagland's own horizons in

America.
Rank cites "Henry V" as already

bringing back 650,000 "good Amer-
ican dollars" to Britain and says that

British pictures have been mounting
constantly in popularity and income
from America. He refused, though,
to confirm hi.s $12,000,000 playdating
"deal" for his British pix in Amer-
ica, revealed recently. It is obviously
up to British pictures' boxoflfice per-
formance fundamentally -^whether
Rank's or Korda's or anyone else's

films, Rank added.
Rank is expected to see Dalton,

Sir Stafford Cripps, prez of the
Board of Trade, and other ofticials

this week on the tax situation.

Stresses Anxlo-U. S. Ties
British film topper told a press

conference here last
. Friday (25)

that if the Dalton act was made ef-

fective it would hurt the present
cordial relationships between British

and American film companies. He
also outlined the prospects for Brit-

ish-made pictures in the U; S. and
details of exchange of stars between
the two countries.
Rank expressed' concurrence with

Johnston that the Dalton- tax would
set a dangerous international re-
ciprocal precedent and will submit
alternative proposals. ' Rank saw
Johnston before he left for the U. S;
last Thursday (24).

Rank said that five circuits in the
U. S. had promised to release his
product and already have honored
the agreement on three films. He
estimated that American companies
wUl take ^,000,«00 from England
this year. (They got approximately
$70,000,000 last year.) He said that
in May revenue from America was
lip 20% from April, that in June it

was 20% up over May *nd that in
July it was 30% up -over June.

De.spite "Great Expectations" be-
ing an American, hit. it won't gross
big money in many towns , because

of lack oif American names in cast,

British tycoon sajid. He -refuted

Brendan Bracken's statement, made
in the House of Commons, that
"Henry V" exploitation in America
could be cut a fourth and added that

the cost of British film exploitation

in the U. S. generally was one-fourth
of that for American~pictures.
Rank drew applause from the

crowded room when he stated that
British motorcars would take longer
to popularize in America if given
a free hand, than British films. He
revealed that he has»an annual ar-

rangement to imi)ort American stars

for four to six pictures. Deanna
Durbin may make a picture for him
in England this spring.
Rank starts large-screen television

in six London picture houses late

this fall, with the Dominion cinema
the key retransmission spot;

Bank Aide to America
London, July 29.

Earl John, chief of pioduction
for the Rank organization, is slated

to sail from England for the U. S.,

Aug. 9, aboard the Queen Slizabeth,

his first visit to America in 11 years.

Mrs. St. John accompanies.
Couple is due to return around

the end of September with William
Goetz, Universal-International stu-

dio production chief.

Wingerter Gen'l Mgr.

For de Rochemont 16m
John Ji Wingerter, former Time .

mag exec, has been named veepee
and general manager of Louis de,

Rochemont Associates, Inc., new nar-
row-gauge producing outfit formed
by the erstwhile 20th-Fox producer.

Rapidly filling its top echelon, de
Roehemont firm 'has also taken on F.

Bordeni MaCe'as ekec assistaiit to the

president; John A. Haeseler as tech-

nical consultant, and Victor Jurgens
as Far East unit pUvduceti will) b-q>-

in Bombay.
Company will begin production

early in September on •the- first of

its 86 two-reel geographical color

pix intended for classroom use un-
dei: title "Your World and Mine."

Series is to be distributed by United
World Films, subsid of Universal.

Wingerter, who .resigned last week
from Time' to move into the new.

job, helped de Rochmout in the or^

ganization of Mawh ofTime ln 'l«34r.
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Now Aussies May Follow Proposed

British Tax on Distrib Earnings
Sydney, July 22. +

Industry hears that the Australian

Labor Government will follow the

tead o£ Great Britain,, if given an

<)kay and switch from the present

import duty of 16c. per foot, plus

10% primage duty, on U. S. films,

to a tax on actual earnings of Yank
pictures. British tax is not in efEect

yet, hut it's reported to have

given the government here ideas on

taxation,
Certain film business groups pre-

viously have urged a "switch to the

earnings' tax, but the so-called ad

valorem tax setup pjreviously had

been found unworkable. Those close

to government affairs now say that

a policy switch is more Jikely than

at any time in the past.
'

It has been argued that lesser films

have to pay as high duty as the

bigger pictures. Also that the in-

dies may earn only a few hundred

dollars while the major productions

may take in thousands.

Right now there is an obvious yen

to conserve dollars i» Aussie ter-

ritory field via that close association

With England, since' the two coun-

tries have labor governments. Nixing

o£ certain import .licenses covering

the use of dollars is seen as a sign of

general tightening on dollar take-

away from Aussie.'

For years distribs in the Aussie

field have tried to have that heavy
duty On U. S. pix eased. Now it

looks as though the rate may go

higher if the earnings per film tax

goes ip. - '

New Union Squabbled

Over Wages in Mexico

Loom for U.S. Distribs

Mexico City, July 22.

American distributors and most
Mexican film distribs have that old

headache again, with unionized help

demanding yet another pay hike by
the end of August, Pact, made in

1945, which settled a strike then

against several American and Mexi-

can distributors, terminates at that

time: .
Unions now insist upon get-

ting the 50% pay boost they demand.

They asked for the same in 1945,

bvt settled for 10 to 30% tilts.

Distributors sympathize with the

demand for more coin since living

costs in Mexico are four times' what
they were in 1939. But distribs say

they don't see their way clear to

meeting demands because fheir biz

definitely lias taken a nosedive.

Som« say the slump is nearly 35%
since the first of year.

Present indications , are that there

•will be a strike, but though there is

some hope that the help may again

take a cut in their demand as they
did in 1945.

'Wicked' Gets Special

Dubbing for France
London, July 22.

Gainsborough's "Wicked Lady,"
film starring James Mason and Mar-
garet Lockwood, is being specially

dubbed for French distribution, and
this dubbing gives a new slant for
audiences in France. Intended to be
straight escapist romance, but test

showings 'in its present" form in

BYance brought audiehce- laughter
reaction.

Result is that the film is being
dubbed and reedited to make it into

a comedy.

Power Shortage Brings

Dimottt in Mexico City

Mexico City, July 22.

. Amusement biz . here and In some
other zones are feeling the effects

of the power shortage that has pro-
voked drastic six-hour daily suspen-
sions of service. Theatres are worst
hit. Shows are frequently disrupted
although the houses that have their

own power plants have no trouble.

Niteries switch their floor shows
to dodge thc^ blackout, and some sell

the customers on the romance of
lamps and candles.

U.S. Pix Under

Par at Locarno
* Zurich, July 23.

Although the recently completed

Locarno Film Festival did not award

any official prizes, committee in

cliarge released some "unofficial"'

opinions reported to represent votes

of some 120 press reps from most

European nations plus the U. S. and

Japan.
These give honors for film quality

to Italy, which showed the second
largest number of pictures. How-
ever, generally agreed by pros at the
festival that U. S. selections, which
Included no smash entries, were far
from the industry's best. Recap
gives second place ' to France and
puts Hollywood and England' in third
and fourth places respectively.

Voting visitors named Rene Clair's

French made "Silence Is Golden,"
starring Maurice Chevalier, as the
best film.

Here's the released selections in

full:*.-'

Best full length features:"Silence
Is Golden"; runner-up^ "Sciuscia"

(Italian). ,
•

Best shorts: "Palace of the Doges"
(Italian); "Rape of a Country"
(Dutch). /

- Best direction: Rene Clair for

"Silence"; John Ford for "Darling
Clementine" (20th).

Best femme stars; Jennifer Jones
in "Cluny Brown" (20th), with Bette
Davis in "Stolen Lite" (WB) and
Dolores del Rio in "Maria Cande-
laria'' (Mexican) tied for second
place.'."

Best male stars: Chevalier in "Sil-

ence" and Pedro Arraendariz in

"Candelaria".
Best femme character role: Anne

Baxter in "Razor's Edge" (20th)

;

Maria Michi in "Paisa" and "Pre-

ludio d'Amore" (Italian).

Best male character player: 'Wal-

ter Brennan in "Clementine"; Rich-
ard Haydn in "Cluny Brown."

10 Firstruns in Mex. City
Mexico City, July 22.

The number of top flrstruns here

has been increased to 10 with the

opening of Cine Majestic, a 2,500-

seater. It is another Emilio Azcar-
raga circuit house, making four in

all now. Opener was "Great Expec-
tations," shown simuleaneously with
the Alameda.
Azcarraga is soon to open three

more subsequent-runs here.

Uewellyi^ Play Falters in London;

Donat Forcing 'Qergynian' Fold

North China War

Sloi^hs All U. S.

Picture Distrib

Washington, July.,29.

The Chinese civil war has snafued

the North Cliina market for Ameri-

can films and picture equipmeht, and

U. S. companies are sending little in

there, U. S. Department of Com-
merce reports. Because of current

war, there 'is even difficulty in ob-

taming accurate information about

the number of theatres in operation.

Last year only about 30,000 feet of

U. S. . prints were, shipped into

North China, one batch in Septem-

ber and the other in December. The
survey lists 14 towns in the Com-
munist section which are believed to

have film houses and seven in Na-
tionalist territory.

"North ("Jhina theatres," says the

survey, "reportedly suffered no

damage from hostilities throughout

World War II, but they may have

been affected by the present civil

war. With the exception of the Asia
theatre, completed by the Japanese
during the war, there has been no
new theatre construction in Tientsin

for the' past decade, nor are there
any definite plans for such construc-
tion in. the near future. It is re-

ported that no films at all have
been imported into China in recent
months. The last films imported
came in on a footage basis and were
all feature pictures."

Only producer in North China is

Cine Service, a semi-government
monopoly whose main office is at
Peiping. It turns out an average of
one feature per month and an oc-

casional newsreel. .

Small Pix Unit Setup

Readied for Ireland
Dublin, July 15.

Here to complete arrangements for

making second feature films with
Irish backgrounds is Patrick Mc-
Crossan, chairman and managing di-

rector of a new setup to be known
as Patrick McGrossan, Ltd. He plans

films costing under $50,000 and
doesn't propose to use star names.
Outdoor shots will be done here with
interiors in the London studies.

First story skedded is George
Patterson's "The Jagged Wheel"
which will be directed by Tommy
Tomlinson; shooting schedule is six

weeks.

Bntish Show

Gain in Finland

Palestine Films Sets

Up Jerusalem Studios
.
Permanent film industry for Pales-

tine soon will be established accord-
ing to Norman Lourie, head of
newly-formed Palestine Films, Inc.
He revealed last week that the com-
pany will have studios in Jerusalem
and offices in N, Y. Production of
both features and documentaries are
planned. Teeoff of release slate is

"House in the Desert," documentary.
Playwright S. N. Behrman, Lourie
said, will trek to Palestine in October
for scripting chores on a feature to
be shot at the company's studio.
Lourie was associated with 20-Fox in
South African theatre operations
prior to the war.
_ Other Palestine Films officers are
Joseph Krumgold, veepee in charge
01 production. Slated tt> leave for
the Holy Land Sept. 10, he's long
been a writer and producer for
HoUywood film firms. Heading the
«. Y. office is Victor M. Ratnfer, once
promotion director for Columbia
woftdcasting System.-

Austrian Exhibs Get

Jail for Nazi Collab
Vienna, July 15.

Franz Glawatsch was sentenced to

four years, and his wire, Olga, to

eight months in jail, besides con-

fiscation of their property as a re-

sult of their Nazi leanings. They
were charged with aryanization of

the Tivoli picture house, which in

1938 belonged to Abraham Schoen-
feld, who had to leave Austria after

the occupation. Franz Glawatsch is

the son of the late Franz Glawatsch,

Vienna's ace comedian and star in

many Lehar, Kalman and Fall oper^

Glawatsch "bought'*' the film the9

tre for about a thirtieth of its

original valuation.

WB Wins 'Juarez Suit

Mexico City, July 29.

Warners at last has won its case

over "Juarez," the national supreme
court upholding its appeal in the

suit by Potfirio Diaz, Jr. Back in

1941 he sought $200,000 as damages
resulting from WB's pic, "Juarez."

He charged the film slurred the

character of his late father. Gen.

Porflrio Diaz, who ruled Mexico
from 1880 to 1910.

The high court unanimously held

that Gen. Diaz's character was not

in the least infringed or otherwise

damaged by -the pic, and . that the

lower tribunal which granted the

younger Diaz (Jamages had judicially

erred.

Helsinki, July 15.

While .some 170 U. S. pictures im-
ported into Finland last season from
Aug.,. 1946 to June, 1947, comprised
Gl% of all films, British screen pro-
ductions have gathered some impetus
in recent months. Parvis-Filmi,
Finnish distributor for Eagle-Lion,
has released "Magic Bow," "Matter
of Life and Death" and "Men of Two
Worlds." Other • distribs have
brought in six additional British

films. .

Analysis of the import situation re-

veals that almost all Swedish pic-

tures find an outlet in Finland while
French and Russian studios have fair

representation. Local production is

comparatively small. With only 11

native pix exhibited on Finnish
screens last season, production pros-
.pects "are pointing up now with a

trio or new features completed and
slated for early release.

Runnerup to the U. S. in film ex-
ports to Finland last season was
Britain with 33 pix. Some 25 Swed-
ish pictures found playing time while
20 French films were shown.

London, July 29.

Latest West End play failing to
click is Richard Llewellyn's "Tho
Noose,'' at the Saville. Presented by
Lee Ephraim and Bernard Delfont,

it was generally well praised. Del-
font, leasee of house,- has decided to

reduce the rental from $2,400 to

$2,000, with cast working on mini-
mum salary.

The case of Henry Sherek's re-

vival of "The Sleeping Clergyman,"
at Criterion, is different. Show stars

Robert Donat, and ha/' been doing
fairly well but has to come off early

in August, as legit-film star is com-
mitted to Paul Soskin for the film,

"Precious Bane," which Robert Siod-
mak has come over from Hollywood
to direct. Sherek is dickering with
Nicholas Phipps, film-scripter, for a

new play, "Bold Lover," to replace
"Clergyman."
Quite a few new plays are due in

West End shortly, despite the bad
season and return of the heat-wave.
First is Raenco Productions' "Dr.

AngeluSi" new play by James Bridie,

which comes to the Phoenix on July
30. This will be followed by "The
Bride Goes West" at the Winter
Garden on Aug. -6. It was originally

intended for St. Martin's, for which
H. J. Barlow, who is producing, was
dickering to acquire on long lease.

Deal fell through at the last minute.
Peter Saunders, newcomer to West

End production, has acquii'ed a new
comedy "Fly Away Peter," by A. P.

Dearsley. in which he makes hisibow
as producer at the St. James's early

in August. Stars J. H. Roberts, Mar-
garet Barton and Peter Hammond.

WON'T DEPORT ALIEN

AGTORS FROM MEXICO
Mexico City, July 22.

Foreign entertainerSi film players

and others, illegally in Mexico, tech-

nically,, since not having their . immi-

gration papers- in order, have had a

big load lifted. They are not to be
fined or deported as was threatened
some time ago. It was found that

all these aliens are well behaved,
and so it has been decided to let

them stay as long as they desire.

Picture Production Workers Union
(STPC), which also has jurisdiction

over stage performers, arranged
with Dr. Hector Perez Martinez,

Secretary of the Interior, to make
the presence of these foreigners in

Mexico legal.

BARRY TO TAKE VAUDE

UNIT ON AUSSIE TOUR
Sydney, July 22.

Bobby Barry will bring a vaude-

revue troupe out here for a run over

the Tivoli circuit headed by Dave
Martin. Barry was here several

years ago with Harry Howard's

"Hollywood Hotel" unit that played

for . the Fullers and
.
Snider.;Dean

chains, :.
. .

.
.

Also reported that the A. B. Mar-
cus show is being dickered for Aus-

sie via the Tivoli loop. Marcus like-

wise played this zone many years
ago.

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

' London, July 29.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Col's'm (8).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (14).

"Borii Yesterday," Garrick (27).

"Boys in Brown," Duchess (5).

"Deep Are Roots,"^ Wyndhams (3).

"Crime of Foley," Comedy (3).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (9).

"Ever Since Paradise." New (8).

"Here There," Palladium (17).

"Jane," Aldwych (26).

"Life With Father," Savoy (8).

"NIghtlnsale," Princes (2).

"Noose," Saville (6).

"Off the Record," Apollo (8).

"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (13).

"Peace In Our Time," Lyric (1).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (119).

"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales (20).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (15).

"Proudly Present," Yorks (13).

"Sleeping. Clergyman," Crit. (6).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (65).

"Together Again," Vic Palace (15).

"Trespass," Globe (2).

"Voice of Turtle," Piccadilly (3).

"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric (62).

'•Worm's View/' •Whitehall (13).

British Fibn Briefs

London, July 22.

Alliance Films, Ltd., which is pro-
ducing "No Orchids For Miss Blan-
dish," wants Jack Durant, Toy and
Wing and Halama and Konaski for

special cabaret scene. Film being
made at Riverside Studios. Royal
Command Performance due at

Odeon, Leicester Square, with strong
committee already at Tvork. Under-
stood this year's choice will be an
American film.

'Despite stiiikes. Sir Alexander
Korda's picture, ''An Ideal Husband,"
took .les-s than the skedded 66 days,
shortest time ever taken for big film.

Vivien Leigh, star^ of Korda's "Anna
Karenina." has Become expert gin
rummy player, and takes on all chal-
lengers during shots. Princess Eliza-
beth's favorite film star is David
Niven, ,-

Not generally known that James
Mason is a master of arts (M.A.).
He took a degree in classics at Peter-
house College, Cambridge, and origi-

nally intended to be an architect.

Ronald Neame, now on work for
Cineguild Films on "Oliver Twist,"
is already preparing his next picture
for same company. This will be
love story based On H. G. Wells'
novel, ''The Passionate foiends," Ann
Todd is to star, . . . Pic starts in

January, with screenplay by Eric
Ambler, who recently joined the
company. . . ,

Shutter Argent. House

Where Actress Used

Anti-Peron Sketches
Buenos Aires, July 22.

The Peron regime her; hit bade
at actress Sofia Bozan, who. has
been startling audiences at tiie

Maipo, musical revue theatre, with
her antics in recent months. It

shuttered, the house for six days,

allegedly on account of black market
prices being charged at the boxof-
fice for tickets.

To make the price-fixing charge
more: plausible, the Board ^of Enter-
tainment also shuttered the Apollo,
which was running a harmless
musical comedy, on the same charge.
Show biz observers feel that prica

profiteering charge had nothing to

do with the closing of the Maipo
but was the Peron reaction to Sofia

Bozan's satirizing of members of his

regime. The actress had been hauled
before police' chiefs Velazco and
Bertollo on three occasisns to ex-
plain her various ad-lib antics, some
obviously hitting at Senora de Peron,

'

BREEN TURNS DOWN
BRITISH BROTHERS'

London, July 29.

Sydney Box's latest opus,"The
Brother*," starring Patricia Roc,
Maxwell Reed and o Will Fyffe, has
been turned down for U. S. by Joe
Breen. Dubious dialog in some
scenes is given as reason for John-
ston 'office FCA reject.

Another Box picture, "Good Time
Girl," just completed, with Jean
Kent, Hugh McDermott and Bonar
Collean as stars, has been banned
by the British censor for similar

reasons.

Austrian Actors Ask
Pay for Football Game

Vienna, July- 16.
'

^ow actors here want to get
paid when they play football even
if it is for the Committee for Wel-
fare of Returned Soldiers. This com-
mittee staged a concert and show in

the stadium here with a football

game between well-known actors

and old-time athletes as part of the
show..

Siegfried Breuer, one of the actors,

:

demanded- pay for playing, with
others voicing their demands when
he set the example. The committee
told the actors to forget the Whole
thing, and go home.

Grovas Gets French Fic Pact'
' ' Mexico City, July 22.

AU-American distribution rights;

have been obtained by Producciones
Grovas, topper pic producer-dis-
tributor here, for French films of
Discina International Films Coip^
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remenaous rieasure

T^lust about three years aga Warner Bros, acquired the most

sought-after play in the entertainment world, *%ife with Father'

\

It's been in the making as a motion picture praaically ever since

—a whale of a job of work as we well knew it would be.

It was a big job not because it was a most important property—

important pictures have long been our stock in trade. The "thing"

about "Life with Father" is that it is a big, warm, funny portion of

American life; this is the reason we produced it. And in filming it we

realised there was an obligation to the millions upon millions who

had never seen the play, as well as to the millions who had. It was

our duty to get over to them every wonderful moment that made

its stage engagement the longest ever known.

On august 14th Warner Br

COLOR BY T|

Directors of Pfiotography .PEVERELL MARLEY, A.S.C.

WILLIAM V. SKALL, A.S.C.

Technicolor Ck>lor Director NATALIE KALMUS
Associate... MONROE W. BURBANK

Film Editor GEORGE AMY
Art Director ROBERT HAAS
Sound by. C. A. RIGGS
Dialogue Director,.HERSCHEL DAUGHERTY

Montages by

Special Effects by

i

^ .

,



Now "Life with Father" begins as a Technicolor motion picture.

We of Warner Bros, are glad for the happiness it will bring the

world over; and I personally am grateful to those who made this job

and this duty such a tremendous pleasure to me.

I am anxious to thank publicly its stars, Irene Dunne and

William Powell; Elizabeth Taylor, Edmund Gwenn, ZaSu Pitts and

all the players; its guiding genius, director Michael Curtiz; its pro-

ducer, Robert Buckner; the screenplay writer, Donald Ogden Stewart;

Max Steiner for the musical score;- and the thousands at the Studio

who helped shoulder this responsibility.

Also my particular thanks to those without whose stage play

Warner Bros, would have no Technicolor "Life with Father" on the

screen—playwrights Howard Lindsay and Russel Grouse; play producer

Oscar Serlin and the gracious Mrs. Clarence Day.

EXECUnVi fRODUCEII FOR WARNER BROS.

1 WILL PRESENT CLARENCE DAY'S

ECHNICOLOR
fjlAMES LEICESTER Technical Adviser MRS, CLARENCE DAY

fJAM McGANN. Dir. Set Decorations - JAMES HOPKINS
FOSTER. A.S.C. Wardrobe by MILO ANDERSON

Makeup Artist....... .......PERC WE8TM0RE
Orchestral Arrangcments,...MURRAY CUTTER
Musical Director LEO F. FORBSTEIN
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Alnsie Hall, IV. Y.
"Melody Time," produced by Rus-

»cU Mar'Keri, wxih FavX Haakon,
Stephanie Antle, Joseph Levinoff,

OlUi Serova, Ken Davidson & Co.

(5), The parks (3), Marjorie

WiWamson, Earl Covert, M. H.

Ballet. Rocfcettes, Prospectors Qwr-
tet M H. Choral Ensemble, M. W.

Svmph conducted by Cliarles Previn.

'•Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer'

(RKO) reuieiued in VAniEiY June

4, '47;

Musk Hall's Show' this sessioil^ls

• a bit 'on the livelier side than usual—

and welcbmely, so. Unfortunately,
. however, it is

;
unable to hoi/ the

sprightly pace , all the way and^ bogs

An the finale when the .choral en-

semble takes over for .
a; too-lengthy.

- and duU medley
. „ S'^"^"he

: .Bombsrg's "New Moon. Set. is the

familiar plantation, manse, with tn|

bovs and gals colorfully overdressed

in pre-Civil War lace. Marjorie

WiuFamson and Earl Covert are

principal warblers. It's all ,\oo stiff

and long-winded and doesn't touch

ll^e surlfire curtain-drop
,

P^vided

when the Rockettes are held lor flie

^'nockettes, incidentally,^ outdo

thSves this, stanza. Producer

. Russell Markert has been highly

generous in the amount of time he

allots them-and every minute of it

fc to the gobd. Given an especiaUy

attractive set and Pleasantly scant

costumes, gals work to Rf? biiK

Stockings and p'een Perfume

while the Prospectors Male Qua™*
backs them. Plentiful gam-flashmg

*rith the Rockettes- unexcelled pre-

cision remains an unbeatable attrac-

*^°Ballet opens the show with Paul

Haakon Stephanie Antle. .Ipseph

Eevinoff and Olla Serova doing a

^Harlequinade" routine. Its li\ely

and colorful, although the pnncipaLs

do not show themselves to great

. "^Cnl'ldded to the M. H, regular.,

are Ken Davidson & "Co.. m David;

son's standard badminton exhibition^

and The Parks, a gal and ^wo ™en

in an excellent and unusual balanc-

ing act. Davidson has done .a nice

lob of spiking his racquet turn with

comedy, via trick shots, and running

commmtary of an announcer. There

a?n^ two gals in. the act who

turn over the cards indicating the

score, buildirig it to a company of

five.
'

Hcro.

OlyiMPia, Miami
Miami, July 24.

Dolly Daujn, Ross Wyse Jr., with

Peaay WomdcJc, Lew Nelson, iWtl-

ioune Christopher, Lewis and Va^^^^

XeJ Rhode House Orch; "Calcutta

. (Par). J ^

Current Olymipia layout rates solid

audience response via neat blend or

Fast pace is set by Lewis and Van
in tee-6ff slot with tap trickery.

Precision heel and toe work sends

them off to solid salvos, to cue warm
reception for acts following. •

. , .

Milboume Christopher's sleight-

of-hand work with ropes maintains

Dace. Guy works smoothly, ac-

iomped by fast patter which adds

to values. Off to hearty reception.

Emcee chore is handled adequately

by comic Lew Nelson. It is in his

own spot that he makes his presence

felt with'a routine of fresh sounding

gags and special material songs.

Rated the enthusiastic sendoff he

• got.
Songstress Dolly Dawn has gone

well in this house in previoas en-

gagements and repeats in click fa.sh-

ion this time out. Blends stmt

cleverly with accent on the jump
numbers but works in "Glocca

Morra" for neat change of pace. En-
Cores with band leading bit for boff

reaction.
Closers Ross Wyse, Jr., and Peggy

Womack, garner heavy load of

laughs with their burlesque adagio

and .screwy chatter. Tall, graceful

gal contribs artfully contrived acro-

Sance to sequence and makes a per-

fect foil for Wyse.
Les Rhode's house orchestra backs

:«how in usual effective style.

Lary.

hentio piano
Intenudes of

6Ii that ^arhtrs
Apt . l^Od leS

givti .out
thumping, not wlH
audience nanltipi

S«?y I'MrWl beSbfi wbel

caught. . ; ,. ,
• ...

Babbitt is a pleasing vocalist with

an easy styls which holds his

auditor? to every phrase. Gives out

with "Sunny Side of Street,"^ "My
Desire," "Cecilia," "If I Loved You,

"Peg O' Mv Heart" and "Mam'selle.

Encore in 'kid falsetto is a pleasing

novelty and extra dish of oldie Who
Wouldn't liOVe . You" is just right.

Joey Preston next with a torrid

sesh of drumming, , well received.
;

. Musical . backing bji Joe Lonabardi

and house orch on .stage, a standout

from curtain to curtain.

Biz big. Burm.

Apollo, N. Y.
Sid Catlett Orch: in), Arnett

Cobb Orch. (6), Freddie Gordon,
Larry 8e Jimmte, Four Jfotes, Brotun-

skin Chorus (8) ,
5pider Bruce & Co.

(4) ;
"iSepia Cinderella" (.Herald).

With Sid Catlett and Arnett Cobb's

orchestras holding down the musical

wing of the fort, current offering at

this Harlem showcase is a sprightly

entertainment package ribboned with

a line of chorus girls and boys.

Chorines haven't been featured at

this "house in months and they're a
nice change of pace. Tagged "Night
Club Revue," show opens with an
unbilled male singer introing four

couples ^garbed in evening attire fol-

lowed by a line of eight ponies and
four chorus boys. Group is backed
by an appropriate drop.
Emcee 5'reddie Gordon, a slight,

ingratiating chap, opens with a nov-
elty vocal paving the way for drum-
mer Sid Catlett's 12-man combo.
Outfit tees off with a Catlett original,

"Out Of Way," followed by "Organ
Boogie," which spots tenor saxman
Eddie Davis in a neat solo. Larry
& Jiramie. announced as grads of

the theatre's amateur hour, are a
fair terp team. Run through some
aero stuff, splits and faps but need
more polish and better execution.
Spider Bruce garners strong returns,

in a standard comedy bit.

Catlett's combo, comprising three
rhythm, four reed and five brass, has
a staccato style that's built chiefly

around it's leader's skinbeating. One
of the jazz greats, Catlett shows he's
very adept with the sticks on "Mop,-
Mop," which wins a hot mitting.
Band backs the show and in general
does a creditable job.
Four Notes are a vocal group

along the lines of "the Charioteers,
Vagabonds, et al. With guitar ac-
companiment they open with
"Across Alley from Alamo" achieve
ing solid harmohy effects. Follow
with so-so arrangement of "That's
My Desire" and close with "bur-
lesque of the Ihkspots. For the lat»
ter, quartet warbles "I Can't Stand
Losin' You."' Some portions are so
exaggerated' that it's not in keeping
with good taste but nevertheless lads
ftnaled to a fancy reception.
To the warbling of "Pretty Girl

Is Like a Melody," chorus does a
production number smacking of bur-
lesque, but it draws audience appre-
ciation. Gordon, whose emceeing
chores are comparatively minor,
does another novelty vocal. "Give
Me a Fat Woman," for oltay results.
Clad in top hat and tails he also does
some nifty stepping with a stick, a
la a drum major, for healthy ap^
plause. . ,

Arnett Cobb's Sextet (Band Rer
views) rounds out show-.

State, N.Y.
Benny Ftelda, Adrian RoHini Trio,

Tim HerBcrt. Pons« the Horse,

Monor & Mifln'on, Winter Sisters (3);

Louis Bosil House Orch; "Hiflh Bar-

boree" (M-G).

Fiuning job to trim 10 minutes or

so off the State's current stage lay-

out would' have aided much in boost-

ins the bill into a well-paced session.

Outside of its overlength (show ran

more than 70 minutes when caught),

it's a neat mixture .of music, dancing

and comedy, grooved for midsummer
taste. ... , . :

Benny Fields is back in the n?xt-

to -closing -and does his usual stand-

out, job of selling tunes on pure

slipwmanship know-how. Employing
practically the same repertoire that

he used in his Copacabana, N. Y.,

stint last winter. Fields gets the audi-

ence with him at the start and; has

them practically eating from his

hand at the windup. Sporting a new
summer tux With his standard 'top-

hat and walking stick props, he tours

the gamut of pop oldies, demonstrat-

ing convincingly that nostalgia pays

off. There are the usual tribute to

Al Jolson, audience participation, and
allusions to his Blossom, earning him
a well-deserved begoff.
Adrian Rollini Trio furnishes the

instrumentalized music for the bill.

Offering solid rhythm with vibra-

harp, bass and guitar. Little smile

now and then would be a welcome
relief from the boys' stolid dead-
pans, but they please anyway with
their music. They tee- off with a

nice jump beat on "Mardi Gras,"

slow down a bit for "Tea for Two,"
perk Up again with "Limehouse
Blues" and walk off to heavy ap-

plause in a jazz rendition of "Minute
Waltz," with the Rollini doubling
at piano. .

-; „
Winter Sisters, a trio of well-

muscled blonde gals, open the show
with a neat bit of acro-terping, pro-

viding a flash with spins, hand-
springs, etc. Balancing routine offers

a good change-Of-pace and they

come back with ultra-fast tumbling
spins to complete a good turn. Pansy,
the Horse, with Ann Evett in the
trainer's role that gave Virginia

Mayo her show biz start, is a- crowd-
pleaser. Horse's gyrations, dance
steps and nonchalant way it disobeys

the trainer's orders, draw hearty,

guffaws, with Miss Evett's cheese-
cakey appearance aiding consider-

aijly.

Tim Herbert, brought in as a last-

minute replacement for the ailing

Paul Regan; has a lot of new mate-
rial that doesn't all get across. Im-
personation of nitery performers is-

good, as is his takeoff on a hammy
thesper, but the Mexican peon rou-
tine falls flat. After a slow warm-
up, he finally wins the audience with
his eccentric dancing and ambles off

to okay response;
Dance team of Manor & Mignon

have a difficult assignment in fol-

lowing Fields but their well-exe-
cuted ballroomology , demonstrating
that they're equally fine dancers,
gets them nice mitting. They please
with waltz, tango and flamenco num-
bers and close on a novel touch with'
an interpretation of George M.
Cohan's -song hits.

Louis Basil's house orch, playing
from the pit this session, does its

usual excellent backing job. Stal.

arrangements and should do well for

themselves. .

Martha Mears end.s the show with
a group of popular tunes. She
whams them with her warbling and
has a style of presentation that hits

the .spot. The house was full When
caught with show drawing good talce

all week.

Circle, Imlpis*
IhdianopoUSj July 25.

Jerf^ Coionna, Bank Sieman &
AfGhie, Martez & Delita, Jimmie
James Orch, luttli Gene Stewart,

Mary Ellen; "Web of Danger" (Rep)

.

This bill played three different

ways opening day, and flnally went
sailing along with Jerry Colonna
taking over as emcee in addition to

his - own substantial .ch.ore .as head-

liner. ^ It's a good, clean fun show,
paced by Colonna and Hani? Sieman
with an able assist from, Martez &
Delita and routine musical back-
ground by the Jimrale James orches-

tra..
1 i

Highlight is Sieman ventre turn,

in which Colonna takes part in a

nifty four-way conversation. Sie-

man gags with. Colonna through his

dummy, at the same time gabbing
with a girl called up from the audi-

ence. Sieman tops this for laughs

by taking Colonna on one knee and
the girl on the other, using them for

dummies. It's a good stunt. Colonna
gives the show pace and color with

his snappy introductions and be-
tween act gags and puts up his free-

style ' singing in his own turn, exer-
cising his tonsils on "It Might As
Well Be Spring," "Caroline," "Long
Ago and Far Away" and "Saloon"
for a click reaction. -

Martez & Delita also get a nice
hand for their acrobatic dancing and
balancing stunts with a light comedy
touch.
James band is good for sound but

slow for action, specializing in dance
arrangements that .are frequently
too long and unanimated for stage
entertainment. It's best is a solid

if not brilliant "Begin the Beguine."
Mary Ellen, vocalist, reveals a nice

voice and personality in "Blue
Skies." Gene Stewart registers

moderately with "Red Silk Stock-
ings and Green Perfume."
Biz okay when caught. Corb*

,

Capitol, Wash*
Washington, July 25.

Sue Ryan, George Prentice, Stu-
arts (2); Juvelys (2)., Bob Knight
featured ujith house orth;. "Ghost
and Mrs. Muir" (20th),

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, July 26.

Harrj/ Bobbitt, Ish Kabibble, Leon
, Jiavara, Joey Preston, Joe Lombardi
ond house orch \l2);"New Orleans"

iVA). '

Well selected layout is paying off

at the b.Oi Name strength- via Harry
Babbitt and Ish Kabibble, fugitives

from Eay Kyser'.s orch; local inter-

est in p.a. of Joey Preston, juve
<}rummer currently spotted in

"Fiesta"; and solid showmanship of
vet Leon Navara, adds Up to smooth
playing setup and maximum audi-

ence response. •

After a brief bit of aero dancing
by an unbilled femme, Navara takes

on emcee stint for brief gagging and
an jntro' of Ish Kabibble, trumpet-
playing comic with trick haircut and
a dead pan as main props. Lad
essays some comedy verse, gags,-

a

prop trumpet and a parody winding
Up with some legit handling of his

horn to a rather pleasing getaway.
Gets plenty of recognition on en-

trance and should build a stronger

routine for his current stint in

vaude.
Navara is next with his stuff at

the ivories and it's solid from the

tewft. Changes pace smartly and

Afliilon Dollar, L. A.
Los Angeles, July 25.

King Cole TriOj Benny Corter and
All Stars (6), Macfc & Ace, Marie
Bryant; "Shoot to Kill" (SG).

It's an all-music show being of
fered this week, with King Cole Trio
headlining the bill. Trio is in top
form with seven songs. Group kicks
off closing spot with "Route 66,"

following up with "Come in Out ot
the Rain," "Don't Learn That in
School," "Meet Me in No Special
Place," "Breezy and the. Bass,"
"Baby I Need You" and a closer
shared with Benny Carter's special
six-man musical crew. Each song
sells big and opening show audience
still wanted more.
Benny Carter arid His -All Stars

is new aggregation formed by leader.
It still needs smoothing' out as a
unit but that will come, There's a
strong piano and Carterls top alto
sax work to carry the major load,
other instruments are bass, drums,
tenor .sax, trumpet and! trombone.
Carter's arrangements, very sharp
Srom musician standpoint, need to

De made more commercial for gen-
eral audiences. His sax: work on
opener, "No Name Bop" 'is mellow.
Drums are good but tenor sax and
trombone fail to register. Next num-
ber, "Malibu" demonstrates Carter's
ability to weave interesting tones
around pop piece and give it con-
siderable edge. Same goes for
"Cocktails For Two," a standout for

popular listening. "Conga Roo" has
a promise not entirely fulfilled by
sidemen's Interpretation and "Lover"
fails to hold interest.

JMack and Ace prove solid jitter-

bug dance team that pleased. Marie
Bryant, vocalist, uses more body
English than tone quality on "Pig-
foot Pete," "Why Should 1 Be Topsy"
and "Pocketful ot Dreams." It is the
bumps and grinds between choruses
that help her get by, firpg,

Param^t, Portland, Ore.
July 21, 1947.

: Hoosier Hot Shots (4), Dewey sis-

ters (2), Martho Mears, Curt Massey,
Max Terhune, Ike Carpenter Orch.
(12), VThe Trouble With Women"
(.Par.).

Manager Frank Pratt is smiling

these days as current package show^
bring an increased volume of biz,

Hoosier Hot Shots Jamboree heads

a one hour and twenty minute stage

show playing to excellent biz.

Fun-promoting Hoosierites are

very generous with their encores,

playing tunes requested by members
of the audience and receiving heavy
response throughout. They use most
of their best known recorded tunes,
best being "It Couldn't Happen At
the Metropolitan." Also do some
legit stuff with "Someday" going
over well above par. Timing is ex-
ceptionally good as is their exhuber-
ant clowning. Vigorous palmpound-.
ing requires four encores.

Dewey sisters click in the opening
slot with an act entirely new since
last seen here with the Ted Lewis
band. Opening scene is pointed up
with mock thunder and lightning as
the girls come on stage in raincoats.
Peeling off the slickers, they are
decked out in snappy midriff sailor
suits. They go into a routine of pre-
cision tumbling and tricky .terping
with a tew contortion bits thrown in
for good measure. They receive the
be.st hand of the bill..

Max Terhune, western movie star,

entertains with clever ventriloquism
stint and some snazzy tricks. M.C.
Curt Massey takes over from there,
singing a group of westerns initiated

by '"My Adobe Hacienda." Massey,
formerly with The Westerners, docs
a good job of holding his listeners.

Ike Carpenter's orchestra executes
a beautiful arrangement of Liszt's
Second Hungarian Rhapsody and an
original* jump tune, "Streamliner."
This youthful band; Jed . by
Carpenter's piano has some line

Plenty of meat on the bone this

week, with Sue Ryan, the slick sing-
ing comedienne topping the layout.
Gal clicks throughout with' her en-
joyably raucous .offering. Her best
offering is the little job about no
mustard for Franlcie (i.e. an outsized
wiener on roll which she ijses for a
prop.). She goes along fine also

with "Zip-A-Dee Doo Dah" with
variations, and opens with a number
about a jazzy kid brother who can't
appreciate the classics. Encore is

"Chi Baba" as it might be sung by
a couple of odd female characters.
George Prentice has a scrappy,

fast moving puppet show in the old
fashioned European tradition which
did very well with adults when
caught and is a wow with the kids
during matinees; It's all slapstick
with Punch dnd Judy, a cat, a rabbit,

a sltunk and a devil all showing up
-at various times and all flailing each
other with a board.
Richard and Flora Stuart are a

smooth ballroom dance team, . noth.
ing sensational, but a comfort-
able spot filler which closes the bill

nicely. On a considerably higher
plane- is the opener, the Juvelys, a
top notch balancing and juggling
act, which features a shapely blonde
balanced atop a ball on the head- of
her partner while both twirl hoops.
This is one of the strongest openers
this house has had in some time.
Sam Jack Kauffiman's house orch

brings in Bob Knight this week for
a turn with the steel guitar. He hots
it up plenty with "Night and Day,"
"St. Louis Blues," "Bells of St.
Mary's" and "Hold That Tiger."

Lot«e.

Uoxy, N. Y.
Hermanor Williams Trio, Maurica '

Hocco, Abbott & Costello, Audrey
Yowwt Joe E. Howard; "I Wondet
Who's Kissing Her Now" (.20th) , re^
viewed in Variety June 11, '47.

Old gags, old bits of business but
still the same, old crowds. That's
Abbott and Costello for you. ; ;

There's hardly a piece of new ma*
terial being done by the veteran com-

:

edy team, but only if you're apt to

be a little too captious would yoij

be conscious of this factor. AlkO
have their comedy down to a fine

art, and there's hardly anything they
do—however old-^that doesn't stir

laughs from even the most inveterate
A&C listener.

- From burlesque, to muisicQmedy. to

pictures and radio—that's the climb
of the pair, and now that they're
back in the vaudfllmers there's no
doubt that they maintain the pace
of their previous successes, though a
couple of gags are out of the Minsky
files.

Roly-poly Lou Costello is a master
of the "hurt'' look, the "dumb" re-

joinder, and he gets all the laughs,

as usual. And Abbott? Here's one
of the fastest, glibbest foils for any
comic, and when anyone starts dis-

cussing what a funny fellow Lou
Costello js, remember, it's a guy like

Bud Abbott who is considerably re-/ .

sponsible for those laughs.

The way Abbott darts those lines

afCosteUo! He's .of a lost clani--rthe
'

oldtime, expert straight without
whom a comic could hardly get a
laugh—"the other guy." At any rate,

he's in good company. Remember
Ben Bard, George Le Maire? They,
too, were "the other guys." But don't

make any mistake about Costello; .

either. They're a distinct comple-
ment to eac6 other. Audrey Young,
young jsoreen star out of their last

pic, does one song negligibly, but
she's here mostly for s.a.—and has it!

Otherwise, this is a show that to

some extent carries out the flavor

-

of the screen's tenant, "I Wonder V

Who's Kissing Her Now," the pur-- ;

ported biog. of songwriter-showman*"
performer Joe E. Howard. Howard:

'

is on stage for some sonK and dance
;

out of another era; .and - on open-
ing day George Jessel, producer
of the pic, and June Haver, femme
Star of the film, made perssonals to

assure the getaway.
It's tough to judge the standards

of any show with Jessel, since he .;

adds so much to it, always. But ifs.

a fitting tribute to the layout gener-
ally that it has clicked without him
since opening day.
Otherwise, the rest includes Mau-

rice Rocco, in one of his frequent re-

turns, doing,' as usual, his stand-up
fingering of the keys in an as-always
showmanly presentation. Give him a
chair to be seated, to put it face-

,

tiously, and the guy would be out of

sfiow business. -

The Hermanos Williams Trio of

two males and a blonde gal singer-

With-guitar feature the men's air

ways-entertaining acrobatic tangoing, :

and without getting their hair

mussed, M that.

The whole layout, -as usual, gets a
handsome presentation. Kahn.

Cuffo Guesttngs
Continued from page 1

JACKIE CAIN
Sones
10 Mins.
Hotel Sherman, Chicago

Jackie Cain, 19-year-pld torchy
songstress, who has created a stir at
southside nabe niteries, is flnally hit-
ting the bigtime with her opening, at
the College Inn of the. Hotel. Sher-
man,. A tiny gal. Miss Cain at first

loots a.bit lost on- huge floor at the.
Sherman, but as soon as she begins
piping "Happiness Is Just a Thing
Called - Joe," she impressed with a
strong and new vocalizing personal-
ity.

The petite singer pours a youthful
ambition into "Poinciana" and "I
Only Have Eyes for You," but her
habit of working on top of mike
cheats aud of expre.ssive personality.
Her voice is fresh, her arrange-

ments are heavy and suit her "catch
in the throat" offerings. With an ex-

pansion of her materiali and more' of
same hard work, she'll be writing
her own ticket. ' Hunt

"and it's ours," says Par, hiding be-

hind the hairline technicality.

Marty Lewis, Par radio topper,

says Par's people are being used

solely to exploit Par's own product.

Joker in it all, however, is that .show

6nds Aug. 1, when Johnson returns.

Even it MPA gets its dander up due

to others beefing. Par will have got-

ten its plugs over and the event

ended before official hearings start.

Then Samuel Goldwyn's studio got

in the soup, though it's disclaimed,

due to Tommy Dorsey having "lined

up" for his disk-jocks airer a host

of players from the cast of "That's

Life," in Which he's working. Arch

Reeve, MPA Information head, stated

that Goldwyn studio was guilty of

three counts, the cuffo, platter and

jockey bans having been violated in

that instance. Studio released the :

story that Danny Kaye, Virginia :

Mayo and others were set to guest

for Dorsey, who had badgered them

in the commissary. It was all great

until the story broke the same day

of Par's impending castigation, then

came a flood of denials from all :

corners.

Reeve's statements anent Goldwyn
were denied, and studio took ihe

stand that it was not responsible for

the actions of Dorsey. Miss Mayo

;

would be refused to Dorsey "if and

when we are approached," it was

declared, femme player being sole

Goldwyn-controUed personality. Pre-

viously it was intimated around that

the Goldwyn plant felt free to play

with Dorsey due to having a "con-

fidential" agreement that permitted

it—provided the studio supervised,

sale of the platters to preclude

abuses by local sponsors. Now that,

too, is denied, along with Reeve

»

known statements about "open vio-

lations," and so Dorsey is carrying

the blame.
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Marshall Field's Chl Timeit Buy
In the sale of the Chicago Daily

Times, afternoon liberal tabloid, to

Marshall Field, 3d, publisher of the

Chicago Sun j Robert Walshaw, sec-

retary and treasurer of the Times,

reported that 60,000 of the desired

65,000 shares of stock had already

been acquired before formal notice

asking for shares at $60 per had
gone out to, general stockholders.

[Before the announcement Wed. (23)

stock was being handled over the

counter for about $35.] Total out-

standing stock is 88.977 shares,

When the sale becomes final Times
will continue in its present form,,

with the Chicago Sun changing to

tabloid form. Both papers put out

H Sunday, edition which will be cpm^
bined and also put out in smaller

.form,-;'. ,.'

Sun, presently printed at the Chi-

cago Daily News, will move to the

Times plant on Wacker drive until

its building higher up the river is

completed in the next two years.

Times will share in the Sun's news-
print allotment. Rumors that. Drfe
Harrison or Irv Kupoinet would be

out as result of the merger were
denied by James Mulroy, now asst.

managing . ed of the Sun, who is

teheduled to be managing ed when
sale is completed. Same general

setup will follow in the radio and
amusement sections. According to

terms reached between Eioharfl J.

Finnegan, publisher of Times, and
Field, present personnel will remain
on the afternoon sheet.

Approximate amounts , that large

Times stockholders would .realize

from the sale' of their stock based
on last reported share holdings are:

Richard J. Finnegan, prez and pub-
lisher, $346,000; L. J. Abrams, $112,-

000; Robert Walshaw, $108,000; Russ
Stewart, $112,000. Finnegan will be
exec v.p. in charge of operations of

the two papers, Abrans. will con-

tinue as ad head for th6 papers with
circulation head being J. F. Shana-
iian with Don Walsh as bi^ associate,

iilerger 'should, be completed within

the i^ext' 60 days.

ing of the profits derived from use of

the alleged excerpts is asked.

Other Federal court suit, besides

naming Reynolds and Dodd, Mead,
also sues the Whitman Publisliing

Co. and Gro'sset & Dunlap, reprint

publishers. Maeterlinck charges his

play, "The Blue Bird," published in

book form by Dodd, Mead, was -in-

fringed since 1919. He alleges that

Reynolds, along with Dodd, Mead,
granted reprint rights to Whitman
and G & D for use of his "Maeter-
linck's Children's Blue Bird Story

Book" and "Maeterlinck's Chil-

dren's Blue Bird Paint Book.". He
claims they had no right to reprint

the matter and usUs an injunction,

an accounting plus delivery of the
infringed material.

'

. Gen. Rose's' Screen Biog

Life story of the late Maj.-Gen.
Maurice Rose, who was killed in

Germany in World War Ilj is being
prepared for the screen by Robert
Casey, war correspondent, who ac-

companied Gen. Rose from North
Africa through Sicily, Italy, Belgium,
France and Germany, when he
headed the Third Armored Division.

Story is .also being prepared for faU
publication.

Title of script, "The General Rose
From The Dead,'^ is based on the
incident of Rose's parents being no-
tified of his death in the first World
War, but he survived what was
thought to be fatal wounds. Casey, is

working with the War Dept. and the
general's widow. •

Munson's Iicctnie Janket

Gorham Munson, Prentice-Hall

editor, is slated to speak during Au-
gust before ^oth the Pacific North-
west Writers* Conference and the
Rocky Mountain Writers' .Confer-

ence on "How' Authors Should Be-
vhave 'foward Publishers and Vice"

Versa."

In addition to the Pacific North-
west speech, Aug. 5, in Seattle, he'U
also interview prospective authors in

the Seattle area from Aug. 3 to 10.

Similarly, he'll be available for au-
thors' huddles in Colorado from Aug.
12 to IS at Boulder. He's also slated

to speak at the Univ. of Colorado on
"Open Secrets of the Professional
•Writer."

Lister City Ed. of Phila. Bulletin

Walter Lister, former managing
«ditor oi the defunct Philly Record,
has been appointed city editor of the
t>hiladelphia Evening Bulletin. He
replaced Emerson Hassrick.

' Lister, who was city editor of the
New 'Xork Post before going to the

Record, had been in charge of fac-
eimile research for the Bulletin be
tore taking over his city desk as,

ignment.

June Herder, assistant drama critic

of the Record before it folded, has
been named city editor of the Jewish
Times, Philly AnglOTJewish weekly,

day Mirror magazine section. Hof-
eller formerly served stints as pic-

ture editor of the N. Y, Daily News.
During the war, he held" down job
of pic editor for Yank's 21 editions.

He's been awarded Legion of Merit
for his efforts in the latter job.

:

Legion Invasion
Continued from page 1

.

being forced to face Legionnaire
"mischief," stayed away from the
Times Square area, thereby putting
more reverse English on the box-
oifice. Legit producers issued spe-
cial half-price ducats for matinee
performances but found these went
begging.: Two legit openings sched-
uled for the .week of the conventionj
in fact; were postponed because biz
was off so much;

While it's impossible to detrmine
yet whether the forthcoming con-
vention will present New Yorkers,
with the same rat-race as the 1937
affair, the fact that the Legion now
comprises many youngsters who
fought in World War II is expected

! SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
m imnn By Frank Sadly ,iu .t

Maeterlinck Files Suits In N. T.

Objecting to alleged , extra-cur
ricular deals made by his agents
and publishers, on ' sevteral of his

works, 85-year-old Belgian drama-
tist Maurice Maeterlinck, Monday
(28), brought two N. Y. Federal
court infringement suits against Paul
E. Reynolds & Son, literary reps, and
Dodd, Mead &' Coj, publishers. Same,
defendants were also rapped in a
third aetion filed in N. Y. Supreme
court in which the playwright seeks
an accounting of boolcs published
and handled by them;

In his 'first Federal court suit, filed

by his attorney Sol Dubrow. Maeter-
linck charges Dodd, Mead and the
Reynolds firm .with alleged in-

fringement of his story, "Life of the

Bee," which he wrote an 1901. Later
it was translated from the French
Into English and the copyright was
renewed in 1928. He claims the de-

fendants infringed by allowing oth-
er.s to use an adaptation and revision

of the "Bee" in 1944, without his

hnowledge and consent in a tome
galled "The Book of Naturali.sts." An
Injunction^ damages and an account-'

CHATTER
Dorothy Langley and Joseph- Than

writing a novel, still untitled, for
publication by Prentice-Hall.

Joseph Pagano's next novel, "The
Condemned," wUl be published in
September by Prentice-Hall, :

^Ap Monahan, Pittsburgh Press
drama critic, wound up his annual-
tour of the Hollywood studios.

Phyllis Calvert signed to write a
2,500-word story about Hollywood
for Leader Magazine of London.

Jack O'Brian, AP drama editor,
now reviewing phonograph records
once a week for afternoon AP
sheets.

Charles Hoffman sold his novelet,

I DidA't Know It Was Loaded" to

Cosmopolitan mag for early publi-
ycation.

Los Angeles Press . Club enter-
tained Hollywood flacks at a cocktaU
party, with the newspapermen pick-

ing up the check.

William L. Shirer's "End of a Ber-
lin Diary," sequel to his "Berlin
Diary," slated to come off Knopfs
presses in September.

-Stephen Longstreet is novelizing
his screenplay, "Silver River," for
publication by Julian Messner in

New Yorlt and Clarence Winchester
in London.

Joseph Shearing's "So Evil My
Love" slated., for Sept. 17 publica-
tion by Harper's. Film version of
novel is now being made in England
by Hal Wallis Productions.

Coronet mag will publish a con^

densed version of "Man-Eaters of
Kumaon," the story slated for. film'

ing by Monte Shaft and Frank Rosen-
berg for Universal-International re-
lease.

Lillian Albertson's book, "Motion
Picture Acting," : will be >published
in November with forewords by
Adele Rogers St. John^ Leo Mc^
Carey, Rosalind Russell, Cary Grant>
Ben Piazza and Jesse L. Lasky.

After reading love poetry on the
Chicago air for 18 years, Franklyn
McCormack is publishing his collect

tion of poems in two volumes,
through Winston & Co., Philadelphia,
First book will be 260 pages of "Why
I Love You, and Other Poems
From My Book of: Memories," and
will be out in February. The second
volume, a supplementary issue, will
be released shortly thereafter.

Louise Mace, drama and film edi-

tor of the Springfield (Mass.) "Re-
publican for many years, has moved
over to the Springfield Union in a
similar capacity. Republican hasn't
resumed publication since a strike of
mechanical unions last September.

W. M. "Bill" Reddig, longtime liter

ary and feature editor of the Kansas
City Star, went .«outh last week to

become associate editor of the Char
lotte CN. C.) News. He was well
Itnown to show biz for the many fea^

tures of show people and books about
the trade which he spotted •on the
editorial and book pages of- the Star

Leo' Hotelier has steppea out of

his. spot of editor of the N. Y. Sun-

Love That Legion
Current Broadway show biz

sentiment on the forthcoming
American Legion Convention,
slatied to tee off a four^day New
York, stand on Aug. 27, is. per-
haps best summed up by a crack
made by Rialto theatre manager

'

Arthur L. Mayer following the
Legion's 1937 meet in N. Y. Said
Mayer:

"I love the Legion, but in

some , other region."

to add to the general hellion atmos-
phere. Convention officials de-
clined to estimate how many del-

egates were expected in August but
revealed that at least 65,000 would
march in the parade up Fifth avenue
Aug 30. The^e, together with their
wives and families and other tour-
ists who usually tag on to such af-

fairs, are expected to boost the total

to well above the 100,000 mark.

Officials are still striving madly
to secure enough hotel accommoda-
tions, with most hotels fronx the Bat-
tery to the Bronx already canvassed
for rooms. Eateries, department
stores and other shops are expected
to benefit greatly from the conven-
tion, since about 45 percent of an
estimated $6,000,000 spent during the
1937 affair went to such establish-

ments.

Meet will open with a huddle by
the national executive committee in
the Hotel Pennsyfvania headquarters
Aug. 2?, but will actually get under
way the following day, when Presi-
dent Truman, himself a legionnaire,
is slated to address a joint session
of the Legion and its auxiliary at
Madison Sq. Garden. In addition to
the parade,' the biggest event is ex-
pected to be the "Celebrity Night"
staged at the Garden the night of
Aug. 30, with Bob Hope, Rita Hay-
worth and other show big -names
soheduled to provide the- entertain
ment.

Convention officials have lined up
many forms of entertainment for
the delegates, including the usual
sightseeing tours, yacht cruises
around Manhattan, tours oi Radio
City, etc. In addition, 12,000 seats
have been reserved for delegates at
Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, for a Brook
lyn Dodgers-Chicago Cubs baseball
game Aug. 28, and "arrangements
have been made for delegates to at-
tend the trotting races at Westbury,
L. I., the same day.

Coney Island will featur,e a spe-
cial American Legion Day.^ Aug. 29,
with $25,000 worth of fireworks to
be displayed.

Cold Feet
iss Continued from pace 1 sa

nothing more than a fill-in. There is

no reason, they say, why radio can't
be a year-round proposition, with
equal, regard for better program-
ming, even though the Bennys, the
Hopes, the Cantors and the Aliens
check off for 13 weeks.
' Too, it's pointed out that radio
fails to take advantage of the dif-
ferent composition of daytime audi-
ences during the summer months
when entire families can be reached.
Thus agencies and sponsors are seen
as muffing an opportunity of experi-
menting with new shows in the
cheaper daytime hours.

But primarily it's a case of disil-

lusioning the client who, given a
more accurate picture of full sum-
mer audiences, might be enticed into
staying on the air or putting addi-
tional coin into summer shows.

Coco, Colo., July 20.

Just how far the great psychosis "is likely to spread until Hollywood
either becomes one huge snakepit, or pictures go back to the age of inno-
cence, is the question of the moment. -How far it will go is indicated iri

"And Now All This," by W. C. Seller and R. J. Yeatman, published in
•1932. In order to complete Section III the authors went to extreme
lengths. They tossed up, the loser marrying, having a baby and so forth,

thus leaving the winner to develop infantile psychology.

In 15 years we have regressed plenty. An underground report slipped
to- me . by Rip Hanson and Bud Freeman, a pair of navigators currently
between wars^ indicates we may expect more of "Possessed" and less of
Great Expectations." A few expurgations of their document can't be

avoided. . ^ '
•

The testimony concerns Liam Olafski, an agent, and Ralph Waldo Rew-
ster, a writer whose cloudy Connection with the "Egg. and! I" and "Reiv-.
ster's Millions" have made him quite a literary figure in Hollywood.

When asked to shelve his artistic conscience he tells the agent that can
be done by adding a small fortune to the price. The mere thought of
having a Saroyan on his hands makes the agent ill, though he claims he
has only one small ulcer, and that's from actors, not money.

Bewster: If you don't think my artistic degeneracy is worth $20,000 I
might look for another agent.

Olaf: Rewster. Please. I'm not a well man. Don't get sore. Relax.
Bewster: Money can do that.

Olaf: Till we get to that, stop going to pictures. Don't li.sten to. radio.

Take it easy. Stop reading. One d'ay I see you with the Wall Street

Journal. Today it's, the New Masses.
Bewster: It's growth. You wouldn't understand.
Olaf: Hokay, 1 don't understand. Growth, I don't understand- The pic<

ture business I understand. You think that's easy?
Bewster: I admit -as a capable agent there's a place for you in society.

Olaf: Am I Jim Farley? Do I bother you socially? Do I call you names?
Hokay. Let's sticli to business.

Bewster; A pertinent suggestion.
Olaf: What Metro wants from you is a psychological drama.
Rewster: A psychological drama, eh?
Olaf: Look, Rewster, what is so topical? What is so timely, what is so

saleable as a psychological drama? •

' -

Bewster: Frankly, Olaf, I thought a story about the housing shortage . .

.

Olaf: What housing shortage. Who cares? We want Van Johnson with
a past and LanaTurner brings it out of him. That's What the people
want.

Bewsteri How about "Andy Hardy's Neurosis?"
Olaf: Juvenile delinquency? '

Bewster: I thought I. might switch my "Andy. Hardy Grows Bald" story

«

around and . . .

Olal: Business! Agreement? Business. No jokes!
Bewster: Okay, Olaf. I've been reading a few Of Freud's case histories.

Olaf: Ahhh! Freud. 1 was saying only yesterday to. Max what Freddy
Martin can do to Tschaikowski, you can do to Freud, -

Rewster: Thanks, Olaf. - \. !.

.

Olaf: For a client who is a friend, nothing.
Bewster: See what you think of this.'

' •

Olaf: Shoot!
Bewster; The hero, a Ray Milland type .. .

Olaf: I like it!

Bewster: The hero is suffering from agoraphobia

—

Olaf: Two questions here. Two questions. ' Is that bad and is it comm'er*
Cial?

Bewster: It lend's itself to exploitation, Olaf.
Olaf: Look, Rewster, to me you don't have to explain.
Bewster: Anyway, the hero is afraid of public places. So the whole pic-

ture is played with the hero on his back under a bed. -

Olaf: This has limitations. No movement. 1 don't know, Rewster.
Bewster: Early in the picture he meets the girl. Ingrid Bergman type.

Olaf: That's good. Make her a social worker;
Bewster: She's a mattress inspector. She comes in to Check the mattress.

Now right here there are two ways the story caii go.

;

Olaf: Two ways? '

Bewster: We can tell the whole thing in retrospect or we can play this

as their first meeting. For the audience to know that they are old
acquaintances . all site has to say is something like, "Still in there
pitching, eh?"

Olaf: You think Bergman can handle this?; ; *

Bewster: I've got a lot of faith in Bergman,
,

Olaf: True! Go ahead.
Bewster: When the girl leaves, he undergoes a tremendous emotional

struggle with hjmself. He wants to go with her, but: he's afraid.

Now we have this first fiashback. /
Olaf: This tells why he's under the bed?
Bewster: You're right with me. We g6 back to his youth. The hero it

one of 17 children; the offspring of a sheepherder named Julius.
Olaf: Wait a minute, Rewster! You're fooling. Who has 17 children?

Even Metro can't afford this.
""^

Bewster; Okay, seven. Anyway,- Julius and his family live on the great
sheep plains of Idaho.

Olaf
:
Idaho? Who made Idaho? Monogram?

Bewster: I think it's still virgin territory.
Olaf: Good title. "Idaho!" Ilike it.

Bewster: Veil, I'U make it short A great storm comes up. One by one
Julius and his family wander out onto the prairie first, looking for :

lost sheep, then for each other.
Olaf: And the hero was left alone?
Bewster; Right! Flashback centers around a displacement of effect, tort

of a transference neurosis. ' .

Olaf: This is in flashback number two?
Bewster: You're right With mel This is the punch. Freud!! The hero,

still under the bed, identifies the bed with his mother. He thinks
the bed is his mother!

Olaf: Freud says this?
Rewster: Not specifically, but this is the idea: the hero is torn between

his instinctive mother yearnings and his hatred' for her as a person.
She was too fat. She never wore a girdle, She treated' him shab-
bily. ' .:'..-,

Olaf: Now it sounds like psychology!
Bewster: Well? *

Olaf: Well? Is that all?
'

Bewster: You don't like it . . .

Olaf: Did I say I didn't like it?
Rewster; I can tell! .

'

Olaf: 1 lay my cards on the table. • 1 have a criticisnl.
Rewster: Overwritten?
Olaf: No Rewster, the style I like. But«it's too documentary.
Bewster: You're treading on my artistic conscience. Olaf! >

Olaf: Couldn't we take, out the mattress?
Bewster: Sure we could open on a padded cell.
Olaf: In Idaho?
iBcwster:

,

In -Mattewan. :

.

Olaf: Ahhh!
Bewster: That adds $20,000 to the price.
Olaf: Why did I ever specialize in writers?
Bewster: For money, what else? • .

{Olaf begins chewing the fringe, which i& mnde of soda bicarbi us ih«

curtain jfalls.)
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Schenck As UA Mediator
Continued: from paga 3

;

aeal of affection for UA, having

formerJy Ijeen chairman of the

Jjoard.

"Schenck does not want any dis-

aareements to destroy one of the

treat companies of the film ittdus-

ftry," declared Sears.

Sears pounded home the point that

any act of Schenclc's would be com-

pletely binding on Chaplin and

^ISs Pickford, including appointr

ment of a new president. When that

Office will be filled is uncertain. It

might be days and it might be

months, averred Sear-s.

Solace to Banks

"Meanwhile, the banks and the

people who distribute through us

Have the solace of knowing that

Schenck is in complete charge," UA
^eepee added. "The appointment of

gchenck is the most constructive

thing that ever happened to the

.icpmpany in that he will settle the

management problem. That in the

jibsence of a signed document he hks

agreed that he will select a new UA
president. As a result, Schenck will

fiave complete trusteeship over UA's
tangled affairs, with proxy to vote

the i co-owners' . stock and select

their board of directors. Schenck is

0oine . all this in an unofficial

capacity. I think Schenck fully

irealizes all the problems inherent in

the present management of United
Artists."

Producers and their representa-

tives, who attended the meeting,

were completely surprised when the

announcement was made, because
they had anticipated that this would
be a protest meeting " about pro-

crastination in selection of manage-
ment. Some producers dissented be-

cause Chaplin had not yet signed

over his power of attorney to

Schenck., Majority opinion,
. how-,

ever, was favorable.

Sears also reviewed UA British

distribution problem for the pro-

ducers. He planed in last Wednes-
day from.Londonv He said he asked

producers for guidance regarding

'what they want him to do about

overseas distrijjution, advising he is

In a' position, through deals set up

In England, to "duplicate the revenue

We got out of our former circuit

deals." He gave recommendation on
how this should be done.

The 'Hindrance'

On^again-off-again aspects of Si

Fabian-Serge Semenenko negotia-

tions w^re explained by Sears as

hindering the deals he was arrang-

ing overseas. Every day it looked
like the Fabian deal might be made.
Assuming that it did go through,

It was within the realm of pos-

sibility "that Semenenko, Fabian's

t)acker, who has $9,000,000 invested

in Eagle-Lion, and is also tied in

Avith RKO, Universal and J. Arthur
tlank, might have amalgamated
lEagle-Lion and UA. That would
have automatically brought a tie-in

With Rank's huge overseas distribu-

tion and exhibition setup.

"All l've' been trying to do is get

the decks cleared. 1 couldn't make
ft move with this possibility of a tie-

, tip with Rank, on th^ other hand,
we couldn't command respect or
demand playing time with owner-
ship of the company rapidly de-
teriorating."

There are "unlimited possibilities"
in the appointment of a new presi-

,
dpnt, Sears said. "The only type of
president, as I see- itf is one who
tan command capital for production
and acquire showcases in various
parts of the world."
Production coin should probably

run about $5,000,000, Sears added.
Distribution chief's own moves from
here on will depend on whetlier or
not he continues to supervise foreign
distribution, "which I have been
trying to get rid of for two years."

Sears hopes' the new president
Will relieve him of that responsi-
wlity. He added, that UA controls
50% o£ Odeon Cinema, which in
turn owns 52% of Odeon Theatres,
Ltd., thereby giving UA 26% owner-
Ship of the circuit.

Sears will stay on the Coast a few
wore days for further confabs with
S>Chenck and iha producers. He'll
Wso huddle with Chaplin and Miss
i'lckford on release Of "Verdoux"
and "Sleep My Love," their own
productions.

.^',ot'"cers and their reps present
?t the meeting were Lester Cowan,
aeymour Nebenz^l, associate Gene
*renke, Hunt Stromberg, Ben
«ogeaus. Carl Leserman, Lou Hy-

representing Sol Les.ser; Bill

finh *
Rachmil, Edward and

fvoDert Golden, Boris Morro!5, Bill
^aioii, Edward Sutherland, Sara

Coslow,: Charles R: Rogers,
,
Cliff

Broughton, representing Howard
Hughes; James Nasser, Ralph Cohn,
Sonny Chalift,

, representing Miss
Pickford; Arthur Kelly, representing
Chaplin; Hal Roach; James Cassldy,
Sam Dembow, George Pal, Waiter
Lantz, Joe TMcDonough, representing
Howard Ktawks;, Sam Bischoff, Aii-

drew Stone and. David Hopkins, rep-
resenting Enterprise; Paul Lazarus,
Jr., UA's ad-publicity -chief, also: at-

tended.

Plug Everything Outside

That's to Be Seen Inside,

Says 20th's Levathes
With the public now shopping lor

its film fare, it's time for exhibitors

to begin plugging everything on
their programs, especially shorts,

_
if

ttiey expect to buck the increa;sed

competition, according to Peter G.

Levathes, recenlly upped to 20th-.

Fox Shorts salesmanager. While the
public Kas long been sold on news-:

reels, cartoons; etc., the film in-:

dustry has been taking them for

granted, but it's nov/ necessary for

exhibitors to advertise on the out-

side of their theatres everything
that's to be seen on the inside,

Levathes adds.

Shorts, Levathes explains, can be
used to give another element of at-

traction to the film program in addi-

tion to the feature. They can rep-

resent that added, "plus'' value that's

all-important today when grosses are

beginning to Slip. He cited the way
automobile sale.smen lay special

stress on all -the gadgets featured in

new. cars in their sale pitches to the

public as an example of how exhibs
should exploit shorts to, the fiallest.

Proper ballyhoo on shorts is especial-

ly necessary now ;when low rentals

on them constitute one of the most
irritating thorns in the side of*dis-

tributors.

To further that idea, 20th-Fox has
embarked on a long-range policy

of producing shorts with added ex-
ploitation values that exhibs fcan con-

vert into extra cash. While rentals

will be hiked , only in those situations

where they're "too far out of line,"

Levathes said, it's hoped that the

plan will bring more revenue to 20th

throuflfT increased playing time. In

addition to stepping up the number
of shorts releases and turning out

several new series which, are cur-

rently In the works, 20thr also plans

to try to convince exhibs to advertise:

their shorts along with features.

Levathes, formerly executive as-

sistant to Tom Connors when the

latter was 20th's veepee over sales,

reveals he's been toying with the

new shorts policy for some time but

became convinced of its necessity

during his recent trip through 20th's

exchanges in the south and midwest.

He cited the case of one flrstrun

house in JVIilwaukee which adver-

tised its shorts on. the marquee.
That's the type of exploitation that's

needed now, Levathes stfesses;'

Set Aug. 26 Start

For Bergman's 'Joan'

Hollywood, July 29.

Walter Wanger announced Aug. 26

a.s the definite starting date for

"Joan of Lorraine," which he will

produce for Metro release with

Ingrld Bergman starring and Victor

Fleming directing. Start had been
delayed because of the difficulty of

clearing six sound stages on the Hal
Roach lot.

Costuming problems were another

cause for delay. Script demands a

huge array of medieval armor, etc.,

which take plenty of time to make.

Arthur Kelly Seen
Rank-UA Liaison

Arthur Kelly, Charles Chaplin's

representative on the United Artists

board and former UA foreign chief,

is expected to be the liaison man in

ultimately patching up the impasse

between J. Arthur Rank and UA in

England.
Rank's managing director, Teddy

Carr, is understood disposed to give

playdates to some dozen UA .pic-

tures currently backlogged through

UA's inability to get them booked

into Rank's circuits, heretofore. It's

understood that this Will obviate the

necessity for UA.sale.s chief Grad

Sears to return to England ,to see

Ranlc.
'

Well...It'8 Almost Cohen!
Date for the Washington con-

vention
,
of American Theatres

Assn, and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America to
ratify their merger .has been

•shifted, and here's how it hap-
pened.

Original time, Sept. 22-23, was
fixed by Si Fabian, ATA prexy,

: arid Herman ' Levy, MPTOA
counsel, following the joint New
Yprk board confabs. But Robert
Coyne, ATA's exec director, re-
vealed that the 23rd Was the- eve
of Yom Kippur,:, the most im.-

portanti of' Jewish holidays, and
notified Fabian - and Levy of it.

After a few exclamations of

consternation duo decided to

speed the meet to the 19th and
.20th.

Fabian and Levy are Jewish
—Coyne is an Irish Catholic;

Counsel Levy
Continued from page 4

;

tends to fill in only so long as he's
required to. iron the wrinkles. Prob-
abilities

; are that he'll join Ted
Gamble, ATA's board chairman,
who's rapidly piecing together a
large circuit.

There's an implied understanding
between the boards of the two units
that top-echelon spots wiU.be halved
as equally as possible between the
two groups. Either Gamble or Si
Fabian, A'TA prexy, will be asked
to take over as board chairman of
TOA. It's just a -question Of which
one will accept.

With Fabian, Gamble and Fred
Wehrenberg, MPTOA chief, ali tell-

ing the: steering committee that
they're not available for TOA prez,
th% strategists are in a prime stew.
As one official put it this week,: "We
need a man who can speak on even
terms with Charles SkoUras, E. V.
Richards, or Karl HoblitZelle, arid

that's not easy, to find. , The most
likely choices have

.

put thernselves
out of the running. It's a big .hole

to fill and should be decided in ad-
vance of the convention."

D. C. confabs will have three major
problems once merger .is okayed.
They are (1) selection of officials;

(2) decision on how far TOA will

venture into trade practices; (3)

designation of general functions- of

the new org such as public relations,

tax work, etc.

Farmed-Out Writing

Key to Squabble Of

Paramount and SPG
Squabble has developed over the

(juestiori of whether Paramount can
farrn put its feature-writing chores

to freelancers under the company's
pact with the Screen Publicists

Guild. Par's unit of the SPG is de-

manding that the post of feature
writer, eliminated when the com-
pany let out Fred , Hodson ' some
months back, be restored.

Spot was erased when the com-
pany insisted it didn't need a full-

time writer. SPG unit argues
farming-out process is violation of

its contract, which provides that any
member of Par's flackery can be
given the gate if the company elim-
inated the job as unnecessary. Unit's

reps and Par -oflicials are currently

dickering. :

Unit isn't asking that Hodson be
reinstated but that someone be hired
in his place. It's indicated SPG par-
ent org will be asked to irtlercede if
the unit doesn't win out. :

NASSOUR'S $1,750,000

FOR STUDIO, OFFICES
HQllywood, July 29.

Edward Nassour has earmarked
$1,750,000 for a new studio and two*
story office building. /

Ground tenants, beside Nassour's

own administrative offices, will be
Pine -Thomas, Marathon, William
Wilder Productions, Zenith Produc-
tions. Plans are now before the L. A.
zoning commission, ..Dave Garber,
Nassour's general manager, is in

charge of construction.

A-C'S NEXT, 'BRAIN'
Hollywood, July 29.

Bud Abbott .and Lou Costello will

make "Brain of Frankenstein" at

Universal - International after the
"Nooise Hangs High," their current

outside stint at Eagle-Lion.

Robert Arthur will produce, with
Charles; Barton -directing. Film is

slated to start in late October.

Santell's 5S0G Budget Boost For

'Darkness Led to Row With Yates

Yates -Goetz
Continued from pasc S

of the deference due a customer—
especially in a highlj competitive
fleid:\-.- ;;•:,::, '-^^

As a result of German's attitude,

Goetz has not been able to get too
touglv in his squawljSi He's tliere-

fore limited himself to deiriandirig^
which is his legal right as a director
—extensive information, about. Rep's
expehditures

,
and income. He, his

attorney and accountants have been
giving cOneentrated attention to this

data.

Goetz - has maintained that the

dope supplied him is not altogether
exhaustive enough for his needs and
is expected to ask at tomorrow's
meeting for additional statistics and
further breakdowns of some of
those already supplied him.

Yates arrived in New York Mon-
day (28) for the meeting. He had
stopped over on the way east .for

preem, of "Wyoming." He returns
to the Coast over : the : weekend.
Goetz, who came :into New. York
last week for the board conclave,

also goes back to California over the
weekend.

'Hucksters,' 'Stranger'

Eyeing Record Business

After Opening Dates
Metro's ''Hiieksters" is heading for

grosses second only to the firm's rec-

ord "Gone With the Wind" and Para-

mount's "Welcome Stranger" may.

On the basis of six test engagements,

emerge as Par's all-time boxoffice

champion. Both estimates are based

on company figures:

"Hucksters," which day-and-dated
in 142 situations, is averaging 35 per-
cent over Metro's usual top films,

according to one company sales of-

ficial. Pointing out that the first

1,000 dates usually constitute at least

70 percent of: a picture's entire do-
mestic gross, the Metro spokesman
reveals that the first week of the
142 bookings has chalked up $90,000

over the first 142 situations playing
"Yearling," Metro's top grosser for

1947 to date. Comparison with the

opening week's run of "Gone" isn't

possible because tlie latter film

played at roadshow scales on a two-
a-day policy in all situations. "Huck-
sters," on the other hand, is playing
at regular admission prices and, in-

stead of the 70 percent-30 percent
deal obtained for "Gone" it's being
sold the same as any top Metro pic-

ture, with the sliding-scale arrange-
ment figured to bring it up to 50

percent in most \ ookings.;

Par sales veepee Charles M. Rea-
gan, basing his statement on an
analysis of each of the test runs, ex-

pects "Stranger" to be the biggest

boxoffice attraction in our history,

boxoffice attraction in company's his-

tory, including "Going My Way." Lat-
ter, with the same starring team of

Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald,,

who are also in "Stranger," earned
more than $6,500,000 domestically for

Par. Grosses for "Stranger" in its test

runs in Kansas City, Rochester
CN. Y,), Atlanta, San Francisco, Min-
neapolis and Winnipeg, either
equalled or exceeded the grosses

raked in by "Way though the lat*

ter picture played at larger houses
in several of those cities. Reagan
expectif to - hold about half-a-dozen
more test runs for "Stranger," in-

cluding several in smaller towns, be-
fore establishing rental terms for the
picture. General release date will
await the establishment of terms.

Three on WB Roster

Get War Dept. Awards
"Hollywood, July 29.

Three civilian awards for "patri-

otic service in a position of trust and

responsibility" will be made to

three members of the Warners staff

at a luncheon to be tossed by Jack

L. Warner next week.

Michael Curtiz, Gordon Hollings-?

head and William L. Guthrie: will

receive citations signed by General
Carl Spaatz, Major General F. L.

Anderson and Robert P. Patterson,

who recently resigned as Secretary
of War.

Hollywood, June 29.

A difference of $550v000 between
Alfred Santell's original and final

budget estimates on "Sea of Dark*
ness" was the immediate cause of ,:

the producer's departure from Re-,
public last week. Santell and Sep.
decided, to caU it quit? on their two-
a-year deal after Rep prexy Herbert
J. Yates laid down the law to all the
company's producers on budget econ^
omies, .; "., ,:' .':

;

Santell's original estimate on cost
of "Darkness" was $850,000. Betorw
the pic was ready to go into produc-
tion, final figures came to $1,400,000.

Yates asserted his belief that that
was out of line with potential in-

come, and refused to approve the
budget.

Frank Borzage is in the middle of
a similar hassle with Yates on "Gross-
winds." Producer has worked out a
budget of $1,400,000. Yates won't go
for more than $1,000;000. Disagree^:
ment may result in Borzage's fallow-
ing Santell off the lot. Decision prob-
ably will be reached next week, on
Yates' return from a board meeting
in New York.
Yates and Borzage were previously

at odds, it is understood, on the pro-
ducers first two pix, "I've Always
Loved You" and "That's My Man.'V
Borzage is said to have exceeded
budgels, with Yates registering
strong objection. Bor/.age, on his
part, has been squawlcing, at what lie

claims is bad handling of the pix by
Rep.

It was the exceeding of budgets
that brought on the'Rep prexy's ex-
plosion at a meeting of the company's
producers last week. He charged the
filmrnakers with carelessness in not
seeing that their pix came in at the
cost and on the day estimated. He
said that running over budgets had
become a regular practice and must
stop.

At least part of the pre-ssure Yates
is putting

, on the producers is be-
lieved to be in answer to criticism

leveled against the company on ratio
of profits to income during the lusii

war and postwar period. Charges
have been made by the Harry Goetz
interests in the ownership.

Slashed Costs
; Continued from page 5

that has been hung on picturertiak-
ing since the start of the war hag
been, without argument, unavoid*
able. Upped labor costs and increase
in prices of materials have beei. an
international phenomenon and Cer-
tainly not perculiar to Hollywood.
On the other hand, however, stock-
holders and numerous company

-

execs feel they are: justified ia
squawking about evident sloven-
liness, in the economics of produc-
tion. ,

Becau.se producers and directors
have known that they wouldn't be
too closely held if they slipped a
few thousand

.
dollars over budget

or a few days over shooting schedt
ule, belief is that they haven't
strived too diligently at their tihan-
cial or production deadlines. Excuse
usually is the extra effort being
made for perfection.

That won't go anymore, however.
Too many pictures have proved
recently that perfection^at least at
the b.o.—<loesn't necessarily cor-
relate with cost. RKO's "Crossfire,"
which cost little more than $600,00(H
and Universal's "Brute Force" are
among pix currently demonstrating
that.

Another stinger, of course, to the
high-price boys . was Orson Welles'
trick this month of bringing "Mac-
bethi" in at Kepublic one day under
his 21-day Schedule, and stightlje

below budget at that. Cost >wai
about $650,000.

Welles was aided by the scheme
of extensive rehearsals before going
on the sound stages. His cast got a
thorough break-in .via doing the
Shakespeare opus in legit. - .

Chetham-Strode to Do ^

Metro's Prize Novel
Hollywood, July 29.

Metro signed Warren Chetham-
Strode, British playwright, to write
the script for "Return to Night," the
studio's 1946 prize'-winning novel by
Marie Renault.
Currently Chetham-Strode is script-

ing the Bing Crosby starrer that
.1. Arthur Rank will produce in Eng-
land, He will report to Metro in
October.
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Paramount predicted it.,*

The Industry, predicted it...

The critics predicted it..,

Now the boxoffice proves it...

Wedneadajr, July 30, 1S»47

mwmm caw.mwm

*^Ah, Junior-youVe a broth

of a' boxoffice boy . .

.

**Tis me silver-throated

croonin' that's got the

public swoonin' ..."

i> i<i 'I • ,I.J> l.lil -VCt. "^IVl-tVC J.U T< I
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Johnston Doesn't Choose to Run
Washington, July 29.

Eric Johnston last weekend added his name to the list of those who
don't want to run for the vice-presidency. Asked at his press conv

• ferenoe about his political intentions, he said: "I have no desire' at

the present time to accept any political office. I'm immersed in the

film program ,and am anxious above all to do that job.

"I share with all Americai) males the fancy that I'd like to see my-
self in the Whita.House, tout I know that I have no chance. I'm a
busihess man and I expect to continue as such."

Motion Picture Assn. prexy also observed, "I have no delegates,"

and added that there will be no "draft" either now or in 1948.

Johnston-Bfit;
— Continued from nase 3 ss

England at the disposal of the very

strapped, nation via investment in

British government bonds. John-

ston also has some-ideas for other

investments in Britain and the Em-
pire."/:

Today's huddle will be of the

board of directors of the MPA and

of foreign managers and execs of

the Motion Picture Export Assn. All

company prexies who are in New
York aie expected to attend. John-

ston will give them a full report on

the British situation and the entire

European picture as he views it fol-

lowing the six-week tour from
Which he returned last Friday (25).

A private meeting of directors only

•will be held in the afternoon,,

MPA proxy found the British in"

no way obstinate or Insistent, on
pljshing the plan of Hugh 0alton,

Chancellor of the Exchequer, for an
Bd valorem duty on American pix.

The British! know that something
must be done, and, that's the only
scheme they have at the moment.
They are perfectly willing, however,
Johnston found, to listen to alterna-

tives, and thus he has worked out a

number of them. .

There's some slight possibility the

MPA topper may return to England
to present his final plan himself.

It's hoped, however, that it will be
Ih such concrete form that it can be
given .the British by Faye AUport,
MPA's British rep. Johnston is

planning to- return to England in

October, but not in connection with

the present negotiations.

Team Johnson, Gardner
Hollywood, July 29.

Van Johnson and Ava Gardner
were 8.ssigned as co-stars in "Want-
ed," to be produced by George
Haight at Metro.

Picture, with Richard Thorpe di-

recting, will get under way as John-
son washes up his current chore in

"Virtuous."

80th Congress
Continued from page 2

Outlaw Ads

Restrictions Misht Boomerang*
Washington, July 29.

Eric Johnston, at a press confer-

ence here last Friday (25), declared
the Dalton tax" plan -might well

boomerang. He said it would lead

to similar restrictions elsewhere and
he knew of twto countries to which
the British sell films where similar

terms have been, proposed. Thus
that kind of tax would eventually
be turned against the British prod-
uct itself an'd might hit England
harder than it would the U. S.

Johnston said he would personally
oppose an American tax of this type
but warned that' this nation would
eventually have to take steps if the
rest of the world continues to raise

barriers. He expects to put his legal

adviser, former -Secretary of State
James F, Byrnes, to work on the
problem.
Other highlights of the session:

1. .Johnston will recommend that
Hollywood take definite steps to im-
prove the quality of its product to
meet the mounting competition
around the world.

2. British net revenues will nm
In excess of the predicted $10,000,000
in this country in 1947. Next year,
the British ..gross from the U. S.
Should be from $15,000,00(1 to $25,-
000,000. (J. Arthur Rank estimatfed
in London that hig American dis-
tribution might net him $15,000,000
In 1948.)

3. Johnston predicted tremendous
competition for Hollywood every-
ivhere in the world, due largely to
growing nationalism. He said the
Russians are going to produce pix ot
increasing merit and pointed to the
j-zech studios as equal to the best
In Hollywood,

;

*- He talked films with top gov-
srnment officials everywhere he
went and found them all deeply in-
terested.

j,^-
He heard no criticism of the

Bium-Byrncs film accord from the
i-roducers Association of France, al-
mough he expected he w:ould.

"• Johnston disclosed that MPA'
has launched a program to educatewe u. S, to see British films. For
example, MPA has been urging
school teachers to teU their pupils
to see "Henry V" and "Great Ex-
pectations." • . ,

.J.'
.He met with American military

th f'fr Germany and believes
"lat the situation there will straight-

satUfactorily. He hopes
mii.A will get complete distribu-

facilities in Germany within »
l:,^,"?™ths and thus be able to take
over from the Military Government.

block the State Department activities

which involve tlie use of films as

well as radio. The funds for this,

work had previously been approved.

LEGISLATION
TAXES: The bill which Congress

passed twice'* reducing personal in-

come taxes, and which was twice
vetoed by the President, would have
been helpful to every earner in show
business-^.particularly the big-check

boys in Hollywood. The House Ways
and Means Committee has been
studying a general revision of the

tax laws, which would include re-

ducing the 20% bite on admission.'!

and nitery cheeks to their prewar
levels-; While there is considerable
talk that these things may come to

pass by July 1, 1948, nothing is cer^

tain at this time, according to Con-
gressional leaders. Meantime, the

Ways and Means Committee will re-

turn to Washington in the fall, seek-
ing to get a bill ready for House
consideration.

GOVERNMENT FILM ACTIVI-
TIES: Congressional pruning of the
department budgets has sharply
whittled down Government film

activity. Congress carelessly kiUed
off the entire Library of Congress
film project, and drew most of the

blood out of the activities in the De-
partment of Agriculture and other

departments.

BADIO LAW: The Senate Com-
merce Committee conducted hear-

ings on the White Bill to ,amend the
Federal Gommuoications Act. As
soon as the industry discovered that

the measure would cramp the style

of the broadcasters as well as affect-

ing the FCC, the radio people hol-

lered copper and said they wanted
no part of it. Senator Wallace H.

White put his bill on the shelf in

some disgust and anger.

LABOR: The Taft-Hartley law
outlaws much featherbedding and
also jurisdictional strikes and sec-

ondary boycotts. This is expected to

force the end of the Hollywood
strike. The law does many things in

an ertort to restore a balance be-

tween employer and employee, and
the unions are busily trying to figure

out ways to circumvent it. Just how
effective it will be will not be known
for another two years. It will prob-'

ably take that long for the Suprena*

Court to receive and decide prece-

dent-making suits based upon its

new provisions,

CENSORSHIP: There was a threat

of censorship for the Washington

films, following a blast against "Duel

in the . Sun" by Rep. John E. Ran-
kin of Mi5,sissippi. Nothing came of

this but the matter may be revived

next session.

COPYRIGHT: The House Judiciary

Committee studied but failed to act

upon, two bills affecting copyrights.

The first would make jukeboxes sub-

ject to the' copyright laws and thus

responsible for royalty payments for

the use of phonograph records in the

jukes. The other measure would give

Copyrights to performing artists foir

their unique rendition of composi-

tions.

5 C«ntinued Uasm pa$e 1 sSm

years and the fact that the film in-

dustry is one of the few to tegulate
its own ad-rpublicity material. Plans
for the campaign are to be recom-
mended to the Motion Picture Assn.
board today (Wednesday). At the
same time, ttie board will act oh
proposals to revise the ad code, de-
signed by the Advertisers' Advisory
Council to preclude the possibility
of the industry's getting another
black eye, such as that which the
council says w-is furnished last year
by ad material on Howard Hughes'
"Outlaw."

Industry officials, citing the fact
that the majors have kept their own
skirts clean for the last 25 years
as far as compliance with the code
is concerned; have long been irri-

tatedv by the fact that indie pro-
ducers, as well as exhibitors, have
at times completely negated their,

"good" work through such advertising
as that employed by Hughes. Edu-
cational campaign, which was map-
ped out by the council under chair*
man Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox ad-
publieity chief, will attempt to ac-
quaint tlie public, including news-
papers, legislators and other seg-
ments . bf the population, with the
diligence exercised by MPA mem-
ber^ companies in banning all offen-
sive material from their advertising
matter. .•

Revising of the code, which will
broaden and expand its impact, is

to be tied in directly with the cam-
paign. New preamble has 'been sug-
gested, which stresses that all ad
matter must be based on "honesty,
integrity and truth conforming to

fact." Among the major changes are
the inclusion of a ban against the
ridicule of any race, in the present
clause which only includes ridicule
of "any religion or religious faith."

Where the pre.sent code declares
that film advertisers "shall bear in

mind"' provisions of the Production
Code, the new proposal goes a step
stronger, with the declaration-that
advertisers "shall be guided by" the
provisions. Clause dealing with
nudity in advertising has been ex-
panded to include a clause against
the presentation of clothed figures

in offensive postures or for mere-
tricious pui'pose. Present clause for-

bidding advertisers to capitalize on
censorship disputes has been widened
to include publicity, as well as ad-
vertising.

Need for the public relations cam-
paign and revitalization of the code,
according to industry spokesmen, is

based directly; on the agitation
stirred up by "Outlaw." Hughes,
himself, it's pointed out, is no longer
an MPA member. When the "Out-
law" advertising first appeared, New
York City authorities were just as
unable to cope with Hughes as was
MPA, As a result, the N, Y. State
legislature, for the first time, passed
a bill imposing censorship upon film

advertising. Combined protests by
newspaper, editors and the Public
Information Committee of the MPA
finally, killed the bill. It's to preclude
such things happening again that the
present campaign is being mapped.

In addition to the public relations

aspect of the campaign to be carried

on outside the industry, an intense
effort is to be made within the in-

dustry to make certain all members
adhere 'to the new cocle, Copies of

the code are to be mailed to every
exhibitor in the country and will be
printed in all press books published

by any of the majors. Copies are
also to go to field exploiteers and
salesmen of all companies.
Recommendations for both the

campaign and the code revision were
signed this, week by all members of

the council, which comprises the
ad-publicity chiefs of all MPA mem-
ber companies. Plans were discussed

by the council members with MPA
prexy Eric Johnston at a luncheon
meeting yesterday (Tuesday) at thc»

Harvard Club. N. Y„ prior to their

presentation for final okay today to

the MPA board, •

Rocky Mt. Exhibs Blast% Rentals,

Claim Necessary to Forego % Fihns

£-L Names Hoffay
Eagle-Lion took another step in

setting up its foreign operations last

week when Michael Hoffay was
named foreign ad-pub chief. Hoffa,

will organize the homeofl'ice staff

and then join Sam ,Seide]man, for-

eign sales head, in a tour of E-L's
Latin American officesv Company is

opening nine brr»ches south' of the
border.
Hoffay comes- from Columbia,

where he worked since the begin-
ning of the year. Prior to that stint

he served with RKO as foreign pub-
licity manager for 17 years;. He was
originally a correspondent for

Latino newspapers.

750G AD-PUB BUDGET

FOR mONQUERED'
Paramount has set a towering

$750,000 ad>pub budget for Cecil B.

deMille's "The Unconquered," Tech-
nicolor opus. Pic preems in Pitts-

burgh, Oct. 3, and some eight gov-
ernors and 30 mayors of Ohio Valley
stites have already accepted- invites

to be on the scene.

Par is taking on 15 field ex-
ploitee^'s as a flying squad to work
with the company's regular field

men. They'll all bo under super-
vision of William Danziger, Heavy
advertising aims to "reach some
300,000.000 readers of national mags.
Company also plans national con-
test. .

UA's Mag Budeels ,

Total of $472,000 is being spent on
national magazine advertising for
five United Artists pictures, accord-
ing to pub-ad director Paul Lazarus,
Jr. Most of the coin—$333,000—is
being spent on three Enterprise pro-
ductions.

Enterprise trio is "Arch of Tri-

umph," which is' getting $195,000
campaign; "The Other Love," $70,000,

and "Body and Soul," $68,000. Hunt
Stromberg's "Lured" is having $68,-

000 expended on it, while Benedict
Bogeaus' "Clirislmas Eve" is going
for $71,000.

Tountainhead* Added
To Blanke's WB Sked

Hollywood, July 29.

Henry Blanke, who recently fin-

ished "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," was handed "The Fountain-
head," based on the Ayn 'Rand novel,

for early production at Warners.
Seven other books on Blanke's

production program are "Moby
Dick," "Return ., of the Soldier."

"Winter Meeting," "The Two Worlds
of Johnny Truro," "The African
Queen," ''Lightning Strikes Twice"
and "Autumn Crocus."

Denver, July 29;

Percentage terms of 50 percent or

more and demands, by distribs for

upped admission prices have come
in for a lambasting here from the
Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres. Directors' meeting, with
some 30 indie exhibs from the area
looking in as spectators, adopted a
pair of resolutions opposing the
high terms and tilted admisision de-
mands.''' .':. '

"The number of pictures for wliich.
the distributors demand ' percentage
terms have increased to SLich an exf
tenti" said the initial resolve, "that
it has reached the point where many
independent exhibitors -operating in

small towns and who find percentage
picture unprofitable have found it

necessary to eliminate most of them
when making their film deals. More
and more pictures arc beii g ofl'ered

at 50, 60 and 70 percent."

Since receipts often don't add up
to enough to make the films profit-

able, resolution continued, change in

policy is requested to eliminate the
high percentages. Specific opposi-
tion of exhibs was asked to buying
pix for which 50 percent or over is.

asked. ,'
'

' ';.':-'.',

Second resolution d e c l a r e d :

"Whereas the exhibitoi-s must fre-
quently show pictures of inferior

quality at regular admission prices,

the patrons of the theatre should not
be required to pay an increased ad-
mission for the occasional special
production."

CURTIZ AHEAD OF SKED
• Hollywood, July 29.

Mike Curtiz winds up "Romance
in High C," Technicolor musical un-
der' Curtiz banner at Warners, on
Thursday (31) two-and-half weeks'
ahead of 12-week sked.

Curtiz directed, Alex Gottlieb
produced, George Amy was asso-
ciate producer.

Parks' 'Peonage'

WHEAT DOCUMENTARY
Kansas City, July 29.

This year's giant wheat harvest is

playing the lead in a feature film

being produced by the Canadian

Government.
Film is titled "International Har-

vest", and is being filmed in color

for international distribution to ac-

quaint the world With the import-

ance ol wheat and of the co-opera-

tion between the people of the

United States and Canada.

NEW CUTTING ROOMS

FOR RKO PIC RUSH
Hollywood, July 29,

Jame.'; Wilkinson, head of the edit-

ing staff at RKO, has set up three

new cutting rooms on the RKO-
Pathe Culver City lot to take care

of a Sudeten rush of 10 pictures.

Films currently under the shears

are "Indian Summer," "Mourning Be-
comes Electra," "Magic Town," "H
You Knew Susie," "Memory of

liOve," ''Fighting Father Dunne,"
"Return of the Bad Men," "Design
for Death" and "Dick Tracy Meets
Gruesome."

Continued from page 3

held down in perpetuity, by such a

long-termer, as, his 1945 seven-year
deal, which canie even before the
original 1941 contract had expired.

In his complaint. Parks charges
Harry Cohn, Col. prexy, threatened
him with screen oblivion unless he
signed the new seven-year deal. Re-
cently, he notified Col,, through his

attorneys, that he regarded the con-
tract signed in 1945 to be null and
void becau.se of the allegedly unfair

manner in which it was negotiated.

Until the case is decided the studio

has refused to issue checks on the
actor's old 1941 pact, which the 1945

contract superceded, while Parks re-

fuses to accept his pay on the basis

of his '45 pact.

Parks' suit points out that a sum
in excess of $11,000 had been re-

turned by him to the studio, repre-
senting a difference between Parks'
1945 contract and the 1941 paper.
Parks in short, wants the 1941 con-«

tract to run out.

Lou Mandell, Parks' New York
attorney and personal manager, has
arrived here to be close to the pro-
ceedings.

'The Hermit of 44th St'

Finds B way Gone H wood
Hollywood.

Editor, Variety:

After 20 years ol exploiting the

New York Paramount Theatre,' I

was labelled or libelled by Kelcey

Allen , as "The Hermit of 44th

Street." So Bob Weitman shot me
out to Hollywood to see how the

o"ther half lives. Except for tlie fact

thai it was cloudy all the time, I

would never- figure I'd left Times
Square. A projection roornj'n HoUy* '

wood is no different than one in
New York. When I wasn't in a pro-
jection room, I was meeting people
I hadn't seen since back in the days
you and I worked in the old Clipper
with Jed Harris and Herman Shum-
lin. To make it more like Broadway
Walter Winchell, that Vaudeville
News confrere of our Clipper days,
came in to stage in Los Angeles the
biggest of all shows for that great
cause. , ,the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund.
Wherever you go out here, you

run into one of our Paramount
Theatre discoveries. Cass Daley
hasn't seen Broadway since she
made her jump to the screen from
the Paramount stage, I know Weit-
man would like to have her back
along with Frank Sinatra, Bing
Crosby, Red Skollon, Andy Russell,

the Ink Spots, Tommy Dorscy and
others I've run across out here and
at the figures they originally got at

our Paramount Theatres. Not for-

getting Betty Hutton who is jam-
ming them in back' home, I hear,

in "Perils of Pauline." We saw her
doing a screen for "Dream Gii'l" and
her dramatic ability in this one is

going to win
,
raves

:
from the boyg ,

and girls of the press. During the
shooting Walter Abel had trouble
with his sacroiliac and got my sym-
pathy, as mine seemed nut of whack
after four days of Screenings.
You might tell my old tennis part-

ner, Maurice Bergman, that John
Joseph invited- me out to Universal.
That one won't go on the expense
account to Weitman. There 1 saw
William Powell doing "The Senator
Was Indiscreet" and it brought back
memories of Bill when I was doing
publicity for Cosmopolitan Pictures
and Powell was playing the viliian

to beautiful Marion Davies in, "When
Knighthood Was In Flower." But
that may be going back too: fan

'

Nunnally Johnson, who is producing
this one, laughed when I reminded
him of one of his first stories on the
Tribune 20 years ago, waii on a Para.,
mount Theatre' stunt. Ed Olmsstead,
Les Kaufman and Dave Lipton,
former Paramounteers, made It

again seem like 44th Street.

Boy, will it feel good to get back
to 44th Street and not meet anyone
you know. ..they're all in Hojly-
wood, ,

I
Jttcfc Mclnerney
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lOa DAY-AND-flftTES FOR 'BiG RHM
To: Bryan Foy

Vice President in Charge of Production

Eagle-Lion Studios

Hollyvood, Calif.

DEAR BRYAN: CONGRATULATIONS. YOUR

"RED STALLION," WHICH I HAVE JUST

SEEN. IS A GREAT AUDIENCE PICTURE. FOR

SHEER EXCITEMENT I HAVE SELDOM SEEN

ANYtHlNG TO MATCH THE FIGHT BETVi^EEN

THE BEAR AND THE STALLION. AGAIN MY
CONGRATULATIONS FOR A TOP JOB OF
PICTUREMAKING.

Bob O'Donnell,

Inferifofe Theatre Circuit

"RED STALLION" IS ONE OF THE MOST
EXCITING PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN. THE

FIGHT BETWEEN THE BEAR AND THE HORSE

TOPS ANYTHING IN ANY OUTDOOR PICr

TURE FOR THRILLS.

booking,, "^•"''•''>«*e

Directed by LesleySelander Produced byBen Stoloff

BRYAN FOY, in charge of production

An Eagle-Lion Films Production

FILMED IN ALL THE

GLORIOUS CINECOLOR
OF THE WEST!

"EAGLE.LIDN'S BEST!"
Say Tradei Reviewers

"Exhib* stiouM gttltop home ort 'Siatlfon' witii more than spurt a>iingling!"~Vciriety
f>ot«niiitliii«««. mpn^ft in Ciit«e9lori"!tFnm Ddily , , . "Should pack them inf-BoxofR

''Hot 'Can't Mi»»'

, „ . ^, . , 1 pack them in!"~Boxoffico "Hlftltly exploit-
table boit offlc»,*n»riril"^Bxhib>tor .

.

. "Thoroughly pleosingr'-Motion Pl<l«b Doily . . . "Expiqilv <ingles thot
<t}jell box offi<4('^-Vlnd«pdn<lent . . . "fackotf wUb action, romance, hearf interest, suspente . . , above^average
grossesI'VFiim Bulletin . . . "Will line th«nt up ot the box-office vjrin«lowl"-Daily Variety.

ij;. I'.. .' ': .i/'t '•iiji'i >;iii-i-. 1. V .t' '-4
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Balston and John Carroll as marquee

'"wiiile the teist turns in generally

caoable perfprmances under Joseph

kane's flirection, presence of Miss

"Halstori and Mme. Maria Ouspen-

Rkava in this mesa melange is some-

what of a mystery. Accent of the

former, onetime skating star tvera

Hruba), is explained away by a Ions

hiatus in European finishing schools

while Mme. Ouspenskaya is obvi-

ously out of place as a nurse and
family retainer out in thfe virgin

Wyoming territory.
,

Yam, scripted by Lawrence Hazara

and Gerald Geraghty. deals with the

rise of Elliott from a pioneer to a

top rancher. His career progresses

comparatively smoothly until Con-
gress passes the Homestead Act.

Albert DekKer uses the incoming
Hesters as a pawn in a rustling game
carried on against Elliott.

There's plenty of hard riding, six

shootin' and skullduggery before the

law - Of the land prevails. Some fine

fisticuflfs are contribbed by Elliott

and Dekker in a hotel brawl over the

hostelry's operator Virginia Grey.
Also lending romantic interest is

Miss Ralston, who feels that her
" lather, Elliott,, is wrong in his "war"
upon the homesteaders. She sides

with his foreman, Carroll, who holds

that everything can be worked out

legally, and it is, after Dekker's
game is exposed.
, Elliott is effective as the wealthy
rancher, Dekker is craftily sinister as

the heavy and Carroll also convinces.

Others, including the perennial
George "Gabby" Hayes, Miss Grey,

Miss Balston and Mme, Ouspenskaya,
turn , in good thesping. Kane's direc-

tion is in keeping with the neat pro-
ductional embellishments he's given

the film, while John Alton's lensing

is also first rate.

Sepia C'inderdla
; : (SONGS)

HeraW riciures release of .Tack Goiaborg
in«i Arthur Leonard production. Features
Eni.v T)nnk-la, Whclla Guyfle. Directed by
Leonanl. OrlKlnnl story and ' screenplay,

Vincent Valentin!; editor, Jaclc-Kemprcam-
• era, Geoi'gB Weblier; sonfrs, Blaine & ,Lcona
Blackntan. Deelt VVaUson, Herman I'air-

. banlts, Willie BoBt. l-revlewed In N. T.,

July 18, '47. llunnllis time, 70 MINS.
Bob Billy Daniels

BarlHu a .Sheila Gnyse
Vivian .Tondeleyo

' Bainev. • • • Kuble Bliikey

Balph Jaak Garter

Moonev Dusty Freeman
Bonny.' ' Georce Williams
Prt'Sf Acent. .Fred Gordon
M 0... ; Harold Norton
Evelyn Lora Pierre

: Great Joseiih-. .Emory Rich.ird,son

'Mrs. Drvflen....... Gertrude Saunders
Mama Keve.s........H)iaa (iffley Thomiison
MaeMUlUim.,. .Percy Verwayen
dhtnaman...... Al Young
Collins. ..llmmy Fuller

Themselves........... Alius & Kstelllta

Themselves, .berk Watson His Brown Dots
Themselves/. . . .Leonardo & Z"lD

Treacher i ............. .Ray .^Mbore.

Walter Fuller's Orchestfa,
John larby's Band .

Hiinsclt. Freddie Bartholomew

take steps to orevent the export of
such pictures as "Green Cockatoo"
to this country. "Cockatoo" is slated
for low grosses even in "shootin' gal'
lery" liouses.

It's an obvious imitation of the
gangster-type pictures produced by
Hollywood during the last decade.
As with all imitations made by those
without the proper know-how, how-
ever, film, made before the war,
emerges as more of a trave.sty than
a carbon copy. Picture had the
proper foundation in a story by Gra-
ham Greene, but whole thing col-

lapses in a .caricature of pseudo-
thugs walkhig around with their hat-
brims pulled down over their eyes,
their hands continually in their
pockets, etc.

Film's chief saving grace is the
acting, John Mills does the best he
can in a James Cayney-type role,

even with the songs and dances.
American gangster slang, though,
just doesn't sound right coming from
him. Robert Newton is good as Mills'

no-account brother, around whom all

the action revolves. Rene Ray is

beauteous and has the; right wide-eyed
stare as the young country lass who
unintentionally gets mixed up with
all the big, bud gangsters 'in her first

trip to London.
Film was produced by William K.

Howard and directed by William
Cameron Menzies. Both Americans,
they should have known better how
to treat the litory. Score was composed
by Miklos RoMa, who won an Acad-
emy award for "Spellbound" in 1945.

Soundtrack is so ra.spy, though, that
the music often can't be heard. Cam-
era work and other technical credits

arenothing to brag about. Stal.

in the east as well as other shorts
customarily lensed in New York.
RKO used Pathe Industries for its

development and printing ,work and
jit's likely Warners will continue
I
with that outfit. Pathe Industries
has no financial tic.q with RKO
Pathe.

RKO has agreed not to enter the
newsreel biz. That provision, how-
ever, wouldn't prevent RKO the-
atres from piping in news via large-
scale television.

Norman H. Moray, WB's shorts
sales manager, will be prexy of the
newsreel subsid, with James Allen
as veepee amd general manager.
Walton Ament, veepee of RKO
Pathe. joins the ; org as veepee in

charge of pro^u^btioii.' /.Other Pathe
execs, such ai Alfred Butterficld,

Harold Bonafieid and John LeVien,
I are also expected, to .hold over. Reel

I

continues in its present offices,- at

I
625 Madison avenue, New York.

"Sepia Cinderella," designed for

the race trade, retains the Herald
Pictures formula of intertwining" a

series of vaude and musical acts

with a slight and familiar story.

Film, .second in the Herald series,

is worth its keep in the Negro
houses, having marquee lure with
Well-known colored performers and
offering a fair degree of entertain-

' ment.
Story is a frequently seen item

centering about Billy Daniels, a

struggling songwriter who, after
striking it rich with a hit tune,
strays from his true love. Sheila
Guyse, but returns upon disillusion-
ment with the . more worldly-type
femme, the singularly named Ton-
deleyo.'
> Film displays some entertaining
moments in its musical interludes,
including Ruble Blakey's songs, John
Kirby's band offerings, and tunes by
Deek Watson's Brown Dots. Miss
Guyse and Daniels also contribute
vocals ior good overall effect, and
varied .specialties. Such as the hoof-
ing turn by Apus and Estellita, Fred
Gordon's- bit as a press agent, : and
comedy by Leonardo and Zolo hit
the desired elTeet.
Freddie Bartholomew, brought in

,

as a, guest artist, reprises part of -an
act he does in vaudeville.
Arthur Leonard's directorial pace

IS okay, but much speed has been
,.

lost m the editing with- inclusion of
^ .

unnecessary drathatic Sequences and
running together of too many musi-
cal sessions at one time. Jose.

WB-Pathe
si Continnenl 'from page 4 Si

added equivalent earnings for stock-

holders.

RKO cleared a $2,750,000 gross

profit in closing out with Warners,
since the company paid $1,250,000

for Pathe News in 1931. Warners, in

1941, offered $2,500,000 for Pathe and
RKO then countered with a $3,500,-

000 asking price.

RKO must pay its 25% capital

gains nick on the $2,275,000 gross

profit. In addition/ since the com-
pany deducted its tax in '31 on
$500,000 allocated to tangibles (bal'

ance of $'750,000 was then scored to

goodwill, which was non-deductible)

the 25.% tax must , be paid on that

figure also. Minor depreciation de-

ductions taken over the years will

add a bit more to the total tax bite.

First general release of the Warner
reel, labelled Warner Pathe News, is

due Aug. 17. Pre-release showing of

the first issue wUl be staged in New
York theatres on Aug. 13.

WB lias been shopping for ac-

counts during the past few months
and company chiefs claim to have
over 2,000 theatres lined up on book-

ings. That includes the 550 Warner
houses, bujit not the RKO theatres,

The Bird for WB
Warner Bros, exec^ claim

their first feature of the 1947-48

season, "Cry Wolf," which was
co'ioleted some months ago,

pruphesied the WB asquisition of

RKO Pathe newsreel. Pic opens

with a shot of a rooster crowing

atop a barn.

Bird is a olo.se replica of the

Pathe rooster, long identified as

the Pathe News tradewiarlf..

TUe fgrecn Cockatoo
(BRITISH-MADE)

If?,?,*'"^"''"''*' release ot William K.
g„J"™ Pi'rtdui'tlon,. Stars .lohn MlllR. Kcne

:Wi, ;(eal!jrps i!<,bert Newlort, Chnrl'iS
"Hver, nruee Keloh., Dlrecied by Wllliani
iamemn, jTensies./ Sereenblny. Bdwin-d O.

'Si,?'"v'i„¥"'l' WWf;!' by Oi'Mham Greene;
Wklos ri,iMo.. At Illallo, N. Y.,

tFini * roniior
,

Eileen .
: , .

;

gnve Oomii,)'
"errplK.

.

Madln.ii
Sieve,..,;;;'
Tnspei'ioi' '.'.';

Sutler, ....

. . ..John MMl.H
. .. . . , . . . .Rene liiiy

........ .Robert Newton
..Charles Oliver

. . . . . .. . , , .Rruce .^f loll

. . i < . . . . . .Julian Vedey
. . . , .. . . . .Allah Jejiyea

...... . .Fr^inU Atkiri^tm

Bn^^. British film-makers currently
engaged m an nll-nuf eftnrt to ?e-

r;rnS.,1^'"'^,P^«»y™e time for their
product on U. S. screens, they should

since the acquisition deal tied no

strings to the latter circuit with ref-

erence to future bookings. Scram-

ble by all five reels for the RKO
account has already started.

One of the tangles which had to

be unknotted was disposition of the

large Pathe film library. Deal allo-

cates all newsreel clips to WarhefS

but doesn't hand :, oyer that part of

library, collected, from shorj^, such

as the "This Is America" series.

Since it's, customary among the reels

to rent out nc.ws clips' to any pro-

ducer requiring them, RKO-ers
think there'll be no trouble^ in ob-

taining newsclips when required for

featurei! or otherwise.

RKO's short-sub.iects production

isn't affected
.
by' the

'

'
transaction,

company ofllcials say. Deal involves

taking over all assets; and equipment

of the newsreel divLsion of RKO
Pathe. plus members o£ the person-

nel Wishing to .Stick by. the org, but

does not include Pathe shorts, com-

mercial pix, studio or other activi-

ties. .

There's
.
been, an jnyi.siblo line be-

tween reel and, shorts, activities at

Pathe which: should prevent disrup'-

,tion of production of briefies and

i lab work, it's said. "T.hi;; Is Amer-
'

ica" series will coniinue being made

Picture Grosses

DENVER
(Continued from page 12)

Gal" (Rep), same as- Webbers good
$15,000.
Dsquire : (Fox) (742; 35-74)—

"Miracle 34th St." mth) and "Kil-
roy Was Here'' (Mono), day-date
with Paramount. Mild $3,000. Last
week, "Duel" (SRO) (.2d wk), fair

$2,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) and "Alias Mr.
Twilight" (Col) (2d wk). Nice $12,-

500 but way off from smash $22,500
opener,
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and "Kil-
roy Was Here" (Mono). Also 'at

Esquire. Fine $10,000. Last week,
"Duel" (SRO) (2d wk), $15,000,
Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Well-

diggers Daughter" (Indie). Sad
$2,500. Last week, "Untamed Fury"
(PRC) and "Scared to Death" (SG),
fair $3,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—

"Wyoming" (Rep) and "Web of Dan-
ger" (Rep), Moderate.$8,000 or near.
Last week. "Sea Hawk" CWB) and
"Sea Wolf" (WB), fair $8,000.
Webber- (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Pos-

ses.sed" (WB) and "Keeper Bees"
(Col), also Denver. . Good $3,000.

Last week, "Great Expectations" (U)
and "That's My Gal" (Rep), fair

$2,000.

Goodman Named Coast Division

Manager for E-L; Other Briefs
Del Goodman has been tagged for

the post of Coast , division manager
for Eagle-Lion. He takes over from
L. E. Goldhammer, who's been
boosted to special sales rep at the
h.o. and is currently setting up day-
and-date , bookings for E-L's "Red
Stallion,'' Goodman previoiusly held
jobs with 20tK-Fox and Paramount
here and abroad.
PRC wing last week also pu.shed

expansion. Edward Gavin, vet sales-
man,

, was added- to Milwaukee
branch, and Forre.st Swiger wa.s
hired as sales staffer in Oklahoma
City. Samuel K. Sherman was en-
listed as booker in Atlanta and A.
J. Lynn as as,s't booker in the Oklai
homa City exchange.

Take Over 14th SI. Theat-'e
Morris Goldman and David J. San-

ders have closed a 21 -year lea.se for
the Arrow theatre, N. Y., and plan
a renovation of the 600-seater at an
estimated $50,000 cost^ Arrow will
be converted to art.,house policy
under new name, 14th Str<?et Metro-
politan theatre. It's on east Hth
street.

Owners are Ben.iamin Knobel and
Leo Silver. Berk & Krumgold
agented the deal. ; :

Deason Tipped by Interstate
, Houston.

A. D. Deason, city manager of In-
terstate Theatres here, announced
that George Patillo, assistant man-
ager, of Metropolitan, has been
named manager of Alabama," replac-
ing Emery Borne, who goes to head
recently opened Garden Oaks as
boss. '

.

H. T. Loyd named manager of
Rhea theatre at Denver City, Texas,
operated by. 'Theatre Enterprises,
Inc. -,',.,,....

Harrisburg: Mgr. Wins Golf Title
Harrisburg. Pa.

Lynn Creason, manager of the
Penway theatre here, won his third
Harrisburg area amateur golf cham-
pionship, defeating Robert Davis. 2

up, on Ihe 17th hole. Davis was the
defending champion.

'Perils' TaO $15,000,

Seattle,W $9,000
Seattle, July 29.

•'Perils of Pauline" shapes as top
new entry ia field: dotted: with hold-
overs. "Hucksters" also is big \n

second week. "The Web" loolcs nice.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Egg and I" (U) (m.o/). Good $4,500
for seventh week downtown. Last
week, second of "Unfaithful" (WB). !

$3,300. I

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Miracle .14th St." (20th) (2d Wk).
Big $7,000 in 5 days. Last week,
$11,800, good.

Liberty (J & vH) (1,050; 45-80)—
"Gunfighter.s" (Col) and "Keeper of
Bees" (Col). Okay $7,500. Last
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Sport
of King.s" (Col), $8,300.

Mu.sic Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)r-
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue).]

Trim $6,000. Last week, "Egg" (U)
(6th wk), $5,100.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Great
$12,000. Last week, sock $19,600.

Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 45-80)—
"The "SVeb" (U) and "Overlanders"
(U). Good .$9,000. Last week "Bar-
baree" (M-G) (2d wk), nice .$7,900.

Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 45-80)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par). Giant $15,-

000 Last week, "Bla^e of Noon"
(Par) and "Crimson Key" (20th),

$7 300. : :

^

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 4^-80)—
"Dishonored Lad.v" (UA) (2d wk).
Nice $6,500. Last week, $6,900.

Roosevelt (Sterling)- (800; 45-80)—
"Ramrod" (UA) and "Ghost Goes
West" (Col) (5th wk). Oke $3,000.

Dickinson Picks New K. C. Manager
Kan.sas City.

Charles Boshart made manaser of
Kimo theatre of Dickinson circuit.
He comes to K. C. from St. Joe
wh«re he handled the Missouri, ace
house of Durwood-Dubi'nsky circuit.
New contract between flrstrun the-

atres and stagehands was signed,hcre
last Thursday (24). Contract is for
two years, giving stagehands a 5"»
raise; it was worked out in le.ss than
an hour. Deal carries a provision

calling for renegotiation if any of
agreement is later found to be in vio-
lation of the Taft-Hartley law.

'

Theatres involved include Loew's
Midland, Paramount, RKO Orpheum,
and Esquire, Uptown; Tower and
Fairway of the Fox-Midwest circuit.
Lon Cox represented Fox, Mike Cul-
len for Loew's, M. D. Cohn for Par-
amount,- and Frank Smith, for RKO-
Felix Snow acted for the union.

, Seek io.A)4 Juve Cnrtew
' St. Louis. .

Theodore Coleman, owner-opera-
tor of the American, l.OOO-.seater.

and the Uptown, a 600-scater in Ml.
Carmel, 111., is mulIinE! a plan to open
his houses earlier in order to accom-
modate kiddie trade and help them
obey the 9:30 p.m. curfew ordinance.
Last week Chief of Police Eatl Lytic
was ordered by the Mt. Carmel City
Council to besrin the .strict enforce-
ment- of the 10-year-old curfew law,
Vhich bad been winked at for many
moons. .

A rise in .iuve delinquency and
beefs from tiie parents o" kiddieF
caused the Council to act. The chief
announced that the rinsing of the
town's fire bell at 9:30 p.m. is the
only notice the teenaaers will re-
ceive to go to their home-s.

Par Continues B'klyn Par Op
Placing of the Brooklyn Para-

mount theatre and office building on
the block for sale will not affect

operation- of the deluxer by Para-
mount. Film company has a long-
term lease on the theatre but at no
time did it own the property. Sale,
advertised this week in N. Y. dailies,

is being pushed by the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corp., which foreclosed
on the property as well as other
sites owned by Realty Associates,
Inc.
Under the foreclosure, RFC holds

all the stock of Realty Associates.
MortgaRe on which RFC loaned
some $25,000,000 to $30,000,000 was
made to secure old Prudonttal cer~
tiflcates, which covered a number of
hotels, theatres and office buildings.

Stanley Meyer Quits Skourag
Stanley Meyer has resigned his

.iob as district manager for the first-

run Fox-West Coast theatres in Los
Angeles. In announcing his resigna-

^

lion, effective immediately, Meyer
j
revealed his future plans were in-
definite.

I He's a son-in-law of Nate Blum-
berg, Universal's prexy, 'and has
been associated with the Skouras

I
brothers for the past 17 years, first

in Milwaukee, then in .Los. Angeles.

Errol FLYNN • Barbara STANWYCK
In Wtiriier iiros. 11U

"CRY WOLF''
GERALDINe' BROOKS

rroduocil by Henry Hlii>ik«
,

In Pertioii

FREDDY MARTIN
Bis "Sinfflngr Hiixaphone" tiiul

HIh Orrhestru
• ami

THE COCOANUT GROVE REVUE
BROADWAY ; WA'rNKKS-
AT 47TH STREET STRAND

JOAN CRAWFORD VAN HEFUN
In Warner Bros. Hit

"POSSESSED"":' With..
Rayninnil Miifls^y • lileruldlne Itroohft

Plreoted by CiirllH ll<*rMliiii'(lt

Produ<>ed l»> tifi'ry \\'*iUl

aDn*nw»v WARNERS'
T^T^^ HOLLYWOOD

ON SCRCBN
'rhur'y., .T,uly :li

n Either
" WILLIAMS

Ricardo

I
MONTALBAN

i'TIESTA"

IN PERSON
D«an MARTIN
& Jerry LEWIS
Johnny BURKE

Herman
CHITTISON

Kvlrti! .

6raci« BAIIRIE

I

BEiryHUTTOH
1 johnluhd 't^-:

^"'t'S''-

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 13)

stein" (U) (reissue.s'»;-' Excellent
$7,000. LKSt week,. "Odd Man Out"
(U I, mild .$6,500.

Rialto (FA) (3.400: 40-60)—"Ghost
Mrs. Muir" (20th) and ."Banjo"

(RKO). Medium $13,500. Last week,
"Perils Paiiline'' . (Par) and "Cover
Big Town" (parf, fine $15,000: and
m.o.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;

40-60)—"Mice and Men" <KC) (re-

i.s.sue), SlO'*' .$2,200, La.st week, "Car-
mcn" (Indit?) '(2d Wk>. $2,O0O,

State (Loew's) i,3..'^00: 40-60)—
"Huck.sters" (M'G) i2d wki. Good
$16,000 after tet week's strong
$21,000.

Strand (FAi ,(1:400; 40-60)—
"Black Gold" (Mono i and "Kih'oy
Was Here" ( Mono i. Chalking up sur-

,Rrise biz of week, at big $8,000. Last
week. "Alexander'.'^ Ru.iitinie Band"
(20th) and "Wcst'.'rn Uii'on" ('iOth)

ireissues; (2d wki, mild $4,50,0,,,

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW "

•vlth MARK STEVENS . JUNE HAVER
A 20tii Ceiitiiry-Fox I'irtlii'P In Tt" Iml.-itliii

PLUS ON STAGE IN person:

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
Extra! MAURICE ROCCOSA'W ''Ot .«>'<• «.

.nw.^ I sotii St.

^RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
l,'(i|.|u.<clli.r OnriM •

T . Cary Myrna Shirley

4- GRANT lOY TEMPIE

^ 'The BACHELOR and Ihe BOBBY-SOXER'
} An RKO RlKllo I'UHUI'

" SPECTACULAR JTAGE PRESENTATION t

sciErtTiFicALLirm CONDirroNEO^^ -mu nm
• ™ 7!?XVOM

:

»•'•'.*.•-'«. f « It «r'* •»*',*.• • ' • • w '• «
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DEBORAH KERR

IH nRSON
TON V 4 SALLY
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rwi wTngiiell

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'
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HONORED
FILM OF
OURTIMEI
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PALACE
ROBERT YOUNG • SUSAN UAyiRD
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^^ith pride in mutual association and

honor for superb accomplishment. .

.

United Artists salutes

The Enterprise Studios

which from its inception has been

dedicated to the production of the

most distinguished film entertainment* In its

unprecedeiited first year of operation,

Enterprise has gained more than its share of

acclaim, from both the industry

^ and the ticket-buying public. In release

or awaiting release are these

pictures that will make the

name of Enterprise

II

STARS IN ENTERPRISE PICTURES

INGRID. BERGMAN • CHARIES BOYER • HAZEl BROOKS . RICHARO CONU • JOHN GARFIEID • VERONICA lAKE • CHARIES lAUGHTON • JOEt MeCRlA • DAVID NIVEM

mil PAIMER • GfNGER ROGERS • NORMA SHEARER . BARBARA STANWYCK

PRODUCERS

JACK BRICGS • DAVID lEWIS ^ LEWIS MILESTONE • WOLFGANG REINHARDT BOB ROBERTS • HARRY SHERMAN

DIRECTORS AND WRITERS

•ERTOIO BRECHT • HARRY BRt>WN - ANDRE de TOTH • lADISlAS FODOR ' ALFRED GREEN •, MICHAEL 40RY . LEWIS MILESTONE - ABRAHAM POLONSKV
/ ROBERT ROSSEN • PHILIP AND MNET STEVENSON
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'Radio For Peace' Blueprint

Tossed To Agencies, Networks
(H. S. Skornia, Director of the De^i

partment oi Radio of Indiana UnU
versity, has stepped down from the

professor's chaiT to address the, fol-

lotoirig Open Letter to the networks,,

agencies, writers, performers and

sponsors, copies of which hi>.v« been

sent to the State Dept. in Washing-

ton and to the United Nations.)

I am ptompted to write this let-

ter precisely because, during the

tvar, American radio, and everyone

connfedted with It, did so tremendous

a job, and did it so well, at virtually

no expense to our government.

I don't believe I am alone in the

feeling, however, that American

radio has reverted too much to

peaoe-time operation, before peace

has been achieved. Interest in the

United Nations is lagging. A dis-

gracefully smaU proportion of

Americans know what the Marshall

plan is; A pessimistic indifference,

based principally on dangerous gen-

eralities, ignorance, and boredom

prevails across our landr-a danger-

our attitude for the nation to have

which must lead in the fight lor

world peace. The men who are

patiently and selflessly working in

the U.N. and its subsidiary organi-

zations deserve better; the stakes in^

volved in "an atomic age demand

more. .

In correspondence with the U. !>•

Dcaartment of State I have been

told, regarding the plan I outline

below, that "...the need you de-

scribe for a fuller understanding by

the U. S. public of the gravity and

importance of international affairs

is of equal concern to the Depart-

ment Of Sate, -which is strongly

ivare of the role which American

radio can play in the realization pf

that need... (However)., a project

sUQh as you depict ..is one for

which the impetus should come from

leaders in the broadcast industry

itself.''
•

The Plan Proposed

Herewith, in the hope that the

leadership ire eded will be forth-

coming, is the plan proposed:

I know that American, radio is

bas?d on the sportsmanlike premise

i ol Cree competition, and on c,om-

pletely justified resistance to gov-

ernment control regimentation. I

know also that all of you addressed

are Uidividually doing all that is

possible to promote the understand-

ing I speak of. Yet- 1 believe that

what is now "being done is so far

below what is needed and - can be

done that the great potential of ra-

dio for understanding, so well dem-
onstrated during the war, is being

sh"mefully neglected.

As you know only too well, Mr.

Gorwin. your' series this past year

was heard by a far smaller audience

than it deserved. You are not the

only one who believes this. The

same is true of "The Eagle's Brood,"

and a considerable number of other

programs like your fine program on

Housing, George Hicks. I believe

with you that some of these fine

piograms are so essential to Amer-
ican and world understanding that

they de.<ierve freedom from competi-

tion on at leaiSt a basis of pne-half

houl per' week, for a limited time,

d"ring this period when time is run-

ning out.

I am not trying to sabotage the

fine entertainment programs regu-

larly scheduled, nor to decrease the

(Continued on. page 40)

Rivaling Each Other
It's Eversharp competing

against Eversharp starting this

Sunday (3 ) on NBC and CBS in

the 10 p.m. segment.
Client's "Take It Or Leave It"

moves over from CBS to NBC,
but the contract for the CBS
time period runs until Sept. 7.

So Milton Biow, agency on the
Eversharp biz, is putting in an,

Xavier Cugat show for the con-

flicting five-week interval.

Jean TennysMi s

FreeWNYCSeries
WNYC, the New York City-owned

station, is breaking out in the pro-

gramming seams. Station is in proc-

ess of re-fbrmating its musical ros.-

ter designed to strike a mote popu-
lar chord.

In terms of non^commercial oper-
ation, station will hit the bigtime

next month when Jean Tennyson,
who for years starred on the Celar-

nese "Great Moments in Music"
NBC show, .. inaugurates a weekly
program. She'll perform on a cuffo

basis, with show< tabbed "Jean Ten-
nyson's Studio Party," originating

^rom her studios in the Steinway
Building in Manhattan.

'

Teeoif program is set for Monday,
Aug. 11, in the 8:30-8:55 p.m. slot,

with Louis Heyward, who does the
adaptation for the "Claudia" series

on CBS, as writer and producer.

Joan Boberts, Jack Eigen and How-
ard Haycroft, the author, are inked
in for the initial stanza, with similar

guestars slated weekly as part of the
informal get-together idea behind
show. .

'

"THE FINGERS"

ART GOW
A veteran of 20 ye&ra In mu.sic,

many of them with name bands.
Presides at piano or Hammond on
several KLZ shows; leads his "Gow-
hoya" on KLZ's "Potluck Party"
each aCternoon.

KLZ, DENVER.

Book of Mondi Qnils 'Aiitbr-Critic' In

3-Way Snari After ii-Wk. Bankroliing
After 140 weeks of

Girls Can No Longer Be

Beautiful as Cosmetic

Firms Take a Powder
Now that R. J. Reynolds (Camel)

has taken pos esaion of ' "Screen

Guild Players,"-, the decision of

Lady Esther to do a complete ra-

dio fold is linked to the precarious-

iie.'is of the cosmetic market in gen-

eral. At the moment there is con-

siderable speculation in the trade as

to how it will affect other program-

ming sponsored by cosmetic outfits.

Bouijois, of course, has been off

ihr air for some time, cancelling its

CBS time after the ill-fated Tony
Martin show. Hudnut has a limited

programming budget with the Jean

Sablon CBSer. with its fall sched-

ule reported somewhat uncertain.

As With other commodities, it's a

case of the cosmetic companies

working off present inventories; like

the fountain pen situation, which

also resulted in dra.-iHc curtailment

in radio expenditures, the market
' has "been" flooded With low-priced

items;' " ' J---

Finding Suitable Time

Snags Paar Buildups

For Regular Season
American Tobacco Co., via Foote,

Cone & Belding, has ambitious plans

for Jack Paari who's currently sub-
bing for Jack Benny*s Sunday night

Lucky Strike show. They're con^
vinced they've got a potentially top
comic on their hands and want to
slot him in his own fall-winter pro-
gram, but right now there's a snafu
over finding a suitable time segment.
American Tobacco wan^s either

NBC or CBS time. NBC is sold out.

CBS has offered 9:30 on Tuesday
(opposite "Fibber McGee & Molly");
10:30 on Wednesday or 8:30 on Satur-
day. F-C-B has nixed all of them.
For a while they were kicking
around Friday at 9:30 (vacateicl by
Rexall-Jimmy Durante) until it was
discovered that Lucky Strike would
be back-to-back with Philip Morris.
Latter's "Pays To Be Ignorant" is

heard Friday at 10.

Instead, Procter & Gamble is shift-

ing its "FBI in Peace and War", into

the Friday time. That releases the
Thursday 8:30 p.m. segment for

American Home Products' "Mr.
Keen" show. Latter was yanked
from its 7:30 berth to make way for
the lucrative Campbell Soup cross-

the-board programming, with P & G
cooperating on the reshuffling, since

it, too. was given a break on open-
ing up tlie 6:45 time for Lowell
Thomas. <

CHI RADIO WRITERS IN

STRIKE VOTE VS. NBC
Chicago, July 29.

Impa-sse between Chi Radio Writ-
ers Guild, representing seven memr
bers of the WMAQ • news depart-
ment, and NBC heads led to strike

vote Friday (25). As yet no definite

date for strike has been set. News'
men had been attempting to obtain
a 20% wage increase for present staff

with a $300 minimum starting wage.
While Ben Myers, counsel for RWG,

claimed that present and proposed
scale was mucli less than that of New
York, NBC reiterated that station

newsmen were highest paid in the
area, and with the exception of sum-
ser swing men. present salaries ex-
ceeded Guild demands. Present con-
tract had expired May 31, but under
terms of the contract it continues in

force until new pact takes over.
Other Chi stations are not affected

at present timW" ' *J-" '

^ Won't Ihp

FMWidMNitM

From Petrillo
Washington, July 29.

This week should end all doubts
among network and radio men on
James Caesar Petrillo's willingness

to permit duplication of AM-PM
musical shows, if Rep. Carroll

Keams (R., Pa.) has his way. Keams
huddles with the music czar in Chi-

cago Thursday (31) and,has spread the

word around that he hopes to pry a
formal commitment on duplication

out of Petrillo at, that time.

Meanwhile, network men are

privately burned up at widely
printed reports that Petrillo has al-

ready given them a greenlight to

duplicate and insist they aren't lift-

ing a finger in that direction with-
out a clear nod from the AFM chief.

Keams said he had had no definite

assurance on FM from Petrillo either,

although their sessions had been full

of ^sweetness and light. Frequency
Modulation Assn. teps, however,
feel that inasmuch as Petrillo

has assured them he won't buck
the law, he already has agreed in ef-

fect to .permit duplication. Both
the Lea Act and the Taft-Hartley
Law forbid featherbedding.

Cite 1945 Edict

Another point of argument be-
tween the webs and FM'ers involves

a 1945 AFM edict which ordered the

nets to stop feeding music io FM af-

filiates. The nets claim this order
still ties their hands. FMA men take
the position that since the 1947 AFM-
net contracts do not ban duplica-
tion, Petrillo hasn't a legal foot to

stand on. Rep. Keams discounted
last week rumors that Petrillo might
have or attempt, to get a verbal
'agreement from the webs banning
AM-FM broadcasts.

Meanwhile, these were the other
developments:

1. Petrillo and the music educa-
tors are palsy-walsy again, as result

of his agreement last week to work
with them ' on a "code of ethics"

which would permit all mtisic festi-

vals of an "educational, non-com'^
mercial character" to be broadcastv-

Session was so lovey-dovey that the
music 'educators promptly asked
Petrillo to be principal speaker at

their national conference in Detroit
next April. Petrillo shook hands
all around and accepted the invite.

2. In the same parley, Petrillo

agreed to let service bands record
for broadcast by schools and col-

leges. Question of whether the
platters may be sold to the public is

still to be re-solved. House Labor
Committee will meet with the rec-

ord companies later to discuss ways
and means, '

3. The National As-sociatioh of Ed-
ucational Brqadca.slers. whose mem-.
ber,s claim Petrillo has generally co-
operated in the broadcast of music
shows, will probably have a repre-
sentative on the "code committee"
for . jion-commcrcial music broad-
casts. NAEB prexy Harold Engle
wned Kearns seeking representa-
tion.

'

4. Rep. Keams and committee
investigator Irving McCann' will,

opon'hearmgs on AFM activities in
Hollywoofd Aug. 4. McCann is al-
ready on the Coast lining up wit-
nesses. mo.st of whom have sub-
poenar,'' *' ' • • J" '-"i ,/ ; 1

Maybe Caesar'll Render
Washington, July 29.

Treasury officials did some

quick mental arithmetic here

last week and called for the

transcript of James Caesar

Petrillo's testimony bef pr e a

House lab o r subcommittee sev-

eral weeksago.

Petrillo told the committee he
gets $46,000 a year in salary,

plus $13,000 for expenses and a
new car whenever he wants it.

The Chicago AFM' local chips in

to pay all his income taxes.

Government figures that an
average tax on $46,000 amounts
to $20,000. If the union pays

the tax, however, it means more
income for Petrillo, which would
pyramid the tax to a much high-

er figure. Assuming the levy

is $20,000, Petrillo's income
.
would then be $66,000 and the
local would pay out a lot, more
to the Government.

Rep. Carroll Kearns said he
had heard Petrillo's gross in-

come would have to be over

$200;000 to net him as much as

he reported' to the committee.

WHORTsYenFor

TkeigGlyLtfe
Washington, July 29;

FCC took two actions here last

week affecting the present status of
New York area station bidders and
licensees.

In line with its concern to insure
an equitable • distribution of radio

facilities, the Commission set down
for hearing a. request by Generoso
Pope to move the studios of WHOM
from Jersey City to Manhattan. Pope
argues it will be more convenient to

operate out of New York and that
the shift will in no way afCect Sta-

tion's present service to foreign-

language audience in the area.

Commission has already turned
thumbs down on more new stations

for radio-rich Manhattan but has a
precedent for permitting 'a suburban
station to move within the city lim-
its. Similar permission was given
Dorothy Thackrey to .-move WLDB,
whose studios used to be in
Brooklyn. ^
WHOM, along with Radio Projects

and Metropolitan Broadcasting Serv-
ice, has a bid on file for one of New
•York City's reserved FM slots.

In the FM field, the FCC dismissed
two community-type bids from
Radio Projects, Inc., for Jamaica
and West New Brighton. Commis-
sion, in dismissing the applications,

invoked its policy of not permitting
Class A FM stations within " the
limits of the central city (in this

case. New York) of a metropolitan
area.

FCC engineers, however,, have still

not decided whether the remaining
eight FM bidders can be accom-<
modated without necessity of going
through competitive hearing for
ether space in the suburban areas
outside New York Citv.

JOE BI€ELOW RESIGNS

AS THOMPSON V.P.
Joe fiigelow^ veepee in charge of

radio production for J. Walter
Thompson, has turned in his resig-
nation. He checks out of the agency,
after an eight-year asisociation, on
Sept. 15. His future plans are unde-
cided, except that hefU take a Ber-
muda vacation before effecting a
new tieup.

'

John U. Reber. agency's top radio
man, says there'll be a readjustment
in agency radio personnel, with no
replacement scheduled.

:

Bigelow, for many years on
Variety, joined the agency in 1939
and for a while was right bower to
the late Danny Danker in the Coast
JWT office, with Reber bringing
him to New York about five years
ago as head writer and production
chief on JWT programming.

In his eight-year agency associa
tion, Bigelow's masterminding of
some of radio's top shows has . won
him a top niche m behind-the-
scenes operations. , 1> V

consecutive
sponsorship extending through its

WHN-WQXR (N. Y.) affiliation and
into its current WNBC regime, Book^
of-the-Month Club is severing its

bankroll tie with "Author Meets the
Critic" show. Upon concluiiion of its

initial 13-v7eek semester on the NBC
flagship station, on Aug. 24, the pro-
gram, heard in the Sunday afternoon
4;30 to 5 period, goes sustaining, with
BOM execs deciding to scram out of
the radio picture. "

Decision of BOM execs and. Martin
StonCi owner of the "Author" pack-
age, to oaQ it quits stems from a Idt

of dissatisfaction that's cropped up
ever since the program moved iiito

its WNBC berth. A three-way con-
flict had developed, with Stone and
NBC deciding they'd rather give the
show a sustaining whirl and hunt up
a new sponsor than yield to demands
of BOM that, it was felt, would de-
stroy the program's impact. ,

Desire of BOM execs, for one
thing, to spring a book via its

"Author" show a month before pub*
lication date has reportedly brought
squawks from book critics on the

N. Y. dailies. It happened on the

John Gunther "Inside USA" broad-
cast, with . resultant repercussions

from the crix.

Secondly, BOM, prior to the poU
icy which gave Stone carte blancha
to choose whatever books he wanted,
laid down new rules limiting alls

broadcasts to tomes selected by the
BOM Club judges. Stone countered
that, while BOM selections them-
selves may have considerable merit,

they don't necessarily add up to

,

good programming, and it was felt

that the- show would suffer consider-
:

ably from the limited range.

Major bone of contention, how*
ever, was over BOM's edict that

VAuthor" go in more for exposition

and narration, and lay off contro-

versy. Client hasn't been happy over
jnuch criticism being aimed at its

books on the show, and expressed its

resentment when Eugene O'Neill, Jr.,

'

guesting on the program that kicked
around "The Left Hand Was «'
Dreamer" novel, took it over the

coals, When Bob Allen was on the
Gimther "Inside USA" panel and
lambasted segments of the book,

BOM similarly blew its top.

Stone has been hankering to sink

his teeth into such controversial

books at "Gentlemen's Agreement,"
but has been jfeept under wraps be*

caus^ of the two-way BOM restric-

tions.

"Author" has also been heard on
the 'NBC network on a co-op basis

but web is dropping it because of

lack of response ? from sufficient

stations. . .

•

BOM has been paying slightly

under $1,000 a week time-and^talent

for the WNBC ishow.

Oyerall Response of ABC

Affiliates Key to Co-op

OfAbktt-CostelloShow
Whether or not the ABC network

picks up the option for the proposed

Abbott & Costello eo-op program-
,

ming deal will depend on the over-

all response of the affiliate stations

to the idea. Mark Woods, network
prexy, went on a closed circuit last

Thursday (24) to explain to tine sta-

:

tions the plan for the A & C show-

casing via multiple local sponsor-

ship.

ABC has a two-week option on the

comedians. Plan is to, put thom on

somewhere in the 8 to 10 Pi,m. pe-

riod either Wednesday or Thursday.

As pointed out to the stations, it

would mark the first time that a top

comedy show has been spotted co-

op on network time, rather than sta-

tion time. Cost of show per station

will be about $300.

Network would like to. see the

show . parlayed with its Wednesday
night, all-star lineup, including Bing

Crosby and Henry Morgan, etc.

Berle's New Whirl
Indecision as to whether the Mil-

ton Berle show would be picked up

again on behalf of Philip Morris was

apparently cleared up yesterday

(Tues.) when Milton Biow, whose

agency handles the account, revealed

that everything's .set for re-signa-

turing.
,

Which means another la-Wf-e^

whirl around the NBC kilocycles for

Berle.
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mD MAP TO GOOD RADIO'
Rivalry of Raters Grows

That there will be an intensification of the existing rivalry during

the coming season between the aadience measurement organizations

-I-notably C. E. Hooper anfl A; C. Nielsen^ppears to be a foregone'

Ctoclusion. Some say that ;the battle toyal ior supremacy will par-

ticularly get under, way in earnest now that George Gallup has

decided to enter the picture.

The industry naturally w6uld welcome one all-encompassing service

to eliminate multiple costs. Right now it figures it needs both Hooper
and Nielsen, the former with his key-city coverage, and the latter's

more minute penetration into rural and minute-by-minute break-:

.downs."
Nielsen tried to wrap up a Jour-network deal to give theina . the

complete, works, but the 1% . nick on. total billings..^which would
approximate $2,000,000 a year-f^as considered too steep, and the deal

fell through.

Mutual Cancels, Others Squawk

On Doubled Rate by Hooper Edict

Some of the networks 9re kick--

ing up a fuss over C. E. Hooper's

"double or nothing" rate edict. As.

a result. Mutual has already can-

celled out on its Hooper service.

That leaves Mutual without any rat-

ing service at all, since it does not

subscribe to A. S. Nielsen audience

measurement technique. However,

it's reported from reliable quarters

that, despite the upped cost in-

volved. Mutual xaay soon embrace

the Nielsen fold.

The amount Hooper is asking from
the four networks for his basic serv-

ice (contained in his bi-weekly Poc-

ketpiece ) is "appro^dimately $60,000

annually. That about' doubles the

amount he's been getting. The webs

pay on a pro rata basis, ABC and
Mutual paying less than NBC and
CBS. The $60,000, of course, would

not include the extra services re-

quested of Hooper by the various

networks, which over a year's span

ups the tariff considerably.

It's considered likely that the

othe* three webs—NBC, CBS and
^ABC—will yield to Hooper's hiked

rate, but not wiUiout a squawk.

ABC Aiming For

BigtimeSkedOf

Wed. P.M.-ers
. ABC 'network apparently wasn't
kidding when it envisioned a Wed-
nesday night programming schedule
that would out-Hooper NBC and
CBS. They got it rolling last season
when they maneuvered the Bing
Crosby 10, p. m. transcription show
for Philco, slotted Henry Morgan
into the post - Crosby EVersharp-
Schick time, and wooed over Lionel
Barrymore ("Mayor of the Town")
from CBS.

Now ABC has set its guns on a
multiple schedule of bigtime shows
for the Wednesday roster. It's all
tentative, but net execs aren't going
to give up without a desperate
Struggle, For one thing, they're after

(Continued on page 36)

PROGRAMMING BONER

HITS TOPS' IN T-ZONE
Hollywood, July 29.

iiT?-
''^ no cigaret cough Paul

Whiteman has, fellers. It's an;
narummpfi: of embarrassment. (And
tnats no butt, "Pops," says Camel.)

% a rare coincidence someone
Jjverlooked the fact that some of
Pop's" guests on his ABC platter
parade last week sort of overlapped
"^'0 the domain that should be
yamels' alone. It seems that Ches-
terfield's Perry Como and Lucky
f,; 1

s Andy Russell were slated for
spots during the quarter-hour the
«eynolds Co. bankrolls.
Camel watchdogs got wind of it,

wniteman got some wind for it, and

t, •*
,'°^^''<=onist-troubadours were

switched to segments paid for by,

SMs.*"^^*^*^
»t, non-competitive spon-

ABC, TEXACO AGAIN

SET FOR MET OPERA
ABC network has again grabbed

off the Texaco billings on the Sat-

urday afternoon MetropoUtari Opera
broadcasts. That makes the seventh
consecutive season. At $22,000 a
throw for time, the full season's

schedule will put an approximate
$500,000 into the network coffers.

Operatic season tees off early in

November and continues into April.

Milton Cross is again slated for the

commentary rolei

Texaco opera biz. is one .of the

web's prize seasonal matinee plums.

CBS' Long-Range

Sales Dept. Hypo

Into the Hopper
Newest phase of concentration at

CBS is in the program sales dept.,

with personnel changes reported as

fairly imminent. That's the division

headed currently by Herschell Wil-
liams—-a . division that, acting as
liaison between 'the programming
dept. and client-agencies, occupies
an unusually important niche in the
thinking and strategy among the
higher brass at CBS. '

The network for weeks has been
on the lookout for a top program-
ming man with sales know-how
who, when he's found, will be
brought into the organization as an
important entity cUed to the net-
work's long-range plan of making
a more appreciable dent in the com-
mercial programming operation.

Web's execs have, in particular,

been
.
scanning the "availibilities"

among agency men, feeling that the
answer to what CBS needs lies in

someone with a background tran-
scending mere programming but
with the proper savvy in dealing
with clients plus a full understand-
ing of sales techniques.

It's one of the factors that brought
about the appointment of Hubbell
Robinson, Jr., an, agency man, as

programming veepee: .

Robirison Takes Over
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., assumed

his new position as a CBS veepee in

New York on Monday (28) after a

(Continued on page 38)

HANK BOOREAM INTO

MUTUAL PROGRAM SPOT
- Mutual'a program veepee Phil

Caj-lin yesterday (Tues.) appointed
Hendrik (Hank) Booream, until re-

cently Coast manager ' for the

Hutchins ad 'agency, to a new post

of national program manager for

the network. Booream will move in

about Sept. 1, taking over full re-

sponsibility for the overall produc-

tion quality of MBS shows. At same
time, Walter Lurie, the net's execu-

tive producer, will begin giving

more, time to new program develop-

ment, especially on the Coa.st.

Booream was with Young &
RUbicam for eight years before the

war. , i c 1 f . J . 1

SETS UP
' IFTC Invasion of Radio Programming

Field Seen in Move to Ban Airing Of

Race Results; WGAY Alrts Indtistif

II STIFF Gi[
Washington, .July 29.

At a time when program stand-
ards throughout the country are be-
ginning to slump noticeably under
the pressure of new .station compe-
tition, NAB has sent up the line

recommendations for one of *he stif-

fest NAB codes in radio history.

The new standards of practice,

which tightens up on both commer-
cial and program copy, will be
turned over to the NAB Program
Executive Committee at a special

meeting here Aug. 7-8.

Once cleared by this committee,
it will be fanned _out to the NAB
Board of Directors, which xan put
it on' the books; without the vote of
the membership. N^B is. also toy*
ing with, the idea of letting the 1,300

active members get a look at the
document before the Convention and
may even submit it to a vote.

Code, hailed by some of its

drafters as a "road-map to good ra-

dio," sets out a brand-new formula

Code Coordinator?
Washington, July 29.

If and when the NAB Board
of Directors decides to throw'
the weight of public opinion
against violators of the proposed
new indu.stry code, it was be-
lieved a "Code Coordinator" will

take his place as # regular pay-
roller at the NAB headquarters.

. Although standards on com-
mercial- copy are fairly precise,

those for programming are less

specific. It i§ pointed out such a
man may well be needed to in-

terpret particular sections of the
Code as they apply to local situ-

ations. Code coordinator migivt

also act as the industry's en-
forcement agent to keep the
NAB Board informed of viola-

tions.

Although the 1947 Code is

good and stiflf, it still falls short

of the 1929'standards which the
then infant NAB/ distributed to

its couple of hundred members.
The 1929 credo laid down the .

law that "Commercial announce-
ments, as the term is generally
understood, should not be broad-
cast between 7 and 11 p.m." . . .

"After 6 p.m. time i.s for rec-

reation and relaxation; therefore
-commercial programs should be
of the goodwill type."

Don't Look Now . ^ .

Some say it couldn't happen
anywhere but in radio.

Up to 18 months or so ago
Douglas Coulter headed pro-
gramming for CBS. Then came
a shakeup and Coulter moved
in with Foote, Cone & Belding,

operating under HubbeU Robin'
son, Jr
Two weeks ago came another

CBS exec reshuffle. Now Robin-
son's in . the CBS spot occupied
by Coulter,

of limiting commercial copy in any
15-minute program to a ceiling of

three minutes. . Same commercial
standards apply equally to day and
nighttime formats, unlike the 1949

Code under which daytime sponsors
got an added break.

The three-minute ceiling is not
expected to result in any serious

loss of revenue, but will have the

effect of spreading out commercials
and cutting .down on length of plugs.

The three-minute ceiling includes

time for a station break, too, which

(Continued on page 38)

Writers' Cramp

Hits Paar Show

As Staff Walks
Hollywood, July 29.

.

Entire writing staff of the Jack

Paar show will be replaced, accord-

ing to Paar and the Sam Jaffe agen-

cy, following an all-day conference

to settle differences of opinion

between the star and his scripters.

Art Stander, Larry Gelbart, Sid
Dorfman and Larry Marx, the exit-

ing writers, will, script their final

show for this coming Sunday / (3).

Separation stems from disagreement
on material. Writers charge Paar's
attempt' to inject his own "trite and
unusable ideas" caused constant
conflict. Paar and the agency put
it down to clashing temperaments
and failures to compromise, although
stating-paradoxically that the sever-
ance is friendly. :

Replacement show for Jack Benny
is owned jointly by Paar and Amu.se-
ment Enterprises, Benny's firm. A
special deal must be worked out for

Marx, who owns an admitted 10%
of Paar and has a run-of-the-show
contract. Foote, Cone & Belding re-

ports no trouble with the show and
disclaims agency or sponsor dis-

satisfaction, holding that the beef is

within the packaging framework
only and won^ concern the agency
until it affects' the show's quality.

By DOROTHY HOLLOWAV
Washington, July 29.

A strong warning that if the Fed-
eral Trade Commission moves
against the broadcast of racing,
results and track info as an unfair
trade practice, "a logical extension
of this philosophy would give FTC
the right to examine the content of
every radio program on the air,"

is contained in f. memorandum filed

;on the q.t. with the agency last

Friday (25) by Cohn & Mark.s,
counsel for W3AY, Silver Springi
Md. The counter-blast against FTC '

entry into the radio program fleldi

came as the agency mulled the first

request in history from a broad-
caster who wants the Commission
to restrain as "unfair competition"
a racing stint on WGAY 'and a
money-give-away aired by WARL,*
Arlington, Va. WWDC, local indie
which dropped similar shows last

year, asked for the relief.

The entire broadcast industrj' has
a large stake in the controversy, it^

is believed, sin 3 FTC authority
might be used to bulwark that of
FCC in the program field. And an :

increasing number of stations are
fighting stiffer ' competition by re-

sorting to use of race shows, money-
give-aways and quiz shows with
lottery-like features.

• No Greater Than FCC
Leonard Marks, WGAY counsel, .

argued that FCC itself has authority,

only over overall programming and
has . never cited particular types of
broadcasts (except those outlawed
in the radio statute) as ba.sis for

refusing a 'icen.se. The Federal
Trade Commission Act, he added,
certainly does not confer on the
FTC greater authority over pro-

(Continued on page 38)

Como Satisfied Again
. Hollywood, July 29.

Perry Como may smoke his Ches-
terfields in security and serenity for

the next two years, -having signed a

non-cancellable 24-month new ticket

with Liggert & Myers for a resumed
air show, starting Sept. 8 on NBC.
Como gets $6,000 weekly net for

his thrice-weekly broadcasts on the
deal set by General Artists Corp.

T or C 1st Program to Break Ban

By NBC on Disking Coast Repeats
First program to break the NBC

transcription ban on Coast repeats

is. "Truth or Consequences," the

Procter & Gamble-sponisored Satur-

day night program emcecd by Ralph
Edwards, it represents a signal vic-

tory for Edwards, who has long com-
plained about the added hardships a

live repeat worked on him.

NBC, however, says in the case

of Edwards it doesn't represent an

encroachment, on. network policy;

that further bids to move in on the

transcription ban will be resisted.

Rather, it's an appreciation of the

manifold problems a live repeat

presents to Edwards and, while the

transcribed repeat will be handled

as a network operation, it will be

done on an individual .station deal

on dnliiyed-broadca.st basis.

Nevertheless,.:it's, the .first time that

NBC has. let down the b^rs,. ,witb

move coming approximately two
months after CBS decided to relax
its ban on all Coast repeats.

Because of the peculiar pattern
of his multiple-gadgeted show, Ed-
wards for years was required to go
through the business of putting on
two full-blown productions each
Saturday.
New P&G contract with Edwards

is at the signaturing stage, with the
emcee holding off for weeks on sign-
ing the pact because of his insistence

that h§ be permitted to transcribe
the repeat show.
When Edwards returns with

"T or C" on Sept. 6 he'll do live re-
peats for four -weeks, and on Oct. 4.

upon expiration of daylight saving
schedules, he'll switch over to the
recorded repeats.

Comptori i.s the agency on the
P&G (Duz) account.,. • .

MurrowToDo

East-West Airers

In Sept. Return
Edward R. Murrow's return to the

air in September under Campbell
Soup auspices after an administra-.

Uve fling at CBS will be precedental
in character from several stands

:

points.

For one thing; Murrow, who will

be heard in the east at 7:45 p.m., will
do a Coast repeat. That will not go
on until 12:45 (9:45 Pacific time),
the five-hour differential being' nec-
essary because of time clearance on
the Coast. What is unusual, how-

;

ever, is that it will be the only
"live" Coast , repeat on the network,"
now that CBS has lifted the ban on^
transcribing repeats.

Murrow will do two programs a
night for a variety of reasons. First,

he wants to keep Coast listeners up
to the minute on sp6t coverage- to

take in developments during the
five-hour interim; second, he'll re-
vamp the second program to accent
news of interest to Goa.st listeners
and to give it a Pacific slant. There's
one thing, however, that "Murrow
won't do; that is readapt his tech-
nique tomatch the style of delivery

(Continued on page 38)

Whitehall's Dramat As

Bob Burns Replacement
Hollywood, July 29.

I

The show and the place have been
.set but not the time for the replace-

: ment of the Bob Burns Show. It will

I

be a dramatic format, as yet untitled,

:
featuring young film contract players
^who will be introduced by guesting
i stars, top writers and directors of the
' motion picture industry.

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles set the deal for Whitehall
Pharroacal Co. (Kolynos and Ana-
cin), and "early in October" it will

i
.start airing over NBC on Sundays,
iTOxa 6:30 to 7 p, ra.,.inunedia^c}y .p,-e-

[ceding the Jack Benny Show,^. .
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Talmt Scouts' in Conml Preen;

Itll SeD Pkty of Tea for lipton
There's little question that Arthurs-

Godfrey is' one of the major phe-
nornena of his era. He's practically

; snowballed his CBS programming
routine into a one-man industry, as
evidenced' by the multiple chores he
performs daily. In teftns of income,
be!$ been .described as one of the
richest men in radio. Which could
well be. And CBS' faith in its "vet
baby" (he's been around via his

"WTOP-Washington origination near-
ly a couple of decades) is now
backed up by: Lever Bros., in as-

suming sponsorship of this network-
packaged, give - the - talent-a-break
show on behslf of its Lipton Tea
account.
This week (28) the program moved

/iftto the Monday-at-8;30 p.m. period
in the revamp of the Levers' pro-
gramming, although show caught,

the first under commercial auspices
after nearly a year as a sustainer,

was heard on Friday (25). And it

served to point up anew that God-
frey has grown up with the in-

dustry. •

, „
As a performer he's a natural. He

knows nis way with a line; cer-

tainly in the past year he's developed
enormously as a comedian in his

own right. As an announcer there are

few in tlie business who can match
hira in parlaying salesmanship and
an easy flow of listenable, enter-

taining gab. As a talent-seeking

maestro, he's the No. 1 man on the

ARTHUR GODFREY'S TALENT
SCOUTS

Writer; Kenny Lyons
Producer: Irving MansBeM :

; 30 Miiis.;' Mon., 8:S0 pjH'
'

LlfTON TEA
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Young & RMbicam)

kilocycles, for the Godfrey tech-

nique, in contrast to many a quiz-

audience participation emcee, is ad-

mu-able. He doesn't talk down to his

contestants, -never grabs for a laugh
at their expense, and' he respects'

them as individuals. .

Reliable reports are that the boys
who control the Lipton Tea bags,

stipulated via their CBS contract

that Godfrey was to steer clear of

the commercial plugging becauise

they -wanted straight, dignified an-
nouncements; bets were wagered
that Godfrey would get in , his

innings. He did. And he put on a tea

party that was. calculated to delight

the most-hardened agency client pro.
ponent Of "give-us-the-comraercial-
straight."
On Friday . Godfrey : was in his

element, for nearly five minutes ex-
tolling the virtues of Lipton Tea in

his characteristic .
footloose-fancy

free delivery and satiric overtones
that made for "bofE entertainment.
It's a safe bet that Godfrey will

continue to sell tea.

Talent showcased on the program
continues the pro standard set since

its inception, aimed at extracting
' maximum entertainment values.

One point in criticism: since to

LET'S TAKE A LOOK'
With Firatalt Byers, Peter Grant, Tom
Kane, Dave Upson, Bill Querner,^
Harry Hall,. JeS Griegs, Allen
Lurie, Wells Ginn, Rita, Hackett^
Laura Frazcr; Bob Merryms^n, An-
nouncer' .

Writer: Alan Stern
Producer: Cliarles Laminers
30 Mins.; .Wed., 8:30 p.m.
LOOK MAGAZINE
WLW-WINS, N. Y. -

(Kenyon & Ecfchordt)

• This, is a "guinea pig" show which
the editors of Look are airing over
the Crosley hookup (WLW, Gincmr>
nati, and WINS, N. Y.) in a 13-week
test with a view, presumably, of
giving it wider, possibly network,
circulation if it clicks. Stanza teed
off early in July and consists of a
dramatized preview of features in

the upcoming issue of the pic
weekly.

In the caught session (23) "Let's
Take a Look" unfolded the broad
details of a Look exclusive, "Roose-
velt's Quarrel With Joe Stalin";
presented a teaser' for another fea-
ture, "What's Sinatra Going To Do
Next?" without telling what, and
dramatized a recent £ase from Look's
"Photo-Crime" whodunit dept. Peter
Grant narrated the final sequences
as well as effectively portraying
FDR in the opening segment, which
Frank Byer.s narrated. Whole show
had Grade A production, keyed for
high listener : appeal, although it

would seem as though Look might
sell itself better by disriensing with
the "Photo-Crime" episode in favor
of a third sequence similar to the
first two. The public must be pretty
well acquainted with the mag's who-
dunit feature by now. If added
readers are to be gained, they'll be
reached through showcasing of the
book's headline Items.

^ Show originates from WLW.
Doan.

THE AIRLANE TRIO
Following first returns from

LangfWorth's radio survey (%
completed), Cy Langlols, President,
re-signed The Alrlane Trio to ex-
clusive contract. ;

Lang-Worth's 450 affiliates voted
The Airlane Trio No; 1 among small
intrtvumental groups. First tran-^

scriptlons under the new contract
•w<,M-e out Monday, July 28, for late

AuRvist release.

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

HERE'S TO YOU
With Phil Ilanna, Betty Brewer and
Her Boy Friends, Phil Davis' orcb;
DuTward Kirby, announcer

Writer: Alton Alexander
Producer: Henry Hull, Jr.
IS Mins.: Sun., 2:45 p.m> v

HIRES CO.
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(AT, W. Ayer)
Thirty-minute root beer show has

been halved to 15 for the summer
and a bubbly quarter-hour is the re-
sult. Phil Hanna is still around to
croon pops and old faves in his easy
baritone to Phil Davis' refreshing
arrangements, and feelty Brewer .and
her Boy Friends have been added to
give the stanza nice voice variety.
Miss Brewer has smooth pvuring
pipus, pleasantly backed by her male
escorts, and duos harmoniously with
Hanna here and there: Davis' mu-
sickers. in addition to giving the
chirpers fanciful backing, turn in a
couple of tuneful stints. .

One of the nicest features of the

AL FEARCE AND HIS GANG
With Arlene Harris, R»y Wencil,
Peggy Mann, Lionel Allen, ^ Felix
DcCola, Bob Brown, Jeanne 'Van-
dcrplle, Eddie McKeean, Paul
Tkeighbors; Paul Masterson

Writers: Jack Hasty, Bob Brown
Prodocer-Director: Harfield Weedfai.
60 Mins.; Sjat, 9 a.m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. y;
They should have left this one in

mothballs—it would have been bet-
ter remembered. Stuff like this, was
great radio 20 years- ago; today .it's

just thirdrate potpourri. Pearce is

tired and uninspired, and his gang

—

what there is of them—-turns in stints
ranging from better than fair to
worse than poor. The ga'gs are of
hoary or how-corny-can-you-get-vin-
tage and the stanza as a whole is

nondescript. It's difficult to see how
ABC can hope to hypo Saturday
ayem listening via this item.
Opening stanza (26), by Pearce's

own admission, "got ofE to a slippery
start," with no identification of the
show beiiig heard until a station
break 15 minutes later. Pearce
apologized for not having a 90-piece
orch by way of introing his two-
piano team, DeCola and Brown, and
invited listeners to "watch their
agile fingers." The duo was par but
not polished. Wencil cajiie in for a
low-comedy routine (Wencil: "I took
my girl to the circus.'' Pearce! "Did
they accept her?"). Chirper Peggy
Mann, guesting, contributed a couple
of songs; her piping was above- the
general level of the show. A - crooner
from- Catalina named. Paul Neigh-
bors was considerably less good,
Jeanne Vanderpile, an actress with
three babieit at home (Pearce re-
ported), joined with Pearce in a
silly Sunday-morning breakfast skit.
At this point, Pearce threw in

some gratis caution to parents to
keep the kids away from the high

DEMOCRACY «»i COMMUNISM
With BUI Bums, announcer . and
moieratM'; Rev. VincentJP. Bren-
nan, Joseph Saallmach, K*y Hud-
son, JaJBCs Dolsen

Producer: Robert Post
25 MinsI; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
KQV, Pitt.

Mutual outlet in Pittsburgh, which
has steadily been building a reputa-

tion for kicking up plenty of dust,

has latched onto another hot potato

in this new series. It's the first

known instance of giving the Com-
rnunists freedom of 4he air at no
cost, and that's something requiring
plenty of courage these days, con-
sidering the way the wind's blow-
ing. But tlien courage is something
KQ'V has never lacked. It has a
pretty consistent record in that de-
partment.

Show caught on Friday (25) was
a particularly hot one, since the sub-
ject was "Religion in Russia.'' De-
fending the 'USSR were Roy Hud-
son, chairman of the Communist
Party in Western Pennsylvania, and
James Dolson, Pittsburgh represen-
tative for the Daily Worker, and
lined up against them were .Rey.

Vincent P. Brennan, of the Holy
Angels Catholic Church, and Joseph^
Sudimach, treasurer of the Greek.
Catholic Union in MiUvale, a 'heigh-

boring community. Shooting the
getaway questions at them, and pull-
ing the brakes when the heat's

turned on, is Bill Bums, station's

news editor.

There's one big trouble with a
program lilte this. * The. spokesmen
obviously come armed with baskets
full of statistics and authorities, and
they quote them ad infinitum. And
there's- never been; a set of statistics

invented that didn't sound con-
vincing when it's shot out fast. What
this session proved was practically
nothing. Father Brennan and Sudi-
mach held iiiat religion as such in

Russia was a sham; and they had
their statistics and authorities to

back them ,up; Hudson and Dolson
insisted that religion was a very
real thing in the USSR, and they,
too, had a lot of printed words to
substa'itiate their contention.

Like most controversial subjects
which are many-sided, it's prac-
tically impossible to keep the argu-
ments on a straight line. They go
o(f every which way into all phases
ol Soviet polity,, some of them
touching only remotely on religion,
and tempers at times get a little

itchy and. there are some flareups.
AH makes for interesting listening,
however.

Occasionally everybody's in there
trying to talk at once but Burns
keeps them pretty well in check so
"that the confusion's kept at a mini-
mum. In such a setup, too, the
articulateness of the adversaries
is important.

ABE BURROWS SHOW
Writer: Burro'ws
15 Mins., Sat,, M:30 p.m.
Sustsinlng
WOBS-CBS> N..Y.

Here is 15 delightful minutes of
adult nonsense. Simply a case of a
guy—in this case a talented one-
sitting down at a piano and supple,
menting some expert keyboarding
with those satirical songs ("Girl
With the Three Blue Eyes," etc.)
that has projected Burrows into
prominence as -one of radio's better
comedy scripters and songsmiths.
Since this appears to be -the year

for satire m radio, perhaps it was
only natural for CBS to showcase
Burrows, heretofore a behind-the-
scenes operator as scripter of "Duf-
fy's Tavern," the Dinah Shore show,
etc, with his own. stanza. He's in as
a- summer filler in the Saturday 10:30
period and, wisely, they've kept it

down to 15 minutes—which isn't

overdoing a good- thing.

BurrowsV "typical topical type''

song, his ''solution type" show, his
"disrespectful arrangement" Jof "Ol"
Man River,'' backed by piano, bass
and steel guitar), or again his docu-
mentary travelog (no film, and -with::

color) depicting the wonders of
Watdieshaw Natural Bridge— all

these comprised delightful listening,

summertime, or anytime. And Bur-
rows knows his way^ with ? mike, as
well as a piano. * Rose.

stanza, however, is its brief gab be-

airVntents"the"Wow'Ts""designed toftween numbers-^just sufficient to set

evaluate 'talent Off basis of audience i
the locale (Hrres summer cottage on

HrllvWonrt in r-^-^c ip-nnrnrn
reaction, on more than one occasion a l^l^efront) and segue the song.s. °»ts.de "S,"ywc^°d m case ignoiant

the palm (and sometimes the sesame , It's a little amazing that the spon- - C^ilorwans don t k

to the bigtime) has gone to a run- is able to work in two commer- fUene Harris stepped front center

nerup contestant. It happened last cials on top of all this, but they're

Friday, when the audience odds
[

pleasingly integrated and the Noth-

were in favor of the operatic con
trib. After spending a half-hour
demonstrating that he's not only a
great showman but a pretty terrific

guy. Godfrey's weighing-of-the-scales
-\n the wrong direction' can nullify

a lot of good.
Show has already spiraled quite

a few into the show biz limelight
and will undoubtedly serve to

springboard others into prominence.
Irving Mansfield continues to offer

a sock production job. It's a smooths-
running half-hour. JRose.

LEON PEARSON
With Les Tremayne '

-Producer-Director: Bill Neel
la Mins.; 6 pjn., Sunday

- LEE HAi:S
WJZ-ABC, N, Y.

(Weintraub)
Leon Pearson, brother of commen-

tator Drew Pear.wn and editor of the
Paris bureau of the Hearst-controlled
International News Service,; is now
the oecupant of the Drew Pe&rson
session while latter is on a six-weelt
vacation.

There's apparently little difference

either in the political views or tex-

ture of either. If anything. Leon has
more inflammatory qualities, prob-
(ibly through his schooling as the
•Paris representative of Hearst.

Many of the views of European
foliticos and militarists as quoted by
earson are fairly alarming, such as

the one in which a general voices

a preference of war with Russia now
before tiiat country recovers from
the effects of the last carnage.

However, in the case of Leon Pear-
son, the line of thinking is more
easily identified. His commentary
appears packed with Hearst in over-

tones. As such his reporting doe.sn't

have the impact it might if coming
from more-sober-minded auspices, •

, Jose;

ing is so good as. Hires" ditty is one
of radio's least irritating.On the
whole, the show is nicely packaged.

' Doan:

NEW LIGHT ON LINCQLN
With John Daly, otliers

,

Director: John Becker
writer: WilliiWi KendaU Clark
30 Mins.; Sat., 3:30 p.m, .

Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
The Robert Todd Lincoln . collec-

tion of memorabilia of the Civil War
pre.sident has been the subject of
conjecture aniong Lincolnian scholars
ever since R. T. Lincoln began col-
lecting them after assassination of

! traVstrihed
the emancipator.

at lucu.

for a goodish telephone monolog act.
Fourth and final "act" was Eddie
McKcean's routine as Elmer Bhirp,
"America's low-pressure salesman,''
and' while corny, was tops alongside
the alleged cbmedy that had pre-
ceded it.

When this ".solid hour of sparkling
entertainment" had passed, it was
like a breath of fresh-'air . to hear
"Wake Up and Smile," the zippy
liour-long Chicago stanza which has
been moved back from 9 to 10 o'clock
to follow Pearce. But it ABC can't
peddle "Wake Up," chipper as it is.
hou- is ABC ever going to interest
anybody in the Pearce act? Unless
there's some bankroUer around with
a severe case of nostalgia.
TheJPearce show, incidentally, is

Doan.

»»«» «»•»>» »»« * « » * » *.

fFollow-up Comment :

t ' ....

Kenyon & .Eckhardt's "Arthur's
Place" CBS progr&m on behalf of
its new -client, Borden, took on a
strictly pro quality for the first time
la.st Friday (26), This was due prin-
cipally fo the spotting of Jack Kirk-
wood in the lead role as replacement
for Arthur Moore. Where the latter
failed, Kirkweod succeeds in giving
a distinctiveness to the characteriza-
tion. Since the preem a few weeks
back, there's evidence, too, of better
scripting; True, there's still a car-,

bon-copy aura about the whole show,
both in; the gags, situations, the as-
sorted characterizations, etc^, and
plenty of corn can still be extracted.
But at lea.st K&E has moved in the
right direction in taking "Arthur's
Place" out of .it$ - previous amateur
programming statusi

Ethel Merman proved—if that's

necessary at this point—that she's a
thoroughly competent straight come-
dienne as well sts a singing One last
Sunday (27) when she guested oh
CBS's "Silver Theatre" in the title

role of "Leave It to Ethel," an orig-
inal scripted especially for her by
Bill Stuart and Jerry Rice.The ve-
hicle was unsensational, but Miss

The side with the I Merman rode it for aU it was worth.

These documents, which have been-
, STORIES OF^ SAINTS -

in the vaults ol the Library of Con- with Father Francis H. Woods ^

fjress since 1919. were seen for tlie ,15 Miiis.; 11:15 a. ni., Sat.
first tiine Saturday in kceping with

I WGY. Schenect.'uly
Todd Lincoln's stipulation that they 1 Father Francis H. Woods chap-
be kept from public view for 21 years

; lain of the College of St Rose in
after his death.

I Albany and active in the diocasan
The CBS- Documentary unit, with Radio Guild, has been broadcasting

Jolui Daly doing the : commentary, 1 this children's quarter-hour show fOr
aired the ceremonies attending the more than three years. Present
unveiling yith the dignity the event
deserved. Daly's handling of the
occasion was just short of austere,
apparently mindful of the historic
value of the event. In the presence
of the Librarian of Congress and
four of the foremost Lincolnian

years.
block Is later than the original one.
but feature has always been aired on
Saturday morning. fWhile broadly
Catholic in background and tone,
the program is de.signed for listening
by youngsters of all faiths. It is the
only one on a Capital Di.strict out

scholars, Daly telescoped the 15 let which features a priest as story
hours that elapsed between the opew- , teller.

ing of tlie vaults at midnight Fri-! Program is not popular radio; in
day, and the time of the broadcast 1

the sense that term is generally em-^
when the scholars studying the ! ployed, but has a place in a well-
archives had a little time to evaluate

,

rounded schedule for WGV or any
some of the collection. Recording of

|
other station that does not limit it-

tlie midnight ceremonies were re- self to the conventional types,
played at the broadcast.

I
"Stories-,of Saints" is mildly enter-

t)aly's handling of the sessioii ere- ,
taining, informative, . inspiring and

ated the full impact of that historic

moment in a manner that let the im-
portance of the occasion override any
oratorical embroidery to the event.

- Jose,'

spiritual.
Chief appeal probably lies with

younger children, many of who.se
parents, of varied creeds, have writ-
ten letters ta Father Woods. Jaeo,

best voices and the most conviction
in them can get a fairly impressive'
jump on the gun. In that respect,
program seems to be eminently fair.

At least on this show^ -. the teams
weren't too uneven.

If, however, KQV is determined to
be completely above-board in letting
Democracy and Communism speak
for themselves,; then the station
could be accused of a certain im-
fairness at the windup. Program it-

self consumes 25 minutes; the final
five in the halfhour brings on Ray
Starr in a session of gab called The
American Way, which is usually
sponsored by some locaj business
organization. On this show, the tab
picker-upper preferred to remain
anonymous; on past ones, though,
they have identified themselves. As
the label indicates, the concluding
stanza is a platitudinous essay.
Doesn't attempt to summarize any-
thing, since it's prepared—naturally—beforehand, while what goes on
immediately preceding it is right off
the cuff. Only way station can go
whole hog is to give Communists a
crack at five minutes, too, so that
they can also get in a word without
interruption.

Questions just once in a while re-
ceive direct answers and, of course,
most of the time the Commies are
on the defensive. That means they're
generally t.ilking around the princi-
pal issue, Hudson, however, got in
a solid punch when he quoted a lead
article from the Pitt.sburgh Catholic
by a priest from Russia telling of
the freedom of and upswing in re-
ligion there, but mitigating some-
what against this was Dolson's quot-
ing a pro opinion by former Ambas-
sador Davies—he said it was the
former amba.ssador~but who turned
out to l>e another Davies altogether.
On this show. Father Brennan wa.i

the No.; 1 man for Democracy—or
at least as a decided skeptic about
freedom of religion in Russia^&nd
Hudson got in the best licks for his
side. Tliey were both eloquent de-
spile certain standardizations in
their arguments.

There's certainly one thing to be
said for the .show. It's never dnll.
The boys are right in there pitching
for their side all the time although
on the subject of Religion in Russia,
there wasn't very much arguing for
Democracy. It was chiefly a session
of Father Brennan and Sudimach
punching holes in the proposition
that there is real religion in the
USSR and Hudson and Dolson try-,

jng to plug, up the leaks.

In this re-specti the program's label
is a misnomer. What U amounts to

with the capable help of Bud Collyer
and Howard Smith. It wasn't quite
clear why it was necessary for the
authors to have Miss Merman do
the role in her own name—and even
le-ss clear was the exclamation she
had to give out with here and there.
Oh, Ethel, you Merman yoit!"—but

she did delight iVierman fans who
love that old Merman touch.

John Roeburt, author of the cur-
rent novel "Seneca, U.S.A.", got a

load of conscience off his chest in a .,

quickie gucstshot last Sunday (27)
on WiUiam S. Gailmor's WHN (N.Y.):
commentary airer, Roeburt, long a
writer for radio, magazines and
books, said "Seneca" was an affirma-
tive expression of guilt feelings built
up within him by "years of writing
whodunits and boy-meets-girl bog-
wash." He had a feeling of derelic-
tion, he said, because he wasn't deal-
ing in significant materials really
important to people and America in.
the.se critical years.

Every writer worth his salt, Roe-
burt felt, should lay aside the con-
cerns of money and fame and exert
his influence to combat "the dark
reality of America today—a fright-
ening complex of bigotry, race
hatred, tensions in labor, in busi-
ness, and in government, that must:
bring on World War III, if un-
checked." His second motivation in

writing "Seneca," Roeburt said, was.
born of "disillusionment in the con-
temporary handling, of the grim
issues of race hatred by far better
writers than I. I read books of fic-

tion dealing with intolerance to see
if the other fellow was doing the job'

I couldn't bring myself to do. And ,

my conclusion was that the other
lellow was pulling his punches . >

That's why I wrote 'Seneca'—to edu- :

cafe the fellow next door . . ; show
him what really inoculates him with
the virus if fascism."
Pity Gailmor didn't have more

time to let Roeburt talk.

is Communism on the spot, with the
Commies doing the catching and the
others in the pitcher's box. Of
course, indirectly^ Democracy's cause
is being argued in any discrediting
of the Reds despite Communists' in-

sistence that their form of govern-
ment is the ultimate realization of

Democracy.

Any way the thing's looked at,

you've got to give KQV credit for

rushing in where others do very
little treading, even if the station

does make quite sure at the finish

that there's naturally ao question

just where it stiAd;. Cohen.
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Kilpatrick Convinced Tele

Will Increase Sports B. O.
jjespite the "No Trespassing" signs*-»»»»tt*

recently posted at several sports t ' T I • • n •

arenas for television broadcasters,

Madison Sq. Garden Corp., N. Y., is

stiil not at all worried about video

cutting into its gate receipts. In

ftct, Bccordipg to Gen. John Reed

KUpatrick, Garden prexy, the man-

agement' is more convinced,than ever

that tele will materially increase the

number of sports fans in much the

jaffie manner that radio did.

Kilpatrick's statement was made

In the midst of a flurry of retrench-

mehts against assignment of video

lights by sports promoters through-

out the country. Promoters of the

Bocky Graziano-To'iiy Zale fight in

Chicago two Weeks ago refused to

permit WBKB to televise the bout,

despite the fact that it drew the big-

gest gate in Chi's figbt history. Os-

tensible reason was fear that tele

^iild cut into the boxoffice take.

Olympic Stadium in Los Angeles has

aWo cancelled the deal it had with

Pjiramount's KTLA to permit tele-

vising of ' fights, even though Ford

Mbtors. had. already signed to spon-

&St the broadcasts.

jpiting the opposite view taken by
the Garden, Kilpatrick noted that

contracts ' had
^

recently been ex-

tended another year for NBC to

televise all fights promoted by the

joth Century Sporting Club and for

CBS to air all other events from the

Garden, including the Ringling

Bros. Barnum & Bailey circus. Kil-

patrick qualified his views by con-

ceding that tele might hurt the gate

on a certain event, such as a base-

ball game played on a night when
the weather looked inclement. "Fans

cJin probably hk expected to stay

home in front of their television sets

on a night like that, instead, of tak-

ing a chance of getting wet at the

ball park," he declared.
;

Badio Gave It Impetus, Too

Garden prexy recalled that when
radio first started, sports promoters
were afraid of what it might do to

their boxoffice. "They tried to arrange
for. all broadcasts to be carried on a

strictly remote basis, banning them
from the city in which the fight was
staged," he said. "But thousands of

people listening to the broadcasts in

all parts of the country became fight

fans and decided to see the fights in

person as soon as they came to town.
I'm convinced that radio thus built

VP thousands of new fight fans and
that television will work the same
way."

.

Kilpatrick scoffed at the reminder
that television's current audience far
exceeds the' number of people who

.
pay their way at the boxoffice to see
a fight. "If 400,000 people see an
event on- television," he declared,
Vthere will be enough who want to
see it in person to assure the pro-
moters a sellout for the ne?;t event."
Desire pf . the public to see a sports
event in person and to get. out and
mingle with the crowds will far ex-

,

..ceed those who bypass the ticket
windows to watch it on a tele set at
nowe or in their favorite bars.

Garden Corp., as well as the fight
promoters who use the arena's facili-
ties, are still anticipating the tre-
mendous gates that will be made
•possible through theatre television,
Kilpatrick said. He painted an op-
timistic picture of a network of thea-
tres carrying- the broadcast of a
fight on their screens simultaneous
With its actual occurrence, declaring
mat development of theatre tele and
network video to a point o£ commer-
eiauzation were the only things now
™"™g in the way. With hundreds
« theatres throughout the country
coargmg $i ^ ihtayn, he indicated
'"at It might not mean too much if

'low'
^* '^^^ '^Sht itself was

nnl^if,'^^
cooperated in every way

possible with television since the be-
Kinning and will continue to do so,"
esaid. "We're very glad that tele-

flrti ! 'V" Garden and feel con-
wat our relations with the

"„°«^«asters will continue on the
^sme pattern."

(Se

DISK MAGIC
With Jack Kilty, Eve Young, Fred-

eric de Wilde; Ben nova, Mylo &
Tamis, guests

Producer-Director: Edwin Mills
30 Mjns.; Friday, 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

It Kad to happen — a television
disk jockey—and now he appears
in the person of Jack Kilty, legit
and radio baritone. Unlike the re-
portedly fabulous salaries being
drawn down -by his radio confreres,
though, it's doubtful whether: Kilty
will make much on this, Since the
show is a sustaining summer re-
placement for the U. S; Rubber-
sponsored "Campus Hoopla." And
again, unlike radio summer replace
ments,' this little program makes for
enjoyable.'viewing. In fact, with a
few touchups here and there, it

might be built into a good all-year
round job.

Apparently fully cognizant of the
fact that tele, must have some visual
action to sustain audience interest,
producer-director Edwin S. Mills has
embellished the show with a num-
ber of interest-building gimmicks.
In addition to live guest stars who
perform while Kilty spins a platter,
there are also film clips cut in to
show a recording artist "in person.'
Kilty, meanwhile, carries on a run
ning kibitz witli his engineer in
the control booth and kids around
with songstress Eve. Young, brought
into the program as an eager^beaver
trying to break into video's bigtime.
For some technical reason, Mills

steered away from picking up the
music directly from the turntable at
Kilty's side, preferring instead to
synchronize the view with tnusic cut
in from the control booth. Syn-
chronization job didn't hit once,
leaving Kilty looking pretty silly as
he touched the needle to a record
of which several bars w.ere already
heard. For some unexplainable rea-
son. Mills also cut the music in the
middle of comic Ben Dova's act,
leaving Dova literally hanging in
midair from his fake lamp-post.

Otherwise, the show ran smooth-
ly. Kilty, who formerly played
"Curley" in the Broadway cast of
'Oklahoma!", made an affable disk
jock and sang several tunes for .good
results. Miss Young added to the
show, both with her pleasing per-
sonality and her singing, and Fred-
eric de Wilde did well as Kilty's lazy
engineer. Dance team of Mylo and
Tamis gave a neat assist, along with
Dova, in the guest spots. Stal.

.
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Tell-Tele-Story-To-PuWic Drive

Currently Being Mapped by Chieftains

E. McDonald Claims Film

Exec Sees 20,000,000 New

Patrons Via Phone Vision

Chicago, July 29.

Eugene McDonald, head of Zenith
Radio Corp., revealed here last

week, that he was negotiating with
a top motion picture exec interested

in the pay-as-you-see tele sy.stem.

Film official's idea is that 20,000,000

new customers can eventually be ob-
tained through the new media.
Heads of major distribs here said

that as far as they knew, their com-
panies were not involved.

Prices, according to McDonald,
for first run film would be $1 out of

which film producer would get 2,5c

or in average size family of five, a

return of five cents per person in

contrast to present pay-off of four-

and-a-half cents. Other 75c of the

dollar would go to phone or power
company and . tele transmitting sta-

tion. However, head of Zenith did

not explain what is to prevent large

congregations of people attending

home or other showings and thereby

decreasing the take at home and the

boxoffice. This is evidenced from
the large groups that watch video in

taverns. :

Capt. Bill Eddy, head of local

video station, WBKB, contrasted the

Commander!s opinion with -state-

ment that American public will re-

fuse to pay for entertainment, in ad-

dition to original cost of the set,

especially since sponsors are ready

and eager to foot the bill. He added

that film action is paced for mass

reaction of .
a theatre, audience,

whereas video requires an entirely

By BOB STAHL
Television small-station operators

are slated to; get their biggest break
to date about Sept. 1, when DuMont
Inaugurates service 'With its newly-
devised Tele-Recorder. Special mo-
tion^ picture camera .designed to

record shows on film directly off the
face of a receiving tube, the recorder
Will make possible television's first

transcription service. DuMont plans
to license the film to small stations

throughout the country, to,whom it

can be shipped via air express, with
the web thereby jumping the gun
on all bther forms of tele network-
ing.

System will thus benefit the small
town station operators in much the

same way that radio's electrical

transcriptions have given wee-watt
AM stations top talent shows at

little cost. Because of the almost
utter lack to date of video network
facilities, however, it will be that
much more important to small video
stations. System is also expected to

lure many more top-coin advertisers

into the tele fold, since the promise
of viewers in cities outside the area
in which large shows originate will

offer clients that much more cir-

culation.

Camera was designed by Harry C.

Milholland, manager of DuMonfs
transcription department, and was
built to his specMcations by East-
man Kodak. Milholland received a
patent on it last January, but the:

raft of technical bugs have only ,re-

cently been ironed out by Ea-stman.

Although the final models haven't

yet been delivered, success of a test

conducted last week. When a Du-
Mont-televised boxing match was
recorded, has led DuMont toppers
to set the Sept: 1 date as the time
it will be ready for commercial use.

See Many Advantages
'

Advantages of the Tele-Recorder
(it was formerly labeled tentatively

a tele-transcripter) are believed to be
innumerable. In addition to the bene-
fits to be derived by small station

operators and advertisers, the entire

tele industry itself is expected to be
aided immeasurably. Fact that small
towns will have available large tele

network shows, including major
sports events, is expected to result

in an onslaught of .station applica-

tions for cities outside the major
market areas, which will expand the

market that much more for receiv-

ing sets and station equipment.
Studios will benefit through having

at last a system whereby they can

build a permanent library of shows
to be used as reference for ad agen-

cies or in case of legal suit of some
kind is filed against them. Producers

and directors will have a means of

studying their past efforts and so

correcting mistakes, and actors will

have a chance of . seeing tbemsel.ves

in action. Network time salesmen,

moreover, will be able to prove to

potential sponsors the type of .show

the web can build for them by
(Continued on page 40)

Cbi Times Retains Tele

Plans With Sun Merger
, ,^ Chicago, July 29.

Merger of the Chicago Sun, Mar-
shall Field morning sheet, and the

Chicago Daily Times, p.m. tabloid

will not affect the proposed plans of

the Times for a tele license, Richard
J. Finnegan, publisher of the Times,
gave no indication that there would
be a withdrawal of video plans.

Howard Lane, Field radio adviser/

said that while there had^been no
discussion of tele yet, hisTboss was
friendly to such an Operation, al-

though Field has not gone into the
video field in any of his own stations

as, 'yet.
'

Times has no radio interests here,

but uses heavy newscast program.
Field owns WJJD, limited operation
station, and has' plans for FM opera-
tion here this fall.

in a series on Television) different concept and pacing,
y':\.; i. •:')C.i i)' ^ '

'

'

WBKB SKEDS BIG PIX

AS PHONE-VISION DARE
Chicago, July 29.

Challenging the phone-vision of,

Eugene McDonald, Zenith prexy, for

which video viewers would pay a

charge for seeing first run films,

Capt. Bill Eddy is arranging a sched-

ule of full length features for WBKBj,
Starting with "Shanghai Gesture,"

sked includes "Nothing Sacred," "A
Star Is Born," "Young in Heart,"

and "Dancing Pirate,"

Films are being bought from a re-

issue 'exchange and have been

cleared with the American Federa-

tion of Musicians, in that they had

been produced before February o£

last year, when the AFM ban on

music, other than records, for tele

went into effect.

Films will be seen Saturday

nights, but station is going to try

them on different days and time pe-

riods. Pi?; may be switched to ac-

tion, western, murder, . or comedy,

depending on what the audience goes

for. One thought is to put them on

after midnight to check response to

late screenings.. •

Combo Fax-Tele

Time Deal Offered

ByPhillysWFIL
Philadelphia, . July 29.

A combination deal of time on the
video outlet plus space in the fac-

simile edition of the Philadelphia In-
quirer will be offered time buyers
this fall by WPIt-TV.
Announcing the combination fea-

ture Sat. (26), Roger W. Clipp,
WFIL general manager, .said the 10
facsimile receivers would be placed

|

in various sections of the city, in-

cluding prominent downtown loca-
tions, j and would have a potential
reader.ship of approximately 1,000,000

persons. -
.

'The purchase of advertising
rights for a telecast and the fac-:

simile rights, for the same event
provides the advertiser with a log-

ical and practical promotional mer-
chandising tieup,' said Clipp. "While
a telecast is being transmitted to
homes all over the cityj facsimile re-

ceivers will carry the adverti.ser's

account of the event both in the
homes and in places selected for

public demonstration." Clipp added
that WFIL plans- to be on the air

this fall with both tele and facsimile
stations, with the rates for the fac-

.simile space to be on a per-page,
per-recorder basis.

In this connection, it was pointed
out. that the formula for setting up
the facsimile advertising charges
will include hot only the size of the
space, but thfe circulation—as de-
termined by; the number of viewers
for each set; Hence, said Clipp,

there might be two separate rates,

one for the home receivers and an-
other for the sets located for public

viewing. Ten facsimile receivers for

public viewing have already been
spotted insofar as locations at busy
inter.sections are concerned.
"Pending the mass production of

facsimile receivers, placement of the
receivers at such strategic points

would give television advertisers
visibility for their mes.sages and like-

wise they could use the facsimile

medium to focus attention on their

current and forthcoming telecasts,"

said Clipp.

An industry-wide televi.sion public
relations pitch to prove to the pub-
lic that tele is an actuality- and not
something dreamed up by Buck
Rogei-s' scripters for the remote- fu-
ture is currently being mapped out
in the trade; What form the final

program will take has yet to be de-
cided but almost every official in
the industry is copviriced of the

'

need for such a public education job.
'

Even in N. Y., whore the audience
for a single televLsed sports event
has been estimated at as high as
300,000, the public is beheved woe-
fully ignorant on the subject: of
video. Warren Wade, NBC tele's pro-
gram director cited the case of a
renting agent representating one of
the larger N. Y. realty firms. On the
trail of an available apartment.
Wade told the agent that he couldn't
take it unless he was given permis-
sion to Install a television set. "Tele-
vision?" said the agent. "What's
that?"

Another problem that tele ' top-
pers feel they must clarify to the
public is that .such a thing as live

programming exists. Surprising num-
ber of people, including some who
are constant viewers, are still under
the impression that everything they
see on their tele screens consists of
film. Fact that they can watch a'
baseball game or a boxing match
simultaneous with its actual occur-
rence evidently has never been ex-
plained to them. Chief problem for
the public relations program to com-
bat, however, is the -number of
newspaper and magazine stories that
have been published either to kid
tele or to confuse the public inten-
tionally on the medium. Despite the
fascinating true aspects of video, one
broadcaster pointed out, mag pub-
lishers evide,ntly believe that any
story on the subject must be ''sen-

sational" to be of interest. That in-
cludes a rehash of the so-called:
"funny" anecdotes that constantly
occur in tele because the medium is

so new, but which are just as con-
stantly being solved and thus out-
dated.

Several of the broadcasters favor
making their educational pitch via
tele programming, carrying such
shows on a sustaining basis as a
public service gesture that would
benefit both the public and the in-

dustry. Majority of the trade, how-
ever, believes the best recourse
would be fighting fire with fire, or
trying to plant favorable stories in

the same publications that have car-

ried unfavorable ones. Programming
would hit only those people pres-
ently owning sets, it's pointed out,

and would leave the rest of the pub-
lic still in the dark.

WFIL Preps News Outfit

Philadelphia, July 29.

WFIL is quietly Setting up a news-
reel adjunct to its television station

which is all set to start operation

this fall. '

The staff is being organized by
Kenneth W. StoWman, WFIL tele

director, and has already been seen

around town covering spot news to

build up a background library for

the station. Plan, as formulated by
Stowman, is to have a newsreel lab

in the studios geared to process

films and transmitted within 15

minutes when lensmen return from
spot a.ssignment. Test runs are be-
ing made to iron out mechanical
bug-s. • , A

Luckies Into Tele For

2-Station College Grid

Game Airings Via Ayer
American Tobacco Co. will enter

television sponsorship this fall by
bankrolling college football games
over WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) and
WBKB (Balaban & Katz, Chicago).
In.stead of the Foote, Cone & field-

ing ad agency, which now handles
all Lucky Strike radio advertising,

however, the video account has
been placed through N. W: Ayer.

It was necessary for the tobacco
firm to assign Ayer to its television,

it's believed, because that agency
had rights sewed up to both the
Army and Notre Dame -football

games which American Tobacco
wanted. Army games were spon-
sored last year over WNBT by
Goodyear Tire & Rubber, which has
taken a temporary hiatus front tele

advertising. ND games were not
televised last year becau.se of the
lack then of tran.smission facilities

from South Bend to Chicago.
Present plans call for the airing

of 17 games in all. Final deal has
not been set, however, since neither.

Army nor Notre Dame officials have
decided whether they want a to-

bacco firm connected . with the
names of their institutions; Soma
of Northwe.stern University's hoTti©

games may also be included in the
deal fo^ airing over WBKB,
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BMB Projects Its Tainless IS Point

Tay-as-We-Research' Plan to Stations
Contracts will be in the mail this

week to all radio stations in the
country inviting them, on a monthly
fee basis, to come in on a new 15^

point, "five-year plan", of the
Broadcast Measurement Bur ea u,

The plan, unanimously okayed by
BMB's exec committee in a N. Y.
huddle last Thursday (24), sets up
the tripartite bureau (NAB,: ANA
and-AAAA) as a "permanent opera-
tion" which will engage in various
audience research projects and re^
finements, -conduct its second na-
tionwide listener study in 1949, a
third in 1951 , "and periodically
thereafter."

Question immediately raised in

"industry circles is whether the
broadcasters, even given a "painless"
pay-as-you-go scheme of financing,

and even though the plan has the
: official (and non-paying) • blessing
of the broadcaster, advertiser and
agency orgs—will kick in their, cash
money for unspecified t e s e a r c h
projects pending a 1949 audience
survey, findings of which will not
be available in all probability until
late that year or early in 1950.

Squawks are plentiful already
over the outdatedpess of the original
1946 study. C. E. Hooper, who came
up with a postcard survey plan for
BMB and got a swift thumbs-down,
continues to argue that the broad-
casters are left in a "measurement
vacuum" with the shelving of the
No. 2 study, originally scheduled
for 1948.

BMBers, on the other hand, take
the long view,' contending that it's

more important to' put the bureau
Oft a continuous and permanent
basis, a la the newspapers' Audit
Bureau of Circulation and Canadian
radio's Bureau" of Broadcast Meas-
urement, and engage in thorough
evaluation of known techniques and
exploration of new ones before
la U n c bi n g ft second nationwide
listener count.

Top _Bste. $600 Monthly
A modified "Canadian plan" was

'•dot>ted by the BMB exec group in
•etting up its long-range financing
program. Instead of basing the

monthly subscription rate on sta-

tions' time rate cards, as BBM does,

the BMB fees were set up on a bisis

of net sales income for the calendar
year ~of 1946. Fees begin at $6 for

stations with a net income of $25,-

000 or less and' range up to $124
monthly for stations with a '46 in-

come of $450,001 to $500,000. Top
rate is $600 monthly for stations

with i n C O m e s of over $3,000,000.

Stations are put ''on their honor"
to classify themselves according to

their incomes.
"Station contracts are drawn to

yield an estimated net income to the
Bureau of about $500,000 per year,"

says BMB's 15.-point plan. "These
rates, on a monthly payment basis,

are 20% less than those quoted in

the previous 1947-48 contract.

Furthermore, payments start in

July instead of January, 1947."

Some 150 stations which sent in

checks and renewals of their orig-

inal subscriptions (over 700 sta-

tions divvied up for the No. 1 sur-

vey) will get their money back,
with an invitation to apply it, if

they wish, on their monthly pay-
ments under the new program.
Discounts are offered as a lure

for quick signups, 10% being allowed
on the first 12 payments for re-

newal subscriptions before Sept. 15,

5% on the first 12 for . new sub-
scribers before Sept. 15, 2% to any
subscriber paying • up 12 months in

advance.
Rates' for national and regional

networks haven't been determined,
but will be 'worked out soon at

scales "to bear all extra costs .of

their special reporting, plus a fair
share of the operating costs."

BMB also is planning to offer

"publication subscription member-
ships to advertisers, agencies and
others, who^now buy the bureau's
reports on a per-copy basis.

In return for the broadcasters'
month-to-month 'Support, BMB pro-
poses in its IS-point program to

"measure and report on. at least one
subject of major Interest to broad-
casters, advertisers and agencies"
during each non-nationwide survey

Mitts or Doves?
N^xt six weeks will tell the

tale of whether BMB prexy
Hugh Feltis and his cohorts

head for the .NAB convention in

Atlantic City as a thank-you-
boys' mission or for a here-we-
gcf-again round of cajoling atid

hat passing.

BMB isn't up for another NAB
endorsement fight as it was last

October in Chicago; up to now,
in fact, BMB isn't known, to be
on the upcoming agenda at all.

That the bureau's toppers will

be around, as fuller-explanation

spokesmen for their . new five-

year plan if nothing else, is a
foregone conclusion.

How stations react, between
now and then, to the new BMB
pay-as-we-research program,
however, will determine whether
the Feltis team wears ; sparring

mits or kid gloves to A(3^ come
September. ^

ABC'S DOCUMENTARY

-AU WALT DISNEY
Looks like Donald Duck will tee

off ABC's fall-winter programming
in the documentaries bracket. Bob
Saudek, director of public affairs, is

prepping a one-hour airer tentative-

ly slottecf for 0 p.m., Monday, Sept.

8, built around a- recent statistic-

heavy report on "America's Needs
and Resources." To lighten up the

air version of the report, Saudek
got a go-ahead from Walt Disney to

employ his animated ..characters in

the telling.

Result is that probably Donald
Duck and Jiminy Cricket will be
depicted on a tour of the U. S. in

which they will "discover" the

country's resources and estimate
what could be done with them by
'I960 to meet America's needs.

year; , to issue quarterly reports on
BMB "progress, plains and analyti-

cal findings," and to "explore plans
for the provision of interim coverage
meas^urements for subscribers," the
cost of such service to be borne by
the stations requesting it.

Special surveys, a BMB spokes,

man said, might conceivably deal
with such subjects as listening in
multiple-set homes, FM and tele-

vision coverage, etc.
--

hside Stnif-Radio
• One of daytime programmlng's frequent critics, Dorothy Dunbar Brom«
ley, woman's page editor of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, took a measure Sun.
day (27) of the femme commentators heard on Gotham's kilocycles. Sh»
found it "hard to und^erstand," oh the basis of her listening, why the N?*'
tional Conference of Christians and Jews singled out '*Thus Spake Kate
Smith" for its 1947 brotherhood

,
award, Day she heard Miss Smith, Miss

Bromley reported, "her contribution to brotherhood was on. the' negative

side," being an attack on an Australian war bride who didn't like this

country,

The writer thought that WNBC's Mary Margaret MeBride corralled the

most interesting guests, that WOB's Martha Deane offers a daily editorial

that "strikes out fearlessly for fundamental democratic values," that WOR's
Barbara Welle* "hardly fills, to my way of thinking, the gap left in the

WOR ranks by the dteath of Bessie Beatty," that CBS' Margaret Arlen and

Harry Marble hit "a fast pace and for the most part skip labored jokes.^*

On the whole, Miss Bromley summed up, femme gabbers offer "intelli-

gent woman listeners considerably more than do the soap operas," although

their showjf are "a disconcerting melange of raves about food and house-

hold products, cosmetics, jewelry, too often trivial new items and more
or less interesting, guests." .

.

Pittsburgh radio vets grabbed the majority of places on the Eddia
Dowling "Big Break'^ show of Aug. 10, when that city will be showcasecl

on the NBC program. Three of the five places went to Irving Barnes,

colored baritone who has appeared frequently on KDKA; Mildred Don^
who's had her own show in town and was featured vocalist last winter

with Homer Ochsenhirt's band at William Penn Hotel's Terrace Room,
and Sally Kettles, young air actress who scored a hit season ago at the

Playhouse as the youngster in "Kiss and Tell." Other two spots went
to Art Ferranre and Louis Ticher, two-piano tpam and Pittsburghers

who are on th9 faculty of the JuilUard School of Music in New York.

Odd fact, hitherto unnoticed, in the sale of WPEN, Philadelphia, by the

Evening Bulletin to the Nevin-Sijn Kay drug chain, is the fact that the

chain was the first advertiser bounced off the air when the Bulletin

bought WPEN from the Arde Bulova interests.

When the Bulletin took over it started to "clean house" of programs it

deemed not in keeping with the dignity it wanted the outlet to attain.

The Nevin's Drug stores (later merged ..with Sun Ray chain) was the

sponsor of a show called "Man From Nevin" in which cash prizes were
awarded in a telephone giveaway pitch. Phone giveaways were put on
the taboo list by

. the Bulletin/ and Nevin's contract, was cancelled. Since
that time the drug chain has used air time On only rare occasions. It ia

expected, however, that as soon as the station goes under the new opera-

tion (it's now awaiting FCC okay )j Nevin's Will be bigtime users.

Unusual kudo was tossed the way of Rudolph Elie, Jr., Boston Herald
radio ed and Variety mugg, in the form of a 1,612-line ad (18 inches on

.

six columns) in a recent edition of the paper. Space was bought by
Boston's Jordan Marsh dept. store to thank Elie for rave notice of the

Frederic Ziv platter show, "Favorite Story," starring Ronald Colman.
Ad reprinted Elie's review, highlighting his statement that "Jordan's
knew a good thing when they ^w it." Store sponsors the waxed dramat
Sundays at 6:30 over WBZ-WBZA, and saluted the critic on behalf of its

274 buyers in 872 departments, merchandising reps in 87 cities of 18

nations, and Us 4,500 personnel.

10 of the 15 most popular local Netv York shotvs-'

other than neivs and commentary— are on WOR*

Sorry if we sound a little vain; we don't mean to be. Actually, it's a sort of

parental pride. For more than a quarter-century WOR has worked diligently to;

1

2

Create local shows that build profit-producing

audiences from almost the first broadcast and thus
lower an original low cost for the sponsor.

« Liberalise discounts generously and frequently to up
th6 profit on the sponsor's original investment.

3'm Keep its cost-per-thousand-bomes-reached

the second lowest in the United States.

Jhat WOR has succeeded in doing

these things is pretty wiell reflected

in —. WOR regularly carries more

accounts with a greater total dollar

volume than any station anywhere.

WOR's renewals for the first 6

months of 1947 are higher than

they've ever been. WOR progranif

consistently top the majority of

local New York shows in

popularity ranking.

mutual WOR-that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in New York

* according to The Pulse of N. K; June, 1947
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You could have struck it rich

on the night of July 6th

!

*Stbike It Rich: 10:30-11 -.00 p.in.,

EDT, Sundays^ features Todd Russell

•f "Double or Nothine" in one of the

' most exciting quiz shows ever built.

Contestants with crucial need to

"strike it rich" tell their stories and

gel sizable cash "working capital,"

-. with chance of pyramiding to 400%.

Recordings available.

There were 18 sponsored half-hour programs on the four networks on the

night of July 6th. That night a new CBS Package got its first rating.

'^STRIKE IT R1CH'7 on only its second broadcast, rated higher thm

ALL other halfhourshtmi on ALL other networks that night, Oialy

two half-hour Sunday shows did belter than "STRIKE IT RlCH"-

and both of these were also on CBS.

There were 82 sponsored half-hour programs on the four networks in the

first week of July, moiA of these already well-estahlished.

"STRIKE IT RICH", a new sustoimngf program, had a higher rating

than 68 of these established and sponsored programs.

"STRIKE IT RICH'' was 31% higher than the highest rated half-

' hourprogram on two of the competing networks anytime'that week*

Its 7.6 Hooper was 55% higher than the average evening program

on all networks.

That is why you— if you are looking for a hard-hitting, new radio program

—could have struck it rich on July 6th as sponsor of "STRIKE IT RlCH";

doing better than 68 of the 82 other sponsors on the air that week!

"STRIKE IT RICH" is CBS-conceived and CBS-produced; another of

the top •flight CBS Package Shows designed for advertisers who

want to get their sales message to the public effectively.

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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f/V JVEJF YORK CITY ...
Mutual program veepee Phil Carlin's daughter, Virginia Claire, a

recent Vassar grad, has announced her engagement to Hughes Spraggins,

of Mississippi, an ex-Navy lieut. .. .After several putofTs dating back to

last January, Radio Best, new national radio fan mag, now is slated.for a

Life-size September debut. Color cover of initialer (250,000 circ.) features

Tex & Jinx McCi'ary. .. ."Author Meets Critics," now on tele as well as

radio, is being pitched up .for filming as a series of short subjects, a la

the "info Please" briefies "of a few years back ... iMutuSl sending Arthur

Gaeth on a flying trip to Tokyo to wax material for a special V-J Day
ahni airer.;,.Ben Z. Kaplan, WNBC's assistant promotion chiefv back

irom honeymoon travels to Nantucket and Canada. Bride is the former

Anne Burkhart, assistant buyer at Lord & Taylor.

Bhret Brewery (Broolclyn), sponsor of "Murder at Midnight" on WJZ,
tipping its radio budget in Sept. and looking for a sports stanza to bankroll

... .Margaret and Travis Johnson's Song Spinners have formed their own
plattering outfit, Spinna Records, to promote themselves via distribution

of disks to jockeys throughout the country. First pressing is. of "Cool

Water" and "How Many Biscuits". .. .George Bryan, announcer for "Ar-

thur Godfrey's Talent Scouts," father of newborn girl. Mother is former

Mona Moray, actress. . . .Dick Dudley replacing Ed Herlihy for twtt weeks
on Horn & Hardart's "Children's Hour". .. .Ballard St Ballard (Obelisk

Flour) expanding its Sunday sponsorship of CBS' "Renfrp Valley Folks"

0T> southern.stations to four days a week starting Sept. 4.

Tris Coffin takes over George Hicks' late Saturday night (11:15) Wash-
ington commentary on ABC beginning Aug. 2. .. .Hicks started a new
co-op news strip (8:50-9 p.m.) last week Ed Gardner in town last week
and huddled with Ruth Gilbert on possibility of her going into "Duffy's

Tavern" this fall. . . .Harry Salter commuting from upstate N. -Y Koch
Chemical Co. of Minnesota shopping for a net show to promote a new
tablet dentrifice called "Tabbs". . . .Ted Malone planes to Europe next
Sunday (3) for a 10-day looksee ... Sydney Smith into cast of • "Katie's

Daughter." Colleen Ward With "pavid Harum." E. A. Krumschmidt into

"Romance of Helen Trent." . Charme Allen- added to "Young Widder
Brown" players. Teresa Keane with "Just Plain Bill." Rene GeKiere,
Joan Alexander, Neil O'Malley, John Sylvester, Cbarita Bauer and Jack
McBryde added to "Front Page Farrell". . . .Harold Rose agency passing

around a comedy series called "Greatest Guy In Town,", starring Robert
Alda.'- Scripter is Alan Sands Not surprising that Joseph and Stewart
Alsop will sub for Elmer Davis on his ABC stint during his European
junket next month. Robert Kintner, before he became ABC's exec veepee,
was Joe Alsop's capitol columning teammate. . . ;Mrs. - Tom Luckenbill
making slo.w comeback after serious polio attack last fall. .. .Charles
Gaines commuting to Westport for the summer. .. .James Thurber doing
a four-part report on daytime serials for New Yorker mag. . . .Ben Hyams,
on leave from CBS, flying all the way to his Hawaiian retreat. .. .Hank
Warner's "Goodbye, Darling," aired last year, gets another whirl on
•'Molle Mystery Theatre" Aug, 8....Joyce Hayward, signed to play femme
lead in NBC's new whodunit, "Mystery Without Murder."

William S.sPaley, CBS board chairman, married on Monday (28) to Mrs.
.Barbara Mdrtimer Cushing at home of Mrs. Cushing's mother in Man-
hasset,. wiffj ceremony performed by Supreme Court Justice J. fidward
Lumbard, Jr. Couple sails Aug. 1 on Queen Elizabeth for extended
European trip Les Tremayne replaced James. Meighan in the star role

in Mutual's "Falcon," starting last night (Tues.). . . .Gordon Eraser sub-

4i

Newscaster Sues for lOOG
. Zanesville, July 29.

John M. Peart, 28, radio newscaster

for WHIZ, Zanesville, has filed suit

in Muskingum County Common Pleas

Court against Earl Jones, newspaper
publisher, asking $100,463 damages

for injuries alleged to have suffered
in an altercation with Jones. Latter
publishes the Zanesville News and
Massillon (O.) Independent, and also

has extensive coal interests in Ohio.
Peart declarepl that Jones struck

him last April 18, knocking him
against a wall and down a flight of

stairs. Plaintiff asserted the fall ag-
gravated wound suffered in the South
Pacific, and caused him to be hos-
pitalized for 13 days.

WHN
Every Saturday

Night .

6:45 to 7:00 P.M., EDST

Winner - of the

Barry Gray award

on his last nighfs

Coast to Coast pro-

gram over the Mu-

tual Broadcasting

Co.

birig foi' Walter Kietttan, who's ill, on letter's ABC and WJZ news shows
. . . .Bertram Lebhar, Jr.^ WHN sales chief, to compete to the 21st .annual

World and Natfonal Contract Bridge championships at St. George hotel

(Brooklyn) next week Calvert's current "switched to" ads feature Jim
O'Bryon, Mutual's flack chief, .. .United Electrical Workers union has re-

newed Leland Stowe for second 13 weeks on Mutual, .. .Two-page color

pix layout on radio emcees in Aug. 2 Sateveport.
Morris Novik shoving off tomorrow (Thurs.) for Madison to participate

in two sessions of the Univ. of Wisconsin's labor school as well as the
concurrent Public Service Radio Institute....Don Rich threatens legal

action to counter those rumors of ousting as co-director of selecting via

radio Miss New York City for A.C. pageant.

lis HOLLYWOOD . . .

Alan Ladd and Bernie Joslin have cut the first platter in their "Alan
Ladd Show—Box 13" series for Mayfair Transcriptions, with Vern Carsten-

sen producing, Leonard Reeg directing and Ted Hedinger scripting.

;

Free & Peters now repping the Hawaiian Broadcasting System in the U. S.

. . . .JWT getting an early start on lining up the Elgin Holiday super-

shows with Norman Blackburn now selecting talent and scouting suitable

.scripts for dramatic bits. .Don Fedderson, g.m. of Dot Thackrey's KYA,
'Frisco and KLAC, here, vacationing. . . .Ditto Herb Wixon* 'sales manager
of G. A; Richards KMPC... .Larry Finley will handle sales on David
Street's "Music Shop" series for producer Sam Kerner; . . .RoUo Hunter
now heading newly combined program^production department of ABC's
KECA; following Bill Davidson transfer to manager's post of KSMA,
Santa Maria. ...Anita Chester, erstwhile secretary, now administrative

assistant to Chet Huntley of KNX-CBS, overseeing the Department of
Public Affairs for the Pacific net... . .John Guedel has audition-plattered
his new show, "Under 16," kid audience participation event with Ken
Niles m.c,'ing. .. .Clyde Scott back from, three weeks aboard the U.S.S.
Iowa. .

. Bob Hoag added to the sales.stafl of Don Lee. Terry Hayward
into the radio production department of the Wade agency. . . .Jim. Ameche
back in h^ starring role on NBC's "Grand Marquee", .. .Jack La Frandre,
of Chi's wGN, in town shopping for musical picture properties and talent

for new fall series Mutual would originate in Chi. .. .Anthony.^ V. B.

Georghegan, media v-p of Y&R, back to Gotham after vacationing here
....John Masterson returned from the east.. ..William Whitney joined
CBS-KNX news staff, replacing Marion Murray. .. .Edwin C. Hill's tran-'

scribed "I See America" commentary and K. Louis Flatau being added
to KFWB's news side next month. .

Fred Chase, of Y&R, named radio chairman of Opera Guild of southern
California Wauhillau La Hay returning to Ayer radio publicity post
via Manitou, Colo., home for family visit after a stay here, arriving at
homeoffice Aug. 11—ABC vtp Don Searle has presented Zeke Manners
with a neon-illuminated mike to keep him awake on his sunrise ether
chores. .. .Dennis Day goes to Rio de Janeiro from Mexico City for a
vacation, returning to his NBC: show Aug. 20 David Miller, barrister
with Y&B, visiting from Gotham, ., .George Dietrich, Y&R media head,
returning here next week with family from eastern visit ....Jim Morgan
doing a dittoing of his. "Queen For a Day," airing one live daily and later

in afternoons waxing one for a backlog to permit vacations for all hands
....Mai Boyd named special exploitation handler for KMPC. .. .Jack.
Rourke and Joe Gratz readying a new half-hour plattered bake, "Ad-
venture Inc.," for auditioning, with Herb Little and Dave Victor scripting

John Hansel, exec v-p of N. W. Ayer, and James Hanna, assistant
radio department head, back to New York after selling trip in San Fran-
cisco.... Sid Strotz back from homeoffice conferences on NBC's Coast
video doings and says announcement on diggings will be made next week.

fJV CHICAGO . . .

"Jack "Armstrong, the AH American Boy," on ABC, celebrates its 16th
year on the air July 31. . . .Helen Malone back from vacation in New York
where she visited her former radio mates, Virginia Payne and Ralph
Camargo.

. . .While- Bill Evans is vacationing, Hal Lansing is subbing for
him on "Record Reveille" and Lee Bennett On "Happy Birthday" both over
WGN. . , .Jim Hurlbut in lor few weeks before returning to New York
for "We Went Ba^k" on CBS- Aug, 24. . Caesar Petrillo and Al Goering
are off to Catalina where they will spend a, complete month organizing a
20-piece dance orchestra for the Wrigley Pavilion. . . .Jack Dempsey and
Barney Ross took turns as guests on Bob Elson show. .. .Dave Moore and
his family spending two weel^s in northern Michijian. . . .Tom Post, w.k.
character actor, died last week. .. .Wayne King will transcribe a new
series for Fox De Luxe Beer. . . .Dave Bacal, radio organist, and his wife,
are on way to Coast to make their home there. . . .Sherman Gregory, for-
merly radio advertising manager for Schenley, is now working with
Campbell.'Soup in same capacity.

"

Sara Ann McCabe made guest appearance on "Melody Lane" before
"Red Mill" left town Florence Cruzen, Robert Jacoby, Betty Tyroler,
E, J. Conlon and Jo Ann Munson have joined the newly-organized John
W. Shaw Co "Queen For a Day" will visit State Fairs in Wisconsin
and Illinois during the month of August Jerry Colonna and Clark Dennis
doing their first interviews in town on the Ernie Simon show.. 100
newsboys on vacation from Indianapolis Will be- audience guests of Don
McNeill for his "Breakfast Club" show, Aug. 1. , ; .Arnold Speers, formerly
With New York Daily Mirror, now scripting "Welcome Travelers" show
here.... Dennis Hayes replacing Tony Trankina on "Junior Junction'^
while latter is in Hollywood for picture. .. ."Stars of Tomorrow" amateur
show initiating song writers' competition with Lee Bennett, mc and
songstress Phyllis Gale presenting five original amateur compositions
Ehza Merrill Hickofc, assistant program director of. "Quiz Kids," has re-
tired from radio in favor of marriage. •

Fulton Lewis' Choice:

Gel Out of Farmers*

Co-op, or Get Booted
Washington, July 29.

Fulton Lewis, Jr., who has been
lambasting cooperatives roundly in
his Mutual netwprk broadcasts for
the last several months, was invited
by the general manager of the
Southern States Cooperative this
week to submit his resignation or
risk getting booted out of the or-
ganization by vote of / the Cooper-
ative's 200,000 farmer members.
The strong language grew out of a

speech Lewis was reported to have
made in New York to the effect he
had been forced to join the Southern
co-op to get feed ftir his Maryland
farm, that he couldn't recover in
cash dividends on his stock and "he
was going to get his money if he
had to go to the Supreme Court to
do so."

In a three-page hotly-worded let-:

ter^ W; G. Wysor, manager of the
Southern States co-op, said records
showed Lewis had cashed several
dividend checks, that he could have
gone to any 'number of private con-
cerns in the county for feed, and that
he has always had the option ; of
turning in his co-op stock for cash
but has never done so.

ABC
31ssi Gontliiued from page

the $17,000 - weekly budgeted Old
Gold show with Prances Langford,
Don Ameche and Frank Morgan, al-

though it's figured there's a better

than even chance that OG will re-

turn to its 9 p. m. Wednesday slot

on CBS. ABC, too, is making over-

tures to Texaco to grab off the Sun-
day night Tony Martin show on
CBS, promising a Hpoper boost on
the Wednesday ABC kilocycle ride.

And to roimd out the still-elusive

picture, if tiie affiliate stations agree

to the proposal, Abbott &. Costello

may join the Wednesday brigade
with a co-op program. . ,

When an if any or all are brought
home to r.oost, . ABC will sit down
with the clients and reshuffle the:

night's programming schedule to sat-

isfy all and sundry.

. . , for

ment as

standing

artist.

achieve'

an out-

singing

BOBBY

BREEN

Buick's BuUet-by-Bullet

'On the Spot' Coverage

Of Frisco Bank Stickup
San Francisco, July 29.

An unscheduled ''on-the-spot" news
coverage of a shooting holdup was
taken advantage of by KFRC (Mu-
tual) on Vfed. (23) while the bullets
were still flying. When KFRC's Floyd
Buigk, making a deposit at the Mar-
ket Street Day-and-Night-Branch of
the Bank of America, got his station
on the phone as the bank robber
was backing out of the bank>under
the protection of a blaze of his gun-
fire. . .

' _

KFRC immediately cut a "Flying
Disk" program off the air and sub-
stituted the flying bullet program in-

stead, with the sounds of the pistol

shots audible to the station an-
nouncer,, who was giving the bullet-,

by-bullet description.

Several bankcustomers were in-

jured in the midday "raid. The gun-
inan escaped in a stolen automobile.

AkrDn--Gene Trace, former pro^

gram director of WKBN, Youngs
town, has taken a similar post with

WAKR, Akron. L. Baldin Harper
formerly producer. - direitor of

WTOP, Washington, D. C, is the

new program director at WKBNi
Youngstown.

mum' RETURN IN

18-STATION TRYOUT
John Hancock Insurance and CBS

have finally negotiated the deal for
sponsorship of reassembled "Point
Sublime" air show with -Mel Blanc
and Cliff Arqu^tte, but instead Of
immediately spotting the program
coast-to-coast it will get a tryout
limited to 18 stations in California
Louisiana and Texas. It's scheduled
for an Oct. 4 preerar.

Show, once a top west-coast rat-
ting-puller when aired regionally
will go into the 7:30-8 Saturday
evening (local) time- It's considered
likely that if John Hancock Ukes the
results after the initial 13-week; fide
it will get a Coast-to-Coast show
casing. ;

"
.

Russ Johnston, radio director of
McCann-Erickson, agency on the ac-
count, is currently on the Coast
whipping things into shape.

Engle's WINX Music Berth
Washington, July 29.

Washington Post -owned WINX
which plugs itself -as the "station
for music and news" announced this
week appointment of Donald L. En
gle as music director.. He replaces
Paul Hume who moves over to the
Post as music critic.

Engle was formerly on music staff

of the Library of Congress.

TRAHSCRIBED
AND

AVAILABLE

That's a whale of a rating.

But that's what the Texas

Rangers get at WGBI, Scran-

ton, Pa. They get it with their

famous transcription service—

Which features the western

and folk songs that never

grow old. And they get the

tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,

when there is a 3T per cent

Sets.in use figure. Yes. Scran-

ton listens to and Hkes the

Texas Rangers. It's no wondef

WGBI renews year after year.

Buy the Texas Rangers trans-

criptions for your market.

They build a big audience at

WGBI and at scores of other

stations, too. They can do the

same for you. Wire, writ? of

telephone.

The Texos Rangers
AN AMHUH B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

rickwitk Hot*l • Ktinwi CHy 6, M».
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Allentown s Ex-GI FM Station

h Special-^oadcast Prendre
AHentown, Pa„ July 29.

year and a half battle against

multiple odds by five ex-GIs to put

'n station on the air in this

Ht* will be culminated toniorrow

Wed.) when WMZ officially makes

Its ether debut with a two-hour spe-

cial broadcast from AUentown's West

fark. Throng of townspeople as-

sembied for the event undoubtedly

will include most, if not all, of the

50-odd local citizens who have

helped the community's first ex-

clusively FM station get. a start by

investing stock in it.

Quintet of former Army and Navy
officers, who put all their savings

into the venture and got through

the early phases of their struggle

mainly by the grace of their wives'

outside jobs, were able to fix the air

teeofl date a few days ago when
thejr finally got promise of delivery

of linoleum for the floors and glass

for the control booth of their studios

in the basement of the Masonic
Temple. It's b*en that niprand-tuck

all along.

'But with the well wishes now>of
a community that has been made

' acutely FM-conscious through;
liiontbs of determined campaigning

by WFMZ's founders—via paid ads

in the local newspapers, ads on
paper match covers, pamphlets, con-

stant contact with the town's radio

dealers^ etc.—the vets feel their big

battle is won.
They're teeing oH with General

feeds' first PM order, placed via

(Young & Rubicam, which has never
before placed an FM account. It'll

be a 30-miDute (6:30*7 p.m.), cross-

Lots of Hoopla
Allentown,''Pa. July 29.

: .General Eisenhower has as-

assigned his deputy chief of staff,

, General "Lightning Joe" Collins,
'
to be principal speaker at cere-

monies opening five ex-GIs' new
FM Station, WFMZ, here to-

morrow ni^ght (Wed.)! He'll

apeak on "Radio's Responsibili-

ties in National and World Af-
fairs." Pa.'s Governor Duff will

Introduce him;
Ezra Stone will emcee the

allow, on which f"red Waring's
Glee Club, the Deep River Boys,

Vic Damone and others are

slated for guestshots. Army
band from Washington will

salute the station via the Con-i

tinental FM Network.

come from such persons as Maj. Ed-
win ft. Armstrong, FM Inventor,
who is so keenly Interested he has
made several trips here and given
the vets about $2,000 worth of equip-
ment, as well as supervising and as-
sisting in installation of WFMZ's
transmitter.

Obstacles the vets had to hurdle,
in addition to touch-and-go. floanc-
ing. Included a whispering cam-
paign apparently waged by certain
powerful and intrenched interests

in an attempt to discourage com-
munity support of the new station.

Vets struok back in paid ads In the
local

,

paper and finally beat down
the opposition. Couple of stories has AP service.

BAMO »7

about their struggle in « national
mag also helped.

Vets are incorporated as the Penn-
AUcn Broadcasting Corp., with Ray-
mond F. Kohn, ex-Army captain,
publicist, director of the FM As-
sociation, as proxy. Other four are
Kohn's brother, Earl J. Kbhn, for-
mer chemist; Millard L, Fisk, for-

mer music supervisor of public
schools in .Nortliporl, L. I.; Jacltson
H, Frederick, ex-ad and promotion
man for Liggett & Myers, and John
C. Pratt, who holds a master's de-
gree in music and French from
the Univ. of Illinois. Each draws a
salary of $100 a month.

; WFMZ will operate '14- hours a
day, P a.m. to 11 p.m. A Washing-
ton newsman related to the Kohns
has been taken Oi. as D.C. correspon-
dent for the station, wliich will pipe
him at least once weekly for a re-
port on Capitol affairs. Station also

WHN Sports Strm Sbpes Up For

50(IGPayoffmFan;OG'sCom Splurge

Most impressive sports airing

schedule on record has been wrapped

up by WHN, Loew's-owned New
York indie, for the upcoming fall-

winter season, with sponsors on the

line for close to $300,000 in gross

billings. Indie's stress on Sports cov»

erage has put it easily in the fore-

front in this category of broadcasts

ing. And it's due to pay off more
handsomely than ever before.

Instance of the payoff is the ink-
ing of Old Gold cigarets and Nedick's
orange-drink stands for dual spon-
sorship of .30 N. Y. Knickerbocker
pro ba.skotball gamf?."!. La-st year

WHN aired' the Klnicks unsponsored;
OG and Nedick's, latter for the sec-

ond season, also have signed jointly

for airing of 46 collegiate basketball

double-headers in Madison Square
Garden, including 35 regular season
clashes, eight post-season games, and
three Olympic playoffs. WHN is

goinj! into the first half of a two»
year contract with the Garden cov*
ering exclusive broadcasts of basket-

ball and hoclsey.

Indie also has a new sponsor in
the signaturing of Schaeie" Beer to

bankroll coverage of 30 Ranger
hockey games, plus the Stanley play-'

offs, and 14 Rover amateur hocked

(Continued on page 40)

the-board news program, "Report to

the People," in behaU of GF"s
llinute Ricei Order Is for 10 weeks.
Station will go all-out to make a

showing for the sponsor, with car

and bus cards, 25,000 match folders,

and other promotion .plugging tne

show.
Vets at the same time will get

Out a promotion brochure, pointing
to the station's 1,500,000 population
area coverage, area's textile and
other industries and richness as a
market, the community's unusually
high appreciation of fine music, the
station's fixed determination to

lender a high level of public service,
etc, Hope of the vets is to interest
the major ad agencies in making
Allentown a testing ground for FM
advertising.

Vets hope, with regard to local

accounts, to take to the air with
about a dozen sponsors. Drive among
area's 75 radio dealers has sky-

. rocketed the number of FM re-

ceivers in WFMZ's primary area
from 300 as of last January to 2,300
at a recent count. Total is expected
to exceed 3,000 by the teeoJI date
tomorrow. (AUentown's newspaper-
owned AM station has an FM affili-

ate and Philadelphia's FMers reach
into the area.).

Community Support
Sample of the community sup'

port the vets have won is their legal
guidance by Senator O. J. Tallman
jnajority leader of Penn.'s upper
house, who volunteered his services

their counsel when a local law
Drm, which also represented the
local newspaper-AM interests, re-
signed as the vets' rep.

• Sample of the FM-selling achieve
meats of the quintet is fact that the
leader of nearby Bethlehem's
lamous Bach Choir, who has long
Been. soured on the quality of AM
Moadcasting, is seriously consider-

J?8
putting the choir on WFMZ.

otation, which is a member of the
recently formed Continental FM
«etWork, has high hopes of feeding
We Bach Choir stanzas to the 21-
station web.

Outside support of WFMZ has

on our 2QtIi

Anniversary duly 11,1947)

we are thankful for the consideration

which has been shown us by:

1 Our listeners (our public)

2 Our advertisers (God bless 'em)

3 Our own staff (they've been fewell)

^e look forward to another 20 years based upon our concept of radio

and television operation—which is to develop the facilities allotted us

by the Federal Communications Commission to the utmost in the

public interest.

PresidetUt

Vice President

General Manager

^tjujA.^' ^-^^ Managing Director

WJBK, Detroit, Mich.

Managing Director

WLOK* Lima, Ohip

Managing Director

WWVA, Wheeling,W.Va.

^.gi<r«..»./*v4w^U managing Director

WMMN,Fairroont,^WVa.

^"^'^f** Managing Director

WSPD, Toledo. Ohio

Managing Director

WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.

V':^*v-*;X-*»-|^wc«<^ Mantling Directot

WGBS, Miami, Fla.

THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
506 New Center Building Detroit, Mich.

^yieu eon hank on



Heals on Dennjf to See That Durr

Gets Seat on FCCs Broadcast Div.

State of USSR Radio
NBC's W. Wt Ghaplin put togetheirreports from the net's cone

spondents abroad to compile, for U. S. listeners last Saturday (26)
timely recap of radio broadcasting. developments in Europe, includine
the first postwar revelations of the status of radio facilities and
listening in Soviet Russia.

Chaplin reports that Soviet broadcastiriR stations, badly damaged
during the war, have been returned to Brst-class condition, 27 new-
ones have been put on the air, and 10 . more are blueprinted under a
five-year plan. Of the 10,000,000 receiving sets in the country only
about 4,500,000 are equipped to pick up foreign broadcasts. Individual
listening is discouraged, Cbaplin reports. lyiajority of Russians hear
all-Russian programs at "community centers," B&dio Moscow is now
on the air 19 hours daily, six and a half of which are devoted to
English-language broadcasts. Station airs in 77 languages and dia-,
lects in addition to many foreign languages.
Impression that underground radio stations have disappeared fn

Europe is Tvrong, says Chaplin. A station believed located in Jeru-
salem is brpadcasting "violent anti-English" messages. One in Slo-
venia is carrying on a fight against oppiression. Two in Yugoslavia
are laying down barrages against Tito. There is a Basque station
and another whose location is unknown ;ivhicb ^peak for Republican
elements in Spain. ;

,

FTC
Colitiniieil from jiage 31

grams than is permitted the FCC.
WWDC argued that WGAY's

broadcast of price at the track was
being used illegally by bookies and
numbers racketeers. Marks', memo
replied: "If the FTC adopts this.

(WWDC's) recommendation', it could
extend this philosophy to enjoin
baseball programs, broadcasts of
football games and similar sporting
events on the ground these programs
are used by the gambling element.
. . . This doctrine could prohibit the
broadcast of the Kentucky Derby
or other races which are memorable
events in American life."

He added: "The possibility that
this information may be used for
illegal purposes should not deter-
mine the propriety of the broad-
casts." Police officials, the memo
states, told WGAY the numbers
racket in the past was based on
stock exchange reports and Treasury
Department flguress.

No Grounds For Befosal
Other arguments in the WGAY

memo are:

1. FCC has frequently mentioned
horse-racing shows in its backward
look at a station's program format,
but has never refused a license on
this ground. Race: shows broadcast
by KSAN, San Francisco; WAAF
and WAIT, Chicago; and WMEX,
Boston, were Considered in FCC
proposed, findings but not used as
a basis in refusing their applica-
tions, it was pointed out. For ex-
ample, an FCC proposal mentioned
the racing shows carried by WMEX,
but in its final decision the Com-
mission disqualified WMEX for an
FM permit only on ground that it

was financially weak. (These tactics

were recited not to excuse FCC
double-talk on its program author-
ity, . but to show the Commission
does not feel justified in denying
licenses "An the sole ground such
broadcasts tjre carried.) . These ref-

erences^ WGAY. declares, "indicate
the Commission has not determined
that broadcast of horse-racing results
violates the public interest standard
of the Communications Act."

2. Local law enforcement officials

gave .the WGAY broadca.sts a clean
bill of health before going on the
air and again three months later.

No criticisms had been received
from listeners and the police said
there was no evidence they were
being used Illegally.

Listeners Favor Irack
To show interest of Silver Spring

listeners, WGAY said a county poll
found 58% of the respondents, in
favor of the establishment of a
track,- permitting pari mutuel bet-
ting, in the county. Maryland has
as many trades as any other state
in the union.

3. The memo pointed out that
WOL-Mutual and WEAM, Arlington,
Va., carry similar race information,
evidencing the local interest in such
shows. Mention was made that
WWDC carried both a ra,eing stint
and a telephone quiz sliow but
dropped them after an FCC pro-
posed finding .denying the station
an FM permit. WWDC later got the
FM franchise,. .

.

The WGAY statement said "any
inference that horse - racing results
were abandoned by WWDC because
of an FCC decision is not in accord-
ance with the facts."

WFIL'S RESHUSTIE
Philadelphia, July 29.

James T, Quirk has been named
director of public relations and pro*
motion for WFIL, and John D.
Scheuer, Jr. has been named opera-
tions assistant, it was announced Sat.
(26y by Roger W. CUpp, WFtt, gent
eral manager.

Quirk, who became associated
with the station in 1940, will be in
charge of special events, public serv-
ice, publicity and public relations.

*

8.688%
OF THE TOTAL

U.S. MTAIL SALES

ARE IN THE

WAATAREA
*SALES MANAGEMENT IHt
SURVEY OF BUYING POWER

ARE YOV USING
WAAT TO REACH

THIS AREA?

more' AND MORE
ADVERTISERS ARE,

BECAUSE THEY
KNOW THATt

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LISTENERS
PER DOLLAR IN

NORTH JERSEY
AND NEW YORK
CITY THAN ANY
OTHER STATION
...INCLUDING ALL

50,000 WATTERS.

Vfirst in am

4/FIRST IN COMMERr
^ CIAL FM (wAAw)

VSOON FIRST
IN TELEVISION

Washington, July 29.

Educational FM broadcasters, some
indie FM'ers and several radio-

minded liberal groups here will soon

launch a propaganda campaign at

FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny,
Jr,, to see that Commissioner Clif-

ford J. Durr is not maneuvered out

of a seat on the three-man FCC
Broatfcasf Division, which will set

up shop on or around Oct, 1. From
then on through March, 1948, at least,

the only time the full FCC bench
will pass on broadcast matters will

be when the three broadcast divi-

sion members, plus Chairman Den^
My, split tWQ'to-tvTO on a radio case.

Concern for Durr?s seat arises

from the fact that at least four FCC
members are actively vying for

places on the broadcast division.

(Chairman Denny will be the fourth

member and vote on all three divi-

sions: broadcast, common carrier

and non-broadcast radio.)

The contenders are Commissioners
B. "K, Jett; Rosel Hyde, Durr and
neiwly-named GOP member Robert
F. Jones. Jett and Hyde, who both
have long tenure at FCC, are equally

versatile in all fields, although both
have had most experience in broad-
cast matters and a strong preference

for the field. Jett is a former FCC
chief engineer ^nd Hyde an ex-

JIMMIE
BROWN

NEW SINGINO STAR

STARTING

THIRD 13-WEEK SERIES

-ON''-

'ANGOSTURA TIME'

SAT.. 5:30 P.M., EDST. WOR

general counsel and assistant G. C,
in charge of broadcasting.

Durr has spearheaded most of

FCC's; controversial broadcast moves
in his six years on the bench and
would obviously prefer to sit on the
comimon carrier and broadcast divi-

sions, though as chairman of neither.

However, pressures from the indus-
try and Capitol Hill conservatives
may deflect his nomination to the
non-broadcast division, it was be-

lieved. Durr's appointment runs out
next June 30,

While newcomer Robert F, Jones,

former GOP Representative from
Lima,- O., might normally be ex-
pected to play a secondary role dur-
ing his early days . on the FCC
bench, it was reported certain the

GOP'ors would press for his service

in the broadcast field. They look on
Jones as their most active advocate
on an FCC bench, which otherwise
sports three Democrats, one Repub-
lican (Rosel Hyde, with the FCC
for the past 18 years) and two po-
litical Independents. And broadcast-
ing is the only FCC activity of any
political consequence.

Though Jett and Hyde are both in

line for the. chairmanship of the
all-important bro&dcast division, it

was believed Jett's much broader
knowledge of the safety and special

services radio field-night be used" to

persuade him to sit on both the
non-broadcast and this division. And
the chairman of one division may
not serve on any other. —
Concern for Durr's seat arises

from the fact that the FCC order
inaugurating -the new system is

silent ' on the manner of choosing
division members. It was speoTated
the .Commission itself wfll decide
the question, in which case vote of
Chairman Denny may be all-impor-
tanti

Procedure, c&lfs for members of

each division to elect their own
chairman, and little or no contro-
versy is expected there. However,
sentiment of several groups here is

that the Commission should see to

it there is a proper balance of opin-
ion on the Broadcast Division.

Therefore, if either Jett or Jones is

named, they argue, Durr should also

serve to counterbalance the generr
ally conservative views expected
from the former duo.

'

3 THEATRE MEN BUY

KWFT (TEX.) FOR 700G
Kansas City, July 29.

H. J. Griffith, head of Theatre En-
terprises, Inc., circuit with offices

here and other theatre properties in

Texas, Oklahoma, and- California,

and Edward H. Rowley, Texas ex-
hibitor, have purchased KWFT,
Wichita Falls. Kenyon Brown, oper-
ations chief at KWFT, is the third
partner in the deal, and price has
been quoted as $700,000.

Station was sold by Joe B. Carri-
gan and his family with the expla-
nation that Carrigan is retiring from
radio on the advice of his physician.

Griffith and Rowley will hold
majority control of the station with
Brown continuing as a minority
holder and managing director.

STATE DEPT. REVAMPS

VOICE OF AFiSERiCA'
Washington, July 29.

State Dept., moving on several
fronts today (Tues.) to overhaul its

"Voice of America" programming to

conform to budget cuts, ordered
daily DX shows cut from 55 to 33

hours, but added 30 minutes of news
and music to present airers beamed
at the Soviet Uniom
Department will axe the bulk of

its English-language Icatin-Amerioan
broadcasts and completely knockout
Swedish, Danish and Dutch language
shows. In a new system of block-
programming, "Voice" broadcasts

will concentrate on areas of political

controversy.

Although the proportion of State

Dept. overseas broadcasts handled
by NBC and CBS will jump from
43% to 75% under the reduced pro-
gram, the private licenses actually

will air 55 minutes less per day of

these programs. Whether the two
nets will continue handling the

"Voice'! airer$ isn't yet determi-ned.

McLEAN IN HAIL BROS. EXIT
Kansas City, July 29.

John T. McLean, advertising man-
ager, is pulling out of Hall Bros.,

for whom he handled their network
show, "Reader's Digest Radio Edi-
tion" for the past two seasons.

He becomes advertising manager
for Vendo Co., local makes of auto-
matic soft drink dispensers and an
automatic coin changer.

NAB Code
ssss Continued from page 31

means a single sponsor will be held
to two-and-a-half minutes of plug in

a quarter-hour segment.
Middle commercials are out on

five and 10-minute shows and must
be accommodated within the three-
minute limit wh«n . carried on 13-

minute periods. Multiple sponsors
or participating shows can absorb
the whole three-minutes. Double
spotting, hitchhikers and cowcatch-
ers are also banned in the new code.
Cornerstone of the new concept

toward commercials, it was believed,
is found in the flat three-minute
formula, which required a JuU-day's
discussion bjr the code drafters. The
old code limite'd commercial copy to

20% pf a time-period for multiple
sponsors, a much more liberal
method of dealing with participating
shows.
Code is also expected to set up

new minimums on "good taste" pro-
gramming. Provisions may be in-
cluded against use of questionable
laxative, etc., plugs, and liquor ad-
vertising (already frowned on in the
1945 code). Recommendations are
due on children's shows, crime pro-
grams, money-giveaways and quiz
shows of questionable legality. Still
undecided is whether the Code will
include a sanction against certain
types of racing information broad-
casts.

CBS Long-Range
ssss Continued from nagg ai r--—

!

short holiday in Bermuda. At the
same time, Davidson Taylor, CBS'
other program veepee, moved over
into the directorship of public affairs
in succession to Edward R. Murrow.
The latter will loaf for several
weeks before taking on his resumed
status as broadcaster after a lull of
nearly two years.
Gerald Maulsby continues with

Taylor, as previously with Murrow,
as executive assistant in the public
affairs half of the program dept.,
while Werner Michel will be exec
asst. to Robinson, as previously to
Taylor.

Robinson spent several days prior
to his holiday conferring with Wil-
liam S. Paley, CBS board chairman,
and prexy Frank Stanton, and in
meeting the variou.s divisional head.';.

I

Murrow
lasss Continned from page 31 '

desired on the Coast, where listeners
prefer the hit-hard type ot spieling.
Murrow, as in past years, will do

his own writing^ except for an oc-
casional a.ssist on bulletins and
straight news. When he's traveling
abroad, he'll be cut in for an eight
Or nine-minute pick up for his
analytical treatment (with the Coast
r e p e ,1 1 on those oeca.sions to be
tran.scribed), and the bulletin mat-
ter handled by the CBS nowsdosk.

Schenectady — Transcribed plugs
by Clem McCarthy for the current
Saratoga-at-Jamaica meeting and for
the session opening at the Spa on
Aug. 4 are now being turntabled
over a group of stations, under the
sponsorship - of the Saratoga Racing
Assn. These include WGY and
WSNY, Schenectady; WTRY, Troy;
WOKO-WABY, Albany; WBTN,
GlovcrsviUfr, and GLN; Glens Falls.

Ncu ,|or^e\"- 1- :>tatinn

Vim
NEWARK>MEW JERSEY

ON TARGET

The only shots that count are those

that hih We6d and Company's record

for "on target" selling is maintained

by the accurately directed efforts

of its experienced representatives.

WEED RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

NiW YOIIK'IOnOH*CHICAGO*D[TROnr*$iW ritAHCUCO-ATlAHTA'HOUyWOOD

TONIGHT w?"JrtBc

LORRY RAINE
Guest Stars on the "Summerflelfl
Band Cancert'^ with Ken Cnrson
and .Taek Meakfai, BlQgical Director
Other Becent Snows for tiorry:

"SOUND OFl'," with Mark WarUow,
CBS AKD NBC

"CAUFOSNIA. .ItlBIiODIW with
Harrr Zimmerman, Matnal

"COMMAND PKBFOBMANOl!!/? for
. AFBS •

. From WAMBR WINCHELIi'S Col-
umn, July 14: *'TUe Aristocrat? . . .

Ijorry Raine's version ot 'Topsy-
Turvy* on the CBSound Off show . .

."

From HOI.1.YWOOD KBVIBW,
.Tuly 14: "The Review Salutes . . .

liOrry Ualno . . . winnor 'Orchestra
World' magazine's poll as^

,
'Most

Promising New Discovery, 1947' .
."

From .TIMMIE TARANTINO'S Col-
umn, Hollywood Nite l,ite:"Nifty
lookinfiT, titian-tresaed, honey voiced
Lorry Ralne is zooming ahead as the
year's best sirfging bet , .

.'*

Penonal Mgl. . Direction

TIM GAYLE MCA ARTISTS, lid,

. 1637 N. Vino Beverly Hills,

.' Hollywood Calif.
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Meg' Stations

Spottedinlndiaiia
Indianapolis, July 29.

Operation of "bootleg" radio sta-

tions most of them spotted in south-

ern iidiana, was disclosed this week

bv FCC agents. . Using sets manufac-

tured in Bedford, Ind., and sold to

them for- $500, these shoestring

broadcasters plug into ordinary elec-

tric outlets and transmit via power

lines. Stations at Mitchell, Bedford,

BioOmington and Columbus, Ind., al-

ready have been closed by FCC
warnings, but agents expect many
others to pop up befiwe th^ boom is

oven
Manufacture and sales of the in-

strument are legal, agents say, and

numerous ministers have been ap-

proached with a line of talk to the

effect that it oilers churches a low-

cost radio broadcasting plan.

One "bootleg" st^ition at Lafay-

iette, Ind>, is reported to have car-

ried fousical recordings and spot ad-

vertising announcements, jamming a
licensed Lafayette station by brealc-

Ing into its wavelength.

Information on these unlicensed

ftations has been presented to him
lor possible - action, Maurice W.
Graston,'assistant tl; S: dist^^ at-

torney <here, said. But FCC 'agents

Said, they' believed ' inost ot these

operators didn't know they were vio-

lating the law.

COLLEGIATE NETWORK

UPS HR. RATE TO $1,323
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Sys-

tem, with IS campus stations recent-

ly added to its lineup, has issued its

sixth rate card, effective Aug; t,

(x>osting its basic one-hour rate
from $823.25 to $1,323. Net, which
broadcasts only during the academic
year, now has 42 stations available

to commercial sponsors out of a

total of more than 75 served by IBS.

New rate card for the first time
contains IBS circulation data, show-
ing the available' student audience
of each outlet and totalling the net's

reachable ILsteners at 167,211. In

proof that the students listen, the
card reports! ; that in answer to the
question, "What station do you listen

to most?" collegians gave'the follow-
ing preferences: IBS, 26.7%; 'NBC,
18.3%; CBS, 11.6%; MBS, 7.7%, and
ABC, 6.3%.

"On a national average," IBS
boasts, "66.8% of resident students
listen to their IBS station one or
more times per week. Listenership
to individual campus stations ranges
from 56% to 92%."-

Brockton Blues
Washington, July 29.

As the WADC-WGAR case

reached court, 'he FCC was still

undecided on another important
Blue Book case, involving three,

contenders for a new local-chian-

nel station in Brockton, Mass.
Decision is due soon since it has
been three months since the case

was argued after a proposed
FCC finding.

At issue here is proposed pro-
gram format of the Bay State

Beacon Co., which guaranteed to

keep slightly over 4% . of its

schedules for sustaining, public

service features. Commission has

tentatively ruled against this

bidder on the ground the format
is . too. rigid and . over-commer-
cialized.

'This Is FCC Censorship/WADC Howls

As Court Gets 'Real' Blue Book Test

Toiiimy Handley Trio

Back to Ei^Iand After

American Icebreaker
Tommy Handley, the British

comic, his chief writer, Ted Kavan-
angh, and his director, Francis
Worsley, left New York, last Sat-

urday (26) to return to London via
Canada. Trio' spent three weeks in

New York, with a side-trip to Wash-
. fogtQiL It was a maiden voyage to

the U. S. for all three. They expect

to return later.

'The Handley radio program,
"ITMA" ("It's That Man Again"),

has been continuously popular in the

United Kingdom since 1923 and
played an important part in , British

humor and propaganda during the
war. The present trip was in the

nature of a trial spin. Because of

/Vme limitations and the summei
hiatus, the Handleyites did- not get

much of a showing on Yank radio.

They appeared with Milton Berle
once, on the Jinx Falkenburg inter-

view dido, and also on the "We, the

People" commercial stint on CBS.
lajXer network had been especially

Interested to spot Handley on the
Bobert Q. Lewis program, but that

_
possibility fouled when Lewis con-
tracted Rocky Mountain fever j from

. Which he has since recovered, and
the show was thrown completely off

stride.

. Comment oil Handley 's appearance
with "We, the People" was favor-
^ble, although.it was an odd show-
:case for a comedian. Feeling this
side was that Handley could get over
with American audiences with not
too much adjustments of style and
material.

Louisville—Construction of a 192-

foot antenna on the roof of the
Kentucky Home Life Building, one
of the town's tallest structures,

starts this week for the new WGRC-
FM transmitter,

,in preparation lor
expected fdll-ttme 18-hour-a-day
operation. i_

Brazilian Chain Picks

Fremantle as U.S. Rep
Fremantle Overseas Radio, Inc.,

will be exclusive U. S. and British

reps for Emissoras Unidas of Sao

Paulo, Brazil. .

Emissoras consists of four stations

in Sao Paulo.4 Radio Sao Paulo slants

programs to a femme audience.

Radio Baneirantes handles music

and news. Radio Pan-Americana

carries a sked of collegiate sports

for teenagers. Radio Record carries

a varied program, with coverage of

whole southea.-.tern Brazil. ;

Washington, July 29. i

First clear-cut test of FCC's au- !

thority over programs and policies:

spelled out in the Blue Book started >

through the courts here last week r

when WADC, Akron, called on the
;

U. S. Court of Appeals for the Dis-
j

trict of Columbia to upset an FCC
j

decision deny irjg it a i):oo.st to SOlcw

power on the 1220kc channel.
WGAR, Cleveland, was given the

preferred assignment '
|

Station claims that PCC's actiofi
,

constituted
, -
outright censorship in i

violation of Section 326 of the Com-
munications Act, adding that by set- i

ting forth general rules "of prior

textual consideration of programs, '

1 the FCC is undertaking to establish
'

I
a code of censorship" for the entire ,

I

broadcasting industry. This reference 1

hit directly at the Blue Book, which
i

elaborated FCC policies on local,
j

live shows, over-commercialjsm and
|

need for some sustaining hours in
every program format.

Paul Segal, attorney, for WADC.
attacked FCC's decision to turn the

I

station down in favor of WGAR. be-
j

cause it proposed to carry
.
nothing

but CBS network shows throughout '

the network day, FCC declared a
station could not be a "spigot for;

network programs" and Aoerate in

the public' interest. Commi-ssion
claimed WADC had a responsibility

to put on some; local shows in re-

sponse to the needs and interests

of Akron listeners — interests, FCC
addedi which a national network
program schedule is not geared to

meet.
Segal's brief found FCC's action

"iHcyal, arbitrary and capricious"
for the following reasons:

1. FCC had violated the "no-cen!.

sorship - of - programs" ban in the
radio statute and had also done
havoc to the First Amendment which
protected WADC's right of free
speech. The v lawyer hcrO' tore a

page from the NAB manifesto which
gives FCC no authority whatever
over proposed or past program
policies. :

2. Commission had not given
WADC and WGAR comparative con-
sideration but had turned WADC
down outright by reason of its al-

legedly deficient program proposals.

This is also a violation of accepted
FCC rules and regulations.

3. No credit was given WADC tor

the normally weighty factors of loci^l

residence and the integration of
ownership with actual operation of

:

the station. WGAR's owners are
California residents and have, no ac-

(Continued on page 40)

Meet the nation's richest Missus .

.

,

hlumbo Buys WIPs

U 'Dawn Patror
Philadelphia, July 29.

:
WIP's "Dawn Patrol," believed to

" be the oldest allnight show in the
wuntry, was purchased last week
by Prank Palumbo, operator of four
of the city's leading niterlcs, and
three bu.siness friends.

The show is aired from 1 a.m. to

. 6 :a.m., seven times weekly. The
deal Involves a cost of about $800
Weekly, with Palumbo picking up
hal. the tab and the other three
^onsors--Pabst Beer, Goldman
Uothes and Witte Radio and Tele-
vision Co.—footing the bill for the
rest. J

_ Purchase of "Dawh Patrol" by™™bo mark.s the first time that
a; Philly night dub operator has
gone in for extensive commercial
air advertising. Palumbo has be-
come air-minded through numerous
remotes from the bandstand of the
vlick, which features top name

SnS S"-
31.S0 operates Giro's,

.««th Century and Palumbo's.

-promotion manager of WTAG,
,

has been named .sports director by
•:,» t!f .

-'^"^y ^'uller moviis into

On the Pacific Coast the Mis.sus holds the purse

strings to the biggest pocketbook in the nation.* Aiid

Columbia Pacific's Ed East knows how to open it,

£d East is a man without equal. During th«

past twelve months 300,000 women packed Earl

CmoJl's theatre-restaurant to watch him emcc«

Meet The Missus and to participate in die merry

mixtiire of quips and prizes. And this month, 40,000

more housewives will interrupt their family shopping

tostand in the block-long lines that lead to Meet The

Missus.** Many more thousands will take time out

from tlieir household chores to listen in at home.

Meet. The Missus ).s. ju.st as popular with sponsors.

Over 82!S,of the advertisers who bought one or more

quarter-hour segments have renewed their contracts.

Here's eloquent testimony that The Missus can move

merchandise on the Pacific Coast.

_ If you want to nieet— and sell — the Missus with the

most spending nionej' just give usj or Radio Sales,

a call; . We'll make a date to have Ed East introduce

you and your product.

* Ai't'offlinf,' In Sjilcft ,M;innfi('int'nl/«' "Survey Of Buying Power,'' Mny,

l!>t7, Paoifif fijjist, iM'i- efrcfhve Inij liTB Infolne is greater tlian

any KcoKr'U'i'l''''' KroiijJ in/ Hie run Ion. An Iniimrlanl ,27.2'", above ifie

' .national itvftaKe.,;,!- ;.

, •* Base<i vm u^n^^^^^ vi^e**^^e(M

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK

A DIVISION OF THE «<M.IjIVIBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM ^ JepieseiHel tj bdii S»les, tht SPOI BiMiMJlinj Divisien il CBS; dew M. (liiMW, lu »«pl(J, Jetroil. WUnU, San fiWttu*
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Radio For Peace
Continued from page 30

;

revenue of anyone in radio. Here,
briefly, is the spuggestion, and you
may judge for yourselves whether
this would seriously threaten either.

I suggest that each national net-

worlc, In cooperation with the agency
involved, offer the three half-hour
periods during the week when it has
the largest listening audience^ for
purposes of broadcasting a program
dev.)ted to a specific problem or or-

ganization or accomplishment. This
would make a total of 12 popular
program periods, to cover 12 weeks,

: at what would probably be a differ-

ent evening and period each week.
Perhaps a . final summary program
could make .this a 13-week series.

I'his arrangement should bp more
effective than the schedule used for

"This Is War!" Each program of this

series would be carried by all four
networks, and unaffliated stations as
.well woulfl be authorized to cairry

it.

' >'''.',An Example :"

. Using an example:- One wee^ such
a program would be scheduled at
the time that ' Bob Hope normally
broadcasts. Would you. Bob Hope,
not be willing to appear on the pro-
gram, with the personalities involved
in cancellations on the other three
networks, all of you to provide your
endorsement this project in World
understanding? And would, you, the,

agencies and sponsors involved, not
be V-illing to share with the net-

. works the expense involved? Surely
credits could be boiled doy^n, and
yet show that everyone in radio, in-

cluding sponsors, is contributing, as
everyone must, if the project is to

succeed^ ^'j

Each
,
program would be at least

as adequately publicized, as, $ay,
your "Bing's Day" program, Bing
Crosby, with the addition of cross-

plugs, courtesy spot announcements,
and every available publicity medi-
um. Putilicity costs would be shared
by sponsors, agencies and networks,
with credits listed in the printed ad-
vertisements.- Worthwhile clubs,

and . organizations throughout the
nation would help publicize these
programs,

In the selection o| participants all

groups in America' should be re-
membered: labor, Negro ' organiza-
tions, and aU th^ rest, along with the
finest of Engli^-speaking dramatic,
narrative, and writing talent, and
American musical tilent of all types,
including folk performers. Emigres,
new citizens^the whole of Amer-
ica should be represented.

In the matter of writing, I believe
that specific' problems should be
given America's best radio writers,

by the State Department, the U.Nm
UNESCO and. others, to be drama-
tized so frankly and above«board

Wit. LOU CLAYTON
OMITfiD BEXALL DRUG CO
irrldn7—CBS—8:30 p.i«>., EDSX

M-n-M—"Tills Time for Keeps"
"It OapiM-Brd In Brooklyn"

that the series, which might be

called "The Price of Peace," would
soon, be listened to by all the Eng-
lish-speaking people in the world,

and, as soon as possible, in transla-

tion at least of the most essential

parts, the entire world. If our fears

and' aims are presented absolutely

frankly, without innuendo, I believe

such a series could be a revelation

of the true world potential of radio

never before realized, even during
the war. ^ot only should what has
not , been done, but also what has
been done i toward • world p^ace be
dramatized, to counter-balance usual
headlines and news bulletins;

: World Exchanse Series

If*we can be so honest and frank
that we cannot' be misinterpreted

or misunderstood, this series could
possibly become a world exchange
series, in which we . are willing to

listen as well as broadcast—getting

all grievances and misunderstand-
ings into the open. Even if .all this

is nut possible) partial realization

Will be far better: than the situation

now existing.

As to writers, 1 have discussed this

plan with a few, including Carl Car-
mer. It is our belief that the finest

writers in America would consider
this an opportunity worthy of their

talents, now frequently devoted to

other media. Without knowing aU
radio writers, or meaning to slight

those not here mentioned, I believe
writers like Erik Barnouw, William
Benet, True Boardman, Pear^^Buck,
Carl Carmer, Robert Genedella, Hec-
tor Chevigny, Norman Corwin, Max
Ehrlich, Milton Geiger, Joseph Gott-

lieb, Langston Hughes, Millard
Lampell, Jerome Lawrence,. Alan
Lomax, Archibald MacLeish, Arch
Oboler, William Robson, Norman
Rosten, Robert Shaw, Morton Wish-
engrad, and many more would pitch
in and do the job that needs doing.

After this proposed series is fin-

ished, the job will still not be finish-

ed. If a world exchange, or further
series to Americans only grew out
of this series, ; that would be fine.

However, there are other values. Al-
though I believe American indiffer-

ence is not a radio problem, I also

believe the response of Americans
and the peoples of other lands to

adequately publicized war programs
show that they will listen if ade-
quately informed of the problem and
the special nature of the radio offer-

ings provided. This series should
interest people sufficiently so that

after the series ends, if it does after

12 or 13 weeks, the people will at

least already be better informed, and
will listen more to such progranTs
offered on even the type schedules
used during the past year.

I do not believe radio alone
should do this job. I think other
media are equally neglectful of the
opportunity available. I believe
advertising agencies could carry
the same theme into .other media,
with sponsored cooperation. I be-
lieve the films could and would
pitch In. But, as during the war,
radio is ideally qualified to launch
this project, to affect the- whole
population, and to provide the im-
mediacy and timing the problem re-

quires.., .
"

The State Department wants such
a series. Speaking from the center
of population of the nation,: X would
say the people of America desper-
ately need it. Who will provide this

impetus and leadership, which can

silence over-night statements to the

effect that advertising agencies are

interested only in money, and that

radio is not fulfilling its responsi-

bility? Are. four-network projects

not as possible now as in time of

war?
If this plan sounds "too -crackpot

to be practical," let it be remem-
bered that these are extraordinary
times, deserving of extraordinary ef-

forts. If such a ^ series never before
has succeeded, n e i t h e r has the
atomic bomb ever before existed,

and never has the world ever been
so rapidly pulling apart into two
armed camps (which, it need not be
pointed out, is far more ominous
than thrive or more armed : camps)

.

The AmeWcan people are not in-

different. They are only uninform-
ed. They have been conditioned to

count heavily on radio and the
newer communications media for

their information, and they are do-
ing so now.
By doing this job now, radio and

the other communications media
can best preserve the very freedom
they now enjoy, but will find com-
promised in case of another war;
and will surely lose in case of

defeat.

Would it not be fine if radio could
proudly : claim as much responsi-
bility for winning the peach as for
winning the war?

Ralelffh—The Raleigh News and
Observer has announced that Dud-
ley Tichenorj of Denver, will man-
age its two radio stations, WNAO
and WNAO-FM.
Tichenor, a native of Kentucky,

was associated with the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, for

17 years. At first, he was with the

Daily Oklahoman and Times, mov-
ing to Station KVOR in 1936, first

as advertising manager and later as

station manager. -

He was with the Army Air Forces

during the war, and then became
national advertising manager ,

of

KLZ, Denver.

Tele t. r.'s
Continued from page 33 .

St. Louis—To prevent a recur-

rence of the recent devastating

floods in the Missouri and Missis-

sippi river valleys, KMOX is co-

sponsoring a contour plowing con-

test between farmers from 31 Mis-
souri and Illinois counties on' a 287-

a'cre farm in Lebanon, 111., 25 miles

from St. Louis; on Sept. 6. In ad-
dition the local CBS outlet will pay
all expenses for the winner of the
contest to participate in a national:

contest at Houston next fall. In ad-

dition to the contest demonstrations
of pond construction, terrace build-

ing, forestry practices and pasture
improvement will be l)eld.

running off an ''audition" film of an
actual show packaged' for another
client.

••

Present plans' call for two of the

special cameras to be used for each
show. Each will operate 33 minutes,
making possible the recording of an
hour-long show or a lengthy sports

event, since the first camera can be
repacked with film ^hile the second
is operating. Cameras will operate
on 16m film, which is fireproof and
can thus be insured on air express
shipments. It's also less costly than
film, since the necessary projectors

are less expen.sive. Low-cost factor

also ties in with DuMont's proposed
low-priced tele statioi), which in-

cludes, facilities for transmitting film

via an image orthicon camera in-

stead of the usual iconoscope. With
his "live" shows thus available on
film, a^station operator will be able

to get along with just two i.o. cam-
eras, on which he can double for

remote picki)ps. . . . .

Chief problem in developing the

camera was ' the achievement of

smoothness in the mephanism. Since
a motion picture camera operates at

30 frames per second and a tele

camera scans at only 24 frames a
second, it was necessary to develop
a camera that would drop the six

frames without having the scanning
lines fall on top of each other. It

was also necessary to develop a film

with the same chrom'atic intensity

as that possessed by the average re
ceiving tube. Problem of sufficient

lighting was eliminated earlier with
the development of metal-backed
tubes.

i^eOAti by most .

.

PlejeMed by most

in the BUYING Ark-U-Tex

Write for Availabilities

WHN' Sports
Continued from page 37'

matches. Last season the Rover
airings were sustaining.

Old Gold has also re-signed for
sponsorship of the entire N. Y.
Giants pro football games. Billy

Taub, clothier, has renewed his pact
to bankroll the 30-minute "Hour of

Champions" Sundays. Another
clothier,* Simon Ackerman, will

sponsor "Take A Tip From Me
stanzas preceding and following the
Giants games Sundays.
Also on the WHN sked are nightly

Roosevelt Raceway trotting races,

sponsored by the Raceway; Satur-

day afternoon college grid games
and probably also the Army, "game
of the week"; prizefights and track
events at the Garden; indoor tennis;

15-minute "warmup" sportscasts pre
ceding game broadcasts; a nightly
(7 : 1 5) sportscast cross-the-board.
Most of tjie sportscasts will be
handled by Bert Lee, Ward Wilson
and Marty Glickman.
Effect of the .heavy isports sked is

that listeners will be able to tune in

some sports siiow every night in the
week at 9 o'clock on WHN, Bert
Lebhat, Si., the indie's sales director,

pointed out.

New Orleans — Walter Williams
WSMB new commentator, in three
days last week collected $5,000 to fi-

nance the mission of three young
priests of the Jesuit Order who have
dedicated themselves to mission
work on the Island of Ceylottf He
turned the funds over to Rev.]J. W,
I^nes, S.J,,, director of the mission.

Pittsburgh — Martha Henzie has
won audition for principal femme
singing spot on Bernie Armstrong's
beer-sponsored Friday night haU-
hourer on KDKA. She's a replace-
ment for Betty Ellen Morris (Mrs.
Larry Conn), who will: return to the
show after stork visit in fall; Otto
Krenn, program director and chief
announcer at 'WLOA iii Braddock,
has resigned.

Hartford— Couple of e x e c s of
WDRC have been appointed to local

community
.
organizations. Station

manager Waltter Haase has been ap-
pointed a member of the public re-
lations committee of the local branch
of the National Conference of Chris*
tians and Jews. Program manager
Harvey Olson has been elected first

vice president of the Hartford Ad-
vertising

_
Club. Station manager

Haase, a'.former club president, is

now a member of the board of direct
jfors of the organization.

Daytona Beach — Dina Carlson,
former

, WAG Captain and ATC
Radio Officer and freelancer is now
program director of WNDB, Day-
tona Beach, the News-Journal's
PMer. Miss Carlson was writer and
producer of many Army sho as
well as freelance writer on several
network broadcasts. She is from
New York.

Detroit—Jim Quello, former flack
for WXYZ (ABC) has shifted to
WJR (CBS). He replaced Bob An-
thony, who took over similar duties

at WJLB.

Portland, Ore.-^-C, S. Jackson, 32,

associate publisher of the Oregon
Journal for the past year and a half,

has been named general manager of

the newspaper's radio affiliate,

KALE, MBS outlet here, succeeding
Charles E;. Couche. ' Latter has re-

signed to turn farmjBr in the Wil-
lamette Valley.

Philadelphia — The personalities'

behind -the mikes win come .out into -

the open for Philadelphia' to see

when the "WFIL Day" outing Will

be held at Woodside Park Saturday,

Aug. 16.

Listeners, without regard to age
limit, are being invited over the air

to come to the blowout and meet
personally the pepple whose ,voices :;:

they hear day .in and day out.

Home Seekers Join In

.L.

In Bid For Quarters
- < St. Louis, July 29.

For the first time in this sector
of the country radio is being used by
GIs and others suffering from the
housing shortage as a medium for
seeking comfortable quarters. A
number of home seekers, the num-
ber not disclosed by WIL, have
banded together to bankroll about
300 words of advertising in the sta-

tion's IS min. Dawn Patrol program
of recorded music for a house, flat or
an apartment.
Last week the commercial gave

the sponsor's type of business, size of
family, his qualifications as a tenant
and his housing needs. He is iden-
tified only by a phone number. The
timing of the program, late Satur-
day night into Sunday morning was
designed by a station exec to catch
dialers expected to be in good spirits

and perhaps a little on the "senti-
mental side."

First program resulted in a few
offers being -received at the station
and included offers by others seek-
ing homes to grab any excess hous-
ing turned down by one of the
baiikroUers.

WADG Howls
ss Continued from page 39

tive participation in their Cleveland-
Detroit stations.

4. FCC overlooked fact that CBS
has network originations out of the

Cleveland-Akron area, many of them
in the public service category. Com-
mission's decision displayed ignor-
ance of the 4ietwork service given
this area. - :•..,

5. The decision is a direct viola-

tion of the multiple ownership rule,

since commonly - owned WGAK,
Cleveland, and WJR, Detroit, largely

duplicate each others' signals, FCC
ignored its traditional concern with

equitable distribution oi radio chan-

nels when it permitted one manage-,
ment to own two 50kw stations

covering' contiguous areas, which
form one of richest segments of

the U. S.

K.C;S 6TH AM STATION

(KIMO) PREEMS AUG. 1
Kansas City, July 29.

Kansas; City metropolitan area
gets its sixth AM station when
KIMO goes on the air at Independ-
ence, Mo., Aug. 1. New. station will
operate with 1,000 watts at 1510 kc,

dawn to dusk. Studios are located
at 310 North

,
Osage, Independence,

with the transmitter set up between
Indpendence and Kansas City in
what is known as the Intercity Dis-
trict.

Owners of the new station are
Craig_ Siegfried, Charles Siegfried,
Cedric Siegfried and Frank B. Fow-
ler in a partnership. Harry Becker,
formerly with radio stations in New
Mexico, takes over as program di-

rector and Frank Hassett as chief
announcer.
Four stations now are located in

Kansas City proper— WHB, Cook
Paint & Varnish Co.; KCMO Broad-
casting Co.; WDAF, Kansas City
Star; KCMO, Owned by Arthur B.
Church. Fifth station is KCKN, li-

censed in Kansas City, Kan., but
operating studios in both cities;

owned hy Arthur Capper*

•.•THERE'S PIENTY Of

• BUSINESS IN

G e I Y 0 u r

Shore By
II s i n g . • •

WEED A CO. NoliiMtal Refrttenlafiw*
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'Exclusives' May Also Gel 0,0,

If ASCAP Monopoly Trial Is Pushed
American Society of Composers/-

tnthois and PubUsher* apparently

MS been doing some thinking about

ihP U S Justice Department's suit

Jainst it, charging participation in

. world-wide monopoly on copy-

riehfed music via its exclusive re-

rioroeal rights arrangements with

various foreign societies. There are

whispers that when and if the suit

rnmes to trial that Broadcast Music,
'

hich ASCAP claims 'helped insti-

eate the action in a pique due to

it failure to beat ASCAP out of

some of contracts, will be

pointed but as holder of some ex-

clusive deals itself.

"•BMI has closed agreements with

Brazil (one of two performance

lights societies, one of which is

tied to ASCAP), Chile, Cuba and

Mexico and apparently ASCAP in-

ten(is pointing those out in a "what's

tfood for the goose is good for the

gander" move. They- feel that there's

DO question but tliat BMI was in-

strumentai getting the Justice

Department to launch the suit,

hoping to break up the Society's

foreign deals, following which BMI
would have an opportunity to con-

clude at least non-exclusive deals

with these same groups; And that

BMI has its own exclusive arrange-

ments, while it may not aid ASCAP's
defense of the suit, if it ev*r goes

to trial* at least will not give com-

fort to the government agency's

'monopoly charges.

I D. May Revive

Music Biz Interest

TJommy Dorsey's musie business

Intsrests may be revived this fall.

Both his firms—Embassy Music,

operated by Jack Johnstone, and
Dorsey Bros., in which he was
partnered with frere Jimmy and
which formerly was iun by George
Mario, .may be reactivated. Both
Mario and Johnstone, who quit

Embassy six weeks ago to entirely
• divorce himself from Dorsey's em-
ploy, leave for California tomorrow
(Thursday) to discuss the music
angle with Dorsey.

If Embassy or Dorsey Bros, ftrm
is reactivated, and it's probable that

either or both will be, the first tune
to t!e pushed will be, "I'll Be There,"
written by. Sammy Stept and ma-
estro Eddy Howard. T. D. has
alreaily recorded the song for RCA-
Victor and Howard is .due to cut
it for Majestic.

Minn. Symph Earned More
In '46-47 and Lost Less

Minneapolis, July 29.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra's
1946-47 earninjis were $56,350 more
than for the previous season, it was
announced. A total: of 139,000: per-
sons attended the orchestra's home
concerts; •185,760 turned out to hear
it on tour.

Year's operating deficit of $134,-
475. was covered by guaranty fund
contribution.?. Expenses rose $48,775,

largely because of the increase in

minimum weekly rate from $65 to

$75,: '

'^"'^ '

S. T. McKnight. president of the
orchestral association, and other of-

ficers were .rereleoted.,

2-Way Conflict

On limi' IMing
A new kind of hassle between a

recording corripany and music pub-
lisher over a set release date of re-
cordings of a song has developed
In this one. the ^disputed di.sking is

caught in the mi'ddle of the record-
ing company's desire to at least

match the release date set : by an-
other company for a tune which has
no connection with the one in dis-

pute"—the two are simply "backed
up" on the same record.

Here's how the argument stacks
upland it has not at this moment
reached the proportions of recent
disagreements. Shapiro-Bernstein
has a tune called "— and Mimi" on
which it has set a hard and fast

Sept. 10 release date. Majestic Rec-
ords cut the .song by Ray Dorey and
hi.s version has been coupled for
release with his arrangement of
Irving Berlin's "Freedom Train." It

seems Decca's version of the latter,

by Bing Crosby and the Andrews
Sisters, i£ due soon and in order not
to be beaten, Majestic wants to put
out Dorey 's version, along with
Shapiro's tune. Shapiro won't allow
"Mimi" out until the date set and
Majestic doesn't want to break up
the coupling, it has set. Dispute still

isn't settled, although Shapiro cannot
and will not back down.

Haverlin Heads East After

Switching BMI Coast Reps
Hollywood, July 29.

Carl Haverlin, Broadcast Music,
Inc., prez, trains back to New York
Aug, 3 aft^r fortnight visit here, ac-

companied by Julie Stern,, gen. pro-
fessional manager of outfit.

Last week pair effected a change
in BMI's local setup by switching
Eddie Janis, who long has plugged
here for firm, into film studio con-
tact, and hiring Irving Weiss from
Mayfair Music to flU the niche va-
cated by Janis.

Fill-in Policy for N. J. Meadowbrook

Keyed to Name Singers; Lesser Bands

Cafe licensing

Progresses in Chicago;

Feiham Heath, N.Y., In

Chicago, July 29.

With tlie signing of the Karzas
ballrooms, Aragon and Trianon,
Broadcast Music, Int., "has signed
all. locations with radio wires with
th« exception of two outlying spots-
Martinique on the south side and
Melody Mill on the west side. Only
tw(» major holdouts in the nitery cir-
jujt are Latin Quarter and Rio
Cabana, but many of the smaller
spots are awaiting official action of
'he Chicago Cafe Owners Assn.,
which hasn't given a definite yes
otm since first approached last Feb-
ruary.

vtocal. office has moved to 3G0 N.
Michigan, and Stan Myers has be-
.Wme regional head, replacing Joe
dates.

Shubert $lens BMI Deal
BMI last week secured a licensing

wangement with Herman Shubcrt's
mtiam Heath Inn, New York, after
nionths of haggling. Situation be-
tween the spot and BMI had reached

-^vhe-xe: name bands play-

tn 1
"P"* "forbidden by Shu-

sir \f
Pe'"form BMI tunes on the

^'^^ in fes* oi an
^"neement suit by BMI.
Mubert signed a standard BMI

«e« Which expiwa in iflSl.

Walker has been named
nn?^?v"

of the San Antonio Symph-
y^.?'''=5'*stra, the first taVL time

biz

Asbury Park Convention

Hail in '47 B.O. Upturn

After 20G Deficit Last Yr.
Asbury Park, July 29.

This resort's Convention hall,

which lost a bundle of coin last sea-

son promoting name bands on week-
end and full-week stands, has not
had a losing week yet this year.

Rediker Bros,, local jewelers, who
took the rap last .season to the tune
of approximately $20,000, are said to

be fairly well set in black ink so

far with half the season gone.

Convention hall's best business

this .season was done by the Tex
Beneke-Glenn Miller orchestra,

which is claimed to have done more
at the b.o, in four days last month
than that lured over the full week
ending last Wednesday (22) with
Harry James, Main difference, of

course, this season and which prob
ably spells the difference between
profit and lo.ss is that the Redikers
are paying less for talent. ; This

year James cost the operators $10,000

for the week as against some $25,000

last season.

Guy Lombardo's orchestra start-

ed the hall out on the profit side this

spring with a
;

three-day run over

Memorial Day weekend. Lombardo
gave the opcl'ators a profit in the

neighborhood of $2,000 and- they've

been building ever since : to over-

come last year's deficit.

ShubertsSueWB

On ASCAP Moves

With.Mnsic Frnn
Gbjecting to policy moves made

by Warner Bros, music combine,

with which they : are partnered in

the Shubert Music firm, Lee and

J. J. Shubert, through their Select

Theatres Corp., filed suit last week
in New York supreme court against

Herman Starr, head of the WB
group; Harms, Inc., Abraham M.
Wattenberg; Deems Taylor, as presi-

dent of American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers;
Louis Bernstein, ASCAP treasurer,

and the Shubert firm itself. Suit
aims to nullify the . agreements made
by the defendants in the Shubert
fiiTO's behalf and to dissolve the
venture.

With 50% of Shubert Music'.s "B"
stock owned by Select Theatres and
50% of the "A" stock owned by
Harms, former* Appointed J. J. Shu-
bert and John W. Waters as direc-

tors, according to the terms of the
incorporation, while Harms named
Starr and Wattenberg to the board;
Latter pair, according to the com-
plaint, entered into three pacts with
ASCAP without the knowledge of

the other directors; This, the plain-
tiff claims, is a violation of the New
York State corporation law.

First pact, allegedly made in Feb-
ruary, 1940, extended for a lO^year
term a contract made the preceding
nionthi with ASCAP whereby the
long inactive Shubert firm was re-

instated in the ASCAP fold until

Dec. 31, 1940. Sub.sequently, it's

claimed, Starr and Wattenberg ne-
gotiated, in Ausu.st, 1943, a new
ASCAP ticket calling for a licensing

term of 15 years; Third agreement
was made in October, 1945, which
granted ASCAP television rights to

the Shubert catalog for a three-year
stretch.

All these contiact.s wore made,
Select claims, without knowledge of
its directors, Shubert and Waters.
It's further alleged that Starr and
Wattenberg, arranged the deals
without calling meetings. If meet-
ings, were called, plaintiff states, it

would have opposed the.se agree-
ments; •

Select also asks that Starr and
Wattenberg be removed from Shu-
bert Music's board and in addition
seeks an accounting of moneys due
the plaintiff. Taylor and Bern.stein,

ASCAP execs, were charged with
acting in concert.

Suit was disclosed last week when
Select moved to dismiss answers
and counterclaims of the defendants.

Latter made a- denial of the allega-

tions and claimed the plaintiff was
guilty of unreasonable delay in

making a complaint. Supreme Court
Justice Felix Benvenga refused to

dismiss the answer.s and Select is ex-
pected to appeal.

Dallas Cracking Down On
Ballroom BIdg. Violations

Dallas, July 29.

Several dance halls in areas an-
nexed by Dallas in 1345 have been
ordered closed for failure to comply
with dance hall regulations. This
move was made after the spots had
been given two years to meet the

requirements of the city,

Several other nite spots which are

making alterations to comply with
city, building, fire prevention and
health ordinances, have been grant-

ed extensions. There were about 15

dance spots which did not comply

Frank D alley's Meadowbrook,

Cedar Grove, N. J., will try «
new angle in an effort to strength-

;

en business when he i-eopens th«

spot Aug. .22. -Dailey is com-
mitted to a policy of using the

topmost ' thajCstFOS available, - but,

since it's not; always- po-ssible to book ,

outstanding names consecutivel.y, he
has decided to follow the trend of,

record buyers and bolster less pow-
ejful bandleaders with outstanding
recording vocalists. To t h e s e he
will add certain vaude acts.

To this end, Dailey has Perry
Como set to . debut Meadowbrook's
sea.son, Aug. 22: on an old unfulfilled

contract between them. Como willwith city ordinances in the annexed
areas. Because of material shortages, I

w 0 r k with Marion Hutton, Sam
the City . Cbuhcil gave them two I

Donahue's orchestra, and two vaude

years to comply with city ordinances. I acts, tlie Evans Family and the Mar-
tins, puppeteers,: For his second bill,

Dailey has. Met "forme, the Hamiohir .

cats, whose recording of "Peg O' My
Heart" is HOW tops,, along with pian-
ist Walter Gross and either Tony
Pastor's or Ray McKinley's band.
Peggy Lee; Buddy Clark and other
name sinifers will be used when and
if they are available at times when
he books new or lesser name combos.
Dailey does not intend to forsake thts

band Sold.

K Dailey is successful in his plan,
'

he could very well open . Up a com-
pletely new field for the top: n^me
singers, most of who'in Sre former

.

band vocalists. There are a nuni-
ber of band isjiots throughout the
country, suqh as the Totem Pole,*:;

Boston; Palladium, Hollywood, et al^
that grab top name bands wlieneyef :

they can get them and book loc^
when they can't.

'

, Such a policy extended to various;

,

othfer ballrooms around the country^
howevfer, may not be to the liking

of band agencies since it might
destroy, or diminish, work oppor-
tunities for medium level bands that

do not qualify as top names and ar»
too expensive to couple with high-

,

priced singei's. On the other hand,
there's not enough of the latter to

seriously hamper such band book-
ings.

In top name bands, Dailey has
Carmen Cavallaro dated for Sept. 17

and is dickering for Guy Lombardo,
Stan Kenton and several others.

ASCAP,RadioMeet

Set for Aug. 6
Meeting has been .set for Aug. 6

between full committees represent-

ing radio interests and the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers. This meet, the first

since' last spring involving the com-
plete roster of delegates from each
taction, probably will besjin getting

down to cases in the drafting of a

new agreement which, when com-
pleted, may replace the old deal now
in existence, until 1949,

It's expected that both sides will

want to have the terms of a new.
deal on paper ready for preisenta-

tion to the National Assn. of Broad-
casters convention which convenes
at Atlantic City Sept. 14.

SCA Preps Pitch To'

ASCAP for Better Cut

Of Theatre Revenue
Hollywood, July 29.

Screen Composers Assn., w h i c h
consists of upwards of 100 of the
top film scorers, finally will formal-
ly make that pitch to American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers this autumn, asking for

greater royalty considerations. Mem-
bers, in general meeting here last

week, were told strategy on cam-
paign by their attorney, Leonard
Zissu, and gave the legal eagle the
green light to open a barrage.

Scores want a special classifica-

tion established by ASCAP whereby
only composers whose compositions
are used on sound tracks in theatres

will receive revenue from what the

Society derives from licen.sing film-

eries. This is the system which
obtains in the British Performing
Rights Society, and SCA wants
ASCAP to duplicate it. Since its

Como's 27G Take

At Cleve. Palace
Cleveland, July 29.

Perry Como, who last year was
one of the two biggest record sellers

in this country, took nearly $27,000
_

for his end: of a week at the Palace*
theatre, here, ending Wednesday
(23). Como broke Betty Hutton'g
attendance record at the hou.se, but
did not crack her coin mark. He
played to 87,928 patrons in the seven
days as. against 83,816 for Miss Hut-

J.- , . .. , ton at wartime admission prices,
inception, ASCAP always has tossed homo's film was "Corpse Came
all revenue into one bucket and c.o.D.," which hardly contributed
doled royalties to writers -and pubs
on a straight classification basis.

Composers Assn. has been ready-
ing its formal pitch for a year,
although iiissu has quietly been
buttonholing ASCAP
some time.

to the big b.o.

Como grossed just under $54,000
on a deal that gave him a guarantee
and 50-50 split above $4.5,000. Mar-
ion Hutton, si.ster of Betty, was. on

toppers for
: the bill with Como.

ler of the position. Hte is also
manager of the Austin Little

^eatre and prior to that was house
^'^ *h« Worth theatre. Fort

DESMOND MAY DROP

SOLOING FOR OWN BAND
Johnny Desmond, who has been

working as singie <;ince his dis-

charge from the Army, where he

worked with the late Major Glenn
Millci's Air Forces orchestra, may
have hi;« own band. Idea of placing;

Desmond in front of a fuUrsize, com-
mercial style combo is being mulled

by General Artists Corp., his book-

ers, and Don Hayncs, his manager.

Desmond recently completed a

run at the Commodore hotel, N. Y.

He's on RCA-Victor records.

MARTHA TILTON SIGNS

2-YR. MAJESTIC DEAL
Martha Tilton has moved to

Majestic Records. Singer, who has
been with Capitol Records for sev-

eral years, signed a contract with

the younger affiliate of Majestic

Radio & Televi.sion la.st week and
moves over immediately. Her deal

is for one year .

Majestic's acquisition of Miss Til.-

ton and other recent talent moves
made b.y the company, which
dropped several names and began
negotiations for replacements, is all

part of a plan to reorganize the

label's roster. It follows, too, a re-

organization of personnel which
brought in Dave Shelley and Lee
Savin as artists and repertoire men
to work along.side- Ben Selvin, who
is due to exit the firm in September,

If the formal presentation meets
I a deaf ear, Zissu may resort to

litigation.

Scorers' beef is that, while many:
do not clef pop tunts, their back-
ground compositions are vitally im-
portant to films. Yet, because these
scores rarely receive pop attention

most scorers are in low revenue
brackets of the Society.

Zi-ssu will be here another week
before returnini; to hi.s N. V, office,,

during which time he hopes to get:

SCA members' approval of a stand-
ard contract form which the organi-

zation wants adopted by film studios

when hiring cleffcrs. This pact
essentially seeks to bind composers
to a one-picture deal when dealing

with indies, from whom al.'^i) rights

to compositions, other than screen
synchronizationi are to be retained
by the scorers. On deals with major
studios' a proposed standard pact
calls all rights for other than syncrd
rights to revert to writers in events
a studios' mu.sic-publishing. .sub.sids

do not care to make pop u.se of the

works. SCA, as a group, has been
complaining

,
that subsid pubs keep

many works on .shelves ,wjiich mi.ght

be kneaded up into popfJune.-foMi.;

Freddy Martin's Disk

'Teasers' as Advance

Bally for Theatre Tour
Freddy Martin went to unusual

and' unique lengths to herald th«
approach by his band toward thea-
tres he has booked during his sum-
mer hiatus from the Cocoanut
Grove, Ambassador hotel, Los An-
geles. Martin made an "advance
record," designed to take advantage
of the practice of many theatres in :

using recordings by forthcoming
orchestras on house p.a. systems.

In,stead o' the straight perform-
ance of commercial records on the
p.a. lines, however, Martin cut a
.special disk from a script written
by Barney McDcvitt, to be Spliced
with records by his band. Script
introduces himself and variou.-! mem-
bers of the band delivering "teaser"
portions of arrangements he ti.ses in

the .show, many of which are or
have been hit releases on the RCA-
Victor label. Theme music behind
ttbe tia^„i»^one.of .his "Concerto" «r-
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Jocks^ Jukesand Disks
By George Frazier

Hollywood, July 29.

This never-never. land may be as

progressive as it likes to believe, but

it ;lags .rather perceptibly when it

comes to hearing :the latest records.

Of the four major labels, only Cap-
itol, which is quartered here, has its

disks available on the scheduled re-

lease date. Columbia's, Victor's and
Decca's are sometimes as much as a
month late. So if this piece touches
upon only a few items, that is the
reason.

Capitol, incidentally, is 'a con-

stant source of amazementi and ob-

, Suggested Programs
"There But For You Go I"—

Frank Sinatra (Columbia).
"Peg O' My Heart"—-Red

Nichols (Brunswick).
"Love In Bloom"—Spike Jones
'

(Victor).

"C h a n g e s"—Paul Whiteman
(Victor).

"Smoke, Smoke, Smoke"^Tex
Williams (Capitol).
• "I Don't Want to Walk With-
out You, Baby"—'Harry James,
(Columbia).
"At Sundown"—Tommy 0or-

sey (Victor).

ject of admiration, to me. Its pub-
licity department surpasses any set-

tip with which Eve ever had deal-

ings. It provides information,

service, and—most important—seem-
ing honesty. Not. long ago, I tried

oat a Capitol by a girl singer.' It

: sounded so bad that I did a double--

take^thinking my machine had
; goAe haywire.- I phoned Capitol,

"Nothing wrong with your machine,"
came the reply—"the record stinks."

Such integrity, I admit, is unique,
to say the least, in the record busi-

ness.

It wouldn't be quite accurate to

imply that there's fine jazz to be
heard at the drop of a hat out here,

but there's enough of it to keep any
aficionado reasonably happy. I

think there'll be even more. Cap-
Itpl's release of Jessie Price's "Blue
Book Boogie," for example, was a
showcase for a really fine trumpeter
named Pete Daley. • When people
get around to hearing the record,

they'll' make it a point to hop out to

Glendale, Cal., and Catch Daley at

the Brass . Rail (quite «t . jump, if

. you're not in this neighborr
hood, however). Cap also recorded
Nellie Liitcher after she had been
scuifling for years and she's now at

Billy Berg's and soon moves' east

to Cafe Society. No.w for the few
new records which have reached
here.

: Frankle Carle, who gave the falter-

ing Palladium Ballroom a shot in the

boX70ffic^ arm, is out on Columbia
with two instrumentals— "Penguin
at the Waldorf" and "The Glow
Worm." Largely frameworks for

Carle's soloings, which are re-

stiained (what a word to apply to
' h '3 commercial Angering) and taste-

. fu
,
they come oft as good dansapa-

tion. Not anything to overload the
jukes with nickels, (we think, but
with Carle anything can happen)
but good worlcmanlike jobs that

should hit re: peotable sales.

. Beryl Davis, the English gii'l who
sang with Glenn Miller's band over-

seas, sounds highly agreeable in her
ECA-ViCtor of "Mother, iVtothery

Mother (Is It Good or Is Is Bad)'/"
and "You're iBreaking ,In a New
Heart," These are effective per-
formances and Miss Davis sounds
more -and more like a comer. Credit
should, liowever, go to Eli Oberstein
of Willard Alexander or whoever it

was who had the astuteness to back'
her with a band under Toots Cam-
arata. He did a 'job—subdued,
thoughtful, and balanced—and the
assist does wonders' for Miss Davis.

"Motherr^ a Charlie Tobias num-
ber, has a bright introduction fol-

lowed by a slow delivery by Miss
Davis, and then by several changes
of tempo. Tune, on the novelty
side, may grow into something big.

In any event. Miss Davis' interpi-e-

tation must be considered strong.

She sings the weepy "Breaking In
a New Heart" very slowly- and quite

efi2~tively. Buffalodeons shouM
keo ) their ears open for - this cdup-
lin.a.

.(ulia Lee who is another of Cap-
itol's discoveries, continues her
forthright way with "I Was Wrong'!
anJ "Snatch It and Grab It." We've
liad our say about Miss Lee's singing
and piano playing in previous issues
and there's no point in amplifying.
She is great. In "1 Was Wrong" she

h some fine guys behind her—Dave
Cavanaugh, tenor, Bed Norvo, xylo-
phone. Baby Lovett, drums, Benny
Carter, alto, Vic ; Dickenson, trom-
bone, .lack Marshall, guitar. Red
Callender, bass, and one. Red Loring,
on cornet (Red Nichols to you). Gn
the other side. Miss Lee is accoin-
panied by a different group. The
tune, in contrast to the slow "I Was
Wrong," is rhythm stuff. Neither of
these faces will do much business
anywhere except in race location^.

But . we hope we're wrong. . For here,
with a capital T, is Talent. .

Dick Haymes is'a good singer and
you won't, observe us saying other-
wise. Unfortunately, though, he
doesn't /always get the right stuff to

record. (Crosby, after all, is on the
same label). This week, however,
Haymes has a Decca that couples
two good tunes—"Naughts' Angelitte"
and "I Wish I Didn't Love You So."
On both sides he is accompanied by
a mixed quartet and rhythm. Effect
is pleasant, although we are some-
what in the dark as to just what
mixed .quartet means—a group of
Negroes and. whites, an foursome of
Chinese and hillbillies, on two Dem-
ocrats and two Socialists, It doesn't
really matter, though, so don't worry
about it. Point is that the mixed
quiartet sounds good. It sounds to
us like "Angeline" will go places in

disk boxes. Haymes and his asso-
ciates take it at a slow tempo. They
do all right on "I Wish I Didn't Love
you So." too.

Merle Travis' "Fat Girl" (Capitol),

may surprise you. It's a Western-
with a—well, with a cute lyric.

Best Bets
Dance—"Penguin at the Wal-.

dorf" (Frankie Carle).

Ballad—"You're Breaking In a
New Heart" (Beryl Davis) and
"Naughty Augeline" (Dick
Haymes)

.

Hot—"r was Wrong" and
"Snatch It and Grab It" (Julia

Lee).
' Western—"Fat Gjrl" (Merle '

Trayis). .
: .

.

'

Week after- week we cause titters by
suggesting that this sort of thing
might go in urban areas, but we in-

tend to keep on suggesting it. If

\.e had a secretary named Africa,
we could tell you how we were right

on the ball with Tex Williams'
"Smoke, Smoke, Smoko," which will

probably -outsell "Timtayshun." But
we have no secretary—Africa or
otherwise—and we- cannot tell you.
We can merely hint that "Fat Girl"
has its points. ,

British Best Sheet Seflers
(WeeJe Ending JmIu 17)

London, July 18. :

Souvenirs . . .... . . ; . . . .Wright
Gal In Calico : . . ... . . . .Feldman
People Will Say Chappell
Marianne .Southern
Sun in the Morning. .... .Berlin

A Little Tenderness. ., .Connelly
Old Spanish Trail. . . . . .Maurice
Pam'selle P. D. & H,
Time After Time Ed. Morris
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin
April Showers. , , .Chappell
Anniversary . Song. . , . :Coanelly

Secotid IZ'
Heartaches ,', .Connelly
How Lucky You Are. . . .Kassner
Sorrento .. , .Ricordi
Dear Old Donegal. . . Leeds
Oh Beautiful Morning. .Chappell
Stars Will Shine Feldman
Harriet . i . . .-. . . . .Keith Prowse
Violetta Dix
Rainy Night in Rio. . . ;Feldman
Linda .... . i ...i. . . .New-World
Oh, But I Do Feldman
Imaginez . . . ^ : ; . .... . . . . .Gay ^,

3. I Wonder, I Wonder (7) (Bobbins).

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machmes

,
1. Peg O- My Heart (10) (Robbins).....v.

{^^^''s*^*/
....Vitacou^ws

2. Chi Baba, Chi Baba (9) (Oxford) 1 hw''iH°!1!!!.°'
-Victor

I
Blue Barron M-G-si

( Eddy Howard. .Majestic
(Tony Pastpj;..i.i.,ColUttibia

4. Old Devil Moon (1) (Crawford) j
Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol

^ (Charlie Spivak Victor
5. When Were Sweet 16 (4) (Shapiro-B). . Perry Cqmo Victor

6 That's My Desire (16) (Mills) (
Frankie Laine. .Mercury

^ )
Sammy Kaye Victor

7. Across Alley From Alamo (12) (Capitol) \
^5?* ...Decca

, I Wotfdy Herman. ...Columbia

8. Smoke; Smoke, Smoke (1) (American).i Tex, Williams. .... .. .Capitol

9. Temptation (2) (Bobbins)....; Ingle-Stafford ..Capitol

10. Red Stockings, Green Pe.'re (7) (Morris). |
McKinley.

. . Majestic

( lony Pastor. .Columbia

Coming Up
Feudin' and Fightin' (Chappell) . ... . . . . . . Dorothy Shay . . . . .Columbia i

Ivv (Burke-VH) I Jo Stafford Capitolivy (BurKe \a)
1 Vaughn Monroe Victor

Minn. Disk-Lending

^ Library Finds Traffic

Minneapolis, July 29.
'

Evidence of the huge gain in, pub-
lic interest in phonograph record-
ings, and at the same time additional
evidence of the salens slump in the
disk biz is in- a .local public library
report.

Library here has a phonograph
record circulating department com-
prising 3,000. records. All of last

year it circulated only 9,000 records.

So tar this year it already has
loaned 11,000 of them arid the esti-

mated total for 'all 1947 will apr
proach 25,000. This would repre-
sent a gain of nearly 300% over
1946. Apparently, when the oppor-
tunity arises, i-ecord fans are bor-
rowing, not buying.

RUBINOFF CLEARED

OF FAMILYm RAF
Pittsburgh^ July 29.

It's all love and kisses again at the

Rubinoffs. With Dave Rubinoff
withdrawing from sale the house his

Oa-year-old mother has been living

in, she has withdrawn her suit

charging that deed for property was
signed over to him under false pre-
tenses. According to those in the
know. Mrs. Rubinoff didn't know
when she signed papers that it was
a suit against her son, who had al-

ways provided well for her, and
whole thing stemmed from bitter

family jealousies.

Feeling around here was that vio-

linist got a bum rap air around and
didn't deserve the unfavorable -pub-
licity. Rubinoff has bought himself
a little ranch in . Encino, Calif., for

his wife and' two-year-old son and
had intended to take his mother out
there to live, too. However, she
prefers Pittsburgh.

Norman Granz to Resume

Pops Concerts in Fall

Norman Granz' "Jazz At the Phil-
harmonic" unit, which quit for the
summer- after a shortened series of
concerts as part of the recent
Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Pop Concerts
will resume in the fall. This year,

however, Granz will devote more
time to dates in college auditoriums
and less to commercial aucls. Last
year the situation was reversed.

. Granz' unit will be booked this

time by Mus-Art agency. He had
been booked last season by Music
Corp, of America, a deal Granz had
cancelled iust prior ' to the end of
his season.

LOCAL 47 ORDERS

LA.CLU6J0PAY5G
SaOsyfooA, July 29.

Trial Board oi« American Federa-

tion of Musicians! Local 47 has ruled

that Ernest Ochoa, operator of the

downtown Club"' Brazil; which re-

cently shuttered, • owes Don Ray-
mond's orchestra $4^950. Crew was ift

spot on a' 12-week contract,, finished

half the stretch when the club closed

owing the band for one week's
actual work, plus the five stanzas
remaining' in pact.

Local has declared site "unfair"
and ruled that Ochoa must pay up in

full if he reopens, or it another oper-
ator takes over the newcomer must
adj ust the claim of' Raymond Also,
47 has asked James C. Petrillo' to
okay tlie batoneer suing . Och^a for
the amount (union permission being
necessary before a musician can file:

a civil suit.)
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Tallahassee (Famous) . ...... . . . , .

.

I Have But One Heart (Barton)......

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark) , . . i

.

As^ Long As I'm Dreaming <Burlce-VH) .

.

Bing Crpsbfy . .
: . , . . . Decpa

:

Mercer-pie4 Pipers ...dapitbl
'

( Frank Sinatrai,;. ;t3olumi>ia
•

I Vic Damone. . . ... .IVfercupy

I . . . litargarsft Whitihg. . . .Capitol

I Tex Beneke. . V , .i Victor-

\ Harry James. ..v. . Columbia

When I Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her (E. B. Marks). Perry Como. .;... .;. Victor

come to Mardi Gras (Southern)
{ ^^.^S'^. f.-.'-.-.'^l^lrcto?

Stella By Starlight (Beverly),

i Believe (Sinatra). . . ,, . . , . . . .

,

My Heart Is a Hobo (Burke-VH).

Lady From 29 Palms (Martin) .

Prank Sinatra . . . . .Cplumbia ^

Dick Haymes. . IJecca

i Frank Sinatra;. .Columbia

( Louis Armstrong. . . .Victor

it's Same Old Dream (Sinatra) ....'^ Totnmy Dorsey i ..... Victor

( Tex Beneke < . Victor

I
Ray Noble Columbia

Jfe Vous Aime (Crawford). .... ...,4,.... . . Andy Russell..., Capitol

j
Freddy Martin. ....... Victor

\ Tpny Pastor . , . ^ . . . Cplunibia

After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms) ; ..... Sammy Kaye Victor

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)
{^^^--f^^

Tomorrow (Morris) .Charlie Spivak... Victor

Sloop Bleep (Famous).; Danny Kaye.. Decca

Inside Orchestras-Music
Howard Hughes isn't the only person in Hollywood inspiring subpoenas.

White slips are beginning to come In quantity from Rep. Carroll Kea^ns

(R., Pa.),' whose Labor Department sub-committee is to resume its sleuth-

ing of the American Federation of Musicians and its dealings with motion

picture, radio and television industries. Others not actually being called

are getting "stand by" wires from Kearns and his legal aide, Irving

McCann. Hearings, which open here Aug. 4, are believed to be more
concerned with the music and film bans imposed by James Petrillo, AFM
head; on the video trade, while the talk of an overall check of AFM
doings is so much embroidery,. '

.

Norman, Lagnna Plan

$.F., San Diego Jam Dates
Hollywood, July 29.

KFWB disk jock Gene Norman
and E-ddie Laguna, onetime Coast

chief of Keynote Records;' are ex-

panding their jazz concert promo-
tions beyond here, to San Francisco

and San Diego. One has been
skedded for Bay City Aug. 18 and
one will follow in down-coast town.

Norman-Laguna combo will toss

another concert in Pasadena Aug. 4,

with Charlie Barnet, Slam Stewart.
Kay Starr, Charlie Shavers and
Freddie Slack thus far set to topline.

Promoters fiave been reaping a
harvest. On first date, in May, with
Benny Goodman, Barnet and Red
Norvo featured, profit was better
than $1,000 at $1 general admish.
Last month a layout headed by Peg-
gy Lee and King Cole Trio gave
Nprman and Laguna $2,200 in clear
put of $5,500 gross and Cole combo
getting $1,500 for the nite.

Gillespie to RCA
RCA-Victor has signed Dizzy

Gillespie's orch to a two-year
recording deal after the bandleader
had broken away from Musicraft.

Gillespie's deal with Musicra t was
broken when, after his contract
there had promised him 16 sides a
year, only 14 were released- He
uses a crew at 17 people. .

Guy Lombardo, and the Harmsworth Gold Cup racers who will try to

take the speedboat crown, he won last year away from him Aug. 10 , in

New York waters, had been for a while preparing to race for a trophy
that isn't there. A thief broke into the Town Lodge, Freeport, over the

past week-end and disappeared with the cup, worth about $5,000. How-
ever, whoever copped the cup without going through the necessity of

beating out Lombardo's Tempo VI knew his business. He took only the

valuable metal portion, leaving the wood base with previous winners'
names inscribed thereon. It was recovered, by cops Monday (28).

Paul Brenner, WAAT, Newark,; disk spinner, uses a number of promo-
tion and exploitation gimmicks to draw listener attention to his show, in

addition to the one cited by Variety last week. Another is what he calls

"Mike Shots." Ideal calls for candid photographs taken of him and name
guests during a broadcast to be autographed and re'printed in six-by-eight
size with holes on one side to allow for insertion in looseleaf books. Re-
action among younger school kids of his audience attaches an importance
to the latest release in the series similar in the manner in which youngs
sters seek celebrity signatures. .

Frank Sinatra's "I Have But One Heart," which is stirring up some in-

terest due partially to the fact that "Sinatra does part of the lyric in

Kalian. This disk was cut all of three years ago and was only released
now. Originally it was probably held up because the song is published
by Barton Music, in which Sinatra is a stockholder and with who.se man-
agement he had quite a hassle a year or so ago, finally becomirtg inactive,

but retaining his shares. Johnny Farrow, music man, and Marty Symes
wrote the piece, the former adapting the music and Symes fitting lyric.

Paramount Pictures' subsid. Famous Music, has permitted Beverly
Music (Larry Shayne-Dick Haymes' firm) to revive the late Dick Whit-
ing's tune, "My Future Just Passed." Famous owns the copyright, and
retains it of course, and will merely tender Beverly a slice of earnings
from latter's effort. Famous apparently .was indifferent abojit reprising

'

the .tune itself. Already Haymes has disked it for Decca, as has the late

composer's daughter, Margaret Whiting, for Capitol. Another etching is

Ronnie Kemper's version for Signature.

It was Bregman, Vocco & Conn who was the purchaser years back of
the Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble catalog—not Mills Music. In acquiring
ownership of the firm in which the late Walter Donaldson participated
in launching, BVC took over the majority of the copyrights Donald.son;
wrote and which became standard tunes, among them "Little White Lies,"

"You're Driving Me Crazy," "My Mom." "Making Whoopee," "Love Me Or
Leave Me," "Sweet Jennie Lee," et al.

"Unfair list" is no longer a feature of American Federation ot MUiSi-

cians. Local 47, house organ. List nixing certain bookers and agents was
dropped out of current edition while, in the words of a union' official.;

"the union plays possum due to" the Taft-Hartley Act." Though a feature
of the n^ag for years; threatened lawsuits of several agents and bookers,
among them Ed Fishman and Ed Sobel, partly inspired the change of

heart, it's believed.
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Music Notes
rhceter Gonn oft Coast hobnobbing with BVC Hollywood headman, Le«

«t!b«rBh. . . Alvy West'i »ix-piece combo cutting album- for Columbia

i^ Lund etched four faces for M-G-M last week. . . ^Danny Kaye, Lionel

& moton and Dick Haymes sessioning for Decca on Coast this week....

fcSSe Kelly tune-touting here for Witmark until Bill Savitt recovers

Srnm recent operation. .. .Deuce Sprjggens cut first batch of oatunes for

roast Hecords over weekend?... ifrankie Carle this week starts waxing

iifth album for Columbia. Pianist and his orch also tracking ten tunes

it I<ang-Worth this week, ...Modernaires sliced' several sides for Co-

lombia last week,, with Hal Dickenson getting first solo licks. .. .Eddy

ttoward churning out a batch for World Transcription.s thi.s week. .. .Paul

Sawtell scoring "They Passed This Way," Enterprise's Joel McCrea starrer

Vic Blau, Music Publishers' Holding Corp: veepee and Hollywood

iiiiid sailing for Europe: on the Queen Elizabeth Aug. 8. . . .Deanna Durbin

«)ig Week will wind up recording Decca album. . . .Doye O'Dell cut four

feces for Exclusive last week. . , .Martin Block Music will open an office

te'ClJicago in mid-Sept .Johnny Johnston etched four for M-G-M on

tot (26)- ••Tony Martin sessioning for RCA-Victor this week, also Luke

V^jis' cactus-chanters, recently inked by label. . . .Freddy Martin Music

opeuing a Chi office, under helm^ of Bob Smith. Pub has new plugger in

llolljfwood, Bobby Gross' Sammy Friedman, Coast chief of Shapiro,

iBernstein, On tune-touting swing through Pacific Northwest.... Lionel

Barrymore doing a "Hallowe'en'' album for M-G-M- Records. . . .Four Star,

Coast odd-label, has signed' Armstrong Twins.

Musicraft Recapturing

Malent Roster Before

Going After New Artists

Musicraft Records, which is slow-

ly 'beginning a task of reconstruc-

tion, does not intend setting put

after new artists to do any bolster-

ing of its talent roster. It intends

cempleting a new" deail with singers

and maestros that were tied to it

before its recent financial collapse

and. subsequent reorganization, and
going on from there in an effort to

establish current artists, before tak-

ing on new ones.

-Musicraft renewed this week With

Phil Brito, following previoi^s new
dealc made with Mel Tome, Sarah

Vaughn, et al. Brito signed a three-

year agreement, which nullified his

old 'contract, about which there had
been slight controversy between
them as to whether it was still in

effect It's claimed his latest con-

tract is an improvement on the old.

Meanwhile, Musicraft . is going

•head <ui marketing disks. Torme
did his first new date last week.

HAMID'S PIER (A.C.) IN

SWITCH TO NAME BANDS
Hamid's Pier, Atlantic City, op-

erated by George Hamid, who also

operates the Million Dollar Pier, is

going in for a changing hand policy
at the former in the place of a
"house band" idea. This will put
name combos on both piers.

Jean Goldkette's orchestra, which
has been doing the musical chores
at Hamid's since it opened for the
season, finishes Th u rs d a y (31).

Thereafter, for week stands each,
come the orchestras of Boyd Rae-
burn, Johnny Bothwell, Sam Dona-
hue, and Billy Butterfield. All are
General Artists talent. Harry JameSj
incidentally, is current on the Mil-
lion Dollar Pier.

New Agency
Stuart Seymour, formerly with

Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
Corp,; Charlie Busch and William
Peterson, of Consolidated Radio
Artists, and Walter Bloom, formerly
with Frederick Bros., have formed a
new talent outfit called. Musifcal En-
tertainment Agency. Group has of-

fices in New Ytfrk. .

Agency will handle cocktail units

and big bands;

Decca in 3d Music Pub Venture;

Forms Supreme Outfit WithW€

Tommy Dorsey rounding up guest

srljsts in N. Y. to make transcrip-

tions for his transcribed disk jockey
stint, which debuts Sept. 8.

Aussie Pub Due in N.Y.
George Sutherland, managing di-

rector of Allan & Co., Australia-

New Zealand music publishers,

headquartered at Melbourne, arrives

in Ne\fr York in early August, after

attending recent international music
conference in London, Claude Whit-
ford, Allan branch manager, will ac-

company.
Duo will spend several weeks in

N. Y. and Hollywood, before leaving

for home from the Coast Sept. 16.

Rising Local 47

Roster Scares

Union Toppers
Hollywood, July 29.

Membership of Local 47, Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians, is more
than twice its pre-war size. Ever-
growing ranks are a source of real

concern to unioa toppers who are
daily confronted with plights of

those who treklied to Coast in belief

that work was plentiful in studios,

nightclubs, dance halls and radio.

Membership is tabbed at over 15,-

000 now, a figure fast approaching
New York Local 802's roster. Pre-
war figure was 7,000. At that time
there was work for approximately
2,S00, a figure which actually has
been cut.

Local, for the past two years has
been trying to keep the swelling

membership on some sort of payroll.

From Sept. 30, 1945 to the end of

next month it will have handed pay
checks'to over 2,500 musicians: for

826 performances in 15 veterans

hospitals.

In addition, the local has for the

first time, secured a contract with

the City of Los Angeles for $20,000

by matching it with .$20,000 them-
selves. L. A. County has contracted

for $25,000 worth of music, marking
its seventh consecutive year for

such a program. Funds are prof-

fered by county and city for pay-
ment to musicians playing public

concerts in Exposition Park, Griffith

Park, Lawndale Park, Huntington
Park and Patriotic Hall..

Carlyn, Pitt Maestro,

Signs Unusual FB Deal
Pittsburgh, July 29.

Tommy Carlyn's band, for some
time one of Pittsburgh's leading

local outfits, has signed with Fred-
erick Bros, agency and will play
Trianon Ballroom, Chicago, as first,

date under deal. Orchestra opens
for three weeks Sept. 23. However,
the pact includes unu.sual terms
relative to local dates.

Carlyn plays six weeks here at

Vogue Terrace, where he opened
last night (Mon.) ^nd then a fort^

night at BiU Green's opening Sept.
8. Contract allows maestro to make
own commitments for these spots,

where they've been long-time favor-

ites Carlyn's had an outfit around
town for last decade or more, bar-

ring year out in the army, during
which time band continued under
other leadership and business man-
agement of his brother.

DREYFUS DENIES BRITISH

OUTFIT CLOSING SUBSIDS
' Max Dreyfus,- head of the Dreyfus
music i combine, which includes

Chappell, Crawford, T. B. Harms,
Williamson, and . other publishing
firms, emphatically denies a report

that the British counterpart of his

outfit, run by frere Louis Dreyfus,

is closing three subsidiary firm,s. He
claims the firms cited as having been
folded temporarily New World,
Sterling and Victoria — all have
agreements with U. S. pubs to han-
dle music exploitation in England
and cannot possibly be darkened,
even temporarily.

Most of Dreyfus arrangements
with U. S. publishers for British

rights to tunes, however, are made
for the more prominent of his for-

eign outfits, mainly the Chappell
Co. There are other deals with Irv-

ing Berlin and E. H. Morris via

which London counterparts of those'

U. S. firms are operated on a part-

nership basis.

-f Decca Records has gone into its'

{ third music publishing venture; It

has completed a deal- with Bregman,

Vocco & Conn whereby the two are

equal partners in a finn named.
Supreme Music. Added to Decca's

Sun Music catalog, bought several

years ,ago fi'onfi Mrs. Maybel Weil

after Tommy Dorsey had had the
company and returned it to her, and
Mood Music, established last year by
Decca,

,
Columbia Pictures and

Shapiro-Bernstein, the deal with.':

BVC puts Decca far out in front of;

rival record manufacturers in music/:

publishing interests. .

•

Some time ago, Columbia Records
set up two company titles, but has
not done much with them. Victor
has been interested in music pub-
li.shing ventures in the past, but so
far has clung closely to Columbia's,
do-nothing course.

Supreme Music gets underway
with a tune titled "Old Chaperone,"
written by Raney Idriss-George

I

Tibbies and picked up from an Avon
label recording made of it by singer

David Street. Another, is called

"How Soon," a Will Rossiter tune.

Still a third is "Near You," writteii.

by Francis Craig, Nashville maestrfi

and Kermit Gold and recorded by i

them for the Bullet label.

Supreme, incidentally, makes the

second tieup BVC has engineered in

recent months "and is its sixth

subsidiary. It is now operating a
Lombardo Music venture, in which
it is partnered with Guy and Car-
men Lombardo. 'This outfit is a

member of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers.

Lombardo has another publishing
firm, handled by Joe Santly, which
is affiliated with Broadcast Music,.

Inc.'.,',

New pianLst with Ray Robbins*;
orch, headed for the Aragon, Chi-
cago, is Jimmy Evans, son of Nate

I

Evans, local bandleader-fiddler and
part owner of the Idlewild, W. C.

Handy and Savoy movie houses.

" 'P/c-o-n/c-in' inspired more

spontaneous enffiusiasm fhan

any ^ong / ever featured in

my 20 years as a bandleader "
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On The Upbeat^.
-» 4 «* *««»«««« * *»««*****<

New York
Jimmy McCabe, managing direc-

tor of Pennsylvania hotel, tendered

10th anni of reign dinner by Hotel

Men's Assn. last week at La Mar-
tinique hotel. , .Mitch Ayres, Colum-
bia Recording director, standing up
to ace music men golfers since sink-

ing bole-in'-one at Pocono Manor
C. C. last weclc. . .Signature Records

goin'g all-out in exploiting Johnny
Long disks, including vinylite press-

ings to disk jockeys. . .Jimmy Blair,

ABC net singer, forming, bowling

league . . . Al Gazley, Mus-Art
agency, set Hal Saunders orchestra

into Last Frontier, Las Vegas, for

six weeks, opening Sept. 12, and
Clyde McCoy orchestra into Ansley
hotel, Atlanta, Aug. 12-Sept. 2...

New Yorker hotel's ice show to be
dropped during Sammy Kaye band's
run... Click Club, Phila., sponsoring

"Dawn Patrol," Philly disk show.
Promotion of sponsorship including

keeping the buyer a secret for a
week while teaser campaign was
run. ..Tommy Taylor joined Bill

ButterSeld orchestras as vocalist. .

.

'Nother new recording company set

up,, called University Records, to

:specialize in. college, and fraternity

song albums.

Chicago
Mary. Corliss back with Carl Sch-

reibw orchestra at Byrd Ballroom
... Pearl Bailey, Dorothy Donegau,
Olivette MiUepTv Gladys Keys, Lu-
cille Browning and . Ruth McFar-
land set for all*Negro show at

Comiskey Park July 2Ai . ... Jose
l^ethencourt is in Guatemala in an
effort to find 'new native music for

publishing purposes . . . Jack BusseU,
of Mutual Entertainment, in Cali-

fornia setting dates for the Har-
inonicats . . , Deltas Southside nitery,

burped last week with loss estimated
at $4,000 ... Anita O'Day cutting

six- sides for Signature here, while
at Jumptown nitery . . . Don Strahl's

orchestra into the Glass hat, Shreve-
' port, La. . . . Veteran musicians^ in-
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eluding Jesse' Miller and other sepia

sidem'fen, gave Jazz Concert at Du-
Sable July 20 . i . Jimmy Joy inked

for four weeks at the Muehlebach
hotel, Kan-s-as City beginning' Sept.

10 . . . Wiltae Fisher at Pere Mar-
quette hotel, Peoria . . . Doc Evans'

Jazz Ensemble signed with Disc Rec-
ords and will record first album
Aug. 1. Felix Martinique orch at

Buttery. First group booked since

changing of room's policy from
singles to bands .

'.
. Blue Barron

band plays week at Casa Loma Ball-

room, St. Louis, Sept. 5, with Issac

Clark following Sept. 12 : . . "Tex"
Ovfens' western band at Rlverview

. Mel Brandt at Continental hotel

. Griff Williams to Schroeder
hotel, Milwaukee, Sept. 9 to 28 . . .

Eddie Condones option picked up
second time at the Brown hotel,

Louisville, which' will Jceep him
there well past Labor Day , . i Arne
Barnett, foriner Ohi Copacabana
mae.stro joineSd Henry Busse . . .

Bobby Clark orchestra to Lake
Lawn hotel, Delavan, Wis., Aug. 5

Charley Fiske revamped band
before opening Pla-Moor Ballroom,

Kansas City, last night (Tuesday)

. Liberace's brother, George, now
a vi^inist with BiU Snydv band,

quitting to become act's, manager.

Hollywood
Hal 'Derwin crew inked into

Casino Gardens Aug. 13 ... On a

gig, last week at Frisco's Opera
Ho.use, DUke Ellington, in at $2,500

guarantee against 60%, took put
$2,900 1 .. OTiil Moore's combi) started

new stand this week at The Round-
ers , . . Miguelito Valdes' new orch
inked into Million Dollar theatre

week of Aug; 26 . ... Lionel'Hampton
will topline Gene Norman-Eddie
Laguna jazz concert in Pasadena
Aug. 4 ... Hal Saunders orchestra,

now in east, inked for eight stanzas

at Last Frontier, Las Vegas, starting

Sept. 12. Site is another spot norm-
ally booked byMCA into which new
Mus-Art agency has muscled ... Red
Ingle combo, on heels of its disk

click on Capitol's "Timtayshun"
travesty, going out ,on a . one-nite

trek next month . . . WardelPGray
has replaced Lucky Thompson on
tenor .horn ia

.
Benny Carter crew,

current at Million Dollar theatre . . .

Jack Teagacden, Jr., who plajfs a

trombone as does his dad, heading a

seven-piece crew here, jobbing

around on gigs . . . McConkey agency
bringing Georgie Auld's sextet out

to Coast next month; $1,200 weekly
being aslied for crew. "

.

Art Mooney Orchestra at Ankara

...Jack Fina band into Bill Green's

Terracfe Gardens for two weeks...

Hal Curtis,- heading a sniall unit in

Ambridge's Carlton Club, is rehears-

ing a 'big band with an eye on local

ballrooms in* the fall; and'has hired

Danny Thomas to do arrangements
...Stan Bailey outfit, rounding out
three months at Hotel'Henrys Silver

Grill, held over to Oct. 1. Baron
EliOtt,''at West .View Park, will give
his band two-week vacation Aug,
l...Max Tamhis, who worked at

Green Acres piano for a long time,

has opened there with -his own trio

...Frankie LaMarkr clarinetist and
saxman, has le't Harry Cool's band
to join . Joe: Negri at Mercur Music
Bar, turning lafter's crew from trio

into a foursome.

Beneke's Concert Tour
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orches-

tra begins a series of straight con-

certs—no dancing—through the mid-
dle west Sept. 26. Dates are being

pronioted by one man—Joe Helprin,

who bought Beneke at $2,500 guar-

antee against the usual 60% ;^nd is

dickering for Vaughn- Monroe to fol-

low Beneke through the towns he
has staked out.

Beneke plays the Auditorium,
Flint, Mich, on the 26th and on suc-

cessive days is dated at Auditoriums

in Grand Rapids, Jackson^ South
Bend and Gary, Ind.

Benecke Hot in Ptit
'

Pittsburgh, July 29.

TeJt Beneke-Glenn Miller band,
playing Pittsburgh for the first time,

proved the top one-night lure of the

season -so far last Thursday (24) at

West View Park. Beneke drew
around 2,300, at $2 per, and waltzed

away with, a huge chunk for his

share.

Although Harry James had a few
more at rival .Kennywood Park last

month,; his guarantee was heavier

and percentage higher, still leaving

Beneke in the lead by comparison.

Band Reviews

MCA Ponders on Ready's

Takeover at Waldorf, N.Y.;

Other Agcys. Are Hopeful
Fcsuik Ready, president of the Ho-

tel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. has been
designated to take over the tasks for-

merly performed by the late Lucius
Boomer, and will henceforth do all

tlie buying of the huge hostelry's

entertainment. This settles the qties--

tions among agencies rival to Music
Corp„ of America as to who will

take- Boomer's place, but apparently

it does not make it clear whether
Ready's appointment will allow

MCA to retain the tight grip it had
on the booking of talent for the

hotel. During Boomer's reign,

MCA's David (Sonny) Werblin did
all the busuiess available, but Larry
Barnett, now head of the agency's

band .
department, is said ' to have

taken over the account

Bowever, MCA's rivals," while they
have no clear conception of how
they stand in so far as Ready is coO'

cemed, at least are now able to try

to sell talent to the Waldorf. Be^
fore Boomer's death none except
Werblin could get to first base. Now,
Ready takes other agencies' tele-

phone calls, answers their mail, etc.,

though none have been successful in

selling anything to him. That' may
be due, however,, to unfulfilled com-
mitments to MCA artists.

THORNHILLTOTEEOFF

N.Y.PENN FALL SEASON
Claude Thomhill's o'rchestra gets

the nod as the band which will open
the Pennsylvania Tiotel, New York,
fall season. Thornhill will debut at

the Cafe Rouge Sept. 8 for six weeks.
Meanwhile, Skitch Henderson's new
band, which opened June 19, has
been held over again until Sept. 6,

making his run one of the longest
at the Penn.

Who will follow Thornhill is unde-
cided. CSiarlie Spivak is supposed
to have had the inside track, but it's

indicated now that he may not play
the spot, by choice. Frankie Carle,

Jimmy Dorsey are probabilities for

after the first of the year.

GE0E6E TOWNE OBCH. (»2)

With Mary Attn Wayne, Don Burke
Green Boom, Hotel Edison, N. Y.

With the Green Room's perennial

maestro, Blue Barron* absent on a

string of summer road dates, George
TOWne's small combo is holding the
podium until, his return. TownCs
band is a versatile bunch comprising

three trumpets, one tfombone, four

reed and three rhythm. Predom-
inantly sweet, it fits in nicely wrth
the decor of this small room.,

- Towne's repertoire . mixes up
standards with new pops and an
occasional Latin number. His style

is fairly individual. Nice effects are

achieved in certain arrangements.
For a change of pace the reed divi-

sion takes over.

Augmenting the band are a couple

of good vocalists in Mary Ann Wayne
and Don Burke. Miss Wayne, slim

and long on eye appeal, registers

well. She also does a stint with a
vocal quartet consisting of Burke,
herself, and two sidemen. Bill Jones

and Walter Rettich, Burke, tall,

good-looking, handles ballads neatly.

His delivery shines in such tunes; as
"Sorrento" and "Mood for Love."
Band has still another vocal group in

the "Men About Town." which in-

cludesv besides Burke, sax player

Gene La Rocca and trumpeter How-
ard Reese. Latter, incidelitally, con-

tribs most- of the novelty, specialty

solos. Towne fronts his crew with
verve and enthusiasm.

HENBY BVSSE OBCBESTBA
With lisne Adams and Betty Taylor
Edtewater Beach Hotel. Gblc«K«
Beach Walk always demands a

flexible band to please diner* and
the younger crowd that frequents
fte Edgewater during the summer
season: Henry Busse orchestra, too

long' absent from these parts, fills

the bill. An old time Chi favorite,

having worked as staff maestro in

downtown nitery for many years,

Busse does well by the deb set, too.

On cooler nights, dancing sessions

are held in the Marine Dining Room*
but when weather permits, band-
shell on Beach Walk is background
for the full-sounding 16 pieces.

Reminiscent of an outdoor summer
concert orchestra while it sails

through intricate orchestrations in

support of the floor , revue, Busse's
men achieve ' a smoothness and
lightness which balances dramatic
show score. Bus.se doesn't waste his
four fiddle men, who with special
flute, work by Ray Clarfleld and Van
Voohis, add original flavor to sum-
mer festival.
"Brushing aside novelty tunes to

only an occasional chant by blond
Betty Taylor, dance £ets are wel-
come relief from the rbomba policy
of niteries and hotel rooms here;
Band's ballads draw crowds onto
the floor and the vocals of them
are neatly handled by Lane Adams.
After four: months experience* Lane
shows excellent possibilities. How-
ever, leader doesn't entirely di.sap-

point the Latin favorers. ' His "Si-
boney" and "Jealousie" are as ef-
fective and as polished as 'most
Latin hand stylings.

With this date Busse should cut
himself in 'on new bookings for he
is doing more than a satisfactory
job oi acquiring new. followers;

Hunt. .

mentation Shaw used in his pre-
"Begm the Beguine" combo, which
was then unsuccessful.

However, that's not to say that
Wald's grouping will take a similar
nosedive. Aside from the fact that
the band sounds too thin very often
(which could be glossed over with
better. miking of strings), this combo
serves a good purpose. It's based on
the idea that the one trumpet, four
rhythm, electric guitar (which, by
the way* is well played), and Wald's
clarinet form a group to ride up-
tempo tunes, -while' ballads get the
benefit "of the full treatment of
strings, etc. It's a good premise- and
it works out,- on the basis of an open-
ing night (24) hearing.

Wald himself is far from the best
on' clarinet. But lately, he has im-
proved quite a bit and when he
moves his combo into faster tempi
he provides a dance beat that pa-
trons of the New Yorker, who, it's

been proved, visit for (1) its ice

show and (2) dancing, (in other
words, majority of room's play is

from out-of-towners) should find
very satisfying. Ditto the string
stuff. Wald's is the type of band
that's been getting increasing atten-
tion of late and it fits perfectly into
the groove for which it was built.

Its arrangements- fit the blueprint ,

nicely, .

Jimmie Vannie, vocalist with the
group, didn't work too often open-
ing night. But what he did sounded <

fair enough. Wood.

AKNETT COBB BAND (61
18 Mins.
Apollo, N. T.
Formerly with Lionel Hampton's

crew, Amett Cobb is now on his

own with a sextet comprising piauo,
bass, drums, sax, trombone and
trumpet. Cobb, and his wild tenor
are both visual and aural proof that
swing ain't dead yet. A leader with
boundless energy, he uncorks plenty
of steam in the opener, "Top Flight,"

a hot instrumental piece.
Outfit proves it can exercise re-

straint, too, by it's soft, muted inters i

pretation of "Mood Indigo" but later

tune is resolved into a punchy cre-
scendo of hot licks with Cobb carry-
ing the ball. "Still Flyin'." another
peppy instrumental, shows George
Jones' ability on the skins. A whirl-
ing der.'vish amid his paraphernalia,

' (Continued on page 45)

JEBRT WALD ORCHESTB^ (12)
With Jimmie Vannie
Nevp Yorker Hatel, N. Y.
Jerry Wald's string orchestra,

which he formed on tiie Coast sev-
eral months ago, is playing its first

'New York date at the Terrace Room
of- the New Yorker hotel, a date
that's more or less a standby with
him, so olten has he worked it. His
combo, consisting of five strings, one
a cello manned by a femme; one
trumpet, french horn, and four
rhythm, keeps Wald's record as an
Artie Sliaw follower clean. It's a
fairly close duplicate of the instru-
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(The Puppy Love Soi^;)
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GEORGE SIMON, Inc
PROUDLY PRESENTS

VGHTY ANGELINE
By Alton. Roberts-Lester Lee

Th* following recordings have been relcascil

KING COLE TRIO (Capitol) ART LUND (M-G-M)
DICK HAYMES (Decca) KAY KYSER (Columbia)

DENNIS DAY (Victor) JACK LEONARD (Majestic)

VIC DAMONE (Associated) EDDY HOWARD (World) GEORGE TOWNE (Muzak)

our friencls:-Thank$ for putting and keeping "YOU CAN'T SEE THE SUN WHEN YOU'RE CRYIN' " way up there for sixteen weeks.

We honestly expect that, with your help, "NAUGHTY ANGELINE" will top that record.

UI9 Broadway, New York 19 /^c^n^e eiAji/\Ki tKif 1520 N. Highland. Hollywood 2S

..O^^^iiy^R;!^^. ,v.,.. ,. .
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Songs With Lai^est Radio An^ences
^ v The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

trage IndesH Survey oj PopuUr Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.

PiiblisHed bythe Office o) Research, Inc.. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

Survey Weeh of July 18-24, 1947

Across the Alley From the Alamo — . .
.

'. f^. . . . .i ;GapStol

Almost Like Being In Love—"Briggdoon" ^ Fox

An Apple Blossom Wedding.... ....... ...... ..,.Shapiro-B

As Long As I'm Dreaming-^f'Welcome Stranger" . : . : i . . .Burke-VH

As Years Go By < Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows.;.,... ,. ..... r. .'. Withnark

Cecilia AtC
Chi-Baba Oxford

Come To the Mardi Gras—t"Carnival In Costa Rica" Southern

peep Down In Your Heart , Triangle

Don't Tell Me—fHucksters" .......— i.. Robbing
'

Echo Said "No" Lombardo
Every So Often .Warren

Feudin' and Fightin'—t"Sons O' Guns". .Chappell

1 Beljevo—t"It Happened m Brooklyn" Sinatra

1 Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You , . . . 4 . ; Santly^Joy

I.DO Do Do Like You. ...... ..... ... . . . . ... . . ,
. Harms

I Want To Be Loved .Melrose

J.Wish I Didn't Love You So—t"Perils of Pauline"... .. ....Paramount

-I Wonder I Wonder I WQnder.,...... .. .. .. . . . . .. .Robbins

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her NoTw^f'I Wonder Now". E. B. Marks
Ivy_t"Ivy" Burke-VH
Je Vous Aime*—t"Copacabana" , ....Crawford

Just An Old Love Of Mine C-P
Mam'selle ....Feist,

My Adobe Hacienda ... . ..... ..................... .... ... .Southern

My Heart Is a Hob(>—t"Welcome Stranger". .............. .Burke-VH
PegC My Heart ..... ....Bobbins

Tallahassee—t'Variety Girl" .......... .

.

... . .. .Famous
That's My Desire ......... ....Mills

Time After Time^f'It Happened In Brooklyn" ........ .Sinatra

The remaining 21 songs 0/ the week, pom the copyrighted ACl
(Peatman) .

"

A' Sunday Kind of Love. ............................... .Maurice
Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back ....Sinatra

AU My Love .... .Remick
Anniversary Songr—f'Jolson Story". . . ' ....Mood
Beside You—t"My Favorite Brunette*', .v .. . /.Famous
Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru (Jack, Jack, Jack) i . , . . . ..... . . .... « . . . .Sinatra >

I'm So Right Tonight....... ....i.w, ........... .Leeds^

Linda .Morris
liove and the Weather. .Berlin

Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky. . .Mutual
Midnight Masquerade . Shapiro-B
Old Ferris Wheel Goldmine
Passing By .......t;.., ................... . ./..Chappell

' Red Silk' Stockings and Green Perfume . . . .Morris

Say No More .Advanced
Stella By Starlight . .. ..... .. .......... .Beverly
There's That Lonely Feeling Again ............ .Mellen
Tomorrow .Morris

When You Were Sweet Sixteen-^t"Jolson Story"... ....... Shapiro-B
Would You Believe Me—f'Love and Learn". .. .i . .Remick f

t Fllmusical. • Leott Musicol.

im/ir HEW ma ^
Recorded by
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By Shellon Brooks
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HARRY um, Gtn. Prol. Mgr.
GCORGB OAIIN, Prof. Mgr.

Onr Waltz SnicKefitlonfl

for Yonr Frogram

MY GAL SAL
IF I HAD MY WAY

SIDEWALKS
OF NEW YORK

JUST A DREAM OF
YOU, DEAR

LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART

All MatUlal Avalloble

STAN KENTON STARTS

HEAVY SKED IN SEPT.
Stan Kenton will resume his in-

terrupted run as a bandleader on
Sept. 27-28 at the Balboa Beach, Cal.

dancery where he started at the

helm of a band five or six years
ago. Following that date he starts

east to pick up where he left off last

spring, when he collapsed on the
stand. He works Iowa State Col-
lege Oct. 4-5. Other dates are being
set

In November, it's probable that
Kenton will play Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook, another date he owes
due to his illness.

PAULl-PIONEER MUSiC CORP.
1657 Broadivdv Mr-w Vj.-k N Y.

THANKS

MCKIE WINSTEN

EDDIEandGEORGE
TAILORS TO THE ST^RS

Smnrt attire for AcM and Band*

WJien in fh« Catt Call at Win
for Repratanlalive Mritfi Samplet

.

Soe S. Brood St., Phlla.

fhone: VEnnTtmeker B-16M

Cresent Hall, N. 0.,

To Be Swank Dancery
New Orleans, July 29.

Crescent Hall, local landmark

whose checkered history harks back

to the early 19th century, will assume

a new role. The storied structure

which in its early days echoed to

the, revelry of the landed gentry,

at St. Charles and Canal streets,

famed politicos, et. al.y will become a
ballroom. ^ ^

Peter C. Ginnopoulos, restaura-

teur, who formerly operated a group
of Chicago ballrooms, will take over
unexpired 27-month lease given up
by A. G. Rickerfor, longtime oper-

ator of the hall, which has been
gathering dust since the city ad-

ministration cracked down on
gambling activities over a year ago.

Fixtures of the place, which Ricke-

for said cost over. $60,000 were sold

for a' song at auction last week.

Ginnopoulos said he would spend

$150,000 on air-conditioning and
renovating the structure, which he

plans to open Oct. 1 as a ballroom

"comparable to the finest in the na-

tion." It is to be called the Melody
Mill and will be patterned after the

Trianon, Chicago, Palladium, Holly-

wood, and the Roseland, New York,

he said.

Morton Gould's band signed by Ak-
Sar-Ben, Omaha, for the annual cor-

onation ball this fall. Soloists will

10 Best Sheet Sellers
• (Week findinsf, July' 26)

Peg O' My Heart Robbins
Across Alley Alamo. . .Capitol
I Wonder, I Wonder. , , .Robbins
That's My Desire. ..Mills
Chi-Baba .......... . ... .Oxford
Who's Kissing Her ........ Marks
Anyone Who Knows. . . Witmark
Sweet 16 Shapiro-B
Adobe Hacienda , Peer
Ivy Burke-VH

Second 10
Linda Mayfair
Midnight Masquerade. Shat>iro-B
Tallahassee . . . . . . ..... .Famous
Anni Song. ............ . . .Mood
As I'm Dreaming. ...Burke-VH
Almost Like Being Love. . . .Fox
Sunday Kind Love . . . i . Maurice
Feudin' and Fighting. . iChappell
Had Life Live Over! . . .General
Apple Blossom Wed'g. Shapiro-B
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Romm Preps Suit Vs.

BeaKalmus Over Rights

To Disk Jockey Show
What probably would be the first

legal action over the rights to a disk
jockey show is intended for the
New YorK courts soon, should Irving
Romm, agent, file a suit now being
prepared against Bea Kalmus^ Miss
Kalmus currently conducts a 1 to 2
a.m. platter-chatter show nightly
from Bill Miller's Riviera, Fort Lee,
N. J., over WHN, N. Y., and the
argument the courts will be asked
to decide is how much interest Miss
Kalmus, a former cafe singer, and
Romm share in the program.
Romm alleges'he inaugurated

the idea of spotting Miss Kalmus as
a disk jockey, then arranged for the
time from WHN after having ' se-
cured two sponsors for her. Verbal
arrangement between them called
for equal sharing of the profits,
which' Romm claims was carried out
when only the two sponsors were
involved and profits were minute.
When two more sponsors were
added, Romm asserts he was side»
tracked by Miss Kalmus and of-
fered a take-it-or-leave-it share of
the revenue. He refused, and after
a month pr so went by without his
being paid off his case was turned
over to an attorney.
Ever since Miss Kalmus started

her disk jockeying, Romm has been
credited on the air as the producer
of the show. After his final dis-
pute with the singer last week
over income from it, his billing was
removed.
Miss Kalmus simply states there is

no argument between her and Romm.

M'CRAE DICKERS WITH

CAPITOL RECORDS
Gordon McCrae, baritone occupy-

ing a spot on NBC's Saturday morn-
ing "Teen-Timers" show, has been
talking with Capitol Records. He
had been with Apollo Records, N.
Y. indie firm from which he worked
loose two weeks ago.

.-Capitol's talks of McCrae may
give that company, for the first time,
a baritone of the type of Sinatra,
Como, et al. With all the singers
Cap has had tied to its label,

it has never before employed one
of that type, that is, one with any
sort of a name.

Dreyfus Considering -

Brit. Williamson Firm
London, July 29.

Chappell group is considering for-

mation of new music publishing
company in Britain under William-
son banner. Firm would handle
scores of U. S. top line musical
show importations.

"Carousel," "Finian's Rainbow"
and "Brigadoon"

:
on probable ex-

ploitation list. «

Band Reviews
(Continued from page 44)

he adds plenty of color to the
combo.
Neatly dressed in brown coats and

grey trousers, boys present an at-

tractive- picture. Most of them are
cut in for solos at different times,
on "Flyin' Home," etc. Number tees

off in the conventional manner but
midway through the piece Cobb
leads the brass section off the stage
Indian file for a complete circuit

'round the orche.'itra aisles meanwhile
keeping up a continual barrage ' of
notes.

His unusual delivery, showman-
ship and enthusiasm won him solid
returns at this packed house and he

'

should be a good bet for similar i
theatre dates as well as niteries in

J

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
<.BHn<l ^ llnlci 1-Iayod
Sammy Kaye Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25). '6
Guy Lombardo .. Waldorf (400; $2) 3
Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (SOO; $1-$1.50) ... S
Jerry Wald New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) 0
Johnny Pineapple.Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) ...„36

. "Ice Reuue of iVeiu Yorker,
t 3 days. ^

Covers
rant

total
Coven

Week Oil nut*
3,075 21,525

2,800

1,350

t775
800

9,100

9,450

775
34,650

Chicago
Henry Busse (Marine Room, Edfiewater BeachM.lOD; $1.50^2.50 min.),

Nearmg end of one of most successful band engagements here; Del Court-
ney in Aug. 1. Some 17,000 covers.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn." Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Clark
Dennis and -Jackie Cain headline here. Musso and Joe Mooney group*
tooH off last week (24) with final week totaling husky 5,400,

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.5Q). Booming biz. 2,900 covers.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50), Holding okay, 1,900 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Cfiicasjo) ,

Dick Jurgcns (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.) Claude Thornhill did one
night here Saturday, which helped by hot spell in town, pushed week to
booming 20,000 in air conditioned house.
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Like sister ballroom, with

Thornhill in Sunday, another 20)000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 jmin.). Jane Withers replaced

tonight (Tues.) with Connie Russell. Ritz Brothers' 20th show bii; anni
and club's fifth anni added to torrid 6,100.

(Los Angeles)
Will O&borne apd Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 8th wk).

Solid 7,200 admishes.
Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 8th wk). Mop-up

continues; 11,000 payees. Apparently that many more throng the ter-
palace on ducat-dispensing gimmicks.
Frankle' Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wk). Gave the long-'

gloomy spot a shot in arm. First full week will hover around 16,000 ad-
mishes, dandy. »

New Recordings by

DAVID ROSE and Orchestra

WAUKEGAN CONCERTO
IM-G-M 300131

CALIFORNIA MELODIES
(M-G-M 30007'

GAY SPIRITS
I M-G-M 3 001 21

Inclvded in M-C-M Album No 3

DESERTED CITY
'M-G-M 30017,

FOUR-TWENTY, A. M.
(M-G-M 30019!

HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
M-G-M 30017!

MANHATTAN SQUARE DANCE
.M-G-M 30020!

Recorded by

HERBERT STOTHART and Orchestra

Included in M-C-M Album No 4

HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
M-G-M 300J3

A Grand Performance in the new M-C-M Picture

••UNFINISHED DANCE-

HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
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In Middle Between Natl AGVA's

Hassle With Phila. Local Nitery

Op, Agents Hie Damage Action
Philadelphia, July 29. +

Jurisdictional dispute between the
rational American Guild of Variety
Artists and Local No. 6 of Phila-

delphia last week resulted in both-

organizations- being made defendants
in a court action brought by a club
owner and a firm of P' iladelphia

theatrical agents.
Bill in equity filed in Court of

Common Pleas by attorneys Bernard
L. Lemisch, Ai red I. Glnsburg and
Irving B. ShuU asked that both de-
fendants be restrained from inter-

fering -with the business enterprises
of the plaintiffs and that each o£ the
two be awarded judgments for dam-
ages against defendants ui the, sum
of $100,000 for each plaintiil."

Plaintiffs are Nicholas O. Aristo,

.trading as Iiena's Club BaUerino. a
restaurant and cabaret, and' Charles
Marano and Louis Massell trading as
M. & M. • Attractions, theatrical
agents.

Defendants are AGVA, Matt Shel-
vcy. national administrative direc-
tor; Dave Fox, his assistant; John F.

.Donoghue, finance comptroller, and
others, in charge of the Philadelphia
office set up by AGVA after Local
6. execs had seceded. These include:

S. Barney Barnett, Sidney- Kaplan
and Mrs. A. P. Nicfcerson, secretary.

Officers of Local 6 also made de-
f^dants are: Dick Jones, executive
secretary, Sydney Axelrodj George
Seldon and Joseph Miller.

Court is asked to enjoinTboth de-
fendant organizations from "doing
any act having the effect of prevent-
ing the two plaintifj! organizations
from employing gr booking members
of either the national AGVA or Lo-
cal •6 and to restrain the defendants
from . coercingt ; intitnidatiwgi, fining^

suspending, or by any other unlaw-
ful means seeking to prevent any
member of either otganitiation from

, entering the employ, of the detend-
" ants, causing them to leave such em-
ployment or from engaging in any
course of conduct cdlculated to cause
rtiembers of .J>y other union fsom
leaving the employment . of ^' ihe
plaintiffs." '

.

Mpls. Summer Festival

Gets Even Break at B.O.
Minneapolis, July 29.

Minneapolis's annual ' summer
mardi gras, the Aquatennial, just

about broke even for 1947. Lasst year,

it went into the red a few hundred
dollars.

Celebration's sources of income in-

clude ticket sales for Aqua Follies,

big water show; pai^ades' . grand-
stand, etc. Aqua Follies is privately

staged by Al Sheehan, former WCCO
radio' station assistant manager, and
his associates, and is a big money-
maker. Half of the net profits of

this main Aquatennial attraction arc

tvirned over to it and the promoters
retain the balance.

Pacific Peacetime

Circmt Result Of

USO-CaUnits

U.S. Acts to Hypo

Donmucan Fete
The Dominican Republic is pre-

paring to shell out some hefty coin
for American acts to be used in the
dedication of . the new $3,000,000

capitol building at Cuidad Trujillo.

Richard Kollman Broadway legit

producer, has been signed up^ to
stage the event, which will take
place Aug. 16 an the steps of the
new capitol.

More talent from the various Pan-
American republics will be used for
the event, and show will subse-
quently be staged at the Hotel
Juaragua, which has been a consist-

ent user of U. S.' acts.

Dominican Republic is planning
extensive .use of American show-
business methods in an effort to

promote the U. S. tourist trade. It's

expected that once a chain of 14 ho
tels is completed, more XJ. S. talent

will be used. The inns are slated to

be managed by the American Ho-
tels Corp.
Dominican Republic, as a prelude

to buildup, of its tourist trade, is

currently promoting a dance-contest,

winners of which will get a week's
stay with all expenses paid at the

Hotel Juaragua.

USO-Camp Shows Units playing
the Pacific during and since the war
have so indoctrinated natives with
a desire to see American talent,, that

former USO performer Earl Finch
is readying to gamble a second
sizable sum on importation of U. S.

performers to play a wide area that

would include the Hawaiian Islands,

Philippines, SingapQre,v Java and
other outposts.

Knch recently completed his first

gamble on American ftames with the
"Go-for-BrokeV; carnival. Talent in

this unit was topped by • Marth^
Raye, and it's reported to have
grossed .$250,000, of which $100,000

is said to be profit.

Carl Erbe, New York press agent,

who *as;
,
imported by Finch to

publicize the event and who re-

turned to N. Y. last week, will act

as talent adviser on future Finch
importations. Finch has already
organized the Aloha Productions,

Inc. for production » of shows, with
American names.

.

It's figured that with plane trans-

portation. Finch can : establish a

profitable route that will cover
various outposts as soon as they're

cleared for normal commercial rela-

tions by the U. S. government.
Finch has already purchased the

largest restaurant in Hawaii, the

Sau Yee Chai, which will'be con-

verted info a cabaret operation and
will be renamed the Lantern House.
Purchase price, according to Erbe,

was $35p,000. .

SaranacLake
By Hapfiy Benw»y

Latest committee appointments at
the Will Rogers are John Binkley
and Sam Schulman, library; ' Sam
Lefko and Tom Curry, flag raising;
Ben Schaffer, greetings; Robert Gold-
stein and Forrest Glenn, shopping;
and George Fee and Joe Denicolo,
music and entertainment.

Sophie Medes, TJtica theatre girl
who mastered three full stages of
the thoracoplasty operation, pleased
over latest okay clinic report; may
be all clear by fall.

Charles Dowe,. formerly at Fox
theatre in Brooklyn, who did a bit
here, is now resting at the Baybrook
sanatorium, Raybrook, N. Y.

Elsie Bovard, of "Bovard Sisters,"
in from N. Y. to chat .with Victor
"lATSE" Gamba, who is doing oke.

Helen. Morrjs, formerly with the
Brandt circuit, to N.' Y. for- a suc-
cessful eye operation. '

James Wotton, Jr., v e e p e e of
United Air Lines, in to see his father,
James Wotton, Sr., who has recuped
so well he was handed a 10-day fur-
lough and now spending his vacation
in N. Y. and Albany.
Eddie Vogt won local general hos-

pital contest for writing an e.ssay on
"Why I Like the General Hospital."
Rated a' round-trip via plane to N. Y.;-

a weekend at the Biltmore hotel and
a visit to El Chico club, all for free.

Reggie Mason and Kay,' Windsor
nitery entertainers from Chicago,
who are featured at the Majestic in
Lake Placid, took time out to visit

the Rogers and Carl Kessler.
Mrs. C. F, Sloan . and daughter,

Clara, in from Gleveiland to bedside
of Laura "Lowe" Sloan who is flash-
ing good notices on her progress-
Walter Romanik, newcomer from

the Brooklyn, visited by his father
anA mother.
Mary Cohen in fi-om N. Y. to. give

her husband, Sydney Coben, the
0.0. and found him holding good
clinic reports.

'

James Dwyer,.stage manager N. Y.
Strand theatre, in to chat with Wil-
liam "Whitey" Mathews.

First time in 10 years this column-
ist rated a 10-day furlough outrof-
the-san. Will spend it in West War-
ren, Mass., birthplace of Adolph P.
Benoit, Jr.

(Write to those who are ill.)

Secondary Boycott Ban Seen as Spur

To Early Formation of 1 Big Union

PAUL RE6Al!r HURT IN

CRASH; DATES DROPPED
Paul Regan, mimic, was injured

In an auto accident near Ft. Worth
last week forcing cancellation of

dates at Loew's State, N. Y., where
he was slated to open last Thursday
(24), and the Florentine Gardens,
Hollywood, Aug. 2. Tim Herbert
subbed at the State.

. Regan, after concluding a date at

the Baker hotel, Dallas, was driving

With his wife to the Ft. Worth air-

port when the car collided with an-

other auto. Regan is not seriously in-

jured.^However, it's feared Mrs.

Regan may lose the sight of oiie eye.

lillcUIe sntf Eddie Roberts have
l>een signed for the Cotillion- room
«f the Herre hotels Y., starting

Nov. Ih

Sablon Dated ta Debut

Fall Starts of 2 Cafes
Jean Sablon will preem two cafes

in a' row. On Sept. 17 he helps debut
for the season the Oval Room, Cop-
ley Plaza hotel, Boston. On Oct. 2

he opens the seasonal run of the

Wedgwood Room, Hotel Waldorf-
.Astoria, N. Y.

Gallic singer will double with his

Richard Hudnut airshow both en-

gagements.

Pitt*s Kennywodd Park A
Bugaboo for So. Am. Act

Pittsburgh, July 29.

Imagine the surprise of an uniden-

tified man rowing in the park lagoon

last Sunday when he caught himself

an acrobat, well above the legal size,

too. He was de Montez de Oca,

a South American who was

gurgling in the ' water, but not

because he wanted to. It happened

this way: His wife, Lola de Oca,
as part of the act, leaped from a
platform into Montez' waiting arms,
Montez' arms ' were ready but ap-
parently his legs weren't because the
impact sent him reeling off the stage

into the lagoon.

Although it was the duo's first

appearance at Kennywood Park this

year, Montez didn't feel as bad
as he did . at last year's premiere.
That time he broke an arm! And had
to- cancel 'the- date,' along with 'sev<

'feral' liior^.'-

Atlantic City Hotel

Factions in Battle

For Beach Rights
Atlantic City, July 29.

Boadwalk and side avenup hotel-

men here:'have, been feuding all

season over the: use of the beach
and how bathers using the mid-city
strand can easily obtain access to^it.

Early in July the avenue hotel-

men protested to city officials that

the 'Walk hotelmen, who control the

I
beach 'chair concessions in fr-ont of

their places, were permitiing the
chairs to be arranged so deep on
the beach that strolling- bathers had
to enter the water to pass by;

They further complained that
ropes : were being used to bar other
than beachfront hotel guests from
the chairs. Another gripe is that

stairs leading to the beach had been
removed on one of the main streets,

forcing , bathers in that section to

detour several blocks before they
could reach the ocean.

City Commissioners making a

check found all this true. They
ordered the ropes removed, new
steps erected, the chairs pushed back,
and one of the largest of the many
cabanas on the beach which blocked
the view of the ocean from the walk
removed.
Now avenue hotelmen are fighting

to have their guests accommodated in

the beach chairs, which have been
reserved for guests at boardwalk
hotels. City Commissioners are ex-
pected to take action this week.
Legally, neither, hotels nor others

have no right to put cabanas and
beach chairs on the strand and
charge for them. Under, the terms
of the easement deed the entire
beachfront is the city's for use as a

PHj)lic park, with no oharge to be
made for anything and A*ith no one
to be blocked from any part of it.

For the convenience of the hotel
guests here the: city authorities have
long winked at some of the terms
of the deed.

Calypso Singer Sues On
Billing Is Sued Himself

Eiuke of Iron, tlie Calypso singer,

has filed suit iif New York supreme
court asking 10,000 damages for- al-

leged unauthorized use of his name
in advertising a caiypso concert held

Feb. 2 at Golden Gate ballroom,

N. Y. Singer charges that George C.

Callender, head of Calypso Enter-

prises, promoters of the Afro-West
Indian Calypso concert, advertised

his appearance, despite the fact that

he was not-bdWted to'-'appear;

Callender countercharged that he
had an oral contract, with the Duke
and filed a countersuit for $3,000

damages for breaching' that ^ee-
ment. .

Supper Club Style

Of Operation May

DisplaceBig Cafes
Conversions of' large cafes into

supper clubs is slated to be heavy,

starting this' fall.' Nitery owners
figure on beating the business decline

by conversion into late hour spots,

taking into account the fact that de-

creased (entertainment Jjudget po.s-

sible through liiis' type of operation
will affect considerable savings.'

Already down for the supper club
style of operation are La Martinique,
N. Y., and a cafe soon to be started

in Washington. The Town Pump,
Detroit, which opened several months
ago on this basis, is doing well.

Models for this" type operation are

the Blue Angel and Le Ruban Bleu,

both N. Y„ which have proven to

be more lucrative than many cafes

with several times the capacity and
several times the overhead.

General idea behind the conver-
sions is the possibility of eliminating
large bands, and employing com-
paratively inexpensive singles and
teams, and small musical combina-
tions. -

There's also the possibility of
gaining a sizable degree of dinner
trade in the supper club, -because
of automatic elimination of the' 20%
amusement

. tax during the period
when there's no entertainment. Tax
would only apply after 10 p.m.

Operators figure they have nothing
to lose with changeover to intime
rooms. Paucity of patronage always
loolcs better in a smaller spot, and
there's always the possibility that
the new policy may catch on and
become a moneymaker.

+ Action on combioiftg all affiliates
of'the Associated Actors and Artistes
9f America into one big union will
be hurried because of the belief by
union attorneys that under terms of
the recently enacted Taft-Hartley
law, forbidding secondary boycotts,
members of one Four A's group
would not be able to Tjssist sister J

unions in tHe,.event of a strike.

Attorneys, claim that because of-,

the ban, on secondary boycotts, per. ,

formers of, for example, the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists, would
be forced to honor a playing date
on. ,ap airshow even if American
Federation of Radio Artists were on
strike against that station. In that-
manner, the station would be able
to defeat the AFRA strikers by em-
ploying members of other Four A's
unions; to temporarily fill their as-
signments.

' Possibility of that -course of action
has already been discussed by at-
torneys for the various Four A
unions, and only solution has been
found to be the merger of the vari-
ous affiliates.

Matter of one big union has long
been under discussion by Four A's.

In _1940, the international imion spent
$10,000 bn a study of the merger/

i

Known as the Reis "Report, study
found that sizable savings would be
effected in both administration costs

and through increased effectiveness

in union functioning, while saving
members a considerable amount of
dues because it would no longer be
necessary to join a separate union
for each different 'field of endeavor,
vaude, radio, legit, etc.

However, report was never acted
upon, and question languislied until

passage of the Taft-Hartley law.

.

Dennis Into Copa, N. Y.
Clark Dennis, who received more

attention in recent weeks due to his

Capitol recording of "Peg O", My
Heart" than at any tinie during his

pre-war campaigning, has been
booked into the .Copacabana, N. Y.
on the strength of the disk. He goes
into the club with Joe E. Lewis,
whose return there is tentatively

scheduled for Sept. 11.

Booking of the two, incidentally,

may bfei publicized as the "The Lewis
and Clark Expedition."

Majestic, Paterson, N. J.,

May Drop Vaude Policy
Lou Martin,, operator of the Ma-

jestic theatre, Paterson, N. J.,- is con-
sidering going intQ_ a foreign and
exploitation film policy to replace
vaude. .

Consideration of that move is

caused by difficulty being experi-
enced with the American Federation
of Musicians in negotiations for a
now contract. Contract stymies cen-
ter about wages and number of
shows. Question of standby orcbes-
tras does not apply here as the Ma-
jestic uses local bauds only.

Spiros Joins FB in N;Y.
Frederick Bros. New York office

last week added Herman Spiros 'to

the cocktail dept. Spiros is one of
the successors to Walter Bloom and
Nick Edwards, who resigned several
weeks . ago, former going with the
new agency set up by Charlie
Busch, Bill Peterson and Stewart
Seymour.
Other additions are contemplated

for the FB small unit sector to bring
i\ up to its normal strength.

Fairs Shell Out

Big Coin for Acts
state and county fairs are shelling

out ..highest entertainment budgets
in history in a successful effort to

draw names and name bands. Rural
exhibits, traditionally among heavi-
est seasonal spenders for talent, are
going beyond previous seasons' high
marks in making bids for topline at-

tractions.

Indicative of the coin being ex-

pended is seen in the lineup at the
Michigan State Fair, starting Aug.-

29, which has bought Olsen & John-
son for $20,000. Buster Crabbe's
water show has been signed for a 10-

day stand, as well as radio comic
Bob Burns, John Calvert show,
Pitchmen, Wally Boag and others.

' In addition, this fair is also lining up
the standard outdoor acts. (Big name
shows will be done under cover) , .

TKe York (Pa.) fair has signed
the Tex Beneke band for Sept,

9 to 12, and has bought -Kenny Del-
mar (Sen. Claghorn of the Fred
Allen air show) for a one-day book-
ing at $1,750. Delmar also goes to the

Brockton (Mass.) fair for a one-day
stand.

Tl^Mnas Buys Nitery
Toledo, July 29.

Danny Thomas, radio and film

comedian, has purchased the four
story brick building occupied by the
Ace of Clubs, a nigbt club operated
by five of his brothers.

Purchase price was $22,500.

1SUES CANADA EXPO ON

OLSEN-JOHNSON DATE
Toronto, July 29.

The Canadian National Exhibition

and its general manager. Elwood
Hughes,, are being sued for $200,000

by Mrs. Estelle Craig, agent, -who

claims in her writ tliat she "was
hindered and prevented from en-

joying the benefits of a contract" to

bring Olsen & Johnson to the CNE
for a two-weeks'' engagement next

month.

Mrs. Craig c 1 a i m s the contract

was entered into the latter part of

May; that the'CNE then entered into

further negotiations with the Wil-

liam Morris agency; and that she

was cut out of the deal.

Hughes had no comment except

that Mrs. Craig has no written agree-

ment on the Olsen & Johnson en-

gagement here and that the matter

win be passed on to the City Solicir

tor.

Morton Downey has been signed

for the Statler hotel, Washington,

starting Sept. 15 on a two-week deal.

Downey is then slated to lay .oflE

cafe work because of the Coca-Cola

radio sliow startmg shortly after

that date.
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Night Club Reviews
Terra«<>t Room, N. Y.

(HOTEL NEW YORKER)
"Summer Promenade": Ice Revue,

starring. Arnold, Shoda, featuring
Narena & Norm, Jeanne Sook,
Patricia Kazda; with Marian Spell-

man, Line, Bernice Stott, Lynn Clare,

Lillian Byers, Connie Conn, Peggy
Martin; conceived and staged by
Trttlv McGee, costumes, Bob Mackin-
tosh, Mme. . Berthe; Jerry Wald
Orch (12).

New Yorker's ice, revue, which for

a change stars a male—Arnold
Shoda—is one of those things. It's

far from the best the hotel has con-
structed as a lure for its Terrace
Room and better than others. About
all that can be said is that it's

pleasant dinner and supper divertis-

sement.
, , 4.U

Ice shows long ago reached the

point where, to regulars, the only-

difference in any individual ghoiy or

routine is (1) costuming and (2)

[JANE
JOHNSON

Bach ...
'to

Boogte .
1

Marimhist •

"

GEORGE 1

GUEST
AKTHUR OODFRBY

CIIK.STKRFIKIJ) SHOW
lMON.-WKl).-*'KI.
II A.M., KUSX

Ken- York Kcp. : KUniK SMITH AOKNCl
CliivUKo K«p.: I'm!., XEKKKLI.

WA'AfPENS!
America's Ho-. 1 Rmniia FeneiMlity

PUPICAMPO
and his orchestra

Now. ..Chelsea Hotel

Atlantie City .

Per Dir. G.A.C.

music and"story. Since ice producers
seem to have long run: out of ideas
the main item at the moment is eye-
catching costumes and lighting.
Current show has both to a degree
that the fact that the stars and line

do nothing that's different (with the
possible exception of Narena &
Norris) is nicely glossed and the
entire job, to the conventioneers
who patronize the room, looks major
league.
Based on a score worked around a

few dozen standards, many of which
are sung very well by soprano
Marian Spellman as "Songstress of

Ceremonies," the revue is rather
short. It brings in the entire com-
pany to open, shifts to anothec pre-
senting all three males plus the line,

then eases into a solo by Pat Kazda,
who cuts a neat caper. Next is

Narena & Norris, .who serve a full

helping of trick skatmg, going
deeper into breath-taking stunts*
than the- usual team. Topper is the
slim femme's trick of passing her
body through a regulation tennis
racquet while in a head-down spin
from her partner's shoulders.
Shoda is a fine skater. He works

alone in two routines, cutting out
unusual figures and following im-
mediately with a routine tailored to

Grieg's "Piano Concerto." \,

Finale brings On the entire group
for a "picnic" bit, which segues into
a flashy, up-tempo "jitterbug" bit
that skids aU the kids oft on a satis-

ftring. nofe. V. Wood.

Fliune Room, Mpls.
(HOTEL RADISSON)

Minneapolis, July 26. -

Sid Caesar, Ray Morton.Orch <7);
$2.50 niin.

This is Caesar's first supper dub
engagement here, but he was seen
m MinneapQiis previously with the
touring 'Tars and Spars" unit at a
local theatre. Hewing strictly to the
line of impeccable cleanliness in his
choice of material, he proves to be
a personable- and amusing comedian
who demonstrates that even in the
bistros genuine talent doesn't 'have
to be buttressed by smut,or sugges-
tiveness.

Ceasar is still doing his spoof of

a war-movie airplane-flght, which
was one of the features of the stage
and motion picture "Tars and Spars"
and, even though npt so tinfely as
originally, it still wins laughs and
applause. A depiction of how British
actors in contrast to the Moscow
Art Players would do a battle scene
from the play "The Zero Hour" also

gets over, but his funniest, and best
contribution, for night clubs, judg-
ing by the laughter and ' applause
returns, is his portrayals of a youth
at his first dance' and the same lad
six months later.' Pantomime and
clowning are soCko.

.Hay Morton orchestra comes
through- exceedingly well for
Caesar and for guest dancing.' Rees.

Riviera, Fort I..ee, N. J.
Andrcios Sisters (3) , Cfiandro-

Kaly dancers (4) , Bob Evans, Sen-
sationalists (3), Tony Bavaar, Bonn
Arden line (18), Joel Hcrron Orch.,

Chi7io rfiumba orch; $3.50, $4.50
minimums.

CHARLIE MASTER
'Corned/ With the Drums'

Indefinitely ol the

Contmental Room
AltANTlC CRY

of this spot.
Andrews gals, getting $12,500 plus

overages, are consuming the major
sliare of the budget, As it is, the
venture almost works out in all

departments. Major letdown is in

the comedy sector because of the
fact that Bob Evans' ventriloquy
isn't essentially cafe fare. Otherwise,
the Sensationalists and certain por-
tion of Chandra-Kaly's dance rou-
tines contribute to a weU rounded
floorshow, ^

Andrews Trio, in addition to su-
perior harmonics, have for some
time develoi>ed an excellent comedy
sense, which they occasionally over-
do, it's true. Their interpolation of
'•Sonny Boy" with Patti handling
the comedies, the essaying of "Rum
and Coke" and the calypso "Feet's
Too Big for de Bed" add a deal of
lustre to what was once purely a
singing turn. Also rating heavy audi-
ence pats are their offerings of
"Freedom Train" and their standard
medley, including "Bei Mir Bist Du
Schoen." . Their act and biz when
caught indicates that they'll hold up
as cafe draws as long as bonifaces
are willing to pay their salary.

Sensationalists, a fast and fancy
skating trio display an unusual brand
of roUer-trickery featuring double
lifts and dangerous spins. They get
heavy returns for their efforts.

The Chandra-Kaly dancers have
many subtleties that are lost in> this
big room. Their Latin and East
Indian terps have too few commer-t
cial moments for this spot^ But a
fair amount of their stuff' holds, in-^

terest enough to provide good pacing
for this layout.
Evans' ventriloquy is designed

essentially for vauders and his ma-
terial, which, by the way, is get-
ting old, doesn't impress as being
for cafes. However, he shows a
superior technical skill in the
handling of his dummy and has some
entertaining moments. Another fault
is his penchant for playing to the
musicians rather than his audience.
The Bonn Arden productions with

Tony Bavaar in the song-spots are'

picturesque. Costuming is in good
taste and routines are well-done.
Joel Herron's orchestra does a good
job of showbacking' with Chino's
band supplying the rhumba relief.

Jose.

Paddock, Miami Reach
' iiiriami Beach, July 26.

B. a PuUej/ Sc H. S. Gump, Mel
Murray, Beverly .Brunell, Barry
Mack, Bob Regent Orch. No mini-
mum or cover. -

Name and entertainment values of
the new Riviera layout is concen-
trated in the Andrews Sisters,^mak-
ing their first cafe appearance in the

I east and the second (they worked
I the Flamingo, Las -Vegas, last year)
since they hit the bigtime some
^ears ago. In that act and the Donn
Arden production are the major
plus values of the show, but it's

suOicient to continue the heavy lure

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

aiNERAt rxECurivf ornett

lOEW tUILDINa ANNiX
;1M W.4(ik »..N.Y.C,»MrMI«bnM

idea he used with Gene Krupa last
year and fast becoming .popular since
release of "Lady Be Good" by Ella
Fitzgerald. His offering of pop
tune, "Baby, Baby," although appre-
ciated, was under par in comparison
to his ballad recordings of the past,
Ventura's combo is composed of

seeming youngsters and they wear
casual dress and manners. When
they let loose on such items as his
version , of "Dark "HJyes,'^ they desert
theme so completely it is hardly
recognizable. But, this 'sort of ma-
terial goes over in this room.
Clark Dennis, who has acquired a

sudden popularity due to his Capitol
success of "Peg O' My Hearf," caused
a greater stir with encore, "That Old
Feeling," than with other numbers.
His "Jealousy" went over big, while
"Carry Me Back to Lone Prairie,"
was foreign. to his usuaLstuff. "Peg"
got best reaction from fem patrons,
however.
Jose Melis, Cuban pianist who

jives the classics, madei his mid-
westetn bow with this appearance,
and garnered top applause for nim-
ble fingering of "Flight of Bumble
Bee" and "Stardust," As novelty,
he uses numerals from a diner's tele-
phone number and interpreted them
in Chopin; Mozart and Boogie fash-
ions.

Carl Marx adds comic touch not
only to show, but to entir^ evening
with table mingling. . LaVerne Lin-
roth as "Model of the Month" is
pretty addition as she walks across
stage and gags with Garroway.
Jackie Cain completes ample show.

He's reviewed under "New Acts,"
Hunt.

,

KrMorocco, Mont'l
Montreol, Julj/ 23.

Billy Vine, Evelyn Farney, Norma
Hutton^ : Imdovic Huot, MUray Line
(6), Norma Mutton Orch.; minimum
$1.50.

This rowdy all-nitery is packing
them in again, despite the heavy
comp'etish for summer trade arolind
town. Magnet is B, S.' Pulley, who
keeps returning to the room' every
few months to the delight of his
considerable following among the
cafe goers hereabouts, whot like their
comedy rough.
Act is considerably cleaned ; up,

though : basically the same the
gravel-voiced comic has purveyed
in his various engagements around
town in recent months. Still gets
laughs, though, with his 'threats to
go "doity" and turn the .place into a
garijge. Confines himself mostly to
threats of blue material, depending
mainly on routines anent his debts
to bookmakers, screwball impreshes
of goldfish, 'Victor McLaglen, whom
he resembles; abreakfast foods and
for the highlight, the slapstick rou-
tine with partner H. S. Gump. Little
guy takes a beating while trying to
sing, with deadpan delivery eon-
tribbing to the laughs. Pair top
with a hot panto impresh of the
braee of hoodlums in the pic "The
Killers." It's clean and funny. -With
more of this type of material the
team might eventually hit the better
spots. At present 4t .adds Up as a
rough and tumble turn the Paddock
type of patron goes for,
Mel Murray, boogie woogie pianist

and comedy singer, fits into the pat-
tern set by Pulley, Guy pounds the
88 and fl9.or in equal portions, shouts
out a series of blue-tinged lyrics and
offs to a healthy reception. It's what
they came to hear. Like his com-
patriots, he's been an attraction
around this town's rowdier spots for
some years.

Little Beverly Brunell (New Acts)
adds a quiet, well-turned singing
stint to the proceedings for top re-
turns. Barry Mack handles the
emcee chore capably and turns in a
session of swoon style vocals.
Bob Resent and his small unit

back capably, though tending to hit
the vocalists arrangements in too
loud a manner. Lary.

rollesSo Inn. rid
{HOTEL SHERMAN)

Chicaflo, Juij; 25.
Charley Ventura. Orch (6) with

Buddy Stewart: Clark Dennis, Jore
Melis, Jacfcie Cain., Dave Cctrroway.
Studs Terkeh LaVeme Linroth, Cori
MarXi ($2,00-$3.50 min.)

New show, strictly for hep cliar-
acters, is packed with loud and
groovey jive material familiar to
spot's patronage and features list of
talent predominantly new here.
Local disk jockeys. Studs Terkel and
Dave Garrow,ay, do emcee chores at
alternate shows.
Opener, a free-for-all by Ventura,

is t.ypical of College Inn doings,
spotting the double (instrumental-
vocal) voice of Buddy Stewart, On
"BSP No. 1" and "Faniology," Stew-
art made instrument-like sounds, an

Billy 'Vine, .rotund comic, heads
new. layout at the Et H/torocco. He
scores heavily with two sharp num-
bers. He impersonates a drunk
singing a crying song to a newly,
married pal and holds an imaginary
conversation with Harry Richmanv
who is telling him about the greats
of yesteryear. Follows with im-
preshes of Jackie Miles, Danny
Thomas, Buddy and Jerry Lester,
Zero Mostel and Joe E. Lewis to
register soundly.
Norma Hutton. who batons band,

is also spotlighted in the show. She
sings with nice delivery, "Chi-
Baba,""I Wonder, I Wonder" and
"I Believe." Encores with "I Can't
Give You Anything But Love" to
nice response,

Evelyn' Farney's tapstering is

strong and fast. She opens with
fastly paced tap of ''Hawaiian War
Chant" and follows with equally
socko version of ^Donkey Serenade."
Gal is definitely an asset to the
show. . Ludovic Huot tenors "Stout"
Hearted Men," "Torna el Sorrento,"
"Donkey Serenade" and a medley
of rumba melodies. Milray Girls are
helped by nifty costuming in their
neat line numbers. More.

CiovM* €lnb. Port., Ore.
Portland, Ore., July 23.

Ivy Anderson; Verne & Sarico;
Rus Graham's Orchestra (6); no
minimum; 85c.; cover, $1,50 Satur-
day.

In a return engagement to the
Clover Club, blues singer Ivy Ander-
son continues to click with her
rowdy lyrics. Looking extremely
supple in a white evening, gown, the
vivacious Negro gal starts Out with
"Basin Street Blues," bellows with
"Alexander's Ragtime- Band," with
Rue Graham's clarinet and Don
Proctor's trumpet carrying melody
offer a scorching calypso version of
"Bum and Coca Cola" followed by
"Give It to 'im" and "Bed Silk
Stockings and Green Perfume." With
the customers begging for more, she
returns with an lncinerating"Eh
Boba Reba," with trucky lyrics to
wham again.

'Verne & Sarico, smart terpers
open show neatly. Gal is a smooth-
coifed gypsy type and in a gaudy
scarlet satin and sequin outfit which
carries out Hungarian tang. Her
partner is herculean, not the usual
ballroom type, and he handles girl
lightly.

Biz has been fair at this club,
which is the old standby for locali-
ties and visiting salesmen from east-
ern Oregon and Washington. A
reputation for good service and
excellent food over-rides objections
to the covert which is in line with
other comparable niteries.

Drum Room, K. C.
(PRESIDENT HOTEL)

Kansas City, July 23.
Leon Mandrake & Co. (5) Bern-

ard, Gene Eyman Orch (6); no eouer
or minimuTO. :

The Drum Room is veering from
its usual policy of offering bands and
has installed floorshow for surtmer
months. The extra attractions are
figured to stimulate take, and thus
far have been doing it.

. Leon Mandrake, toplining offers a
top version pf former stage show
Turn is called "Out of This World "

and runs the gamut of sleight of
hand, trick hankies, glasses and
bottles, a bout with the spirits and '

escape from a trunk, all in tradition-
al baffling manner. Entertainment-
wise, Mandrake and his aides offer
about everything that could be asked
for in magic and customers give out
with plenty of applause.

Bernard, with more hocus-pocus;
makes the rounds of the tables for
more sleight-of-hand stuff. "Gene
Eyman orch backs show and holds
the stand for dancing through the
evening. The six-piece combo is
long and does satisfactory job both
ways. Oi/in.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Iiran«h«B of Tlieatrlcnis

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At ¥1.00 £a<'li, or
Nos. 1 Tlifn in for $10

Noa. 14 -Xliru »!i nt !)l<.00 Kuril
or SJS'r OF FILES tor $18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
- 3 Vols; at $S0 per -^olii or

*

¥50 for 3 Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Spocial-WrJtli'it
Sook I>lirO(Iio!l.ONT.;lK- !|i,'>.00

. "HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

' <How to Be mi ISmroc)
$3 i>er Copy, Iiicl. 2 Gag Hleg

NO C.O.D.'S
Be Suro to Send Permanent Adilress

PAULA SMITH
%00 W. Sltk St. New York 19, N. v.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Currently ^

IL RANCHO
Lai Vegas

Dirtcrioar M.C.A.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!

A: Draw from onr library, one of the
lari:esti most coraprelienulve in
Showbiz!

•k 18« CatalOB ITtEEi
il BxclDBlve materiai onr npeeialty!

J. ft H. KLEINMAN
25-31-K 30th Road, 1. I. City 2, N. Y

Telephone: Aitoria 8-G90S

139 E. 57tli St.. N. Y. C. PL. 9-747«

FREE COMEDY MATERIALl
(J br»nci now parfjdies {Just wtitten), free

with any order of tlie rollowlun mnlerial:

PUNCH LINES orlitlnal Bus «l«s nilral*r.i

I, 2, 3, or 4~J1 Biich. Wrlltpiv I]}' ti'l)

marl—<;OMEl)t TEA.M joke rollei'tloii J'i
-

COMEBACKS TO HETKLKRH $L'-.'l.Arl'-Mi-

collection of beliylnfTs, ?1. Oriler now. Ouef
expires soon.

\ft^c^s uniimiTED
276 W, 43 St. New yorK City

M AX I ]\ E
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays. 3.3:15 P.M.. WNEW
'DIrecriMi'

' ;

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
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Honda Law Barring Collection Of

Saky Bonds Awaits Clarificaticm

Miami, July 29.

! Night club and theatre operators

throughout Florida having working

agreements with the American Guild

fii Variety Artists are awaiting

clarification of a clause in recently

enacted employment agency bill by

the Florida legislature, 'which denies

authority to any "union, agency or

theatre guild" to collect .bonds

Guaranteeing salaries.

Specifically, the clause reads "no

bond shall be required from any

employer to guarantee the payment

of salaries or performance of con-

tract, by any agency, union or

theatre guild, except that it be ap-

proved by the commission" (State

Industrial Commission) "made pay-

able to the commission and deposited

with the commission;"

According to AGVA reps here,

Save Fojt, of : the national office

instructed them to "proceed as

Usual" when informed of the new
law. Nitery ops, however, asked for

clarification on the matter, with
Ernie Fast, local guild rep, : arrang-^

ing an appointftient with , the- state,

attorney to discuss the matter:
' •Law requires only : that talent

: agencies licensed by the state, must
file a written statement with the

: industrial commission, which would
include information on employers
who "while financially interested in

a theatrical business, failed to pay
salaries, or left stranded any com~

CorrertW

PALACE THEATRE
' AKRON. OHIO

Maiia9«"«"*
BRUCE ©SAR

HARRY A. ROMM

HEENEandHOWARD
'Comedy Donee Anttes' c

^

Currently

CORT S9. THEATRE
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
OIn: MATXX ROSEN

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
Now at Glen Casino, Buffalo

Wf.: WILLIAM MORKIS AfiUNOV

"VOICE COACH TO
THE STARS"

LEO KAHN
^OOAI. COACH AND ARRANOEB
210 WcM 54th St. circle 6-3973

Ntw York City
BY APPOINTMENT

pany, group or employees during

the t\yo " years preceding." Such

statements are to . be kept by the

talent agencies for exhibition to

every act whose services are being

dickered for by any op with such

a record.

'

Acts working the area are wonder-

ing how the bonds are to be put up,

if AGVA's powers are taken away
by the commission.; Many; are afraid

that some ops wiU manage' to get

by with just the statement on file

and willing to chance the only teeth

in the law—the prospect of being
fined "$500 or six months in jail or

both" if they violate the edict by
angling out of salary payoff.?.

Law, as constituted, also requires

any person or agency doing business

in the state as employment; agencies

to have been iresidents . for three

years and "continually" so engaged
during that period. Measure was
forced through by local group of

agencies. Most were not aware of

the phrasing anent the bond setup

and are certain the state attorney

will ignore the clause. Assumption
remains to ; be confirmed by the

AGVA rep: here at the meeting
arranged. If the attorney insists on
carrying out the law to the letter,

it would take two years before a
change could be made by the legis-

lature, which doesn't meet until

then.

How bonds are to be collected by
the state commission also remains
to be clarified. Legislation does not

specify any method of doing so,

though it is understood by the local

agents that a deputy will be ap-

pointed to handle the bonds, in each
county. Again, no funds have been
alloted to compensate such deputies.

If no agreement between the .state

and AGVA reps is met, most per-

formers^ look to a return of the
abuses which prevailed among more
unscrupulous ops here before AGVA
organized the territory.

'
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A.C. Nitery Watchman

Slain; 2d Club Robbed
Atlantic City, July 29.

Two night spots here figured in the
news last week when a night watch-
man in one, a boardwalk spot, was
found murdered while a holdup by
two sailors got the second in the,

gazettes.

. Body of Joseph Perez, watchman
at Renault's tavern, was found by
porters early last Wednesday (23)

in the basement at the night spot.

He had been brutally beaten.. Rob-
bery was believed: the motive of the
crime.

Bandbox, a suburban tavern, was
held up in "Wild West',' fasliion

Thursday (24), the robbers entering
the spot early in the morning wear-
ing masks and announcing their ar-

rival with a pair of shots through
the floor. They got $450 from the
cash register and more coin and
jewelry from the patrons.

Two sailors attached to the At-
lantic City Naval Air station at

Pomona were later Identified as the

holdup men and are beiti" held.

Court Studies Legal Right of N. Y.

Resort Op s Suit Vs. Actors Union

GIL LAMB TICKETED

FOR CASINO, LONDON
Gil Lamb has been signed for the

Casino theatre, London, to open
around Oct. 13.. Comic will co-head-

line with the : Borrah Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals.

Casino, operated by Bernard
Delfont, is plsuining a consistent diet

of U. ' S. names. Jack Durant is

headlining the current show.

Delfont has been doing most of his

buying of American names through

the Harry Foster agency, London,
the English representative of the

William Morris Agency,

D. C. Nitery Eyes Names

To Bolster Fall Debut
Club Cairo, Washington, is slated

to open for the season in September
with a name policy. Spot, operated

by Sam Schanker, has already lined

up Ted Lewis for an October date,

althoug opening headliner hasn't yet

been pacted:

Cafe, which opened last season, has

been closed for the summer.

Charlotte Sabbaths Still Blue
Charlotte N. C.

Board of Commissioners of Meck-
lenburg County, of which Charlotte

is the county-seat will leave un-
changed a regulation prohibiting the

sale of beer and wine in any incor-

porated city or town between the

hours of 1:30 o'clock Saturday night

and 7 o'clock Monday morning.

Sunday tipplers therefore are still

blocked out of public places^ ;

French-U. S. Act

Coin Pact Talks

To^ Resumed
The American Guild of Variety

Artists will request representatives
of the French government in the
United States to resume contract
negotiations on mutual handling of
monies earned by- acts in each coun-
try. Negotiations were started three
months ago and called for the union
to handle earnings of French acts in

the United States With AGVA re-
mitting to the French government
difference in salary over $20 -daily

expenses and agency commissions.
French government agreed to do

likewise in regard to salaries of
performers playing in France.
Agreement, however, was never

concluded, but with some U. S. acts

finding that they're unable to send
coin out of France, renegotiation of
the pact is slated to begin shortly.
Harrison and Fisher recently

were forced to close at the Lido
club, Paris, because of inability to
remit money out of that country.

Four A's Sets Law To

Bar Employees From

Aiding AGVA Delegates
Associated Actors and Artistes of

America last week passed a resolu-

tion forbidding any paid employee to

campaign on behalf of any can-
didate for office before or during
an election: Action applies to ex-
ecutive secretaries as well as or-
ganizcfrs and clerical help.

Resolution was taken specifically

to. prevent any campaigning for

delegates to the forthcoming Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists con-
vention by the paid staff. However,
action will apply to employees of

other Four A's unions as well.

Riocabana, Chi, Closing
Riocabana dub, Chicago, is slated

to close for the remainder of the
summer, Sunday (2). Spot, operated
by Bert and Chuck Jacobson, has
been in a slump for sometime de-

spite attempt to resuscitate business
with name bookmgs.

Reopening is scheduled for late

September or early October.

Brit. Radio Show Set

For Vaude Dates

London, July 25.

Maurice Winnick's top radio feat-

ure, "Ignorance is Bliss,'' which is

same as 'American "feature "It Pays
10 Be IgLiorant," starts its provincial

tour at Hippodrome, Brighton, for

Moss circuit, Aug. 4, with Manches-
ter to follow.

Show is being specially produced
by Charles Henry, with - Con West
and Jackie Marks supplying the

script. •.

Cast will include Harold Berens,

Gladys Hay, Michael Moore and
Stewart MacPherson as compere,
with latter quitting after two weeks
for six weeks' vacation. His place

will be taken by Norman Bartlet,

American, who has been here for

many years, and used the tour vaude
with trio as the Three Admirals.

Decision has been reserved in the
injunction suit by Jack Segal, N. Y.
mountain resort booker, who is seek-

ing to restrain the American Guild
of : Variety Artists from interfering

with his activities. N. Y. supreme
court Justice Lumbard is studying
the case in order to determine if

Segal's action is a result of a labor

dispute. If so, then according to law,

Segal will have to exhaust all

avenues of relief permitted by the
union before taking his case to court.

Segal's suit is a result of the
union's battle with four mountain
resorts booked by Segal. Union
sought to force the inns to provide
room and board for performers on
the premises or comparable accom-
modations within five miles of the
playing date. Upon refusal, Segal
was put on the unfair list, and sub-
sequently other hotels in the area
backed up Segal by d6cli>rinH thnt

they would drop shows.

Participation in the controversy
by hotels backing Segal's stand was
avoided last week before the hotel
owners' plan could be put into eff«ct.

STAFFORD'S HOLDOVER
Chicago, July 29.

Jo Staflford and Paramount's "Dear
Ruth" will be held over for a fifth

week at the Chicago theatre here.

Combination is so far in its third

week.

Lou Breesc's hou.se band works
onstage behind Miss Stafford.

THE INK SPOTS

WEEK JULY 30
RlVERSiDE, MILWAUKEE

Mgt,-UNIVEItSAl AHRAaiQNS
StS fifth Av«nu«, New Y«rh i

mat's Doin' Ladies'

As Vaude Offering
. ;. JloUywood, July 29.

"What's Doin' Ladies" hit the

vaude boards over the past weekend,
Opening a week's run at the Broad-
way theatre, Portland; to test its

is drawing a flat $3,500 weekly. Jay
Stewart, producer-owner, flew the

entire cast north for the test date.

Show continues its daily airings

from the stage of the theatre, using

the regular attendees for its audience
participants, Notion was originally

conceived as a promotion stunt to

hypo interest in the airshow, but

due to interest stimulated among
prospective theatres Stew.art

.
will

test possibilities of going in on of-

fered percentage deals.

OMAHA VARIETY SKED
Omaha, July 29.

With "Water Follies of 1947" out

of the way with a smash 45,000 at-

tendance for the week, Ak-Sar-Ben
announces rest of the summer series.

Victor Borge will top a special

•show to be given Aug. 25 in Ak field.

Ferde Grofe will conduct the Omaha
.symphony, with pianist ,\Earl Wild

as guest, Aug. 12. A kid circus is

being built around Poodles Hanne-
lord for Aug. 5.

JAN BART
(The Jovial Songster)

Applauded by the Public

NOW
Awarded by the Critics

We«1ne8day, July 23, 1947

UBIETY •

Miami, July 22.

V Miami newspaper and radio
station amusement editors, bal-
loting in second annual awards
for mythical all-star vaude show
from acts which played the
Olympia theatre here in past
year, named Bert Wheeler as
best comic again.
Only repeater on the slate,

Wheeler topped Willie Howard
in the voting by one vote. Others
selected were: JAN BART BEST
MALE smGER with John Boles
the runner up; DeCastro Sisters,

femme vocalists, with Gracie
Barrie and Yvette tied for the
second spot; Four Evans from
the dance acts and juggler Rudy
Cardenas from the novelty turns.

Winners will be awarded silver

trophies and have names In-
scribed on plaque backstage at
the Olympia.

Concluding 12 Weeks September Ist

TURF CLUB, Galveston, Texas
p. $.: Wish to thank the critics of Miami for their award.

Personal MaHagcfflent—HARRY 6REEN
Dircction^WILLlAM MORRIS AGEMCY
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF JVVt SO

NiimernU In connection,with bills bolow indicate opening ditr of aliovr
ivliotlier full or split week

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loewi
(P>, PanimOiint! (B) RBO; <H') Wnrncjp

,

KKW lOKK CITY
Capitol (I.) SI

Ted; Slraeter Ore
^rjie DeMarcos
Charles Trenet
I'aul WhiclieU
J & m Mulcay

' Music Hnll (I) 31
Pnul Haakon
JoaepU Juevinoft
Stephanie Antle '

Olia Serova
M Williamson

, Earl- Covert
Corps de Ballet
Rockettea '

.

Sym Orch
Paramount (P) a»
Phil Spllalny Ore
EIlz Talbol-Martln

' Kojiy (I) ,80
Abbott & Costello
Joe Howard *

Hernmnoa Williams
Amanda
Audrey Tounff
Maurice Bocco ,i

State (L) 31
Burns 2 & Evelyn

: Berman Chlttiaon 3
Johnny Burke
Oraoie Barrio
Peggy Taylor
J!>ean Marton

' Jerry Lewis
Strand (W) 1

Freddy Martiti Oi'o
.Artie Dann
Jean, 'Jack Sc Judy

Jamaica (I) 30-%
t Radio Rogues
Jane Johnstoii
George Guest
Ruloft S
Vivian Nicholson
Gletn Fauat

' Sonny Boy Vallie
' E:arl> & Micliell
The Harmoniklngs

AKRON
FalAce <I) 81-S

Jerry Colonna ;

Jimmy James Ore
Hank Sieman
Martez & Dellta
ATLANTIC CIXY
Steel Pier (I) 91

Hal Rands Girls
. Jerry Wayne
Al Schenk
Coco Steve & Eddy

. Martin & Flurcnz
Barbara Barrle

BAI/CIMORB
Hippodrome (I> 30
J Bothwelt Ore
Milb'ne Christopher
Tlie Harmonicats
Ray & Irene Drake

. State (J) Sl-S
Magical Arnolds
Rosalind Paige
Phyllis WlUls
The Briants

a-e
' George 'David
Boyd Heath

f Lord & Charlotte
Dales

BOSTON
. Boston <B)

Perry Como
4 Jilvans
Eddie Bartell
Marion Hutton

. Woyd Schc(ffer .

Martin Bros
.

. cam.den;
Towers (I) 1-3

Clayton & .Phillips
Harris Berger
Kay & Karol
Olln Walker
The Marlboroa

CHICAGO
ChlcaKo (P) 1

. Victor 'Borge
• Jo Stattord

. IDebonalrs
Oriental (IV %1

Helen Forrest
Art Lund

. . S .Kudells
yrof Backwards
.Carl Sands Ore

KeBal (P) 1^.
liUis Russell Bd
liee Richardson
Una Mae Carlisle

I 2 Zephyrs
Carl & Harriette
INRIANAPOTJS
.Circle (1) 1-S

Midnite Shows
Dr Neff's Madhouse

MIAMI' .'

OlymPlit (P) 30
' Maxine
Chesterfields
Arnaut- Bros
Lee 0avia

. Barretts
PHILADET-PIHA
Cnrnmlk (1) 81

.Skyi'iders . .

Tonv Kardaro
i Claire Sis
MyleS Boll & Nan

KOCKI'ORD
Palace <I) 81

Mayo ..Bros
Loo & Josephine
Bob Lee '

Eddie Emerson. Co
Stevens Bros 3 B'rs

' Paul Walker Ore
SAN TRASICISCO-
Ooldcn (iate (R) 30
Harry Savoy
Razjsel Bros
.Preddy Bavid

SPKIXCiFIKLD
Court 8«. (I) 30-3
Roberta Welch
Helcne • & Howard
Ross & Ross
Allen Bro & Shorty
Rpisa Bros
Seed & Bruce
WASHINGTON
Capitol (I.) 81

EiBOletto Bros
Ben Yost Vikings
Bonnie Grant
Estelle & LeRoy
Howard a) 1

Ella Fitsigerald
C'tia Williams Ore
Gamer & .Wilson
Nick & Tirfi'ie

ENGIAND
BIRMINGHAM

Ilippodromo (I) 88
Crafton Sis & J'ues
J>lck Lawlcr
Jenks & Williams
Swiss StJirs
Pointer
Gray & Down

nr^ACKFOOi.
C l«vis & Discov'a

. jforth rier (I) 88

Oii With the Show
Albert Modley:
Collinson & Breen
Helen Hill
John McHugh
Francois &

,
Marie

Margarita
Bert Llndon
Dancing Dob's
Jim Campbell Ore
Opera House - (I) '^8

Every Time You L'
Dave Morris .

Nat Jackley
DeMarcy Sla :'

Josef LockO'
Toscado.Lac
Carol Eric
Marianne Lincoln
Tower Circus <I) 88
Calroll'a
J Y'Ves de la Court
Cirgus Knie's Ch's
New China Tr
3 Austins ".

Geraldos-
H Vaddon * Girls
Musical Elliots
Sloans
Anette's Ballet
Cilia's Football D's

BOCRNEMOrXH
Hippodrome' (I> i!8

Vic Oliver' Introd's
Alpha 3
Pred Lovelle'
Lea Kayner & Bet'
S Eddies
Ford & Leaner

CARDIFF
New TIiea.;(I) 28
Atrique ' .

Staivelli..
V Barna & Brook
Fogel .

"

Hilda Baker
Dinks & T Patson
Bert Happing
Walcottfs Mario'tes

OHi:l.SIlA
Fahtce (I) 88

Peggy Ryan
Joey Porter & Co
3 Renowns ;

Jimmy . Robbins
Bobble K'imbcr
Billy & I Kosmo

CHISWICK
Empire (I) 88

'Radio Forfeits'
Donna Sis
Jack Ledalr
Majt wan
Cawalinl .

Marlon Pola
Madrigal

CBOIDON
Empire. (I) 88

Vera I^ynn.
Syd Rcvill
Dennis .Gilbert
J Norman & Pat
Los Ricarans
Declma Marlyn
L Cllttord & Freda
Jill & Joan 'Condos
DARtlNOTON ^

Hippodrome (I> 8$
Loon Cortez
3 KarlOfts
Sylvia, Flo i& Ann
E Sheridan '& Ford
Moreton & Roye
Paddy Sheard

DERBY
Grand <I> 88

Mendelssohn & . S's
Wood & Jarrett
Johnnie. Lookwood
Herbert & Hatton
Dehl S .

.3 Atlantas
Archie Blray

DOUGLAS
Majestic (I> 88

Syd Roy's Lyricalp
Terry CVNeiU
Jackie Bond
B West * H'v Boys

DFNDKE
Palace . (I) 88

AI Podesta Bd
Boot & -Bolon
Metier & Han
Rale & Blnnle
Jackson & Jerome
Scotch Kelly
Delia & B Montreal
La Celeste
EASTBOIJBNE

Hippodrome (I) 88
Clapham & Pwyer

.

Dud Dale & Gang
Joe Stein
Omega 3
Dancing. Jun,e.
Vic Templar

EAST HAM
Palace <I) 88

Billy Cotton Bd
Reg Salmon & Co
Bob & Rita Rema
Joe .Black
EDINBURGH
Empire (I) 88

Ramohd Girls, Olgo
Wood & D. Harmer
Warner, A C Astor
Emney, Soreno & J
F Seamon & Far'l
E Drury «• Ram'd

nNSIH'BY
Parle Empire (I) 88
Eileen & J Paul
Peggy Ryan
2 Pirates
Hal Monty
Fred Carey
T Jovcr, Rat & Fe
Millionaires

GLASGOW
Empire (I) 88

Cath Dunne 8
Nit Wits .

Amar & Alana
Alec Pleon
Falcons *

J Moreno & P'tner
Jones & Thomas
Les Sharpe & Iris

HACKNEi'
Empire (I) 88

Stettani'a ; Songsters
Suzette Tarriiii
Playboys

,

10 Starlets
Mary Priestman
Pharos & Afarina
2 Stanleys & Mona
Ted .Ray

Hl'U.,
New Then. (I) 88
Chico Marx '

.

Rhythm Bros
Newman 2 .

Rex Ramer
De Haven & Pago
M Louise & Charlea
.Pormanes
Hamilton & Va Tsi

IPSWICH
Hippodrome <I> S8
Jimmy O'Dea Co '

Balliol tt Merton

Helen Trix Lewis
Craig & Voyle

,

,

Semon & Sonia
Slien Tun S
S . Rhapsodies

KINGSTON
Empire (I) 88

Jimmy James,
Donald Peers

I.EEDS .

.Empire (l) »»
lollio J Clark'

Bill Burke
G II Elliott
J Billings & D
Walter Niblo .

.

Ivy Benson & Girls
XiEICESTEB
Palace <I> 88

Anne Shelton
Fred Bamberger
Jacli; Francois
Toscanelli
Marie Wilson
Freddie & Pam
3 Dancettes '

Stuthard
IjEWISHAM

Hippodrome (J) 28
'Stand Easy'
Cheerful C Chester
Ken Morris
Arthur Haynes
Len Marten
Ramon St Clair

'

Maureen Riscol
Leslie Noycs
Dave & Maurine.
Bl Granades & Pet'
Monna Tymga 4

.lilVEBPOOI.
Shakespeare <I) 28
Wall- Hay, Jr
M Jones & Welsh S
Charlie Higgins
Connelly & O'Day
Paletfe's Do.g3
Mills Sis & Michael
Tommy - Westwood
Marco & Max

LONDON
Casino, (All July)
'Ignorance Is Bliss'
Vivian Blaine
Jack Durant
Dick Henderson '

Ronald Cheaney
B Abdrahman Waz'
Bunln Puppets
Toy & Wing
Boy Foy
Len & Bill Lowe
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <I) 28
Trolse & Co
3 Peters Sis

Gctdfrey &; Kerby
Sam Llndeld' Co
Terry . :

.''

Ronnie lieslie
S Perfects

Palace (I) 28
Laurel & Hardy
Terri Carol
Mills & Paulette
Lloyd & Betty
Young China Tr
Keyes & Ross
Slim Rhyder
Yeaman's Dogs
Vickers 2

MOBCOMBE
Winter Gardens

(I) 88
12 ZSo Angels
Vic & J Crastonian

Shades
4 Pomars
Jackie Trevor
Marion
Bert & Harry Nicol
J Mayer & A KItson
NOTTINGHAM

. Empire (I) 88
Cynthia & Gladys
Sandy Powell
3 Astaires
E Taylor & Broolta
Ronald Frankau
Max & H Nesbitt
Kemble Bros
C Warren & Jean

: NORTHAMPTON
New Then . (I) 88
Kenneth & Weatern
Joan Kennedy
Arthur Woraley
7 Mighty Atoms
Doreeft Blytlie
Al Max & Annette
Gaby Josette
Doreen
PORTSMOVTH
Coliseum (I) 28
Bey Co
3 Scamps.
Harry. S'hiels
3 Nicolettea

"

Frank^B FOX T«r'r.
Java Bros
Sylveatri

Tlvoli (I) 88
Gus Brox
Freddy Black
Brodle & Steel
K & D Haywood
Rego 2 .

Dennis La.wes
Winters & Fielding
Murphy & Mack
Anna .& Co

MARRIAGES
Helen Leauschner to Lee Hunt-

ington, Los Angeles, July 2»i Groom
is a film editor at Warners,

Sally Finkel to Arnold H. Miller,

in Pittsburgh, July d. Bride's -the

daughter of William Finkel, indie

circuit exhib.
'...:.' .

"' p..,. .

, Gail Patrick to Cornwall Jackson,

Wilmington, Csl„ July 23, Bride is

a screen actress. Groom is veepee of

the J. Walter Thompson agency.

Pat Apgood to Warrant Officer

Sam Kurtz, Boiling Field, Washing-
ton, D. C, July 13. Bride was
formerly with Mills Music's sales de-

partment; groom is assistant conduc-
tor of Army Air Force band.

Judith Atkinson to William Moran,
New York, July 29. Bride is com-
mentator with WAAB, Boston.

Delphine Meyer to James E, Ru-
man, Bevetly Hills, Cal., July 24.

Bride , is daughter of Fred Meyer,

aOthrFox labor relations chief.

Groom is head of transportation on
sfame lot.

Eliza Merrill Hickok and Dr. Carl

C. Kesler in Chicago, July 20. Bride

was assistant program director of

"Quiz Kids" for ABC; and author of

book by same title.

Virginia Dunning to Arthur Van
Horn, at Westport, Conn., July 24.

Bride, who is the daughter of Philip:

Dunning, has been on the stage for

some time; groom 'is a newscaster
for WOR.
Dorothy PuUen to Vincent de

Frank, at Yonkers, N. Y., July 27.

Gi:.oom is conductor of Memphis
Symphony orchestra; bride, non-pro.

Cabaret Bifls

NEW TOEK CITY

(Downtown)
Stanley Pragrer
Mary Lou WilllamB
'Annabelle Hill
Buck Miller Oro

Carnival
Bert Wheeler
Lou Holtis
Dlosa- GoBtello
Wood & ICelly
C & T Valdei*
Yvonne Adair .

Jimmy Blli^n
Paul Gavottft
ftetd Oro

Cliinn Don
'John Tio ,

Moo Bong
Fran YansT
Jadine LI Sun
Tai Singa

CoiHicntmno
Lfena Home
Copsey & Ayres
Nancy Doran
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverssz O
Dlnmoiift lIoraoBtiOf
Ross & La Pierre
Sir!
Herman Hydo
Turner Twina
Rosebuds
Billy Banlcs .

Tabloa Davia
Kenald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noblo Sissle Oro
Syd Stranfra Ore

El ChIco
P.oslta Bios
Cabalkros
Alice Farrar

Hnvnnu-Mailrid
Frakson
Pancho & .Diaue
Lecuona Boys
Chino Ore

Kfceland
McGowan & Mack
Jerry Mapes
Joanne. J^cGowan
Blimpy Blank Ore
Tiny Clark

Lntln Ounrtci
Willio Howard
A) Kelly
Mazzono'-Abbott- D's
Gloria Le Boy
EJnille Boreo
Plroska"
Mirian\ Gwynne
Bon Vlvants
Vincent Travera O

Uot61 Tan
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew
Hotel Loxingrton

Alomtis Hnwallanr
Hotel FennnylTanlf

. Skitch Henderson
Ore
Hotel Rlltmore

Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Rosario & Antonio
VHlaffe VniiKuard

i^raxlne Sullivan
Three Flames
Don Fryo.

Hotel'' Pierre
Roberto & Alicia

Stan Fisher . ,

Chas, Reader On
Hotel St Regis

Milt Shaw
Lasssla & Peplto
Paul Sparr Ore
No. 1 JTifth Ato
Pat Bright
Jack Kerr
Hassel Webstar
Downey & Fonvlllt
IfiSfhlights

Klviera
Andre'ws nia
Bob Elvans
Tony iBavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Curbello Ore
Sensationalists
Chandra-Kaly Dcrs

Llttlo Club
Walter Gross

'

i.oi>n & r:aaie'»
Eddiei Davis
Art Waner Ore
HoUoway Sis
Tali.ia
Shirley Hayward
Carl Conway

;
Shepard Liiie

Zimmerman'!
Paul Smith
J.ancfii Makulft
Zsiga Bela
Paulens
Doria Haywood
Gene Kardos O

MoHio <Mrio
Joel Shaw Ore
Rhumba Ore
Roberto
Hotel New YorUvr
Jerry Wald Ore
Marion Spelman
June Arnold
Joe Sater Trio
BisseM & Farlev
Waldorf-Astoria

Giiiny Simnis
Jack Fina, Ore
ftiischa Borr Ore

Belntont-Plazu
Blait & Dean
Martha Klne
Prof. Fabian
Payson Re Ore
Nino Ore

Buban Blen
Sally Chapman
Muriel Gainfeai
Glenn Pope
Jtidj' McQoe
Cedric Wallace •
Wally Blacker

Versnlilea
Bob Grant Oro
Carl RuvaKsa
Panohito Ore

Villnftro Barn
Anil Dennis
Norman Jensen
Stubby Ore
Lou Ceasar
Cortlay & Triano
Pappv Below

Hotel l^dlHon
Geo Towne Ore

'

Jay Marshall
n Ivel

Bob Lea
Kay Carole
Stuart Lantrley
PeiTf^v Palmer
D'Qulncey & Glv*nf

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hollerson, son,

July 8, San Antonio. Father is KTSA
sportscaster. •

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Williams,
daughter, Hollywood, July 24.
Mother, Barbara Hale, and father
are RKO contract players.

Mr. and Mrs, Walter Miles, son,

Los Angeles, July 26.' Father is on
Daily Variety advertising staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Patrick,

daughter. Van Nuys, Cal., July 19.

Father is announcer and aews room
chief at KLAC. ,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Einstein, s8n,

Hollywood, July 22. Mother is the
former Thelma Leeds of the screen.

Father is Parkyakarkus. <\

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Samartano,
dE(ughter, Providence, J ul y 20.
Father is manager of toeWs State,

Providence. -

Mr. and Mrs. George Killmer, son,

Chicago, July 18.. Father is with
WBBM sales department
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lester, son,

Chicago, July 23. Father is announc-.
er for ABC Central Division.

Mr. and Mrs. ''Russell C. Seek, Jr.,

daughter, in Pittsburgh, July 26.

Mother is former Joan Barry, screen
actress and nitery singer.

Mr, and Mrs. Homer Linneft, son,

in Pittsburgh, July 24. Father's on
WJAS staff.

CHICAGO

Blacklmvrk
Ray Pearl •

Sherman Bros (8)
Oren Morehousa

OHez Pareu
Dbttny Thomas
MlHam Iiavalla
M«rtr Gould Ora
Batty Sberwood

Roarlfluez & Pliyllla
Chez Aaorables (10)

Hotel Biamarck
Pon Julian & Mar
'Lorita Mallney-
JBiddl* iTena Ore
Benno D«)tion Oio
611 BoDinaob

NOBMAN E. FIELD
Norman E., Field; 74, one of Chi-

cago's pioneer showmen, died here
July 19 following short illne*. He
started in show business as attendant

at the initial penny arcade in city

and became manager of Chicago's

flr^t . picture house, which Jones,

Linick & Schaefer opened on
Christmas Eve in 1905. This house
was on State street on site now occu-

pied by Palmer House.

In 1903 . he went to Earl's Court,

London, as assistant to John Calvin
Brown, and subsequently became
concessions manager of an amuse-
ment park there. He returned to

Chicago in 1909 to manage a vaude-
ville house on boardwalk at White
City.

Later when Jones, Linick 8c Schae-
fer began to expand, he became the
first manager of the Willard theatre

on south side. ' In 1921 he was made
general manager of all Jones, Linick
Sc Schaefer houses, then more than
12. In latgr years he managed the
circuit's Woods theatre, which he left

when house changed hands, taking

over as' building manager for Mar-
shall Field Estate, from which he
was pensioned several years ago.

Survived by widow.' '

EMANUEL STEINBERG
Emanuel (Mannie) Steinberg,- 48

veteran of Pittsburgh's Film Sow'
died there on July 22 following a
heart attack. Only a few days be-
fore Steinberg had resigned as a
salesman for PRC. to join Max Shul-
gold's Crown Film Exchange, an in-
dependent outfit, An older brother,
Samnjy Steinberg, owner of a Pitts-
burgh film supply house, passed
away under like circumstances a
couple of years ago.

At that time, Mannie Steinberg
sold a film house he had operated
for years to help run the Steinberg
supply house but soon pulled but to
become a film salesman. He leaves
a widow and three children.

'MART FANNING
Mary Fanning, 71, former Broad-

way actress, died at her home in

Elizabeth, N. J., July 26 after a
brief illness. Her marriage name was
Mary E. Hendricks.

Mary Fanning played in several

N. Y. shows, starting in 1910, with
stock appearances. She made
her Broadway debut as a singer and
dancer in "The Man Who Owns
Broadway,'! in which De Wolfe
Hopper starred. She also appeared in

"Happy Land" in 1911 and "Red
Widow'' in 1912, both Hopper shows.

Miss Fanning met her husband on
her initial Broadway appearance,
when he was a member of Gilbert
& Sullivan Opera Co. Now retired,

he was an instructor in voice and
drama at colleges in Texas and
Georgia until 1930.

Survived- by a daughter, Anne E.

Hendricks, and her husb^d.

HARRV ROSNAGLE
Harry Rosnagle, 48, head' of mid-

west branch of Association of The-
atrical Agents and Managers for the
last four years and head of Chicago
Theatre Treasurers' tJnion for 20
years, died July^ 23 following a heart
attack. He,also was part owner of
the Blackstone theatre, , along with
George Rochefort and the Shuberts.
He and Rochefort reconverted the

theatre from a WPA playhouse sev-
eral years ago, making an immediate
success with first bill, "Life With
Father," followed by two-year rUn
of "Good Night, Ladies."

Survived by widow and three song,
:

Video Talent
Continued from page 1

of facing' a conflict with radio now,
however, Davis said, it's a conflict

with film work that's stymieing him.
John McQuade, for example, who's
been one ofNBC tele's leading thesp-
ers, signed for a role in Mark Hellin-
ger's "Naked City," much of which
has been lensed in N'. Y. Not only
was NBC forced to use him on only
those times when he could break
away from his film work, Davis com-
plained, but now McQuade is going
back to the Coast with the Hellinger
unit to finish the picture there;

Renaissance of eastern film pro-
duction does present one advantage
to tele, according to the NBC chief.

It gives video producers a chance to
use Hollywood stars who -are in
N. Y. to work and not for the usual
vacation. Since none of these stars
yet has been able to find time for a
tele show, video producers are
forced to get along as best they oaii,

using what little talent Is now: avail-
able.

ALBERT Si MOFFAT
Albert S. Moffat, of Watertown,

Mass., president of Stations WMAS
in Sprhigfleld, Mass., and WLLH,
Lowell-Lawrence, Mass., died in

Boston, July 22, after a short illness.

He founded WMAS on Sept. 1, 1932;

WLLH began operation in Lowell
in 1934.

Moffat was born in Glasgow, Scot'

land, and came to U. S. at age of 8.

He ,vas a pioneer in the early use
and development of X-Ray equip
ment and of colored films. He was
with Universal Pictures at one time.
His first connection with broad'

casting was in the manufacture of
transformers, and loud-speakers 6mt-
ing the early .days of radio.
Survived by his widow, two sis

ters and a brother. ,

KARYL NORMAN
Karyl Norman, 51, best known as

"the Creole Fashion Plate," died
July 23 in Hollywood, Fla., of heart
disease. A veteran vaudeville per
former for many years, Norman's
act was widely - known for his fe-
male impersonations.'
He had played the Orpheum and

Keith circuits many times, byt most
recently had been playing vaudeville
in Australia, where he was as well
received as in the U. S. He returned
to the U. S. from this Aussie tour
last December.
Norman was starred in a couple

of his own musical shows on Broad'
way. Of late he had been doing
nightclub work, last appearance be-
ing at the Ha Ha Club, Hollywood,
Fla.

Helpings
Sia FIshCr Oro
Harry Co61
Jill Adams
I'lUl D'Rey
Dorothy Olsen
O Gdsowater Bench
Henry Rusee Oro

.

Harold & L61a
Orantos (3)
Royal Rockets (3)
Song Stylists (4)
Marianne Fedele

Hotel ShermnD
Carl Marx
.Tackto Cain
Charlie Veniura Ore
Clark Dennis

Hotel Steven*
Benny Strong Oro
Bob Hopkins
Aeroman lacs

Fay & Gordon
Boulovar-Dcars

liotln QunrtcT
KitK Brothers fj)
J.inft Withers
Diane & Edwards
Latin Lovelies
Buddy Sha-w Ore
'Che Januleys (4>

Palmer Honee
lilheraco
Freddio Nanrel Ore
Michael Douerlas
Abbott D'ncerii (18)
Gowor & Boll

Vine Onrdent
Dick Galo
J & Joan Walton
Terese, Rudolph
Jackie Soo
}o» Klsb ' Oie

PHILIP A. GREEN
Philip A. Green, 64, textile special

ist, who was also in show business,
died July 28 at his summer home.
Beach Haven Crest, N. J., after a
heart attack. He was a familiar
figure around the Lambs club and
was afctiva in the formation of the
Servicemen's Morale Corps, which
gave weekly dinners and shows at
the Lambs throughout and after the
late war.
Green helped start the same type

of club activity in the MasquerSj
Hollywood, of which he was also a
member.

In 1934 Bert Lytell and Green pro'

duced "The First Legion," by Emmet
Lavery, which had a fair run on
Broadway.

WILLIAM B. CLEMENCE
William B. Clemence, 66, veteran

newspaperman who had been with
Columbia Pictures' homeoffice pub-
licity department as a writer and
editor since 1931, died July 29 at his

home in New York. He had beei^

in failing., health recently; but had
worked at his desk until last Fri-
day (25).

Born in London, Clemence was
educated in Britain and France. He
came to the U. S. at an early age.

He had worked for the N. Y. Times,
N, Y. Morning Telegraph and
Variett.
Survived by widow and a son.

HAROLD DE "BECKER
. Harold De Becker, 58, film and

¥adio actor, died July 23 in Holly-

wood after a brief illness. De
Becker came to the U. S. from Eng-
land at age of six with Sir Charles
Hawtrey's company, and appeared in

many N.-Y. stage plays before com-
ing to Hollywood several years ago.
His last picture appearance ' was

in "I Love a Stranger" for Eagle-
Lion.

Survived by his widow and a son.

MRS. CHARLES THIMMIG
Mary Elizabeth, Thimmig, widow

of Charles Thimmig, -pioneer film

theatre owner here, died at her
home in St. Louis, July 24. Asso-
ciated with her husband in the pic-

ture business for many years, Mrs.

Thimmig retired when her husband
died 10 years 'ago. At one time

Thimmig operated a house on the

site of the present Fanchon & Marco
Fox theatre.

WILLIAM T. DAWSON
William' Terrence Dawson, 25,

drowned in Lake Michigan off Chi-

cago, on July 26. He was formerly

a dancer with the Chi companies of

Oklahoma" and "Bloomer Girl" and
N. Y. company of "Showboat," but

was -working in a Chicago musi»
store when he died.

Survived by mother, father and
sister. .

'
,

ROBER-r HOMANS
Robert Romans, 72, veteran charac-

ter actor, died of a heart attack in

Los Angeles, July 28. Homans had
been ill for several years.'

He was last seen in Colambia's
"Cover Girl" and had been on stage

for years before going to Holly-

wood about 20 years ago.

Two daughters survive.

TOM POST
Tom Post, 58, died in Chicago July

19 after a heart attack. He was _a

veteran character actor appearing in

"Ma Perkins," "Story of Mary Mar-
lin" and "Fibber McGee and Molly"

radio shows. Previous to entering

radio he was in vaudeville and stock.

Survived by widow aud son.

CocU D. Hollaiud, 60, justice of

peace in whose courtroom many
film players have appeared unwill-

ingly, died on July 25 in his Beverly

Hills home following a heart attack.

Last film personality to feel the

weight of his judgment was Frank

Sinatra in the one-punch fracas with

. (Continued on page 55)
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Fellowship project of the National Theatre Cpvterence has awarded

Ave writers new to drama $1,000, payable in sums of $200 monthly for

five months, Ss a. reward for "definite theatrical accomplishment plus a

high potential." Money is, derived from a special fund made available to

nTC by the Rockefeller Foundation. Grants may be discontinued by NTC:

it the writer abandons the script or it is discerned that no progress has

been made by the beginning of the third month. Tho.se who have the .say

Jn that respect are John Gassner, Sawyer Fallc and Hallie Flanagan Davis,

latter having headed' the Federal Theatre Project. They will have au-

thority, in New York,' with NTC covering other localities. •
.

Plays written by those having feilowships will be ; available' to NTG
but can be sold by the authors, to managers, picture studios, radio or

television. If any such play nets the author $10,000 or more in royalties

from 'Whatever source, he shall refund
. lhe amount of the grant to NTC

to be used for another, embryo playwright. The winners: Edward Malbyv

CO'-author of "Temper The Wind,", produced on Broadway last season;

Theodore Ward, author of "Our Lan'," done downtown in New' York last

spring and due in the fall; Herbert Kubly, author of "Men To the Sea,"

Which was presented' for a time on : Broadway two seasons ago; Robert

'V. Finch, who wrote "The Invaders," presented recently at Ohio State U,

arid Robert Schonkkan, who has written two unproduced dramas. Par-

tial fellowships went to Jane Ashman and Samuel McCuUoch, and still

fflpaUWr awards to Carl AUensworth, Theodore Apstein, John Finch, Lucy
Kennedy, James Parke, Claudia Hatch Stearns and Robert True. .Most

of them have plays listed for college presentation; while Miss Kennedy's
"Footsteps Following" is due at the Pa.sadena ]^layhouse.

-Hot Air Club's 48th annual clambake was in action Sunday (27) at the

Biviera Beach Club, Brightwaters; L. I. Organization of vet agents, man-
agers, etc., remained indoors, however, .some wary of what might have
been fresh-air poisoning. Some came from as. far as Philadelphia, Balti-

more and Washington for the event To forestall any chatter, about hav-
ing their ownclubhoujse, it was announced tKere was around $200 in

the treasury. , .

Sam Reiter, the railroad man, retired as head of the Hot Airers and
thus became .a past president, or pp. The new prez is Louis Lotito, who
manages a flock of legiters for City Investing. Co. He's also known as a
ppr-present president. Lotito is the youngest member ever to be a pp
and promised to bring youth into the .Hot Airers. He's 46 years old, net.

Some of th6 oldtimers have been in show business much longer than his

age; fpr instance, Fred R. Zweifel, who's 82, gross, also Bob Campbell;
Tom Namack, George Leffler and a guy who has been with the Shuberts
for 37 years, which is a Ripley in itself.

It was the largest gathering of the Hot Airers in many years.' AU the

a.k.'s forgot their grouches what with the excellent arrangements made
by pp Reiter and Elliott Forman, who collected the dues* although one
.or two persons were suspected of eating on the house. .

.

. ; E'(re Crincher, a casting agent whose permit was suspended for one year

.by Equity for violation of its rule which limits commissions to 5%, .had
a franchise for nine years. Four actors who testified against her had
paid excessive percentages. Total overage approximates $1,000, to be
refunded to Equity within 60 days by Miss Gincher or else her agency
permit will be revoked. Actors involved were not disciplined because
they reported the overage voluntarily; the excess may be turned over to
them. Last season Danny SchoU paid excessive commission to the John
Morrow agency, which refunded $300 to Equity, the money going into
the emergency fund, the young actor being fined that amount.

Henry Adrian, presenter of "A Young Man's Fancy," got his wish last
week and was summoned to Yorkvill'e, N. Y., court for a violation of the
administrative code by operating a loudspeaker under the canopy of the
Plymouth, N. Y., where the comedy is jplaying. In court the manager
refused to plead guilty as suggested by the magistrate, and a hearing
was set for today (30).

Adrian claimed the amplifier was not a nuisance, it giving forth with a
disk of audience laughter, recorded during a performance. As- the pinch
was taken for publicity purposes it's likely the court will dismiss the
charge with a warning. Business picked up last week.

Jay Jostyn, Mr. District Attorney of the airshow of that name, this week
Is sticking to type in assuming the role o£ the prosecuting attorney in the
Westchester Playhouse (Mr. Kisco, N.Y.) presentation of "The Trial of
Mary Dugan."

Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo and Galileo get credit for Set design'-
ing when Bertolt Brccht's "Galileo" preems tomorrow night (30) at the
Coronet, Los Angeles. Drawings and paintings by trio serve as basis for
slides which will be projected onstage to heighten setting illusions. In
for three weeks, "Galileo" heads for Broadway after Los Angeles stand.

BACKERS' BEWAIL
By J. S. SEIDMAN

K.C. Honors Burke, Evans
Kansas City, July 29.

Billie Burke and Maurice Evans
walked off with honors in the vot-
ing by the Playgoers League for the
best . actress and best actor to ap-
pear on the Kansas City boards last

.season.. •

Miss, Burke won for her role in
|

"Aceidentally Yo'urs,'' with 189 vatei,
|

while Evans won for his work in

"Hamlet," with '

24.7 votes. .

-
,

Showmen Continue to Be Adamant

Vs, Equity Stand on Negro Segregation

Extra-Curricular

'Expenses Ruled

Out for Equity
No Equity expenditures shall be

made hereafter except for union
business, as outlined in the associa-
tion's constitution. Action taken by
the union's council early in the
month is a reaction from the dona-
tion of $5,000 to the American Rep-
ertory Theatre last season. That
grant wa.s made with the expectation
that ART would be enabled to rally

from its financial impasse. The Rep
outfit ended in tlie red for approxi-
mately $;J30,000.

It was Equity's first gift of its Itind

and led to other outfits trying to

make touches, but they were nixed.
Similarly, a more recent request
from Experimental theatre was.
turned down. ET asked for $2,000

to aid it in starting next season's

schedule. In rejecting the applica-

tion Equity felt; that it should, con-
serve its fun,ds, especially at this

time; in support, of its policies and
working conditions as there might
be unusual expenses necessitated by
the Taft-Hartley labor law.

ET's setup was held to have been
theoretically okay but financial

problems arose and it ended in the
red. Each producing outfit or in-

dividual who put on a show for ET
was allocated a pro-rata share of

money obtained by ticket subscrip-
tions. Tho-se amounts were sup-
posed to defray production expenses,
and in the event that the show cost

more, each presenter was .supposed

to have assumed the payment, but
there were some differences < about
liquidating the deficits. ;

ET may again use the old Princess,

theatre, N. Y., when and if it be-
comes active again. House has been
rented to a film exhibitor but no
license could be obtained.

N. Y. Stock Troupe

Continuing Uncertain
: Whether 'stock .'vi.'iU resume sit the

City Center, N. Y., is .uncei-tain, the

professional group known as the

Committee of 12 having been unable

to put oh a play to follow "Rip Van
Winkle," which closed Saturday
(26 ). All efforts to get .a . show railed:

It wis hoped' that phfe- of the
summer stock.^ companies ,: could be
attracted as a stopgap, but plays

in the strawhats with names were
committed to tho.<!e spots.

Although the outfit used its bank-
roll of $12,000 on "Rip," more money
became available. Around $8,000

came from a Westport backer.

First week of "Rip" was un-

der $5,000 and the second was re-

ported less than $3,000. That despite

the fact that an advance sale for the

second week was around .$2,000. Lat-

ter item encouraged the group to

keep "Rip" a second week, but it was
realized later that had it folded on
the first Saturday (July 19) the

venture . could . have evaded going
further into the red.

^ (Principol backer of "Brigadoon" and "Sweethearts'^; also of Seidman &
Miatnan, certified public accountants, with statistical background in the
*nov> business, and others.)

What can be done to shorten the"
Odds

. on the intriguing but risky
business of play backing? Last
season, putting money on the nose
©f the theatrical horse was a ."5 to 1
shot. That is to say, five shows laid

• financial egg to one that paid ofl.

As another legit season gets under
way, perhaps the best way to find
out how the odds can be shortened
is to determine why the odds today
are so long. The No. 1 reason for the
nigh rate of financial flops is the
poor quality .of the play. Shakes-
peare warned a long time ago that
the play's the thing." Most of the
shows die financially because they
Mever come to life dramatically.

_
Sizing up a play is a matter of

Jfidgment, and there is evidently
R lot of bad judgment being ex-
ercised about plays by producers,
^}^^iors, actors, and others respon-
sible for launching a show. Either
these experts aren't expert, or else
they are so hungry to be engaged
mat they

, are short-sighted enough
TO take anything that comes along
regai^less of merit. Maybe there is
no such thing as expertness in pick-
'hg plays.

.,^*<^l^ers, too, are cuprils when
Jhey put money in unworthy .shows.
Wot all backers read scripts, or
Know how to read scripts. They
ttequently go in on faith in some-
wjing or someonei atia judging from

the results, many of them probably
wind up as non-believers.

A good play is not the whole
story. It's only a sound foundation.

On top of that come two other
things that backers frequently over-

look, to their grief. One is whether,

as a matter of arithmetic, the show
can make a profit. Costs have got-

ten out of hand, so that even good
shows may end up in the red. It

takes about'$50,000 to raise the cur-

tain on a one-set, straight show, and
the average, musical has a struggle

coming through under $200,000. That
is the production cost. Operating
costs have likewise soared, with the

result that a show may be a smash
theatrically but a dud financially.

Many a show ran over a year and;

yet the backers did not come out

with whole skin.

Finally, an investment in a show
will sometimes go down the drain

because of technical or financial

mismanagement. This X)ivots around
the top dog of the enterpri.se—the

producer. If a producer is r green in

the ways of theatre or of'busines.Si

or if the producer lacks integrity,

the play and the money in it are in

jeopardy. The director, miscasting,

misuse of funds, or financial trigger

fingers that put a play in production

before all the money is up, have

(Continued on page 54)

Trince*

Forego '47-48 Tour,

1st Time in 15 Yrs.
Blcssom Time", and "The Student

Prince" wouldn't be toured in the fall

the first time In 15 years the operet-

tas may not go to the road. Proposal

to skip 1947-48 is based on the theory
that if withheld from out-of-towners

for a season, the perennial musicals

will be more welcome during 1948-49

and an indefinitie number of sub-

sequent seasons thereafter.

Present idea is to send out several

companies of former Broadway musi-

cal hits which would play a two-
show schedule in week stands, each
attraction playing three days.

"Time" and "Prince" have been
toured seasonally by the Shuberts,
casting, booking and other depart-

ments being handled through the
office of J. J. Shubert, who has

specialized on the firm's musicals

and also supervised theatre opera-

tion. Managers have a. storehouse of

costumes, settings, props and electri-

cal apparatus, so road shows have
been modest-cost attractions, making
it possible to turn profits even With

m o d e r a t e grosses. Last season

"Time" and, "Prince" drew siir-

prisingly big grasses, however.-;

'Mlnng Actors

A New Headache

Of Atlanta Flop
Flop of open air operetta at At-

lanta has given Equity a bigger

headache than was thought possible

from all the other summer ventures.

Salary claims of approximately 60

actors are virtually sui'e, they hav-
ing been under contract for musicals

scheduled 'for . the Georgia amphi-
theatre during six weeks which have
been cancelled.

Between eight and 10 players were
engaged for each operetta, that type
of stock engagement being known as

"jobbing," with actors traveling

from one open air troupe to another

every, wfeek or two. They are, of

course, in- addition to the permanent
cast engaged for the season. ,

Actors contend that they have a

proper claim for pay, regardless of

.the enforced cancellations, since

they could have secured other jobs.

However, Equity has not found a

method whereby its jobbing mem-
bers can be fully protected, unless

a prohibitive amount of salary

guarantee money was posted. If that

were required for the Atlanta sea-

son, the amount might approximate
$100,000, an item that would likely

stop any operetta season before it

started.

Locally engaged choruses are as-

sured of being paid in some instances

but that did not apply at Atlanta.

Hereafter operetta managements
may be required to post money for

the ensemble people, with the latter

becoming members of Chorus Equity,

First negotiations between com-
mittees representing the League of

New York Theatres and Equity was
held at the .

latter's suggestidn last

,

Friday (25) for the purpose of ex-
tending the basic agreement between
the actors and managers. Discu-ssions

progressed prior to and after' a.
;

luncheon at the Hotel Asitor, N. Y...,

and, as fexpected, the showmen were
adamant against Equity'Sv: stand on,
Negro segregation at

.
the National

theatre. Washington.

Equity ' believes its stand agaiiist
.

segregation .would not cori.?titute a/
boycott but there was some indi-<.

cation that it might consider by-
passing the issue for the season of

1947-48, although it will be up to its

council to green-light that move.
Equity recently reiterated its "warn-
ing" that members would not play
the capital after the end of next
season if the color-line was i still

present. President Truman's com-
ments on civil liberties were quoted
and'"it is not too much to expect
reinforcements'. ; . from the White
Hou.se,"

Managerial attitude was clearly

stated—that it was proper for Equity
to tell actors what the conditions

shall be back of the curtain line

but if the actors insisted upon telling

the managers who they shall admilt

to theatres, the issue would be
sharply con,tested, since It was a

;

community matter, not a union's

.

prerogative. It was known in ad-
vance that the managers would re-

sist the Equity idea but the actors

had not been "officially" told so.

No other radical changes in the
agreement were broached, indicating •;

that the^present minimum will re-
,

main. However, a session between
the League, Equity and its Chorus
unit, which is seeking a boost, is

slated for tomorrow (31). When the
chorus branch announced its ideas

;

about increases, based on the time
and money required to develop
dancers and singers, it was ex-
plained that a. demand upon the
managers might depend, upon
whether Equity would seek 'a tilt

;'

Chorus will ask for more, regard-
less of whether the parent union
does or not.

Paul DuUzell, executive .secretary

of the actors union, was not pres-
ent, being indispo.sed and under doc-
tor's orders:- I^resent for the actors

were Cornelia Otis Skinner, Huth
Richmond, Alfred Harding,' Frederic
Tozere, Clay Clement, Angus Dun-
can, Paul N. Turner and Rebecca
Brownstein, the latter pair being
Equity's lawyers. For the managers:
Brock Pemberton, president of the
League; Lee Shuberti Max Gordon,
Lawrence Langner and James Pv
Reilly, League's executive secretary.

STONE-SLOANE BOW

ON COAST WITHW
Hollywood, July 29.

Opening gun of the Coast produc-

tion activities of Paula Stone and
Michael Sloane will be presentation

of "Time 'n Tod", a family comedy,

at the Biltmore here Aug. 2a. Film

thesps James Ellison and Rhonda
Fleming already have been cast.

Play is by Muriel Roy ; Bolton,

mag and screenwriter, and is based

on a series of magazine stories.

Producers expect to give "Tod" a

pre-Los Angeles tryout, probably .in

Santa Barbara, and take it east after

local bow.

'Lost Colony* Stalled

By $75,000 Fire
Charlotte N. C, July 29.

The symphonic drama, "The Lost
Colony," being presented at the

Waterside theatre at Fort Raleigh,

N. C, was interrupted by fire doing
$75,000 damage la.st week (24), ne-
cessitating cancellation of engage-
ments until nece.ssary repairs can be
made.
.-The . .fire originated, iti the prop
room during the afternoon. Firemen,
aided by citizens and members of

the production staff, localized the

flames in about an hour.
"Colony," written by Paiul Green,

is the historic story of the first Eng-
lish settlers jn America.

New Westport Project
We.stport, Conn., July 29.

Informal tryout of a new play,

"Painted Wagon,'' by Philip Huston
and Elisabeth Goodyear, opened new
White Barn theatre on the estate of

i.ucillp Lortel here Sunday (27).

Miss Lortel, former actress and a

backer of Alexander Kirkland's
Ridgefield Playhouse, near here, has
started this new project as a facility

to show new plays to potential back-
ers.

.

Canada Lee, Clifford Dunston and
Huston took principal roles in initial

presentation.

Festival Director

Denied InjuBction

Vs. 'Medium' Singer
Recent N. Y. supreme court suit of

Mrs. Rosamond Chapin, director of

the opera and ballet department of

Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival, Lee,

Mass., to enjoin Marie Powers from

carrying on her musical chores with
"The Medium" at the Barrymore,
N. Y., met with rebuff last week
when Justice Edward Lumbard de-
nied her motion for an injunction.

Under a March contract with Mrs.
Chapin, Miss Powers had agreed to

appear in two performances of "Tris-
tan and Isolde" at the Festival, but is

unable.to do so due to a run-of-the-
play agreement with "The Medium"
producers.

Court held that subsequent to the
pact entered into with Mrs. Chapin,
Miss Powers .secured a two-week en-
gagement in "The Medium" on April
12, 1947, with the plaintiflf's knowl-
edge. The opera ; exceeded all ex-
pectations as to boxoffice appeal, and
as a result the defendant continues
to perform the lead role at a $350
weekly .salary. On the other hand^
Lumbard pointed out. Miss Powers
received no extraordinary billing in

advertising for the forthcoming
"Tristan" and her contract called for
only $50 and expen.'ses for each of
the two performances.

Lumbard's opinion stated, further-

morCi that Mrsi Chapin "had knowl-
edge as early as June 25 of the
probability that the defendant would
not perform fgf her." She failed to

show sufficient diligence in attempts
to replace the defendant, the court
added. .
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Hit by Heavy Rains, Pitt Operetta

Season Will Likely Be lOOG in Red
Pittsburgh July 29.

Rainiest summer in years will

probably result in plenty of red this

season for Pittsburgh's Civic Light

Opera Assn. Present indications are

that when nine-week series comes
to a close on Saturday night (2),

loss will be well over $100,000

That'll come out of the poclcets of

Kaufmann's department store, which
is angeling the venture for the sec-

ond straight season.

A year ago Kaufmann's put up

$50i000 to get the al frfesco enterprise,

going but lost only a few thousand
dollars. Whether they will angel

again, in 1948 couldn't be learned, but
it's Icnown that if store doesn't, ef-

forts will be. made by City Council-

man A. ii. Wolk, who has fathered

the outdoor productions, to line up
a flock of guarantors to insure its

continuance. Five performances have
been rained out altogether already,

and several more" have played to

practically no business because of

cold weather and rains just preced-

ing company time. Those nights

have represented the difference be-

tween profit and loss.

Arid It Ain't AH Hay
, Abingdon, Va., July 29.

It's not true that a sack of pota-

toes, or other produce, serves in

lieu 9f the price of admission at; tfie

boxoffice of the Barter "theatre,

strawhat's managemenf points out.

While produce was accepted from
some patr,ons in depression days

when the theatre was founded. Very

few observe the practice today.

Then, too, there's the federal amuse-
ment tax which calls for cash instead

of cabbage. „

One of the largest Strawhat Equity

companies outside New York, Barter

theatre has no apprentice school but

is partially subsidized by the State

of Virginia, which makes it an out-

right annual grant of $10,000. Or-
ganization also is a permanent
repertory ' company which, besides

playing four summer months in

Abingdon, also tours with two
groups throughout the state and ad-

jacent areas for another five months.

They then spend the following' two
months on the road through the

south and southeast.

the local production of "Naughty
Marietta" the week of Aug. 16. Den-
nis Carroll, first tenor in "Now
Moon," which opened the season
here, will return to sing the male
lead.

Two pop concerts, featuring

Abram Chasins and Thomas L.

Thomas with, a 62-piece. orchestra

conducted by Fabien Sevitzky, each
drew audiences in excess of 5,000 to

the series, at the Butler Bowl last

week.

Buckfi County's $6,300

New Hope, Pa., July 29.

Bucks County Playhouse turned
in top gross of season last week with
"State of Union," estimated $6,200.

Topped previous stanza's ' "Dear
Ruth," sans stars, by_ few dollars.

Deluxe 47G-.5eatoi' on Delaware
River hangs "out SRO sign by open-
ing night of each week, generally
selling out everything but few Sat-
urday matinee ducats a full week in

wJvance. Small variance in gross

due only to number of standees sold

and seats placed in elastic box.

Theron Bamberger and Richard
Skinner have' held price level down-
to $2.40 nightly, except Friday and
Saturdays, when it hikes to $3.

Matinee top is $1.80. Airconditioned
strawhatter one of the clicks of the
circuit in sharp contrast to other
local houses. Season here last 15

weeks through Sept. 20. Trade large-

ly Philly and locals

MAREK WINDHEIM
Now Appearing as "All Hakim"

(The Peddler) in The Tlieatre Guild
Production of "Oklahoma!," at
Drury Lane. Tlieatre, London.

Vedneaday, J^ly 30, 1947

Strawhat
$i:raw]M*rri<>)S im January

Guilford. Conn., July 24.

Ije\yi9 Harmon production 'oC cpmecly in
three acta - by Churlotte Buchwaid. Hlara
Conntance DowUns: dlret-ted by Robert
(Miamplaln:' setting, Robert Oundjach.
Opene-fl fi.t niiapW Playliouse, Gulltovd,
Conn., July 'JT; $2,88 top.
Nancy.. . .... . . . , Juatlne. WaVne
Alinerva Sloane. ........... ... .'liplnli Tyler
Jvis Roarii/. . . , . . ...... .Virgtibia .Madflot'ka
Tim. .. r. ...i , .Halley Madison
ChrUstina; 'iliorndlke. ... .Constance : DoH'Hnii
Nlcliolas ThorndlltB. . ...... .Paul Efammond
Cyrus Sloane.... .....O. Talbert-He.wltf
Robert Carvlil.. ......... v. . ,,.Dennis ..Allin

Reviews

25G Central City Loss .

Central City, Colo., July 29.

With 750 seats, a top on opening

night of $5, rest of time $3.50, the

play festival at the 69-year-old

opera house, packed it to $71,000

plus tax in 25 shows. "Martha" and
"Fidelio" were presented in alter-

nate performances. The gross was
$25,000 short Of the cost, with the

lotes being underwritten by state

citizens. .

Idle for a week, the opera house
will open Saturday (2) for a three-

week run of "Harvey," with Frank
Fay and the Chicago cast. Top is

$7.50 for the opening night, $4.50

rest of time.

Wcilesley's, OK. Season
Wellesley, Mass., July 29.

Underway since July 15, Wellesley
: College's summer theatre racked up
fair, business with Jane Cowl in

"First Mrs. Fraser" as the opener,
followed by Richard Arlen in '"State

Strawhat Jottingrs

"Amphitryon 38" shows at Bass
Rocks theatre, Gloucester, Mass.,
Aug. 5-9. . . . "Trial Honeymoon,"
new comedy by Conrad Smith, gets

a repeat week at Greenbush Summer
theatre, Blauvelt, N. Y., Aug. 5-10.

. .. . The. Bar Harbor Playhouse, Bar
Harbor, Me., presented Elissa^Landi
in "Theatre/' Aug; 4-9. , . .

Jane Cowl starring this week in

"The First Mrs. Fraser" at Berk-
shire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.
. . . Bela Lugosi in "Arsenic and Old
Lace," instead of "Dracula," at Spa
summer theatre, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., next week, Aug. 5-10 . . .Rich-
ard Kendrik playing lead opposite
Miriam Hopkins 'in "There's Always,
Juliet" at Spa theatre, this week...
"Coquette" is this week's attrac-

tion at the Sail Loft theatre, Ger-
mantown, N. Y., with Dortha Duck-
worth and Normart Cordon featured
. . . Dorset, Vt., Playhouse has "Kind
Lady" Friday-Saturday '(Aug. 1 and
2), under the direction of Paul Ste-
phenson . . . Maiden Bridge, N. Y.,

"Playhouse presents A. J. Cronin's
Jupiter Laughs," Wednesday through
Sunday (July 30-Aug. 2), with Nick
Reichardt and Pat Kcnnell heading
cast.'

Judith Jeffreys has femme lead in

"Barretts of Wimpole Street" at the
Barter theatre; Abingdon, Va., Aug.
4-5 . . . Martha Sleeper plays 'Hegina'
in "The Little Foxes" next week at

Westchester Playhouse, Mt. Kisco,

N. Y. . .Post-subscription season of

four weeks starts Aug. 11 at West-
port Country Playhouse, Westport,
Conn, and includes two tryouts . ^

.

Plays are Richard Carlson's "The
Skull Beneath the Skin," slated for

test week Aug. 25, with Fay Bainter

Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.. . .

"The Arbitration," an old domestic
Greek farce, preemed yesterday
(Tues.) at Putnam County Play-'

house, Mahopac, N. Y....Richard
Arlen has lead in "State of the
Union" week of Aug. 18 with South
Shore Players, Cohasset, Mass.. .

.

.lean Parlter doing "Dream Girl'' at

Bar Harbor, Me., Playhouse this

week. . ."Shape of Things," new mu-
sical revue, teed off for tryout at

John Drew theatre, East Hampton,
L. I„ Monday (28). . ."Home of the
Brave'' current offering at Port
Players, Oconomowoc, Wis "No
Exit" started week's run at Univer-
sity' Playhouse, Mashpeci Mass.,
Monday (28). . sJohn Baragrey and
Muriel Hutchison co-starring in

"State of the Union" at Lakewood,
Me., theatre this week; ..Edith King
has lead role in "The Primrose
Path,'' which opened last night
(Tues.) at Woodstock, N. Y., Play-
house. . ."Whiteoaks" current bill

with Ben Sweet's Old Fort Players,

Charlestown, 'N. H... .Freddie Bar-
tholomew slated for lead in "Char-
ley's Aunt" at Sail Loft theatre,

Germantown, "N. Y., starting Aug. 5
. , .Norman (iordon, Metopera basso,
appearing at same spot this week
in "Coquette". . .Gloria Swanson's
"Goose for the Gander" troupe moved
to Priscilla Beach theatre, Plymouth,
Mass., for week's stand starting

Monday (28) . . . Same strawhat
preems new comedy,;"A Message for
Charon," on Au|*4. . .In late season
preem, Sduthbury, Conn., Playhouse
teed oil Monday (28), with Jack
Quinn handling productional- reins
...Jean Piatt has lead in "Johnny
Belinda" at Theatre-in-the-Dale this

week at New Milford, Conn. \

°^J^fr ^fTi',^ \ ^T^'M lead role, while week of Sept. 1
capacity of 1,370, maugural show

|

^ '

^drew an average of 800 customers
1

Guild, wbidh may assay either "The
Death of a Rat" or last season's Lon-

90c-$2;10 scale.

Currently, Joyce Van Patten is

starring in "Dear Ruth" while Buddy
Ebsen follows Aug. 4 in "The Male
Animal." Operated as part of the
college's summer theatre school, 19

students appeared , in "Union" in

various roles. Staff is headed by
Eldon Winkler as executive director

while re.sident - company includes

some six thespers.

for five performances while "Union"
improved to an average of 900 at i „ „ _ 4. t „.i

' don success, No Room at the Inn
. .."Pursuit ' . of Happiness," with
Freddie Bartholomew, grossed ah
estimated $4,500. iii eight perforin-

ances at Spa theatre, Saratoga,

N. ;Y :
; Mlriatn Hopkins, trbuping in

"There's Always Juliet,'' played to

practical capacity last week at 490-

seat Brattle Hall, Cambridge, Mass.,
garnering $4,300 with scale $1.80

weekdays, $2.40 Fridays, Saturdays
. ...Roger Pryor set i.n . ."Goodbye
Again," starting Aug. 4 at Finger
Lakes Drama Festivy, ,

N. Y. . .Dane (jiark makes his lohe
eastern strawhat appearance of the
season, opening Monday (4) at

"Princeton, N. ' J.', Drama Festival in

"One Sunday Afternoon" . . .He
wound up Coast /hayloft stint at

Laguna Beacti Sunday- (27y^

and Men "

Ruth Husscy and Kent Smith por-
traying Molnar's. "The Guardsman"
this week at ^ La; J^^^ plaj"-

house. . ."Arms and .ibe Main*' starts

Newport, H. X., Casino's seventh
weelc of tfe season on Aiig. 4...

.J'gJXQWrOff'.'.. siate^d. to teei off same
day at Bennington, Vt., Drama Fes-

tival. . .Luise Rainer starring in

"Joan of X-orraihe": this Week at

'Jean'-Sidney Nice IZG
Atlantic City, July 29.

"Joan of Lorraine," with Sylvia

Sidney, grossed a nice $12,000 here

last week in. the. Auditorium on the

boardwalk. This is .in contrast to

opening show, "Dear 'Ruth'' which
returned a satisfactory $8,500.

"Anna Lucasta" opened last night

•with some of N. Y. cast. "I Remem-
ber Mama," with Mady Christians

in her -top original spot, due in

Aug. 4.

Fellows as Indpls. 'lUtarielta'

Indianapolis, July 29.

Jj Gharljes_fxilbeEt, generaU.maii:
age r of the Indianapolis centennial

season, : has announced that Sdith
Fellows will sing the title role in

Theatre Need
ss Continued from page 1

or produce a number of shows from
abroad.

Several musicals slated for the
boards are reported having bankroll
trouble. That could mean that
there's a shortage oE angels, espe-
cially those who do not think they
got a fair run for their money and
aro therefore hesitant about further
investment. Some think the finances,
as handled by producers in the past
two seasons, was "peculiar,", al-

though, to date, there have been, no
actual charges of dishonesty.

One tuner, which was known to

have registered goodly grosses;,

finished up in the red, with none
of the production nut recaptured.
It was figured the operating profits
were used to pay off the general
partners' share of the over-budgeted
attraction. Another scored a run
on Broadway, and many weelcs the
grosses -were big, busniess on tour
being generally profitable, too, but
the, backers got only two-thirds of
the money they invested. They don't
understand it all, since the sliow
was not costly to operate.

Originally Cost 90G
Originally the latter's production

cost $90,000, which included a "call"
for additional money from the back-
ers, but the final statement showed
a nut of $123,000. They are trying
to find out whether the extra $33,000
was put into the show by the gen-
eral partners themselves or was
made up by applying operating
profits. P5rt of the added co.st was
said to have been accounted for by
extraneous operating expenses
which, however, were eliminated.
If it can be shown, that operating
profits were used as believed, the
backers will demand tlieir share of
the overage amount. Conceded that

As a title, "Strawberries in Janu-
ary" carries the implication of a hot-
house: product; as a play, similar
comment applies. In brief, while
production is okay for strawhat tare,

indications are that it will require
considerable cultivation to elevate it

to a competing level with Gotham's
hardy perennials.' Broadway's aisle-

sitting horticulturists would probably,
rate it among the theatrical eflorts
that bloom in the summer, and
bloomer in the fall. v

Major fault with the script is that
it is based on two false premises.
First is an attempt to make shock-
ing the fact that a society girl has
turned Powers model and has her
likeness in a national mag for her
figure draped only in the towel she's

advertising. With society femmes
breaking their necks nowadays to
land just such assignments, the
"shocking'' angle fails to hold water.

Second item intended to produce
tongue-wagging is fact that a tiffing

couple, on the verge of divorce, still

live under the samff root. Inasmuch
as they're still married, this is hardly
a morsel tor gossip. Balance of nlot
introduced the' predatory femme
friend who has always had a yen for
the husband, and the male charmer
who had been the .^wife's earlier

flame. These two provide the neces-
sary situation for the curtain recon-
ciliation 'of the scrapping married
duo.
Writing shows ability to produce

logical, if not .sparkling, dialog; also,

to carry plot thread along on a con-
sistent plane. Scripting is weak,
however,, on producing any special
punch in lines or situations,
Constance Dowling gives a neat

measure of glamour to the model
role. Her expressive features com-
bine with an attractive chassis to
make her part credible. Paul Ham-
mond plays the husband in a not-
too-explosive manner. Virginia Mad-
docks and Dennis Allen are the re-
spective romantic threats to the
marital setup; Lelah Tyler and O.
Talbert-Hewitt handle mother-father
roles okay, and Justine Wayne adds
a satisfactory bit as a maid.

Tryout has been given a good
production break, being background-
ed by a nicely designed living room
set. Staging has maintained a fairly
interesting pace but has injected a
burlesque fight scene that is as out
of place as the fractured finger one
of the paiticipants received at Thurs-
day's performance. Bone.

' So Small a Wonii
Clinton, Conn., July 25.

Samuel Waaserman production of com-
edy in three acta, six scenes, by Riohard
Maloy. Stars Ant'on Dolin; directed by Carl
Sliain; Bettings .by John Blankenchip.
Opened at Clinton Playhouse, Clinton,'
Conn., July 21, .'«-; :$a.88,:tQp.

Kit Fitz8;erald...i. ..Ellen Andrews
Pat Fitzgerald, .Anton Dolin
Linda FilKgerald. ....... ....Dorothy" Steele
Ted Heath John Heath
Kitty Carol Hushes
Bartender. ......... i ........ . . Joseph Silver
Clentleman... .Frank HoaUley
Gentleman's Oirl. ...Ruth PJUiott
Ttachel . Robinson , ..Madeleine Holmes
Mis. Johnson. ... ... . . .. ...Katheryn Cameron

faces that could stand probing are
merely scratched. Whether or. not
such probing woqldl unearth pay-
du't is a matter of some doubt
Story concerns Pat Fitzgerald and

his two wives; Kit, the former, and
Linda, the present. The housing situ-
ation has forced Pat and Linda to
live in Kit's apartment, with the ex-
Mrs. Pat herself as housekeeper. An
excursion into fantasy, via a char-
actor representing Kit's con.scienee
points out to her the mistakes she
has made that caused her maritiai
breakup. When Kit employs new
tactics, the setup becomes untenable
to Linda, who moves out, leaving
the ex-mates ,to get together again
Anton .Dolin is the male, between

two females. Except for the bad
feature of looking out at his audi-
ence too frequently, he turns In a
.smooth job. Ellen Andrewa works
hard on the Kit role and makes the
cliaracter a fairly pleasing one. Do-
rothy Steele's Linda is smart in ap-
pearanace and polished in delivery,
Carol Hughes plays the Cohsciente
with rollicking appeal.

Staging has been handled Credita-
bly in view of numerous transitions
that occur. Settings, an apartment
living room and an abbreviated bar
inset) fill script requirements okay.

Bone.

l*i'Oinise«l Valley
Salt Lake City, July 21. •

"

.Utah ' Centennial Commission production
oi: musical play in two acts, and nine
scenes. Dire.c,teU by. C. Lowell Lees. Boole'
and lyrics, Arnold Sundgaard: music, Craw-
ford Gates J dances, Helen Taniiris; music'
direction. Jay Blackton. At University of
Utah Stadium, Salt. Like City, July 21, '47;

top.
Jedediah Cutler . .Alfred Drake
Cella .Faraday Cutler, Jet MacDonald
JOmma Faraday........l.lla Kecle.s Brimhali
t'aleb Faraday........ Ross Dalton
F6nnelly Parsons. ........ .Ross B. Rauvjey
Mllo. , .Gordon Low
Lorensso.".....i..... ........ .Nell W. Neilson
Bishop Qutmby LelKhton.....Louia Miillqry
Jamie Logan .Robert Hyde Wilson
Brother Zarabei. ........ Stanley SnssOB
Brotlier Willis Wayn^ "Richards

:

t.'ol. John Broderick. ...... .John Nicolaysen
Lender Richard Daviea.
Parson's Sons': Aideh Richards, David. Mor-

gan, Royal Nlelsow, Roliert C'ritchlow,
Stephen Olsen, T/fllliam McConaliay,

:

Michael Thomas
Indian Princess .Nelle I'lsher
loung Chief. .,...,,.,.>,.. .Barton Mumaw
MrSi Parsons... .•,,;.;......,,..Rnth Weller-

"So Small a Worm" is reminiscent

of the bridal adage, "something
old, something new, something bor-
rowed, something jblue." The old por-

I

tion pertains to the familiar theme of

I the" divorced couple Whose intrinsic

I

love brings them together again - for

the fadeout; the new angle is a com-
bination flashback-fantasy unfolding
of the plot; the borrowed element
refers to could-be excerpts from
"Private Lives'' and a reversed sex
"Design for Living"; and the blue
includes a dialog tidbit designating
post-midnight cohabitation - ^s "the
two o'clock jump." The surti total of
all this rates the production only a
B on the summer tryout renort card.
Impression is. given that autlior

was in such a hurry to see his play
on a stage that he overlooked the
item of thorough preparation. Char-
acters are left unidentified and sur-

ofl'ice expenses and salaries for the
managerial staff are legitimate, al-
though in sortie instances such items
may be regarded as' exorbitant.

First' major musical for the new
season is Hodgcrs & Hammerstein's
"Allegro," it being stheduled for the
Majestic in mid-autuMn by the
Theatre Guild. Also in rehearsal is

"We Love a Lassie," being readied
by the Shuberts, play being first
Icnown as ,"The ScUdievaigs," third
show readying being "The Magic
Touch." Latter, from a new inde-
pendenli is due in first.

A pretentious stage production hits
the bull's eye in "Promised Valley,"
preemed at the University of Utah
stadium. Opus is the highlight of the
Utah Centennial celebration and
deals with the trek of the early Mor-
mon pioneers to the Salt Lake valley.
' Arnold Sundgaard's book, makes a
sturdy effort at maintaining histori-
cal authenticity, but .his reverence
for the topic works to the detriment
of the dramatic values needed to
make a play of this sort a solid click.
If not for the sensational job done
by Helen Tamiris in arranging
dances that bring a'spark of bright
light to somewhat dull sessions, and
the sock performance of star Alfred
Drake, "Promised Valley" would sink
into a tale told with too many words.
Story concerns Jed Cutler and hi*

wife, members of the original Mor-
mon pioneer band, and their tribula-
tions in getting to Salt Lake. Thin as
the plot is, it would sutl'ice were it

not for the over-emphasis placed in
the too-long first act on a careful
recapitulation of the various per-
secutions of tlie Mormons prior to
their departure frorn Illinois.
Drake brings life to his interpre-

tation of Jed. His voice is solid, he
reads , lines with authority and his
stage presence dominates the ca.st of
150. Jet MacDonald, as Jed's wife,
shows a pleasing voice but lacks
.sldll as. an actress. Outstanding in

support is Ross B. Ramsey, in a com-
edy role. Ramsey throws in a mucli-
needed light touch, and clicks solidly
with "The Shirt Song" and "Cushion
Seat," two songs for laughs.
But the major share of the ap-

plause goes to Miss Tamiris, Barton
Mumaw, Nelle Fislier and .

the
dancers, Miss Tamiris bringi? action-

and vitality to "Valley" with, her
dance group,, and supplies rnovement
that is too frequently lacking in,Ci
Lowell Lees' direction. Tiie Indian

Dance in the second act is the hit of
.

the show, and Mumaw brings the

heaviest round of hand-clapping.
. Music by Crawford Gates doesnt
have the zing of a production like

"Oklahoma!," but, considering the

.

more-6r-less specialized appeal. :;9f
,

the drama, it does a good job. None
of the songs rings a bell that prom-
ises-national popular favor.

Lee's found difficulty, in handling

a large cast an a four-level outdoor

stage. This is particularly noticeable

when he tries to get more than lOU

people to exit without making it look

like a parade. No curtain is used.

On opening night the sound system

was snafued, and the audiei'iee sut-

fered from a humming loudspeaker

and occasional feedbaclcs. ,,1
"Valley" is good, in its way, but

before it could be considered for a

successful run in N. Y. or any other

city outside of Utah, it will take

l.ftontv of revision. In Salt I.ake

it faces a financial problem in tryint.

to get over a close to $200,000 nut in

18 performances. »
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Harvey; With Stewart, Again SRO

At $19,000 on B'way, 'Mister' Up 5G

To M! in New Spot, 'Laura Exiting

If Broadway is to snap out of the

summer slump, .that should be in-

dicated after this week. "Harvey"
sold out again. "Call Me Mister'

was encouraged by considerably bet^

ter business in its new location, re-

vue going up around $5,000.

"Laura," which failed to catch on,

will bow out this week, it being
heavy stuff for summer; other low-
grossers may follow suit.. Three new
shows are in rehearsal and at least

.one more will be added to that list

next week. .

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C iComedy), D (.Drama),

CD (.Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta),

"All My Sons," Coronet (26th

week) (D-1,095; $4.80). With tak-

ings around $X2,500, some profit for

show and house is indicated; should
improve. ,

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(63d week) (M- 1,427; $6.60); Perhaps
no new musical during 1947-48 will

par with this smash; bit under ca-
pacity figures for first time last week
but got well over $44,000.
Born Yesterday," Lyceum (78th

week) (C-993; $4.90), Again around
$15,500 for stayer, which should
play well into new season; Paul
Douglas back in cast.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (20th week)

(M-1,626; $4.80). Takings around
$42,500, capacity virtually all times;
advance sale picked "up in past week

' or two. .
.

"Call Me Mister," Majestic (67th

week) (M-1,659; $4.80). First week
."in new spot (moved from National)
saw improvement, and tickets are
on sale into -September; $20^000.

"Flnlim's Rainltow,'' 46th St. (29th

week)" (C-920; $6). Teamed with
"Brigadoon" as most popular of last

season's musicals; betters capacity
with a Count of $42,000.

"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst
(39th week) (CD-1.160;. $4.80). Fig-
ured to improve with the advent of
August; slightly improved; around
$17,000 indicated.
"Harvey," 48th St. (143d week)

(C-920; $4.20). Selling out, and the
count last week was well over $19,-

000;. biggest turnaway at last

Wednesday's (23) matinee; James
Stewart the magnet.
"Icetime of 1948," Center (9th

week) (M-2,994; $2.40). POp-price
iceskating revue in big house again
B summer feature and prospering;
bit off; $38,500.
"John Xoves Mary," Music Box

(25th week) (C-979; $4.80). Still

hasn't recovered from sharp drop
early , in month but should come
back; dipped under $12,000.

"Laura," Cort (D-1,064; $4.80).
Final and fifth week; came in at
start of high temperatures; low

.
grosses, no picture rights, has played
road, so to the storehouse.
"Oklahoma!", St. James {224th

week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Record
musical can make money at grosses
with which few other tuners can
ope- ate successfully; around $21,500
again.

"State of the Wnlon," Hudson (89th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80J» Some im-

,
provement last week, when gross
was quoted around $12,000; "How I
Wonder" follows in fall.

."The Medium," and "The Tele
phone," Barrymore (13th week) (M-
1,064; $4.20). Operatic playlets do.
Ing well enough considering the hot-
weather going,and expected to .make
• run of it; around $13,000.

''Voice .of the Turtle," Morosco
(172d week) (C-939; $3.60). Piclted

up slightly, the gross again approxi-
mating 1^7,000; "Professor White"
due here in the fall.

'•Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(i3th week) (C-1,075; $3.60), Pub-
licity stunts evidently helping; tak-
ings claimed to have gotten $7,000.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belaseo (31st week)

(C-1,077; $4.80). Has played much
longer than expected; down under
$10,000; must improve to keep go-
ing.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (27th

week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Hoping for
an upturn; pace- considerably off

through month; $17,000 approxi-
mated. ,

.NEIGHBORHOOD
"I Remember. Blsiua,*' Windsor,

Bronx.- ,

.

"Deep Are the Roots," Flatbush,
Brooklyn.

U PURCHASE' 51iG;W SRO 6G IN LA.
Los Angeles, July 29.

i Hefty "Louisiana . Purchase'' and
"The Skin of Our Teeth" grosses
sparked last week's legit biz in L. A.
Latter, in first full weelc of move-
over, continued to draw capacity
audiences. "Purchase," in the sec-
ond week of its stand, moved a notch
higher and jockeyed for a chance to
set a new Civic 'Light Opera Assn.
record.

Newcomers, "Blossom Time" and
"Patience," second offerings of the
Greek Theatre and American Savoy
Comic Opera Co., respectively, failed
to live up to expectations.

Pelican Productions, world preems
its second offering, Bertolt Brecht's
"Galileo," with (iharles .Laughton
starred, at the Coronet tomorrow
(30). Advance already has sold the
house out for the first several days.

Estimates for Last Wc£k
"Blackouts ol 1947," El Capitan

(266th Week) (1,142; $2.40). As
usual, $17,000 and no empty, seats.

"Blossom Time," Greek ' theatre''

(1st week) (4,419; $3.60). . Seco'nd
offering fell below initialer, "Rose
Marie," in first frame for fair $31,000.

'Louisiana Purchase," Philhar-
monic Aud (2nd week) (2,670; $4.80).
Building steadily and shooting for
record. Second frame hot $51,500.
"Patience," El Patio (solo week)

(794; $2.40). Gilbert & Sullivan
lovers purposely staying away,
others disinterested. Poor $3,300.
"The Skin of Our Teeth," Las Pal-

mas (1st week) (388; $2.50). Every
performance jampacked on first full
week of moveover. Capacity $6,000
caused announcement of extended
run and postponement of scheduled
tour. '

:'

SOLID 60G FOR miEY/
UTAH CENTENNIALSHOW

Salt Lake City, July 29.

"Promised Valley," the Utah Cen-
tennial musical starring Alfred
Drake, wound up its first week with
a solid $60,000 at the b.o., despite one
performance washed out by rain.

With two weeks left to the run,
there's a. chance the show will get
oiit of the red, but Lorin F. Wheel-
wright, production manager, play-
ing it on the conservative side, says
he expects a total gross of about 125
to 150 G. So far; "Promised Valley"
has played to a^out 33)S(ri) customers.

Taflu Gets $18JO

InCinilHin'Out
Chicago, July 29.

The two legit productions on; the
go—one coming, the other going-
made spectacular showings here last

week. "Private Lives," which relit-

the Harris Tuesday night (22), Tal-
lulah Bankhead starring, played
seven performances to seven ca-
pacity houses during its first week,
chalking Up terrific $18,300. "The
Red Mill" exited the Civic Opera
House Saturday (26) for Detroit
engagement after ringing up the
highest gross made durini; its nine-
week run here, great $35,000.
'Other three productions were just

average.
Estimates for Last Week

"Born Yesterday,r Erlanger (22d
wk) (1,334; $3.60); Fell off but got
to around $12,500.

"Call Me Mister," Blaclcstone (11th

wk) (1,358; $4.80). Picked up to
around $21,000.

"Carousel," Shubert (9th wk) (2,-

100; $4.80). -Staying in the fancy
class with $35,000. ,

"Private Lives," Harris (1,000;

$3.60). Opened Tuesday (22) to crix'
acclaim for Tallulah. Of seven per-
formances, including two matinees,
house sold out for $18,300.
"The Bed Mill," Civic Opera House

•(9th wk) (3,800; $3.60). Final week
saw unusually brisk boxofflce. Closed
Saturday to move to Detroit after
taking in highest gross made during
its run with $35,000.

Hays Abroad
Peace in Our Time

London, July 23.
H. M. Tennent, Ltd,, and John C. Wilson.

Orodiiotlon ' in two acta by Noel Coward.
Dlraotca by Alan Webb under author's su-
pervision. At liyric theatre, London, open-
ing July 22r'4T.
Alma BoUEhton......i... Helen Horsey
Fred Shattoclc Bernard Lee
Janet Braid ... ; . , . . . , . .'. , .Elspeth Starch
Doris Shattotk Mnureen Pryor
Mr. Grainger... .Trevor Ward
Mrs. Grainger.,;......, Sybil Wise
Nora Shattook..... ........ .Beatrice Varley
Lyla Vivian;. Hazel Terry
George Bourne. f. Kenneth More
ehorley Bannister.. .. • ........ .Glnf Pooley
Bobby Paxton . . . . . . , . , ,:. , .iDcrek Aylward
Allirec'ht RIchter... ....... ..Ralph Mloha?l
Phyllis More. .. ........ ....... .Dora Bryan
Mr! Lawrence. ............... ..George Lane
Dora. . ..Irene Relph
Gladys Mott. ..Daphne Maddox
Aim Blake. ...Brian Garey
Horr Huberman. ........... ..Richard Scott
Pi au Huberman . . ..... , .Betty Wolfe
mily Qrnlnger... .......... ....PhlUP Guard
Dr. Venning ............. .Michael Kent

ELIZABETH
EUSTIS

IHE ORI&NAl "NANCY"
IN 'ANGU meer"

! In; Another London Hit.

"PINK STRING and
SEALING WAX"

' P^e^>^road\vny

JOHN DREW THEATRE
Eaft Hampton, L. U
tWeak A«a. 4.9)

;
USxlnstan e-llOO .

'Musketeers' Strong

$31,000 in Frisco
San Francisco, July 29.

"The Three Musketeers," starring
John Tyers, Martha Errole and Jack
Goode, concluded its third and final
week (26) at the 1,776-seat CurraM
with strong $31,000. The Curran will
be dark until Monday (4), when
'Xouisiana Purchase" opens there
with William Gaxton, Vera Zorina
and Victor Moore.

"I Remember Mama," with Char-
lotte Greenwood and Kurt Katch,
opened at the l,S50-seat Geaty<Moa-'
day (28).

^

'Chimes of Normandy*
In Click St. L. Preem

St. Louis, July 29.

"Chimes of Normandy, the Plan-
quette-Clairville-,Babet comic opera,
presjsnted three times previously
here, became the eighth presentation
of the Municipal Theatre Assn.'s cur-
rent season last night in the al fresco
playhouse in Forest Park. A swel-.
tering mob of 10,000 that grossed an
estimated $3,200 was on deck fov the
teeoff of the one week engagement.

Cast headed by Mack . Harrell,
baritone, and Anthony Marlowe,
tenor, both from the New York Met,
and Margaret Spencer and Eleanore
Lutton copped posies from the crix
and. plaudl% from the payees. Out-
standers in support who are click-
ing are Emile Renan, Edwin Steflfe,

Norma Larkin, Maobelle Griflin,
Theodore Korosy and Virginia
Thomas. Rudy Kroeller teamed up
with Patricia Bowman, ballerina, to
win mob okay in several routines.
Jerome Kern's musical comedy,

"Sally," lived up to its rep as one of
the top coin-grabbers in the local
arena in the seven-night stand that
wound up Sunday (27). A total of
73,000 customers laid approximately
$45,000 on the line. Crix blew hot
and cold on El Brendel and Ronnie
Cunningham in the top roles, but
the customers loved them.

'Hit Deck' ISGJeinphis
Memphis, July 29.

"Hit the Declc" grabbed a nitty
$15,000 the past week as fourth
Memphis Open Air Theatre produc-
tion of the summer.
Special nod went to Jack Williams,

singing hoofer late of "Barefoot Boy
With Cheek," who ilew to Memphis
to pinch-hit in male lead subbing for
Lee Dixon, the film and stage comic,
who collapsed from heat prostration
in the midst of rehearsals. Press also
had praise for balance of principals,
including Evelyn Wyokoff. Lulu
Bates, Helene Maye, Kent Williams,
Gene Roper and Charles Hamilton.

. "Martha," first venture into grand
opera

:
for Overton Park outfit,

opened last night (28) with Rose-
marie Brancato, Charles Yearsley,
Rosalind Nadell, Romolo De Spirito
and William Wilderman.

'Claudia' lOG, Detroit
Detroit, July 29.

"Claudia," starring Kim Hunter-
and John Craven, drew $10,000 on
the first of its two-week run in
Music Hall. "Claudia" played nine
performances at a $2.50 top in the
1,800-seat Music Hall.
Claire Trevor and Jose , Ferrer

open in "Goodbye,. Again"' ftt tiie

Music Hall on Aug. 8.

'Okla/ 33G, Wash.
Washington, July 29.

The heart-warming sight of crowds
milling around the National is
brightening: E street these days,
with, "Oklahoma" beginning the sec-
ond of its four-week stint here.
The Ouild champ opened with a

sock $33,000, and should Climb to a
sellout current session. Looks solid
for its entire stay, despite a general
slump in film and nitery grosses
here.
"Red Mill" is skedded to follow

Aug. 18 for the usual fortnight.

Current Road Shows
(Period cohering July 28-Aug. 9)

, "Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan
Hollywood (28-9).
"Bom yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi

(28-9).

"Call Me Mister"—Blackstone,
Chi. (28-9).

"Carousel"—Shubert,' Chi. (28-9),

"Dream Girl" — Shubert, Bost.
(28-9).

"Harvey" — Opera Hse., Central
City (4-9).

"I Remember MamaT'— Geary,
Frisco (28-9).

"Joan of Lorraine" -» Shubert
Lafayette, Det. 28-9).
"Magic Touch" — Erlanger, Buff,

(4-9).
"Oklahoma!"—Nafl. Wash. (28-9)
"Private Lives"—Harris, Chi. (28

9).

"The Red MIU"—Cass, Det. (28-9)

For all his smartness and cynicism,
Noel Cowaaa is a born sentimentalist,
and 100% British at that. His one
great, regret in life must be that
Shakespeare, and not Coward, wrote
John of Gaunt's speech about "This
England." But that needn't be' held
'against any playwright, particularly
Coward, whose admirers constitute a
most vociferous sect of the theatre,
and in whosa worship of Coward

—

good or bad—there is something
touchingly naive. How else account
for the tremendous ovation he and
his play received on the first night?
Notwithstanding a divided press, its

success seems assured here though
it's not for America.
What would have happened if the

Nazis had invaded and occupied Eng-
land? That is the question Coward
;
joses. And. what does Coward imag-

: ne would -have happened? Nothing
more or less than did actually take
place in France, Norway; Holland,
Czechoslovakia and every other oc-
cupied 'country. Gestapo, torture,
police rule, collaborators, under-
ground movement, and all the rest
that has now passed into history.

As he sets his play in . a West End
public house—also the rendezvous of
:he intelligentsia—Coward gives him-
self the opportunity for making
speeches about patriotism, for shrewd
cockney humor, a sly dig at Holly-
wood, and some witty character-
drawing. The thumbnail sketches are
Coward at his best, but having used
his first act to show Britain as a
slave state with Churchill shot and
Hitler about to open Parliament, and
having said nearly all he had to say,
his second act degenerates into'fa'
miliar melodrama. He gives us a pic-
ture as we knew it in all the occu-
pied countries. The collaborator be-
trays his countrymen, the secret-
service girl is tortured to death, and
the brutal Nafzi meets his end as the
Allies conquer, with the radio play-
ing "God Save the King."
There must have been some rea-

son why such an experienced play-
wright as Coward penned this piece.
Was it to show the British what they
escaped? Perhaps Coward believes
we are dumb enough 'not to know.
Maybe he's right, but if that is the
case, surely he could have given his
play an expression that would have
lifted it to a higher level of drama.
That Coward has not lost his stage
cunning is evident by his timing, his
humor and his observation. .

Judging by the first-night recep-
tion there is a vasti audience here for
this play, and it will doubtless have
much success, but it would be sur-
prising to find an American audience
so slavish in its adoration of Cow-
ard, or so complaisant of tirades by
the High Prophet of th? Union Jack.
Hollywood is not likely to bid for it,

but an English film producer may
take a chance on Coward's reputa-
tion.

For, the staging and acting there is

nothing but unqualified praise. If
Noel Coward has failed to give us
anything novel, he has not failed his
cast. True, none of the characters
is aomplex, but . each deserves full
marks, with special commendation to
Bernard Lee, Beatrice Varley, Els-
peth March and a dozen of the minor
folk. Cone.

Andersen story is overlaid with
spectacle and elaborate costumes
reminiscent of pantomime, the Yule,
tide entertainment so popular in this
country. Having hacked one's way
through weary prose, tedious lyrics
and feeble humor, one arrives at the
story of a mysterious songstress,
"Pearl of the Moon," whose voice
captures the heart of the Chinese
Emperor. Latter goes in search of
her on the eve of his wedding to a
wicked Japanese princess.

He captures his Nightingale, but
between: a song or two about the
mysteries of love, she tells him 'Off
in front of his court about his mis-
rule of China and his oppression of
the people. This is too much for the
emperor and the first act ends with
the good old routine of the heart-
brolcen heroine being banished and
the emperor returning to the vil-
lainous Japanese princess.

The one serious claim this musi-
cal has is that it gives Mimi Benzell
(advertised as from Metropolitan
Opera) an opportunity to prove what
she could do if given the right songs
to sing. Not a solitary one is memor-
able, but her personal success in the
title part is beyond dispute.

The music never rises to any dis-
tinction. Doubtless the lyrics may
have certain merit, but beyond fleet-
ing references to love, it was difficult
to hear what most of

: the principals
or chorus were saying.

The impress of Jack Hulbert lies

heavily on the production, and in
thanking the audience for the won-
derful reception he suggested that
this show proves "Britain Can Make
It." It may do for home consump-
tion. There may be- a public fond of
spectacle and '"pseudo-Chinese cos-
tumes^ but it is definitely not for ex-
port. Cane.

Backers' Bewail
Continued from page '51

The Mghtingale
.

bondon, July 16.
Lee Ephi-alm. production (by arrangement

with Bertram Montague) of new, musical
romance in two acts by Michael Martin-
Harvey and Sax Bohmer. Directed by Jack
Hulbert; Mu^Ic by Kennedy Russell; 'addi-
tional lyrics, Max Kester. At Princess the-
ati-e, London, July ]6, '47. -

Spirit of Story....... ..Rosaline Haddon
Lord Chamberlain, ...... v..Richard waiter
Dowagei: Express..,, ..........Fabla Drake
Kwans. . . ....... ilCenneth ICove
Mai'duis Kamatacl.v...;,..... .Gavin Gordon
lat Gardener. i.vi.... ....Arthur Bell
2nd Gardener. .............. Hector Thomas
3rd Gardener.. ............. Ivor Smith
Mai Cha. ..Eve Lister
The Emperor. ....... .......John Westbrook
Lno Ti .Morgan Davlea
Lama. ., .Wilfred. .Walter
Tiie Nishtingale.... .Miml Benzell
Princess Hana Koe.. .Julie Bretton
Premier Dancers. .Julie Norman Thompson,

SonVa Hana

ruined many a show and backer.

That is why a knowing backer pre-

fers to play ball only with .a know-
ing, tried and true producer.

Prodncers' Responsibilities

The financial responsibility of the

producer is important. This point

sometimes eludes backers because
all of the money called for by the

budget generally comes from the
backers, and none from the - pro-
ducer. However, if the show runs
into more cost than budgeted, the
producer is ordinarily obligated to

put up or. raise the additional
amount needed. That obligation on
the part of the producer doesn't

mean much if he does not have the

financial means or resourcefulness to

respond. The backers are then in

the mess where they must put in

more money themselves, or let the

show fold and take their licking

midstream.

It is now pertinent to ask again

what can be done to shorten the

odds on the backer's gamble. The
answer is selectivity. The selec-

;

tivity must embrace the three fac-

tors of play; costs, and producer. A
business man will recognize this as

the same formula required for any

enterprise — product, profitability,

and management. In fact, invest-

ment in shows should be> approached
with the same seriousness, study

'

and care, including use of outside

(literary and legal) analysis of pro-

duction and operating budge t s,

checkup on top personnel, as nor-

mally precede any investment in

business. Such an approach will

add health to the theatre and wealth,

to the backer.

The "housing" shortage has scared

off some backers, though there is

really little to fear. A good show
wiU get a house, or at least no

worthwhile show has yet died on

the road for want of a Broadway
booking.

Summing, it up, the theatre, from

the backers' standpoint, is suffering

from, nothing that a good play, put

on at reasonable cost, under compe-

tent, responsible management, could

not cure. When show business takes

the cure, how the angels will sing! i

First nighters in this town today
are in a state of mind "concerning
musicals which borders on hysteria.
Give them a show that's at all pass-
able and a leading lady who can sing,
and the reception is rapturous. Add
to this a touch of national pride in a
home product, and the applause is

hardly a reflection of the intrinsic
merit of the show,
This adaptation of a simple- Hans

AVAILABLE
Former w*ll.>known stage direc-

tor of Broadway muilcal produc-

tioni, having been connected with

a commercial •nt«rprl«» 'or the

patf fivo yean. It dttiroiif of re-

luming io show budnoM In fl m"""

ogorial or advisory eapa«tV'

Addi*t* BOX 71 1 X. VariMy. 154

Woil 46rii Shoot. New York
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Broadway

a1 Burnett, British comedian, in

on the America. ..

Billy Rose reportedly angling to

buy the BelMCO.

, Jimmy Grainger, Bepubllc sales

•-hief, back from the Coast.

"The Chocolate Soldier" opens on

tour' at Washington, Sept. 8.

Jackie Miles signecl for Saratoga

Delmonico's, at $4,500 per week.

John Dowd, vet showman, lost

wife to whom he was wed 25 years.

Herd Theatrical Corp. has moved
to roidtown offices, from upper east

^^"cary Grant motored east prior to

taking off for England later this

'^Daughter of Bert Sanford, of Altec

Service Corp., gave birth to a daugh-
ter last week.
Singer Igor Gorin enroute to De-

TfOit to pick up new car and drive

1w Hollywood.
Memorial services for Sam H. Har.

lis today (.10) in chapel of the Jewish
Keatrical Guild. -

'Actor Sam Byrd has bought North
Carolina plantation and will move
into it in September.
Brock Pemberton planing to Den-

vcF to rehear.se "Harvey" for Central
City, Colo., showings.
Peter Donald resumes tonight

(Wed.) on "Can You Top This?"
after Bermuda vacation.

Hughie McGauley, viceprez of
- Treasurers Club, and wife Betty
celebrated 16th wedding anniversary.
Monica Boyar, nltery songstress

born in the 'Dominican republic,
gworn in as American citizen last

•week.
Hank Ladd and Johnny Barnes

have joined the The Hartmans, tour-
ing the str'awhats with an intimate
revue.

Olin Clark, Metro's eastern story
editor, back at his desk after being
out six weeks with pneumonia and
jaundice.-

; Cliarlie Burke engaged by Para-
mount for special exploitation of
Cecil B. de Mille's "Unconquered" in'

Pittsburgh.
' Josef Auerbach, prexy of Interna-
tional Optima Co., reissue firm, re.?

turned from four-week plane trip
to Europe.

, Paul F. Moss is in town to round
up a cast for "He, She and the Ox,"
new play slated for Broadway by
Thelma Schnei, actress turned
author.'

. Sigmund Romberg back to Holly-
wood after flying visit east to con-
duct the Philadelphia Robin Hood

: Dell Orchestra and the Philharmonic-
Symphon.y.
Harry Brandt, film circuit owner

and prexy of the Independent Thea-
tre Owners Assn., elected honorary
vice-chairman of the Liberal ar,ty

. Of New York State.
Paul Lazarus, Jr., United Artists

publicity-advertising director^ train-

ing to New York after 10 days con-
fabbing with UA producers and
ekecs in Hollywood. •

'

Number of Catskill Mt. resort
hotel thinking of following the
'lead of Grossinger's by installing
plane service from Gotham. Gross-
inger's has its own airfield.
Paramount theatre managing' di-

rector Bob Weitman was an unbilled
but persuasive intermediary in set-
tling that talent "lockout" up in the
Catskill Mt resort belt, in its snarl
with the American Guild of Variety
Artists.

George Jessel back to the Coast by
plane after appearing at the Roxy
opening (Jay last week (Wed.) in
connection with preem of his 20th-
FoK production of "Wonder Who's
Ki.ssing Her Now." June Haver, star
«f pic, trained back with her mother
after easting for the same reason.

ranch and recreational center for
kids, Sept. 1.

Mrs. Nick Mondoray critically ill

in a Phoenix hospital.
Mrs. Dorothy Gibiion thrushing at

Hooter's D-4-C Ranch.
Wyn and . Hope El Cortez head-

liners starting July 22.-

Hedda Hopper judging chapeau
contest at Last Frontier.
Irving Rothschild's band set for

Sapphire Roomi July 22, :

Richard Dooley installing tele-
vision in Las 'Vegas Club.
Olive Brasno won Hedda Hopper's

hat contest at Last Frontier.
Gene Austin planed to Hollywood

for Walter Donaldson funeral.
Abe Shurr and Bob Kaltenborn

have leased the Nevada Biltmore.
Local syndicate backing Jack

Dempsey in new resort hostelry deal.
Doc Starr and Clark Chadwick

after midnight serenaders at the
Cortez.

Spike Jones band, slated for El
Rancho 'Vegas Aug. 7^ switched to
Flamingo Room.
Sanford D. Adler and associates

.haive purchased .the Flamingo for a
reported $3,000,000.
Joey Adams,' Tony Canzoneri and

Mark Plant switched to Flamingo
after El Rancho holdover.
Sanford Adler planed up a flock

of celebs to celebrate his acquisition
of the Flamingo.

Bucb County, Pa.
.By Sol la«absan .

Bernie Hart in for long weekend
with brother Moss. .

June Greenwall has replaced Red
Spooner at Princeton McCarter as
flack.

Theron Bamberger purchased 40-
acre tract nearby. Plans to build
home.
, Television sets in pubs offering
video from both N. Y. and= Philfy as
lure to customers.
Mrs. Ezra Stone (Sara Seeger),

playing femme lead»in"Christopher
Blake" at Playhouse next week.
Don Hershey in to stage "Chris-

topher BJake" at Playhouse, Aug. 4.

Stage managed Moss Hart drama in
N. Y.
' Rusty Lane checking out at New
Hope for Stockbridge, Mass., where
he'll play in two productions for
Billy Miles.

Staats Cotsworth in to see spouse,
Muriel Kirkland, starring this stanza
at Playhouse in "Barretts of Wim-
pole Street"
William A. Lee to star in "Apple

of His Eye" at New Hope Aug. 18.
Character man scored earlier at
Playhouse in "Dear Ruth."

Eiudd Shulberg working on ^reen
treatment at his New Hope manse
for new novel. "The Harder_They
Fall," about punchdrunk pug. Book,
due in August, bought by RKO.

Philly Forrest on Aug. 11 will
day-and-date Leventhal production
of "Joan of Lorraine" with New
Hope, where Luise Rainer will have
Ingrid Bergman role. Sylvia Sidney
starred in Forrest revival. .

London
"Lord" George Sanger, circus

proprietor, left over $55,000.
Bill Linnit, show producer and

agent, married Mrs, Hope Astley,
July 24.

The Jack Kapps and family to
Italy as part of their European
itinerary.

G. S. Melvin, comic, wlio was
drowned in London floods last year,
left $92,000.

'

Grade Fields turned down offer
of $8,000 to appear at tlie Casino,
London, for Bernard Delfont.

State, in Kilburn, supplementing
its films with stage show.s, teeing off
with International Ballet in Septem-
ber.
;Edwin Styles takes over Richard

Littledale's role, of compere when
show transfers from the Strand to
Palace, July 28.

De-spite Savoy hotel profits jump-
ing from $355,000 to $400,000. shares
slumped 20c on 10% divvy. City ex-
pected much. more.
Renee Gadd, stage and film star,

married London solicitor, Henry
Hardman at Caxton Hall register
office, London, on ' July 24.
Leni Lynn, American operatic

singer, who appeared in several
IDnglish films for Lou Jackson, has
quit pictures to take up an operatic
career.
Isobel Bigley, chorine, who has

been -understudying Betty Jane Wat-
son in "Oklahoma!", temporarily re-
placed her till new arrival for lead
from America^
Linnit & Dunfee has acquired

new,play by famous King's Counsel,
3ir Patrick Ha-stings, titled "The
Blind Goddess." Scheduled for pres-
entation in the fall.

Prevented by illness from attend-
ing the special charity performance
the second night of ' "Ever Since
Paradise." Queen Mary paid her
promised visit on July 21.

Robert Atkins staged his last
Shakespearean production of the
season at Regent's Park on July 22.

Final show was "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," Atkins playing the
role of Bottom.

Las Vegas
By BrEgrham Townsend

Mae West vacationing. -

Von Kerry in the Stork Club.
Carl Schraeder Last Frontiering.
'Matty Fain resting at the Cortez.
Matty Fain stopping at the Cortez.

^^Club Bingo set to open on July

Time Toppers to Jackson Hole,
Wyo.

C.-irl Schraeder here for usual six
weeks.
Phil Harris and Alice Faye week

ending. . :

Casino
^^'^^"^ taken over Big Hat

Archie Mayo resting at Last

eh?"kSp
^^^'^^ hospitalized for a

hoWo\^
Rudina Trio a Flamingo

Mike Werner a Hi Life click and
holdover.

Sil Silver now a Stork Club
wrenader.
Joe DiLalla and Sally Moody are

newlywed.s.

. Joe Smoot planing to Los Angeles™r a week.
:

B over the Rocking
-'S Avouch,

Chicago
"Briga-
theatre

Pamela Britton.: lead in
doon," here visiting old
chums.' •

•

Danny Thomas' sta> at the Chez
Paree will be extended until Sep-
tember.
Jane Grant, of "Brigadoon," in

from N. Y. to visit her family who
lives here.
Jack Irving, head of ACVA here,

elected to directorate of Osteo-
pathic hospital.
Gertrude Bromberg back from all-

winter tour as advance man for
"State of Union."

Ish Kabibble, of Kay Kyser band,
visiting the Blackhawk, scene of the
first Kyser triuniph.
Harry Ritz's wife and son planed

into town for the comedian's 20th
anni in sliow busine.ss.

Dick Williams left here for De-
troit to do press campaign on "Red
Mill" which opens at Cass theatre.

Allied National Convention, orig-

inally 'set for November 10-12,

Changed to December 1-3 at Hotel
Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Martha O'Driscoll, who is new

bride of Arthur Appleton, Chicago
man, will make her home here next
month after honeymoon,
Virginia Sequin and Norman Bax-

ter, of 20th-Fox here, have penned
a tune called "Amber Eyes," which

j

was preemed on the airlanes by
Henry Brandon from the Stevens
hoteli :

infnTi ^^''^'^ out Of the Zanzibarmto the Big Hat.

thiitu .'McDonalds are christeningweir baby. Gregory.

Iin^"pi''' J""]^ Bob Hall head-""e W R.incho show.

•Bent Vr^'J? """5 ^roy aug-
5'5,"'>i, Cortez show.
««>y Pogers opens his: new dude

Atlantic City

By Joe Vf. 'Walker:

Tex Beneke' in jam session with
Count Basle's crew during midnight
visit. to Paradise. "

Clarence Taylor, company man-
ager of"Harvey," with Mrs. Tay lor,

made ' reservations at Claridge for
August.
James Kovac, program director of

NBC, into Claridge to arrange for
National Broadcasters visit here in
September.
Perry Como with Lloyd : Shaffer

band, Martin Brothers, Evans Fam-
ily, Marion Hutton and Eddie Bar-
tell due in Aug. 7 at Steel Pier.
Larry Lawson, bike rider, forced

to forego try at endurance grind
record on Steel Pier when tead mill
broke and gashed his leg. in 20th
hour of ride.

Charles Spivak band into Steel
Pier ballroom Aug. 3-9. Vaudeville
at Steel Pier, Aug. 3-6 will include
Jerry Wayne, Phil Regan, Crosby
sisters, 3 Honey Boys and 16 Dancing
Debutantes.
Mack triplets, Gleason & Sander-

son, entertained kids at Betty Bacha-
rach home for treatment of polio

(25). Henny Youngman missed per-
formance becau.se of molar job. All
sent from Steel pier by George
Hamid.

land : tour. Tara Barry is star of
show.

British film "Quiet Weekend" beat
the New Zealand longrun record
held by "Gone With Wind." Eiritisher
ran to 18: weeks. ,

|

Walter Greenwood, who came here

.

to script "Eureka Stockade" for Eal-
ing, has completed his a.ssignment

'

and returned to London.
Ernest TurnbuU. Hoyts' topper, is

due back here next" November for
annual board meeting. He's cur-
rently on his way to U. S,

Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" is being
given another whirl around in Syd-
ney. Next to "Naughty Marietta," it's

probably the most revived pic in
locfil history.
"Clqtterbuck" at Minerva, .Sydney,

is doing sOkay. Producer, Georgie
Wood, is expected back here from
London next October to .stage more
shows for Whitehall Productions.

Hollywood

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens ,

; Noel Coward due here for
, the

weekend.
Joshua Logan and Nedda Harrigan

at Newtown.
Mrs. William Anthony ' McGuire

here writing a book.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Van Horn
(Virginia Dunning) honeymooning.

Jessie Royce Landis. local favorite,
due here August 11 in "Papa "Is All."

Rex Ingrarn, former screen direc-
tor, here visiting Pat Powers before
sailing for Africa.
Katharine Bard will be the new

Claudia in radio's "Claudia and
David" in the fall.

Patricia Quinn, widow of Fi.ske

O'Hara, has a principal role in "Man
Who Came to Dinner" this week,
Thomas Kina, next term's presi-
dent of the Princeton Triangle Club,
an apprentice at the Playhouse here.
John C. Wilson back from "Private

Lives" opening in Chicago and a
brief stopover with the Lunts in
Wisconsin.
Mrs. John Chapman back from

Denver. Jinx Falkenburg and Tex
McCrary weekend guests of the
Chapmans.
' Canada Lee, Jerry Whyte, Alan
Bunco, Ruth Nugent Philip Huston,
S. v N; .Behrman, Luther Adler,
Kevin McCarthy, Christie MacDon-
ald, Fritz Remer, Richard Rodaers,
Oscar: Hammerstein, James Melton
catching "The Male Animal" last
wedfc .

Buenos Aires
Marie Bell's French legit show

playing to sock biz at Odeon.
Howard Harrison, Korda travel-

ling rep, here on distribution.

Kolynos switches "Saint" who-
dunit from Belgrano to Mundo net.

Susana Freyre. .voung screen star,

weds director Carlos Hugo Chris-

ten.sen in surprise secret wedding.
Arthur Rubin.stein does broajlcast

concert for Beisratio net «t $8,250

per show, with RCA Victor bank'
rolling. .

Cife.sa. Spani.sh production unit,

sends Vicente Casanova and E.steban

de Farago "to Buenos Aires on dis-

tribution deal.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

Peter, Raw.son will revive"Henry
V" at his Siivoy", Sydney.
Ella Shields is making another

tour over the Tivoli circuit.

"Outlaw" given the green light

here and plays Hoyts' chain.
"Carnegie Hall" in for a run at

Century, Sydney., for Hoyts.
Concert star Vivian Delia Chiesa

making tour for Williamson-Tait.
Ice-skating season . in Sydney and

Melbourne pulling healthy coinage.
Williamson-Tait reviving "No, No,

Nanette" in Adelaide with local ca.st.

: Borovansky Ballot 'Under the W-T
mana.aement is faring nicely in

Sydney.
Sydney's picture ball: brought in

nearly $5,00V to aid Industry's sick

and needy. -

Jame.s Mason's film . "Odd Man
Out" is a torrif click in Sydney for
Hoyts circuit

Eric Streiitz, British Empire Films'

ton
Bx.florencf S. Lowe

Jerry Colonna in t<Jwn visiting
friends.

Leatrice Joy doing a summer stock:
stint as star of "Vinegar Tree."

WTTG. Dumont video outlet, plan-
ning to feature film stars on its local
telecasts.

Gladys Swarthout here to .solo at
wind-up summer concert of National
Symphony.
"Chocolate Soldier" skedded for

National on Sept 8 as first "stop in
its national tour.
Picket line of conga dancers out-

side strike bound Arthur Murray
studio broken up by a restraining
court order.
Geprge Lawrence and Richard

Krueger, of the "Oklahoma" cast,
feted at a midnight .wimming party
by fellow cast-members.
Playwrights James Gow, Arnaud

("Deep Are Roots") d'U.s,se.'ui and
Henry Butler in to sec Catholic U's
attention-getting "Kingdom of Blind,"
written by Frank Ford;

Obituaries
Continacd from page 50

Lee Mortimer. Jimmy Fidler and
Errol Flynn wound up in Judge Hol-
lands court after their nightclub ar-
gument in 1941.

"

BENJAMIN GARSON
Benjamin: Gar.TOn, 76, father of

Hank Garson, Burns-Allen radio
writer, died .luly 26 in Los Angeles.
Survived by his widow, son and two
grandchildren.

LOU LA MEBT
Lou La Mert, brother of the late

Sam La Mert, died in San Francisco,

London rep. due home after exten- July 3. He was known both m the

sive Ausfsie looksee.
Bob Geraghty managing vaude-

revue .season for Tivoli^ loop at His
M<-ije,sty's, Brisbane,
"Oh, Mistress Mine"' looks like a

good bet for Garnet Carroll at

Princess, Melbourne,

U. S. and Australia as a member
of the La Mert vaudeville teamt
Survived by a sister.

: ;H«teh Marlowe, 35, former tennis
champion and member of Metro's

John Charles .aiipma.? will do a [editing staff, died July 24 in Holly-
short season in New Zealand prior

|
.^^^d ;.s a result of tuber';ulosis. She

E^ge^e' Goc.'sens arrived here to i

^as a lieutenant in the Mi rine Corps

take over the conductor.ship: of the'

Svdney Symphony Orch.
"Giveaway.': v.'il! fade from the

Brisbane urban zone thi.s month on
nix by independent exhibits.

ISTorthern Au.ssie trade unionists

a.sking government to okay night
trotting with betting this summer.

will

during the war.

Charles Munro will mcrease

Armando -Tniclos. former Warner's Qucen.-shmd chain with
_
addition of

prexy in Ptru ti'j.nbl'oi'ied to head
,
more urban cinemas in Brisbane

Bueno,s Airep office, replacing Arthur
;
zone

Abeles, lipped to Warner's London
set-up.

M«3ier of Mrs. Alan Corelli, whose
husband is exec secretary of Theatre
Authority, dftd -in Patchogue; L. I.,

July 27.

Dancing Years," the Willif'm«on-
Tait' mn.sical, will do a Now Zea-

Jack Biisch Cohn, 41, composer,
died July 23 in Los Angele.s.

Valentine L. Ney, 92, former Can*
toni O., exhibitor, difd tHcre' July iS'.

Larry Finley in from N. Y.

Spencer Tracy in from N, Y.

Allen Lane to Dallas for a benefit.

Jim Rosenberger-laid up with flu.

Irving Berlin to Honolulu on vaca-
tion, ',:

• : ;":.;.;

Bill Pine to Catalina Island for a :

week. ,,.-,,.:
Alan Wilder laid up with bron-

chitis.

:,;Dolph Zimmer laid up with heart
trouble.

Charles P. Skouras to Denver for
a week.
Smiley Burnctte east for a 24-day

stage tour,-' .
S ;;^^,':'''^.:,'';'

Besa Short broke" three ribs in. an
aulo crash.

Charles Korvin became an Ameri-i
can citizen. .

.:

Jean Hersholt to Bohemian Grove
on vacation.

, Hal Roach in town after a cross-
country Swing.

Rolfe Sedan convalescing after
major surgery. : . - ; , ,;

:,•

Leo CariUo to Tahoe Village.for * ;

two-week stand. ,,::

Leonard Reeg hospitalized with
appendix trouble.
Allan Hersholt recovering from a

throat operation.
Hal Roach in town after a tour- of

east and midwest.
Martha Hyer recovering from

emergency surgery.
Cliff Lewis checked into town after

seven weeks in N. Y.

.

Greer Garson returned from her ..

Pebble Beach siesta.

Robert L. Lippert planed in for
Screen Guild confabs.
' Milton Kusell in from N, Y. for
Selznick sales huddleSi :

Saul Elkins checked in. at Warners
alter a trip to Calgary.
Tom Alfred moved in • as head

flack for Marathon: Pictures, :

Meredith Willson to San Francisco
to emcee the Lions convention.
Anthony A, Flagler, Ohip congress-

man, ogling production at RKO.
Gene Autry flew in froin Ogden,

Utah, where he kept a rotleo date.
Taylor Holmes returned to work

at 20th-Fox after- a week of illness,

Michael Sloane and -his fatfaer-i n-
law. Fred Stone, trained in from the
east. .

. Nat Tanchuck planed to . Mexico
City on first leg of a Latin-American
tour.

Forrest Tucker j o i n i n g the La
JoUa strawhat troupe for "Biog-
raphy."
Joan Blondell in from Minneapolis

for added scenes in "Nightmare
Alley."
Frank Ferrin called off hi.s (Cana-

dian vacation because of his wife's
illness.

Jack Sherrill returned to agency
business in ' association with Tom
Conlon.

Mrs. Carol Brandt. Metro's east-
ern .story: chief, in town for studio
huddles.
Ginger Rogers went on . vacation

after winding up "It Had to Be You"
at Columbia.
Lanny Ross in town for the fir.st

time in nine years to aiipear at Hol-
lywood Bow).
Orson Welles left for England to

play in Alexander Korda's produc-
tion, "Salome."
Frank Morgan, wiimcr of the Los

Anf^eles-to-Honoiulu ya('ht race, sails

for home Aug. 13.

Frances McCann 'returned from
San Francisco where she sang in
"Three Musketeers!"
Lester Lewis recovering from in-

juries sustained in a motor accident
near Santa Barbara.
Leon Britton left for Singapore :

after studio huddles to represent :

RKO in the Far East.
; Esther Williams elected judge of

;
the forthcoming speedboat race from

i Catalina to Hermosa,
Frank Sinatra will fly to South

America when he finishes his choi'e
in "The Kissing Bandit."
Fox Westcoasters Club will hold

its annual golf tournament, Aug. 8
at Riviera Country Club,
William Elliott and Vera RaLston

aired back from Cheyenne, where
"Wyoming" was preemedi
Joan Caulfield back in town after::

personal appearances with "Welcome
Stranster'' in San Fancl-sco.
Marshall Thomp-son returned from

three weeks of fishing with Wallace
Beery at Jackson Hole, Wyo.
Richard Lane had five .stitches

taken in his leg after a fifht scene
in "Devil Ship" at Columbia.:

Boris Karloff and Russell S'mp.son
held a reunion in "Tan Roots." their
first film toj/ether in 28 years.
Humphrey Bogart suffered a gash

on his leg on final day's filminB
of "Treasure of Sierra Madre" at
Warners.

.1. Farrell MacDonald .started his
40th year on the screen with a char-
ncter role in "Nightmare Alley" at
20t,h-Fox.

Claudette Colbert out of cast of
"Sleep, -My Love,"' with illness for
the second time, while the company

,
shoots arotind her.

Eliz.ibeth Taylor left for Eiirope,
with a stopover at Minocqiia, Wis.,
to meet Oen. Eisenhower who is

' vacationins in Wisconsin.
I Walter Winchell and Earl Carroll

j
have patched up their feud of long

I stancfing because of mutual Dnmon
Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund ac-

1 tiv'fies.

I Edward Arnold, Pat Spmer.set
, Tudor Williams and George Chand-
i ler will represent the Screen Actors
Guild at the "annual convention of;

thfe California T'ederrttiein of Labor,
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